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1.1 Introduction

Cryptography has a long and fascinating history. The most complete non-technical account
of the subject is Kahn’s The Codebreakers. This book traces cryptography from its initial
and limited use by the Egyptians some 4000 years ago, to the twentieth century where it
played a crucial role in the outcome of both world wars. Completed in 1963, Kahn’s book
covers those aspects of the history which were most significant (up to that time) to the devel-
opment of the subject. The predominant practitioners of the art were those associated with
the military, the diplomatic service and government in general. Cryptography was used as
a tool to protect national secrets and strategies.

The proliferation of computers and communications systems in the 1960s brought with
it a demand from the private sector for means to protect information in digital form and to
provide security services. Beginning with the work of Feistel at IBM in the early 1970s and
culminating in 1977 with the adoption as a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard
for encrypting unclassified information, DES, the Data Encryption Standard, is the most
well-known cryptographic mechanism in history. It remains the standard means for secur-
ing electronic commerce for many financial institutions around the world.

The most striking development in the history of cryptography came in 1976 when Diffie
and Hellman published New Directions in Cryptography. This paper introduced the revolu-
tionary concept of public-key cryptography and also provided a new and ingenious method
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2 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

for key exchange, the security of which is based on the intractability of the discrete loga-
rithm problem. Although the authors had no practical realization of a public-key encryp-
tion scheme at the time, the idea was clear and it generated extensive interest and activity
in the cryptographic community. In 1978 Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman discovered the first
practical public-key encryption and signature scheme, now referred to as RSA. The RSA
scheme is based on another hard mathematical problem, the intractability of factoring large
integers. This application of a hard mathematical problem to cryptography revitalized ef-
forts to find more efficient methods to factor. The 1980s saw major advances in this area
but none which rendered the RSA system insecure. Another class of powerful and practical
public-key schemes was found by ElGamal in 1985. These are also based on the discrete
logarithm problem.

One of the most significant contributions provided by public-key cryptography is the
digital signature. In 1991 the first international standard for digital signatures (ISO/IEC
9796) was adopted. It is based on the RSA public-key scheme. In 1994 the U.S. Govern-
ment adopted the Digital Signature Standard, a mechanism based on the ElGamal public-
key scheme.

The search for new public-key schemes, improvements to existing cryptographic mec-
hanisms, and proofs of security continues at a rapid pace. Various standards and infrastruc-
tures involving cryptography are being put in place. Security products are being developed
to address the security needs of an information intensive society.

The purpose of this book is to give an up-to-date treatise of the principles, techniques,
and algorithms of interest in cryptographic practice. Emphasis has been placed on those
aspects which are most practical and applied. The reader will be made aware of the basic
issues and pointed to specific related research in the literature where more indepth discus-
sions can be found. Due to the volume of material which is covered, most results will be
stated without proofs. This also serves the purpose of not obscuring the very applied nature
of the subject. This book is intended for both implementers and researchers. It describes
algorithms, systems, and their interactions.

Chapter 1 is a tutorial on the many and various aspects of cryptography. It does not
attempt to convey all of the details and subtleties inherent to the subject. Its purpose is to
introduce the basic issues and principles and to point the reader to appropriate chapters in the
book for more comprehensive treatments. Specific techniques are avoided in this chapter.

1.2 Information security and cryptography

The concept of information will be taken to be an understood quantity. To introduce cryp-
tography, an understanding of issues related to information security in general is necessary.
Information security manifests itself in many ways according to the situation and require-
ment. Regardless of who is involved, to one degree or another, all parties to a transaction
must have confidence that certain objectives associated with information security have been
met. Some of these objectives are listed in Table 1.1.

Over the centuries, an elaborate set of protocols and mechanisms has been created to
deal with information security issues when the information is conveyed by physical doc-
uments. Often the objectives of information security cannot solely be achieved through
mathematical algorithms and protocols alone, but require procedural techniques and abid-
ance of laws to achieve the desired result. For example, privacy of letters is provided by
sealed envelopes delivered by an accepted mail service. The physical security of the en-
velope is, for practical necessity, limited and so laws are enacted which make it a criminal
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privacy
or confidentiality

keeping information secret from all but those who are autho-
rized to see it.

data integrity ensuring information has not been altered by unauthorized or
unknown means.

entity authentication
or identification

corroboration of the identity of an entity (e.g., a person, a
computer terminal, a credit card, etc.).

message
authentication

corroborating the source of information; also known as data
origin authentication.

signature a means to bind information to an entity.
authorization conveyance, to another entity, of official sanction to do or be

something.
validation a means to provide timeliness of authorization to use or ma-

nipulate information or resources.
access control restricting access to resources to privileged entities.
certification endorsement of information by a trusted entity.
timestamping recording the time of creation or existence of information.
witnessing verifying the creation or existence of information by an entity

other than the creator.
receipt acknowledgement that information has been received.
confirmation acknowledgement that services have been provided.
ownership a means to provide an entity with the legal right to use or

transfer a resource to others.
anonymity concealing the identity of an entity involved in some process.
non-repudiation preventing the denial of previous commitments or actions.
revocation retraction of certification or authorization.

Table 1.1: Some information security objectives.

offense to open mail for which one is not authorized. It is sometimes the case that security
is achieved not through the information itself but through the physical document recording
it. For example, paper currency requires special inks and material to prevent counterfeiting.

Conceptually, the way information is recorded has not changed dramatically over time.
Whereas information was typically stored and transmitted on paper, much of it now re-
sides on magnetic media and is transmitted via telecommunications systems, some wire-
less. What has changed dramatically is the ability to copy and alter information. One can
make thousands of identical copies of a piece of information stored electronically and each
is indistinguishable from the original. With information on paper, this is much more diffi-
cult. What is needed then for a society where information is mostly stored and transmitted
in electronic form is a means to ensure information security which is independent of the
physical medium recording or conveying it and such that the objectives of information se-
curity rely solely on digital information itself.

One of the fundamental tools used in information security is the signature. It is a build-
ing block for many other services such as non-repudiation, data origin authentication, iden-
tification, and witnessing, to mention a few. Having learned the basics in writing, an indi-
vidual is taught how to produce a handwritten signature for the purpose of identification.
At contract age the signature evolves to take on a very integral part of the person’s identity.
This signature is intended to be unique to the individual and serve as a means to identify,
authorize, and validate. With electronic information the concept of a signature needs to be
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4 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

redressed; it cannot simply be something unique to the signer and independent of the in-
formation signed. Electronic replication of it is so simple that appending a signature to a
document not signed by the originator of the signature is almost a triviality.

Analogues of the “paper protocols” currently in use are required. Hopefully these new
electronic based protocols are at least as good as those they replace. There is a unique op-
portunity for society to introduce new and more efficient ways of ensuring information se-
curity. Much can be learned from the evolution of the paper based system, mimicking those
aspects which have served us well and removing the inefficiencies.

Achieving information security in an electronic society requires a vast array of techni-
cal and legal skills. There is, however, no guarantee that all of the information security ob-
jectives deemed necessary can be adequately met. The technical means is provided through
cryptography.

1.1 Definition Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of in-
formation security such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, and data ori-
gin authentication.

Cryptography is not the only means of providing information security, but rather one set of
techniques.

Cryptographic goals

Of all the information security objectives listed in Table 1.1, the following four form a
framework upon which the others will be derived: (1) privacy or confidentiality ( ª 1.5, ª 1.8);
(2) data integrity ( ª 1.9); (3) authentication ( ª 1.7); and (4) non-repudiation ( ª 1.6).

1. Confidentiality is a service used to keep the content of information from all but those
authorized to have it. Secrecy is a term synonymous with confidentiality and privacy.
There are numerous approaches to providing confidentiality, ranging from physical
protection to mathematical algorithms which render data unintelligible.

2. Data integrity is a service which addresses the unauthorized alteration of data. To
assure data integrity, one must have the ability to detect data manipulation by unau-
thorized parties. Data manipulation includes such things as insertion, deletion, and
substitution.

3. Authentication is a service related to identification. This function applies to both enti-
ties and information itself. Two parties entering into a communication should identify
each other. Information delivered over a channel should be authenticated as to origin,
date of origin, data content, time sent, etc. For these reasons this aspect of cryptog-
raphy is usually subdivided into two major classes: entity authentication and data
origin authentication. Data origin authentication implicitly provides data integrity
(for if a message is modified, the source has changed).

4. Non-repudiation is a service which prevents an entity from denying previous commit-
ments or actions. When disputes arise due to an entity denying that certain actions
were taken, a means to resolve the situation is necessary. For example, one entity
may authorize the purchase of property by another entity and later deny such autho-
rization was granted. A procedure involving a trusted third party is needed to resolve
the dispute.

A fundamental goal of cryptography is to adequately address these four areas in both
theory and practice. Cryptography is about the prevention and detection of cheating and
other malicious activities.

This book describes a number of basic cryptographic tools (primitives) used to provide
information security. Examples of primitives include encryption schemes ( ª 1.5 and ª 1.8),
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1.2 Information security and cryptography 5

hash functions (  1.9), and digital signature schemes (  1.6). Figure 1.1 provides a schematic
listing of the primitives considered and how they relate. Many of these will be briefly intro-
duced in this chapter, with detailed discussion left to later chapters. These primitives should

Symmetric-key
ciphers

Primitives
Unkeyed

Arbitrary length
hash functions

hash functions (MACs)
Arbitrary length

ciphers
Block

Stream
ciphers

Pseudorandom
sequences

Random sequences

Public-key
Primitives

Public-key
ciphers

Identification primitives

Signatures

Identification primitives

Primitives
Security Symmetric-key

Primitives

One-way permutations

Signatures

Figure 1.1: A taxonomy of cryptographic primitives.

be evaluated with respect to various criteria such as:

1. level of security. This is usually difficult to quantify. Often it is given in terms of the
number of operations required (using the best methods currently known) to defeat the
intended objective. Typically the level of security is defined by an upper bound on
the amount of work necessary to defeat the objective. This is sometimes called the
work factor (see  1.13.4).

2. functionality. Primitives will need to be combined to meet various information se-
curity objectives. Which primitives are most effective for a given objective will be
determined by the basic properties of the primitives.

3. methods of operation. Primitives, when applied in various ways and with various in-
puts, will typically exhibit different characteristics; thus, one primitive could provide
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6 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

very different functionality depending on its mode of operation or usage.
4. performance. This refers to the efficiency of a primitive in a particular mode of op-

eration. (For example, an encryption algorithm may be rated by the number of bits
per second which it can encrypt.)

5. ease of implementation. This refers to the difficulty of realizing the primitive in a
practical instantiation. This might include the complexity of implementing the prim-
itive in either a software or hardware environment.

The relative importance of various criteria is very much dependent on the application
and resources available. For example, in an environment where computing power is limited
one may have to trade off a very high level of security for better performance of the system
as a whole.

Cryptography, over the ages, has been an art practised by many who have devised ad
hoc techniques to meet some of the information security requirements. The last twenty
years have been a period of transition as the discipline moved from an art to a science. There
are now several international scientific conferences devoted exclusively to cryptography
and also an international scientific organization, the International Association for Crypto-
logic Research (IACR), aimed at fostering research in the area.

This book is about cryptography: the theory, the practice, and the standards.

1.3 Background on functions

While this book is not a treatise on abstract mathematics, a familiarity with basic mathe-
matical concepts will prove to be useful. One concept which is absolutely fundamental to
cryptography is that of a function in the mathematical sense. A function is alternately re-
ferred to as a mapping or a transformation.

1.3.1 Functions (1-1, one-way, trapdoor one-way)

A set consists of distinct objects which are called elements of the set. For example, a set ®
might consist of the elements ¯ , ° , ± , and this is denoted ®¤²�³´¯�µ�°�µ�±�¶ .

1.2 Definition A function is defined by two sets ® and · and a rule ¸ which assigns to each
element in ® precisely one element in · . The set ® is called the domain of the function
and · the codomain. If ¹ is an element of ® (usually written ¹�ºh® ) the image of ¹ is the
element in · which the rule ¸ associates with ¹ ; the image » of ¹ is denoted by »F²�¸�¼½¹�¾ .
Standard notation for a function ¸ from set ® to set · is ¸O¿�®ÁÀfÂ�· . If »7ºx· , then a
preimage of » is an element ¹�º�® for which ¸�¼½¹R¾A²~» . The set of all elements in · which
have at least one preimage is called the image of ¸ , denoted Ã�Ä�¼Å¸�¾ .

1.3 Example (function) Consider the sets ®Æ²Ç³´¯�µ�°�µU±�¶ , ·Ç²È³VÉKµ�Ê�µ�Ë�µ�ÌK¶ , and the rule ¸
from ® to · defined as ¸�¼Å¯K¾�²�Ê , ¸�¼Í°¦¾�²�Ì , ¸�¼Å±¦¾"²�É . Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of
the sets ® , · and the function ¸ . The preimage of the element Ê is ¯ . The image of ¸ is³VÉ�µ�Ê�µ�ÌK¶ . Î

Thinking of a function in terms of the schematic (sometimes called a functional dia-
gram) given in Figure 1.2, each element in the domain ® has precisely one arrowed line
originating from it. Each element in the codomain · can have any number of arrowed lines
incident to it (including zero lines).
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Figure 1.2: A function × from a set Ø of three elements to a set Ù of four elements.

Often only the domain Ú and the rule Û are given and the codomain is assumed to be
the image of Û . This point is illustrated with two examples.

1.4 Example (function) Take Ú\ÜIÝ´Þ�ß�àKß�áKß�â�âUâ�ß�Þ`ã�ä and let Û be the rule that for each å�æhÚ ,Û�ç½åRèHÜ�é�ê , where é�ê is the remainder when åQë is divided by Þ�Þ . Explicitly then

Û�ç�Þ�èHÜ|ÞìÛ�ç�à�èHÜDí Û�çÅá`èHÜDî Û�çÅí`èHÜ|ï Û�ç�ï�èHÜDáÛ�ç�ð�èHÜ|áìÛ�ç�ñ�èHÜDï Û�çÅò`èHÜDî Û�çÅî`èHÜ|í Û�ç�Þ`ã�è�Ü|ÞKâ
The image of Û is the set óIÜ�ÝVÞKß�áKß�í�ß�ï�ß�îKä . ô

1.5 Example (function) Take Ú\ÜIÝ´Þ�ß�à�ß�áKß�âUâ�âQß�Þ`ãUõÅöKä and let Û be the rule Û�ç½å�è(Ü~é ê , whereé ê is the remainder when å�ë is divided by Þ�ã�õÍö"÷xÞ for all å-æ�Ú . Here it is not feasible
to write down Û explicitly as in Example 1.4, but nonetheless the function is completely
specified by the domain and the mathematical description of the rule Û . ô
(i) 1-1 functions

1.6 Definition A function (or transformation) is Þ�ø�Þ (one-to-one) if each element in the
codomain ó is the image of at most one element in the domain Ú .

1.7 Definition A function (or transformation) is ùÍúüû�ù if each element in the codomain ó is
the image of at least one element in the domain. Equivalently, a function ÛNý<ÚÁøfþÿó is
onto if ���^çÍÛ�èHÜ�ó .

1.8 Definition If a function ÛNý�Ú øfþ ó is Þ3øZÞ and ����çÅÛ�èHÜIó , then Û is called a bijection.

1.9 Fact If ÛNýüÚ øfþ ó is ÞZø�Þ then ÛAýüÚ øfþ ����çÅÛ�è is a bijection. In particular, ifÛOý�Ú øüþ ó is Þ"ø~Þ , and Ú and ó are finite sets of the same size, then Û is a bijection.

In terms of the schematic representation, if Û is a bijection, then each element in ó
has exactly one arrowed line incident with it. The functions described in Examples 1.3 and
1.4 are not bijections. In Example 1.3 the element á is not the image of any element in the
domain. In Example 1.4 each element in the codomain has two preimages.

1.10 Definition If Û is a bijection from Ú to ó then it is a simple matter to define a bijection �
from ó to Ú as follows: for each ��æ{ó define ��ç��üèHÜ�å where å�æ�Ú and Û�ç�åRèHÜ�� . This
function � obtained from Û is called the inverse function of Û and is denoted by �ZÜ|Û���	 .
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Figure 1.3: A bijection � and its inverse ��������� .

1.11 Example (inverse function) Let �����! #"%$&"('&"%)*"%+-, , and ./�0�!12"%32"&4*"&5*"&6*, , and consider
the rule 7 given by the arrowed edges in Figure 1.3. 7 is a bijection and its inverse 8 is
formed simply by reversing the arrows on the edges. The domain of 8 is . and the codomain
is � . 9

Note that if 7 is a bijection, then so is 7�:<; . In cryptography bijections are used as
the tool for encrypting messages and the inverse transformations are used to decrypt. This
will be made clearer in = 1.4 when some basic terminology is introduced. Notice that if the
transformations were not bijections then it would not be possible to always decrypt to a
unique message.

(ii) One-way functions

There are certain types of functions which play significant roles in cryptography. At the
expense of rigor, an intuitive definition of a one-way function is given.

1.12 Definition A function 7 from a set � to a set . is called a one-way function if 7?>�@BA is
“easy” to compute for all @DCE� but for “essentially all” elements FGCIH�JK>L7?A it is “com-
putationally infeasible” to find any @MCN� such that 7?>�@BAO�PF .

1.13 Note (clarification of terms in Definition 1.12)

(i) A rigorous definition of the terms “easy” and “computationally infeasible” is neces-
sary but would detract from the simple idea that is being conveyed. For the purpose
of this chapter, the intuitive meaning will suffice.

(ii) The phrase “for essentially all elements in . ” refers to the fact that there are a few
values FQCR. for which it is easy to find an @SCT� such that FQ�07?>U@VA . For example,
one may compute FP�W7?>U@VA for a small number of @ values and then for these, the
inverse is known by table look-up. An alternate way to describe this property of a
one-way function is the following: for a random FXCYH�JK>Z7?A it is computationally
infeasible to find any @MC[� such that 7?>�@VA\�]F .

The concept of a one-way function is illustrated through the following examples.

1.14 Example (one-way function) Take �^�_�-1*"&32"%42"(`%`%`a"&12b*, and define 7?>U@VAc�Ydfe for all
@MCN� where d-e is the remainder when 4 e is divided by 12g . Explicitly,

@ 1h3 4 5i6 b g j kh12lm121i1n3h1n4h125m126h1nb
7?>�@BA 4hki12lm124h6m126h1n1h1nbh1n5 j g 5i1n3 3 b 1

Given a number between 1 and 1nb , it is relatively easy to find the image of it under 7 . How-
ever, given a number such as g , without having the table in front of you, it is harder to find
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q given that r?s qBtOuwv . Of course, if the number you are given is x then it is clear that qyu0z
is what you need; but for most of the elements in the codomain it is not that easy. {

One must keep in mind that this is an example which uses very small numbers; the
important point here is that there is a difference in the amount of work to compute r?s qBt
and the amount of work to find q given r?s qVt . Even for very large numbers, r?s qVt can be
computed efficiently using the repeated square-and-multiply algorithm (Algorithm 2.143),
whereas the process of finding q from r?s qBt is much harder.

1.15 Example (one-way function) A prime number is a positive integer greater than 1 whose
only positive integer divisors are 1 and itself. Select primes | u~}2�n�2znz , � u~� x2�n�2x , form��u |a� u��2�n�2}n�n� x v2� x , and let � u��!z2�%�2� x �%�(�%�a���I�0z#� . Define a function r on �
by r?s qBt�uY�f� for each q�� � , where �-� is the remainder when q�� is divided by � . For
instance, r?s �n}2� �2�n� z2t\u�z � �2z x2� }n�2zn} since �n}n� �n�2� z%��u��2�n�2z � } � �2� ��� �y�Dz � �nz xn� }n�nz2} .
Computing r?s qVt is a relatively simple thing to do, but to reverse the procedure is much more
difficult; that is, given a remainder to find the value q which was originally cubed (raised
to the third power). This procedure is referred to as the computation of a modular cube root
with modulus � . If the factors of � are unknown and large, this is a difficult problem; how-
ever, if the factors | and � of � are known then there is an efficient algorithm for computing
modular cube roots. (See � 8.2.2(i) for details.) {

Example 1.15 leads one to consider another type of function which will prove to be
fundamental in later developments.

(iii) Trapdoor one-way functions

1.16 Definition A trapdoor one-way function is a one-way function r\�<� ��� � with the
additional property that given some extra information (called the trapdoor information) it
becomes feasible to find for any given � �E��� sLr t , an qM� � such that r?s qBt u � .

Example 1.15 illustrates the concept of a trapdoor one-way function. With the addi-
tional information of the factors of �Gu/�n�2�n}2�n� x vn� x (namely, | u/}n�2�nz2z and � u/� xn�2�nx ,
each of which is five decimal digits long) it becomes much easier to invert the function.
The factors of �n�2�n}n�2� x vn� x are large enough that finding them by hand computation would
be difficult. Of course, any reasonable computer program could find the factors relatively
quickly. If, on the other hand, one selects | and � to be very large distinct prime numbers
(each having about 100 decimal digits) then, by today’s standards, it is a difficult problem,
even with the most powerful computers, to deduce | and � simply from � . This is the well-
known integer factorization problem (see � 3.2) and a source of many trapdoor one-way
functions.

It remains to be rigorously established whether there actually are any (true) one-way
functions. That is to say, no one has yet definitively proved the existence of such func-
tions under reasonable (and rigorous) definitions of “easy” and “computationally infeasi-
ble”. Since the existence of one-way functions is still unknown, the existence of trapdoor
one-way functions is also unknown. However, there are a number of good candidates for
one-way and trapdoor one-way functions. Many of these are discussed in this book, with
emphasis given to those which are practical.

One-way and trapdoor one-way functions are the basis for public-key cryptography
(discussed in � 1.8). The importance of these concepts will become clearer when their appli-
cation to cryptographic techniques is considered. It will be worthwhile to keep the abstract
concepts of this section in mind as concrete methods are presented.
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1.3.2 Permutations

Permutations are functions which are often used in various cryptographic constructs.

1.17 Definition Let ¡ be a finite set of elements. A permutation ¢ on ¡ is a bijection (Defini-
tion 1.8) from ¡ to itself (i.e., ¢¤£¥¡§¦<¨©¡ ).

1.18 Example (permutation) Let ¡§ª~«-¬*&®*&¯2%°2%±*² . A permutation ¢\£�¡w¦<¨³¡ is defined as
follows:

¢a´µ¬n¶·ª0¯2B¢a´µ®n¶·ª0±2B¢a´µ¯n¶Oªw°2B¢a´µ°n¶Oªw®2B¢a´µ±n¶Oªw¬2¸
A permutation can be described in various ways. It can be displayed as above or as an array:

¢Nª ¬i®m¯i°h±
¯i±m°i®h¬  (1.1)

where the top row in the array is the domain and the bottom row is the image under the
mapping ¢ . Of course, other representations are possible. ¹

Since permutations are bijections, they have inverses. If a permutation is written as an
array (see 1.1), its inverse is easily found by interchanging the rows in the array and reorder-
ing the elements in the new top row if desired (the bottom row would have to be reordered

correspondingly). The inverse of ¢ in Example 1.18 is ¢�º�»�ª ¬h®i¯m°i±
±h°i¬m¯i® ¸

1.19 Example (permutation) Let ¼ be the set of integers «!½2&¬*&®*%¸%¸(¸?�¢a¾�¦]¬#² where ¢ and ¾
are distinct large primes (for example, ¢ and ¾ are each about 100 decimal digits long), and
suppose that neither ¢O¦T¬ nor ¾�¦K¬ is divisible by 3. Then the function ¢a´�¿B¶OªPÀ-Á , where À-Á
is the remainder when ¿aÂ is divided by ¢a¾ , can be shown to be a permutation. Determining
the inverse permutation is computationally infeasible by today’s standards unless ¢ and ¾
are known (cf. Example 1.15). ¹

1.3.3 Involutions

Another type of function which will be referred to in Ã 1.5.3 is an involution. Involutions
have the property that they are their own inverses.

1.20 Definition Let ¡ be a finite set and let Ä be a bijection from ¡ to ¡ (i.e., Ä�£�¡�¦�¨Å¡ ).
The function Ä is called an involution if Ä/ªÆÄ�º�» . An equivalent way of stating this is
Ä?´ZÄ?´�¿B¶µ¶ ªP¿ for all ¿MÇÈ¡ .

1.21 Example (involution) Figure 1.4 is an example of an involution. In the diagram of an
involution, note that if É is the image of Ê then Ê is the image of É . ¹

c
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Figure 1.4: An involution on a set Î of 5 elements.

1.4 Basic terminology and concepts

The scientific study of any discipline must be built upon rigorous definitions arising from
fundamental concepts. What follows is a list of terms and basic concepts used throughout
this book. Where appropriate, rigor has been sacrificed (here in Chapter 1) for the sake of
clarity.

Encryption domains and codomains
ÏEÐ denotes a finite set called the alphabet of definition. For example, ÐÒÑ0Ó!Ô2Õ%Ö*× , the

binary alphabet, is a frequently used alphabet of definition. Note that any alphabet
can be encoded in terms of the binary alphabet. For example, since there are Ø2Ù binary
strings of length five, each letter of the English alphabet can be assigned a unique
binary string of length five.ÏEÚ denotes a set called the message space. Ú consists of strings of symbols from
an alphabet of definition. An element of Ú is called a plaintext message or simply
a plaintext. For example, Ú may consist of binary strings, English text, computer
code, etc.ÏEÛ denotes a set called the ciphertext space. Û consists of strings of symbols from an
alphabet of definition, which may differ from the alphabet of definition for Ú . An
element of Û is called a ciphertext.

Encryption and decryption transformations
ÏEÜ denotes a set called the key space. An element of Ü is called a key.Ï Each element ÝßÞ Ü uniquely determines a bijection from Ú to Û , denoted by à\á .
à\á is called an encryption function or an encryption transformation. Note that à\á
must be a bijection if the process is to be reversed and a unique plaintext message
recovered for each distinct ciphertext. âÏ For each ãQÞ Ü , äæå denotes a bijection from Û to Ú (i.e., äæå�ç Û§è<é�Ú ). äæå is
called a decryption function or decryption transformation.Ï The process of applying the transformation à\á to a message êëÞ Ú is usually re-
ferred to as encrypting ê or the encryption of ê .Ï The process of applying the transformation äæå to a ciphertext ì is usually referred to
as decrypting ì or the decryption of ì .

í
More generality is obtained if î�ï is simply defined as a ðBñ[ð transformation from ò to ó . That is to say,î�ï is a bijection from ò to ôöõc÷øîùïZú where ôöõc÷øîùïZú is a subset of ó .

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.



12 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

û An encryption scheme consists of a set üný\þaÿ�������� of encryption transformations
and a corresponding set ü	��
<ÿ������� of decryption transformations with the prop-
erty that for each ����� there is a unique key ����� such that ��
���ý���þ ; that is,
��
��Zý\þ������������ for all � ��! . An encryption scheme is sometimes referred to
as a cipher.û The keys � and � in the preceding definition are referred to as a key pair and some-
times denoted by ����"#��� . Note that � and � could be the same.û To construct an encryption scheme requires one to select a message space ! , a ci-
phertext space $ , a key space � , a set of encryption transformations üný\þaÿ�������� ,
and a corresponding set of decryption transformations ü%� 
 ÿ������� .

Achieving confidentiality

An encryption scheme may be used as follows for the purpose of achieving confidentiality.
Two parties Alice and Bob first secretly choose or secretly exchange a key pair �&�'"(�	� . At a
subsequent point in time, if Alice wishes to send a message �)��! to Bob, she computes* ��ý þ ����� and transmits this to Bob. Upon receiving * , Bob computes � 
 � * �+�,� and
hence recovers the original message � .

The question arises as to why keys are necessary. (Why not just choose one encryption
function and its corresponding decryption function?) Having transformations which are
very similar but characterized by keys means that if some particular encryption/decryption
transformation is revealed then one does not have to redesign the entire scheme but simply
change the key. It is sound cryptographic practice to change the key (encryption/decryption
transformation) frequently. As a physical analogue, consider an ordinary resettable combi-
nation lock. The structure of the lock is available to anyone who wishes to purchase one but
the combination is chosen and set by the owner. If the owner suspects that the combination
has been revealed he can easily reset it without replacing the physical mechanism.

1.22 Example (encryption scheme) Let ! � ü-� � ".��/�"0�213� and $4�ëü * � " * /5" * 13� . There
are precisely 6�7��98 bijections from ! to $ . The key space � � ü;:�"#<�"#6�">=5">?5">85� has
six elements in it, each specifying one of the transformations. Figure 1.5 illustrates the six
encryption functions which are denoted by ýA@B"#:�C�DECF8 . Alice and Bob agree on a trans-
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I2K

L H
L�J

G J
I H
I2J
I2K

I H
I2J
I2K

G K

GNM
I H
I2J
I K
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I K
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I H
I2J
I K

G+Q

L H
L'J

L H
L JL J
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L H
L�J
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L�K L'K L�K
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of a simple encryption scheme.

formation, say ý � . To encrypt the message � � , Alice computes ý � �R� � �P� * 1 and sends* 1 to Bob. Bob decrypts * 1 by reversing the arrows on the diagram for ý � and observing
that * 1 points to � � .

c
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When U is a small set, the functional diagram is a simple visual means to describe the
mapping. In cryptography, the set U is typically of astronomical proportions and, as such,
the visual description is infeasible. What is required, in these cases, is some other simple
means to describe the encryption and decryption transformations, such as mathematical al-
gorithms. V

Figure 1.6 provides a simple model of a two-party communication using encryption.

W

X

W
Y�Z\[ X']^_W`�aB[ W�]b^_X

plaintext

source

Alice Bob

UNSECURED CHANNEL

Adversary

decryptionencryption

destination

Figure 1.6: Schematic of a two-party communication using encryption.

Communication participants

Referring to Figure 1.6, the following terminology is defined.c An entity or party is someone or something which sends, receives, or manipulates
information. Alice and Bob are entities in Example 1.22. An entity may be a person,
a computer terminal, etc.c A sender is an entity in a two-party communication which is the legitimate transmitter
of information. In Figure 1.6, the sender is Alice.c A receiver is an entity in a two-party communication which is the intended recipient
of information. In Figure 1.6, the receiver is Bob.c An adversary is an entity in a two-party communication which is neither the sender
nor receiver, and which tries to defeat the information security service being provided
between the sender and receiver. Various other names are synonymous with adver-
sary such as enemy, attacker, opponent, tapper, eavesdropper, intruder, and interloper.
An adversary will often attempt to play the role of either the legitimate sender or the
legitimate receiver.

Channelsc A channel is a means of conveying information from one entity to another.c A physically secure channel or secure channel is one which is not physically acces-
sible to the adversary.c An unsecured channel is one from which parties other than those for which the in-
formation is intended can reorder, delete, insert, or read.c A secured channel is one from which an adversary does not have the ability to reorder,
delete, insert, or read.

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.



14 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

One should note the subtle difference between a physically secure channel and a se-
cured channel – a secured channel may be secured by physical or cryptographic techniques,
the latter being the topic of this book. Certain channels are assumed to be physically secure.
These include trusted couriers, personal contact between communicating parties, and a ded-
icated communication link, to name a few.

Security

A fundamental premise in cryptography is that the sets dfe0gheBije'k%lnmpoq�r2i�s , k%t�uvo�wxr
i�s are public knowledge. When two parties wish to communicate securely using an en-
cryption scheme, the only thing that they keep secret is the particular key pair y&q'e(w	z which
they are using, and which they must select. One can gain additional security by keeping the
class of encryption and decryption transformations secret but one should not base the secu-
rity of the entire scheme on this approach. History has shown that maintaining the secrecy
of the transformations is very difficult indeed.

1.23 Definition An encryption scheme is said to be breakable if a third party, without prior
knowledge of the key pair y�q�e#w�z , can systematically recover plaintext from corresponding
ciphertext within some appropriate time frame.

An appropriate time frame will be a function of the useful lifespan of the data being
protected. For example, an instruction to buy a certain stock may only need to be kept secret
for a few minutes whereas state secrets may need to remain confidential indefinitely.

An encryption scheme can be broken by trying all possible keys to see which one the
communicating parties are using (assuming that the class of encryption functions is public
knowledge). This is called an exhaustive search of the key space. It follows then that the
number of keys (i.e., the size of the key space) should be large enough to make this approach
computationally infeasible. It is the objective of a designer of an encryption scheme that this
be the best approach to break the system.

Frequently cited in the literature are Kerckhoffs’ desiderata, a set of requirements for
cipher systems. They are given here essentially as Kerckhoffs originally stated them:

1. the system should be, if not theoretically unbreakable, unbreakable in practice;
2. compromise of the system details should not inconvenience the correspondents;
3. the key should be rememberable without notes and easily changed;
4. the cryptogram should be transmissible by telegraph;
5. the encryption apparatus should be portable and operable by a single person; and
6. the system should be easy, requiring neither the knowledge of a long list of rules nor

mental strain.

This list of requirements was articulated in 1883 and, for the most part, remains useful today.
Point 2 allows that the class of encryption transformations being used be publicly known
and that the security of the system should reside only in the key chosen.

Information security in general

So far the terminology has been restricted to encryption and decryption with the goal of pri-
vacy in mind. Information security is much broader, encompassing such things as authen-
tication and data integrity. A few more general definitions, pertinent to discussions later in
the book, are given next.
{ An information security service is a method to provide some specific aspect of secu-

rity. For example, integrity of transmitted data is a security objective, and a method
to ensure this aspect is an information security service.

c
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~ Breaking an information security service (which often involves more than simply en-
cryption) implies defeating the objective of the intended service.~ A passive adversary is an adversary who is capable only of reading information from
an unsecured channel.~ An active adversary is an adversary who may also transmit, alter, or delete informa-
tion on an unsecured channel.

Cryptology~ Cryptanalysis is the study of mathematical techniques for attempting to defeat cryp-
tographic techniques, and, more generally, information security services.~ A cryptanalyst is someone who engages in cryptanalysis.~ Cryptology is the study of cryptography (Definition 1.1) and cryptanalysis.~ A cryptosystem is a general term referring to a set of cryptographic primitives used
to provide information security services. Most often the term is used in conjunction
with primitives providing confidentiality, i.e., encryption.

Cryptographic techniques are typically divided into two generic types: symmetric-key
and public-key. Encryption methods of these types will be discussed separately in � 1.5 and
� 1.8. Other definitions and terminology will be introduced as required.

1.5 Symmetric-key encryption

� 1.5 considers symmetric-key encryption. Public-key encryption is the topic of � 1.8.

1.5.1 Overview of block ciphers and stream ciphers

1.24 Definition Consider an encryption scheme consisting of the sets of encryption and de-
cryption transformations �%�n�p��+����� and �%���v��������� , respectively, where � is the key
space. The encryption scheme is said to be symmetric-key if for each associated encryp-
tion/decryption key pair �&���#��� , it is computationally “easy” to determine � knowing only � ,
and to determine � from � .

Since ����� in most practical symmetric-key encryption schemes, the term symmetric-
key becomes appropriate. Other terms used in the literature are single-key, one-key, private-
key,� and conventional encryption. Example 1.25 illustrates the idea of symmetric-key en-
cryption.

1.25 Example (symmetric-key encryption) Let ��� �;�+�>���>���(�#�#�v�#�P�.���#��� be the English
alphabet. Let � and � be the set of all strings of length five over � . The key � is chosen
to be a permutation on � . To encrypt, an English message is broken up into groups each
having five letters (with appropriate padding if the length of the message is not a multiple
of five) and a permutation � is applied to each letter one at a time. To decrypt, the inverse
permutation �x���%�b  is applied to each letter of the ciphertext. For instance, suppose that
the key � is chosen to be the permutation which maps each letter to the one which is three
positions to its right, as shown below

��� A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C¡

Private key is a term also used in quite a different context (see ¢ 1.8). The term will be reserved for the latter
usage in this book.

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.



16 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

A message
£¥¤F¦�§P¨.©«ª¬¨.A§N®n¯°¨.©«ª�®n¯±¦�²P¨.³N´�µx³N¶�¦�©�®nª�·P¯�®

is encrypted to
¸¹¤»ºn¼;½R£�¾¿¤ÁÀÃÂ�´#ÄxÅ_´�©«Â�§N·Æ´>ÄjÅÇ§N·ÈÀÃÉP´�Ê�¶ÌËEÊ�¯ÍÀÎÄ�§NÅÇÏN·P§+Ð Ñ

A two-party communication using symmetric-key encryption can be described by the
block diagram of Figure 1.7, which is Figure 1.6 with the addition of the secure (both con-

Ò

Ó

Ô

SECURE CHANNEL

ÕjÖ#× Ô'ØÙ_ÒÚ�ÛB× Ò�ØvÙ_Ô

Ó

Ò
UNSECURED CHANNEL

encryption

plaintext

source

Alice

Adversary

source

key

decryption

destination

Bob

Figure 1.7: Two-party communication using encryption, with a secure channel for key exchange.
The decryption key Ü can be efficiently computed from the encryption key Ó .

fidential and authentic) channel. One of the major issues with symmetric-key systems is to
find an efficient method to agree upon and exchange keys securely. This problem is referred
to as the key distribution problem (see Chapters 12 and 13).

It is assumed that all parties know the set of encryption/decryption transformations (i.e.,
they all know the encryption scheme). As has been emphasized several times the only infor-
mation which should be required to be kept secret is the key Ý . However, in symmetric-key
encryption, this means that the key Þ must also be kept secret, as Ý can be deduced from
Þ . In Figure 1.7 the encryption key Þ is transported from one entity to the other with the
understanding that both can construct the decryption key Ý .

There are two classes of symmetric-key encryption schemes which are commonly dis-
tinguished: block ciphers and stream ciphers.

1.26 Definition A block cipher is an encryption scheme which breaks up the plaintext mes-
sages to be transmitted into strings (called blocks) of a fixed length ß over an alphabet à ,
and encrypts one block at a time.

Most well-known symmetric-key encryption techniques are block ciphers. A number
of examples of these are given in Chapter 7. Two important classes of block ciphers are
substitution ciphers and transposition ciphers ( á 1.5.2). Product ciphers ( á 1.5.3) combine

c
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these. Stream ciphers are considered in ä 1.5.4, while comments on the key space follow in
ä 1.5.5.

1.5.2 Substitution ciphers and transposition ciphers

Substitution ciphers are block ciphers which replace symbols (or groups of symbols) by
other symbols or groups of symbols.

Simple substitution ciphers

1.27 Definition Let å be an alphabet of æ symbols and ç be the set of all strings of lengthè
over å . Let é be the set of all permutations on the set å . Define for each ê¬ë,é an

encryption transformation ìní as:

ì í'îRï�ð¿ñ»î ê îRï¬ò\ð ê îRï�ó	ðpô(ô#ô ê î�ï_õ�ðBðnñ�î&ö#ò>ö.ó¹ô#ô#ô#öBõ�ðhñ»ö#÷
where ïøñ4î�ïÁò.ï2óAô(ô#ô.ï_õ�ð ëÆç . In other words, for each symbol in a

è
-tuple, replace

(substitute) it by another symbol from å according to some fixed permutation ê . To decrypt
öAñ�î�ö#ò(ö.óAô(ô#ô#öBõ�ð compute the inverse permutation ù ñ ê%ú ò andû�ü î�ö\ðhñ»î ù î�ö(ò>ð ù î&ö.ó�ðýô#ô#ô ù î&öBõ�ðBð¿ñ»îRï¬òþï�óAô(ô#ôþï�õ�ðhñ±ïÁÿ
ì í is called a simple substitution cipher or a mono-alphabetic substitution cipher.

The number of distinct substitution ciphers is æ�� and is independent of the block size in
the cipher. Example 1.25 is an example of a simple substitution cipher of block length five.

Simple substitution ciphers over small block sizes provide inadequate security even
when the key space is extremely large. If the alphabet is the English alphabet as in Exam-
ple 1.25, then the size of the key space is �������	��
��� ó�� , yet the key being used can be
determined quite easily by examining a modest amount of ciphertext. This follows from the
simple observation that the distribution of letter frequencies is preserved in the ciphertext.
For example, the letter � occurs more frequently than the other letters in ordinary English
text. Hence the letter occurring most frequently in a sequence of ciphertext blocks is most
likely to correspond to the letter � in the plaintext. By observing a modest quantity of ci-
phertext blocks, a cryptanalyst can determine the key.

Homophonic substitution ciphers

1.28 Definition To each symbol �,ë å , associate a set � î � ð of strings of
è

symbols, with
the restriction that the sets � î � ð , ��ë_å , be pairwise disjoint. A homophonic substitution
cipher replaces each symbol � in a plaintext message block with a randomly chosen string
from � î � ð . To decrypt a string ö of

è
symbols, one must determine an �±ëFå such that

ö ë�� î � ð . The key for the cipher consists of the sets � î � ð .
1.29 Example (homophonic substitution cipher) Consider å ñ�� � ÷���� , � î � ðhñ�� ��� ÷ ��� � , and

� î��\ðhñ�� ��� ÷ ��� � . The plaintext message block � � encrypts to one of the following: ������� ,
������� , ������� , ������� . Observe that the codomain of the encryption function (for messages of
length two) consists of the following pairwise disjoint sets of four-element bitstrings:

��� � � � ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ���!��� �
� � � � � ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ���!��� �
� � � � � ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ���!��� �
�"� � � � ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ������� ÷ ���!��� �

Any 4-bitstring uniquely identifies a codomain element, and hence a plaintext message. #
Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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Often the symbols do not occur with equal frequency in plaintext messages. With a
simple substitution cipher this non-uniform frequency property is reflected in the ciphertext
as illustrated in Example 1.25. A homophonic cipher can be used to make the frequency of
occurrence of ciphertext symbols more uniform, at the expense of data expansion. Decryp-
tion is not as easily performed as it is for simple substitution ciphers.

Polyalphabetic substitution ciphers

1.30 Definition A polyalphabetic substitution cipher is a block cipher with block length $ over
an alphabet % having the following properties:

(i) the key space & consists of all ordered sets of $ permutations ')(+*",-(�./,�0�0�01,2(4365 , where
each permutation (�7 is defined on the set % ;

(ii) encryption of the message 8:9;')8 * 8 .=<�<�< 8 3 5 under the key >?9@'A( * ,2( . ,�0�0�01,-( 3 5
is given by B�C�')8D5�9E')( * ')8 * 5A( . ')8 . 5 <�<�< ( 3 ')8 3 565 ; and

(iii) the decryption key associated with >F9G')(+*�,2(/.�,�0�0�0 ,-(�3�5 is HI9E'A(1J ** ,-(1J *. ,�0�0�0 ,-(1J *3 5 .
1.31 Example (Vigenère cipher) Let %K9:LNMO,"PQ,"RF,�0�0�01,"ST,2UV,"WYX and $Z9\[ . Choose >]9

'A(+*�,2(/.�,2(/^�5 , where (+* maps each letter to the letter three positions to its right in the alphabet,
(�. to the one seven positions to its right, and (�^ ten positions to its right. If

8_9E`Qacb deRQbgf�ach�iFb2djRQhkil`mMcb nTopU@ncqr`sdehkRltcich
then

u 9vB�C�')8D5w9lx�qrdFy{z/djdeqrq|tTf�Rs}~ogP�x�aTdj�rdebg�=y{��y{oY��S�U�qI0 �
Polyalphabetic ciphers have the advantage over simple substitution ciphers that symbol

frequencies are not preserved. In the example above, the letter E is encrypted to both O and
L. However, polyalphabetic ciphers are not significantly more difficult to cryptanalyze, the
approach being similar to the simple substitution cipher. In fact, once the block length $ is
determined, the ciphertext letters can be divided into $ groups (where group � , �V���I�|$ ,
consists of those ciphertext letters derived using permutation ( 7 ), and a frequency analysis
can be done on each group.

Transposition ciphers

Another class of symmetric-key ciphers is the simple transposition cipher, which simply
permutes the symbols in a block.

1.32 Definition Consider a symmetric-key block encryption scheme with block length $ . Let &
be the set of all permutations on the set LN�/,"��,�0�0�0�,-$�X . For each >T�V& define the encryption
function

B C ')8D5�9v'A8 C"� *�� 8 C"� .N� <�<�< 8 C"� 32� 5
where 8�9�')8s*28�. <�<�< 8�3�5Q�Z� , the message space. The set of all such transformations
is called a simple transposition cipher. The decryption key corresponding to > is the inverse
permutation Hr9v> J * . To decrypt u 9E' u * u .=<�<�< u 3 5 , compute �r��' u 5�9E' u �N� *�� u �N� .N� <�<�< u �N� 32� 5 .

A simple transposition cipher preserves the number of symbols of a given type within
a block, and thus is easily cryptanalyzed.

c
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1.5.3 Composition of ciphers

In order to describe product ciphers, the concept of composition of functions is introduced.
Compositions are a convenient way of constructing more complicated functions from sim-
pler ones.

Composition of functions

1.33 Definition Let � , � , and � be finite sets and let �k����� �\� and  =�¡�_�1�:� be func-
tions. The composition of   with � , denoted  £¢F� (or simply  1� ), is a function from � to
� as illustrated in Figure 1.8 and defined by ¤A �¢¥�+¦�¤A§m¦w¨l +¤��+¤)§Y¦6¦�©«ª�¬Y�®¯®�§D°V� .
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Figure 1.8: The composition ¾O¿wÀ of functions ¾ and À .

Composition can be easily extended to more than two functions. For functions ��Á , �ÃÂ ,Ä�Ä�Ä1Å ��Æ , one can define ��Æ�¢gÇ�Ç�Ç6¢1�ÃÂY¢1��Á , provided that the domain of ��Æ equals the codomain
of ��Æ-È Á and so on.

Compositions and involutions

Involutions were introduced in É 1.3.3 as a simple class of functions with an interesting prop-
erty: Ê�Ë4¤�Ê�Ë�¤)§Y¦�¦�¨l§ for all § in the domain of Ê�Ë ; that is, Ê�Ë�¢1ÊkË is the identity function.

1.34 Remark (composition of involutions) The composition of two involutions is not necessar-
ily an involution, as illustrated in Figure 1.9. However, involutions may be composed to get
somewhat more complicated functions whose inverses are easy to find. This is an important
feature for decryption. For example if Ê Ë�Ì Å Ê ËNÍ Å�Ä�Ä�ÄgÅ Ê Ë�Î are involutions then the inverse
of Ê Ë ¨ÏÊ Ë�Ì Ê ËNÍ Ç�Ç�Ç�Ê Ë�Î is Ê È ÁË ¨	Ê Ë�Î Ê Ë�ÎAÐ�Ì Ç�Ç�Ç�Ê Ë�Ì , the composition of the involutions
in the reverse order.
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Figure 1.9: The composition ¾T¿wÀ of involutions ¾ and À is not an involution.
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Product ciphers

Simple substitution and transposition ciphers individually do not provide a very high level
of security. However, by combining these transformations it is possible to obtain strong ci-
phers. As will be seen in Chapter 7 some of the most practical and effective symmetric-key
systems are product ciphers. One example of a product cipher is a composition of Ñ£Ò	Ó
transformations Ô�Õ�Ö×ÔkÕNØ Ù�Ù�ÙÃÔ�Õ�Ú where each ÔkÕ�Û , ÜsÝßÞ�ÝßÑ , is either a substitution or a
transposition cipher. For the purpose of this introduction, let the composition of a substitu-
tion and a transposition be called a round.

1.35 Example (product cipher) Let à á|âDáäã be the set of all binary strings of length six.
The number of elements in à is Ó�åráEæ�ç . Let èéáEê)èsë2è�ìkÙ�Ù�Ù2è å�í and define

Ôjî ë�ïÕ ê)è í á èñðóòeô where òöõ£ãöô
Ô î ìNï ê)è í á êAèZ÷"èZø"è å è ë è ì èZù í�ú

Here, ð is the exclusive-OR (XOR) operation defined as follows: û?ðäû£á	û , ûrðäÜ£áÏÜ ,
Üjð�ûDáüÜ , Üjð�ÜDáüû . Ô î ë�ïÕ is a polyalphabetic substitution cipher and Ô î ì�ï is a trans-

position cipher (not involving the key). The product Ô î ë�ïÕ Ô î ìNï is a round. While here the
transposition cipher is very simple and is not determined by the key, this need not be the
case. ý

1.36 Remark (confusion and diffusion) A substitution in a round is said to add confusion to the
encryption process whereas a transposition is said to add diffusion. Confusion is intended
to make the relationship between the key and ciphertext as complex as possible. Diffusion
refers to rearranging or spreading out the bits in the message so that any redundancy in the
plaintext is spread out over the ciphertext. A round then can be said to add both confu-
sion and diffusion to the encryption. Most modern block cipher systems apply a number of
rounds in succession to encrypt plaintext.

1.5.4 Stream ciphers

Stream ciphers form an important class of symmetric-key encryption schemes. They are, in
one sense, very simple block ciphers having block length equal to one. What makes them
useful is the fact that the encryption transformation can change for each symbol of plain-
text being encrypted. In situations where transmission errors are highly probable, stream
ciphers are advantageous because they have no error propagation. They can also be used
when the data must be processed one symbol at a time (e.g., if the equipment has no memory
or buffering of data is limited).

1.37 Definition Let ã be the key space for a set of encryption transformations. A sequence of
symbols þNë"þ�ì�þ ù Ù�Ù�Ù�þ×ÿ�õVã , is called a keystream.

1.38 Definition Let � be an alphabet of � symbols and let Ô�� be a simple substitution cipher
with block length Ü where þTõVã . Let è ë è ì è�ù=Ù�Ù�Ù be a plaintext string and let þ ë þ ì þ�ùkÙ�Ù�Ù
be a keystream from ã . A stream cipher takes the plaintext string and produces a ciphertext
string � ë � ì �2ùkÙ�Ù�Ù where � ÿ á;Ô � Û-ê)è ÿ í . If � ÿ denotes the inverse of þ ÿ , then ����Û ê	� ÿ í áäè ÿ
decrypts the ciphertext string.

c
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A stream cipher applies simple encryption transformations according to the keystream
being used. The keystream could be generated at random, or by an algorithm which gen-
erates the keystream from an initial small keystream (called a seed), or from a seed and
previous ciphertext symbols. Such an algorithm is called a keystream generator.

The Vernam cipher

A motivating factor for the Vernam cipher was its simplicity and ease of implementation.

1.39 Definition The Vernam Cipher is a stream cipher defined on the alphabet ������������ . A
binary message ��������� �!���#" is operated on by a binary key string $���$ ��� �!��$%" of the same
length to produce a ciphertext string &!�!&'���!� ��&(" where

&*)+��#)-,.$/)*�0��1�23154!6
If the key string is randomly chosen and never used again, the Vernam cipher is called a
one-time system or a one-time pad.

To see how the Vernam cipher corresponds to Definition 1.38, observe that there are
precisely two substitution ciphers on the set � . One is simply the identity map 798 which
sends � to � and � to � ; the other 7:� sends � to � and � to � . When the keystream contains
a � , apply 7;8 to the corresponding plaintext symbol; otherwise, apply 7<� .

If the key string is reused there are ways to attack the system. For example, if &!�!&'��� �!�=&("
and &?> � &?>� �!�!�!&?>" are two ciphertext strings produced by the same keystream $ � $ � �!� ��$ " then

&()+.�#)-,@$%)*� & > ) @� >) ,.$/)
and &()-,.&?>) .�A)-,#�A>) . The redundancy in the latter may permit cryptanalysis.

The one-time pad can be shown to be theoretically unbreakable. That is, if a cryptana-
lyst has a ciphertext string &!��&?���!� ��&(" encrypted using a random key string which has been
used only once, the cryptanalyst can do no better than guess at the plaintext being any bi-
nary string of length 4 (i.e., 4 -bit binary strings are equally likely as plaintext). It has been
proven that to realize an unbreakable system requires a random key of the same length as the
message. This reduces the practicality of the system in all but a few specialized situations.
Reportedly until very recently the communication line between Moscow and Washington
was secured by a one-time pad. Transport of the key was done by trusted courier.

1.5.5 The key space

The size of the key space is the number of encryption/decryption key pairs that are available
in the cipher system. A key is typically a compact way to specify the encryption transfor-
mation (from the set of all encryption transformations) to be used. For example, a transpo-
sition cipher of block length 4 has 4�B encryption functions from which to select. Each can
be simply described by a permutation which is called the key.

It is a great temptation to relate the security of the encryption scheme to the size of the
key space. The following statement is important to remember.

1.40 Fact A necessary, but usually not sufficient, condition for an encryption scheme to be se-
cure is that the key space be large enough to preclude exhaustive search.

For instance, the simple substitution cipher in Example 1.25 has a key space of sizeCED B+FHGJIK�L� �	M . The polyalphabetic substitution cipher of Example 1.31 has a key space
of size N CED BPORQSFUTVIA�E��WYX . Exhaustive search of either key space is completely infeasible,
yet both ciphers are relatively weak and provide little security.
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22 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

1.6 Digital signatures

A cryptographic primitive which is fundamental in authentication, authorization, and non-
repudiation is the digital signature. The purpose of a digital signature is to provide a means
for an entity to bind its identity to a piece of information. The process of signing entails
transforming the message and some secret information held by the entity into a tag called
a signature. A generic description follows.

Nomenclature and set-upZ\[ is the set of messages which can be signed.Z\] is a set of elements called signatures, possibly binary strings of a fixed length.Z.^`_ is a transformation from the message set [ to the signature set ] , and is called
a signing transformation for entity a .b The transformation ^ _ is kept secret by a ,
and will be used to create signatures for messages from [ .Z.c _ is a transformation from the set [ dK] to the set e true f false g .h c _ is called
a verification transformation for a ’s signatures, is publicly known, and is used by
other entities to verify signatures created by a .

1.41 Definition The transformations ^`_ and c�_ provide a digital signature scheme for a . Oc-
casionally the term digital signature mechanism is used.

1.42 Example (digital signature scheme) [ i ekj�l=f'j�mLf?j b g and ]ni epo�l�f o*m�f!o b g . The left
side of Figure 1.10 displays a signing function ^ _ from the set [ and, the right side, the
corresponding verification function c _ . q

rts

u s

False

True

v#w
vyx
vyz { x

{ w
{=z

| v\w*}={ w(~
| v\w*}={ x ~
| v w }={ z ~
| v x }={ w(~
| v x }={ x ~
| v�x=}={ z ~
| v�z=}={ w(~
| v�z=}={ x ~
| v z }={ z ~

Figure 1.10: A signing and verification function for a digital signature scheme.

z
The names of Alice and Bob are usually abbreviated to � and � , respectively.�������

consists of all pairs ���V���%� where ��� �
, �3� �

, called the Cartesian product of
�
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�

.
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Signing procedure

Entity � (the signer) creates a signature for a message ���J� by doing the following:

1. Compute �����`������� .
2. Transmit the pair ���5 !�/� . � is called the signature for message � .

Verification procedure

To verify that a signature � on a message � was created by � , an entity ¡ (the verifier)
performs the following steps:

1. Obtain the verification function ¢ � of � .
2. Compute £#��¢����Y��  � � .
3. Accept the signature as having been created by � if £K� true, and reject the signature

if £#� false.

1.43 Remark (concise representation) The transformations �`� and ¢�� are typically character-
ized more compactly by a key; that is, there is a class of signing and verification algorithms
publicly known, and each algorithm is identified by a key. Thus the signing algorithm �¤�
of � is determined by a key ¥/� and � is only required to keep ¥%� secret. Similarly, the
verification algorithm ¢�� of � is determined by a key ¦�� which is made public.

1.44 Remark (handwritten signatures) Handwritten signatures could be interpreted as a spe-
cial class of digital signatures. To see this, take the set of signatures § to contain only one
element which is the handwritten signature of � , denoted by � � . The verification function
simply checks if the signature on a message purportedly signed by � is � � .

An undesirable feature in Remark 1.44 is that the signature is not message-dependent.
Hence, further constraints are imposed on digital signature mechanisms as next discussed.

Properties required for signing and verification functions

There are several properties which the signing and verification transformations must satisfy.

(a) � is a valid signature of � on message � if and only if ¢������5 !�/�;� true.
(b) It is computationally infeasible for any entity other than � to find, for any �¨��� ,

an �:�©§ such that ¢������5 !�/�;� true.

Figure 1.10 graphically displays property (a). There is an arrowed line in the diagram
for ¢�� from �Y�Aª* !�=«/� to true provided there is an arrowed line from �Aª to �=« in the diagram
for �`� . Property (b) provides the security for the method – the signature uniquely binds �
to the message which is signed.

No one has yet formally proved that digital signature schemes satisfying (b) exist (al-
though existence is widely believed to be true); however, there are some very good can-
didates. ¬ 1.8.3 introduces a particular class of digital signatures which arise from public-
key encryption techniques. Chapter 11 describes a number of digital signature mechanisms
which are believed to satisfy the two properties cited above. Although the description of a
digital signature given in this section is quite general, it can be broadened further, as pre-
sented in ¬ 11.2.
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24 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

1.7 Authentication and identification

Authentication is a term which is used (and often abused) in a very broad sense. By itself
it has little meaning other than to convey the idea that some means has been provided to
guarantee that entities are who they claim to be, or that information has not been manip-
ulated by unauthorized parties. Authentication is specific to the security objective which
one is trying to achieve. Examples of specific objectives include access control, entity au-
thentication, message authentication, data integrity, non-repudiation, and key authentica-
tion. These instances of authentication are dealt with at length in Chapters 9 through 13.
For the purposes of this chapter, it suffices to give a brief introduction to authentication by
describing several of the most obvious applications.

Authentication is one of the most important of all information security objectives. Un-
til the mid 1970s it was generally believed that secrecy and authentication were intrinsically
connected. With the discovery of hash functions (  1.9) and digital signatures (  1.6), it was
realized that secrecy and authentication were truly separate and independent information
security objectives. It may at first not seem important to separate the two but there are situ-
ations where it is not only useful but essential. For example, if a two-party communication
between Alice and Bob is to take place where Alice is in one country and Bob in another,
the host countries might not permit secrecy on the channel; one or both countries might
want the ability to monitor all communications. Alice and Bob, however, would like to be
assured of the identity of each other, and of the integrity and origin of the information they
send and receive.

The preceding scenario illustrates several independent aspects of authentication. If Al-
ice and Bob desire assurance of each other’s identity, there are two possibilities to consider.

1. Alice and Bob could be communicating with no appreciable time delay. That is, they
are both active in the communication in “real time”.

2. Alice or Bob could be exchanging messages with some delay. That is, messages
might be routed through various networks, stored, and forwarded at some later time.

In the first instance Alice and Bob would want to verify identities in real time. This
might be accomplished by Alice sending Bob some challenge, to which Bob is the only
entity which can respond correctly. Bob could perform a similar action to identify Alice.
This type of authentication is commonly referred to as entity authentication or more simply
identification.

For the second possibility, it is not convenient to challenge and await response, and
moreover the communication path may be only in one direction. Different techniques are
now required to authenticate the originator of the message. This form of authentication is
called data origin authentication.

1.7.1 Identification

1.45 Definition An identification or entity authentication technique assures one party (through
acquisition of corroborative evidence) of both the identity of a second party involved, and
that the second was active at the time the evidence was created or acquired.

Typically the only data transmitted is that necessary to identify the communicating par-
ties. The entities are both active in the communication, giving a timeliness guarantee.

c
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1.46 Example (identification) ° calls ± on the telephone. If ° and ± know each other then
entity authentication is provided through voice recognition. Although not foolproof, this
works effectively in practice. ²

1.47 Example (identification) Person ° provides to a banking machine a personal identifica-
tion number (PIN) along with a magnetic stripe card containing information about ° . The
banking machine uses the information on the card and the PIN to verify the identity of the
card holder. If verification succeeds, ° is given access to various services offered by the
machine. ²

Example 1.46 is an instance of mutual authentication whereas Example 1.47 only pro-
vides unilateral authentication. Numerous mechanisms and protocols devised to provide
mutual or unilateral authentication are discussed in Chapter 10.

1.7.2 Data origin authentication

1.48 Definition Data origin authentication or message authentication techniques provide to
one party which receives a message assurance (through corroborative evidence) of the iden-
tity of the party which originated the message.

Often a message is provided to ± along with additional information so that ± can de-
termine the identity of the entity who originated the message. This form of authentication
typically provides no guarantee of timeliness, but is useful in situations where one of the
parties is not active in the communication.

1.49 Example (need for data origin authentication) ° sends to ± an electronic mail message
(e-mail). The message may travel through various network communications systems and be
stored for ± to retrieve at some later time. ° and ± are usually not in direct communication.± would like some means to verify that the message received and purportedly created by° did indeed originate from ° . ²

Data origin authentication implicitly provides data integrity since, if the message was
modified during transmission, ° would no longer be the originator.

1.8 Public-key cryptography

The concept of public-key encryption is simple and elegant, but has far-reaching conse-
quences.

1.8.1 Public-key encryption

Let ³E´¶µ¤·¹¸:º¼»J½ be a set of encryption transformations, and let ³p¾�¿À·¹ÁSºJ»J½ be the set of
corresponding decryption transformations, where » is the key space. Consider any pair of
associated encryption/decryption transformations Â*´ µ�Ã ¾ ¿EÄ and suppose that each pair has
the property that knowing ´ µ it is computationally infeasible, given a random ciphertextÅ º¼Æ , to find the message Ç�º¼È such that ´ µ ÂYÇ Ä;É Å . This property implies that given¸ it is infeasible to determine the corresponding decryption key Á . (Of course ¸ and Á are
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26 Ch. 1 Overview of Cryptography

simply means to describe the encryption and decryption functions, respectively.) Ê¶Ë is be-
ing viewed here as a trapdoor one-way function (Definition 1.16) with Ì being the trapdoor
information necessary to compute the inverse function and hence allow decryption. This is
unlike symmetric-key ciphers where Í and Ì are essentially the same.

Under these assumptions, consider the two-party communication between Alice and
Bob illustrated in Figure 1.11. Bob selects the key pair Î*Í%Ï!ÌLÐ . Bob sends the encryption keyÍ (called the public key) to Alice over any channel but keeps the decryption key Ì (called the
private key) secure and secret. Alice may subsequently send a message Ñ to Bob by apply-
ing the encryption transformation determined by Bob’s public key to get Ò�ÓUÊ Ë ÎYÑ0Ð . Bob
decrypts the ciphertext Ò by applying the inverse transformation Ô�Õ uniquely determined
by Ì .

Ö

×
Ø Ù Ú=Û Ø/ÜÞÝA×

ß

×

UNSECURED CHANNEL

àâá Û ×yÜ¹ÝAØ UNSECURED CHANNEL

Alice Bob

encryption

destination
plaintext

source

key

source

decryption

Passive
Adversary

Figure 1.11: Encryption using public-key techniques.

Notice how Figure 1.11 differs from Figure 1.7 for a symmetric-key cipher. Here the
encryption key is transmitted to Alice over an unsecured channel. This unsecured channel
may be the same channel on which the ciphertext is being transmitted (but see ã 1.8.2).

Since the encryption key Í need not be kept secret, it may be made public. Any entity
can subsequently send encrypted messages to Bob which only Bob can decrypt. Figure 1.12
illustrates this idea, where äâå , ä9æ , and ä¶ç are distinct entities. Note that if ä:å destroys
message Ñ�å after encrypting it to Ò å , then even ä:å cannot recover Ñ�å from Ò!å .

As a physical analogue, consider a metal box with the lid secured by a combination
lock. The combination is known only to Bob. If the lock is left open and made publicly
available then anyone can place a message inside and lock the lid. Only Bob can retrieve
the message. Even the entity which placed the message into the box is unable to retrieve it.

Public-key encryption, as described here, assumes that knowledge of the public key Í
does not allow computation of the private key Ì . In other words, this assumes the existence
of trapdoor one-way functions ( ã 1.3.1(iii)).

1.50 Definition Consider an encryption scheme consisting of the sets of encryption and decryp-
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Figure 1.12: Schematic use of public-key encryption.

tion transformations øEù¶úüû¹ý:þ¼ÿ�� and ø����Àû�� þ©ÿ�� , respectively. The encryption method
is said to be a public-key encryption scheme if for each associated encryption/decryption
pair 		ý�
��� , one key ý (the public key) is made publicly available, while the other � (the pri-
vate key) is kept secret. For the scheme to be secure, it must be computationally infeasible
to compute � from ý .

1.51 Remark (private key vs. secret key) To avoid ambiguity, a common convention is to use
the term private key in association with public-key cryptosystems, and secret key in associ-
ation with symmetric-key cryptosystems. This may be motivated by the following line of
thought: it takes two or more parties to share a secret, but a key is truly private only when
one party alone knows it.

There are many schemes known which are widely believed to be secure public-key
encryption methods, but none have been mathematically proven to be secure independent
of qualifying assumptions. This is not unlike the symmetric-key case where the only system
which has been proven secure is the one-time pad ( � 1.5.4).

1.8.2 The necessity of authentication in public-key systems

It would appear that public-key cryptography is an ideal system, not requiring a secure chan-
nel to pass the encryption key. This would imply that two entities could communicate over
an unsecured channel without ever having met to exchange keys. Unfortunately, this is not
the case. Figure 1.13 illustrates how an active adversary can defeat the system (decrypt
messages intended for a second entity) without breaking the encryption system. This is a
type of impersonation and is an example of protocol failure (see � 1.10). In this scenario
the adversary impersonates entity � by sending entity � a public key ý�� which � assumes
(incorrectly) to be the public key of � . The adversary intercepts encrypted messages from� to � , decrypts with its own private key ��� , re-encrypts the message under � ’s public keyý , and sends it on to � . This highlights the necessity to authenticate public keys to achieve
data origin authentication of the public keys themselves. � must be convinced that she is
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encrypting under the legitimate public key of � . Fortunately, public-key techniques also
allow an elegant solution to this problem (see � 1.11).
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Figure 1.13: An impersonation attack on a two-party communication.

1.8.3 Digital signatures from reversible public-key encryption

This section considers a class of digital signature schemes which is based on public-key
encryption systems of a particular type.

Suppose .0/ is a public-key encryption transformation with message space 1 and ci-
phertext space 2 . Suppose further that 1 342 . If 576 is the decryption transformation
corresponding to .0/ then since .8/ and 5�6 are both permutations, one has

5�6�9:.0/;9=<?>@>A3B.0/C9D576�9=<?>@>03E<GFIHKJML�NMOPO�<RQS1UT
A public-key encryption scheme of this type is called reversible.V Note that it is essential
that 1 3W2 for this to be a valid equality for all < QX1 ; otherwise, 5 6 9"<Y> will be
meaningless for <[ZQ\2 .]

There is a broader class of digital signatures which can be informally described as arising from irreversible
cryptographic algorithms. These are described in ^ 11.2.
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Construction for a digital signature scheme

1. Let a be the message space for the signature scheme.
2. Let bIcda be the signature space e .
3. Let fDgChjiMk be a key pair for the public-key encryption scheme.
4. Define the signing function lnm to be o7p . That is, the signature for a message qsrSa

is tucvo�pMf=q?k .
5. Define the verification function w m by

wxmyf=qGhjt�kzc true h if {8|Cf:t�kAcEq?h
false h otherwise.

The signature scheme can be simplified further if } only signs messages having a spe-
cial structure, and this structure is publicly known. Let a�~ be a subset of a where ele-
ments of a�~ have a well-defined special structure, such that a�~ contains only a negligi-
ble fraction of messages from the set. For example, suppose that a consists of all binary
strings of length �*� for some positive integer � . Let a ~ be the subset of a consisting of all
strings where the first � bits are replicated in the last � positions (e.g., �M�����M��� would be ina�~ for ��c�� ). If } only signs messages within the subset a�~ h these are easily recognized
by a verifier.

Redefine the verification function wxm as

w m fDt�kzc true h if {0|Cf:t�k0r\a�~ h
false h otherwise.

Under this new scenario } only needs to transmit the signature t since the message q�c{0|Cf:t�k can be recovered by applying the verification function. Such a scheme is called a
digital signature scheme with message recovery. Figure 1.14 illustrates how this signature
function is used. The feature of selecting messages of special structure is referred to as
selecting messages with redundancy.

�7�*���������

��y�:���C�

if
���n�����

key

message� �

� � �

�
Accept

source

source

�

Verifier �

Signer �
Figure 1.14: A digital signature scheme with message recovery.

The modification presented above is more than a simplification; it is absolutely crucial
if one hopes to meet the requirement of property (b) of signing and verification functions
(see page 23). To see why this is the case, note that any entity � can select a random ele-
ment t�r�e as a signature and apply { | to get  ¡c¢{ | f:t�k , since e�c£a and { | is public
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knowledge. ¤ may then take the message ¥4¦d§ and the signature on ¥ to be ¨ and trans-
mits ©=¥Gªj¨�« . It is easy to check that ¨ will verify as a signature created by ¬ for ¥ but in
which ¬ has had no part. In this case ¤ has forged a signature of ¬ . This is an example of
what is called existential forgery. ( ¤ has produced ¬ ’s signature on some message likely
not of ¤ ’s choosing.)

If �® contains only a negligible fraction of messages from  , then the probability of
some entity forging a signature of ¬ in this manner is negligibly small.

1.52 Remark (digital signatures vs. confidentiality) Although digital signature schemes based
on reversible public-key encryption are attractive, they require an encryption method as a
primitive. There are situations where a digital signature mechanism is required but encryp-
tion is forbidden. In such cases these digital signature schemes are inappropriate.

Digital signatures in practice

For digital signatures to be useful in practice, concrete realizations of the preceding con-
cepts should have certain additional properties. A digital signature must

1. be easy to compute by the signer (the signing function should be easy to apply);
2. be easy to verify by anyone (the verification function should be easy to apply); and
3. have an appropriate lifespan, i.e., be computationally secure from forgery until the

signature is no longer necessary for its original purpose.

Resolution of disputes

The purpose of a digital signature (or any signature method) is to permit the resolution of
disputes. For example, an entity ¬ could at some point deny having signed a message or
some other entity ¤ could falsely claim that a signature on a message was produced by ¬ .
In order to overcome such problems a trusted third party (TTP) or judge is required. The
TTP must be some entity which all parties involved agree upon in advance.

If ¬ denies that a message ¥ held by ¤ was signed by ¬ , then ¤ should be able to
present the signature ¨'¯ for ¥ to the TTP along with ¥ . The TTP rules in favor of ¤ if° ¯8©=¥Gªj¨'¯8«A¦ true and in favor of ¬ otherwise. ¤ will accept the decision if ¤ is confident
that the TTP has the same verifying transformation

° ¯ as ¬ does. ¬ will accept the decision
if ¬ is confident that the TTP used

° ¯ and that ± ¯ has not been compromised. Therefore,
fair resolution of disputes requires that the following criteria are met.

Requirements for resolution of disputed signatures

1. ±n¯ and
° ¯ have properties (a) and (b) of page 23.

2. The TTP has an authentic copy of
° ¯ .

3. The signing transformation ±n¯ has been kept secret and remains secure.

These properties are necessary but in practice it might not be possible to guarantee
them. For example, the assumption that ±n¯ and

° ¯ have the desired characteristics given
in property 1 might turn out to be false for a particular signature scheme. Another possi-
bility is that ¬ claims falsely that ± ¯ was compromised. To overcome these problems re-
quires an agreed method to validate the time period for which ¬ will accept responsibility
for the verification transformation. An analogue of this situation can be made with credit
card revocation. The holder of a card is responsible until the holder notifies the card issuing
company that the card has been lost or stolen. ² 13.8.2 gives a more indepth discussion of
these problems and possible solutions.
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1.8.4 Symmetric-key vs. public-key cryptography

Symmetric-key and public-key encryption schemes have various advantages and disadvan-
tages, some of which are common to both. This section highlights a number of these and
summarizes features pointed out in previous sections.

(i) Advantages of symmetric-key cryptography

1. Symmetric-key ciphers can be designed to have high rates of data throughput. Some
hardware implementations achieve encrypt rates of hundreds of megabytes per sec-
ond, while software implementations may attain throughput rates in the megabytes
per second range.

2. Keys for symmetric-key ciphers are relatively short.
3. Symmetric-key ciphers can be employed as primitives to construct various crypto-

graphic mechanisms including pseudorandom number generators (see Chapter 5),
hash functions (see Chapter 9), and computationally efficient digital signature sch-
emes (see Chapter 11), to name just a few.

4. Symmetric-key ciphers can be composed to produce stronger ciphers. Simple trans-
formations which are easy to analyze, but on their own weak, can be used to construct
strong product ciphers.

5. Symmetric-key encryption is perceived to have an extensive history, although it must
be acknowledged that, notwithstanding the invention of rotor machines earlier, much
of the knowledge in this area has been acquired subsequent to the invention of the
digital computer, and, in particular, the design of the Data Encryption Standard (see
Chapter 7) in the early 1970s.

(ii) Disadvantages of symmetric-key cryptography

1. In a two-party communication, the key must remain secret at both ends.
2. In a large network, there are many key pairs to be managed. Consequently, effective

key management requires the use of an unconditionally trusted TTP (Definition 1.65).
3. In a two-party communication between entities µ and ¶ , sound cryptographic prac-

tice dictates that the key be changed frequently, and perhaps for each communication
session.

4. Digital signature mechanisms arising from symmetric-key encryption typically re-
quire either large keys for the public verification function or the use of a TTP (see
Chapter 11).

(iii) Advantages of public-key cryptography

1. Only the private key must be kept secret (authenticity of public keys must, however,
be guaranteed).

2. The administration of keys on a network requires the presence of only a functionally
trusted TTP (Definition 1.66) as opposed to an unconditionally trusted TTP. Depend-
ing on the mode of usage, the TTP might only be required in an “off-line” manner,
as opposed to in real time.

3. Depending on the mode of usage, a private key/public key pair may remain unchang-
ed for considerable periods of time, e.g., many sessions (even several years).

4. Many public-key schemes yield relatively efficient digital signature mechanisms.
The key used to describe the public verification function is typically much smaller
than for the symmetric-key counterpart.
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5. In a large network, the number of keys necessary may be considerably smaller than
in the symmetric-key scenario.

(iv) Disadvantages of public-key encryption

1. Throughput rates for the most popular public-key encryption methods are several or-
ders of magnitude slower than the best known symmetric-key schemes.

2. Key sizes are typically much larger than those required for symmetric-key encryption
(see Remark 1.53), and the size of public-key signatures is larger than that of tags
providing data origin authentication from symmetric-key techniques.

3. No public-key scheme has been proven to be secure (the same can be said for block
ciphers). The most effective public-key encryption schemes found to date have their
security based on the presumed difficulty of a small set of number-theoretic problems.

4. Public-key cryptography does not have as extensive a history as symmetric-key en-
cryption, being discovered only in the mid 1970s.·

Summary of comparison

Symmetric-key and public-key encryption have a number of complementary advantages.
Current cryptographic systems exploit the strengths of each. An example will serve to il-
lustrate.

Public-key encryption techniques may be used to establish a key for a symmetric-key
system being used by communicating entities ¸ and ¹ . In this scenario ¸ and ¹ can take
advantage of the long term nature of the public/private keys of the public-key scheme and
the performance efficiencies of the symmetric-key scheme. Since data encryption is fre-
quently the most time consuming part of the encryption process, the public-key scheme for
key establishment is a small fraction of the total encryption process between ¸ and ¹ .

To date, the computational performance of public-key encryption is inferior to that of
symmetric-key encryption. There is, however, no proof that this must be the case. The
important points in practice are:

1. public-key cryptography facilitates efficient signatures (particularly non-repudiation)
and key mangement; and

2. symmetric-key cryptography is efficient for encryption and some data integrity ap-
plications.

1.53 Remark (key sizes: symmetric key vs. private key) Private keys in public-key systems
must be larger (e.g., 1024 bits for RSA) than secret keys in symmetric-key systems (e.g., 64
or 128 bits) because whereas (for secure algorithms) the most efficient attack on symmetric-
key systems is an exhaustive key search, all known public-key systems are subject to “short-
cut” attacks (e.g., factoring) more efficient than exhaustive search. Consequently, for equiv-
alent security, symmetric keys have bitlengths considerably smaller than that of private keys
in public-key systems, e.g., by a factor of 10 or more.

º
It is, of course, arguable that some public-key schemes which are based on hard mathematical problems have

a long history since these problems have been studied for many years. Although this may be true, one must be
wary that the mathematics was not studied with this application in mind.
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1.9 Hash functions

One of the fundamental primitives in modern cryptography is the cryptographic hash func-
tion, often informally called a one-way hash function. A simplified definition for the present
discussion follows.

1.54 Definition A hash function is a computationally efficient function mapping binary strings
of arbitrary length to binary strings of some fixed length, called hash-values.

For a hash function which outputs ½ -bit hash-values (e.g., ½?¾v¿�À�Á or ¿MÂ�Ã ) and has de-
sirable properties, the probability that a randomly chosen string gets mapped to a particular½ -bit hash-value (image) is ÀxÄnÅ . The basic idea is that a hash-value serves as a compact
representative of an input string. To be of cryptographic use, a hash function Æ is typically
chosen such that it is computationally infeasible to find two distinct inputs which hash to a
common value (i.e., two colliding inputs Ç and È such that ÆÊÉ=ÇÌË�¾ÍÆÊÉ=È&Ë ), and that given
a specific hash-value È , it is computationally infeasible to find an input (pre-image) Ç such
that ÆnÉ"Ç�ËA¾dÈ .

The most common cryptographic uses of hash functions are with digital signatures and
for data integrity. With digital signatures, a long message is usually hashed (using a pub-
licly available hash function) and only the hash-value is signed. The party receiving the
message then hashes the received message, and verifies that the received signature is cor-
rect for this hash-value. This saves both time and space compared to signing the message
directly, which would typically involve splitting the message into appropriate-sized blocks
and signing each block individually. Note here that the inability to find two messages with
the same hash-value is a security requirement, since otherwise, the signature on one mes-
sage hash-value would be the same as that on another, allowing a signer to sign one message
and at a later point in time claim to have signed another.

Hash functions may be used for data integrity as follows. The hash-value correspond-
ing to a particular input is computed at some point in time. The integrity of this hash-value
is protected in some manner. At a subsequent point in time, to verify that the input data
has not been altered, the hash-value is recomputed using the input at hand, and compared
for equality with the original hash-value. Specific applications include virus protection and
software distribution.

A third application of hash functions is their use in protocols involving a priori com-
mitments, including some digital signature schemes and identification protocols (e.g., see
Chapter 10).

Hash functions as discussed above are typically publicly known and involve no secret
keys. When used to detect whether the message input has been altered, they are called modi-
fication detection codes (MDCs). Related to these are hash functions which involve a secret
key, and provide data origin authentication ( Î 9.76) as well as data integrity; these are called
message authentication codes (MACs).

1.10 Protocols and mechanisms

1.55 Definition A cryptographic protocol (protocol) is a distributed algorithm defined by a se-
quence of steps precisely specifying the actions required of two or more entities to achieve
a specific security objective.
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1.56 Remark (protocol vs. mechanism) As opposed to a protocol, a mechanism is a more gen-
eral term encompassing protocols, algorithms (specifying the steps followed by a single en-
tity), and non-cryptographic techniques (e.g., hardware protection and procedural controls)
to achieve specific security objectives.

Protocols play a major role in cryptography and are essential in meeting cryptographic
goals as discussed in Ï 1.2. Encryption schemes, digital signatures, hash functions, and ran-
dom number generation are among the primitives which may be utilized to build a protocol.

1.57 Example (a simple key agreement protocol) Alice and Bob have chosen a symmetric-key
encryption scheme to use in communicating over an unsecured channel. To encrypt infor-
mation they require a key. The communication protocol is the following:

1. Bob constructs a public-key encryption scheme and sends his public key to Alice over
the channel.

2. Alice generates a key for the symmetric-key encryption scheme.
3. Alice encrypts the key using Bob’s public key and sends the encrypted key to Bob.
4. Bob decrypts using his private key and recovers the symmetric (secret) key.
5. Alice and Bob begin communicating with privacy by using the symmetric-key sys-

tem and the common secret key.

This protocol uses basic functions to attempt to realize private communications on an unse-
cured channel. The basic primitives are the symmetric-key and the public-key encryption
schemes. The protocol has shortcomings including the impersonation attack of Ï 1.8.2, but
it does convey the idea of a protocol. Ð

Often the role of public-key encryption in privacy communications is exactly the one
suggested by this protocol – public-key encryption is used as a means to exchange keys
for subsequent use in symmetric-key encryption, motivated by performance differences be-
tween symmetric-key and public-key encryption.

Protocol and mechanism failure

1.58 Definition A protocol failure or mechanism failure occurs when a mechanism fails to meet
the goals for which it was intended, in a manner whereby an adversary gains advantage
not by breaking an underlying primitive such as an encryption algorithm directly, but by
manipulating the protocol or mechanism itself.

1.59 Example (mechanism failure) Alice and Bob are communicating using a stream cipher.
Messages which they encrypt are known to have a special form: the first twenty bits carry
information which represents a monetary amount. An active adversary can simply XOR an
appropriate bitstring into the first twenty bits of ciphertext and change the amount. While
the adversary has not been able to read the underlying message, she has been able to alter
the transmission. The encryption has not been compromised but the protocol has failed to
perform adequately; the inherent assumption that encryption provides data integrity is in-
correct. Ð

1.60 Example (forward search attack) Suppose that in an electronic bank transaction the ÑMÒ -
bit field which records the value of the transaction is to be encrypted using a public-key
scheme. This simple protocol is intended to provide privacy of the value field – but does
it? An adversary could easily take all Ò�Ó:Ô possible entries that could be plaintext in this field
and encrypt them using the public encryption function. (Remember that by the very nature
of public-key encryption this function must be available to the adversary.) By comparing
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each of the ×jØDÙ ciphertexts with the one which is actually encrypted in the transaction, the
adversary can determine the plaintext. Here the public-key encryption function is not com-
promised, but rather the way it is used. A closely related attack which applies directly to
authentication for access control purposes is the dictionary attack (see Ú 10.2.2). Û

1.61 Remark (causes of protocol failure) Protocols and mechanisms may fail for a number of
reasons, including:

1. weaknesses in a particular cryptographic primitive which may be amplified by the
protocol or mechanism;

2. claimed or assumed security guarantees which are overstated or not clearly under-
stood; and

3. the oversight of some principle applicable to a broad class of primitives such as en-
cryption.

Example 1.59 illustrates item 2 if the stream cipher is the one-time pad, and also item 1.
Example 1.60 illustrates item 3. See also Ú 1.8.2.

1.62 Remark (protocol design) When designing cryptographic protocols and mechanisms, the
following two steps are essential:

1. identify all assumptions in the protocol or mechanism design; and
2. for each assumption, determine the effect on the security objective if that assumption

is violated.

1.11 Key establishment, management, and
certification
This section gives a brief introduction to methodology for ensuring the secure distribution
of keys for cryptographic purposes.

1.63 Definition Key establishment is any process whereby a shared secret key becomes avail-
able to two or more parties, for subsequent cryptographic use.

1.64 Definition Key management is the set of processes and mechanisms which support key
establishment and the maintenance of ongoing keying relationships between parties, includ-
ing replacing older keys with new keys as necessary.

Key establishment can be broadly subdivided into key agreement and key transport.
Many and various protocols have been proposed to provide key establishment. Chapter 12
describes a number of these in detail. For the purpose of this chapter only a brief overview of
issues related to key management will be given. Simple architectures based on symmetric-
key and public-key cryptography along with the concept of certification will be addressed.

As noted in Ú 1.5, a major issue when using symmetric-key techniques is the establish-
ment of pairwise secret keys. This becomes more evident when considering a network of
entities, any two of which may wish to communicate. Figure 1.15 illustrates a network con-
sisting of 6 entities. The arrowed edges indicate the ÜMÝ possible two-party communications
which could take place. Since each pair of entities wish to communicate, this small net-
work requires the secure exchange of ÞÙ ß Ü�Ý key pairs. In a network with à entities, the

number of secure key exchanges required is á Ù ß áãâ�ánäæå:çÙ .
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Figure 1.15: Keying relationships in a simple 6-party network.

The network diagram depicted in Figure 1.15 is simply the amalgamation of ñ�ò two-
party communications as depicted in Figure 1.7. In practice, networks are very large and
the key management problem is a crucial issue. There are a number of ways to handle this
problem. Two simplistic methods are discussed; one based on symmetric-key and the other
on public-key techniques.

1.11.1 Key management through symmetric-key techniques

One solution which employs symmetric-key techniques involves an entity in the network
which is trusted by all other entities. As in ó 1.8.3, this entity is referred to as a trusted third
party (TTP). Each entity ô8õ shares a distinct symmetric key öCõ with the TTP. These keys are
assumed to have been distributed over a secured channel. If two entities subsequently wish
to communicate, the TTP generates a key ö (sometimes called a session key) and sends it
encrypted under each of the fixed keys as depicted in Figure 1.16 for entities ôð÷ and ôAø .è é

ù�ú�û üæý
ù�úÿþ�û ú ý
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Figure 1.16: Key management using a trusted third party (TTP).

Advantages of this approach include:

1. It is easy to add and remove entities from the network.
2. Each entity needs to store only one long-term secret key.

Disadvantages include:

1. All communications require initial interaction with the TTP.
2. The TTP must store � long-term secret keys.
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3. The TTP has the ability to read all messages.
4. If the TTP is compromised, all communications are insecure.

1.11.2 Key management through public-key techniques

There are a number of ways to address the key management problem through public-key
techniques. Chapter 13 describes many of these in detail. For the purpose of this chapter a
very simple model is considered.

Each entity in the network has a public/private encryption key pair. The public key
along with the identity of the entity is stored in a central repository called a public file. If
an entity ��� wishes to send encrypted messages to entity �
	 , ��� retrieves the public key� 	 of �	 from the public file, encrypts the message using this key, and sends the ciphertext
to �
	 . Figure 1.17 depicts such a network.

private key ���

�

private key ���

private key ���
������� ������ 

Public file

!�" #%$'&'()$
#�*+&'(,*
#�-+&'(,-
#�./&'(�.
#�0+&'(,0
# " &'( "

private key �21

private key ��3

#40 #�.
private key �65

#4-# "

#7$ #�*

� ��8:9 � � �  

Figure 1.17: Key management using public-key techniques.

Advantages of this approach include:

1. No trusted third party is required.
2. The public file could reside with each entity.
3. Only ; public keys need to be stored to allow secure communications between any

pair of entities, assuming the only attack is that by a passive adversary.

The key management problem becomes more difficult when one must take into account
an adversary who is active (i.e. an adversary who can alter the public file containing public
keys). Figure 1.18 illustrates how an active adversary could compromise the key manage-
ment scheme given above. (This is directly analogous to the attack in < 1.8.2.) In the figure,
the adversary alters the public file by replacing the public key � 	 of entity �	 by the adver-
sary’s public key �'= . Any message encrypted for �	 using the public key from the public
file can be decrypted by only the adversary. Having decrypted and read the message, the
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adversary can now encrypt it using the public key of >? and forward the ciphertext to >? .
>�@ however believes that only >? can decrypt the ciphertext A .

B
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private key f L
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private key

C L
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Figure 1.18: An impersonation of
C�L

by an active adversary with public key EMF .

To prevent this type of attack, the entities may use a TTP to certify the public key of
each entity. The TTP has a private signing algorithm oqp and a verification algorithm r/p
(see s 1.6) assumed to be known by all entities. The TTP carefully verifies the identity of
each entity, and signs a message consisting of an identifier and the entity’s authentic public
key. This is a simple example of a certificate, binding the identity of an entity to its public
key (see s 1.11.3). Figure 1.19 illustrates the network under these conditions. >�@ uses the
public key of >? only if the certificate signature verifies successfully.
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f L

B�X

C4L

verification

private key

Figure 1.19: Authentication of public keys by a TTP.
w

denotes concatenation.

Advantages of using a TTP to maintain the integrity of the public file include:

1. It prevents an active adversary from impersonation on the network.
2. The TTP cannot monitor communications. Entities need trust the TTP only to bind

identities to public keys properly.
3. Per-communication interaction with the public file can be eliminated if entities store

certificates locally.

Even with a TTP, some concerns still remain:

1. If the signing key of the TTP is compromised, all communications become insecure.
2. All trust is placed with one entity.
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1.11.3 Trusted third parties and public-key certificates

A trusted third party has been used in � 1.8.3 and again here in � 1.11. The trust placed on
this entity varies with the way it is used, and hence motivates the following classification.

1.65 Definition A TTP is said to be unconditionally trusted if it is trusted on all matters. For
example, it may have access to the secret and private keys of users, as well as be charged
with the association of public keys to identifiers.

1.66 Definition A TTP is said to be functionally trusted if the entity is assumed to be honest
and fair but it does not have access to the secret or private keys of users.

� 1.11.1 provides a scenario which employs an unconditionally trusted TTP. � 1.11.2
uses a functionally trusted TTP to maintain the integrity of the public file. A functionally
trusted TTP could be used to register or certify users and contents of documents or, as in
� 1.8.3, as a judge.

Public-key certificates

The distribution of public keys is generally easier than that of symmetric keys, since secrecy
is not required. However, the integrity (authenticity) of public keys is critical (recall � 1.8.2).

A public-key certificate consists of a data part and a signature part. The data part con-
sists of the name of an entity, the public key corresponding to that entity, possibly additional
relevant information (e.g., the entity’s street or network address, a validity period for the
public key, and various other attributes). The signature part consists of the signature of a
TTP over the data part.

In order for an entity � to verify the authenticity of the public key of an entity � , �
must have an authentic copy of the public signature verification function of the TTP. For
simplicity, assume that the authenticity of this verification function is provided to � by non-
cryptographic means, for example by � obtaining it from the TTP in person. � can then
carry out the following steps:

1. Acquire the public-key certificate of � over some unsecured channel, either from a
central database of certificates, from � directly, or otherwise.

2. Use the TTP’s verification function to verify the TTP’s signature on � ’s certificate.
3. If this signature verifies correctly, accept the public key in the certificate as � ’s au-

thentic public key; otherwise, assume the public key is invalid.

Before creating a public-key certificate for � , the TTP must take appropriate measures
to verify the identity of � and the fact that the public key to be certificated actually belongs
to � . One method is to require that � appear before the TTP with a conventional passport
as proof of identity, and obtain � ’s public key from � in person along with evidence that
� knows the corresponding private key. Once the TTP creates a certificate for a party, the
trust that all other entities have in the authenticity of the TTP’s public key can be used tran-
sitively to gain trust in the authenticity of that party’s public key, through acquisition and
verification of the certificate.

1.12 Pseudorandom numbers and sequences

Random number generation is an important primitive in many cryptographic mechanisms.
For example, keys for encryption transformations need to be generated in a manner which is
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unpredictable to an adversary. Generating a random key typically involves the selection of
random numbers or bit sequences. Random number generation presents challenging issues.
A brief introduction is given here with details left to Chapter 5.

Often in cryptographic applications, one of the following steps must be performed:

(i) From a finite set of � elements (e.g., �2�,���,�M�������R��� ), select an element at random.
(ii) From the set of all sequences (strings) of length � over some finite alphabet � of �

symbols, select a sequence at random.
(iii) Generate a random sequence (string) of symbols of length � over a set of � symbols.

It is not clear what exactly it means to select at random or generate at random. Calling a
number random without a context makes little sense. Is the number ��� a random number?
No, but if ��� identical balls labeled with a number from � to �,� are in a container, and this
container mixes the balls uniformly, drops one ball out, and this ball happens to be labeled
with the number �,� , then one would say that �,� was generated randomly from a uniform
distribution. The probability that �,� drops out is � in �,� or ���� .

If the number on the ball which was dropped from the container is recorded and the ball
is placed back in the container and the process repeated � times, then a random sequence
of length � defined on the alphabet �����2�+�~�,�M���M�������/� will have been generated. What is
the chance that the sequence �,�,�~�,�,���,�~�+�~�,�,�~�,� occurs? Since each element in the sequence
has probability �� � of occuring, the probability of the sequence �,�,�����,���,���,�~�,�,����� occurring
is

�
���¢¡

�
���£¡

�
���¢¡

�
���£¡

�
�,�¢¡

�
�,� �

�
���,¤��,����¤,���,¥�� �

There are precisely �,��¤,�����,¤��,��¥�� sequences of length � over the alphabet � . If each of
these sequences is written on one of ���,¤����,��¤,����¥,� balls and they are placed in the container
(first removing the original �,� balls) then the chance that the sequence given above drops
out is the same as if it were generated one ball at a time. Hence, (ii) and (iii) above are
essentially the same statements.

Finding good methods to generate random sequences is difficult.

1.67 Example (random sequence generator) To generate a random sequence of ¥ ’s and � ’s, a
coin could be tossed with a head landing up recorded as a � and a tail as a ¥ . It is assumed
that the coin is unbiased, which means that the probability of a � on a given toss is exactly �¦ .
This will depend on how well the coin is made and how the toss is performed. This method
would be of little value in a system where random sequences must be generated quickly
and often. It has no practical value other than to serve as an example of the idea of random
number generation. §

1.68 Example (random sequence generator) A noise diode may be used to produce random
binary sequences. This is reasonable if one has some way to be convinced that the proba-
bility that a � will be produced on any given trial is �¦ . Should this assumption be false, the
sequence generated would not have been selected from a uniform distribution and so not
all sequences of a given length would be equally likely. The only way to get some feeling
for the reliability of this type of random source is to carry out statistical tests on its output.
These are considered in Chapter 5. If the diode is a source of a uniform distribution on the
set of all binary sequences of a given length, it provides an effective way to generate ran-
dom sequences. §

Since most true sources of random sequences (if there is such a thing) come from phys-
ical means, they tend to be either costly or slow in their generation. To overcome these
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problems, methods have been devised to construct pseudorandom sequences in a determin-
istic manner from a shorter random sequence called a seed. The pseudorandom sequences
appear to be generated by a truly random source to anyone not knowing the method of gen-
eration. Often the generation algorithm is known to all, but the seed is unknown except by
the entity generating the sequence. A plethora of algorithms has been developed to generate
pseudorandom bit sequences of various types. Many of these are completely unsuitable for
cryptographic purposes and one must be cautious of claims by creators of such algorithms
as to the random nature of the output.

1.13 Classes of attacks and security models

Over the years, many different types of attacks on cryptographic primitives and protocols
have been identified. The discussion here limits consideration to attacks on encryption and
protocols. Attacks on other cryptographic primitives will be given in appropriate chapters.

In ª 1.11 the roles of an active and a passive adversary were discussed. The attacks these
adversaries can mount may be classified as follows:.

1. A passive attack is one where the adversary only monitors the communication chan-
nel. A passive attacker only threatens confidentiality of data.

2. An active attack is one where the adversary attempts to delete, add, or in some other
way alter the transmission on the channel. An active attacker threatens data integrity
and authentication as well as confidentiality.

A passive attack can be further subdivided into more specialized attacks for deducing
plaintext from ciphertext, as outlined in ª 1.13.1.

1.13.1 Attacks on encryption schemes

The objective of the following attacks is to systematically recover plaintext from ciphertext,
or even more drastically, to deduce the decryption key.

1. A ciphertext-only attack is one where the adversary (or cryptanalyst) tries to deduce
the decryption key or plaintext by only observing ciphertext. Any encryption scheme
vulnerable to this type of attack is considered to be completely insecure.

2. A known-plaintext attack is one where the adversary has a quantity of plaintext and
corresponding ciphertext. This type of attack is typically only marginally more dif-
ficult to mount.

3. A chosen-plaintext attack is one where the adversary chooses plaintext and is then
given corresponding ciphertext. Subsequently, the adversary uses any information
deduced in order to recover plaintext corresponding to previously unseen ciphertext.

4. An adaptive chosen-plaintext attack is a chosen-plaintext attack wherein the choice
of plaintext may depend on the ciphertext received from previous requests.

5. A chosen-ciphertext attack is one where the adversary selects the ciphertext and is
then given the corresponding plaintext. One way to mount such an attack is for the
adversary to gain access to the equipment used for decryption (but not the decryption
key, which may be securely embedded in the equipment). The objective is then to
be able, without access to such equipment, to deduce the plaintext from (different)
ciphertext.
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6. An adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack is a chosen-ciphertext attack where the choice
of ciphertext may depend on the plaintext received from previous requests.

Most of these attacks also apply to digital signature schemes and message authentication
codes. In this case, the objective of the attacker is to forge messages or MACs, as discussed
in Chapters 11 and 9, respectively.

1.13.2 Attacks on protocols

The following is a partial list of attacks which might be mounted on various protocols. Until
a protocol is proven to provide the service intended, the list of possible attacks can never
be said to be complete.

1. known-key attack. In this attack an adversary obtains some keys used previously and
then uses this information to determine new keys.

2. replay. In this attack an adversary records a communication session and replays the
entire session, or a portion thereof, at some later point in time.

3. impersonation. Here an adversary assumes the identity of one of the legitimate par-
ties in a network.

4. dictionary. This is usually an attack against passwords. Typically, a password is
stored in a computer file as the image of an unkeyed hash function. When a user
logs on and enters a password, it is hashed and the image is compared to the stored
value. An adversary can take a list of probable passwords, hash all entries in this list,
and then compare this to the list of true encrypted passwords with the hope of finding
matches.

5. forward search. This attack is similar in spirit to the dictionary attack and is used to
decrypt messages. An example of this method was cited in Example 1.60.

6. interleaving attack. This type of attack usually involves some form of impersonation
in an authentication protocol (see « 12.9.1).

1.13.3 Models for evaluating security

The security of cryptographic primitives and protocols can be evaluated under several dif-
ferent models. The most practical security metrics are computational, provable, and ad hoc
methodology, although the latter is often dangerous. The confidence level in the amount
of security provided by a primitive or protocol based on computational or ad hoc security
increases with time and investigation of the scheme. However, time is not enough if few
people have given the method careful analysis.

(i) Unconditional security

The most stringent measure is an information-theoretic measure – whether or not a sys-
tem has unconditional security. An adversary is assumed to have unlimited computational
resources, and the question is whether or not there is enough information available to de-
feat the system. Unconditional security for encryption systems is called perfect secrecy.
For perfect secrecy, the uncertainty in the plaintext, after observing the ciphertext, must be
equal to the a priori uncertainty about the plaintext – observation of the ciphertext provides
no information whatsoever to an adversary.

A necessary condition for a symmetric-key encryption scheme to be unconditionally
secure is that the key be at least as long as the message. The one-time pad ( « 1.5.4) is an ex-
ample of an unconditionally secure encryption algorithm. In general, encryption schemes
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do not offer perfect secrecy, and each ciphertext character observed decreases the theoreti-
cal uncertainty in the plaintext and the encryption key. Public-key encryption schemes can-
not be unconditionally secure since, given a ciphertext ® , the plaintext can in principle be
recovered by encrypting all possible plaintexts until ® is obtained.

(ii) Complexity-theoretic security

An appropriate model of computation is defined and adversaries are modeled as having
polynomial computational power. (They mount attacks involving time and space polyno-
mial in the size of appropriate security parameters.) A proof of security relative to the model
is then constructed. An objective is to design a cryptographic method based on the weakest
assumptions possible anticipating a powerful adversary. Asymptotic analysis and usually
also worst-case analysis is used and so care must be exercised to determine when proofs
have practical significance. In contrast, polynomial attacks which are feasible under the
model might, in practice, still be computationally infeasible.

Security analysis of this type, although not of practical value in all cases, may nonethe-
less pave the way to a better overall understanding of security. Complexity-theoretic anal-
ysis is invaluable for formulating fundamental principles and confirming intuition. This is
like many other sciences, whose practical techniques are discovered early in the develop-
ment, well before a theoretical basis and understanding is attained.

(iii) Provable security

A cryptographic method is said to be provably secure if the difficulty of defeating it can be
shown to be essentially as difficult as solving a well-known and supposedly difficult (typ-
ically number-theoretic) problem, such as integer factorization or the computation of dis-
crete logarithms. Thus, “provable” here means provable subject to assumptions.

This approach is considered by some to be as good a practical analysis technique as
exists. Provable security may be considered part of a special sub-class of the larger class of
computational security considered next.

(iv) Computational security

This measures the amount of computational effort required, by the best currently-known
methods, to defeat a system; it must be assumed here that the system has been well-studied
to determine which attacks are relevant. A proposed technique is said to be computation-
ally secure if the perceived level of computation required to defeat it (using the best attack
known) exceeds, by a comfortable margin, the computational resources of the hypothesized
adversary.

Often methods in this class are related to hard problems but, unlike for provable secu-
rity, no proof of equivalence is known. Most of the best known public-key and symmetric-
key schemes in current use are in this class. This class is sometimes also called practical
security.

(v) Ad hoc security

This approach consists of any variety of convincing arguments that every successful attack
requires a resource level (e.g., time and space) greater than the fixed resources of a perceived
adversary. Cryptographic primitives and protocols which survive such analysis are said to
have heuristic security, with security here typically in the computational sense.

Primitives and protocols are usually designed to counter standard attacks such as those
given in ¯ 1.13. While perhaps the most commonly used approach (especially for protocols),
it is, in some ways, the least satisfying. Claims of security generally remain questionable
and unforeseen attacks remain a threat.
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1.13.4 Perspective for computational security

To evaluate the security of cryptographic schemes, certain quantities are often considered.

1.69 Definition The work factor °{± is the minimum amount of work (measured in appropriate
units such as elementary operations or clock cycles) required to compute the private key ²
given the public key ³ , or, in the case of symmetric-key schemes, to determine the secret
key ´ . More specifically, one may consider the work required under a ciphertext-only attack
given µ ciphertexts, denoted ° ±,¶ µ
· .

If °{± is ¸ years, then for sufficiently large ¸ the cryptographic scheme is, for all practical
purposes, a secure system. To date no public-key system has been found where one can
prove a sufficiently large lower bound on the work factor °{± . The best that is possible to
date is to rely on the following as a basis for security.

1.70 Definition The historical work factor ° ± is the minimum amount of work required to
compute the private key ² from the public key ³ using the best known algorithms at a given
point in time.

The historical work factor ° ± varies with time as algorithms and technology improve.
It corresponds to computational security, whereas ° ± corresponds to the true security level,
although this typically cannot be determined.

How large is large?¹
1.4 described how the designer of an encryption system tries to create a scheme for which

the best approach to breaking it is through exhaustive search of the key space. The key
space must then be large enough to make an exhaustive search completely infeasible. An
important question then is “How large is large?”. In order to gain some perspective on the
magnitude of numbers, Table 1.2 lists various items along with an associated magnitude.

Reference Magnitude

Seconds in a year º¼»¾½{¿,À+Á
Age of our solar system (years) º¼Â¾½{¿,À�Ã
Seconds since creation of solar system ºÅÄ¾½[¿�À/Æ�Á
Clock cycles per year, 50 MHz computer º¼¿,ÇmÂÈ½{¿,À+ÆWÉ
Binary strings of length 64 Ä�Ê Ë7ºÅ¿+Ç�Ì¾½[¿�À/ÆÍÃ
Binary strings of length 128 Ä/ÆÍÎ Ï7º¼»,ÇmÐ7½[¿�ÀMÑ�Ï
Binary strings of length 256 Ä Î�É Ê º¼¿,ÇmÄ7½[¿�À Á�Á
Number of 75-digit prime numbers º¼Ò,ÇmÄÈ½{¿,À+ÁWÎ
Electrons in the universe ºÓÌ,Çm»�ÔÈ½{¿,À+Á Á

Table 1.2: Reference numbers comparing relative magnitudes.

Some powers of ¿�À are referred to by prefixes. For example, high-speed modern com-
puters are now being rated in terms of teraflops where a teraflop is ¿�À+ÆWÎ floating point op-
erations per second. Table 1.3 provides a list of commonly used prefixes.
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Prefix llllll Magnitude

exa E ×,Ø+ÙWÚ
peta P ×,Ø+ÙWÛ
tera T ×,Ø+ÙWÜ
giga G ×�Ø�Ý
mega M ×�Ø�Þ
kilo k ×�Ø�ß

hecto h ×�Ø�Ü
deca da ×,Ø

Prefix Symbol Magnitude

deci d ×�Ø)àYÙ
centi c ×�Ø)à/Ü
milli m ×�Ø)à ß
micro á ×�Ø à/Þ
nano n ×�Ø)à Ý
pico p ×,Ø à�ÙÍÜ

femto f ×,Ø/à�ÙÍÛ
atto a ×,Ø/à�ÙÍÚ

Table 1.3: Prefixes used for various powers of 10.

1.14 Notes and further references
â
1.1

Kahn [648] gives a thorough, comprehensive, and non-technical history of cryptography,
published in 1967. Feistel [387] provides an early exposition of block cipher ideas. The
original specification of DES is the 1977 U.S. Federal Information Processing Standards
Publication 46 [396]. Public-key cryptography was introduced by Diffie and Hellman
[345]. The first concrete realization of a public-key encryption scheme was the knapsack
scheme by Merkle and Hellman [857]. The RSA public-key encryption and signature sch-
eme is due to Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [1060], while the ElGamal public-key encryp-
tion and signature schemes are due to ElGamal [368]. The two digital signature standards,
ISO/IEC 9796 [596] and the Digital Signature Standard [406], are discussed extensively in
Chapter 11.

Cryptography has used specialized areas of mathematics such as number theory to realize
very practical mechanisms such as public-key encryption and digital signatures. Such usage
was not conceived as possible a mere twenty years ago. The famous mathematician, Hardy
[539], went as far as to boast about its lack of utility:

“ ã�ãMã both Gauss and lesser mathematicians may be justified in rejoicing that
there is one science at any rate, and that their own, whose very remoteness from
ordinary human activities should keep it gentle and clean.”â

1.2
This section was inspired by the foreword to the book Contemporary Cryptology, The Sci-
ence of Information Integrity, edited by Simmons [1143]. The handwritten signature came
into the British legal system in the seventeenth century as a means to provide various func-
tions associated with information security. See Chapter 9 of Meyer and Matyas [859] for
details.

This book only considers cryptography as it applies to information in digital form. Chapter
9 of Beker and Piper [84] provides an introduction to the encryption of analogue signals,
in particular, speech. Although in many cases physical means are employed to facilitate
privacy, cryptography plays the major role. Physical means of providing privacy include
fiber optic communication links, spread spectrum technology, TEMPEST techniques, and
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tamper-resistant hardware. Steganography is that branch of information privacy which at-
tempts to obscure the existence of data through such devices as invisible inks, secret com-
partments, the use of subliminal channels, and the like. Kahn [648] provides an historical
account of various steganographic techniques.

Excellent introductions to cryptography can be found in the articles by Diffie and Hellman
[347], Massey [786], and Rivest [1054]. A concise and elegant way to describe cryptogra-
phy was given by Rivest [1054]: Cryptography is about communication in the presence of
adversaries. The taxonomy of cryptographic primitives (Figure 1.1) was derived from the
classification given by Bosselaers, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [175].ä

1.3
The theory of functions is fundamental in modern mathematics. The term range is often
used in place of image of a function. The latter, being more descriptive, is preferred. An
alternate term for one-to-one is injective; an alternate term for onto is surjective.

One-way functions were introduced by Diffie and Hellman [345]. A more extensive history
is given on page 377. Trapdoor one-way functions were first postulated by Diffie and Hell-
man [345] and independently by Merkle [850] as a means to obtain public-key encryption
schemes; several candidates are given in Chapter 8.ä

1.4
The basic concepts of cryptography are treated quite differently by various authors, some
being more technical than others. Brassard [192] provides a concise, lucid, and technically
accurate account. Schneier [1094] gives a less technical but very accessible introduction.
Salomaa [1089], Stinson [1178], and Rivest [1054] present more mathematical approaches.
Davies and Price [308] provide a very readable presentation suitable for the practitioner.

The comparison of an encryption scheme to a resettable combination lock is from Diffie
and Hellman [347]. Kerckhoffs’ desiderata [668] were originally stated in French. The
translation stated here is given in Kahn [648]. Shannon [1121] also gives desiderata for
encryption schemes.ä

1.5
Symmetric-key encryption has a very long history, as recorded by Kahn [648]. Most sys-
tems invented prior to the 1970s are now of historical interest only. Chapter 2 of Denning
[326] is also a good source for many of the more well known schemes such as the Caesar
cipher, Vigenère and Beaufort ciphers, rotor machines (Enigma and Hagelin), running key
ciphers, and so on; see also Davies and Price [308] and Konheim [705]. Beker and Piper
[84] give an indepth treatment, including cryptanalysis of several of the classical systems
used in World War II. Shannon’s paper [1121] is considered the seminal work on secure
communications. It is also an excellent source for descriptions of various well-known his-
torical symmetric-key ciphers.

Simple substitution and transposition ciphers are the focus of
ä
1.5. Hill ciphers [557], a

class of substitution ciphers which substitute blocks using matrix methods, are covered in
Example 7.52. The idea of confusion and diffusion (Remark 1.36) was introduced by Shan-
non [1121].

Kahn [648] gives 1917 as the date when Vernam discovered the cipher which bears Ver-
nam’s name, however, Vernam did not publish the result until 1926 [1222]; see page 274
for further discussion. Massey [786] states that reliable sources have suggested that the
Moscow-Washington hot-line (channel for very high level communications) is no longer
secured with a one-time pad, which has been replaced by a symmetric-key cipher requiring
a much shorter key. This change would indicate that confidence and understanding in the
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ability to construct very strong symmetric-key encryption schemes exists. The one-time
pad seems to have been used extensively by Russian agents operating in foreign countries.
The highest ranking Russian agent ever captured in the United States was Rudolph Abel.
When apprehended in 1957 he had in his possession a booklet the size of a postage stamp
( ç�èé[ê èéëê èé inches) containing a one-time key; see Kahn [648, p.664].

ì
1.6

The concept of a digital signature was introduced by Diffie and Hellman [345] and indepen-
dently by Merkle [850]. The first practical realization of a digital signature scheme appeared
in the paper by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [1060]. Rabin [1022] (see also [1023]) also
claims to have independently discovered RSA but did not publish the result.

Most introductory sources for digital signatures stress digital signatures with message re-
covery coming from a public-key encryption system. Mitchell, Piper, and Wild [882] give
a good general treatment of the subject. Stinson [1178] provides a similar elementary but
general introduction. Chapter 11 generalizes the definition of a digital signature by allowing
randomization. The scheme described in

ì
1.8 is referred to as deterministic. Many other

types of digital signatures with specific properties have been created, such as blind signa-
tures, undeniable signatures, and failstop signatures (see Chapter 11).ì

1.7
Much effort has been devoted to developing a theory of authentication. At the forefront of
this is Simmons [1144], whose contributions are nicely summarized by Massey [786]. For
a more concrete example of the necessity for authentication without secrecy, see the article
by Simmons [1146].ì

1.8
1976 marked a major turning point in the history of cryptography. In several papers that
year, Diffie and Hellman introduced the idea of public-key cryptography and gave concrete
examples of how such a scheme might be realized. The first paper on public-key cryptog-
raphy was “Multiuser cryptographic techniques” by Diffie and Hellman [344], presented
at the National Computer Conference in June of 1976. Although the authors were not sat-
isfied with the examples they cited, the concept was made clear. In their landmark paper,
Diffie and Hellman [345] provided a more comprehensive account of public-key cryptog-
raphy and described the first viable method to realize this elegant concept. Another good
source for the early history and development of the subject is Diffie [343]. Nechvatal [922]
also provides a broad survey of public-key cryptography.

Merkle [849, 850] independently discovered public-key cryptography, illustrating how this
concept could be realized by giving an elegant and ingenious example now commonly re-
ferred to as the Merkle puzzle scheme. Simmons [1144, p.412] notes the first reported ap-
plication of public-key cryptography was fielded by Sandia National Laboratories (U.S.) in
1978.ì

1.9
Much of the early work on cryptographic hash functions was done by Merkle [850]. The
most comprehensive current treatment of the subject is by Preneel [1004].ì

1.10
A large number of successful cryptanalytic attacks on systems claiming security are due to
protocol failure. An overview of this area is given by Moore [899], including classifications
of protocol failures and design principles.
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í
1.11

One approach to distributing public-keys is the so-called Merkle channel (see Simmons
[1144, p.387]). Merkle proposed that public keys be distributed over so many independent
public channels (newspaper, radio, television, etc.) that it would be improbable for an ad-
versary to compromise all of them.

In 1979 Kohnfelder [702] suggested the idea of using public-key certificates to facilitate
the distribution of public keys over unsecured channels, such that their authenticity can be
verified. Essentially the same idea, but by on-line requests, was proposed by Needham and
Schroeder (ses Wilkes [1244]).

A provably secure key agreement protocol has been proposed whose security is based on the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum physics. The security of so-called quantum
cryptography does not rely upon any complexity-theoretic assumptions. For further details
on quantum cryptography, consult Chapter 6 of Brassard [192], and Bennett, Brassard, and
Ekert [115].í

1.12
For an introduction and detailed treatment of many pseudorandom sequence generators, see
Knuth [692]. Knuth cites an example of a complex scheme to generate random numbers
which on closer analysis is shown to produce numbers which are far from random, and con-
cludes: ...random numbers should not be generated with a method chosen at random.í

1.13
The seminal work of Shannon [1121] on secure communications, published in 1949, re-
mains as one of the best introductions to both practice and theory, clearly presenting many
of the fundamental ideas including redundancy, entropy, and unicity distance. Various mod-
els under which security may be examined are considered by Rueppel [1081], Simmons
[1144], and Preneel [1003], among others; see also Goldwasser [476].
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This chapter is a collection of basic material on probability theory, information the-
ory, complexity theory, number theory, abstract algebra, and finite fields that will be used
throughout this book. Further background and proofs of the facts presented here can be
found in the references given in ª 2.7. The following standard notation will be used through-
out:

1. « denotes the set of integers; that is, the set ¬®U�°¯�±�²�¯U±�³K¯�´K¯�³�¯�²�¯U��¶µ .
2. · denotes the set of rational numbers; that is, the set ¬�¸¹hº�»�¯U¼&½w«A¯�¼�¾¿ ´Kµ .
3. À denotes the set of real numbers.
4. Á is the mathematical constant; Á7ÂxÃ�Ä³`Å�³`Æ`Ç .
5. È is the base of the natural logarithm; È�Âx²KÊÉ�³`Ë`²�Ë .
6. Ì »K¯U¼ÎÍ denotes the integers Ï satisfying »^Ð�Ï�ÐD¼ .
7. ÑÄÏQÒ is the largest integer less than or equal to Ï . For example, ÑÓÆ�Ä²�Ò ¿ Æ andÑ�±�ÆKÊ²UÒ ¿ ±�Ô .
8. ÕÄÏQÖ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to Ï . For example, ÕÎÆ�Ä²�Ö ¿ Ô andÕ�±�ÆKÊ²UÖ ¿ ±�Æ .
9. If × is a finite set, then ºÄ×.º denotes the number of elements in × , called the cardinality

of × .
10. »�½�× means that element » is a member of the set × .
11. ×DØDÙ means that × is a subset of Ù .
12. ×DÚDÙ means that × is a proper subset of Ù ; that is ×xØDÙ and ×)¾¿ Ù .
13. The intersection of sets × and Ù is the set ×~ÛeÙ ¿ ¬ÜÏ�º�Ï�½�× and Ï�½�Ù�µ .
14. The union of sets × and Ù is the set ×~ÝeÙ ¿ ¬ÜÏ�ºVÏ�½�× or Ï�½�Ù�µ .
15. The difference of sets × and Ù is the set ×~±~Ù ¿ ¬ÜÏ�º�Ï�½�× and Ï-¾½�Ù�µ .
16. The Cartesian product of sets × and Ù is the set ×IÞ{Ù ¿ ¬®ßà»�¯�¼�á&ºQ»h½�× and ¼"½Ù�µ . For example, ¬`»�â�¯�»�ã�µ�Þx¬®¼�â�¯�¼�ãK¯�¼�äKµ ¿ ¬®ßà»�â�¯U¼�âÜá¶¯�ßà»�âU¯�¼�ã�áà¯�ßà»�â�¯U¼�ä`á¶¯�ßà»�ã�¯�¼�â�á ,ßà»�ã�¯�¼�ã�áà¯�ßà»�ã�¯U¼�ä`áÜµ .
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17. A function or mapping åwæfç�è3éuê is a rule which assigns to each element ë in ç
precisely one element ì in ê . If ë�í�ç is mapped to ì?í{ê then ì is called the image
of ë , ë is called a preimage of ì , and this is written å�î¶ëKïHð�ì . The set ç is called the
domain of å , and the set ê is called the codomain of å .

18. A function åFæ<çxèféñê is òOè�ò (one-to-one) or injective if each element in ê is the
image of at most one element in ç . Hence å�îàë�ó�ïHð�å�î¶ëUô�ï implies ë�óNðIë�ô .

19. A function å�æ�ç�èféõê is onto or surjective if each ì	í�ê is the image of at least
one ë^í{ç .

20. A function å|æ�ç¡èféöê is a bijection if it is both one-to-one and onto. If å is a
bijection between finite sets ç and ê , then ÷Êç�÷�ð�÷Äê�÷ . If å is a bijection between a
set ç and itself, then å is called a permutation on ç .

21. øúù�û is the natural logarithm of û ; that is, the logarithm of û to the base ü .
22. øúýfû is the logarithm of û to the base þ .
23. ÿ����9î�ûRï is the exponential function ü�� .
24.

�� � ó ë � denotes the sum ë ó
	 ë ô�	������	 ë � .
25.

�� � ó ë � denotes the product ë�ó � ë�ô ��������� ë � .
26. For a positive integer � , the factorial function is ����ð��(î���è|ò`ïàî��~è|þ`ï ����� ò . By

convention, ����ð|ò .

2.1 Probability theory

2.1.1 Basic definitions

2.1 Definition An experiment is a procedure that yields one of a given set of outcomes. The
individual possible outcomes are called simple events. The set of all possible outcomes is
called the sample space.

This chapter only considers discrete sample spaces; that is, sample spaces with only
finitely many possible outcomes. Let the simple events of a sample space � be labeled� ó�� � ô���������� � � .

2.2 Definition A probability distribution � on � is a sequence of numbers  ó!�  ô����������  � that
are all non-negative and sum to 1. The number  � is interpreted as the probability of � � being
the outcome of the experiment.

2.3 Definition An event " is a subset of the sample space � . The probability that event "
occurs, denoted �sî#"%ï , is the sum of the probabilities  � of all simple events � � which belong
to " . If � � í$� , �sî&% � �#' ï is simply denoted by �sî � � ï .

2.4 Definition If " is an event, the complementary event is the set of simple events not be-
longing to " , denoted " .

2.5 Fact Let ")(*� be an event.

(i) �,+-�sî#"%ï.+Dò . Furthermore, �sî#�(ïHð|ò and �sî&/®ïHð0� . ( / is the empty set.)
(ii) �sî "�ïHðDò"è1�sî#"%ï .
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(iii) If the outcomes in 4 are equally likely, then 576&8:9<;>= ?@== A�= .
2.6 Definition Two events 8CB and 8<D are called mutually exclusive if 576#8CB�E,8<D�9.;0F . That

is, the occurrence of one of the two events excludes the possibility that the other occurs.

2.7 Fact Let 8 B and 8 D be two events.
(i) If 8 BCG 8 D , then 576#8 B 9.H-576#8 D 9 .

(ii) 576#8 B.I 8 D 9KJL576&8 B EM8 D 9�;N576&8 B 9�JL576&8 D 9 . Hence, if 8 B and 8 D are mutually
exclusive, then 576#8 B.I 8 D 9<;O576#8 B 9�J576#8 D 9 .

2.1.2 Conditional probability

2.8 Definition Let 8PB and 8<D be two events with 576#8<DQ9�R-F . The conditional probability of8CB given 8<D , denoted 576&8CB�ST8<DQ9 , is

576&8 B ST8 D 9�; 576&8 B EM8 D 9576&8<D�9 U
576&8 B SV8 D 9 measures the probability of event 8 B occurring, given that 8 D has occurred.

2.9 Definition Events 8PB and 8<D are said to be independent if 576#8PB�EW8<D�9<;O576#8PB!9&576#8<DQ9 .
Observe that if 8CB and 8�D are independent, then 576#8CB�SV8�D�9<;O576#8CB!9 and 576#8<DXST8CB!9<;576#8<D�9 . That is, the occurrence of one event does not influence the likelihood of occurrence

of the other.

2.10 Fact (Bayes’ theorem) If 8 B and 8 D are events with 576#8 D 9.R*F , then

576&8CB�ST8<DQ9<; 576&8CB�9#576#8�DYST8CB�9576&8 D 9 U
2.1.3 Random variables

Let 4 be a sample space with probability distribution 5 .

2.11 Definition A random variable Z is a function from the sample space 4 to the set of real
numbers; to each simple event []\.^_4 , Z assigns a real number Z`6#[�\�9 .

Since 4 is assumed to be finite, Z can only take on a finite number of values.

2.12 Definition Let Z be a random variable on 4 . The expected value or mean of Z is 8:6�Z`9<;a�bdc A Z`6&[]\e9#576&[]\f9 .
2.13 Fact Let Z be a random variable on 4 . Then 8:6�Z19<; g c�hjiMk 576lZm; i 9 .
2.14 Fact If Z B!n Z DQn U�U�U n Zpo are random variables on 4 , and q B�n q D�n U�U�U n qro are real numbers,

then 8:6 o\ts B q \ Z \ 9<; o\ts B q \ 8:6�Z \ 9 .
2.15 Definition The variance of a random variable Z of mean u is a non-negative number de-

fined by v w�x 6�Z19<;N8:6#6�Zzy{u�9 D 9 U
The standard deviation of Z is the non-negative square root of

v w�x 6�Z19 .
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If a random variable has small variance then large deviations from the mean are un-
likely to be observed. This statement is made more precise below.

2.16 Fact (Chebyshev’s inequality) Let | be a random variable with mean }�~��:��|`� and
variance ���:~`�C���f�l|`� . Then for any ���0� ,

� �&� |z��}������!�.� ���� �P�
2.1.4 Binomial distribution

2.17 Definition Let � and � be non-negative integers. The binomial coefficient � � is the num-
ber of different ways of choosing � distinct objects from a set of � distinct objects, where
the order of choice is not important.

2.18 Fact (properties of binomial coefficients) Let � and � be non-negative integers.

(i) � � ~ ���� � ����� ��  � .
(ii) � � ~ ���� � .

(iii) ��¡�¢� ¡K¢ ~ � � £ �� ¡�¢ .

2.19 Fact (binomial theorem) For any real numbers ¤ , ¥ , and non-negative integer � , �&¤ £ ¥�� � ~���¦Y§ � � ¤ � ¥ �¨� � .
2.20 Definition A Bernoulli trial is an experiment with exactly two possible outcomes, called

success and failure.

2.21 Fact Suppose that the probability of success on a particular Bernoulli trial is © . Then the
probability of exactly � successes in a sequence of � such independent trials is

� � © � �fªC�{©¨� �¨� �X« for each �,�*�¬�� � (2.1)

2.22 Definition The probability distribution (2.1) is called the binomial distribution.

2.23 Fact The expected number of successes in a sequence of � independent Bernoulli trials,
with probability © of success in each trial, is ��© . The variance of the number of successes
is ��©¨�#ªC��©®� .

2.24 Fact (law of large numbers) Let | be the random variable denoting the fraction of suc-
cesses in � independent Bernoulli trials, with probability © of success in each trial. Then
for any ¯��*� , � �]� |���©��X�N¯#�.�K°m� « as ����°²± �

In other words, as � gets larger, the proportion of successes should be close to © , the
probability of success in each trial.
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2.1.5 Birthday problems

2.25 Definition
(i) For positive integers µ , ¶ with µm·�¶ , the number µ�¸V¹�º is defined as follows:

µ ¸V¹�º�» µ½¼�µ¿¾`À�Á#¼�µÂ¾`Ã�Á®Ä�Ä�Ä�¼�µÂ¾{¶ÆÅ1À�Á#Ç
(ii) Let µ½Èe¶ be non-negative integers with µÉ·N¶ . The Stirling number of the second

kind, denoted Ê ¹ , is

µ ¶ » À¶�Ë
¹
Ì�ÍYÎ ¼&¾ÏÀ�Á ¹�Ð

Ì ¶ Ñ Ñ Ê È
with the exception that

ÎÎ » À .
The symbol Ê ¹ counts the number of ways of partitioning a set of µ objects into ¶

non-empty subsets.

2.26 Fact (classical occupancy problem) An urn has µ balls numbered À to µ . Suppose that ¶
balls are drawn from the urn one at a time, with replacement, and their numbers are listed.
The probability that exactly Ò different balls have been drawn is

ÓÕÔ ¼lµ½Èe¶.È�Ò!Á » ¶ Ò µ�¸�Ö�ºµ ¹ È×À:ØÒ�Ø�¶.Ç
The birthday problem is a special case of the classical occupancy problem.

2.27 Fact (birthday problem) An urn has µ balls numbered À to µ . Suppose that ¶ balls are
drawn from the urn one at a time, with replacement, and their numbers are listed.

(i) The probability of at least one coincidence (i.e., a ball drawn at least twice) is

Ó¨Ù ¼lµ½Èe¶�Á » ÀC¾ Ó Ô ¼lµ½Èe¶.È�¶�Á » ÀC¾ µ¸�¹�ºµ ¹ ÈÚÀ,Ø¶½Øµ½Ç (2.2)

If ¶ »NÛ ¼Ü µÝÁ (see Definition 2.55) and µÞ¾Kß×à , then

Ó¨Ù ¼lµ½Èe¶�Á.¾�ßmÀC¾`á�â�ã ¾ ¶�¼�¶{¾`À�ÁÃ�µ Å Û ÀÜ µ ä ÀC¾áeâ�ã ¾ ¶
Ù
Ã!µ Ç

(ii) As µÞ¾�ß×à , the expected number of draws before a coincidence is å ÊÙ .

The following explains why probability distribution (2.2) is referred to as the birthday
surprise or birthday paradox. The probability that at least Ã people in a room of Ã�æ people
have the same birthday is

Ó Ù ¼#æ�ç�èQÈ!Ã�æ�Á ä é ÇVè é�ê , which is surprisingly large. The quantityÓ Ù ¼fæ�ç�è�Èe¶�Á also increases rapidly as ¶ increases; for example,
Ó Ù ¼fæ�ç�èQÈ!æ é Á ä é Ç ê�é ç .A different kind of problem is considered in Facts 2.28, 2.29, and 2.30 below. Suppose

that there are two urns, one containing µ white balls numbered À to µ , and the other con-
taining µ red balls numbered À to µ . First, ¶ Ô balls are selected from the first urn and their
numbers listed. Then ¶ Ù balls are selected from the second urn and their numbers listed.
Finally, the number of coincidences between the two lists is counted.

2.28 Fact (model A) If the balls from both urns are drawn one at a time, with replacement, then
the probability of at least one coincidence is

Ó�ë ¼�µ�È�¶ Ô È�¶ Ù Á » ÀC¾ Àµ ¹¨ìeí�¹�î Öfì&ï Ö�î
µ ¸�Ö ì í�Ö î º ¶ ÔÒ Ô ¶ ÙÒ Ù È
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where the summation is over all ð,ñò�ó�ñ�ô�ó , ðõñ�òeö,ñô�ö . If ôÝ÷1ô�ó@÷ô�ö , ôÝ÷Nø7ù�ú û½ü
and ûÞý�þ×ÿ , then

��� ù�û���ô ó ��ô ö ü.ý�þ��Cý��
	�� ý ô öû ��Lø �ú û � �Cý��
	�� ý ô öû �
2.29 Fact (model B) If the balls from both urns are drawn without replacement, then the prob-

ability of at least one coincidence is

��� ù�û���ô ó ��ô ö ü<÷��Cý û �������������û �����
� û ������� �
If ô�ó@÷Nø7ùú ûÝü , ô�öõ÷Nø7ù�ú û½ü , and ûÞý�þ×ÿ , then

��� ù�û���ô ó ��ô ö ü.ý�þ��Cý��
	�� ý ô�ótô�öû �� ô�ó�_ô�öÏý �! û ø �û �
2.30 Fact (model C) If the ô�ó white balls are drawn one at a time, with replacement, and the ô�ö

red balls are drawn without replacement, then the probability of at least one coincidence is

��" ùlû#�eô�ó$��ô�ö�ü�÷%�Cý �Cý ô öû
� �
�

If ô�ó@÷Nø7ùú ûÝü , ô�öõ÷Nø7ù�ú û½ü , and ûÞý�þ×ÿ , then

� " ù�û���ô ó ��ô ö ü.ýKþ��Cý ��	�� ý ô�ódô�öû ��ø �ú û � �Cý ��	&� ý ô�ótô�öû �
2.1.6 Random mappings

2.31 Definition Let ' � denote the collection of all functions (mappings) from a finite domain
of size ô to a finite codomain of size ô .

Models where random elements of ' � are considered are called random mappings
models. In this section the only random mappings model considered is where every function
from ' � is equally likely to be chosen; such models arise frequently in cryptography and
algorithmic number theory. Note that ( ' � ( ÷0ô � , whence the probability that a particular
function from ' � is chosen is �*)�ô � .

2.32 Definition Let + be a function in ' � with domain and codomain equal to ,-�*� ! � �.�/� ��ô10 .The functional graph of + is a directed graph whose points (or vertices) are the elements,-�2� ! � �.�.� �eô10 and whose edges are the ordered pairs ù435�.+ ù43
üfü for all 3767,-�*� ! � �.�/� ��ô10 .
2.33 Example (functional graph) Consider the function +98�,-�2� ! � �.�.� �.�;:*0Ïý�þ<,=�2� ! � �/�.� �$�2:*0defined by + ù>��ü7÷@? , + ù ! ü7÷A�;� , + ù>:�ü7÷B� , + ù>?�ü7÷BC , + ùED�ü7÷B: , + ùEC�üÏ÷@F , + ùEG�ü7÷B: ,+ ùEH�ü7÷I�;� , + ù>F�ü:÷I� , + ùE��ð�ü:÷ ! , + ùE�2��ü7÷I��ð , + ù>� ! ü7÷I? , + ùE�2:�ü:÷AG . The functional

graph of + is shown in Figure 2.1. J
As Figure 2.1 illustrates, a functional graph may have several components (maximal

connected subgraphs), each component consisting of a directed cycle and some directed
trees attached to the cycle.

2.34 Fact As ô tends to infinity, the following statements regarding the functional digraph of a
random function + from ' � are true:

(i) The expected number of components is óöLKNM ô .
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Figure 2.1: A functional graph (see Example 2.33).

(ii) The expected number of points which are on the cycles is Q&RTS=U .
(iii) The expected number of terminal points (points which have no preimages) is RTS;V .
(iv) The expected number of W -th iterate image points (X is a W -th iterate image point ifXZY�[]\>[]\�^/^.^.[_

times

\a`&b�^.^/^cbEb for some ` ) is \EdTegf _ b4R , where the f _ satisfy the recurrence

f.hiY�j , f _=k�l Y�V=m l�k�n.o for Wqp%j .
2.35 Definition Let [ be a random function from r-d*s$U2s/t.t/t�s�R1u to r-d2s.U2s/t.t.t�s
R1u and let vxwr-d2s.U2s/t.t.t]s�R1u . Consider the sequence of points v h s
v l s
v]y2s/t.t.t defined by v h YBv , v&z{Y[]\4v�z m l b for |}p%d . In terms of the functional graph of [ , this sequence describes a path that

connects to a cycle.

(i) The number of edges in the path is called the tail length of v , denoted ~�\4v5b .
(ii) The number of edges in the cycle is called the cycle length of v , denoted ��\av�b .

(iii) The rho-length of v is the quantity ��\av�b�Yx~�\4v5b��Z��\av�b .
(iv) The tree size of v is the number of edges in the maximal tree rooted on a cycle in the

component that contains v .
(v) The component size of v is the number of edges in the component that contains v .

(vi) The predecessors size of v is the number of iterated preimages of v .

2.36 Example The functional graph in Figure 2.1 has U components and � terminal points. The
point v�Y�� has parameters ~�\4v5b�Y�d , ��\4v5b{Y�� , �]\4v5b�Y�� . The tree, component, and
predecessors sizes of v�Y�� are � , � , and � , respectively. �

2.37 Fact As R tends to infinity, the following are the expectations of some parameters associ-
ated with a random point in r-d*s$U*s.t.t/t]s
R1u and a random function from �L� : (i) tail length:Q&RTS;� (ii) cycle length: Q&RTS=� (iii) rho-length: Q&RTS=U (iv) tree size: RTS=� (v) compo-
nent size: U.RTS=� (vi) predecessors size: Q&RTS=� .

2.38 Fact As R tends to infinity, the expectations of the maximum tail, cycle, and rho lengths in
a random function from �L� are � l�� R , � y � R , and ��� � R , respectively, where � l�� j2t��;�2U;�;� ,�
y � d*t��2�;�2�;� , and � � � U2t��;d2�;� .

Facts 2.37 and 2.38 indicate that in the functional graph of a random function, most
points are grouped together in one giant component, and there is a small number of large
trees. Also, almost unavoidably, a cycle of length about � R arises after following a path of
length � R edges.
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2.2 Information theory

2.2.1 Entropy

Let � be a random variable which takes on a finite set of values �5�/�
���2�/�.�.���
�]� , with prob-
ability  ¢¡a�¤£¥�]¦E§�£¥¨©¦ , where ª¬«#¨¦�«%® for each ¯ , ®¬«#¯�«�° , and where

�¦²±�� ¨©¦5£³® .
Also, let ´ and µ be random variables which take on finite sets of values.

The entropy of � is a mathematical measure of the amount of information provided by
an observation of � . Equivalently, it is the uncertainity about the outcome before an obser-
vation of � . Entropy is also useful for approximating the average number of bits required
to encode the elements of � .

2.39 Definition The entropy or uncertainty of � is defined to be ¶·¡a��§�£¹¸ �¦º±�� ¨¦©»�¼�¨©¦5£�¦º±�� ¨¦©»�¼ �½/¾ where, by convention, ¨©¦�¿À»N¼�¨¦�£�¨¦�¿À»N¼ �½Á¾ £³ª if ¨©¦�£�ª .
2.40 Fact (properties of entropy) Let � be a random variable which takes on ° values.

(i) ª¬«³¶·¡4��§�«%»�¼�° .
(ii) ¶·¡a��§�£³ª if and only if ¨©¦5£�® for some ¯ , and ¨©ÂL£%ª for all ÃZÄ£�¯ (that is, there is

no uncertainty of the outcome).
(iii) ¶·¡a��§�£³»N¼&° if and only if ¨¦5£%®*Åc° for each ¯ , ®i« ¯Æ«�° (that is, all outcomes are

equally likely).

2.41 Definition The joint entropy of � and ´ is defined to be

¶·¡4�7�.´Ç§�£x¸ ÈÉ Êi ¢¡a��£¥���/´x£ Ë&§�»N¼2¡� ¢¡4�Ì£ �5�.´x£¥Ë&§E§>�
where the summation indices � and Ë range over all values of � and ´ , respectively. The
definition can be extended to any number of random variables.

2.42 Fact If � and ´ are random variables, then ¶·¡4�7�.´i§T«³¶·¡a��§�Í�¶·¡>´¬§ , with equality if
and only if � and ´ are independent.

2.43 Definition If � , ´ are random variables, the conditional entropy of � given ´�£�Ë is

¶·¡a�ÏÎ�´�£¥Ë&§�£x¸ È  ¢¡4��£���Î�´x£¥Ë&§�»�¼2¡> ¢¡a��£¥�5Î�´x£¥Ë]§>§>�
where the summation index � ranges over all values of � . The conditional entropy of �
given ´ , also called the equivocation of ´ about � , is

¶·¡a�ÏÎ�´Ç§�£ Ê  ¢¡>´x£¥Ë&§>¶·¡a�ÏÎ�´³£¥Ë&§>�
where the summation index Ë ranges over all values of ´ .

2.44 Fact (properties of conditional entropy) Let � and ´ be random variables.

(i) The quantity ¶�¡4�ÏÎ�´Ç§ measures the amount of uncertainty remaining about � after´ has been observed.
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(ii) Ò·ÓaÔÏÕ�Öi×1Ø�Ù and Ò·Ó4ÔÚÕ Ô�×5Û�Ù .
(iii) Ò·ÓaÔÝÜ.Ö¬×�Û�Ò·ÓaÔ�×&ÞÚÒ·Ó>Ö¬Õ Ô�×�ÛxÒ·Ó>Öi×�ÞÏÒ�Ó4ÔÏÕ�ÖÇ× .
(iv) Ò·ÓaÔÏÕ�Öi×1ßàÒ·ÓaÔ�× , with equality if and only if Ô and Ö are independent.

2.2.2 Mutual information

2.45 Definition The mutual information or transinformation of random variables Ô and Ö isá ÓaÔ�â/ÖÇ×�ÛãÒ·ÓaÔ�×�äÚÒ·ÓaÔÏÕ�ÖÇ× . Similarly, the transinformation of Ô and the pair Ö , å is
defined to be

á Ó4Ô¥â/Ö�Ü.åæ×�Û³Ò·ÓaÔ�×�ä�Ò�Ó4ÔÏÕ�ÖçÜ/åL× .
2.46 Fact (properties of mutual transinformation)

(i) The quantity
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖÇ× can be thought of as the amount of information that Ö reveals

about Ô . Similarly, the quantity
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖçÜ/åL× can be thought of as the amount of in-

formation that Ö and å together reveal about Ô .
(ii)
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖÇ×1Ø�Ù .

(iii)
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖÇ×¢ÛBÙ if and only if Ô and Ö are independent (that is, Ö contributes no in-
formation about Ô ).

(iv)
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖÇ×�Û á Ó>Ö¬â�Ô�× .

2.47 Definition The conditional transinformation of the pair Ô , Ö given å is defined to beáÁè Ó4Ô�âÁÖÇ×�Û�Ò�Ó4ÔÏÕ�åL×�ä¥Ò·ÓaÔÏÕ�Ö�Ü.åæ× .
2.48 Fact (properties of conditional transinformation)

(i) The quantity
á è Ó4Ô¥â/ÖÇ× can be interpreted as the amount of information that Ö pro-

vides about Ô , given that å has already been observed.
(ii)
á Ó4Ô�âÁÖçÜ/åL×5Û á ÓaÔ�â/ÖÇ×�Þ áÁé Ó4Ô¥â/åæ× .

(iii)
á è Ó4Ô¥â/ÖÇ×�Û á è Ó>Ö¬â�Ô�× .

2.3 Complexity theory

2.3.1 Basic definitions

The main goal of complexity theory is to provide mechanisms for classifying computational
problems according to the resources needed to solve them. The classification should not
depend on a particular computational model, but rather should measure the intrinsic dif-
ficulty of the problem. The resources measured may include time, storage space, random
bits, number of processors, etc., but typically the main focus is time, and sometimes space.

2.49 Definition An algorithm is a well-defined computational procedure that takes a variable
input and halts with an output.
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Of course, the term “well-defined computational procedure” is not mathematically pre-
cise. It can be made so by using formal computational models such as Turing machines,
random-access machines, or boolean circuits. Rather than get involved with the technical
intricacies of these models, it is simpler to think of an algorithm as a computer program
written in some specific programming language for a specific computer that takes a vari-
able input and halts with an output.

It is usually of interest to find the most efficient (i.e., fastest) algorithm for solving a
given computational problem. The time that an algorithm takes to halt depends on the “size”
of the problem instance. Also, the unit of time used should be made precise, especially when
comparing the performance of two algorithms.

2.50 Definition The size of the input is the total number of bits needed to represent the input
in ordinary binary notation using an appropriate encoding scheme. Occasionally, the size
of the input will be the number of items in the input.

2.51 Example (sizes of some objects)

(i) The number of bits in the binary representation of a positive integer ê is ëæìîíºïNð�ê�ñ
bits. For simplicity, the size of ê will be approximated by ïNð&ê .

(ii) If ò is a polynomial of degree at most ó , each coefficient being a non-negative integer
at most ê , then the size of ò is ô�óõì¥ë2ö�ï�ð�ê bits.

(iii) If ÷ is a matrix with ø rows, ù columns, and with non-negative integer entries each
at most ê , then the size of ÷ is ø�ù�ïNð�ê bits. ú

2.52 Definition The running time of an algorithm on a particular input is the number of prim-
itive operations or “steps” executed.

Often a step is taken to mean a bit operation. For some algorithms it will be more con-
venient to take step to mean something else such as a comparison, a machine instruction, a
machine clock cycle, a modular multiplication, etc.

2.53 Definition The worst-case running time of an algorithm is an upper bound on the running
time for any input, expressed as a function of the input size.

2.54 Definition The average-case running time of an algorithm is the average running time
over all inputs of a fixed size, expressed as a function of the input size.

2.3.2 Asymptotic notation

It is often difficult to derive the exact running time of an algorithm. In such situations one
is forced to settle for approximations of the running time, and usually may only derive the
asymptotic running time. That is, one studies how the running time of the algorithm in-
creases as the size of the input increases without bound.

In what follows, the only functions considered are those which are defined on the posi-
tive integers and take on real values that are always positive from some point onwards. Letò and û be two such functions.

2.55 Definition (order notation)

(i) (asymptotic upper bound) ò]ô4ê�ö�üxý¢ô4û]ô4ê�ö>ö if there exists a positive constant þ and a
positive integer ê�ÿ such that ���³ò]ô4ê�ö��%þ û�ôaê�ö for all ê�� ê�ÿ .
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(ii) (asymptotic lower bound) �
	��������	��
	���� if there exists a positive constant � and a
positive integer ��� such that �������
	�������
	��� for all ��� ��� .

(iii) (asymptotic tight bound) �
	������!"	��
	���# if there exist positive constants �%$ and �'& ,
and a positive integer ��� such that �%$'�(	�������
	���)���'&%�(	��� for all � � ��� .

(iv) ( * -notation) �
	������*+	��(	���� if for any positive constant �-,.� there exists a constant� � ,�� such that �/�.�
	����0.���
	��� for all � ��� � .
Intuitively, �
	������12	��(	���� means that � grows no faster asymptotically than �
	��� to

within a constant multiple, while �
	���3�4��	��
	���# means that �
	��� grows at least as fast
asymptotically as �(	��� to within a constant multiple. �
	������*+	��(	���� means that �(	��� is an
upper bound for �
	��� that is not asymptotically tight, or in other words, the function �
	���
becomes insignificant relative to �
	��� as � gets larger. The expression *+	�56 is often used to
signify a function �
	��� whose limit as � approaches 7 is � .

2.56 Fact (properties of order notation) For any functions �
	��� , �(	��� , 89	��� , and :�	��� , the fol-
lowing are true.

(i) �
	�����;12	��
	���# if and only if �
	��������	#�
	���# .
(ii) �
	������!"	��
	���# if and only if �
	�����;12	��
	���# and �
	��������	��(	���� .

(iii) If �
	������12	<89	���� and �
	�����;12	#8=	���� , then 	#�?>@�(#	�����;12	#8=	���# .
(iv) If �
	������12	<89	���� and �
	�����;12	#:�	���� , then 	#�BAC�
�	������12	<89	���#:�	���� .
(v) (reflexivity) �
	������12	#�
	���� .

(vi) (transitivity) If �
	������12	��(	���� and �
	������12	#8=	���� , then �
	������12	<89	���� .
2.57 Fact (approximations of some commonly occurring functions)

(i) (polynomial function) If �
	��� is a polynomial of degree D with positive leading term,
then �
	������!"	��FEG .

(ii) For any constant �-,.� , HJI6KMLN�O��!"	�HPKQ�� .
(iii) (Stirling’s formula) For all integers � �R5 ,S TVU � � W X �Y��Z[� S T%U � � W X9\�] $_^ ] $�& XN`�`Ga

Thus ��Z9� S TVU � X b X 5->c!"	 $X  . Also, ��Z9��*+	�� X  and ��Z9����	 T X  .
(iv) HPK6	���ZJ���!"	��[HPKQ�� .

2.58 Example (comparative growth rates of some functions) Let d and � be arbitrary constants
with �/0�d�0.5"0�� . The following functions are listed in increasing order of their asymp-
totic growth rates:

5"0.HPe�HJef��0�HJef��0�gihQj9	 S HPef�BHPe-HJef���0k�Fl-0�� L 0 ��m n X 0�� X 0�� X 0�� LCo a p

2.3.3 Complexity classes

2.59 Definition A polynomial-time algorithm is an algorithm whose worst-case running time
function is of the form 12	��FEq , where � is the input size and D is a constant. Any algorithm
whose running time cannot be so bounded is called an exponential-time algorithm.

Roughly speaking, polynomial-time algorithms can be equated with good or efficient
algorithms, while exponential-time algorithms are considered inefficient. There are, how-
ever, some practical situations when this distinction is not appropriate. When considering
polynomial-time complexity, the degree of the polynomial is significant. For example, even
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though an algorithm with a running time of r2s�t�u v(u v
w(x , t being the input size, is asymptot-
ically slower that an algorithm with a running time of r2s�tzy�{#{Gx , the former algorithm may
be faster in practice for smaller values of t , especially if the constants hidden by the big- r
notation are smaller. Furthermore, in cryptography, average-case complexity is more im-
portant than worst-case complexity — a necessary condition for an encryption scheme to
be considered secure is that the corresponding cryptanalysis problem is difficult on average
(or more precisely, almost always difficult), and not just for some isolated cases.

2.60 Definition A subexponential-time algorithm is an algorithm whose worst-case running
time function is of the form |~}�� w9� , where t is the input size.

A subexponential-time algorithm is asymptotically faster than an algorithm whose run-
ning time is fully exponential in the input size, while it is asymptotically slower than a
polynomial-time algorithm.

2.61 Example (subexponential running time) Let � be an algorithm whose inputs are either
elements of a finite field ��� (see � 2.6), or an integer � . If the expected running time of � is
of the form �

�N� ���%����� r �'��� s ���c� s���x#x�s#�J���+x���s#�J���P���+x yC� � � (2.3)

where � is a positive constant, and � is a constant satisfying ��� � ��� , then � is a
subexponential-time algorithm. Observe that for ��� � ,

�
�9� � �%��� is a polynomial in �J��� ,

while for � � � ,
�
�N� � ���_� is a polynomial in � , and thus fully exponential in �J��� . ¡

For simplicity, the theory of computational complexity restricts its attention to deci-
sion problems, i.e., problems which have either YES or NO as an answer. This is not too
restrictive in practice, as all the computational problems that will be encountered here can
be phrased as decision problems in such a way that an efficient algorithm for the decision
problem yields an efficient algorithm for the computational problem, and vice versa.

2.62 Definition The complexity class P is the set of all decision problems that are solvable in
polynomial time.

2.63 Definition The complexity class NP is the set of all decision problems for which a YES
answer can be verified in polynomial time given some extra information, called a certificate.

2.64 Definition The complexity class co-NP is the set of all decision problems for which a NO
answer can be verified in polynomial time using an appropriate certificate.

It must be emphasized that if a decision problem is in NP, it may not be the case that the
certificate of a YES answer can be easily obtained; what is asserted is that such a certificate
does exist, and, if known, can be used to efficiently verify the YES answer. The same is
true of the NO answers for problems in co-NP.

2.65 Example (problem in NP) Consider the following decision problem:
COMPOSITES
INSTANCE: A positive integer t .
QUESTION: Is t composite? That is, are there integers ¢ �%£)¤ � such that t � ¢ £ ?

COMPOSITES belongs to NP because if an integer t is composite, then this fact can be
verified in polynomial time if one is given a divisor ¢ of t , where �/�.¢¥� t (the certificate
in this case consists of the divisor ¢ ). It is in fact also the case that COMPOSITES belongs
to co-NP. It is still unknown whether or not COMPOSITES belongs to P. ¡
c
¦
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2.66 Fact P ¨ NP and P ¨ co-NP.

The following are among the outstanding unresolved questions in the subject of com-
plexity theory:

1. Is P © NP?
2. Is NP © co-NP?
3. Is P © NP ª co-NP?

Most experts are of the opinion that the answer to each of the three questions is NO, although
nothing along these lines has been proven.

The notion of reducibility is useful when comparing the relative difficulties of prob-
lems.

2.67 Definition Let «)¬ and «� be two decision problems. «z¬ is said to polytime reduce to «® ,
written «)¬�¯�°�«� , if there is an algorithm that solves «z¬ which uses, as a subroutine, an
algorithm for solving «� , and which runs in polynomial time if the algorithm for «� does.

Informally, if « ¬ ¯ ° «  , then «  is at least as difficult as « ¬ , or, equivalently, « ¬ is
no harder than «  .

2.68 Definition Let «z¬ and «® be two decision problems. If «)¬"¯�°�«® and «�±¯�°.«)¬ , then«z¬ and «� are said to be computationally equivalent.

2.69 Fact Let «z¬ , «� , and «®² be three decision problems.
(i) (transitivity) If «)¬�¯�°k«® and «®�¯�°k«®² , then «)¬�¯�°k«®² .

(ii) If «)¬�¯�°k«® and «®�³ P, then «)¬�³ P.

2.70 Definition A decision problem « is said to be NP-complete if
(i) « ³ NP, and

(ii) « ¬ ¯ ° « for every « ¬ ³ NP.

The class of all NP-complete problems is denoted by NPC.

NP-complete problems are the hardest problems in NP in the sense that they are at
least as difficult as every other problem in NP. There are thousands of problems drawn from
diverse fields such as combinatorics, number theory, and logic, that are known to be NP-
complete.

2.71 Example (subset sum problem) The subset sum problem is the following: given a set of
positive integers ´¶µq¬V·�µM6·%¸�¸%¸Q·�µ+¹Qº and a positive integer » , determine whether or not there
is a subset of the µ½¼ that sum to » . The subset sum problem is NP-complete. ¾

2.72 Fact Let «z¬ and «� be two decision problems.
(i) If «)¬ is NP-complete and «)¬�³ P, then P = NP.

(ii) If «)¬�³ NP, «� is NP-complete, and «��¯�°¿«z¬ , then «z¬ is also NP-complete.
(iii) If « ¬ is NP-complete and « ¬ ³ co-NP, then NP = co-NP.

By Fact 2.72(i), if a polynomial-time algorithm is found for any single NP-complete
problem, then it is the case that P = NP, a result that would be extremely surprising. Hence,
a proof that a problem is NP-complete provides strong evidence for its intractability. Fig-
ure 2.2 illustrates what is widely believed to be the relationship between the complexity
classes P, NP, co-NP, and NPC.

Fact 2.72(ii) suggests the following procedure for proving that a decision problem « ¬
is NP-complete:
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co-NP
NPC

NP

P

NP À co-NP

Figure 2.2: Conjectured relationship between the complexity classes P, NP, co-NP, and NPC.

1. Prove that ÁzÂ�Ã NP.
2. Select a problem Á�Ä that is known to be NP-complete.
3. Prove that Á Ä�Å�Æ ÁzÂ .

2.73 Definition A problem is NP-hard if there exists some NP-complete problem that polytime
reduces to it.

Note that the NP-hard classification is not restricted to only decision problems. Ob-
serve also that an NP-complete problem is also NP-hard.

2.74 Example (NP-hard problem) Given positive integers ÇqÂVÈ�Ç Ä È%É�É%É�È�Ç+Ê and a positive inte-
ger Ë , the computational version of the subset sum problem would ask to actually find a
subset of the Ç½Ì which sums to Ë , provided that such a subset exists. This problem is NP-
hard. Í

2.3.4 Randomized algorithms

The algorithms studied so far in this section have been deterministic; such algorithms fol-
low the same execution path (sequence of operations) each time they execute with the same
input. By contrast, a randomized algorithm makes random decisions at certain points in
the execution; hence their execution paths may differ each time they are invoked with the
same input. The random decisions are based upon the outcome of a random number gen-
erator. Remarkably, there are many problems for which randomized algorithms are known
that are more efficient, both in terms of time and space, than the best known deterministic
algorithms.

Randomized algorithms for decision problems can be classified according to the prob-
ability that they return the correct answer.

2.75 Definition Let Î be a randomized algorithm for a decision problem Á , and let Ï denote
an arbitrary instance of Á .

(i) Î has 0-sided error if Ð2Ñ#Î outputs YES Ò~Ï ’s answer is YES Ó�Ô�Õ , andÐ2Ñ#Î outputs YES ÒVÏ ’s answer is NO Ó�Ô�Ö .
(ii) Î has 1-sided error if Ð2Ñ#Î outputs YES Ò~Ï ’s answer is YES Ó�× ÂÄ , andÐ2Ñ#Î outputs YES ÒVÏ ’s answer is NO Ó�Ô�Ö .

c
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(iii) Ú has 2-sided error if Û2Ü#Ú outputs YES Ý~Þ ’s answer is YES ß�àâáã , andÛ2Ü#Ú outputs YES ÝVÞ ’s answer is NO ß�äæåã .
The number åá in the definition of 1-sided error is somewhat arbitrary and can be re-

placed by any positive constant. Similarly, the numbers áã and åã in the definition of 2-sided
error, can be replaced by åá çcè and åá¥é è , respectively, for any constant

è
, ê"ë è ëìåá .

2.76 Definition The expected running time of a randomized algorithm is an upper bound on the
expected running time for each input (the expectation being over all outputs of the random
number generator used by the algorithm), expressed as a function of the input size.

The important randomized complexity classes are defined next.

2.77 Definition (randomized complexity classes)

(i) The complexity class ZPP (“zero-sided probabilistic polynomial time”) is the set of
all decision problems for which there is a randomized algorithm with 0-sided error
which runs in expected polynomial time.

(ii) The complexity class RP (“randomized polynomial time”) is the set of all decision
problems for which there is a randomized algorithm with 1-sided error which runs in
(worst-case) polynomial time.

(iii) The complexity class BPP (“bounded error probabilistic polynomial time”) is the set
of all decision problems for which there is a randomized algorithm with 2-sided error
which runs in (worst-case) polynomial time.

2.78 Fact P í ZPP í RP í BPP and RP í NP.

2.4 Number theory

2.4.1 The integers

The set of integers î¶ï�ï%ïQð é ñ ð é ò ð é ó ð%ê6ð ó ð ò ð ñ ð%ï%ï�ï�ô is denoted by the symbol õ .

2.79 Definition Let ö , ÷ be integers. Then ö divides ÷ (equivalently: ö is a divisor of ÷ , or ö is
a factor of ÷ ) if there exists an integer ø such that ÷zù�öúø . If ö divides ÷ , then this is denoted
by öqÝJ÷ .

2.80 Example (i) é ñ Ý ó�û , since
ó�û ù�Ü é ñ ß�Ü é ü ß . (ii)

ó6ý�ñ Ýþê , since ê3ù�Ü ó6ý�ñ ß�Ü�ê6ß . ÿ
The following are some elementary properties of divisibility.

2.81 Fact (properties of divisibility) For all ö , ÷ , ø�� õ , the following are true:

(i) öqÝþö .
(ii) If öqÝJ÷ and ÷%ÝJø , then öqÝþø .

(iii) If öqÝJ÷ and öqÝþø , then öúÝþÜ#÷�� ç ø��
ß for all �fð���� õ .
(iv) If öqÝJ÷ and ÷%ÝJö , then ö/ù��2÷ .
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2.82 Definition (division algorithm for integers) If � and 	 are integers with 	�
� , then or-
dinary long division of � by 	 yields integers � (the quotient) and � (the remainder) such
that

������	������ where ��������	 �
Moreover, � and � are unique. The remainder of the division is denoted ��!#"%$&	 , and the
quotient is denoted �'$)( *+	 .

2.83 Fact Let �%� 	-,/. with 	10�2� . Then �3$)( *+	4�65��879	�: and �1!#"8$�	4�2�';<	85=�%7�	>: .

2.84 Example If ���@?9A , 	B�@��? , then �C�ED and �F�@G . Hence ?9A'!H"%$#��?I�@G and
?�AJ$K( *��9?L��D . M

2.85 Definition An integer N is a common divisor of � and 	 if N OP� and NQOP	 .

2.86 Definition A non-negative integer R is the greatest common divisor of integers � and 	 ,
denoted R1��S�TQ$)UV�%�Q	XW , if

(i) R is a common divisor of � and 	 ; and
(ii) whenever N OY� and N OP	 , then N OPR .

Equivalently, S9T $ZU[�8�Q	XW is the largest positive integer that divides both � and 	 , with the ex-
ception that S�T $KU\�9� ��W]�I� .

2.87 Example The common divisors of ��^ and ��_ are `�a3�9�ba3^9�ba3A9�Qa3c%d , and S9T $ZUV��^9� ��_9We�2c .
M

2.88 Definition A non-negative integer R is the least common multiple of integers � and 	 , de-
noted RL�2fgT !#U[�8�Q	XW , if

(i) �ZOPR and 	QOPR ; and
(ii) whenever �ZOPN and 	 OPN , then R8OYN .

Equivalently, fYTQ!HU[�%� 	XW is the smallest non-negative integer divisible by both � and 	 .

2.89 Fact If � and 	 are positive integers, then fgT !#UV�%� 	hWi�I�3jk	h7iS9T $%UV�%�Q	XW .

2.90 Example Since S9T $ZU\�9^9� ��_�W]�Ic , it follows that fYTQ!#U\��^8�h�9_�We�2�9^Jjl��_87kc3�2A9c . M

2.91 Definition Two integers � and 	 are said to be relatively prime or coprime if S�T $KUV�%� 	XWi�2� .

2.92 Definition An integer mn
F^ is said to be prime if its only positive divisors are 1 and m .
Otherwise, m is called composite.

The following are some well known facts about prime numbers.

2.93 Fact If m is prime and moOY�8	 , then either mpOP� or mpOP	 (or both).

2.94 Fact There are an infinite number of prime numbers.

2.95 Fact (prime number theorem) Let qrUtseW denote the number of prime numbers �ns . Then

fY(g!uQv�w
qrUtseW
se7rfYx]s �I�9�

c
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This means that for large values of { , |r}t{e~ is closely approximated by the expres-
sion {e�r�Y�]{ . For instance, when {2�����%�t� , |r}t{e~����9���9� ���9�9�h�9��� , whereas �Y{]�i�g�]{��/�
�����8�h�9���9� ���9� . A more explicit estimate for |r}t{e~ is given below.

2.96 Fact Let |r}t{e~ denote the number of primes ��{ . Then for {������
|r}t{e~�� {

�Y�]{
and for {/�2�

|r}t{�~����8�P�9�����9� {
�g��{ �

2.97 Fact (fundamental theorem of arithmetic) Every integer ����� has a factorization as a
product of prime powers:

���B Z¡Q¢�  Z¡h£¤2¥ ¥Q¥   ¡ ¦§ �
where the  %¨ are distinct primes, and the ©ª¨ are positive integers. Furthermore, the factor-
ization is unique up to rearrangement of factors.

2.98 Fact If «��<  ¡ ¢�   ¡ £¤ ¥Q¥ ¥  %¡ ¦§ , ¬��< % ¢�  % £¤ ¥ ¥Q¥  Z ¦§ , where each ©ª¨i��� and ® ¨i�C� , then

¯�°Q± }V«%� ¬X~i�< 9²i³ ´9µ ¡ ¢\¶  ¢>·�  8²i³ ´8µ ¡ £X¶  £\·¤ ¥Q¥ ¥  8²i³ ´9µ ¡ ¦ ¶  ¦h·§
and

� ° ¸ }V«%�Q¬X~i�B  ²i¹Vºkµ ¡b¢ ¶  ¢ ·�   ²i¹Vºkµ ¡h£ ¶  £ ·¤ ¥ ¥ ¥   ²i¹[ºkµ ¡ ¦ ¶  ¦ ·§ �

2.99 Example Let «#�»���9�������Q¼ ¥ ��� , ¬½�»�9�����1��� ¥ � ¥ �9� ¥ �9� . Then ¯�° ± }V���9���9� ���9����~i�
� ¥ ���'�I��� and � ° ¸ }V���9���9� ���9����~¾�2�Q¼ ¥ � ¥ �9� ¥ ���'�I�����9���9� . ¿

2.100 Definition For �n��� , let À�}Á�r~ denote the number of integers in the interval Â �8���oÃ which
are relatively prime to � . The function À is called the Euler phi function (or the Euler totient
function).

2.101 Fact (properties of Euler phi function)

(i) If   is a prime, then ÀÄ}Á �~i�< �Ån� .
(ii) The Euler phi function is multiplicative. That is, if ¯�° ± }tÆ����r~J�Ç� , then ÀÄ}tÆ+�r~È�

ÀÄ}tÆ�~ ¥ ÀÄ}Á�r~ .
(iii) If ���B  ¡ ¢�   ¡ £¤ ¥ ¥Q¥   ¡ ¦§ is the prime factorization of � , then

ÀÄ}t�r~É�B� �½Å �
  �

�JÅ �
  ¤ ¥ ¥Q¥ �JÅ �

  § �

Fact 2.102 gives an explicit lower bound for ÀÄ}t�r~ .

2.102 Fact For all integers �n�Ê� ,

À�}Á�r~É� �
�É�Y���g�]� �
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2.4.2 Algorithms in

Let Ë and Ì be non-negative integers, each less than or equal to Í . Recall (Example 2.51)
that the number of bits in the binary representation of Í is ÎÐÏgÑpÍ�Ò'ÓCÔ , and this number is
approximated by ÏYÑ¾Í . The number of bit operations for the four basic integer operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division using the classical algorithms is summa-
rized in Table 2.1. These algorithms are studied in more detail in Õ 14.2. More sophisticated
techniques for multiplication and division have smaller complexities.

Operation Bit complexity

Addition Ë½ÓÖÌ ×'ØVÏYÑ-Ë½ÓÙÏYÑ4ÌXÚiÛ2×'ØVÏYÑ�ÍrÚ
Subtraction ËÈÜ<Ì ×'ØVÏYÑ-Ë½ÓÙÏYÑ4ÌXÚiÛ2×'ØVÏYÑ�ÍrÚ
Multiplication Ë3Ý�Ì ×'ØVØ\ÏgÑ�Ë8Ú\ØVÏYÑ4ÌXÚ\ÚÉÛ2×'Ø\ØVÏYÑ�ÍrÚÁÞ8Ú
Division Ë1ÛIß�ÌeÓ�à ×'Ø\ØVÏYÑ4ßlÚ\Ø\ÏgÑ-ÌXÚ\ÚiÛI×'Ø\Ø\ÏgÑ�ÍrÚÁÞ8Ú

Table 2.1: Bit complexity of basic operations in á .

The greatest common divisor of two integers Ë and Ì can be computed via Fact 2.98.
However, computing a gcd by first obtaining prime-power factorizations does not result in
an efficient algorithm, as the problem of factoring integers appears to be relatively diffi-
cult. The Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.104) is an efficient algorithm for computing
the greatest common divisor of two integers that does not require the factorization of the
integers. It is based on the following simple fact.

2.103 Fact If Ë and Ì are positive integers with Ë1â2Ì , then Ñ�ãQä)ØVË%å ÌhÚiÛ�Ñ�ãQä)ØVÌ å Ë�æ#ç%ä�ÌXÚ .

2.104 Algorithm Euclidean algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two integers

INPUT: two non-negative integers Ë and Ì with Ë�è2Ì .
OUTPUT: the greatest common divisor of Ë and Ì .

1. While Ì1éÛ�ê do the following:

1.1 Set àKëÙË�æ#ç%ä#Ì , ËZë<Ì , Ì ëìà .

2. Return( Ë ).

2.105 Fact Algorithm 2.104 has a running time of ×'Ø\ØVÏYÑ�ÍrÚÁÞ9Ú bit operations.

2.106 Example (Euclidean algorithm) The following are the division steps of Algorithm 2.104
for computing Ñ9ã ä)ØVí�î�ï9í9å ð�í�ñ9î�Ú�ÛIð�î :

í9î�ï�íòÛ ÔJÝlð�í9ñ�î-Ó<Ô9í�ê9ï
ð9í�ñ�îòÛ óJÝlÔ�í9ê�ï-Ó<ï9í�ï
Ô9í�ê�ïòÛ óJÝlï�í9ï4ÓÙÔ�Ô9í
ï�í�ïòÛ ñJÝlÔ�Ô9í4ÓÙô�ï
Ô�Ô�íòÛ ÔJÝlô�ï�ÓÙð�î
ô�ïõÛ óJÝlð�î�ÓÙê9ö ÷
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The Euclidean algorithm can be extended so that it not only yields the greatest common
divisor ú of two integers û and ü , but also integers ý and þ satisfying ûQý�ÿÖü=þ���ú .

2.107 Algorithm Extended Euclidean algorithm

INPUT: two non-negative integers û and ü with û � ü .
OUTPUT: ú������	��
Vû� ü�� and integers ý , þ satisfying ûQý�ÿÖü=þ���ú .

1. If ü���� then set ú�<û , ý���� , þ���� , and return( ú ,ý ,þ ).
2. Set ý����� , ý��	��� , þ����� , þ������ .
3. While ü���� do the following:

3.1  !�#"�û%$9ü'& , ()�Ùû+*, �ü , ý-�ìý � *, [ý � , þ.��þ � *� [þ � .
3.2 û�<ü , ü��/( , ý0��� ý�� , ý-�1�ìý , þ��� þ�� , and þ����ìþ .

4. Set ú�<û , ý�� ý�� , þ.� þ�� , and return( ú ,ý ,þ ).

2.108 Fact Algorithm 2.107 has a running time of 23
4
657�98:� � � bit operations.

2.109 Example (extended Euclidean algorithm) Table 2.2 shows the steps of Algorithm 2.107
with inputs û��<;�=?>�; and ü@�<A�;?B�= . Hence ���	�C
4;?=�>?;?�DA?;�B?=��E�<A�= and 
4;?=�>�;?�4
6A�F��iÿ
4A�;?B�=?�4
G*+;?B��H�IA?= . J

K L M N O P MRQ M.S N%Q NCS
T T T T U�V1WXU YXU�Z1V [ \ \ [[ [4U�\	W [ T�[ Y4U�Z	V [XU�\1W \ [ [ T�[] W4UW T ] Y [4U�\	W W4U�W [ T ] T�[ Y] [1[XU Z T�^ W4UW [1[4U T ] Z Y T�^Z ^	W T ] ^ Y1V [1[XU ^1W Z T ] ^ T�^ Y	V[ Y	V Y ] T9UZ ^	W Y1V T ] ^ Y ] Y	V T9UZ] \ T�_	[ [ ] V Y	V \ Y ] T�_1[ T9UZ [ ] V

Table 2.2: Extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) with inputs Oa` U�V	W4U , Pb` Y4U�Z	V .
Efficient algorithms for gcd and extended gcd computations are further studied in c 14.4.

2.4.3 The integers modulo d
Let 8 be a positive integer.

2.110 Definition If û and ü are integers, then û is said to be congruent to ü modulo 8 , written
ûfeCüg
4hji�a8:� , if 8 divides 
Vû�*�ü�� . The integer 8 is called the modulus of the congruence.

2.111 Example (i) F�;keIlm
6hji%�nB?� since F?;o*�l���AqprB .
(ii) *+���ke���st
4hji�@s?� since *+���o*��?s3�#*+;opus . J

2.112 Fact (properties of congruences) For all û , û � , ü , ü � , v�w/x , the following are true.

(i) ûfe2üy
6hji%�j8:� if and only if û and ü leave the same remainder when divided by 8 .
(ii) (reflexivity) ûaeCûz
6hai�a8:� .

(iii) (symmetry) If ûEe2üg
4hji�f8:� then ü�e2û{
4hji�j8:� .
Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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(iv) (transitivity) If |a}I~��4�j��a�:� and ~b}I���6�a��a�:� , then |E}I�g�4�j��a�:� .
(v) If |�}�|��g�4�j��f�:� and ~{}�~	���6�j�%�a�:� , then |j��~t}�|�����~��g�4�j��a�:� and|~b}I|��D~	�y�6�a��j�:� .

The equivalence class of an integer | is the set of all integers congruent to | modulo� . From properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) above, it can be seen that for a fixed � the relation of
congruence modulo � partitions � into equivalence classes. Now, if |{���G�{�,� , where��� ���z� , then |f}��,�4�j��a�:� . Hence each integer | is congruent modulo � to a unique
integer between

�
and �a�n� , called the least residue of | modulo � . Thus | and � are in the

same equivalence class, and so � may simply be used to represent this equivalence class.

2.113 Definition The integers modulo � , denoted �9� , is the set of (equivalence classes of) in-
tegers � �?� � �D�%���	����� �/���� . Addition, subtraction, and multiplication in �-� are performed
modulo � .

2.114 Example ���G� �¡� �?� � �D�%���	�����D��¢ � . In ���G� , �?£f���?¤¥� ¢
, since ��£E����¤¥� �?¦ } ¢

�4�j�� ��§ � . Similarly, ��£o¨u�?¤+��© in ���G� . ª
2.115 Definition Let |¬«�� � . The multiplicative inverse of | modulo � is an integer I« � �

such that |�{} �{�4�j��a�:� . If such an  exists, then it is unique, and | is said to be invert-
ible, or a unit; the inverse of | is denoted by |C® � .

2.116 Definition Let | � ~b«¯� � . Division of | by ~ modulo � is the product of | and ~ ® � modulo� , and is only defined if ~ is invertible modulo � .

2.117 Fact Let |f«/�9� . Then | is invertible if and only if °?±��C�G| � �:����� .
2.118 Example The invertible elements in ��² are � , � , ¢ , § , ³ , and © . For example,

¢ ® � �´³
because

¢ ¨!³�}I�t�4�j�� ¦ � . ª
The following is a generalization of Fact 2.117.

2.119 Fact Let µn�¶°�±	�C�6| � �:� . The congruence equation |	I}¶~��4�j��a�:� has a solution  if
and only if µ divides ~ , in which case there are exactly µ solutions between

�
and ��� � ;

these solutions are all congruent modulo �¸·�µ .
2.120 Fact (Chinese remainder theorem, CRT) If the integers �¹� � � � ���	����� �9º are pairwise rela-

tively prime, then the system of simultaneous congruences

 } |��»�4�j��j�¹���
 } | � �4�j��j� � �

...

 } | º �4�j��a� º �
has a unique solution modulo �{��� � ���¹¨�¨	¨¼� º .

2.121 Algorithm (Gauss’s algorithm) The solution  to the simultaneous congruences in the
Chinese remainder theorem (Fact 2.120) may be computed as /� º½¿¾ � | ½4À�½6Á¬½ �j�%�+� ,
where

À�½ �Â�¸·D� ½ and
Á¬½ � À ® �½ �j��+� ½ . These computations can be performed inÃ �4�4ÄÅ°9�:� � � bit operations.

c
Æ
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Another efficient practical algorithm for solving simultaneous congruences in the Chinese
remainder theorem is presented in È 14.5.

2.122 Example The pair of congruences ÉzÊ�ËtÌ4ÍjÎÏnÐ�Ñ , É�Ê�ÐtÌ6ÍjÎ%ÏnÒ?Ë�Ñ has a unique solu-
tion ÉmÊ�Ó?ÔmÌ6ÍaÎÏnÔ�Ò?Ñ . Õ

2.123 Fact If Ö�×�Ï�ÌÙØ¹Ú�ÛXØ�Ü�Ñ�Ý�Ò , then the pair of congruences ÉtÊ�Þ{Ì4ÍjÎÏaØ¹ÚDÑ , ÉtÊ�Þ�Ì4ÍjÎÏfØ�Ü?Ñ
has a unique solution ÉmÊ�ÞzÌ6ÍaÎÏaØ¹Ú¼Ø�Ü?Ñ .

2.124 Definition The multiplicative group of ß9à is ß�áà Ýãâ!ÞåäæßHàèç�Ö�×	Ï�Ì6ÞÛ'Ø:ÑtÝéÒ%ê�ë In
particular, if Ø is a prime, then ß áà Ýåâ!ÞaçÒkìIÞaì{Ø¬í�Ò%ê .

2.125 Definition The order of ß�áà is defined to be the number of elements in ß�áà , namely çîß�áà ç .
It follows from the definition of the Euler phi function (Definition 2.100) that çïß�áà ç�Ýð ÌÙØ:Ñ . Note also that if Þ{ä�ß áà and ñ�ä�ß áà , then Þaò�ñyä�ß áà , and so ß áà is closed under

multiplication.

2.126 Fact Let Ø�ó ô be an integer.

(i) (Euler’s theorem) If Þfä/ß áà , then Þuõ�ö àC÷ Ê�ÒtÌ4ÍjÎÏaØ:Ñ .
(ii) If Ø is a product of distinct primes, and if øyÊ�ù¯Ì6ÍjÎ%Ï ð ÌúØ:Ñ6Ñ , then Þrû3Ê�Þuü¯Ì4ÍjÎÏaØ:Ñ

for all integers Þ . In other words, when working modulo such an Ø , exponents can
be reduced modulo

ð ÌÙØ:Ñ .
A special case of Euler’s theorem is Fermat’s (little) theorem.

2.127 Fact Let ý be a prime.

(i) (Fermat’s theorem) If Ö?×�Ï�Ì6ÞÛXý0Ñ:Ý�Ò , then Þuþuÿ Ú ÊIÒmÌ6ÍaÎÏaý0Ñ .
(ii) If ø¥Ê�ù¯Ì4ÍjÎÏaýgíIÒ?Ñ , then ÞuûmÊ�Þrü/Ì4ÍjÎÏaý0Ñ for all integers Þ . In other words,

when working modulo a prime ý , exponents can be reduced modulo ýfí�Ò .
(iii) In particular, Þ þ Ê�Þ{Ì4ÍjÎÏaý0Ñ for all integers Þ .

2.128 Definition Let ÞEä¬ß áà . The order of Þ , denoted Î��GÏCÌ6Þ%Ñ , is the least positive integer
�

such
that Þ��¹Ê�ÒtÌ4ÍjÎÏaØ:Ñ .

2.129 Fact If the order of Þ¥ä�ß áà is
�
, and Þ ü Ê ÒmÌ6ÍjÎ%ÏaØ:Ñ , then

�
divides ù . In particular,� ç ð ÌúØ:Ñ .

2.130 Example Let Ø¶Ý�ô�Ò . Then ß áÜuÚ Ý â!Ò?Û�ô?Û��%ÛDÓ%Û��?Û�Ò��%ÛDÒ�Ò%ÛDÒ?Ë�ÛDÒ
	�ÛDÒ?Ð�ÛDÒ?Ô�ÛDô
�?ê . Note thatð Ì6ô�Ò?Ñ�Ý ð Ì4Ð?Ñ ð Ì4Ë?Ñ:ÝIÒ?ô3Ý#çîß áÜrÚ ç . The orders of elements in ß áÜrÚ are listed in Table 2.3. Õ
Þfä/ß�áÜuÚ Ò ô � Ó � Ò�� Ò?Ò Ò?Ë Ò�	 Ò�Ð Ò�Ô ô
�

order of Þ Ò 	 Ë 	 ô 	 	 ô Ë 	 	 ô
Table 2.3: Orders of elements in �� ��� .

2.131 Definition Let ��ä#ß áà . If the order of � is
ð ÌúØ:Ñ , then � is said to be a generator or a

primitive element of ß�áà . If ß�áà has a generator, then ß�áà is said to be cyclic.
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2.132 Fact (properties of generators of ���� )

(i) � �� has a generator if and only if �����
���
���! or ���! , where � is an odd prime and"$#&%
. In particular, if � is a prime, then � �' has a generator.

(ii) If ( is a generator of �)�� , then �)�� ��*+(-,/.10324�6537986:)8<;>=?�A@CB %ED .
(iii) Suppose that ( is a generator of � �� . Then FG�H(-,/.10E2G� is also a generator of � ��

if and only if I
J�2!=K:L�M;>=?�A@N@O� %
. It follows that if � �� is cyclic, then the number of

generators is ;=P;>=?�A@N@ .
(iv) (RQS� �� is a generator of � �� if and only if (>T!U �WVYXZ'�[\ % =�.10E2O�A@ for each prime

divisor � of ;>=?�A@ .
2.133 Example ���]_^ is not cyclic since it does not contain an element of order ;>=N� % @`� % � (see

Table 2.3); note that � % does not satisfy the condition of Fact 2.132(i). On the other hand,
� �]�a is cyclic, and has a generator (b��� . c

2.134 Definition Let dOQe���� . d is said to be a quadratic residue modulo � , or a square modulo
� , if there exists an fgQe���� such that f ] \ d6=�.10E2O�A@ . If no such f exists, then d is called
a quadratic non-residue modulo � . The set of all quadratic residues modulo � is denoted
by h � and the set of all quadratic non-residues is denoted by h � .

Note that by definition 7 [Qi� �� , whence 7 [Qjh � and 7 [Q h � .

2.135 Fact Let � be an odd prime and let ( be a generator of ���' . Then dkQ<�)�' is a quadratic
residue modulo � if and only if dl�H(>,`.O0324� , where : is an even integer. It follows that
5mh ' 5-�R=?�nB % @�o�� and 5 h ' 5-�p=?�$B % @Po+� ; that is, half of the elements in � �' are quadratic
residues and the other half are quadratic non-residues.

2.136 Example (b��q is a generator of � �^Kr . The powers of ( are listed in the following table.

: 7 % � s � t q u v w % 7 %�%
(>,/.1032 % s % q % 7 v w � % � u s t � %�%

Hence h ^Kr ��* % ��s
���E��wE� % 7E� % � D and h ^?r �x*_�E��tE��q
��u
��v
� %
%ED . c
2.137 Fact Let � be a product of two distinct odd primes � and y , �x�R�>y . Then dgQ<� �� is a

quadratic residue modulo � if and only if dzQ{h ' and dzQ{h}| . It follows that 5~h � 5��
5mh ' 5+�
5mh}|�53�<=K��B % @N=Py)B % @Po+� and 5 h � 5!�<s
=?��B % @N=Py�B % @�o+� .

2.138 Example Let �k�<� % . Then h ]_^ �x* % ���
� % q D and h ]�^ �x*_�E��tE��v
� % 7E� %�% � % s
� % u�� % w����
7 D .
c

2.139 Definition Let dbQ�h � . If fzQ����� satisfies f ] \ d�=N.1032��A@ , then f is called a square
root of d modulo � .

2.140 Fact (number of square roots)

(i) If � is an odd prime and d9Qjh ' , then d has exactly two square roots modulo � .
(ii) More generally, let �k���!�M�^ �!���] ���M��� �M� where the � , are distinct odd primes and � , #%

. If dOQgh � , then d has precisely �� distinct square roots modulo � .

2.141 Example The square roots of
% � modulo s�u are u and s�7 . The square roots of

% � % modulo
s % t are

%�%
, u�� , % 7 % , % t % , % q�� , � % � , ��� % , and s�7
� . c

c
�
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2.4.4 Algorithms in �
Let � be a positive integer. As before, the elements of �C� will be represented by the integers�_�
���
���
���M���>� �i� �3� .

Observe that if � ����� ��� , then

� �}� �� `¡O¢3£ �j¤ ��� ��� if ��� �)¥ � �
��� � �b� � if ��� ��¦ � �

Hence modular addition (and subtraction) can be performed without the need of a long di-
vision. Modular multiplication of � and

�
may be accomplished by simply multiplying �

and
�

as integers, and then taking the remainder of the result after division by � . Inverses
in �C� can be computed using the extended Euclidean algorithm as next described.

2.142 Algorithm Computing multiplicative inverses in §©¨
INPUT: � � � � .
OUTPUT: �Wª©« ¡1¢3£ � , provided that it exists.

1. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) to find integers ¬ and  such
that �M¬n�g�®¯¤±° , where °²¤�³�´ £!� � � �   .

2. If °�µ � , then �Wª¶« ¡O¢3£ � does not exist. Otherwise, return(¬ ).

Modular exponentiation can be performed efficiently with the repeated square-and-
multiply algorithm (Algorithm 2.143), which is crucial for many cryptographic protocols.
One version of this algorithm is based on the following observation. Let the binary repre-
sentation of · be ¸¹�º3»¼· ¹ � ¹ , where each · ¹ �g�+�
���E� . Then

�_½�¤ ¸
¹�º3» �_½�¾À¿

¾ ¤ � ��¿MÁ   ½ Á � ��¿+Â   ½ Â-Ã�ÃMÃ � �M¿�Ä   ½ Ä �

2.143 Algorithm Repeated square-and-multiply algorithm for exponentiation in §©¨
INPUT: � � �/� , and integer

�9Å · ¥ � whose binary representation is ·�¤ ¸¹Æº3»Ç· ¹ � ¹ .
OUTPUT: � ½ ¡O¢3£ � .

1. Set
�MÈ��

. If ·O¤ �
then return(

�
).

2. Set É È � .
3. If · » ¤ �

then set
��È � .

4. For Ê from 1 to Ë do the following:

4.1 Set É È É ¿ ¡O¢3£ � .
4.2 If · ¹ ¤ �

then set
��È É Ã ��¡1¢E£ � .

5. Return(
�
).

2.144 Example (modular exponentiation)Table 2.4 shows the steps involved in the computation
of Ì�ÍPÎ�Ï ¡1¢3£1����Ð
Ñ ¤ ���
��Ð

. Ò
The number of bit operations for the basic operations in �/� is summarized in Table 2.5.

Efficient algorithms for performing modular multiplication and exponentiation are further
examined in Ó 14.3 and Ó 14.6.
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Ô Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þß�à Õ Õ Ö Õ Ö Õ Ö Õ Õ Öá Ú ×�Ú Û�×MÚ ÛMÝ�Ö Ö�Õ�ÖMÖ ØMÛ�Þ Ù!×MÖ Ü�ÜMÞ ÞâÙ!Ü ÞM×�Úã Ö Ö Û�×MÚ ÛM×�Ú ÛMÜ Û�Ü Ö�ÕMÚ�Þ ÖMÕ�ÚMÞ ÖMÕ�Ú�Þ Ö�ÕMÖ�Ø

Table 2.4: Computation of
ÚMä�å�æ¶çGè_é$Ö�×�ØâÙ

.

Operation Bit complexity

Modular addition êPë}ì�íLî`ï1ð3ñ4ò óGêNôöõ©òAî
Modular subtraction êPë4÷øíLî`ï1ð3ñ4ò óGêNôöõ©òAî
Modular multiplication ê�ëGù_íLî`ï1ð3ñúò óGê�êNôöõ©òAîÆû
î
Modular inversion ëWü©ý�ï1ð3ñúò óGê�êNôöõ©òAîÆû
î
Modular exponentiation ë_þ9ï1ð3ñ4ò , ÿ���ò óGê�êNôöõ©òAî � î

Table 2.5: Bit complexity of basic operations in ��� .

2.4.5 The Legendre and Jacobi symbols

The Legendre symbol is a useful tool for keeping track of whether or not an integer ë is a
quadratic residue modulo a prime � .

2.145 Definition Let � be an odd prime and ë an integer. The Legendre symbol � � is defined
to be

ë
� 	


��
if ��më ����
if ë���� � �

÷ ���
if ë�� � ���

2.146 Fact (properties of Legendre symbol) Let � be an odd prime and ë � í���� . Then the Leg-
endre symbol has the following properties:

(i) � � � ë�� � ü©ý�����û6êNï1ð3ñ��î . In particular, ý� 	 �
and ü©ý� 	 êP÷ � î�� � ü¶ý ����û . Hence

÷ � �!� � if � � � êNï1ð3ñ#"�î , and ÷ � � � � if � �%$ êNï1ð3ñ#"�î .
(ii) �'&� 	 � � &� . Hence if ë����)(� , then �+*� 	 �

.

(iii) If ë � í êNï1ð3ñ��î , then � � 	 &� .

(iv) û � 	 êZ÷ � î,� � * ü¶ý ��� - . Hence û � 	 �
if � � �

or .jêNï1ð3ñ#/�î , and û � 	 ÷ �
if � �0$

or 1kêNï1ð3ñ#/�î .
(v) (law of quadratic reciprocity) If 2 is an odd prime distinct from � , then

�
2 	 2

� êP÷ � î � � ü©ý��3��4�ü©ý���� 5 �
In other words,

�
4 	 4� unless both � and 2 are congruent to $ modulo " , in which

case
�
4 	 ÷ 4� .

The Jacobi symbol is a generalization of the Legendre symbol to integers ò which are
odd but not necessarily prime.

c
6
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2.147 Definition Let 8:90; be odd with prime factorization 8�<>=@?BAC =@?EDFHGEGIG =@?EJK . Then the Jacobi
symbol LM is defined to be

N
8 < N

= C ?IA N
= F

?'D GEGIG N
= K

?EJPO

Observe that if 8 is prime, then the Jacobi symbol is just the Legendre symbol.

2.148 Fact (properties of Jacobi symbol) Let QR9S; , 8:90; be odd integers, and N@TEUWV�X . Then
the Jacobi symbol has the following properties:

(i) LM <ZY T'[�T or \ [ . Moreover, LM <0Y if and only if ]_^I`�a N@T 8cbed< [ .

(ii) L'fM < LM fM . Hence if NgV�X)hM , then L DM < [ .
(iii) Li)M < Li LM .

(iv) If N�j0U alk�m@`�8cb , then LM < fM .
(v)

CM < [ .

(vi) n CM <Ha�\ [ b�o M n C�p�q F
. Hence n CM < [ if 8 jZ[ alk�m@`sr�b , and n CM <t\ [ if 8 j ;a k�m�`#r�b .

(vii)
FM <ua�\ [ b,o M D n C�p�q v

. Hence
FM < [ if 8 jw[ or xyalk�m@`#z_b , and

FM <{\ [ if8 j ; or |�a k�m@`}z�b .
(viii)

i M < Mi a�\ [ b,o i n C�p o M n C p~ql�
. In other words,

i M < Mi unless both Q and 8 are
congruent to ; modulo r , in which case

i M <H\ Mi .

By properties of the Jacobi symbol it follows that if 8 is odd and N <�� ? N C where N C
is odd, then

N
8 < � ?

8
N C
8 < �

8
? 8yk�m@` N C

N C a�\ [ b o L A n C�p o M n C p~ql� O

This observation yields the following recursive algorithm for computing LM , which does
not require the prime factorization of 8 .

2.149 Algorithm Jacobi symbol (and Legendre symbol) computation

JACOBI( N ,8 )
INPUT: an odd integer 8y90; , and an integer N , Y�� N�� 8 .
OUTPUT: the Jacobi symbol LM (and hence the Legendre symbol when 8 is prime).

1. If N <ZY then return(0).
2. If N < [ then return(1).
3. Write N <0� ? N C , where N C is odd.
4. If � is even then set ��� [ . Otherwise set ��� [ if 8 j0[ or x!alk�m@`sz�b , or set �P��\ [

if 8 j ; or |!alk�m@`sz�b .
5. If 8 j ;!alk�m@`#r_b and N C j ;yalk�m@`#r_b then set ����\>� .
6. Set 8 C �}8yk�m@` N C .
7. If N C < [ then return( � ); otherwise return( � G JACOBI(8 C , N C )).

2.150 Fact Algorithm 2.149 has a running time of ��ala ��]�8cb F b bit operations.
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2.151 Remark (finding quadratic non-residues modulo a prime � ) Let � denote an odd prime.
Even though it is known that half of the elements in �W�� are quadratic non-residues modulo� (see Fact 2.135), there is no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm known for finding
one. A randomized algorithm for finding a quadratic non-residue is to simply select random
integers ����� �� until one is found satisfying � � ���e� . The expected number iterations
before a non-residue is found is � , and hence the procedure takes expected polynomial-time.

2.152 Example (Jacobi symbol computation) For � �0���_� and � � ��  � , Algorithm 2.149 com-
putes the Jacobi symbol ¡£¢�¤¥�¦ ¢ as follows:

���_�
��  � � �

�_  �
§�¨
��  � �ª©��e�_« �_  �§_¨ ©��e��«�¬ ¤� ¥�¦�®,¯ ® �

§_§
§_¨

�
§_¨
§_§ ©��e��« ¬£°  ¬ ¤ ¯ ® � �§_§ �H�e��± ²

Unlike the Legendre symbol, the Jacobi symbol �³ does not reveal whether or not �
is a quadratic residue modulo � . It is indeed true that if �´�¶µ ³ , then �³ �·� . However,
�³ �Z� does not imply that ���!µ ³ .

2.153 Example (quadratic residues and non-residues) Table 2.6 lists the elements in � �¥ ¡ and
their Jacobi symbols. Recall from Example 2.138 that µ ¥ ¡ �¹¸+��ºE»�º'��¼�½ . Observe that¢¥ ¡ �Z� but �¿¾�!µ ¥ ¡ . ²

À�ÁÃÂÅÄ Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ì ÈBÍ ÈBÈ ÈIÎ ÈIÏ ÈIÐ ÈBÑ ÉBÍ
À Æ�ÒeÓ�Ô�Õ È Ê ÈIÏ Ê È ÈBÏ ÈBÏ È Ê ÈIÏ Ê ÈÖ × È ØWÈ È ØWÈ ØWÈ È ØWÈ È È ØWÈ È ØWÈÖ Ù È È È ØWÈ È ØWÈ È ØWÈ È ØWÈ ØWÈ ØWÈÖÆ Ç È ØWÈ È È ØWÈ ØWÈ ØWÈ ØWÈ È È ØWÈ È

Table 2.6: Jacobi symbols of elements in Â Ä Æ Ç .

2.154 Definition Let �ZÚ�  be an odd integer, and let Û ³ �Ü¸ �}�Ý�)�³:Þ �³ �ß�@½ . The set of

pseudosquares modulo � , denoted µ ³ , is defined to be the set Û ³ � µ ³ .

2.155 Fact Let � � �áà be a product of two distinct odd primes. Then Þ µ ³ Þ � Þ µ ³ Þ �â© � ��_«l© à ���_« ã_» ; that is, half of the elements in Û ³ are quadratic residues and the other half are
pseudosquares.

2.4.6 Blum integers

2.156 Definition A Blum integer is a composite integer of the form � � �áà , where � and à are
distinct primes each congruent to   modulo » .

2.157 Fact Let � � �äà be a Blum integer, and let �:�tµ ³ . Then � has precisely four square
roots modulo � , exactly one of which is also in µ ³ .

2.158 Definition Let � be a Blum integer and let �g�!µ ³ . The unique square root of � in µ ³ is
called the principal square root of � modulo � .
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2.159 Example (Blum integer) For the Blum integer çÜèué�ê , ë�ìHè{í�ê�î'ï�îEð�îEê_ñ�îEê_ò�î'é_ó@ô andõ ì´èHí�ð�î'ê_ò�î'é�ó�ô . The four square roots of ö÷èZï are é , ð , ê_ñ , and ê�ø , of which only ê_ñ is
also in

õúùPû
. Thus ê_ñ is the principal square root of ï modulo é_ê . ü

2.160 Fact If çZèþýáÿ is a Blum integer, then the function ��� õ ì���� õ ì defined by ���
	��eè	 ù����� ç is a permutation. The inverse function of � is:

��� û �
	�� è�	��
����� û�� ����� û��
 "!���#�$ ���� ç&%

2.5 Abstract algebra

This section provides an overview of basic algebraic objects and their properties, for refer-
ence in the remainder of this handbook. Several of the definitions in ' 2.5.1 and ' 2.5.2 were
presented earlier in ' 2.4.3 in the more concrete setting of the algebraic structure (*)ì .

2.161 Definition A binary operation + on a set , is a mapping from ,.-/, to , . That is, + is a
rule which assigns to each ordered pair of elements from , an element of , .

2.5.1 Groups

2.162 Definition A group ��0�î1+2� consists of a set 0 with a binary operation + on 0 satisfying
the following three axioms.

(i) The group operation is associative. That is, ö3+���45+768� è9� ö3+748�"+�6 for all ö@î:4'î�6*;<0 .
(ii) There is an element ê=;�0 , called the identity element, such that ö>+Wê�ètê?+úöÃè ö

for all ö@;A0 .
(iii) For each öB;C0 there exists an element ö � û ;C0 , called the inverse of ö , such thatöD+Wö � û èZö � û +Wö÷è0ê .

A group 0 is abelian (or commutative) if, furthermore,

(iv) öD+E4 èF4G+Wö for all ö@î:4E;H0 .

Note that multiplicative group notation has been used for the group operation. If the
group operation is addition, then the group is said to be an additive group, the identity ele-
ment is denoted by ó , and the inverse of ö is denoted ��ö .

Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, the symbol + will be omitted and the group oper-
ation will simply be denoted by juxtaposition.

2.163 Definition A group 0 is finite if I�0�I is finite. The number of elements in a finite group is
called its order.

2.164 Example The set of integers ( with the operation of addition forms a group. The identity
element is ó and the inverse of an integer ö is the integer ��ö . ü

2.165 Example The set (�ì , with the operation of addition modulo ç , forms a group of orderç . The set ( ì with the operation of multiplication modulo ç is not a group, since not all
elements have multiplicative inverses. However, the set ( )ì (see Definition 2.124) is a group
of order JK�3ç3� under the operation of multiplication modulo ç , with identity element ê . ü
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2.166 Definition A non-empty subset L of a group M is a subgroup of M if L is itself a group
with respect to the operation of M . If L is a subgroup of M and LONP M , then L is called a
proper subgroup of M .

2.167 Definition A group M is cyclic if there is an element Q<RAM such that for each STRHM there
is an integer U with S P QKV . Such an element Q is called a generator of M .

2.168 Fact If M is a group and W@RAM , then the set of all powers of W forms a cyclic subgroup ofM , called the subgroup generated by W , and denoted by XYW�Z .
2.169 Definition Let M be a group and W@RAM . The order of W is defined to be the least positive

integer [ such that W2\ P^] , provided that such an integer exists. If such a [ does not exist,
then the order of W is defined to be _ .

2.170 Fact Let M be a group, and let W=R`M be an element of finite order [ . Then abXYW�Z�a , the size
of the subgroup generated by W , is equal to [ .

2.171 Fact (Lagrange’s theorem) If M is a finite group and L is a subgroup of M , then abLAa dividesa�M�a . Hence, if WcRHM , the order of W divides a�M�a .
2.172 Fact Every subgroup of a cyclic group M is also cyclic. In fact, if M is a cyclic group of

order d , then for each positive divisor e of d , M contains exactly one subgroup of order e .
2.173 Fact Let M be a group.

(i) If the order of WcR<M is [ , then the order of W2f is [:g3hji:k"lm[:n:o"p .
(ii) If M is a cyclic group of order d and e�a d , then M has exactly q5lrejp elements of ordere . In particular, M has qKl
d3p generators.

2.174 Example Consider the multiplicative group s*tu
v PFw2] nyxzn�{:{�{Kn ]j|�} of order ]z| . The group
is cyclic (Fact 2.132(i)), and a generator is Q P x . The subgroups of s tu
v , and their gener-
ators, are listed in Table 2.7. ~

Subgroup Generators Order����� � ������������ �1� ����1����������� ���r��� ��:�����1�����r�������1�1���1�1� ���r��� ��:���������1�r�����1�����r�������������1�1� �����1�r�����1���1�����1� ����1�r�����1�8�������r�1�1� �1�����r�������������Y�"���1� ���

Table 2.7: The subgroups of �5� ��� .

2.5.2 Rings

2.175 Definition A ring l��Dny��n"�&p consists of a set � with two binary operations arbitrarily de-
noted � (addition) and � (multiplication) on � , satisfying the following axioms.

(i) l��Dn:�>p is an abelian group with identity denoted � .
c
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(ii) The operation � is associative. That is, ������ *�B¡8¢G£9�����¤ 8¢3��¡ for all ��¥: :¥:¡T¦A§ .
(iii) There is a multiplicative identity denoted ¨ , with ¨ª©£9« , such that ¨¬�=�>£F��@¨D£F�

for all �@¦A§ .
(iv) The operation � is distributive over ® . That is, ���¤�r ¯®�¡8¢G£9�����B 8¢K®<�r�c�B¡8¢ and�� �®°¡8¢*�±��£9�� ¬�±�z¢�®²�r¡?�³�´¢ for all ��¥: y¥�¡*¦<§ .

The ring is a commutative ring if ���³ *£9 µ�±� for all ��¥: T¦H§ .

2.176 Example The set of integers ¶ with the usual operations of addition and multiplication is
a commutative ring. ·

2.177 Example The set ¶�¸ with addition and multiplication performed modulo ¹ is a commu-
tative ring. ·

2.178 Definition An element � of a ring § is called a unit or an invertible element if there is an
element  T¦H§ such that �=�³ *£9¨ .

2.179 Fact The set of units in a ring § forms a group under multiplication, called the group of
units of § .

2.180 Example The group of units of the ring ¶ ¸ is ¶Eº¸ (see Definition 2.124). ·

2.5.3 Fields

2.181 Definition A field is a commutative ring in which all non-zero elements have multiplica-
tive inverses.

2.182 Definition The characteristic of a field is « if

»H¼
½ ¾G¿ÁÀ
¨T®C¨T®°Â�Â:Â�®C¨ is never equal to « for anyÃÅÄ ¨ . Otherwise, the characteristic of the field is the least positive integer Ã such that»ÆÈÇ�É ¨ equals « .

2.183 Example The set of integers under the usual operations of addition and multiplication is
not a field, since the only non-zero integers with multiplicative inverses are ¨ and Ê¨ . How-
ever, the rational numbers Ë , the real numbers Ì , and the complex numbers Í form fields
of characteristic « under the usual operations. ·

2.184 Fact ¶�¸ is a field (under the usual operations of addition and multiplication modulo ¹ ) if
and only if ¹ is a prime number. If ¹ is prime, then ¶�¸ has characteristic ¹ .

2.185 Fact If the characteristic Ã of a field is not « , then Ã is a prime number.

2.186 Definition A subset Î of a field Ï is a subfield of Ï if Î is itself a field with respect to
the operations of Ï . If this is the case, Ï is said to be an extension field of Î .
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2.5.4 Polynomial rings

2.187 Definition If Ð is a commutative ring, then a polynomial in the indeterminate Ñ over the
ring Ð is an expression of the formÒ�Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ9Ö�×zÑ ×cØ°Ù�Ù:Ù2Ø Ö1ÚyÑ ÚµØ Ö"ÛÁÑ Ø Ö1Ü
where each Ö2Ý±ÞßÐ and àâáOã . The element Ö2Ý is called the coefficient of Ñ Ý in

Ò�Ó Ñ�Ô .
The largest integer ä for which Ö2åçæÕèã is called the degree of

Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô , denoted é�ê:ë Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô ;Ö å is called the leading coefficient of
Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô . If

Ò�Ó Ñ7ÔAÕçÖ Ü (a constant polynomial) andÖ Ü æÕ9ã , then
Ò�Ó Ñ�Ô has degree ã . If all the coefficients of

Ò�Ó Ñ�Ô are ã , then
Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô is called the

zero polynomial and its degree, for mathematical convenience, is defined to be ì>í . The
polynomial

Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô is said to be monic if its leading coefficient is equal to î .
2.188 Definition If Ð is a commutative ring, the polynomial ring Ð�ï Ñ�ð is the ring formed by the

set of all polynomials in the indeterminate Ñ having coefficients from Ð . The two opera-
tions are the standard polynomial addition and multiplication, with coefficient arithmetic
performed in the ring Ð .

2.189 Example (polynomial ring) Let
Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô¬ÕñÑ5ò Ø Ñ Ø î and ó Ó Ñ�Ô¬ÕñÑ Ú Ø Ñ be elements of

the polynomial ring ô�ÚKï Ñ�ð . Working in ô�ÚKï Ñ�ð ,Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô Ø ó Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ.Ñ ò Ø Ñ ÚµØ î
and Ò�Ó Ñ�Ô Ù ó Ó Ñ�ÔGÕ.ÑKõ Ø ÑKö Ø Ñ ò Ø Ñ�÷ ø

For the remainder of this section, ù will denote an arbitrary field. The polynomial ringù�ï Ñ�ð has many properties in common with the integers (more precisely, ù�ï Ñ�ð and ô are both
Euclidean domains, however, this generalization will not be pursued here). These similar-
ities are investigated further.

2.190 Definition Let
Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô*ÞAù�ï Ñ�ð be a polynomial of degree at least î . Then

Ò�Ó Ñ7Ô is said to be
irreducible over ù if it cannot be written as the product of two polynomials in ù�ï Ñ�ð , each
of positive degree.

2.191 Definition (division algorithm for polynomials) If ó Ó Ñ7Ôrú:û Ó Ñ�Ô/Þüù�ï Ñ�ð , with û Ó Ñ7Ô.æÕ�ã ,
then ordinary polynomial long division of ó Ó Ñ7Ô by û Ó Ñ�Ô yields polynomials ý Ó Ñ�Ô and þ Ó Ñ�Ô*Þù�ï Ñ�ð such that

ó Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ9ý Ó Ñ�Ô�û Ó Ñ7Ô Ø þ Ó Ñ7Ôrú where é�ê�ë¯þ Ó Ñ�Ô ÿñé�ê:ë&û Ó Ñ�Ôr÷
Moreover, ý Ó Ñ7Ô and þ Ó Ñ7Ô are unique. The polynomial ý Ó Ñ7Ô is called the quotient, whileþ Ó Ñ7Ô is called the remainder. The remainder of the division is sometimes denoted ó Ó Ñ7Ô ��� éû Ó Ñ�Ô , and the quotient is sometimes denoted ó Ó Ñ7Ô�é � � û Ó Ñ7Ô (cf. Definition 2.82).

2.192 Example (polynomial division) Consider the polynomials ó Ó Ñ�Ô3Õ.Ñ�� Ø Ñ õ Ø ÑKò Ø Ñ Ú Ø Ñ Ø î
and û Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ²Ñ ö Ø Ñ ò Ø î in ô Ú ï Ñ�ð . Polynomial long division of ó Ó Ñ7Ô by û Ó Ñ7Ô yields

ó Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ²Ñ Ú û Ó Ñ7Ô Ø Ó Ñ ò Ø Ñ Ø îjÔ�÷
Hence ó Ó Ñ�Ô ��� é=û Ó Ñ7Ô&Õ.ÑKò Ø Ñ Ø î and ó Ó Ñ7Ô�é � � û Ó Ñ7Ô3Õ²Ñ Ú . ø

c
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2.193 Definition If ��������������������� �� then ������ divides ������ , written ������� ������ , if �!����#"�$&%
������('*) .

Let +!���� be a fixed polynomial in ��� �� . As with the integers (Definition 2.110), one
can define congruences of polynomials in ��� ,� based on division by +!���� .

2.194 Definition If �!�������������-����� ,� , then ������ is said to be congruent to ������ modulo +!����
if +!���� divides �!�����./������ . This is denoted by ������102��������3"�$&%4+!����3� .

2.195 Fact (properties of congruences) For all ������5�6��������7��8���������!89�������:;����<�=��� ,� , the fol-
lowing are true.

(i) �!����>0?������@�5"�$A%>+!����3� if and only if ������ and ������ leave the same remainder
upon division by +!���� .

(ii) (reflexivity) �!����B0C�!������5"�$A%4+!����5� .
(iii) (symmetry) If �!����B0*������@�3"�$&%D+!����5� , then ������10E�!����@�3"�$&%D+!����5� .
(iv) (transitivity) If �!����102��������3"�$&%>+!����5� and ������10*:;����@�5"�$A%>+!����3� , then

�!����F0*:;������3"�$&%4+!����5� .
(v) If �!����F0/� 8 ����@�5"�$A%>+!����3� and ������G0H� 8 ����@�3"�$&%>+!����3� , then �!����JIK������G0

��8L�����IM�!8L����@�3"�$&%>+!����3� and �������������F0C��8L����5�!8�����@�5"�$A%>+!����3� .
Let +!���� be a fixed polynomial in ��� ,� . The equivalence class of a polynomial ������B�

��� �� is the set of all polynomials in ��� ,� congruent to ������ modulo +!���� . From properties
(ii), (iii), and (iv) above, it can be seen that the relation of congruence modulo +!���� par-
titions ��� ,� into equivalence classes. If �!����N�O��� ,� , then long division by +!���� yields
unique polynomials PQ������7RS����G�T��� ,� such that ������('UPQ����5+!�����INRS���� , where %,V6WXRS����Y %,V6W1+!���� . Hence every polynomial �!���� is congruent modulo +!���� to a unique polyno-
mial of degree less than %,V6WB+!���� . The polynomial RS���� will be used as representative of
the equivalence class of polynomials containing �!���� .

2.196 Definition ��� ,�[Z\��+!����3� denotes the set of (equivalence classes of) polynomials in ��� ��
of degree less than ]^'2%,V�WF+!���� . Addition and multiplication are performed modulo +!���� .

2.197 Fact ��� ��7Z_�5+!����3� is a commutative ring.

2.198 Fact If +!���� is irreducible over � , then ��� ,�[Z\��+!����3� is a field.

2.5.5 Vector spaces

2.199 Definition A vector space ` over a field � is an abelian group �5`��9Ia� , together with a
multiplication operation bdc��2e<`f.Jgh` (usually denoted by juxtaposition) such that for
all i&�6jF�T� and kl�7mO�T` , the following axioms are satisfied.

(i) iA��k�Inmo�B'Hi6koIKi6m .
(ii) �5i-IKjL��kp'Ui6koIKjqk .

(iii) �5i&jL��k<'Hir��jqk!� .
(iv) s9k<'�k .

The elements of ` are called vectors, while the elements of � are called scalars. The group
operation I is called vector addition, while the multiplication operation is called scalar
multiplication.
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2.200 Definition Let t be a vector space over a field u . A subspace of t is an additive subgroupv
of t which is closed under scalar multiplication, i.e., w6xNy v for all wzy^u and xDy v .

2.201 Fact A subspace of a vector space is also a vector space.

2.202 Definition Let {^|H}Lx�~9�[x\�A�6�����l�[xr�l� be a finite subset of a vector space t over a field u .

(i) A linear combination of { is an expression of the form wS~qx�~B�Kw;��x\�-�����6�\��w��rxr� ,
where each w��#y^u .

(ii) The span of { , denoted �3{B� , is the set of all linear combinations of { . The span of {
is a subspace of t .

(iii) If
v

is a subspace of t , then { is said to span
v

if �3{B��| v .
(iv) The set { is linearly dependent over u if there exist scalars w ~ �6w � ���6���l�6w � , not all

zero, such that w ~ x ~ �2w � x � �H�6���&�Hw � x � |�� . If no such scalars exist, then { is
linearly independent over u .

(v) A linearly independent set of vectors that spans t is called a basis for t .

2.203 Fact Let t be a vector space.

(i) If t has a finite spanning set, then it has a basis.
(ii) If t has a basis, then in fact all bases have the same number of elements.

2.204 Definition If a vector space t has a basis, then the number of elements in a basis is called
the dimension of t , denoted �,���Mt .

2.205 Example If u is any field, then the � -fold Cartesian product tU|Uu��>u��n���6���nu is a
vector space over u of dimension � . The standard basis for t is }_��~9�����A�����6�l���L�l� , where
��� is a vector with a � in the �q��� coordinate and � ’s elsewhere. �

2.206 Definition Let � be an extension field of u . Then � can be viewed as a vector space
over the subfield u , where vector addition and scalar multiplication are simply the field
operations of addition and multiplication in � . The dimension of this vector space is called
the degree of � over u , and denoted by � ����u1� . If this degree is finite, then � is called a
finite extension of u .

2.207 Fact Let u , � , and   be fields. If   is a finite extension of � and � is a finite extension
of u , then   is also a finite extension of u and

�  T��u1��|¡�  E���F��� �2��u1�7�

2.6 Finite fields

2.6.1 Basic properties

2.208 Definition A finite field is a field u which contains a finite number of elements. The order
of u is the number of elements in u .
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2.209 Fact (existence and uniqueness of finite fields)

(i) If ¤ is a finite field, then ¤ contains ¥&¦ elements for some prime ¥ and integer §©¨�ª .
(ii) For every prime power order ¥ ¦ , there is a unique (up to isomorphism) finite field of

order ¥ ¦ . This field is denoted by «¬;® , or sometimes by ¯a¤±°�¥ ¦³² .
Informally speaking, two fields are isomorphic if they are structurally the same, al-

though the representation of their field elements may be different. Note that if ¥ is a prime
then ´�¬ is a field, and hence every field of order ¥ is isomorphic to ´�¬ . Unless otherwise
stated, the finite field «#¬ will henceforth be identified with ´¬ .

2.210 Fact If «(µ is a finite field of order ¶<·�¥ ¦ , ¥ a prime, then the characteristic of «µ is ¥ .
Moreover, «(µ contains a copy of ´ ¬ as a subfield. Hence «#µ can be viewed as an extension
field of ´ ¬ of degree § .

2.211 Fact (subfields of a finite field) Let «µ be a finite field of order ¶-·/¥ ¦ . Then every subfield
of «#µ has order ¥S¸ , for some ¹ that is a positive divisor of § . Conversely, if ¹ is a positive
divisor of § , then there is exactly one subfield of «(µ of order ¥&¸ ; an element º<»<«#µ is in
the subfield « ¬;¼ if and only if º ¬ ¼ ·Uº .

2.212 Definition The non-zero elements of « µ form a group under multiplication called the mul-
tiplicative group of « µ , denoted by «¾½µ .

2.213 Fact «¾½µ is a cyclic group of order ¶G¿/ª . Hence º µ ·2º for all º�»@« µ .
2.214 Definition A generator of the cyclic group «À½µ is called a primitive element or generator

of «µ .
2.215 Fact If º&Á�ÂÀ»�«(µ , a finite field of characteristic ¥ , then

°5º-ÃMÂ ² ¬�Ä ·2º ¬�Ä ÃKÂ ¬�Ä for all Å¾¨�ÆAÇ

2.6.2 The Euclidean algorithm for polynomials

Let ´�¬ be the finite field of order ¥ . The theory of greatest common divisors and the Eu-
clidean algorithm for integers carries over in a straightforward manner to the polynomial
ring ´ ¬�È É,Ê (and more generally to the polynomial ring ¤ È É,Ê , where ¤ is any field).

2.216 Definition Let Ë!° É ² Á�Ì�° É ² »4´ ¬�È É,Ê , where not both are Æ . Then the greatest common divi-
sor of Ë!° É ² and Ì�° É ² , denoted Í_Î�Ï�°�Ë!° É ² Á�Ì�° É ²3² , is the monic polynomial of greatest degree
in ´ ¬�È É,Ê which divides both Ë�° É ² and Ì�° É ² . By definition, Í_Î6Ï,°3ÆAÁ9Æ ² ·*Æ .

2.217 Fact ´ ¬�È É,Ê is a unique factorization domain. That is, every non-zero polynomial Ð!° É ² »
´�¬ È É,Ê has a factorization

Ð!° É ² ·Hº&Ð_Ñ9° É ²ÓÒ6Ô ÐLÕ_° É ²qÒ9ÖJ×6×�× Ð�ØS° É ²qÒ�Ù Á
where the Ð�Ú7° É ² are distinct monic irreducible polynomials in ´�¬ È É,Ê , the Û�Ú are positive in-
tegers, and ºz»n´�¬ . Furthermore, the factorization is unique up to rearrangement of factors.

The following is the polynomial version of the Euclidean algorithm (cf. Algorithm 2.104).
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2.218 Algorithm Euclidean algorithm for Ü!Ý;Þ ßAà
INPUT: two polynomials á�â�ã�ä5å6æ�â�ã�äGç>è�é�ê ã,ë .
OUTPUT: the greatest common divisor of á�â�ã�ä and æ�â�ã�ä .

1. While æ�â�ã�ä±ìíHî do the following:

1.1 Set ïSâ�ã�ä�ðTá!â�ã�ä#ñ�ò&ó@æ�â�ã�ä , á�â�ã�ä�ð/æ�â�ã�ä , æ�â�ã�ä�ðnïSâ�ã�ä .
2. Return(á!â�ã�ä ).

2.219 Definition A è é -operation means either an addition, subtraction, multiplication, inver-
sion, or division in è é .

2.220 Fact Suppose that ó,ô�õJá�â�ã�ä1öC÷ and ó�ô�õ1æ�â�ã�ä1öE÷ . Then Algorithm 2.218 has a running
time of ø±â�÷NùAäJè�é -operations, or equivalently, ø±â�÷NùAâ3ú�õXû�ä�ùAä bit operations.

As with the case of the integers (cf. Algorithm 2.107), the Euclidean algorithm can be
extended so that it also yields two polynomials ü;â�ã�ä and ý9â�ã�ä satisfying

ü;â�ã�ä�á!â�ã�äJþTý9â�ã�ä�æ�â�ã�ä í õ_ÿ6ó,â�á!â�ã�ä5å6æ�â�ã�ä3ä��

2.221 Algorithm Extended Euclidean algorithm for Ü!Ý;Þ ßAà
INPUT: two polynomials á�â�ã�ä5å6æ�â�ã�äGç>è é ê ã,ë .
OUTPUT:

� â�ã�ä í õrÿ�ó,â�á�â�ã�ä�å�æ�â�ã�ä5ä and polynomials ü;â�ã�ä , ý9â�ã�ä ç�è é ê ã�ë which satisfy
ü6â�ã�ä�á�â�ã�äJþTý9â�ã�ä5æ�â�ã�ä í � â�ã�ä .

1. If æ�â�ã�ä í2î then set
� â�ã�ä�ðná�â�ã�ä , ü;â�ã�ä�ð�� , ý9â�ã�ä�ð î , and return(

� â�ã�ä , ü;â�ã�ä ,ý9â�ã�ä ).
2. Set ü ù â�ã�ä�ð�� , ü��9â�ã�ä�ð î , ý ù â�ã�ä�ð î , ý��Lâ�ã�ä�ð�� .
3. While æ�â�ã�ä±ìíHî do the following:

3.1 	Qâ�ã�ä�ðná�â�ã�ä�ó�
 �Dæ�â�ã�ä , ï&â�ã�ä�ðTá�â�ã�ä�/æ�â�ã�ä�	Qâ�ã�ä .
3.2 ü6â�ã�ä�ð/ü ù â�ã�ä��	Qâ�ã�ä�ü���â�ã�ä , ý9â�ã�ä�ðný ù â�ã�ä��	Qâ�ã�ä�ý��9â�ã�ä .
3.3 á�â�ã�ä�ðMæ�â�ã�ä , æ�â�ã�ä�ðnï&â�ã�ä .
3.4 ü ù â�ã�ä�ðMü��Lâ�ã�ä , ü��9â�ã�ä�ðMü6â�ã�ä , ý ù â�ã�ä�ðný��9â�ã�ä , and ý���â�ã�ä�ðný9â�ã�ä .

4. Set
� â�ã�ä�ðná!â�ã�ä , ü;â�ã�ä�ðMü ù â�ã�ä , ý9â�ã�ä�ðný ù â�ã�ä .

5. Return(
� â�ã�ä , ü;â�ã�ä ,ý9â�ã�ä ).

2.222 Fact (running time of Algorithm 2.221)

(i) The polynomials ü6â�ã�ä and ý9â�ã�ä given by Algorithm 2.221 have small degree; that is,
they satisfy ó�ô�õBü;â�ã�ä��2ó,ô�õBæ�â�ã�ä and ó,ô�õJý9â�ã�ä��*ó,ô6õlá!â�ã�ä .

(ii) Suppose that ó�ô�õXá!â�ã�äBöC÷ and ó,ô6õBæ�â�ã�äFöC÷ . Then Algorithm 2.221 has a running
time of ø±â�÷Dùrä�è�é -operations, or equivalently, ø±â�÷DùAâ3ú�õXû�ä ù_ä bit operations.

2.223 Example (extended Euclidean algorithm for polynomials) The following are the steps of
Algorithm 2.221 with inputs á�â�ã�ä í ã ��� þKã���þMã���þ/ã��zþKã��oþKã��zþ�� and æ�â�ã�ä í
ã��¾þTã��¾þTã���þnã��¾þnã�ù�þ�� in è ù ê ã�ë .
Initialization

ü ù â�ã�ä�ð�� , ü���â�ã�ä�ð î , ý ù â�ã�ä�ð î , ý��9â�ã�ä�ð�� .

c
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Iteration 1"�#�$&%�'($*)�+ , , #�$&%�'-$�./)($10�)-$�2/)-$�34)($ ,56#�$&%�'�+ , 7 #8$�%�'($*)�+ ,9:#�$�%;'($�</)-$ 2 )-$�=>)($�?>)-$ 3 )�+ , @ #�$&%�'A$ . )-$ 0 )($ 2 )($ 3 )�+ ,5 3 #8$�%�'�B , 5�CD#�$&%�'�+ , 7 3 #�$&%�'�+ , 7 CE#�$�%;'($*)�+ .
Iteration 2"�#�$&%�'($*)�+ , , #�$&%�'-$�=/)($ 3 )-$*)�+ ,56#�$&%�'($*)�+ , 7 #�$&%�'($ 3 ,9:#�$�%;'($ . )-$ 0 )-$ 2 )($ 3 )�+ , @ #8$�%;'A$�=/)-$ 3 )-$*)�+ ,5 3 #8$�%�'�+ , 5�CD#�$&%�'($F)G+ , 7 3 #�$�%;'($*)�+ , 7 CE#8$�%�'($ 3 .
Iteration 3"�#�$&%�'($�?4)($ 3 )-$*)�+ , , #�$�%;'($�?/)-$*)�+ ,56#�$&%�'($�H , 7 #�$&%�'($�=/)I$�H/)($�?/)-$ 3 )-$*)�+ ,9:#�$�%;'($�=/)-$ 3 )-$*)�+ , @ #�$&%�'($�?/)-$*)�+ ,5 3 #8$�%�'-$F)�+ , 5�CE#�$�%;'-$�H , 7 3 #8$�%�'($ 3 , 7 CE#�$�%;'($�=/)-$�H/)-$�?4)($ 3 )-$*)�+ .
Iteration 4"�#�$&%�'($ 3 )�+ , , #8$�%;'�B ,56#�$&%�'($ 2 )-$�H4)($J)�+ , 7 #8$�%;'A$ 0 )-$ 2 )-$ 3 )($*)�+ ,9:#�$�%;'($�?/)-$*)�+ , @ #�$�%;'�B ,5 3 #8$�%�'-$�H , 5�CE#�$�%;'($ 2 )-$�H/)-$*)�+ ,

7 3 #�$�%;'($�=/)-$�H/)-$�?>)($ 3 )($J)�+ , 7 C #�$&%�'($ 0 )($ 2 )-$ 3 )-$*)�+ .
Hence KMLDN #�9:#�$&%PO @ #8$�%Q%�R�$�?/)-$*)�+ and

#�$ H %89�#8$�%S)�#�$ = )-$ H )I$ ? )($ 3 )($J)�+M% @ #�$�%1R�$ ? )($*)�+MT U

2.6.3 Arithmetic of polynomials

A commonly used representation for the elements of a finite field VXW , where ">R�Y[Z and Y
is a prime, is a polynomial basis representation. If \ R]+ , then V1W is just ^&_ and arithmetic
is performed modulo Y . Since these operations have already been studied in Section 2.4.2,
it is henceforth assumed that \a`cb . The representation is based on Fact 2.198.

2.224 Fact Let d #8$�%/e ^ _�f $�g be an irreducible polynomial of degree \ . Then ^ _�f $hgjik# d #�$&%Q% is
a finite field of order Y[Z . Addition and multiplication of polynomials is performed modulo
d #�$�% .

The following fact assures that all finite fields can be represented in this manner.

2.225 Fact For each \l` + , there exists a monic irreducible polynomial of degree \ over ^ _ .
Hence, every finite field has a polynomial basis representation.

An efficient algorithm for finding irreducible polynomials over finite fields is presented
in m 4.5.1. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 list some irreducible polynomials over the finite field ^ 3 .

Henceforth, the elements of the finite field V�_6n will be represented by polynomials in
^�_ f $�g of degree oc\ . If 9:#�$&%PO @ #�$&%4e V1_6n , then addition is the usual addition of polyno-
mials in ^�_ f $�g . The product 9�#8$�% @ #8$�% can be formed by first multiplying 9�#8$�% and @ #8$�% as
polynomials by the ordinary method, and then taking the remainder after polynomial divi-
sion by d #�$&% . Multiplicative inverses in V�_ n can be computed by using the extended Eu-
clidean algorithm for the polynomial ring ^&_ f $hg .
Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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2.226 Algorithm Computing multiplicative inverses in prqts
INPUT: a non-zero polynomial u�v8w�x�y{z1| s . (The elements of the field zX| s are represented
as } |�~ w�����v��:v�w�xPx , where �:v�w�x�y(} |:~ w�� is an irreducible polynomial of degree � over } | .)
OUTPUT: u:v�w�xt�S�/y{z | s .

1. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm for polynomials (Algorithm 2.221) to find two
polynomials �6v8w�x and �Ev�w&x�y�}�| ~ w�� such that �6v�w�x8u�v8w�x��(�Ev8w�xP�:v8w�xX��� .

2. Return( �6v�w&x ).

Exponentiation in z�| s can be done efficiently by the repeated square-and-multiply al-
gorithm (cf. Algorithm 2.143).

2.227 Algorithm Repeated square-and-multiply algorithm for exponentiation in p qts
INPUT: u�v8w�xIy�zX| s and an integer �]�����a�[����� whose binary representation is
��� ����[��� ��  � . (The field z1| s is represented as }�| ~ wh�j�kvP�:v�w&xQx , where �:v�w&x�y(}�| ~ w�� is an
irreducible polynomial of degree � over }�| .)
OUTPUT: u:v�w�x¢¡�£¥¤[¦F�:v8w�x .

1. Set �6v8w�x�§�� . If �¥��� then return( ��v8w�x ).
2. Set ¨©v8w�x;§Au:v�w&x .
3. If � � ��� then set �6v�w&x�§(u:v�w�x .
4. For ª from � to � do the following:

4.1 Set ¨©v�w&x�§�¨©v�w&x8«�£¥¤[¦¬�:v�w&x .
4.2 If � � �]� then set �6v�w&x�§�¨©v�w&x���6v�w&xX£{¤[¦{�:v8w�x .

5. Return( �6v�w&x ).

The number of }�| -operations for the basic operations in z1| s is summarized in Ta-
ble 2.8.

Operation Number of } | -operations

Addition u:v�w&xS��®�v�w&x ¯©v��°x
Subtraction u:v�w&x���®�v�w&x ¯©v��°x
Multiplication u:v�w&x��®�v�w&x ¯©v8�±«²x
Inversion u:v�w&x;�r� ¯©v8�±«²x
Exponentiation u:v�w�x¢¡ , �{���[� ¯©vQvQ³µ´���x��·¶kx

Table 2.8: Complexity of basic operations in p q;s .

In some applications (cf. ¸ 4.5.3), it may be preferable to use a primitive polynomial to define
a finite field.

2.228 Definition An irreducible polynomial �:v�w&x¹yº}�| ~ w�� of degree � is called a primitive
polynomial if w is a generator of z/»| s , the multiplicative group of all the non-zero elements
in z | s �]} |�~ w�����v��:v�w&xQx .

2.229 Fact The irreducible polynomial �:v�w&x¼yG}�| ~ wh� of degree � is a primitive polynomial if
and only if �:v�w�x divides w½¡¾�¿� for �¥�¿�À�Á��� and for no smaller positive integer � .

c
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2.230 Fact For each ÄÆÅcÇ , there exists a monic primitive polynomial of degree Ä over È�É . In
fact, there are precisely Ê�Ë8Ì[Í]Î¿ÇMÏPÐtÄ such polynomials.

2.231 Example (the finite field Ñ&Ò�Ó of order ÇkÔ ) It can be verified (Algorithm 4.69) that the poly-
nomial Õ:Ë�Ö&Ï�×�Ö�Ø4Ù(Ö±ÙGÇ is irreducible over È Ò . Hence the finite field Ñ�Ò Ó can be repre-
sented as the set of all polynomials over Ñ Ò of degree less than Ú . That is,

Ñ&Ò Ó ×ÜÛkÝ6ÞEÖ Þ Ù�Ý Ò Ö Ò ÙGÝ[ßjÖ*ÙGÝ�à¥áÀÝ�â1ãIÛ�äMåDÇ²ækækç
For convenience, the polynomial Ý6ÞEÖ Þ Ù�Ý Ò Ö Ò Ù�ÝÀß¢Ö¹Ù�Ý6à is represented by the vector
ËPÝ6ÞMÝ Ò ÝÀßDÝ�à²Ï of length Ú , and

Ñ&Ò Ó ×èÛ�ËPÝ6ÞMÝ Ò ÝÀßDÝ�àMÏ�áÀÝ�âXãIÛ�äMåDÇ²æMæ�ç
The following are some examples of field arithmetic.

(i) Field elements are simply added componentwise: for example, ËPÇkäMÇkÇkÏrÙéËQÇkäMäkÇMÏ�×
ËQäMäkÇMäkÏ .

(ii) To multiply the field elements ËQÇMÇkäkÇMÏ and ËPÇkäkäMÇkÏ , multiply them as polynomials and
then take the remainder when this product is divided by Õ:Ë�Ö�Ï :

Ë�Ö Þ Ù-Ö Ò Ù�ÇkÏrê�Ë�Ö Þ Ù�ÇMÏë× Ö�ì/Ù(Ö�í/Ù-Ö Ò Ù�Çî Ö Þ Ù(Ö Ò Ù-Ö*Ù�ÇïËPð¥ñ[òAÕ:Ë8Ö�ÏQÏ�ç
Hence ËQÇkÇMäkÇMÏ½ê�ËQÇMäkäkÇMÏ�×�ËQÇMÇkÇMÇkÏ .

(iii) The multiplicative identity of Ñ�Ò6Ó is ËQäMäkäkÇMÏ .
(iv) The inverse of ËPÇkäkÇMÇkÏ is ËQäkÇMäkÇMÏ . To verify this, observe that

Ë�Ö Þ Ù(Ö*Ù�ÇkÏrê�Ë�Ö Ò Ù�ÇMÏë× Ö í Ù-Ö Ò Ù-Ö*Ù�Çî ÇïËPð¥ñ[ò�Õ:Ë�Ö&ÏQÏ�å
whence ËQÇMäkÇMÇkÏSê�ËQäMÇkäMÇkÏ�×]ËPäkäMäkÇkÏ .

Õ:Ë�Ö�Ï is a primitive polynomial, or, equivalently, the field element ÖI×]ËPäkäkÇMäkÏ is a genera-
tor of Ñ/óÒ Ó . This may be checked by verifying that all the non-zero elements in Ñ&Ò Ó can be
obtained as a powers of Ö . The computations are summarized in Table 2.9. ô

A list of some primitive polynomials over finite fields of characteristic two is given in
Table 4.8.

2.7 Notes and further references
õ
2.1

A classic introduction to probability theory is the first volume of the book by Feller [392].
The material on the birthday problem (

õ
2.1.5) is summarized from Nishimura and Sibuya

[931]. See also Girault, Cohen, and Campana [460]. The material on random mappings
(
õ
2.1.6) is summarized from the excellent article by Flajolet and Odlyzko [413].õ

2.2
The concept of entropy was introduced in the seminal paper of Shannon [1120]. These ideas
were then applied to develop a mathematical theory of secrecy systems by Shannon [1121].
Hellman [548] extended the Shannon theory approach to cryptography, and this work was
further generalized by Beauchemin and Brassard [80]. For an introduction to information
theory see the books by Welsh [1235] and Goldie and Pinch [464]. For more complete treat-
ments, consult Blahut [144] and McEliece [829].

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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ö ÷:økùûú�ü¾÷:ý�þF÷ÿþ��
vector notation

� � �����������
� ÷ �����������
� ÷
	 �����������
� ÷
� �����������
 ÷�þ�� �����������
� ÷ 	 þF÷ �����������
� ÷ � þ¬÷ 	 �����������
� ÷ � þF÷ÿþ�� �����������
� ÷ 	 þ�� �����������
� ÷ � þF÷ �����������
��� ÷ 	 þF÷ÿþ�� �����������
��� ÷ � þ*÷ 	 þF÷ �����������
��� ÷
�Sþ¬÷
	�þ¬÷ÿþ�� �����������
��� ÷
�SþF÷
	Sþ�� �����������
�� ÷
�Sþ�� �����������

Table 2.9: The powers of
÷

modulo � � ÷�����÷ ý þ¬÷ÿþ��
.

�
2.3

Among the many introductory-level books on algorithms are those of Cormen, Leiserson,
and Rivest [282], Rawlins [1030], and Sedgewick [1105]. A recent book on complexity
theory is Papadimitriou [963]. Example 2.58 is from Graham, Knuth, and Patashnik [520,
p.441]. For an extensive list of NP-complete problems, see Garey and Johnson [441].

�
2.4

Two introductory-level books in number theory are Giblin [449] and Rosen [1069]. Good
number theory books at a more advanced level include Koblitz [697], Hardy and Wright
[540], Ireland and Rosen [572], and Niven and Zuckerman [932]. The most comprehensive
works on the design and analysis of algorithms, including number theoretic algorithms, are
the first two volumes of Knuth [691, 692]. Two more recent books exclusively devoted to
this subject are Bach and Shallit [70] and Cohen [263]. Facts 2.96 and 2.102 are due to
Rosser and Schoenfeld [1070]. Shallit [1108] describes and analyzes three algorithms for
computing the Jacobi symbol.

�
2.5

Among standard references in abstract algebra are the books by Herstein [556] and Hunger-
ford [565].

�
2.6

An excellent introduction to finite fields is provided in McEliece [830]. An encyclopedic
treatment of the theory and applications of finite fields is given by Lidl and Niederreitter
[764]. Two books which discuss various methods of representing the elements of a finite
field are those of Jungnickel [646] and Menezes et al. [841].
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3.1 Introduction and overview

The security of many public-key cryptosystems relies on the apparent intractability of the
computational problems studied in this chapter. In a cryptographic setting, it is prudent to
make the assumption that the adversary is very powerful. Thus, informally speaking, a com-
putational problem is said to be easy or tractable if it can be solved in (expected) ¬ polyno-
mial time, at least for a non-negligible fraction of all possible inputs. In other words, if there
is an algorithm which can solve a non-negligible fraction of all instances of a problem in
polynomial time, then any cryptosystem whose security is based on that problem must be
considered insecure.

The computational problems studied in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.1. The
true computational complexities of these problems are not known. That is to say, they are
widely believed to be intractable, although no proof of this is known. Generally, the only
lower bounds known on the resources required to solve these problems are the trivial linear
bounds, which do not provide any evidence of their intractability. It is, therefore, of inter-
est to study their relative difficulties. For this reason, various techniques of reducing one®

For simplicity, the remainder of the chapter shall generally not distinguish between deterministic polynomial-
time algorithms and randomized algorithms (see ¯ 2.3.4) whose expected running time is polynomial.°

More precisely, these problems are intractable if the problem parameters are carefully chosen.
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Problem Description

FACTORING Integer factorization problem: given a positive integer ± , find
its prime factorization; that is, write ±�²)³�´Uµ¶ ³�´�·¸|¹U¹�¹ ³ ´�º» where
the ³�¼ are pairwise distinct primes and each ½¦¼H¾x¿ .

RSAP RSA problem (also known as RSA inversion): given a positive
integer ± that is a product of two distinct odd primes ³ and À , a
positive integer ½ such that Á`ÂUÃ9ÄÅ½�Æ�Ä�³^Ç�¿`ÈÅÄÅÀ?Ç�¿`È�ÈN²�¿ , and an
integer É , find an integer Ê such that Ê ´sË ÉZÄÅÌ^Í�Ã^±(È .

QRP Quadratic residuosity problem: given an odd composite inte-
ger ± and an integer Î having Jacobi symbol ÏÐ ²�¿ , decide
whether or not Î is a quadratic residue modulo ± .

SQROOT Square roots modulo ± : given a composite integer ± and Î^Ñ{Ò Ð
(the set of quadratic residues modulo ± ), find a square root of Î
modulo ± ; that is, an integer Ó such that Ó ¸ Ë Î�ÄÅÌ^Í�Ã�±(È .

DLP Discrete logarithm problem: given a prime ³ , a generator Ô ofÕNÖ× , and an element Ø�Ñ ÕNÖ× , find the integer Ó , Ù^Ú�Ó7Ú�³^Ç�Û ,
such that Ô�Ü Ë Ø�Ä�Ì�Í�Ã�³�È .

GDLP Generalized discrete logarithm problem: given a finite cyclic
group Ý of order ± , a generator Ô of Ý , and an element Ø�Ñ{Ý ,
find the integer Ó , Ù	Ú7Ó�Ú�±wÇ7¿ , such that ÔQÜ�²~Ø .

DHP Diffie-Hellman problem: given a prime ³ , a generator Ô of
ÕNÖ× ,

and elements Ô Ï Ì�Í�Ã�³ and Ô�Þ&Ì�Í�Ãs³ , find Ô Ï Þ�Ì^Í�Ã�³ .
GDHP Generalized Diffie-Hellman problem: given a finite cyclic groupÝ , a generator Ô of Ý , and group elements Ô Ï and ÔQÞ , find Ô Ï Þ .
SUBSET-SUM Subset sum problem: given a set of positive integersß Î ¶ ÆUÎ ¸ Æ ¹U¹�¹ Æ�Î Ðªà and a positive integer á , determine whether or

not there is a subset of the ÎVâ that sums to á .
Table 3.1: Some computational problems of cryptographic relevance.

computational problem to another have been devised and studied in the literature. These re-
ductions provide a means for converting any algorithm that solves the second problem into
an algorithm for solving the first problem. The following intuitive notion of reducibility
(cf. ã 2.3.3) is used in this chapter.

3.1 Definition Let ä and å be two computational problems. ä is said to polytime reduce toå , written äDÚ?æ�å , if there is an algorithm that solves ä which uses, as a subroutine, a
hypothetical algorithm for solving å , and which runs in polynomial time if the algorithm
for å does.ç

Informally speaking, if ä polytime reduces to å , then å is at least as difficult as ä ;
equivalently, ä is no harder than å . Consequently, if ä is a well-studied computational
problem that is widely believed to be intractable, then proving that äxÚ?æ~å provides strong
evidence of the intractability of problem å .

3.2 Definition Let ä and å be two computational problems. If ä|Ú æ å and å�Ú æ ä , thenä and å are said to be computationally equivalent, written ä Ë æ å .è
In the literature, the hypothetical polynomial-time subroutine for é is sometimes called an oracle for é .

c
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Informally speaking, if ìDí?î�ï then ì and ï are either both tractable or both in-
tractable, as the case may be.

Chapter outline

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Algorithms for the integer factoriza-
tion problem are studied in ð 3.2. Two problems related to factoring, the RSA problem and
the quadratic residuosity problem, are briefly considered in ð 3.3 and ð 3.4. Efficient algo-
rithms for computing square roots in ñRò , ó a prime, are presented in ð 3.5, and the equiva-
lence of the problems of finding square roots modulo a composite integer ô and factoringô is established. Algorithms for the discrete logarithm problem are studied in ð 3.6, and
the related Diffie-Hellman problem is briefly considered in ð 3.7. The relation between the
problems of factoring a composite integer ô and computing discrete logarithms in (cyclic
subgroups of) the group ñNõö is investigated in ð 3.8. The tasks of finding partial solutions
to the discrete logarithm problem, the RSA problem, and the problem of computing square
roots modulo a composite integer ô are the topics of ð 3.9. The ÷fø -lattice basis reduction
algorithm is presented in ð 3.10, along with algorithms for the subset sum problem and for
simultaneous diophantine approximation. Berlekamp’s ù -matrix algorithm for factoring
polynomials is presented in ð 3.11. Finally, ð 3.12 provides references and further chapter
notes.

3.2 The integer factorization problem

The security of many cryptographic techniques depends upon the intractability of the in-
teger factorization problem. A partial list of such protocols includes the RSA public-key
encryption scheme ( ð 8.2), the RSA signature scheme ( ð 11.3.1), and the Rabin public-key
encryption scheme ( ð 8.3). This section summarizes the current knowledge on algorithms
for the integer factorization problem.

3.3 Definition The integer factorization problem (FACTORING) is the following: given a
positive integer ô , find its prime factorization; that is, write ô-ú�ó�ûUüý ó�û�þÿ������ ó û �� where theó�� are pairwise distinct primes and each ��� 	�


.

3.4 Remark (primality testing vs. factoring) The problem of deciding whether an integer is
composite or prime seems to be, in general, much easier than the factoring problem. Hence,
before attempting to factor an integer, the integer should be tested to make sure that it is
indeed composite. Primality tests are a main topic of Chapter 4.

3.5 Remark (splitting vs. factoring) A non-trivial factorization of ô is a factorization of the
form ô�ú��� where


�� � � ô and

�� � � ô ; � and � are said to be non-trivial factors

of ô . Here � and � are not necessarily prime. To solve the integer factorization problem, it
suffices to study algorithms that split ô , that is, find a non-trivial factorization ô�ú���� . Once
found, the factors � and � can be tested for primality. The algorithm for splitting integers can
then be recursively applied to � and/or � , if either is found to be composite. In this manner,
the prime factorization of ô can be obtained.

3.6 Note (testing for perfect powers) If ô 	��
, it can be efficiently checked as follows whether

or not ô is a perfect power, i.e., ô-ú�� � for some integers � 	��
, � 	��

. For each prime
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������� � , an integer approximation ! of �#"%$�& is computed. This can be done by performing
a binary search for ! satisfying �(' ! & in the interval ) *,+�* - . /10 $�&32546"87 . The entire procedure
takes 9;:3: ���=<>�@?1���@�A�#�A�6�@? bit operations. For the remainder of this section, it will always
be assumed that � is not a perfect power. It follows that if � is composite, then � has at least
two distinct prime factors.

Some factoring algorithms are tailored to perform better when the integer � being fac-
tored is of a special form; these are called special-purpose factoring algorithms. The run-
ning times of such algorithms typically depend on certain properties of the factors of � . Ex-
amples of special-purpose factoring algorithms include trial division ( B 3.2.1), Pollard’s rho
algorithm ( B 3.2.2), Pollard’s �;CED algorithm ( B 3.2.3), the elliptic curve algorithm ( B 3.2.4),
and the special number field sieve ( B 3.2.7). In contrast, the running times of the so-called
general-purpose factoring algorithms depend solely on the size of � . Examples of general-
purpose factoring algorithms include the quadratic sieve ( B 3.2.6) and the general number
field sieve ( B 3.2.7).

Whenever applicable, special-purpose algorithms should be employed as they will gen-
erally be more efficient. A reasonable overall strategy is to attempt to find small factors
first, capitalize on any particular special forms an integer may have, and then, if all else
fails, bring out the general-purpose algorithms. As an example of a general strategy, one
might consider the following.

1. Apply trial division by small primes less than some bound F " .
2. Next, apply Pollard’s rho algorithm, hoping to find any small prime factors smaller

than some bound FHG , where FHGJIKF " .
3. Apply the elliptic curve factoring algorithm, hoping to find any small factors smaller

than some bound F < , where F < IKFHG .
4. Finally, apply one of the more powerful general-purpose algorithms (quadratic sieve

or general number field sieve).

3.2.1 Trial division

Once it is established that an integer � is composite, before expending vast amounts of time
with more powerful techniques, the first thing that should be attempted is trial division by
all “small” primes. Here, “small” is determined as a function of the size of � . As an extreme
case, trial division can be attempted by all primes up to L � . If this is done, trial division
will completely factor � but the procedure will take roughly L � divisions in the worst case
when � is a product of two primes of the same size. In general, if the factors found at each
stage are tested for primality, then trial division to factor � completely takes 9;: �NM����>�@?
divisions, where � is the second-largest prime factor of � .

Fact 3.7 indicates that if trial division is used to factor a randomly chosen large integer� , then the algorithm can be expected to find some small factors of � relatively quickly, and
expend a large amount of time to find the second largest prime factor of � .

3.7 Fact Let � be chosen uniformly at random from the interval ) D +O! 7 .
(i) If "G �QPR�SD , then the probability that the largest prime factor of � is � !UT is

approximately DVMW�AXYP . Thus, for example, the probability that � has a prime factor
I L ! is ��X *[Z�\^]`_,a .

(ii) The probability that the second-largest prime factor of � is � !cbed G "3"gf is about "G .
(iii) The expected total number of prime factors of � is ��Xh�AX ! M 9;: D,? . (If �E' �jilkm , the

total number of prime factors of � is n m .)
c
o
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3.2.2 Pollard’s rho factoring algorithm

Pollard’s rho algorithm is a special-purpose factoring algorithm for finding small factors of
a composite integer.

Let q�rtsvu>wxs be a random function, where s is a finite set of cardinality y . Letzc{ be a random element of s , and consider the sequence zc{�|Hz~}5|Hz��^|������ defined by zU�%� }��
qU� zU��� for ����� . Since s is finite, the sequence must eventually cycle, and consists of a
tail of expected length �>yV�e� followed by an endlessly repeating cycle of expected length
�>yV�e� (see Fact 2.37). A problem that arises in some cryptanalytic tasks, including integer

factorization (Algorithm 3.9) and the discrete logarithm problem (Algorithm 3.60), is of
finding distinct indices � and � such that z>���Wz>� (a collision is then said to have occurred).

An obvious method for finding a collision is to compute and store z>� for � � � |5�,|��,|������
and look for duplicates. The expected number of inputs that must be tried before a duplicate
is detected is �>yV� � (Fact 2.27). This method requires �;��� y � memory and �;��� y � time,
assuming the z � are stored in a hash table so that new entries can be added in constant time.

3.8 Note (Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm) The large storage requirements in the above tech-
nique for finding a collision can be eliminated by using Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm.
In this method, one starts with the pair � z�}�|Hzc�^� , and iteratively computes � z>�3|Ozc�l�O� from
the previous pair � zU�8� }�|Hz����8���^� , until zU���vzc�l� for some � . If the tail of the sequence
has length � and the cycle has length � , then the first time that z>����z���� is when � �
�@� �h �¡ ���l� ¢ � . Note that ��£��¥¤��   � , and consequently the expected running time of
this method is �;�¦� y � .

Now, let § be a prime factor of a composite integer y . Pollard’s rho algorithm for fac-
toring y attempts to find duplicates in the sequence of integers zc{�|Hz~}5|Hz��^|������ defined byzc{¨��� , zU�%� }©� qU� z>�O�t��z ��  ª�¬«¨�® § for �¯��� . Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm is uti-
lized to find zU� and z���� such that z>��°¦zc�l� � «±�® § � . Since § divides y but is unknown,
this is done by computing the terms zU� modulo y and testing if ²,³ ® � zU� u z����¨| y �¨´�� .
If also ²e³ ® � z>� u zc�l�[| y � £vy , then a non-trivial factor of y is obtained. (The situation
²e³ ® � zU� u z����µ| y �~� y occurs with negligible probability.)

3.9 Algorithm Pollard’s rho algorithm for factoring integers

INPUT: a composite integer y that is not a prime power.
OUTPUT: a non-trivial factor ¶ of y .

1. Set ·j¸ � , ¹�¸ � .
2. For � ���^|5�,|������ do the following:

2.1 Compute ·�¸º· �  »�¼«±�® y , ¹�¸�¹ �  º�;«±�® y , ¹�¸W¹ �  º�¬«±�® y .
2.2 Compute ¶ � ²,³ ® �g·©uº¹ | y � .
2.3 If � £�¶J£Wy then return( ¶ ) and terminate with success.
2.4 If ¶ � y then terminate the algorithm with failure (see Note 3.12).

3.10 Example (Pollard’s rho algorithm for finding a non-trivial factor of y ��½e¾,¾e½,¾e¿ ) The
following table lists the values of variables · , ¹ , and ¶ at the end of each iteration of step 2
of Algorithm 3.9.
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À Á Â
Ã ÄÆÅ Ç
Ä�Å Ä�ÈÆÉ�Ç Ç
Å�ÉÆÉ ÇÆÉ�ÊÆÅ�ÈÆÃ Ç
ÄÆÈ�ÉÆÇ ÇÆÃ�ÃÆÄ�ÅÆË Ç
ÌÆÌ�ÍÆÈ�Ë ÌjÇ�ÅÆÄ�ÃÆË Ç
ÇÆÉ�ÊÆÅÆÈ�Ã Ì�ÍÆÅÆÉ�Ë Ç
ÇÆÄ�ÇÆÅÆÍOÌ ÇÆÅOÌÆÌ�ËÆÍ Ç
ÇÆÃ�ÃÆÄÆÅ�Ë Ä�Ì�ÉÆÊOÌÆÌ Ç
ÌÆÌ�ÃÆÅ�É Å�ÈÆÍ�Ì�Í ÉOÌjÍ

Hence two non-trivial factors of ÎeÏ,ÏeÎeÏ,Ð are Ñ,ÎeÒ and Î,ÏeÏ,ÎeÏeÐ^ÓÔÑ,ÎeÒhÕ�Ö,×eÒ . Ø
3.11 Fact Assuming that the function ÙUÚÜÛÞÝhÕ�Ûcß¼à�×¼á±â�ã¼ä behaves like a random function,

the expected time for Pollard’s rho algorithm to find a factor ä of å is æ;Ú�ç äcÝ modular mul-
tiplications. This implies that the expected time to find a non-trivial factor of å is æ;ÚÜå#èêé3ë^Ý
modular multiplications.

3.12 Note (options upon termination with failure) If Pollard’s rho algorithm terminates with
failure, one option is to try again with a different polynomial Ù having integer coefficients
instead of ÙUÚìÛíÝ¬Õ�Û�ß¬à�× . For example, the polynomial ÙUÚÜÛÞÝJÕ�Ûcß¬àKî may be used as
long as î[ïÕKð,ñ�ò¼ó .

3.2.3 Pollard’s ô�õ÷ö factoring algorithm

Pollard’s ä#òø× factoring algorithm is a special-purpose factoring algorithm that can be used
to efficiently find any prime factors ä of a composite integer å for which äNòª× is smooth
(see Definition 3.13) with respect to some relatively small bound ù .

3.13 Definition Let ù be a positive integer. An integer å is said to be ù -smooth, or smooth
with respect to a bound ù , if all its prime factors are ú�ù .

The idea behind Pollard’s äûò�× algorithm is the following. Let ù be a smoothness
bound. Let ü be the least common multiple of all powers of primes ú�ù that are ú�å . Ifý5þ ú�å , then ÿ���� ý ú�����å , and so ÿUú���� 	�
� 	�

�
. Thus

ü Õ
�����

ý�� � 	�
 é � 	��� ñ
where the product is over all distinct primes ý ú�ù . If ä is a prime factor of å such that ä�ò¨×
is ù -smooth, then ä[ò(×��`ü , and consequently for any � satisfying ����ã1Ú��^ñOäcÝ~Õ�× , Fermat’s
theorem (Fact 2.127) implies that ��� � × Ú�á±â�ã¨äcÝ . Hence if !ûÕ��"��ã Ú#���ºò�×,ñOå@Ý , then
ä���! . It is possible that !JÕ�å , in which case the algorithm fails; however, this is unlikely to
occur if å has at least two large distinct prime factors.

c
$
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3.14 Algorithm Pollard’s &('*) algorithm for factoring integers

INPUT: a composite integer + that is not a prime power.
OUTPUT: a non-trivial factor , of + .

1. Select a smoothness bound - .
2. Select a random integer . , /10�.203+5476 , and compute ,98;:"<>=@?#.�AB+DC . If ,*EF/

then return( , ).
3. For each prime GH0�- do the following:

3.1 Compute I�8�J�K LMK LN
O
.

3.2 Compute .�PQ. NSRUTWV =H+ (using Algorithm 2.143).

4. Compute ,X8Y:"<>=�?#.Z4[6\AB+DC .
5. If ,]8�6 or ,]8[+ , then terminate the algorithm with failure. Otherwise, return( , ).

3.15 Example (Pollard’s ^_4[6 algorithm for finding a non-trivial factor of +`836"a�b"c�d"e"f�g )
1. Select the smoothness bound -h8Y6�a .
2. Select the integer .]8Yi and compute :�<S=@?#i�AB+DCj836 .
3. The following table lists the intermediate values of the variables G , I , and . after each

iteration of step 3 in Algorithm 3.14:k l m
n npo n�n>q�r�n�o�or )�s ) r s>s�s>t�t qs )�u )�v q>r�w>n�n�rw t )�s n ) o s�t�v)>) v q v>t�s r s�s) r v ) r�n>w )>)�s o) w s )�) o u�v q v�)) q s s�s o s>u�v

4. Compute ,X8Y:"<>=�?pe�e"c"e�b"fx4[6\AB+DCy83e"/"d�6 .
5. Two non-trivial factors of + are ^z8�e"/�d"6 and G(8Q+|{}^~8�i�f"b�g (these factors are in

fact prime).

Notice that ^X4�6X8Ye"/�d"bH8Y/>����i]��e���6"6 , and G|4�6X83i"f"b�f�8Y/���i���f�b"6 . That
is, ^_4�6 is 6�a -smooth, while G�4�6 is not 6"a -smooth. �

3.16 Fact Let + be an integer having a prime factor ^ such that ^�476 is - -smooth. The run-
ning time of Pollard’s ^_4�6 algorithm for finding the factor ^ is �Z?#-����y+|{j����-�C modular
multiplications.

3.17 Note (improvements) The smoothness bound - in Algorithm 3.14 is selected based on the
amount of time one is willing to spend on Pollard’s ^~4�6 algorithm before moving on to
more general techniques. In practice, - may be between 6�bS� and 6"b>� . If the algorithm
terminates with ,�8�6 , then one might try searching over prime numbers G>�SASGp�\A>�S�S�A>G#�
larger than - by first computing .@PQ. N���T�V =H+ for 6�0 �~0�I , and then computing ,28:"<S=@?�.z4h6�A�+DC . Another variant is to start with a large bound - , and repeatedly execute
step 3 for a few primes G followed by the gcd computation in step 4. There are numerous
other practical improvements of the algorithm (see page 125).
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3.2.4 Elliptic curve factoring

The details of the elliptic curve factoring algorithm are beyond the scope of this book; nev-
ertheless, a rough outline follows. The success of Pollard’s �x�9� algorithm hinges on ���9�
being smooth for some prime divisor � of   ; if no such � exists, then the algorithm fails.
Observe that �]�[� is the order of the group ¡£¢¤ . The elliptic curve factoring algorithm is a
generalization of Pollard’s ���Q� algorithm in the sense that the group ¡£¢¤ is replaced by a
random elliptic curve group over ¡ ¤ . The order of such a group is roughly uniformly dis-
tributed in the interval ¥ �§¦~���W¨ª© ��«B�§¦~�¬¦~¨© ��® . If the order of the group chosen is smooth
with respect to some pre-selected bound, the elliptic curve algorithm will, with high prob-
ability, find a non-trivial factor of   . If the group order is not smooth, then the algorithm
will likely fail, but can be repeated with a different choice of elliptic curve group.

The elliptic curve algorithm has an expected running time of ¯ ¤ ¥±°² « © ¨}® (see Exam-
ple 2.61 for definition of ¯ ¤ ) to find a factor � of   . Since this running time depends on
the size of the prime factors of   , the algorithm tends to find small such factors first. The
elliptic curve algorithm is, therefore, classified as a special-purpose factoring algorithm. It
is currently the algorithm of choice for finding ³ -decimal digit prime factors, for ³x´�µ"¶ , of
very large composite integers.

In the hardest case, when   is a product of two primes of roughly the same size, the
expected running time of the elliptic curve algorithm is ¯§·j¥¸°² «¹�¹® , which is the same as that
of the quadratic sieve ( º 3.2.6). However, the elliptic curve algorithm is not as efficient as
the quadratic sieve in practice for such integers.

3.2.5 Random square factoring methods

The basic idea behind the random square family of methods is the following. Suppose »
and ¼ are integers such that » ²�½ ¼ ²�¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ but »ÄÃ½ÆÅ ¼ ¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ . Then   divides» ² ��¼ ²XÇY¾ »|��¼Â ¾ »j¦�¼Â but   does not divide either

¾ »|��¼Â or
¾ »j¦(¼�Â . Hence, È"É Á�¾ »|�x¼«� DÂ

must be a non-trivial factor of   . This result is summarized next.

3.18 Fact Let » , ¼ , and   be integers. If » ² ½ ¼ ² ¾#¿WÀ�Á  DÂ but »7Ã½YÅ ¼ ¾#¿WÀ�Á  DÂ , then È�É Á�¾ »D�¼«� DÂ is a non-trivial factor of   .

The random square methods attempt to find integers » and ¼ at random so that » ²�½ ¼ ²¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ . Then, as shown in Fact 3.19, with probability at least °² it is the case that »ÊÃ½YÅ ¼¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ , whence È�É Á@¾ »��1¼U«� DÂ will yield a non-trivial factor of   .

3.19 Fact Let   be an odd composite integer that is divisible by Ë distinct odd primes. If Ì�Í¡ ¢· , then the congruence » ²h½ Ì ²�¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ has exactly ¨�Î solutions modulo   , two of
which are » Ç Ì and » Ç �ZÌ .

3.20 Example Let   Ç3Ï"Ð . Then there are four solutions to the congruence » ²]½ µ ¾#¿WÀ�Á9Ï"Ð Â ,
namely » Ç ¨ , �"¨ , ¨ Ï , and

Ï"Ï
. Ñ

A common strategy employed by the random square algorithms for finding » and ¼ at
random satisfying » ² ½ ¼ ² ¾p¿�À�Á  DÂ is the following. A set consisting of the first ³ primesÒ ÇhÓ � ° «B� ² «>ÔSÔSÔ«���Õ�Ö is chosen;

Ò
is called the factor base. Proceed to find pairs of integers¾ Ì�×p«>Øp×BÂ satisfying

(i) Ì ² × ½ Ø × ¾#¿�À\Á  DÂ ; and

c
Ù
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(ii) ÛpÜyÝ Þß}àUá�â@ã}äæåß , ç�Ü ßHèÊé ; that is, ÛpÜ is â Þ -smooth.

Next find a subset of the ÛpÜ ’s whose product is a perfect square. Knowing the factoriza-
tions of the ÛpÜ ’s, this is possible by selecting a subset of the ÛpÜ ’s such that the power of
each prime â ß appearing in their product is even. For this purpose, only the parity of the
non-negative integer exponents ç Ü ß needs to be considered. Thus, to simplify matters, for
each ê , associate the binary vector ë Ü Ý3ìíë Ü áSî ë Üðï îSñ>ñSñî ë Ü Þ

ò
with the integer exponent vectorì#ç Ü áSî ç Üóï î>ñSñSñî ç Ü Þ

ò
such that ë Ü ß Ýôç Ü ß�õ�ö�÷�ø . If ù|úÊû pairs ì#ü Ü î Û Ü ò are obtained, then theù -dimensional vectors ë á>î ë ï îSñ>ñSñSî ë ÞBý á must be linearly dependent over þ ï . That is, there

must exist a non-empty subset ÿ�����û îSø�î>ñSñSñ�î ù�ú�û�� such that Ü��	� ë Ü Ý é over þ ï , and
hence Ü��	� Û Ü is a perfect square. The set ÿ can be found using ordinary linear algebra overþUï . Clearly, Ü
�	� ü ï Ü is also a perfect square. Thus setting �7Ý Ü��	� ü�Ü and � to be the
integer square root of Ü
�	� ÛpÜ yields a pair of integers ì� î � ò satisfying � ï�� � ï ì õ�ö�÷�� ò .
If this pair also satisfies ������ ��ì õWö�÷�� ò , then ��� ÷ ì������ î�� ò yields a non-trivial factor
of � . Otherwise, some of the ì#ü�Ü î ÛpÜ ò pairs may be replaced by some new such pairs, and
the process is repeated. In practice, there will be several dependencies among the vectorsë á î ë ï îSñ>ñSñî ë ÞBý á , and with high probability at least one will yield an ì�� î � ò pair satisfying������ ��ì õ�ö\÷�� ò ; hence, this last step of generating new ì�ü�Ü î ÛpÜ ò pairs does not usually
occur.

This description of the random square methods is incomplete for two reasons. Firstly,
the optimal choice of ù , the size of the factor base, is not specified; this is addressed in
Note 3.24. Secondly, a method for efficiently generating the pairs ì#ü Ü î Û Ü ò is not specified.
Several techniques have been proposed. In the simplest of these, called Dixon’s algorithm,ü Ü is chosen at random, and Û Ü Ýôü ïÜ õ�ö�÷ � is computed. Next, trial division by elements
in the factor base is used to test whether ÛpÜ is â Þ -smooth. If not, then another integer ü�Ü is
chosen at random, and the procedure is repeated.

The more efficient techniques strategically select an ü�Ü such that ÛpÜ is relatively small.
Since the proportion of â Þ -smooth integers in the interval ! ø\î �#" becomes larger as � de-
creases, the probability of such Û#Ü being â Þ -smooth is higher. The most efficient of such
techniques is the quadratic sieve algorithm, which is described next.

3.2.6 Quadratic sieve factoring

Suppose an integer � is to be factored. Let $ Ý�%'& �)( , and consider the polynomial *�ì�� ò Ýì��ú+$ ò ï � � . Note that

*�ì�� ò Ý,� ï ú ø $-��ú+$ ï � �/. � ï ú ø $0� î (3.1)

which is small (relative to � ) if � is small in absolute value. The quadratic sieve algorithm
selects ü Ü Ý ì�[ú1$ ò and tests whether Û Ü Ý ì��[ú1$ ò ï � � is â Þ -smooth. Note thatü ï Ü Ýªì�9ú2$ ò ï3� Û Ü ì õ�ö�÷�� ò . Note also that if a prime â divides Û Ü then ì��ú2$ ò ï3� �ì õ�ö�÷ â ò , and hence � is a quadratic residue modulo â . Thus the factor base need only
contain those primes â for which the Legendre symbol 4 5 is û (Definition 2.145). Further-
more, since ÛpÜ may be negative, �Hû is included in the factor base. The steps of the quadratic
sieve algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 3.21.
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3.21 Algorithm Quadratic sieve algorithm for factoring integers

INPUT: a composite integer 6 that is not a prime power.
OUTPUT: a non-trivial factor 7 of 6 .

1. Select the factor base 819;:=<?>=@�<�A�@CBDBCB)@E<GFIH , where <?>J9;K L and <GM (N+OQP ) is theR NSKTLVU�W�X prime < for which 6 is a quadratic residue modulo < .
2. Compute Y�9�Z'[ 6)\ .
3. (Collect ]_^`L pairs

RIacb @Dd b U . The e values are chosen in the order f�@hg L�@Cg Pi@DBCBDB .)
Set jDkTL . While jmln]o^`L do the following:

3.1 Compute dp9rq R esUt9 R e ^3Y2U A K�6 , and test using trial division (cf. Note 3.23)
by elements in 8 whether d is <GF -smooth. If not, pick a new e and repeat step 3.1.

3.2 If d is <�F -smooth, say dJ9 FM=u)> <Gv=wyxM , then set
acb k R e�^nY�U , d b kzd , and { b 9R { b >D@�{ b A�@DBCBDB)@�{ b FIU , where { b M|9r} b M�~3����P for LJlnN�l�] .

3.3 j�k�js^`L .
4. Use linear algebra over ��A to find a non-empty subset ����:cLi@�P�@CBDBCB�@�]�^rLiH such

that
b
�	� { b 9�f .

5. Compute e�9 b��	� acb ~3��� 6 .
6. For each N , LSlnN�ln] , compute ��M�9 R b��	� } b M	U���P .
7. Compute ��9 FM=u)> <G��xM ~3��� 6 .
8. If e��rg�� R ~�����6tU , then find another non-empty subset ����:cLi@�P�@CBDBCB�@�]i^0LiH such

that
b��	� { b 9�f , and go to step 5. (In the unlikely case such a subset � does not

exist, replace a few of the
RIa b @Dd b U pairs with new pairs (step 3), and go to step 4.)

9. Compute 7�9r�V�C� R e0K��)@E6tU and return( 7 ).
3.22 Example (quadratic sieve algorithm for finding a non-trivial factor of 629rPV���V VL )

1. Select the factor base 8`9�:�K L�@DP�@�¡i@�¢i@�LV¡i@�P�¡iH of size ]£9Q  . ( ¤ , L�L , L�¤ and LV� are
omitted from 8 since ¥ ¦ 9�K L for these primes.)

2. Compute Y�9�Z [ PV���V �L=\�9�LV¢�¤ .
3. Following is the data collected for the first ]p^�L values of e for which q R e_U is P�¡ -

smooth. § ¨ ©iª«¨¬
factorization of

©�ª«¨¬ ®°¯ ±V¯
² ³ ´¶µC²h· ´¶·h¸�¹hµt¹h²Cµ ²hºh» ª ²	¼I²	¼½²	¼I³	¼½²	¼I³ ¬· ² µ µ ²hºh¾ ª ³	¼I³	¼½²	¼I³	¼½³	¼I³ ¬µ ´¶² ´¶¿C·hº ´¶ºDÀ ²hºh¿ ª ²	¼I³	¼½³	¼I³	¼½³	¼I³ ¬Á · µC·h³ ·hÂs¹Cº ²hºhÃ ª ³	¼I³	¼½³	¼I²	¼½³	¼I³ ¬º ´¶· ´¶ÃCµh¿ ´¶· ¸ ¹DµhÄ_¹C²hµ ²hºhº ª ²	¼I²	¼½³	¼I³	¼½²	¼I³ ¬¿ Á ÃC¿h³ ·hÂs¹CµÅ¹Dº ²h¿h² ª ³	¼I³	¼½²	¼I²	¼½³	¼I³ ¬» ´¶¿ ´¶·h²C¿h³ ´¶· À ¹hµ ¸ ¹Cº ²hºh² ª ²	¼I³	¼½²	¼I²	¼½³	¼I³ ¬

4. By inspection, {Æ>?^0{�At^�{�ÇJ9rf . (In the notation of Algorithm 3.21, �È9È:�L�@DP�@�¢�H .)
5. Compute e�9 RIa > a A a Ç�~3���£6tUÉ9���¡V  .
6. Compute � > 9rL , � A 9�¡ , � Ê�9�P , � Ë�9�f , � Ç 9�L , � Ì�9rf .
7. Compute ��9�K P Ê�Í ¡ A Í L�¡£~���� 6�9rP��VfVP�¢ .
8. Since ��¡V ��rK P��VfVP�¢ R ~3����6tU , another linear dependency must be found.
9. By inspection, {�Ê�^+{�Ì�^+{ÆÎp9rf ; thus �È9È:�¡�@D �@�¤�H .

10. Compute e�9 RIa Ê a Ì a Î ~3���£6tUÉ9�P�¡V��fV¢ .
11. Compute � > 9rL , � A 9�¢ , � Ê�9�P , � Ë�9�¡ , � Ç 9�f , � Ì�9rf .

c
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12. Compute Ñ�Ò�Ó�Ô ÕCÖ�×	ØDÙ ×	ÚDÛ�Ü3Ý�Þ ßtàÉÒrá�ØVâVÕ�Õ .
13. Now, ÕVØVã�äVÚ�åæ�ç á�ØVâVÕ�Õ�ÓèÜ3Ý�Þ�ßtà , so compute é�êDÞ°Ó�ëÅÔ¶Ñ)ìEßtàtÒréVêCÞ°Óèâ�ãVíVØiì�Õ�ãVâVî�áVà)ÒáVä�â . Hence, two non-trivial factors of ÕVã�âVî�á are áVä�â and Õ�ÕVâ . ï

3.23 Note (sieving) Instead of testing smoothness by trial division in step 3.1 of Algorithm 3.21,
a more efficient technique known as sieving is employed in practice. Observe first that if ð
is an odd prime in the factor base and ð divides ñ	Óë_à , then ð also divides ñ	Ó�ë�òôóyð�à for every
integer ó . Thus by solving the equation ñ	Ó�ësà æ ä�ÓèÜ3Ý�Þ�ð�à for ë (for example, using the
algorithms in õ 3.5.1), one knows either one or two (depending on the number of solutions
to the quadratic equation) entire sequences of other values Ñ for which ð divides ñ	ÓÑà .

The sieving process is the following. An array ö�÷Dø indexed by ë , Ô£ùûúüëýú�ù , is
created and the ë�þÿ entry is initialized to ����é�� ñ	Óë_à�� � . Let ë�� , ë Ù be the solutions to ñ	Ó�ësà æ äÓèÜ3Ý�Þ�ðÆà , where ð is an odd prime in the factor base. Then the value ����éð	� is subtracted
from those entries ö�÷ ë°ø in the array for which ë æ ë � or ë Ù ÓIÜ�Ý�Þ�ðÆà and Ô£ù úýë2ú1ù .
This is repeated for each odd prime ð in the factor base. (The case of ðrÒ Õ and prime
powers can be handled in a similar manner.) After the sieving, the array entries ö�÷ ë#ø with
values near ä are most likely to be ð�
 -smooth (roundoff errors must be taken into account),
and this can be verified by factoring ñ	Óësà by trial division.

3.24 Note (running time of the quadratic sieve) To optimize the running time of the quadratic
sieve, the size of the factor base should be judiciously chosen. The optimal selection of������ ÷ �Ù ì �Ù ø (see Example 2.61) is derived from knowledge concerning the distribution
of smooth integers close to � ß . With this choice, Algorithm 3.21 with sieving (Note 3.23)
has an expected running time of

��� ÷ �Ù ì�á�ø , independent of the size of the factors of ß .

3.25 Note (multiple polynomial variant) In order to collect a sufficient number of Ó����Iì����Eà pairs,
the sieving interval must be quite large. From equation (3.1) it can be seen that � ñ	Ó�ësà�� in-
creases linearly with � ë�� , and consequently the probability of smoothness decreases. To
overcome this problem, a variant (the multiple polynomial quadratic sieve) was proposed
whereby many appropriately-chosen quadratic polynomials can be used instead of just ñ	Óë_à ,
each polynomial being sieved over an interval of much smaller length. This variant also has
an expected running time of

� � ÷ �Ù ì�á=ø , and is the method of choice in practice.

3.26 Note (parallelizing the quadratic sieve) The multiple polynomial variant of the quadratic
sieve is well suited for parallelization. Each node of a parallel computer, or each computer
in a network of computers, simply sieves through different collections of polynomials. AnyÓ����èì����Eà pair found is reported to a central processor. Once sufficient pairs have been col-
lected, the corresponding system of linear equations is solved on a single (possibly parallel)
computer.

3.27 Note (quadratic sieve vs. elliptic curve factoring) The elliptic curve factoring algorithm
( õ 3.2.4) has the same� expected (asymptotic) running time as the quadratic sieve factoring
algorithm in the special case when ß is the product of two primes of equal size. However,
for such numbers, the quadratic sieve is superior in practice because the main steps in the
algorithm are single precision operations, compared to the much more computationally in-
tensive multi-precision elliptic curve operations required in the elliptic curve algorithm.

�
This does not take into account the different  �!#"%$ terms in the two expressions &�'	(�)*,+ "�- .
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3.2.7 Number field sieve factoring

For several years it was believed by some people that a running time of .�/10324658789 was, in
fact, the best achievable by any integer factorization algorithm. This barrier was broken in
1990 with the discovery of the number field sieve. Like the quadratic sieve, the number field
sieve is an algorithm in the random square family of methods ( : 3.2.5). That is, it attempts
to find integers ; and < such that ; 4>= < 4@?�ACB�DFEHG and ;JI=LK < ?�ACB�DMEHG . To achieve this
goal, two factor bases are used, one consisting of all prime numbers less than some bound,
and the other consisting of all prime ideals of norm less than some bound in the ring of
integers of a suitably-chosen algebraic number field. The details of the algorithm are quite
complicated, and are beyond the scope of this book.

A special version of the algorithm (the special number field sieve) applies to integers
of the form

EONJPRQTSOU
for small

P
and V U V , and has an expected running time of . / 0 2W 5�XY9 ,

where X NZ?�[R\	],^_G 2�` Wba 7_ced \_f .
The general version of the algorithm, sometimes called the general number field sieve,

applies to all integers and has an expected running time of . / 0 2Wg5�X�9 , where X NZ?�f_h_],^_G 2�` W a7_c ^R\R[ . This is, asymptotically, the fastest algorithm known for integer factorization. The
primary reason why the running time of the number field sieve is smaller than that of the
quadratic sieve is that the candidate smooth numbers in the former are much smaller than
those in the latter.

The general number field sieve was at first believed to be slower than the quadratic
sieve for factoring integers having fewer than 150 decimal digits. However, experiments
in 1994–1996 have indicated that the general number field sieve is substantially faster than
the quadratic sieve even for numbers in the 115 digit range. This implies that the crossover
point between the effectiveness of the quadratic sieve vs. the general number field sieve
may be 110–120 digits. For this reason, the general number field sieve is considered the
current champion of all general-purpose factoring algorithms.

3.3 The RSA problem

The intractability of the RSA problem forms the basis for the security of the RSA public-key
encryption scheme ( : 8.2) and the RSA signature scheme ( : 11.3.1).

3.28 Definition The RSA problem (RSAP) is the following: given a positive integer
E

that is a
product of two distinct odd primes i and j , a positive integer k such that lRm Dn? k 5 ? i S 7 G�? j S7 G�G1N 7 , and an integer X , find an integer o such that o Q = X ?�ACB�DMEHG .

In other words, the RSA problem is that of finding k�prq roots modulo a composite integerE
. The conditions imposed on the problem parameters

E
and k ensure that for each integerXtsvu,w_5�7_5�c�c�c65 ExS 7	y there is exactly one o szu,w_587	5�c�c�c65 EOS 7	y such that o Qx= X?�ACB�DMEHG

. Equivalently, the function {}|�~ / S�� ~ / defined as { ? o GTN o Q ACB�D�E is a
permutation.

3.29 Remark (SQROOT vs. RSA problems) Since i S 7 is even, it follows that k is odd. In
particular, k�IN�\

, and hence the SQROOT problem (Definition 3.43) is not a special case
of the RSA problem.

c
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As is shown in � 8.2.2(i), if the factors of � are known then the RSA problem can be
easily solved. This fact is stated next.

3.30 Fact RSAP ��� FACTORING. That is, the RSA problem polytime reduces to the integer
factorization problem.

It is widely believed that the RSA and the integer factorization problems are computa-
tionally equivalent, although no proof of this is known.

3.4 The quadratic residuosity problem

The security of the Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic public-key encryption scheme ( � 8.7)
and the Blum-Blum-Shub pseudorandom bit generator ( � 5.5.2) are both based on the ap-
parent intractability of the quadratic residuosity problem.

Recall from � 2.4.5 that if ����� is an odd integer, then �R� is the set of all �O������
having Jacobi symbol 1. Recall also that �T� is the set of quadratic residues modulo � and
that the set of pseudosquares modulo � is defined by �T�����R�M����� .

3.31 Definition The quadratic residuosity problem (QRP) is the following: given an odd com-
posite integer � and �F��� � , decide whether or not � is a quadratic residue modulo � .

3.32 Remark (QRP with a prime modulus) If � is a prime, then it is easy to decide whether
�F��� �� is a quadratic residue modulo � since, by definition, �M��� � if and only if  � �¢¡ ,
and the Legendre symbol  � can be efficiently calculated by Algorithm 2.149.

Assume now that � is a product of two distinct odd primes £ and ¤ . It follows from
Fact 2.137 that if �C���R� , then �F���T� if and only if   ¥ ��¡ . Thus, if the factorization of

� is known, then QRP can be solved simply by computing the Legendre symbol   ¥ . This
observation can be generalized to all integers � and leads to the following fact.

3.33 Fact QRP ��� FACTORING. That is, the QRP polytime reduces to the FACTORING
problem.

On the other hand, if the factorization of � is unknown, then there is no efficient pro-
cedure known for solving QRP, other than by guessing the answer. If ���¦£6¤ , then the
probability of a correct guess is §¨ since ©ª� � ©��v© � � © (Fact 2.155). It is believed that the
QRP is as difficult as the problem of factoring integers, although no proof of this is known.

3.5 Computing square roots in �
The operations of squaring modulo an integer � and extracting square roots modulo an in-
teger � are frequently used in cryptographic functions. The operation of computing square
roots modulo � can be performed efficiently when � is a prime, but is difficult when � is a
composite integer whose prime factors are unknown.
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3.5.1 Case (i): « prime

Recall from Remark 3.32 that if ¬ is a prime, then it is easy to decide if F®�¯�°± is a quadratic
residue modulo ¬ . If  is, in fact, a quadratic residue modulo ¬ , then the two square roots
of  can be efficiently computed, as demonstrated by Algorithm 3.34.

3.34 Algorithm Finding square roots modulo a prime ²
INPUT: an odd prime ¬ and an integer  , ³b´LM´@¬Mµ�³ .
OUTPUT: the two square roots of  modulo ¬ , provided  is a quadratic residue modulo ¬ .

1. Compute the Legendre symbol ¶ ± using Algorithm 2.149. If ¶ ± · µ¸³ then return( 
does not have a square root modulo ¬ ) and terminate.

2. Select integers ¹ , ³C´º¹T´»¬Mµ»³ , at random until one is found with ¼± · µ¸³ . ( ¹ is
a quadratic non-residue modulo ¬ .)

3. By repeated division by ½ , write ¬Mµ�³ · ½�¾�¿ , where ¿ is odd.
4. Compute nÀÂÁ�ÃCÄ�Å¸¬ by the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.142).
5. Set Æ�Ç�¹�ÈHÃCÄ	Å¸¬ and ÉÊÇ»ÌËÍÈÏÎÐÁ�ÑÍÒ�ÓÔÃCÄ�Å�¬ (Algorithm 2.143).
6. For Õ from 1 to Ö�µt³ do the following:

6.1 Compute × ·¢Ø É�Ó¸Ù�nÀÂÁ8Ú#Ó ¾�ÀnÛYÀÂÁ ÃMÄ�Å¸¬ .
6.2 If ×>ÜZµ¸³ Ø ÃMÄ�ÅM¬ÝÚ then set ÉÊÇ�É>Ù�Æ�ÃMÄ�Å¸¬ .
6.3 Set Æ�Ç»ÆÏÓÔÃCÄ�Å�¬ .

7. Return(É , µ�É ).

Algorithm 3.34 is a randomized algorithm because of the manner in which the quadratic
non-residue ¹ is selected in step 2. No deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for finding
a quadratic non-residue modulo a prime ¬ is known (see Remark 2.151).

3.35 Fact Algorithm 3.34 has an expected running time of Þ Ø�Ø�ßeà ¬ÝÚ3á_Ú bit operations.

This running time is obtained by observing that the dominant step (step 6) is executed
ÖRµÔ³ times, each iteration involving a modular exponentiation and thus taking Þ Ø�Ø�ßâà ¬gÚ#ãRÚ bit
operations (Table 2.5). Since in the worst case Ö · Þ Ø�ßeà ¬ÝÚ , the running time of Þ Ø�Ø�ßâà ¬ÝÚ#á_Ú
follows. When Ö is small, the loop in step 6 is executed only a small number of times, and
the running time of Algorithm 3.34 is Þ Ø�Ø�ßeà ¬ÝÚ ã Ú bit operations. This point is demonstrated
next for the special cases Ö · ³ and Ö · ½ .

Specializing Algorithm 3.34 to the case Ö · ³ yields the following simple deterministic
algorithm for finding square roots when ¬äÜxå Ø ÃMÄ�ÅçæRÚ .

3.36 Algorithm Finding square roots modulo a prime ² where ²>èêéìëâí�î�ïCðÌñ
INPUT: an odd prime ¬ where ¬äÜJå Ø ÃCÄ�Å�æ_Ú , and a square F®}ò ± .
OUTPUT: the two square roots of  modulo ¬ .

1. Compute É ·  Ë ± ÎÂÁ�ÑÍÒ�á ÃCÄ	Å�¬ (Algorithm 2.143).
2. Return(É , µ�É ).

Specializing Algorithm 3.34 to the case Ö · ½ , and using the fact that ½ is a quadratic
non-residue modulo ¬ when ¬�ÜLó Ø ÃCÄ	Åçô_Ú , yields the following simple deterministic al-
gorithm for finding square roots when ¬äÜxó Ø ÃMÄ�ÅçôRÚ .
c
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3.37 Algorithm Finding square roots modulo a prime ù where ù>úêûìüâý�þ�ÿ����
INPUT: an odd prime � where �����
	��������� , and a square ������� .
OUTPUT: the two square roots of � modulo � .

1. Compute �����! �#"%$'&)(+* ��,�-� (Algorithm 2.143).
2. If �.�0/ then compute 12���� ��3!45&)(+6 ����-� .
3. If �.�7��89/ then compute 1��;:,�,	�<��,�  �#"�=#&)(+6 ����>� .
4. Return(1 , 8?1 ).

3.38 Fact Algorithms 3.36 and 3.37 have running times of @>	+	�ACBD�E� 4 � bit operations.

Algorithm 3.39 for finding square roots modulo � is preferable to Algorithm 3.34 when
��87/��;:�F+G with H large.

3.39 Algorithm Finding square roots modulo a prime ù
INPUT: an odd prime � and a square ����� � .
OUTPUT: the two square roots of � modulo � .

1. Choose random I��KJL� until INMO8P<,� is a quadratic non-residue modulo � , i.e.,Q'R "�*TS� �U8-/ .
2. Let V be the polynomial WEM-89IXWZY[� in J �E\ W^] .
3. Compute 12�_W` �53%$+&a( M.�2��bV using Algorithm 2.227. (Note: 1 will be an integer.)
4. Return(1 , 8?1 ).

3.40 Fact Algorithm 3.39 has an expected running time of @>	�	+AcBD�d� 4 � bit operations.

3.41 Note (computing square roots in a finite field) Algorithms 3.34, 3.36, 3.37, and 3.39 can be
extended in a straightforward manner to find square roots in any finite field egf of odd orderh �[��i , � prime, jlkm/ . Square roots in finite fields of even order can also be computed
efficiently via Fact 3.42.

3.42 Fact Each element ����e M5n has exactly one square root, namely �oM ngp�q .

3.5.2 Case (ii): r composite

The discussion in this subsection is restricted to the case of computing square roots modulos , where s is a product of two distinct odd primes � and h . However, all facts presented
here generalize to the case where s is an arbitrary composite integer.

Unlike the case where s is a prime, the problem of deciding whether a given ���tJvuw
is a quadratic residue modulo a composite integer s , is believed to be a difficult problem.
Certainly, if the Jacobi symbol Sw �x8-/ , then � is a quadratic non-residue. On the other
hand, if Sw �y/ , then deciding whether or not � is a quadratic residue is precisely the
quadratic residuosity problem, considered in z 3.4.

3.43 Definition The square root modulo s problem (SQROOT) is the following: given a com-
posite integer s and a quadratic residue � modulo s (i.e. ���[� w ), find a square root of �
modulo s .
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If the factors { and | of } are known, then the SQROOT problem can be solved effi-
ciently by first finding square roots of ~ modulo { and modulo | , and then combining them
using the Chinese remainder theorem (Fact 2.120) to obtain the square roots of ~ modulo
} . The steps are summarized in Algorithm 3.44, which, in fact, finds all of the four square
roots of ~ modulo } .

3.44 Algorithm Finding square roots modulo � given its prime factors � and �
INPUT: an integer } , its prime factors { and | , and ~������ .
OUTPUT: the four square roots of ~ modulo } .

1. Use Algorithm 3.39 (or Algorithm 3.36 or 3.37, if applicable) to find the two square
roots � and �?� of ~ modulo { .

2. Use Algorithm 3.39 (or Algorithm 3.36 or 3.37, if applicable) to find the two square
roots � and �>� of ~ modulo | .

3. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) to find integers � and � such
that �X{��[�,|���� .

4. Set �`�9���^��|v�[�5�X{d�`�����>} and �D�t���!�,|��9���N{d�`������} .
5. Return( �?�����,�-} , �?�����,�-} ).

3.45 Fact Algorithm 3.44 has an expected running time of �>���+�c D{d�¢¡�� bit operations.

Algorithm 3.44 shows that if one can factor } , then the SQROOT problem is easy.
More precisely, SQROOT £¥¤ FACTORING. The converse of this statement is also true,
as stated in Fact 3.46.

3.46 Fact FACTORING £¥¤ SQROOT. That is, the FACTORING problem polytime reduces
to the SQROOT problem. Hence, since SQROOT £¥¤ FACTORING, the FACTORING
and SQROOT problems are computationally equivalent.

Justification. Suppose that one has a polynomial-time algorithm ¦ for solving the SQ-
ROOT problem. This algorithm can then be used to factor a given composite integer } as
follows. Select an integer � at random with  ¨§©�ª���¬«}®���x� , and compute ~��0�E¯����,�-} .
Next, algorithm ¦ is run with inputs ~ and } , and a square root � of ~ modulo } is returned.
If �±°²�?�U�+�2���2}®� , then the trial fails, and the above procedure is repeated with a new
� chosen at random. Otherwise, if �9³°m�?�U��������}®� , then  ¨§o�!�������%«N}®� is guaranteed to
be a non-trivial factor of } (Fact 3.18), namely, { or | . Since ~ has four square roots mod-
ulo } ( �?� and �>´ with �>´t³°µ�?�U�+�2���2}®� ), the probability of success for each attempt
is ¶¯ . Hence, the expected number of attempts before a factor of } is obtained is two, and
consequently the procedure runs in expected polynomial time. ·

3.47 Note (strengthening of Fact 3.46) The proof of Fact 3.46 can be easily modified to estab-
lish the following stronger result. Let �O¸¹� be any constant. If there is an algorithm ¦
which, given } , can find a square root modulo } in polynomial time for a ¶º » ¼ �^½�¾ fraction
of all quadratic residues ~���� � , then the algorithm ¦ can be used to factor } in expected
polynomial time. The implication of this statement is that if the problem of factoring } is
difficult, then for almost all ~���� � it is difficult to find square roots modulo } .

The computational equivalence of the SQROOT and FACTORING problems was the
basis of the first “provably secure” public-key encryption and signature schemes, presented
in ¿ 8.3.
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3.6 The discrete logarithm problem

The security of many cryptographic techniques depends on the intractability of the discrete
logarithm problem. A partial list of these includes Diffie-Hellman key agreement and its
derivatives ( Â 12.6), ElGamal encryption ( Â 8.4), and the ElGamal signature scheme and its
variants ( Â 11.5). This section summarizes the current knowledge regarding algorithms for
solving the discrete logarithm problem.

Unless otherwise specified, algorithms in this section are described in the general set-
ting of a (multiplicatively written) finite cyclic group Ã of order Ä with generator Å (see
Definition 2.167). For a more concrete approach, the reader may find it convenient to think
of Ã as the multiplicative group ÆÈÇÉ of order Ê�Ë�Ì , where the group operation is simply
multiplication modulo Ê .

3.48 Definition Let Ã be a finite cyclic group of order Ä . Let Å be a generator of Ã , and letÍ7Î Ã . The discrete logarithm of
Í

to the base Å , denoted ÏCÐ¨Ñ#Ò Í , is the unique integer Ó ,Ô�Õ Ó Õ Ä�Ë_Ì , such that
ÍtÖ ÅE× .

3.49 Example Let Ê Ö�Ø¨Ù . Then Æ ÇÚ5Û is a cyclic group of order Ä Ö�Ø¨Ü . A generator of Æ ÇÚ#Û is
Å Ö;Ý . Since

ÝoÞ+ß.à0á¨Ý�â�ã Ð�ä Ø¨Ù�å , ÏCÐ¨Ñ�æ á¨Ý>Ö0á�ç in Æ ÇÚ#Û . è
The following are some elementary facts about logarithms.

3.50 Fact Let Å be a generator of a cyclic group Ã of order Ä , and let
Í

, é Î Ã . Let ê be an
integer. Then ÏcÐ�Ñ�Ò â�Í é å®Ö0â ÏcÐ�Ñ5Ò Í�ë ÏCÐ¨Ñ5Òvé å`ã Ð�ä-Ä and ÏCÐ¨Ñ#Ò â�Ígì5å`Ö êLÏCÐ¨Ñ�Ò Í7ã Ð�ä-Ä .

The groups of most interest in cryptography are the multiplicative group í Çî of the finite
field í î ( Â 2.6), including the particular cases of the multiplicative group Æ ÇÉ of the integers
modulo a prime Ê , and the multiplicative group í Çß5ï of the finite field í ß5ï of characteristic
two. Also of interest are the group of units Æ Çð where Ä is a composite integer, the group
of points on an elliptic curve defined over a finite field, and the jacobian of a hyperelliptic
curve defined over a finite field.

3.51 Definition The discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is the following: given a prime Ê , a
generator Å of Æ ÇÉ , and an element

ÍUÎ Æ ÇÉ , find the integer Ó ,
Ô�Õ Ó Õ Ê�Ë ç , such that

ÅE× à7Íñâ+ã Ð,ä2Ê å .
3.52 Definition The generalized discrete logarithm problem (GDLP) is the following: given a

finite cyclic group Ã of order Ä , a generator Å of Ã , and an element
Í_Î Ã , find the integer

Ó ,
Ô�Õ Ó Õ Ä�Ë_Ì , such that Åò× Ö_Í .

The discrete logarithm problem in elliptic curve groups and in the jacobians of hyper-
elliptic curves are not explicitly considered in this section. The discrete logarithm problem
in Æ Çð is discussed further in Â 3.8.

3.53 Note (difficulty of the GDLP is independent of generator) Let Å and é be two generators
of a cyclic group Ã of order Ä , and let

Í_Î Ã . Let Ó Ö ÏCÐ¨Ñ Ò Í , ó Ö ÏCÐ¨Ñ#ô Í , and õ Ö ÏCÐ¨Ñ Ò é .
Then ÅE× Ö9ÍtÖ é%ö Ö0â Åò÷ å ö . Consequently Ó Ö õ©ó ã Ð,ä>Ä , and

ÏCÐ¨Ñ ô Í7Ö0â ÏcÐ�Ñ Ò Íøå®â ÏCÐ¨Ñ Ò é åúù%û¥ã Ð�ä-Äøü
This means that any algorithm which computes logarithms to the base Å can be used to
compute logarithms to any other base é that is also a generator of Ã .
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3.54 Note (generalization of GDLP) A more general formulation of the GDLP is the following:
given a finite group ý and elements þ , ÿ���ý , find an integer � such that þ����_ÿ , provided
that such an integer exists. In this formulation, it is not required that ý be a cyclic group,
and, even if it is, it is not required that þ be a generator of ý . This problem may be harder to
solve, in general, than GDLP. However, in the case where ý is a cyclic group (for example
if ý is the multiplicative group of a finite field) and the order of þ is known, it can be easily
recognized whether an integer � satisfying þ � �_ÿ exists. This is because of the following
fact: if ý is a cyclic group, þ is an element of order � in ý , and ÿ�� ý , then there exists
an integer � such that þ � �_ÿ if and only if ÿ
	���� .

3.55 Note (solving the DLP in a cyclic group ý of order � is in essence computing an isomor-
phism between ý and  	 ) Even though any two cyclic groups of the same order are iso-
morphic (that is, they have the same structure although the elements may be written in dif-
ferent representations), an efficient algorithm for computing logarithms in one group does
not necessarily imply an efficient algorithm for the other group. To see this, consider that
every cyclic group of order � is isomorphic to the additive cyclic group  	 , i.e., the set of
integers ����������������������������� where the group operation is addition modulo � . Moreover,
the discrete logarithm problem in the latter group, namely, the problem of finding an inte-
ger � such that ������ �!#"%$'&%�)( given �'�� *�+ 	 , is easy as shown in the following. First
note that there does not exist a solution � if ,%�.-�/�&0!1�'�2�)( does not divide  (Fact 2.119).
Otherwise, if , divides  , the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) can be used
to find integers 3 and 4 such that ��365��748�9, . Multiplying both sides of this equation by
the integer  �:;, gives ��!13< =:�,;(>5?�)!@4� �:;,�(A�B . Reducing this equation modulo � yields
��!C3< =:;,�(D�E F!#"%$'&��)( and hence �G�H!13< =:�,;(I"%$'&J� is the desired (and easily obtainable)
solution.

The known algorithms for the DLP can be categorized as follows:

1. algorithms which work in arbitrary groups, e.g., exhaustive search ( K 3.6.1), the baby-
step giant-step algorithm ( K 3.6.2), Pollard’s rho algorithm ( K 3.6.3);

2. algorithms which work in arbitrary groups but are especially efficient if the order of
the group has only small prime factors, e.g., Pohlig-Hellman algorithm ( K 3.6.4); and

3. the index-calculus algorithms ( K 3.6.5) which are efficient only in certain groups.

3.6.1 Exhaustive search

The most obvious algorithm for GDLP (Definition 3.52) is to successively compute þML , þON ,
þQP�������� until ÿ is obtained. This method takes R8!@�)( multiplications, where � is the order
of þ , and is therefore inefficient if � is large (i.e. in cases of cryptographic interest).

3.6.2 Baby-step giant-step algorithm

Let ST�VUXW �ZY , where � is the order of þ . The baby-step giant-step algorithm is a time-
memory trade-off of the method of exhaustive search and is based on the following observa-
tion. If ÿ��mþ � , then one can write �+�\[]S^5`_ , where �ba�[=��_%c�S . Hence, þ � �;þ�dfe�þ�g ,
which implies ÿ>!+þIhie`(jdO��þkg . This suggests the following algorithm for computing � .

c
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3.56 Algorithm Baby-step giant-step algorithm for computing discrete logarithms

INPUT: a generator n of a cyclic group o of order p , and an element qsr+o .
OUTPUT: the discrete logarithm tGuHvxw�y{z|q .

1. Set }\~��X� pZ� .
2. Construct a table with entries �@����n��<� for �H������} . Sort this table by second

component. (Alternatively, use conventional hashing on the second component to
store the entries in a hash table; placing an entry, and searching for an entry in the
table takes constant time.)

3. Compute nI�i� and set �I~Gq .
4. For � from 0 to }���� do the following:

4.1 Check if � is the second component of some entry in the table.
4.2 If �Xu�n � then return(t�u��]}��X� ).
4.3 Set �)~��A�;n �Q� .

Algorithm 3.56 requires storage for �8�\� pI� group elements. The table takes �8�\� p)�
multiplications to construct, and �8��� p%vxy�p)� comparisons to sort. Having constructed this
table, step 4 takes �8��� p)� multiplications and �8��� p)� table look-ups. Under the assump-
tion that a group multiplication takes more time than vfy7p comparisons, the running time of
Algorithm 3.56 can be stated more concisely as follows.

3.57 Fact The running time of the baby-step giant-step algorithm (Algorithm 3.56) is �8� � p)�
group multiplications.

3.58 Example (baby-step giant-step algorithm for logarithms in �6��C�@� ) Let  Fu����;¡ . The ele-
ment n�u�¡ is a generator of � ��C�@� of order p^u¢���;£ . Consider q¤u¢¥;¦ . Then vfw;y � ¥;¦ is
computed as follows.

1. Set }\~�� � �;��£=�§u^��� .
2. Construct a table whose entries are �¨����nk�ª©%w'«J M� for �¬�\���E��� : ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ · ¯�®

±=¸7¹Jº�»�¯{¯{± ¯ ± · °�µ ¶�¯ ¯�µ ³�¯ ²'® µ °�¯ ´�±
and sort the table by second component: ® ¯ ¶ ° ³ · ± µ ´ ¯�® ²

±=¸7¹Jº�»�¯{¯{± ¯ ± µ · ¯{µ °{¯ °{µ ²0® ³�¯ ´�± ¶�¯
3. Using Algorithm 2.142, compute n � � uT¡ � � ©�w'«¼���;¡EuT¡�½ and then compute
nI�i��u�¡;½ �1� ©%w'«%�;�;¡8u�¥;½ .

4. Next, �¾u�q>n �i�6¿ ©%w'«%�;��¡ for �\uÀ��������£���Á�Á�Á is computed until a value in the
second row of the table is obtained. This yields:Â ® ¯ ° ± ² ³ ´ µ ¶ ·

ÃÅÄ ³{µDÆ�³{¶�Ç�¹8º�»Å¯{¯�± ³�µ °�· ¯�®{® ±{µ ¯{¯�° ³�³ °�´ ±�· ° ±
Finally, since q>n �0ÈÉ� u�¡8u¤n � , q�u¤n �¨Ê1Ê and, therefore, vxw�y � ¥�¦§u^�;��� . Ë

3.59 Note (restricted exponents) In order to improve performance, some cryptographic proto-
cols which use exponentiation in �|�Ì select exponents of a special form, e.g. having small
Hamming weight. (The Hamming weight of an integer is the number of ones in its binary
representation.) Suppose that   is a Í -bit prime, and only exponents of Hamming weight Î
are used. The number of such exponents is Ï Ð . Algorithm 3.56 can be modified to search
the exponent space in roughly ÏÐÒÑ#Ó steps. The algorithm also applies to exponents that are
restricted in certain other ways, and extends to all finite groups.
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3.6.3 Pollard’s rho algorithm for logarithms

Pollard’s rho algorithm (Algorithm 3.60) for computing discrete logarithms is a randomized
algorithm with the same expected running time as the baby-step giant-step algorithm (Al-
gorithm 3.56), but which requires a negligible amount of storage. For this reason, it is far
preferable to Algorithm 3.56 for problems of practical interest. For simplicity, it is assumed
in this subsection that Ô is a cyclic group whose order Õ is prime.

The group Ô is partitioned into three sets ÖØ× , Ö0Ù , and Ö0Ú of roughly equal size based
on some easily testable property. Some care must be exercised in selecting the partition; for
example, ÛFÜÝ Ö Ù . Define a sequence of group elements ÞMß'à�Þ × à2Þ Ù à�á�á�á by ÞMß¬â^Û and

Þ7ãåä�×�âçæ�è@Þ�ã#é7ê�ë�ìâ
íXî Þ7ã#à if Þ7ã Ý ÖØ×=à
Þ Ù ã à if Þ7ã Ý ÖiÙ�àï î Þ�ã1à if Þ7ã Ý ÖiÚ�à

(3.2)

for ðEñóò . This sequence of group elements in turn defines two sequences of integersô ß à ô ×=à ô Ù�à�á�á�á and õ ß à�õ�×=à�õ2Ù�à�á�á�á satisfying Þ�ãIâ ï�ö�÷ í
ø ÷ for ð|ñ^ò : ô ß â�ò , õ ß âHò , and for
ð|ñEò ,

ô ãåäZ×ùâ
ô ã2à if Þ�ã Ý Ö�×�àú ô ã
û%ü'ýJÕDà if Þ�ã Ý Ö0Ù�àô ã�þÿÛ8û�ü'ý8ÕDà if Þ�ã Ý Ö0Ú�à

(3.3)

and

õ#ãåä�×|â
õ#ã7þsÛ8û%ü'ýªÕDà if Þ�ã Ý Ö�×�àú õ#ã
û%ü�ýJÕDà if Þ�ã Ý Ö0Ù'à
õ#ã#à if Þ�ã Ý Ö0Ú'á

(3.4)

Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm (Note 3.8) can then be utilized to find two group elements
Þ�ã and ÞkÙÉã such that Þ�ãAâ ÞMÙ ã . Hence ï�ö�÷ í
ø ÷ â ï�ö � ÷ í
ø � ÷ , and so

í
ø ÷�� ø � ÷ â ïkö � ÷��Qö�÷ .
Taking logarithms to the base ï of both sides of this last equation yields

è1õ#ã���õ�Ù ã#é î�� ü	��
 í� è ô Ù ã�� ô ã�é è1û�ü'ý�Õ)é1á
Provided õ#ãªÜ� õ�Ù ã�è#û%ü'ý�Õ)é (note: õ#ã � õ�Ù ã occurs with negligible probability), this equa-
tion can then be efficiently solved to determine

� ü�� 
 í .

3.60 Algorithm Pollard’s rho algorithm for computing discrete logarithms

INPUT: a generator ï of a cyclic group Ô of prime order Õ , and an element
í Ý Ô .

OUTPUT: the discrete logarithm ÞGâ � ü���
 í .

1. Set Þ ß�� Û , ô ß�� ò , õ ß�� ò .
2. For ð|â�Û�à ú à�á�á�á do the following:

2.1 Using the quantities Þ ã � × à ô ã � × à�õ ã � × , and Þ Ù ã � Ù à ô ÙÉã � Ù à�õ ÙÉã � Ù computed previ-
ously, compute Þ ã à ô ã à�õ ã and Þ ÙÉã à ô Ù ã à�õ Ù ã using equations (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4).

2.2 If Þ ã âsÞ Ù ã , then do the following:

Set � � õ#ã��sõ�ÙÉã
û%ü'ýJÕ .
If �.âÀò then terminate the algorithm with failure; otherwise, compute
ÞXâ�� � × è ô Ù ã � ô ã é)û%ü'ýJÕ and return(Þ ).

In the rare case that Algorithm 3.60 terminates with failure, the procedure can be re-
peated by selecting random integers ô ß , õ�ß in the interval � Û�à�Õ��+Û�� , and starting with ÞMßbâï ö�� í ø � . Example 3.61 with artificially small parameters illustrates Pollard’s rho algorithm.

c
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3.61 Example (Pollard’s rho algorithm for logarithms in a subgroup of ���� �!� ) The element "$#%
is a generator of the subgroup & of �'��!� � of order (�#*)	+	) . Suppose ,-# %�%	.

. Partition
the elements of & into three subsets according to the rule /1032�4 if /156)1798;:�<>=	? , /@0A2CB
if /A5ED@798;:�<F=	? , and /1032 � if /A5 % 798;:�<>=	? . Table 3.2 shows the values of /HG , IJG , K9G ,
/ B�G , I BLG , and K B�G at the end of each iteration of step 2 of Algorithm 3.60. Note that / 4NM #
/ B � #O)	P	P . Finally, compute Q>#OK 4NMSR K B � 8;:�<;)	+	)T#U) %�V , QXW 4 #O) %�V W 4 8;:�<T)	+�)Y#
)	=	Z , and Q[W 4 7 I B � R I 4NM ?\8;:�<;)	+	)S#])	)	D . Hence, ^_:	` B %	%	. #])	)	D . a

b cHd efd ghd cjikd eXikd g�ikd
l m�m�n o l m�phq o m
m m�p�q o m l�nsr l r
t q�m o r lsr l u
r l�n9r l r m�vhu m p
v m�o�v l v t�osr t n
u l9r l u l�mhl u l�n
p m�n m u l9rhr lhm t�n
n m�v�u m p m�thv r�n lhv�m
q l�v�m m n phm r�n lhv9r
l�o t�o9r t n lsr qhu lhl�n
l�l t�p�m t q m�vhu qhp lhl�q
l�m l�m�l u l�n t�osr qhn lhm�o
l�t l�m u l�q l�mhl v v�l
l9r l9r�r l�m t�n l9rhr lho lho9r

Table 3.2: Intermediate steps of Pollard’s rho algorithm in Example 3.61.

3.62 Fact Let & be a group of order ( , a prime. Assume that the function wyx'& R�z & de-
fined by equation (3.2) behaves like a random function. Then the expected running time of
Pollard’s rho algorithm for discrete logarithms in & is {S7�| (\? group operations. Moreover,
the algorithm requires negligible storage.

3.6.4 Pohlig-Hellman algorithm

Algorithm 3.63 for computing logarithms takes advantage of the factorization of the order (
of the group & . Let (1#�}C~h�4 }C~��B��h��� } ~��� be the prime factorization of ( . If /$#�^�:�`��', , then
the approach is to determine /jG�#/38;:�<�}C~��G for )�������Q , and then use Gauss’s algorithm
(Algorithm 2.121) to recover /$8;:�<�( . Each integer / G is determined by computing the
digits � � , � 4��h�����j� � ~ � W 4 in turn of its } G -ary representation: / G #�� �H��� 4 } G � �h��� ��� ~ � W 4 } ~�� W 4G ,
where D��]������} G�R ) .

To see that the output of Algorithm 3.63 is correct, observe first that in step 2.3 the
order of " is � . Next, at iteration � of step 2.4, �$#�"H�¡ �¢f� �¤£ ¢�¥¦¥¦¥ ¢f�_§9¨ �©£ §s¨ � . Hence,

, # 7©,'ª���?�«¬ £ §k® � #¯7 "H° Wf�¡ �Wf� �©£ W±¥¦¥¦¥¦Wf�_§s¨ �N£ §9¨ � ?k«¬ £ §�® �
# 7 "H«¬ £ §k® � ?�° � Wf�¤ �WX� �¤£ W�¥¦¥¦¥ Wf�_§9¨ �N£ §s¨ �
# 7 "H«¬ £ §k® � ? � § £ § ¢±¥¦¥¦¥ ¢X�©² ¨ � £ ² ¨ �
# 7 "H«¬ £ ? � § ¢�¥¦¥¦¥ ¢X�©² ¨ � £ ² ¨ � ¨J§ #¯7 "±? � § �

the last equality being true because " has order � . Hence, ^_:	` � , is indeed equal to ��� .
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3.63 Algorithm Pohlig-Hellman algorithm for computing discrete logarithms

INPUT: a generator ³ of a cyclic group ´ of order µ , and an element ¶·A´ .
OUTPUT: the discrete logarithm ¸$¹�º�»�¼�½'¶ .

1. Find the prime factorization of µ : µ1¹�¾C¿hÀÁ ¾C¿�ÂÃ�Ä�ÄhÄ ¾ ¿�ÅÆ , where Ç�ÈÊÉEË .
2. For Ì from 1 to Í do the following:

(Compute ¸ È ¹�Î ÏÑÐÒÎ Á ¾ È Ð ÄhÄ�Ä ÐÒÎ ¿�Ó�Ô Á ¾ ¿�ÓÕÔ Á
È , where ¸ È ¹�¸AÖY»�×�¾ ¿�ÓÈ )

2.1 (Simplify the notation) Set ØÙF¾ È and ÇJÙ-Ç È .
2.2 Set ÚÊÙ�Ë and Î Ô Á Ù-Û .
2.3 Compute ³�Ù³HÜÝLÞ .
2.4 (Compute the Î�ß ) For à from Û to Ç'á�Ë do the following:

Compute Ú\Ù$Ú�³Hâ_ãsä À Þ ã9ä À and ¶'Ù�åN¶�Ú Ô Á�æ ÜÝLÞ ã�ç À .
Compute Î�ßJÙèº_»	¼ ½ ¶ (e.g., using Algorithm 3.56; see Note 3.67(iii)).

2.5 Set ¸ È ÙÎ Ï�ÐyÎ Á ØéÐ Ä�ÄhÄ ÐÒÎ ¿�Ô Á Ø ¿�Ô Á
.

3. Use Gauss’s algorithm (Algorithm 2.121) to compute the integer ¸ , Û�ê�¸Aê�µFá-Ë ,
such that ¸Aë�¸ È å9Ö;»�×Y¾ ¿�ÓÈ æ

for Ë�ê�Ì�ê�Í .
4. Return(̧ ).

Example 3.64 illustrates Algorithm 3.63 with artificially small parameters.

3.64 Example (Pohlig-Hellman algorithm for logarithms in ì'íÃ!î�Á ) Let ¾>¹*ï	ð	Ë . The element
³1¹òñ	Ë is a generator of ì�íÃ!î�Á of order µ-¹òï�ð	Û . Consider ¶¹òï�Ë	Û . Then ¸�¹òº_»	¼�ó Á ï�Ë	Û
is computed as follows.

1. The prime factorization of µ is ï�ð	Û�¹]ï Ä ð�ô .
2. (a) (Compute ¸ Á ¹�¸3Ö;»�×;ï )

Compute ³y¹õ³öÜ	Ý Ã ÖY»�×�¾A¹èï�ð	Û and ¶�¹�¶÷ÜÝ Ã Ö;»�×ø¾@¹èï	ð�Û . Then ¸ Á ¹
º�»�¼ Ã!î Ï ï�ð	ÛS¹�Ë .

(b) (Compute ¸ Ã ¹�¸3Ö;»�×;ð�ôù¹�Î Ï ÐyÎ Á ð�ÐyÎ Ã ð Ã )

i. Compute ³$¹ú³öÜÝ î Ö;»�×�¾û¹]ï�Û .
ii. Compute Úü¹ýË and ¶õ¹ýåN¶�Ú Ô Á�æ ÜÝ î Ö;»�×S¾E¹ýË�þ	ÿ . Using exhaustive

search,
î

compute Î Ïù¹]º�»�¼ Ã Ï Ë	þ�ÿø¹�ï .
iii. Compute ÚU¹ Ú\³ Ã ÖY»�×S¾�¹ ï	Ë and ¶ ¹ å©¶�Ú Ô Á�æ ÜÝ Ã î Ö;»�×S¾]¹ Ë�Ë � .

Using exhaustive search, compute Î Á ¹]º_»	¼ Ã Ï Ë�Ë � ¹�þ .
iv. Compute Ú6¹*Ú\³���� î Ö;»�×S¾@¹õË�Ë	ð and ¶�¹õåN¶�Ú Ô Á�æ��	� Ô Á�
 Ý ÁNÃ î Ö;»�×S¾@¹

Ë	þ	ÿ . Using exhaustive search, compute Î Ã ¹�º�»�¼ Ã Ï Ë	þ�ÿS¹]ï .

Hence, ¸ Ã ¹]ï�Ðyþ Ä ð�Ðyï Ä ð Ã ¹ ñ	ï .
3. Finally, solve the pair of congruences ¸*ë Ë@å9Ö;»�×>ï æ , ¸*ë ñ�ïAå ÖY»�×>Ë	ï�ð æ to get

¸3¹]º�»�¼�ó Á ï	Ë�Ûø¹�Ë	ÿ�ñ . �
3.65 Fact Given the factorization of µ , the running time of the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm (Al-

gorithm 3.63) is �Så ÆÈ� Á Ç È å9º_¼jµFÐ � ¾ È æ9æ group multiplications.

3.66 Note (effectiveness of Pohlig-Hellman) Fact 3.65 implies that the Pohlig-Hellman algo-
rithm is efficient only if each prime divisor ¾ È of µ is relatively small; that is, if µ is a smooth�

Exhaustive search is preferable to Algorithm 3.56 when the group is very small (here the order of � is � ).
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integer (Definition 3.13). An example of a group in which the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm
is effective follows. Consider the multiplicative group ���� where � is the 107-digit prime:

������� ��! "�"�� #�$ %�"�& ��"�$�!�#�% ��'�#�$ '�(�$�"�$�% (�!���% $�!���$�(�" (���(�! (���' %�&���(�%�� "�(�(
%�& '�( #���& %�$ "�%�� %�"�#�$�$�' ����'�� (�$�(�%���� &�'�$�$ ����&�&�'�� ������$ #�%�& (�!�"�#�#�% #�� )

The order of � �� is *+�,�.-/$0���21435$�!�' ��� %26735��� '�� #��26832# (�! #����91 . Since the largest prime
divisor of �:-;$ is only # (�!�# ��� , it is relatively easy to compute logarithms in this group
using the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm.

3.67 Note (miscellaneous)

(i) If * is a prime, then Algorithm 3.63 (Pohlig-Hellman) is the same as baby-step giant-
step (Algorithm 3.56).

(ii) In step 1 of Algorithm 3.63, a factoring algorithm which finds small factors first (e.g.,
Algorithm 3.9) should be employed; if the order * is not a smooth integer, then Al-
gorithm 3.63 is inefficient anyway.

(iii) The storage required for Algorithm 3.56 in step 2.4 can be eliminated by using instead
Pollard’s rho algorithm (Algorithm 3.60).

3.6.5 Index-calculus algorithm

The index-calculus algorithm is the most powerful method known for computing discrete
logarithms. The technique employed does not apply to all groups, but when it does, it of-
ten gives a subexponential-time algorithm. The algorithm is first described in the general
setting of a cyclic group < (Algorithm 3.68). Two examples are then presented to illustrate
how the index-calculus algorithm works in two kinds of groups that are used in practical
applications, namely � �� (Example 3.69) and = �>5? (Example 3.70).

The index-calculus algorithm requires the selection of a relatively small subset @ of
elements of < , called the factor base, in such a way that a significant fraction of elements
of < can be efficiently expressed as products of elements from @ . Algorithm 3.68 proceeds
to precompute a database containing the logarithms of all the elements in @ , and then reuses
this database each time the logarithm of a particular group element is required.

The description of Algorithm 3.68 is incomplete for two reasons. Firstly, a technique
for selecting the factor base @ is not specified. Secondly, a method for efficiently generating
relations of the form (3.5) and (3.7) is not specified. The factor base @ must be a subset of
< that is small (so that the system of equations to be solved in step 3 is not too large), but
not too small (so that the expected number of trials to generate a relation (3.5) or (3.7) is
not too large). Suitable factor bases and techniques for generating relations are known for
some cyclic groups including � �� (see A 3.6.5(i)) and = �> ? (see A 3.6.5(ii)), and, moreover, the
multiplicative group = �B of a general finite field = B .

3.68 Algorithm Index-calculus algorithm for discrete logarithms in cyclic groups

INPUT: a generator C of a cyclic group < of order * , and an element DFEG< .
OUTPUT: the discrete logarithm HI��JLK M5N8D .

1. (Select a factor base @ ) Choose a subset @G�POQ�SR2TU� > T2)2)9)VTU�XWZY of < such that a “sig-
nificant proportion” of all elements in < can be efficiently expressed as a product of
elements from @ .

2. (Collect linear relations involving logarithms of elements in @ )
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2.1 Select a random integer [ , \^]_[`]badcfe , and compute gih .
2.2 Try to write gSh as a product of elements in j :

g hlk
m
n�oVprq

sZtnvuxw nzy \ { (3.5)

If successful, take logarithms of both sides of equation (3.5) to obtain a linear
relation

[`|
m
n}o~p w n��L� �5� q n�������� az��{ (3.6)

2.3 Repeat steps 2.1 and 2.2 until ��� w relations of the form (3.6) are obtained ( w
is a small positive integer, e.g. w k e�\ , such that the system of equations given
by the ��� w relations has a unique solution with high probability).

3. (Find the logarithms of elements in j ) Working modulo a , solve the linear system
of ��� w equations (in � unknowns) of the form (3.6) collected in step 2 to obtain the
values of �L� �5� q n , e^]f�8]f� .

4. (Compute � )

4.1 Select a random integer [ , \^]_[`]badcfe , and compute �d��gih .
4.2 Try to write �G��gih as a product of elements in j :

�G��g h�k
m
n�oVp�q

� tn�ux� n y \�{ (3.7)

If the attempt is unsuccessful then repeat step 4.1. Otherwise, taking logarithms
of both sides of equation (3.7) yields �L� � � � k � mn�oVp � nX����� � q n cF[X� ����� a ;
thus, compute � k � mn}o~p � n �L� �5� q n cF[X� ����� a and return(� ).

(i) Index-calculus algorithm in ����
For the field � � , q a prime, the factor base j can be chosen as the first � prime numbers. A
relation (3.5) is generated by computing gih ����� q and then using trial division to check
whether this integer is a product of primes in j . Example 3.69 illustrates Algorithm 3.68
in � �� on a problem with artificially small parameters.

3.69 Example (Algorithm 3.68 for logarithms in � �����  ) Let q k¢¡�¡ £ . The element g k¢¤ is
a generator of � �����  of order a k¥¡ ¡�¦ . Consider � k e�§ . Then �����5¨ e�§ is computed as
follows, using the index-calculus technique.

1. The factor base is chosen to be the first © primes: j k�ª�¡ u § u © u¬«�u e�e� .
2. The following six relations involving elements of the factor base are obtained (un-

successful attempts are not shown):

¤ p¯®�® ����� ¡ ¡�£vk e ¦ \ k°¡ � �r§ � �r©
¤ p²± ����� ¡ ¡�£vk e « ¤³k°¡9´ �re�e
¤ p²� ����� ¡ ¡�£vk e ¤ © k §µ��©µ��e�e
¤ ¨ � ����� ¡ ¡�£vk e ©�¶ k°¡ � « ��e�e
¤ p ´�· ����� ¡ ¡�£vk e £�¦³k°¡ ��§ � ��e e
¤ ��® ¨ ����� ¡ ¡�£vk°¡ e�\ k°¡ ��§µ��©µ� « {

c
¸
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These relations yield the following six equations involving the logarithms of ele-
ments in the factor base:º�» » ¼ ½z¾�¿�À2Áz½4ÂF½7¾L¿ À2ÁzÃ4ÂÄ¾L¿ À2ÁzÅÇÆ�È�¿�É:½ ½�Ê�Ë

º Ê ¼ Ìz¾�¿�À2Áz½4ÂF¾�¿�À5Ázº ºÍÆ�È�¿�É:½ ½�Ê�Ë
º ½ ¼ ¾�¿�À9ÁzÃ4ÂF¾�¿�À9ÁzÅ4ÂÄ¾L¿ À2Á7º ºÎÆ�È�¿�ÉÏ½ ½�Ê Ë
Ð ½ ¼ ¾�¿�À9Áz½4ÂF¾�¿�À9ÁzÑ4ÂÄ¾L¿ À2Á7º ºÎÆ�È�¿�ÉÏ½ ½�Ê Ë
º�Ì Ã ¼ ¾�¿�À9Áz½4ÂF½7¾L¿ À2ÁzÃ4ÂÄ¾L¿ À2Ázº ºÎÆ�È�¿�ÉÏ½ ½�Ê Ë
½�» Ð ¼ ¾�¿�À9Áz½4ÂF¾�¿�À9ÁzÃ4ÂÄ¾L¿ À2Á7Å4ÂÄ¾�¿�À2Á7ÑÍÆ�È�¿�É:½ ½�Ê�Ë�Ò

3. Solving the linear system of six equations in five unknowns (the logarithms ÓSÔ:Õ¾�¿�À5Á×Ö Ô ) yields the solutions
¾L¿ À2Áz½ Õ ½ º

,
¾L¿ À2ÁzÃ Õ ½ »�Ê

,
¾L¿ À9ÁzÅ ÕÙØ Ê ,

¾L¿ À2ÁzÑ Õ º »�Ñ
,

and
¾�¿�À Á º�º Õ º�Ð�½

.
4. Suppose that the integer ÚbÕ Ñ Ñ

is selected. Since ÛFÜXÝiÞbÕ º�Ã Ü Ð�ß�ß8È�¿�É�½ ½ ØdÕº�Ì Ñ Õ Ã Ü Ñ9à , it follows that¾�¿�À Á º�Ã Õ Æ�¾�¿�À Á Ã4ÂÄ½z¾�¿�À Á Ñµá,Ñ�Ñ ËâÈ�¿�É�½ ½�Ê Õ º º�Ñ�Ò ã
(ii) Index-calculus algorithm in ä4åà5æ
The elements of the finite field ä à æ are represented as polynomials in ç àSè Ó�é of degree at
most ê áIº

, where multiplication is performed modulo a fixed irreducible polynomial ë Æ Ó Ë
of degree ê in ç àiè Ó�é (see ì 2.6). The factor base í can be chosen as the set of all irreducible
polynomials in ç àSè Ó�é of degree at most some prescribed bound î . A relation (3.5) is gener-
ated by computing ÝSÞ È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë and then using trial division to check whether this poly-
nomial is a product of polynomials in í . Example 3.70 illustrates Algorithm 3.68 in ä åà æ
on a problem with artificially small parameters.

3.70 Example (Algorithm 3.68 for logarithms in ä åàrï ) The polynomial ë Æ Ó Ë Õ;Ó ß7Â Ó Âðº
is

irreducible over ç à . Hence, the elements of the finite field ä à ï of order
º�½�Ê

can be repre-
sented as the set of all polynomials in ç à è Ó�é of degree at most

Ð
, where multiplication is

performed modulo ë Æ Ó Ë . The order of ä åà�ï is ñ/Õ ½�ßâá,º Õ º�½ Ñ
, and ÝòÕ,Ó is a generator

of ä åà ï . Suppose ÛfÕfÓió Â Óõô Â Ó à Â Ó Â/º
. Then ö÷Õ ¾L¿ À5ø Û can be computed as follows,

using the index-calculus technique.

1. The factor base is chosen to be the set of all irreducible polynomials in ç àSè Ó�é of degree
at most

Ã
: í+ÕPùQÓ�úûÓ ÂFº úUÓ à4Â Ó ÂÄº úûÓ ô Â Ó ÂÄº úûÓ ô Â Ó àüÂÄº�ý

.
2. The following five relations involving elements of the factor base are obtained (un-

successful attempts are not shown):

Óâþ¯ÿ È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë Õ,Ó
Á Â Ó ó ÕFÓ ó Æ Ó ÂÄº�Ë à

Ó�þ�� � È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë Õ,Ó
Á Â Ó � Â Ó ó Â Ó ÕFÓ Æ Ó ÂFº Ë à Æ Ó ô Â Ó à ÂÄº�Ë

Ó ß¯à È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë Õ,Ó
Á Â Ó � Â Ó ô Â Ó à ÕFÓ à Æ Ó ÂÄº�Ë à Æ Ó à Â Ó ÂÄº�Ë

Ó ó � È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë Õ,Ó � Â Ó à Â Ó ÂÄº Õ Æ Ó ÂÄº�Ë à Æ Ó ô Â Ó ÂÄº�Ë
Ó þ à þ È�¿�É ë Æ Ó Ë Õ,Ó

Á Â Ó � Â Ó ó Â Ó ô Â Ó à Â Ó ÂFº Õ Æ Ó ô Â Ó ÂFº Ë�Æ Ó ô Â Ó à Â`º�Ë�Ò
These relations yield the following five equations involving the logarithms of ele-
ments in the factor base (for convenience of notation, let

Ö
þ Õ

¾L¿ À5ø Ó ,
Ö à Õ ¾�¿�ÀrøXÆ Ó Â
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���
, ���
	������������������� ���

, ���
	������� ��� � ����� ���
, and ��!
	"�#��$�%��� � �&���'� ���

):��( ) * �,+-�/.0� � �213�4 � .�5 ���6�7 ) �,+-�/.0� � ����!8�913�4 � .�5 �
5�. ) .0� + �/.0� � �&� � �213�4 � .�5 �*�7 ) .0� � ��� � �913�4 � .�5 �� . � ) � � ��� ! �213�4 � .�5 �9:

3. Solving the linear system of five equations in five unknowns yields the values � + 	 �
,

� � 	"5 , � � 	 7�;
, � � 	�< � , and � ! 	�= 6 .

4. Suppose >?	 ;�;
is selected. Since@BA,C 	"��� � ��� � ��� � �&��� ��� �EDFD
13�4HG,��� � 	I� ! ��� � �&�&	J�K��� � ����� ��� ��L

it follows that

����$�%��� � �&� � ��� � ����� ��� 	M��� + �I.N� ��O ;�;�� 13�4 � .�5P	 * 5 : Q

3.71 Note (running time of Algorithm 3.68) To optimize the running time of the index-calculus
algorithm, the size R of the factor base should be judiciously chosen. The optimal selection
relies on knowledge concerning the distribution of smooth integers in the interval S � L � O �0T
for the case of UWVX , and for the case of Y�V�$Z on the distribution of smooth polynomials (that
is, polynomials all of whose irreducible factors have relatively small degrees) among poly-
nomials in Y � S �

T
of degree less than [ . With an optimal choice of R , the index-calculus al-

gorithm as described above for U VX and Y V� Z has an expected running time of \-]%S +� L_^
T

where` 	J� or ` 	�.�a , and ^Wb 6
is a constant.

3.72 Note (fastest algorithms known for discrete logarithms in U VX and Y V��Z ) Currently, the best
algorithm known for computing logarithms in Y V� Z is a variation of the index-calculus algo-
rithm called Coppersmith’s algorithm, with an expected running time of \ � Z S +� L_^

T
for some

constant ^'c ��:d7�( 5 . The best algorithm known for computing logarithms in UWVX is a varia-
tion of the index-calculus algorithm called the number field sieve, with an expected running
time of \ X S +� L ��: =�.�< T . The latest efforts in these directions are surveyed in the Notes section
( e 3.12).

3.73 Note (parallelization of the index-calculus algorithm)

(i) For the optimal choice of parameters, the most time-consuming phase of the index-
calculus algorithm is usually the generation of relations involving factor base loga-
rithms (step 2 of Algorithm 3.68). The work for this stage can be easily distributed
among a network of processors by simply having the processors search for relations
independently of each other. The relations generated are collected by a central pro-
cessor. When enough relations have been generated, the corresponding system of lin-
ear equations can be solved (step 3 of Algorithm 3.68) on a single (possibly parallel)
computer.

(ii) The database of factor base logarithms need only be computed once for a given fi-
nite field. Relative to this, the computation of individual logarithms (step 4 of Algo-
rithm 3.68) is considerably faster.

c
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3.6.6 Discrete logarithm problem in subgroups of hi
The discrete logarithm problem in subgroups of jlkm has special interest because its presumed
intractability is the basis for the security of the U.S. Government NIST Digital Signature
Algorithm ( n 11.5.1), among other cryptographic techniques.

Let o be a prime and p a prime divisor of o?qIr . Let s be the unique cyclic subgroup
of j km of order p , and let t be a generator of s . Then the discrete logarithm problem in s is
the following: given o , p , t , and uJv�s , find the unique integer w , xzy{w�y�p|q�r , such that
t�}�~�u��9�3���?o�� . The powerful index-calculus algorithms do not appear to apply directly
in s . That is, one needs to apply the index-calculus algorithm in the group jWkm itself in order
to compute logarithms in the smaller group s . Consequently, there are two approaches one
could take to computing logarithms in s :

1. Use a “square-root” algorithm directly in s , such as Pollard’s rho algorithm (Algo-
rithm 3.60). The running time of this approach is ����� p�� .

2. Let � be a generator of jWkm , and let �K����o3qIr��F��p . Use an index-calculus algorithm
in j km to find integers � and � such that t������ and u������ . Then wP�������$�lu��
�9�������2���|�����������?���Hp . (Since � and � are both divisible by � , ����� and ����� are indeed
integers.) The running time of this approach is � m�  �¡�¢_£¥¤ if the number field sieve is
used.

Which of the two approaches is faster depends on the relative size of � p and � m   �¡ ¢N£¥¤ .

3.7 The Diffie-Hellman problem

The Diffie-Hellman problem is closely related to the well-studied discrete logarithm prob-
lem (DLP) of n 3.6. It is of significance to public-key cryptography because its apparent in-
tractability forms the basis for the security of many cryptographic schemes including Diffie-
Hellman key agreement and its derivatives ( n 12.6), and ElGamal public-key encryption
( n 8.4).

3.74 Definition The Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) is the following: given a prime o , a gen-
erator t of jlkm , and elements t�¦§�3���¨o and t,©ª�3���¨o , find t,¦0©ª�3���«o .

3.75 Definition The generalized Diffie-Hellman problem (GDHP) is the following: given a fi-
nite cyclic group s , a generator t of s , and group elements t ¦ and t © , find t ¦0© .

Suppose that the discrete logarithm problem in jWkm could be efficiently solved. Then
given t , o , t ¦ �?���«o and t © �3���«o , one could first find ¬ from t , o , and t ¦ �3���¨o by
solving a discrete logarithm problem, and then compute �9t © � ¦ �t ¦0© �3���«o . This estab-
lishes the following relation between the Diffie-Hellman problem and the discrete logarithm
problem.

3.76 Fact DHP yª® DLP. That is, DHP polytime reduces to the DLP. More generally, GDHP
yª® GDLP.

The question then remains whether the GDLP and GDHP are computationally equiv-
alent. This remains unknown; however, some recent progress in this regard is summarized
in Fact 3.77. Recall that ¯ is the Euler phi function (Definition 2.100), and an integer is°

-smooth if all its prime factors are y °
(Definition 3.13).
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3.77 Fact (known equivalences between GDHP and GDLP)

(i) Let ± be a prime where the factorization of ±³²3´ is known. Suppose also that µE¶�±·²�´�¸
is ¹ -smooth, where ¹�º"»�¶9¶2¼�½·±E¸¿¾_¸ for some constant À . Then the DHP and DLP inÁlÂÃ are computationally equivalent.

(ii) More generally, let Ä be a finite cyclic group of order Å where the factorization of
Å is known. Suppose also that µ�¶�Å³¸ is ¹ -smooth, where ¹�ºÆ»�¶2¶2¼�½·Å³¸¿¾N¸ for some
constant À . Then the GDHP and GDLP in Ä are computationally equivalent.

(iii) Let Ä be a finite cyclic group of order Å where the factorization of Å is known. If for
each prime divisor ± of Å either ±Ç²È´ or ±
É�´ is ¹ -smooth, where ¹�º�»�¶2¶9¼#½³Å³¸¥¾_¸
for some constant À , then the GDHP and GDLP in Ä are computationally equivalent.

3.8 Composite moduli

The group of units of
ÁKÊ

, namely
Á ÂÊ

, has been proposed for use in several cryptographic
mechanisms, including the key agreement protocols of Yacobi and McCurley (see Ë 12.6
notes on page 538) and the identification scheme of Girault (see Ë 10.4 notes on page 423).
There are connections of cryptographic interest between the discrete logarithm and Diffie-
Hellman problems in (cyclic subgroups of)

Á ÂÊ
, and the problem of factoring Å . This section

summarizes the results known along these lines.

3.78 Fact Let Å be a composite integer. If the discrete logarithm problem in
ÁªÂÊ

can be solved
in polynomial time, then Å can be factored in expected polynomial time.

In other words, the discrete logarithm problem in
Á ÂÊ

is at least as difficult as the prob-
lem of factoring Å . Fact 3.79 is a partial converse to Fact 3.78 and states that the discrete
logarithm in

Á ÂÊ
is no harder than the combination of the problems of factoring Å and com-

puting discrete logarithms in
Á ÂÃ for each prime factor ± of Å .

3.79 Fact Let Å be a composite integer. The discrete logarithm problem in
ÁWÂÊ

polytime reduces
to the combination of the integer factorization problem and the discrete logarithm problem
in
Á ÂÃ for each prime factor ± of Å .

Fact 3.80 states that the Diffie-Hellman problem in
Á ÂÊ

is at least as difficult as the prob-
lem of factoring Å .

3.80 Fact Let Å�º/±�Ì where ± and Ì are odd primes. If the Diffie-Hellman problem in
Á ÂÊ

can
be solved in polynomial time for a non-negligible proportion of all bases Í/Î Á ÂÊ

, then Å
can be factored in expected polynomial time.

3.9 Computing individual bits

While the discrete logarithm problem in
Á ÂÃ ( Ë 3.6), the RSA problem ( Ë 3.3), and the problem

of computing square roots modulo a composite integer Å ( Ë 3.5.2) appear to be intractable,
when the problem parameters are carefully selected, it remains possible that it is much eas-
ier to compute some partial information about the solution, for example, its least signifi-
cant bit. It turns out that while some bits of the solution to these problems are indeed easy

c
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to compute, other bits are equally difficult to compute as the entire solution. This section
summarizes the results known along these lines. The results have applications to the con-
struction of probabilistic public-key encryption schemes ( Ñ 8.7) and pseudorandom bit gen-
eration ( Ñ 5.5).

Recall (Definition 1.12) that a function Ò is called a one-way function if Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ is easy
to compute for all Ô in its domain, but for essentially all Ö in the range of Ò , it is computa-
tionally infeasible to find any Ô such that Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ�×�Ö .

Three (candidate) one-way functions

Although no proof is known for the existence of a one-way function, it is widely believed
that one-way functions do exist (cf. Remark 9.12). The following are candidate one-way
functions (in fact, one-way permutations) since they are easy to compute, but their inver-
sion requires the solution of the discrete logarithm problem in ØWÙÚ , the RSA problem, or the
problem of computing square roots modulo Û , respectively:

1. exponentiation modulo Ü . Let Ü be a prime and let Ý be a generator of Ø ÙÚ . The func-
tion is ÒßÞ Ø ÙÚÇàâá Ø ÙÚ defined as Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ�×"Ý,ã?ä3å�æ«Ü .

2. RSA function. Let Ü and ç be distinct odd primes, Û×�Ü�ç , and let è be an integer
such that é�ê_æ%Ó9è�ëNÓ�Ü à�ì Õ2ÓFç àPì Õ9ÕÇ× ì . The function is Ò/Þ³Ø-í à|á ØKí defined as
Ò,Ó�Ô-Õ³×IÔ,î¨ä3å�æ«Û .

3. Rabin function. Let Ûï×ðÜ�ç , where Ü and ç are distinct primes each congruent toñ
modulo ò . The function is ÒóÞªô�í à�á ô�í defined as Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ3×õÔEö
ä3å�æ�Û . (Re-

call from Fact 2.160 that Ò is a permutation, and from Fact 3.46 that inverting Ò ,
i.e., computing principal square roots, is difficult assuming integer factorization is
intractable.)

The following definitions are used in Ñ 3.9.1, 3.9.2, and 3.9.3.

3.81 Definition Let Ò/ÞW÷ à|á ÷ be a one-way function, where ÷ is a finite set. A Boolean
predicate ø�Þù÷ à�áûú�ü ë ì�ý is said to be a hard predicate for Ò if:

(i) øzÓ�ÔKÕ is easy to compute given Ô�þÿ÷ ; and
(ii) an oracle which computes øzÓ�ÔKÕ correctly with non-negligible advantage� given only

Ò,Ó�Ô-Õ (where Ô�þÿ÷ ) can be used to invert Ò easily.

Informally, ø is a hard predicate for the one-way function Ò if determining the single
bit øÇÓ�ÔKÕ of information about Ô , given only Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ , is as difficult as inverting Ò itself.

3.82 Definition Let Ò�Þù÷ à|á ÷ be a one-way function, where ÷ is a finite set. A
�

-bit predi-
cate ø ����� Þù÷ à�áûú ü ë ì�ý � is said to be a hard

�
-bit predicate for Ò if:

(i) ø ����� Ó�Ô-Õ is easy to compute given Ô�þÿ÷ ; and
(ii) for every Boolean predicate ø Þ ú�ü ë ì�ý � àâá ú�ü ë ì�ý , an oracle which computes

øzÓFø ����� Ó�Ô-Õ2Õ correctly with non-negligible advantage given only Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ (where Ôÿþ�÷ )
can be used to invert Ò easily.

If such a ø ����� exists, then Ò is said to hide
�

bits, or the
�

bits are said to be simultaneously
secure.

Informally, ø ����� is a hard
�

-bit predicate for the one-way function Ò if determining any
partial information whatsoever about ø ����� Ó�ÔKÕ , given only Ò,Ó�ÔKÕ , is as difficult as inverting
Ò itself.

	
In Definitions 3.81 and 3.82, the probability is taken over all choices of 
��� and random coin tosses of the

oracle.
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3.9.1 The discrete logarithm problem in �� — individual bits

Let � be an odd prime and � a generator of ���� . Assume that the discrete logarithm problem
in � �� is intractable. Let ����� �� , and let �����! #"%$�� . Recall from Fact 2.135 that � is
a quadratic residue modulo � if and only if � is even. Hence, the least significant bit of
� is equal to &('*) + � ,.-�/ , where the Legendre symbol + � can be efficiently computed
(Algorithm 2.149). More generally, the following is true.

3.83 Fact Let � be an odd prime, and let � be a generator of � �� . Suppose that �*)0'1� /%2.3 ,
where 3 is odd. Then there is an efficient algorithm which, given �4�5���� , computes the 6
least significant bits of �7�0�8 �" $ � .

3.84 Fact Let � be a prime and � a generator of ���� . Define the predicate 9;:<�=�� )?>A@�B#CD'FE by

9G&H� , � B#C if 'GIJ�KI0&H�L)5' ,M-�/ C
'#C if &H�N)5' ,M-�/�O �KIP�N)5'#Q

Then 9 is a hard predicate for the function of exponentiation modulo � . In other words,
given � , � , and � , computing the single bit 9R&H� , of the discrete logarithm �1�S�8 �" $ � is as
difficult as computing the entire discrete logarithm.

3.85 Fact Let � be a prime and � a generator of ���� . Let T*�VUW&.�!"X�!"Y� , be an integer. Let the
interval Z '#C[�\)N'^] be partitioned into /%_ intervals `DaFC[`FbcCDQDQcQdCe`Df�gDh b of roughly equal lengths.
Define the T -bit predicate 9Li _�j :k� �� )?>l@mB#CD'FE _ by 9Li _�j &H� , �on if �p�q`%r . Then 9Li _�j is
a hard T -bit predicate for the function of exponentiation modulo � .

3.9.2 The RSA problem — individual bits

Let s be a product of two distinct odd primes � and t , and let u be an integer such that
"�vDwx&MuyC^&H�q)z' , &.t�)4' ,., �{' . Given s , u , and |}�~������ FwWs (for some �V�;��� ), some
information about � is easily obtainable. For example, since u is an odd integer,

|
s � ���

s � �
s
� � �

s C

and hence the single bit of information �� can be obtained simply by computing the Jacobi
symbol �� (Algorithm 2.149). There are, however, other bits of information about � that
are difficult to compute, as the next two results show.

3.86 Fact Define the predicate 9{:�����)d>�@�B#C^'�E by 9R&�� , �V�1�� �w / ; that is, 9R&H� , is the
least significant bit of � . Then 9 is a hard predicate for the RSA function (see page 115).

3.87 Fact Let T*�VUW&(�8"X�8"?s , be an integer. Define the T -bit predicate 9 i _�j :�� � )Y>�@mB#CD'FE _
by 9Li _�j &H� , �5�1�� �w /%_ . That is, 9Ni _�j &�� , consists of the T least significant bits of � . Then
9Li _�j is a hard T -bit predicate for the RSA function.

Thus the RSA function has �8"��8"ds simultaneously secure bits.

c
�
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3.9.3 The Rabin problem — individual bits

Let �K���k� , where � and � are distinct primes each congruent to � modulo � .

3.88 Fact Define the predicate ������� �d¡£¢�¤#¥^¦�§ by �R¨�©�ªR�V©1«N¬��® ; that is, �R¨H©�ª is the
least significant bit of the quadratic residue © . Then � is a hard predicate for the Rabin
function (see page 115).

3.89 Fact Let ¯}�±°W¨.²!³X²!³Y��ª be an integer. Define the ¯ -bit predicate �L´�µ�¶��k� � �?¡l¢m¤#¥D¦F§cµ
by �N´�µ�¶·¨�©�ª¸�¹©º«N¬��®%µ . That is, �L´�µ�¶»¨H©�ª consists of the ¯ least significant bits of the
quadratic residue © . Then �L´�µ�¶ is a hard ¯ -bit predicate for the Rabin function.

Thus the Rabin function has ²!³X²!³?� simultaneously secure bits.

3.10 The subset sum problem

The difficulty of the subset sum problem was the basis for the (presumed) security of the
first public-key encryption scheme, called the Merkle-Hellman knapsack scheme ( ¼ 8.6.1).

3.90 Definition The subset sum problem (SUBSET-SUM) is the following: given a set ¢�½x¾D¥D½%¿ ,
ÀDÀDÀ ¥c½m�d§ of positive integers, called a knapsack set, and a positive integer Á , determine
whether or not there is a subset of the ½mÂ that sum to Á . Equivalently, determine whether
or not there exist ©�Ã�ÄK¢m¤F¥^¦�§ , ¦RÅPÆÇÅJ� , such that

�ÃÉÈY¾ ½mÃÊ©dÃ\�4Á .
The subset sum problem above is stated as a decision problem. It can be shown that

the problem is computationally equivalent to its computational version which is to actually
determine the ©dÃ such that

�ÃÉÈY¾ ½mÃÊ©dÃ\�4Á , provided that such ©�Ã exist. Fact 3.91 provides
evidence of the intractability of the subset sum problem.

3.91 Fact The subset sum problem is NP-complete. The computational version of the subset
sum problem is NP-hard (see Example 2.74).

Algorithms 3.92 and 3.94 give two methods for solving the computational version of
the subset sum problem; both are exponential-time algorithms. Algorithm 3.94 is the fastest
method known for the general subset sum problem.

3.92 Algorithm Naive algorithm for subset sum problem

INPUT: a set of positive integers ¢�½ ¾ ¥c½ ¿ ¥ ÀcÀDÀ ¥c½ � § and a positive integer Á .
OUTPUT: © Ã Äº¢�¤#¥^¦�§ , ¦RÅpÆ=ÅJ� , such that

�Ã»È?¾ ½ Ã © Ã �4Á , provided such © Ã exist.

1. For each possible vector ¨H© ¾ ¥[© ¿ ¥ ÀcÀDÀ ¥e© � ª�Äº¨[Ë ¿ ª � do the following:

1.1 Compute Ì�� �ÃÉÈ?¾ ½yÃH©�Ã .
1.2 If Ìk�SÁ then return(a solution is ¨�©\¾c¥e©k¿F¥ ÀDÀDÀ ¥[©���ª ).

2. Return(no solution exists).

3.93 Fact Algorithm 3.92 takes °W¨.® � ª steps and, hence, is inefficient.

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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3.94 Algorithm Meet-in-the-middle algorithm for subset sum problem

INPUT: a set of positive integers Í�ÎxÏÑÐcÎ%Ò#ÐDÓcÓDÓ?ÐcÎmÔdÕ and a positive integer Ö .
OUTPUT: ×�Ø�ÙºÍ�Ú#Ð^Û�Õ , ÛRÜpÝ=ÜJÞ , such that

ÔØ»ß Ï ÎmØÊ×dØ\à4Ö , provided such ×dØ exist.

1. Set ácâäã!Þ�å�æDç .
2. Construct a table with entries è éØÉß Ï Î Ø × Ø Ð^è�×\ÏcÐe×kÒ#ÐDÓcÓDÓ?Ð[× é

ê(ê
for è�×\ÏcÐe×kÒ#ÐDÓcÓDÓ?Ð[× é

ê Ù
è[ë Ò ê é . Sort this table by first component.

3. For each èH× éeì ÏDÐ[× éeì Ò�ÐDÓcÓDÓdÐ[×�Ô
ê Ùºè[ë?Ò ê Ôîí é , do the following:

3.1 Compute ï�àSÖ�ð ÔØ»ß éeì Ï Î Ø × Ø and check, using a binary search, whether ï is
the first component of some entry in the table.

3.2 If ïkà éØÉß Ï Î Ø × Ø then return(a solution is èH×\ÏcÐe×kÒFÐcÓDÓcÓdÐe×�Ô ê ).
4. Return(no solution exists).

3.95 Fact Algorithm 3.94 takes ñWè�Þ�æ Ô�ò.Ò ê steps and, hence, is inefficient.

3.10.1 The óLô -lattice basis reduction algorithm

The õYö -lattice basis reduction algorithm is a crucial component in many number-theoretic
algorithms. It is useful for solving certain subset sum problems, and has been used for crypt-
analyzing public-key encryption schemes which are based on the subset sum problem.

3.96 Definition Let ×1à4è�× Ï Ðe× Ò ÐcÓDÓDÓdÐ[× Ô ê and ÷øà4è�÷ Ï Ð[÷ Ò ÐcÓDÓDÓdÐ[÷ Ô ê be two vectors in ù Ô . The
inner product of × and ÷ is the real number

ú ×\Ðe÷qû0à�×�Ï·÷kÏ�ü7×kÒ^÷�Ò�üoýDýcýyüº×�ÔF÷FÔ�Ó

3.97 Definition Let ÷*àSèH÷�Ï^Ðe÷#Ò#ÐDÓcÓDÓ?Ð[÷FÔ ê be a vector in ù Ô . The length of ÷ is the real number

þ ÷ þ à ÿ ú ÷?Ðe÷qûlà ÷ Ò Ï üº÷ ÒÒ ü�ýcýDýyüº÷ ÒÔ Ó

3.98 Definition Let � à Í��DÏÑÐ��eÒ#ÐcÓDÓcÓdÐ����NÕ be a set of linearly independent vectors in ù Ô (so
that � ÜPÞ ). The set õ of all integer linear combinations of � Ï Ð�� Ò ÐcÓDÓDÓdÐ�� � is called a lattice
of dimension � ; that is, õ àäë�� Ï ü ë	� Ò ü0ýcýDý�ü�ë
� � . The set � is called a basis for the
lattice õ .

A lattice can have many different bases. A basis consisting of vectors of relatively
small lengths is called reduced. The following definition provides a useful notion of a re-
duced basis, and is based on the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process.

3.99 Definition Let �Và�Í��DÏÑÐ��eÒ#ÐcÓDÓcÓdÐ��(ÔdÕ be a basis for a lattice õ��Sù Ô . Define the vectors��Ø ( ÛGÜJÝÇÜJÞ ) and the real numbers � Ø�� � ( ÛGÜ�� ú Ý=ÜJÞ ) inductively by

��Ø�� � à
ú �(Ø[Ð���� ûú � � Ð�� � û ÐAÛRÜ�� ú ÝÇÜPÞ�Ð (3.8)

� Ø à �(Ødð
Ø í?Ï

�Ñß Ï ��Ø�� ��� � Ð�ÛGÜpÝ�ÜpÞ�Ó (3.9)

The basis � is said to be reduced (more precisely, Lovász-reduced) if

� � Ø�� � � Ü Û
æ Ð for ÛRÜ�� ú Ý�ÜpÞ

c
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(where � ����� � � denotes the absolute value of ����� � ), and

!#"�$� !&%(' )*,+ � % ��� ��-/. !#"�$��-/. !&%10 for 2436587:9	; (3.10)

Fact 3.100 explains the sense in which the vectors in a reduced basis are relatively short.

3.100 Fact Let <�=?>�@ be a lattice with a reduced basis A " . 0�" % 0 ;�;�; 0�" @
B
.

(i) For every non-zero C:DE< ,
!#" . ! 7GFIH @ -/.KJML % ! C !

.
(ii) More generally, for any set AON . 0 N % 0 ;�;�; 0 N P B of linearly independent vectors in < ,!Q" � ! 7RF H @ -/.KJML %TSVUQW/X ! NI. !#0Y! N % !#0 ;�;�; 0I! N P !KZK0 for 2(7�[V7�\�;

The </] -lattice basis reduction algorithm (Algorithm 3.101) is a polynomial-time algo-
rithm (Fact 3.103) for finding a reduced basis, given a basis for a lattice.

3.101 Algorithm ^�_ -lattice basis reduction algorithm

INPUT: a basis
X " . 0�" % 0 ;�;�; 0�" @

Z
for a lattice < in >�` , a ' 9 .

OUTPUT: a reduced basis for < .
1.

" $.cb " . , d . b 3 " $. 0�" $.fe .
2. For 5 from F to 9 do the following:

2.1
" $� b " � .

2.2 For [ from 2 to 5 + 2 , set � ��� � b 3 " � 0�" $� ehg d � and
" $� b " $� + � ��� � " $� .

2.3 d
� b 3 " $� 0�" $�4e .
3. i b F .
4. Execute subroutine RED( i , i + 2 ) to possibly update some ����� � .
5. If d8jk3 X ]l + � % j1� jO-/. Z d8jO-m. then do the following:

5.1 Set � b ��j1� jO-/. , d b d
jonp� % d8jO-m. , ��j1� jO-/. b �	d
jO-m. g d , d
j b d8jO-/.�d
j g d ,
and d8jO-m. b d .

5.2 Exchange
" j and

" jO-m. .
5.3 If i e F then exchange � j1� � and � jO-/.Q� � for [rqs2 0 F 0 ;�;�; 0 i + F .
5.4 For 5�qsitnu2 0 ivnuF 0 ;�;�; 0 9 :

Set \ b ����� j , ����� j b ����� j1-/. + �w\ , and ����� jO-/. b \xny��j1� jO-/.z����� j .
5.5 i b SVUQWwX F 0 i + 2 Z .
5.6 Go to step 4.

Otherwise, for {|q}i + F 0 i + ) 0 ;�;�; 0 2 , execute RED( i , { ), and finally set i b i~nu2 .
6. If i�7�9 then go to step 4. Otherwise, return(

" . 0�" % 0 ;�;�; 0�" @ ).

RED( i , { ) If � � j1� � � e .% then do the following:
1. � b��&� ;���ny��j1� ��� ,

" j b " j + � " � .
2. For [ from 1 to { + 2 , set ��j1� � b ��j1� � + ������� � .
3. ��j1� � b ��j1� � + � .

3.102 Note (explanation of selected steps of Algorithm 3.101)
(i) Steps 1 and 2 initialize the algorithm by computing

" $� ( 247�587�9 ) and ����� � ( 247�[k3587�9 ) as defined in equations (3.9) and (3.8), and also d
�xq�3 " $� 0�" $�te ( 2�7�587�9 ).
(ii) i is a variable such that the vectors

" . 0�" % 0 ;�;�; 0�" jO-m. are reduced (initially ihq�F in
step 3). The algorithm then attempts to modify

" j , so that
" . 0�" % 0 ;�;�; 0�" j are reduced.

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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(iii) In step 4, the vector ��� is modified appropriately so that � ���1� �1�/�c�w� �� , and the ���1� �
are updated for �����V�R���6� .

(iv) In step 5, if the condition of equation (3.10) is violated for ����� , then vectors ���
and � �O�/� are exchanged and their corresponding parameters are updated. Also, � is
decremented by 1 since then it is only guaranteed that ���¢¡�� � ¡�£�£�£w¡����O� � are reduced.
Otherwise, ��� is modified appropriately so that � ���1� � ��� �� for �����1¡�¤1¡�£�£�£|¡��(��¤ ,
while keeping (3.10) satisfied. � is then incremented because now ����¡�� � ¡�£�£�£�¡���� are
reduced.

It can be proven that the ¥/¦ -algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Note that if ¥ is an integer lattice, i.e. ¥¨§ª©�« , then the ¥/¦ -algorithm only operates on
rational numbers. The precise running time is given next.

3.103 Fact Let ¥6§R©�« be a lattice with basis ¬�� � ¡�� � ¡�£�£�£/¡�� «

, and let ®�¯y° , ®²±}¤ , be such

that ³#� ´c³ � �µ® for �o�¶�·¡¢¤1¡�£�£�£¸¡z¹ . Then the number of arithmetic operations needed by
Algorithm 3.101 is ºt»¼¹/½	¾�¿OÀ�®tÁ , on integers of size ºt»¼¹�¾�¿OÀ�®tÁ bits.

3.10.2 Solving subset sum problems of low density

The density of a knapsack set, as defined below, provides a measure of the size of the knap-
sack elements.

3.104 Definition Let Âp�Ã¬�ÄY�Q¡�Ä � ¡�£�£�£/¡�Ä «


be a knapsack set. The density of Â is defined to be
Å � ¹ÆkÇ¢È ¬ ¾�À	Ä ´T�I�(���8��¹  £

Algorithm 3.105 reduces the subset sum problem to one of finding a particular short
vector in a lattice. By Fact 3.100, the reduced basis produced by the ¥ ¦ -algorithm includes
a vector of length which is guaranteed to be within a factor of ¤·É « �/�KÊMË � of the shortest non-
zero vector of the lattice. In practice, however, the ¥/¦ -algorithm usually finds a vector
which is much shorter than what is guaranteed by Fact 3.100. Hence, the ¥m¦ -algorithm
can be expected to find the short vector which yields a solution to the subset sum problem,
provided that this vector is shorter than most of the non-zero vectors in the lattice.

3.105 Algorithm Solving subset sum problems using Ì�Í -algorithm

INPUT: a set of positive integers ¬�Ä � ¡�Ä � ¡�£�£�£/¡�Ä «


and an integer Î .
OUTPUT: Ï ´ ¯y¬�Ð1¡¢�  , �����8�:¹ , such that «´&Ñ/� Ä ´ Ï ´ �}Î , provided such Ï ´ exist.

1. Let Òª�ÔÓ ��¨Õ ¹/Ö .
2. Form an »¼¹4×h�OÁ -dimensional lattice ¥ with basis consisting of the rows of the matrix

Ø �

� Ð Ð Ù�Ù�ÙÚÐ Ò�ÄY�Ð � Ð Ù�Ù�ÙÚÐ Ò�Ä �Ð Ð � Ù�Ù�ÙÚÐ Ò�Ä ¦...
...

...
. . .

...
...Ð Ð Ð Ù�Ù�ÙÚ�ÛÒ:Ä «�� �� �� Ù�Ù�Ù �� Ò:Î

3. Find a reduced basis Ü of ¥ (use Algorithm 3.101).
4. For each vector ÝÞ�}»ßÝ � ¡zÝ � ¡�£�£�£w¡�Ý «áà � Á in Ü , do the following:

c
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4.1 If ä·åáæ/ç
èsé and ä·êTëyì1í çî¸ï çî|ð for all ñ�è}ò ï�ó1ï�ô�ô�ôwïzõ , then do the following:

For ñ�èsò ï�ó1ï�ô�ô�ô|ï�õ , set öwê ÷øä·ê|ù çî .
If

åê&ú/çwû ê¼ö|êxè²ü , then return(a solution is ýßöxç ï ö î ï�ô�ô�ô/ï ö|å¸þ ).
For ñ�èsò ï�ó1ï�ô�ô�ô|ï�õ , set ö ê ÷ªíÿä ê ù çî .
If

åê&ú/ç û ê¼ö|êxè²ü , then return(a solution is ýßöxç ï ö î ï�ô�ô�ô/ï ö|å¸þ ).
5. Return(FAILURE). (Either no solution exists, or the algorithm has failed to find one.)

Justification. Let the rows of the matrix � be � ç ï � î ï�ô�ô�ôwï � åáæ/ç , and let � be the ý õ ùGòOþ -
dimensional lattice generated by these vectors. If ý¼öxç ï ö î ï�ô�ô�ômï ö|å¸þ is a solution to the subset
sum problem, the vector äÔè åê&ú/ç öwê���ê�í���åáæ/ç is in � . Note that äIêyë ì1í çî¸ï çî|ð for

ñ�è�ò ï¢ó·ï�ô�ô�ô|ï�õ and ä å æ/ç è�é . Since �&ä�� è ä î ç ùyä îî ù��	�
��ùyä îåáæmç the vector ä is a

vector of short length in � . If the density of the knapsack set is small, i.e. the û ê are large,
then most vectors in � will have relatively large lengths, and hence ä may be the unique
shortest non-zero vector in � . If this is indeed the case, then there is good possibility of the
��� -algorithm finding a basis which includes this vector.

Algorithm 3.105 is not guaranteed to succeed. Assuming that the ��� -algorithm always
produces a basis which includes the shortest non-zero lattice vector, Algorithm 3.105 suc-
ceeds with high probability if the density of the knapsack set is less than é ô��� é�� .

3.10.3 Simultaneous diophantine approximation

Simultaneous diophantine approximation is concerned with approximating a vector ý��
�� ï ���� ,ô�ô�ôwï ���� þ of rational numbers (more generally, a vector ý��xç ï � î ï�ô�ô�ô/ï �¸å¸þ of real numbers)
by a vector ý����� ï ���� ï�ô�ô�ôwï ���� þ of rational numbers with a smaller denominator � . Algorithms
for finding simultaneous diophantine approximation have been used to break some knap-
sack public-key encryption schemes ( � 8.6).

3.106 Definition Let  be a real number. The vector ý � �� ï � �� ï�ô�ô�ôwï � �� þ of rational numbers is said
to be a simultaneous diophantine approximation of  -quality to the vector ý � �� ï � �� ï�ô�ô�ôwï � �� þ
of rational numbers if �"!$# and

� #Kê# í%� ê & #�')( for ñ
èRò ï¢ó1ï�ô�ô�ôwï�õ ô
(The larger  is, the better is the approximation.) Furthermore, it is an unusually good si-
multaneous diophantine approximation (UGSDA) if  +* çå .

Fact 3.107 shows that an UGSDA is indeed unusual.

3.107 Fact For õ-,Ró , the set

. å¸ý/#�þ è #cç
# ï # î# ï�ô�ô�ômï # å#

0 é & # ê1!$# ï3254
6 ý/#�ç ï # î ï�ô�ô�ôwï #Kå ï #�þ è}ò
has at least çî # å members. Of these, at most 7tý�# å)8ßç '9(
: æ/ç þ members have at least one  -
quality simultaneous diophantine approximation. Hence, for any fixed  +* çå , the fraction
of members of

. å¸ý�#�þ having at least one UGSDA approaches é as #<;>= .

Algorithm 3.108 reduces the problem of finding a  -quality simultaneous diophantine
approximation, and hence also a UGSDA, to the problem of finding a short vector in a lat-
tice. The latter problem can (usually) be solved using the � � -lattice basis reduction.

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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3.108 Algorithm Finding a ? -quality simultaneous diophantine approximation

INPUT: a vector @BA$C�D
ED+F D�GD+F
H	H
HIF D�JD
K

of rational numbers, and a rational number L<MON .
OUTPUT: a L -quality simultaneous diophantine approximation C�PQEP F P�GP F	H
H
HIF P�JP

K
of @ .

1. Choose an integer R"SUTWV .
2. Use Algorithm 3.101 to find a reduced basis X for the CZY\[^] K -dimensional lattice _

which is generated by the rows of the matrix

` A

RaT N N b
b
b N N
N RaT N b
b
b N N
N N RaT b
b
b N N
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
N N N b
b
b RaT Nc RaT	d c RaTfe c RgT�h b
b
b c RgT/i ]

3. For each jkAUCZjgd F jQe F	H
H	H�F j5i F j5i)l�d
K

in X such that j5i9l�dnmAUT , do the following:

3.1 oqprj5i)l�d .
3.2 For s from 1 to Y , set out�p d

D
v	wx [yoqT�t .

3.3 If z o1D wD c o t zg{|T�})V for each s , ]~{-s�{^Y , then return C�P�EP�F P�GP�F	H
H	HIF P�JP
K
.

4. Return(FAILURE). (Either no L -quality simultaneous diophantine approximation ex-
ists, or the algorithm has failed to find one.)

Justification. Let the rows of the matrix
`

be denoted by �	d F �fe F
H	H
H�F ��i)l�d . Suppose that
C�D
ED F D�GD F	H
H	H�F D�JD

K
has a L -quality approximation C�PQEP F P�GP F
H	H
H�F P�JP

K
. Then the vector

� A oqd
�
d�[�o5e5�fe�[�b	b
b�[�o�iq��i~[�oa��i9l�d
A C�RgCZoId
T c oaT	d K F R9C�o5e�T c oaT�e

K
F
H
H	HIF RgCZouiIT c oqT�i

K
F o
K

is in _ and has length less than approximately C-� Y�[�] K T . Thus � is short compared to the
original basis vectors, which are of length roughly T d�l V . Also, if jkAUCZj d F j e F
H
H	H�F j i9l�d

K
is

a vector in _ of length less than T , then the vector C PQEP F P�GP F	H
H
H�F P�JP
K

defined in step 3 is a L -
quality approximation. Hence there is a good possibility that the _ h -algorithm will produce
a reduced basis which includes a vector j that corresponds to a L -quality approximation.

3.11 Factoring polynomials over finite fields

The problem considered in this section is the following: given a polynomial �qC � K���� D
� �)� ,

with T�A�o�� , find its factorization �qC � K AB� d C � K�� E � e C � K�� G b
b	b��
��C � K���� , where each �	tfC � K is
an irreducible polynomial in

�
D
� �)� and each ��t1�|] . ( ��t is called the multiplicity of the fac-

tor � t C � K .) Several situations call for the factoring of polynomials over finite fields, such as
index-calculus algorithms in

���e�� (Example 3.70) and Chor-Rivest public-key encryption
( � 8.6.2). This section presents an algorithm for square-free factorization, and Berlekamp’s
classical deterministic algorithm for factoring polynomials which is efficient if the under-
lying field is small. Efficient randomized algorithms are known for the case of large T ; ref-
erences are provided on page 132.

c
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3.11.1 Square-free factorization

Observe first that ¢q£Z¤�¥ may be divided by its leading coefficient. Thus, it may be assumed
that ¢q£Z¤�¥ is monic (see Definition 2.187). This section shows how the problem of factoring
a monic polynomial ¢q£�¤¦¥ may then be reduced to the problem of factoring one or more
monic square-free polynomials.

3.109 Definition Let ¢q£Z¤�¥�§©¨«ª)¬ ¤9 . Then ¢q£Z¤¦¥ is square-free if it has no repeated factors, i.e.,
there is no polynomial ®q£Z¤¦¥ with ¯)°	±�®q£Z¤¦¥³²U´ such that ®q£Z¤¦¥¶µ divides ¢q£Z¤�¥ . The square-
free factorization of ¢q£Z¤¦¥ is ¢q£Z¤�¥�· ¸¹�º�»�¢ ¹ £�¤¦¥ ¹ , where each ¢ ¹ £�¤¦¥ is a square-free poly-
nomial and ±5¼
¯u£�¢ ¹ £�¤¦¥�½	¢
¾�£Z¤�¥�¥¿·À´ for ÁnÂ·�Ã . (Some of the ¢ ¹ £�¤¦¥ in the square-free factor-
ization of ¢q£Z¤�¥ may be 1.)

Let ¢q£Z¤�¥�· Ä¹¶º�Å�Æ ¹ ¤ ¹ be a polynomial of degree ÇO²�´ . The (formal) derivative of
¢q£Z¤¦¥ is the polynomial ¢uÈ�£�¤¦¥«· ÄgÉ »¹�º�ÅrÆ ¹�Ê�» £�Á¦Ë�´�¥�¤ ¹ . If ¢uÈ�£�¤¦¥�·$Ì , then, because Í is the
characteristic of ¨1ª , in each term Æ ¹ ¤ ¹ of ¢q£�¤¦¥ for which Æ ¹ Â·ÎÌ , the exponent of ¤ must

be a multiple of Í . Hence, ¢q£Z¤¦¥ has the form ¢q£Z¤�¥�·ÏÆ5£�¤¦¥�Ð , where ÆÑ£Z¤¦¥³· ÄQÒ Ð¹�º�Å Æ ª Ò Ð¹ Ð ¤
¹
,

and the problem of finding the square-free factorization of ¢q£Z¤�¥ is reduced to finding that
of Æ5£�¤¦¥ . Now, it is possible that Æ�È¶£Z¤�¥¿·ÀÌ , but repeating this process as necessary, it may
be assumed that ¢uÈ�£�¤¦¥�Â·UÌ .

Next, let ®q£Z¤¦¥¿·À±�¼	¯u£�¢q£�¤¦¥�½	¢uÈ�£Z¤¦¥�¥ . Noting that an irreducible factor of multiplicity Ó
in ¢q£Z¤�¥ will have multiplicity ÓÕÔ�´ in ¢uÈ�£�¤¦¥ if ±�¼
¯u£/Ó)½ÖÍa¥�·À´ , and will retain multiplicity
Ó in ¢uÈ¶£Z¤¦¥ otherwise, the following conclusions may be drawn. If ®q£Z¤¦¥©·>´ , then ¢q£Z¤�¥
has no repeated factors; and if ®a£�¤¦¥ has positive degree, then ®a£�¤¦¥ is a non-trivial factor
of ¢q£Z¤�¥ , and ¢q£Z¤¦¥/×�®q£Z¤�¥ has no repeated factors. Note, however, the possibility of ®q£Z¤�¥
having repeated factors, and, indeed, the possibility that ®uÈ�£�¤¦¥«·UÌ . Nonetheless, ®q£Z¤�¥ can
be refined further as above. The steps are summarized in Algorithm 3.110. In the algorithm,Ø

denotes the square-free factorization of a factor of ¢q£�¤¦¥ in factored form.

3.110 Algorithm Square-free factorization

SQUARE-FREE( ¢q£Z¤�¥ )
INPUT: a monic polynomial ¢q£�¤¦¥�§�¨1ª)¬ ¤) of degree ²Ù´ , where ¨Úª has characteristic Í .
OUTPUT: the square-free factorization of ¢q£�¤¦¥ .

1. Set Á
Û3´ , Ø Û3´ , and compute ¢ È £Z¤¦¥ .
2. If ¢uÈ¶£Z¤�¥«·UÌ then set ¢q£�¤¦¥/Û�¢q£�¤¦¥ » Ò Ð and

Ø ÛÜ£ SQUARE-FREE £/¢q£Z¤�¥�¥�¥ Ð .
Otherwise (i.e. ¢uÈ¶£Z¤�¥�Â·$Ì ) do the following:
2.1 Compute ®a£�¤¦¥/ÛÝ±�¼	¯u£�¢q£�¤¦¥�½	¢ È £Z¤¦¥�¥ and Þ9£�¤¦¥�Û3¢q£�¤¦¥�×W®a£�¤¦¥ .
2.2 While Þg£Z¤�¥�Â·O´ do the following:

Compute Þ9£�¤¦¥/ÛÝ±�¼	¯)£�Þg£Z¤�¥�½f®a£�¤¦¥�¥ and ßZ£Z¤�¥/Û�Þg£Z¤¦¥/× Þg£Z¤�¥ .
Set

Ø Û Ø�à ßZ£Z¤�¥ ¹ , Á
Û�Á¦Ë�´ , Þg£Z¤�¥/Û Þ9£�¤¦¥ , and ®a£�¤¦¥�Ûr®q£Z¤�¥�× Þ9£�¤¦¥ .
2.3 If ®a£�¤¦¥�Â·U´ then set ®a£�¤¦¥/Ûy®q£Z¤�¥ » Ò Ð and

Ø Û ØÙà £ SQUARE-FREE £Z®q£Z¤�¥�¥�¥ Ð .
3. Return(

Ø
).

Once the square-free factorization ¢q£Z¤�¥«· ¸¹�º�» ¢ ¹ £Z¤�¥ ¹ is found, the square-free poly-
nomials ¢ » £Z¤¦¥ , ¢ µ £Z¤¦¥/½
á	á
á�½	¢ ¸ £Z¤�¥ need to be factored in order to obtain the complete fac-
torization of ¢q£�¤¦¥ .
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3.11.2 Berlekamp’s â -matrix algorithm

Let ãqä�å¦æ�ç èé�ê�ë�ã é äZå�æ be a monic polynomial in ìÚígî å9ï of degree ð having distinct irre-
ducible factors ã é ä�å¦æ , ñkòUó�òUô . Berlekamp’s õ -matrix algorithm (Algorithm 3.111) for
factoring ãqäZå¦æ is based on the following facts. The set of polynomialsö çB÷�ø�äZå�æ�ùúì«í9î å)ïfûQä�ãqä�å¦æ�æ�üuø�ä�å¦æ íÕý ø�ä�å¦æþä�ÿ�� � ãqäZå�æ�æ��
is a vector space of dimension ô over ìÚí . ö consists of precisely those vectors in the null
space of the matrix õ����
	 , where õ is the ð��úð matrix with äZó���uæ -entry � é�� specified by

å é í ÿ�� � ãqä�å¦æ1ç
	�� ë
��ê�� � é�� å

� ��Õò^ó³ò-ð��Üñ�

and where �
	 is the ð��rð identity matrix. A basis � ç ÷� ë äZå�æ!� #"ÑäZå�æ!%$&$&$'� è äZå�æ(� forö
can thus be found by standard techniques from linear algebra. Finally, for each pair of

distinct factors ã é ä�å¦æ and ã � ä�å¦æ of ãqäZå¦æ there exists some  *)�äZå�æ�ù+� and some ,Àù3ì í
such that ã é ä�å¦æ divides  *)uäZå¦æ-�., but ã � äZå�æ does not divide  *)�ä�å¦æ/��, ; these two factors
can thus be split by computing 0*1 � ä/ãqäZå¦æ(� ) äZå¦æ2�3,�æ . In Algorithm 3.111, a vector 4 ç
ä54 � 64 ë &$%$&$764 	�� ë æ is identified with the polynomial 4Õä�å¦æ�ç 	�� ëé¶ê�� 4 é å é .

3.111 Algorithm Berlekamp’s 8 -matrix algorithm for factoring polynomials over finite fields

INPUT: a square-free monic polynomial ãqä�å¦æ of degree ð in ì1í9î å9ï .
OUTPUT: the factorization of ãqä�å¦æ into monic irreducible polynomials.

1. For each ó , �Õò-ó³ò-ð��Üñ , compute the polynomial

å é í ÿ�� � ãqäZå¦æ ç
	�� ë
��ê9� � é�� å

� $

Note that each � é�� is an element of ì í .
2. Form the ð:� ð matrix õ whose ä�ó���uæ -entry is � é�� .
3. Determine a basis  ë � " &$%$&$;6 è for the null space of the matrix ä�õ.�<� 	 æ , where � 	

is the ð���ð identity matrix. The number of irreducible factors of ãqäZå¦æ is precisely ô .
4. Set =?>�÷�ãqäZå�æ(� . ( = is the set of factors of ãqäZå¦æ found so far; their product is equal

to ãqä�å¦æ .)
5. For ó from 1 to ô do the following:

5.1 For each polynomial @gäZå¦æ¿ùA= such that
�CB 0D@gäZå¦æDE|ñ do the following: com-

pute 0*1 � ä!@gäZå�æ!6 é ä�å¦æ7�F,¦æ for each ,yù�ì í , and replace @gäZå�æ in = by all those
polynomials in the gcd computations whose degrees are GOñ .

6. Return(the polynomials in = are the irreducible factors of ãqäZå�æ ).

3.112 Fact The running time of Algorithm 3.111 for factoring a square-free polynomial of degree
ð over ì í is H�äZð7IKJ-ô&�/ð " ægì í -operations, where ô is the number of irreducible factors of
ãqäZå¦æ . The method is efficient only when � is small.
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3.12 Notes and further references
N
3.1

Many of the topics discussed in this chapter lie in the realm of algorithmic number the-
ory. Excellent references on this subject include the books by Bach and Shallit [70], Cohen
[263], and Pomerance [993]. Adleman and McCurley [15] give an extensive survey of the
important open problems in algorithmic number theory. Two other recommended surveys
are by Bach [65] and Lenstra and Lenstra [748]. Woll [1253] gives an overview of the re-
ductions among thirteen of these problems.

N
3.2

A survey of the integer factorization problem is given by Pomerance [994]. See also Chap-
ters 8 and 10 of Cohen [263], and the books by Bressoud [198] and Koblitz [697]. Brillhart
et al. [211] provide extensive listings of factorizations of integers of the form OQPSRUT for
“small” V and ODWYX*Z&[*Z&\*Z�]�Z�^�Z�T`_�Z�T*T*Z�T*X .
Bach and Sorenson [71] presented some algorithms for recognizing perfect powers
(cf. Note 3.6), one having a worst-case running time of aKb!c�dfe;V-g bit operations, and a sec-
ond having an average-case running time of aKb!c�dfh;V-g bit operations. A more recent algo-
rithm of Bernstein [121] runs in essentially linear time aKbQb!c�d'V-g(i(jCk
l5i(mng . Fact 3.7 is from
Knuth [692]. Pages 367–369 of this reference contain explicit formulas regarding the ex-
pected sizes of the largest and second largest prime factors, and the expected total number
of prime factors, of a randomly chosen positive integer. For further results, see Knuth and
Trabb Pardo [694], who prove that the average number of bits in the o#p5q largest prime fac-
tor of a random r -bit number is asymptotically equivalent to the average length of the osp5q
longest cycle in a permutation on r objects.

Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm (Note 3.8) is described by Knuth [692, p.7]. Sedgewick,
Szymanski, and Yao [1106] showed that by saving a small number of values from the t;u
sequence, a collision can be found by doing roughly one-third the work as in Floyd’s cycle-
finding algorithm. Pollard’s rho algorithm for factoring (Algorithm 3.9) is due to Pollard
[985]. Regarding Note 3.12, Cohen [263, p.422] provides an explanation for the restrictionvYwWx_*Z
yzX . Brent [196] presented a cycle-finding algorithm which is better on average
than Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm, and applied it to yield a factorization algorithm which
is similar to Pollard’s but about 24 percent faster. Brent and Pollard [197] later modified
this algorithm to factor the eighth Fermat number {}|�W~X h
�D� T . Using techniques from
algebraic geometry, Bach [67] obtained the first rigorously proven result concerning the
expected running time of Pollard’s rho algorithm: for fixed o , the probability that a prime
factor � is discovered before step o is at least �h

� � � aKb��;� e�� h g as �<��� .

The ��y.T algorithm (Algorithm 3.14) is due to Pollard [984]. Several practical improve-
ments have been proposed for the ��y:T algorithm, including those by Montgomery [894]
and Montgomery and Silverman [895], the latter using fast Fourier transform techniques.
Williams [1247] presented an algorithm for factoring V which is efficient if V has a prime
factor � such that � � T is smooth. These methods were generalized by Bach and Shallit [69]
to techniques that factor V efficiently provided V has a prime factor � such that the o p5q cy-
clotomic polynomial � � b5��g is smooth. The first few cyclotomic polynomials are � i b��}g-W��yST , � h b5��g/W:� � T , � e b5��g/W:� h'� � � T , �/�*b5��g/W:� h'� T , �/�`b5��g/W:�

� � � e � � h�� � � T ,
and �/�*b��}g/W�� h y�� � T .
The elliptic curve factoring algorithm (ECA) of

N
3.2.4 was invented by Lenstra [756].

Montgomery [894] gave several practical improvements to the ECA. Silverman and
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Wagstaff [1136] gave a practical analysis of the complexity of the ECA, and suggested op-
timal parameter selection and running-time guidelines. Lenstra and Manasse [753] imple-
mented the ECA on a network of MicroVAX computers, and were successful in finding 35-
decimal digit prime factors of large (at least 85 digit) composite integers. Later, Dixon and
Lenstra [350] implemented the ECA on a 16K MasPar (massively parallel) SIMD (single
instruction, multiple data) machine. The largest factor they found was a 40-decimal digit
prime factor of an 89-digit composite integer. On November 26 1995, Peter Montgomery
reported finding a 47-decimal digit prime factor of the 99-digit composite integer �&�(�!�����
with the ECA.

Hafner and McCurley [536] estimated the number of integers �Y�Y� that can be factored
with probability at least �� using at most � arithmetic operations, by trial division and the
elliptic curve algorithm. Pomerance and Sorenson [997] provided the analogous estimates
for Pollard’s ���<� algorithm and Williams’ �D� � algorithm. They conclude that for a given
running time bound, both Pollard’s �¡�¢� and Williams’ �;�£� algorithms factor more integers
than trial division, but fewer than the elliptic curve algorithm.

Pomerance [994] credits the idea of multiplying congruences to produce a solution to �}�¥¤¦ �¨§!©�ª�«��-¬ for the purpose of factoring � (  3.2.5) to some old work of Kraitchik circa
1926-1929. The continued fraction factoring algorithm, first introduced by Lehmer and
Powers [744] in 1931, and refined more than 40 years later by Morrison and Brillhart [908],
was the first realization of a random square method to result in a subexponential-time al-
gorithm. The algorithm was later analyzed by Pomerance [989] and conjectured to have
an expected running time of ®°¯°± ��;²

³ ´�µ
. If the smoothness testing in the algorithm is done

with the elliptic curve method, then the expected running time drops to ®°¯°± ��¶² �
µ
. Morrison

and Brillhart were also the first to use the idea of a factor base to test for good §!·s¸ ²
¹ ¸6¬ pairs.

The continued fraction algorithm was the champion of factoring algorithms from the mid
1970s until the early 1980s, when it was surpassed by the quadratic sieve algorithm.

The quadratic sieve (QS) (  3.2.6) was discovered by Pomerance [989, 990]. The multiple
polynomial variant of the quadratic sieve (Note 3.25) is due to P. Montgomery, and is de-
scribed by Pomerance [990]; see also Silverman [1135]. A detailed practical analysis of
the QS is given by van Oorschot [1203]. Several practical improvements to the original
algorithms have subsequently been proposed and successfully implemented. The first seri-
ous implementation of the QS was by Gerver [448] who factored a 47-decimal digit num-
ber. In 1984, Davis, Holdridge, and Simmons [311] factored a 71-decimal digit number
with the QS. In 1988, Lenstra and Manasse [753] used the QS to factor a 106-decimal digit
number by distributing the computations to hundreds of computers by electronic mail; see
also Lenstra and Manasse [754]. In 1993, the QS was used by Denny et al. [333] to factor
a 120-decimal digit number. In 1994, the 129-decimal digit (425 bit) RSA-129 challenge
number (see Gardner [440]), was factored by Atkins et al. [59] by enlisting the help of about
1600 computers around the world. The factorization was carried out in 8 months. Table 3.3
shows the estimated time taken, in mips years, for the above factorizations. A mips year is
equivalent to the computational power of a computer that is rated at 1 mips (million instruc-
tions per second) and utilized for one year, or, equivalently, about º¼»f�*½ ��¾ instructions.

The number field sieve was first proposed by Pollard [987] and refined by others. Lenstra et
al. [752] described the special number field sieve (SNFS) for factoring integers of the form¿#À �¨Á for small positive ¿ and Â�ÁsÂ . A readable introduction to the algorithm is provided by
Pomerance [995]. A detailed report of an SNFS implementation is given by Lenstra et al.
[751]. This implementation was used to factor the ninth Fermat number Ã}Ä�Å ´ � � �¢�Æ� ,
which is the product of three prime factors having 7, 49, and 99 decimal digits. The gen-
eral number field sieve (GNFS) was introduced by Buhler, Lenstra, and Pomerance [219].
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Year Number of digits mips years

1984 71 0.1
1988 106 140
1993 120 825
1994 129 5000

Table 3.3: Running time estimates for numbers factored with QS.

Coppersmith [269] proposed modifications to the GNFS which improve its running time
to É°Ê/ËÍÌÎ¶Ï�Ð�ÑÓÒ*Ô`Õ×Ö , however, the method is not practical; another modification (also imprac-
tical) allows a precomputation taking É°Ê°Ë ÌÎ Ï�Õ*Ñ�Ô`Ô*Ø×Ö time and É'Ê�Ë ÌÎ Ï&Ð*Ñ�Ù`Ú`Ò�Ö storage, follow-
ing which all integers in a large range of values can be factored in É°Ê°ËnÌÎ Ï�Ð*Ñ�Ù`Ú*Ò×Ö time. A
detailed report of a GNFS implementation on a massively parallel computer with 16384
processors is given by Bernstein and Lenstra [122]. See also Buchmann, Loho, and Za-
yer [217], and Golliver, Lenstra, and McCurley [493]. More recently, Dodson and Lenstra
[356] reported on their GNFS implementation which was successful in factoring a 119-
decimal digit number using about 250 mips years of computing power. They estimated that
this factorization completed about 2.5 times faster than it would with the quadratic sieve.
Most recently, Lenstra [746] announced the factorization of the 130-decimal digit RSA-
130 challenge number using the GNFS. This number is the product of two 65-decimal digit
primes. The factorization was estimated to have taken about 500 mips years of computing
power (compare with Table 3.3). The book edited by Lenstra and Lenstra [749] contains
several other articles related to the number field sieve.

The ECA, continued fraction algorithm, quadratic sieve, special number field sieve, and
general number field sieve have heuristic (or conjectured) rather than proven running times
because the analyses make (reasonable) assumptions about the proportion of integers gen-
erated that are smooth. See Canfield, Erdös, and Pomerance [231] for bounds on the pro-
portion of Û -smooth integers in the interval Ë Õ*Ï6ÜCÖ . Dixon’s algorithm [351] was the first
rigorously analyzed subexponential-time algorithm for factoring integers. The fastest rig-
orously analyzed algorithm currently known is due to Lenstra and Pomerance [759] with
an expected running time of É'Ê/ËnÌÝ Ï&Ð×Ö . These algorithms are of theoretical interest only, as
they do not appear to be practical.

Þ
3.3

The RSA problem was introduced in the landmark 1977 paper by Rivest, Shamir, and Adle-
man [1060].

Þ
3.4

The quadratic residuosity problem is of much historical interest, and was one of the main
algorithmic problems discussed by Gauss [444].

Þ
3.5

An extensive treatment of the problem of finding square roots modulo a prime ß , or more
generally, the problem of finding à%á5â roots in a finite field, can be found in Bach and Shallit
[70]. The presentation of Algorithm 3.34 for finding square roots modulo a prime is de-
rived from Koblitz [697, pp.48-49]; a proof of correctness can be found there. Bach and
Shallit attribute the essential ideas of Algorithm 3.34 to an 1891 paper by A. Tonelli. Al-
gorithm 3.39 is from Bach and Shallit [70], who attribute it to a 1903 paper of M. Cipolla.

The computational equivalence of computing square roots modulo a composite ã and fac-
toring ã (Fact 3.46 and Note 3.47) was first discovered by Rabin [1023].
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ä
3.6

A survey of the discrete logarithm problem is given by McCurley [827]. See also Odlyzko
[942] for a survey of recent advances.

Knuth [693] attributes the baby-step giant-step algorithm (Algorithm 3.56) to D. Shanks.
The baby-step giant-step algorithms for searching restricted exponent spaces (cf. Note 3.59)
are described by Heiman [546]. Suppose that å is a æ -bit prime, and that only exponents of
Hamming weight ç are used. Coppersmith (personal communication, July 1995) observed
that this exponent space can be searched in æ/è é�ê!ëì ê!ë steps by dividing the exponent into two

equal pieces so that the Hamming weight of each piece is ç&í`î ; if æ is much smaller than î ì ê!ë ,
this is an improvement over Note 3.59.

Pollard’s rho algorithm for logarithms (Algorithm 3.60) is due to Pollard [986]. Pollard also
presented a lambda method for computing discrete logarithms which is applicable when ï ,
the logarithm sought, is known to lie in a certain interval. More specifically, if the interval is
of width ð , the method is expected to take ñKòFó ð¥ô group operations and requires storage for
only ñKòQõ�ö7ð¥ô group elements. Van Oorschot and Wiener [1207] showed how Pollard’s rho
algorithm can be parallelized so that using ÷ processors results in a speedup by a factor of
÷ . This has particular significance to cyclic groups such as elliptic curve groups, for which
no subexponential-time discrete logarithm algorithm is known.

The Pohlig-Hellman algorithm (Algorithm 3.63) was discovered by Pohlig and Hellman
[982]. A variation which represents the logarithm in a mixed-radix notation and does not
use the Chinese remainder theorem was given by Thiong Ly [1190].

According to McCurley [827], the basic ideas behind the index-calculus algorithm (Algo-
rithm 3.68) first appeared in the work of Kraitchik (circa 1922-1924) and of Cunningham
(see Western and Miller [1236]), and was rediscovered by several authors. Adleman [8] de-
scribed the method for the group ø�ùú and analyzed the complexity of the algorithm. Hellman
and Reyneri [555] gave the first description of an index-calculus algorithm for extension
fields û ú
ü with å fixed.

Coppersmith, Odlyzko, and Schroeppel [280] presented three variants of the index-calculus
method for computing logarithms in ø ùú : the linear sieve, the residue list sieve, and the
Gaussian integer method. Each has a heuristic expected running time of ý ú�þÍÿë��

���
(cf.

Note 3.71). The Gaussian integer method, which is related to the method of ElGamal [369],
was implemented in 1990 by LaMacchia and Odlyzko [736] and was successful in comput-
ing logarithms in ø�ùú with å a 192-bit prime. The paper concludes that it should be feasible
to compute discrete logarithms modulo primes of about 332 bits (100 decimal digits) using
the Gaussian integer method. Gordon [510] adapted the number field sieve for factoring in-
tegers to the problem of computing logarithms in ø ùú ; his algorithm has a heuristic expected
running time of ý ú�þÍÿ� ���

�
, where �	�


 ë�ê ��� î������� . Schirokauer [1092] subsequently pre-
sented a modification of Gordon’s algorithm that has a heuristic expected running time of
ý ú�þÍÿ� ���

�
, where ��� ò����*í��`ô ÿ ê ��� � ��`î 
 (Note 3.72). This is the same running time as

conjectured for the number field sieve for factoring integers (see
ä
3.2.7). Recently, Weber

[1232] implemented the algorithms of Gordon and Schirokauer and was successful in com-
puting logarithms in ø ùú , where å is a 40-decimal digit prime such that å�� �

is divisible by a
38-decimal digit (127-bit) prime. More recently, Weber, Denny, and Zayer (personal com-
munication, April 1996) announced the solution of a discrete logarithm problem modulo a
75-decimal digit (248-bit) prime å with ò�å�� � ô!í`î prime.

Blake et al. [145] made improvements to the index-calculus technique for û ùë ü and com-
puted logarithms in û ùë�� �"! . Coppersmith [266] dramatically improved the algorithm and
showed that under reasonable assumptions the expected running time of his improved al-
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gorithm is %'&)(+*",-�.�/10 for some constant /	243�5�6�7�8 (Note 3.72). Later, Odlyzko [940] gave
several refinements to Coppersmith’s algorithm, and a detailed practical analysis; this pa-
per provides the most extensive account to date of the discrete logarithm problem in 9;:& ( .
A similar practical analysis was also given by van Oorschot [1203]. Most recently in 1992,
Gordon and McCurley [511] reported on their massively parallel implementation of Cop-
persmith’s algorithm, combined with their own improvements. Using primarily a 1024 pro-
cessor nCUBE-2 machine with 4 megabytes of memory per processor, they completed the
precomputation of logarithms of factor base elements (which is the dominant step of the
algorithm) required to compute logarithms in 9;:&=<"<1> , 9	:&@?BAC? , and 9D:&FE1GBA . The calculations for
9;:& E1GBA were estimated to take 5 days. Gordon and McCurley also completed most of the pre-
computations required for computing logarithms in 9 :&@H"G1? ; the amount of time to complete
this task on the 1024 processor nCUBE-2 was estimated to be 44 days. They concluded that
computing logarithms in the multiplicative groups of fields as large as 9 &@H1I"? still seems to
be out of their reach, but might be possible in the near future with a concerted effort.

It was not until 1992 that a subexponential-time algorithm for computing discrete loga-
rithms over all finite fields 9KJ was discovered by Adleman and DeMarrais [11]. The ex-
pected running time of the algorithm is conjectured to be %LJM* ,& .�/10 for some constant / . Adle-
man [9] generalized the number field sieve from algebraic number fields to algebraic func-
tion fields which resulted in an algorithm, called the function field sieve, for computing dis-
crete logarithms in 9;:N ( ; the algorithm has a heuristic expected running time of % N (+*1,-O.F/10
for some constant /QPSR when TVU�W'XZY\[^])_a`cb , and where d is any function such that
Re2 d�fC[hg 2iR�5�j�7 and T�kVl `nmeo dOf [pgrq R . The practicality of the function field sieve has
not yet been determined. It remains an open problem to find an algorithm with a heuristic
expected running time of % J *",- .�/s0 for all finite fields 9 J .

The algorithms mentioned in the previous three paragraphs have heuristic (or conjectured)
rather than proven running times because the analyses make some (reasonable) assump-
tions about the proportion of integers or polynomials generated that are smooth, and also
because it is not clear when the system of linear equations generated has full rank, i.e., yields
a unique solution. The best rigorously analyzed algorithms known for the discrete loga-
rithm problem in t :N and 9 :&)( are due to Pomerance [991] with expected running times of
% N *",& .vu wx0 and %y&@(+*1,& .�u wx0 , respectively. Lovorn [773] obtained rigorously analyzed algo-
rithms for the fields 9 N < and 9 N ( with T�U�WzX 2 [|{�} ~�� , having expected running times of
% N < * ,& . -

& 0 and % N (+* ,& . u wx0 , respectively.

The linear system of equations collected in the quadratic sieve and number field sieve fac-
toring algorithms, and the index-calculus algorithms for computing discrete logarithms in
t :N and 9 :& ( , are very large. For the problem sizes currently under consideration, these sys-
tems cannot be solved using ordinary linear algebra techniques, due to both time and space
constraints. However, the equations generated are extremely sparse, typically with at most
50 non-zero coefficients per equation. The technique of structured or so-called intelligent
Gaussian elimination (see Odlyzko [940]) can be used to reduce the original sparse system
to a much smaller system that is still fairly sparse. The resulting system can be solved us-
ing either ordinary Gaussian elimination, or one of the conjugate gradient, Lanczos (Cop-
persmith, Odlyzko, and Schroeppel [280]), or Wiedemann algorithms [1239] which were
also designed to handle sparse systems. LaMacchia and Odlyzko [737] have implemented
some of these algorithms and concluded that the linear algebra stages arising in both integer
factorization and the discrete logarithm problem are not running-time bottlenecks in prac-
tice. Recently, Coppersmith [272] proposed a modification of the Wiedemann algorithm
which allows parallelization of the algorithm; for an analysis of Coppersmith’s algorithm,
see Kaltofen [657]. Coppersmith [270] (see also Montgomery [896]) presented a modifi-
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cation of the Lanczos algorithm for solving sparse linear equations over ��� ; this variant
appears to be the most efficient in practice.

As an example of the numbers involved, Gordon and McCurley’s [511] implementation for
computing logarithms in �	��@�"��� produced a total of ����������� equations from a factor base con-
sisting of the ��������� irreducible polynomials in � �O� �M� of degree at most 19. The system of
equations had ������������� non-zero entries. Structured Gaussian elimination was then applied
to this system, the result being a ��������������������� system of equations having ������������� non-
zero entries, which was then solved using the conjugate gradient method. Another example
is from the recent factorization of the RSA-129 number (see Atkins et al. [59]). The sieving
step produced a sparse matrix of ����������� rows and ����������� columns. Structured Gaussian
elimination was used to reduce this to a dense �������������p����������� system, which was then
solved using ordinary Gaussian elimination.

There are many ways of representing a finite field, although any two finite fields of the same
order are isomorphic (see also Note 3.55). Lenstra [757] showed how to compute an iso-
morphism between any two explicitly given representations of a finite field in deterministic
polynomial time. Thus, it is sufficient to find an algorithm for computing discrete loga-
rithms in one representation of a given field; this algorithm can then be used, together with
the isomorphism obtained by Lenstra’s algorithm, to compute logarithms in any other rep-
resentation of the same field.

Menezes, Okamoto, and Vanstone [843] showed how the discrete logarithm problem for an
elliptic curve over a finite field �K� can be reduced to the discrete logarithm problem in some
extension field � �@� . For the special class of supersingular curves, � is at most � , thus pro-
viding a subexponential-time algorithm for the former problem. This work was extended
by Frey and Rück [422]. No subexponential-time algorithm is known for the discrete log-
arithm problem in the more general class of non-supersingular elliptic curves.

Adleman, DeMarrais, and Huang [12] presented a subexponential-time algorithm for find-
ing logarithms in the jacobian of large genus hyperelliptic curves over finite fields. More
precisely, there exists a number � , �e�i�;����������� , such that for all sufficiently large  ¢¡£�
and all odd primes ¤ with ¥�¦�§z¤¨�\©��� |ª¨��«"¬® ¯±° , the expected running time of the algo-
rithm for computing logarithms in the jacobian of a genus   hyperelliptic curve over ²L³ is
conjectured to be ´ ³)µ1¶¸· � �"¹��º � � .
McCurley [826] invented a subexponential-time algorithm for the discrete logarithm prob-
lem in the class group of an imaginary quadratic number field. See also Hafner and Mc-
Curley [537] for further details, and Buchmann and Düllmann [216] for an implementation
report.

In 1994, Shor [1128] conceived randomized polynomial-time algorithms for computing dis-
crete logarithms and factoring integers on a quantum computer, a computational device
based on quantum mechanical principles; presently it is not known how to build a quantum
computer, nor if this is even possible. Also recently, Adleman [10] demonstrated the feasi-
bility of using tools from molecular biology to solve an instance of the directed Hamiltonian
path problem, which is NP-complete. The problem instance was encoded in molecules of
DNA, and the steps of the computation were performed with standard protocols and en-
zymes. Adleman notes that while the currently available fastest supercomputers can exe-
cute approximately ��� ¹ � operations per second, it is plausible for a DNA computer to ex-
ecute ��� � ¬ or more operations per second. Moreover such a DNA computer would be far
more energy-efficient than existing supercomputers. It is not clear at present whether it is
feasible to build a DNA computer with such performance. However, should either quantum
computers or DNA computers ever become practical, they would have a very significant
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impact on public-key cryptography.
½
3.7

Fact 3.77(i) is due to den Boer [323]. Fact 3.77(iii) was proven by Maurer [817], who also
proved more generally that the GDHP and GDLP in a group ¾ of order ¿ are computation-
ally equivalent when certain extra information of length ÀcÁ�ÂVÃ'¿rÄ bits is given. The extra
information depends only on ¿ and not on the definition of ¾ , and consists of parameters
that define cyclic elliptic curves of smooth order over the fields ÅLÆ@Ç where the ÈÊÉ are the
prime divisors of ¿ .

Waldvogel and Massey [1228] proved that if Ë and Ì are chosen uniformly and randomly
from the interval Í®Î�Ï�Ð�Ï�ÑFÑ�Ñ�Ï¸ÈrÒ�ÐÊÓ , the values Ô�Õ�Ö;×�ØÊÙÚÈ are roughly uniformly distributed
(see page 537).

½
3.8

Facts 3.78 and 3.79 are due to Bach [62]. Fact 3.80 is due to Shmuely [1127]. McCurley
[825] refined this result to prove that for specially chosen composite ¿ , the ability to solve
the Diffie-Hellman problem in ÅnÛÜ for the fixed base ÔÞÝßÐ�à implies the ability to factor ¿ .

½
3.9

The notion of a hard Boolean predicate (Definition 3.81) was introduced by Blum and Mi-
cali [166], who also proved Fact 3.84. The notion of a hard á -bit predicate (Definition 3.82)
was introduced by Long and Wigderson [772], who also proved Fact 3.85; see also Peralta
[968]. Fact 3.83 is due to Peralta [968]. The results on hard predicates and á -bit predicates
for the RSA functions (Facts 3.86 and 3.87) are due to Alexi et al. [23]. Facts 3.88 and 3.89
are due to Vazirani and Vazirani [1218].

Yao [1258] showed how any one-way length-preserving permutation can be transformed
into a more complicated one-way length-preserving permutation which has a hard predi-
cate. Subsequently, Goldreich and Levin [471] showed how any one-way function â can be
transformed into a one-way function ã which has a hard predicate. Their construction is as
follows. Define the function ã by ã�ÁCÈ�Ï¸äLÄåÝ£ÁCÈ�Ï�â�Á äLÄ�Ä , where È is a binary string of the same
length as ä , say ¿ . Then ã is also a one-way function and æçÁCÈ�Ï¸äLÄnÝ ÜÉ"è'é ÈÊÉCä�Éê×�ØÊÙ�ë is
a hard predicate for ã .

Håstad, Schrift, and Shamir [543] considered the one-way function â�ÁCäLÄìÝíÔ�î�×�Ø�ÙÚ¿ ,
where ¿ is a Blum integer and ÔìïÞÅðÛÜ . Under the assumption that factoring Blum integers
is intractable, they proved that all the bits of this function are individually hard. Moreover,
the lower half as well as the upper half of the bits are simultaneously secure.

½
3.10

The subset sum problem (Definition 3.90) is sometimes confused with the knapsack prob-
lem which is the following: given two sets Í®ËñéòÏFËFó�Ï�ÑFÑ�Ñ'ÏFË Ü Ó and Í®Ì�é�Ï�Ì¸ó�Ï�Ñ�ÑFÑzÏ�Ì Ü Ó of pos-
itive integers, and given two positive integers ô and õ , determine whether or not there is a
subset ö of Í=Ð�Ï�ë�ÏFÑ�ÑFÑOÏB¿�Ó such that É1÷)ø Ë Éåù ô and É1÷)ø Ì Énú õ . The subset sum prob-
lem is actually a special case of the knapsack problem when Ë É ÝûÌ É for üýÝþÐ�Ï�ë�Ï�ÑFÑ�ÑzÏ¸¿
and ô	Ýÿõ . Algorithm 3.94 is described by Odlyzko [941].

The ��� -lattice basis reduction algorithm (Algorithm 3.101) and Fact 3.103 are both due to
Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovász [750]. Improved algorithms have been given for lattice basis
reduction, for example, by Schnorr and Euchner [1099]; consult also Section 2.6 of Cohen
[263]. Algorithm 3.105 for solving the subset sum problem involving knapsacks sets of low
density is from Coster et al. [283]. Unusually good simultaneous diophantine approxima-
tions were first introduced and studied by Lagarias [723]; Fact 3.107 and Algorithm 3.108
are from this paper.
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�
3.11

A readable introduction to polynomial factorization algorithms is given by Lidl and Nieder-
reiter [764, Chapter 4]. Algorithm 3.110 for square-free factorization is from Geddes, Cza-
por, and Labahn [445]. Yun [1261] presented an algorithm that is more efficient than Algo-
rithm 3.110 for finding the square-free factorization of a polynomial. The running time of
the algorithm is only �����
	����� -operations when ������� is a polynomial of degree � in ���� ��� .
A lucid presentation of Yun’s algorithm is provided by Bach and Shallit [70]. Berlekamp’s�

-matrix algorithm (Algorithm 3.111) was first discovered by Prange [999] for the purpose
of factoring polynomials of the form ������� over finite fields. The algorithm was later and
independently discovered by Berlekamp [117] who improved it for factoring general poly-
nomials over finite fields.

There is no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm known for the problem of factoring
polynomials over finite fields. There are, however, many efficient randomized algorithms
that work well even when the underlying field is very large, such as the algorithms given
by Ben-Or [109], Berlekamp [119], Cantor and Zassenhaus [232], and Rabin [1025]. For
recent work along these lines, see von zur Gathen and Shoup [1224], as well as Kaltofen
and Shoup [658].
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4.1 Introduction

The efficient generation of public-key parameters is a prerequisite in public-key systems.
A specific example is the requirement of a prime number « to define a finite field ¬R for
use in the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol and its derivatives ( ® 12.6). In this case,
an element of high order in ¬N¯ is also required. Another example is the requirement of
primes « and ° for an RSA modulus ±³²�«�° ( ® 8.2). In this case, the prime must be of
sufficient size, and be “random” in the sense that the probability of any particular prime
being selected must be sufficiently small to preclude an adversary from gaining advantage
through optimizing a search strategy based on such probability. Prime numbers may be
required to have certain additional properties, in order that they do not make the associated
cryptosystems susceptible to specialized attacks. A third example is the requirement of an
irreducible polynomial ´�µ�¶R· of degree ¸ over the finite field ¬R for constructing the finite
field ¹H�º . In this case, an element of high order in ¹ ¯ º is also required.

Chapter outline

The remainder of ® 4.1 introduces basic concepts relevant to prime number generation and
summarizes some results on the distribution of prime numbers. Probabilistic primality tests,
the most important of which is the Miller-Rabin test, are presented in ® 4.2. True primality
tests by which arbitrary integers can be proven to be prime are the topic of ® 4.3; since these
tests are generally more computationally intensive than probabilistic primality tests, they
are not described in detail. ® 4.4 presents four algorithms for generating prime numbers,
strong primes, and provable primes. ® 4.5 describes techniques for constructing irreducible
and primitive polynomials, while ® 4.6 considers the production of generators and elements
of high orders in groups. ® 4.7 concludes with chapter notes and references.
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4.1.1 Approaches to generating large prime numbers

To motivate the organization of this chapter and introduce many of the relevant concepts,
the problem of generating large prime numbers is first considered. The most natural method
is to generate a random number » of appropriate size, and check if it is prime. This can
be done by checking whether » is divisible by any of the prime numbers ¼ ½ » . While
more efficient methods are required in practice, to motivate further discussion consider the
following approach:

1. Generate as candidate a random odd number » of appropriate size.
2. Test » for primality.
3. If » is composite, return to the first step.

A slight modification is to consider candidates restricted to some search sequence start-
ing from » ; a trivial search sequence which may be used is »A¾�»h¿�À�¾1»�¿�ÁK¾�»�¿�Â�¾UÃ�ÃUÃ . Us-
ing specific search sequences may allow one to increase the expectation that a candidate is
prime, and to find primes possessing certain additional desirable properties a priori.

In step 2, the test for primality might be either a test which proves that the candidate
is prime (in which case the outcome of the generator is called a provable prime), or a test
which establishes a weaker result, such as that » is “probably prime” (in which case the out-
come of the generator is called a probable prime). In the latter case, careful consideration
must be given to the exact meaning of this expression. Most so-called probabilistic primal-
ity tests are absolutely correct when they declare candidates » to be composite, but do not
provide a mathematical proof that » is prime in the case when such a number is declared to
be “probably” so. In the latter case, however, when used properly one may often be able to
draw conclusions more than adequate for the purpose at hand. For this reason, such tests are
more properly called compositeness tests than probabilistic primality tests. True primality
tests, which allow one to conclude with mathematical certainty that a number is prime, also
exist, but generally require considerably greater computational resources.

While (true) primality tests can determine (with mathematical certainty) whether a typ-
ically random candidate number is prime, other techniques exist whereby candidates » are
specially constructed such that it can be established by mathematical reasoning whether a
candidate actually is prime. These are called constructive prime generation techniques.

A final distinction between different techniques for prime number generation is the use
of randomness. Candidates are typically generated as a function of a random input. The
technique used to judge the primality of the candidate, however, may or may not itself use
random numbers. If it does not, the technique is deterministic, and the result is reproducible;
if it does, the technique is said to be randomized. Both deterministic and randomized prob-
abilistic primality tests exist.

In some cases, prime numbers are required which have additional properties. For ex-
ample, to make the extraction of discrete logarithms in ÄNÅÆ resistant to an algorithm due to
Pohlig and Hellman ( Ç 3.6.4), it is a requirement that È"É�Ê have a large prime divisor. Thus
techniques for generating public-key parameters, such as prime numbers, of special form
need to be considered.

4.1.2 Distribution of prime numbers

Let Ë(ÌÎÍ�Ï denote the number of primes in the interval Ð ÀK¾�Í9Ñ . The prime number theorem
(Fact 2.95) states that Ë(Ì�ÍRÏ	Ò ÓÔ Õ Ó . Ö In other words, the number of primes in the interval
×
If Ø<Ù�Ú9Û and Ü`Ù�Ú9Û are two functions, then Ø<ÙÝÚ9Û�Þ^Ü`ÙÝÚ9Û means that ß�à�á%â1ã�ä�åUæ â�çè æ â�ç�é�ê .
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í îKï�ð9ñ
is approximately equal to òó ô ò . The prime numbers are quite uniformly distributed, as

the following three results illustrate.

4.1 Fact (Dirichlet theorem) If õ`ö�÷<øúù ï�û(üHý�þ , then there are infinitely many primes congruent
to ù modulo

û
.

A more explicit version of Dirichlet’s theorem is the following.

4.2 Fact Let ÿ(ø ð�ï1ûAï ù ü denote the number of primes in the interval
í îKï�ð9ñ

which are congruent
to ù modulo

û
, where õ�ö�÷9ø ù ï�û(üHý�þ . Then

ÿ(ø ð�ï�ûAï ù ü �
ð

� ø û(ü����(ð��
In other words, the prime numbers are roughly uniformly distributed among the

� ø û(ü con-
gruence classes in 	�
� , for any value of

û
.

4.3 Fact (approximation for the
û

th prime number) Let  � denote the
û

th prime number. Then
 � � û�����û . More explicitly,û�����û��  � �\û ø ����û����������Hû(ü for

û���� �

4.2 Probabilistic primality tests

The algorithms in this section are methods by which arbitrary positive integers are tested to
provide partial information regarding their primality. More specifically, probabilistic pri-
mality tests have the following framework. For each odd positive integer

û
, a set �Iø û(ü��

	 � is defined such that the following properties hold:

(i) given ù���	 � , it can be checked in deterministic polynomial time whether ù�� �Iø û(ü ;
(ii) if

û
is prime, then �Iø û(ü(ý"! (the empty set); and

(iii) if
û

is composite, then #��Iø û(ü$� � % .

4.4 Definition If
û

is composite, the elements of �Iø û(ü are called witnesses to the compos-
iteness of

û
, and the elements of the complementary set &(ø û(ü�ý 	 �(' �Iø û(ü are called

liars.

A probabilistic primality test utilizes these properties of the sets �Iø û(ü in the following
manner. Suppose that

û
is an integer whose primality is to be determined. An integer ù��

	 � is chosen at random, and it is checked if ù)�*�Iø û(ü . The test outputs “composite” ifù�� �Iø û(ü , and outputs “prime” if ù(+�,�Iø û(ü . If indeed ù-�.�Iø û(ü , then
û

is said to fail the
primality test for the base ù ; in this case,

û
is surely composite. If ù(+� �Iø û(ü , then

û
is said

to pass the primality test for the base ù ; in this case, no conclusion with absolute certainty
can be drawn about the primality of

û
, and the declaration “prime” may be incorrect.

%
Any single execution of this test which declares “composite” establishes this with cer-

tainty. On the other hand, successive independent runs of the test all of which return the an-
swer “prime” allow the confidence that the input is indeed prime to be increased to whatever
level is desired — the cumulative probability of error is multiplicative over independent tri-
als. If the test is run / times independently on the composite number

û
, the probability thatû

is declared “prime” all / times (i.e., the probability of error) is at most ø10% ü32 .4
This discussion illustrates why a probabilistic primality test is more properly called a compositeness test.
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4.5 Definition An integer 5 which is believed to be prime on the basis of a probabilistic pri-
mality test is called a probable prime.

Two probabilistic primality tests are covered in this section: the Solovay-Strassen test
( 6 4.2.2) and the Miller-Rabin test ( 6 4.2.3). For historical reasons, the Fermat test is first
discussed in 6 4.2.1; this test is not truly a probabilistic primality test since it usually fails
to distinguish between prime numbers and special composite integers called Carmichael
numbers.

4.2.1 Fermat’s test

Fermat’s theorem (Fact 2.127) asserts that if 5 is a prime and 7 is any integer, 8:9;7-9<5�=>8 ,
then 7@?BADC�E;8,FHGJILK-5NM . Therefore, given an integer 5 whose primality is under question,
finding any integer 7 in this interval such that this equivalence is not true suffices to prove
that 5 is composite.

4.6 Definition Let 5 be an odd composite integer. An integer 7 , 8�9O7.9*5<=P8 , such that
7Q?RADC:SE�8 FHG-I1K-5NM is called a Fermat witness (to compositeness) for 5 .

Conversely, finding an integer 7 between 8 and 5<=P8 such that 7@?BADCJET8,FUGJI1K-5NM
makes 5 appear to be a prime in the sense that it satisfies Fermat’s theorem for the base 7 .
This motivates the following definition and Algorithm 4.9.

4.7 Definition Let 5 be an odd composite integer and let 7 be an integer, 8)9V7<9W5<=�8 .
Then 5 is said to be a pseudoprime to the base 7 if 7@?BAXC:EY8,FUGJI1K�5NM . The integer 7 is
called a Fermat liar (to primality) for 5 .

4.8 Example (pseudoprime) The composite integer 5PZ\[^]_8 ( Z\8^8�`.[_8 ) is a pseudoprime
to the base a since acbHdfe:E�8 FHG-I1K([^]_8^M . g

4.9 Algorithm Fermat primality test

FERMAT(5 ,h )
INPUT: an odd integer 5)i�[ and security parameter hji�8 .
OUTPUT: an answer “prime” or “composite” to the question: “Is 5 prime?”

1. For k from 8 to h do the following:

1.1 Choose a random integer 7 , a:9l7�9<5�=ma .
1.2 Compute n-Z*7@?BADC�GJI1K�5 using Algorithm 2.143.
1.3 If n.SZl8 then return(“composite”).

2. Return(“prime”).

If Algorithm 4.9 declares “composite”, then 5 is certainly composite. On the other
hand, if the algorithm declares “prime” then no proof is provided that 5 is indeed prime.
Nonetheless, since pseudoprimes for a given base 7 are known to be rare, Fermat’s test
provides a correct answer on most inputs; this, however, is quite distinct from providing
a correct answer most of the time (e.g., if run with different bases) on every input. In fact,
it does not do the latter because there are (even rarer) composite numbers which are pseu-
doprimes to every base 7 for which o^pqKrFf71st5NMuZ"8 .
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4.10 Definition A Carmichael number x is a composite integer such that y@zB{X|�};~,�U�J�1�-xN�
for all integers y which satisfy �^�c�r�Hy1�txN�u�"~ .

If x is a Carmichael number, then the only Fermat witnesses for x are those integers
y , ~��Yy���x ��~ , for which �^�c���Hy1��xN����~ . Thus, if the prime factors of x are all large,
then with high probability the Fermat test declares that x is “prime”, even if the number of
iterations � is large. This deficiency in the Fermat test is removed in the Solovay-Strassen
and Miller-Rabin probabilistic primality tests by relying on criteria which are stronger than
Fermat’s theorem.

This subsection is concluded with some facts about Carmichael numbers. If the prime
factorization of x is known, then Fact 4.11 can be used to easily determine whether x is a
Carmichael number.

4.11 Fact (necessary and sufficient conditions for Carmichael numbers) A composite integer
x is a Carmichael number if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) x is square-free, i.e., x is not divisible by the square of any prime; and
(ii) �-�m~ divides x.�m~ for every prime divisor � of x .

A consequence of Fact 4.11 is the following.

4.12 Fact Every Carmichael number is the product of at least three distinct primes.

4.13 Fact (bounds for the number of Carmichael numbers)

(i) There are an infinite number of Carmichael numbers. In fact, there are more than
xD����� Carmichael numbers in the interval � �_��x�� , once x is sufficiently large.

(ii) The best upper bound known for ����xN� , the number of Carmichael numbers �<x , is:

����xN���<x | {X¡f|f¢�£c¤�|H¥�¦c§ ¨R§ ¨©§ ¨�z^�L§ ¨©§ ¨�z for x�ª¬«®
The smallest Carmichael number is x\�°¯_±^~,��²(³<~^~´³<~_µ . Carmichael numbers are
relatively scarce; there are only ~_¶^¯^�_~^� Carmichael numbers ��~^¶L|�· .

4.2.2 Solovay-Strassen test

The Solovay-Strassen probabilistic primality test was the first such test popularized by the
advent of public-key cryptography, in particular the RSA cryptosystem. There is no longer
any reason to use this test, because an alternative is available (the Miller-Rabin test) which
is both more efficient and always at least as correct (see Note 4.33). Discussion is nonethe-
less included for historical completeness and to clarify this exact point, since many people
continue to reference this test.

Recall ( ¸ 2.4.5) that ¹z denotes the Jacobi symbol, and is equivalent to the Legendre
symbol if x is prime. The Solovay-Strassen test is based on the following fact.

4.14 Fact (Euler’s criterion) Let x be an odd prime. Then yr¤ºzB{D|f¥º�H��} ¹z �U�J�1�-xN� for all
integers y which satisfy �_�q���fy1�txN�u�"~ .
Fact 4.14 motivates the following definitions.

4.15 Definition Let x be an odd composite integer and let y be an integer, ~:��y���x´�m~ .
(i) If either �^�c���Hy1��xN�N�;~ or yr¤ºzR{D|f¥º�H��»} ¹z �U�J�1�-xN� , then y is called an Euler witness

(to compositeness) for x .
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(ii) Otherwise, i.e., if ¼^½c¾�¿HÀ1Á�ÂNÃ$ÄÆÅ and ÀrÇºÈBÉXÊHËÍÌUÎ�Ï ÐÈ ¿UÑJÒ1¾-ÂNÃ , then Â is said to be
an Euler pseudoprime to the base À . (That is, Â acts like a prime in that it satisfies
Euler’s criterion for the particular base À .) The integer À is called an Euler liar (to
primality) for Â .

4.16 Example (Euler pseudoprime) The composite integer Ó^Å ( ÄlÔ-Õ(Å_Ö ) is an Euler pseudo-
prime to the base Ó since Óc×HØ:Ï;Å)¿UÑJÒ1¾�Ó_Å^Ã and ÙÙ Ê Ä�Å . Ú

Euler’s criterion (Fact 4.14) can be used as a basis for a probabilistic primality test be-
cause of the following result.

4.17 Fact Let Â be an odd composite integer. Then at most Û©¿�ÂNÃfÜÞÝ of all the numbers À , Å�ß
Ààß®Â ámÅ , are Euler liars for Â (Definition 4.15). Here, Û is the Euler phi function (Defi-
nition 2.100).

4.18 Algorithm Solovay-Strassen probabilistic primality test

SOLOVAY-STRASSEN(Â ,â )
INPUT: an odd integer Â)ã�Ö and security parameter âjã�Å .
OUTPUT: an answer “prime” or “composite” to the question: “Is Â prime?”

1. For ä from Å to â do the following:

1.1 Choose a random integer À , Ý:ßlÀ�ß<Â�ámÝ .
1.2 Compute å-Ä*ÀrÇºÈBÉDÊfËºÌHÎ>ÑJÒ1¾æÂ using Algorithm 2.143.
1.3 If å.çÄlÅ and å çÄ®Â´ámÅ then return(“composite”).
1.4 Compute the Jacobi symbol èjÄ ÐÈ using Algorithm 2.149.
1.5 If å.çÏ�è´¿UÑJÒ1¾-ÂNÃ then return (“composite”).

2. Return(“prime”).

If ¼^½c¾r¿HÀ1ÁtÂNÃ�ÄYé , then é is a divisor of å�ÄWÀrÇºÈBÉXÊHËºÌHÎ>ÑJÒ1¾�Â . Hence, testing whether
åêçÄëÅ is step 1.3, eliminates the necessity of testing whether ¼_½q¾r¿fÀLÁ�ÂNÃPçÄëÅ . If Algo-
rithm 4.18 declares “composite”, then Â is certainly composite because prime numbers do
not violate Euler’s criterion (Fact 4.14). Equivalently, if Â is actually prime, then the algo-
rithm always declares “prime”. On the other hand, if Â is actually composite, then since the
bases À in step 1.1 are chosen independently during each iteration of step 1, Fact 4.17 can be
used to deduce the following probability of the algorithm erroneously declaring “prime”.

4.19 Fact (Solovay-Strassen error-probability bound) Let Â be an odd composite integer. The
probability that SOLOVAY-STRASSEN(Â ,â ) declares Â to be “prime” is less than ¿ ÊÎ Ãíì .

4.2.3 Miller-Rabin test

The probabilistic primality test used most in practice is the Miller-Rabin test, also known
as the strong pseudoprime test. The test is based on the following fact.

4.20 Fact Let Â be an odd prime, and let Â�álÅ.ÄîÝQïHå where å is odd. Let À be any integer
such that ¼^½c¾�¿HÀ1ÁtÂNÃ�ÄYÅ . Then either À@ðàÏ�Å)¿UÑJÒ1¾�ÂNÃ or ÀcÎcñíðàÏYá�Å,¿UÑJÒ1¾�ÂNÃ for someò
, ó:ß ò ßlè$ámÅ .

Fact 4.20 motivates the following definitions.

c
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4.21 Definition Let ö be an odd composite integer and let ö.÷mø:ù"úQûHü where ü is odd. Let ý
be an integer in the interval þ øLÿtö�÷�ø�� .

(i) If ý����� ø��	��
�-ö�� and if ý��������� ÷�ø��	��
�Jö�� for all � , ���������j÷�ø , then ý is
called a strong witness (to compositeness) for ö .

(ii) Otherwise, i.e., if either ý�� � ø�� ��
!�-ö�� or ý��"��� � ÷�ø��	��
��ö�� for some � , ���
�#���j÷�ø , then ö is said to be a strong pseudoprime to the base ý . (That is, ö acts
like a prime in that it satisfies Fact 4.20 for the particular base ý .) The integer ý is
called a strong liar (to primality) for ö .

4.22 Example (strong pseudoprime) Consider the composite integer ö)ù%$^ø ( ù'&)(�ø+* ). Since
$^ø�÷®ø:ù,$+�:ù ú-(#.0/ , ��ù ø and ü�ù,.0/ . Since $��>ù,$"1 2 � ø3�	��
�4$_ø0� , $^ø is a strong
pseudoprime to the base $ . The set of all strong liars for $^ø is:5 øLÿ�$Lÿ ø0�Lÿ ø_ú_ÿ ø+6_ÿqø0&_ÿqúÞú_ÿqú7$_ÿ�*78_ÿ�/7*_ÿ�6^ú_ÿ�60$^ÿ�&0.^ÿ�&0/^ÿ�&0$^ÿ�8^ø^ÿ�8^ú^ÿ�$7�!9�:
Notice that the number of strong liars for $^ø is ø08<ù<;=�	$_ø0�?>7. , where ; is the Euler phi
function (cf. Fact 4.23). @
Fact 4.20 can be used as a basis for a probabilistic primality test due to the following result.

4.23 Fact If ö is an odd composite integer, then at most A1 of all the numbers ý , øB��ý-�)öJ÷�ø ,
are strong liars for ö . In fact, if öC�ùC$ , the number of strong liars for ö is at most ;=��ö�� >0. ,
where ; is the Euler phi function (Definition 2.100).

4.24 Algorithm Miller-Rabin probabilistic primality test

MILLER-RABIN(ö ,D )
INPUT: an odd integer ö3EF* and security parameter DGE�ø .
OUTPUT: an answer “prime” or “composite” to the question: “Is ö prime?”

1. Write ö�÷mø>ù�ú�ûHü such that ü is odd.
2. For H from ø to D do the following:

2.1 Choose a random integer ý , úI�lýJ�<ö�÷mú .
2.2 Compute K�ù*ý��L��
��ö using Algorithm 2.143.
2.3 If KM�ùlø and KN�ùmö�÷�ø then do the following:

�POmø .
While �Q�F��÷�ø and KM�ùmö´÷mø do the following:

Compute KROSKT�U��
!��ö .
If K�ù"ø then return(“composite”).
�VO��XW®ø .

If KM�ù®ö´÷mø then return (“composite”).
3. Return(“prime”).

Algorithm 4.24 tests whether each base ý satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.21(i).
In the fifth line of step 2.3, if K�ù*ø , then ý������ � ø��	��
�-ö�� . Since it is also the case that
ý"�"�ZY[\�]��F^ ø��	��
�Jö�� , it follows from Fact 3.18 that ö is composite (in fact _+`��T�fý"�"�ZY[a�X÷
ø_ÿtö�� is a non-trivial factor of ö ). In the seventh line of step 2.3, if K��ùlö ÷�ø , then ý is a
strong witness for ö . If Algorithm 4.24 declares “composite”, then ö is certainly compos-
ite because prime numbers do not violate Fact 4.20. Equivalently, if ö is actually prime,
then the algorithm always declares “prime”. On the other hand, if ö is actually composite,
then Fact 4.23 can be used to deduce the following probability of the algorithm erroneously
declaring “prime”.
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4.25 Fact (Miller-Rabin error-probability bound) For any odd composite integer b , the proba-
bility that MILLER-RABIN(b ,c ) declares b to be “prime” is less than defhgji .

4.26 Remark (number of strong liars) For most composite integers b , the number of strong
liars for b is actually much smaller than the upper bound of k=d\b g l7m given in Fact 4.23.
Consequently, the Miller-Rabin error-probability bound is much smaller than d ef g i for most
positive integers b .

4.27 Example (some composite integers have very few strong liars) The only strong liars for
the composite integer b�n%o0p+q ( nFr-s#q-sSt ) are o and o+p m . More generally, if uQvFw and
b is the product of the first u odd primes, there are only w strong liars for b , namely o and
b�xNo . y

4.28 Remark (fixed bases in Miller-Rabin) If z e and z�{ are strong liars for b , their product
z e z�{ is very likely, but not certain, to also be a strong liar for b . A strategy that is some-
times employed is to fix the bases z in the Miller-Rabin algorithm to be the first few primes
(composite bases are ignored because of the preceding statement), instead of choosing them
at random.

4.29 Definition Let | e�} | { }�~"~�~�} | i denote the first c primes. Then � i is defined to be the small-
est positive composite integer which is a strong pseudoprime to all the bases | e�} | { }"~�~�~R} | i .
The numbers � i can be interpreted as follows: to determine the primality of any integer
b3��� i , it is sufficient to apply the Miller-Rabin algorithm to b with the bases z being the
first c prime numbers. With this choice of bases, the answer returned by Miller-Rabin is
always correct. Table 4.1 gives the value of � i for oB�Mc��F� .

� ���
� ���Z�T�� ���"�����"���� ���"�����"���"�� ���"�����"���"������ ���"�����"���"�����"�	��� �	��	�T�Z�T�"�����"���"�� �	������"���"�����"���"������ �	������"���"�����"���"�����

Table 4.1: Smallest strong pseudoprimes. The table lists values of
���

, the smallest positive composite
integer that is a strong pseudoprime to each of the first

�
prime bases, for

�G� � ���
.

4.2.4 Comparison: Fermat, Solovay-Strassen, and Miller-Rabin

Fact 4.30 describes the relationships between Fermat liars, Euler liars, and strong liars (see
Definitions 4.7, 4.15, and 4.21).

4.30 Fact Let b be an odd composite integer.

(i) If z is an Euler liar for b , then it is also a Fermat liar for b .
(ii) If z is a strong liar for b , then it is also an Euler liar for b .

c
�
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4.31 Example (Fermat, Euler, strong liars) Consider the composite integer �����0� ( ���4��0 
). The Fermat liars for �0� are ¡ �!¢�£+¢��0¤!¢��0¥!¢��+£+¢�¤+�+¢�¤7¦+¢� 7�+¢� 7¥+¢� 7£+¢�¥7¥+¢�¥7¦+¢ � �+¢ �  0¢ � ¦0¢ � ¥+§ .

The Euler liars for �+� are ¡ �+¢�£+¢��+¥+¢��0£+¢�¥0¦!¢ � �!¢ � ¦0¢ � ¥§ , while the strong liars for �+� are
¡ �+¢�£+¢��0£+¢�¥0¦!¢ � ¦!¢ � ¥!§ . ¨

For a fixed composite candidate � , the situation is depicted in Figure 4.1. This set-

strong liars for ©

Fermat liars for ©
Euler liars for ©

Figure 4.1: Relationships between Fermat, Euler, and strong liars for a composite integer © .

tles the question of the relative accuracy of the Fermat, Solovay-Strassen, and Miller-Rabin
tests, not only in the sense of the relative correctness of each test on a fixed candidate � , but
also in the sense that given � , the specified containments hold for each randomly chosen
base ª . Thus, from a correctness point of view, the Miller-Rabin test is never worse than the
Solovay-Strassen test, which in turn is never worse than the Fermat test. As the following
result shows, there are, however, some composite integers � for which the Solovay-Strassen
and Miller-Rabin tests are equally good.

4.32 Fact If ��«  �¬	�®¯4¥+°
, then ª is an Euler liar for � if and only if it is a strong liar for � .

What remains is a comparison of the computational costs. While the Miller-Rabin test
may appear more complex, it actually requires, at worst, the same amount of computation
as Fermat’s test in terms of modular multiplications; thus the Miller-Rabin test is better than
Fermat’s test in all regards. At worst, the sequence of computations defined in MILLER-
RABIN(� ,1) requires the equivalent of computing ªT±³²h´�µ?¶³· ¸ -®¯ � . It is also the case that
MILLER-RABIN(� ,1) requires less computation than SOLOVAY-STRASSEN(� ,1), the
latter requiring the computation of ª±¹²V´�µ?¶³· ¸ �®¯ � and possibly a further Jacobi symbol
computation. For this reason, the Solovay-Strassen test is both computationally and con-
ceptually more complex.

4.33 Note (Miller-Rabin is better than Solovay-Strassen) In summary, both the Miller-Rabin
and Solovay-Strassen tests are correct in the event that either their input is actually prime,
or that they declare their input composite. There is, however, no reason to use the Solovay-
Strassen test (nor the Fermat test) over the Miller-Rabin test. The reasons for this are sum-
marized below.

(i) The Solovay-Strassen test is computationally more expensive.
(ii) The Solovay-Strassen test is harder to implement since it also involves Jacobi symbol

computations.
(iii) The error probability for Solovay-Strassen is bounded above by

¬ µ¸
°�º

, while the error
probability for Miller-Rabin is bounded above by

¬ µ» ° º .
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(iv) Any strong liar for ¼ is also an Euler liar for ¼ . Hence, from a correctness point of
view, the Miller-Rabin test is never worse than the Solovay-Strassen test.

4.3 (True) Primality tests

The primality tests in this section are methods by which positive integers can be proven
to be prime, and are often referred to as primality proving algorithms. These primality
tests are generally more computationally intensive than the probabilistic primality tests of½
4.2. Consequently, before applying one of these tests to a candidate prime ¼ , the candidate

should be subjected to a probabilistic primality test such as Miller-Rabin (Algorithm 4.24).

4.34 Definition An integer ¼ which is determined to be prime on the basis of a primality prov-
ing algorithm is called a provable prime.

4.3.1 Testing Mersenne numbers

Efficient algorithms are known for testing primality of some special classes of numbers,
such as Mersenne numbers and Fermat numbers. Mersenne primes ¼ are useful because
the arithmetic in the field ¾À¿ for such ¼ can be implemented very efficiently (see

½
14.3.4).

The Lucas-Lehmer test for Mersenne numbers (Algorithm 4.37) is such an algorithm.

4.35 Definition Let ÁXÂ�Ã be an integer. A Mersenne number is an integer of the form Ã ÁÅÄ�Æ .
If Ã ÁÇÄNÆ is prime, then it is called a Mersenne prime.

The following are necessary and sufficient conditions for a Mersenne number to be prime.

4.36 Fact Let ÁIÂÉÈ . The Mersenne number ¼�ÊÉÃ ÁXÄËÆ is prime if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied:

(i) Á is prime; and
(ii) the sequence of integers defined by Ì=ÍJÊ,Î and ÌÐÏ0Ñ�Ò�Ê,Ó\Ì=ÔÏ Ä Ã0Õ�Ö�×ØX¼ for Ù]Â%Ú

satisfies ÌÐÛ"Ü Ô Ê%Ú .

Fact 4.36 leads to the following deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for determin-
ing (with certainty) whether a Mersenne number is prime.

4.37 Algorithm Lucas-Lehmer primality test for Mersenne numbers

INPUT: a Mersenne number ¼3ÊFÃ ÁLÄNÆ with ÁLÂFÈ .
OUTPUT: an answer “prime” or “composite” to the question: “Is ¼ prime?”

1. Use trial division to check if Á has any factors between Ã and Ý�Þ Á ß . If it does, then
return(“composite”).

2. Set Ì�àNÎ .
3. For Ù from 1 to Á Ä Ã do the following: compute Ì�à�Ó\Ì=Ô Ä Ã+Õ�Ö-×ØX¼ .
4. If Ì�Ê%Ú then return(“prime”). Otherwise, return(“composite”).

It is unknown whether there are infinitely many Mersenne primes. Table 4.2 lists the
È0È known Mersenne primes.

c
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Index ã�ä decimalå
digitsæ ç æç è æè é çê ë èé æ"è êì æ"ë ìë æ"í ìî è"æ æ"ïí ì"æ æ"íæ�ï î"í ç"ëæ�æ æ�ï"ë è"èæ�ç æ�ç"ë è"íæ�è é�ç"æ æ�é"ëæ	ê ì�ï"ë æ�î"èæ�é æ�ç�ë"í è�î"ìæ�ì ç�ç�ï"è ì�ìZêæ�ë ç�ç�î"æ ì�î"ë

Index ã�ä decimalå
digitsæ�î è"ç�æ"ë í�ì"íæ�í êç�é"è æ"ç�î"æç�ï ê"êTç"è æ"è�è"çç�æ í"ì�î"í ç"í�æ"ëç�ç í"í	êæ ç"í�í"èç�è æ�æ"ç�æ"è è"è�ë"ìç	ê æ�í"í�è"ë ì"ï�ï"çç�é ç�æ"ë�ï"æ ì"é�è"èç�ì ç�è"ç�ï"í ì"í�î"ëç�ë ê�ê"êTí"ë æ"è�è�í"éç�î î�ì"ç	êè ç"é�í�ì"çç�í æ�æ"ï�é�ï"è è"è�ç�ì"éè�ï æ�è"ç�ï	êí è"í�ë�é"æè�æ ç�æ"ì�ï�í"æ ì"é�ï�é"ïè�ç�ð ë�é"ì�î�è"í ç�ç"ë�î�è"çè�è�ð î�é"í	êTè"è ç�é"î�ë�æ"ì

Table 4.2: Known Mersenne primes. The table shows the
è�è

known exponents ã�ä , æGñ å ñ�è�è
, for

which
ç�ò�ó=ôQæ

is a Mersenne prime, and also the number of decimal digits in
ç�ò�óÐôQæ

. The question
marks after

åXõ è"ç
and

åLõ è�è
indicate that it is not known whether there are any other exponents ö

between ã�÷ ø and these numbers for which
ç ö ô#æ

is prime.

4.3.2 Primality testing using the factorization of ù'úüû
This section presents results which can be used to prove that an integer ý is prime, provided
that the factorization or a partial factorization of ý)þ ÿ is known. It may seem odd to consider
a technique which requires the factorization of ý�þ�ÿ as a subproblem — if integers of this
size can be factored, the primality of ý itself could be determined by factoring ý . However,
the factorization of ý þQÿ may be easier to compute if ý has a special form, such as a Fermat
number ý �������	� ÿ . Another situation where the factorization of ý�þ ÿ may be easy to
compute is when the candidate ý is “constructed” by specific methods (see 
 4.4.4).

4.38 Fact Let ý��� be an integer. Then ý is prime if and only if there exists an integer �
satisfying:

(i) �������	�Fÿ���������ý�� ; and
(ii) �! "���#�%$"&('*)��ÿ��%���+�-ý�� for each prime divisor , of ý#þMÿ .

This result follows from the fact that -	.� has an element of order ý�þ�ÿ (Definition 2.128)
if and only if ý is prime; an element � satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) has order ý#þMÿ .

4.39 Note (primality test based on Fact 4.38) If ý is a prime, the number of elements of order
ýSþ�ÿ is precisely /0� ý#þ�ÿ1� . Hence, to prove a candidate ý prime, one may simply choose
an integer �324- � at random and uses Fact 4.38 to check if � has order ýNþ ÿ . If this is
the case, then ý is certainly prime. Otherwise, another ��25- � is selected and the test is
repeated. If ý is indeed prime, the expected number of iterations before an element � of
order ý�þËÿ is selected is 67��8:9;8:9 ý�� ; this follows since � ý�þ ÿ<�%=1/0� ý�þ ÿ1�;>@?�8:9A8B9�ý for
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CEDGF (Fact 2.102). Thus, if such an H is not found after a “reasonable” number (for ex-
ample, I<JLKBMNKBM C ) of iterations, then C is probably composite and should again be subjected
to a probabilistic primality test such as Miller-Rabin (Algorithm 4.24).O This method is, in
effect, a probabilistic compositeness test.

The next result gives a method for proving primality which requires knowledge of only
a partial factorization of CQP I .

4.40 Fact (Pocklington’s theorem) Let CRDTS be an integer, and let C�U4V7WQX I (i.e. W dividesC3P I ) where the prime factorization of W is WYU Z[]\�^�_a`(b[ . If there exists an integer H
satisfying:

(i) H�c�d ^	e I�f�g�h�i C�j ; and
(ii) k<l�imf%H!n"cod ^qp"r(s b P I1t C�juU I for each v , Ixw3vyw{z ,

then every prime divisor | of C is congruent to 1 modulo W . It follows that if W4} ~ C�P I ,
then C is prime.

If C is indeed prime, then the following result establishes that most integers H satisfy
conditions (i) and (ii) of Fact 4.40, provided that the prime divisors of W�} ~ C3P I are
sufficiently large.

4.41 Fact Let CTU�V7W�X I be an odd prime with W�} ~ C{P I and k1l�imf V t W7j�U I . Let the
distinct prime factors of W be _ ^ , _�� t�������t _ Z . Then the probability that a randomly selected
base H , I�w�H�w C�P I , satisfies both: (i) H�cod ^�e I�f%g�h�i C�j ; and (ii) k1l�imfqH!n"c�d ^qp"r(s b PI1t C�j�U I for each v , Ixw3v�wRz , is Z[]\�^ f�I P I1� _ [ j�D I P Z[]\�^ I+� _ [ .

Thus, if the factorization of a divisor W5} ~ C�P I of C�P I is known then to test C for
primality, one may simply choose random integers H in the interval � J+t C�P Ja� until one is
found satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Fact 4.40, implying that C is prime. If such an H
is not found after a “reasonable” number of iterations,� then C is probably composite and
this could be established by subjecting it to a probabilistic primality test (footnote 3 also
applies here). This method is, in effect, a probabilistic compositeness test.

The next result gives a method for proving primality which only requires the factoriza-
tion of a divisor W of C�P I that is greater than � ~ C . For an example of the use of Fact 4.42,
see Note 4.63.

4.42 Fact Let C�DGS be an odd integer. Let C�U J V�W5X I , and suppose that there exists an
integer H satisfying both: (i) H�cod ^ye I�f%g�h�i C�j ; and (ii) k<l�imf%H!n"c�d ^%p�rqs P I1t C�j�U I for
each prime divisor _ of W . Let � DE� and � be defined by J V5U � W�X � and � w���  W .
If W4D � ~ C and if � � P¢¡ � is neither � nor a perfect square, then C is prime.

4.3.3 Jacobi sum test

The Jacobi sum test is another true primality test. The basic idea is to test a set of con-
gruences which are analogues of Fermat’s theorem (Fact 2.127(i)) in certain cyclotomic
rings. The running time of the Jacobi sum test for determining the primality of an integerC is £7f%f�K:M C�j¥¤§¦ ¨o¦ ¨o¦ ¨ c j bit operations for some constant © . This is “almost” a polynomial-
time algorithm since the exponent K:M	KBM	K:M C acts like a constant for the range of values forª

Another approach is to run both algorithms in parallel (with an unlimited number of iterations), until one of
them stops with a definite conclusion “prime” or “composite”.«

The number of iterations may be taken to be ¬ where 	®�¯±°�²³<´ ²¶µ·µ , and where {¸º¹�»�¼�½¾�¿ ² °À¹�»�¹aÁ¥Â ¾ ´ .
c
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Å of interest. For example, if ÅÇÆÉÈ�Ê�ËÀÌ , then ÍBÎ	Í:Î	Í:Î ÅYÏÉÐ1ÑBÒ<Ó . The version of the Ja-
cobi sum primality test used in practice is a randomized algorithm which terminates withinÔ7Õ%Ö!Õ ÍBÎ Å�×ÙØ�Ú ÛoÚ Û0Ú Û0ÜÝ× steps with probability at least Ð�Þ Õ ËÌ ×¥ß for every

Ö3à Ð , and always
gives a correct answer. One drawback of the algorithm is that it does not produce a “certifi-
cate” which would enable the answer to be verified in much shorter time than running the
algorithm itself.

The Jacobi sum test is, indeed, practical in the sense that the primality of numbers that
are several hundred decimal digits long can be handled in just a few minutes on a com-
puter. However, the test is not as easy to program as the probabilistic Miller-Rabin test
(Algorithm 4.24), and the resulting code is not as compact. The details of the algorithm are
complicated and are not given here; pointers to the literature are given in the chapter notes
on page 166.

4.3.4 Tests using elliptic curves

Elliptic curve primality proving algorithms are based on an elliptic curve analogue of Pock-
lington’s theorem (Fact 4.40). The version of the algorithm used in practice is usually re-
ferred to as Atkin’s test or the Elliptic Curve Primality Proving algorithm (ECPP). Under
heuristic arguments, the expected running time of this algorithm for proving the primality
of an integer Å has been shown to be

Ô7Õ%Õ Í:Î Å�×Àá�âmãa× bit operations for any äxåGæ . Atkin’s
test has the advantage over the Jacobi sum test ( ç 4.3.3) that it produces a short certificate of
primality which can be used to efficiently verify the primality of the number. Atkin’s test
has been used to prove the primality of numbers more than 1000 decimal digits long.

The details of the algorithm are complicated and are not presented here; pointers to the
literature are given in the chapter notes on page 166.

4.4 Prime number generation

This section considers algorithms for the generation of prime numbers for cryptographic
purposes. Four algorithms are presented: Algorithm 4.44 for generating probable primes
(see Definition 4.5), Algorithm 4.53 for generating strong primes (see Definition 4.52), Al-
gorithm 4.56 for generating probable primes è and é suitable for use in the Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA), and Algorithm 4.62 for generating provable primes (see Definition 4.34).

4.43 Note (prime generation vs. primality testing) Prime number generation differs from pri-
mality testing as described in ç 4.2 and ç 4.3, but may and typically does involve the latter.
The former allows the construction of candidates of a fixed form which may lead to more
efficient testing than possible for random candidates.

4.4.1 Random search for probable primes

By the prime number theorem (Fact 2.95), the proportion of (positive) integers Æëê that
are prime is approximately Ð1ì ÍBÎ ê . Since half of all integers Æíê are even, the proportion
of odd integers Æ�ê that are prime is approximately È1ì ÍBÎ ê . For instance, the proportion
of all odd integers ÆîÈ�Ê�ËÀÌ that are prime is approximately È1ì Õ�ï Ð1È�ð Í:Î Õ È<×%×	ñ�Ð1ì<Ð<Ò<Ò . This
suggests that a reasonable strategy for selecting a random

Ö
-bit (probable) prime is to re-

peatedly pick random
Ö

-bit odd integers Å until one is found that is declared to be “prime”
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by MILLER-RABIN(ò ,ó ) (Algorithm 4.24) for an appropriate value of the security param-
eter ó (discussed below).

If a random ô -bit odd integer ò is divisible by a small prime, it is less computationally
expensive to rule out the candidate ò by trial division than by using the Miller-Rabin test.
Since the probability that a random integer ò has a small prime divisor is relatively large,
before applying the Miller-Rabin test, the candidate ò should be tested for small divisors
below a pre-determined bound õ . This can be done by dividing ò by all the primes belowõ , or by computing greatest common divisors of ò and (pre-computed) products of several
of the primes ö�õ . The proportion of candidate odd integers ò not ruled out by this trial
division is ÷�ø�ù�ø�ú	û%ü�ý�þùoÿ which, by Mertens’s theorem, is approximately ü��Bü ������� õ (here	 ranges over prime values). For example, if õ�
 ����

, then only 20% of candidate odd
integers ò pass the trial division stage, i.e., 80% are discarded before the more costly Miller-
Rabin test is performed.

4.44 Algorithm Random search for a prime using the Miller-Rabin test

RANDOM-SEARCH( ô ,ó )
INPUT: an integer ô , and a security parameter ó (cf. Note 4.49).
OUTPUT: a random ô -bit probable prime.

1. Generate an odd ô -bit integer ò at random.
2. Use trial division to determine whether ò is divisible by any odd prime ö õ (see

Note 4.45 for guidance on selecting õ ). If it is then go to step 1.
3. If MILLER-RABIN(ò ,ó ) (Algorithm 4.24) outputs “prime” then return(ò ).

Otherwise, go to step 1.

4.45 Note (optimal trial division bound õ ) Let � denote the time for a full ô -bit modular ex-
ponentiation, and let � denote the time required for ruling out one small prime as divisor
of a ô -bit integer. (The values � and � depend on the particular implementation of long-
integer arithmetic.) Then the trial division bound õ that minimizes the expected running
time of Algorithm 4.44 for generating a ô -bit prime is roughly õ�
�� � � . A more accurate
estimate of the optimum choice for õ can be obtained experimentally. The odd primes up
to õ can be precomputed and stored in a table. If memory is scarce, a value of õ that is
smaller than the optimum value may be used.

Since the Miller-Rabin test does not provide a mathematical proof that a number is in-
deed prime, the number ò returned by Algorithm 4.44 is a probable prime (Definition 4.5).
It is important, therefore, to have an estimate of the probability that ò is in fact composite.

4.46 Definition The probability that RANDOM-SEARCH( ô ,ó ) (Algorithm 4.44) returns a
composite number is denoted by 	���� � .

4.47 Note (remarks on estimating 	���� � ) It is tempting to conclude directly from Fact 4.25 that	���� � ö5û+þ� ÿ � . This reasoning is flawed (although typically the conclusion will be correct in
practice) since it does not take into account the distribution of the primes. (For example, if
all candidates ò were chosen from a set � of composite numbers, the probability of error is
1.) The following discussion elaborates on this point. Let � represent the event that ò is
composite, and let � � denote the event than MILLER-RABIN(ò ,ó ) declares ò to be prime.
Then Fact 4.25 states that �7û�� ��� � ÿ öTû þ� ÿ � . What is relevant, however, to the estimation of	 ��� � is the quantity �7û � � � � ÿ . Suppose that candidates ò are drawn uniformly and randomly

c
!
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from a set # of odd numbers, and suppose $ is the probability that % is prime (this depends
on the candidate set # ). Assume also that &(')$*'�+ . Then by Bayes’ theorem (Fact 2.10):

,.- /10�2�35476 ,.-8/94�,.-:2�3�0 /94
,.-�2 3 4 ;

,.-�2�3:0 /94
,.-:2 3 4 ; +

$
+<

3
=

since
,.-�2�3�4?> $ . Thus the probability

,.- /10�2�3�4
may be considerably larger than

-�@A 4 3
if $ is

small. However, the error-probability of Miller-Rabin is usually far smaller than
- @A 4 3

(see
Remark 4.26). Using better estimates for

,.-:2�3�0 /94
and estimates on the number of B -bit

prime numbers, it has been shown that $�C�D 3 is, in fact, smaller than
- @A 4 3

for all sufficiently
large B . A more concrete result is the following: if candidates % are chosen at random from
the set of odd numbers in the interval E F =HGJI , then

,.- /10�2 3 4 ; - @A 4 3
for all G > +�&LK:M .

Further refinements for
,.-�2 3 0 /94

allow the following explicit upper bounds on $�C�D 3 for
various values of B and N . O

4.48 Fact (some upper bounds on $�C�D 3 in Algorithm 4.44)

(i) $ C�D @ 'PBRQ
<
QTSVU C for B >VW

.

(ii) $�C�D 3 '�BRX�Y�Q W 3 NZS @ Y�Q
<
QRS[U 3 C for (N 6�W

, B >P\\
) or ( F ; N ; BJ]^ , B >VW + ).

(iii) $�C�D 3 '`_Q�M B W S�O 3ba @
_ B @ OcY A W S C Y�QRS�Q 3da + W B W S C Y A S�X 3 for BJ]^ ; N ; BJ]

<
, B >VW + .

(iv) $�C�D 3 ' @
_ B @ OcY A W S C Y�QRS�Q 3 for N > BJ]

<
, B >[W + .

For example, if B 6fe + W
and N 6fg

, then Fact 4.48(ii) gives $ O @ Q D K ; - @
Q
48h:h

. In other
words, the probability that RANDOM-SEARCH(512,6) returns a 512-bit composite integer
is less than

-�@
Q
48h:h

. Using more advanced techniques, the upper bounds on $�C�D 3 given by
Fact 4.48 have been improved. These upper bounds arise from complicated formulae which
are not given here. Table 4.3 lists some improved upper bounds on $�C�D 3 for some sample
values of B and N . As an example, the probability that RANDOM-SEARCH(500,6) returns
a composite number is ; -�@

Q
48i Q . Notice that the values of $ C�D 3 implied by the table are

considerably smaller than
-�@A 4 3 6�-�@

Q
4 Q 3 .

jk l m n o p q r s t lvu
lZuvu p l5o mZu mvp mvt nvn nvq nvt o�l ovolZpvu s mZu mZs nHo nvt o�n o�r pvl pHo pvrmZuvu lvl mZp n5o o�l o�r pvm pvr qvl qvp qvtmZpvu lHo mZt nZt o�r pHo qvu qvp rvu rvp rvtnZuvu lvt nZn oZo pvn qvu qvr rvn rvs svn svsnZpvu mvs nZs o�s pvs qvq rvn svu svq tvl tvro�uvu nvr o�q pZp qvn rvm svu svr tvn tvt lvuZpo�pvu o�q p5o qZm rvu rvs svp tvn lZuvu lvuZq lvlZmpZuvu pvq qZn rZu rvs svp tvm tvt lZuvq lvlZn lvlZtpZpvu qvp rZm rZt svq tvn lZuvu lZuvr lZlvn lvlZt lvmZqqZuvu rvp sZm sZs tvp lZuvm lZuvs lZlvp lZmvl lvmZr lvnZn

Table 4.3: Upper bounds on wJxzy { for sample values of
k

and
j
. An entry | corresponding to

k
and

j
implies w xzy {~})����R��� .

�
The estimates of � xzy { presented in the remainder of this subsection were derived for the situation where Al-

gorithm 4.44 does not use trial division by small primes to rule out some candidates � . Since trial division never
rules out a prime, it can only give a better chance of rejecting composites. Thus the error probability � xzy { might
actually be even smaller than the estimates given here.
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4.49 Note (controlling the error probability) In practice, one is usually willing to tolerate an er-
ror probability of ���������� when using Algorithm 4.44 to generate probable primes. For sam-
ple values of � , Table 4.4 lists the smallest value of � that can be derived from Fact 4.48
for which ����� ���f������ �:� . For example, when generating 1000-bit probable primes, Miller-
Rabin with ����� repetitions suffices. Algorithm 4.44 rules out most candidates � either
by trial division (in step 2) or by performing just one iteration of the Miller-Rabin test (in
step 3). For this reason, the only effect of selecting a larger security parameter � on the run-
ning time of the algorithm will likely be to increase the time required in the final stage when
the (probable) prime is chosen.

� �
�Z Z  ¡Z¢�Z£Z  �Z¤¡Z Z  �Z£¡Z£Z  �Z¡¥Z Z  ¦¥Z£Z  ¤§� Z  ¢§�£Z  ¨

� �
£Z v  ¨£Z£v  £¨Z v  £¨Z£v  §¢Z v  §¢Z£v  §¤Z v  §¤Z£v  ¥

� �
¦Z v  ¥¦Z£v  ¥�Z v Z  ¥�Z v£Z  ¥�Z�v Z  ¥�Z�v£Z  ¥�Z¡v Z  ¥�Z¡v£Z  ¥

� �
�Z¥v Z  ¡�Z¥v£Z  ¡�5§� Z  ¡�5§�£Z  ¡�Z£v Z  ¡�Z£v£Z  ¡�Z¨v Z  ¡�Z¨v£Z  ¡

� �
�v¢Z Z  ¡�v¢Z£Z  ¡�v¤Z Z  ¡�v¤Z£Z  ¡�v¦Z Z  ¡�v¦Z£Z  ¡¡v Z Z  ¡¡v Z£Z  ¡

Table 4.4: For sample
�

, the smallest
�

from Fact 4.48 is given for which ©�ªz« ¬~)®�¯°R±³²³´ .

4.50 Remark (Miller-Rabin test with base µ¶�¸· ) The Miller-Rabin test involves exponenti-
ating the base µ ; this may be performed using the repeated square-and-multiply algorithm
(Algorithm 2.143). If µ(��· , then multiplication by µ is a simple procedure relative to mul-
tiplying by µ in general. One optimization of Algorithm 4.44 is, therefore, to fix the baseµ(�P· when first performing the Miller-Rabin test in step 3. Since most composite numbers
will fail the Miller-Rabin test with base µ¶�¸· , this modification will lower the expected
running time of Algorithm 4.44.

4.51 Note (incremental search)

(i) An alternative technique to generating candidates � at random in step 1 of Algo-
rithm 4.44 is to first select a random � -bit odd number � � , and then test the ¹ numbers�7�9� ��º � �¼» · º � �¼»¶½�ºL¾L¾v¾bº � ��» ·��¹À¿ÂÁ � for primality. If all these ¹ candidates are
found to be composite, the algorithm is said to have failed. If ¹���Ã�Ä8ÅÇÆÈ· � where Ã is a
constant, the probability É ��� �5� Ê that this incremental search variant of Algorithm 4.44

returns a composite number has been shown to be less than ËR�TÌ·�Í[Î � for some con-
stant Ë . Table 4.5 gives some explicit bounds on this error probability for �Ï�ÑÐÒÒ and�Ó�[Á�Ò . Under reasonable number-theoretic assumptions, the probability of the algo-
rithm failing has been shown to be less than ·�ÔTÍ �cÕ

for large � (here, Ô�ÖP· ¾�× Á�Ø·Ø ).
(ii) Incremental search has the advantage that fewer random bits are required. Further-

more, the trial division by small primes in step 2 of Algorithm 4.44 can be accom-
plished very efficiently as follows. First the values ÙÛÚ �TÜ��V� �ÞÝÛß�à � are computed
for each odd prime �*�Pá . Each time · is added to the current candidate, the values
in the table Ù are updated as ÙâÚ �TÜ5ãä�:ÙâÚ �Ü » · � ÝÛß�à � . The candidate passes the trial
division stage if and only if none of the ÙâÚ �TÜ values equal Ò .

(iii) If á is large, an alternative method for doing the trial division is to initialize a tableå Ú æçÜHã9Ò for Ò¶�fæÛ�è��¹é¿[Á � ; the entry
å Ú æçÜ corresponds to the candidate � �.» ·Læ .

For each odd prime �ê�ëá , � �(ÝÛß�à � is computed. Let ì be the smallest index for

c
í
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ï
ð ñ ò ó ô õ ö ÷ ø ù ñZú
ñ ñZ÷ óv÷ õZñ öZó ÷vò øvñ øZù ùZö ñvúZó ñvñZúõ ñZó óvò ô�ö õZø övø ÷v÷ øZõ ùZò ùZù ñvúZõñZú ñZñ óvú ôZô õZö övö ÷võ øZó ùZú ùZ÷ ñvúZó

Table 4.5: Upper bounds on the error probability of incremental search (Note 4.51) for ûýü õZúvú
and sample values of ð and

ï
. An entry þ corresponding to ð and

ï
implies ÿ�������� ��� � 	�
������ , where� ü ð�������ò ����� .

which �������! #"%$�&(')��*,+.-0/1$ . Then 243 "65 and each /87�9 entry after it are set to : . A
candidate ���;�< #= then passes the trial division stage if and only if 243 =>54?@' . Note
that the estimate for the optimal trial division bound A given in Note 4.45 does not
apply here (nor in (ii)) since the cost of division is amortized over all candidates.

4.4.2 Strong primes

The RSA cryptosystem ( B 8.2) uses a modulus of the form �C?</ED , where / and D are dis-
tinct odd primes. The primes / and D must be of sufficient size that factorization of their
product is beyond computational reach. Moreover, they should be random primes in the
sense that they be chosen as a function of a random input through a process defining a pool
of candidates of sufficient cardinality that an exhaustive attack is infeasible. In practice, the
resulting primes must also be of a pre-determined bitlength, to meet system specifications.
The discovery of the RSA cryptosystem led to the consideration of several additional con-
straints on the choice of / and D which are necessary to ensure the resulting RSA system safe
from cryptanalytic attack, and the notion of a strong prime (Definition 4.52) was defined.
These attacks are described at length in Note 8.8(iii); as noted there, it is now believed that
strong primes offer little protection beyond that offered by random primes, since randomly
selected primes of the sizes typically used in RSA moduli today will satisfy the constraints
with high probability. On the other hand, they are no less secure, and require only minimal
additional running time to compute; thus, there is little real additional cost in using them.

4.52 Definition A prime number / is said to be a strong prime if integers F , G , and H exist such
that the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) /0IJ: has a large prime factor, denoted F ;
(ii) /K�C: has a large prime factor, denoted G ; and

(iii) FKIL: has a large prime factor, denoted H .
In Definition 4.52, a precise qualification of “large” depends on specific attacks that should
be guarded against; for further details, see Note 8.8(iii).
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4.53 Algorithm Gordon’s algorithm for generating a strong prime

SUMMARY: a strong prime M is generated.

1. Generate two large random primes N and O of roughly equal bitlength (see Note 4.54).
2. Select an integer P�Q . Find the first prime in the sequence R#PSOUT<V , for PXWYP�QZ�P�Q[T
VZ\P�Q�T!R8Z^]^]_] (see Note 4.54). Denote this prime by `0WaR#PSObTCV .

3. Compute M8QcWdRfegNih6j%kcl0m.no`%p�NUqLV .
4. Select an integer r Q . Find the first prime in the sequence M Q TsR#r�`tN , for r0WJr Q Z\r Q T
VZ\riQuT!R8Z^]_]^] (see Note 4.54). Denote this prime by MvWLM8QuT!R^r�`%N .

5. Return(M ).

Justification. To see that the prime M returned by Gordon’s algorithm is indeed a strong
prime, observe first (assuming `)wWxN ) that N h�j�y{z V|e�l0m.n0`%p ; this follows from Fermat’s
theorem (Fact 2.127). Hence, M8Q z V}e�l,m.n0`.p and MQ z qoV|e�l0m.n~N6p . Finally (cf. Defi-
nition 4.52),

(i) M0qJV;WJM8Q�T!R^r6`tNUqLV zd� e�l,m8n,`%p , and hence M�qJV has the prime factor ` ;
(ii) MKTCV;WJM Q T!R^r6`tN�T!V zd� e�l,m8n�N6p , and hence M[T�V has the prime factor N ; and

(iii) `KqLV;WaR#PSO zd� e�l,m.n�O#p , and hence `[qLV has the prime factor O .
4.54 Note (implementing Gordon’s algorithm)

(i) The primes N and O required in step 1 can be probable primes generated by Algo-
rithm 4.44. The Miller-Rabin test (Algorithm 4.24) can be used to test each candidate
for primality in steps 2 and 4, after ruling out candidates that are divisible by a small
prime less than some bound � . See Note 4.45 for guidance on selecting � . Since the
Miller-Rabin test is a probabilistic primality test, the output of this implementation
of Gordon’s algorithm is a probable prime.

(ii) By carefully choosing the sizes of primes N , O and parameters P�Q , riQ , one can control
the exact bitlength of the resulting prime M . Note that the bitlengths of ` and N will
be about half that of M , while the bitlength of O will be slightly less than that of ` .

4.55 Fact (running time of Gordon’s algorithm) If the Miller-Rabin test is the primality test used
in steps 1, 2, and 4, the expected time Gordon’s algorithm takes to find a strong prime is only
about 19% more than the expected time Algorithm 4.44 takes to find a random prime.

4.4.3 NIST method for generating DSA primes

Some public-key schemes require primes satisfying various specific conditions. For exam-
ple, the NIST Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA of � 11.5.1) requires two primes M and �
satisfying the following three conditions:

(i) R8y��g�[�<�o�dR.y�� Q ; that is, � is a V� � -bit prime;
(ii) R6� j�y �sM��<R6� for a specified � , where �}Wd�VfRUT!��� for some �K� � �(� ; and

(iii) � divides M�qJV .
This section presents an algorithm for generating such primes M and � . In the following,�

denotes the SHA-1 hash function (Algorithm 9.53) which maps bitstrings of bitlength
�(R �g� to V� � -bit hash-codes. Where required, an integer � in the range �K� �|�dR6� whose
binary representation is �!Wd� � j�y R�� j�y TL� � j.k R6� j.k Td�^�_�fT}� k R k T}� y R4T}� Q should be
converted to the � -bit sequence e�� � j�y � � j%k �^�_�S� k � y � Q p , and vice versa.

c
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4.56 Algorithm NIST method for generating DSA primes

INPUT: an integer � , �K (�� d¡ .
OUTPUT: a ¢£f� -bit prime ¤ and an ¥ -bit prime ¦ , where ¥}§<¨f¢©«ªC£f¬8� and ¤®°¯�¦0±J¢f² .

1. Compute ¥}§d¨¢f©«ªJ£¬� . Using long division of ¯g¥~±s¢f² by ¢£f� , find ³ , ´ such that
¥�±J¢c§d¢f£�#³µªC´ , where �K d´U¶d¢£f� .

2. Repeat the following:

2.1 Choose a random seed · (not necessarily secret) of bitlength ¸X¹d¢f£f� .
2.2 Compute º<§¼»~¯g·_²¾½o»~¯�¯g·�ªC¢f²À¿,Á.Â,©6Ãf² .
2.3 Form ¤ from º by setting to ¢ the most significant and least significant bits of

º . (Note that ¤ is a ¢£f� -bit odd integer.)
2.4 Test ¤ for primality using MILLER-RABIN( ¤ ,Ä ) for Ä�¹d¢f¡ (see Note 4.57).

Until ¤ is found to be a (probable) prime.
3. Set Å^ÆJ� , ÇÈÆJ© .
4. While Å«¶d¬f�fÉ£ do the following:

4.1 For Ê from � to ³ do the following: set Ë8ÌÈÆJ»~¯�¯�·�ªÍÇoªCÊt²À¿0Á.Â,©6Ãf² .
4.2 For the integer Î defined below, let ÏÐ§<ÎÑªC©6Ò�Ó�Ô . (Ï is an ¥ -bit integer.)

ÎÕ§¼ËfÖuª�Ë Ô © Ô�× Ö ªCËØ8©^Ù Ø�Ö ªÛÚ^Ú_Ú�ªCË.Ü Ó�Ô © Ô�× Ö�Ý°Ü Ó�ÔgÞ ªC¯�Ë.ÜX¿,Á8Â,©�ß#²�© Ô�× ÖiÜáà
4.3 Compute â«§!Ïã¿,Á.Âä©¤ and set ¦v§JÏd±K¯�â�±[¢² . (Note that ¦Xå(¢)¯�¿,Á.Âæ©¤�² .)
4.4 If ¦X¹Û©�Ò�Ó�Ô then do the following:

Test ¦ for primality using MILLER-RABIN(¦ ,Ä ) for Ä�¹(¨ (see Note 4.57).
If ¦ is a (probable) prime then return( ¤ ,¦ ).

4.5 Set Å^ÆæÅçªC¢ , ÇÈÆ~ÇoªÍ³æªC¢ .
5. Go to step 2.

4.57 Note (choice of primality test in Algorithm 4.56)

(i) The FIPS 186 document where Algorithm 4.56 was originally described only speci-
fies that a robust primality test be used in steps 2.4 and 4.4, i.e., a primality test where
the probability of a composite integer being declared prime is at most ¯ ÔØ ²�è Ö . If the
heuristic assumption is made that ¤ is a randomly chosen ¢f£f� -bit integer then, by Ta-
ble 4.4, MILLER-RABIN( ¤ , ¢¡ ) is a robust test for the primality of ¤ . If ¦ is assumed
to be a randomly chosen ¥ -bit integer, then by Table 4.4, MILLER-RABIN(¦ , ¨ ) is
a robust test for the primality of ¦ . Since the Miller-Rabin test is a probabilistic pri-
mality test, the output of Algorithm 4.56 is a probable prime.

(ii) To improve performance, candidate primes ¤ and ¦ should be subjected to trial divi-
sion by all odd primes less than some bound é before invoking the Miller-Rabin test.
See Note 4.45 for guidance on selecting é .

4.58 Note (“weak” primes cannot be intentionally constructed) Algorithm 4.56 has the feature
that the random seed · is not input to the prime number generation portion of the algorithm
itself, but rather to an unpredictable and uncontrollable randomization process (steps 2.2
and 4.1), the output of which is used as the actual random seed. This precludes manipulation
of the input seed to the prime number generation. If the seed · and counter Å are made public,
then anyone can verify that ¤ and ¦ were generated using the approved method. This feature
prevents a central authority who generates ¦ and ¤ as system-wide parameters for use in the
DSA from intentionally constructing “weak” primes ¤ and ¦ which it could subsequently
exploit to recover other entities’ private keys.
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4.4.4 Constructive techniques for provable primes

Maurer’s algorithm (Algorithm 4.62) generates random provable primes that are almost
uniformly distributed over the set of all primes of a specified size. The expected time for
generating a prime is only slightly greater than that for generating a probable prime of equal
size using Algorithm 4.44 with security parameter êæëãì . (In practice, one may wish to
choose êUí<ì in Algorithm 4.44; cf. Note 4.49.)

The main idea behind Algorithm 4.62 is Fact 4.59, which is a slight modification of
Pocklington’s theorem (Fact 4.40) and Fact 4.41.

4.59 Fact Let îLïdð be an odd integer, and suppose that î)ë<ìòñ|óô;õ where õ is an odd prime.
Suppose further that õoíaô .

(i) If there exists an integer ö satisfying ö�÷Èø�ù�ú(ì)û�ü,ý.þ0î ÿ and ��� þÈû�ö�� ��� ì
	�î ÿÀë<ì ,
then î is prime.

(ii) If î is prime, the probability that a randomly selected base ö , ì��<ö�sî � ì , satisfies
ö�÷Èø�ù�údì)û�ü,ý.þ,î ÿ and �
� þtûgö�� ��� ì�	�î ÿòë<ì is û�ì � ì��fõ�ÿ .

Algorithm 4.62 recursively generates an odd prime õ , and then chooses random integers ô ,
ô�� õ , until î ë óô;õ{ñdì can be proven prime using Fact 4.59(i) for some base ö . By
Fact 4.59(ii) the proportion of such bases is ì � ì
�fõ for prime î . On the other hand, if î is
composite, then most bases ö will fail to satisfy the condition ö�÷1ø�ù�úÛì}û�ü0ý.þ0î ÿ .

4.60 Note (description of constants � and � in Algorithm 4.62)

(i) The optimal value of the constant � defining the trial division bound � ë������ in
step 2 depends on the implementation of long-integer arithmetic, and is best deter-
mined experimentally (cf. Note 4.45).

(ii) The constant � ë ó�� ensures that � is at least ó
� bits long and hence the interval
from which ô is selected, namely � �äñÛì�	#ó��
� , is sufficiently large (for the values of� of practical interest) that it most likely contains at least one value ô for which î)ë
óô;õ�ñ!ì is prime.

4.61 Note (relative size � of õ with respect to î in Algorithm 4.62) The relative size � of õ with
respect to î is defined to be �0ë � � õ!�"� � î . In order to assure that the generated prime î is
chosen randomly with essentially uniform distribution from the set of all � -bit primes, the
size of the prime factor õ of î � ì must be chosen according to the probability distribution
of the largest prime factor of a randomly selected � -bit integer. Since õ must be greater than
ô in order for Fact 4.59 to apply, the relative size � of õ is restricted to being in the interval� ù� 	#ì�� . It can be deduced from Fact 3.7(i) that the cumulative probability distribution of the
relative size � of the largest prime factor of a large random integer, given that � is at least
ù� , is û�ì�ñ#� � �%ÿ for ù� �$�%�(ì . In step 4 of Algorithm 4.62, the relative size � is generated
according to this distribution by selecting a random number &(')� �
	^ì*� and then setting �0ë
ó�+^ø�ù . If �,�aó-� then � is chosen to be the smallest permissible value, namely ù� , in order
to ensure that the interval from which ô is selected is sufficiently large (cf. Note 4.60(ii)).

c
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4.62 Algorithm Maurer’s algorithm for generating provable primes

PROVABLE PRIME( 0 )
INPUT: a positive integer 0 .
OUTPUT: a 0 -bit prime number 1 .

1. (If 0 is small, then test random integers by trial division. A table of small primes may
be precomputed for this purpose.)
If 03254�6 then repeatedly do the following:

1.1 Select a random 0 -bit odd integer 1 .
1.2 Use trial division by all primes less than 7 1 to determine whether 1 is prime.
1.3 If 1 is prime then return(1 ).

2. Set 8�9:6�;=< and >?9@4�6 (see Note 4.60).
3. (Trial division bound) Set A9B8"C�0!D (see Note 4.60).
4. (Generate E , the size of F relative to 1 — see Note 4.61) If 0HGI4�> then repeatedly

do the following: select a random number J in the interval K 6
L-<*M , set EN9B4�O-PRQ , untilS 0UTVEW0YXZG:> . Otherwise (i.e. 032[4�> ), set EN9:6�;=\ .
5. Compute F�9@]Z^`_Za`b(cedgf ]Z^ihkjlf S!m EnC�0!oqpB<
X .
6. Set rs9 m 4�t
PsQ�u S 4�FvXwo .
7. success 9:6 .
8. While (success x56 ) do the following:

8.1 (select a candidate integer 1 ) Select a random integer y in the interval K rHp<
L�4-r�M and set 1z9:4�y{Fzp#< .
8.2 Use trial division to determine whether 1 is divisible by any prime number | A .

If it is not then do the following:

Select a random integer } in the interval K 4
L~1�T@4*M .
Compute �-9@}!�NPRQe�����{1 .
If �ex�< then do the following:

Compute �-9@}�D*�@�����{1 and ��9��
�-� S ��T@<
L~1�X .
If �Ux�< then success 9:< .

9. Return(1 ).

4.63 Note (improvements to Algorithm 4.62)

(i) A speedup can be achieved by using Fact 4.42 instead of Fact 4.59(i) for proving1$x�4�y{FRp�< prime in step 8.2 of Maurer’s algorithm — Fact 4.42 only requires thatF be greater than ��7 1 .
(ii) If a candidate 1 passes the trial division (in step 8.2), then a Miller-Rabin test (Algo-

rithm 4.24) with the single base }Vx�4 should be performed on 1 ; only if 1 passes
this test should the attempt to prove its primality (the remainder of step 8.2) be under-
taken. This leads to a faster implementation due to the efficiency of the Miller-Rabin
test with a single base }Ux�4 (cf. Remark 4.50).

(iii) Step 4 requires the use of real number arithmetic when computing 4�O-PRQ . To avoid
these computations, one can precompute and store a list of such values for a selection
of random numbers J{�#K 6
L-<*M .

4.64 Note (provable primes vs. probable primes) Probable primes are advantageous over prov-
able primes in that Algorithm 4.44 for generating probable primes with �,x�< is slightly
faster than Maurer’s algorithm. Moreover, the latter requires more run-time memory due
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to its recursive nature. Provable primes are preferable to probable primes in the sense that
the former have zero error probability. In any cryptographic application, however, there
is always a non-zero error probability of some catastrophic failure, such as the adversary
guessing a secret key or hardware failure. Since the error probability of probable primes
can be efficiently brought down to acceptably low levels (see Note 4.49 but note the depen-
dence on � ), there appears to be no reason for mandating the use of provable primes over
probable primes.

4.5 Irreducible polynomials over �
Recall (Definition 2.190) that a polynomial �����g�3�5�¡ £¢ �N¤ of degree ¥§¦�¨ is said to be
irreducible over �   if it cannot be written as a product of two polynomials in �   ¢ �W¤ each
having degree less than ¥ . Such a polynomial �����¡� can be used to represent the elements
of the finite field ©  �ª as ©  �ªI« �   ¢ �N¤k¬�����w�g�®� , the set of all polynomials in �   ¢ �W¤ of de-
gree less than ¥ where the addition and multiplication of polynomials is performed modulo�����g� (see ¯ 2.6.3). This section presents techniques for constructing irreducible polynomials
over �g  , where � is a prime. The characteristic two finite fields ©¡° ª are of particular inter-
est for cryptographic applications because the arithmetic in these fields can be efficiently
performed both in software and in hardware. For this reason, additional attention is given
to the special case of irreducible polynomials over �s° .

The arithmetic in finite fields can usually be implemented more efficiently if the irre-
ducible polynomial chosen has few non-zero terms. Irreducible trinomials, i.e., irreducible
polynomials having exactly three non-zero terms, are considered in ¯ 4.5.2. Primitive poly-
nomials, i.e., irreducible polynomials �����¡� of degree ¥ in �¡ ±¢ �W¤ for which � is a generator
of ©i²  ª , the multiplicative group of the finite field ©   ª « �   ¢ �N¤k¬�����w�g�®� (Definition 2.228),
are the topic of ¯ 4.5.3. Primitive polynomials are also used in the generation of linear feed-
back shift register sequences having the maximum possible period (Fact 6.12).

4.5.1 Irreducible polynomials

If �����¡�Z�V�   ¢ �W¤ is irreducible over �   and ³ is a non-zero element in �   , then ³£´w�����¡� is also
irreducible over �   . Hence it suffices to restrict attention to monic polynomials in �   ¢ �W¤ ,
i.e., polynomials whose leading coefficient is 1. Observe also that if �����¡� is an irreducible
polynomial, then its constant term must be non-zero. In particular, if ���w�g���)�g°£¢ �W¤ , then
its constant term must be 1.

There is a formula for computing exactly the number of monic irreducible polynomi-
als in �¡ £¢ �N¤ of a fixed degree. The Möbius function, which is defined next, is used in this
formula.

4.65 Definition Let ¥ be a positive integer. The Möbius function µ is defined by

µ��w¥�� « ¨
¶ if ¥ « ¨�¶· ¶ if ¥ is divisible by the square of a prime ¶�¹¸{¨
�»º�¶ if ¥ is the product of ¼ distinct primes ½
4.66 Example (Möbius function) The following table gives the values of the Möbius functionµ���¥$� for the first 10 values of ¥ :

c
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Â Ã Ä Å Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ã�ÌÍ�ÎwÂ�Ï Ã Ð{Ã Ð{Ã Ì Ð{Ã Ã Ð{Ã Ì Ì Ã
Ñ

4.67 Fact (number of monic irreducible polynomials) Let Ò be a prime and Â a positive integer.

(i) The number Ó{Ô ÎwÂ�Ï of monic irreducible polynomials of degree Â in Õ¡Ô£Ö ×NØ is given
by the following formula:

Ó(Ô Î�Â$Ï$Ù Ã
Â Ú�Û Ü Í�ÎÝ
Ï Ò

ÜeÞßÚ à
where the summation ranges over all positive divisors Ý of Â .

(ii) The probability of a random monic polynomial of degree Â in ÕgÔ�Ö ×WØ being irreducible
over ÕgÔ is roughly áÜ . More specifically, the number Ó{Ô ÎwÂ�Ï satisfies

Ã
Ä�Â â Ó(Ô

Î�Â$Ï
Ò Ü ã Ã

Âåä
Testing irreducibility of polynomials in ÕgÔ±Ö ×WØ is significantly simpler than testing pri-

mality of integers. A polynomial can be tested for irreducibility by verifying that it has no
irreducible factors of degree â�æ

Ü ç�è . The following result leads to an efficient method (Al-
gorithm 4.69) for accomplishing this.

4.68 Fact Let Ò be a prime and let é be a positive integer.

(i) The product of all monic irreducible polynomials in Õ Ô Ö ×WØ of degree dividing é is
equal to × Ôvê Ð × .

(ii) Let ë Î × Ï be a polynomial of degree Â in Õ Ô Ö ×WØ . Then ë Î × Ï is irreducible over Õ Ô if
and only if ì
í-î Î ë Î × Ï à × Ô�ï Ð × ÏZÙ5Ã for each ð , Ã â ð âñæ

Ü ç�è .
4.69 Algorithm Testing a polynomial for irreducibility

INPUT: a prime Ò and a monic polynomial ë Î × Ï of degree Â in Õ¡Ô£Ö ×NØ .
OUTPUT: an answer to the question: “Is ë Î × Ï irreducible over ÕgÔ ?”

1. Set ò Î × Ï¹ó × .
2. For ð from 1 to æ

Ü ç è do the following:

2.1 Compute ò Î × Ï¹ó ò Î × Ï Ônô�õ î3ë Î × Ï using Algorithm 2.227. (Note that ò Î × Ï is a
polynomial in Õ Ô Ö ×WØ of degree less than Â .)

2.2 Compute Ý�Î × Ï�Ù ì�í�î Î ë Î × Ï à ò Î × ÏgÐ × Ï (using Algorithm 2.218).
2.3 If Ý�Î × Ï÷öÙ Ã then return(“reducible”).

3. Return(“irreducible”).

Fact 4.67 suggests that one method for finding an irreducible polynomial of degree Â
in ÕgÔ�Ö ×WØ is to generate a random monic polynomial of degree Â in Õ�Ô±Ö ×WØ , test it for irre-
ducibility, and continue until an irreducible one is found (Algorithm 4.70). The expected
number of polynomials to be tried before an irreducible one is found is approximately Â .
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4.70 Algorithm Generating a random monic irreducible polynomial over ø�ù
INPUT: a prime ú and a positive integer û .
OUTPUT: a monic irreducible polynomial ü�ý�þ¡ÿ of degree û in ����� þ�� .

1. Repeat the following:

1.1 (Generate a random monic polynomial of degree û in ����� þ�� )
Randomly select integers �
	���������
������������������ between � and ú���� with �	 �!
� . Let ü�ýwþgÿ be the polynomial ü�ý�þ¡ÿ ! þ �#" �������kþ �����"#$$�$%" ��-þ ��" �&��þ " �
	 .

1.2 Use Algorithm 4.69 to test whether ü�ý�þ¡ÿ is irreducible over � � .
Until ü�ýwþgÿ is irreducible.

2. Return( ü�ý�þ¡ÿ ).
It is known that the expected degree of the irreducible factor of least degree of a random

polynomial of degree û in � � � þ'� is (÷ý*)%+Rû$ÿ . Hence for each choice of ü�ýwþgÿ , the expected
number of times steps 2.1 – 2.3 of Algorithm 4.69 are iterated is (÷ý*)%+sû$ÿ . Each iteration
takes (÷ý®ý*)%+gú±ÿ�û � ÿ,��� -operations. These observations, together with Fact 4.67(ii), deter-
mine the running time for Algorithm 4.70.

4.71 Fact Algorithm 4.70 has an expected running time of (÷ý�û.-�ý*)%+sû$ÿ®ý*)%+sú£ÿ®ÿ���� -operations.

Given one irreducible polynomial of degree û over ��� , Note 4.74 describes a method,
which is more efficient than Algorithm 4.70, for randomly generating additional such poly-
nomials.

4.72 Definition Let /10 be a finite field of characteristic ú , and let 2435/60 . A minimum polyno-
mial of 2 over � � is a monic polynomial of least degree in � � � þ'� having 2 as a root.

4.73 Fact Let / 0 be a finite field of order 7 ! ú � , and let 2435/ 0 .
(i) The minimum polynomial of 2 over � � , denoted û�8sý�þ¡ÿ , is unique.

(ii) û 8 ýwþgÿ is irreducible over ��� .
(iii) The degree of û98 ýwþgÿ is a divisor of û .

(iv) Let : be the smallest positive integer such that 2 �
; ! 2 . (Note that such a : exists
since, by Fact 2.213, 2 �
< ! 2 .) Then

û98 ýwþgÿ !
= ���
>@? 	
ý�þ.�A2 �
B ÿC� (4.1)

4.74 Note (generating new irreducible polynomials from a given one) Suppose that ü�ýED ÿ is a
given irreducible polynomial of degree û over � � . The finite field / � < can then be repre-
sented as / � < ! � � � D��GF�ý¹ü�ýED ÿ®ÿ . A random monic irreducible polynomial of degree û over
� � can be efficiently generated as follows. First generate a random element 2H3I/ � < and
then, by repeated exponentiation by ú , determine the smallest positive integer : for which
2 �
; ! 2 . If :KJ:û , then generate a new random element 2L3M/ � < and repeat; the probabil-
ity that :NJ@û is known to be at most ýC)O+Rû�ÿPFQ7 �NRC� . If indeed : ! û , then compute û 8 ý�þ¡ÿ
using the formula (4.1). Then û 8 ý�þ¡ÿ is a random monic irreducible polynomial of degreeû in ����� þ�� . This method has an expected running time of (÷ýwû -�ý*)%+sú£ÿ®ÿ���� -operations (com-
pare with Fact 4.71).

c
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4.5.2 Irreducible trinomials

If a polynomial XZYE[�\ in ]�^Z_ [�` has an even number of non-zero terms, then XZY*a�\1bdc , whence
YE[9efa�\ is a factor of XZYE[�\ . Hence, the smallest number of non-zero terms an irreducible
polynomial of degree gfh in ]�^i_ ['` can have is three. An irreducible trinomial of degree j
in ]�^i_ ['` must be of the form [iklem[inoepa , where arqdsMqtjvuLa . Choosing an irreducible
trinomial XZYE[�\�wx]�^i_ ['` of degree j to represent the elements of the finite field y�^{z|b
]�^W_ [�`G}~YCXZY�[�\C\ can lead to a faster implementation of the field arithmetic. The following
facts are sometimes of use when searching for irreducible trinomials.

4.75 Fact Let j be a positive integer, and let s denote an integer in the interval _ a���j�uAa�` .
(i) If the trinomial [ k eL[ n e�a is irreducible over ]�^ then so is [ k eL[ k���n e�a .

(ii) If j��dcpY*�5�&� ��\ , there is no irreducible trinomial of degree j in ]�^Z_ ['` .
(iii) Suppose that either j��d�4YC�#�&�.�Q\ or j��f�lY*�5�&�.�Q\ . Then a necessary condition

for [ k eH[ n eda to be irreducible over ] ^ is that either s or j�u�s must be of the
form h�� for some positive divisor � of j .

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 list an irreducible trinomial of degree j over ]�^ for each j�qfa��Q�Q�
for which such a trinomial exists.

4.5.3 Primitive polynomials

Primitive polynomials were introduced at the beginning of � 4.5. Let XZYE[�\�w�]��W_ ['` be an
irreducible polynomial of degree j . If the factorization of the integer � k u�a is known, then
Fact 4.76 yields an efficient algorithm (Algorithm 4.77) for testing whether or not XZYE[�\ is
a primitive polynomial. If the factorization of � k u�a is unknown, there is no efficient
algorithm known for performing this test.

4.76 Fact Let � be a prime and let the distinct prime factors of � k uta be �����G�^&������i����� . Then
an irreducible polynomial XZY�[�\,w9]��W_ ['` is primitive if and only if for each   , arqt NqH¡ :

[1¢ � z � �P£¥¤§¦�¨ª©�fa«YC�#�&��XZYE[�\*\P�
(That is, [ is an element of order � k uAa in the field ] � _ [�`G}~YPXZYE[�\C\ .)

4.77 Algorithm Testing whether an irreducible polynomial is primitive

INPUT: a prime � , a positive integer j , the distinct prime factors �&����
^������i���{� of � k uLa ,
and a monic irreducible polynomial XZYE[�\ of degree j in ] � _ [�` .
OUTPUT: an answer to the question: “Is XZY�[�\ a primitive polynomial?”

1. For   from 1 to ¡ do the following:

1.1 Compute ¬EYE[�\obH[ ¢ � z � �P£¥¤§¦ ¨ �5���MXZY�[�\ (using Algorithm 2.227).
1.2 If ¬EY�[�\1ba then return(“not primitive”).

2. Return(“primitive”).

There are precisely ®WYE� k uAaQ\C}�j monic primitive polynomials of degree j in ]��W_ ['`
(Fact 2.230), where ® is the Euler phi function (Definition 2.100). Since the number of
monic irreducible polynomials of degree j in ]���_ [�` is roughly � k }�j (Fact 4.67(ii)), it fol-
lows that the probability of a random monic irreducible polynomial of degree j in ]��W_ ['`
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¯ ° ¯ ° ¯ ° ¯ ° ¯ ° ¯ ° ¯ °
2 1 93 2 193 15 295 48 402 171 508 9 618 295
3 1 94 21 194 87 297 5 404 65 510 69 620 9
4 1 95 11 196 3 300 5 406 141 511 10 622 297
5 2 97 6 198 9 302 41 407 71 513 26 623 68
6 1 98 11 199 34 303 1 409 87 514 67 625 133
7 1 100 15 201 14 305 102 412 147 516 21 626 251
9 1 102 29 202 55 308 15 414 13 518 33 628 223

10 3 103 9 204 27 310 93 415 102 519 79 631 307
11 2 105 4 207 43 313 79 417 107 521 32 633 101
12 3 106 15 209 6 314 15 418 199 522 39 634 39
14 5 108 17 210 7 316 63 420 7 524 167 636 217
15 1 110 33 212 105 318 45 422 149 526 97 639 16
17 3 111 10 214 73 319 36 423 25 527 47 641 11
18 3 113 9 215 23 321 31 425 12 529 42 642 119
20 3 118 33 217 45 322 67 426 63 532 1 646 249
21 2 119 8 218 11 324 51 428 105 534 161 647 5
22 1 121 18 220 7 327 34 431 120 537 94 649 37
23 5 123 2 223 33 329 50 433 33 538 195 650 3
25 3 124 19 225 32 330 99 436 165 540 9 651 14
28 1 126 21 228 113 332 89 438 65 543 16 652 93
29 2 127 1 231 26 333 2 439 49 545 122 654 33
30 1 129 5 233 74 337 55 441 7 550 193 655 88
31 3 130 3 234 31 340 45 444 81 551 135 657 38
33 10 132 17 236 5 342 125 446 105 553 39 658 55
34 7 134 57 238 73 343 75 447 73 556 153 660 11
35 2 135 11 239 36 345 22 449 134 558 73 662 21
36 9 137 21 241 70 346 63 450 47 559 34 663 107
39 4 140 15 242 95 348 103 455 38 561 71 665 33
41 3 142 21 244 111 350 53 457 16 564 163 668 147
42 7 145 52 247 82 351 34 458 203 566 153 670 153
44 5 146 71 249 35 353 69 460 19 567 28 671 15
46 1 147 14 250 103 354 99 462 73 569 77 673 28
47 5 148 27 252 15 358 57 463 93 570 67 676 31
49 9 150 53 253 46 359 68 465 31 574 13 679 66
52 3 151 3 255 52 362 63 468 27 575 146 682 171
54 9 153 1 257 12 364 9 470 9 577 25 684 209
55 7 154 15 258 71 366 29 471 1 580 237 686 197
57 4 155 62 260 15 367 21 473 200 582 85 687 13
58 19 156 9 263 93 369 91 474 191 583 130 689 14
60 1 159 31 265 42 370 139 476 9 585 88 690 79
62 29 161 18 266 47 372 111 478 121 588 35 692 299
63 1 162 27 268 25 375 16 479 104 590 93 694 169
65 18 166 37 270 53 377 41 481 138 593 86 695 177
66 3 167 6 271 58 378 43 484 105 594 19 697 267
68 9 169 34 273 23 380 47 486 81 596 273 698 215
71 6 170 11 274 67 382 81 487 94 599 30 700 75
73 25 172 1 276 63 383 90 489 83 601 201 702 37
74 35 174 13 278 5 385 6 490 219 602 215 705 17
76 21 175 6 279 5 386 83 492 7 604 105 708 15
79 9 177 8 281 93 388 159 494 17 606 165 711 92
81 4 178 31 282 35 390 9 495 76 607 105 713 41
84 5 180 3 284 53 391 28 497 78 609 31 714 23
86 21 182 81 286 69 393 7 498 155 610 127 716 183
87 13 183 56 287 71 394 135 500 27 612 81 718 165
89 38 185 24 289 21 396 25 503 3 614 45 719 150
90 27 186 11 292 37 399 26 505 156 615 211 721 9
92 21 191 9 294 33 401 152 506 23 617 200 722 231

Table 4.6: Irreducible trinomials ±Z²9³´±�µ6³L¶ over ·�¸ . For each ¹ , ¶ªº.¹»ºt¼
½½ , for which an
irreducible trinomial of degree ¹ in ·�¸�¾ ±�¿ exists, the table lists the smallest À for which ± ² ³Á± µ ³M¶
is irreducible over · ¸ .
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Æ Ç Æ Ç Æ Ç Æ Ç Æ Ç Æ Ç Æ Ç
724 207 831 49 937 217 1050 159 1159 66 1265 119 1374 609
726 5 833 149 938 207 1052 291 1161 365 1266 7 1375 52
727 180 834 15 942 45 1054 105 1164 19 1268 345 1377 100
729 58 838 61 943 24 1055 24 1166 189 1270 333 1380 183
730 147 839 54 945 77 1057 198 1167 133 1271 17 1383 130
732 343 841 144 948 189 1058 27 1169 114 1273 168 1385 12
735 44 842 47 951 260 1060 439 1170 27 1276 217 1386 219
737 5 844 105 953 168 1062 49 1174 133 1278 189 1388 11
738 347 845 2 954 131 1063 168 1175 476 1279 216 1390 129
740 135 846 105 956 305 1065 463 1177 16 1281 229 1391 3
742 85 847 136 959 143 1071 7 1178 375 1282 231 1393 300
743 90 849 253 961 18 1078 361 1180 25 1284 223 1396 97
745 258 850 111 964 103 1079 230 1182 77 1286 153 1398 601
746 351 852 159 966 201 1081 24 1183 87 1287 470 1399 55
748 19 855 29 967 36 1082 407 1185 134 1289 99 1401 92
750 309 857 119 969 31 1084 189 1186 171 1294 201 1402 127
751 18 858 207 972 7 1085 62 1188 75 1295 38 1404 81
753 158 860 35 975 19 1086 189 1190 233 1297 198 1407 47
754 19 861 14 977 15 1087 112 1191 196 1298 399 1409 194
756 45 862 349 979 178 1089 91 1193 173 1300 75 1410 383
758 233 865 1 982 177 1090 79 1196 281 1302 77 1412 125
759 98 866 75 983 230 1092 23 1198 405 1305 326 1414 429
761 3 868 145 985 222 1094 57 1199 114 1306 39 1415 282
762 83 870 301 986 3 1095 139 1201 171 1308 495 1417 342
767 168 871 378 988 121 1097 14 1202 287 1310 333 1420 33
769 120 873 352 990 161 1098 83 1204 43 1311 476 1422 49
772 7 876 149 991 39 1100 35 1206 513 1313 164 1423 15
774 185 879 11 993 62 1102 117 1207 273 1314 19 1425 28
775 93 881 78 994 223 1103 65 1209 118 1319 129 1426 103
777 29 882 99 996 65 1105 21 1210 243 1321 52 1428 27
778 375 884 173 998 101 1106 195 1212 203 1324 337 1430 33
780 13 887 147 999 59 1108 327 1214 257 1326 397 1431 17
782 329 889 127 1001 17 1110 417 1215 302 1327 277 1433 387
783 68 890 183 1007 75 1111 13 1217 393 1329 73 1434 363
785 92 892 31 1009 55 1113 107 1218 91 1332 95 1436 83
791 30 894 173 1010 99 1116 59 1220 413 1334 617 1438 357
793 253 895 12 1012 115 1119 283 1223 255 1335 392 1441 322
794 143 897 113 1014 385 1121 62 1225 234 1337 75 1442 395
798 53 898 207 1015 186 1122 427 1226 167 1338 315 1444 595
799 25 900 1 1020 135 1126 105 1228 27 1340 125 1446 421
801 217 902 21 1022 317 1127 27 1230 433 1343 348 1447 195
804 75 903 35 1023 7 1129 103 1231 105 1345 553 1449 13
806 21 905 117 1025 294 1130 551 1233 151 1348 553 1452 315
807 7 906 123 1026 35 1134 129 1234 427 1350 237 1454 297
809 15 908 143 1028 119 1135 9 1236 49 1351 39 1455 52
810 159 911 204 1029 98 1137 277 1238 153 1353 371 1457 314
812 29 913 91 1030 93 1138 31 1239 4 1354 255 1458 243
814 21 916 183 1031 68 1140 141 1241 54 1356 131 1460 185
815 333 918 77 1033 108 1142 357 1242 203 1358 117 1463 575
817 52 919 36 1034 75 1145 227 1246 25 1359 98 1465 39
818 119 921 221 1036 411 1146 131 1247 14 1361 56 1466 311
820 123 924 31 1039 21 1148 23 1249 187 1362 655 1468 181
822 17 926 365 1041 412 1151 90 1252 97 1364 239 1470 49
823 9 927 403 1042 439 1153 241 1255 589 1366 1 1471 25
825 38 930 31 1044 41 1154 75 1257 289 1367 134 1473 77
826 255 932 177 1047 10 1156 307 1260 21 1369 88 1476 21
828 189 935 417 1049 141 1158 245 1263 77 1372 181 1478 69

Table 4.7: Irreducible trinomials ÈZÉ�Ê,È�Ë�ÊÍÌ over Ä�Î . For each Ï , ÐÑ
Ò�Ó.ÏÔÓtÌ*Õ�ÐÖ , for which an
irreducible trinomial of degree Ï in Ä�Î�× È�Ø exists, the table gives the smallest Ù for which È É ÊKÈ Ë ÊrÌ
is irreducible over Ä Î .
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being primitive is approximately ÚWÛEÜ�ÝfÞHß�àCá�Ü&Ý . Using the lower bound for the Euler phi
function (Fact 2.102), this probability can be seen to be at least ß�á~ÛCâoãOäNã%ä6Ü Ý à . This sug-
gests the following algorithm for generating primitive polynomials.

4.78 Algorithm Generating a random monic primitive polynomial over å�æ
INPUT: a prime Ü , integer ç�èfß , and the distinct prime factors é&êë�é
ì�ëí�í�íiëGé{î of Ü�ÝdÞAß .
OUTPUT: a monic primitive polynomial ïZÛEð�à of degree ç in ñ�ò�ó ð�ô .

1. Repeat the following:

1.1 Use Algorithm 4.70 to generate a random monic irreducible polynomial ïZÛEð�à
of degree ç in ñ�òZó ð'ô .

1.2 Use Algorithm 4.77 to test whether ïZÛEð�à is primitive.

Until ïZÛ�ð�à is primitive.
2. Return( ïZÛEð�à ).

For each ç , ß5õöç÷õøQø�ù , Table 4.8 lists a polynomial of degree ç that is primitive
over ñ ì . If there exists a primitive trinomial ïZÛ�ð�àoúAðZÝ�û�ðiüªûAß , then the trinomial with
the smallest ý is listed. If no primitive trinomial exists, then a primitive pentanomial of the
form ïZÛEð�àoúHðiÝ�û4ðZüQþ�û4ðZü�ÿ1ûLðiü��6ûöß is listed.

If Ü&Ý Þ ß is prime, then Fact 4.76 implies that every irreducible polynomial of de-
gree ç in ñ�ò�ó ð�ô is also primitive. Table 4.9 gives either a primitive trinomial or a primitive
pentanomial of degree ç over ñ�ì where ç is an exponent of one of the first 27 Mersenne
primes (Definition 4.35).

4.6 Generators and elements of high order

Recall (Definition 2.169) that if
�

is a (multiplicative) finite group, the order of an element��� �
is the least positive integer � such that � î úvß . If there are � elements in

�
, and if��� �

is an element of order � , then
�

is said to be cyclic and � is called a generator or a
primitive element of

�
(Definition 2.167). Of special interest for cryptographic applications

are the multiplicative group ñ
	ò of the integers modulo a prime Ü , and the multiplicative
group � 	ì� of the finite field � ì�� of characteristic two; these groups are cyclic (Fact 2.213).
Also of interest is the group ñ
	� (Definition 2.124), where � is the product of two distinct
odd primes. This section deals with the problem of finding generators and other elements
of high order in ñ 	ò , � 	ì�� , and ñ 	� . See � 2.5.1 for background in group theory and � 2.6 for
background in finite fields.

Algorithm 4.79 is an efficient method for determining the order of a group element,
given the prime factorization of the group order � . The correctness of the algorithm follows
from the fact that the order of an element must divide � (Fact 2.171).

c
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�
or

�
or

�
or

�
or� � ��������������� � � � �!������������� � � � ��������������� � � � �����"���������#�

2 1 59 22, 21, 1 116 71, 70, 1 173 100, 99, 1
3 1 60 1 117 20, 18, 2 174 13
4 1 61 16, 15, 1 118 33 175 6
5 2 62 57, 56, 1 119 8 176 119, 118, 1
6 1 63 1 120 118, 111, 7 177 8
7 1 64 4, 3, 1 121 18 178 87
8 6, 5, 1 65 18 122 60, 59, 1 179 34, 33, 1
9 4 66 10, 9, 1 123 2 180 37, 36, 1

10 3 67 10, 9, 1 124 37 181 7, 6, 1
11 2 68 9 125 108, 107, 1 182 128, 127, 1
12 7, 4, 3 69 29, 27, 2 126 37, 36, 1 183 56
13 4, 3, 1 70 16, 15, 1 127 1 184 102, 101, 1
14 12, 11, 1 71 6 128 29, 27, 2 185 24
15 1 72 53, 47, 6 129 5 186 23, 22, 1
16 5, 3, 2 73 25 130 3 187 58, 57, 1
17 3 74 16, 15, 1 131 48, 47, 1 188 74, 73, 1
18 7 75 11, 10, 1 132 29 189 127, 126, 1
19 6, 5, 1 76 36, 35, 1 133 52, 51, 1 190 18, 17, 1
20 3 77 31, 30, 1 134 57 191 9
21 2 78 20, 19, 1 135 11 192 28, 27, 1
22 1 79 9 136 126, 125, 1 193 15
23 5 80 38, 37, 1 137 21 194 87
24 4, 3, 1 81 4 138 8, 7, 1 195 10, 9, 1
25 3 82 38, 35, 3 139 8, 5, 3 196 66, 65, 1
26 8, 7, 1 83 46, 45, 1 140 29 197 62, 61, 1
27 8, 7, 1 84 13 141 32, 31, 1 198 65
28 3 85 28, 27, 1 142 21 199 34
29 2 86 13, 12, 1 143 21, 20, 1 200 42, 41, 1
30 16, 15, 1 87 13 144 70, 69, 1 201 14
31 3 88 72, 71, 1 145 52 202 55
32 28, 27, 1 89 38 146 60, 59, 1 203 8, 7, 1
33 13 90 19, 18, 1 147 38, 37, 1 204 74, 73, 1
34 15, 14, 1 91 84, 83, 1 148 27 205 30, 29, 1
35 2 92 13, 12, 1 149 110, 109, 1 206 29, 28, 1
36 11 93 2 150 53 207 43
37 12, 10, 2 94 21 151 3 208 62, 59, 3
38 6, 5, 1 95 11 152 66, 65, 1 209 6
39 4 96 49, 47, 2 153 1 210 35, 32, 3
40 21, 19, 2 97 6 154 129, 127, 2 211 46, 45, 1
41 3 98 11 155 32, 31, 1 212 105
42 23, 22, 1 99 47, 45, 2 156 116, 115, 1 213 8, 7, 1
43 6, 5, 1 100 37 157 27, 26, 1 214 49, 48, 1
44 27, 26, 1 101 7, 6, 1 158 27, 26, 1 215 23
45 4, 3, 1 102 77, 76, 1 159 31 216 196, 195, 1
46 21, 20, 1 103 9 160 19, 18, 1 217 45
47 5 104 11, 10, 1 161 18 218 11
48 28, 27, 1 105 16 162 88, 87, 1 219 19, 18, 1
49 9 106 15 163 60, 59, 1 220 15, 14, 1
50 27, 26, 1 107 65, 63, 2 164 14, 13, 1 221 35, 34, 1
51 16, 15, 1 108 31 165 31, 30, 1 222 92, 91, 1
52 3 109 7, 6, 1 166 39, 38, 1 223 33
53 16, 15, 1 110 13, 12, 1 167 6 224 31, 30, 1
54 37, 36, 1 111 10 168 17, 15, 2 225 32
55 24 112 45, 43, 2 169 34 226 58, 57, 1
56 22, 21, 1 113 9 170 23 227 46, 45, 1
57 7 114 82, 81, 1 171 19, 18, 1 228 148, 147, 1
58 19 115 15, 14, 1 172 7 229 64, 63, 1

Table 4.8: Primitive polynomials over $ �
. For each % , &(')%*',++.- , an exponent / is given for

which the trinomial 021435076839& is primitive over $ �
. If no such trinomial exists, a triple of exponents: / �<; / ��; / �#= is given for which the pentanomial 0 1 3>0 6 ? 3@0 6BA 3C0 6BD 3)& is primitive over $ � .
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E F G5HIG8JBK#G�L#K G�M#N
1 2 1
2 3 1
3 5 2
4 7 1, 3
5 13 none (4,3,1)
6 17 3, 5, 6
7 19 none (5,2,1)
8 31 3, 6, 7, 13
9 61 none (43,26,14)
10 89 38
11 107 none (82,57,31)
12 127 1, 7, 15, 30, 63
13 521 32, 48, 158, 168
14 607 105, 147, 273
15 1279 216, 418
16 2203 none (1656,1197,585)
17 2281 715, 915, 1029
18 3217 67, 576
19 4253 none (3297,2254,1093)
20 4423 271, 369, 370, 649, 1393, 1419, 2098
21 9689 84, 471, 1836, 2444, 4187
22 9941 none (7449,4964,2475)
23 11213 none (8218,6181,2304)
24 19937 881, 7083, 9842
25 21701 none (15986,11393,5073)
26 23209 1530, 6619, 9739
27 44497 8575, 21034

Table 4.9: Primitive polynomials of degree
F

over O L
, P.QSRUT a Mersenne prime. For each exponentFWVYX)Z

of the first 27 Mersenne primes, the table lists all values of
G
, T\[ G [ F^] P , for which

the trinomial _ Qa` _7b ` T is irreducible over O L
. If no such trinomial exists, a triple of exponentsHIG8J<K G�L�K G�M#N

is listed such that the pentanomial _ Q ` _ b#c ` _ b�d ` _ b<e ` T is irreducible over O L
.

4.79 Algorithm Determining the order of a group element

INPUT: a (multiplicative) finite group f of order g , an element hjikf , and the prime fac-
torization galnm�o cp m�o dqsr.rtr m otuv .
OUTPUT: the order w of h .

1. Set w.xyg .
2. For z from 1 to { do the following:

2.1 Set w.xywt|#m}o�~� .
2.2 Compute h p x�h�� .
2.3 While h p��l�� do the following: compute h p x�h�� ~p and set w.x^w r m � .

3. Return(w ).
Suppose now that f is a cyclic group of order g . Then for any divisor � of g the number

of elements of order � in f is exactly �����8� (Fact 2.173(ii)), where � is the Euler phi function
(Definition 2.100). In particular, f has exactly ����g�� generators, and hence the probability
of a random element in f being a generator is ����g���|#g . Using the lower bound for the Eu-
ler phi function (Fact 2.102), this probability can be seen to be at least ��|��B����������g�� . This
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suggests the following efficient randomized algorithm for finding a generator of a cyclic
group.

4.80 Algorithm Finding a generator of a cyclic group

INPUT: a cyclic group � of order � , and the prime factorization �k���}�.�  �}��¡¢¤£t£t£ � �t¥¦ .
OUTPUT: a generator § of � .

1. Choose a random element § in � .
2. For ¨ from 1 to © do the following:

2.1 Compute ªt«�§2¬� ®¯ .
2.2 If ª
�±° then go to step 1.

3. Return( § ).

4.81 Note (group elements of high order) In some situations it may be desirable to have an el-
ement of high order, and not a generator. Given a generator § in a cyclic group � of order
� , and given a divisor ² of � , an element ³ of order ² in � can be efficiently obtained as
follows: ³a�¤§2¬� ´ . If µ is a prime divisor of the order � of a cyclic group � , then the fol-
lowing method finds an element ³s¶,� of order µ without first having to find a generator
of � : select a random element ·¸¶)� and compute ³n�¹· ¬8�º ; repeat until ³¤»�±° .

4.82 Note (generators of ¼U½¢�¾ ) There are two basic approaches to finding a generator of ¼5½¢¾ .
Both techniques require the factorization of the order of ¼ ½¢ ¾ , namely ¿�ÀÂÁ�° .

(i) Generate a monic primitive polynomial Ã2Ä�ÅÇÆ of degree È over É ¢ (Algorithm 4.78).
The finite field ¼ ¢ ¾ can then be represented as É ¢2Ê ÅÌËÎÍ8ÄBÃ2Ä�ÅÏÆ<Æ , the set of all polyno-
mials over É ¢ modulo Ã2Ä�ÅÏÆ , and the element §y��Å is a generator.

(ii) Select the method for representing elements of ¼ ¢ ¾ first. Then use Algorithm 4.80
with �±�n¼5½¢�¾ and �k�s¿À±Án° to find a generator § of ¼U½¢�¾ .

If �)�¹��µ , where � and µ are distinct odd primes, then É
½¬ is a non-cyclic group of orderÐ Ä���Æ9�*Ä���ÁÑ°�Æ<Ä�µÒÁÂ°8Æ . The maximum order of an element in É ½¬ is Ó�ÔtÕ\Ä���ÁÂ°�Ö.µSÁÑ°�Æ .
Algorithm 4.83 is a method for generating such an element which requires the factorizations
of �jÁn° and µ
Á�° .

4.83 Algorithm Selecting an element of maximum order in ×ÙØ Ú , where ÛÝÜ^Þ�ß
INPUT: two distinct odd primes, � , µ , and the factorizations of ��Á�° and µ�Á�° .
OUTPUT: an element § of maximum order Ó�ÔtÕ\Ä���Á�°�Ö.µ
Á�°8Æ in É ½¬ , where �a���2µ .

1. Use Algorithm 4.80 with �s�ÂÉ ½® and �a�¹�jÁn° to find a generator à of É ½® .
2. Use Algorithm 4.80 with �s�ÂÉ5½º and �a�¤µ
Á�° to find a generator ª of É
½º .
3. Use Gauss’s algorithm (Algorithm 2.121) to find an integer § , °�áâ§*áã�ÑÁ¤° ,

satisfying §åä�àæÄ<Õ\ç}è��ÙÆ and §)äÂª�Ä<Õ\ç}è^µ�Æ .
4. Return( § ).
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4.6.1 Selecting a prime é and generator of êë
In cryptographic applications for which a generator of ì
íî is required, one usually has the
flexibility of selecting the prime ï . To guard against the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm for com-
puting discrete logarithms (Algorithm 3.63), a security requirement is that ï�ð�ñ should con-
tain a “large” prime factor ò . In this context, “large” means that the quantity ó ò represents
an infeasible amount of computation; for example, òjôöõ�÷�ø�ù . This suggests the following
algorithm for selecting appropriate parameters ú�ï2ûtüÏý .

4.84 Algorithm Selecting a þ -bit prime ÿ and a generator � of
����

INPUT: the required bitlength � of the prime and a security parameter � .
OUTPUT: a � -bit prime ï such that ï9ðnñ has a prime factor ô�� , and a generator ü of ì íî .

1. Repeat the following:

1.1 Select a random � -bit prime ï (for example, using Algorithm 4.44).
1.2 Factor ïjð�ñ .

Until ïjð�ñ has a prime factor ô�� .
2. Use Algorithm 4.80 with 	�
Âì íî and �
¹ïjðnñ to find a generator ü of ì íî .
3. Return(ï , ü ).

Algorithm 4.84 is relatively inefficient as it requires the use of an integer factorization
algorithm in step 1.2. An alternative approach is to generate the prime ï by first choosing
a large prime ò and then selecting relatively small integers � at random until ï�
�õ��(ò��æñ
is prime. Since ï�ðañ�
±õ��(ò , the factorization of ï�ðæñ can be obtained by factoring � . A
particularly convenient situation occurs by imposing the condition ��
sñ . In this case the
factorization of ï\ð,ñ is simply õ�ò . Furthermore, since ��ú�ïCð¹ñ8ý�
���ú<õ�ò�ý�
���ú<õ�ý���úBò�ý�

ò
ð�ñ , the probability that a randomly selected element ü��yì�íî is a generator is �! ÷" �

# ÷" .

4.85 Definition A safe prime ï is a prime of the form ï�
�õ�ò$�¹ñ where ò is prime.

Algorithm 4.86 generates a safe (probable) prime ï and a generator of ì íî .

4.86 Algorithm Selecting a þ -bit safe prime ÿ and a generator � of
����

INPUT: the required bitlength � of the prime.
OUTPUT: a � -bit safe prime ï and a generator ü of ì íî .

1. Do the following:

1.1 Select a random ú��4ð�ñ8ý -bit prime ò (for example, using Algorithm 4.44).
1.2 Compute ï&%nõ�ò'�æñ , and test whether ï is prime (for example, using trial divi-

sion by small primes and Algorithm 4.24).

Until ï is prime.
2. Use Algorithm 4.80 to find a generator ü of ì íî .
3. Return(ï , ü ).
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4.7 Notes and further references
*
4.1

Several books provide extensive treatments of primality testing including those by Bres-
soud [198], Bach and Shallit [70], and Koblitz [697]. The book by Kranakis [710] offers
a more theoretical approach. Cohen [263] gives a comprehensive treatment of modern pri-
mality tests. See also the survey articles by A. Lenstra [747] and A. Lenstra and H. Lenstra
[748]. Facts 4.1 and 4.2 were proven in 1837 by Dirichlet. For proofs of these results, see
Chapter 16 of Ireland and Rosen [572]. Fact 4.3 is due to Rosser and Schoenfeld [1070].
Bach and Shallit [70] have further results on the distribution of prime numbers.*

4.2
Fact 4.13(i) was proven by Alford, Granville, and Pomerance [24]; see also Granville [521].
Fact 4.13(ii) is due to Pomerance, Selfridge, and Wagstaff [996]. Pinch [974] showed that
there are +�,.-�/.+./ Carmichael numbers up to +�,�021 .
The Solovay-Strassen probabilistic primality test (Algorithm 4.18) is due to Solovay and
Strassen [1163], as modified by Atkin and Larson [57].

Fact 4.23 was proven independently by Monier [892] and Rabin [1024]. The Miller-Rabin
test (Algorithm 4.24) originated in the work of Miller [876] who presented it as a non-
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm assuming the correctness of the Extended Riemann
Hypothesis (ERH). Rabin [1021, 1024] rephrased Miller’s algorithm as a probabilistic pri-
mality test. Rabin’s algorithm required a small number of gcd computations. The Miller-
Rabin test (Algorithm 4.24) is a simplification of Rabin’s algorithm which does not require
any gcd computations, and is due to Knuth [692, p.379]. Arazi [55], making use of Mont-
gomery modular multiplication (

*
14.3.2), showed how the Miller-Rabin test can be imple-

mented by “divisionless modular exponentiations” only, yielding a probabilistic primality
test which does not use any division operations.

Miller [876], appealing to the work of Ankeny [32], proved under assumption of the Ex-
tended Riemann Hypothesis that, if 3 is an odd composite integer, then its least strong wit-
ness is less than 46587:9�3<;2= , where 4 is some constant. Bach [63] proved that this constant
may be taken to be 4?>@/ ; see also Bach [64]. As a consequence, one can test 3 for pri-
mality in AB585�7DCE3<;21�; bit operations by executing the Miller-Rabin algorithm for all basesFHG /.5�7D9�3<;I= . This gives a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for primality testing,
under the assumption that the ERH is true.

Table 4.1 is from Jaeschke [630], building on earlier work of Pomerance, Selfridge, and
Wagstaff [996]. Arnault [56] found the following J�K -digit composite integer

3>�+.+.L�-.,�K.M.N�K.M�N.L.-./.KO-�NOL./O-�+OM.P.K.+OP�+O-.NO/�-.+O+�KOP.-.+.MOL�MO/.JO-�-OM.+
that is a strong pseudoprime to all the +�+ prime bases up to P�+ . Arnault also found a P.P�N -
digit composite integer which is a strong pseudoprime to all J.K prime bases up to +�L.L .
The Miller-Rabin test (Algorithm 4.24) randomly generates Q independent bases F and tests
to see if each is a strong witness for 3 . Let 3 be an odd composite integer and let QR>S 0= 7:C&3UT . In situations where random bits are scarce, one may choose instead to generate
a single random base F and use the bases FWVXFBY + VXZ[Z[Z&VXFBY Q]\^+ . Bach [66] proved that
for a randomly chosen integer F , the probability that FWV[F_Y + V[Z[ZXZ&V[F_Y Q<\�+ are all strong
liars for 3 is bounded above by 3]`a0Ib�cedgf!hi0�j ; in other words, the probability that the Miller-
Rabin algorithm using these bases mistakenly declares an odd composite integer “prime”
is at most 3 `a0Ib�cedgf!hi0�j . Peralta and Shoup [969] later improved this bound to 3 `a0Ib�=edgf!hi0�j .
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Monier [892] gave exact formulas for the number of Fermat liars, Euler liars, and strong
liars for composite integers. One consequence of Monier’s formulas is the following im-
provement (in the case where k is not a prime power) of Fact 4.17 (see Kranakis [710,
p.68]). If k^lnm is an odd composite integer having o distinct prime factors, and if kqpnmr8s?tWuwv.x

, then there are at most y r k x�z.{!|~}U� Euler liars for k . Another consequence is the
following improvement (in the case where k has at least three distinct prime factors) of
Fact 4.23. If k�l�m is an odd composite integer having o distinct prime factors, then there
are at most y r k x�zO{!|~}U� strong liars for k . Erdös and Pomerance [373] estimated the average
number of Fermat liars, Euler liars, and strong liars for composite integers. Fact 4.30(ii) was
proven independently by Atkin and Larson [57], Monier [892], and Pomerance, Selfridge,
and Wagstaff [996].

Pinch [975] reviewed the probabilistic primality tests used in the Mathematica, Maple V,
Axiom, and Pari/GP computer algebra systems. Some of these systems use a probabilistic
primality test known as the Lucas test; a description of this test is provided by Pomerance,
Selfridge, and Wagstaff [996].�

4.3
If a number k is composite, providing a non-trivial divisor of k is evidence of its composite-
ness that can be verified in polynomial time (by long division). In other words, the decision
problem “is k composite?” belongs to the complexity class NP (cf. Example 2.65). Pratt
[1000] used Fact 4.38 to show that this decision problem is also in co-NP. That is, if k is
prime there exists some evidence of this (called a certificate of primality) that can be veri-
fied in polynomial time. Note that the issue here is not in finding such evidence, but rather
in determining whether such evidence exists which, if found, allows efficient verification.
Pomerance [992] improved Pratt’s results and showed that every prime k has a certificate
of primality which requires � r8�:� k x multiplications modulo k for its verification.

Primality of the Fermat number ����� {[�O�'��� can be determined in deterministic polyno-
mial time by Pepin’s test: for �?l { , � � is prime if and only if ����� � }U������� p�� ��r8s?tWu � � x .
For the history behind Pepin’s test and the Lucas-Lehmer test (Algorithm 4.37), see Bach
and Shallit [70].

In Fact 4.38, the integer � does not have to be the same for all � . More precisely, Brillhart
and Selfridge [212] showed that Fact 4.38 can be refined as follows: an integer k�l�m is
prime if and only if for each prime divisor � of k�� � , there exists an integer �e� such that

�~� }U�� p ��r�s?t�u k x and � ��� }U����� �� �p ��r�s�tWu k x . The same is true of Fact 4.40, which is
due to Pocklington [981]. For a proof of Fact 4.41, see Maurer [818]. Fact 4.42 is due to
Brillhart, Lehmer, and Selfridge [210]; a simplified proof is given by Maurer [818].

The original Jacobi sum test was discovered by Adleman, Pomerance, and Rumely [16].
The algorithm was simplified, both theoretically and algorithmically, by Cohen and H.
Lenstra [265]. Cohen and A. Lenstra [264] give an implementation report of the Cohen-
Lenstra Jacobi sum test; see also Chapter 9 of Cohen [263]. Further improvements of the
Jacobi sum test are reported by Bosma and van der Hulst [174].

Elliptic curves were first used for primality proving by Goldwasser and Kilian [477], who
presented a randomized algorithm which has an expected running time of � r8r8�:� k x ���6x bit
operations for most inputs k . Subsequently, Adleman and Huang [13] designed a primality
proving algorithm using hyperelliptic curves of genus two whose expected running time
is polynomial for all inputs k . This established that the decision problem “is k prime?”
is in the complexity class RP (Definition 2.77(ii)). The Goldwasser-Kilian and Adleman-
Huang algorithms are inefficient in practice. Atkin’s test, and an implementation of it, is
extensively described by Atkin and Morain [58]; see also Chapter 9 of Cohen [263]. The
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largest number proven prime as of 1996 by a general purpose primality proving algorithm is
a 1505-decimal digit number, accomplished by Morain [903] using Atkin’s test. The total
time for the computation was estimated to be 4 years of CPU time distributed among 21
SUN 3/60 workstations. See also Morain [902] for an implementation report on Atkin’s
test which was used to prove the primality of the 1065-decimal digit number £8¤X¥�¦�¥�§a¨w©.ª�«O¬ .

4.4
A proof of Mertens’s theorem can be found in Hardy and Wright [540]. The optimal trial
division bound (Note 4.45) was derived by Maurer [818]. The discussion (Note 4.47) on the
probability ®B£2¯±°�²W³8ª is from Beauchemin et al. [81]; the result mentioned in the last sen-
tence of this note is due to Kim and Pomerance [673]. Fact 4.48 was derived by Damgård,
Landrock, and Pomerance [300], building on earlier work of Erdös and Pomerance [373],
Kim and Pomerance [673], and Damgård and Landrock [299]. Table 4.3 is Table 2 of Dam-
gård, Landrock, and Pomerance [300]. The suggestions to first do a Miller-Rabin test with
base ´�µ�¤ (Remark 4.50) and to do an incremental search (Note 4.51) in Algorithm 4.44
were made by Brandt, Damgård, and Landrock [187]. The error and failure probabilities
for incremental search (Note 4.51(i)) were obtained by Brandt and Damgård [186]; consult
this paper for more concrete estimates of these probabilities.

Algorithm 4.53 for generating strong primes is due to Gordon [514, 513]. Gordon originally
proposed computing ¶�·�µ�£�¸º¹~»U¼¾½?¿.À[»a¼[ª'Á?ÂWÃÄ¿g¸ in step 3. Kaliski (personal communica-
tion, April 1996) proposed the modified formula ¶�·�µ�£8¤�¸ ¹~»WÅBÁ?ÂWÃÄ¿Wª�¸�½�© which can be
computed more efficiently. Williams and Schmid [1249] proposed an algorithm for gener-
ating strong primes ¶ with the additional constraint that ¶�½�©Æµn¤�Ç where Ç is prime; this
algorithm is not as efficient as Gordon’s algorithm. Hellman and Bach [550] recommended
an additional constraint on strong primes, specifying that ¸È½É© (where ¸ is a large prime
factor of ¶�¨�© ) must have a large prime factor (see


15.2.3(v)); this thwarts cycling attacks

based on Lucas sequences.

The NIST method for prime generation (Algorithm 4.56) is that recommended by the NIST
Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS) 186 [406].

Fact 4.59 and Algorithm 4.62 for provable prime generation are derived from Maurer [818].
Algorithm 4.62 is based on that of Shawe-Taylor [1123]. Maurer notes that the total diver-
sity of reachable primes using the original version of his algorithm is roughly 10% of all
primes. Maurer also presents a more complicated algorithm for generating provable primes
with a better diversity than Algorithm 4.62, and provides extensive implementation details
and analysis of the expected running time. Maurer [812] provides heuristic justification that
Algorithm 4.62 generates primes with virtually uniform distribution. Mihailescu [870] ob-
served that Maurer’s algorithm can be improved by using the Eratosthenes sieve method
for trial division (in step 8.2 of Algorithm 4.62) and by searching for a prime Ê in an appro-
priate interval of the arithmetic progression ¤�Ç�¨w©�Ë[Ì�Ç�¨w©�Ë6Í�Ç�¨Î©�Ë[ÏXÏ[Ï instead of generatingÐ

’s at random until Ê�µÑ¤ Ð Ça¨�© is prime. The second improvement comes at the expense
of a reduction of the set of primes which may be produced by the algorithm. Mihailescu’s
paper includes extensive analysis and an implementation report.

4.5
Lidl and Niederreiter [764] provide a comprehensive treatment of irreducible polynomials;
proofs of Facts 4.67 and 4.68 can be found there.

Algorithm 4.69 for testing a polynomial for irreducibility is due to Ben-Or [109]. The fast-
est algorithm known for generating irreducible polynomials is due to Shoup [1131] and has
an expected running time of ÒB£2ÓÎ¥$ÔDÕaÓ�¨ÎÓÎÅ'Ô:Õ&¶�ª&ÖØ× -operations. There is no determinis-
tic polynomial-time algorithm known for finding an irreducible polynomial of a specified
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degree Ù in ÚEÛ¾Ü ÝgÞ . Adleman and Lenstra [14] give a deterministic algorithm that runs in
polynomial time under the assumption that the ERH is true. The best deterministic algo-
rithm known is due to Shoup [1129] and takes ßBà2ÙÎá�â ã�äØÚEÛ -operations, ignoring powers
of å:æ.ç&Ù and å:æ.çUã . Gordon [512] presents an improved method for computing minimum
polynomials of elements in èØé~ê .

Zierler and Brillhart [1271] provide a table of all irreducible trinomials of degree ë�ì�í.í.í
in Ú é Ü ÝîÞ . Blake, Gao, and Lambert [146] extended this list to all irreducible trinomials of
degree ëqï�í.í�í in Ú é Ü ÝgÞ . Fact 4.75 is from their paper.

Table 4.8 extends a similar table by Stahnke [1168]. The primitive pentanomials Ý¾ðòñ
Ý¾ó.ô'ñÝ¾óeõöñÝ¾ó~÷$ñÉì listed in Table 4.8 have the following properties: (i) ø�ù�úòø é ñÉø[û ;
(ii) ø é�ü øXû ; and (iii) ø[û is as small as possible, and for this particular value of øXû , ø é is
as small as possible. The rational behind this form is explained in Stahnke’s paper. For
each Ùþý ÿ�í.í.í for which the factorization of ï~ð � ì is known, Živković [1275, 1276]
gives a primitive trinomial in ÚUé�Ü ÝgÞ , one primitive polynomial in Úaé�Ü ÝgÞ having five non-
zero terms, and one primitive polynomial in ÚUé�Ü ÝgÞ having seven non-zero terms, provided
that such polynomials exist. The factorizations of ï!ð � ì are known for all Ù ë�ÿ�ì.í and
for some additional Ùþë ÿ�í.í.í . A list of such factorizations can be found in Brillhart et
al. [211] and updates of the list are available by anonymous ftp from sable.ox.ac.uk
in the /pub/math/cunningham/ directory. Hansen and Mullen [538] describe some
improvements to Algorithm 4.78 for generating primitive polynomials. They also give ta-
bles of primitive polynomials of degree Ù in ÚEÛ�Ü ÝgÞ for each prime power ãWð�ë�ì.í ��� with
ã ë ���

. Moreover, for each such ã and Ù , the primitive polynomial of degree Ù over ÚEÛ
listed has the smallest number of non-zero coefficients among all such polynomials.

The entries of Table 4.9 were obtained from Zierler [1270] for Mersenne exponents �
	 ,
ì�ë��?ë�ï� , and from Kurita and Matsumoto [719] for Mersenne exponents ��	 , ï���ë��?ë
ï � .

Let �¾à2ÝEä��ÉÚEÛ�Ü ÝîÞ be an irreducible polynomial of degree Ù , and consider the finite field
è�Û ê ú�ÚEÛ¾Ü ÝîÞ��.à��¾à2ÝEä8ä . Then �¾à2ÝEä is called a normal polynomial if the set �ºÝ�� Ý Û � Ý Û õ ������� ,
Ý Û ê�� ô�� forms a basis for è'Û ê over ÚEÛ ; such a basis is called a normal basis. Mullin et
al. [911] introduced the concept of an optimal normal basis in order to reduce the hardware
complexity of multiplying field elements in the finite field èØé~ê . A VLSI implementation of
the arithmetic in èEé~ê which uses optimal normal bases is described by Agnew et al. [18]. A
normal polynomial which is also primitive is called a primitive normal polynomial. Dav-
enport [301] proved that for any prime ã and positive integer Ù there exists a primitive
normal polynomial of degree Ù in Ú Û Ü ÝîÞ . See also Lenstra and Schoof [760] who general-
ized this result from prime fields ÚEÛ to prime power fields è! . Morgan and Mullen [905]
give a primitive normal polynomial of degree Ù over ÚØÛ for each prime power ãWð�ëÉì.í �"�
with ãHë ���

. Moreover, each polynomial has the smallest number of non-zero coefficients
among all primitive normal polynomials of degree Ù over ÚØÛ ; in fact, each polynomial has
at most five non-zero terms.#

4.6
No polynomial-time algorithm is known for finding generators, or even for testing whether
an element is a generator, of a finite field è  if the factorization of $ � ì is unknown. Shoup
[1130] considered the problem of deterministically generating in polynomial time a subset
of è  that contains a generator, and presented a solution to the problem for the case where
the characteristic ã of è  is small (e.g. ã ú�ï ). Maurer [818] discusses how his algorithm
(Algorithm 4.62) can be used to generate the parameters àiã%��&aä , where ã is a provable prime
and & is a generator of Ú('Û .

c
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5.1 Introduction

The security of many cryptographic systems depends upon the generation of unpredictable
quantities. Examples include the keystream in the one-time pad ( ¨ 1.5.4), the secret key in
the DES encryption algorithm ( ¨ 7.4.2), the primes ©Qª�« in the RSA encryption ( ¨ 8.2) and
digital signature ( ¨ 11.3.1) schemes, the private key ¬ in the DSA ( ¨ 11.5.1), and the chal-
lenges used in challenge-response identification systems ( ¨ 10.3). In all these cases, the
quantities generated must be of sufficient size and be “random” in the sense that the proba-
bility of any particular value being selected must be sufficiently small to preclude an adver-
sary from gaining advantage through optimizing a search strategy based on such probability.
For example, the key space for DES has size �®°¯ . If a secret key ± were selected using a
true random generator, an adversary would on average have to try U®²® possible keys before
guessing the correct key ± . If, on the other hand, a key ± were selected by first choosing a
16-bit random secret ³ , and then expanding it into a 56-bit key ± using a complicated but
publicly known function ´ , the adversary would on average only need to try Kµ ® possible
keys (obtained by running every possible value for ³ through the function ´ ).

This chapter considers techniques for the generation of random and pseudorandom
bits and numbers. Related techniques for pseudorandom bit generation that are generally
discussed in the literature in the context of stream ciphers, including linear and nonlinear
feedback shift registers (Chapter 6) and the output feedback mode (OFB) of block ciphers
(Chapter 7), are addressed elsewhere in this book.

Chapter outline

The remainder of ¨ 5.1 introduces basic concepts relevant to random and pseudorandom
bit generation. ¨ 5.2 considers techniques for random bit generation, while ¨ 5.3 considers
some techniques for pseudorandom bit generation. ¨ 5.4 describes statistical tests designed
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170 Ch. 5 Pseudorandom Bits and Sequences

to measure the quality of a random bit generator. Cryptographically secure pseudorandom
bit generators are the topic of ¶ 5.5. ¶ 5.6 concludes with references and further chapter notes.

5.1.1 Background and Classification

5.1 Definition A random bit generator is a device or algorithm which outputs a sequence of
statistically independent and unbiased binary digits.

5.2 Remark (random bits vs. random numbers) A random bit generator can be used to gener-
ate (uniformly distributed) random numbers. For example, a random integer in the interval· ¸K¹�º�»

can be obtained by generating a random bit sequence of length ¼¾½À¿ ºfÁ.Â�Ã , and con-
verting it to an integer; if the resulting integer exceeds

º
, one option is to discard it and

generate a new random bit sequence.

¶ 5.2 outlines some physical sources of random bits that are used in practice. Ideally,
secrets required in cryptographic algorithms and protocols should be generated with a (true)
random bit generator. However, the generation of random bits is an inefficient procedure in
most practical environments. Moreover, it may be impractical to securely store and transmit
a large number of random bits if these are required in applications such as the one-time pad
( ¶ 6.1.1). In such situations, the problem can be ameliorated by substituting a random bit
generator with a pseudorandom bit generator.

5.3 Definition A pseudorandom bit generator (PRBG) is a deterministic Ä algorithm which,
given a truly random binary sequence of length Å , outputs a binary sequence of length ÆfÇÈÅ
which “appears” to be random. The input to the PRBG is called the seed, while the output
of the PRBG is called a pseudorandom bit sequence.

The output of a PRBG is not random; in fact, the number of possible output sequences is at
most a small fraction, namely É�Ê�Ë`É�Ì , of all possible binary sequences of length Æ . The intent
is to take a small truly random sequence and expand it to a sequence of much larger length,
in such a way that an adversary cannot efficiently distinguish between output sequences of
the PRBG and truly random sequences of length Æ . ¶ 5.3 discusses ad-hoc techniques for
pseudorandom bit generation. In order to gain confidence that such generators are secure,
they should be subjected to a variety of statistical tests designed to detect the specific char-
acteristics expected of random sequences. A collection of such tests is given in ¶ 5.4. As
the following example demonstrates, passing these statistical tests is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for a generator to be secure.

5.4 Example (linear congruential generators) A linear congruential generator produces a
pseudorandom sequence of numbers Í Ä

¹ ÍQÎ ¹ ÍQÏ ¹UÐ�ÐUÐ according to the linear recurrence

ÍÒÑ5ÓÕÔUÍ�Ñ�Ö Ä
Â�×NØ^Ù�Ú�Û�¹Üº7ÝDÃ`Þ

integers Ô , × , and
Û

are parameters which characterize the generator, while Í�ß is the (secret)
seed. While such generators are commonly used for simulation purposes and probabilistic
algorithms, and pass the statistical tests of ¶ 5.4, they are predictable and hence entirely in-
secure for cryptographic purposes: given a partial output sequence, the remainder of the
sequence can be reconstructed even if the parameters Ô , × , and

Û
are unknown. àá

Deterministic here means that given the same initial seed, the generator will always produce the same output
sequence.

c
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A minimum security requirement for a pseudorandom bit generator is that the lengthä
of the random seed should be sufficiently large so that a search over å�æ elements (the

total number of possible seeds) is infeasible for the adversary. Two general requirements
are that the output sequences of a PRBG should be statistically indistinguishable from truly
random sequences, and the output bits should be unpredictable to an adversary with limited
computational resources; these requirements are captured in Definitions 5.5 and 5.6.

5.5 Definition A pseudorandom bit generator is said to pass all polynomial-timeç statistical
tests if no polynomial-time algorithm can correctly distinguish between an output sequence
of the generator and a truly random sequence of the same length with probability signifi-
cantly greater that èç .

5.6 Definition A pseudorandom bit generator is said to pass the next-bit test if there is no
polynomial-time algorithm which, on input of the first é bits of an output sequence ê , can
predict the ë°é�ì�í�î�ïñð bit of ê with probability significantly greater than èç .

Although Definition 5.5 appears to impose a more stringent security requirement on
pseudorandom bit generators than Definition 5.6 does, the next result asserts that they are,
in fact, equivalent.

5.7 Fact (universality of the next-bit test) A pseudorandom bit generator passes the next-bit
test if and only if it passes all polynomial-time statistical tests.

5.8 Definition A PRBG that passes the next-bit test (possibly under some plausible but un-
proved mathematical assumption such as the intractability of factoring integers) is called a
cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit generator (CSPRBG).

5.9 Remark (asymptotic nature of Definitions 5.5, 5.6, and 5.8) Each of the three definitions
above are given in complexity-theoretic terms and are asymptotic in nature because the no-
tion of “polynomial-time” is meaningful for asymptotically large inputs only; the resulting
notions of security are relative in the same sense. To be more precise in Definitions 5.5, 5.6,
5.8, and Fact 5.7, a pseudorandom bit generator is actually a family of such PRBGs. Thus
the theoretical security results for a family of PRBGs are only an indirect indication about
the security of individual members.

Two cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit generators are presented in ò 5.5.

5.2 Random bit generation

A (true) random bit generator requires a naturally occurring source of randomness. De-
signing a hardware device or software program to exploit this randomness and produce a
bit sequence that is free of biases and correlations is a difficult task. Additionally, for most
cryptographic applications, the generator must not be subject to observation or manipula-
tion by an adversary. This section surveys some potential sources of random bits.

Random bit generators based on natural sources of randomness are subject to influence
by external factors, and also to malfunction. It is imperative that such devices be tested
periodically, for example by using the statistical tests of ò 5.4.ó

The running time of the test is bounded by a polynomial in the length ô of the output sequence.
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172 Ch. 5 Pseudorandom Bits and Sequences

(i) Hardware-based generators

Hardware-based random bit generators exploit the randomness which occurs in some phys-
ical phenomena. Such physical processes may produce bits that are biased or correlated, in
which case they should be subjected to de-skewing techniques mentioned in (iii) below.
Examples of such physical phenomena include:

1. elapsed time between emission of particles during radioactive decay;
2. thermal noise from a semiconductor diode or resistor;
3. the frequency instability of a free running oscillator;
4. the amount a metal insulator semiconductor capacitor is charged during a fixed period

of time;
5. air turbulence within a sealed disk drive which causes random fluctuations in disk

drive sector read latency times; and
6. sound from a microphone or video input from a camera.

Generators based on the first two phenomena would, in general, have to be built externally
to the device using the random bits, and hence may be subject to observation or manipula-
tion by an adversary. Generators based on oscillators and capacitors can be built on VLSI
devices; they can be enclosed in tamper-resistant hardware, and hence shielded from active
adversaries.

(ii) Software-based generators

Designing a random bit generator in software is even more difficult than doing so in hard-
ware. Processes upon which software random bit generators may be based include:

1. the system clock;
2. elapsed time between keystrokes or mouse movement;
3. content of input/output buffers;
4. user input; and
5. operating system values such as system load and network statistics.

The behavior of such processes can vary considerably depending on various factors, such
as the computer platform. It may also be difficult to prevent an adversary from observing or
manipulating these processes. For instance, if the adversary has a rough idea of when a ran-
dom sequence was generated, she can guess the content of the system clock at that time with
a high degree of accuracy. A well-designed software random bit generator should utilize as
many good sources of randomness as are available. Using many sources guards against the
possibility of a few of the sources failing, or being observed or manipulated by an adver-
sary. Each source should be sampled, and the sampled sequences should be combined using
a complex mixing function; one recommended technique for accomplishing this is to apply
a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53) or MD5 (Algorithm 9.51) to
a concatenation of the sampled sequences. The purpose of the mixing function is to distill
the (true) random bits from the sampled sequences.

(iii) De-skewing

A natural source of random bits may be defective in that the output bits may be biased (the
probability of the source emitting a õ is not equal to ö÷ ) or correlated (the probability of
the source emitting a õ depends on previous bits emitted). There are various techniques for
generating truly random bit sequences from the output bits of such a defective generator;
such techniques are called de-skewing techniques.
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5.10 Example (removing biases in output bits) Suppose that a generator produces biased but
uncorrelated bits. Suppose that the probability of a ú is û , and the probability of a ü is úRý�û ,
where û is unknown but fixed, ü{þ�û�þ�ú . If the output sequence of such a generator is
grouped into pairs of bits, with a ú�ü pair transformed to a ú , a ü`ú pair transformed to a ü , andü`ü and ú�ú pairs discarded, then the resulting sequence is both unbiased and uncorrelated. ÿ

A practical (although not provable) de-skewing technique is to pass sequences whose
bits are biased or correlated through a cryptographic hash function such as SHA-1 or MD5.

5.3 Pseudorandom bit generation

A one-way function � (Definition 1.12) can be utilized to generate pseudorandom bit se-
quences (Definition 5.3) by first selecting a random seed � , and then applying the function to
the sequence of values � , ���	ú , �������	�
�	� ; the output sequence is ������ , ������	ú�� , �������������	�	�
� .
Depending on the properties of the one-way function used, it may be necessary to only keep
a few bits of the output values ���������� in order to remove possible correlations between
successive values. Examples of suitable one-way functions � include a cryptographic hash
function such as SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53), or a block cipher such as DES ( � 7.4) with secret
key � .

Although such ad-hoc methods have not been proven to be cryptographically secure,
they appear sufficient for most applications. Two such methods for pseudorandom bit and
number generation which have been standardized are presented in � 5.3.1 and � 5.3.2. Tech-
niques for the cryptographically secure generation of pseudorandom bits are given in � 5.5.

5.3.1 ANSI X9.17 generator

Algorithm 5.11 is a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) approved method
from the ANSI X9.17 standard for the purpose of pseudorandomly generating keys and
initialization vectors for use with DES. ��� denotes DES E-D-E two-key triple-encryption
(Definition 7.32) under a key � ; the key � should be reserved exclusively for use in this
algorithm.

5.11 Algorithm ANSI X9.17 pseudorandom bit generator

INPUT: a random (and secret) 64-bit seed � , integer � , and DES E-D-E encryption key � .
OUTPUT: � pseudorandom 64-bit strings ���
� �"!#�
�	�	�$�%��& .

1. Compute the intermediate value ')(*���+��,-� , where , is a 64-bit representation of
the date/time to as fine a resolution as is available.

2. For � from ú to � do the following:
2.1 ��.�/�� � �0'213��� .
2.2 ��/3���+�4� . 15'�� .

3. Return(���	� �"!��	�
�	�6�%��& ).

Each output bitstring � . may be used as an initialization vector (IV) for one of the DES
modes of operation ( � 7.2.2). To obtain a DES key from ��. , every eighth bit of ��. should be
reset to odd parity (cf. � 7.4.2).
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5.3.2 FIPS 186 generator

The algorithms presented in this subsection are FIPS-approved methods for pseudorandom-
ly generating the secret parameters for the DSA ( 7 11.5.1). Algorithm 5.12 generates DSA
private keys 8 , while Algorithm 5.14 generates the per-message secrets 9 to be used in sign-
ing messages. Both algorithms use a secret seed : which should be randomly generated, and
utilize a one-way function constructed by using either SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53) or DES (Al-
gorithm 7.82), respectively described in Algorithms 5.15 and 5.16.

5.12 Algorithm FIPS 186 pseudorandom number generator for DSA private keys

INPUT: an integer ; and a 160-bit prime number < .
OUTPUT: ; pseudorandom numbers 8>= , 8�?�@	A
A	A6@
8CB in the interval D E�@	<GF3HJI which may
be used as DSA private keys.

1. If Algorithm 5.15 is to be used in step 4.3 then select an arbitrary integer K , H�L�ENM
K�MPO�H�Q ; if Algorithm 5.16 is to be used then set K	R�H�L�E .

2. Generate a random (and secret) K -bit seed : .
3. Define the 160-bit string SGT 67452301 efcdab89 98badcfe 10325476

c3d2e1f0 (in hexadecimal).
4. For U from H to ; do the following:

4.1 (optional user input) Either select a K -bit string V#W , or set V+WXR�E .
4.2 Y W R[Z�:�\]V W%^`_2a#b Q�c .
4.3 8�WRedfZ0S	@	YJW ^`_2a#b < . ( d is either that defined in Algorithm 5.15 or 5.16.)
4.4 :�R�ZXH�\g:h\e8 W ^i_2a+b Q�c .

5. Return( 8>=J@	8�?#@	A	A
A6@	8CB ).

5.13 Note (optional user input) Algorithm 5.12 permits a user to augment the seed : with ran-
dom or pseudorandom strings derived from alternate sources. The user may desire to do
this if she does not trust the quality or integrity of the random bit generator which may be
built into a cryptographic module implementing the algorithm.

5.14 Algorithm FIPS 186 pseudorandom number generator for DSA per-message secrets

INPUT: an integer ; and a 160-bit prime number < .
OUTPUT: ; pseudorandom numbers 9 = @	9 ? @
A	A	Aj@	9 B in the interval D E�@
<kF3HJI which may
be used as the per-message secret numbers 9 in the DSA.

1. If Algorithm 5.15 is to be used in step 4.1 then select an integer K , H�L�E-MlKmMlO�H�Q ;
if Algorithm 5.16 is to be used then set K	R[H�L�E .

2. Generate a random (and secret) K -bit seed : .
3. Define the 160-bit string SGT efcdab89 98badcfe 10325476 c3d2e1f0

67452301 (in hexadecimal).
4. For U from 1 to ; do the following:

4.1 9 W R�dfZ4S	@	: ^`_2a+b < . ( d is either that defined in Algorithm 5.15 or 5.16.)
4.2 :�R�ZXH�\g:h\e9�W ^`_2a+b Q�c .

5. Return( 9 = @	9 ? @
A	A
A$@	9 B ).
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5.15 Algorithm FIPS 186 one-way function using SHA-1

INPUT: a 160-bit string p and a q -bit string r , s�t�u�vwqGvwx�s�y .
OUTPUT: a 160-bit string denoted zf{4p	|	rJ} .

1. Break up p into five 32-bit blocks: pG~��-�>�����������6�����$�J��� .
2. Pad r with u ’s to obtain a 512-bit message block: �g��r#��u �C�0����� .
3. Divide � into 16 32-bit words: ���	���j�	�	� ���4� , and set �[�[s .
4. Execute step 4 of SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53). (This alters the �m� ’s.)
5. The output is the concatenation: zf{0p	|	r�}`~�� � ��� � �J� � ��� � �J� � .

5.16 Algorithm FIPS 186 one-way function using DES

INPUT: two 160-bit strings p and r .
OUTPUT: a 160-bit string denoted zf{4p	|	rJ} .

1. Break up p into five 32-bit blocks: pG~[p � ��p � ��p � ��p � ��p � .
2. Break up r into five 32-bit blocks: r�~�r �$�Jr	�#�Jr �$�Jr ����r%� .
3. For � from u to � do the following: �$���p�j�3rX� .
4. For � from u to � do the following:

4.1 q	�	�3r	� ���+�C ¢¡i£J¤C� , q �+��r	� ���+�C ¢¡i£J¤C� .
4.2 ¥ � �5� � , ¥ � �5�i� ���j� ¢¡i£J¤C� ����� ���+�C ¢¡i£J¤�� .
4.3 ¦��3¥+�+��¥�� , §¨��qX© � ��q%� , where q%© � denotes the 24 least significant bits of q	� .
4.4 Use DES with key § to encrypt ¦ : ª#��� DES«�{�¦k} .
4.5 Break up ª � into two 32-bit blocks: ª � ~�¬ � �� � .

5. For � from u to � do the following: ®J����¬¯�$��f� ���+�C ¢¡i£J¤C� ��¬�� ���+�� ¢¡i£J¤C� .
6. The output is the concatenation: zf{0p	|	r�}`~�®����J®C�#��®����J®��$��®�� .

5.4 Statistical tests

This section presents some tests designed to measure the quality of a generator purported
to be a random bit generator (Definition 5.1). While it is impossible to give a mathematical
proof that a generator is indeed a random bit generator, the tests described here help detect
certain kinds of weaknesses the generator may have. This is accomplished by taking a sam-
ple output sequence of the generator and subjecting it to various statistical tests. Each statis-
tical test determines whether the sequence possesses a certain attribute that a truly random
sequence would be likely to exhibit; the conclusion of each test is not definite, but rather
probabilistic. An example of such an attribute is that the sequence should have roughly the
same number of u ’s as s ’s. If the sequence is deemed to have failed any one of the statistical
tests, the generator may be rejected as being non-random; alternatively, the generator may
be subjected to further testing. On the other hand, if the sequence passes all of the statisti-
cal tests, the generator is accepted as being random. More precisely, the term “accepted”
should be replaced by “not rejected”, since passing the tests merely provides probabilistic
evidence that the generator produces sequences which have certain characteristics of ran-
dom sequences.°

5.4.1 and
°
5.4.2 provide some relevant background in statistics.

°
5.4.3 establishes

some notation and lists Golomb’s randomness postulates. Specific statistical tests for ran-
domness are described in

°
5.4.4 and

°
5.4.5.
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176 Ch. 5 Pseudorandom Bits and Sequences

5.4.1 The normal and chi-square distributions

The normal and ±³² distributions are widely used in statistical applications.

5.17 Definition If the result ´ of an experiment can be any real number, then ´ is said to be
a continuous random variable.

5.18 Definition A probability density function of a continuous random variable ´ is a functionµ�¶0·³¸
which can be integrated and satisfies:

(i)
µ�¶0·¯¸h¹wº

for all
·¼»�½

;
(ii) ¾¿ ¾

µ�¶4·³¸ÁÀ	·ÃÂwÄ
; and

(iii) for all Å+Æ
Ç »Ã½
, È ¶ Å�É�´ËÊ�Ç ¸iÂ ÌÍ µ�¶0·¯¸ÁÀ	·

.

(i) The normal distribution

The normal distribution arises in practice when a large number of independent random vari-
ables having the same mean and variance are summed.

5.19 Definition A (continuous) random variable ´ has a normal distribution with mean Î and
variance Ï6² if its probability density function is defined by

µ�¶0·¯¸¼Â Ä
ÏÑÐ Ò	ÓÕÔ Ö6×

Ø ¶0· Ø Î ¸ ²
Ò�Ï ² Æ ØmÙ É · É Ù�Ú

Notation: ´ is said to be Û ¶ Î�Æ Ï ² ¸ . If ´ is Û ¶º Æ Ä�¸ , then ´ is said to have a standard
normal distribution.

A graph of the Û ¶Xº Æ Ä�¸ distribution is given in Figure 5.1. The graph is symmetric
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Figure 5.1: The normal distribution Ü5Ý Þ�ßà�á .

about the vertical axis, and hence È ¶ ´ãâ ·³¸fÂ È ¶ ´äÉ Ø ·³¸
for any

·
. Table 5.1 gives

some percentiles for the standard normal distribution. For example, the entry ( å Âæº Ú º�ç ,·�Â�Ä Úéè�ê�ê�ë ) means that if ´ is Û ¶Xº Æ Ä�¸ , then ´ exceeds
Ä Úéè�ê�ê�ë about

ç
% of the time.

Fact 5.20 can be used to reduce questions about a normal distribution to questions about
the standard normal distribution.

c
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î ï�ðòñ ï�ðòï�ó ï�ðòï�ô
ó ï�ðòï
ñ ï�ðòï�ï�ó ï�ðòï�ï
ô�ó ï�ðòï�ï
ñ ï�ðòï�ï�ï
ó
õ ñ�ðòô
ö�ñ�÷ ñ�ðò÷Xø
ø>ù ñ�ðòù�÷
ï�ï ô�ðòú�ô�÷
ú ô�ðòó
û�ó�ö ô�ðòö�ï
û�ï ú�ðòï�ù
ï�ô ú�ðòô�ù�ï
ó

Table 5.1: Selected percentiles of the standard normal distribution. If ü is a random variable having
a standard normal distribution, then ý�þÿü�� õ����5î .

5.20 Fact If the random variable � is ���
	������� , then the random variable ����������	����� is��� �!�#"$� .
(ii) The %'& distribution

The %(� distribution can be used to compare the goodness-of-fit of the observed frequencies
of events to their expected frequencies under a hypothesized distribution. The %(� distribu-
tion with ) degrees of freedom arises in practice when the squares of ) independent random
variables having standard normal distributions are summed.

5.21 Definition Let )+*," be an integer. A (continuous) random variable � has a %(� (chi-squ-
are) distribution with ) degrees of freedom if its probability density function is defined by

- �
.(���
"/ �
)��10$�2043�5 � .76 3�5 �98;:�<>=?:A@ 5 �!�B�DCE.�F�GH�

�!� .�FI�!�
where

/
is the gamma function.J The mean and variance of this distribution are 	K�L) ,

and ��D�M0N) .

A graph of the %O� distribution with )E�QP degrees of freedom is given in Figure 5.2.
Table 5.2 gives some percentiles of the %O� distribution for various degrees of freedom. For
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Figure 5.2: The RTS (chi-square) distribution with U �[û degrees of freedom.

example, the entry in row )V�XW and column YZ�X��[\�$W is .E�X"�"�[\�$P$��W ; this means that if� has a %O� distribution with W degrees of freedom, then � exceeds "�"�[\�$P$��W about W % of
the time.]

The gamma function is defined by ^�_a`�bdc�e$fgihkj;ldm
n1lpo�q#h , for `srut .
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vw 0.100 0.050 0.025 0.010 0.005 0.001

1 2.7055 3.8415 5.0239 6.6349 7.8794 10.8276
2 4.6052 5.9915 7.3778 9.2103 10.5966 13.8155
3 6.2514 7.8147 9.3484 11.3449 12.8382 16.2662
4 7.7794 9.4877 11.1433 13.2767 14.8603 18.4668
5 9.2364 11.0705 12.8325 15.0863 16.7496 20.5150
6 10.6446 12.5916 14.4494 16.8119 18.5476 22.4577
7 12.0170 14.0671 16.0128 18.4753 20.2777 24.3219
8 13.3616 15.5073 17.5345 20.0902 21.9550 26.1245
9 14.6837 16.9190 19.0228 21.6660 23.5894 27.8772

10 15.9872 18.3070 20.4832 23.2093 25.1882 29.5883
11 17.2750 19.6751 21.9200 24.7250 26.7568 31.2641
12 18.5493 21.0261 23.3367 26.2170 28.2995 32.9095
13 19.8119 22.3620 24.7356 27.6882 29.8195 34.5282
14 21.0641 23.6848 26.1189 29.1412 31.3193 36.1233
15 22.3071 24.9958 27.4884 30.5779 32.8013 37.6973
16 23.5418 26.2962 28.8454 31.9999 34.2672 39.2524
17 24.7690 27.5871 30.1910 33.4087 35.7185 40.7902
18 25.9894 28.8693 31.5264 34.8053 37.1565 42.3124
19 27.2036 30.1435 32.8523 36.1909 38.5823 43.8202
20 28.4120 31.4104 34.1696 37.5662 39.9968 45.3147
21 29.6151 32.6706 35.4789 38.9322 41.4011 46.7970
22 30.8133 33.9244 36.7807 40.2894 42.7957 48.2679
23 32.0069 35.1725 38.0756 41.6384 44.1813 49.7282
24 33.1962 36.4150 39.3641 42.9798 45.5585 51.1786
25 34.3816 37.6525 40.6465 44.3141 46.9279 52.6197
26 35.5632 38.8851 41.9232 45.6417 48.2899 54.0520
27 36.7412 40.1133 43.1945 46.9629 49.6449 55.4760
28 37.9159 41.3371 44.4608 48.2782 50.9934 56.8923
29 39.0875 42.5570 45.7223 49.5879 52.3356 58.3012
30 40.2560 43.7730 46.9792 50.8922 53.6720 59.7031
31 41.4217 44.9853 48.2319 52.1914 55.0027 61.0983
63 77.7454 82.5287 86.8296 92.0100 95.6493 103.4424

127 147.8048 154.3015 160.0858 166.9874 171.7961 181.9930
255 284.3359 293.2478 301.1250 310.4574 316.9194 330.5197
511 552.3739 564.6961 575.5298 588.2978 597.0978 615.5149

1023 1081.3794 1098.5208 1113.5334 1131.1587 1143.2653 1168.4972

Table 5.2: Selected percentiles of the xTy (chi-square) distribution. A z wA{�v7| -entry of } in the table
has the following meaning: if ~ is a random variable having a x(y distribution with w degrees of
freedom, then �Dz�~���} |���v .
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Fact 5.22 relates the normal distribution to the �O� distribution.

5.22 Fact If the random variable � is ���
��������� , �����M� , then the random variable �i�M������������#��� has a �O� distribution with 1 degree of freedom. In particular, if � is �V� ���N�$� , then�i�H��� has a �O� distribution with 1 degree of freedom.

5.4.2 Hypothesis testing

A statistical hypothesis, denoted ��� , is an assertion about a distribution of one or more ran-
dom variables. A test of a statistical hypothesis is a procedure, based upon observed values
of the random variables, that leads to the acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis ��� . The
test only provides a measure of the strength of the evidence provided by the data against
the hypothesis; hence, the conclusion of the test is not definite, but rather probabilistic.

5.23 Definition The significance level � of the test of a statistical hypothesis � � is the proba-
bility of rejecting � � when it is true.

In this section, � � will be the hypothesis that a given binary sequence was produced
by a random bit generator. If the significance level � of a test of � � is too high, then the test
may reject sequences that were, in fact, produced by a random bit generator (such an error
is called a Type I error). On the other hand, if the significance level of a test of � � is too
low, then there is the danger that the test may accept sequences even though they were not
produced by a random bit generator (such an error is called a Type II error).� It is, therefore,
important that the test be carefully designed to have a significance level that is appropriate
for the purpose at hand; a significance level � between ���\�$��� and ���\�$� might be employed
in practice.

A statistical test is implemented by specifying a statistic on the random sample.  Statis-
tics are generally chosen so that they can be efficiently computed, and so that they (approxi-
mately) follow an ��� �!�#�$� or a �(� distribution (see ¡ 5.4.1). The value of the statistic for the
sample output sequence is computed and compared with the value expected for a random
sequence as described below.

1. Suppose that a statistic � for a random sequence follows a �O� distribution with ¢
degrees of freedom, and suppose that the statistic can be expected to take on larger
values for nonrandom sequences. To achieve a significance level of � , a threshold
value £¥¤ is chosen (using Table 5.2) so that ¦§�
�B�Z£�¤��7��� . If the value �V¨ of the
statistic for the sample output sequence satisfies � ¨ �Z£ ¤ , then the sequence fails the
test; otherwise, it passes the test. Such a test is called a one-sided test. For example,
if ¢,�M� and �V�©���\�$ª�� , then £ ¤ �©�$ª!�¬«�$ª�� , and one expects a random sequence to
fail the test only ª��\�$® of the time.

2. Suppose that a statistic � for a random sequence follows an ���2���#��� distribution, and
suppose that the statistic can be expected to take on both larger and smaller values for
nonrandom sequences. To achieve a significance level of � , a threshold value £¥¤ is
chosen (using Table 5.1) so that ¦§���¯�i£�¤��+�X¦§�
�±°²�³£¥¤��+�²�O�$ª . If the value´

Actually, the probability µ of a Type II error may be completely independent of ¶ . If the generator is not a
random bit generator, the probability µ depends on the nature of the defects of the generator, and is usually difficult
to determine in practice. For this reason, assuming that the probability of a Type II error is proportional to ¶ is a
useful intuitive guide when selecting an appropriate significance level for a test.·

A statistic is a function of the elements of a random sample; for example, the number of ¸ ’s in a binary se-
quence is a statistic.
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180 Ch. 5 Pseudorandom Bits and Sequences

¹Vº
of the statistic for the sample output sequence satisfies

¹VºD»Z¼¥½
or

¹VºD¾M¿³¼�½
,

then the sequence fails the test; otherwise, it passes the test. Such a test is called a
two-sided test. For example, if À�ÁMÂ!Ã¬Â�Ä , then

¼¥½ ÁMÅ�Ã\Æ$Ç , and one expects a random
sequence to fail the test only Ä$È of the time.

5.4.3 Golomb’s randomness postulates

Golomb’s randomness postulates (Definition 5.28) are presented here for historical reasons
– they were one of the first attempts to establish some necessary conditions for a periodic
pseudorandom sequence to look random. It is emphasized that these conditions are far from
being sufficient for such sequences to be considered random. Unless otherwise stated, all
sequences are binary sequences.

5.24 Definition Let
º Á º�É!ÊNº?Ë#Ê>º2Ì!Ê Ã>ÃNÃ be an infinite sequence. The subsequence consisting of

the first Í terms of
º

is denoted by
º�Î Á º�É�ÊNº?ËNÊ ÃNÃ>Ã ÊNº ÎAÏ Ë

.

5.25 Definition The sequence
º Á º2É!ÊNº?Ë#Ê>º�Ì�Ê Ã>ÃNÃ is said to be Ð -periodic if

º�Ñ Á ºÒÑÔÓpÕ
for

all Ö�×ØÂ . The sequence
º

is periodic if it is Ð -periodic for some positive integer Ð . The
period of a periodic sequence

º
is the smallest positive integer Ð for which

º
is Ð -periodic.

If
º

is a periodic sequence of period Ð , then the cycle of
º

is the subsequence
º Õ

.

5.26 Definition Let
º

be a sequence. A run of
º

is a subsequence of
º

consisting of consecutiveÂ ’s or consecutive Å ’s which is neither preceded nor succeeded by the same symbol. A run
of Â ’s is called a gap, while a run of Å ’s is called a block.

5.27 Definition Let
º Á º É ÊNº Ë ÊNº Ì Ê ÃNÃNÃ be a periodic sequence of period Ð . The autocorrela-

tion function of
º

is the integer-valued function Ù§Ú
Û#Ü defined as

Ù§Ú�Û#Ü�Á Å
Ð

Õ Ï Ë
Ñ;ÝkÉ Ú Þ º Ñ ¿ Å�Üsß9Ú Þ º Ñ;Ópà ¿ Å$Ü Ê for ÂDáEÛâáIÐ ¿ Å$Ã

The autocorrelation function Ù§Ú
Û#Ü measures the amount of similarity between the se-
quence

º
and a shift of

º
by Û positions. If

º
is a random periodic sequence of period Ð ,

then ã\Ðäß?Ù§Ú
Û#ÜÒã can be expected to be quite small for all values of Û , Â ¾ Û ¾ Ð .

5.28 Definition Let
º

be a periodic sequence of period Ð . Golomb’s randomness postulates
are the following.

R1: In the cycle
º Õ

of
º
, the number of Å ’s differs from the number of Â ’s by at most Å .

R2: In the cycle
º Õ

, at least half the runs have length Å , at least one-fourth have lengthÞ , at least one-eighth have length å , etc., as long as the number of runs so indicated
exceeds Å . Moreover, for each of these lengths, there are (almost) equally many gaps
and blocks.æ

R3: The autocorrelation function Ù§Ú�Û#Ü is two-valued. That is for some integer ç ,

ÐQß1Ù§Ú
Û#ÜèÁ
Õ Ï Ë
ÑÔÝéÉ Ú Þ º�Ñ ¿ Å�Üsß?Ú2Þ º�Ñ;ÓAà ¿ Å$Ü7Á Ð Ê

if ÛêÁIÂ Êç Ê
if Å�áZÛêáIÐ ¿ Å�Ã

ë
Postulate R2 implies postulate R1.

c
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5.29 Definition A binary sequence which satisfies Golomb’s randomness postulates is called
a pseudo-noise sequence or a pn-sequence.

Pseudo-noise sequences arise in practice as output sequences of maximum-length lin-
ear feedback shift registers (cf. Fact 6.14).

5.30 Example (pn-sequence) Consider the periodic sequence î of period ïñðIò�ó with cycle

î?ô�õöðM÷!ø#ò�øNò�øN÷�ø#÷!ø#ò!ø#÷�øN÷�øN÷�ø#ò!ø#ò!ø�ò�øNò$ø#÷!ø#ò$ù
The following shows that the sequence î satisfies Golomb’s randomness postulates.

R1: The number of ÷ ’s in î ô�õ is ú , while the number of ò ’s is û .
R2: î ô
õ has û runs. There are ü runs of length ò ( ý gaps and ý blocks), ý runs of length ý

( ò gap and ò block), ò run of length þ ( ò gap), and ò run of length ü ( ò block).
R3: The autocorrelation function ÿ������ takes on two values: ÿ�� ÷��öð�ò and ÿ������öð�� ôô�õfor ò
	���	�ò�ü .

Hence, î is a pn-sequence. 

5.4.4 Five basic tests

Let î�ð�î��!øNî ô ø>î���øNù>ùNù�ø>î�� � ô be a binary sequence of length � . This subsection presents
five statistical tests that are commonly used for determining whether the binary sequenceî possesses some specific characteristics that a truly random sequence would be likely to
exhibit. It is emphasized again that the outcome of each test is not definite, but rather prob-
abilistic. If a sequence passes all five tests, there is no guarantee that it was indeed produced
by a random bit generator (cf. Example 5.4).

(i) Frequency test (monobit test)

The purpose of this test is to determine whether the number of ÷ ’s and ò ’s in î are approxi-
mately the same, as would be expected for a random sequence. Let � � , � ô denote the num-
ber of ÷ ’s and ò ’s in î , respectively. The statistic used is

� ô ð ��� ��� � ô � �� (5.1)

which approximately follows a � � distribution with ò degree of freedom if ���Iò$÷ . �
(ii) Serial test (two-bit test)

The purpose of this test is to determine whether the number of occurrences of ÷$÷ , ÷$ò , ò$÷ ,
and ò$ò as subsequences of î are approximately the same, as would be expected for a random
sequence. Let ��� , � ô denote the number of ÷ ’s and ò ’s in î , respectively, and let ����� , ��� ô ,� ô � , � ô2ô denote the number of occurrences of ÷$÷ , ÷$ò , ò�÷ , ò$ò in î , respectively. Note that
����������� ô � � ô ����� ô�ô ð!��� � ò"� since the subsequences are allowed to overlap. The
statistic used is

� � ð ü
� � ò �

���� �#� �� ô �$� � ô � �$� � ô2ô �
ý
� �
�� �$� � ô � ò (5.2)

which approximately follows a � � distribution with ý degrees of freedom if ����ý�ò .%
In practice, it is recommended that the length & of the sample output sequence be much larger (for example,&('*),+�+�+�+ ) than the minimum specified for each test in this subsection.
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(iii) Poker test

Let - be a positive integer such that .0/132346587:9�; 13< , and let =?>@.A/1?2 . Divide the sequenceB into = non-overlapping parts each of length - , and let CED be the number of occurrences of
the FHG�I type of sequence of length - , J(K FLK ; 1 . The poker test determines whether the
sequences of length - each appear approximately the same number of times in B , as would
be expected for a random sequence. The statistic used is

MON > ;
1
=

PRQ
D,S�T C

P D U = (5.3)

which approximately follows a V P distribution with ; 1 U J degrees of freedom. Note that
the poker test is a generalization of the frequency test: setting -!>WJ in the poker test yields
the frequency test.

(iv) Runs test

The purpose of the runs test is to determine whether the number of runs (of either zeros or
ones; see Definition 5.26) of various lengths in the sequence B is as expected for a random
sequence. The expected number of gaps (or blocks) of length F in a random sequence of
length C is X D > 9 C U FZY3[ <�\ ; D^] P . Let = be equal to the largest integer F for which X D 4_5 . Let` D , a D be the number of blocks and gaps, respectively, of length F in B for each F , J3K�FbKW= .
The statistic used is

MOc >
d
D^SeT
9 ` D U X D < P
XfD Y

d
D^SeT
9 a D U X D < P
X�D (5.4)

which approximately follows a V P distribution with ; = U ; degrees of freedom.

(v) Autocorrelation test

The purpose of this test is to check for correlations between the sequence B and (non-cyclic)
shifted versions of it. Let g be a fixed integer, J3KWg3Kh.iC \ ;Z2 . The number of bits in B not
equal to their g -shifts is j 9 g < > /lklmnk TD,S0o B D�p B D,] m , where p denotes the XOR operator.
The statistic used is

MOq > ; j 9 g < U C U g;
\*r C U g (5.5)

which approximately follows an s 9utAv J < distribution if C U g 4 J t . Since small values of
j 9 g < are as unexpected as large values of j 9 g < , a two-sided test should be used.

5.31 Example (basic statistical tests) Consider the (non-random) sequence B of length Cw>
J"x t obtained by replicating the following sequence four times:

J"J�J t"t_t J"J t"tyt J t"t�t J t J t�t J"J�J t JyJ�J"J t"t J t"t J t6t J t"t J�z
(i) (frequency test) C o >_{"| , C T >~}"x , and the value of the statistic

M T is t z�| .
(ii) (serial test) C�o�o(>�|"| , C�o�T�>�| t , C�T�o?>�| t , C�T�TL>�[ 5 , and the value of the statisticM P is t z�x ;"5�; .

(iii) (poker test) Here -!>_[ and =?> 5 [ . The blocks t�t"t , t"t J , t J t , t J�J , J t�t , J t J , J�J t ,
J"J�J appear 5 , J t , x , | , J ; , [ , x , and } times, respectively, and the value of the statisticM N

is ��z�x"|"J 5 .
(iv) (runs test) Here X T > ;"t z ;"5 , X P >hJ t z t x ;�5 , X N > 5 , and =�>�[ . There are ;"5 , | , 5

blocks of lengths J , ; , [ , respectively, and { , ;�t , J ; gaps of lengths J , ; , [ , respec-
tively. The value of the statistic

MOc
is [�J�z�}"��J"[ .
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(v) (autocorrelation test) If �#��� , then �L�u���?�����"� . The value of the statistic �O� is��� �"� �"� .
For a significance level of ���W� � ��� , the threshold values for �#� , ��� , �O� , �O� , and � � are��� �"�"��� , � � �"�"��� , �"� � �" �¡"� , � � �"��¡"¡ , and � � �"  , respectively (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Hence,
the given sequence ¢ passes the frequency, serial, and poker tests, but fails the runs and
autocorrelation tests. £

5.32 Note (FIPS 140-1 statistical tests for randomness) FIPS 140-1 specifies four statistical
tests for randomness. Instead of making the user select appropriate significance levels for
these tests, explicit bounds are provided that the computed value of a statistic must satisfy.
A single bitstring ¢ of length ¤��"�"��� bits, output from a generator, is subjected to each of the
following tests. If any of the tests fail, then the generator fails the test.

(i) monobit test. The number ¥�� of � ’s in ¢ should satisfy �� "�"��¦§¥��¨¦_��� � ��  .
(ii) poker test. The statistic �O� defined by equation (5.3) is computed for ©ª�«� . The

poker test is passed if � � � � ¦��O��¦_��¡ � � .
(iii) runs test. The number ¬¨ and ®� of blocks and gaps, respectively, of length ¯ in ¢ are

counted for each ¯ , �±°�¯�°«  . (For the purpose of this test, runs of length greater
than   are considered to be of length   .) The runs test is passed if the ��¤ counts ¬¨ ,
®  , ��°�¯²°y  , are each within the corresponding interval specified by the following
table.

Length of run Required interval³ ´µ´µ¶Z·b¸±´µ·Z¹µ¹´ ³µºµ·Z»b¸±³u¼0´µ³¹ ½Zºµ´¾¸#·¿¼ÁÀ¼ ´Z´µ¹¾¸O¼0ºµ´½ »µº¾¸#´Z´µ¹¶ »µº¾¸#´Z´µ¹
(iv) long run test. The long run test is passed if there are no runs of length

� � or more.

For high security applications, FIPS 140-1 mandates that the four tests be performed each
time the random bit generator is powered up. FIPS 140-1 allows these tests to be substituted
by alternative tests which provide equivalent or superior randomness checking.

5.4.5 Maurer’s universal statistical test

The basic idea behind Maurer’s universal statistical test is that it should not be possible to
significantly compress (without loss of information) the output sequence of a random bit
generator. Thus, if a sample output sequence ¢ of a bit generator can be significantly com-
pressed, the generator should be rejected as being defective. Instead of actually compress-
ing the sequence ¢ , the universal statistical test computes a quantity that is related to the
length of the compressed sequence.

The universality of Maurer’s universal statistical test arises because it is able to detect
any one of a very general class of possible defects a bit generator might have. This class
includes the five defects that are detectable by the basic tests of Â 5.4.4. A drawback of the
universal statistical test over the five basic tests is that it requires a much longer sample
output sequence in order to be effective. Provided that the required output sequence can be
efficiently generated, this drawback is not a practical concern since the universal statistical
test itself is very efficient.

Algorithm 5.33 computes the statistic �ÄÃ for a sample output sequence ¢��*¢�ÅAÆÇ¢���Æ �Ç�Z� Æ
¢fÈ8É�� to be used in the universal statistical test. The parameter Ê is first chosen from the
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Ë Ì ÍÏÎÐ
Ñ ÒµÓÕÔµÖµ×ZØuÙ0ÚµÛ ÒµÓÜØZÚµÒ
× ÑµÓÕÛµÖµÔ¿ÙÁÖZÝµÖ ÑµÓÜÖZÖµÝ
Ö ×µÓ ÙÁÒµÑZØµÒZØµÝ ÑµÓÜÚZÒµÑ
Ù ÖµÓÕÖµÑµÑZ×µ×¿ÙÁÔ ×µÓÜÖZÛµÝ
Û ÙÁÓÕ×µÛµÖ¿ÙÁ×ZØµØ ×µÓÜÔZÒµÛ
Ø ÛµÓÕ×µÑµÔZÔµÒZÛµ× ×µÓÜÚZÛuÙ
Ô ØµÓÕÑµÚµØZ×µÛZÒµÔ ÖµÓÜÑZ×µÛ
Ý ÔµÓÕÑµÝµÖZØµØZÛµØ ÖµÓÜ×ZÖµÝ

Ë Ì ÍEÎÐ
Ú ÝRÓÕÑZÔµØuÙ0×uÙ0Ý ÖRÓÕÖµÑZÑ
ÑµÒ ÚRÓÕÑZÔµ×µÖZ×uÙ0Ö ÖRÓÕÖµÛZØ
ÑµÑ ÑµÒµÓÕÑµÔµÒZÒµÖZ× ÖRÓÕÖµÝ¿Ù
Ñµ× ÑµÑµÓÕÑµØµÝZÔµØZÛ ÖRÓ ÙÁÒZÑ
ÑµÖ Ñµ×µÓÕÑµØµÝZÒµÔZÒ ÖRÓ ÙÁÑZÒ
ÑuÙ ÑµÖµÓÕÑµØµÔZØµÚZÖ ÖRÓ ÙÁÑZØ
ÑµÛ ÑuÙÁÓÕÑµØµÔ¿ÙÁÝZÝ ÖRÓ ÙÁÑZÚ
ÑµØ ÑµÛµÓÕÑµØµÔZÖµÔZÚ ÖRÓ ÙÁ×ZÑ

Table 5.3: Mean
Ì

and variance
Í Î

of the statistic Þ(ß for random sequences, with parameters
Ë

,à
as á�â�ã . The variance of Þ ß is

Í Î¾ä$åRæ Ëbç^à±è ÎÏé Í ÎÐ�ê à , where
åµæ Ë¨ç�à±èìë ÒµÓÕÔ�í æ ÒRÓÕÝ ê Ëbèïîæ ÑµÓÕØ î æ Ñµ×µÓÕÝ ê Ë�èHè é àñðÁòuóuô for

àöõ × ô
.

interval ÷ ø�ùÇú"ø�û . The sequence ü is then partitioned into non-overlapping ý -bit blocks, with
any leftover bits discarded; the total number of blocks is þOÿ�� , where þ and � are defined
below. For each � , ú������Wþ�ÿ�� , let �
	 be the integer whose binary representation is the ����
block. The blocks are scanned in order. A table � is maintained so that at each stage � ÷ �Zû is
the position of the last occurrence of the block corresponding to integer � , �������������±ú .
The first þ blocks of ü are used to initialize table � ; þ should be chosen to be at least ú��������
in order to have a high likelihood that each of the � � ý -bit blocks occurs at least once in
the first þ blocks. The remaining � blocks are used to define the statistic �! as follows.
For each � , þyÿyú��"�#� þyÿ"� , let $ 	�% �&�'� ÷ � 	 û ; $ 	 is the number of positions since
the last occurrence of block � 	 . Then

�  % ú
�
(*),+

	�- (*)/.
021 $�	43 (5.6)

� should be at least ú��5���6�
��� (and, hence, the sample sequence ü should be at least 7uú��"ú5�8�
� � �lý:9 bits in length). Table 5.3 lists the mean ; and variance </= of �  for random se-
quences for some sample choices of ý as þ?>A@ .

5.33 Algorithm Computing the statistic Þ ß for Maurer’s universal statistical test

INPUT: a binary sequence ü % üCBAùÇü . ùD3E3E3eùÇüGFIH . of length J , and parameters ý , þ , � .
OUTPUT: the value of the statistic �! for the sequence ü .

1. Zero the table � . For � from � to ���!�§ú do the following: ��÷ �µû4K�� .
2. Initialize the table � . For � from ú to þ do the following: � ÷ �4	�û4KL� .
3. sum K�� .
4. For � from þ�ÿ ú to þ�ÿM� do the following:

4.1 sum K sum ÿ 021 7��8�L��÷ �4	 ûN9 .
4.2 � ÷ �
	�ûOKP� .

5. �! QK sum R5� .
6. Return(�! ).

Maurer’s universal statistical test uses the computed value of �  for the sample output
sequence ü in the manner prescribed by Fact 5.34. To test the sequence ü , a two-sided test
should be used with a significance level S between ��32�5��ú and ��32�"ú (see T 5.4.2).

c
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5.34 Fact Let W�X be the statistic defined in (5.6) having mean Y and variance Z/[ as given in
Table 5.3. Then, for random sequences, the statistic \]X_^a`�W!XLbcY:dCeGZ approximately
follows an fP`4g�hEi5d distribution.

5.5 Cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit
generation

Two cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit generators (CSPRBG – see Definition 5.8)
are presented in this section. The security of each generator relies on the presumed in-
tractability of an underlying number-theoretic problem. The modular multiplications that
these generators use make them relatively slow compared to the (ad-hoc) pseudorandom
bit generators of j 5.3. Nevertheless they may be useful in some circumstances, for exam-
ple, generating pseudorandom bits on hardware devices which already have the circuitry for
performing modular multiplications. Efficient techniques for implementing modular mul-
tiplication are presented in j 14.3.

5.5.1 RSA pseudorandom bit generator

The RSA pseudorandom bit generator is a CSPRBG under the assumption that the RSA
problem is intractable ( j 3.3; see also j 3.9.2).

5.35 Algorithm RSA pseudorandom bit generator

SUMMARY: a pseudorandom bit sequence kmlnhEk [ hEoEoDophEkGq of length r is generated.

1. Setup. Generate two secret RSA-like primes s and t (cf. Note 8.8), and compute uv^
swt and xy^z`{s'b?i�d4`
t|b?i�d . Select a random integer } , i�~�}M~zx , such that�5�D� `
}�hDxQd&^�i .

2. Select a random integer �w� (the seed) in the interval � i�hOuLb�iG� .
3. For � from 1 to r do the following:

3.1 ���C�L�p���� l���� � u .
3.2 k � � the least significant bit of � � .

4. The output sequence is kmlnhEk [ hEoEoDophEkGq .

5.36 Note (efficiency of the RSA PRBG) If }�^�� is chosen (cf. Note 8.9(ii)), then generating
each pseudorandom bit k � requires one modular multiplication and one modular squaring.
The efficiency of the generator can be improved by extracting the � least significant bits
of � � in step 3.2, where �M^���� � � � u and � is a constant. Provided that u is sufficiently
large, this modified generator is also cryptographically secure (cf. Fact 3.87). For a mod-
ulus u of a fixed bitlength (e.g., 1024 bits), an explicit range of values of � for which the
resulting generator remains cryptographically secure (cf. Remark 5.9) under the intractabil-
ity assumption of the RSA problem has not been determined.

The following modification improves the efficiency of the RSA PRBG.
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5.37 Algorithm Micali-Schnorr pseudorandom bit generator

SUMMARY: a pseudorandom bit sequence is generated.

1. Setup. Generate two secret RSA-like primes � and � (cf. Note 8.8), and compute �v�
�w� and �!���{���¡ 5¢
�
�p�¡ 5¢ . Let £¤��¥�¦¨§/�/©/ª«  (the bitlength of � ). Select an integer¬ ,  ® ¬ ¯� , such that §5°D±,� ¬�² �w¢³�´  and µ�¶ ¬«· £ . Let ¸¹�º¥N£L�
 ��¼»½,¢{© and¾ ��£¿�À¸ .

2. Select a random sequence ÁwÂ (the seed) of bitlength ¾ .
3. Generate a pseudorandom sequence of length ¸6Ã�Ä . For Å from 1 to Ä do the following:

3.1 ÆÈÇ4ÉPÁ ½ÇNÊ/Ë�Ì�Í ±Î� .
3.2 Á Ç É the ¾ most significant bits of Æ Ç .
3.3 ÏÐÇ
É the ¸ least significant bits of ÆÑÇ .

4. The output sequence is ÏmË*ÒQÏ » ÒÓÃEÃEÃ�ÒQÏÐÔ , where Ò denotes concatenation.

5.38 Note (efficiency of the Micali-Schnorr PRBG) Algorithm 5.37 is more efficient than the
RSA PRBG since ¥�£L�4 �� » ½,¢{© bits are generated per exponentiation by ¬ . For example,
if ¬ �ÖÕ and £a�� 5¶�×5Ø , then ¸'��Õ�Ø5  bits are generated per exponentiation. Moreover,
each exponentiation requires only one modular squaring of an ¾ ��Ù�µ5Õ -bit number, and one
modular multiplication.

5.39 Note (security of the Micali-Schnorr PRBG) Algorithm 5.37 is cryptographically secure
under the assumption that the following is true: the distribution Á ½ Ì�Í ±#� for random ¾ -bit
sequences Á is indistinguishable by all polynomial-time statistical tests from the uniform
distribution of integers in the interval Ú ¶ ² ���P GÛ . This assumption is stronger than requiring
that the RSA problem be intractable.

5.5.2 Blum-Blum-Shub pseudorandom bit generator

The Blum-Blum-Shub pseudorandom bit generator (also known as the Á » Ì|Í ±#� genera-
tor or the BBS generator) is a CSPRBG under the assumption that integer factorization is
intractable ( Ü 3.2). It forms the basis for the Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic public-key en-
cryption scheme (Algorithm 8.56).

5.40 Algorithm Blum-Blum-Shub pseudorandom bit generator

SUMMARY: a pseudorandom bit sequence Ï Ë ² Ï » ²EÝEÝDÝp² Ï Ô of length Ä is generated.

1. Setup. Generate two large secret random (and distinct) primes � and � (cf. Note 8.8),
each congruent to Õ modulo Ø , and compute �v�À�w� .

2. Select a random integer Þ (the seed) in the interval Ú   ² �³�ß nÛ such that §5°D±à�
Þ ² �:¢:��  ,
and compute ÁQÂÈÉÀÞ » Ì�Í ±Ó� .

3. For Å from 1 to Ä do the following:

3.1 Á�ÇCÉLÁ » Ç�ÊáË�Ì�Í ±#� .
3.2 Ï Ç É the least significant bit of Á Ç .

4. The output sequence is Ï Ë ² Ï » ²EÝEÝDÝp² Ï Ô .

c
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5.41 Note (efficiency of the Blum-Blum-Shub PRBG) Generating each pseudorandom bit äGå re-
quires one modular squaring. The efficiency of the generator can be improved by extracting
the æ least significant bits of ç�å in step 3.2, where æ³è_é�ê2ë&ê2ëáì and é is a constant. Provided
that ì is sufficiently large, this modified generator is also cryptographically secure. For a
modulus ì of a fixed bitlength (eg. 1024 bits), an explicit range of values of é for which
the resulting generator is cryptographically secure (cf. Remark 5.9) under the intractability
assumption of the integer factorization problem has not been determined.

5.6 Notes and further references
í
5.1

Chapter 3 of Knuth [692] is the definitive reference for the classic (non-cryptographic) gen-
eration of pseudorandom numbers. Knuth [692, pp.142-166] contains an extensive discus-
sion of what it means for a sequence to be random. Lagarias [724] gives a survey of theo-
retical results on pseudorandom number generators. Luby [774] provides a comprehensive
and rigorous overview of pseudorandom generators.

For a study of linear congruential generators (Example 5.4), see Knuth [692, pp.9-25].
Plumstead/Boyar [979, 980] showed how to predict the output of a linear congruential gen-
erator given only a few elements of the output sequence, and when the parameters î , ï ,
and ð of the generator are unknown. Boyar [180] extended her method and showed that
linear multivariate congruential generators (having recurrence equation ç�ñMèòîàóNçpñIô/ó�õ
îDöEç�ñIôàö8õ¹÷D÷E÷Cõ¹îmø2ç�ñIôIøùõ¹ï&ú�ûÑü#ð ), and quadratic congruential generators (having recur-
rence equation çpñ�è_îDç ö ñIôáó õ¹ïNç�ñQô/ópõ¹é�ú�ûÈü#ð ) are cryptographically insecure. Finally,
Krawczyk [713] generalized these results and showed how the output of any multivariate
polynomial congruential generator can be efficiently predicted. A truncated linear congru-
ential generator is one where a fraction of the least significant bits of the ç�å are discarded.
Frieze et al. [427] showed that these generators can be efficiently predicted if the genera-
tor parameters î , ï , and ð are known. Stern [1173] extended this method to the case where
only ð is known. Boyar [179] presented an efficient algorithm for predicting linear congru-
ential generators when ýÎþ4ê¨û5ë*ê2û�ëpðvÿ bits are discarded, and when the parameters î , ï , and
ð are unknown. No efficient prediction algorithms are known for truncated multivariate
polynomial congruential generators. For a summary of cryptanalytic attacks on congruen-
tial generators, see Brickell and Odlyzko [209, pp.523-526].

For a formal definition of a statistical test (Definition 5.5), see Yao [1258]. Fact 5.7 on
the universality of the next-bit test is due to Yao [1258]. For a proof of Yao’s result, see
Kranakis [710] and

í
12.2 of Stinson [1178]. A proof of a generalization of Yao’s result

is given by Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [468]. The notion of a cryptographically
secure pseudorandom bit generator (Definition 5.8) was introduced by Blum and Micali
[166]. Blum and Micali also gave a formal description of the next-bit test (Definition 5.6),
and presented the first cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit generator whose security
is based on the discrete logarithm problem (see page 189). Universal tests were presented
by Schrift and Shamir [1103] for verifying the assumed properties of a pseudorandom gen-
erator whose output sequences are not necessarily uniformly distributed.

The first provably secure pseudorandom number generator was proposed by Shamir [1112].
Shamir proved that predicting the next number of an output sequence of this generator is
equivalent to inverting the RSA function. However, even though the numbers as a whole
may be unpredictable, certain parts of the number (for example, its least significant bit) may
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be biased or predictable. Hence, Shamir’s generator is not cryptographically secure in the
sense of Definition 5.8.�

5.2
Agnew [17] proposed a VLSI implementation of a random bit generator consisting of two
identical metal insulator semiconductor capacitors close to each other. The cells are charged
over the same period of time, and then a � or � is assigned depending on which cell has
a greater charge. Fairfield, Mortenson, and Coulthart [382] described an LSI random bit
generator based on the frequency instability of a free running oscillator. Davis, Ihaka, and
Fenstermacher [309] used the unpredictability of air turbulence occurring in a sealed disk
drive as a random bit generator. The bits are extracted by measuring the variations in the
time to access disk blocks. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques are then used to re-
move possible biases and correlations. A sample implementation generated 100 random
bits per minute. For further guidance on hardware and software-based techniques for gen-
erating random bits, see RFC 1750 [1043].

The de-skewing technique of Example 5.10 is due to von Neumann [1223]. Elias [370]
generalized von Neumann’s technique to a more efficient scheme (one where fewer bits
are discarded). Fast Fourier Transform techniques for removing biases and correlations are
described by Brillinger [213]. For further ways of removing correlations, see Blum [161],
Santha and Vazirani [1091], Vazirani [1217], and Chor and Goldreich [258].�

5.3
The idea of using a one-way function � for generating pseudorandom bit sequences is due to
Shamir [1112]. Shamir illustrated why it is difficult to prove that such ad-hoc generators are
cryptographically secure without imposing some further assumptions on � . Algorithm 5.11
is from Appendix C of the ANSI X9.17 standard [37]; it is one of the approved methods for
pseudorandom bit generation listed in FIPS 186 [406]. Meyer and Matyas [859, pp.316-
317] describe another DES-based pseudorandom bit generator whose output is intended for
use as data-encrypting keys. The four algorithms of

�
5.3.2 for generating DSA parameters

are from FIPS 186.�
5.4

Standard references on statistics include Hogg and Tanis [559] and Wackerly, Mendenhall,
and Scheaffer [1226]. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 were generated using the Maple symbolic algebra
system [240]. Golomb’s randomness postulates (

�
5.4.3) were proposed by Golomb [498].

The five statistical tests for local randomness outlined in
�
5.4.4 are from Beker and Piper

[84]. The serial test (
�
5.4.4(ii)) is due to Good [508]. It was generalized to subsequences of

length greater than � by Marsaglia [782] who called it the overlapping � -tuple test, and later
by Kimberley [674] who called it the generalized serial test. The underlying distribution
theories of the serial test and the runs test (

�
5.4.4(iv)) were analyzed by Good [507] and

Mood [897], respectively. Gustafson [531] considered alternative statistics for the runs test
and the autocorrelation test (

�
5.4.4(v)).

There are numerous other statistical tests of local randomness. Many of these tests, includ-
ing the gap test, coupon collector’s test, permutation test, run test, maximum-of-� test, col-
lision test, serial test, correlation test, and spectral test are described by Knuth [692]. The
poker test as formulated by Knuth [692, p.62] is quite different from that of

�
5.4.4(iii). In

the former, a sample sequence is divided into � -bit blocks, each of which is further subdi-
vided into � -bit sub-blocks (for some divisor � of � ). The number of � -bit blocks having �
distinct � -bit sub-blocks ( �
	���	����� ) is counted and compared to the corresponding ex-
pected numbers for random sequences. Erdmann [372] gives a detailed exposition of many

c
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of these tests, and applies them to sample output sequences of six pseudorandom bit gener-
ators. Gustafson et al. [533] describe a computer package which implements various statis-
tical tests for assessing the strength of a pseudorandom bit generator. Gustafson, Dawson,
and Golić [532] proposed a new repetition test which measures the number of repetitions of�
-bit blocks. The test requires a count of the number of patterns repeated, but does not re-

quire the frequency of each pattern. For this reason, it is feasible to apply this test for larger
values of

�
(e.g.

�������
) than would be permissible by the poker test or Maurer’s universal

statistical test (Algorithm 5.33). Two spectral tests have been developed, one based on the
discrete Fourier transform by Gait [437], and one based on the Walsh transform by Yuen
[1260]. For extensions of these spectral tests, see Erdmann [372] and Feldman [389].

FIPS 140-1 [401] specifies security requirements for the design and implementation of
cryptographic modules, including random and pseudorandom bit generators, for protecting
(U.S. government) unclassified information.

The universal statistical test (Algorithm 5.33) is due to Maurer [813] and was motivated by
source coding algorithms of Elias [371] and Willems [1245]. The class of defects that the
test is able to detect consists of those that can be modeled by an ergodic stationary source
with limited memory; Maurer argues that this class includes the possible defects that could
occur in a practical implementation of a random bit generator. Table 5.3 is due to Maurer
[813], who provides derivations of formulae for the mean and variance of the statistic ��� .

�
5.5

Blum and Micali [166] presented the following general construction for CSPRBGs. Let �
be a finite set, and let � �!�#"$� be a permutation that can be efficiently computed. Let% �&�$"('*)�+-,/. be a Boolean predicate with the property that

%1032!4
is hard to compute

given only
265 � , however,

%1032!4
can be efficiently computed given 7 � �989: 032!4 . The

output sequence ; : +-;=</+->->?>@+-;BA corresponding to a seed
2DCE5 � is obtained by computing2�F � � 0G2@F 89:

4
, ; F � %10G2@FH4

, for ,�IKJI �
. This generator can be shown to pass the

next-bit test (Definition 5.6). Blum and Micali [166] proposed the first concrete instance of
a CSPRBG, called the Blum-Micali generator. Using the notation introduced above, their
method can be described as follows. Let L be a large prime, and M a generator of N OP . Define
� � N OP � '*,�+-Q�+?>->->�+HLSRT,/. . The function �E�@�U"V� is defined by � 032!4 � MDWSXZY\[]L .
The function

% �^�_"`'*)/+a,/. is defined by
%1032!4 � , if )bIdceY�fhg 2 I 0 L�Ri, 4=j Q , and%10G2k4 � ) if clYmf*g 2bn�0 LkRo, 4=j Q . Assuming the intractability of the discrete logarithm prob-

lem in N OP (
�
3.6; see also

�
3.9.1), the Blum-Micali generator was proven to satisfy the next-

bit test. Long and Wigderson [772] improved the efficiency of the Blum-Micali generator
by simultaneously extracting p 0 clfqclfrL 4 bits (cf.

�
3.9.1) from each

2 F
. Kaliski [650, 651]

modified the Blum-Micali generator so that the security depends on the discrete logarithm
problem in the group of points on an elliptic curve defined over a finite field.

The RSA pseudorandom bit generator (Algorithm 5.35) and the improvement mentioned
in Note 5.36 are due to Alexi et al. [23]. The Micali-Schnorr improvement of the RSA
PRBG (Algorithm 5.37) is due to Micali and Schnorr [867], who also described a method
that transforms any CSPRBG into one that can be accelerated by parallel evaluation. The
method of parallelization is perfect: s parallel processors speed the generation of pseudo-
random bits by a factor of s .

Algorithm 5.40 is due to Blum, Blum, and Shub [160], who showed that their pseudoran-
dom bit generator is cryptographically secure assuming the intractability of the quadratic
residuosity problem (

�
3.4). Vazirani and Vazirani [1218] established a stronger result re-

garding the security of this generator by proving it cryptographically secure under the
weaker assumption that integer factorization is intractable. The improvement mentioned in
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Note 5.41 is due to Vazirani and Vazirani. Alexi et al. [23] proved analogous results for the
modified-Rabin generator, which differs as follows from the Blum-Blum-Shub generator:
in step 3.1 of Algorithm 5.40, let tTuvtDwxzy9{}|Z~\��� ; if t����q�m� , then t x u t ; otherwise,
t x uT��� t .

Impagliazzo and Naor [569] devised efficient constructions for a CSPRBG and for a univer-
sal one-way hash function which are provably as secure as the subset sum problem. Fischer
and Stern [411] presented a simple and efficient CSPRBG which is provably as secure as
the syndrome decoding problem.

Yao [1258] showed how to obtain a CSPRBG using any one-way permutation. Levin [761]
generalized this result and showed how to obtain a CSPRBG using any one-way function.
For further refinements, see Goldreich, Krawczyk, and Luby [470], Impagliazzo, Levin,
and Luby [568], and Håstad [545].

A random function �^�!�*�/�a�\�-���_�����-�/�-� is a function which assigns independent and ran-
dom values ���Gtk���U�*���-�/�?� to all arguments t��d�����-�/�-� . Goldreich, Goldwasser, and
Micali [468] introduced a computational complexity measure of the randomness of func-
tions. They defined a function to be poly-random if no polynomial-time algorithm can dis-
tinguish between values of the function and true random strings, even when the algorithm
is permitted to select the arguments to the function. Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali
presented an algorithm for constructing poly-random functions assuming the existence of
one-way functions. This theory was applied by Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [467]
to develop provably secure protocols for the (essentially) storageless distribution of secret
identification numbers, message authentication with timestamping, dynamic hashing, and
identify friend or foe systems. Luby and Rackoff [776] showed how poly-random permu-
tations can be efficiently constructed from poly-random functions. This result was used,
together with some of the design principles of DES, to show how any CSPRBG can be
used to construct a symmetric-key block cipher which is provably secure against chosen-
plaintext attack. A simplified and generalized treatment of Luby and Rackoff’s construction
was given by Maurer [816].

Schnorr [1096] used Luby and Rackoff’s poly-random permutation generator to construct
a pseudorandom bit generator that was claimed to pass all statistical tests depending only
on a small fraction of the output sequence, even when infinite computational resources are
available. Rueppel [1079] showed that this claim is erroneous, and demonstrated that the
generator can be distinguished from a truly random bit generator using only a small num-
ber of output bits. Maurer and Massey [821] extended Schnorr’s work, and proved the ex-
istence of pseudorandom bit generators that pass all statistical tests depending only on a
small fraction of the output sequence, even when infinite computational resources are avail-
able. The security of the generators does not rely on any unproved hypothesis, but rather
on the assumption that the adversary can access only a limited number of bits of the gener-
ated sequence. This work is primarily of theoretical interest since no such polynomial-time
generators are known.
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6.1 Introduction

Stream ciphers are an important class of encryption algorithms. They encrypt individual
characters (usually binary digits) of a plaintext message one at a time, using an encryp-
tion transformation which varies with time. By contrast, block ciphers (Chapter 7) tend to
simultaneously encrypt groups of characters of a plaintext message using a fixed encryp-
tion transformation. Stream ciphers are generally faster than block ciphers in hardware,
and have less complex hardware circuitry. They are also more appropriate, and in some
cases mandatory (e.g., in some telecommunications applications), when buffering is lim-
ited or when characters must be individually processed as they are received. Because they
have limited or no error propagation, stream ciphers may also be advantageous in situations
where transmission errors are highly probable.

There is a vast body of theoretical knowledge on stream ciphers, and various design
principles for stream ciphers have been proposed and extensively analyzed. However, there
are relatively few fully-specified stream cipher algorithms in the open literature. This un-
fortunate state of affairs can partially be explained by the fact that most stream ciphers used
in practice tend to be proprietary and confidential. By contrast, numerous concrete block
cipher proposals have been published, some of which have been standardized or placed in
the public domain. Nevertheless, because of their significant advantages, stream ciphers are
widely used today, and one can expect increasingly more concrete proposals in the coming
years.

Chapter outline

The remainder of ¨ 6.1 introduces basic concepts relevant to stream ciphers. Feedback shift
registers, in particular linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs), are the basic building block
in most stream ciphers that have been proposed; they are studied in ¨ 6.2. Three general tech-
niques for utilizing LFSRs in the construction of stream ciphers are presented in ¨ 6.3: using
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192 Ch. 6 Stream Ciphers

a nonlinear combining function on the outputs of several LFSRs ( © 6.3.1), using a nonlin-
ear filtering function on the contents of a single LFSR ( © 6.3.2), and using the output of one
(or more) LFSRs to control the clock of one (or more) other LFSRs ( © 6.3.3). Two concrete
proposals for clock-controlled generators, the alternating step generator and the shrinking
generator are presented in © 6.3.3. © 6.4 presents a stream cipher not based on LFSRs, namely
SEAL. © 6.5 concludes with references and further chapter notes.

6.1.1 Classification

Stream ciphers can be either symmetric-key or public-key. The focus of this chapter is
symmetric-key stream ciphers; the Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic public-key encryption
scheme ( © 8.7.2) is an example of a public-key stream cipher.

6.1 Note (block vs. stream ciphers) Block ciphers process plaintext in relatively large blocks
(e.g., ª5«¡¬` bits). The same function is used to encrypt successive blocks; thus (pure)
block ciphers are memoryless. In contrast, stream ciphers process plaintext in blocks as
small as a single bit, and the encryption function may vary as plaintext is processed; thus
stream ciphers are said to have memory. They are sometimes called state ciphers since
encryption depends on not only the key and plaintext, but also on the current state. This
distinction between block and stream ciphers is not definitive (see Remark 7.25); adding a
small amount of memory to a block cipher (as in the CBC mode) results in a stream cipher
with large blocks.

(i) The one-time pad

Recall (Definition 1.39) that a Vernam cipher over the binary alphabet is defined by®°¯�±~²w¯°³�´�¯ for µ ±�¶�·�¸K·�¹AºUº�ºQ·
where ²�»�·�²�¼�·1²e½K·�º�ºUº are the plaintext digits, ´K»U·�´U¼�·U´�½K·�º�ºUº (the keystream) are the key
digits, ®�»�·U®�¼�·U®�½�·Uº�ºUº are the ciphertext digits, and ³ is the XOR function (bitwise addition
modulo ¸ ). Decryption is defined by ² ¯ ±�® ¯ ³s´ ¯ . If the keystream digits are generated
independently and randomly, the Vernam cipher is called a one-time pad, and is uncondi-
tionally secure ( © 1.13.3(i)) against a ciphertext-only attack. More precisely, if ¾ , ¿ , andÀ

are random variables respectively denoting the plaintext, ciphertext, and secret key, and
if ÁwÂ�Ã denotes the entropy function (Definition 2.39), then Á�Â°¾�ÄÅ¿sÃ ± ÁwÂ°¾IÃ . Equiva-
lently, Æ�Â°¾IÇ�¿sÃ ±DÈ (see Definition 2.45): the ciphertext contributes no information about
the plaintext.

Shannon proved that a necessary condition for a symmetric-key encryption scheme to
be unconditionally secure is that Á�Â À ÃZ«�Á�Â°¾IÃ . That is, the uncertainty of the secret
key must be at least as great as the uncertainty of the plaintext. If the key has bitlength ´ ,
and the key bits are chosen randomly and independently, then Á�Â À Ã ±�´ , and Shannon’s
necessary condition for unconditional security becomes ´ «�Á�Â°¾IÃ . The one-time pad is
unconditionally secure regardless of the statistical distribution of the plaintext, and is op-
timal in the sense that its key is the smallest possible among all symmetric-key encryption
schemes having this property.

An obvious drawback of the one-time pad is that the key should be as long as the plain-
text, which increases the difficulty of key distribution and key management. This moti-
vates the design of stream ciphers where the keystream is pseudorandomly generated from
a smaller secret key, with the intent that the keystream appears random to a computation-
ally bounded adversary. Such stream ciphers do not offer unconditional security (sinceÁ�Â À ÃAÉÊÁ�Â°¾IÃ ), but the hope is that they are computationally secure ( © 1.13.3(iv)).
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Stream ciphers are commonly classified as being synchronous or self-synchronizing.

(ii) Synchronous stream ciphers

6.2 Definition A synchronous stream cipher is one in which the keystream is generated inde-
pendently of the plaintext message and of the ciphertext.

The encryption process of a synchronous stream cipher can be described by the equationsÍ�ÎÐÏfÑÓÒ Ô�Õ�Í�Î°Ö�×�ØÙÖÚ Î�Ò Û�ÕÜÍÝÎ�ÖU×�Ø°ÖÞ ÎßÒ à�Õ Ú Î°Ö�áwÎ�ØÙÖ
where Í�â is the initial state and may be determined from the key × , Ô is the next-state
function, Û is the function which produces the keystream Ú Î , and à is the output function
which combines the keystream and plaintext áwÎ to produce ciphertext Þ Î . The encryption
and decryption processes are depicted in Figure 6.1. The OFB mode of a block cipher (seeã
7.2.2(iv)) is an example of a synchronous stream cipher.

ä�å
æ

ç ä�åç

è åÅé�ê
(ii) Decryption(i) Encryption

Plaintext ë å
Ciphertext ì å
Key
ç

Keystream ä�å
State è åè åÅé�ê

í î

è å ë å

ì å

ì å

ë åî<ï êí
æ

è å

Figure 6.1: General model of a synchronous stream cipher.

6.3 Note (properties of synchronous stream ciphers)
(i) synchronization requirements. In a synchronous stream cipher, both the sender and

receiver must be synchronized – using the same key and operating at the same posi-
tion (state) within that key – to allow for proper decryption. If synchronization is lost
due to ciphertext digits being inserted or deleted during transmission, then decryption
fails and can only be restored through additional techniques for re-synchronization.
Techniques for re-synchronization include re-initialization, placing special markers
at regular intervals in the ciphertext, or, if the plaintext contains enough redundancy,
trying all possible keystream offsets.

(ii) no error propagation. A ciphertext digit that is modified (but not deleted) during
transmission does not affect the decryption of other ciphertext digits.

(iii) active attacks. As a consequence of property (i), the insertion, deletion, or replay
of ciphertext digits by an active adversary causes immediate loss of synchronization,
and hence might possibly be detected by the decryptor. As a consequence of property
(ii), an active adversary might possibly be able to make changes to selected ciphertext
digits, and know exactly what affect these changes have on the plaintext. This illus-
trates that additional mechanisms must be employed in order to provide data origin
authentication and data integrity guarantees (see

ã
9.5.4).

Most of the stream ciphers that have been proposed to date in the literature are additive
stream ciphers, which are defined below.
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194 Ch. 6 Stream Ciphers

6.4 Definition A binary additive stream cipher is a synchronous stream cipher in which the
keystream, plaintext, and ciphertext digits are binary digits, and the output function ð is the
XOR function.

Binary additive stream ciphers are depicted in Figure 6.2. Referring to Figure 6.2, the
keystream generator is composed of the next-state function ñ and the function ò (see Fig-
ure 6.1), and is also known as the running key generator.

Generator

Keystream ó�ôõ ô
ö ôó�ô

ö ô

Plaintext
ó ô

Ciphertext ö ô
Key ÷
Keystream õ ôõ ô ÷÷ Keystream

Generator

(ii) Decryption(i) Encryption

Figure 6.2: General model of a binary additive stream cipher.

(iii) Self-synchronizing stream ciphers

6.5 Definition A self-synchronizing or asynchronous stream cipher is one in which the key-
stream is generated as a function of the key and a fixed number of previous ciphertext digits.

The encryption function of a self-synchronizing stream cipher can be described by the
equations ø ùßú û°ü°ùÐý<þ ÿ�ü�ù ý9þ ��� ÿ������fÿUü�ùÐý ��� ÿ

	 ù�ú ò û
ø ù°ÿ�
 � ÿü�ù�ú ð û 	 ù1ÿ���ù � ÿ

where

ø
�ú û°üUý<þÙÿ�üUý<þ ��� ÿ������3ÿ�üUý ��� is the (non-secret) initial state, 
 is the key, ò is the

function which produces the keystream 	 ù , and ð is the output function which combines
the keystream and plaintext � ù to produce ciphertext ü ù . The encryption and decryption
processes are depicted in Figure 6.3. The most common presently-used self-synchronizing
stream ciphers are based on block ciphers in 1-bit cipher feedback mode (see � 7.2.2(iii)).

�÷ õ ô ö ô

(i) Encryption

�÷ õ ô ó�ô

(ii) Decryption

� �����

ö ôó�ô

Figure 6.3: General model of a self-synchronizing stream cipher.
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6.6 Note (properties of self-synchronizing stream ciphers)

(i) self-synchronization. Self-synchronization is possible if ciphertext digits are deleted
or inserted, because the decryption mapping depends only on a fixed number of pre-
ceding ciphertext characters. Such ciphers are capable of re-establishing proper de-
cryption automatically after loss of synchronization, with only a fixed number of
plaintext characters unrecoverable.

(ii) limited error propagation. Suppose that the state of a self-synchronization stream ci-
pher depends on � previous ciphertext digits. If a single ciphertext digit is modified
(or even deleted or inserted) during transmission, then decryption of up to � subse-
quent ciphertext digits may be incorrect, after which correct decryption resumes.

(iii) active attacks. Property (ii) implies that any modification of ciphertext digits by an
active adversary causes several other ciphertext digits to be decrypted incorrectly,
thereby improving (compared to synchronous stream ciphers) the likelihood of being
detected by the decryptor. As a consequence of property (i), it is more difficult (than
for synchronous stream ciphers) to detect insertion, deletion, or replay of ciphertext
digits by an active adversary. This illustrates that additional mechanisms must be
employed in order to provide data origin authentication and data integrity guarantees
(see � 9.5.4).

(iv) diffusion of plaintext statistics. Since each plaintext digit influences the entire fol-
lowing ciphertext, the statistical properties of the plaintext are dispersed through the
ciphertext. Hence, self-synchronizing stream ciphers may be more resistant than syn-
chronous stream ciphers against attacks based on plaintext redundancy.

6.2 Feedback shift registers

Feedback shift registers, in particular linear feedback shift registers, are the basic compo-
nents of many keystream generators. � 6.2.1 introduces linear feedback shift registers. The
linear complexity of binary sequences is studied in � 6.2.2, while the Berlekamp-Massey al-
gorithm for computing it is presented in � 6.2.3. Finally, nonlinear feedback shift registers
are discussed in � 6.2.4.

6.2.1 Linear feedback shift registers

Linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) are used in many of the keystream generators that
have been proposed in the literature. There are several reasons for this:

1. LFSRs are well-suited to hardware implementation;
2. they can produce sequences of large period (Fact 6.12);
3. they can produce sequences with good statistical properties (Fact 6.14); and
4. because of their structure, they can be readily analyzed using algebraic techniques.

6.7 Definition A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) of length � consists of � stages (or
delay elements) numbered �����������������! "� , each capable of storing one bit and having one
input and one output; and a clock which controls the movement of data. During each unit
of time the following operations are performed:

(i) the content of stage � is output and forms part of the output sequence;
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196 Ch. 6 Stream Ciphers

(ii) the content of stage # is moved to stage #%$'& for each # , &)("#*(,+-$'& ; and
(iii) the new content of stage +.$/& is the feedback bit 0�1 which is calculated by adding

together modulo 2 the previous contents of a fixed subset of stages 3546&54�7�7�784�+-$'& .
Figure 6.4 depicts an LFSR. Referring to the figure, each 9;: is either 3 or & ; the closed

semi-circles are AND gates; and the feedback bit 0�1 is the modulo 2 sum of the contents of
those stages # , 3<("#=(>+-$"& , for which 9;?A@ :CB & .

Stage Stage
L-2

DFE

L-1

GIHGKJ GML5NOJ GML

output0
StageStage

1

Figure 6.4: A linear feedback shift register (LFSR) of length P .

6.8 Definition The LFSR of Figure 6.4 is denoted Q�+R4�SUTWVYXWZ , where SUTFVYX B &<[\9�]6V^[9`_�V _ [ba�a�aM[,9 ? V ?'ced _8f Vhg is the connection polynomial. The LFSR is said to be non-
singular if the degree of SUTFVYX is + (that is, 9;? B & ). If the initial content of stage # is0 : c"i 3�46&�j for each # , 3k(/#l(m+n$'& , then f 0o?A@ ] 4�7�7�784�0 ] 4�0Fp�g is called the initial state of
the LFSR.

6.9 Fact If the initial state of the LFSR in Figure 6.4 is f 0�?q@ ] 4�7�7�784�0 ] 4�0Wp6g , then the output
sequence 0 B 0Wp�4�0 ] 4�0 _ 4�7�7�7 is uniquely determined by the following recursion:

0 1 B TW9�]�0 16@ ]%[r9`_�0 16@ _s[ra�a�aI[r9 ? 0 16@t? Xvuxw�yx2 for zY{b+R7
6.10 Example (output sequence of an LFSR) Consider the LFSR Q`|546&<[mV}[mV<~�Z depicted

in Figure 6.5. If the initial state of the LFSR is f 354635463�4�3�g , the output sequence is the zero
sequence. The following tables show the contents of the stages Vh� , Vh_ , Vx] , V p at the end
of each unit of time � when the initial state is f 3�4�&�46&54636g .

� Vh� Vs_ VY] V p
3 3 & & 3& 3 3 & &2 & 3 3 &� 3 & 3 3| 3 3 & 3� 3 3 3 &� & 3 3 3� & & 3 3

� Vh� Vh_ VY] V p� & & & 3� & & & &&�3 3 & & &&�& & 3 & &&�2 3 & 3 && � & 3 & 3&�| & & 3 && � 3 & & 3
The output sequence is 0 B 3546&�4�&�4�3�463546&5463�4�3�4�3�46&546&546&�4�&�463�46&�4�7�7�7 , and is periodic with
period & � (see Definition 5.25). �

The significance of an LFSR being non-singular is explained by Fact 6.11.
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Stage
3

Stage
1

Stage Stage
2 0 output�=� �*� ��� �R�

Figure 6.5: The LFSR �����W�����>���Y��� of Example 6.10.

6.11 Fact Every output sequence (i.e., for all possible initial states) of an LFSR ���R�� U¡W¢Y£W¤ is
periodic if and only if the connection polynomial  U¡F¢Y£ has degree � .

If an LFSR ���¥�� U¡F¢Y£o¤ is singular (i.e.,  U¡W¢Y£ has degree less than � ), then not all out-
put sequences are periodic. However, the output sequences are ultimately periodic; that
is, the sequences obtained by ignoring a certain finite number of terms at the beginning
are periodic. For the remainder of this chapter, it will be assumed that all LFSRs are non-
singular. Fact 6.12 determines the periods of the output sequences of some special types of
non-singular LFSRs.

6.12 Fact (periods of LFSR output sequences) Let  U¡F¢¦£R§©¨�ªO« ¢h¬ be a connection polynomial
of degree � .

(i) If  U¡F¢Y£ is irreducible over ¨qª (see Definition 2.190), then each of the ¯®±°/² non-
zero initial states of the non-singular LFSR ���R�� U¡F¢¦£W¤ produces an output sequence
with period equal to the least positive integer ³ such that  U¡F¢¦£ divides ²�´/¢¶µ in¨qª�« ¢h¬ . (Note: it is always the case that this ³ is a divisor of I®·°'² .)

(ii) If  U¡W¢Y£ is a primitive polynomial (see Definition 2.228), then each of the I®*°k² non-
zero initial states of the non-singular LFSR ���R�� U¡F¢¦£W¤ produces an output sequence
with maximum possible period I®·°'² .

A method for generating primitive polynomials over ¨ ª uniformly at random is given
in Algorithm 4.78. Table 4.8 lists a primitive polynomial of degree ¸ over ¨ ª for each ¸ ,²<¹"¸º¹b��» . Fact 6.12(ii) motivates the following definition.

6.13 Definition If  U¡W¢Y£¦§¼¨�ª8« ¢h¬ is a primitive polynomial of degree � , then ���¥�� U¡F¢Y£o¤ is
called a maximum-length LFSR. The output of a maximum-length LFSR with non-zero ini-
tial state is called an ¸ -sequence.

Fact 6.14 demonstrates that the output sequences of maximum-length LFSRs have good
statistical properties.

6.14 Fact (statistical properties of ¸ -sequences) Let ½ be an ¸ -sequence that is generated by
a maximum-length LFSR of length � .

(i) Let ¾ be an integer, ²-¹}¾.¹¿� , and let ½ be any subsequence of ½ of length ¯®±´¾·°> . Then each non-zero sequence of length ¾ appears exactly  ®qÀ�Á times as a
subsequence of ½ . Furthermore, the zero sequence of length ¾ appears exactly ¯®AÀtÁ�°² times as a subsequence of ½ . In other words, the distribution of patterns having fixed
length of at most � is almost uniform.

(ii) ½ satisfies Golomb’s randomness postulates ( Â 5.4.3). That is, every ¸ -sequence is
also a pn-sequence (see Definition 5.29).
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198 Ch. 6 Stream Ciphers

6.15 Example (Ã -sequence) Since ÄUÅFÆYÇÉÈËÊ�Ì,ÆmÌ,Æ<Í is a primitive polynomial over ÎqÏ ,
the LFSR Ð`Ñ5Ò6Ê%ÌnÆÓÌnÆ Í5Ô is a maximum-length LFSR. Hence, the output sequence of this
LFSR is an Ã -sequence of maximum possible period ÕÖÈ¼×�Í�ØYÊUÈbÊ�Ù (cf. Example 6.10).
Example 5.30 verifies that this output sequence satisfies Golomb’s randomness properties.Ú

6.2.2 Linear complexity

This subsection summarizes selected results about the linear complexity of sequences. All
sequences are assumed to be binary sequences. Notation: Û denotes an infinite sequence
whose terms are ÛWÜ�Ò�ÛMÝ�Ò�ÛWÏ�Ò�Þ�Þ�Þ ; Ûoß denotes a finite sequence of length à whose terms areÛFÜ5Ò�ÛMÝ6Ò�Þ�Þ�Þ8Ò�Û ß�á Ý (see Definition 5.24).

6.16 Definition An LFSR is said to generate a sequence Û if there is some initial state for which
the output sequence of the LFSR is Û . Similarly, an LFSR is said to generate a finite se-
quence Û�ß if there is some initial state for which the output sequence of the LFSR has Û�ß
as its first à terms.

6.17 Definition The linear complexity of an infinite binary sequence Û , denoted â¥ÅFÛ¯Ç , is defined
as follows:

(i) if Û is the zero sequence Û�È¼ã�Ò6ã5Ò6ã5Ò�Þ�Þ�Þ , then â�ÅWÛ�ÇvÈ¼ã ;
(ii) if no LFSR generates Û , then â�ÅFÛ¯ÇvÈmä ;

(iii) otherwise, â�ÅWÛ¯Ç is the length of the shortest LFSR that generates Û .
6.18 Definition The linear complexity of a finite binary sequence Ûoß , denoted â¥ÅFÛ�ßOÇ , is the

length of the shortest LFSR that generates a sequence having Û�ß as its first à terms.

Facts 6.19 – 6.22 summarize some basic results about linear complexity.

6.19 Fact (properties of linear complexity) Let Û and å be binary sequences.

(i) For any àçæ,Ê , the linear complexity of the subsequence Ûoß satisfies ã<è>â�ÅWÛ�ßOÇ¥èçà .
(ii) â�ÅWÛ�ßOÇ�Èbã if and only if Û�ß is the zero sequence of length à .

(iii) â�ÅWÛ�ßOÇ�È"à if and only if Û�ß¦È¼ã�Ò�ã�Ò6ã5Ò�Þ�Þ�ÞOÒ6ã�Ò�Ê .
(iv) If Û is periodic with period Õ , then â¥ÅFÛ¯Ç¥è>Õ .
(v) â�ÅWÛMéRå6Ç¥èbâ¥ÅFÛ¯Ç8Ì/â¥Åêå6Ç , where ÛIéRå denotes the bitwise XOR of Û and å .

6.20 Fact If the polynomial ÄUÅWÆYÇRë©Î�ÏOì Æhí is irreducible over ÎqÏ and has degree â , then each
of the ×¯î*Ø¶Ê non-zero initial states of the non-singular LFSR Ð;â¥Ò�ÄUÅWÆYÇ Ô produces an output
sequence with linear complexity â .

6.21 Fact (expectation and variance of the linear complexity of a random sequence) Let Û�ß be
chosen uniformly at random from the set of all binary sequences of length à , and let â¥ÅFÛ�ßOÇ
be the linear complexity of Û�ß . Let ï)Åðà�Ç denote the parity function: ï)Åêà�Ç¥Èbã if à is even;ï)Åêà�ÇvÈ¼Ê if à is odd.

(i) The expected linear complexity of Û�ß is

ñ ÅWâ�ÅFÛ ß ÇFÇ.È à
× Ì

ÑÉÌ/ïòÅêà�Ç
Ê�ó Ø Ê

× ß
à ô Ì ×õ Þ

Hence, for moderately large à ,
ñ ÅFâ¥ÅFÛ�ß�ÇFÇ¶ö ß Ï Ì Ï÷ if à is even, and

ñ ÅFâ¥ÅFÛ�ßOÇ;Ç¶öß Ï ÌùøÝêú if à is odd.
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(ii) The variance of the linear complexity of ýoþ is ÿ���� ����� ý�þ	�
�����
����

�
� þ

��� ��� ��� ���� ��� �� � � � ��� ��� �
�
��� þ

�
� � � �

�
��� ���

�
�� �

Hence, ÿ���� ��� � ý�þ	�
�"!$#�%#'& for moderately large
�

.

6.22 Fact (expectation of the linear complexity of a random periodic sequence) Let ý þ be cho-
sen uniformly at random from the set of all binary sequences of length

�
, where

� � �)(
for

some fixed *,+ �
, and let ý be the

�
-periodic infinite sequence obtained by repeating the

sequence ý þ . Then the expected linear complexity of ý is - �.� � ý þ ����� � � � � �0/ þ .

The linear complexity profile of a binary sequence is introduced next.

6.23 Definition Let ý1� ý�243�ý & 3 ���5� be a binary sequence, and let
�76

denote the linear com-
plexity of the subsequence ý

6
� ý.243�ý & 3 �5��� 3�ý

6 / & , 89+;: . The sequence
�
& 3
� � 3 �5���

is called the linear complexity profile of ý . Similarly, if ýoþ�� ý.2�3�ý & 3 �5��� 3�ý þ / & is a finite
binary sequence, the sequence

�
& 3
� � 3 �5��� 3 � þ is called the linear complexity profile of ý�þ .

The linear complexity profile of a sequence can be computed using the Berlekamp-
Massey algorithm (Algorithm 6.30); see also Note 6.31. The following properties of the
linear complexity profile can be deduced from Fact 6.29.

6.24 Fact (properties of linear complexity profile) Let
�
& 3
� � 3 �5��� be the linear complexity pro-

file of a sequence ý��¼ý 2 3�ý & 3 ����� .
(i) If <>=@? , then

�BA + �7C
.

(ii)
�76ED

& =
�76

is possible only if
�76GF 8IH � .

(iii) If
�76ED

& =
�76

, then
�B6ED

&
�J�B6 �K8 � �

.

The linear complexity profile of a sequence ý can be graphed by plotting the points� 8,3 � 6 � , 8L+ �
, in the 8NM � plane and joining successive points by a horizontal line

followed by a vertical line, if necessary (see Figure 6.6). Fact 6.24 can then be interpreted as
saying that the graph of a linear complexity profile is non-decreasing. Moreover, a (vertical)
jump in the graph can only occur from below the line

� �K8>H � ; if a jump occurs, then it is
symmetric about this line. Fact 6.25 shows that the expected linear complexity of a random
sequence should closely follow the line

� �O8IH � .
6.25 Fact (expected linear complexity profile of a random sequence) Let ý,�Öý.243�ý & 3 ����� be a

random sequence, and let
�B6

be the linear complexity of the subsequence ý
6
�\ý�243�ý & 3 ���5� 3ý 6 / & for each 8P+ �

. For any fixed index 8P+ �
, the expected smallest < for which� 6EDQA = � 6

is
�

if
� 6 F 8>H � , or

� � � � 6 � 8 if
� 6 =G8>H � . Moreover, the expected

increase in linear complexity is
�

if
� 6 +K8>H � , or 8 � � � 6 � � if

� 6OR 8>H � .
6.26 Example (linear complexity profile) Consider the

� : -periodic sequence ý with cycle

ý � 2 � � 3S:43S:43 � 3�:�3�:�3 � 3 � 3 � 3 � 3�:�3S:�3S:�3 � 3S:�3S:�3 � 3 � 3 � 3�: �
The linear complexity profile of ý is

� 3 � 3 � 3�T�3�T�3ST43ST43SU�3�U�3�U�3 � 3 � 3 � 3  3  3  3 � 3 � 3 � :�3 � :�3 �V� ,��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 � U�3 � U�3 � U�3 �V� 3 �V� 3 �V� 3 �V 3 �V 3 �V� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 ��� 3 �5��� . Figure 6.6 shows
the graph of the linear complexity profile of ý . W
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Figure 6.6: Linear complexity profile of the h5i -periodic sequence of Example 6.26.

As is the case with all statistical tests for randomness (cf. j 5.4), the condition that a se-
quence k have a linear complexity profile that closely resembles that of a random sequence
is necessary but not sufficient for k to be considered random. This point is illustrated in the
following example.

6.27 Example (limitations of the linear complexity profile) The linear complexity profile of the
sequence k defined as

kmlon
p�q

if rsnut'v"w p for some x>yuz ,
z q otherwise

q
follows the line {On}|>~Vt as closely as possible. That is, { ��k c�� n;����|�� p � ~Vt5� for all
|�y p

. However, the sequence k is clearly non-random. �

6.2.3 Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (Algorithm 6.30) is an efficient algorithm for determin-
ing the linear complexity of a finite binary sequence km� of length � (see Definition 6.18).
The algorithm takes � iterations, with the | th iteration computing the linear complexity
of the subsequence k c consisting of the first | terms of km� . The theoretical basis for the
algorithm is Fact 6.29.

6.28 Definition Consider the finite binary sequence k cE��� nOk�� q k � q5���5��q k cd��� q k c . For �E�.� �
n p ��� � �@���5������� a � a , let �]{ q �E��� ��� be an LFSR that generates the subsequence k c n
k � q k � q5���5��q k cd��� . The next discrepancy � c is the difference between k c and the ��|J� p �����
term generated by the LFSR: � c nK��k c � al b�� � l k cd� l ���> 4¡ t .

6.29 Fact Let k c n;k � q k � q����5��q k cd��� be a finite binary sequence of linear complexity {¢n
{ ��k c � , and let �
{ q �E��� ��� be an LFSR which generates k c .

c
£
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(i) The LFSR ¥
¦�§�¨E©.ª¬«. also generates ®�¯E°�±s²³®.´�§�® ± §�µ�µ5µ�§�® ¯d¶�± §�® ¯ if and only if the
next discrepancy · ¯ is equal to 0.

(ii) If · ¯ ²K¸ , then ¦ ©.® ¯¹°º± «�²O¦ .
(iii) Suppose · ¯ ²³» . Let ¼ the largest integer ½³¾ such that ¦�©�®m¿À«�½O¦ ©�®m¯�« , and let

¥]¦�©�®m¿À«�§�ÁÀ©�ª¬«� be an LFSR of length ¦ ©.®�¿À« which generates ®m¿ . Then ¥
¦ºÂÃ§�¨ÄÂÃ©�ª¬«�
is an LFSR of smallest length which generates ®m¯¹°º± , where

¦ Â ² ¦�§ if ¦ÆÅK¾>Ç�È ,
¾ÊÉË»ÄÌ�¦�§ if ¦ZÍu¾>Ç�È ,

and ¨ÄÂÃ©�ª,«�²³¨E©.ª¬«�ÉËÁ�©�ª,«7ÎVªÀ¯d¶Ï¿ .

6.30 Algorithm Berlekamp-Massey algorithm

INPUT: a binary sequence ®mÐ1²K®.´4§�® ± §5®�Ñ4§�µ5µ�µ�§5® ÐÒ¶�± of length Ó .
OUTPUT: the linear complexity ¦�©�® Ð « of ® Ð , ¸dÍK¦ ©.® Ð «�ÍZÓ .

1. Initialization. ¨E©�ª¬«�ÔÕ» , ¦"ÔZ¸ , ¼ZÔÖÌ@» , ÁÀ©�ª¬«�Ô�» , ¾oÔZ¸ .
2. While ©�¾�½ÕÓ « do the following:

2.1 Compute the next discrepancy · . ·0Ô@©.® ¯ É ×ØÃÙ ±�Ú Ø ® ¯E¶ Ø «�Û>Ü0Ý¬È .
2.2 If ·d²³» then do the following:Þ ©�ª¬«�ÔÕ¨E©.ª¬« , ¨E©.ª¬«.ÔJ¨E©�ª,«�ÉJÁÀ©�ª¬«BÎVªÀ¯d¶Q¿ .

If ¦ÆÍK¾>ÇVÈ then ¦sÔÕ¾ÊÉJ»�ÌÕ¦ , ¼@Ô�¾ , Á�©�ª,«.Ô Þ ©�ª,« .
2.3 ¾oÔÕ¾ÊÉJ» .

3. Return( ¦ ).

6.31 Note (intermediate results in Berlekamp-Massey algorithm) At the end of each iteration
of step 2, ¥]¦"§�¨E©�ª,«. is an LFSR of smallest length which generates ®�¯ . Hence, Algo-
rithm 6.30 can also be used to compute the linear complexity profile (Definition 6.23) of
a finite sequence.

6.32 Fact The running time of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (Algorithm 6.30) for deter-
mining the linear complexity of a binary sequence of bitlength Ó is ßE©�Ó Ñ « bit operations.

6.33 Example (Berlekamp-Massey algorithm) Table 6.1 shows the steps of Algorithm 6.30 for
computing the linear complexity of the binary sequence ®�Ð�²³¸�§S¸4§S»4§S»�§�¸�§�»�§S»4§S»4§S¸ of length
ÓÆ²Oà . This sequence is found to have linear complexity á , and an LFSR which generates
it is ¥]á�§S»âÉËªdãäÉËªdåæ . ç

6.34 Fact Let ®mÐ be a finite binary sequence of length Ó , and let the linear complexity of ®mÐ be
¦ . Then there is a unique LFSR of length ¦ which generates ®mÐ if and only if ¦ZÍ Ð Ñ .

An important consequence of Fact 6.34 and Fact 6.24(iii) is the following.

6.35 Fact Let ® be an (infinite) binary sequence of linear complexity ¦ , and let è be a (finite)
subsequence of ® of length at least È4¦ . Then the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (with step 3
modified to return both ¦ and ¨E©.ª¬« ) on input è determines an LFSR of length ¦ which
generates ® .
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émê ë ìÀí.î¬ï ðEí�î¬ï ñ ò ó�í�î,ï ô
õ õ õ ö ÷ õ¹ö ö ÷
÷ ÷ õ ö ÷ õ¹ö ö ö
÷ ÷ õ ö ÷ õ¹ö ö ø
ö ö ö öÄù î�ú û ø ö û
ö ö öÄù îdú öÄù î ù îdú û ø ö ü
÷ ö öÄù î ù î�ú öÄù î ù îdý ù îdú û ø ö þ
ö ö öÄù î ù î�ý ù î�ú öÄù î ù îdý û ø ö ÿ
ö ÷ öÄù î ù î�ý ù î�ú öÄù î ù îdý û ø ö �
ö ö öÄù î ù î�ý öÄù î ù îdý ù î�� þ � öÄù î ù îdý �
÷ ö öÄù î ù î ý ù î � öÄù î ú ù î � þ � öÄù î ù î ý �

Table 6.1: Steps of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm of Example 6.33.

6.2.4 Nonlinear feedback shift registers

This subsection summarizes selected results about nonlinear feedback shift registers. A
function with � binary inputs and one binary output is called a Boolean function of � vari-
ables; there are ø ý�� different Boolean functions of � variables.

6.36 Definition A (general) feedback shift register (FSR) of length ñ consists of ñ stages (or
delay elements) numbered ÷	��ö	��
�
�
� ñ õ@ö , each capable of storing one bit and having one
input and one output, and a clock which controls the movement of data. During each unit
of time the following operations are performed:

(i) the content of stage ÷ is output and forms part of the output sequence;
(ii) the content of stage � is moved to stage � õÕö for each � , ö�� � � ñ õÕö ; and

(iii) the new content of stage ñ õ ö is the feedback bit é������ í.é������ � é���� ý ��
�
�
�� é������fï ,
where the feedback function � is a Boolean function and é������ is the previous content
of stage ñ õ � , ö�� � � ñ .

If the initial content of stage � is é �! #" ÷$�Sö&% for each ÷'� � � ñ õ>ö , then ( é �)�)� ��
�
�
�� é � � é+*�,
is called the initial state of the FSR.

Figure 6.7 depicts an FSR. Note that if the feedback function � is a linear function, then
the FSR is an LFSR (Definition 6.7). Otherwise, the FSR is called a nonlinear FSR.

Stage

-+.
Stage

L-1 L-2 1 0
Stage Stage

-+.0/�1324-+.0/54 -+.0/�6 -+.0/�1
7&8 -+.0/54+9�-0.0/�6�9�:�:+:;9�-0.0/�1�<

output

Figure 6.7: A feedback shift register (FSR) of length = .

6.37 Fact If the initial state of the FSR in Figure 6.7 is ( é �>��� ��
�
�
�� é � � é+*�, , then the output se-
quence é?�³é0* � é � � é ý ��
�
�
 is uniquely determined by the following recursion:

é��?�@� í�é����)� � é���� ý ��
�
�
)� é������Bï for ACB ñ 

c
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6.38 Definition An FSR is said to be non-singular if and only if every output sequence of the
FSR (i.e., for all possible initial states) is periodic.

6.39 Fact An FSR with feedback function FG0H�I�J�K�L�H�I�J&M&L�N�N�N�L�H�I�J�OQP is non-singular if and only
if F is of the form F�RSH�I�J�OUTWV5G+H�I�J)K�L�H�I�J&M&L�N�N�N�L�H�I�J�O)X�K�P for some Boolean function V .

The period of the output sequence of a non-singular FSR of length Y is at most Z O .

6.40 Definition If the period of the output sequence (for any initial state) of a non-singular FSR
of length Y is Z O , then the FSR is called a de Bruijn FSR, and the output sequence is called
a de Bruijn sequence.

6.41 Example (de Bruijn sequence) Consider the FSR of length [ with nonlinear feedback
function FG]\!K�L^\;M$L_\;`$PaRSb$Tc\;M&Tc\;`dTe\fK^\;M . The following tables show the contents of the[ stages of the FSR at the end of each unit of time g when the initial state is h i	L�i	L�i�j .

g Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 0

i i i ib b i iZ b b i[ b b b

g Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 0k i b bl b i bm i b in i i b
The output sequence is the de Bruijn sequence with cycle i	L�i	L�i	L�b$L�b$L�b	L�i	L�b . o

Fact 6.42 demonstrates that the output sequence of de Bruijn FSRs have good statistical
properties (compare with Fact 6.14(i)).

6.42 Fact (statistical properties of de Bruijn sequences) Let H be a de Bruijn sequence that is
generated by a de Bruijn FSR of length Y . Let p be an integer, b'qrpCqSY , and let H be any
subsequence of H of length Z Ots pvuwb . Then each sequence of length p appears exactlyZ O)J�x times as a subsequence of H . In other words, the distribution of patterns having fixed
length of at most Y is uniform.

6.43 Note (converting a maximum-length LFSR to a de Bruijn FSR) Let yzK be a maximum-
length LFSR of length Y with (linear) feedback function FG0H�I�J)K�L�H�I�JdM	L�N�N�N)L�H�I�J�OQP . Then
the FSR y M with feedback function VG0H I�J�K L�H I�J&M L�N�N�N�L�H I�J�O P!R@F{T H I�J�K H I�JdMc|�|�| H I�J�O)X�K
is a de Bruijn FSR. Here, H+} denotes the complement of H�} . The output sequence of y M is
obtained from that of y K by simply adding a i to the end of each subsequence of Y~u�b?i ’s
occurring in the output sequence of y K .

6.3 Stream ciphers based on LFSRs

As mentioned in the beginning of � 6.2.1, linear feedback shift registers are widely used
in keystream generators because they are well-suited for hardware implementation, pro-
duce sequences having large periods and good statistical properties, and are readily ana-
lyzed using algebraic techniques. Unfortunately, the output sequences of LFSRs are also
easily predictable, as the following argument shows. Suppose that the output sequence H of
an LFSR has linear complexity Y . The connection polynomial �zG+�vP of an LFSR of lengthY which generates H can be efficiently determined using the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm
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(Algorithm 6.30) from any (short) subsequence � of � having length at least �����$� (cf.
Fact 6.35). Having determined �z�+�v� , the LFSR �^�c���z�0���+� can then be initialized with
any substring of � having length � , and used to generate the remainder of the sequence � .
An adversary may obtain the required subsequence � of � by mounting a known or chosen-
plaintext attack ( � 1.13.1) on the stream cipher: if the adversary knows the plaintext subse-
quence �����_�U�$���������^�t� corresponding to a ciphertext sequence �������_�	������������� , the corre-
sponding keystream bits are obtained as �t�+����� , ���� ¡��� .

6.44 Note (use of LFSRs in keystream generators) Since a well-designed system should be se-
cure against known-plaintext attacks, an LFSR should never be used by itself as a keystream
generator. Nevertheless, LFSRs are desirable because of their very low implementation
costs. Three general methodologies for destroying the linearity properties of LFSRs are
discussed in this section:

(i) using a nonlinear combining function on the outputs of several LFSRs ( � 6.3.1);
(ii) using a nonlinear filtering function on the contents of a single LFSR ( � 6.3.2); and

(iii) using the output of one (or more) LFSRs to control the clock of one (or more) other
LFSRs ( � 6.3.3).

Desirable properties of LFSR-based keystream generators

For essentially all possible secret keys, the output sequence of an LFSR-based keystream
generator should have the following properties:

1. large period;
2. large linear complexity; and
3. good statistical properties (e.g., as described in Fact 6.14).

It is emphasized that these properties are only necessary conditions for a keystream gen-
erator to be considered cryptographically secure. Since mathematical proofs of security of
such generators are not known, such generators can only be deemed computationally secure
( � 1.13.3(iv)) after having withstood sufficient public scrutiny.

6.45 Note (connection polynomial) Since a desirable property of a keystream generator is that
its output sequences have large periods, component LFSRs should always be chosen to be
maximum-length LFSRs, i.e., the LFSRs should be of the form ���e���z�+�v�+� where �z�+�v�c¢£ �5¤ ��¥ is a primitive polynomial of degree � (see Definition 6.13 and Fact 6.12(ii)).

6.46 Note (known vs. secret connection polynomial) The LFSRs in an LFSR-based keystream
generator may have known or secret connection polynomials. For known connections, the
secret key generally consists of the initial contents of the component LFSRs. For secret
connections, the secret key for the keystream generator generally consists of both the initial
contents and the connections.

For LFSRs of length � with secret connections, the connection polynomials should be
selected uniformly at random from the set of all primitive polynomials of degree � over

£ � .
Secret connections are generally recommended over known connections as the former are
more resistant to certain attacks which use precomputation for analyzing the particular con-
nection, and because the former are more amenable to statistical analysis. Secret connection
LFSRs have the drawback of requiring extra circuitry to implement in hardware. However,
because of the extra security possible with secret connections, this cost may sometimes be
compensated for by choosing shorter LFSRs.

c
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6.47 Note (sparse vs. dense connection polynomial) For implementation purposes, it is advan-
tageous to choose an LFSR that is sparse; i.e., only a few of the coefficients of the con-
nection polynomial are non-zero. Then only a small number of connections must be made
between the stages of the LFSR in order to compute the feedback bit. For example, the con-
nection polynomial might be chosen to be a primitive trinomial (cf. Table 4.8). However, in
some LFSR-based keystream generators, special attacks can be mounted if sparse connec-
tion polynomials are used. Hence, it is generally recommended not to use sparse connection
polynomials in LFSR-based keystream generators.

6.3.1 Nonlinear combination generators

One general technique for destroying the linearity inherent in LFSRs is to use several LF-
SRs in parallel. The keystream is generated as a nonlinear function ¨ of the outputs of the
component LFSRs; this construction is illustrated in Figure 6.8. Such keystream generators
are called nonlinear combination generators, and ¨ is called the combining function. The
remainder of this subsection demonstrates that the function ¨ must satisfy several criteria
in order to withstand certain particular cryptographic attacks.

LFSR 1

LFSR 2

LFSR n

¨ keystream

Figure 6.8: A nonlinear combination generator. © is a nonlinear combining function.

6.48 Definition A product of ª distinct variables is called an ªU«]¬ order product of the vari-
ables. Every Boolean function ¨]®!¯�°^®;±&°�²�²�²�°_®�³´ can be written as a modulo µ sum of dis-
tinct ªU«]¬ order products of its variables, ¶�·�ª¸·�¹ ; this expression is called the algebraic
normal form of ¨ . The nonlinear order of ¨ is the maximum of the order of the terms ap-
pearing in its algebraic normal form.

For example, the Boolean function ¨]®f¯�°_®5±$°^®;º&°_®;»$°_®5¼	´�½¿¾ÁÀÂ®;±vÀÂ®;ºvÀÂ®;»�®;¼{À®f¯Ã®5º�®5»�®5¼ has nonlinear order Ä . Note that the maximum possible nonlinear order of a
Boolean function in ¹ variables is ¹ . Fact 6.49 demonstrates that the output sequence of
a nonlinear combination generator has high linear complexity, provided that a combining
function ¨ of high nonlinear order is employed.

6.49 Fact Suppose that ¹ maximum-length LFSRs, whose lengths Å ¯ °�Å ± °�²�²�²�°�Å ³ are pairwise
distinct and greater than µ , are combined by a nonlinear function ¨Æ® ¯ °_® ± °�²�²�²�°^® ³ ´ (as in
Figure 6.8) which is expressed in algebraic normal form. Then the linear complexity of the
keystream is ¨0Å ¯ °�Å ± °�²�²�²�°�Å ³ ´ . (The expression ¨0Å ¯ °�Å ± °�²�²�²�°�Å ³ ´ is evaluated over the
integers rather than over Ç ± .)
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6.50 Example (Geffe generator) The Geffe generator, as depicted in Figure 6.9, is defined by
three maximum-length LFSRs whose lengths ÈcÉ , È)Ê , È)Ë are pairwise relatively prime, with
nonlinear combining functionÌÍÆÎ É�Ï Î Ê&Ï Î Ë3Ð#Ñ Î É Î ÊÓÒ Í�ÔÖÕ×Î Ê3Ð Î Ë@Ñ Î É Î ÊÓÒ Î Ê Î Ë�Ò Î Ë$Ø
The keystream generated has period

Í�ÙÛÚ>ÜdÝWÔ Ð�Þ Í�ÙÛÚ�ß�ÝWÔ Ð�Þ Í�ÙÛÚ�à�ÝtÔ Ð and linear complexityÈáÑ@È É È Ê Õ È Ê È Ë Õ È Ë .

keystream

â Ü

â ß

â à
LFSR 3

LFSR 2

LFSR 1

Figure 6.9: The Geffe generator.

The Geffe generator is cryptographically weak because information about the states of
LFSR 1 and LFSR 3 leaks into the output sequence. To see this, let

Î É ÍÆã Ð0Ï Î Ê ÍÆã Ð0Ï Î Ë Í]ã Ð0Ï�ä ÍÆã Ð
denote the

ã^å]æ
output bits of LFSRs 1, 2, 3 and the keystream, respectively. Then the cor-

relation probability of the sequence
Î É ÍÆã Ð to the output sequence ä ÍÆã Ð isç Í ä Í]ã Ð!Ñ Î É ÍÆã Ð�ÐèÑ ç Í]Î Ê ÍÆã ÐaÑ Ô Ð Õ ç ÍÆÎ Ê Í]ã Ð!Ñêé3Ð)Þ ç Í]Î Ë Í]ã Ð!Ñ Î É Í]ã Ð0Ð

Ñ
Ô
Ù Õ

Ô
Ù Þ

Ô
Ù Ñ

ë
ì Ø

Similarly,
ç Í ä Í]ã ÐvÑ Î Ë Í]ã Ð0Ð~Ñ Ëí . For this reason, despite having high period and mod-

erately high linear complexity, the Geffe generator succumbs to correlation attacks, as de-
scribed in Note 6.51. î

6.51 Note (correlation attacks) Suppose that ï maximum-length LFSRs ð É Ï�ð Ê Ï�Ø�Ø�Ø�Ï�ð¡ñ of
lengths È É Ï�È Ê Ï�Ø�Ø�Ø�Ï�È>ñ are employed in a nonlinear combination generator. If the connec-
tion polynomials of the LFSRs and the combining function

Ì
are public knowledge, then

the number of different keys of the generator is
ñòôó É Í�ÙÛÚ�õ�Ý�Ô Ð . (A key consists of the ini-

tial states of the LFSRs.) Suppose that there is a correlation between the keystream and
the output sequence of ð�É , with correlation probability ö�÷ ÉÊ . If a sufficiently long seg-
ment of the keystream is known (e.g., as is possible under a known-plaintext attack on a
binary additive stream cipher), the initial state of ð�É can be deduced by counting the num-
ber of coincidences between the keystream and all possible shifts of the output sequence
of ð�É , until this number agrees with the correlation probability ö . Under these conditions,
finding the initial state of ð É will take at most

ÙÛÚ>ÜøÝSÔ
trials. In the case where there is

a correlation between the keystream and the output sequences of each of ð É Ï�ð Ê Ï�Ø�Ø�Ø�Ï�ðøñ ,
the (secret) initial state of each LFSR can be determined independently in a total of aboutñòùó É Í0ÙúÚ�õ!ÝSÔ Ð trials; this number is far smaller than the total number of different keys.
In a similar manner, correlations between the output sequences of particular subsets of the
LFSRs and the keystream can be exploited.

In view of Note 6.51, the combining function
Ì

should be carefully selected so that
there is no statistical dependence between any small subset of the ï LFSR sequences and

c
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the keystream. This condition can be satisfied if ý is chosen to be þ ÿ � -order correlation
immune.

6.52 Definition Let
�������	�
������������

be independent binary variables, each taking on the val-
ues � or � with probability

�� . A Boolean function ý���� � � � � �������� � ��� is þUÿ � -order corre-
lation immune if for each subset of þ random variables

������������������������ �"!
with �$#&% �('% �$'*)�)�)+' %-,.#0/ , the random variable 132@ý�� � � ��� � �������4��� ��� is statistically indepen-

dent of the random vector � ��������� �����������5�����6! � ; equivalently, 7��81:9 �����;��� ����������������6! � 2� (see Definition 2.45).

For example, the function ý���� � � � � �������� � �� 2<� �>= � �?=@)�)�)�= � � is ��/BA*� � ÿ � -
order correlation immune. In light of Fact 6.49, the following shows that there is a tradeoff
between achieving high linear complexity and high correlation immunity with a combining
function.

6.53 Fact If a Boolean function ý���� ��� � �
�������4� � � � is þ ÿ � -order correlation immune, where �$#þ ' / , then the nonlinear order of ý is at most /CA#þ . Moreover, if ý is balanced (i.e.,
exactly half of the output values of ý are � ) then the nonlinear order of ý is at most /:AÓþDAE�
for �F# þG#0/�A&H .

The tradeoff between high linear complexity and high correlation immunity can be
avoided by permitting memory in the nonlinear combination function ý . This point is il-
lustrated by the summation generator.

6.54 Example (summation generator) The combining function in the summation generator is
based on the fact that integer addition, when viewed over I � , is a nonlinear function with
memory whose correlation immunity is maximum. To see this in the case /32JH , let K�2KL,NM � H ,NM ��O )�)�) O K � H O KQP and RS2*R-,NM � H ,NM ��O )�)�) O R � H O R�P be the binary representations
of integers K and R . Then the bits of TU2VK O R are given by the recursive formula:

T�WX2 ý � �YKLW � R-W ��Z W�M ��� 2*K[W = R-W = Z W�M � �F#0\	##þ �Z WX2 ý � �YKLW � R-W ��Z W�M ��� 2*K[WLR-W = �YK[W = R-W � Z W�M � � �F#]\	#�þ^A_� �
where

Z W is the carry bit, and
Z M � 2`K[,a2`R-,a2b� . Note that ý � is H�c�d -order corre-

lation immune, while ý � is a memoryless nonlinear function. The carry bit
Z W�M � carries

all the nonlinear influence of less significant bits of K and R (namely, K W�M ���������4� K ��� K P andR W�M ���������4� R ��� R P ).
The summation generator, as depicted in Figure 6.10, is defined by / maximum-length

LFSRs whose lengths e ��� e �f�������� e � are pairwise relatively prime. The secret key con-

keystream

g �
g �
g
h

LFSR 1

LFSR 2

LFSR n

Carry

Figure 6.10: The summation generator.
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sists of the initial states of the LFSRs, and an initial (integer) carry ikj . The keystream
is generated as follows. At time l (l&m^n ), the LFSRs are stepped producing output bitsoqp�r�otsur�v�v�vr�ow , and the integer sum xzy|{ w}"~ p o }k� i�y�� p is computed. The keystream
bit is xzy��?�u�E� (the least significant bit of xty ), while the new carry is computed as i�yF{� x yL� ��� (the remaining bits of x y ). The period of the keystream is

w}"~ p�� �L�����n�� , while its
linear complexity is close to this number.

Even though the summation generator has high period, linear complexity, and corre-
lation immunity, it is vulnerable to certain correlation attacks and a known-plaintext attack
based on its � -adic span (see page 218). �

6.3.2 Nonlinear filter generators

Another general technique for destroying the linearity inherent in LFSRs is to generate the
keystream as some nonlinear function of the stages of a single LFSR; this construction is
illustrated in Figure 6.11. Such keystream generators are called nonlinear filter generators,
and � is called the filtering function.

Stage Stage
L-2

�8�

L-1 1

�L���� �[�f��� �[�

�

keystream

Stage
0

Stage

Figure 6.11: A nonlinear filter generator.
�

is a nonlinear Boolean filtering function.

Fact 6.55 describes the linear complexity of the output sequence of a nonlinear filter
generator.

6.55 Fact Suppose that a nonlinear filter generator is constructed using a maximum-length
LFSR of length � and a filtering function � of nonlinear order � (as in Figure 6.11).

(i) (Key’s bound) The linear complexity of the keystream is at most ���V{ �}�~ p � } .
(ii) For a fixed maximum-length LFSR of prime length � , the fraction of Boolean func-

tions � of nonlinear order � which produce sequences of maximum linear complex-
ity �k� is �

�¡ b¢�£4¤ � �U� �|� � �¦¥�� � �-�0§a¨ � p�© � v
Therefore, for large � , most of the generators produce sequences whose linear com-
plexity meets the upper bound in (i).

The nonlinear function � selected for a filter generator should include many terms of
each order up to the nonlinear order of � .

c
ª
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6.56 Example (knapsack generator) The knapsack keystream generator is defined by a maxim-
um-length LFSR ¬�S®�¯U°Y±	²Y³ and a modulus ´¶µ¶·L¸ . The secret key consists of  knapsack
integer weights ¹+º�®�¹�»f®�¼�¼�¼®�¹ ¸ each of bitlength  , and the initial state of the LFSR. Re-
call that the subset sum problem ( ½ 3.10) is to determine a subset of the knapsack weights
which add up to a given integer ¾ , provided that such a subset exists; this problem is NP-
hard (Fact 3.91). The keystream is generated as follows: at time ¿ , the LFSR is stepped
and the knapsack sum ÀzÁ�µ ¸Â"Ã º+Ä Â ¹ Â�ÅEÆuÇ ´ is computed, where È Ä ¸ ®�¼�¼�¼® Ä » ® Ä º�É is the
state of the LFSR at time ¿ . Finally, selected bits of ÀzÁ (after ÀzÁ is converted to its binary
representation) are extracted to form part of the keystream (the Ê�ËÍÌS4Î least significant bits
of ÀzÁ should be discarded). The linear complexity of the keystream is then virtually certain
to be Ï°-· ¸ÑÐ_Ò ² .

Since the state of an LFSR is a binary vector, the function which maps the LFSR state
to the knapsack sum À Á is indeed nonlinear. Explicitly, let the function Ó be defined byÓ�° Ä ²Ôµ ¸Â"Ã ºfÄ Â ¹ Â Å?ÆfÇ ´ , where Ä µ¡È Ä ¸ ®�¼�¼�¼4® Ä »f® Ä º É is a state. If Ä and Õ are two
states then, in general, Ó�° ÄÑÖ Õ²>×µ*Ó�° Ä ²4ØBÓ�°�Õ² . Ù

6.3.3 Clock-controlled generators

In nonlinear combination generators and nonlinear filter generators, the component LFSRs
are clocked regularly; i.e., the movement of data in all the LFSRs is controlled by the same
clock. The main idea behind a clock-controlled generator is to introduce nonlinearity into
LFSR-based keystream generators by having the output of one LFSR control the clocking
(i.e., stepping) of a second LFSR. Since the second LFSR is clocked in an irregular manner,
the hope is that attacks based on the regular motion of LFSRs can be foiled. Two clock-
controlled generators are described in this subsection: (i) the alternating step generator and
(ii) the shrinking generator.

(i) The alternating step generator

The alternating step generator uses an LFSR Ú º to control the stepping of two LFSRs, Ú »
and ÚÏÛ . The keystream produced is the XOR of the output sequences of Ú » and ÚSÛ .

6.57 Algorithm Alternating step generator

SUMMARY: a control LFSR Ú º is used to selectively step two other LFSRs, Ú » and ÚSÛ .
OUTPUT: a sequence which is the bitwise XOR of the output sequences of ÚÏ» and Ú Û .
The following steps are repeated until a keystream of desired length is produced.

1. Register Ú>º is clocked.
2. If the output of Ú º is Ò then:Ú » is clocked; ÚÏÛ is not clocked but its previous output bit is repeated.

(For the first clock cycle, the “previous output bit” of ÚSÛ is taken to be Ü .)
3. If the output of ÚUº is Ü then:Ú Û is clocked; ÚÏ» is not clocked but its previous output bit is repeated.

(For the first clock cycle, the “previous output bit” of ÚS» is taken to be Ü .)
4. The output bits of Ú » and ÚSÛ are XORed; the resulting bit is part of the keystream.

More formally, let the output sequences of LFSRs ÚUº , ÚÏ» , and Ú Û be ¹QÝ
®�¹+º�®�¹Q»f®�¼�¼�¼ ,Þ Ý
® Þ º�® Þ »
®�¼�¼�¼ , and ß�Ýu®�ß�º�®�ß�»S¼�¼�¼ , respectively. Define
ÞQà ºáµ@ß à ºâµ¶Ü . Then the keystream

produced by the alternating step generator is Ä Ýf® Ä º�® Ä »f®�¼�¼�¼ , where Ä Á µ Þ-ã�ä Á�å Ö ß Á à ã�ä Á�å à º
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and æ�ç�è+é�êëç ìí"îuïáð í éòñVó for all è@ôöõ . The alternating step generator is depicted in
Figure 6.12.

LFSR ÷Uø

LFSR ÷Uù
LFSR ÷$ú outputclock

Figure 6.12: The alternating step generator.

6.58 Example (alternating step generator with artificially small parameters) Consider an al-
ternating step generator with component LFSRs û>ü|êþý�ÿ���ó ���������
	�� , û � ê<ý����ó ��
	����
���

, and û 	 ê.ý�����ó �������
	����
�����
��� . Suppose that the initial states of ûUü ,û � , and û 	 are � õ���õ���ó�� , � ó���õ���ó���ó�� , and � õ���ó���õ���õ���ó�� , respectively. The output sequence ofû>ü is the � -periodic sequence with cycle

ð��_ê ó���õ���õ���ó���õ���ó���ó��
The output sequence of û � is the ó�� -periodic sequence with cycle ü � êaó���ó���õ���ó���õ���ó���ó���ó���ó���õ���õ���õ���ó���õ���õ��
The output sequence of û 	 is the ÿ�ó -periodic sequence with cycle

! 	 ü êaó���õ���õ���ó���õ���ó���õ���ó���ó���õ���õ���õ���õ���ó���ó���ó���õ���õ���ó���ó���õ���ó���ó���ó���ó���ó���õ���ó���õ���õ���õ��
The keystream generated is
" ê ó���õ���ó���ó���ó���õ���ó���õ���ó���õ���ó���õ���õ���õ���õ���ó���õ���ó���ó���ó���ó���õ���ó���ó���õ���õ���õ���ó���ó���ó���õ��#�$�#���&%

Fact 6.59 establishes, under the assumption that û>ü produces a de Bruijn sequence (see
Definition 6.40), that the output sequence of an alternating step generator satisfies the basic
requirements of high period, high linear complexity, and good statistical properties.

6.59 Fact (properties of the alternating step generator) Suppose that û ü produces a de Bruijn
sequence of period ')(+* . Furthermore, suppose that û � and û 	 are maximum-length LFSRs
of lengths , � and , 	 , respectively, such that -�.#/ ç0, � �#, 	 é ê ó . Let " be the output sequence
of the alternating step generator formed by û>ü , û � , and û 	 .

(i) The sequence " has period '1(+*+2Lç3'1(54�ñ_ó�é62Lç3'1(87 ñ_ó�é .
(ii) The linear complexity , ç " é of " satisfies

ç3, � � , 	 é+2)' ( *:9 ü<; , ç " é>=aç3, � � , 	 é+2)' ( * �
(iii) The distribution of patterns in " is almost uniform. More precisely, let ? be any bi-

nary string of length æ bits, where æ�=�@BADCzç0, � �$, 	 é . If " ç�æ�é denotes any æ consecutive
bits in " , then the probability that " ç�æ�é ê�? is ü� E �GF ç8ó�HI')( 4J9 E é �GF ç8ó�HI')( 709 E é .

Since a de Bruijn sequence can be obtained from the output sequence K of a maximum-
length LFSR (of length , ) by simply adding a õ to the end of each subsequence of ,FñÑóÏõ ’s
occurring in K (see Note 6.43), it is reasonable to expect that the assertions of high period,

c
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high linear complexity, and good statistical properties in Fact 6.59 also hold when NPO is a
maximum-length LFSR. Note, however, that this has not yet been proven.

6.60 Note (security of the alternating step generator) The LFSRs NPO , NRQ , NRS should be cho-
sen to be maximum-length LFSRs whose lengths TUO , T6Q , T5S are pairwise relatively prime:V�W#X�Y TRO#Z#T5Q�[�\^] , V�W$X_Y T6Q�Z#T6S�[
\&] , V�W#X�Y TUO�Z$T5S�[`\a] . Moreover, the lengths should be
about the same. If TROcbed , T5Qfbgd , and T5Shbed , the best known attack on the alternating
step generator is a divide-and-conquer attack on the control register NPO which takes ap-
proximately i1j steps. Thus, if d5bk]�i�l , the generator is secure against all presently known
attacks.

(ii) The shrinking generator

The shrinking generator is a relatively new keystream generator, having been proposed in
1993. Nevertheless, due to its simplicity and provable properties, it is a promising candi-
date for high-speed encryption applications. In the shrinking generator, a control LFSR NPO
is used to select a portion of the output sequence of a second LFSR NRQ . The keystream
produced is, therefore, a shrunken version (also known as an irregularly decimated subse-
quence) of the output sequence of NRQ , as specified in Algorithm 6.61 and depicted in Fig-
ure 6.13.

6.61 Algorithm Shrinking generator

SUMMARY: a control LFSR NPO is used to control the output of a second LFSR NRQ .
The following steps are repeated until a keystream of desired length is produced.

1. Registers N O and N Q are clocked.
2. If the output of N O is ] , the output bit of N Q forms part of the keystream.
3. If the output of NPO is m , the output bit of NRQ is discarded.

More formally, let the output sequences of LFSRs N O and N Q be n1o�Z$n O Z#n Q Z#p#p$p andq o Z q O�Z q Q�Z#p$p#p , respectively. Then the keystream produced by the shrinking generator isr o Z r O$Z r Q�Z$p#p#p , where rts \ qJuwv
, and, for each xzyem , { s is the position of the x}|w~�] in the

sequence n o Z#n�O�Z$n1Q�Z#p$p#p .

�_�����
output � �
discard � �

�_�����

�_�
LFSR �`�

LFSR �P�
clock

� �

Figure 6.13: The shrinking generator.

6.62 Example (shrinking generator with artificially small parameters) Consider a shrinking
generator with component LFSRs NPO�\^�:��Z#]��k���k� S�� and N�Q�\^����Z�]��k� S �k�
� � .
Suppose that the initial states of N�O and N�Q are � ]�Z�m�Z�m�� and � m�Z#m�Z#]�Z�m�Z�]�� , respectively. The
output sequence of NPO is the � -periodic sequence with cycle

n��<\�m�Z#m�Z�]�Z�]�Z�]�Z#m�Z#]�Z
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while the output sequence of ��� is the ��� -periodic sequence with cycle�: )¡<¢ ��£#¤�£#��£�¤�£�¤�£�¤�£#¤�£#��£�¤�£�¤�£���£#¤�£���£���£#¤�£�¤�£���£#��£���£���£#��£#¤�£�¤�£�¤�£#��£���£�¤�£#��£���£���£�¤�¥
The keystream generated is

¦ ¢ ��£#¤�£�¤�£�¤�£�¤�£#��£#¤�£���£���£���£#��£#��£�¤�£#��£#��£���£�¤�£$¥#¥#¥�¥ §
Fact 6.63 establishes that the output sequence of a shrinking generator satisfies the basic

requirements of high period, high linear complexity, and good statistical properties.

6.63 Fact (properties of the shrinking generator) Let � ¡ and �R� be maximum-length LFSRs of
lengths ¨ ¡ and ¨5� , respectively, and let ¦ be an output sequence of the shrinking generator
formed by � ¡ and � � .

(i) If ©�ª#«_¬0¨ ¡ £$¨ �� ¢ � , then ¦ has period ¬J®)¯5°²±�� 6³ ®)¯+´�µ ¡ .
(ii) The linear complexity ¨¶¬ ¦  of ¦ satisfies

¨ �·³ ® ¯ ´ µ ��¸ ¨¶¬ ¦ �¹ ¨ ��³ ® ¯ ´ µ ¡ ¥
(iii) Suppose that the connection polynomials for � ¡ and � � are chosen uniformly at ran-

dom from the set of all primitive polynomials of degrees ¨ ¡ and ¨ � over º � . Then
the distribution of patterns in ¦ is almost uniform. More precisely, if » is any binary
string of length ¼ bits and ¦ ¬w¼  denotes any ¼ consecutive bits in ¦ , then the probability
that ¦ ¬w¼  ¢ » is ¬ ¡� ¾½6¿�À ¬w¼#ÁI® ¯ °  .

6.64 Note (security of the shrinking generator) Suppose that the component LFSRs � ¡ and �R�
of the shrinking generator have lengths ¨ ¡ and ¨ � , respectively. If the connection polyno-
mials for � ¡ and � � are known (but not the initial contents of � ¡ and � � ), the best attack
known for recovering the secret key takes À ¬J®)¯+´ ³ ¨  �  steps. On the other hand, if secret
(and variable) connection polynomials are used, the best attack known takes À ¬3® � ¯+´ ³ ¨ ¡ ³
¨ �� steps. There is also an attack through the linear complexity of the shrinking generator
which takes À ¬J®1¯Â´ ³ ¨ ��  steps (regardless of whether the connections are known or secret),
but this attack requires ®1¯Â´ ³ ¨6� consecutive bits from the output sequence and is, therefore,
infeasible for moderately large ¨ ¡ and ¨5� . For maximum security, � ¡ and ��� should be
maximum-length LFSRs, and their lengths should satisfy ©�ª#«_¬0¨ ¡ £$¨5�  ¢ � . Moreover, se-
cret connections should be used. Subject to these constraints, if ¨ ¡ÄÃ&Å and ¨5� Ã&Å , the
shrinking generator has a security level approximately equal to ® �ÇÆ . Thus, if ¨ ¡PÃ�È�É and
¨5� Ã�È�É , the generator appears to be secure against all presently known attacks.

6.4 Other stream ciphers

While the LFSR-based stream ciphers discussed in Ê 6.3 are well-suited to hardware im-
plementation, they are not especially amenable to software implementation. This has led
to several recent proposals for stream ciphers designed particularly for fast software imple-
mentation. Most of these proposals are either proprietary, or are relatively new and have not
received sufficient scrutiny from the cryptographic community; for this reason, they are not
presented in this section, and instead only mentioned in the chapter notes on page 222.

Two promising stream ciphers specifically designed for fast software implementation
are SEAL and RC4. SEAL is presented in Ê 6.4.1. RC4 is used in commercial products,
and has a variable key-size, but it remains proprietary and is not presented here. Two

c
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other widely used stream ciphers not based on LFSRs are the Output Feedback (OFB; seeÍ
7.2.2(iv)) and Cipher Feedback (CFB; see

Í
7.2.2(iii)) modes of block ciphers. Another

class of keystream generators not based on LFSRs are those whose security relies on the
intractability of an underlying number-theoretic problem; these generators are much slower
than those based on LFSRs and are discussed in

Í
5.5.

6.4.1 SEAL

SEAL (Software-optimized Encryption Algorithm) is a binary additive stream cipher (see
Definition 6.4) that was proposed in 1993. Since it is relatively new, it has not yet received
much scrutiny from the cryptographic community. However, it is presented here because
it is one of the few stream ciphers that was specifically designed for efficient software im-
plementation and, in particular, for 32-bit processors.

SEAL is a length-increasing pseudorandom function which maps a 32-bit sequence
number Î to an Ï -bit keystream under control of a 160-bit secret key Ð . In the preprocess-
ing stage (step 1 of Algorithm 6.68), the key is stretched into larger tables using the table-
generation function Ñ�Ò specified in Algorithm 6.67; this function is based on the Secure
Hash Algorithm SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53). Subsequent to this preprocessing, keystream
generation requires about 5 machine instructions per byte, and is an order of magnitude
faster than DES (Algorithm 7.82).

The following notation is used in SEAL for 32-bit quantities Ó , Ô , Õ , Ö , ×ÙØ , and Ú�Û :Ü Ó : bitwise complement of ÓÜ Ó<Ý�Ô , Ó<Þ�Ô , Ó�ß�Ô : bitwise AND, inclusive-OR, exclusive-ORÜ “ Ó�à�áãâ ”: ä�å -bit result of rotating Ó left through â positionsÜ “ Ókæ çèâ ”: ä�å -bit result of rotating Ó right through â positionsÜ Óêé�Ô : mod å#ë0ì sum of the unsigned integers Ó and ÔÜîítï Ô�ð#Õñð$Öóò5ô#õ�ö÷ ï ÔzÝ�ÕPò�Þ ï ÔzÝ�Öóò3ø�ù ï Ô`ð$Õñð#Öóò8ô$õ�ö÷ ï ÔúÝ�ÕPò�Þ ï ÔúÝ�Öóò�Þ ï ÕúÝ�ÖóòJøû ï Ô`ð$Õñð#Öóò6ô#õ�ö÷ Ô�ßPÕ�ß�ÖÜ ÓBü�Ô : concatenation of Ó and ÔÜ<ï ×úý$ð#þ$þ#þ8ð�×ÄÛ1òÇà ï Ú�ý$ð#þ$þ#þ8ð#Ú�Û1ò : simultaneous assignments ï ×ÄØ0à<Ú�Ø�ò , whereï Útý$ð#þ#þ$þ8ð#Ú�Û)ò is evaluated prior to any assignments.

6.65 Note (SEAL 1.0 vs. SEAL 2.0) The table-generation function (Algorithm 6.67) for the first
version of SEAL (SEAL 1.0) was based on the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA). SEAL 2.0
differs from SEAL 1.0 in that the table-generation function for the former is based on the
modified Secure Hash Algorithm SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53).

6.66 Note (tables) The table generation (step 1 of Algorithm 6.68) uses the compression func-
tion of SHA-1 to expand the secret key Ð into larger tables ÿ , � , and � . These tables can
be precomputed, but only after the secret key Ð has been established. Tables ÿ and � are
2K bytes and 1K byte in size, respectively. The size of table � depends on the desired
bitlength Ï of the keystream — each 1K byte of keystream requires 16 bytes of � .
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6.67 Algorithm Table-generation function for SEAL 2.0�������
	
INPUT: a 160-bit string � and an integer

�
, �� ��������� .

OUTPUT: a 160-bit string, denoted
� � ���
	

.
1. Definition of constants. Define four 32-bit constants (in hex): ����� 0x5a827999,
� � � 0x6ed9eba1, � � � 0x8f1bbcdc, ����� 0xca62c1d6.

2. Table-generation function.
(initialize ��� 32-bit words  "!�#$ � #�%&%�%'#$ )(�* )
Set  +!-, �

. For . from / to /�0 do:  213, 0x00000000.
For . from /�4 to 576 do:  218, �9�  21;: �=<  21;:=> <  21;: �?� <  21;: �?@ 	 ,BAC/ 	 .
(initialize working variables)
Break up the 160-bit string � into five 32-bit words: ���ED8!�D � D � D � D � .��F #&GB#&HI#&J2#&K 	 , � DL!7#�D � #�D � #&D � #�D � 	 .
(execute four rounds of 20 steps, then update; M is a temporary variable)
(Round 1) For . from � to /76 do the following:
MN, ����F ,OAP0 	'QSR�� G-#�HI#&J 	TQ K Q  1 Q �U� 	 ,��F #&GB#&HI#&J2#&K 	 , � M&# F #&GV,OAPW��7#�HI#&J 	 .
(Round 2) For . from

� � to W76 do the following:
MN, ����F ,OAP0 	'QSXP� G-#&HI#�J 	YQ K Q  1 Q � � 	 ,��F #&GB#&HI#&J2#&K 	 , � M&# F #&GV,OAPW��7#�HI#&J 	 .
(Round 3) For . from Z�� to 076 do the following:
MN, ����F ,OAP0 	'Q\[U� G-#&HI#�J 	YQ K Q  21 Q � � 	 ,��F #&GB#&HI#&J2#&K 	 , � M&# F #&GV,OAPW��7#�HI#&J 	 .
(Round 4) For . from 4�� to 576 do the following:
MN, ����F ,OAP0 	'QSXP� G-#&HI#�J 	YQ K Q  21 Q � � 	 ,��F #&GB#&HI#&J2#&K 	 , � M&# F #&GV,OAPW��7#�HI#&J 	 .
(update chaining values)� D ! #&D+�;#�D � #&D � #&DL� 	 , � D ! QSF #&D+� Q G-#�D � Q HI#�D � Q J2#&DL� Q K 	 .
(completion) The value of

� � �?�]	
is the 160-bit string D !'^ D+� ^ D � ^ D � ^ DL�7%

6.68 Algorithm Keystream generator for SEAL 2.0

SEAL( � ,_ )
INPUT: a 160-bit string � (the secret key), a (non-secret) integer _ , �`a_ �b�&�c�

(the
sequence number), and the desired bitlength d of the keystream.
OUTPUT: keystream � of bitlength dTe , where dfe is the least multiple of 128 which is g`d .

1. Table generation. Generate the tables h , i , and j , whose entries are 32-bit words.
The function k used below is defined by k ���?�
	 �lD2mmonqp
r3s , where D2m! D2m� D2m� D2m� D2m� ����=�utv�;w 0�x 	 , and where the function

���
is defined in Algorithm 6.67.

1.1 For
�

from � to 0�/�/ do the following: hzy �|{ ,}k � ���
	 .
1.2 For . from � to

� 0�0 do the following: i~y . { ,�k �=� 0x00001000
Q . 	 .

1.3 For � from � to Z~�U� � d���/ 	cw ��/76 ��� ��/ do: j+y � { ,�k � � 0x00002000
Q � 	 .

2. Initialization procedure. The following is a description of the subroutine
Initialize(_�#&�?# F #�G-#&HI#�J�#$_��]#�_ � #�_ � #$_Y� ) which takes as input a 32-bit word _
and an integer � , and outputs eight 32-bit words

F
, G , H , J , _�� , _ � , _ � , and _Y� . This

subroutine is used in step 4.F ,)_ < j+y Z�� { , GO, � _}� ��� 	 < j+y Z7� Q / { , H�, � _�� ��/�4 	 < j+y Z�� Q��;{ ,
J2, � _}� � � Z 	 < j+y Z�� Q W { .

c
�
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For � from � to � do the following:�����8�
0x000007fc, � � ���)��� �I �¡
¢ , �L�}£c��¤ ¥�¦�§

,��� � � 0x000007fc, ¨ � ¨N�\�z� �I �¡
¢ , � �}£ � ¤ ¥�¦�§
,��� ¨ � 0x000007fc, © � ©E�\�z� �I �¡
¢ , ¨ ��£ ¨ ¤ ¥�¦7§
,��� © � 0x000007fc,

�L��� �)�z� �I u¡;¢ , © ��£ © ¤ ¥�¦7§
.£�ª�«�¬$ªY�¬$ªY®�¬$ªY¯�§]�}£ © ¬ � ¬&�8¬ ¨ § .�����8�

0x000007fc, � � ���)�z� �I u¡;¢ , �8��£��`¤ ¥�¦�§
.��� � � 0x000007fc, ¨ � ¨N�)��� �I �¡
¢ , � �}£ � ¤ ¥°¦�§
.��� ¨ � 0x000007fc, © � ©E�)��� �I �¡
¢ , ¨ ��£ ¨ ¤ ¥�¦�§
.��� © � 0x000007fc,

�L��� �\�z� �I u¡;¢ , © ��£ © ¤ ¥�¦�§
.

3. Initialize ± to be the empty string, and ² ��³ .
4. Repeat the following:

4.1 Execute the procedure Initialize(
ª�¬ ² ¬&�~¬ � ¬ ¨ ¬ © ¬�ª�«]¬$ªY7¬�ªY®7¬�ªY¯ ).

4.2 For ´ from � to µ ¡ do the following:�����L�
0x000007fc, � � �S�\�z� �I u¡
¢ , �8��£���¤ ¥�¦7§

, � � �B¶ � ,· � � � 0x000007fc, ¨ � ¨�¶��z� ·  u¡
¢ , � ��£ � ¤ ¥�¦7§
, ¨ � ¨N�S� ,���}£c� �S¨ §c� 0x000007fc, © � ©l�\�z� �I u¡;¢ , ¨ �}£ ¨ ¤ ¥�¦�§

, © � ©2¶L¨ ,· �}£ · �N© §]� 0x000007fc,
�L��� ¶��z� ·  u¡
¢ , © �}£ © ¤ ¥�¦�§

,
�L��� �N© ,���}£c� � ��§]� 0x000007fc, � � �O¶¸��� �I �¡
¢ , �L��£c��¤ ¥�¦�§

,· �}£ · �N� §c� 0x000007fc, ¨ � ¨N�)��� ·  �¡
¢ , � ��£ � ¤ ¥�¦�§
,���}£c� �S¨ §c� 0x000007fc, © � ©2¶��z� �I �¡
¢ , ¨ ��£ ¨ ¤ ¥�¦7§

,· �}£ · �N© §]� 0x000007fc,
�L��� �\�z� ·  u¡;¢ , © ��£ © ¤ ¥�¦�§

,
± � ±�¹ £ �S�Sº~� ¡ ´¼» ¡
¢$§ ¹ £ ¨�¶8º8� ¡ ´½»}¾ ¢¿§ ¹ £ ©À�Sº~� ¡ ´½»�� ¢$§ ¹ £�� ¶Áº~� ¡ ´½»�� ¢$§ .
If ± is Â�Ã bits in length then return(± ) and stop.
If ´ is odd, set

£��8¬ ¨ §c��£c� � ª « ¬ ¨-� ª  § . Otherwise,
£��8¬ ¨ §c��£c� � ª ® ¬ ¨�� ª ¯ § .

4.3 Set ² � ²=��� .

6.69 Note (choice of parameter Ã ) In most applications of SEAL 2.0 it is expected that ÃVÄ
�
«?Å

; larger values of Ã are permissible, but come at the expense of a larger table Æ . A
preferred method for generating a longer keystream without requiring a larger table Æ is
to compute the concatenation of the keystreams SEAL( Ç , ³ ), SEAL( Ç , � ), SEAL( Ç , � ), È�È&È .
Since the sequence number is

ª�É �
®�

, a keystream of length up to �&Ê
«

bits can be obtained
in this manner with ÃÌËÀ�

«?Å
.

6.70 Example (test vectors for SEAL 2.0) Suppose the key Ç is the 160-bit (hexadecimal) string

67452301 efcdab89 98badcfe 10325476 c3d2e1f0,
ª Ë 0x013577af, and Ã�Ël¾��7Í�µ�Î bits. Table Æ consists of words Æ+� ³
¢�¬ Æ+� � ¢�¬ È&È�È ¬ Æ+� �7Ï ¢ :
5021758d ce577c11 fa5bd5dd 366d1b93 182cff72 ac06d7c6
2683ead8 fabe3573 82a10c96 48c483bd ca92285c 71fe84c0
bd76b700 6fdcc20c 8dada151 4506dd64

The table � consists of words �z� ³;¢$¬ �z� � ¢�¬ È&È�È ¬ Æ+� Ï7��� ¢ :
92b404e5 56588ced 6c1acd4e bf053f68 09f73a93 cd5f176a
b863f14e 2b014a2f 4407e646 38665610 222d2f91 4d941a21
........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........
3af3a4bf 021e4080 2a677d95 405c7db0 338e4b1e 19ccf158
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The table Ð consists of words Ð~Ñ Ò;Ó$Ô�Ð~Ñ Õ
Ó�Ô&Ö&Ö�Ö�Ô&Ð~Ñ ×�Ø7Ø
Ó :
907c1e3d ce71ef0a 48f559ef 2b7ab8bc 4557f4b8 033e9b05
4fde0efa 1a845f94 38512c3b d4b44591 53765dce 469efa02
........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........
bd7dea87 fd036d87 53aa3013 ec60e282 1eaef8f9 0b5a0949

The output Ù of Algorithm 6.68 consists of 1024 words Ù�Ñ Ò
Ó�Ô$Ù�Ñ Õ
Ó�Ô&Ö&Ö�Ö�Ô$Ù�Ñ Õ7Ò�×7Ú
Ó :
37a00595 9b84c49c a4be1e05 0673530f 0ac8389d c5878ec8
da6666d0 6da71328 1419bdf2 d258bebb b6a42a4d 8a311a72
........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........
547dfde9 668d50b5 ba9e2567 413403c5 43120b5a ecf9d062

The XOR of the 1024 words of Ù is 0x098045fc. Û

6.5 Notes and further references
Ü
6.1

Although now dated, Rueppel [1075] provides a solid introduction to the analysis and
design of stream ciphers. For an updated and more comprehensive survey, see Rueppel
[1081]. Another recommended survey is that of Robshaw [1063].

The concept of unconditional security was introduced in the seminal paper by Shannon
[1120]. Maurer [819] surveys the role of information theory in cryptography and, in partic-
ular, secrecy, authentication, and secret sharing schemes. Maurer [811] devised a random-
ized stream cipher that is unconditionally secure “with high probability”. More precisely,
an adversary is unable to obtain any information whatsoever about the plaintext with prob-
ability arbitrarily close to Õ , unless the adversary can perform an infeasible computation.
The cipher utilizes a publicly-accessible source of random bits whose length is much greater
than that of all the plaintext to be encrypted, and can conceivably be made practical. Mau-
rer’s cipher is based on the impractical Rip van Winkle cipher of Massey and Ingermarsson
[789], which is described by Rueppel [1081].

One technique for solving the re-synchronization problem with synchronous stream ciphers
is to have the receiver send a resynchronization request to the sender, whereby a new inter-
nal state is computed as a (public) function of the original internal state (or key) and some
public information (such as the time at the moment of the request). Daemen, Govaerts,
and Vandewalle [291] showed that this approach can result in a total loss of security for
some published stream cipher proposals. Proctor [1011] considered the trade-off between
the security and error propagation problems that arise by varying the number of feedback
ciphertext digits. Maurer [808] presented various design approaches for self-synchronizing
stream ciphers that are potentially superior to designs based on block ciphers, both with re-
spect to encryption speed and security.Ü

6.2
An excellent introduction to the theory of both linear and nonlinear shift registers is the book
by Golomb [498]; see also Selmer [1107], Chapters 5 and 6 of Beker and Piper [84], and
Chapter 8 of Lidl and Niederreiter [764]. A lucid treatment of Ý -sequences can be found in
Chapter 10 of McEliece [830]. While the discussion in this chapter has been restricted to se-
quences and feedback shift registers over the binary field ÞYß , many of the results presented
can be generalized to sequences and feedback shift registers over any finite field àqá .
c
â
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The results on the expected linear complexity and linear complexity profile of random se-
quences (Facts 6.21, 6.22, 6.24, and 6.25) are from Chapter 4 of Rueppel [1075]; they also
appear in Rueppel [1077]. Dai and Yang [294] extended Fact 6.22 and obtained bounds
for the expected linear complexity of an ä -periodic sequence for each possible value of ä .
The bounds imply that the expected linear complexity of a random periodic sequence is
close to the period of the sequence. The linear complexity profile of the sequence defined
in Example 6.27 was established by Dai [293]. For further theoretical analysis of the linear
complexity profile, consult the work of Niederreiter [927, 928, 929, 930].

Facts 6.29 and 6.34 are due to Massey [784]. The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm (Algo-
rithm 6.30) is due to Massey [784], and is based on an earlier algorithm of Berlekamp [118]
for decoding BCH codes. While the algorithm in å 6.2.3 is only described for binary se-
quences, it can be generalized to find the linear complexity of sequences over any field.
Further discussion and refinements of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm are given by Blahut
[144]. There are numerous other algorithms for computing the linear complexity of a se-
quence. For example, Games and Chan [439] and Robshaw [1062] present efficient algo-
rithms for determining the linear complexity of binary sequences of period æèç ; these algo-
rithms have limited practical use since they require an entire cycle of the sequence.

Jansen and Boekee [632] defined the maximum order complexity of a sequence to be the
length of the shortest (not necessarily linear) feedback shift register (FSR) that can gener-
ate the sequence. The expected maximum order complexity of a random binary sequence
of length ä is approximately æ¸éëê'ä . An efficient linear-time algorithm for computing this
complexity measure was also presented; see also Jansen and Boekee [631].

Another complexity measure, the Ziv-Lempel complexity measure, was proposed by Ziv and
Lempel [1273]. This measure quantifies the rate at which new patterns appear in a sequence.
Mund [912] used a heuristic argument to derive the expected Ziv-Lempel complexity of a
random binary sequence of a given length. For a detailed study of the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the linear, maximum order, and Ziv-Lempel complexity measures, see
Erdmann [372].

Kolmogorov [704] and Chaitin [236] introduced the notion of so-called Turing-Kolmogorov
-Chaitin complexity, which measures the minimum size of the input to a fixed universal
Turing machine which can generate a given sequence; see also Martin-Löf [783]. While this
complexity measure is of theoretical interest, there is no algorithm known for computing it
and, hence, it has no apparent practical significance. Beth and Dai [124] have shown that
the Turing-Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity is approximately twice the linear complexity
for most sequences of sufficient length.

Fact 6.39 is due to Golomb and Welch, and appears in the book of Golomb [498, p.115].
Lai [725] showed that Fact 6.39 is only true for the binary case, and established necessary
and sufficient conditions for an FSR over a general finite field to be nonsingular.

Klapper and Goresky [677] introduced a new type of feedback register called a feedback
with carry shift register (FCSR), which is equipped with auxiliary memory for storing the
(integer) carry. An FCSR is similar to an LFSR (see Figure 6.4), except that the contents
of the tapped stages of the shift register are added as integers to the current content of the
memory to form a sum ì . The least significant bit of ì (i.e., ì\í"î=ï"æ ) is then fed back
into the first (leftmost) stage of the shift register, while the remaining higher order bits (i.e.,ð ìYñ�æ&ò ) are retained as the new value of the memory. If the FCSR has ó stages, then the
space required for the auxiliary memory is at most éëê�ó bits. FCSRs can be conveniently
analyzed using the algebra over the æ -adic numbers just as the algebra over finite fields is
used to analyze LFSRs.
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Any periodic binary sequence can be generated by a FCSR. The ô -adic span of a periodic
sequence is the number of stages and memory bits in the smallest FCSR that generates the
sequence. Let õ be a periodic sequence having a ô -adic span of ö ; note that ö is no more
than the period of õ . Klapper and Goresky [678] presented an efficient algorithm for finding
an FCSR of length ö which generates õ , given ô&öN÷Nô'ø¿ùvúYö~ûü÷�ý of the initial bits of õ . A
comprehensive treatment of FCSRs and the ô -adic span is given by Klapper and Goresky
[676].þ

6.3
Notes 6.46 and 6.47 on the selection of connection polynomials were essentially first point-
ed out by Meier and Staffelbach [834] and Chepyzhov and Smeets [256] in relation to
fast correlation attacks on regularly clocked LFSRs. Similar observations were made by
Coppersmith, Krawczyk, and Mansour [279] in connection with the shrinking generator.
More generally, to withstand sophisticated correlation attacks (e.g., see Meier and Staffel-
bach [834]), the connection polynomials should not have low-weight polynomial multiples
whose degrees are not sufficiently large.

Klapper [675] provides examples of binary sequences having high linear complexity, but
whose linear complexity is low when considered as sequences (whose elements happen to
be only ÿ or � ) over a larger finite field. This demonstrates that high linear complexity (over���

) by itself is inadequate for security. Fact 6.49 was proven by Rueppel and Staffelbach
[1085].

The Geffe generator (Example 6.50) was proposed by Geffe [446]. The Pless generator
(Arrangement D of [978]) was another early proposal for a nonlinear combination genera-
tor, and uses four J-K flip-flops to combine the output of eight LFSRs. This generator also
succumbs to a divide-and-conquer attack, as was demonstrated by Rubin [1074].

The linear syndrome attack of Zeng, Yang, and Rao [1265] is a known-plaintext attack on
keystream generators, and is based on earlier work of Zeng and Huang [1263]. It is effective
when the known keystream � can be written in the form �����
	�� , where � is the output
sequence of an LFSR with known connection polynomial, and the sequence � is unknown
but sparse in the sense that it contains more ÿ ’s than � ’s. If the connection polynomials of
the Geffe generator are all known to an adversary, and are primitive trinomials of degrees
not exceeding  , then the initial states of the three component LFSRs (i.e., the secret key)
can be efficiently recovered from a known keystream segment of length ���� bits.

The correlation attack (Note 6.51) on nonlinear combination generators was first devel-
oped by Siegenthaler [1133], and estimates were given for the length of the observed
keystream required for the attack to succeed with high probability. The importance of
correlation immunity to nonlinear combining functions was pointed out by Siegenthaler
[1132], who showed the tradeoff between high correlation immunity and high nonlinear or-
der (Fact 6.53). Meier and Staffelbach [834] presented two new so-called fast correlation
attacks which are more efficient than Siegenthaler’s attack in the case where the component
LFSRs have sparse feedback polynomials, or if they have low-weight polynomial multiples
(e.g., each having fewer than 10 non-zero terms) of not too large a degree. Further exten-
sions and refinements of correlation attacks can be found in the papers of Mihaljević and
Golić [874], Chepyzhov and Smeets [256], Golić and Mihaljević [491], Mihaljević and J.
Golić [875], Mihaljević [873], Clark, Golić, and Dawson [262], and Penzhorn and Kühn
[967]. A comprehensive survey of correlation attacks on LFSR-based stream ciphers is the
paper by Golić [486]; the cases where the combining function is memoryless or with mem-
ory, as well as when the LFSRs are clocked regularly or irregularly, are all considered.

The summation generator (Example 6.54) was proposed by Rueppel [1075, 1076]. Meier
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and Staffelbach [837] presented correlation attacks on combination generators having mem-
ory, cracked the summation generator having only two component LFSRs, and as a result
recommended using several LFSRs of moderate lengths rather than just a few long LFSRs
in the summation generator. As an example, if a summation generator employs two LF-
SRs each having length approximately ����� , and if ��������� keystream bits are known, then
Meier and Staffelbach’s attack is expected to take less than ����� trials, where the dominant
step in each trial involves solving a ������������� system of binary linear equations. Dawson
[312] presented another known-plaintext attack on summation generators having two com-
ponent LFSRs, which requires fewer known keystream bits than Meier and Staffelbach’s
attack. Dawson’s attack is only faster than that of Meier and Staffelbach in the case where
both LFSRs are relatively short. Recently, Klapper and Goresky [678] showed that the sum-
mation generator has comparatively low � -adic span (see page 218). More precisely, if �
and � are two sequences of � -adic span  �!#"$�#% and  �!�"$��% , respectively, and if & is the re-
sult of combining them with the summation generator, then the � -adic span of & is at most
 �!�"$�#%(') �!�"$�*%+',��-/.102"$ �!#"$�#%3%546'7�8-/.10�"9 �!#"$��%3%:4;',< . For example, if = -sequences of period
�?>�@BA for CBDE��FGA�A�FGA�H#F�A��#F�A�<�F�A�� are combined with the summation generator, then the
resulting sequence has linear complexity nearly �JILK , but the � -adic span is less than �#M:N .
Hence, the summation generator is vulnerable to a known-plaintext attack when the com-
ponent LFSRs are all relatively short.

The probability distribution of the carry for addition of O random integers was analyzed by
Staffelbach and Meier [1167]. It was proven that the carry is balanced for even O and biased
for odd O . For O,DPH the carry is strongly biased, however, the bias converges to � as O tends
to Q . Golić [485] pointed out the importance of the correlation between linear functions of
the output and input in general combiners with memory, and introduced the so-called linear
sequential circuit approximation method for finding such functions that produce correlated
sequences. Golić [488] used this as a basis for developing a linear cryptanalysis technique
for stream ciphers, and in the same paper proposed a stream cipher called GOAL, incorpo-
rating principles of modified truncated linear congruential generators (see page 187), self-
clock-control, and randomly generated combiners with memory.

Fact 6.55(i) is due to Key [670], while Fact 6.55(ii) was proven by Rueppel [1075]. Massey
and Serconek [794] gave an alternate proof of Key’s bound that is based on the Discrete
Fourier Transform. Siegenthaler [1134] described a correlation attack on nonlinear filter
generators. Forré [418] has applied fast correlation attacks to such generators. Anderson
[29] demonstrated other correlations which may be useful in improving the success of cor-
relation attacks. An attack called the inversion attack, proposed by Golić [490], may be
more effective than Anderson’s attack. Golić also provides a list of design criteria for non-
linear filter generators. Ding [349] introduced the notion of differential cryptanalysis for
nonlinear filter generators where the LFSR is replaced by a simple counter having arbitrary
period.

The linear consistency attack of Zeng, Yang, and Rao [1264] is a known-plaintext attack
on keystream generators which can discover key redundancies in various generators. It is
effective in situations where it is possible to single out a certain portion R M of the secret key
R , and form a linear system of equations SUT7DV� where the matrix S is determined by R M ,
and � is determined from the known keystream. The system of equations should have the
property that it is consistent (and with high probability has a unique solution) if R M is the
true value of the subkey, while it is inconsistent with high probability otherwise. In these
circumstances, one can mount an exhaustive search for R M , and subsequently mount a sepa-
rate attack for the remaining bits of R . If the bitlengths of R M and R are W M and W , respectively,
the attack demonstrates that the security level of the generator is �YX5ZJ'[�?X:\+X5Z , rather than �?X .
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The multiplexer generator was proposed by Jennings [637]. Two maximum-length LFSRs
having lengths ]_^ , ]�` that are relatively prime are employed. Let a be a positive integer
satisfying a�bEcedgf(h9]_^Gi�j1k_]�`�l . After each clock cycle, the contents of a fixed subset of a
stages of the first LFSR are selected, and converted to an integer m in the interval n o�ip]�`rqts�u
using a svqws mapping x . Finally, the content of stage m of the second LFSR is output as
part of the keystream. Assuming that the connection polynomials of the LFSRs are known,
the linear consistency attack provides a known-plaintext attack on the multiplexer gener-
ator requiring a known keystream sequence of length y{z|] ^_} ] `�~?� and ~?�����(� linear
consistency tests. This demonstrates that the choice of the mapping x and the second LFSR
do not contribute significantly to the security of the generator.

The linear consistency attack has also been considered by Zeng, Yang, and Rao [1264] for
the multispeed inner-product generator of Massey and Rueppel [793]. In this generator,
two LFSRs of lengths ]�^ and ]�` are clocked at different rates, and their contents combined
at the lower clock rate by taking the inner-product of the ced1f(h$] ^ iG] ` l stages of the two
LFSRs. The paper by Zeng et al. [1266] is a readable survey describing the effectiveness
of the linear consistency and linear syndrome attacks in cryptanalyzing stream ciphers.

The knapsack generator (Example 6.56) was proposed by Rueppel and Massey [1084] and
extensively analyzed by Rueppel [1075], however, no concrete suggestions on selecting ap-
propriate parameters (the length ] of the LFSR and the knapsack weights) for the generator
were given. No weaknesses of the knapsack generator have been reported in the literature.

The idea of using the output of a register to control the stepping of another register was used
in several rotor machines during the second world war, for example, the German Lorenz
SZ40 cipher. A description of this cipher, and also an extensive survey of clock-controlled
shift registers, is provided by Gollmann and Chambers [496].

The alternating step generator (Algorithm 6.57) was proposed in 1987 by Günther [528],
who also proved Fact 6.59 and described the divide-and-conquer attack mentioned in
Note 6.60. The alternating step generator is based on the stop-and-go generator of Beth
and Piper [126]. In the stop-and-go generator, a control register � ^ is used to control the
stepping of another register � ` as follows. If the output of � ^ is s , then � ` is clocked; if
the output of � ^ is o , then � ` is not clocked, however, its previous output is repeated. The
output of � ` is then XORed with the output sequence of a third register �;� which is clocked
at the same rate as ��^ . Beth and Piper showed how a judicious choice of registers ��^ , �_` ,
and � � can guarantee that the output sequence has high linear complexity and period, and
good statistical properties. Unfortunately, the generator succumbs to the linear syndrome
attack of Zeng, Yang, and Rao [1265] (see also page 218): if the connection polynomials of
��^ and �;` are primitive trinomials of degree not exceeding � , and known to the adversary,
then the initial states of the three component LFSRs (i.e., the secret key) can be efficiently
recovered from a known-plaintext segment of length ����� bits.

Another variant of the stop-and-go generator is the step-1/step-2 generator due to Gollmann
and Chambers [496]. This generator uses two maximum-length registers ��^ and �_` of the
same length. Register ��^ is used to control the stepping of �;` as follows. If the output of
��^ is o , then �_` is clocked once; if the output of ��^ is s , then �;` is clocked twice before
producing the next output bit. Živković [1274] proposed an embedding correlation attack
on �_` whose complexity of ��h ~Y��� l , where ]�` is the length of �_` .
A cyclic register of length ] is an LFSR with feedback polynomial ��h9�
l6�Ps } � � . Goll-
mann [494] proposed cascading � cyclic registers of the same prime length � by arranging
them serially in such a way that all except the first register are clock-controlled by their pre-
decessors; the Gollmann � -cycle cascade can be viewed as an extension of the stop-and-go
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generator (page 220). The first register is clocked regularly, and its output bit is the input
bit to the second register. In general, if the input bit to the ���L� register (for ����� ) at time�

is �Y� , then the � �L� register is clocked if ��� ��¡ ; if ��� �£¢ , the register is not clocked but
its previous output bit is repeated. The output bit of the � �L� register is then XORed with �Y� ,
and the result becomes the input bit to the ¤L��¥t¡�¦5§ � register. The output of the last register is
the output of the ¨ -cycle cascade. The initial (secret) stage of a component cyclic register
should not be the all- ¢ ’s vector or the all- ¡ ’s vector. Gollmann proved that the period of the
output sequence is ¨ª© . Moreover, if ¨ is a prime such that � is a generator of «�¬ , then the
output sequence has linear complexity ¨J© . This suggests very strongly using long cascades
(i.e., ® large) of shorter registers rather than short cascades of longer registers. A variant of
the Gollmann cascade, called an ¯ -sequence cascade, has the cyclic registers replaced by
maximum-length LFSRs of the same length ° . Chambers [237] showed that the output se-
quence of such an ¯ -sequence cascade has period ¤$�?±�²³¡�¦ © and linear complexity at least
°6¤3� ± ²�¡�¦´©+µ�¶ . Park, Lee, and Goh [964] extended earlier work of Menicocci [845] and re-
ported breaking 9-stage ¯ -sequence cascades where each LFSR has length 100; they also
suggested that 10-stage ¯ -sequence cascades may be insecure. Chambers and Gollmann
[239] studied an attack on ¨ -cycle and ¯ -sequence cascades called lock-in, which results
in a reduction in the effective key space of the cascades.

The shrinking generator (Algorithm 6.61) was proposed in 1993 by Coppersmith,
Krawczyk, and Mansour [279], who also proved Fact 6.63 and described the attacks men-
tioned in Note 6.64. The irregular output rate of the shrinking generator can be overcome by
using a short buffer for the output; the influence of such a buffer is analyzed by Kessler and
Krawczyk [669]. Krawczyk [716] mentions some techniques for improving software im-
plementations. A throughput of 2.5 Mbits/sec is reported for a C language implementation
on a 33MHz IBM workstation, when the two shift registers each have lengths in the range
61–64 bits and secret connections are employed. The security of the shrinking generator is
studied further by Golić [487].

A key generator related to the shrinking generator is the self-shrinking generator (SSG) of
Meier and Staffelbach [838]. The self-shrinking generator uses only one maximum-length
LFSR · . The output sequence of · is partitioned into pairs of bits. The SSG outputs a
¢ if a pair is ¡�¢ , and outputs a ¡ if a pair is ¡�¡ ; ¢�¡ and ¢�¢ pairs are discarded. Meier and
Staffelbach proved that the self-shrinking generator can be implemented as a shrinking gen-
erator. Moreover, the shrinking generator can be implemented as a self-shrinking genera-
tor (whose component LFSR is not maximum-length). More precisely, if the component
LFSRs of a shrinking generator have connection polynomials ¸ ¶ ¤$¹
¦ and ¸�º�¤9¹
¦ , its out-
put sequence can be produced by a self-shrinking generator with connection polynomial
¸�¤$¹
¦6��¸ ¶ ¤9¹
¦ º¼» ¸ º ¤9¹
¦ º . Meier and Staffelbach also proved that if the length of · is ° ,
then the period and linear complexity of the output sequence of the SSG are at least �¾½ ±(¿ º9À
and � ½ ±(¿ º9À µ¾¶ , respectively. Moreover, they provided strong evidence that this period and
linear complexity is in fact about � ± µ�¶ . Assuming a randomly chosen, but known, connec-
tion polynomial, the best attack presented by Meier and Staffelbach on the SSG takes �pÁ2Â Ã:Ä ±
steps. More recently, Mihaljević [871] presented a significantly faster probabilistic attack
on the SSG. For example, if °��|¡�¢�¢ , then the new attack takes �GÅ�Ã steps and requires a
portion of the output sequence of length Æ�ÇgÈÊÉË¡�¢GÌ . The attack does not have an impact on
the security of the shrinking generator.

A recent survey of techniques for attacking clock-controlled generators is given by Goll-
mann [495]. For some newer attack techniques, see Mihaljević [872], Golić and O’Connor
[492], and Golić [489]. Chambers [238] proposed a clock-controlled cascade composed of
LFSRs each of length Í�� . Each Í�� -bit portion of the output sequence of a component LFSR
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222 Ch. 6 Stream Ciphers

is passed through an invertible scrambler box (S-box), and the resulting Î�Ï -bit sequence is
used to control the clock of the next LFSR. Baum and Blackburn [77] generalized the notion
of a clock-controlled shift register to that of a register based on a finite group.

Ð
6.4

SEAL (Algorithm 6.68) was designed and patented by Coppersmith and Rogaway [281].
Rogaway and Coppersmith [1066] report an encryption speed of 7.2 Mbytes/sec for an as-
sembly language implementation on a 50 MHz 486 processor with Ñ7ÒPÓ�Ô�Õ�Ö bits, assuming
precomputed tables (cf. Note 6.66).

Although the stream cipher RC4 remains proprietary, alleged descriptions have been pub-
lished which are output compatible with certified implementations of RC4; for example, see
Schneier [1094]. Blöcher and Dichtl [156] proposed a fast software stream cipher called
FISH (Fibonacci Shrinking generator), which is based on the shrinking generator principle
applied to the lagged Fibonacci generator (also known as the additive generator) of Knuth
[692, p.27]. Anderson [28] subsequently presented a known-plaintext attack on FISH which
requires a few thousand 32-bit words of known plaintext and a work factor of about ÏG×9Ø
computations. Anderson also proposed a fast software stream cipher called PIKE based on
the Fibonacci generator and the stream cipher A5; a description of A5 is given by Anderson
[28].

Wolfram [1251, 1252] proposed a stream cipher based on one-dimensional cellular automa-
ta with nonlinear feedback. Meier and Staffelbach [835] presented a known-plaintext attack
on this cipher which demonstrated that key lengths of 127 bits suggested by Wolfram [1252]
are insecure; Meier and Staffelbach recommend key sizes of about 1000 bits.

Klapper and Goresky [679] presented constructions for FCSRs (see page 217) whose output
sequences have nearly maximal period, are balanced, and are nearly de Bruijn sequences in
the sense that for any fixed non-negative integer Ù , the number of occurrences of any two
Ù -bit sequences as subsequences of a period differs by at most Ï . Such FCSRs are good
candidates for usage in the construction of secure stream ciphers, just as maximum-length
LFSRs were used in

Ð
6.3. Goresky and Klapper [518] introduced a generalization of FCSRs

called Ú -FCSRs, based on ramified extensions of the Ï -adic numbers ( Ú is the ramification).
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7.1 Introduction and overview

Symmetric-key block ciphers are the most prominent and important elements in many cryp-
tographic systems. Individually, they provide confidentiality. As a fundamental building
block, their versatility allows construction of pseudorandom number generators, stream ci-
phers, MACs, and hash functions. They may furthermore serve as a central component in
message authentication techniques, data integrity mechanisms, entity authentication proto-
cols, and (symmetric-key) digital signature schemes. This chapter examines symmetric-key
block ciphers, including both general concepts and details of specific algorithms. Public-
key block ciphers are discussed in Chapter 8.

No block cipher is ideally suited for all applications, even one offering a high level of
security. This is a result of inevitable tradeoffs required in practical applications, including
those arising from, for example, speed requirements and memory limitations (e.g., code
size, data size, cache memory), constraints imposed by implementation platforms (e.g.,
hardware, software, chipcards), and differing tolerances of applications to properties of var-
ious modes of operation. In addition, efficiency must typically be traded off against security.
Thus it is beneficial to have a number of candidate ciphers from which to draw.

Of the many block ciphers currently available, focus in this chapter is given to a sub-
set of high profile and/or well-studied algorithms. While not guaranteed to be more secure
than other published candidate ciphers (indeed, this status changes as new attacks become
known), emphasis is given to those of greatest practical interest. Among these, DES is
paramount; FEAL has received both serious commercial backing and a large amount of in-
dependent cryptographic analysis; and IDEA (originally proposed as a DES replacement) is
widely known and highly regarded. Other recently proposed ciphers of both high promise
and high profile (in part due to the reputation of their designers) are SAFER and RC5. Ad-
ditional ciphers are presented in less detail.
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Chapter outline

Basic background on block ciphers and algorithm-independent concepts are presented in¨
7.2, including modes of operation, multiple encryption, and exhaustive search techniques.

Classical ciphers and cryptanalysis thereof are addressed in
¨
7.3, including historical details

on cipher machines. Modern block ciphers covered in chronological order are DES (
¨
7.4),

FEAL (
¨
7.5), and IDEA (

¨
7.6), followed by SAFER, RC5, and other ciphers in

¨
7.7, col-

lectively illustrating a wide range of modern block cipher design approaches. Further notes,
including details on additional ciphers (e.g., Lucifer) and references for the chapter, may be
found in

¨
7.8.

7.2 Background and general concepts

Introductory material on block ciphers is followed by subsections addressing modes of op-
eration, and discussion of exhaustive key search attacks and multiple encryption.

7.2.1 Introduction to block ciphers

Block ciphers can be either symmetric-key or public-key. The main focus of this chapter is
symmetric-key block ciphers; public-key encryption is addressed in Chapter 8.

(i) Block cipher definitions

A block cipher is a function (see
¨
1.3.1) which maps © -bit plaintext blocks to © -bit cipher-

text blocks; © is called the blocklength. It may be viewed as a simple substitution cipher
with large character size. The function is parameterized by a ª -bit key « , ¬ taking values
from a subset  (the key space) of the set of all ª -bit vectors ®K¯ . It is generally assumed
that the key is chosen at random. Use of plaintext and ciphertext blocks of equal size avoids
data expansion.

To allow unique decryption, the encryption function must be one-to-one (i.e., invert-
ible). For © -bit plaintext and ciphertext blocks and a fixed key, the encryption function is
a bijection, defining a permutation on © -bit vectors. Each key potentially defines a differ-
ent bijection. The number of keys is ° h° , and the effective key size is ±³²&° h° ; this equals the
key length if all ª -bit vectors are valid keys (�´5® ¯ ). If keys are equiprobable and each
defines a different bijection, the entropy of the key space is also ±µ²O° �° .

7.1 Definition An © -bit block cipher is a function ¶¸·�®�¹�º��»¼®K¹ , such that for each
key «¾½x , ¶%¿ÁÀHÂU«wÃ is an invertible mapping (the encryption function for « ) from ®K¹
to ®�¹ , written ¶OÄ�¿ÅÀsÃ . The inverse mapping is the decryption function, denoted ÆsÄ�¿ÅÇsÃ .ÇD´I¶ Ä ¿ÁÀsÃ denotes that ciphertext Ç results from encrypting plaintext À under « .

Whereas block ciphers generally process plaintext in relatively large blocks (e.g., ©�ÈÉ`Ê
), stream ciphers typically process smaller units (see Note 6.1); the distinction, however,

is not definitive (see Remark 7.25). For plaintext messages exceeding one block in length,
various modes of operation for block ciphers are used (see

¨
7.2.2).

The most general block cipher implements every possible substitution, as per Defini-
tion 7.2. To represent the key of such an © -bit (true) random block cipher would requireË

This use of symbols Ì and Í may differ from other chapters.
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Ð³Ñ�Ò�Ó�ÔQÕµÖ%×�ÒÙØ�Ú-Û�Ü³Ý`Ý`ÖÁÓ�Ô
bits, or roughly

Ó�Ô
times the number of bits in a message block.

This excessive bitsize makes (true) random ciphers impractical. Nonetheless, it is an ac-
cepted design principle that the encryption function corresponding to a randomly selected
key should appear to be a randomly chosen invertible function.

7.2 Definition A (true) random cipher is an
Ø

-bit block cipher implementing all
Ó�ÔQÕ

bijections
on
Ó�Ô

elements. Each of the
Ó�ÔQÕ

keys specifies one such permutation.

A block cipher whose block size
Ø

is too small may be vulnerable to attacks based on
statistical analysis. One such attack involves simple frequency analysis of ciphertext blocks
(see Note 7.74). This may be thwarted by appropriate use of modes of operation (e.g., Al-
gorithm 7.13). Other such attacks are considered in Note 7.8. However, choosing too large
a value for the blocksize

Ø
may create difficulties as the complexity of implementation of

many ciphers grows rapidly with block size. In practice, consequently, for larger
Ø

, easily-
implementable functions are necessary which appear to be random (without knowledge of
the key).

An encryption function per Definition 7.1 is a deterministic mapping. Each pairing of
plaintext block Þ and key ß maps to a unique ciphertext block. In contrast, in a randomized
encryption technique (Definition 7.3; see also Remark 8.22), each

Ò ÞHàUß Ö pair is associated
with a set á&âäãæå ç%è of eligible ciphertext blocks; each time Þ is encrypted under ß , an out-
put é from a random source non-deterministically selects one of these eligible blocks. To
ensure invertibility, for every fixed key ß , the subsets á?â�ãfå ç%è over all plaintexts Þ must be
disjoint. Since the encryption function is essentially one-to-many involving an additional
parameter é (cf. homophonic substitution, ê 7.3.2), the requirement for invertibility implies
data expansion, which is a disadvantage of randomized encryption and is often unaccept-
able.

7.3 Definition A randomized encryption mapping is a function ë from a plaintext space ì Ô
to a ciphertext space ì�í , îðï Ø , drawing elements from a space of random numbers ñò ì�ó . ë is defined by ëIô<ì Ô�õ�ö�õ ñø÷ ìKí , such that for each key ßúù ö and é|ùZñ ,ë Ò ÞHàUßZà�é Ö , also written ë.ûç Ò Þ Ö , maps Þüùýì Ô to ìKí ; and an inverse (corresponding
decryption) function exists, mapping ì�í õ�ö ÷þì Ô .

(ii) Practical security and complexity of attacks

The objective of a block cipher is to provide confidentiality. The corresponding objective
of an adversary is to recover plaintext from ciphertext. A block cipher is totally broken if a
key can be found, and partially broken if an adversary is able to recover part of the plaintext
(but not the key) from ciphertext.

7.4 Note (standard assumptions) To evaluate block cipher security, it is customary to always
assume that an adversary (i) has access to all data transmitted over the ciphertext channel;
and (ii) (Kerckhoffs’ assumption) knows all details of the encryption function except the
secret key (which security consequently rests entirely upon).

Under the assumptions of Note 7.4, attacks are classified based on what information
a cryptanalyst has access to in addition to intercepted ciphertext (cf. ê 1.13.1). The most
prominent classes of attack for symmetric-key ciphers are (for a fixed key):

1. ciphertext-only – no additional information is available.
2. known-plaintext – plaintext-ciphertext pairs are available.
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226 Ch. 7 Block Ciphers

3. chosen-plaintext – ciphertexts are available corresponding to plaintexts of the adver-
sary’s choice. A variation is an adaptive chosen-plaintext attack, where the choice of
plaintexts may depend on previous plaintext-ciphertext pairs.

Additional classes of attacks are given in Note 7.6; while somewhat more hypothetical,
these are nonetheless of interest for the purposes of analysis and comparison of ciphers.

7.5 Remark (chosen-plaintext principle) It is customary to use ciphers resistant to chosen-
plaintext attack even when mounting such an attack is not feasible. A cipher secure against
chosen-plaintext attack is secure against known-plaintext and ciphertext-only attacks.

7.6 Note (chosen-ciphertext and related-key attacks) A chosen-ciphertext attack operates un-
der the following model: an adversary is allowed access to plaintext-ciphertext pairs for
some number of ciphertexts of his choice, and thereafter attempts to use this information
to recover the key (or plaintext corresponding to some new ciphertext). In a related-key at-
tack, an adversary is assumed to have access to the encryption of plaintexts under both an
unknown key and (unknown) keys chosen to have or known to have certain relationships
with this key.

With few exceptions (e.g., the one-time pad), the best available measure of security for
practical ciphers is the complexity of the best (currently) known attack. Various aspects of
such complexity may be distinguished as follows:

1. data complexity – expected number of input data units required (e.g., ciphertext).
2. storage complexity – expected number of storage units required.
3. processing complexity – expected number of operations required to process input data

and/or fill storage with data (at least one time unit per storage unit).

The attack complexity is the dominant of these (e.g., for linear cryptanalysis on DES, essen-
tially the data complexity). When parallelization is possible, processing complexity may be
divided across many processors (but not reduced), reducing attack time.

Given a data complexity of ÿ�� , an attack is always possible; this many different � -
bit blocks completely characterize the encryption function for a fixed

�
-bit key. Similarly,

given a processing complexity of ÿ�� , an attack is possible by exhaustive key search ( � 7.2.3).
Thus as a minimum, the effective key size should be sufficiently large to preclude exhaus-
tive key search, and the block size sufficiently large to preclude exhaustive data analysis.
A block cipher is considered computationally secure if these conditions hold and no known
attack has both data and processing complexity significantly less than, respectively, ÿ�� andÿ�� . However, see Note 7.8 for additional concerns related to block size.

7.7 Remark (passive vs. active complexity) For symmetric-key block ciphers, data complex-
ity is beyond the control of the adversary, and is passive complexity (plaintext-ciphertext
pairs cannot be generated by the adversary itself). Processing complexity is active com-
plexity which typically benefits from increased resources (e.g., parallelization).

7.8 Note (attacks based on small block size) Security concerns which arise if the block size� is too small include the feasibility of text dictionary attacks and matching ciphertext at-
tacks. A text dictionary may be assembled if plaintext-ciphertext pairs become known for
a fixed key. The more pairs available, the larger the dictionary and the greater the chance of
locating a random ciphertext block therein. A complete dictionary results if ÿ�� plaintext-
ciphertext pairs become known, and fewer suffice if plaintexts contain redundancy and a
non-chaining mode of encryption (such as ECB) is used. Moreover, if about ÿ����
	 such pairs
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are known, and about ����
� ciphertexts are subsequently created, then by the birthday para-
dox one expects to locate a ciphertext in the dictionary. Relatedly, from ciphertext blocks
alone, as the number of available blocks approaches ����
� , one expects to find matching ci-
phertext blocks. These may reveal partial information about the corresponding plaintexts,
depending on the mode of operation of the block cipher, and the amount of redundancy in
the plaintext.

Computational and unconditional security are discussed in � 1.13.3. Unconditional se-
curity is both unnecessary in many applications and impractical; for example, it requires
as many bits of secret key as plaintext, and cannot be provided by a block cipher used to
encrypt more than one block (due to Fact 7.9, since identical ciphertext implies matching
plaintext). Nonetheless, results on unconditional security provide insight for the design of
practical ciphers, and has motivated many of the principles of cryptographic practice cur-
rently in use (see Remark 7.10).

7.9 Fact A cipher provides perfect secrecy (unconditional security) if the ciphertext and plain-
text blocks are statistically independent.

7.10 Remark (theoretically-motivated principles) The unconditional security of the one-time-
pad motivates both additive stream ciphers (Chapter 6) and the frequent changing of cryp-
tographic keys ( � 13.3.1). Theoretical results regarding the effect of redundancy on unicity
distance (Fact 7.71) motivate the principle that for plaintext confidentiality, the plaintext
data should be as random as possible, e.g., via data-compression prior to encryption, use of
random-bit fields in message blocks, or randomized encryption (Definition 7.3). The latter
two techniques may, however, increase the data length or allow covert channels.

(iii) Criteria for evaluating block ciphers and modes of operation

Many criteria may be used for evaluating block ciphers in practice, including:

1. estimated security level. Confidence in the (historical) security of a cipher grows if it
has been subjected to and withstood expert cryptanalysis over a substantial time pe-
riod, e.g., several years or more; such ciphers are certainly considered more secure
than those which have not. This may include the performance of selected cipher com-
ponents relative to various design criteria which have been proposed or gained favor
in recent years. The amount of ciphertext required to mount practical attacks often
vastly exceeds a cipher’s unicity distance (Definition 7.69), which provides a theo-
retical estimate of the amount of ciphertext required to recover the unique encryption
key.

2. key size. The effective bitlength of the key, or more specifically, the entropy of the key
space, defines an upper bound on the security of a cipher (by considering exhaustive
search). Longer keys typically impose additional costs (e.g., generation, transmis-
sion, storage, difficulty to remember passwords).

3. throughput. Throughput is related to the complexity of the cryptographic mapping
(see below), and the degree to which the mapping is tailored to a particular imple-
mentation medium or platform.

4. block size. Block size impacts both security (larger is desirable) and complexity
(larger is more costly to implement). Block size may also affect performance, for
example, if padding is required.

5. complexity of cryptographic mapping. Algorithmic complexity affects the imple-
mentation costs both in terms of development and fixed resources (hardware gate
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228 Ch. 7 Block Ciphers

count or software code/data size), as well as real-time performance for fixed resources
(throughput). Some ciphers specifically favor hardware or software implementations.

6. data expansion. It is generally desirable, and often mandatory, that encryption does
not increase the size of plaintext data. Homophonic substitution and randomized en-
cryption techniques result in data expansion.

7. error propagation. Decryption of ciphertext containing bit errors may result in vari-
ous effects on the recovered plaintext, including propagation of errors to subsequent
plaintext blocks. Different error characteristics are acceptable in various applica-
tions. Block size (above) typically affects error propagation.

7.2.2 Modes of operation

A block cipher encrypts plaintext in fixed-size � -bit blocks (often ������� ). For messages
exceeding � bits, the simplest approach is to partition the message into � -bit blocks and
encrypt each separately. This electronic-codebook (ECB) mode has disadvantages in most
applications, motivating other methods of employing block ciphers (modes of operation)
on larger messages. The four most common modes are ECB, CBC, CFB, and OFB. These
are summarized in Figure 7.1 and discussed below.

In what follows, ��� denotes the encryption function of the block cipher � parame-
terized by key � , while ��� �� denotes decryption (cf. Definition 7.1). A plaintext message! � !

� "#"$"
!&% is assumed to consist of � -bit blocks for ECB and CBC modes (see Algo-

rithm 9.58 regarding padding), and ' -bit blocks for CFB and OFB modes for appropriate
fixed ')(*� .

(i) ECB mode

The electronic codebook (ECB) mode of operation is given in Algorithm 7.11 and illustrated
in Figure 7.1(a).

7.11 Algorithm ECB mode of operation

INPUT: + -bit key � ; � -bit plaintext blocks ! �$,#"$"#" ,
!&% .

SUMMARY: produce ciphertext blocks - �.,#"$"#"/, -
% ; decrypt to recover plaintext.

1. Encryption: for 01(*2)(43 , -65879����: ! 5�; .
2. Decryption: for 0<(42)(*3 , ! 5 79���=�� :
- 5 ; .

Properties of the ECB mode of operation:

1. Identical plaintext blocks (under the same key) result in identical ciphertext.
2. Chaining dependencies: blocks are enciphered independently of other blocks. Re-

ordering ciphertext blocks results in correspondingly re-ordered plaintext blocks.
3. Error propagation: one or more bit errors in a single ciphertext block affect decipher-

ment of that block only. For typical ciphers � , decryption of such a block is then ran-
dom (with about 50% of the recovered plaintext bits in error). Regarding bits being
deleted, see Remark 7.15.

7.12 Remark (use of ECB mode) Since ciphertext blocks are independent, malicious substi-
tution of ECB blocks (e.g., insertion of a frequently occurring block) does not affect the
decryption of adjacent blocks. Furthermore, block ciphers do not hide data patterns – iden-
tical ciphertext blocks imply identical plaintext blocks. For this reason, the ECB mode is
not recommended for messages longer than one block, or if keys are reused for more than
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Figure 7.1: Common modes of operation for an R -bit block cipher.
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a single one-block message. Security may be improved somewhat by inclusion of random
padding bits in each block.

(ii) CBC mode

The cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode of operation, specified in Algorithm 7.13 and il-
lustrated in Figure 7.1(b), involves use of an W -bit initialization vector, denoted X&Y .

7.13 Algorithm CBC mode of operation

INPUT: Z -bit key [ ; W -bit X/Y ; W -bit plaintext blocks \^]$_#`$`#`/_a\/b .
SUMMARY: produce ciphertext blocks c$]._#`$`#`/_$c6b ; decrypt to recover plaintext.

1. Encryption: cad<efX/Y . For gih*j)h*k , c6lmeon�p�q
c6l.r=]�s�\/l�t .
2. Decryption: c d efX/Y . For g<h4j)h*k , \ l e9c l.r ] sun r=]p q
c l t .

Properties of the CBC mode of operation:

1. Identical plaintexts: identical ciphertext blocks result when the same plaintext is en-
ciphered under the same key and X&Y . Changing the X&Y , key, or first plaintext block
(e.g., using a counter or random field) results in different ciphertext.

2. Chaining dependencies: the chaining mechanism causes ciphertext c l to depend on
\ l and all preceding plaintext blocks (the entire dependency on preceding blocks is,
however, contained in the value of the previous ciphertext block). Consequently, re-
arranging the order of ciphertext blocks affects decryption. Proper decryption of a
correct ciphertext block requires a correct preceding ciphertext block.

3. Error propagation: a single bit error in ciphertext block c6l affects decipherment of
blocks c6l and c6lwv ] (since \&l depends on c6l and c6l.r ] ). Block \&xl recovered from c6l
is typically totally random (50% in error), while the recovered plaintext \Vxlwv ] has bit
errors precisely where c l did. Thus an adversary may cause predictable bit changes
in \ lwv ] by altering corresponding bits of c l . See also Remark 7.14.

4. Error recovery: the CBC mode is self-synchronizing or ciphertext autokey (see Re-
mark 7.15) in the sense that if an error (including loss of one or more entire blocks)
occurs in block c6l but not c6lwv ] , c6lwvzy is correctly decrypted to \/lwvzy .

7.14 Remark (error propagation in encryption) Although CBC mode decryption recovers from
errors in ciphertext blocks, modifications to a plaintext block \ l during encryption alter all
subsequent ciphertext blocks. This impacts the usability of chaining modes for applications
requiring random read/write access to encrypted data. The ECB mode is an alternative (but
see Remark 7.12).

7.15 Remark (self-synchronizing vs. framing errors) Although self-synchronizing in the sense
of recovery from bit errors, recovery from “lost” bits causing errors in block boundaries
(framing integrity errors) is not possible in the CBC or other modes.

7.16 Remark (integrity of IV in CBC) While the X/Y in the CBC mode need not be secret, its
integrity should be protected, since malicious modification thereof allows an adversary to
make predictable bit changes to the first plaintext block recovered. Using a secret X/Y is
one method for preventing this. However, if message integrity is required, an appropriate
mechanism should be used (see { 9.6.5); encryption mechanisms typically guarantee confi-
dentiality only.
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(iii) CFB mode

While the CBC mode processes plaintext ~ bits at a time (using an ~ -bit block cipher), some
applications require that � -bit plaintext units be encrypted and transmitted without delay, for
some fixed ����~ (often ����� or ����� ). In this case, the cipher feedback (CFB) mode
may be used, as specified in Algorithm 7.17 and illustrated in Figure 7.1(c).

7.17 Algorithm CFB mode of operation (CFB-r)

INPUT: � -bit key � ; ~ -bit �/� ; � -bit plaintext blocks �^�$�#�$�#�/�a�/� ( �i�4���*~ ).
SUMMARY: produce � -bit ciphertext blocks �#�.�$�#�#�/�$�6� ; decrypt to recover plaintext.

1. Encryption: �������&� . (��� is the input value in a shift register.) For �<�����4� :
(a) ���8�9��� �¡����¢ . (Compute the block cipher output.)
(b) £
�m� the � leftmost bits of �¤� . (Assume the leftmost is identified as bit 1.)
(c) �6�m���&�¦¥§£
� . (Transmit the � -bit ciphertext block �6� .)
(d) ���w¨ �©�9ª�«¤¬J���§®�6�©¯ °z±)ª�² . (Shift �6� into right end of shift register.)

2. Decryption: ���³�f�/� . For �i�*�)�*� , upon receiving �6� :
�&�u�9�
�¦¥´£
� , where £
� , ��� and ��� are computed as above.

Properties of the CFB mode of operation:
1. Identical plaintexts: as per CBC encryption, changing the �&� results in the same

plaintext input being enciphered to a different output. The �/� need not be secret
(although an unpredictable �/� may be desired in some applications).

2. Chaining dependencies: similar to CBC encryption, the chaining mechanism causes
ciphertext block �6� to depend on both �/� and preceding plaintext blocks; consequent-
ly, re-ordering ciphertext blocks affects decryption. Proper decryption of a correct
ciphertext block requires the preceding µ¶~�·w�¦¸ ciphertext blocks to be correct (so that
the shift register contains the proper value).

3. Error propagation: one or more bit errors in any single � -bit ciphertext block �6� af-
fects the decipherment of that and the next µ¶~�·w�¦¸ ciphertext blocks (i.e., until ~ bits
of ciphertext are processed, after which the error block �6� has shifted entirely out of
the shift register). The recovered plaintext �V¹� will differ from �&� precisely in the bit
positions � � was in error; the other incorrectly recovered plaintext blocks will typi-
cally be random vectors, i.e., have 50% of bits in error. Thus an adversary may cause
predictable bit changes in � � by altering corresponding bits of � � .

4. Error recovery: the CFB mode is self-synchronizing similar to CBC, but requires
µ¶~�·.�¦¸ ciphertext blocks to recover.

5. Throughput: for �)�*~ , throughput is decreased by a factor of ~�·.� (vs. CBC) in that
each execution of � yields only � bits of ciphertext output.

7.18 Remark (CFB use of encryption only) Since the encryption function � is used for both
CFB encryption and decryption, the CFB mode must not be used if the block cipher � is a
public-key algorithm; instead, the CBC mode should be used.

7.19 Example (ISO variant of CFB) The CFB mode of Algorithm 7.17 may be modified as
follows, to allow processing of plaintext blocks (characters) whose bitsize º is less than the
bitsize � of the feedback variable (e.g., 7-bit characters using 8-bit feedback; º<�»� ). The
leftmost º (rather than � ) bits of � � are assigned to £ � ; the º -bit ciphertext character � � is
computed; the feedback variable is computed from � � by pre-prepending (on the left) ��¼�º
1-bits; the resulting � -bit feedback variable is shifted into the least significant (LS) end of
the shift register as before. ½
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(iv) OFB mode

The output feedback (OFB) mode of operation may be used for applications in which all
error propagation must be avoided. It is similar to CFB, and allows encryption of various
block sizes (characters), but differs in that the output of the encryption block function ¾
(rather than the ciphertext) serves as the feedback.

Two versions of OFB using an ¿ -bit block cipher are common. The ISO version (Fig-
ure 7.1(d) and Algorithm 7.20) requires an ¿ -bit feedback, and is more secure (Note 7.24).
The earlier FIPS version (Algorithm 7.21) allows À)Á*¿ bits of feedback.

7.20 Algorithm OFB mode with full feedback (per ISO 10116)

INPUT: Â -bit key Ã ; ¿ -bit Ä/Å ; À -bit plaintext blocks Æ^Ç$È#É$É#É/ÈaÆ/Ê ( ËiÌ4À�Ì*¿ ).
SUMMARY: produce À -bit ciphertext blocks Í#Ç.È$É#É#É/È$Í6Ê ; decrypt to recover plaintext.

1. Encryption: Ä�Ç�Î�Ä&Å . For Ë<Ì4Ï)Ì*Ð , given plaintext block Æ&Ñ :
(a) Ò�Ñ8Î9¾�Ó Ô¡Ä�Ñ�Õ . (Compute the block cipher output.)
(b) Ö Ñ Î the À leftmost bits of Ò Ñ . (Assume the leftmost is identified as bit 1.)
(c) Í6ÑmÎ�Æ&Ñ¦×§Ö
Ñ . (Transmit the À -bit ciphertext block Í6Ñ .)
(d) Ä�ÑwØ Ç©ÎoÒ�Ñ . (Update the block cipher input for the next block.)

2. Decryption: Ä Ç ÎfÄ/Å . For ËiÌ*Ï)Ì*Ð , upon receiving Í Ñ :
Æ Ñ Î9Í Ñ ×´Ö Ñ , where Ö Ñ , Ò Ñ , and Ä Ñ are computed as above.

7.21 Algorithm OFB mode with Ù -bit feedback (per FIPS 81)

INPUT: Â -bit key Ã ; ¿ -bit Ä/Å ; À -bit plaintext blocks Æ^Ç$È#É$É#É/ÈaÆ/Ê ( ËiÌ4À�Ì*¿ ).
SUMMARY: produce À -bit ciphertext blocks Í#Ç.È$É#É#É/È$Í6Ê ; decrypt to recover plaintext.
As per Algorithm 7.20, but with “Ä�ÑwØ Ç©ÎoÒ�Ñ ” replaced by:

Ä�ÑwØ Ç©ÎÛÚ�Ü³ÝGÄ�Ñ§Þ�Ö
Ñ�ß)àzá)Ú�â . (Shift output Ö
Ñ into right end of shift register.)

Properties of the OFB mode of operation:

1. Identical plaintexts: as per CBC and CFB modes, changing the Ä&Å results in the same
plaintext being enciphered to a different output.

2. Chaining dependencies: the keystream is plaintext-independent (see Remark 7.22).
3. Error propagation: one or more bit errors in any ciphertext character Í Ñ affects the

decipherment of only that character, in the precise bit position(s) Í Ñ is in error, causing
the corresponding recovered plaintext bit(s) to be complemented.

4. Error recovery: the OFB mode recovers from ciphertext bit errors, but cannot self-
synchronize after loss of ciphertext bits, which destroys alignment of the decrypting
keystream (in which case explicit re-synchronization is required).

5. Throughput: for ÀãÁä¿ , throughput is decreased as per the CFB mode. However,
in all cases, since the keystream is independent of plaintext or ciphertext, it may be
pre-computed (given the key and Ä&Å ).

7.22 Remark (changing IV in OFB) The Ä/Å , which need not be secret, must be changed if an
OFB key Ã is re-used. Otherwise an identical keystream results, and by XORing corre-
sponding ciphertexts an adversary may reduce cryptanalysis to that of a running-key cipher
with one plaintext as the running key (cf. Example 7.58 ff.).

Remark 7.18 on public-key block ciphers applies to the OFB mode as well as CFB.
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7.23 Example (counter mode) A simplification of OFB involves updating the input block as a
counter, ç�èwé ê�ë*ç�è´ì*í , rather than using feedback. This both avoids the short-cycle prob-
lem of Note 7.24, and allows recovery from errors in computing î . Moreover, it provides a
random-access property: ciphertext block ï need not be decrypted in order to decrypt block
ïEìðí . ñ

7.24 Note (OFB feedback size) In OFB with full ò -bit feedback (Algorithm 7.20), the keystre-
am is generated by the iterated function ó è ëôî�õ�ö
ó è.÷ ê$ø . Since î�õ is a permutation,
and under the assumption that for random ù , î§õ is effectively a random choice among all
ö6ú�û ø
ü permutations on ò elements, it can be shown that for a fixed (random) key and starting
value, the expected cycle length before repeating any value ó�è is about ú û ÷ ê . On the other
hand, if the number of feedback bits is ý þÿò as allowed in Algorithm 7.21, the keystream
is generated by the iteration ó¤èmë��&öGó�è.÷=ê ø for some non-permutation � which, assuming
it behaves as a random function, has an expected cycle length of about ú û���� . Consequently,
it is strongly recommended to use the OFB mode with full ò -bit feedback.

7.25 Remark (modes as stream ciphers) It is clear that both the OFB mode with full feedback
(Algorithm 7.20) and the counter mode (Example 7.23) employ a block cipher as a keystre-
am generator for a stream cipher. Similarly the CFB mode encrypts a character stream using
the block cipher as a (plaintext-dependent) keystream generator. The CBC mode may also
be considered a stream cipher with ò -bit blocks playing the role of very large characters.
Thus modes of operation allow one to define stream ciphers from block ciphers.

7.2.3 Exhaustive key search and multiple encryption

A fixed-size key defines an upper bound on the security of a block cipher, due to exhaustive
key search (Fact 7.26). While this requires either known-plaintext or plaintext containing
redundancy, it has widespread applicability since cipher operations (including decryption)
are generally designed to be computationally efficient.

A design technique which complicates exhaustive key search is to make the task of
changing cipher keys computationally expensive, while allowing encryption with a fixed
key to remain relatively efficient. Examples of ciphers with this property include the block
cipher Khufu and the stream cipher SEAL.

7.26 Fact (exhaustive key search) For an ò -bit block cipher with � -bit key, given a small num-
ber (e.g., � ö��1ì	� ø�
 ò�� ) of plaintext-ciphertext pairs encrypted under key ù , ù can be re-
covered by exhaustive key search in an expected time on the order of ú� ÷ ê operations.

Justification: Progress through the entire key space, decrypting a fixed ciphertext � with
each trial key, and discarding those keys which do not yield the known plaintext � . The
target key is among the undiscarded keys. The number of false alarms expected (non-target
keys which map � to � ) depends on the relative size of � and ò , and follows from unicity
distance arguments; additional ö���������� ø pairs suffice to discard false alarms. One expects
to find the correct key after searching half the key space.

7.27 Example (exhaustive DES key search) For DES, � ë���� , ò ë���� , and the expected re-
quirement by Fact 7.26 is ú���� decryptions and a single plaintext-ciphertext pair. ñ

If the underlying plaintext is known to contain redundancy as in Example 7.28, then
ciphertext-only exhaustive key search is possible with a relatively small number of cipher-
texts.
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7.28 Example (ciphertext-only DES key search) Suppose DES is used to encrypt 64-bit blocks
of 8 ASCII characters each, with one bit per character serving as an even parity bit. Trial
decryption with an incorrect key � yields all 8 parity bits correct with probability ���! , and
correct parity for " different blocks (each encrypted by � ) with probability �!�� $# . If this is
used as a filter over all ��%�& keys, the expected number of unfiltered incorrect keys is ��%�&�'��( $# .
For most practical purposes, "*)�+�, suffices. -

(i) Cascades of ciphers and multiple encryption

If a block cipher is susceptible to exhaustive key search (due to inadequate keylength), en-
cipherment of the same message block more than once may increase security. Various such
techniques for multiple encryption of . -bit messages are considered here. Once defined,
they may be extended to messages exceeding one block by using standard modes of oper-
ation ( / 7.2.2), with 0 denoting multiple rather than single encryption.

7.29 Definition A cascade cipher is the concatenation of 1324� block ciphers (called stages),
each with independent keys. Plaintext is input to first stage; the output of stage 5 is input to
stage 5768+ ; and the output of stage 1 is the cascade’s ciphertext output.

In the simplest case, all stages in a cascade cipher have 9 -bit keys, and the stage in-
puts and outputs are all . -bit quantities. The stage ciphers may differ (general cascade of
ciphers), or all be identical (cascade of identical ciphers).

7.30 Definition Multiple encryption is similar to a cascade of 1 identical ciphers, but the stage
keys need not be independent, and the stage ciphers may be either a block cipher 0 or its
corresponding decryption function :;)<0=��> .

Two important cases of multiple encryption are double and triple encryption, as illus-
trated in Figure 7.2 and defined below.

? ?@

?BADC�E ?FAHGIE ?BAKJIE

LNM L�O

P

(b) triple encryption (Q CSR Q J for two-key variant)

LNM LUT

LVT

(a) double encryption

W

plaintextX

plaintextX

ciphertext

ciphertext

Y

Y

Figure 7.2: Multiple encryption.

7.31 Definition Double encryption is defined as 0[Z]\S^_)�0 LUT Z�0 LNM Z`\7^a^ , where 0 L denotes a
block cipher 0 with key � .
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7.32 Definition Triple encryption is defined as dfe]g7hji�dlknmpoqUr e�dlk stoqUu e�dlk]v�oqNw e`g7hah�h , where d=kHxyoq de-
notes either d q or z q i�d={ vq . The case d[e]gSh|i�d q r e�z q u e�d q w e`g7hah�h is called E-D-E
triple-encryption; the subcase } v i<} m is often called two-key triple-encryption.

Independent stage keys } v and } s are typically used in double encryption. In triple
encryption (Definition 7.32), to save on key management and storage costs, dependent stage
keys are often used. E-D-E triple-encryption with } v i~} s i<} m is backwards compati-
ble with (i.e., equivalent to) single encryption.

(ii) Meet-in-the-middle attacks on multiple encryption

A naive exhaustive key search attack on double encryption tries all � sy� key pairs. The attack
of Fact 7.33 reduces time from � s$� , at the cost of substantial space.

7.33 Fact For a block cipher with a � -bit key, a known-plaintext meet-in-the-middle attack de-
feats double encryption using on the order of � � operations and � � storage.

Justification (basic meet-in-the-middle): Noting Figure 7.2(a), given a e����(�|h pair, com-
pute ����i�d��Ie��|h under all � � possible key values } v i4� ; store all pairs e����I�I�yh , sorted
or indexed on ��� (e.g., using conventional hashing). Decipher � under all � � possible val-
ues } s i�� , and for each pair e�� x ����h where � x i�z x e��|h , check for hits � x i����
against entries ��� in the first table. (This can be done creating a second sorted table, or
simply checking each � x entry as generated.) Each hit identifies a candidate solution key
pair e]������h , since d � e��|h�i<��i<z x e��|h . Using a second known-plaintext pair e�����������h (cf.
Fact 7.35), discard candidate key pairs which do not map ��� to ��� .

A concept analogous to unicity distance for ciphertext-only attack (Definition 7.69) can
be defined for known-plaintext key search, based on the following strategy. Select a key;
check if it is consistent with a given set (history) of plaintext-ciphertext pairs; if so, label
the key a hit. A hit that is not the target key is a false key hit.

7.34 Definition The number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs required to uniquely determine a key
under a known-plaintext key search is the known-plaintext unicity distance. This is the
smallest integer � such that a history of length � makes false key hits improbable.

Using Fact 7.35, the (known-plaintext) unicity distance of a cascade of � random ci-
phers can be estimated. Less than one false hit is expected when ���4�����y� .

7.35 Fact For an � -stage cascade of random block ciphers with � -bit blocks and � -bit keys, the
expected number of false key hits for a history of length � is about ��� � {���� .

Fact 7.35 holds with respect to random block ciphers defined as follows (cf. Defini-
tions 7.2 and 7.70): given � and � , of the possible e�� � h�� permutations on � � elements,
choose � � randomly and with equal probabilities, and associate these with the � � keys.

7.36 Example (meet-in-the-middle – double-DES) Applying Fact 7.33 to DES (�	i ��¡ , �¢i£ � ), the number of candidate key pairs expected for one e����(�|h pair is ��¤�¥¦i§� �l¨ � � ��� � ,
and the likelihood of a false key pair satisfying a second e����©�����ªh sample is � { v`« i¬�(¤�¥��� � .
Thus with high probability, two e������|h pairs suffice for key determination. This agrees with
the unicity distance estimate of Fact 7.35: for �®i¬� , a history of length ��i4� yields � { v`«
expected false key hits. ¯
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A naive exhaustive attack on all key pairs in double-DES uses °±�±]² time and negligi-
ble space, while the meet-in-the-middle attack (Fact 7.33) requires °�³�´ time and °�³�´ space.
Note 7.37 illustrates that the latter can be modified to yield a time-memory trade-off at any
point between these two extremes, with the time-memory product essentially constant at
°±�±]² (e.g., °!µ]² time, °�¶�· space).

7.37 Note (time-memory tradeoff – double-encryption) In the attack of Example 7.36, memory
may be reduced (from tables of ° ³�´ entries) by independently guessing ¸ bits of each of ¹ ± ,¹ ² (for any fixed ¸ , º¼»¬¸|»<½ ). The tables then each have °�¾�¿ÁÀ entries (fixing ¸ key bits
eliminates °pÀ entries), but the attack must be run over °�ÀÃÂ�°�À pairs of such tables to allow all
possible key pairs. The memory requirement is °ÄÂª°�¾�¿ÁÀ entries (each ÅVÆÇ½ÉÈF¸ bits, omitting
¸ fixed key bits), while time is on the order of °(²$À�Âª°p¾�¿�ÀNÊ�°�¾�Ë�À . The time-memory product
is ° ²y¾�Ë�± .

7.38 Note (generalized meet-in-the-middle trade-off ) Variations of Note 7.37 allow time-space
tradeoffs for meet-in-the-middle key search on any concatenation of ÌÎÍ4° ciphers. For Ì
even, meeting between the first and last Ì�Ï�° stages results in requirements on the order of
°BÂÐ°ÑK¾�Ò�Ó�²pÔª¿�À space and °ÑH¾�Ò�Ó�²pÔ]ËÁÀ time, ºÕ»Ö¸×»�½ÁÌjÏ�° . For Ì odd, meeting after the
first Ø�ÌÙÈ3Ú�Û�Ï�° and before the last Ø�ÌÇÆÎÚ�Û�Ï�° stages results in requirements on the order of
°VÂp°�¾�ÑKÒÉ¿�±�ÔHÓ�²�¿[À space and °�¾�ÑKÒ�Ë�±�ÔHÓ�²�Ë[À time, Úf»4¸Ü»Õ½�Ø�Ì�ÈÝÚ�Û�Ï�° .

For a block cipher with ½ -bit key, a naive attack on two-key triple encryption (Defini-
tion 7.32) involves trying all ° ²$¾ key pairs. Fact 7.39 notes a chosen-plaintext alternative.

7.39 Fact For an Å -bit block cipher with ½ -bit key, two-key triple encryption may be defeated
by a chosen-plaintext attack requiring on the order of °�¾ of each of the following: cipher
operations, words of Ø]ÅfÆÞ½�Û -bit storage, and plaintext-ciphertext pairs with plaintexts cho-
sen.

Justification (chosen-plaintext attack on two-key triple-encryption): Using °p¾ chosen plain-
texts, two-key triple encryption may be reduced to double-encryption as follows. Noting
Figure 7.2(b), focus on the case where the result after the first encryption stage is the all-
zero vector ßàÊ¬º . For all ° ¾ values ¹ ± Ê×á , compute âäãåÊ�æ ¿�±ã Ø�ßUÛ . Submit each result-
ing â ã as a chosen plaintext, obtaining the corresponding ciphertext ç ã . For each, computeè ã Ê<æ ¿É±ã Ø�ç ã Û , representing an intermediate result

è
after the second of three encryption

stages. Note that the values â ã also represent candidate values
è

. Sort the values âÃé and
è é

in a table (using standard hashing for efficiency). Identify the keys corresponding to pairs
âÃé=Ê è ã as candidate solution key pairs ¹ ± Ê¬á , ¹ ² Ê�ê to the given problem. Confirm
these by testing each key pair on a small number of additional known plaintext-ciphertext
pairs as required.

While generally impractical due to the storage requirement, the attack of Fact 7.39 is
referred to as a certificational attack on two-key triple encryption, demonstrating it to be
weaker than triple encryption. This motivates consideration of triple-encryption with three
independent keys, although a penalty is a third key to manage.

Fact 7.40, stated specifically for DES (ÅëÊ�ì�í , ½3Ê�î�ì ), indicates that for the price
of additional computation, the memory requirement in Fact 7.39 may be reduced and the
chosen-plaintext condition relaxed to known-plaintext. The attack, however, appears im-
practical even with extreme parallelization; for example, for ïñðÉòÜÊ�í�º , the number of op-
erations is still °�ó�· .
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7.40 Fact If ö known plaintext-ciphertext pairs are available, an attack on two-key triple-DES
requires ÷|ø`ö�ù space and úû`ü�ý�þ!ÿ � � operations.

(iii) Multiple-encryption modes of operation

In contrast to the single modes of operation in Figure 7.1, multiple modes are variants of
multiple encryption constructed by concatenating selected single modes. For example, the
combination of three single-mode CBC operations provides triple-inner-CBC; an alterna-
tive is triple-outer-CBC, the composite operation of triple encryption (per Definition 7.32)
with one outer ciphertext feedback after the sequential application of three single-ECB op-
erations. With replicated hardware, multiple modes such as triple-inner-CBC may be pipe-
lined allowing performance comparable to single encryption, offering an advantage over
triple-outer-CBC. Unfortunately (Note 7.41), they are often less secure.

7.41 Note (security of triple-inner-CBC) Many multiple modes of operation are weaker than
the corresponding multiple-ECB mode (i.e., multiple encryption operating as a black box
with only outer feedbacks), and in some cases multiple modes (e.g., ECB-CBC-CBC) are
not significantly stronger than single encryption. In particular, under some attacks triple-
inner-CBC is significantly weaker than triple-outer-CBC; against other attacks based on the
block size (e.g., Note 7.8), it appears stronger.

(iv) Cascade ciphers

Counter-intuitively, it is possible to devise examples whereby cascading of ciphers (Def-
inition 7.29) actually reduces security. However, Fact 7.42 holds under a wide variety of
attack models and meaningful definitions of “breaking”.

7.42 Fact A cascade of � (independently keyed) ciphers is at least as difficult to break as the
first component cipher. Corollary: for stage ciphers which commute (e.g., additive stream
ciphers), a cascade is at least as strong as the strongest component cipher.

Fact 7.42 does not apply to product ciphers consisting of component ciphers which may
have dependent keys (e.g., two-key triple-encryption); indeed, keying dependencies across
stages may compromise security entirely, as illustrated by a two-stage cascade wherein the
components are two binary additive stream ciphers using an identical keystream – in this
case, the cascade output is the original plaintext.

Fact 7.42 may suggest the following practical design strategy: cascade a set of key-
stream generators each of which relies on one or more different design principles. It is not
clear, however, if this is preferable to one large keystream generator which relies on a single
principle. The cascade may turn out to be less secure for a fixed set of parameters (number
of key bits, block size), since ciphers built piecewise may often be attacked piecewise.

7.3 Classical ciphers and historical development

The term classical ciphers refers to encryption techniques which have become well-known
over time, and generally created prior to the second half of the twentieth century (in some
cases, many hundreds of years earlier). Many classical techniques are variations of sim-
ple substitution and simple transposition. Some techniques that are not technically block
ciphers are also included here for convenience and context.
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Classical ciphers and techniques are presented under
�
7.3 for historical and pedagogi-

cal reasons only. They illustrate important basic principles and common pitfalls. However,
since these techniques are neither sophisticated nor secure against current cryptanalytic ca-
pabilities, they are not generally suitable for practical use.

7.3.1 Transposition ciphers (background)

For a simple transposition cipher with fixed period � , encryption involves grouping the
plaintext into blocks of � characters, and applying to each block a single permutation � on
the numbers 1 through � . More precisely, the ciphertext corresponding to plaintext block���	��
��������� is � �������������	� ����
! �����"� ���#�� . The encryption key is � , which implic-
itly defines � ; the key space $ has cardinality ��% for a given value � . Decryption involves
use of the permutation & which inverts � . The above corresponds to Definition 1.32.

The mathematical notation obscures the simplicity of the encryption procedure, as is
evident from Example 7.43.

7.43 Example (simple transposition) Consider a simple transposition cipher with � �(' and
� �)�*',+,-/.,0213� . The message �4� CAESAR is encrypted to � � RSCEAA. Decryption
uses the inverse permutation & �5�*.6'7+61807-3� . The transposition may be represented by
a two-row matrix with the second indicating the position to which the element indexed by
the corresponding number of the first is mapped to:


:9<;>=<?>@;<@<=>9<?A
 . Encryption may be done
by writing a block of plaintext under headings “ .B'C+D1C0B- ”, and then reading off the
characters under the headings in numerical order. E

7.44 Note (terminology: transposition vs. permutation) While the term “transposition” is tra-
ditionally used to describe a transposition cipher, the mapping of Example 7.43 may alter-
nately be called a permutation on the set F -3G�13G������HG�'JI . The latter terminology is used, for
example, in substitution-permutation networks, and in DES (

�
7.4).

A mnemonic keyword may be used in place of a key, although this may seriously de-
crease the key space entropy. For example, for K �L' , the keyword “CIPHER” could be
used to specify the column ordering 1, 5, 4, 2, 3, 6 (by alphabetic priority).

7.45 Definition Sequential composition of two or more simple transpositions with respective
periods � 
 G � 9 G������MG �*N is called a compound transposition.

7.46 Fact The compound transposition of Definition 7.45 is equivalent to a simple transposition
of period � �PORQ�S6� � 
 G������G �*N � .

7.47 Note (recognizing simple transposition) Although simple transposition ciphers alter de-
pendencies between consecutive characters, they are easily recognized because they pre-
serve the frequency distribution of each character.

7.3.2 Substitution ciphers (background)

This section considers the following types of classical ciphers: simple (or mono-alphabetic)
substitution, polygram substitution, and homophonic substitution. The difference between
codes and ciphers is also noted. Polyalphabetic substitution ciphers are considered in

�
7.3.3.
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(i) Mono-alphabetic substitution

Suppose the ciphertext and plaintext character sets are the same. Let VXWYV�Z[V]\�V]^`_�_�_
be a plaintext message consisting of juxtaposed characters V�acbed , where d is some fixed
character alphabet such as dfWXgihkj�l7j�_�_�_Mj�m/n . A simple substitution cipher or mono-
alphabetic substitution cipher employs a permutation o over d , with encryption mappingp`q�r V�stW5o r V Z s*o r V \ s*o r V ^ su_�_�_ . Here juxtaposition indicates concatenation (rather than
multiplication), and o r V a s is the character to which V a is mapped by o . This corresponds
to Definition 1.27.

7.48 Example (trivial shift cipher/Caesar cipher) A shift cipher is a simple substitution cipher
with the permutation o constrained to an alphabetic shift through v characters for some fixed
v . More precisely, if w dxwyW{z , and V a is associated with the integer value | , }�~�|t~)z���� ,
then � a W�o r V a s/W�V a>� v8�6����z . The decryption mapping is defined by � r � a s/W�� a �
v7�6�J��z . For English text, z�W)�3� , and characters A through Z are associated with integers
} through �y� . For v]W�� , the message V�W HAL is encrypted to �/W IBM. According to
folklore, Julius Caesar used the key v8W)� . �

The shift cipher can be trivially broken because there are only z�W�w dxw keys (e.g., z�W
�y� ) to exhaustively search. A similar comment holds for affine ciphers (Example 7.49).
More generally, see Fact 7.68.

7.49 Example (affine cipher – historical) The affine cipher on a 26-letter alphabet is defined by
o�� r�� s`W{� � ��� �6�J�6�y� , where }�~P��j � ~��y� . The key is

r �Jj � s . Ciphertext �tW{o�� r � s is
decrypted using ��� r �¡s�W r �c� � s*�£¢ Z �6�J�6�y� , with the necessary and sufficient condition
for invertibility that ¤y¥�� r �Jj��3�ys¦W)� . Shift ciphers are a subclass defined by ��WP� . �

7.50 Note (recognizing simple substitution) Mono-alphabetic substitution alters the frequency
of individual plaintext characters, but does not alter the frequency distribution of the overall
character set. Thus, comparing ciphertext character frequencies to a table of expected letter
frequencies (unigram statistics) in the plaintext language allows associations between ci-
phertext and plaintext characters. (E.g., if the most frequent plaintext character X occurred
twelve times, then the ciphertext character that X maps to will occur twelve times).

(ii) Polygram substitution

A simple substitution cipher substitutes for single plaintext letters. In contrast, polygram
substitution ciphers involve groups of characters being substituted by other groups of char-
acters. For example, sequences of two plaintext characters (digrams) may be replaced by
other digrams. The same may be done with sequences of three plaintext characters (tri-
grams), or more generally using § -grams.

In full digram substitution over an alphabet of 26 characters, the key may be any of the
�y� \ digrams, arranged in a table with row and column indices corresponding to the first and
second characters in the digram, and the table entries being the ciphertext digrams substi-
tuted for the plaintext pairs. There are then

r �y� \ s©¨ keys.

7.51 Example (Playfair cipher – historical) A digram substitution may be defined by arrang-
ing the characters of a 25-letter alphabet (ª and « are equated) in a �¬x� matrix ® . Adja-
cent plaintext characters are paired. The pair

r ¯ Z j ¯ \ s is replaced by the digram
r � ^ j���°3s as

follows. If
¯ Z and

¯ \ are in distinct rows and columns, they define the corners of a subma-
trix (possibly ® itself), with the remaining corners � ^ and ��° ; � ^ is defined as the character
in the same column as

¯ Z . If
¯ Z and

¯ \ are in a common row, � ^ is defined as the charac-
ter immediately to the right of

¯ Z and �"° that immediately right of
¯ \ (the first column is
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viewed as being to the right of the last). If ±² and ±�³ are in the same column, the charac-
ters immediately (circularly) below them are ´"µ and ´�¶ . If ±²t·�±�³ , an infrequent plaintext
character (e.g., ¸ ) is inserted between them and the plaintext is re-grouped. While crypt-
analysis based on single character frequencies fails for the Playfair cipher (each letter may
be replaced by any other), cryptanalysis employing digram frequencies succeeds. ¹

The key for a Playfair cipher is the º�»Bº square. A mnemonic aid may be used to
more easily remember the square. An example is the use of a meaningful keyphrase, with
repeated letters deleted and the remaining alphabet characters included alphabetically at the
end. The keyphrase “PLAYFAIR IS A DIGRAM CIPHER” would define a square with
rows PLAYF, IRSDG, MCHEB, KNOQT, VWXYZ. To avoid the trailing characters always
being from the end of the alphabet, a further shift cipher (Example 7.48) could be applied
to the resulting 25-character string.

Use of keyphrases may seriously reduce the key space entropy. This effect is reduced
if the keyphrase is not directly written into the square. For example, the non-repeated key-
phrase characters might be written into an 8-column rectangle (followed by the remaining
alphabet letters), the trailing columns being incomplete. The 25-character string obtained
by reading the columns vertically is then used to fill the º8»]º square row by row.

7.52 Example (Hill cipher – historical) An ¼ -gram substitution may be defined using an in-
vertible ¼�»e¼ matrix ½Y·¿¾ÁÀÃÂ as the key to map an ¼ -character plaintext Ä�²Å�Å�Å[Ä�Æ to a
ciphertext ¼ -gram ´©ÀÇ· ÆÂ¡È<² ¾ÁÀÃÂ*Ä�Â , É�·{Ê3Ë�Å�Å�ÅË"¼ . Decryption involves using ½/Ì ² . Here
characters A–Z, for example, are associated with integers 0–25. This polygram substitution
cipher is a linear transformation, and falls under known-plaintext attack. ¹
(iii) Homophonic substitution

The idea of homophonic substitution, introduced in Í 1.5, is for each fixed key Î to asso-
ciate with each plaintext unit (e.g., character) Ä a set ÏcÐ*Î£Ë"Ä�Ñ of potential corresponding
ciphertext units (generally all of common size). To encrypt Ä under Î , randomly choose
one element from this set as the ciphertext. To allow decryption, for each fixed key this
one-to-many encryption function must be injective on ciphertext space. Homophonic sub-
stitution results in ciphertext data expansion.

In homophonic substitution, ÒÓÏ�Ð!Î£Ë�Ä�Ñ!Ò should be proportional to the frequency of Ä in
the message space. The motivation is to smooth out obvious irregularities in the frequency
distribution of ciphertext characters, which result from irregularities in the plaintext fre-
quency distribution when simple substitution is used.

While homophonic substitution complicates cryptanalysis based on simple frequency
distribution statistics, sufficient ciphertext may nonetheless allow frequency analysis, in
conjunction with additional statistical properties of plaintext manifested in the ciphertext.
For example, in long ciphertexts each element of Ï�Ð*ÎuË�Ä�Ñ will occur roughly the same num-
ber of times. Digram distributions may also provide information.

(iv) Codes vs. ciphers

A technical distinction is made between ciphers and codes. Ciphers are encryption tech-
niques which are applied to plaintext units (bits, characters, or blocks) independent of their
semantic or linguistic meaning; the result is called ciphertext. In contrast, cryptographic
codes operate on linguistic units such as words, groups of words, or phrases, and substitute
(replace) these by designated words, letter groups, or number groups called codegroups.
The key is a dictionary-like codebook listing plaintext units and their corresponding code-
groups, indexed by the former; a corresponding codebook for decoding is reverse-indexed.

c
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When there is potential ambiguity, codes in this context (vs. ciphers) may be qualified
as cryptographic codebooks, to avoid confusion with error-correcting codes (EC-codes)
used to detect and/or correct non-malicious errors and authentication codes (A-codes, or
MACs as per Definition 9.7) which provide data origin authentication.

Several factors suggest that codes may be more difficult to break than ciphers: the key
(codebook) is vastly larger than typical cipher keys; codes may result in data compression
(cf. Fact 7.71); and statistical analysis is complicated by the large plaintext unit block size
(cf. Note 7.74). Opposing this are several major disadvantages: the coding operation not
being easily automated (relative to an algorithmic mapping); and identical encryption of re-
peated occurrences of plaintext units implies susceptibility to known-plaintext attacks, and
allows frequency analysis based on observed traffic. This implies a need for frequent rekey-
ing (changing the codebook), which is both more costly and inconvenient. Consequently,
codes are not commonly used to secure modern telecommunications.

7.3.3 Polyalphabetic substitutions and Vigenère ciphers
(historical)
A simple substitution cipher involves a single mapping of the plaintext alphabet onto ci-
phertext characters. A more complex alternative is to use different substitution mappings
(called multiple alphabets) on various portions of the plaintext. This results in so-called
polyalphabetic substitution (also introduced in Definition 1.30). In the simplest case, the
different alphabets are used sequentially and then repeated, so the position of each plain-
text character in the source string determines which mapping is applied to it. Under different
alphabets, the same plaintext character is thus encrypted to different ciphertext characters,
precluding simple frequency analysis as per mono-alphabetic substitution ( Ö 7.3.5).

The simple Vigenère cipher is a polyalphabetic substitution cipher, introduced in Ex-
ample 1.31. The definition is repeated here for convenience.

7.53 Definition A simple Vigenère cipher of period × , over an Ø -character alphabet, involves
a × -character key Ù�Ú�Ù�Û�Ü�Ü�Ü�ÙÞÝ . The mapping of plaintext ßáà�ß�Ú[ß]Û�ß]â`Ü�Ü�Ü to ciphertextã à ã Ú ã Û ã â�Ü�Ü�Ü is defined on individual characters by ã*ä àBß äiå Ù ä¦æ6çJè Ø , where subscripté

in Ù ä is taken modulo × (the key is re-used).

The simple Vigenère uses × shift ciphers (see Example 7.48), defined by × shift values
Ù ä , each specifying one of Ø (mono-alphabetic) substitutions; Ù ä is used on the characters
in position

é
,
é å Ø , é å)ê Ø , ÜÃÜRÜ . In general, each of the × substitutions is different; this is

referred to as using × alphabets rather than a single substitution mapping. The shift cipher
(Example 7.48) is a simple Vigenère with period ×Aà{ë .

7.54 Example (Beaufort variants of Vigenère) Compared to the simple Vigenère mapping ã ä à
ß ä å Ù ä æ6ç�è Ø , the Beaufort cipher has ã ä à�Ù äMì ß ä æ6çJè Ø , and is its own inverse. The
variant Beaufort has encryption mapping ã ä àBß äMì Ù ä æ6ç�è Ø . í

7.55 Example (compound Vigenère) The compound Vigenère has encryption mapping ã ä à
ß ä åDî Ù Úä å Ù Ûä åCï�ï�ïÞå Ù3ðä�ñ æ6çJè Ø , where in general the keys Ùyò , ë�ó�ô6ó�õ , have distinct
periods × ò , and the subscript

é
in Ù òä , indicating the

é
th character of Ùyò , is taken modulo × ò .

This corresponds to the sequential application of õ simple Vigenères, and is equivalent to a
simple Vigenère of period öÃ÷ æ8î ×�Ú�ø�Ü�Ü�Ü<ø�× ð ñ . í
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7.56 Example (single mixed alphabet Vigenère) A simple substitution mapping defined by a
general permutation ù (not restricted to an alphabetic shift), followed by a simple Vigenère,
is defined by the mapping ú©û¦ü�ùÞý�þ�û�ÿ����Þû����	��
 , with inverse þ û�ü)ù����ý*ú©û����Þû"ÿ����	��
 .
An alternative is a simple Vigenère followed by a simple substitution: ú©û�ü)ùÞý�þ�û����Þû����	�

Þÿ , with inverse þ û ü�ù����ý!ú û ÿ���� û ���	��
 . �

7.57 Example (full Vigenère) In a simple Vigenère of period � , replace the mapping defined by
the shift value � û (for shifting character þ û ) by a general permutation ù û of the alphabet. The
result is the substitution mapping ú û ü)ù û ý þ û ÿ , where the subscript � in ù û is taken modulo
� . The key consists of � permutations ù ��������� � ù"! � �

7.58 Example (running-key Vigenère) If the keystream �Þû of a simple Vigenère is as long as
the plaintext, the cipher is called a running-key cipher. For example, the key may be mean-
ingful text from a book. �

While running-key ciphers prevent cryptanalysis by the Kasiski method ( # 7.3.5), if the
key has redundancy, cryptanalysis exploiting statistical imbalances may nonetheless suc-
ceed. For example, when encrypting plaintext English characters using a meaningful text
as a running key, cryptanalysis is possible based on the observation that a significant pro-
portion of ciphertext characters results from the encryption of high-frequency running text
characters with high-frequency plaintext characters.

7.59 Fact A running-key cipher can be strengthened by successively enciphering plaintext un-
der two or more distinct running keys. For typical English plaintext and running keys, it
can be shown that iterating four such encipherments appears unbreakable.

7.60 Definition An auto-key cipher is a cipher wherein the plaintext itself serves as the key
(typically subsequent to the use of an initial priming key).

7.61 Example (auto-key Vigenère) In a running-key Vigenère (Example 7.58) with an 
 -char-
acter alphabet, define a priming key �7ü$� � ��% ����� � ! . Plaintext characters þ�û are encrypted
as ú©û7ü�þ�û��&�Þû����	��
 for ')(*�+(*� (simplest case: � ü,' ). For �.-/� , ú©û�ü(ý þ û��
þ û � ! ÿ����	��
 . An alternative involving more keying material is to replace the simple shift
by a full Vigenère with permutations ù¡û , '0(1�2(3
 , defined by the key ��û or character þ û :
for '4(5�6(1� , ú©û¦ü�ù87�9[ý þ û©ÿ , and for �6-5� , ú©ûÇü{ù":;9=<?>"ý�þ�û"ÿ . �

An alternative to Example 7.61 is to auto-key a cipher using the resulting ciphertext
as the key: for example, for �+-@� , ú©û8ü ý þ û��{ú*û � ! ÿA�0�	�B
 . This, however, is far less
desirable, as it provides an eavesdropping cryptanalyst the key itself.

7.62 Example (Vernam viewed as a Vigenère) Consider a simple Vigenère defined by ú©û�ü
þ û �3� û ���	��
 . If the keystream is truly random and independent – as long as the plain-
text and never repeated (cf. Example 7.58) – this yields the unconditionally secure Vernam
cipher (Definition 1.39; # 6.1.1), generalized from a binary to an arbitrary alphabet. �

7.3.4 Polyalphabetic cipher machines and rotors (historical)

The Jefferson cylinder is a deceptively simple device which implements a polyalphabetic
substitution cipher; conceived in the late 18th century, it had remarkable cryptographic
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strength for its time. Polyalphabetic substitution ciphers implemented by a class of rotor-
based machines were the dominant cryptographic tool in World War II. Such machines, in-
cluding the Enigma machine and those of Hagelin, have an alphabet which changes con-
tinuously for a very long period before repeating; this provides protection against Kasiski
analysis and methods based on the index of coincidence ( E 7.3.5).

(i) Jefferson cylinder

The Jefferson cylinder (Figure 7.3) implements a polyalphabetic substitution cipher while
avoiding complex machinery, extensive user computations, and Vigenère tableaus. A solid
cylinder 6 inches long is sliced into 36 disks. A rod inserted through the cylinder axis allows
the disks to rotate. The periphery of each disk is divided into 26 parts. On each disk, the
letters A–Z are inscribed in a (different) random ordering. Plaintext messages are encrypted
in 36-character blocks. A reference bar is placed along the cylinder’s length. Each of the
36 wheels is individually rotated to bring the appropriate character (matching the plaintext
block) into position along the reference line. The 25 other parallel reference positions then
each define a ciphertext, from which (in an early instance of randomized encryption) one is
selected as the ciphertext to transmit.

A
S

Q
B

N

R C R L
X

S

T F R F
I

K D L M O
J E H Y

P

O W S Z

Figure 7.3: The Jefferson cylinder.

The second party possesses a cylinder with identically marked and ordered disks (1–
36). The ciphertext is decrypted by rotating each of the 36 disks to obtain characters along
a fixed reference line matching the ciphertext. The other 25 reference positions are exam-
ined for a recognizable plaintext. If the original message is not recognizable (e.g., random
data), both parties agree beforehand on an index 1 through 25 specifying the offset between
plaintext and ciphertext lines.

To accommodate plaintext digits 0–9 without extra disk sections, each digit is per-
manently assigned to one of 10 letters (a,e,i,o,u,y and f,l,r,s) which is encrypted as above
but annotated with an overhead dot, identifying that the procedure must be reversed. Re-
ordering disks (1 through 36) alters the polyalphabetic substitution key. The number of pos-
sible orderings is F?G?HJIKF�LNM?OQP.R?S�TVU . Changing the ordering of letters on each disk affords
O?W?H further mappings (per disk), but is more difficult in practice.

(ii) Rotor-based machines – technical overview

A simplified generic rotor machine (Figure 7.4) consists of a number of rotors (wired code-
wheels) each implementing a different fixed mono-alphabetic substitution, mapping a char-
acter at its input face to one on its output face. A plaintext character input to the first rotor
generates an output which is input to the second rotor, and so on, until the final ciphertext
character emerges from the last. For fixed rotor positions, the bank of rotors collectively
implements a mono-alphabetic substitution which is the composition of the substitutions
defined by the individual rotors.

To provide polyalphabetic substitution, the encipherment of each plaintext character
causes various rotors to move. The simplest case is an odometer-like movement, with a
single rotor stepped until it completes a full revolution, at which time it steps the adjacent
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A

B

C

D
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plaintext

E

A

B

C

D ciphertext

Figure 7.4: A rotor-based machine.

rotor one position, and so on. Stepping a rotor changes the mono-alphabetic substitution
it defines (the active mapping). More precisely, each rotor X6Y effects a mono-alphabetic
substitution Z Y . X Y can rotate into [ Y positions (e.g., [ Y�\^]�_ ). When offset ` places from a
reference setting, X Y maps input a to Z Ycb aed.`gfihj` , where both the input to Z Y and the final
output are reduced mod 26.

The cipher key is defined by the mono-alphabetic substitutions determined by the fixed
wheel wirings and initial rotor positions. Re-arranging the order of rotors provides addi-
tional variability. Providing a machine with more rotors than necessary for operation at
any one time allows further keying variation (by changing the active rotors).

7.63 Fact Two properties of rotor machines desirable for security-related reasons are: (1) long
periods; and (2) state changes which are almost all “large”.

The second property concerns the motion of rotors relative to each other, so that the
sub-mappings between rotor faces change when the state changes. Rotor machines with
odometer-like state changes fail to achieve this second property.

7.64 Note (rotor machine output methods) Rotor machines were categorized by their method of
providing ciphertext output. In indicating machines, ciphertext output characters are indi-
cated by means such as lighted lamps or displayed characters in output apertures. In print-
ing machines, ciphertext is printed or typewritten onto an output medium such as paper.
With on-line machines, output characters are produced in electronic form suitable for di-
rect transmission over telecommunications media.

(iii) Rotor-based machines – historical notes

A number of individuals are responsible for the development of early machines based on ro-
tor principles. In 1918, the American E.H. Hebern built the first rotor apparatus, based on an
earlier typewriting machine modified with wired connections to generate a mono-alphabetic
substitution. The output was originally by lighted indicators. The first rotor patent was filed
in 1921, the year Hebern Electric Code, Inc. became the first U.S. cipher machine company
(and first to bankrupt in 1926). The U.S. Navy (circa 1929-1930 and some years thereafter)
used a number of Hebern’s five-rotor machines.

In October 1919, H.A. Koch filed Netherlands patent no.10,700 (“Geheimschrijfma-
chine” – secret writing machine), demonstrating a deep understanding of rotor principles;
no machine was built. In 1927, the patent rights were assigned to A. Scherbius.

The German inventor Scherbius built a rotor machine called the Enigma. Model A was
replaced by Model B with typewriter output, and a portable Model C with indicator lamps.
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The company set up in 1923 dissolved in 1934, but thereafter the Germans used the portable
battery-powered Enigma, including for critical World War II operations.

In October 1919, three days after Koch, A.G. Damm filed Swedish patent no.52,279 de-
scribing a double-rotor device. His firm was joined by the Swede, B. Hagelin, whose 1925
modification yielded the B-21 rotor machine (with indicating lamps) used by the Swedish
army. The B-21 had keywheels with varying number of teeth or gears, each of which was
associated with a settable two-state pin. The period of the resulting polyalphabetic substi-
tution was the product of the numbers of keywheel pins; the key was defined by the state of
each pin and the initial keywheel positions. Hagelin later produced other models: B-211 (a
printing machine); a more compact (phone-sized) model C-36 for the French in 1934; and
based on alterations suggested by Friedman and others, model C-48 (of which over m?n�o;o�o?o
were produced) which was called M-209 when used by the U.S. Army as a World War II
field cipher. His 1948 Swiss factory later produced: model C-52, a strengthened version of
M-209 (C-48) with period exceeding p�qsr�tvu�m?o�w (with keywheels of 47, 43, 41, 37, 31, 29
pins); CD-55, a pocket-size version of the C-52; and T-55, an on-line version of the same,
modifiable to use a one-time tape. A further model was CD-57.

7.65 Note (Enigma details) The Enigma initially had three rotors xey , each with 26 positions.
x;z stepped x|{ which stepped x|} odometer-like, with x|{ also stepping itself; the period was
p?~��Vp�t��Vp�~��$m?r4o?o?o . The key consisted of the initial positions of these rotors ( �^m?rQo�o?o
choices), their order ( �?����~ choices), and the state of a plugboard, which implemented
a fixed but easily changed (e.g., manually, every hour) mono-alphabetic substitution ( p�~?�
choices), in addition to that carried out by rotor combinations.

7.66 Note (Hagelin M-209 details) The Hagelin M-209 rotor machine implements a polyalpha-
betic substitution using 6 keywheels – more specifically, a self-decrypting Beaufort cipher
(Example 7.54), �|���c����y��A�&��y"�2��y����	��p?~ , of period m?o�m�n?o?t;�?t�o��)p�~J��p?tJ�=p?�J��p�mJ��m?�i��mr
letters. Thus for a fixed ordered set of 6 keywheels, the cipher period exceeds m?o�� . ��y may
be viewed as the � th character in the key stream, as determined by a particular ordering of
keywheels, their pin settings, and starting positions. All keywheels rotate one position for-
ward after each character is enciphered. The wheels simultaneously return to their initial
position only after a period equal to the least-common-multiple of their gear-counts, which
(since these are co-prime) is their product. A ciphertext-only attack is possible with 1000-
2000 characters, using knowledge of the machine’s internal mechanical details, and assum-
ing natural language redundancy in the plaintext; a known-plaintext attack is possible with
50-100 characters.

7.3.5 Cryptanalysis of classical ciphers (historical)

This section presents background material on redundancy and unicity distance, and tech-
niques for cryptanalysis of classical ciphers,

(i) Redundancy

All natural languages are redundant. This redundancy results from linguistic structure. For
example, in English the letter “E” appears far more frequently than “Z”, “Q” is almost al-
ways followed by “U”, and “TH” is a common digram.

An alphabet with 26 characters (e.g., Roman alphabet) can theoretically carry up to�N� p�~4��n�qsr bits of information per character. Fact 7.67 indicates that, on average, far less
information is actually conveyed by a natural language.
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7.67 Fact The estimated average amount of information carried per character (per-character en-
tropy) in meaningful English alphabetic text is 1.5 bits.

The per-character redundancy of English is thus about  �¡s¢2£�¤�¡N¥v¦3§�¡s¨ bits.

7.68 Fact Empirical evidence suggests that, for essentially any simple substitution cipher on a
meaningful message (e.g., with redundancy comparable to English), as few as 25 ciphertext
characters suffices to allow a skilled cryptanalyst to recover the plaintext.

(ii) Unicity distance and random cipher model

7.69 Definition The unicity distance of a cipher is the minimum amount of ciphertext (number
of characters) required to allow a computationally unlimited adversary to recover the unique
encryption key.

The unicity distance is primarily a theoretical measure, useful in relation to uncondi-
tional security. A small unicity distance does not necessarily imply that a block cipher is
insecure in practice. For example, consider a 64-bit block cipher with a unicity distance
of two ciphertext blocks. It may still be computationally infeasible for a cryptanalyst (of
reasonable but bounded computing power) to recover the key, although theoretically there
is sufficient information to allow this.

The random cipher model (Definition 7.70) is a simplified model of a block cipher pro-
viding a reasonable approximation for many purposes, facilitating results on block cipher
properties not otherwise easily established (e.g., Fact 7.71).

7.70 Definition Let © and ª be random variables, respectively, denoting the ciphertext block
and the key, and let « denote the decryption function. Under the random cipher model,
«�¬�®©�¯ is a random variable uniformly distributed over all possible pre-images of © (mean-
ingful messages and otherwise, with and without redundancy).

In an intuitive sense, a random cipher as per the model of Definition 7.70 is a random
mapping. (A more precise approximation would be as a random permutation.)

7.71 Fact Under the random cipher model, the expected unicity distance °2± of a cipher is °2±v¦² �³�¯µ´�« , where
² ¶³0¯ is the entropy of the key space (e.g., 64 bits for ¨�·®¸ equiprobable

keys), and « is the plaintext redundancy (in bits/character).

For a one-time pad, the unbounded entropy of the key space implies, by Fact 7.71, that
the unicity distance is likewise unbounded. This is consistent with the one-time pad being
theoretically unbreakable.

Data compression reduces redundancy. Fact 7.71 implies that data compression prior
to encryption increases the unicity distance, thus increasing security. If the plaintext con-
tains no redundancy whatsoever, then the unicity distance is infinite; that is, the system is
theoretically unbreakable under a ciphertext-only attack.

7.72 Example (unicity distance – transposition cipher) The unicity distance of a simple trans-
position cipher of period ¹ can be estimated under the random cipher model using Fact 7.71,
and the assumption of plaintext redundancy of « ¦ §�¡N¨ bits/character. In this case,² �³�¯µ´�«º¦¼»�½?¾¹�¿�¯µ´?§�¡N¨ and for ¹$¦¼¤?¨ the estimated unicity distance is 9 characters,
which is very crude, this being less than one 12-character block. For ¹À¦Á¨�¢ , the esti-
mated unicity distance is a more plausible 29 characters; this can be computed using Stir-
ling’s approximation of Fact 2.57(iii) (¹�¿�Â Ã ¨�ÄÅ¹�¾¹�´�Æ�¯ÈÇ , for large ¹ and ÆÀ¦É¨�¡N¢?¤�Ê ) as² �³�¯µ´�«/¦^»�½��¹�¿N¯®´§�¡s¨QÂËµÌ�¡N§�¹�¯ÎÍV»N½�¾¹�´�Æ�¯ . Ï
c
Ð
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7.73 Example (unicity distance – simple substitution) The number of keys for a mono-alphab-
etic substitution cipher over alphabet Ò is Ó ÔBÓÖÕØ×�Ù , where ×;Õ*Ó Ò+Ó . For example, ×;ÕÛÚ?Ü
(Roman alphabet) yields Ú?Ü�ÙJÝËÞeßQà?á�âµã keys. Assuming equiprobable keys, an estimate of
the entropy of the key space is then (cf. Example 7.72) ä�å�Ô�æeÕØç�è�åµÚ?Ü�ÙNæéÝ&ê?ê�ësÞ bits. As-
suming English text with ì/Õ$í�ëNÚ bits of redundancy per character (Fact 7.67), a theoretical
estimate of the unicity distance of a simple substitution cipher is ä�å¶Ô0æ®î?ìïÕÛê?ê�ësÞ�îí�ësÚ�Ý
Ú?ê characters. This agrees closely with empirical evidence (Fact 7.68). ð
(iii) Language statistics

Cryptanalysis of classical ciphers typically relies on redundancy in the source language
(plaintext). In many cases a divide-and-conquer approach is possible, whereby the plaintext
or key is recovered piece by piece, each facilitating further recovery.

Mono-alphabetic substitution on short plaintext blocks (e.g., Roman alphabet char-
acters) is easily defeated by associating ciphertext characters with plaintext characters
(Note 7.50). The frequency distribution of individual ciphertext characters can be compared
to that of single characters in the source language, as given by Figure 7.5 (estimated from
1964 English text). This is facilitated by grouping plaintext letters by frequency into high,
medium, low, and rare classes; focussing on the high-frequency class, evidence support-
ing trial letter assignments can be obtained by examining how closely hypothesized assign-
ments match those of the plaintext language. Further evidence is available by examination
of digram and trigram frequencies. Figure 7.6 gives the most common English digrams as
a percentage of all digrams; note that of Ú?Ü�â�Õ$Ü?ñ�Ü possible digrams, the top 15 account for
27% of all occurrences. Other examples of plaintext redundancy appearing in the cipher-
text include associations of vowels with consonants, and repeated letters in pattern words
(e.g., “that”, “soon”, “three”).
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Figure 7.5: Frequency of single characters in English text.

7.74 Note (large blocks preclude statistical analysis) An ò -bit block size implies Ú�ó plaintext
units (“characters”). Compilation of frequency statistics on plaintext units thus becomes
infeasible as the block size of the simple substitution increases; for example, this is clearly
infeasible for DES ( ô 7.4), where òõÕ$Ü?Þ .
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Cryptanalysis of simple transposition ciphers is similarly facilitated by source language
statistics (see Note 7.47). Cryptanalyzing transposed blocks resembles solving an anagram.
Attempts to reconstruct common digrams and trigrams are facilitated by frequency statis-
tics. Solutions may be constructed piecewise, with the appearance of digrams and trigrams
in trial decryptions confirming (partial) success.
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Figure 7.6: Frequency of 15 common digrams in English text.

Cryptanalysis of polyalphabetic ciphers is possible by various methods, including Ka-
siski’s method and methods based on the index of coincidence, as discussed below.

(iv) Method of Kasiski (vs. polyalphabetic substitution)

Kasiski’s method provides a general technique for cryptanalyzing polyalphabetic ciphers
with repeated keywords, such as the simple Vigenère cipher (Definition 7.53), based on the
following observation: repeated portions of plaintext encrypted with the same portion of
the keyword result in identical ciphertext segments. Consequently one expects the num-
ber of characters between the beginning of repeated ciphertext segments to be a multiple of
the keyword length. Ideally, it suffices to compute the greatest common divisor of the var-
ious distances between such repeated segments, but coincidental repeated ciphertext seg-
ments may also occur. Nonetheless, an analysis (Kasiski examination) of the common fac-
tors among all such distances is possible; the largest factor which occurs most commonly
is the most likely keyword length. Repeated ciphertext segments of length 4 or longer are
most useful, as coincidental repetitions are then less probable.

The number of letters in the keyword indicates the number of alphabets ö in the polyal-
phabetic substitution. Ciphertext characters can then be partitioned into ö sets, each of
which is then the result of a mono-alphabetic substitution. Trial values for ö are confirmed
if the frequency distribution of the (candidate) mono-alphabetic groups matches the fre-
quency distribution of the plaintext language. For example, the profile for plaintext English
(Figure 7.5) exhibits a long trough characterizing ÷ùø�ú�ûJü�ý , followed by a spike at þ , and
preceded by the triple-peak of ÿ��µö . The resulting mono-alphabetic portions can be solved in-
dividually, with additional information available by combining their solution (based on di-
grams, probable words, etc.). If the source language is unknown, comparing the frequency
distribution of ciphertext characters to that of candidate languages may allow determination
of the source language itself.

(v) Index of coincidence (vs. polyalphabetic substitution)

The index of coincidence (IC) is a measure of the relative frequency of letters in a cipher-
text sample, which facilitates cryptanalysis of polyalphabetic ciphers by allowing determi-
nation of the period ö (as an alternative to Kasiski’s method). For concreteness, consider a
Vigènere cipher and assume natural language English plaintext.

c
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Let the ciphertext alphabet be ������	
���	��
����	
�������
� , and let ��� be the unknown probabil-
ity that an arbitrarily chosen character in a random ciphertext is ��� . The measure of rough-
ness measures the deviation of ciphertext characters from a flat frequency distribution as
follows:

����� �����
�! �� ����"

#
$

% � �����
�! �� ���

% "
#
$ (7.1)

The minimum value is
�&�('*) +,�.-

, corresponding to a flat distribution (for equiprobable
��� , ��� � #0/ $ ). The maximum value occurs when the frequency distribution of ��� has great-
est variability, corresponding to a mono-alphabetic substitution (the plaintext frequency dis-
tribution is then manifested). Define this maximum value

�&�('*1324�65�7 " #0/ $ , where
5�7

corresponds to � � % when � � are plaintext frequencies. For English as per Figure 7.5, the
maximum value is MR

�65 7 " #0/ $98 - � -0:�;�< " - � -�=�<0;>�?- � -0@�A0= . (This varies with letter
frequency estimates;

5 7 �B- � -�:0:�A , yielding
5 7 " #0/ $ �B- � -�@0<�@ is commonly cited, and is

used in Table 7.1.) While MR cannot be computed directly from a ciphertext sample (since
the period C is unknown, the mono-alphabetic substitutions cannot be separated), it may be
estimated from the frequency distribution of ciphertext characters as follows.

Let D�� denote the number of appearances of ��� in an E -character ciphertext sample (thus
D
� � E ). The number of pairs of letters among these E is E(F3EG" #0HI/ @ , of which D
�JFID
��"#�HI/ @

are the pair FI���I	
��� H for any fixed character ��� . Define IC as the probability that two
characters arbitrarily chosen from the given ciphertext sample are equal:

KMLN� ������! �� OP%Q %
� �R����! �� D � FID � " #0H

ESFIE&" #�H (7.2)

Independent of this given ciphertext sample, the probability that two randomly chosen ci-
phertext characters are equal is

������T �� ��� % . Thus (comparing word definitions) IC is an esti-
mate of � � % , and by equation (7.1), thereby an estimate of MR +

#0/ $ . Moreover, IC can
be directly computed from a ciphertext sample, allowing estimation of MR itself. Since
MR varies from 0 to

5 7 " #0/ $ , one expects IC to range from
#0/ $ (for polyalphabetic sub-

stitution with infinite period) to
5 7

(for mono-alphabetic substitution). More precisely, the
following result may be established.

7.75 Fact For a polyalphabetic cipher of period C , U (IC) as given below is the expected value
of the index of coincidence for a ciphertext string of length E , where $ is the number of
alphabet characters,

5WVX� #0/ $ , and
5W7

is given in Table 7.1:

UYF KML H �
#
C[Z

E&"\C
E&" # Z

5 7�]^C(" #
C Z

E
E&" # Z

5 V
(7.3)

(� in
5W7

is intended to denote a plaintext frequency distribution, while the _ in
5�V

denotes a
distribution for random characters.) For Roman-alphabet languages, $ �`@�: implies

5WV4�
- � -�=�<0a�: ; for the Russian Cyrillic alphabet, $ �B=�- .

7.76 Example (estimating polyalphabetic period using IC) Tabulating the expected values for
IC for periods C � # 	 @ 	
�
��� using Equation (7.3) (which is essentially independent of E
for large E and small C ), and comparing this to that obtained from a particular ciphertext
using Equation (7.2) allows a crude estimate of the period C of the cipher, e.g., whether it is
mono-alphabetic or polyalphabetic with small period. Candidate values C in the range thus
determined may be tested for correctness by partitioning ciphertext characters into groups
of letters separated by C ciphertext positions, and in one or more such groups, comparing
the character frequency distribution to that of plaintext. b
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Language c�d
French e0fge�h0h�i
Spanish e0fge�h0h�j
German e0fge�h0k�l
Italian e0fge�h0m�i
English e0fge�k0k�h
Russian e0fge�j0l�n

Table 7.1: Estimated roughness constant oqp for various languages (see Fact 7.75).

A polyalphabetic period r may be determined either by Example 7.76 or the alternative
of Example 7.77, based on the same underlying ideas. Once r is determined, the situation
is as per after successful completion of the Kasiski method.

7.77 Example (determining period by ciphertext auto-correlation) Given a sample of polyal-
phabetic ciphertext, the unknown period r may be determined by examining the number of
coincidences when the ciphertext is auto-correlated. More specifically, given a ciphertext
sample s
t
sMuSf�f
f
sIv , starting with rxwBy , count the total number of occurrences sJz{w?sIzT|�} for
y�~���~6����r . Repeat for rXw�l0�mW�
f�f
f and tabulate the counts (or plot a bar graph). The
actual period r�� is revealed as follows: for values r that are a multiple of r�� , the counts will
be noticeably higher (easily recognized as spikes on the bar graph). In fact, for � appro-
priately large, one expects approximately ����c d coincidences in this case, and significantly
fewer in other cases. �

In the auto-correlation method of coincidences of Example 7.77, the spikes on the bar
graph reveal the period, independent of the source language. Once the period is determined,
ciphertext characters from like alphabets can be grouped, and the profile of single-character
letter frequencies among these, which differs for each language, may be used to determine
the plaintext language.

7.4 DES

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) is the most well-known symmetric-key block cipher.
Recognized world-wide, it set a precedent in the mid 1970s as the first commercial-grade
modern algorithm with openly and fully specified implementation details. It is defined by
the American standard FIPS 46–2.

7.4.1 Product ciphers and Feistel ciphers

The design of DES is related to two general concepts: product ciphers and Feistel ciphers.
Each involves iterating a common sequence or round of operations.

The basic idea of a product cipher (see � 1.5.3) is to build a complex encryption func-
tion by composing several simple operations which offer complementary, but individually
insufficient, protection (note cascade ciphers per Definition 7.29 use independent keys). Ba-
sic operations include transpositions, translations (e.g., XOR) and linear transformations,
arithmetic operations, modular multiplication, and simple substitutions.

c
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7.78 Definition A product cipher combines two or more transformations in a manner intending
that the resulting cipher is more secure than the individual components.

7.79 Definition A substitution-permutation (SP) network is a product cipher composed of a
number of stages each involving substitutions and permutations (Figure 7.7).

S S S S

P

ciphertext

S S S S

P

plaintext

Figure 7.7: Substitution-permutation (SP) network.

Many SP networks are iterated ciphers as per Definition 7.80.

7.80 Definition An iterated block cipher is a block cipher involving the sequential repetition of
an internal function called a round function. Parameters include the number of rounds � , the
block bitsize � , and the bitsize � of the input key � from which � subkeys ��� (round keys)
are derived. For invertibility (allowing unique decryption), for each value ��� the round
function is a bijection on the round input.

7.81 Definition A Feistel cipher is an iterated cipher mapping a �
� -bit plaintext �3���W�
����� , for
� -bit blocks ��� and �S� , to a ciphertext �I���q��� ��� , through an � -round process where �¢¡¤£ .
For £¦¥¨§©¥ª� , round § maps �I� �¬«� �
� �¬«� ��®°¯± �3� � �
� � � as follows: � �³² � �¬«� , � ��²
� �¬«�
´4µ �3� �¬«� �
� � � , where each subkey � � is derived from the cipher key � .

Typically in a Feistel cipher, �¢¡`¶ and often is even. The Feistel structure specifically
orders the ciphertext output as �3�x�0�
�·��� rather than �3� ���
����� ; the blocks are exchanged
from their usual order after the last round. Decryption is thereby achieved using the same
� -round process but with subkeys used in reverse order, ��� through �  ; for example, the
last round is undone by simply repeating it (see Note 7.84). The µ function of the Feistel
cipher may be a product cipher, though µ itself need not be invertible to allow inversion of
the Feistel cipher.

Figure 7.9(b) illustrates that successive rounds of a Feistel cipher operate on alternat-
ing halves of the ciphertext, while the other remains constant. Note the round function of
Definition 7.81 may also be re-written to eliminate �·� : �x� ² �x�¬«�¸ ´¹µ �I���!«������M� . In this
case, the final ciphertext output is �I� � ��� � «�º� , with input labeled �3�¹«�
��� � � .
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7.4.2 DES algorithm

DES is a Feistel cipher which processes plaintext blocks of »N¼.½0¾ bits, producing 64-bit
ciphertext blocks (Figure 7.8). The effective size of the secret key ¿ is À¢¼?Á0½ bits; more
precisely, the input key ¿ is specified as a 64-bit key, 8 bits of which (bits ÂWÃÄ�½WÃ
Å�Å
ÅÆÃ½0¾ )
may be used as parity bits. The Ç�ÈIÉ keys implement (at most) Ç
È3É of the Ç
É3Ê�Ë possible bijec-
tions on 64-bit blocks. A widely held belief is that the parity bits were introduced to reduce
the effective key size from 64 to 56 bits, to intentionally reduce the cost of exhaustive key
search by a factor of 256.

É3Ê É3ÊÌ ÍÍ
ÈIÉ

Î

key
Îciphertext

Íplaintext
Ì

ÈIÉ
Î

Ì
DES DES ÏÑÐ

Figure 7.8: DES input-output.

Full details of DES are given in Algorithm 7.82 and Figures 7.9 and 7.10. An overview
follows. Encryption proceeds in 16 stages or rounds. From the input key ¿ , sixteen 48-bit
subkeys ¿�Ò are generated, one for each round. Within each round, 8 fixed, carefully selected
6-to-4 bit substitution mappings (S-boxes) ÓRÒ , collectively denoted Ó , are used. The 64-bit
plaintext is divided into 32-bit halves Ô�Õ and ÖSÕ . Each round is functionally equivalent,
taking 32-bit inputs Ô Ò¬×�Ø and Ö Ò!×�Ø from the previous round and producing 32-bit outputs
Ô Ò and Ö Ò for Ä�Ù9Ú�Ù`Ä�½ , as follows:

Ô Ò ¼ Ö Ò¬×�Ø
Û (7.4)

Ö Ò ¼ Ô Ò!×�Ø(ÜNÝÆÞ Ö Ò!×�Ø Ã>¿ Òàß Ã�á�â�ã
ä3ã ÝÆÞ Ö Ò!×�Ø Ã>¿ ÒMß ¼6å Þ Ó Þ3æYÞ Ö Ò!×�Øß·Ü ¿ ÒàßJß (7.5)

Here æ is a fixed expansion permutation mapping ÖxÒ¬×�Ø from 32 to 48 bits (all bits are used
once; some are used twice). å is another fixed permutation on 32 bits. An initial bit per-
mutation (IP) precedes the first round; following the last round, the left and right halves are
exchanged and, finally, the resulting string is bit-permuted by the inverse of IP. Decryption
involves the same key and algorithm, but with subkeys applied to the internal rounds in the
reverse order (Note 7.84).

A simplified view is that the right half of each round (after expanding the 32-bit input
to 8 characters of 6 bits each) carries out a key-dependent substitution on each of 8 charac-
ters, then uses a fixed bit transposition to redistribute the bits of the resulting characters to
produce 32 output bits.

Algorithm 7.83 specifies how to compute the DES round keys ¿ Ò , each of which con-
tains 48 bits of ¿ . These operations make use of tables PC1 and PC2 of Table 7.4, which
are called permuted choice 1 and permuted choice 2. To begin, 8 bits ( À
çWÃ
À Ø É Ã
Å
Å�Å�Ã
À É3Ê ) of
¿ are discarded (by PC1). The remaining 56 bits are permuted and assigned to two 28-bit
variables è and é ; and then for 16 iterations, both è and é are rotated either 1 or 2 bits,
and 48 bits ( ¿�Ò ) are selected from the concatenated result.

c
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7.82 Algorithm Data Encryption Standard (DES)

INPUT: plaintext ì9íïî�î
îàì,ð3ñ ; 64-bit key òôóBõ�íïî�î
î
õ�ð3ñ (includes 8 parity bits).
OUTPUT: 64-bit ciphertext block ö?ó6÷ í î
î�î
÷ ð3ñ . (For decryption, see Note 7.84.)

1. (key schedule) Compute sixteen 48-bit round keys ò�ø from ò using Algorithm 7.83.
2. ùIú�û0ü�ýSûWþ[ÿ����(ù ì í¬ì��Sî
î�îMì ðIñ0þ . (Use IP from Table 7.2 to permute bits; split the

result into left and right 32-bit halves ú�ûYó ì����
ì	�3ûSî�î
îMì�� , ý�ûYó ì���
¬ì ñ��Sî�î
îàì
 .)
3. (16 rounds) for � from 1 to 16, compute ú·ø and ýxø using Equations (7.4) and (7.5)

above, computing �Æù3ýxø�� í ü�ò�øàþ*ó��¹ù��(ù��Yù3ýxø�� í þ�� ò³øàþIþ as follows:

(a) Expand ý�ø�� í ó�� í � � î�î
î���� � from 32 to 48 bits using � per Table 7.3:� ÿ�� ùIý�ø�� í þ . (Thus
� ó �!� � � í � � î
î
î���� � � í .)

(b)
�#" ÿ � �4ò ø . Represent

�#"
as eight 6-bit character strings: ù%$4í
ü
î�î
î�ü�$&�0þ4ó� "

.
(c)
�#" " ÿ ù%� í ù%$ í þIü�� � ù%$ � þIü�î
î
î�� � ù%$ � þJþ . (Here ��øJù�$�øàþ maps $�øGó(' í ' � î
î
î�' ð
to the 4-bit entry in row � and column ÷ of �Rø in Table 7.8, page 260 where
��ó*),+-' í/. ' ð , and ' � '��0' ñ ' � is the radix-2 representation of 132?÷426587 . Thus
��íºù�18585918595�þ yields �³ó:5 , ÷�ó:58; , and output 5, i.e., binary 0101.)

(d)
�#" " " ÿ��¹ù �#" " þ . (Use � per Table 7.3 to permute the 32 bits of

�#" " ó=<�í�<���î�î
î�< � � ,
yielding <�í ð-<�
ïî�î
î�<���� .)

4. ' í ' � î
î�î>' ð3ñ ÿ ù3ý í ð ü�ú í ð þ . (Exchange final blocks ú í ð ü
ý í ð .)

5. ö�ÿ?��� � í ù�'�í>'��(î�î
î�'MðIñ0þ . (Transpose using IP � í from Table 7.2; ö`ó�'Mñ3û9'��(î�î
î>'���� .)

IP
58 50 42 34 26 18 10 2
60 52 44 36 28 20 12 4
62 54 46 38 30 22 14 6
64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8
57 49 41 33 25 17 9 1
59 51 43 35 27 19 11 3
61 53 45 37 29 21 13 5
63 55 47 39 31 23 15 7

IP @BA
40 8 48 16 56 24 64 32
39 7 47 15 55 23 63 31
38 6 46 14 54 22 62 30
37 5 45 13 53 21 61 29
36 4 44 12 52 20 60 28
35 3 43 11 51 19 59 27
34 2 42 10 50 18 58 26
33 1 41 9 49 17 57 25

Table 7.2: DES initial permutation and inverse (IP and IP @BA ).

C
32 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 6 7 8 9
8 9 10 11 12 13

12 13 14 15 16 17
16 17 18 19 20 21
20 21 22 23 24 25
24 25 26 27 28 29
28 29 30 31 32 1

D
16 7 20 21
29 12 28 17

1 15 23 26
5 18 31 10
2 8 24 14

32 27 3 9
19 13 30 6
22 11 4 25

Table 7.3: DES per-round functions: expansion
C

and permutation
D

.
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7.83 Algorithm DES key schedule

INPUT: 64-bit key �����0���>�>��� �%� (including 8 odd-parity bits).
OUTPUT: sixteen 48-bit keys �¡  , ¢j£=¤R£6¢8¥ .

1. Define ¦9  , ¢§£¨¤�£©¢8¥ as follows: ¦9 ª�«¢ for ¤¬*®¯¢9°-±0°-²0°-¢8¥o³ ; ¦9 ª�´± otherwise.
(These are left-shift values for 28-bit circular rotations below.)

2. µ¨¶ PC1( � ); represent µ as 28-bit halves ( ·G¸9°>¹º¸ ). (Use PC1 in Table 7.4 to select
bits from � : ·G¸3���>»�¼-� ��½ �>���-� �%� , ¹º¸j�:� ��� ��»�»&���>��� � .)

3. For ¤ from 1 to 16, compute �¡  as follows: ·g #¶¿¾%·� �À��Á¶�Â�¦9 �Ã , ¹j #¶¿¾%¹ª �À��Á¶�Â
¦9 bÃ , �¡ &¶ PC2( ·� �°>¹j  ). (Use PC2 in Table 7.4 to select 48 bits from the concatena-
tion Ä>�>Ä � �>���>Ä » � of ·�  and ¹j  : �¡ G�*Ä>� � Ä�� ¼ ���>��Ä ��� . ‘ ¶�Â ’ denotes left circular shift.)

If decryption is designed as a simple variation of the encryption function, savings result
in hardware or software code size. DES achieves this as outlined in Note 7.84.

7.84 Note (DES decryption) DES decryption consists of the encryption algorithm with the same
key but reversed key schedule, using in order �Å� � °>�Å� » °��>�>��°>�Å� (see Note 7.85). This
works as follows (refer to Figure 7.9). The effect of Æ�Ç À�� is cancelled by IP in decryp-
tion, leaving ¾%Èº� � °>É,� � Ã ; consider applying round 1 to this input. The operation on the left
half yields, rather than É ¸0ÊªË ¾�È ¸ °>�Ì�UÃ , now Èª� � ÊªË ¾�É,� � °��Å� � Ã which, since É,� � �ÍÈº� »
and Èª� � �ÎÉR� »oÊªË ¾�Èª� » °>�Å� � Ã , is equal to ÉR� »oÊºË ¾�Èª� » °>�Å� � Ã ÊªË ¾�Èª� » °>�Å� � Ã4�ÏÉR� » . Thus
round 1 decryption yields ¾�È � »o°>É � »9Ã , i.e., inverting round 16. Note that the cancellation
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PC1
57 49 41 33 25 17 9

1 58 50 42 34 26 18
10 2 59 51 43 35 27
19 11 3 60 52 44 36

above for ÐGÑ ; below for Ò�Ñ
63 55 47 39 31 23 15

7 62 54 46 38 30 22
14 6 61 53 45 37 29
21 13 5 28 20 12 4

PC2
14 17 11 24 1 5
3 28 15 6 21 10

23 19 12 4 26 8
16 7 27 20 13 2
41 52 31 37 47 55
30 40 51 45 33 48
44 49 39 56 34 53
46 42 50 36 29 32

Table 7.4: DES key schedule bit selections (PC1 and PC2).

of each round is independent of the definition of Ó and the specific value of Ô¡Õ ; the swap-
ping of halves combined with the XOR process is inverted by the second application. The
remaining 15 rounds are likewise cancelled one by one in reverse order of application, due
to the reversed key schedule.

7.85 Note (DES decryption key schedule) Subkeys ÔÅÖ-×�Ø>Ø�Ø/×>ÔÅÖZÙ may be generated by Algo-
rithm 7.83 and used in reverse order, or generated in reverse order directly as follows. Note
that after ÔÅÖZÙ is generated, the original values of the 28-bit registers Ú and Û are restored
(each has rotated 28 bits). Consequently, and due to the choice of shift-values, modifying
Algorithm 7.83 as follows generates subkeys in order ÔÅÖZÙ9×>Ø�Ø>Ø�×�ÔÅÖ : replace the left-shifts
by right-shift rotates; change the shift value ÜxÖ to Ý .

7.86 Example (DES test vectors) The plaintext “Now is the time for all ”, represented as a
string of 8-bit hex characters (7-bit ASCII characters plus leading 0-bit), and encrypted us-
ing the DES key specified by the hex string ÔßÞ 0123456789ABCDEF results in the
following plaintext/ciphertext:à6á

4E6F772069732074 68652074696D6520 666F7220616C6C20

Ð á 3FA40E8A984D4815 6A271787AB8883F9 893D51EC4B563B53. â

7.4.3 DES properties and strength

There are many desirable characteristics for block ciphers. These include: each bit of the
ciphertext should depend on all bits of the key and all bits of the plaintext; there should be no
statistical relationship evident between plaintext and ciphertext; altering any single plain-
text or key bit should alter each ciphertext bit with probability Öã ; and altering a ciphertext
bit should result in an unpredictable change to the recovered plaintext block. Empirically,
DES satisfies these basic objectives. Some known properties and anomalies of DES are
given below.

(i) Complementation property

7.87 Fact Let ä denote DES, and å the bitwise complement of å . Then æçÞ´ä&èÁéZåJê implies
æ	Þ�ä è é ågê . That is, bitwise complementing both the key Ô and the plaintext å results in
complemented DES ciphertext.

Justification: Compare the first round output (see Figure 7.10) to é�ë�ì9×�í&ì0ê for the uncom-
plemented case. The combined effect of the plaintext and key being complemented results
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in the inputs to the XOR preceding the S-boxes (the expanded ðRñ�ò�ó and subkey ô¡ñ ) both
being complemented; this double complementation cancels out in the XOR operation, re-
sulting in S-box inputs, and thus an overall result õcö�ð,÷9ø>ôÌóUù , as before. This quantity is
then XORed (Figure 7.9) to ú�÷ (previously ú�÷ ), resulting in ú,ó (rather than ú,ó ). The same
effect follows in the remaining rounds.

The complementation property is normally of no help to a cryptanalyst in known-plain-
text exhaustive key search. If an adversary has, for a fixed unknown key ô , a chosen-
plaintext set of öZûGø�ü/ù data ö%ý ó ø>þ ó ù , ö ý ó ø>þGÿ9ù , then þGÿ�� ��� ö ý ó ù implies þJÿ�� � � ö%ý ó ù .
Checking if the key ô with plaintext ý ó yields either þ ó or þGÿ now rules out two keys
with one encryption operation, thus reducing the expected number of keys required before
success from ���	� to ���	
 . This is not a practical concern.

(ii) Weak keys, semi-weak keys, and fixed points

If subkeys ôÅó to ôÅó�� are equal, then the reversed and original schedules create identical
subkeys: ôÌó�¨ôÅó�� , ô ÿ �¨ôÅó � , and so on. Consequently, the encryption and decryption
functions coincide. These are called weak keys (and also: palindromic keys).

7.88 Definition A DES weak key is a key ô such that
��� ö ��� öLûGùbù���û for all û , i.e., defining

an involution. A pair of DES semi-weak keys is a pair ö�ôÅó>ø>ô ÿ ù with
� ��� ö � ��� öLûGùbù�� û .

Encryption with one key of a semi-weak pair operates as does decryption with the other.

7.89 Fact DES has four weak keys and six pairs of semi-weak keys.

The four DES weak keys are listed in Table 7.5, along with corresponding 28-bit vari-
ables þ ÷ and � ÷ of Algorithm 7.83; here ������� represents � repetitions of bit � . Since þ ÷
and �º÷ are all-zero or all-one bit vectors, and rotation of these has no effect, it follows that
all subkeys ô¡ñ are equal and an involution results as noted above.

The six pairs of DES semi-weak keys are listed in Table 7.6. Note their defining prop-
erty (Definition 7.88) occurs when subkeys ôÅó through ôÅó�� of the first key, respectively,
equal subkeys ôÅó�� through ôÅó of the second. This requires that a 1-bit circular left-shift of
each of þG÷ and �º÷ for the first 56-bit key results in the ö%þG÷0ø��#÷9ù pair for the second 56-bit
key (see Note 7.84), and thereafter left-rotating þ�ñ and �jñ one or two bits for the first re-
sults in the same value as right-rotating those for the second the same number of positions.
The values in Table 7.6 satisfy these conditions. Given any one 64-bit semi-weak key, its
paired semi-weak key may be obtained by splitting it into two halves and rotating each half
through 8 bits.

7.90 Fact Let
�

denote DES. For each of the four DES weak keys ô , there exist ��� ÿ fixed points
of

���
, i.e., plaintexts û such that

��� öLûJù��=û . Similarly, four of the twelve semi-weak keys
ô each have ��� ÿ anti-fixed points, i.e., û such that

��� öZûJù�� û .

The four semi-weak keys of Fact 7.90 are in the upper portion of Table 7.6. These are
called anti-palindromic keys, since for these ô ó � ô ó�� , ôjÿ�� ô ó � , and so on.

(iii) DES is not a group

For a fixed DES key ô , DES defines a permutation from � �9ø�!"� � 
 to � �9ø#!�� � 
 . The set of
DES keys defines ��� � such (potentially different) permutations. If this set of permutations
was closed under composition (i.e., given any two keys ô ó ø>ôjÿ , there exists a third key ô �
such that

���$ öLûJù�� ��� � ö ��� � öLûGùbù for all û ) then multiple encryption would be equivalent
to single encryption. Fact 7.91 states that this is not the case for DES.
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weak key (hexadecimal) %'& ()&
0101 0101 0101 0101 *�+-,�.0/ *�+-,�.0/
FEFE FEFE FEFE FEFE *�1-, .0/ *�1-, .0/
1F1F 1F1F 0E0E 0E0E *�+-,�.0/ *�1-,�.0/
E0E0 E0E0 F1F1 F1F1 *�1-,�.0/ *�+-,�.0/

Table 7.5: Four DES weak keys.

% & ( & semi-weak key pair (hexadecimal) % & ( &
*�+212,�3�4 *�+21-,-3�4 01FE 01FE 01FE 01FE, FE01 FE01 FE01 FE01 *�12+2,�3�4 *�12+-,-3�4
*�+212,�3�4 *�12+-,-3�4 1FE0 1FE0 0EF1 0EF1, E01F E01F F10E F10E *�12+2,�3�4 *�+21-,-3�4
*�+212, 3�4 *�+-, .0/ 01E0 01E0 01F1 01F1, E001 E001 F101 F101 *�12+2, 3�4 *�+-, .0/
*�+212,�3�4 *�1-, .0/ 1FFE 1FFE 0EFE 0EFE, FE1F FE1F FE0E FE0E *�12+2,�3�4 *�1-, .0/
*�+2, .0/ *�+21-,-3�4 011F 011F 010E 010E, 1F01 1F01 0E01 0E01 *�+2, .0/ *�12+-,-3�4
*�12, .0/ *�+21-,-3�4 E0FE E0FE F1FE F1FE, FEE0 FEE0 FEF1 FEF1 *�12, .0/ *�12+-,-3�4

Table 7.6: Six pairs of DES semi-weak keys (one pair per line).

7.91 Fact The set of 5�6	7 permutations defined by the 5�687 DES keys is not closed under func-
tional composition. Moreover, a lower bound on the size of the group generated by com-
posing this set of permutations is 9;:�<8=	>8> .

The lower bound in Fact 7.91 is important with respect to using DES for multiple en-
cryption. If the group generated by functional composition was too small, then multiple
encryption would be less secure than otherwise believed.

(iv) Linear and differential cryptanalysis of DES

Assuming that obtaining enormous numbers of known-plaintext pairs is feasible, linear
cryptanalysis provides the most powerful attack on DES to date; it is not, however, con-
sidered a threat to DES in practical environments. Linear cryptanalysis is also possible in a
ciphertext-only environment if some underlying plaintext redundancy is known (e.g., parity
bits or high-order 0-bits in ASCII characters).

Differential cryptanalysis is one of the most general cryptanalytic tools to date against
modern iterated block ciphers, including DES, Lucifer, and FEAL among many others. It is,
however, primarily a chosen-plaintext attack. Further information on linear and differential
cryptanalysis is given in ? 7.8.

7.92 Note (strength of DES) The complexity (see ? 7.2.1) of the best attacks currently known
against DES is given in Table 7.7; percentages indicate success rate for specified attack pa-
rameters. The ‘processing complexity’ column provides only an estimate of the expected
cost (operation costs differ across the various attacks); for exhaustive search, the cost is in
DES operations. Regarding storage complexity, both linear and differential cryptanalysis
require only negligible storage in the sense that known or chosen texts can be processed
individually and discarded, but in a practical attack, storage for accumulated texts would
be required if ciphertext was acquired prior to commencing the attack.
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attack method data complexity storage processing

known chosen complexity complexity

exhaustive precomputation — 1 B�C0D 1 (table lookup)

exhaustive search 1 — negligible B C0C
linear cryptanalysis B�EGF�H0I�J2K�L — for texts B�EGF

B F0M H0N�O2K�L — for texts B C0P
differential cryptanalysis — B ERQ for texts B ERQ

B C0C — for texts B C0C

Table 7.7: DES strength against various attacks.

7.93 Remark (practicality of attack models) To be meaningful, attack comparisons based on
different models (e.g., Table 7.7) must appropriately weigh the feasibility of extracting (ac-
quiring) enormous amounts of chosen (known) plaintexts, which is considerably more dif-
ficult to arrange than a comparable number of computing cycles on an adversary’s own ma-
chine. Exhaustive search with one known plaintext-ciphertext pair (for ciphertext-only, see
Example 7.28) and S�T	T DES operations is significantly more feasible in practice (e.g., using
highly parallelized custom hardware) than linear cryptanalysis (LC) requiring S�U	V known
pairs.

While exhaustive search, linear, and differential cryptanalysis allow recovery of a DES
key and, therefore, the entire plaintext, the attacks of Note 7.8, which become feasible once
about S�V8W ciphertexts are available, may be more efficient if the goal is to recover only part
of the text.

7.5 FEAL

The Fast Data Encipherment Algorithm (FEAL) is a family of algorithms which has played
a critical role in the development and refinement of various advanced cryptanalytic tech-
niques, including linear and differential cryptanalysis. FEAL-N maps 64-bit plaintext to
64-bit ciphertext blocks under a 64-bit secret key. It is an X -round Feistel cipher similar to
DES (cf. Equations (7.4), (7.5)), but with a far simpler Y -function, and augmented by initial
and final stages which XOR the two data halves as well as XOR subkeys directly onto the
data halves.

FEAL was designed for speed and simplicity, especially for software on 8-bit micro-
processors (e.g., chipcards). It uses byte-oriented operations (8-bit addition mod 256, 2-bit
left rotation, and XOR), avoids bit-permutations and table look-ups, and offers small code
size. The initial commercially proposed version with 4 rounds (FEAL-4), positioned as a
fast alternative to DES, was found to be considerably less secure than expected (see Ta-
ble 7.10). FEAL-8 was similarly found to offer less security than planned. FEAL-16 or
FEAL-32 may yet offer security comparable to DES, but throughput decreases as the num-
ber of rounds rises. Moreover, whereas the speed of DES implementations can be improved
through very large lookup tables, this appears more difficult for FEAL.

Algorithm 7.94 specifies FEAL-8. The Y -function Y[Z8\�]�^�_ maps an input pair of `;S�ab;c
bits to a 32-bit output. Within the Y function, two byte-oriented data substitutions (S-

boxes) dfe and dhg are each used twice; each maps a pair of 8-bit inputs to an 8-bit output
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row column numberikjRl ikmRl iknRl ipoGl i q�l ikrGl iksRl iktRl ikuRl ikvRl ipm�jRl ikm2mRl ikm2nGl ikm2oGl ikmRq�l ikm�rRl
wyxikjRl

14 4 13 1 2 15 11 8 3 10 6 12 5 9 0 7ikmRl
0 15 7 4 14 2 13 1 10 6 12 11 9 5 3 8iknRl
4 1 14 8 13 6 2 11 15 12 9 7 3 10 5 0ikoRl

15 12 8 2 4 9 1 7 5 11 3 14 10 0 6 13w{zikjRl
15 1 8 14 6 11 3 4 9 7 2 13 12 0 5 10ikmRl

3 13 4 7 15 2 8 14 12 0 1 10 6 9 11 5iknRl
0 14 7 11 10 4 13 1 5 8 12 6 9 3 2 15ikoRl

13 8 10 1 3 15 4 2 11 6 7 12 0 5 14 9w{|ikjRl
10 0 9 14 6 3 15 5 1 13 12 7 11 4 2 8ikmRl
13 7 0 9 3 4 6 10 2 8 5 14 12 11 15 1iknRl
13 6 4 9 8 15 3 0 11 1 2 12 5 10 14 7ikoRl

1 10 13 0 6 9 8 7 4 15 14 3 11 5 2 12wf}ikjRl
7 13 14 3 0 6 9 10 1 2 8 5 11 12 4 15ikmRl

13 8 11 5 6 15 0 3 4 7 2 12 1 10 14 9iknRl
10 6 9 0 12 11 7 13 15 1 3 14 5 2 8 4ikoRl

3 15 0 6 10 1 13 8 9 4 5 11 12 7 2 14w{~ikjRl
2 12 4 1 7 10 11 6 8 5 3 15 13 0 14 9ikmRl

14 11 2 12 4 7 13 1 5 0 15 10 3 9 8 6iknRl
4 2 1 11 10 13 7 8 15 9 12 5 6 3 0 14ikoRl

11 8 12 7 1 14 2 13 6 15 0 9 10 4 5 3w{�ikjRl
12 1 10 15 9 2 6 8 0 13 3 4 14 7 5 11ikmRl
10 15 4 2 7 12 9 5 6 1 13 14 0 11 3 8iknRl

9 14 15 5 2 8 12 3 7 0 4 10 1 13 11 6ikoRl
4 3 2 12 9 5 15 10 11 14 1 7 6 0 8 13w��ikjRl
4 11 2 14 15 0 8 13 3 12 9 7 5 10 6 1ikmRl

13 0 11 7 4 9 1 10 14 3 5 12 2 15 8 6iknRl
1 4 11 13 12 3 7 14 10 15 6 8 0 5 9 2ikoRl
6 11 13 8 1 4 10 7 9 5 0 15 14 2 3 12w{�ikjRl

13 2 8 4 6 15 11 1 10 9 3 14 5 0 12 7ikmRl
1 15 13 8 10 3 7 4 12 5 6 11 0 14 9 2iknRl
7 11 4 1 9 12 14 2 0 6 10 13 15 3 5 8ikoRl
2 1 14 7 4 10 8 13 15 12 9 0 3 5 6 11

Table 7.8: DES S-boxes.
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(see Table 7.9). �f� and �h� add a single bit ����� ���#��� to 8-bit arguments � and � , ignore
the carry out of the top bit, and left rotate the result 2 bits (ROT2):

�������'�0����������������� �¡�)�¢�¤£¦¥�§¦�;¨;©�� (7.6)

The key schedule uses a function ª�«��8¬��®�� similar to the ª -function (see Table 7.9; ¬�¯ ,
®�¯ , °�¯ , ±8¯ , and ²³¯ are 8-bit variables), mapping two 32-bit inputs to a 32-bit output.

´¶µ¸·�¹»º¤¼¾½À¿ ´¶µ¸·�Á�¹»º�¼�ÂÀ¿
Ã�ÄÆÅ ¹»º�ÇÉÈ³º Ä ¿GÈ³½ÊÇ º�ÇÉÈ³º ÄÃÌËÍÅ ¹»º Ë È³ºÏÎÌ¿GÈ³½ Ä º Ë È³ºÏÎ´ Ä Å Ð Ä ¹ Ã Ä ¼ Ã Ë ¿ Ð Ä ¹ Ã Ä ¼ Ã Ë È³Â Ç ¿´ Ë�Å Ð ÇÉ¹ Ã	Ë ¼Ì´ Ä ¿ Ð ÇÌ¹ Ã	Ë ¼Ì´ Ä ÈÆÂ Ä ¿´hÇ Å Ð ÇÉ¹»ºÏÇÉ¼Ì´ Ä ¿ Ð ÇÌ¹»ºÏÇ#¼Ì´ Ä È³Â Ë ¿´hÎ Å Ð[Ä ¹»ºÏÎÉ¼Ì´ Ë ¿ Ð[Ä ¹»ºÏÎ#¼Ì´ Ë È³Â�ÎÉ¿

Table 7.9: Output
´ Å ¹G´hÇ#¼Ì´ Ä ¼Ì´ Ë ¼Ì´ÊÎÉ¿

for FEAL functions
·

,
·�Á

(Algorithm 7.94).

As the operations of 2-bit rotation and XOR are both linear, the only nonlinear elemen-
tary operation in FEAL is addition mod 256.

7.94 Algorithm Fast Data Encipherment Algorithm (FEAL-8)

INPUT: 64-bit plaintext ÑÒ�¶ÓÔ��Õ�Õ�ÕÖÓØ×	Ù ; 64-bit key ÚÛ��Ü���Õ�Õ�Õ�Ü�×8Ù .
OUTPUT: 64-bit ciphertext block Ý��ßÞ���Õ�Õ�Õ�Þ0×	Ù . (For decryption, see Note 7.96.)

1. (key schedule) Compute sixteen 16-bit subkeys Ú ¯ from Ú using Algorithm 7.95.
2. Define Ñ¡àá�âÓÔ�Êã�ã�ã0Óåä	æ , ÑèçÔ�âÓåä	ä�ã�ã�ãéÓØ×8Ù .
3. �8êh�������"��ëì�8Ñ¡àÆ��Ñèç���íî�8�8Ú¤ï���Ú�ð �8��	Úñ������Úò�8�Ì�8� . (XOR initial subkeys.)
4. � � ëó� � í�ê � .
5. For ô from 1 to 8 do: êÆ¯�ëõ��¯Öö � ���¯�ë÷ê³¯éö � íÏª[�8�ø¯éö � ��Ú�¯Öö � � . (Use Table 7.9 for

ª[�8¬���°�� with ¬î���ø¯Öö � �ù�8¬ � ��¬ � ��¬ æ ��¬ ä � and °ß�ùÚ�¯Öö � �ù�8° � ��° � � .)
6. ê ï ë÷ê ï í�� ï .
7. �8� ï ��ê ï ��ëì�8� ï ��ê ï ��íî�8�8Ú ��æ ��Ú ��ä �8��	Ú ��Ù ��Ú ��ú �8� . (XOR final subkeys.)
8. Ýûëì�8� ï ��ê ï � . (Note the order of the final blocks is exchanged.)

7.95 Algorithm FEAL-8 key schedule

INPUT: 64-bit key Úü�ßÜ"�ÊÕ�Õ�Õ�Ü�×	Ù .
OUTPUT: 256-bit extended key (16-bit subkeys Ú ¯ , ��ýÔôøý��;¨;� .

1. (initialize) ²Àþ ö æ�ÿ ëó� , ²�þ ö �8ÿ ëóÜ � Õ�Õ�Õ�Ü ä8æ , ²�þ ��ÿ ëóÜ ä	ä Õ�Õ�Õ�Ü ×8Ù .

2. ²�� ���� �8²h����²��#��²Êæ;��²Êä;� for 8-bit ² ¯ . Compute Ú¤����Õ�Õ�Õh��Úñ��ú as ô runs from 1 to 8:
(a) ² ë ª�«��	² þ ¯Öö æ�ÿ ��² þ ¯éö �8ÿ íÏ² þ ¯éö ä-ÿ � . ( ª�« is defined in Table 7.9, where ¬ and

® denote 4-byte vectors �	¬�����¬�����¬�æ���¬�ä;� , �	®�����®��#��®�æ"��®�ä;� .)
(b) Ú¤æ ¯Öö æ¤�ù�8²h����²��É� , Ú¤æ ¯éö �����	²Êæ���²Êä�� , ²�þ ¯ ÿ ë÷² .

7.96 Note (FEAL decryption) Decryption may be achieved using Algorithm 7.94 with the same
key Ú and ciphertext Ý¸�Û�	� ï ��ê ï � as the plaintext input Ñ , but with the key schedule
reversed. More specifically, subkeys �8�8Ú ��æ ��Ú ��ä �8���8Ú ��Ù ��Ú ��ú �R� are used for the initial XOR
(step 3), �R�	Ú ï ��Ú ð �	�#�8Ú ��� ��Ú �	� �8� for the final XOR (step 7), and the round keys are used
from Ú�� back to Ú � (step 5). This is directly analogous to decryption for DES (Note 7.84).
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7.97 Note (FEAL-N) FEAL with 64-bit key can be generalized to
�

-rounds,
�

even.
�	��
�

is recommended; � ��� yields FEAL-8 (Algorithm 7.94). FEAL-N uses
�����

sixteen-bit
subkeys: �������������������! , respectively, in round " ; �����������!���#�%$'& for the initial XOR;
and ���($*)������������($!+ for the final XOR. The key schedule of Algorithm 7.95 is directly
generalized to compute keys � � through � �($!+ as " runs from , to - �/.0
01���2 .

7.98 Note (FEAL-NX) Extending FEAL-N to use a 128-bit key results in FEAL-NX, with al-
tered key schedule as follows. The key is split into 64-bit halves -3��45����6 1 . ��6 is parti-
tioned into 32-bit halves -7�#6  ���#698 1 . For ,;:<"�:=- �/.>
�1?�<2 , define @BA � ��6  �C ��698
for "EDF,�G/H*I � ; @BA � �#6  for "ED 
 G/H*I � ; and @BA � �#698 for "EDKJ%G/H*I � .
The second argument ( L�M A �! 3N C L�M A �*&ON ) to P�Q in step 2a of Algorithm 7.95 is replaced by
L�M A �! 3N C L�M A �*&ON C @ A . For � 6 � J , FEAL-NX matches FEAL-N with � 4 as the 64-bit
FEAL-N key � .

7.99 Example (FEAL test vectors) For hex plaintext R �
00000000 00000000 and hex

key � �
01234567 89ABCDEF, Algorithm 7.95 generates subkeys -3���������������;+ 1S�

DF3BCA36 F17C1AEC 45A5B9C7 26EBAD25, -7�UT��������!���; WV 1 �
8B2AECB7

AC509D4C 22CD479B A8D50CB5. Algorithm 7.94 generates FEAL-8 ciphertext X �
CEEF2C86 F2490752. For FEAL-16, the corresponding ciphertext is XZY � 3ADE0D2A
D84D0B6F; for FEAL-32, XZY Y � 69B0FAE6 DDED6B0B. For 128-bit key -7�#4[����6 1
with ��4 � ��6 � � as above, R has corresponding FEAL-8X ciphertext X Y Y\Y �
92BEB65D 0E9382FB. ]

7.100 Note (strength of FEAL) Table 7.10 gives various published attacks on FEAL; LC and DC
denote linear and differential cryptanalysis, and times are on common personal computers
or workstations.

attack data complexity storage processing

method known chosen complexity complexity

FEAL-4 – LC 5 — 30K bytes 6 minutes

FEAL-6 – LC 100 — 100K bytes 40 minutes

FEAL-8 – LC ^_a` 10 minutes

FEAL-8 – DC ^b pairs 280K bytes 2 minutes

FEAL-16 – DC — ^ _�c pairs ^d�e operations

FEAL-24 – DC — ^�`gf pairs ^�`gh operations

FEAL-32 – DC — ^�h�h pairs ^hgb operations

Table 7.10: FEAL strength against various attacks.
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7.6 IDEA

The cipher named IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) encrypts 64-bit plain-
text to 64-bit ciphertext blocks, using a 128-bit input key k . Based in part on a novel
generalization of the Feistel structure, it consists of 8 computationally identical rounds fol-
lowed by an output transformation (see Figure 7.11). Round l uses six 16-bit subkeys k�mon�pq ,r�sutvsEw

, to transform a 64-bit input x into an output of four 16-bit blocks, which are in-
put to the next round. The round 8 output enters the output transformation, employing four
additional subkeys kym zOpq ,

rSsEtUs={
to produce the final ciphertext |~}��7|�����|0�*��|�����|0��� .

All subkeys are derived from k .
A dominant design concept in IDEA is mixing operations from three different alge-

braic groups of �� elements. The corresponding group operations on sub-blocks � and � of
bitlength ��} r�w are bitwise XOR: �'�%� ; addition mod � � : �3�5����� AND 0xFFFF, denoted
�'�S� ; and (modified) multiplication mod � � � r , with ����� �� associated with � � ��� ���0�!� :
�*�%� (see Note 7.104).

bitwise XOR

addition mod �>���
multiplication mod �>��� ��� (with ¡ interpreted as �0�¢� )

16

£�¤ �W¥¦

§ � §©¨

£ ¤ �W¥ª£ ¤ �W¥¨

round 1

output
transformation

16 16 16

£ ¤ �W¥«

16 16 16

¬ � ¬�¨ ¬ ª ¬ «

16

§ ª § «

£ ¤  ¥¨ £ ¤  ¥ª £ ¤  ¥«

®�¯Z°²±U°´³µround
±

£�¤ �W¥�
MA-box ¶ ¨

¶¸·
¶ �

16161616

£ ¤ �W¥�

£ ¤  ¥�

ciphertext m ¬ �3¹ ¬ ¨ ¹ ¬ ª ¹ ¬ « p

subkeys
£�¤\º ¥» for round n

plaintext m § �¼¹ § ¨ ¹ § ª ¹ § « p

Figure 7.11: IDEA computation path.
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7.101 Algorithm IDEA encryption

INPUT: 64-bit plaintext ½F¾À¿´Á�Â�Â�Âa¿²Ã3Ä ; 128-bit key Å	¾�Æ�Á�Â�Â�Â�Æ�ÁWÇ7È .
OUTPUT: 64-bit ciphertext block ÉÊ¾ÊË7É Á�Ì É Ç�Ì É�Í Ì É Ä�Î . (For decryption, see Note 7.103.)

1. (key schedule) Compute 16-bit subkeys ÅyÏÑÐ�ÒÁ Ì Â�Â�Â Ì ÅyÏoÐÒÃ for rounds Ó/Ô�ÕSÔ�Ö , and

ÅyÏ\×�ÒÁ Ì Â�Â�Â Ì ÅyÏ ×OÒÄ for the output transformation, using Algorithm 7.102.
2. Ë�ØÙÁ Ì ØÚÇ Ì Ø Í Ì ØÚÄ Î©Û Ë�¿uÁ�Â�Â�Â�¿uÁ�Ã , ¿uÁ7Ü!Â�Â�Â�¿ Í Ç , ¿ Í3Í Â�Â�Â�¿²Ä7È , ¿²Ä × Â�Â�Â�¿SÃ3Ä Î ,where Ø;Ý is a 16-bit data store.
3. For round Õ from 1 to 8 do:

(a) Ø�Á Û Ø�Á�Þ(ÅyÏoÐÒÁ , ØÚÄ Û ØÚÄ�Þ%Å�ÏoÐ�ÒÄ , Ø/Ç Û Ø/ÇàßáÅyÏÑÐ�ÒÇ , Ø Í Û Ø Í ßáÅyÏÑÐ�ÒÍ .

(b) âgã Û Å ÏoÐÒä Þ%Ë�Ø Á�å ØÚÍ Î , â ÁZÛ Å ÏoÐÒÃ Þ%Ë�âgã©ßEË�Ø Ç�å Ø Ä�Î¼Î , â Ç�Û âgã©ß´â Á .
(c) Ø�Á Û Ø�Á å â�Á , ØÚÄ Û Ø/Ä å âgÇ , æ Û ØÚÇ å âgÇ , ØÚÇ Û Ø Í å â�Á , Ø Í Û æ .

4. (output transformation) É9Á Û Ø�Á�Þ(ÅyÏ ×OÒÁ , É0Ä Û ØÚÄ�Þ%ÅyÏ ×OÒÄ , É�Ç Û Ø Í ß´ÅyÏ\×�ÒÇ , É Í Û
ØÚÇ©ßáÅyÏ ×OÒÍ .

7.102 Algorithm IDEA key schedule (encryption)

INPUT: 128-bit key Åç¾�Æ*Á!Â�Â�Â�Æ*Á�Ç3È .
OUTPUT: 52 16-bit key sub-blocks Å ÏoÐÒÝ for 8 rounds Õ and the output transformation.

1. Order the subkeys ÅyÏ Á ÒÁ Â�Â�Â�ÅyÏ Á ÒÃ Ì ÅyÏ Ç ÒÁ Â�Â�Â�ÅyÏ Ç ÒÃ Ì Â�Â�Â Ì Å�Ï È ÒÁ Â�Â�Â�Å�Ï È ÒÃ Ì ÅyÏ ×OÒÁ Â�Â�Â�ÅyÏ ×OÒÄ .
2. Partition Å into eight 16-bit blocks; assign these directly to the first 8 subkeys.
3. Do the following until all 52 subkeys are assigned: cyclic shift Å left 25 bits; parti-

tion the result into 8 blocks; assign these blocks to the next 8 subkeys.

The key schedule of Algorithm 7.102 may be converted into a table which lists, for
each of the 52 keys blocks, which 16 (consecutive) bits of the input key Å form it.

7.103 Note (IDEA decryption) Decryption is achieved using Algorithm 7.101 with the cipher-
text É provided as input ½ , and the same encryption key Å , but the following change
to the key schedule. First use Å to derive all encryption subkeys ÅyÏÑÐ�ÒÝ ; from these com-

pute the decryption subkeys Å�è ÏoÐÒÝ per Table 7.11; then use Å�è ÏÑÐ�ÒÝ in place of Å ÏÑÐ�ÒÝ in Algo-
rithm 7.101. In Table 7.11, é(Å Ý denotes the additive inverse (mod ê ÁWÃ ) of Å Ý : the integerë ¾�Ë7ê ÁWÃ é�Å Ý�Î AND 0xFFFF, ìUÔ ë Ô<ê Á�Ã éyÓ . Å�í ÁÝ denotes the multiplicative inverse
(mod ê ÁWÃZî Ó ) of Å�Ý , also in ïOì Ì Ó Ì Â�Â�Â Ì ê Á�Ã éuÓ�ð , derivable by the Extended Euclidean al-
gorithm (Algorithm 2.107), which on inputs æ;ñóò%ñôì returns integers õ and ö such that
æ�õ î ò�öE¾ø÷0ù�ú'Ë7æ Ì ò Î . Using æ´¾øê Á�Ã�î Ó and ò;¾øÅ#Ý , the gcd is always Ó (except for
Å�Ý5¾�ì , addressed separately) and thus Å í ÁÝ ¾ûö , or ê ÁWÃvî Ó î ö if öSüEì . When Å�Ýý¾�ì ,
this input is mapped to ê ÁWÃ (since the inverse is defined by Å#Ý¼Þ%Å�í ÁÝ ¾�Ó ; see Note 7.104)
and Ë¼ê ÁWÃ Î í Á ¾Êê ÁWÃ is then defined to give Å í ÁÝ ¾Êì .

7.104 Note (definition of Þ ) In IDEA, æ'Þþò corresponds to a (modified) multiplication, modulo
ê ÁWÃ'î Ó , of unsigned 16-bit integers æ and ò , where ìUÿ�� Ç���� is associated with ê Á�Ã ÿ����Ç �	��
 Á
as follows:Ç if æÙ¾çì or ò ¾çì , replace it by ê Á�Ã (which is �çé%Ó����ú/ê Á�Ã�î Ó ) prior to
modular multiplication; and if the result is ê ÁWÃ , replace this by ì . Thus, Þ maps two 16-
bit inputs to a 16-bit output. Pseudo-code for Þ is as follows (cf. Note 7.105, for ordinary�

Thus the operands of � are from a set of cardinality ����� (��� � ����� � ) as are those of � and � .
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round  !#"%$'&)(* !+",$'&)(- !#"%$'&)(. !+",$'&)(/ !#"%$'&)(0 !#"%$'&)(1
 �243 56! $ *87:9 &�(* ; 9<* = ! $ *87:9 &�(- = ! $ *87�9 &)(. 5�! $ *87�9 &)(/ ; 9>* ! $ ? 9 &)(0 ! $ ? 9 &)(1@BA  ADC 56!E$ *87:9 &�(* ; 9<* = !E$ *87:9 &�(. = !F$ *87�9 &)(- 5�!F$ *87�9 &)(/ ; 9>* !F$ ? 9 &)(0 !F$ ? 9 &)(1
 �24G 56! $ *87:9 &�(* ; 9<* = ! $ *87:9 &�(- = ! $ *87�9 &)(. 5�! $ *87�9 &)(/ ; 9>* — —

Table 7.11: IDEA decryption subkeys H#IKJ'L6MN derived from encryption subkeys H J'L6MN .

multiplication mod
@ *81PO 3 ), for Q a 32-bit unsigned integer: if 56RS2UT ;  EV (0x10001=XW

) (since
@ *81YWPZ[=�W

), elseif 5 W 2[T ;  +V (0x10001
= R ) (by similar reasoning), else\ Q�V]R W_^  `Va5b5�Q AND 0xFFFF)

= 5�Qdcecf3hg )); if 58 �iDT ;  `V (0x10001
O  ;�j , with

return value 58 AND 0xFFFF) in all 3 cases.

7.105 Note (implementing R Wlknmpo @)q O 3 ) Multiplication mod
@ *81rO 3 may be efficiently imple-

mented as follows, for T A Rps W Af@ *�1 (cf. t 14.3.4). Let Ql24R W 24Q 7lu @ .�- O Qbv u @ *81 O Qbw ,
where Q 7`x \ TYsy3 j and T A QbwzsyQbv{i @ *�1 . To compute Q|"}2~Q k�mpo 5 @ *81�O 3 ; , first obtain
Qbw and Qbv by standard multiplication. For R`2 W 2 @ *81

, note that Q 7 2�3 , Qbw�2�Qbv�2�T ,
and Q|"r245 = 3 ; 5 = 3 ; 2�3 , since

@ *�1�Z4= 3 mod 5 @ *81<O 3 ; ; otherwise, Q 7 2�T . Consequently,
Q|"�2�Q w = Q v O Q 7 if Q w�� Q v , while Q|"�2�Q w = Q v O 5 @ *81�O 3 ; if Q w i�Q v (since then= @ *81 i4Q w = Q v iDT ).

7.106 Example (IDEA test vectors) Sample data for IDEA encryption of 64-bit plaintext � us-
ing 128-bit key ! is given in Table 7.12. All entries are 16-bit values displayed in hexadeci-
mal. Table 7.13 details the corresponding decryption of the resulting 64-bit ciphertext �
under the same key ! . �

128-bit key H����K�)�������)�������)�������)���)� 64-bit plaintext �����K�����)���������
r H J L�M¡ H J'L6M¢ H J'L6M£ H J'L6M¤ H J'L6M¥ H J'L6M¦ § ¡ § ¢ § £ § ¤
1 0001 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 00f0 00f5 010a 0105
2 0007 0008 0400 0600 0800 0a00 222f 21b5 f45e e959
3 0c00 0e00 1000 0200 0010 0014 0f86 39be 8ee8 1173
4 0018 001c 0020 0004 0008 000c 57df ac58 c65b ba4d
5 2800 3000 3800 4000 0800 1000 8e81 ba9c f77f 3a4a
6 1800 2000 0070 0080 0010 0020 6942 9409 e21b 1c64
7 0030 0040 0050 0060 0000 2000 99d0 c7f6 5331 620e
8 4000 6000 8000 a000 c000 e001 0a24 0098 ec6b 4925
9 0080 00c0 0100 0140 — — 11fb ed2b 0198 6de5

Table 7.12: IDEA encryption sample: round subkeys and ciphertext � § ¡ � § ¢ � § £ � § ¤ � .

7.107 Note (security of IDEA) For the full 8-round IDEA, other than attacks on weak keys (see
page 279), no published attack is better than exhaustive search on the 128-bit key space.
The security of IDEA currently appears bounded only by the weaknesses arising from the
relatively small (compared to its keylength) blocklength of 64 bits.
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¨ª©�«K¬�6®��¯��°��±�6²��³��´�µ ¶�©
(11fb,ed2b,0198,6de5)

r
¨#·,¸'¹6º» ¨#·%¸'¹6º¼ ¨#·K¸ ¹�º½ ¨#·%¸ ¹�º¾ ¨#·K¸'¹6º¿ ¨#·K¸'¹6ºÀ Á » Á ¼ Á ½ Á ¾

1 fe01 ff40 ff00 659a c000 e001 d98d d331 27f6 82b8
2 fffd 8000 a000 cccc 0000 2000 bc4d e26b 9449 a576
3 a556 ffb0 ffc0 52ab 0010 0020 0aa4 f7ef da9c 24e3
4 554b ff90 e000 fe01 0800 1000 ca46 fe5b dc58 116d
5 332d c800 d000 fffd 0008 000c 748f 8f08 39da 45cc
6 4aab ffe0 ffe4 c001 0010 0014 3266 045e 2fb5 b02e
7 aa96 f000 f200 ff81 0800 0a00 0690 050a 00fd 1dfa
8 4925 fc00 fff8 552b 0005 0006 0000 0005 0003 000c
9 0001 fffe fffd c001 — — 0000 0001 0002 0003

Table 7.13: IDEA decryption sample: round subkeys and variables
« Á »  Á ¼  Á ½  Á ¾ µ .

7.7 SAFER, RC5, and other block ciphers

7.7.1 SAFER

SAFER K-64 (Secure And Fast Encryption Routine, with 64-bit key) is an iterated block
cipher with 64-bit plaintext and ciphertext blocks. It consists of Â identical rounds followed
by an output transformation. The original recommendation of 6 rounds was followed by a
recommendation to adopt a slightly modified key schedule (yielding SAFER SK-64, which
should be used rather than SAFER K-64 – see Note 7.110) and to use 8 rounds (maximum
ÂnÃ�ÄhÅ ). Both key schedules expand the 64-bit external key into ÆyÂÈÇÉÄ subkeys each of 64-
bits (two for each round plus one for the output transformation). SAFER consists entirely
of simple byte operations, aside from byte-rotations in the key schedule; it is thus suitable
for processors with small word size such as chipcards (cf. FEAL).

Details of SAFER K-64 are given in Algorithm 7.108 and Figure 7.12 (see also page
280 regarding SAFER K-128 and SAFER SK-128). The XOR-addition stage beginning
each round (identical to the output transformation) XORs bytes 1, 4, 5, and 8 of the (first)
round subkey with the respective round input bytes, and respectively adds (mod 256) the re-
maining 4 subkey bytes to the others. The XOR and addition (mod 256) operations are inter-
changed in the subsequent addition-XOR stage. The S-boxes are an invertible byte-to-byte
substitution using one fixed 8-bit bijection (see Note 7.111). A linear transformation Ê (the
Pseudo-Hadamard Transform) used in the 3-level linear layer was specially constructed for
rapid diffusion. The introduction of additive key biases in the key schedule eliminates weak
keys (cf. DES, IDEA). In contrast to Feistel-like and many other ciphers, in SAFER the op-
erations used for encryption differ from those for decryption (see Note 7.113). SAFER may
be viewed as an SP network (Definition 7.79).

Algorithm 7.108 uses the following definitions ( Ë , Ì denote left, right 8-bit inputs):

1. ÊÎÍ6ËÐÏyÌÒÑ�ÃDÍ6ÆYËSÇÓÌ�ÏdËSÇXÌÒÑ . Addition here is mod ÆhÔYÕ (also denoted by Ö );
2. tables × and ×�Ø Ù_Ú , and the constant table for key biases ÛlÜ�Ý Þ)ß as per Note 7.111.

c
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Figure 7.12: SAFER K-64 computation path (� rounds).
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7.108 Algorithm SAFER K-64 encryption (� rounds)

INPUT: � , ����������� ; 64-bit plaintext � �"!"#%$&$'$(!*),+ and key -.�0/1#2$&$&$&/&)3+ .
OUTPUT: 64-bit ciphertext block 40�65,4 #&7'8&8'897 4�:�; . (For decryption, see Note 7.113.)

1. Compute 64-bit subkeys -<# 7'8&8&897 ->=@?'A%# by Algorithm 7.109 with inputs - and � .
2. 5CB #'7 B =�7'8&8'897 B�:�;EDF5G! # $&$'$H!I: 7 !IJK$&$&$L! #G)�7M8'8&8%7 !*NPO%$&$'$(! ),+ ; .
3. For Q from 1 to � do: (XOR-addition, S-box, addition-XOR, and 3 linear layers)

(a) For RS�T� 7&U�7WV17WX : B<YZD[B<Y]\6->=@^H_2#�` R'a .
For RS�Tb 7&c�7 � 7Wd : B<YZD[B<Ye�->=@^H_2#�` Rfa .

(b) For RS�T� 7&U�7WV17WX : B<YZDhgi` BjYka . For RS�Tb 7&c�7 � 7Wd : B<YZDhg
l m@n2` B<Yoa .
(c) For Rp�6� 7WU17WV�7&X : B Y D[B Y eq- =�^ ` Rfa . For Rp�6b 7Wc�7 � 7&d : B Y D[B Y \�- =@^ ` Rfa .
(d) For RS�T� 7&c�7WV17Wd : 5GBjY 7 B<Y@A%#W;EDsrt5CB<Y 7 B<Y@A%#&; .
(e) 5,4t# 7 4�=�;EDhrt5CBu# 7 B�v�; , 534�v 7 4�+�;KDhrt5CB N 7 B O ; ,
5,4 N 7 4�)�;EDhrt5CB�= 7 B�+�; , 534 O 7 4 : ;KDhrt5CB�) 7 B : ; .
For R from 1 to 8 do: B<YiDh4�Y .

(f) 5,4 #&7 4 = ;EDhrt5CB #W7 B v ; , 534 v�7 4 + ;KDhrt5CB�N 7 BuO�; ,
5,4 N 7 4�)�;EDhrt5CB�= 7 B�+�; , 534 O 7 4 : ;KDhrt5CB�) 7 B : ; .
For R from 1 to 8 do: B<YiDh4�Y . (This mimics the previous step.)

4. (output transformation):
For Rp�6� 7WU�7&V�7&X : 4 Y D[B Y \w- =@?'A2# ` R'a . For RS�Tb 7&c�7 � 7Wd : 4 Y D[B Y e�- =@?'A%# ` Rfa .

7.109 Algorithm SAFER K-64 key schedule

INPUT: 64-bit key -[�0/1#2$&$&$&/&)3+ ; number of rounds � .
OUTPUT: 64-bit subkeys -x# 7&8'8&8'7 ->=@?'A2# . -S^&` R'a is byte R of -�^ (numbered left to right).

1. Let y�` QHa denote an 8-bit data store and let z{^'` Rfa denote byte R of z{^ (Note 7.111).
2. 5,y�` �@a 7 y�` b@a 7&8&8'897 y�` X aL;|Dh5,/ # $&$'$@/': 7 /'J}$&$'$W/ #C)17M8&8'8%7 /&NPO%$'$&$W/ )3+ ).
3. 5,-x#�` �@a 7 -<#�` bWa 7'8&8&897 -<#~` X aL;EDF5,y�` �@a 7 y�` b@a 7&8&8'897 y�` X aL; .
4. For Q from b to b&�]��� do: (rotate key bytes left 3 bits, then add in the bias)

(a) For R from 1 to 8 do: y�` RfaDF53y�` Rfa�Dp� c ; .
(b) For R from 1 to 8 do: - ^ ` Rfa�Dhy�` Rfa
ewz ^ ` Rfa . (See Note 7.110.)

7.110 Note (SAFER SK-64 – strengthened key schedule) An improved key schedule for Algo-
rithm 7.108, resulting in SAFER SK-64, involves three changes as follows. (i) After ini-
tializing the y�` QHa in step 1 of Algorithm 7.109, set y�` �WaxD�y�` �@ak\Zy�` bWao\�$&$&$'\�y�` X a . (ii)
Change the upper bound on the loop index in step 4a from 8 to 9. (iii) Replace the iterated
line in step 4b by: -�^'` Rfa�Dhy�` 5k5GQt�IRi��b�;|��������;����Wa~e�z{^'` Rfa . Thus, key bytes � 7'8&8'897WX
of y�` $ a are used for -<# ; bytes b 7&8'8&897 � for ->= ; bytes c�7&8'8&8 � 7 � for ->v , etc. Here and origi-
nally, e denotes addition mod 256. No attack against SAFER SK-64 better than exhaustive
key search is known.

7.111 Note (S-boxes and key biases in SAFER) The S-box, inverse S-box, and key biases for Al-
gorithm 7.108 are constant tables as follows. �uD U�V . g]` �WaED�� , g
l m@n2` �@a}D�� . for Q from
1 to 255 do: ��D���$�gi` Q��6�Wa����1��b V�d , gi` QHa�D�� , g�l m@n%` �(a�D�Q . Finally, g]` ��b X apD�� ,
g l m@n ` �@aED���b X . (Since � generates �K�= N�O , g]` QHa is a bijection on �P� 7 � 7&8&8'8t7 b V�V1� . (Note that
� #G= :�� b V ��5k�����*b V�d ; , and associating 256 with 0 makes g a mapping with 8-bit input
and output.) The additive key biases are 8-bit constants used in the key schedule (Algo-
rithm 7.109), intended to behave as random numbers, and defined z ^ ` R'a�6gi` gi` �WQ~�>Rfa�a for Q
from b to bW�%��� and R from 1 to 8. For example: z = �65,b�b 7 ��� V�7&V � 7&c � 7 � U b 7 �~��b 7 � X � 7 � c�U ;
and z #Gv ��5,� U�c�7WU � 7 b�b�� 7WU17 ��b X�7 b�b~b 7 b c � 7WU �~; .
c
�
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7.112 Remark (S-box mapping) The S-box of Note 7.111 is based on the function �|�G �¡>¢¤£�¥¦�§�¨S©�ª�« using a primitive element £x¢�¬ ª�u®%¯3°�± . This mapping is nonlinear with respect
to both ®2¯3°�± arithmetic and the vector space of 8-tuples over ² ¯ under the XOR operation.
The inverse S-box is based on the base-£ logarithm function.

7.113 Note (SAFER K-64 decryption) For decryption of Algorithm 7.108, the same key ³ and
subkeys ³�´ are used as for encryption. Each encryption step is undone in reverse order,
from last to first. Begin with an input transformation (XOR-subtraction stage) with key
³ ¯�µf¶%· to undo the output transformation, replacing modular addition with subtraction. Fol-
low with ¸ decryption rounds using keys ³ ¯@µ through ³ · (two-per-round), inverting each
round in turn. Each starts with a 3-stage inverse linear layer using ¹Wº »@¼��3½E¾&¿Z¡�¢À�3½ÂÁ
¿Z¾ © ¿�Á6½Ã¡ , with subtraction here mod ©�ª�Ä , in a 3-step sequence defined as follows (to
invert the byte-permutations between encryption stages):
Level 1 (for ÅS¢TÆ�¾&Ç�¾ ª ¾ « ): �CÈ<É�¾oÈjÉ ¶2· ¡EÊh¹Wº »@¼��GÈjÉ�¾oÈ<É ¶%· ¡ .
Levels 2 and 3 (each): �,Ë · ¾'Ë ¯ ¡}Êh¹@º »@¼��CÈ · ¾oÈ ° ¡ , �,Ë�Ì1¾'Ë�Í�¡EÊh¹@º »@¼
�CÈ ¯ ¾LÈ�Î�¡ ,
�,Ë ° ¾&Ë�Î1¡EÊh¹@º »@¼
�CÈ�Ì�¾oÈ ± ¡ , �,Ë ± ¾'Ë�Ï1¡EÊh¹@º »@¼��CÈ�Í�¾LÈ�Ï�¡ ; for Å from 1 to 8 do: È<É]ÊsË1É .
A subtraction-XOR stage follows (replace modular addition with subtraction), then an in-
verse substitution stage (exchange � and �KÐ · ), and an XOR-subtraction stage.

7.114 Example (SAFER test vectors) Using 6-round SAFER K-64 (Algorithm 7.108) on the 64-
bit plaintext Ñ ¢Ò�,Æ�¾ © ¾WÇ1¾W¬1¾ ª ¾ Ä ¾ « ¾WÓ�¡ with the key ³Ô¢Õ�kÓ1¾ « ¾ Ä ¾ ª ¾&¬�¾WÇ1¾ © ¾WÆ�¡ results in
the ciphertext Ö×¢[� ©�Ø�Ø ¾ © ¬ © ¾&Æ ª�Ä ¾ ©�© Æ�¾&Æ�Ç ª ¾WÆ ©�Ø ¾ Ä�© ¾ © Æ « ¡ , written as 8 bytes in decimal.
Using 6-round SAFER SK-64 (Note 7.110) on the plaintext Ñ above with the key ³Ù¢
�kÆ�¾ © ¾&Ç�¾W¬1¾ ª ¾ Ä ¾ « ¾&Ó�¡ results in the ciphertext ÖT¢��,Ú ª ¾ ©�Ø�Ä ¾&Æ ª�ª ¾WÆ Ä�© ¾ ª ¾&Æ�Ç © ¾ ª~Ä ¾WÆ~Ú�Ú~¡ . Û

7.7.2 RC5

The RC5 block cipher has a word-oriented architecture for variable word sizes Ü¤¢6Æ Ä , Ç © ,
or Ä ¬ bits. It has an extremely compact description, and is suitable for hardware or software.
The number of rounds ¸ and the key byte-length Ý are also variable. It is successively more
completely identified as RC5–Ü , RC5–Ü /̧ , and RC5–Ü /̧ / Ý . RC5-32/12/16 is considered
a common choice of parameters; ¸�¢�Æ © rounds are recommended for RC5–32, and ¸p¢TÆ Ä
for RC5–64.

Algorithm 7.115 specifies RC5. Plaintext and ciphertext are blocks of bitlength © Ü .
Each of ¸ rounds updates both Ü -bit data halves, using 2 subkeys in an input transformation
and 2 more for each round. The only operations used, all on Ü -bit words, are addition mod©fÞ ( ß ), XOR ( à ), and rotations (left ÊSá and right â ã ). The XOR operation is linear, while
the addition may be considered nonlinear depending on the metric for linearity. The data-
dependent rotations featured in RC5 are the main nonlinear operation used:  �Êpá�ä denotes
cyclically shifting a Ü -bit word left ä bits; the rotation-count ä may be reduced mod Ü (the
low-order å�æ1�CÜ�¡ bits of ä suffice). The key schedule expands a key of Ý bytes into © ¸>ç ©
subkeys ³�´ of Ü bits each. Regarding packing/unpacking bytes into words, the byte-order
is little-endian: for Üè¢sÇ © , the first plaintext byte goes in the low-order end of é , the
fourth in é ’s high-order end, the fifth in ê ’s low order end, and so on.
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7.115 Algorithm RC5 encryption (ë -bit wordsize, ì rounds, í -byte key)

INPUT: î&ï -bit plaintext ð ñTò,óiô'õ�ö ; ÷ ; key ø[ñ0øqù ú@û
ü&ü&ü@ø�ù ý|þ ÿ@û .
OUTPUT: îWï -bit ciphertext

�
. (For decryption, see Note 7.117.)

1. Compute îW÷�� î subkeys ø��1ô&ü&ü'ü9ô&ø����
	�� by Algorithm 7.116 from inputs ø and ÷ .
2. ó�hó���ø � , õ�hõ���ø � . (Use addition modulo î
� .)
3. For � from 1 to ÷ do: ó�Fòkò3ó���õ�ö����õ�ö�� ø ��� , õ�hòkò,õ���ó�ö����óiö��qø ����	�� .
4. The output is

� Fò,ó]ô&õ�ö3ü

7.116 Algorithm RC5 key schedule

INPUT: word bitsize ï ; number of rounds ÷ ; ý -byte key øqù ú@û
ü&ü&ü@ø�ù ý|þ ÿ@û .
OUTPUT: subkeys ø � ô'ü&ü&ü9ô'ø ����	�� (where ø � is ï bits).

1. Let  �ñqï"!$# (number of bytes per word) and %Kñ'&Lý(!� *) (number of words ø fills).
Pad ø on the right with zero-bytes if necessary to achieve a byte-count divisible by
 (i.e., øqù +fû,hú for ý.-/+0-1%32� Iþqÿ ). For � from 0 to %Ãþ ÿ do: 45�6 7�8 �9�: � î�; 9øqù �,2� <��+fû (i.e., fill 4=� low-order to high-order byte using each byte of øqù 2 û once).

2. ø � ?> ��@ for � from 1 to î&÷A��ÿ do: ø � hø � 8 � �CB � . (Use Table 7.14.)
3. �Dhú , +EFú , ó1Fú , õ�hú , F.HGJI�K%òL%&ôWîW÷A�qî�ö . For M from 1 to N(F do:

(a) øO�3Fò,ø"�P�wóQ�wõ�öR"�PN , óChøO� , �DS�5�qÿTGJU�V�òkîW÷���î�ö .
(b) 4 9 FòL4 9 ��óW��õ�öR��
ò,óQ�wõ�ö , õX?4 9 , +JS+A�qÿ�GJU�VE% .

4. The output is ø � ô'ø � ô'ü&ü'ü9ô&ø ����	�� . (The 4 � are not used.)

7.117 Note (RC5 decryption) Decryption uses the Algorithm 7.115 subkeys, operating on ci-
phertext

� ñ ò3óiô&õ�ö as follows (subtraction is mod î
� , denoted Y ). For � from ÷ down
to ÿ do: õH òkò,õZY¤ø ���[	�� öJ\ ] ó�ö���ó , ó^ òkò3ó_Y ø ��� öE\ ] õ�ö`��õ . Finally ð 
ò,óWY�ø � ô'õaYwø � ö .

ëcb d�e f
g eihj,k b B7E1 B7E15163 B7E15162 8AED2A6Bl k b 9E37 9E3779B9 9E3779B9 7F4A7C15

Table 7.14: RC5 magic constants (given as hex strings).

7.118 Example (RC5–32/12/16 test vectors) For the hexadecimal plaintext ð�ñ 65C178B2
84D197CC and key ø.ñ 5269F149 D41BA015 2497574D 7F153125, RC5 with
ï0ñZN�î , ÷SñTÿ�î , and ýKñ6ÿnm generates ciphertext

� ñ EB44E415 DA319824. o

7.7.3 Other block ciphers

LOKI’91 (and earlier, LOKI’89) was proposed as a DES alternative with a larger 64-bit key,
a matching 64-bit blocksize, and 16 rounds. It differs from DES mainly in key-scheduling
and the p -function. The p -function of each round uses four identical 12-to-8 bit S-boxes,

c
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4 input bits of which select one of 16 functions, each of which implements exponentia-
tion with a fixed exponent in a different representation of GF( s�t ). While no significant ex-
ploitable weaknesses have been found in LOKI’91 when used for encryption, related-key
attacks (see page 281) are viewed as a certificational weakness.

Khufu and Khafre are DES-like ciphers which were proposed as fast software-oriented
alternatives to DES. They have 64-bit blocks, uwvyxns bit S-boxes, and a variable number
of rounds (typically 16, 24, or 32). Khufu keys may be up to 512 bits. Khafre keys have
bitlength that is a multiple of 64 (64 and 128-bit keys are typical); 64 key bits are XORed
onto the data block before the first and thereafter following every 8 rounds. Whereas a DES
round involves eight 6-to-4 bit S-boxes, one round of Khufu involves a single 8-to-32 bit
table look-up, with a different S-box for every 8 rounds. The S-boxes are generated pseu-
dorandomly from the user key. Khafre uses fixed S-boxes generated pseudorandomly from
an initial S-box constructed from random numbers published by the RAND corporation in
1955. Under the best currently known attacks, 16-round Khufu and 24-round Khafre are
each more difficult to break than DES.

7.8 Notes and further references
z
7.1

The extensive and particularly readable survey by Diffie and Hellman [347], providing a
broad introduction to cryptography especially noteworthy for its treatment of Hagelin and
rotor machines and the valuable annotated bibliography circa 1979, is a source for much
of the material in

z
7.2,

z
7.3, and

z
7.4 herein. Aside from the appearance of DES [396] in

the mid 1970s and FEAL [884] later in the 1980s, prior to 1990 few fully-specified seri-
ous symmetric block cipher proposals were widely available or discussed. (See Chapter 15
for Pohlig and Hellman’s 1978 discrete exponentiation cipher.) With the increasing feasi-
bility of exhaustive search on 56-bit DES keys, the period 1990-1995 resulted in a large
number of proposals, beginning with PES [728], the preliminary version of IDEA [730].
The Fast Software Encryption workshops (Cambridge, U.K., Dec. 1993; Leuven, Belgium,
Dec. 1994; and again Cambridge, Feb. 1996) were a major stimulus and forum for new pro-
posals.

The most significant cryptanalytic advances over the 1990-1995 period were Matsui’s linear
cryptanalysis [796, 795], and the differential cryptanalysis of Biham and Shamir [138] (see
also [134, 139]). Extensions of these included the differential-linear analysis by Langford
and Hellman [741], and the truncated differential analysis of Knudsen [686]. For additional
background on linear cryptanalysis, see Biham [132]; see also Matsui and Yamagishi [798]
for a preliminary version of the method. Additional background on differential cryptanal-
ysis is provided by many authors including Lai [726], Lai, Massey, and Murphy [730], and
Coppersmith [271]; although more efficient 6-round attacks are known, Stinson [1178] pro-
vides detailed examples of attacks on 3-round and 6-round DES. Regarding both linear and
differential cryptanalysis, see also Knudsen [684] and Kaliski and Yin [656].z

7.2
Lai [726, Chapter 2] provides an excellent concise introduction to block ciphers, including a
lucid discussion of design principles (recommended for all block cipher designers). Regard-
ing text dictionary and matching ciphertext attacks (Note 7.8), see Coppersmith, Johnson,
and Matyas [278]. Rivest and Sherman [1061] provide a unified framework for random-
ized encryption (Definition 7.3); a common example is the use of random “salt” appended
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to passwords prior to password encryption in some operating systems ( { 10.2.3). Fact 7.9 is
due to Shannon [1121], whose contributions are many (see below).

The four basic modes of operation (including | -bit OFB feedback) were originally defined
specifically for DES in 1980 by FIPS 81 [398] and in 1983 by ANSI X3.106 [34], while ISO
8732 [578] and ISO/IEC 10116 [604], respectively, defined these modes for general 64-bit
and general } -bit block ciphers, mandating } -bit OFB feedback (see also Chapter 15). Bras-
sard [192] gives a concise summary of modes of operation; Davies and Price [308] provide a
comprehensive discussion, including OFB cycling (Note 7.24; see also Jueneman [643] and
Davies and Parkin [307]), and a method for encrypting incomplete CBC final blocks with-
out data expansion, which is important if plaintext must be encrypted and returned into its
original store. See Voydock and Kent [1225] for additional requirements on ~*� s. Recom-
mending �J�Z� for maximum strength, ISO/IEC 10116 [604] specifies the CFB variation of
Example 7.19, and provides extensive discussion of properties of the various modes. The
counter mode (Example 7.23) was suggested by Diffie and Hellman [347].

The 1977 exhaustive DES key search machine (Example 7.27) proposed by Diffie and Hell-
man [346] contained �n��� DES chips, with estimated cost US$20 million (1977 technology)
and 12-hour expected search time; Diffie later revised the estimate upwards one order of
magnitude in a BNR Inc. report (US$50 million machine, 2-day expected search time, 1980
technology). Diffie and Hellman noted the feasibility of a ciphertext-only attack (Exam-
ple 7.28), and that attempting to preclude exhaustive search by changing DES keys more
frequently, at best, doubles the expected search time before success.

Subsequently Wiener [1241] provided a gate-level design for a US$1 million machine (1993
technology) using �$�6�n�$� DES chips with expected success in 3.5 hours. Each chip con-
tains 16 pipelined stages, each stage completing in one clock tick at 50 MHz; a chip with
full pipeline completes a key test every 20 nanoseconds, providing a machine �$�6�n�$�T���$�
times faster than the 1142 years noted in FIPS 74 [397] as the time required to check ���`�
keys if one key can be tested each microsecond. Comparable key search machines of equiv-
alent cost by Eberle [362] and Wayner [1231] are, respectively, 55 and 200 times slower,
although the former does not require a chip design, and the latter uses a general-purpose
machine. Wiener also noted adaptations of the ECB known-plaintext attack to other 64-bit
modes (CBC, OFB, CFB) and 1-bit and 8-bit CFB.

Even and Goldreich [376] discuss the unicity distance of cascade ciphers under known-
plaintext attack (Fact 7.35), present a generalized time-memory meet-in-the-middle trade-
off (Note 7.38), and give several other concise results on cascades, including that under
reasonable assumptions, the number of permutations realizable by a cascade of � random
cipher stages is, with high probability, �
��� .
Diffie and Hellman [346] noted the meet-in-the-middle attack on double encryption (Fact
7.33), motivating their recommendation that multiple encipherment, if used, should be at
least three-fold; Hoffman [558] credits them with suggesting E-E-E triple encryption with
three independent keys. Merkle’s June 1979 thesis [850] explains the attack on two-key
triple-encryption of Fact 7.39 (see also Merkle and Hellman [858]), and after noting Tuch-
man’s proposal of two-key E-D-E triple encryption in a June 1978 conference talk (National
Computer Conference, Anaheim, CA; see also [1199]), recommended that E-D-E be used
with three independent keys: �R�����L�"������ �L�R� � ���5����� . The two-key E-D-E idea, adopted in
ANSI X9.17 [37] and ISO 8732 [578], was reportedly conceived circa April 1977 by Tuch-
man’s colleagues, Matyas and Meyer. The attack of Fact 7.40 is due to van Oorschot and
Wiener [1206]. See Coppersmith, Johnson, and Matyas [278] for a proposed construction
for a triple-DES algorithm. Other techniques intended to extend the strength of DES in-
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clude the DESX proposal of Rivest as analyzed by Kilian and Rogaway [672], and the work
of Biham and Biryukov [133].

Hellman [549] proposes a time-memory tradeoff for exhaustive key search on a cipher with¡£¢1¤
¥
ciphertexts requiring a chosen-plaintext attack, ¦T§ ¡E¨�©Lªn« time and ¦T§ ¡E¨�©�ª�« space

after an ¦T§ ¡¬« precomputation; search time can be reduced somewhat by use of Rivest’s
suggestion of distinguished points (see Denning [326, p.100]). Kusuda and Matsumoto
[722] recently extended this analysis. Fiat and Naor [393] pursue time-memory tradeoffs
for more general functions. Amirazizi and Hellman [25] note that time-memory tradeoff
with constant time-memory product offers no asymptotic cost advantage over exhaustive
search; they examine tradeoffs between time, memory, and parallel processing, and using
standard parallelization techniques, propose under a simplified model a search machine ar-
chitecture for which doubling the machine budget (cost) increases the solution rate four-
fold. This approach may be applied to exhaustive key search on double-encryption, as can
the parallel collision search technique of van Oorschot and Wiener [1207, 1208]; see also
Quisquater and Delescaille [1017, 1018].

Regarding Note 7.41, see Biham [131] (and earlier [130]) as well as Coppersmith, John-
son, and Matyas [278]. Biham’s analysis on DES and FEAL shows that, in many cases, the
use of intermediate data as feedback into an intermediate stage reduces security. 15 years
earlier, reflecting on his chosen-plaintext attack on two-key triple-encryption, Merkle [850,
p.149] noted “multiple encryption with any cryptographic system is liable to be much less
secure than a system designed originally for the longer key”.

Maurer and Massey [822] formalize Fact 7.42, where “break” means recovering plaintext
from ciphertext (under a known-plaintext attack) or recovering the key; the results hold also
for chosen-plaintext and chosen-ciphertext attack. They illustrate, however, that the ear-
lier result and commonly-held belief proven by Even and Goldreich [376] – that a cascade
is as strong as any of its component ciphers – requires the important qualifying (and non-
practical) assumption that an adversary will not exploit statistics of the underlying plaintext;
thus, the intuitive result is untrue for most practical ciphertext-only attacks.

7.3
Kahn [648] is the definitive historical reference for classical ciphers and machines up to
1967, including much of


7.3 and the notes below. The selection of classical ciphers pre-

sented largely follows Shannon’s lucid 1949 paper [1121]. Standard references for classical
cryptanalysis include Friedman [423], Gaines [436], and Sinkov [1152]. More recent books
providing expository material on classical ciphers, machines, and cryptanalytic examples
include Beker and Piper [84], Meyer and Matyas [859], Denning [326], and Davies and
Price [308].

Polyalphabetic ciphers were invented circa 1467 by the Florentine architect Alberti, who
devised a cipher disk with a larger outer and smaller inner wheel, respectively indexed by
plaintext and ciphertext characters. Letter alignments defined a simple substitution, modi-
fied by rotating the disk after enciphering a few words. The first printed book on cryptogra-
phy, Polygraphia, written in 1508 by the German monk Trithemius and published in 1518,
contains the first tableau – a square table on 24 characters listing all shift substitutions for a
fixed ordering of plaintext alphabet characters. Tableau rows were used sequentially to sub-
stitute one plaintext character each for 24 letters, where-after the same tableau or one based
on a different alphabet ordering was used. In 1553 Belaso (from Lombardy) suggested us-
ing an easily changed key (and key-phrases as memory aids) to define the fixed alphabetic
(shift) substitutions in a polyalphabetic substitution. The 1563 book of Porta (from Naples)
noted the ordering of tableau letters may define arbitrary substitutions (vs. simply shifted
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alphabets).

Various polyalphabetic auto-key ciphers, wherein the key changes with each message (the
alteration depending on the message), were explored in the 16th century, most significantly
by the Frenchman B. de Vigenère. His 1586 book Traicté des Chiffres proposed the com-
bined use of a mixed tableau (mixed alphabet on both the tableau top and side) and an auto-
keying technique (cf. Example 7.61). A single character served as a priming key to select
the tableau row for the first character substitution, where-after the ® th plaintext character
determined the alphabet (tableau row) for substituting the next. The far less secure simple
Vigenère cipher (Definition 7.53) is incorrectly attributed to Vigenère.

The Playfair cipher (Example 7.51), popularized by L. Playfair in England circa 1854 and
invented by the British scientist C. Wheatstone, was used as a British field cipher [648, p.6].
J. Mauborgne (see also the Vernam and PURPLE ciphers below) is credited in 1914 with
the first known solution of this digram cipher.

The Jefferson cylinder was designed by American statesman T. Jefferson, circa 1790-1800.
In 1817, fellow American D. Wadsworth introduced the principle of plaintext and cipher-
text alphabets of different lengths. His disk (cf. Alberti above) implemented a cipher similar
to Trithemius’ polyalphabetic substitution, but wherein the various alphabets were brought
into play irregularly in a plaintext-dependent manner, foreshadowing both the polyalpha-
betic ciphers of later 20th century rotor machines, and the concept of chaining. The inner
disk had 26 letters while the outer had an additional 7 digits; one full revolution of the larger
caused the smaller to advance 7 characters into its second revolution. The driving disk was
always turned in the same clockwise sense; when the character revealed through an aperture
in the plaintext disk matched the next plaintext character, that visible through a correspond-
ing ciphertext aperture indicated the resulting ciphertext. In 1867, Wheatstone displayed
an independently devised similar device thereafter called the Wheatstone disc, receiving
greater attention although less secure (having disks of respectively 26 and 27 characters,
the extra character a plaintext space).

Vernam [1222] recorded his idea for telegraph encryption in 1917; a patent filed in Septem-
ber 1918 was issued July 1919. Vernam’s device combined a stream of plaintext (5-bit Bau-
dot coded) characters, via XOR, with a keystream of 5-bit (key) values, resulting in the Ver-
nam cipher (a term often used for related techniques). This, the first polyalphabetic substi-
tution automated using electrical impulses, had period equal to the length of the key stream;
each 5-bit key value determined one of 32 fixed mono-alphabetic substitutions. Credit for
the actual one-time system goes to J. Mauborgne (U.S. Army) who, after seeing Vernam’s
device with a repeated tape, realized that use of a random, non-repeated key improved se-
curity. While Vernam’s device was a commercial failure, a related German system engi-
neered by W. Kunze, R. Schauffler, and E. Langlotz was put into practice circa 1921-1923
for German diplomatic communications; their encryption system, which involved manu-
ally adding a key string to decimal-coded plaintext, was secured by using as the numerical
key a random non-repeating decimal digit stream – the original one-time pad. Pads of 50
numbered sheets were used, each with 48 five-digit groups; no pads were repeated aside for
one identical pad for a communicating partner, and no sheet was to be used twice; sheets
were destroyed once used. The Vernam cipher proper, when used as a one-time system, in-
volves only 32 alphabets, but provides more security than rotor machines with a far greater
number of alphabets because the latter eventually repeat, whereas there is total randomness
(for each plaintext character) in selecting among the 32 Vernam alphabets.

The matrix cipher of Example 7.52 was proposed in 1929 by Hill [557], providing a practi-
cal method for polygraphic substitution, albeit a linear transformation susceptible to known-
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plaintext attack. Hill also recognized that using an involution as the encryption mapping al-
lowed the same function to provide decryption. Recent contributions on homophonic sub-
stitution include Günther [529] and Jendal, Kuhn, and Massey [636].

Among the unrivalled cryptanalytic contributions of the Russian-born American Friedman
is his 1920 Riverbank Publication no.22 [426] on cryptanalysis using the index of coinci-
dence. Friedman coined the term cryptanalysis in 1920, using it in his 1923 book Elements
of Cryptanalysis [425], a 1944 expansion of which, Military Cryptanalysis [423], remains
highly recommended. The method of Kasiski (from West Prussia) was originally published
in 1863; see Kahn [648, pp.208-213] for a detailed example. The discussion on IC and MR
follows that of Denning [326], itself based on Sinkov [1152]. Fact 7.75 follows from a stan-
dard expectation computation weighted by ±�² or ±�³ depending on whether the second of a
pair of randomly selected ciphertext characters is from the same ciphertext alphabet or one
of the ´DµC¶ remaining alphabets. The values in Table 7.1 are from Kahn [648], and vary
somewhat over time as languages evolve.

Friedman teaches how to cryptanalyze running-key ciphers in his (circa 1918) Riverbank
Publication no.16, Methods for the Solution of Running-Key Ciphers; the two basic tech-
niques are outlined by Diffie and Hellman [347]. The first is a probable word attack wherein
an attacker guesses an (e.g., 10 character) word hopefully present in underlying text, and
subtracts that word (mod 26) from all possible starting locations in the ciphertext in hopes
of finding a recognizable 10-character result, where-after the guessed word (as either par-
tial running-key or plaintext) might be extended using context. Probable-word attacks also
apply to polyalphabetic substitution. The second technique is based on the fact that each
ciphertext letter · results from a pair of plaintext/running-key letters ¸�¹»ºi¼½¹¬¾º�¿ , and is most
likely to result from such pairs wherein both ¹¬º and ¹¬¾º are high-frequency characters; one
isolates the highest-probability pairs for each such ciphertext character value · , makes trial
assumptions, and attempts to extend apparently successful guesses by similarly decrypting
adjacent ciphertext characters; see Denning [326, p.83] for a partial example. Diffie and
Hellman [347] note Fact 7.59 as an obvious method that is little-used (modern ciphers be-
ing more convenient); their suggestion that use of four iterative running keys is unbreakable
follows from English being 75% redundant. They also briefly summarize various scram-
bling techniques (encryption via analog rather than digital methods), noting that analog
scramblers are sometimes used in practice due to lower bandwidth and cost requirements,
although such known techniques appear relatively insecure (possibly an inherent character-
istic) and their use is waning as digital networks become prevalent.

Denning [326] tabulates digrams into high, medium, low, and rare classes. Konheim [705,
p.24] provides transition probabilities ÀÁ¸Â´�ÃÅÄ ¿ , the probability that the next letter is ´ given
that the current character is Ä in English text, in a table also presented by H. van Tilborg
[1210]. Single-letter distributions in plaintext languages other than English are given by
Davies and Price [308]. The letter frequencies in Figure 7.5, which should be interpreted
only as an estimate, were derived by Meyer and Matyas [859] using excerpts totaling 4 mil-
lion characters from the 1964 publication: W. Francis, A Standard Sample of Present-Day
Edited American English for Use with Digital Computers, Linguistics Dept., Brown Uni-
versity, Providence, Rhode Island, USA. Figure 7.6 is based on data from Konheim [705,
p.19] giving an estimated probability distribution of 2-grams in English, derived from a
sample of size Æ$Ç�È$ÉnÊ digrams.

See Shannon [1122] and Cover and King [285] regarding redundancy and Fact 7.67. While
not proven in any concrete manner, Fact 7.68 is noted by Friedman [424] and generally
accepted. Unicity distance was defined by Shannon [1121]. Related issues are discussed in
detail in various appendices of Meyer and Matyas [859]. Fact 7.71 and the random cipher
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model are due to Shannon [1121]; see also Hellman [548].

Diffie and Hellman [347] give an instructive overview of rotor machines (see also Denning
[326]), and note their use in World War II by the Americans in their highest level system, the
British, and the Germans (Enigma); they also give Fact 7.63 and the number of characters
required under ciphertext-only and known-plaintext attacks (Note 7.66). Beker and Piper
[84] provide technical details of the Hagelin M-209, as does Kahn [648, pp.427-431] who
notes its remarkable compactness and weight: 3.25 x 5.5 x 7 inches and 6 lb. (including
case); see also Barker [74], Morris [906], and Rivest [1053]. Davies and Price [308] briefly
discuss the Enigma, noting it was cryptanalyzed during World War II in Poland, France, and
then in the U.K. (Bletchley Park); see also Konheim [705].

The Japanese PURPLE cipher, used during World War II, was a polyalphabetic cipher crypt-
analyzed August 1940 [648, p.18-23] by Friedman’s team in the U.S. Signal Intelligence
Service, under (Chief Signal Officer) Mauborgne. The earlier RED cipher used two rotor
arrays; preceding it, the ORANGE system implemented a vowels-to-vowels, consonants-
to-consonants cipher using sets of rotors.Ë

7.4
The concept of fractionation, related to product ciphers, is noted by Feistel [387], Shannon
[1121], and Kahn [648, p.344] who identifies this idea in an early product cipher, the WWI
German ADFGVX field cipher. As an example, an encryption function might operate on
a block of Ì»Í?Î plaintext characters in three stages as follows: the first substitutes two
symbols for each individual character; the second transposes (mixes) the substituted sym-
bols among themselves; the third re-groups adjacent resulting symbols and maps them back
to the plaintext alphabet. The action of the transposition on partial (rather than complete)
characters contributes to the strength of the principle.

Shannon [1121,
Ë
5 and

Ë
23-26] explored the idea of the product of two ciphers, noted the

principles of confusion and diffusion (Remark 1.36), and introduced the idea of a mixing
transformation Ï (suggesting a preliminary transposition followed by a sequence of alter-
nating substitution and simple linear operations), and combining ciphers in a product using
an intervening transformation Ï . Transposition and substitution, respectively, rest on the
principles of diffusion and confusion. Harpes, Kramer, and Massey [541] discuss a general
model for iterated block ciphers (cf. Definition 7.80).

The name Lucifer is associated with two very different algorithms. The first is an SP net-
work described by Feistel [387], which employs (bitwise nonlinear) ÐWÑÒÐ invertible S-
boxes; the second, closely related to DES (albeit significantly weaker), is described by
Smith [1160] (see also Sorkin [1165]). Principles related to both are discussed by Feis-
tel, Notz, and Smith [388]; both are analyzed by Biham and Shamir [138], and the latter in
greater detail by Ben-Aroya and Biham [108] whose extension of differential cryptanaly-
sis allows, using Ó�Ô`Õ chosen plaintexts and complexity, attack on 55% of the key space in
Smith’s Lucifer – still infeasible in practice, but illustrating inferiority to DES despite the
longer 128-bit key.

Feistel’s product cipher Lucifer [387], instantiated by a blocksize ÖcÍ�×$ÓnÎ , consists of an
unspecified number of alternating substitution and permutation (transposition) stages, using
a fixed (unpublished) Ö -bit permutation Ø and 32 parallel identical S-boxes each effecting
a mapping Ù�Ú or Ù�Û (fixed but unpublished bijections on ÜÞÝ�ß(×�à�á ), depending on the value
of one key bit; the unpublished key schedule requires 32-bits per S-box stage. Each stage
operates on all Ö bits; decryption is by stage-wise inversion of Ø and ÙPâ .
The structure of so-called Feistel ciphers (Definition 7.81) was first introduced in the Lu-
cifer algorithm of Smith [1160], the direct predecessor of DES. This 16-round algorithm
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with 128-bit key operates on alternating half-blocks of a 128-bit message block with a sim-
plified å function based on two published invertible æ6ç�æ bit S-boxes è�é and è=ê (cf. above).
Feistel, Notz, and Smith [388] discuss both the abstract Feistel cipher structure (suggesting
its use with non-invertible S-boxes) and SP networks based on invertible (distinct) S-boxes.
Suggestions for SP networks include the use of single key bits to select one of two map-
pings (a fixed bijection or its inverse) from both S-boxes and permutation boxes; decryption
then uses a reversed key schedule with complemented key. They also noted the multi-round
avalanche effect of changing a single input bit, subsequently pursued by Kam and Davida
[659] in relation to SP networks and S-boxes having a completeness property: for every pair
of bit positions ë(ì½í , there must exist at least two input blocks î,ì½ï which differ only in bit ë
and whose outputs differ in at least bit í . More simply, a function is complete if each output
bit depends on all input bits. Webster and Tavares [1233] proposed the more stringent strict
avalanche criterion: whenever one input bit is changed, every output bit must change with
probability 1/2.

DES resulted from IBM’s submission to the 1974 U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
solicitation for encryption algorithms for the protection of computer data. The original
specification is the 1977 U.S. Federal Information Processing Standards Publication 46
[396], reprinted in its entirety as Appendix A in Meyer and Matyas [859]. DES is now spec-
ified in FIPS 46–2, which succeeded FIPS 46–1; the same cipher is defined in the American
standard ANSI X3.92 [33] and referred to as the Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA). Differ-
ences between FIPS 46/46–1 and ANSI X3.92 included the following: these earlier FIPS
required that DES be implemented in hardware and that the parity bits be used for parity;
ANSI X3.92 specifies that the parity bits may be used for parity. Although no purpose was
stated by the DES designers for the permutations IP and IP ð ê , Preneel et al. [1008] provided
some evidence of their cryptographic value in the CFB mode.

FIPS 81 [398] specifies the common modes of operation. Davies and Price [308] provide a
comprehensive discussion of both DES and modes of operation; see also Diffie and Hellman
[347], and the extensive treatment of Meyer and Matyas [859]. The survey of Smid and
Branstad [1156] discusses DES, its history, and its use in the U.S. government. Test vectors
for various modes of DES, including the ECB vectors of Example 7.86, may be found in
ANSI X3.106 [34]. Regarding exhaustive cryptanalysis of DES and related issues, see also
the notes under ñ 7.2.

The 1981 publication FIPS 74 [397] notes that DES is not (generally) commutative under
two keys, and summarizes weak and semi-weak keys using the term dual keys to include
both (weak keys being self-dual); see also Davies [303] and Davies and Price [308]. Cop-
persmith [268] noted Fact 7.90; Moore and Simmons [900] pursue weak and semi-weak
DES keys and related phenomena more rigorously.

The 56-bit keylength of DES was criticized from the outset as being too small (e.g., see
Diffie and Hellman [346], and p.272 above). Claims which have repeatedly arisen and been
denied (e.g., see Tuchman [1199]) over the past 20 years regarding built-in weaknesses of
DES (e.g., trap-door S-boxes) remain un-substantiated. Fact 7.91 is significant in that if the
permutation group were closed under composition, DES would fall to a known-plaintext
attack requiring ò�ó`ô steps – see Kaliski, Rivest, and Sherman [654], whose cycling exper-
iments provided strong evidence against this. Campbell and Wiener [229] prove the fact
conclusively (and give the stated lower bound), through their own cycling experiments uti-
lizing collision key search and an idea outlined earlier by Coppersmith [268] for establish-
ing a lower bound on the group size; they attribute to Coppersmith the same result (in un-
published work), which may also be deduced from the cycle lengths published by Moore
and Simmons [901].
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Countless papers have analyzed various properties of DES; Davies and Price [308, pp.73-
75] provide a partial summary to 1987. Subsequent to the discovery of differential crypt-
analysis (DC) by Biham and Shamir, Coppersmith [271] explains how DES was specifically
designed 15 years earlier to counter DC, citing national security concerns regarding the de-
sign team publishing neither the attack nor design criteria; then gives the (relevant) design
criteria – some already noted by others, e.g., see Hellman et al. [552] – for DES S-boxes
and the permutation õ , explaining how these preclude DC. Coppersmith notes elements of
DC were present in the work of den Boer [322], followed shortly by Murphy [913]. DES
was not, however, specifically designed to preclude linear cryptanalysis (LC); Matsui [797]
illustrates the order of the 8 DES S-boxes, while a strong (but not optimal) choice against
DC, is relatively weak against LC, and that DES can be strengthened (vs. DC and LC) by
carefully re-arranging these. Despite Remark 7.93, a DES key has actually been recovered
by Matsui [795] using LC under experimental conditions (using ö�÷`ø known-plaintext pairs
from randomly generated plaintexts, and ö ÷Lø complexity running twelve 99 MHz machines
over 50 days); such a result remains to be published for exhaustive search or DC.

Ben-Aroya and Biham [108] note that often suggestions to redesign DES, some based on de-
sign criteria and attempts to specifically resist DC, have resulted in (sometimes far) weaker
systems, including the RDES (randomized DES) proposal of Koyama and Terada [709],
which fall to variant attacks. The lesson is that in isolation, individual design principles do
not guarantee security.

DES alternatives are sought not only due to the desire for a keylength exceeding 56 bits,
but also because its bit-oriented operations are inconvenient in conventional software im-
plementations, often resulting in poor performance; this makes triple-DES less attractive.
Regarding fast software implementations of DES, see Shepherd [1124], Pfitzmann and Aß-
mann [970], and Feldmeier and Karn [391].ù

7.5
FEAL stimulated the development of a sequence of advanced cryptanalytic techniques of
unparalleled richness and utility. While it appears to remain relatively secure when iterated
a sufficient number of rounds (e.g., 24 or more), this defeats its original objective of speed.
FEAL-4 as presented at Eurocrypt’87 (Abstracts of Eurocrypt’87, April 1987) was found to
have certain vulnerabilities by den Boer (unpublished Eurocrypt’87 rump session talk), re-
sulting in Shimizu and Miyaguchi [1126] (or see Miyaguchi, Shiraishi, and Shimizu [887])
increasing FEAL to 8 rounds in the final proceedings. In 1988 den Boer [322] showed
FEAL-4 vulnerable to an adaptive chosen plaintext attack with únû$û to únû6û$ûnû plaintexts. In
1990, Gilbert and Chassé [455] devised a chosen-plaintext attack (called a statistical meet-
in-the-middle attack) on FEAL-8 requiring ú$ûRû$û$û pairs of plaintexts, the bitwise XOR of
each pair being selected to be an appropriate constant (thus another early variant of differ-
ential cryptanalysis).

FEAL-N with ü rounds, and its extension FEAL-NX with 128-bit key (Notes 7.97 and
7.98) were then published by Miyaguchi [884] (or see Miyaguchi et al. [885]), who nonethe-
less opined that chosen-plaintext attacks on FEAL-8 were not practical threats. However,
improved chosen-plaintext attacks were subsequently devised, as well as known-plaintext
attacks. Employing den Boer’s ý function expressing linearity in the FEAL þ -function,
Murphy [913] defeated FEAL-4 with 20 chosen plaintexts in under 4 hours (under 1 hour
for most keys) on a Sun 3/60 workstation. A statistical method of Tardy-Corfdir and Gilbert
[1187] then allowed a known-plaintext attack on FEAL-4 (1000 texts; or 200 in an an-
nounced improvement) and FEAL-6 ( ö"ÿ únû6û$ûnû texts), involving linear approximation of
FEAL S-boxes. Thereafter, the first version of linear cryptanalysis (LC) introduced by Mat-
sui and Yamagishi [798] allowed known-plaintext attack of FEAL-4 (5 texts, 6 minutes on
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a 25MHz 68040 processor), FEAL-6 (100 texts, 40 minutes), and FEAL-8 ( ����� texts, in
time equivalent to exhaustive search on 50-bit keys); the latter betters the �	� � texts required
for FEAL-8 by Biham and Shamir [136] in their known-plaintext conversion of differen-
tial cryptanalysis (DC). Biham and Shamir [138, p.101] later implemented a DC chosen-
plaintext attack recovering FEAL-8 keys in two minutes on a PC using 128 chosen pairs,
the program requiring 280K bytes of storage. Biham [132] subsequently used LC to defeat
FEAL-8 with ����
 known-plaintexts in 10 minutes on a personal computer. Ohta and Aoki
[943] suggest that FEAL-32 is as secure as DES against DC, while FEAL-16 is as secure
as DES against certain restricted forms of LC.

Differential-linear cryptanalysis was introduced by Langford and Hellman [741], combin-
ing linear and differential cryptanalysis to allow a reduced 8-round version of DES to be
attacked with fewer chosen-plaintexts than previous attacks. Aoki and Ohta [53] refined
these ideas for FEAL-8 yielding a differential-linear attack requiring only 12 chosen texts
and 35 days of computer time (cf. Table 7.10).

Test vectors for FEAL-N and FEAL-NX (Example 7.99) are given by Miyaguchi [884].
The DC attack of Biham and Shamir [137], which finds FEAL-N subkeys themselves, is
equally as effective on FEAL-NX. Biham [132] notes that an LC attack on FEAL-N is pos-
sible with less than �	��
 known plaintexts (and complexity) for up to ������ . For additional
discussion of properties of FEAL, see Biham and Shamir [138, � 6.3].

� 7.6
The primary reference for IDEA is Lai [726]. A preliminary version introduced by Lai and
Massey [728] was named PES (Proposed Encryption Standard). Lai, Massey, and Murphy
[730] showed that a generalization (see below) of differential cryptanalysis (DC) allowed
recovery of PES keys, albeit requiring all ����
 possible ciphertexts (cf. exhaustive search
of ������� operations). Minor modifications resulted in IPES (Improved PES): in stage � , ���
����� , the group operations keyed by � �"!	#� and �$�%!	#
 ( & and ' in Figure 7.11) were reversed
from PES; the permutation on 16-bit blocks after stage � , �(���)�*� , was altered; and
necessary changes were made in the decryption (but not encryption) key schedule. IPES
was commercialized under the name IDEA, and is patented (see Chapter 15).

The ingenious design of IDEA is supported by a careful analysis of the interaction and alge-
braic incompatibilities of operations across the groups +-, �/.10/2

3
, +54 �/670 &

3
, and +5498�:6�;<� 0 '

3
.

The design of the MA structure (see Figure 7.11) results in IDEA being “complete” after a
single round; for other security properties, see Lai [726]. Regarding mixing operations from
different algebraic systems, see also the 1974 examination by Grossman [522] of transfor-
mations arising by alternating mod � . and mod � addition ( 2 ), and the use of arithmetic
modulo �	� �>= � and ��� �?= � in MAA (Algorithm 9.68).

Daemen [292, 289] identifies several classes of so-called weak keys for IDEA, and notes a
small modification to the key schedule to eliminate them. The largest is a class of ��@A� keys
for which membership can be tested in two encryptions plus a small number of computa-
tions, whereafter the key itself can be recovered using 16 chosen plaintext-difference en-
cryptions, on the order of ����� group operations, plus �B��C key search encryptions. The prob-
ability of a randomly chosen key being in this class is � @:��D � ����� ���7E C�C . A smaller number
of weak key blocks were observed earlier by Lai [726], and dismissed as inconsequential.
The analysis of Meier [832] revealed no attacks feasible against full 8-round IDEA, and
supports the conclusion of Lai [726] that IDEA appears to be secure against DC after 4 of
its 8 rounds (cf. Note 7.107). Daemen [289] also references attacks on reduced-round vari-
ants of IDEA. While linear cryptanalysis (LC) can be applied to any iterated block cipher,
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Harpes, Kramer, and Massey [541] provide a generalization thereof; IDEA and SAFER K-
64 are argued to be secure against this particular generalization.

Lai, Massey, and Murphy [730] (see also Lai [726]) generalized DC to apply to Markov
ciphers (which they introduced for this purpose; DES, FEAL, and LOKI are all examples
under the assumption of independent round keys) including IDEA; broadened the notion of
a difference from that based on F to: G>HJIKHMLON�HOPRQRSUT where L is a specified group
operation and N�H(PVQRSUT is the group inverse of an element H(P ; and defined an W -round differ-
ential (as opposed to an W -round characteristic used by Biham and Shamir [138] on DES) to
be a pair N�XZY\[]Q such that two distinct plaintexts with difference G?H^I_X results in a pair
of round W outputs with difference [ .

Decimal values corresponding to Tables 7.12 and 7.13 may be found in Lai [726]. A table-
based alternative for multiplication mod `BTba9ced (cf. Note 7.104) is to look up the anti-log
of fhgji/kUN�lBQmcKfng�iAkoN�pqQsrtgBut`�T�a , relative to a generator X of v Pwyx�z�{ T ; the required tables,
however, are quite large.

|
7.7

Massey [787] introduced SAFER K-64 with a 64-bit key and initially recommended 6
rounds, giving a reference implementation and test vectors (cf. Example 7.114). It is not
patented. Massey [788] then published SAFER K-128 (with a reference implementation),
differing only in its use of a non-proprietary (and backwards compatible) key schedule ac-
commodating 128-bit keys, proposed by a Singapore group; 10 rounds were recommended
(12 maximum). Massey [788] gave further justification for design components of SAFER
K-64. Vaudenay [1215] showed SAFER K-64 is weakened if the S-box mapping (Re-
mark 7.112) is replaced by a random permutation.

Knudsen [685] proposed the modified key schedule of Note 7.110 after finding a weakness
in 6-round SAFER K-64 that, while not of practical concern for encryption (with `�}�~ chosen
plaintexts, it finds 8 bits of the key), permitted collisions when using the cipher for hashing.
This and a subsequent certificational attack on SAFER K-64 by S. Murphy (to be published)
lead Massey (“Strengthened key schedule for the cipher SAFER”, posted to the USENET
newsgroup sci.crypt, September 9 1995) to advise adoption of the new key schedule, with
the resulting algorithm distinguished as SAFER SK-64 with 8 rounds recommended (min-
imum 6, maximum 10); an analogous change to the 128-bit key schedule yields SAFER
SK-128 for which 10 rounds remain recommended (maximum 12). A new variant of DC
by Knudsen and Berson [687] using truncated differentials (building on Knudsen [686])
yields a certificational attack on 5-round SAFER K-64 with `	}�~ chosen plaintexts; the at-
tack, which does not extend to 6 rounds, indicates that security is less than argued by Massey
[788], who also notes that preliminary attempts at linear cryptanalysis of SAFER were un-
successful.

RC5 was designed by Rivest [1056], and published along with a reference implementation.
The magic constants of Table 7.14 are based on the golden ratio and the base of natural log-
arithms. The data-dependent rotations (which vary across rounds) distinguish RC5 from
iterated ciphers which have identical operations each round; Madryga [779] proposed an
earlier (less elegant) cipher involving data-dependent rotations. A preliminary examination
by Kaliski and Yin [656] suggested that, while variations remain to be explored, standard
linear and differential cryptanalysis appear impractical for RC5–32 (64-bit blocksize) for� IMd�` : their differential attacks on 9 and 12 round RC5 require, respectively, `�}�~ , `�a w
chosen-plaintext pairs, while their linear attacks on 4, 5, and 6-round RC5–32 require, re-
spectively, `��A� , `	}:� , `�~A� known plaintexts. Both attacks depend on the number of rounds
and the blocksize, but not the byte-length of the input key (since subkeys are recovered di-
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rectly). Knudsen and Meier [689] subsequently presented differential attacks on RC5 which
improved on those of Kaliski and Yin by a factor up to 512, and showed that RC5 has so-
called weak keys (independent of the key schedule) for which these differential attacks per-
form even better.

LOKI was introduced by Brown, Pieprzyk, and Seberry [215] and renamed LOKI’89 after
the discovery of weaknesses lead to the introduction of LOKI’91 by Brown et al. [214].
Knudsen [682] noted each LOKI’89 key fell into a class of 16 equivalent keys, and the
differential cryptanalysis of Biham and Shamir [137] was shown to be effective against
reduced-round versions. LOKI’91 failed to succumb to differential analysis by Knudsen
[683]; Tokita et al. [1193] later confirmed the optimality of Knudsen’s characteristics, sug-
gesting that LOKI’89 and LOKI’91 were resistant to both ordinary linear and differential
cryptanalysis. However, neither should be used for hashing as originally proposed (see
Knudsen [682]) or in other modes (see Preneel [1003]). Moreover, both are susceptible
to related-key attacks (Note 7.6), popularized by Biham [128, 129]; but see also the ear-
lier ideas of Knudsen [683]. Distinct from these are key clustering attacks (see Diffie and
Hellman [347, p.410]), wherein a cryptanalyst first finds a key “close” to the correct key,
and then searches a cluster of “nearby” keys to find the correct one.�����j�

bit S-boxes first appeared in the Snefru hash function of Merkle [854]; here such
fixed S-boxes created from random numbers were used in its internal encryption mapping.
Regarding large S-boxes, see also Gordon and Retkin [517], Adams and Tavares [7], and
Biham [132]. Merkle [856] again used

�����j�
S-boxes in Khufu and Khafre (see also�

15.2.3(viii)). In this 1990 paper, Merkle gives a chosen-plaintext differential attack de-
feating 8 rounds of Khufu (with secret S-box). Regarding 16-round Khafre, a DC attack by
Biham and Shamir [138, 137] requires somewhat over 1500 chosen plaintexts and one hour
on a personal computer, and their known-plaintext differential attack requires

�	�:�q� �
plain-

texts; for 24-round Khafre, they require
�����

chosen plaintexts or
�	����� �

known plaintexts.
Khufu with 16 rounds was examined by Gilbert and Chauvaud [456], who gave an attack
using

�����
chosen plaintexts and about

�	���
operations.

CAST is a design procedure for a family of DES-like ciphers, featuring fixed � ��� bit
S-boxes �b��� ��� based on bent functions. Adams and Tavares [7] examine the construc-
tion of large S-boxes resistant to differential cryptanalysis, and give a partial example (with
64-bit blocklength and

�����j�
bit S-boxes) of a CAST cipher. CAST ciphers have variable

keysize and numbers of rounds. Rijmen and Preneel [1049] presented a cryptanalytic tech-
nique applicable to Feistel ciphers with non-surjective round functions (e.g., LOKI’91 and
an example CAST cipher), noting cases where 6 to 8 rounds is insufficient.

Blowfish is a 16-round DES-like cipher due to Schneier [1093], with 64-bit blocks and keys
of length up to 448 bits. The computationally intensive key expansion phase creates eigh-
teen 32-bit subkeys plus four

�����j�
bit S-boxes derived from the input key (cf. Khafre

above), for a total of 4168 bytes. See Vaudenay [1216] for a preliminary analysis of Blow-
fish.

3-WAY is a block cipher with 96-bit blocksize and keysize, due to Daemen [289] and intro-
duced by Daemen, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [290] along with a reference C implementa-
tion and test vectors. It was designed for speed in both hardware and software, and to resist
differential and linear attacks. Its core is a 3-bit nonlinear S-box and a linear mapping rep-
resentable as polynomial multiplication in � �b¡¡ .

SHARK is an SP-network block cipher due to Rijmen et al. [1048] (coordinates for a refer-
ence implementation are given) which may be viewed as a generalization of SAFER, em-
ploying highly nonlinear S-boxes and the idea of MDS codes (cf. Note 12.36) for diffusion
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to allow a small number of rounds to suffice. The block ciphers BEAR and LION of An-
derson and Biham [30] are 3-round unbalanced Feistel networks, motivated by the earlier
construction of Luby and Rackoff [776] (see also Maurer [816] and Lucks [777]) which
provides a provably secure (under suitable assumptions) block cipher from pseudorandom
functions using a 3-round Feistel structure. SHARK, BEAR, and LION all remain to be
subjected to independent analysis in order to substantiate their conjectured security levels.

SKIPJACK is a classified block cipher whose specification is maintained by the U.S. Na-
tional Security Agency (NSA). FIPS 185 [405] notes that its specification is available to
organizations entering into a Memorandum of Agreement with the NSA, and includes in-
terface details (e.g., it has an 80-bit secret key). A public report contains results of a pre-
liminary security evaluation of this 64-bit block cipher (“SKIPJACK Review, Interim Re-
port, The SKIPJACK Algorithm”, 1993 July 28, by E.F. Brickell, D.E. Denning, S.T. Kent,
D.P. Maher, and W. Tuchman). See also Roe [1064, p.312] regarding curious results on the
cyclic closure tests on SKIPJACK, which give evidence related to the size of the cipher
keyspace.

GOST 28147-89 is a Soviet government encryption algorithm with a 32-round Feistel struc-
ture and unspecified S-boxes; see Charnes et al. [241].

RC2 is a block cipher proprietary to RSA Data Security Inc. (as is the stream cipher RC4).
WAKE is a block cipher due to Wheeler [1237] employing a key-dependent table, intended
for fast encryption of bulk data on processors with 32-bit words. TEA (Tiny Encryption
Algorithm) is a block cipher proposed by Wheeler and Needham [1238].
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8.1 Introduction

This chapter considers various techniques for public-key encryption, also referred to as
asymmetric encryption. As introduced previously ( ¨ 1.8.1), in public-key encryption sys-
tems each entity © has a public key ª and a corresponding private key « . In secure systems,
the task of computing « given ª is computationally infeasible. The public key defines an en-
cryption transformation ¬A , while the private key defines the associated decryption trans-
formation ®%¯ . Any entity ° wishing to send a message ± to © obtains an authentic copy
of © ’s public key ª , uses the encryption transformation to obtain the ciphertext ²N³|¬ V´ ±�µ ,
and transmits ² to © . To decrypt ² , © applies the decryption transformation to obtain the
original message ±¡³|®%¯ ´ ²�µ .

The public key need not be kept secret, and, in fact, may be widely available – only its
authenticity is required to guarantee that © is indeed the only party who knows the corre-
sponding private key. A primary advantage of such systems is that providing authentic pub-
lic keys is generally easier than distributing secret keys securely, as required in symmetric-
key systems.

The main objective of public-key encryption is to provide privacy or confidentiality.
Since © ’s encryption transformation is public knowledge, public-key encryption alone does
not provide data origin authentication (Definition 9.76) or data integrity (Definition 9.75).
Such assurances must be provided through use of additional techniques (see ¨ 9.6), including
message authentication codes and digital signatures.

Public-key encryption schemes are typically substantially slower than symmetric-key
encryption algorithms such as DES ( ¨ 7.4). For this reason, public-key encryption is most
commonly used in practice for the transport of keys subsequently used for bulk data en-
cryption by symmetric algorithms and other applications including data integrity and au-
thentication, and for encrypting small data items such as credit card numbers and PINs.
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Public-key decryption may also provide authentication guarantees in entity authentication
and authenticated key establishment protocols.

Chapter outline

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. ¶ 8.1.1 provides introductory material.
The RSA public-key encryption scheme is presented in ¶ 8.2; related security and implemen-
tation issues are also discussed. Rabin’s public-key encryption scheme, which is provably
as secure as factoring, is the topic of ¶ 8.3. ¶ 8.4 considers the ElGamal encryption scheme;
related security and implementation issues are also discussed. The McEliece public-key
encryption scheme, based on error-correcting codes, is examined in ¶ 8.5. Although known
to be insecure, the Merkle-Hellman knapsack public-key encryption scheme is presented in¶ 8.6 for historical reasons – it was the first concrete realization of a public-key encryption
scheme. Chor-Rivest encryption is also presented ( ¶ 8.6.2) as an example of an as-yet un-
broken public-key encryption scheme based on the subset sum (knapsack) problem. ¶ 8.7
introduces the notion of probabilistic public-key encryption, designed to meet especially
stringent security requirements. ¶ 8.8 concludes with Chapter notes and references.

The number-theoretic computational problems which form the security basis for the
public-key encryption schemes discussed in this chapter are listed in Table 8.1.

public-key encryption scheme computational problem

RSA integer factorization problem ( ¶ 3.2)
RSA problem ( ¶ 3.3)

Rabin integer factorization problem ( ¶ 3.2)
square roots modulo composite · ( ¶ 3.5.2)

ElGamal discrete logarithm problem ( ¶ 3.6)
Diffie-Hellman problem ( ¶ 3.7)

generalized ElGamal generalized discrete logarithm problem ( ¶ 3.6)
generalized Diffie-Hellman problem ( ¶ 3.7)

McEliece linear code decoding problem
Merkle-Hellman knapsack subset sum problem ( ¶ 3.10)
Chor-Rivest knapsack subset sum problem ( ¶ 3.10)
Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic quadratic residuosity problem ( ¶ 3.4)
Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic integer factorization problem ( ¶ 3.2)

Rabin problem ( ¶ 3.9.3)

Table 8.1: Public-key encryption schemes discussed in this chapter, and the related computational
problems upon which their security is based.

8.1.1 Basic principles

Objectives of adversary

The primary objective of an adversary who wishes to “attack” a public-key encryption sch-
eme is to systematically recover plaintext from ciphertext intended for some other entity ¸ .
If this is achieved, the encryption scheme is informally said to have been broken. A more
ambitious objective is key recovery – to recover ¸ ’s private key. If this is achieved, the en-
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cryption scheme is informally said to have been completely broken since the adversary then
has the ability to decrypt all ciphertext sent to » .

Types of attacks

Since the encryption transformations are public knowledge, a passive adversary can al-
ways mount a chosen-plaintext attack on a public-key encryption scheme (cf. ¼ 1.13.1). A
stronger attack is a chosen-ciphertext attack where an adversary selects ciphertext of its
choice, and then obtains by some means (from the victim » ) the corresponding plaintext
(cf. ¼ 1.13.1). Two kinds of these attacks are usually distinguished.

1. In an indifferent chosen-ciphertext attack, the adversary is provided with decryptions
of any ciphertexts of its choice, but these ciphertexts must be chosen prior to receiving
the (target) ciphertext ½ it actually wishes to decrypt.

2. In an adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack, the adversary may use (or have access to) » ’s
decryption machine (but not the private key itself) even after seeing the target cipher-
text ½ . The adversary may request decryptions of ciphertext which may be related to
both the target ciphertext, and to the decryptions obtained from previous queries; a
restriction is that it may not request the decryption of the target ½ itself.

Chosen-ciphertext attacks are of concern if the environment in which the public-key en-
cryption scheme is to be used is subject to such an attack being mounted; if not, the exis-
tence of a chosen-ciphertext attack is typically viewed as a certificational weakness against
a particular scheme, although apparently not directly exploitable.

Distributing public keys

The public-key encryption schemes described in this chapter assume that there is a means
for the sender of a message to obtain an authentic copy of the intended receiver’s public
key. In the absence of such a means, the encryption scheme is susceptible to an imperson-
ation attack, as outlined in ¼ 1.8.2. There are many techniques in practice by which authentic
public keys can be distributed, including exchanging keys over a trusted channel, using a
trusted public file, using an on-line trusted server, and using an off-line server and certifi-
cates. These and related methods are discussed in ¼ 13.4.

Message blocking

Some of the public-key encryption schemes described in this chapter assume that the mes-
sage to be encrypted is, at most, some fixed size (bitlength). Plaintext messages longer
than this maximum must be broken into blocks, each of the appropriate size. Specific tech-
niques for breaking up a message into blocks are not discussed in this book. The compo-
nent blocks can then be encrypted independently (cf. ECB mode in ¼ 7.2.2(i)). To provide
protection against manipulation (e.g., re-ordering) of the blocks, the Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC) mode may be used (cf. ¼ 7.2.2(ii) and Example 9.84). Since the CFB and OFB modes
(cf. ¼ 7.2.2(iii) and ¼ 7.2.2(iv)) employ only single-block encryption (and not decryption) for
both message encryption and decryption, they cannot be used with public-key encryption
schemes.

8.2 RSA public-key encryption

The RSA cryptosystem, named after its inventors R. Rivest, A. Shamir, and L. Adleman, is
the most widely used public-key cryptosystem. It may be used to provide both secrecy and
digital signatures and its security is based on the intractability of the integer factorization
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problem ( ¾ 3.2). This section describes the RSA encryption scheme, its security, and some
implementation issues; the RSA signature scheme is covered in ¾ 11.3.1.

8.2.1 Description

8.1 Algorithm Key generation for RSA public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates an RSA public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity ¿ should do the following:

1. Generate two large random (and distinct) primes À and Á , each roughly the same size.
2. Compute Â�Ã~À�Á and ÄZÃ|ÅÆÀ^Ç~È`ÉÊÅÊÁ?Ç~È`É . (See Note 8.5.)
3. Select a random integer Ë , È	Ì�Ë�Ì�Ä , such that Í`Î�Ï<ÅÊË�Ð�ÄQÉHÃ�È .
4. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) to compute the unique in-

teger Ñ , È%Ì�Ñ	Ì�Ä , such that Ë�Ñ�ÒDÈ�Å�Ó�Ô�Ï�ÄQÉ .
5. ¿ ’s public key is ÅÆÂAÐUËUÉ ; ¿ ’s private key is Ñ .

8.2 Definition The integers Ë and Ñ in RSA key generation are called the encryption exponent
and the decryption exponent, respectively, while Â is called the modulus.

8.3 Algorithm RSA public-key encryption

SUMMARY: Õ encrypts a message Ö for ¿ , which ¿ decrypts.

1. Encryption. Õ should do the following:

(a) Obtain ¿ ’s authentic public key Å�ÂAÐ�Ë�É .
(b) Represent the message as an integer Ö in the interval × Ø�Ð1Â�Ç~È¦Ù .
(c) Compute ÚOÃ�ÖwÛ�Ó�Ô�ÏsÂ (e.g., using Algorithm 2.143).
(d) Send the ciphertext Ú to ¿ .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext Ö from Ú , ¿ should do the following:

(a) Use the private key Ñ to recover Ö¡ÃIÚ�ÜsÓ�Ô�Ï�Â .

Proof that decryption works. Since Ë�Ñ�Ò�È�Å�Ó�Ô�ÏwÄQÉ , there exists an integer Ý such thatË�Ñ	ÃDÈ?Þ�Ý9Ä . Now, if Í�Î�Ï9Å�Ö�Ð1À�ÉHÃDÈ then by Fermat’s theorem (Fact 2.127),

Ö�ßVàfá"Ò-ÈâÅ�Ó�Ô�Ï^À�Éäã
Raising both sides of this congruence to the power Ý�ÅÊÁ�ÇFÈ`É and then multiplying both sides
by Ö yields

Ö7áäå9æèç�ßVàfáäéÆç�ê�àfáäé�Ò�Ö ÅÊÓ^Ô�Ï�ÀQÉÊã
On the other hand, if Í`Î�Ï�Å�Ö�Ð1À�ÉHÃ�À , then this last congruence is again valid since each side
is congruent to Ø modulo À . Hence, in all cases

Ö Û�Ü Ò7Ö Å�Ó�Ô�Ï^À�ÉÊã
By the same argument,

Ö Û1Ü Ò7Ö Å�Ó�Ô�Ï�Á�ÉÊã
Finally, since À and Á are distinct primes, it follows that

Ö Û1Ü Ò7Ö Å�Ó�Ô�Ï^Â(ÉÊÐ
c
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and, hence, í�î�ïxðÆñwò�óôî�ï�ñ ðÊõ�öK÷^ø(ó
ù

8.4 Example (RSA encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity ú chooses the primes û-ü¤ý`þ`ÿ�� , ��ü¡ý�ÿ`ÿ�� , and computes

ø
üû��.ü������`ý������ and 	Fü

ð
û�
��

óÊð
�
��

ó
ü�������������� . ú chooses �?ü�þ������������ and, using the

extended Euclidean algorithm, finds ��ü��`ý�ý������ such that ���
ï
�
ðÊõ^ö�÷

	
ó
. ú ’s public

key is the pair

ð�ø
ü������`ý����������NüDþ������������

ó
, while ú ’s private key is ��ü���ý`ý������ .

Encryption. To encrypt a message

ñ
ü�ÿ`ý�þ������`þ , � uses an algorithm for modular expo-

nentiation (e.g., Algorithm 2.143) to computeí
ü
ñwò.õ�öK÷�ø

ü ÿ�ý`þ�������þ��������� �!�!
õ�ö�÷

�����`ý������-ü þ��`ÿ���ÿ���ý��
and sends this to ú .
Decryption. To decrypt

í
, ú computesí î õ�ö�÷�ø
ü þ��`ÿ���ÿ���ý ��"#"$!% $!

õ�ö�÷
�����`ý������-ü ÿ�ý`þ�������þ ù &

8.5 Note (universal exponent) The number '�ü)(+*
õ�ð
û,
-���.�/
-�

ó
, sometimes called the uni-

versal exponent of

ø
, may be used instead of 	�ü

ð
û0
1�

óÊð
�2
1�

ó
in RSA key generation

(Algorithm 8.1). Observe that ' is a proper divisor of 	 . Using ' can result in a smaller
decryption exponent � , which may result in faster decryption (cf. Note 8.9). However, if û
and � are chosen at random, then 3�*

÷�ð
û4
5���.�6
5�

ó
is expected to be small, and consequently	 and ' will be roughly of the same size.

8.2.2 Security of RSA

This subsection discusses various security issues related to RSA encryption. Various attacks
which have been studied in the literature are presented, as well as appropriate measures to
counteract these threats.

(i) Relation to factoring

The task faced by a passive adversary is that of recovering plaintext

ñ
from the correspond-

ing ciphertext

í
, given the public information

ðÆø
���
ó

of the intended receiver ú . This is
called the RSA problem (RSAP), which was introduced in 7 3.3. There is no efficient algo-
rithm known for this problem.

One possible approach which an adversary could employ to solving the RSA problem
is to first factor

ø
, and then compute 	 and � just as ú did in Algorithm 8.1. Once � is

obtained, the adversary can decrypt any ciphertext intended for ú .
On the other hand, if an adversary could somehow compute � , then it could subse-

quently factor

ø
efficiently as follows. First note that since ���

ï
�
ð�õ�ö�÷

	
ó
, there is an

integer 8 such that ���5
���ü98:	 . Hence, by Fact 2.126(i), ;
ò1î < !

ï
�
ð�õ�ö�÷^ø(ó

for all;1=?>A@B . Let ���C
��7ü¤ýED#F , where F is an odd integer. Then it can be shown that there
exists an G�=1H ����IKJ such that ; "�LNMPONQSR

ï�T
�
ð�õ�ö�÷^ø(ó

and ; "EL+Q
ï
�
ðÊõ^ö�÷^ø(ó

for at least half
of all ;U=)> @B ; if ; and G are such integers then 3�*

÷�ð
; "EL%MPO%Q 
V���

ø(ó
is a non-trivial factor

of

ø
. Thus the adversary simply needs to repeatedly select random ;U=)> @B and check if

an GW=XH ����IKJ satisfying the above property exists; the expected number of trials before a
non-trivial factor of

ø
is obtained is ý . This discussion establishes the following.

8.6 Fact The problem of computing the RSA decryption exponent � from the public key

ð�ø
���
ó
,

and the problem of factoring

ø
, are computationally equivalent.
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When generating RSA keys, it is imperative that the primes Y and Z be selected in such a
way that factoring []\^Y�Z is computationally infeasible; see Note 8.8 for more details.

(ii) Small encryption exponent _
In order to improve the efficiency of encryption, it is desirable to select a small encryption
exponent ` (see Note 8.9) such as `a\�b . A group of entities may all have the same encryp-
tion exponent ` , however, each entity in the group must have its own distinct modulus (cf.c
8.2.2(vi)). If an entity d wishes to send the same message e to three entities whose pub-

lic moduli are [gf , [h , [i , and whose encryption exponents are `j\?b , then d would sendkKl \me iSn5oPp [ l , for qr\Xs�tvu�t�b . Since these moduli are most likely pairwise relatively
prime, an eavesdropper observing k f , k h , k i can use Gauss’s algorithm (Algorithm 2.121)
to find a solution w , xjyzw]{|[ f [ h [ i , to the three congruences

w-} k f�~ n5oPp [ f��w-} k h�~ n5oPp [ h��w-} k i�~ n5oPp [ i����
Since e i {V[ f [ h [ i , by the Chinese remainder theorem (Fact 2.120), it must be the case
that w�\|e i . Hence, by computing the integer cube root of w , the eavesdropper can recover
the plaintext e .

Thus a small encryption exponent such as `j\?b should not be used if the same mes-
sage, or even the same message with known variations, is sent to many entities. Alter-
natively, to prevent against such an attack, a pseudorandomly generated bitstring of ap-
propriate length (taking into account Coppersmith’s attacks mentioned on pages 313–314)
should be appended to the plaintext message prior to encryption; the pseudorandom bit-
string should be independently generated for each encryption. This process is sometimes
referred to as salting the message.

Small encryption exponents are also a problem for small messages e , because if e9{[ f���� , then e can be recovered from the ciphertext k \?e �2nCoPp [ simply by computing
the integer `��%� root of k ; salting plaintext messages also circumvents this problem.

(iii) Forward search attack

If the message space is small or predictable, an adversary can decrypt a ciphertext k by sim-
ply encrypting all possible plaintext messages until k is obtained. Salting the message as
described above is one simple method of preventing such an attack.

(iv) Small decryption exponent �
As was the case with the encryption exponent ` , it may seem desirable to select a small de-
cryption exponent � in order to improve the efficiency of decryption. f However, if ��� p ~ Yg�s�t�Z��1s � is small, as is typically the case, and if � has up to approximately one-quarter as
many bits as the modulus [ , then there is an efficient algorithm (referenced on page 313)
for computing � from the public information ~ [/t.` � . This algorithm cannot be extended to
the case where � is approximately the same size as [ . Hence, to avoid this attack, the de-
cryption exponent � should be roughly the same size as [ .

(v) Multiplicative properties

Let e f and e h be two plaintext messages, and let k f and k h be their respective RSA en-
cryptions. Observe that

~ e f e h�� � }9e � f e �h } k f k h�~ n5o�p [ ����
In this case, one would select � first and then compute � in Algorithm 8.1, rather than vice-versa.

c
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In other words, the ciphertext corresponding to the plaintext �����|�����S�5�P�¡  is ¢£�¢��v¢¤�S�5�P�¥  ; this is sometimes referred to as the homomorphic property of RSA. This ob-
servation leads to the following adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack on RSA encryption.

Suppose that an active adversary wishes to decrypt a particular ciphertext ¢A�¦�¨§a�5�P�  intended for © . Suppose also that © will decrypt arbitrary ciphertext for the adversary,
other than ¢ itself. The adversary can conceal ¢ by selecting a random integer ªX«¬A®¯
and computing ¢��)¢¤ª°§±�5���¥  . Upon presentation of ¢ , © will compute for the adversary�²��³ ¢v´¶µ,�5���¥  . Since

� ·¸³ ¢�´ µ ·¹¢ µ ³�ª § ´ µ ·º��ª ³K�5�P�5 4´#»
the adversary can then compute �²� �£ª4¼ � �5�P�¥  .

This adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack should be circumvented in practice by imposing
some structural constraints on plaintext messages. If a ciphertext ¢ is decrypted to a message
not possessing this structure, then ¢ is rejected by the decryptor as being fraudulent. Now,
if a plaintext message � has this (carefully chosen) structure, then with high probability�£ª¨�5�P�¥  will not for ª�«V¬A®¯ . Thus the adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack described in
the previous paragraph will fail because © will not decrypt ¢ for the adversary. Note 8.63
provides a powerful technique for guarding against adaptive chosen-ciphertext and other
kinds of attacks.

(vi) Common modulus attack

The following discussion demonstrates why it is imperative for each entity to choose its
own RSA modulus   .

It is sometimes suggested that a central trusted authority should select a single RSA
modulus   , and then distribute a distinct encryption/decryption exponent pair ( ½�¾K»�¿�¾À´ to
each entity in a network. However, as shown in (i) above, knowledge of any ³#½�¾K».¿E¾K´ pair al-
lows for the factorization of the modulus   , and hence any entity could subsequently deter-
mine the decryption exponents of all other entities in the network. Also, if a single message
were encrypted and sent to two or more entities in the network, then there is a technique by
which an eavesdropper (any entity not in the network) could recover the message with high
probability using only publicly available information.

(vii) Cycling attacks

Let ¢A�^�W§±�5�P�±  be a ciphertext. Let Á be a positive integer such that ¢K§.Â±·�¢Ã³#�5���C 4´ ;
since encryption is a permutation on the message space Ä$Å�»�Æ�».Ç�Ç�Ç°»À ]È¦ÆPÉ such an integerÁ must exist. For the same reason it must be the case that ¢K§�Â�ÊPË¡·Ì�Í³#�5���C 4´ . This ob-
servation leads to the following cycling attack on RSA encryption. An adversary computes¢K§a�5�P�¡  , ¢K§vÎA�5�P�¥  , ¢#§�Ï��5���¥ /».Ç�Ç�Ç until ¢ is obtained for the first time. If ¢K§.Âa�5�P�¥ -�¢ , then the previous number in the cycle, namely ¢K§�Â�ÊPËg�5���¥  , is equal to the plaintext � .

A generalized cycling attack is to find the smallest positive integer Ð such that Ñ��Ò�Ó �Ô³�¢K§�Õ¡È¦¢�»¤ 4´4Ö�Æ . If

¢ §vÕ ·V¢�³#�C�P�C×Ø´ and ¢ §�Õ�Ù·�¢Ú³#�5���WÛ�´ (8.1)

then Ñ£�¦× . Similarly, if

¢ §vÕ�Ù·V¢�³#�C�P�C×Ø´ and ¢ §�Õ ·�¢Ú³#�5���WÛ�´ (8.2)

then Ñ��mÛ . In either case,   has been factored, and the adversary can recover ¿ and then� . On the other hand, if both

¢ §�Õ ·�¢�³K�5�P�Ü×�´ and ¢ §�Õ ·�¢�³K�5�P�WÛ�´#» (8.3)
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then Ý�Þàß and áKâ�ãåäæá0ç#èCéPê5ß4ë . In fact, ì must be the smallest positive integer í
for which á#â�î¨äXáÃçKè5éPê5ß4ë . In this case, the basic cycling attack has succeeded and soï Þ�áKâvãEðPñ/èCéPê¡ß can be computed efficiently. Since (8.3) is expected to occur much less
frequently than (8.1) or (8.2), the generalized cycling attack usually terminates before the
cycling attack does. For this reason, the generalized cycling attack can be viewed as being
essentially an algorithm for factoring ß .

Since factoring ß is assumed to be intractable, these cycling attacks do not pose a threat
to the security of RSA encryption.

(viii) Message concealing

A plaintext message ï , ò,ó ï ó|ß�ôzõ , in the RSA public-key encryption scheme is said
to be unconcealed if it encrypts to itself; that is, ï â±ä ï çKè5éPêCß4ë . There are always some
messages which are unconcealed (for example ï Þöò , ï Þmõ , and ï Þ)ß]ôÌõ ). In fact,
the number of unconcealed messages is exactly÷ õ�ø^ù�ú�ê:ç�ûgô¦õ�ü¤ýÜô¦õ�ë%þ°ÿ ÷ õ�øÌù�ú�êÔç�ûgô¦õ�ü��Aô¦õ�ë%þ��
Since û ô¨õ , ý±ô¨õ and � ô¨õ are all even, the number of unconcealed messages is always at
least � . If ý and � are random primes, and if û is chosen at random (or if û is chosen to be
a small number such as û¡Þ�� or ûSÞ��
	��±øÌõCÞ��������� ), then the proportion of messages
which are unconcealed by RSA encryption will, in general, be negligibly small, and hence
unconcealed messages do not pose a threat to the security of RSA encryption in practice.

8.2.3 RSA encryption in practice

There are numerous ways of speeding up RSA encryption and decryption in software and
hardware implementations. Some of these techniques are covered in Chapter 14, includ-
ing fast modular multiplication ( � 14.3), fast modular exponentiation ( � 14.6), and the use
of the Chinese remainder theorem for faster decryption (Note 14.75). Even with these im-
provements, RSA encryption/decryption is substantially slower than the commonly used
symmetric-key encryption algorithms such as DES (Chapter 7). In practice, RSA encryp-
tion is most commonly used for the transport of symmetric-key encryption algorithm keys
and for the encryption of small data items.

The RSA cryptosystem has been patented in the U.S. and Canada. Several standards
organizations have written, or are in the process of writing, standards that address the use
of the RSA cryptosystem for encryption, digital signatures, and key establishment. For dis-
cussion of patent and standards issues related to RSA, see Chapter 15.

8.7 Note (recommended size of modulus) Given the latest progress in algorithms for factoring
integers ( � 3.2), a ��õ�� -bit modulus ß provides only marginal security from concerted attack.
As of 1996, in order to foil the powerful quadratic sieve ( � 3.2.6) and number field sieve
( � 3.2.7) factoring algorithms, a modulus ß of at least ���� bits is recommended. For long-
term security, õ�ò���� -bit or larger moduli should be used.

8.8 Note (selecting primes)

(i) As mentioned in � 8.2.2(i), the primes ý and � should be selected so that factoringß Þöý�� is computationally infeasible. The major restriction on ý and � in order to
avoid the elliptic curve factoring algorithm ( � 3.2.4) is that ý and � should be about
the same bitlength, and sufficiently large. For example, if a õ�ò���� -bit modulus ß is to
be used, then each of ý and � should be about ��õ�� bits in length.

c
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(ii) Another restriction on the primes � and � is that the difference ����� should not be
too small. If ����� is small, then ��� � and hence �!� " # . Thus, # could be
factored efficiently simply by trial division by all odd integers close to " # . If � and
� are chosen at random, then �$�%� will be appropriately large with overwhelming
probability.

(iii) In addition to these restrictions, many authors have recommended that � and � be
strong primes. A prime � is said to be a strong prime (cf. Definition 4.52) if the fol-
lowing three conditions are satisfied:

(a) �&�(' has a large prime factor, denoted ) ;
(b) �+*,' has a large prime factor; and
(c) )-�.' has a large prime factor.

An algorithm for generating strong primes is presented in / 4.4.2. The reason for con-
dition (a) is to foil Pollard’s �0�1' factoring algorithm ( / 3.2.3) which is efficient only
if # has a prime factor � such that �1�2' is smooth. Condition (b) foils the �3*4'
factoring algorithm mentioned on page 125 in / 3.12, which is efficient only if # has
a prime factor � such that �$*�' is smooth. Finally, condition (c) ensures that the
cycling attacks described in / 8.2.2(vii) will fail.
If the prime � is randomly chosen and is sufficiently large, then both �5��' and �0*6'
can be expected to have large prime factors. In any case, while strong primes protect
against the �7��' and �8*$' factoring algorithms, they do not protect against their gen-
eralization, the elliptic curve factoring algorithm ( / 3.2.4). The latter is successful in
factoring # if a randomly chosen number of the same size as � (more precisely, this
number is the order of a randomly selected elliptic curve defined over 9;: ) has only
small prime factors. Additionally, it has been shown that the chances of a cycling at-
tack succeeding are negligible if � and � are randomly chosen (cf. / 8.2.2(vii)). Thus,
strong primes offer little protection beyond that offered by random primes. Given the
current state of knowledge of factoring algorithms, there is no compelling reason for
requiring the use of strong primes in RSA key generation. On the other hand, they
are no less secure than random primes, and require only minimal additional running
time to compute; thus there is little real additional cost in using them.

8.9 Note (small encryption exponents)

(i) If the encryption exponent < is chosen at random, then RSA encryption using the re-
peated square-and-multiply algorithm (Algorithm 2.143) takes = modular squarings
and an expected =?>�@ (less with optimizations) modular multiplications, where = is
the bitlength of the modulus # . Encryption can be sped up by selecting < to be small
and/or by selecting < with a small number of 1’s in its binary representation.

(ii) The encryption exponent <0ACB is commonly used in practice; in this case, it is nec-
essary that neither �D�3' nor �E��' be divisible by B . This results in a very fast encryp-
tion operation since encryption only requires 1 modular multiplication and 1 modular
squaring. Another encryption exponent used in practice is <3AF@HGJI-*%'�ALK�M�M�B�N .
This number has only two 1’s in its binary representation, and so encryption using
the repeated square-and-multiply algorithm requires only '�K modular squarings and
1 modular multiplication. The encryption exponent <OA�@HGJIP*%' has the advantage
over <QARB in that it resists the kind of attack discussed in / 8.2.2(ii), since it is un-
likely the same message will be sent to @
G�IS*Q' recipients. But see also Coppersmith’s
attacks mentioned on pages 313–314.
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8.3 Rabin public-key encryption

A desirable property of any encryption scheme is a proof that breaking it is as difficult as
solving a computational problem that is widely believed to be difficult, such as integer fac-
torization or the discrete logarithm problem. While it is widely believed that breaking the
RSA encryption scheme is as difficult as factoring the modulus T , no such equivalence has
been proven. The Rabin public-key encryption scheme was the first example of a provably
secure public-key encryption scheme – the problem faced by a passive adversary of recov-
ering plaintext from some given ciphertext is computationally equivalent to factoring.

8.10 Algorithm Key generation for Rabin public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity U should do the following:

1. Generate two large random (and distinct) primes V and W , each roughly the same size.
2. Compute TYX.VZW .
3. U ’s public key is T ; U ’s private key is [�VZ\]W_^ .

8.11 Algorithm Rabin public-key encryption

SUMMARY: ` encrypts a message a for U , which U decrypts.

1. Encryption. ` should do the following:

(a) Obtain U ’s authentic public key T .
(b) Represent the message as an integer a in the range bdc�\]e�\]f�f]fZ\�Thg.eHi .
(c) Compute j7X,alk-mOn
o5T .
(d) Send the ciphertext j to U .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext a from j , U should do the following:

(a) Use Algorithm 3.44 to find the four square roots aqp , a k , a$r , and a$s of j mod-
ulo T .k (See also Note 8.12.)

(b) The message sent was either a p , a k , a r , or a s . U somehow (cf. Note 8.14)
decides which of these is a .

8.12 Note (finding square roots of j modulo TqXtV�W when Vlu2W+uwv�[xmOn
oly�^ ) If V and W are
both chosen to be u2v�[xmznHoly�^ , then Algorithm 3.44 for computing the four square roots
of j modulo T simplifies as follows:

1. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) to find integers { and | sat-
isfying {�V~}�|�W�XCe . Note that { and | can be computed once and for all during the
key generation stage (Algorithm 8.10).

2. Compute �OX2j]����� px���xs mzn
o�V .
3. Compute ��XCj]����� p����xs mznHoQW .
4. Compute �hX2[x{�V���}�|]W��
^�mOn
o5T .
5. Compute ��X2[x{�VZ�7g,|�W���^8mznHo5T .
6. The four square roots of j modulo T are � , g7�hmzn
o5T , � , and g7��mzn
o5T .
�
In the very unlikely case that ���������z���Z�S ¡1¢ , the ciphertext £ does not have four distinct square roots modulo

� , but rather only one or two.

c
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8.13 Note (security of Rabin public-key encryption)

(i) The task faced by a passive adversary is to recover plaintext ¦ from the correspond-
ing ciphertext § . This is precisely the SQROOT problem of ¨ 3.5.2. Recall (Fact 3.46)
that the problems of factoring © and computing square roots modulo © are computa-
tionally equivalent. Hence, assuming that factoring © is computationally intractable,
the Rabin public-key encryption scheme is provably secure against a passive adver-
sary.

(ii) While provably secure against a passive adversary, the Rabin public-key encryption
scheme succumbs to a chosen-ciphertext attack (but see Note 8.14(ii)). Such an at-
tack can be mounted as follows. The adversary selects a random integer ¦«ªh¬D® and
computes §D¯,¦$°-±z²
³�© . The adversary then presents § to ´ ’s decryption machine,
which decrypts § and returns some plaintext µ . Since ´ does not know ¦ , and ¦ is
randomly chosen, the plaintext µ is not necessarily the same as ¦ . With probability¶
° , µ(·
¸w¹ ¦º±z²H³5© , in which case »�¼�³?½�¦!¾3µÀ¿�©8Á is one of the prime factors of © . If

µ ¸2¹ ¦Â±z²
³P© , then the attack is repeated with a new ¦ .Ã
(iii) The Rabin public-key encryption scheme is susceptible to attacks similar to those on

RSA described in ¨ 8.2.2(ii), ¨ 8.2.2(iii), and ¨ 8.2.2(v). As is the case with RSA, at-
tacks (ii) and (iii) can be circumvented by salting the plaintext message, while attack
(v) can be avoided by adding appropriate redundancy prior to encryption.

8.14 Note (use of redundancy)

(i) A drawback of Rabin’s public-key scheme is that the receiver is faced with the task
of selecting the correct plaintext from among four possibilities. This ambiguity in
decryption can easily be overcome in practice by adding prespecified redundancy to
the original plaintext prior to encryption. (For example, the last 64 bits of the message
may be replicated.) Then, with high probability, exactly one of the four square roots
¦ ¶ , ¦ ° , ¦ Ã , ¦lÄ of a legitimate ciphertext § will possess this redundancy, and the
receiver will select this as the intended plaintext. If none of the square roots of §
possesses this redundancy, then the receiver should reject § as fraudulent.

(ii) If redundancy is used as above, Rabin’s scheme is no longer susceptible to the chosen-
ciphertext attack of Note 8.13(ii). If an adversary selects a message ¦ having the re-
quired redundancy and gives §�¯2¦l°-±O²
³�© to ´ ’s decryption machine, with very
high probability the machine will return the plaintext ¦ itself to the adversary (since
the other three square roots of § will most likely not contain the required redundancy),
providing no new information. On the other hand, if the adversary selects a message
¦ which does not contain the required redundancy, then with high probability none
of the four square roots of §0¯�¦l°+±z²
³5© will possess the required redundancy. In
this case, the decryption machine will fail to decrypt § and thus will not provide a re-
sponse to the adversary. Note that the proof of equivalence of breaking the modified
scheme by a passive adversary to factoring is no longer valid. However, if the natu-
ral assumption is made that Rabin decryption is composed of two processes, the first
which finds the four square roots of §7±z²
³5© , and the second which selects the distin-
guished square root as the plaintext, then the proof of equivalence holds. Hence, Ra-
bin public-key encryption, suitably modified by adding redundancy, is of great prac-
tical interest.

Å
This chosen-ciphertext attack is an execution of the constructive proof of the equivalence of factoring Æ and

the SQROOT problem (Fact 3.46), where Ç ’s decryption machine is used instead of the hypothetical polynomial-
time algorithm for solving the SQROOT problem in the proof.
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8.15 Example (Rabin public-key encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity È chooses the primes É$Ê4Ë�Ì�Ì , Í�Ê4Î�Î�Ï , and computes Ð.ÊtÉ�Í�ÊÑ Ï�Ò�Ó�Ì . È ’s public key is Ð6Ê Ñ Ï�Ò�Ó�Ì , while È ’s private key is Ô�É�ÊwË�Ì�ÌHÕ]Í0Ê%Î�Î�Ï�Ö .
Encryption. Suppose that the last six bits of original messages are required to be repli-
cated prior to encryption (cf. Note 8.14(i)). In order to encrypt the 10-bit message ×ØÊ
Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï , Ú replicates the last six bits of × to obtain the 16-bit message
×ºÊ%Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�ÙdÏ , which in decimal notation is ×ºÊ%Û�Ù�Ü�Ò Ñ . Ú then computes

Ý ÊÞ×lß-àzá
âPÐãÊäÛ�Ù�Ü�Ò Ñ ß0àzá
â Ñ Ï�Ò�Ó�Ì�ÊåÒ�Ë�Ï�Ï�Ï
and sends this to È .
Decryption. To decrypt Ý , È uses Algorithm 3.44 and her knowledge of the factors of Ð to
compute the four square roots of Ý àzáHâ5Ð :

×qæ�Ê%Ò Ñ Ò�Ü�Û�Õl× ß ÊwË�Ë�Ù�Î�Î�Õ$×lç-Ê2Û�Ù�Ü�Ò
Ñ Õl×$è-ÊwÜ�Ï�Ï�Ï�ÓHÕ

which in binary are

×(æéÊ%Ï�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ù�Ï�ÏdÙHÕ × ß ÊwÏ�Ù�Ï�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ù�ÙdÙ�Ï�Õ
×lç+Ê%Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï�Õ ×lè-ÊwÏ�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ï�Ù�ÏdÏ�ÏdÙ�ê

Since only × ç has the required redundancy, È decrypts Ý to × ç and recovers the original
message ×ºÊwÏ�Ù�Ù�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ï�Ù�Ù�Ï . ë

8.16 Note (efficiency) Rabin encryption is an extremely fast operation as it only involves a sin-
gle modular squaring. By comparison, RSA encryption with ìíÊwÎ takes one modular mul-
tiplication and one modular squaring. Rabin decryption is slower than encryption, but com-
parable in speed to RSA decryption.

8.4 ElGamal public-key encryption

The ElGamal public-key encryption scheme can be viewed as Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment ( î 12.6.1) in key transfer mode (cf. Note 8.23(i)). Its security is based on the intractabil-
ity of the discrete logarithm problem (see î 3.6) and the Diffie-Hellman problem ( î 3.7). The
basic ElGamal and generalized ElGamal encryption schemes are described in this section.

8.4.1 Basic ElGamal encryption

8.17 Algorithm Key generation for ElGamal public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity È should do the following:

1. Generate a large random prime É and a generator ï of the multiplicative group ðDñò of
the integers modulo É (using Algorithm 4.84).

2. Select a random integer ó , Ï�ôºótôõÉ1öwË , and compute ï�÷~àzá
â�É (using Algo-
rithm 2.143).

3. È ’s public key is Ô�ÉZÕ]ïøÕ]ïZ÷
Ö ; È ’s private key is ó .

c
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8.18 Algorithm ElGamal public-key encryption

SUMMARY: û encrypts a message ü for ý , which ý decrypts.

1. Encryption. û should do the following:

(a) Obtain ý ’s authentic public key þJÿ�� � � ����� .
(b) Represent the message as an integer ü in the range ���	��
	���������ÿ���
�� .
(c) Select a random integer � , 
������qÿ���� .
(d) Compute ��� �����! �" ÿ and #$�,ü&%dþ �����'���! �" ÿ .
(e) Send the ciphertext ()�%þ*�+�# � to ý .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext ü from ( , ý should do the following:

(a) Use the private key , to compute �.-0/213/ �4�! �" ÿ (note: �5-6/.17/ � �8�9/ � �� / �:� ).
(b) Recover ü by computing þ;�9/ ��� %<# �! �" ÿ .

Proof that decryption works. The decryption of Algorithm 8.18 allows recovery of original
plaintext because

� / � %6#>= � / �:� ü � �:� =ãü þ �� �" ÿ � �

8.19 Example (ElGamal encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity ý selects the prime ÿ?�@�	A<B<C and a generator � �D� of E)FGIH3J6K . ý
chooses the private key ,L�>
<C	B<
 and computes

� � �! �" ÿM�N� 1 K;J 1 �! �" �	A<B	CO�N
<
	P<B	�
ý ’s public key is þJÿQ�R�	A<B<C�� � �>�	� ��� �R
	
<P<B � .
Encryption. To encrypt a message üN�S�<�	A<B , û selects a random integer �T�U
	B<�	� and
computes

�V�N� 1 JIG3W �! �" �	A<B	CO�N
<X	A<�
and

#O�N�<�<A	BY%0
<
	P<B 1 J3GIW �! �" �	A<B	CO�[Z<\	C	�
û sends ���R
<X	A<� and #]��Z	\<C to ý .
Decryption. To decrypt, ý computes

� -6/.17/ � �N
	X<A	��^ WIJ �! �" �	A<B	CO�[P<C	�	�
and recovers ü by computing

ü_�[P<C	�`%6Z<\<C �! �" �<A<B	CO�[�	�<A<B�� a

8.20 Note (common system-wide parameters) All entities may elect to use the same prime ÿ
and generator � , in which case ÿ and � need not be published as part of the public key.
This results in public keys of smaller sizes. An additional advantage of having a fixed base� is that exponentiation can then be expedited via precomputations using the techniques
described in b 14.6.3. A potential disadvantage of common system-wide parameters is that
larger moduli ÿ may be warranted (cf. Note 8.24).
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8.21 Note (efficiency of ElGamal encryption)

(i) The encryption process requires two modular exponentiations, namely c�d�e!f�gih andj c�k�l d e!f�gmh . These exponentiations can be sped up by selecting random exponentsn
having some additional structure, for example, having low Hamming weights. Care

must be taken that the possible number of exponents is large enough to preclude a
search via a baby-step giant-step algorithm (cf. Note 3.59).

(ii) A disadvantage of ElGamal encryption is that there is message expansion by a factor
of 2. That is, the ciphertext is twice as long as the corresponding plaintext.

8.22 Remark (randomized encryption) ElGamal encryption is one of many encryption schemes
which utilizes randomization in the encryption process. Others include McEliece encryp-
tion ( o 8.5), and Goldwasser-Micali ( o 8.7.1), and Blum-Goldwasser ( o 8.7.2) probabilistic
encryption. Deterministic encryption schemes such as RSA may also employ randomiza-
tion in order to circumvent some attacks (e.g., see o 8.2.2(ii) and o 8.2.2(iii)). The fundamen-
tal idea behind randomized encryption (see Definition 7.3) techniques is to use randomiza-
tion to increase the cryptographic security of an encryption process through one or more of
the following methods:

(i) increasing the effective size of the plaintext message space;
(ii) precluding or decreasing the effectiveness of chosen-plaintext attacks by virtue of a

one-to-many mapping of plaintext to ciphertext; and
(iii) precluding or decreasing the effectiveness of statistical attacks by leveling the a priori

probability distribution of inputs.

8.23 Note (security of ElGamal encryption)

(i) The problem of breaking the ElGamal encryption scheme, i.e., recovering p given
h , c , c�k , q , and r , is equivalent to solving the Diffie-Hellman problem (see o 3.7). In
fact, the ElGamal encryption scheme can be viewed as simply comprising a Diffie-
Hellman key exchange to determine a session key c k d , and then encrypting the mes-
sage by multiplication with that session key. For this reason, the security of the El-
Gamal encryption scheme is said to be based on the discrete logarithm problem insutv , although such an equivalence has not been proven.

(ii) It is critical that different random integers
n

be used to encrypt different messages.
Suppose the same

n
is used to encrypt two messages pxw and pzy and the resulting

ciphertext pairs are
j q.w{�rw:l and

j q�y	{�r|y<l . Then rw�}<r~yz��pxw:}:p�y , and pzy could be
easily computed if p�w were known.

8.24 Note (recommended parameter sizes) Given the latest progress on the discrete logarithm
problem in

s tv ( o 3.6), a �	�<� -bit modulus h provides only marginal security from concerted
attack. As of 1996, a modulus h of at least �<�<� bits is recommended. For long-term secu-
rity, �<�<�	� -bit or larger moduli should be used. For common system-wide parameters (cf.
Note 8.20) even larger key sizes may be warranted. This is because the dominant stage
in the index-calculus algorithm ( o 3.6.5) for discrete logarithms in

s tv is the precomputa-
tion of a database of factor base logarithms, following which individual logarithms can be
computed relatively quickly. Thus computing the database of logarithms for one particular
modulus h will compromise the secrecy of all private keys derived using h .

c
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8.4.2 Generalized ElGamal encryption

The ElGamal encryption scheme is typically described in the setting of the multiplicative
group �`�� , but can be easily generalized to work in any finite cyclic group � .

As with ElGamal encryption, the security of the generalized ElGamal encryption sch-
eme is based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem in the group � . The
group � should be carefully chosen to satisfy the following two conditions:

1. for efficiency, the group operation in � should be relatively easy to apply; and
2. for security, the discrete logarithm problem in � should be computationally infeasi-

ble.

The following is a list of groups that appear to meet these two criteria, of which the first
three have received the most attention.

1. The multiplicative group �)�� of the integers modulo a prime � .
2. The multiplicative group � ��0� of the finite field � ��� of characteristic two.
3. The group of points on an elliptic curve over a finite field.
4. The multiplicative group � �� of the finite field � � , where �]�x��� , � a prime.
5. The group of units �)�� , where � is a composite integer.
6. The jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve defined over a finite field.
7. The class group of an imaginary quadratic number field.

8.25 Algorithm Key generation for generalized ElGamal public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity � should do the following:

1. Select an appropriate cyclic group � of order � , with generator � . (It is assumed here
that � is written multiplicatively.)

2. Select a random integer � ,  L¡R��¡���¢x  , and compute the group element ��£ .
3. � ’s public key is ¤3�¦¥��£�§ , together with a description of how to multiply elements in
� ; � ’s private key is � .

8.26 Algorithm Generalized ElGamal public-key encryption

SUMMARY: ¨ encrypts a message © for � , which � decrypts.

1. Encryption. ¨ should do the following:

(a) Obtain � ’s authentic public key ¤3�¦¥��£�§ .
(b) Represent the message as an element © of the group � .
(c) Select a random integer ª ,  �¡�ª�¡��T¢x  .
(d) Compute «��R��¬ and ]�®©&¯6¤3��£�§°¬ .
(e) Send the ciphertext ±)��¤*«+¥0§ to � .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext © from ± , � should do the following:

(a) Use the private key � to compute «5£ and then compute «³²´£ .
(b) Recover © by computing ¤;«9²µ£�§2¯< .

8.27 Note (common system-wide parameters) All entities may elect to use the same cyclic
group � and generator � , in which case � and the description of multiplication in � need
not be published as part of the public key (cf. Note 8.20).
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8.28 Example (ElGamal encryption using the multiplicative group of ¶¸·0¹ , with artificially
small parameters)
Key generation. Entity º selects the group » to be the multiplicative group of the finite field
¶ ·¼ , whose elements are represented by the polynomials over ¶¸· of degree less than ½ , and
where multiplication is performed modulo the irreducible polynomial ¾�¿*À¦Á)Â®À�Ã$ÄÅÀÆÄÈÇ
(cf. Example 2.231). For convenience, a field element É�Ê:À Ê ÄOÉ · À · ÄRÉ�ËÌÀ�ÄOÉ�Í is repre-
sented by the binary string ¿IÉ�Ê	É · É�Ë�É�Í<Á . The group » has order Î�ÂÏÇ	Ð and a generator isÑ ÂR¿IÒ<Ò	Ç<Ò<Á .
º chooses the private key É�ÂÔÓ and computes Ñ�Õ Â Ñ+Ö Â8¿IÇ<Ò<Ç	Ç<Á . º ’s public key isÑ�Õ ÂÏ¿|Ç	Ò<Ç<Ç	Á (together with Ñ ÂÏ¿|Ò	Ò<Ç<Ò	Á and the polynomial ¾�¿*À¦Á which defines the mul-
tiplication in » , if these parameters are not common to all entities).
Encryption. To encrypt a message ×ØÂ&¿|Ç<Ç	Ò<Ò	Á , Ù selects a random integer Ú?Â&Ç<Ç and
computes ÛxÂ Ñ ËIË Â@¿|Ç<Ç	Ç<Ò	Á , ¿ Ñ Õ Á Ë3Ë ÂÜ¿|Ò	Ç<Ò	Ò<Á , and Ý�Â�×ßÞ�¿ Ñ Õ Á Ë3Ë ÂÜ¿|Ò	Ç<Ò	Ç<Á . Ù sends
ÛTÂR¿IÇ<Ç<Ç	Ò<Á and Ý$Â>¿|Ò	Ç<Ò<Ç	Á to º .
Decryption. To decrypt, º computes Û Õ Â�¿|Ò<Ç	Ò<Ò	Á , ¿*Û Õ Ááà Ë Â�¿|Ç<Ç	Ò<Ç	Á and finally recovers
× by computing ×âÂ>¿;Û9à Õ Á2Þ<Ý$Â>¿|Ç	Ç<Ò	Ò<Á . ã

8.5 McEliece public-key encryption

The McEliece public-key encryption scheme is based on error-correcting codes. The idea
behind this scheme is to first select a particular code for which an efficient decoding algo-
rithm is known, and then to disguise the code as a general linear code (see Note 12.36).
Since the problem of decoding an arbitrary linear code is NP-hard (Definition 2.73), a de-
scription of the original code can serve as the private key, while a description of the trans-
formed code serves as the public key.

The McEliece encryption scheme (when used with Goppa codes) has resisted crypt-
analysis to date. It is also notable as being the first public-key encryption scheme to use
randomization in the encryption process. Although very efficient, the McEliece encryption
scheme has received little attention in practice because of the very large public keys (see
Remark 8.33).

8.29 Algorithm Key generation for McEliece public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.

1. Integers Ú , Î , and ä are fixed as common system parameters.
2. Each entity º should perform steps 3 – 7.
3. Choose a Ú�åLÎ generator matrix » for a binary ¿*Î9æ�Ú�Á -linear code which can correct
ä errors, and for which an efficient decoding algorithm is known. (See Note 12.36.)

4. Select a random ÚÆåTÚ binary non-singular matrix ç .
5. Select a random Î®å�Î permutation matrix è .
6. Compute the ÚQå!Î matrix »�Âéç³»Lè .
7. º ’s public key is ¿ »Læ~ä:Á ; º ’s private key is ¿3ç.æ�»LæèmÁ .

c
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8.30 Algorithm McEliece public-key encryption

SUMMARY: ì encrypts a message í for î , which î decrypts.

1. Encryption. ì should do the following:
(a) Obtain î ’s authentic public key ï ð4ñÌò:ó .
(b) Represent the message as a binary string í of length ô .
(c) Choose a random binary error vector õ of length ö having at most ò 1’s.
(d) Compute the binary vector ÷)ø®í ðúùÈõ .
(e) Send the ciphertext ÷ to î .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext í from ÷ , î should do the following:
(a) Compute ÷ûøé÷:ü�ý2þ , where ü�ý.þ is the inverse of the matrix ü .
(b) Use the decoding algorithm for the code generated by ð to decode ÷ to í .
(c) Compute íâø í�ÿûý2þ .

Proof that decryption works. Since

÷xøØ÷:ü ý.þ ø[ï;í ðúùúõ	óIü ý2þ ø[ï*í ÿ9ðLü�ùÈõ<ó3ü ý.þ ø[ï;í�ÿ ó3ð®ùÈõ�ü ý.þ ñ
and õ	ü�ý2þ is a vector with at most ò 1’s, the decoding algorithm for the code generated by
ð corrects ÷ to íâø®í ÿ . Finally, í�ÿ ý.þ ø®í , and, hence, decryption works.

A special type of error-correcting code, called a Goppa code, may be used in step 3 of
the key generation. For each irreducible polynomial � ï��¦ó of degree ò over ����� , there exists
a binary Goppa code of length ö®ø
	�� and dimension ô� ö���í ò capable of correcting
any pattern of ò or fewer errors. Furthermore, efficient decoding algorithms are known for
such codes.

8.31 Note (security of McEliece encryption) There are two basic kinds of attacks known.

(i) From the public information, an adversary may try to compute the key ð or a key ð��
for a Goppa code equivalent to the one with generator matrix ð . There is no efficient
method known for accomplishing this.

(ii) An adversary may try to recover the plaintext í directly given some ciphertext ÷ . The
adversary picks ô columns at random from ð . If ð�� , ÷�� and õ�� denote the restriction
of ð , ÷ and õ , respectively, to these ô columns, then ïI÷��¦ùzõ��<ó9øxí ð�� . If õ���ø�� and
if ð�� is non-singular, then í can be recovered by solving the system of equations
÷�� øDí ð�� . Since the probability that õ��Åø�� , i.e., the selected ô bits were not in
error, is only � ý��� � � � , the probability of this attack succeeding is negligibly small.

8.32 Note (recommended parameter sizes) The original parameters suggested by McEliece
were öSø! "�#	"$ , òTø!%"� , and ô&'%#	"$ . Based on the security analysis (Note 8.31), an
optimum choice of parameters for the Goppa code which maximizes the adversary’s work
factor appears to be ö ø& #�"	"$ , ò)ø)("* , and ô+-,#$"$ .

8.33 Remark (McEliece encryption in practice) Although the encryption and decryption oper-
ations are relatively fast, the McEliece scheme suffers from the drawback that the public
key is very large. A (less significant) drawback is that there is message expansion by a fac-
tor of ö � ô . For the recommended parameters ö ø& #�"	"$ , òuø&(#* , ô+.,#$"$ , the public key is
about 	�þ0/ bits in size, while the message expansion factor is about  #12, . For these reasons,
the scheme receives little attention in practice.
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8.6 Knapsack public-key encryption

Knapsack public-key encryption schemes are based on the subset sum problem, which is
NP-complete (see 3 2.3.3 and 3 3.10). The basic idea is to select an instance of the subset
sum problem that is easy to solve, and then to disguise it as an instance of the general subset
sum problem which is hopefully difficult to solve. The original knapsack set can serve as
the private key, while the transformed knapsack set serves as the public key.

The Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption scheme ( 3 8.6.1) is important for historical
reasons, as it was the first concrete realization of a public-key encryption scheme. Many
variations have subsequently been proposed but most, including the original, have been
demonstrated to be insecure (see Note 8.40), a notable exception being the Chor-Rivest
knapsack scheme ( 3 8.6.2).

8.6.1 Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption

The Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption scheme attempts to disguise an easily solved in-
stance of the subset sum problem, called a superincreasing subset sum problem, by modular
multiplication and a permutation. It is however not recommended for use (see Note 8.40).

8.34 Definition A superincreasing sequence is a sequence 4�57698:5<;#8:=7=:=>875�?A@ of positive integers
with the property that 5�BDC BFE 6G�H 6 5 G for each I , JLKMINKPO .

Algorithm 8.35 efficiently solves the subset sum problem for superincreasing sequences.

8.35 Algorithm Solving a superincreasing subset sum problem

INPUT: a superincreasing sequence 4�5:6:8:5Q;R8:=7=:=>8:5�?A@ and an integer S which is the sum of a
subset of the 5 B .
OUTPUT: 4�TU6:8<TV;R8:=:=7=W8QT>?A@ where T BYX[Z]\ 8:^R_ , such that

?B H 6 T B 5 Ba` S .
1. I:bcO .
2. While INd.^ do the following:

2.1 If Sed�5�B then T>B�bf^ and S]bgSihg5�B . Otherwise TjBkb \ .
2.2 I9blIDhf^ .

3. Return( 4�TU698<TV;m8:=:=7=>8QT>?A@ ).

8.36 Algorithm Key generation for basic Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
1. An integer O is fixed as a common system parameter.
2. Each entity n should perform steps 3 – 7.
3. Choose a superincreasing sequence 4�5 6 8:5 ; 8:=7=:=W875 ? @ and modulus o such that opC
5 6Dq 5 ;�q-r:r7r�q 5 ? .

4. Select a random integer s , ^tK&suK&ovhf^ , such that w"x7yz4�sl87o{@ ` ^ .
5. Select a random permutation | of the integers Z ^R89JR8:=:=7=j8QO}_ .
6. Compute ~ Ba` s�5���� B��W��� y+o for I ` ^R89J#87=:=7=>8QO .
7. n ’s public key is 4�~z6987~�;#8:=7=:=W87~]?A@ ; n ’s private key is 4�|�87o-8:sl8:4�5:678:5<;#8:=7=:=>875�?A@�@ .
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8.37 Algorithm Basic Merkle-Hellman knapsack public-key encryption

SUMMARY: � encrypts a message � for � , which � decrypts.

1. Encryption. � should do the following:

(a) Obtain � ’s authentic public key �k�z�:�7�7�R�:�7�:�>�:�]�A� .
(b) Represent the message � as a binary string of length � , ���f� � � �}�7�:� � � .
(c) Compute the integer �i�f� � � �U� � � � ���-�:�7��� � � � � .
(d) Send the ciphertext � to � .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext � from � , � should do the following:

(a) Compute ���)��� � �i �¡m¢�£ .
(b) By solving a superincreasing subset sum problem (Algorithm 8.35), find inte-

gers ¤ � �<¤ � �:�:�7�W�Q¤ � , ¤]¥Y¦�§©¨#�:ªR« , such that ���g¤ �7¬:�a� ¤ �m¬Q����7�:��� ¤ �W¬�� .
(c) The message bits are �c¥a�g¤�®�¯ ¥±° , ²}�)ª#�9³R�:�7�:�j�Q� .

Proof that decryption works. The decryption of Algorithm 8.37 allows recovery of original
plaintext because

��´µ� � � �g´µ� � �
�
¥�¶ � �c¥��]¥�´

�
¥±¶ � �l¥ ¬ ®·¯ ¥±° �� ¸¡m¢c£{���

Since ¨L¹.�»º&£ , ��� �¥�¶ � � ¥ ¬ ®·¯ ¥±°  �¡m¢�£ , and hence the solution of the superincreas-
ing subset sum problem in step (b) of the decryption gives the message bits, after application
of the permutation ¼ .

8.38 Example (basic Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Let �[��½ . Entity � chooses the superincreasing sequence ��ª"³#�:ª"¾R�9¿"¿R�9¾#À ,
ª"Á"¾R�9¿#ª"½"� , £ �µ¾#¿"¾ , � �Â½"¿"Á , and the permutation ¼ of §©ª#�:³#�9¿R�9ÀR�9Á#�:½R« defined by
¼Y��ª"�N�
¿ , ¼Y��³"�N�
½ , ¼Y��¿#�i��ª , ¼Y��À"�N�
³ , ¼Y��Á"�N�
Á , and ¼Y��½"�i��À . � ’s public key is the
knapsack set ��¿"ª#Ã#�9ª#Ã"½R�9³"Á#¨#�:À"¾"¾R�9³©¨#¨"�9Á#Á©Ã"� , while � ’s private key is �0¼��:£-�:�Ä�9��ª#³#�:ª"¾#�:¿"¿ ,
¾"À#�:ª"Á#¾#�9¿#ª"½#��� .
Encryption. To encrypt the message ���)ª"¨#ª"ª#¨"ª , � computes

�P�Å¿#ª"Ã � ³#Á"¨ � À"¾"¾ � Á"Á#Ã.�Åª"½#¨"Á
and sends this to � .
Decryption. To decrypt, � computes �Æ�Ç��� � �i �¡m¢+£È�Éª"¿#½ , and solves the superin-
creasing subset sum problem

ª#¿"½Ê�&ª#³9¤ �U� ª#¾9¤ ��� ¿"¿:¤7Ë � ¾"À:¤7Ì � ª"Á"¾:¤7Í � ¿"ª#½9¤7Î
to get ª#¿"½Ê�{ª"³ � ª"¾ � ¿"¿ � ¾"À . Hence, ¤ � �)ª , ¤ � ��ª , ¤�Ët�{ª , ¤�ÌL�)ª , ¤�Ít�{¨ , ¤�ÎL�)¨ ,
and application of the permutation ¼ yields the message bits � � �g¤7ËL�{ª , � � �g¤�ÎL�)¨ ,
��Ë��g¤ � �)ª , �ÏÌ��g¤ � ��ª , �ÏÍ��f¤�Ít�&¨ , �ÏÎ��P¤�Ìt��ª . Ð
Multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption

One variation of the basic Merkle-Hellman scheme involves disguising the easy superin-
creasing sequence by a series of modular multiplications. The key generation for this vari-
ation is as follows.
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8.39 Algorithm Key generation for multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.

1. Integers Ñ and Ò are fixed as common system parameters.
2. Each entity Ó should perform steps 3 – 6.

3. Choose a superincreasing sequence Ô�ÕzÖ ×]ØÙ)Ú ÕzÖ ×]ØÛÇÚ:Ü7Ü:Ü>Ú ÕmÖÝ×�ØÞàß .
4. For á from 1 to Ò do the following:

4.1 Choose a modulus â�ã with â�ã�ä)ÕmÖ ã9å Ù ØÙ æ ÕzÖ ã9å Ù ØÛ æç7ç:ç©æ ÕzÖ ã9å Ù ØÞ .
4.2 Select a random integer è ã , étê&è ã ê&â ãië é , such that ì"í7î�Ô�è ã Ú â ã ßUï é .
4.3 Compute ÕmÖ ã Øð ï ÕzÖ ã9å Ù Øð èÏãòñ�ómî+âÄã for ô ï é Ú9õRÚ:Ü:Ü7ÜjÚ Ñ .

5. Select a random permutation ö of the integers ÷]é Ú9õRÚ:Ü:Ü7ÜjÚ Ñ}ø .
6. Ó ’s public key is Ô�Õ Ù Ú Õ Û Ú:Ü7Ü:ÜWÚ Õ Þ ß , where Õ ð ï Õ ÖúùQØû Ö ð Ø for ô ï é Ú:õ#Ú7Ü:Ü:ÜjÚ Ñ ; Ó ’s private

key is Ô0ö Ú â Ù Ú:Ü7Ü:ÜWÚ â ù Ú è Ù Ú:Ü7Ü:Ü>Ú è ù Ú ÕmÖÝ×�ØÙ)Ú ÕmÖÝ×�ØÛÇÚ7Ü:Ü:Ü>Ú ÕzÖ ×�ØÞ�ß .

Encryption is performed in the same way as in the basic Merkle-Hellman scheme (Al-
gorithm 8.37). Decryption is performed by successively computing ü ã ï è å Ùã ü ã�ý Ù ñ�ómî
â ã for á ï Ò Ú Ò ë é Ú7Ü:Ü7ÜAÚ é , where ü ù ý Ù ï{þ . Finally, the superincreasing subset sum prob-

lem ü Ù ïfÿ Ù ÕzÖ ×]ØÙ æ»ÿ Û ÕzÖ ×]ØÛ'æcç7ç:ç<æ»ÿ Þ ÕzÖ ×�ØÞ is solved for ÿ ð , and the message bits are recovered
after application of the permutation ö .

8.40 Note (insecurity of Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption)

(i) A polynomial-time algorithm for breaking the basic Merkle-Hellman scheme is
known. Given the public knapsack set, this algorithm finds a pair of integers

���
, â �

such that
����� â � is close to

��� â (where è and â are part of the private key, and� ï è å Ù ñ�óRî â ) and such that the integers � � ð ï � � Õ ð ñ¸ómî+â , éLêPôNêPÑ , form
a superincreasing sequence. This sequence can then be used by an adversary in place
of Ô�� Ù Ú � Û Ú:Ü7Ü:ÜWÚ � Þ ß to decrypt messages.

(ii) The most powerful general attack known on knapsack encryption schemes is the tech-
nique discussed in 	 3.10.2 which reduces the subset sum problem to the problem of
finding a short vector in a lattice. It is typically successful if the density (see Defi-
nition 3.104) of the knapsack set is less than 
 Ü��� 
�� . This is significant because the
density of a Merkle-Hellman knapsack set must be less than 1, since otherwise there
will in general be many subsets of the knapsack set with the same sum, in which case
some ciphertexts will not be uniquely decipherable. Moreover, since each iteration in
the multiple-iterated scheme lowers the density, this attack will succeed if the knap-
sack set has been iterated a sufficient number of times.

Similar techniques have since been used to break most knapsacks schemes that have
been proposed, including the multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman scheme. The most promi-
nent knapsack scheme that has resisted such attacks to date is the Chor-Rivest scheme (but
see Note 8.44).

8.6.2 Chor-Rivest knapsack encryption

The Chor-Rivest scheme is the only known knapsack public-key encryption scheme that
does not use some form of modular multiplication to disguise an easy subset sum problem.
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8.41 Algorithm Key generation for Chor-Rivest public-key encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity � should do the following:

1. Select a finite field ��� of characteristic � , where ������� , ��� � , and for which the
discrete logarithm problem is feasible (see Note 8.45(ii)).

2. Select a random monic irreducible polynomial !#"%$'& of degree � over (*) (using Al-
gorithm 4.70). The elements of � � will be represented as polynomials in ('),+ $.- of
degree less than � , with multiplication performed modulo !#"/$*& .

3. Select a random primitive element 0#"%$*& of the field �1� (using Algorithm 4.80).
4. For each ground field element 2435(*) , find the discrete logarithm 6871�:9�;=<?>A@CBED�"%$�FG2H&

of the field element "%$IFJ2H& to the base 0,"/$*& .
5. Select a random permutation K on the set of integers LNM=OQP=OSREOQTUTQT,OV�XWYPEZ .
6. Select a random integer [ , M]\^[]\_���`WYR .
7. Compute a 7 �:"�68b @ 7 D Fc[�&�de;�f�"%�g�`W_P=& , M]\h24\_�XWYP .
8. � ’s public key is "i"jaVkEOUaQlSOUTQTUTmOQai)8nolS&�Op�,OQ�q& ; � ’s private key is "j!#"%$'&�OV0#"%$'&�OpKrOQ[ ).

8.42 Algorithm Chor-Rivest public-key encryption

SUMMARY: s encrypts a message t for � , which � decrypts.

1. Encryption. s should do the following:

(a) Obtain � ’s authentic public key "�"�aVk�OQaUlSOQTUTQTmOUai)8nolQ&�OV�#OQ�q& .
(b) Represent the message t as a binary string of length u�9v< )�

w
, where

)
� is a

binomial coefficient (Definition 2.17).
(c) Consider t as the binary representation of an integer. Transform this integer

into a binary vector xy�z"�x{kEOQxYlSOQTQTUToOQx|)An}lH& of length � having exactly �
1’s as follows:

i. Set ~��Y� .
ii. For 2 from P to � do the following:

If t�� )8n�7� then set x|7�n}lU�YP , t_��t�W )8n�7� , ~��Y~.W�P . Otherwise,
set x 7�nol �_M . (Note: � k �:P for �_��M ; k � �^M for ~o��P .)

(d) Compute a�� )8n}l7���k x 7 a 7 de;Ef�"/���`WYP�& .
(e) Send the ciphertext a to � .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext t from a , � should do the following:

(a) Compute �G�:"�a�W��q[=&�de;�fG"/���`WYP�& .
(b) Compute �'"/$*&��Y0,"/$*&���dG;�f�!#"%$'& (using Algorithm 2.227).
(c) Compute �U"/$*&����1"%$*&}F�!#"/$*& , a monic polynomial of degree � over ( ) .
(d) Factor �?"%$'& into linear factors over (*) : �?"%$'&�� �� �ol "%$�F�� � & , where � � 3|(*)

(cf. Note 8.45(iv)).
(e) Compute a binary vector x ��"�x k OQx l OUTQTUToOQx )8n}l & as follows. The com-

ponents of x that are 1 have indices K nol "%� � & , P^\���\�� . The remaining
components are M .

(f) The message t is recovered from x as follows:

i. Set t_�_M , ~��Y� .
ii. For 2 from P to � do the following:

If xJ7�nol��:P then set t_�5t�F )8n�7� and ~���~�W_P .
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Proof that decryption works. Observe that
�'�/�* ¢¡ £,�/�* �¤¦¥e§�¨�©#�%�' 

ª £,�/�* �«S¬.A® ª £,�/�* j¯±°�²H³�´µ�¶�·o¸ µ « µ/¹ ¬�A®º��¥e§E¨{©#�/�* i 
ª £,�/�*  ¯ °I²H³�´µ�¶�· ¸ µ ¯±»8¼?½ µv¾/¿ ® ¹/¹ ¬�A® ª £#�%�* �°I²H³�´µ�¶�· ¸ µ »8¼?½ µv¾ �i¥e§�¨{©#�%�* � 
ª À ¬}Á
Â�ÃgÄ
Å £,�/�*  » ¼?½ µv¾vÆ/¸ µ ª�À ¬oÁ

Â�Ã�Ä
�%��Ç|È��%ÉH �  ¸ µ ��¥e§E¨5©#�/�* � �Ê

Since À ¬}ÁÂ�Ã�Ä �/�IÇhÈ��/ÉË �  ¸ µ and Ì �%�'  are monic polynomials of degree Í and are congruent
modulo ©#�/�*  , it must be the case that

Ì �/�* h¡��1�%�* }Ç�©#�/�* h¡ À
¬oÁ
Â�Ã�Ä
�%�ÎÇ|È��%ÉH �  ¸ µ Ê

Hence, the Í roots of Ì �%�*  all lie in Ï À , and applying È ¬oÁ to these roots gives the coordinates
of Ð that are 1.

8.43 Example (Chor-Rivest public-key encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity Ñ does the following:

1. Selects Ò ¡:Ó and Í ¡^Ô .
2. Selects the irreducible polynomial ©#�/�* X¡Õ�,Ö`Ç^×Q�qØ�Ç:ÙS�,Ú�ÇÜÛQ�5ÇÜÝ of degree Ô

over Ï�Þ . The elements of the finite field ß Þpà are represented as polynomials in Ï�Þ Å � Æ
of degree less than Ô , with multiplication performed modulo ©#�%�'  .

3. Selects the random primitive element £#�%�' �¡Ü×Q�qØ�Ç�×S�,ÚáÇ�Û .
4. Computes the following discrete logarithms:

â Ä ¡Üã�§=äAå ¯Cæ ¹ �%�'  ¡Üç�è=Ý�é
â Á ¡Üã�§=äAå ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�ç� �¡Üç�ê=×�Ùâ Ú ¡Üã�§=äAå ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�Ý� �¡ÜÝ�è=Ù�Ôâ Ø ¡Üã�§=ä å ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�×� �¡Üç�è=è�éâ Ö ¡Üã�§=ä å ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�Ô� �¡Ü×�Ó=êâ?ë`¡Üã�§=äAå ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�Ù� �¡Üç�Ó=é�èâ?ì`¡Üã�§=äAå ¯Cæ ¹ �%��Ç�Û� �¡ÜÝ�Ý=×=Ê

5. Selects the random permutation È on í è=îSçEîSÝEîS×=îQÔ=îQÙ=îSÛ�ï defined by È���è� �¡ÜÛ , È��iç� �¡Ô , È��iÝ� r¡^è , È��i×� r¡ÜÝ , È��iÔ= �¡Üç , È��iÙ= �¡ÜÙ , È��iÛ= �¡Ü× .
6. Selects the random integer ð ¡:ç�Ó�è=Ý .
7. Computes

ñ Ä ¡:��â ì Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Üç=ê�Ý�Ùñ Á ¡:��â Ö Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡ÜÝ=è�é�çñ Ú ¡:��â Ä Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Ü×=×�èñ Ø ¡:��â Ú Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Üç=×�Ù�Ûñ Ö ¡:��â Á Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Üç=Ý�×�Óñ ë ¡:��â ë Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Üç=è�é�ÝñVì�¡:��â Ø Ç ð  �¥e§�¨eÝ�Ô=è�è¦¡Ü×=ç�è=Ê
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8. ô ’s public key is õiõjöV÷�øQöQùQøQöVúEøQöVûEøQöVüEøQöVýEøQöVþ=ÿ�ø������=ø����
	=ÿ , while ô ’s private key is
õ��#õ�*ÿjø��#õ�*ÿjø��rø���ÿ .

Encryption. To encrypt a message ������� for ô , � does the following:

(a) Obtains authentic ô ’s public key.
(b) Represents � as a binary string of length � : ������������� . (Note that �! #" $ü % �&� .)
(c) Uses the method outlined in step 1(c) of Algorithm 8.42 to transform � to the binary

vector '(�:õ)�Eø*�=ø+�=ø+�=ø*�Eø*�Eø*��ÿ of length � .
(d) Computes ö,�Üõ�ö ÷.- ö ú.- ö û.- ö þ ÿ0/21432��	����5�&������� .
(e) Sends ö6��������� to ô .

Decryption. To decrypt the ciphertext ö6��������� , ô does the following:

(a) Computes 78�Üõ�ö:9;�<�=ÿ0/2143=��	����>����?���@ .
(b) Computes A'õ�*ÿ0�;�,õ�*ÿ ù�B8ù%û /21C3=�#õ�'ÿ:�D û - @* ú - �+ - � .
(c) Computes EUõ�*ÿ:�DA'õ�*ÿ - �#õ�'ÿ:�; ü - 	* û -  ú -  .
(d) Factors E?õ�'ÿ:�D'õ� - �=ÿiõ� - @=ÿiõ� -;F ÿ (so G ù ��� , G ú ��� , G û ��@ , G ü � F ).
(e) The components of ' that are 1 have indices �6H ù õ���ÿ0��� , �6H ù õ���ÿ0�&@ , �6H ù õ)@�ÿ0� F ,

and �6H ù õ F ÿ:��� . Hence, 'I�Üõ��=ø*�Eø*�Eø*�=ø+�=ø+�=ø*�=ÿ .
(f) Uses the method outlined in step 2(f) of Algorithm 8.42 to transform ' to the integer
���&��� , thus recovering the original plaintext. J

8.44 Note (security of Chor-Rivest encryption)

(i) When the parameters of the system are carefully chosen (see Note 8.45 and page 318),
there is no feasible attack known on the Chor-Rivest encryption scheme. In partic-
ular, the density of the knapsack set õ�öp÷=øQöUùSø+K�K+KoøUö)L H ùSÿ is �NM0 #"�õ�/8O*P�ö�QVÿ , which is
large enough to thwart the low-density attacks on the general subset sum problem
( R 3.10.2).

(ii) It is known that the system is insecure if portions of the private key are revealed, for
example, if �#õ�'ÿ and � in some representation of SUT are known, or if �#õ�'ÿ is known,
or if � is known.

8.45 Note (implementation)

(i) Although the Chor-Rivest scheme has been described only for the case � a prime, it
extends to the case where the base field VWL is replaced by a field of prime power order.

(ii) In order to make the discrete logarithm problem feasible in step 1 of Algorithm 8.41,
the parameters � and � may be chosen so that X5�D�ZY[9D� has only small factors. In
this case, the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm ( R 3.6.4) can be used to efficiently compute
discrete logarithms in the finite field SUT .

(iii) In practice, the recommended size of the parameters are �]\^����� and ��\_��� . One
particular choice of parameters originally suggested is �`�_��?�� and ���_��	 ; in this
case, the largest prime factor of ��?�� újü 9a� is ����@�� F ����� , and the density of the knap-
sack set is about �4Kb����� . Other parameter sets originally suggested are cd�2�&�����=ø��e�
��	Cf , cd�g��@ ý ø+�=�&��	Cf (base field S ûih ), and cj�g���+k=ø��=�����4f (base field S úml ).

(iv) Encryption is a very fast operation. Decryption is much slower, the bottleneck being
the computation of A1õ�'ÿ in step 2b. The roots of E?õ�'ÿ in step 2d can be found simply
by trying all possibilities in VWL .

(v) A major drawback of the Chor-Rivest scheme is that the public key is fairly large,
namely, about õ��N�eno p"q�qÿ bits. For the parameters �g�&��?�� and �=�&��	 , this is about
@ F ����� bits.
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(vi) There is message expansion by a factor of r#sqtCu<v0r#s wu . For taxzy�{�| and }~x���� ,
this is y4�b|�{�| .

8.7 Probabilistic public-key encryption

A minimal security requirement of an encryption scheme is that it must be difficult, in es-
sentially all cases, for a passive adversary to recover plaintext from the corresponding ci-
phertext. However, in some situations, it may be desirable to impose more stringent security
requirements.

The RSA, Rabin, and knapsack encryption schemes are deterministic in the sense that
under a fixed public key, a particular plaintext � is always encrypted to the same ciphertext� . A deterministic scheme has some or all of the following drawbacks.

1. The scheme is not secure for all probability distributions of the message space. For
example, in RSA the messages � and y always get encrypted to themselves, and hence
are easy to detect.

2. It is sometimes easy to compute partial information about the plaintext from the ci-
phertext. For example, in RSA if � x������2�C�5� is the ciphertext corresponding to
a plaintext � , then

�
� x � �

� x �
�

� x �
�

since � is odd, and hence an adversary can easily gain one bit of information about
� , namely the Jacobi symbol � � .

3. It is easy to detect when the same message is sent twice.

Of course, any deterministic encryption scheme can be converted into a randomized
scheme by requiring that a portion of each plaintext consist of a randomly generated bit-
string of a pre-specified length � . If the parameter � is chosen to be sufficiently large for the
purpose at hand, then, in practice, the attacks listed above are thwarted. However, the re-
sulting randomized encryption scheme is generally not provably secure against the different
kinds of attacks that one could conceive.

Probabilistic encryption utilizes randomness to attain a provable and very strong level
of security. There are two strong notions of security that one can strive to achieve.

8.46 Definition A public-key encryption scheme is said to be polynomially secure if no passive
adversary can, in expected polynomial time, select two plaintext messages ��� and ��� and
then correctly distinguish between encryptions of � � and � � with probability significantly
greater than �� .

8.47 Definition A public-key encryption scheme is said to be semantically secure if, for all
probability distributions over the message space, whatever a passive adversary can compute
in expected polynomial time about the plaintext given the ciphertext, it can also compute
in expected polynomial time without the ciphertext.

Intuitively, a public-key encryption scheme is semantically secure if the ciphertext does
not leak any partial information whatsoever about the plaintext that can be computed in
expected polynomial time.

c
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8.48 Remark (perfect secrecy vs. semantic security) In Shannon’s theory (see � 1.13.3(i)), an
encryption scheme has perfect secrecy if a passive adversary, even with infinite computa-
tional resources, can learn nothing about the plaintext from the ciphertext, except possibly
its length. The limitation of this notion is that perfect secrecy cannot be achieved unless the
key is at least as long as the message. By contrast, the notion of semantic security can be
viewed as a polynomially bounded version of perfect secrecy — a passive adversary with
polynomially bounded computational resources can learn nothing about the plaintext from
the ciphertext. It is then conceivable that there exist semantically secure encryption sch-
emes where the keys are much shorter that the messages.

Although Definition 8.47 appears to be stronger than Definition 8.46, the next result
asserts that they are, in fact, equivalent.

8.49 Fact A public-key encryption scheme is semantically secure if and only if it is polynomi-
ally secure.

8.7.1 Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic encryption

The Goldwasser-Micali scheme is a probabilistic public-key system which is semantically
secure assuming the intractability of the quadratic residuosity problem (see � 3.4).

8.50 Algorithm Key generation for Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and corresponding private key.
Each entity � should do the following:

1. Select two large random (and distinct) primes � and � , each roughly the same size.
2. Compute �a�D��� .
3. Select a �`�` U¡ such that � is a quadratic non-residue modulo � and the Jacobi sym-

bol ¢¡ �&£ (� is a pseudosquare modulo � ); see Remark 8.54.
4. � ’s public key is ¤��¦¥§��¨ ; � ’s private key is the pair ¤��N¥+�i¨ .

8.51 Algorithm Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic public-key encryption

SUMMARY: © encrypts a message ª for � , which � decrypts.

1. Encryption. © should do the following:

(a) Obtain � ’s authentic public key ¤��¦¥��«¨ .
(b) Represent the message ª as a binary string ª���ª�¬§ª�,®�®+®!ª�¯ of length ° .
(c) For ± from 1 to ° do:

i. Pick an ²~�] 6³¡ at random.
ii. If ª`´0��£ then set µ)´·¶`�C² ¹¸2ºC» � ; otherwise set µ)´�¶`² ¼¸2º4» � .

(d) Send the ° -tuple µ6�&¤�µ+¬+¥+µ�C¥+½�½+½«¥+µ�¯)¨ to � .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext ª from µ , � should do the following:

(a) For ± from 1 to ° do:

i. Compute the Legendre symbol ¾ ´ � ¿jÀÁ (using Algorithm 2.149).
ii. If ¾d´U��£ then set ª�´�¶DÂ ; otherwise set ª�´)¶D£ .

(b) The decrypted message is ª��;ªÃ¬�ª�,®�®+®!ª�¯ .
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Proof that decryption works. If a message bit Ä`Å is 0, then Æ)Å�Ç&È<É¼Ê2ËCÌ5Í is a quadratic
residue modulo Í . If a message bit Ä�Å is 1, then since Î is a pseudosquare modulo Í ,
Æ)ÅÏÇDÎCÈNÉ¹Ê8ËCÌÐÍ is also a pseudosquare modulo Í . By Fact 2.137, Æ)Å is a quadratic residue
modulo Í if and only if Æ)Å is a quadratic residue modulo Ñ , or equivalently ÒjÓÔ Ç�Õ . SinceÖ

knows Ñ , she can compute this Legendre symbol and hence recover the message bit Ä Å .
8.52 Note (security of Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic encryption) Since È is selected at ran-

dom from ×6ØÙ , È<É¹Ê2ËCÌ>Í is a random quadratic residue modulo Í , and Î4ÈNÉ¼Ê2ËCÌ>Í is a ran-
dom pseudosquare modulo Í . Hence, an eavesdropper sees random quadratic residues and
pseudosquares modulo Í . Assuming that the quadratic residuosity problem is difficult, the
eavesdropper can do no better that guess each message bit. More formally, if the quadratic
residuosity problem is hard, then the Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic encryption scheme is
semantically secure.

8.53 Note (message expansion) A major disadvantage of the Goldwasser-Micali scheme is the
message expansion by a factor of Ú#ÛqÍ bits. Some message expansion is unavoidable in a
probabilistic encryption scheme because there are many ciphertexts corresponding to each
plaintext. Algorithm 8.56 is a major improvement of the Goldwasser-Micali scheme in that
the plaintext is only expanded by a constant factor.

8.54 Remark (finding pseudosquares) A pseudosquare Î modulo Í can be found as follows.
First find a quadratic non-residue Ü modulo Ñ and a quadratic non-residue Ý modulo Þ (see
Remark 2.151). Then use Gauss’s algorithm (Algorithm 2.121) to compute the integer Î ,ß¹à Î à Í=á]Õ , satisfying the simultaneous congruences Î�â�Üäã)Ê2ËCÌ8Ñ<å , Î`â�Ýæã)Ê2ËCÌ`Þiå .
Since Î ( âçÜÃã�Ê2Ë4Ì8ÑNå ) is a quadratic non-residue modulo Ñ , it is also a quadratic non-
residue modulo Í (Fact 2.137). Also, by the properties of the Legendre and Jacobi symbols
( è 2.4.5), éÙ Ç é Ô é ê Ç&ã·á5Õ�å)ãjá5Õ�åUÇ�Õ . Hence, Î is a pseudosquare modulo Í .

8.7.2 Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption

The Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic public-key encryption scheme is the most efficient
probabilistic encryption scheme known and is comparable to the RSA encryption scheme,
both in terms of speed and message expansion. It is semantically secure (Definition 8.47)
assuming the intractability of the integer factorization problem. It is, however, vulnerable
to a chosen-ciphertext attack (see Note 8.58(iii)). The scheme uses the Blum-Blum-Shub
generator ( è 5.5.2) to generate a pseudorandom bit sequence which is then XORed with the
plaintext. The resulting bit sequence, together with an encryption of the random seed used,
is transmitted to the receiver who uses his trapdoor information to recover the seed and sub-
sequently reconstruct the pseudorandom bit sequence and the plaintext.

8.55 Algorithm Key generation for Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption

SUMMARY: each entity creates a public key and a corresponding private key.
Each entity

Ö
should do the following:

1. Select two large random (and distinct) primes Ñ , Þ , each congruent to ë modulo ì .
2. Compute ÍaÇDÑ�Þ .
3. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) to compute integers Ü and
Ý such that Ü�Ñ¼íîÝ+Þ.Ç�Õ .

4.
Ö

’s public key is Í ;
Ö

’s private key is ã�Ñ�ï+Þðï+ÜCï�Ýdå .

c
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8.56 Algorithm Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic public-key encryption

SUMMARY: ó encrypts a message ô for õ , which õ decrypts.

1. Encryption. ó should do the following:

(a) Obtain õ ’s authentic public key ö .
(b) Let ÷�øúù!û#üqöqý and þ�øIùÿûpü6÷ðý . Represent the message ô as a string ô ø

ô � ô���������ô	� of length


, where each ô�� is a binary string of length þ .

(c) Select as a seed �� , a random quadratic residue modulo ö . (This can be done
by selecting a random integer ���	���� and setting ������ ������� ö .)

(d) For  from ! to



do the following:

i. Compute "�0ø# ��%$ � ����� ö .
ii. Let & � be the þ least significant bits of  � .

iii. Compute '(�Uø)&��+*�ô	� .
(e) Compute "�-, � ø) �� ����� ö .
(f) Send the ciphertext '6ø/.0' ��1 '-� 1�2�2�231 '(� 1 3�-, ��4 to õ .

2. Decryption. To recover plaintext ô from ' , õ should do the following:

(a) Compute 5 � ø6.(.7&98)! 4;:=<=4 �-, � �>��� .?&A@#! 4 .
(b) Compute 5��¼ø6.(.0B�8C! 40:D<E4 �-, � ����� .;B�@F! 4 .
(c) Compute G]øF3H=I�-, � ����� & .

(d) Compute Jæø# HLK�-, � ����� B .
(e) Compute  � ø)J"M�&�8NGPO�B ����� ö .
(f) For  from ! to



do the following:

i. Compute  � ø# ��%$ � ����� ö .
ii. Let &�� be the þ least significant bits of "� .

iii. Compute ô � ø)& � *C' � .
Proof that decryption works. Since  � is a quadratic residue modulo ö , it is also a quadratic
residue modulo & ; hence, PQSR $ �0TSU �� V !N. ����� & 4 . Observe that

PQSR , �0TSU;W�-, � V .? � � 4 QSR , �;TXU(W V YQSR , �;TXU �� V YQSR $ �0TSU �� 3� V "�Z. ����� & 402
Similarly, PQSR , �0TSU;W� V "�[$ � . �>��� & 4 and so

 Q?QSR , �0TSU;W\T K�-, � V  �[$ � . �>��� & 402
Repeating this argument yields

G V  H=I�-, � V PQ?QSR , �0TSU;WLT^]`_ I�-, � V  � . ����� & 4;2
Analogously,

J V  H K�-, � V �� . ����� B 402
Finally, since M�&a8bO�B`øc! , J3M�&a8)GPOdB V ��e. ����� & 4 and J3M�&a8)GPOdB V ��f. ����� B 4 .
Hence, ��eøgJ3M�&98hGPO�B ����� ö , and õ recovers the same random seed that ó used in the
encryption, and consequently also recovers the original plaintext.

8.57 Example (Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity õ selects the primes &gø <=iEi , B.ø6j <=k , each congruent to l modulo< , and computes öaø)&�B.ø6m k m i j=l . Using the extended Euclidean algorithm, õ computes
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the integers n�oqpsr=t , uvo6rEw satisfying n�xzyhud{|ob} . ~ ’s public key is �ho6w=t=wE�=rE� , while~ ’s private key is �?x"��{L��n���u�� .
Encryption. The parameters � and � have the values }=� and � , respectively. � represents
the message � as a string �e�-��������������� (�vobr ) where �e��o6}E�=�=} , ����ob}=}E�=� , ����o�=�=�E} , � � o��=�E�=� , � � o�}E}=�E� . � then selects a random quadratic residue ����o�}Er=�Ew=�=}
( o6�=�=� ���>��� � ), and computes:� �" "¡	�3¢ ^£�¤¦¥�§L¨�© ª   «� �¡ ª  ¬�®� ¯ ¯±°�²±³±´�µ ¯±²±¯�¯ ²�²±¯±²¶ ¯±µ�´±µ±´�¶ ¯±¯±²�² ²�²±²±²´ ¶(·�³±¸±¯�´ ¯±¯±²�¯ ¯�¯±²±²· ¯±´�²±¶±°�¸ ¯±¯±¯�² ¯�¯±¯±²³ ·²�¸±´�¶ ¯±²±²�² ²�¯±²±²
and ��¹�o)� �� ����� �ho6}=�E�=º=�E� . � sends the ciphertext» o¼�(�E�=}=���d�E�=�=���d}E}=�=���d}E}D}=�����=}D�E�=�d}E�D�=º=�=�D�
to ~ .
Decryption. To decrypt » , ~ computes½ �vob�(�7x9y)}E�;¾=�=� ¹ ����� �?x>p#}=�Yob�=ºE�½ ��ob�(�0{�yC}=�0¾D�E� ¹ ����� �0{�pF}E��ob�=�Et¿ o)� � ¹ �¹ �>��� x obw=�À o)� �0�\Á¹ �>��� { obw=�� � o À n�x�y ¿ u�{ ����� � ob}=rE�=w=�E}EÂ
Finally, ~ uses � � to construct the �"Ã and xÃ just as � did for encryption, and recovers the
plaintext � Ã by XORing the x Ã with the ciphertext blocks » Ã . Ä

8.58 Note (security of Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption)
(i) Observe first that � is a Blum integer (Definition 2.156). An eavesdropper sees the

quadratic residue �"Å-Æ � . Assuming that factoring � is difficult, the � least significant
bits of the principal square root � Å of � Å-Æ � modulo � are simultaneously secure (see
Definition 3.82 and Fact 3.89). Thus the eavesdropper can do no better than to guess
the pseudorandom bits x�Ã , }ÈÇÊÉNÇË� . More formally, if the integer factorization
problem is hard, then the Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption scheme is se-
mantically secure. Note, however, that for a modulus � of a fixed bitlength (e.g.,}=�Ew=� bits), this statement is no longer true, and the scheme should only be consid-
ered computationally secure.

(ii) As of 1996, the modulus � should be at least }E�=w=� bits in length if long-term security
is desired (cf. Note 8.7). If � is a }=�=wEr -bit integer, then �9ob}=�Ew=� and ��ob}=� .

(iii) As with the Rabin encryption scheme (Algorithm 8.11), the Blum-Goldwasser sch-
eme is also vulnerable to a chosen-ciphertext attack that recovers the private key from
the public key. It is for this reason that the Blum-Goldwasser scheme has not received
much attention in practice.

8.59 Note (efficiency of Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic encryption)
(i) Unlike Goldwasser-Micali encryption, the ciphertext in Blum-Goldwasser encryp-

tion is only longer than the plaintext by a constant number of bits, namely �zyh} (the
size in bits of the integer �"Å-Æ � ).

c
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(ii) The encryption process is quite efficient — it takes only 1 modular multiplication
to encrypt Î bits of plaintext. By comparison, the RSA encryption process (Algo-
rithm 8.3) requires 1 modular exponentiation (Ï	ÐÒÑ�Ó�ÔÖÕ ) to encrypt × bits of plain-
text. Assuming that the parameter Ø is randomly chosen and assuming that an (unop-
timized) modular exponentiation takes ÙE×ÛÚDÜ modular multiplications, this translates
to an encryption rate for RSA of Ü�ÚDÙ bits per modular multiplication. If one chooses
a special value for Ø , such as ØÒÝ/Ù (see Note 8.9), then RSA encryption is faster than
Blum-Goldwasser encryption.

(iii) Blum-Goldwasser decryption (step 2 of Algorithm 8.56) is also quite efficient, requir-
ing 1 exponentiation modulo Þàßâá (step 2a), 1 exponentiation modulo ã�ßâá (step 2b),
1 exponentiation modulo Þ (step 2c), 1 exponentiation modulo ã (step 2d), and ä mul-
tiplications modulo Õ (step 2f) to decrypt ÎDä ciphertext bits. (The time to perform
step 2e is negligible.) By comparison, RSA decryption (step 2 of Algorithm 8.3) re-
quires 1 exponentiation modulo Õ (which can be accomplished by doing 1 exponen-
tiation modulo Þ and 1 exponentiation modulo ã ) to decrypt × ciphertext bits. Thus,
for short messages ( åÊ× bits), Blum-Goldwasser decryption is slightly slower than
RSA decryption, while for longer messages, Blum-Goldwasser is faster.

8.7.3 Plaintext-aware encryption

While semantic security (Definition 8.47) is a strong security requirement for public-key
encryption schemes, there are other measures of security.

8.60 Definition A public-key encryption scheme is said to be non-malleable if given a cipher-
text, it is computationally infeasible to generate a different ciphertext such that the respec-
tive plaintexts are related in a known manner.

8.61 Fact If a public-key encryption scheme is non-malleable, it is also semantically secure.

Another notion of security is that of being plaintext-aware. In Definition 8.62, valid ci-
phertext means those ciphertext which are the encryptions of legitimate plaintext messages
(e.g. messages containing pre-specified forms of redundancy).

8.62 Definition A public-key encryption scheme is said to be plaintext-aware if it is computa-
tionally infeasible for an adversary to produce a valid ciphertext without knowledge of the
corresponding plaintext.

In the “random oracle model”, the property of being plaintext-aware is a strong one
— coupled with semantic security, it can be shown to imply that the encryption scheme is
non-malleable and also secure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks. Note 8.63 gives
one method of transforming any × -bit to × -bit trapdoor one-way permutation (such as RSA)
into an encryption scheme that is plaintext-aware and semantically secure.

8.63 Note (Bellare-Rogaway plaintext-aware encryption) Let æ be a × -bit to × -bit trapdoor one-
way permutation (such as RSA). Let ×�ç and ×�è be parameters such that Ü±é±ê and Ü±é=ë steps
each represent infeasible amounts of work (e.g., ×�ç9Ýq×�èzÝqá=ÜEì ). The length of the plain-
text Ï is fixed to be ÕhÝq×ÖßF× ç ße× è (e.g., for ×>Ý/áEí=ÜEî , ÕhÝbï=ðEì ). Let ñbò�óLí�ôdá�õ�é±ê�ß+öóLíEô�á�õ�÷¦ø¦é=ë and ùúòvóLíEô�á�õ�÷¦ø¦é=ëAß+öûóDíEôdá�õ�é±ê be random functions. Then the encryption
function, as depicted in Figure 8.1, isü�ý ÏhþYÝqæ ý ó�Ïhí é=ë ÿ ñ ý � þ õ � ó � ÿ ù ý Ïfí é=ë ÿ ñ ý � þ;þ0õLþ0ô
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where �����	� denotes � concatenated with a string of � ’s of bitlength 
�� ,  is a random bi-
nary string of bitlength 
�� , and � denotes concatenation.

�

�

�

������ �

��� � ��� ��� ��� �! #"%$'&)( � �  #*+$,��-.-

/)0 � � ��1

/)0 ��1 0 � �

2 � �3�

� plaintext

2 � �3� ciphertext

� random bit string

Figure 8.1: Bellare-Rogaway plaintext-aware encryption scheme.

Under the assumption that 4 and 5 are random functions, the encryption scheme 6 of
Note 8.63 can be proven to be plaintext-aware and semantically secure. In practice, 4 and
5 can be derived from a cryptographic hash function such as the Secure Hash Algorithm
( 7 9.4.2(iii)). In this case, the encryption scheme can no longer be proven to be plaintext-
aware because the random function assumption is not true; however, such a scheme appears
to provides greater security assurances than those designed using ad hoc techniques.

8.8 Notes and further references
7 8.1

For an introduction to public-key cryptography and public-key encryption in particular, see
7 1.8. A particularly readable introduction is the survey by Diffie [343]. Historical notes on
public-key cryptography are given in the notes to 7 1.8 on page 47. A comparison of the
features of public-key and symmetric-key encryption is given in 7 1.8.4; see also 7 13.2.5.

Other recent proposals for public-key encryption schemes include those based on finite au-
tomata (Renji [1032]); hidden field equations (Patarin [965]); and isomorphism of polyno-
mials (Patarin [965]).

7 8.2
The RSA cryptosystem was invented in 1977 by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [1060]. Kal-
iski and Robshaw [655] provide an overview of the major attacks on RSA encryption and

c
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signatures, and the practical methods of counteracting these threats.

The computational equivalence of computing the decryption exponent : and factoring ;
( < 8.2.2(i)) was shown by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [1060], based on earlier work by
Miller [876].

The attack on RSA with small encryption exponent ( < 8.2.2(ii)) is discussed by Håstad [544],
who showed more generally that sending the encryptions of more than =�>?=A@CBED?F	G linearly
related messages (messages of the form ( HJILKM@ONPI ), where the HJI and N?I are known) en-
ables an eavesdropper to recover the messages provided that the moduli ;�I satisfy ;�IRQ
G�S'TVUXW?YZS,TVU\[JY']?^	>?=_@`BEDaS'TbUcW?Y . Håstad also showed that sending three linearly related messages
using the Rabin public-key encryption scheme (Algorithm 8.11) is insecure.

The attack on RSA with small decryption exponent : ( < 8.2.2(iv)) is due to Wiener [1240].
Wiener showed that his attack can be avoided if the encryption exponent = is chosen to be
at least d	eEf longer than the modulus ; . In this case, : should be at least B	gEe bits in length
to avoid the square-root discrete logarithm algorithms such as Pollard’s rho algorithm (Al-
gorithm 3.60) and the parallelized variant of van Oorschot and Wiener [1207].

The adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack on RSA encryption ( < 8.2.2(v)) is due to Davida
[302]. See also the related discussion in Denning [327]. Desmedt and Odlyzko [341] de-
scribed an indifferent chosen-ciphertext attack in which the adversary has to obtain the
plaintext corresponding to about h�ikj W[ml W[

n
carefully chosen-ciphertext, subsequent to which

it can decrypt all further ciphertext in hAioj W[ l W[
n

time without having to use the authorized
user’s decryption machine.

The common modulus attacks on RSA ( < 8.2.2(vi)) are due to DeLaurentis [320] and Sim-
mons [1137].

The cycling attack ( < 8.2.2(vii)) was proposed by Simmons and Norris [1151]. Shortly after,
Rivest [1052] showed that the cycling attack is extremely unlikely to succeed if the primesp and q are chosen so that: (i) p%r B and q r B have large prime factors p\s and q s , respec-
tively; and (ii) p\str B and q smr B have large prime factors p�s s and q s s , respectively. Maurer
[818] showed that condition (ii) is unnecessary. Williams and Schmid [1249] proposed the
generalized cycling attack and showed that this attack is really a factoring algorithm. Rivest
[1051] provided heuristic evidence that if the primes p and q are selected at random, each
having the same bitlength, then the expected time before the generalized cycling attack suc-
ceeds is at least p Wu]Pv .
The note on message concealing ( < 8.2.2(viii)) is due to Blakley and Borosh [150], who also
extended this work to all composite integers ; and determined the number of deranging
exponents for a fixed ; , i.e., exponents = for which the number of unconcealed messages is
the minimum possible. For further work see Smith and Palmer [1158].

Suppose that two or more plaintext messages which have a (known) polynomial relation-
ship (e.g. K W and K [ might be linearly related: K W%w H�K [ @xN ) are encrypted with the
same small encryption exponent (e.g. = wzy or = w G�W|{}@OB ). Coppersmith et al. [277]
presented a new class of attacks on RSA which enable a passive adversary to recover such
plaintext from the corresponding ciphertext. This attack is of practical significance because
various cryptographic protocols have been proposed which require the encryption of poly-
nomially related messages. Examples include the key distribution protocol of Tatebayashi,
Matsuzaki, and Newman [1188], and the verifiable signature scheme of Franklin and Reiter
[421]. Note that these attacks are different from those of < 8.2.2(ii) and < 8.2.2(vi) where the
same plaintext is encrypted under different public keys.

Coppersmith [274] presented an efficient algorithm for finding a root of a polynomial of de-
gree ~ over �ki , where ; is an RSA-like modulus, provided that there there is a root smaller
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than ���u�a� . The algorithm yielded the following two attacks on RSA with small encryption
exponents. If �+��� and if an adversary knows a ciphertext � and more than ����� of the plain-
text � corresponding to � , then the adversary can efficiently recover the rest of � . Suppose
now that messages are padded with random bitstrings and encrypted with exponent �+��� .
If an adversary knows two ciphertexts � � and ��� which correspond to two encryptions of
the same message � (with different padding), then the adversary can efficiently recovery
� , provided that the padding is less than �E�	� of the length of � . The latter attack suggests
that caution must be exercised when using random padding in conjunction with a small en-
cryption exponent.

Let ���C��� be a � -bit RSA modulus, where � and � are ����� -bit primes. Coppersmith [273]
showed how � can be factored in polynomial time if the high order ����� bits of � are known.
This improves an algorithm of Rivest and Shamir [1058], which requires knowledge of the
high order ����� bits of � . For related theoretical work, see Maurer [814]. One implication of
Coppersmith’s result is that the method of Vanstone and Zuccherato [1214] for generating
RSA moduli having a predetermined set of bits is insecure.

A trapdoor in the RSA cryptosystem was proposed by Anderson [26] whereby a hardware
device generates the RSA modulus �����m� in such a way that the hardware manufacturer
can easily factor � , but factoring � remains difficult for all other parties. However, Kaliski
[652] subsequently showed how to efficiently detect such trapdoors and, in some cases, to
actually factor the modulus.

The arguments and recommendations about the use of strong primes in RSA key generation
(Note 8.8) are taken from the detailed article by Rivest [1051].

Shamir [1117] proposed a variant of the RSA encryption scheme called unbalanced RSA,
which makes it possible to enhance security by increasing the modulus size (e.g. from 500
bits to 5000 bits) without any deterioration in performance. In this variant, the public mod-
ulus � is the product of two primes � and � , where one prime (say � ) is significantly larger
in size than the other; plaintext messages � are in the interval � �E�������V� . For concrete-
ness, consider the situation where � is a 500-bit prime, and � is a 4500-bit prime. Fac-
toring such a 5000-bit modulus � is well beyond the reach of the special-purpose elliptic
curve factoring algorithm of   3.2.4 (whose running time depends on the size of the smallest
prime factor of � ) and general-purpose factoring algorithms such as the number field sieve
of   3.2.7. Shamir recommends that the encryption exponent � be in the interval � �	�E�b�	�E�¡� ,
which makes the encryption time with a 5000-bit modulus comparable to the decryption
time with a 500-bit modulus. Decryption of the ciphertext � ( �¢�¤£¦¥%§\¨¦� ) is accom-
plished by computing � � �©�?£	ªo¥%§\¨#� , where « � �¬«¥%§\¨¯®Z�°�±�	² . Since �`³´�¶µ�� ,
� � is in fact equal to � . Decryption in unbalanced RSA thus only involves one exponenti-
ation modulo a 500-bit prime, and takes the same time as decryption in ordinary RSA with a
500-bit modulus. This optimization does not apply to the RSA signature scheme (   11.3.1),
since the verifier does not know the factor � of the public modulus � .

A permutation polynomial of ·A¸ is a polynomial ¹�®Zº�²�»¼·A¸o� º�� which induces a permuta-
tion of ·�¸ upon substitution of the elements of ·�¸ ; that is, ½	¹�®?¾�²a¿À¾Á»Â·�¸cÃ#��·A¸ . In RSA
encryption the permutation polynomial º�Ä of ·�¸ is used, where Å	Æb¨Ç®a���bÈm²É�´� . Müller and
Nöbauer [910] suggested replacing the polynomial ºÊÄ by the so-called Dickson polynomi-
als to create a modified RSA encryption scheme called the Dickson scheme. The Dickson
scheme was further studied by Müller and Nöbauer [909]. Other suitable classes of permu-
tation polynomials were investigated by Lidl and Müller [763]. Smith and Lennon [1161]
proposed an analogue of the RSA cryptosystem called LUC which is based on Lucas se-
quences. Due to the relationships between Dickson polynomials and the Lucas sequences,
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the LUC cryptosystem is closely related to the Dickson scheme. Bleichenbacher, Bosma,
and Lenstra [154] presented a chosen-message attack on the LUC signature scheme, under-
mining the primary advantage claimed for LUC over RSA. Pinch [976, 977] extended the
attacks on RSA with small encryption exponent ( Í 8.2.2(ii)) and small decryption exponent
( Í 8.2.2(iv)) to the LUC system.

An analogue of the RSA cryptosystem which uses special kinds of elliptic curves over ÎAÏ ,
where Ð is a composite integer, was proposed by Koyama et al. [708]. Demytko [321] pre-
sented an analogue where there is very little restriction on the types of elliptic curves that
can be used. A new cryptosystem based on elliptic curves over Î�Ï in which the message is
held in the exponent instead of the group element was proposed by Vanstone and Zuccherato
[1213]. The security of all these schemes is based on the difficulty of factoring Ð . Kuro-
sawa, Okada, and Tsujii [721] showed that the encryption schemes of Koyama et al. and
Demytko are vulnerable to low exponent attacks (cf. Í 8.2.2(ii)); Pinch [977] demonstrated
that the attack on RSA with small decryption exponent Ñ ( Í 8.2.2(iv)) also extends to these
schemes. Kaliski [649] presented a chosen-ciphertext attack on the Demytko encryption
scheme (and also a chosen-message attack on the corresponding signature scheme), and
concluded that the present benefits of elliptic curve cryptosystems based on a composite
modulus do not seem significant.

Í 8.3
The Rabin public-key encryption scheme (Algorithm 8.11) was proposed in 1979 by Ra-
bin [1023]. In Rabin’s paper, the encryption function was defined to be ÒÓZÔ�Õ×Ö�ÔØÓ|ÔÚÙÛ ÕoÜ%Ý�Þ#Ð , where

Û
and Ð comprise the public key. The security of this scheme is equiv-

alent to the security of the scheme described in Algorithm 8.11 with encryption function
ÒÓZÔ�Õ!ÖßÔ�àÜ%Ý�Þ#Ð . A related digital signature scheme is described in Í 11.3.4. Schwenk
and Eisfeld [1104] consider public-key encryption and signature schemes whose security
relies on the intractability of factoring polynomials over ÎAÏ .

Williams [1246] presented a public-key encryption scheme similar in spirit to Rabin’s but
using composite integers Ð¢Öâá�ã with primes áåäçæ¼Ó?ÜÁÝ\Þ�è	Õ and ãéäëêØÓPÜ%Ý\Þ3èEÕ .
Williams’ scheme also has the property that breaking it (that is, recovering plaintext from
some given ciphertext) is equivalent to factoring Ð , but has the advantage over Rabin’s sch-
eme that there is an easy procedure for identifying the intended message from the four roots
of a quadratic polynomial. The restrictions on the forms of the primes á and ã were removed
later by Williams [1248]. A simpler and more efficient scheme also having the properties
of provable security and unique decryption was presented by Kurosawa, Ito, and Takeuchi
[720]. As with Rabin, all these schemes are vulnerable to a chosen-ciphertext attack (but
see Note 8.14).

It is not the case that all public-key encryption schemes for which the decryption problem
is provably as difficult as recovering the private key from the public key must succumb to
a chosen-ciphertext attack. Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest [484] were the first to observe
this, and presented a digital signature scheme provably secure against an adaptive chosen-
ciphertext attack (see Í 11.6.4). Naor and Yung [921] proposed the first concrete public-key
encryption scheme that is semantically secure against indifferent chosen-ciphertext attack.
The Naor-Yung scheme uses two independent keys of a probabilistic public-encryption sch-
eme that is secure against a passive adversary (for example, the Goldwasser-Micali scheme
of Algorithm 8.51) to encrypt the plaintext, and then both encryptions are sent along with
a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof that the same message was encrypted with both
keys. Following this work, Rackoff and Simon [1029] gave the first concrete construction
for a public-key encryption scheme that is semantically secure against an adaptive chosen-
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ciphertext attack. Unfortunately, these schemes are all impractical because of the degree of
message expansion.

Damgård [297] proposed simple and efficient methods for making public-key encryption
schemes secure against indifferent chosen-ciphertext attacks. Zheng and Seberry [1269]
noted that Damgård’s schemes are insecure against an adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack,
and proposed three practical schemes intended to resist such an attack. The Damgård and
Zheng-Seberry schemes were not proven to achieve their claimed levels of security. Bel-
lare and Rogaway [93] later proved that one of the Zheng-Seberry schemes is provably se-
cure against adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks for their random oracle model. Lim and
Lee [766] proposed another method for making public-key schemes secure against adap-
tive chosen-ciphertext attacks; this scheme was broken by Frankel and Yung [419].

ì
8.4

The ElGamal cryptosystem was invented by ElGamal [368]. Haber and Lenstra (see Ruep-
pel et al. [1083]) raised the possibility of a trapdoor in discrete logarithm cryptosystems
whereby a modulus í is generated (e.g., by a hardware manufacturer) that is intentionally
“weak”; cf. Note 4.58. Here, a “weak” prime í is one for which the discrete logarithm prob-
lem in îðïñ is relatively easy. For example, í%òôó may contain only small prime factors, in
which case the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm (

ì
3.6.4) would be especially effective. Another

example is a prime í for which the number field sieve for discrete logarithms (page 128) is
especially well-suited. However, Gordon [509] subsequently showed how such trapdoors
can be easily detected. Gordon also showed that the probability of a randomly chosen prime
possessing such a trapdoor is negligibly small.

Rivest and Sherman [1061] gave an overview and unified framework for randomized en-
cryption, including comments on chosen-plaintext and chosen-ciphertext attacks.

Elliptic curves were first proposed for use in public-key cryptography by Koblitz [695] and
Miller [878]. Recent work on the security and implementation of elliptic curve systems
is reported by Menezes [840]. Menezes, Okamoto, and Vanstone [843] showed that if the
elliptic curve belongs to a special family called supersingular curves, then the discrete log-
arithm problem in the elliptic curve group can be reduced in expected polynomial time to
the discrete logarithm problem in a small extension of the underlying finite field. Hence, if
a supersingular elliptic curve is desired in practice, then it should be carefully chosen.

A modification of ElGamal encryption employing the group of units îðïõ , where ö is a com-
posite integer, was proposed by McCurley [825]; the scheme has the property that breaking
it is provably at least as difficult as factoring the modulus ö (cf. Fact 3.80). If a cryptanalyst
somehow learns the factors of ö , then in order to recover plaintext from ciphertext it is still
left with the task of solving the Diffie-Hellman problem (

ì
3.7) modulo the factors of ö .

Hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems were proposed by Koblitz [696] but little research has
since been done regarding their security and practicality.

The possibility of using the class group of an imaginary quadratic number field in public-
key cryptography was suggested by Buchmann and Williams [218], however, the attrac-
tiveness of this choice was greatly diminished after the invention of a subexponential-time
algorithm for computing discrete logarithms in these groups by McCurley [826].

Smith and Skinner [1162] proposed analogues of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange (called
LUCDIF) and ElGamal encryption and digital signature schemes (called LUCELG) which
use Lucas sequences modulo a prime í instead of modular exponentiation. Shortly there-
after, Laih, Tu, and Tai [733] and Bleichenbacher, Bosma, and Lenstra [154] showed that
the analogue of the discrete logarithm problem for Lucas functions polytime reduces to the
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discrete logarithm problem in the multiplicative group of the finite field ùkú�û . Since there
are subexponential-time algorithms known for the discrete logarithm problem in these fields
(cf. ü 3.6), LUCDIF and LUCELG appear not to offer any advantages over the original sch-
emes.

ü 8.5
The McEliece encryption scheme (Algorithm 8.30) was introduced in 1978 by McEliece
[828]. For information on Goppa codes and their decoding algorithms, see MacWilliams
and Sloane [778]. The problem of decoding an arbitrary linear code was shown to be NP-
hard by Berlekamp, McEliece, and van Tilborg [120]. The security of the McEliece scheme
has been studied by Adams and Meijer [6], Lee and Brickell [742], van Tilburg [1212], Gib-
son [451], and by Chabaud [235]. Gibson showed that there are, in fact, many trapdoors to
a given McEliece encryption transformation, any of which may be used for decryption; this
is contrary to the results of Adams and Meijer. However, Gibson notes that there are proba-
bly sufficiently few trapdoors that finding one by brute force is computationally infeasible.
The cryptanalytic attack reported by Korzhik and Turkin [707] has not been published in
its entirety, and is not believed to be an effective attack.

The strength of the McEliece encryption scheme can be severely weakened if the Goppa
code is replaced with another type of error-correcting code. For example, Gabidulin, Para-
monov, and Tretjakov [435] proposed a modification which uses maximum-rank-distance
(MRD) codes in place of Goppa codes. This scheme, and a modification of it by Gabidulin
[434], were subsequently shown to be insecure by Gibson [452, 453].

ü 8.6
The basic and multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption schemes ( ü 8.6.1) we-
re introduced by Merkle and Hellman [857]. An elementary overview of knapsack systems
is given by Odlyzko [941].

The first polynomial-time attack on the basic Merkle-Hellman scheme (cf. Note 8.40(i)) was
devised by Shamir [1114] in 1982. The attack makes use of H. Lenstra’s algorithm for inte-
ger programming which runs in polynomial time when the number of variables is fixed, but
is inefficient in practice. Lagarias [723] improved the practicality of the attack by reducing
the main portion of the procedure to a problem of finding an unusually good simultane-
ous diophantine approximation; the latter can be solved by the more efficient ýcþ -lattice ba-
sis reduction algorithm ( ü 3.10.1). The first attack on the multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman
scheme was by Brickell [200]. For surveys of the cryptanalysis of knapsack schemes, see
Brickell [201] and Brickell and Odlyzko [209]. Orton [960] proposed a modification to the
multiple-iterated Merkle-Hellman scheme that permits a knapsack density approaching 1,
thus avoiding currently known attacks. The high density also allows for a fast digital sig-
nature scheme.

Shamir [1109] proposed a fast signature scheme based on the knapsack problem, later bro-
ken by Odlyzko [939] using the ýXþ -lattice basis reduction algorithm.

The Merkle-Hellman knapsack scheme illustrates the limitations of using an NP-complete
problem to design a secure public-key encryption scheme. Firstly, Brassard [190] showed
that under reasonable assumptions, the problem faced by the cryptanalyst cannot be NP-
hard unless NP=co-NP, which would be a very surprising result in computational complex-
ity theory. Secondly, complexity theory is concerned primarily with asymptotic complex-
ity of a problem. By contrast, in practice one works with a problem instance of a fixed size.
Thirdly, NP-completeness is a measure of the worst-case complexity of a problem. By con-
trast, cryptographic security should depend on the average-case complexity of the problem
(or even better, the problem should be intractable for essentially all instances), since the
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cryptanalyst’s task should be hard for virtually all instances and not merely in the worst case.
There are many NP-complete problems that are known to have polynomial-time average-
case algorithms, for example, the graph coloring problem; see Wilf [1243]. Another inter-
esting example is provided by Even and Yacobi [379] who describe a symmetric-key en-
cryption scheme based on the subset sum problem for which breaking the scheme (under a
chosen-plaintext attack) is an NP-hard problem, yet an algorithm exists which solves most
instances in polynomial time.

The Chor-Rivest knapsack scheme (Algorithm 8.42) was proposed by Chor and Rivest
[261]. Recently, Schnorr and Hörner [1100] introduced new algorithms for lattice ba-
sis reduction that are improvements on the ÿ�� -lattice basis reduction algorithm (Algo-
rithm 3.101), and used these to break the Chor-Rivest scheme with parameters

�����
�	�	
��� � �����

. Since the density of such knapsack sets is
�������	�

, the attack demonstrated
that subset sum problems with density greater than 1 can be solved via lattice basis re-
duction. Schnorr and Hörner also reported some success solving Chor-Rivest subset sum
problems with parameters

����� �	������ � �	���
. It remains to be seen whether the tech-

niques of Schnorr and Hörner can be successfully applied to the recommended parameter
case

����� �	������ � �	���
.

Depending on the choice of parameters, the computation of discrete logarithms in the Chor-
Rivest key generation stage (step 4 of Algorithm 8.41) may be a formidable task. A mod-
ified version of the scheme which does not require the computation of discrete logarithms
in a field was proposed by H. Lenstra [758]. This modified scheme is called the powerline
system and is not a knapsack system. It was proven to be at least as secure as the original
Chor-Rivest scheme, and is comparable in terms of encryption and decryption speeds.

Qu and Vanstone [1013] showed how the Merkle-Hellman knapsack schemes can be viewed
as special cases of certain knapsack-like encryption schemes arising from subset factoriza-
tions of finite groups. They also proposed an efficient public-key encryption scheme based
on subset factorizations of the additive group � � of integers modulo ! . Blackburn, Mur-
phy, and Stern [143] showed that a simplified variant which uses subset factorizations of
the ! -dimensional vector space � �" over � " is insecure.#

8.7
The notion of probabilistic public-key encryption was conceived by Goldwasser and Micali
[479], who also introduced the notions of polynomial and semantic security. The equiva-
lence of these two notions (Fact 8.49) was proven by Goldwasser and Micali [479] and Mi-
cali, Rackoff, and Sloan [865]. Polynomial security was also studied by Yao [1258], who
referred to it as polynomial-time indistinguishability.

The Goldwasser-Micali scheme (Algorithm 8.51) can be described in a general setting by
using the notion of a trapdoor predicate. Briefly, a trapdoor predicate is a Boolean function$&% � ��������')(+* � �������

such that given a bit , it is easy to choose an - at random satisfy-
ing

$/. -10 � , . Moreover, given a bitstring - , computing
$/. -10 correctly with probability

significantly greater than 2" is difficult; however, if certain trapdoor information is known,
then it is easy to compute

$/. -10 . If entity 3 ’s public key is a trapdoor predicate
$

, then any
other entity encrypts a message bit 465 by randomly selecting an -+5 such that

$7. -+580 � 495 ,
and then sends -:5 to 3 . Since 3 knows the trapdoor information, she can compute

$7. -:5;0 to
recover 495 , but an adversary can do no better than guess the value of 495 . Goldwasser and
Micali [479] proved that if trapdoor predicates exist, then this probabilistic encryption sch-
eme is polynomially secure. Goldreich and Levin [471] simplified the work of Yao [1258],
and showed how any trapdoor length-preserving permutation < can be used to obtain a trap-
door predicate, which in turn can be used to construct a probabilistic public-key encryption
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scheme.

The Blum-Goldwasser scheme (Algorithm 8.56) was proposed by Blum and Goldwasser
[164]. The version given here follows the presentation of Brassard [192]. Two probabilis-
tic public-key encryption schemes, one whose breaking is equivalent to solving the RSA
problem ( ? 3.3), and the other whose breaking is equivalent to factoring integers, were pro-
posed by Alexi et al. [23]. The scheme based on RSA is as follows. Let @BADCFEHGIEHG+J�K ,
where LMJIN�O�P is entity Q ’s RSA public key. To encrypt an @ -bit message R for Q , choose
a random SUTWVYXZ such that the @ least significant bits of S equal R , and compute the ci-
phertext [YA\S^]`_ba�cdJ . Q can recover R by computing SeAf[;g7_ba�cdJ , and extracting the
@ least significant bits of S . While both the schemes proposed by Alexi et al. are more ef-
ficient than the Goldwasser-Micali scheme, they suffer from large message expansion and
are consequently not as efficient as the Blum-Goldwasser scheme.

The idea of non-malleable cryptography (Definition 8.60) was introduced by Dolev, Dwork,
and Naor [357], who also observed Fact 8.61. The paper gives the example of two con-
tract bidders who encrypt their bids. It should not be possible for one bidder Q to see the
encrypted bid of the other bidder h and somehow be able to offer a bid that was slightly
lower, even if Q may not know what the resulting bid actually is at that time. Bellare and
Rogaway [95] introduced the notion of plaintext-aware encryption (Definition 8.62). They
presented the scheme described in Note 8.63, building upon earlier work of Johnson et al.
[639]. Rigorous definitions and security proofs were provided, as well as a concrete instan-
tiation of the plaintext-aware encryption scheme using RSA as the trapdoor permutation,
and constructing the random functions i and j from the SHA-1 hash function ( ? 9.4.2(iii)).
Johnson and Matyas [640] presented some enhancements to the plaintext-aware encryption
scheme. Bellare and Rogaway [93] presented various techniques for deriving appropriate
random functions from standard cryptographic hash functions.
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9.1 Introduction

Cryptographic hash functions play a fundamental role in modern cryptography. While re-
lated to conventional hash functions commonly used in non-cryptographic computer appli-
cations – in both cases, larger domains are mapped to smaller ranges – they differ in several
important aspects. Our focus is restricted to cryptographic hash functions (hereafter, simply
hash functions), and in particular to their use for data integrity and message authentication.

Hash functions take a message as input and produce an output referred to as a hash-
code, hash-result, hash-value, or simply hash. More precisely, a hash function ¨ maps bit-
strings of arbitrary finite length to strings of fixed length, say © bits. For a domain ª and
range « with ¨h¬<ªZ�« and ®¯ªZ®�°I®±«%® , the function is many-to-one, implying that the exis-
tence of collisions (pairs of inputs with identical output) is unavoidable. Indeed, restricting¨ to a domain of ² -bit inputs (²?°7© ), if ¨ were “random” in the sense that all outputs were
essentially equiprobable, then about ³�´1µ9¶ inputs would map to each output, and two ran-
domly chosen inputs would yield the same output with probability ³�µ9¶ (independent of ² ).
The basic idea of cryptographic hash functions is that a hash-value serves as a compact rep-
resentative image (sometimes called an imprint, digital fingerprint, or message digest) of
an input string, and can be used as if it were uniquely identifiable with that string.

Hash functions are used for data integrity in conjunction with digital signature sch-
emes, where for several reasons a message is typically hashed first, and then the hash-value,
as a representative of the message, is signed in place of the original message (see Chap-
ter 11). A distinct class of hash functions, called message authentication codes (MACs),
allows message authentication by symmetric techniques. MAC algorithms may be viewed
as hash functions which take two functionally distinct inputs, a message and a secret key,
and produce a fixed-size (say © -bit) output, with the design intent that it be infeasible in
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practice to produce the same output without knowledge of the key. MACs can be used to
provide data integrity and symmetric data origin authentication, as well as identification in
symmetric-key schemes (see Chapter 10).

A typical usage of (unkeyed) hash functions for data integrity is as follows. The hash-
value corresponding to a particular message · is computed at time ¸A¹ . The integrity of this
hash-value (but not the message itself) is protected in some manner. At a subsequent time¸�º , the following test is carried out to determine whether the message has been altered, i.e.,
whether a message ·�» is the same as the original message. The hash-value of ·�» is computed
and compared to the protected hash-value; if they are equal, one accepts that the inputs are
also equal, and thus that the message has not been altered. The problem of preserving the
integrity of a potentially large message is thus reduced to that of a small fixed-size hash-
value. Since the existence of collisions is guaranteed in many-to-one mappings, the unique
association between inputs and hash-values can, at best, be in the computational sense. A
hash-value should be uniquely identifiable with a single input in practice, and collisions
should be computationally difficult to find (essentially never occurring in practice).

Chapter outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. ¼ 9.2 provides a framework including
standard definitions, a discussion of the desirable properties of hash functions and MACs,
and consideration of one-way functions. ¼ 9.3 presents a general model for iterated hash
functions, some general construction techniques, and a discussion of security objectives
and basic attacks (i.e., strategies an adversary may pursue to defeat the objectives of a hash
function). ¼ 9.4 considers hash functions based on block ciphers, and a family of functions
based on the MD4 algorithm. ¼ 9.5 considers MACs, including those based on block ciphers
and customized MACs. ¼ 9.6 examines various methods of using hash functions to provide
data integrity. ¼ 9.7 presents advanced attack methods. ¼ 9.8 provides chapter notes with
references.

9.2 Classification and framework

9.2.1 General classification

At the highest level, hash functions may be split into two classes: unkeyed hash functions,
whose specification dictates a single input parameter (a message); and keyed hash functions,
whose specification dictates two distinct inputs, a message and a secret key. To facilitate
discussion, a hash function is informally defined as follows.

9.1 Definition A hash function (in the unrestricted sense) is a function ½ which has, as a min-
imum, the following two properties:

1. compression — ½ maps an input · of arbitrary finite bitlength, to an output ½�¾¿·RÀ of
fixed bitlength Á .

2. ease of computation — given ½ and an input · , ½<¾�·RÀ is easy to compute.
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As defined here, hash function implies an unkeyed hash function. On occasion when
discussion is at a generic level, this term is abused somewhat to mean both unkeyed and
keyed hash functions; hopefully ambiguity is limited by context.

For actual use, a more goal-oriented classification of hash functions (beyond keyed vs.
unkeyed) is necessary, based on further properties they provide and reflecting requirements
of specific applications. Of the numerous categories in such a functional classification, two
types of hash functions are considered in detail in this chapter:

1. modification detection codes (MDCs)
Also known as manipulation detection codes, and less commonly as message integri-
ty codes (MICs), the purpose of an MDC is (informally) to provide a representative
image or hash of a message, satisfying additional properties as refined below. The
end goal is to facilitate, in conjunction with additional mechanisms (see Ä 9.6.4), data
integrity assurances as required by specific applications. MDCs are a subclass of un-
keyed hash functions, and themselves may be further classified; the specific classes
of MDCs of primary focus in this chapter are (cf. Definitions 9.3 and 9.4):

(i) one-way hash functions (OWHFs): for these, finding an input which hashes to
a pre-specified hash-value is difficult;

(ii) collision resistant hash functions (CRHFs): for these, finding any two inputs
having the same hash-value is difficult.

2. message authentication codes (MACs)
The purpose of a MAC is (informally) to facilitate, without the use of any additional
mechanisms, assurances regarding both the source of a message and its integrity (seeÄ 9.6.3). MACs have two functionally distinct parameters, a message input and a se-
cret key; they are a subclass of keyed hash functions (cf. Definition 9.7).

Figure 9.1 illustrates this simplified classification. Additional applications of unkeyed
hash functions are noted in Ä 9.2.6. Additional applications of keyed hash functions in-
clude use in challenge-response identification protocols for computing responses which are
a function of both a secret key and a challenge message; and for key confirmation (Defini-
tion 12.7). Distinction should be made between a MAC algorithm, and the use of an MDC
with a secret key included as part of its message input (see Ä 9.5.2).

It is generally assumed that the algorithmic specification of a hash function is public
knowledge. Thus in the case of MDCs, given a message as input, anyone may compute the
hash-result; and in the case of MACs, given a message as input, anyone with knowledge of
the key may compute the hash-result.

9.2.2 Basic properties and definitions

To facilitate further definitions, three potential properties are listed (in addition to ease of
computation and compression as per Definition 9.1), for an unkeyed hash function Å with
inputs Æ , ÆQÇ and outputs È , È�Ç .

1. preimage resistance — for essentially all pre-specified outputs, it is computationally
infeasible to find any input which hashes to that output, i.e., to find any preimage Æ Ç
such that Å�É¿Æ ÇËÊHÌ È when given any È for which a corresponding input is not known. Í

2. 2nd-preimage resistance — it is computationally infeasible to find any second input
which has the same output as any specified input, i.e., given Æ , to find a 2nd-preimageÆ Ç?ÎÌ Æ such that Å<É�Æ Ê(Ì Å<É�Æ ÇËÊ .Ï

This acknowledges that an adversary may easily precompute outputs for any small set of inputs, and thereby
invert the hash function trivially for such outputs (cf. Remark 9.35).
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Figure 9.1: Simplified classification of cryptographic hash functions and applications.

3. collision resistance — it is computationally infeasible to find any two distinct inputsÐ , ÐQÑ which hash to the same output, i.e., such that Ò�Ó Ð�Ô^Õ Ò<Ó ÐQÑËÔ . (Note that here
there is free choice of both inputs.)

Here and elsewhere, the terms “easy” and “computationally infeasible” (or “hard”) are
intentionally left without formal definition; it is intended they be interpreted relative to an
understood frame of reference. “Easy” might mean polynomial time and space; or more
practically, within a certain number of machine operations or time units – perhaps seconds
or milliseconds. A more specific definition of “computationally infeasible” might involve
super-polynomial effort; require effort far exceeding understood resources; specify a lower
bound on the number of operations or memory required in terms of a specified security pa-
rameter; or specify the probability that a property is violated be exponentially small. The
properties as defined above, however, suffice to allow practical definitions such as Defini-
tions 9.3 and 9.4 below.

9.2 Note (alternate terminology) Alternate terms used in the literature are as follows: preim-
age resistant Ö one-way (cf. Definition 9.9); 2nd-preimage resistance Ö weak collision re-
sistance; collision resistance Ö strong collision resistance.

For context, one motivation for each of the three major properties above is now given.
Consider a digital signature scheme wherein the signature is applied to the hash-value Ò�Ó Ð�Ô
rather than the message Ð . Here Ò should be an MDC with 2nd-preimage resistance, oth-
erwise, an adversary × may observe the signature of some party Ø on Ò�Ó Ð�Ô , then find anÐ Ñ such that Ò�Ó ÐRÔ&Õ Ò�Ó Ð Ñ Ô , and claim that Ø has signed Ð Ñ . If × is able to actually choose
the message which Ø signs, then × need only find a collision pair Ó Ð�Ù�Ð Ñ Ô rather than the
harder task of finding a second preimage of Ð ; in this case, collision resistance is also nec-
essary (cf. Remark 9.93). Less obvious is the requirement of preimage resistance for some
public-key signature schemes; consider RSA (Chapter 11), where party Ø has public key
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ÜÞÝ�ß�à(á
. â may choose a random value ã , compute äeå�ã<æ�ç�è�é à , and (depending on the

particular RSA signature verification process used) claim that ã is ê ’s signature on ä . This
(existential) forgery may be of concern if â can find a preimage ë such that ì Ü ë á åIä , and
for which ë is of practical use.

9.3 Definition A one-way hash function (OWHF) is a hash function ì as per Definition 9.1
(i.e., offering ease of computation and compression) with the following additional proper-
ties, as defined above: preimage resistance, 2nd-preimage resistance.

9.4 Definition A collision resistant hash function (CRHF) is a hash function ì as per Defini-
tion 9.1 (i.e., offering ease of computation and compression) with the following additional
properties, as defined above: 2nd-preimage resistance, collision resistance (cf. Fact 9.18).

Although in practice a CRHF almost always has the additional property of preimage re-
sistance, for technical reasons (cf. Note 9.20) this property is not mandated in Definition 9.4.

9.5 Note (alternate terminology for OWHF, CRHF) Alternate terms used in the literature are
as follows: OWHF í weak one-way hash function (but here preimage resistance is often
not explicitly considered); CRHF í strong one-way hash function.

9.6 Example (hash function properties)

(i) A simple modulo-32 checksum (32-bit sum of all 32-bit words of a data string) is an
easily computed function which offers compression, but is not preimage resistant.

(ii) The function î Ü ë á of Example 9.11 is preimage resistant but provides neither com-
pression nor 2nd-preimage resistance.

(iii) Example 9.13 presents a function with preimage resistance and 2nd-preimage resis-
tance (but not compression). ï

9.7 Definition A message authentication code (MAC) algorithm is a family of functions ìKð
parameterized by a secret key ñ , with the following properties:

1. ease of computation — for a known function ì�ð , given a value ñ and an input ë ,ì�ð Ü ë á is easy to compute. This result is called the MAC-value or MAC.
2. compression — ì ð maps an input ë of arbitrary finite bitlength to an output ì ð Ü ë á of

fixed bitlength
à

.
Furthermore, given a description of the function family ì , for every fixed allowable
value of ñ (unknown to an adversary), the following property holds:

3. computation-resistance — given zero or more text-MAC pairs
Ü ë�ò ß ì ð Ü ëóò áÞá , it is com-

putationally infeasible to compute any text-MAC pair
Ü ë ß ì ð Ü ë áÞá for any new inputë-ôå~ë�ò (including possibly for ì ð Ü ë á åIì ð Ü ë�ò á for some õ ).

If computation-resistance does not hold, a MAC algorithm is subject to MAC forgery. While
computation-resistance implies the property of key non-recovery (it must be computation-
ally infeasible to recover ñ , given one or more text-MAC pairs

Ü ë�ò ß ì ð Ü ë�ò á�á for that ñ ), key
non-recovery does not imply computation-resistance (a key need not always actually be re-
covered to forge new MACs).

9.8 Remark (MAC resistance when key known) Definition 9.7 does not dictate whether MACs
need be preimage- and collision resistant for parties knowing the key ñ (as Fact 9.21 implies
for parties without ñ ).
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(i) Objectives of adversaries vs. MDCs

The objective of an adversary who wishes to “attack” an MDC is as follows:

(a) to attack a OWHF: given a hash-value ö , find a preimage ÷ such that ö7ø�ù�ú¿÷Rû ; or
given one such pair ú¿÷�ü�ù�ú¿÷RûÞû , find a second preimage ÷Qý such that ù<ú�÷Qý�û(ø|ù�ú¿÷�û .

(b) to attack a CRHF: find any two inputs ÷ , ÷ ý , such that ù�ú¿÷ ý ûHø�ù�ú¿÷�û .
A CRHF must be designed to withstand standard birthday attacks (see Fact 9.33).

(ii) Objectives of adversaries vs. MACs

The corresponding objective of an adversary for a MAC algorithm is as follows:

(c) to attack a MAC: without prior knowledge of a key þ , compute a new text-MAC pairú¿÷�ü�ù�ÿ�ú�÷Rû�û for some text ÷��ø�÷�� , given one or more pairs ú¿÷���üUùKÿ�ú�÷���û�û .
Computation-resistance here should hold whether the texts ÷�� for which matching MACs
are available are given to the adversary, or may be freely chosen by the adversary. Similar
to the situation for signature schemes, the following attack scenarios thus exist for MACs,
for adversaries with increasing advantages:

1. known-text attack. One or more text-MAC pairs ú�÷�� ü�ù�ÿKú¿÷���ûÞû are available.
2. chosen-text attack. One or more text-MAC pairs ú¿÷ � üUù ÿ ú�÷ � û�û are available for ÷ �

chosen by the adversary.
3. adaptive chosen-text attack. The ÷�� may be chosen by the adversary as above, now

allowing successive choices to be based on the results of prior queries.

As a certificational checkpoint, MACs should withstand adaptive chosen-text attack regard-
less of whether such an attack may actually be mounted in a particular environment. Some
practical applications may limit the number of interactions allowed over a fixed period of
time, or may be designed so as to compute MACs only for inputs created within the appli-
cation itself; others may allow access to an unlimited number of text-MAC pairs, or allow
MAC verification of an unlimited number of messages and accept any with a correct MAC
for further processing.

(iii) Types of forgery (selective, existential)

When MAC forgery is possible (implying the MAC algorithm has been technically de-
feated), the severity of the practical consequences may differ depending on the degree of
control an adversary has over the value ÷ for which a MAC may be forged. This degree is
differentiated by the following classification of forgeries:

1. selective forgery – attacks whereby an adversary is able to produce a new text-MAC
pair for a text of his choice (or perhaps partially under his control). Note that here the
selected value is the text for which a MAC is forged, whereas in a chosen-text attack
the chosen value is the text of a text-MAC pair used for analytical purposes (e.g., to
forge a MAC on a distinct text).

2. existential forgery – attacks whereby an adversary is able to produce a new text-MAC
pair, but with no control over the value of that text.

Key recovery of the MAC key itself is the most damaging attack, and trivially allows se-
lective forgery. MAC forgery allows an adversary to have a forged text accepted as authen-
tic. The consequences may be severe even in the existential case. A classic example is the
replacement of a monetary amount known to be small by a number randomly distributed
between � and ���
	��� . For this reason, messages whose integrity or authenticity is to be
verified are often constrained to have pre-determined structure or a high degree of verifiable
redundancy, in an attempt to preclude meaningful attacks.
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Analogously to MACs, attacks on MDC schemes (primarily 2nd-preimage and colli-
sion attacks) may be classified as selective or existential. If the message can be partially
controlled, then the attack may be classified as partially selective (e.g., see � 9.7.1(iii)).

9.2.3 Hash properties required for specific applications

Because there may be costs associated with specific properties – e.g., CRHFs are in gen-
eral harder to construct than OWHFs and have hash-values roughly twice the bitlength – it
should be understood which properties are actually required for particular applications, and
why. Selected techniques whereby hash functions are used for data integrity, and the cor-
responding properties required thereof by these applications, are summarized in Table 9.1.

In general, an MDC should be a CRHF if an untrusted party has control over the exact
content of hash function inputs (see Remark 9.93); a OWHF suffices otherwise, including
the case where there is only a single party involved (e.g., a store-and-retrieve application).
Control over precise format of inputs may be eliminated by introducing into the message
randomization that is uncontrollable by one or both parties. Note, however, that data in-
tegrity techniques based on a shared secret key typically involve mutual trust and do not
address non-repudiation; in this case, collision resistance may or may not be a requirement.

Hash properties required � Preimage 2nd- Collision Details
Integrity application � resistant preimage resistant

MDC + asymmetric signature yes yes yes � page 324
MDC + authentic channel yes yes � page 364
MDC + symmetric encryption page 365
hash for one-way password file yes page 389
MAC (key unknown to attacker) yes yes yes � page 326
MAC (key known to attacker) yes � page 325

Table 9.1: Resistance properties required for specified data integrity applications.
� Resistance required if attacker is able to mount a chosen message attack.
� Resistance required in rare case of multi-cast authentication (see page 378).

9.2.4 One-way functions and compression functions

Related to Definition 9.3 of a OWHF is the following, which is unrestrictive with respect
to a compression property.

9.9 Definition A one-way function (OWF) is a function � such that for each � in the domain of� , it is easy to compute ������� ; but for essentially all � in the range of � , it is computationally
infeasible to find any � such that ��������� � .

9.10 Remark (OWF vs. domain-restricted OWHF) A OWF as defined here differs from a
OWHF with domain restricted to fixed-size inputs in that Definition 9.9 does not require
2nd-preimage resistance. Many one-way functions are, in fact, non-compressing, in which
case most image elements have unique preimages, and for these 2nd-preimage resistance
holds vacuously – making the difference minor (but see Example 9.11).
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9.11 Example (one-way functions and modular squaring) The squaring of integers modulo a
prime ! , e.g., "�#%$ &(')$+*-,/.�021435! , behaves in many ways like a random mapping. How-
ever, "�#�$�& is not a OWF because finding square roots modulo primes is easy ( 6 3.5.1). On the
other hand, 78#%$ &-'9$ * 021435: is a OWF (Definition 9.9) for appropriate randomly chosen
primes ! and ; where :<')!8; and the factorization of : is unknown, as finding a preimage
(i.e., computing a square root mod : ) is computationally equivalent to factoring (Fact 3.46)
and thus intractable. Nonetheless, finding a 2nd-preimage, and, therefore, collisions, is triv-
ial (given $ , ,=$ yields a collision), and thus 7 fits neither the definition of a OWHF nor a
CRHF with domain restricted to fixed-size inputs. >

9.12 Remark (candidate one-way functions) There are, in fact, no known instances of functions
which are provably one-way (with no assumptions); indeed, despite known hash function
constructions which are provably as secure as NP-complete problems, there is no assur-
ance the latter are difficult. All instances of “one-way functions” to date should thus more
properly be qualified as “conjectured” or “candidate” one-way functions. (It thus remains
possible, although widely believed most unlikely, that one-way functions do not exist.) A
proof of existence would establish P ?' NP, while non-existence would have devastating
cryptographic consequences (see page 377), although not directly implying P ' NP.

Hash functions are often used in applications (cf. 6 9.2.6) which require the one-way
property, but not compression. It is, therefore, useful to distinguish three classes of func-
tions (based on the relative size of inputs and outputs):

1. (general) hash functions. These are functions as per Definition 9.1, typically with ad-
ditional one-way properties, which compress arbitrary-length inputs to : -bit outputs.

2. compression functions (fixed-size hash functions). These are functions as per Defi-
nition 9.1, typically with additional one-way properties, but with domain restricted
to fixed-size inputs – i.e., compressing @ -bit inputs to : -bit outputs, @BAC: .

3. non-compressing one-way functions. These are fixed-size hash functions as above,
except that :D')@ . These include one-way permutations, and can be more explicitly
described as computationally non-invertible functions.

9.13 Example (DES-based OWF) A one-way function can be constructed from DES or any
block cipher E which behaves essentially as a random function (see Remark 9.14), as fol-
lows: "�#�$�&('FE=G4#�$�&
HI$ , for any fixed known key J . The one-way nature of this construc-
tion can be proven under the assumption that E is a random permutation. An intuitive ar-
gument follows. For any choice of K , finding any $ (and key J ) such that E-GL#�$ &MH=$/'NK is
difficult because for any chosen $ , E G #%$ & will be essentially random (for any key J ) and
thus so will E G #�$�&
HI$ ; hence, this will equal K with no better than random chance. By
similar reasoning, if one attempts to use decryption and chooses an $ , the probability thatEPORQG #�$SH=K�&I'�$ is no better than random chance. Thus "�#�$�& appears to be a OWF. While
"�#�$ & is not a OWHF (it handles only fixed-length inputs), it can be extended to yield one
(see Algorithm 9.41). >

9.14 Remark (block ciphers and random functions) Regarding random functions and their
properties, see 6 2.1.6. If a block cipher behaved as a random function, then encryption and
decryption would be equivalent to looking up values in a large table of random numbers;
for a fixed input, the mapping from a key to an output would behave as a random mapping.
However, block ciphers such as DES are bijections, and thus at best exhibit behavior more
like random permutations than random functions.
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9.15 Example (one-wayness w.r.t. two inputs) Consider V�W%X�Y�Z\[^]`_-aLW�X [ , where _ repre-
sents DES. This is not a one-way function of the joint input W%X�YbZL[ , because given any func-
tion value cd]BV�W%X�Y�Z\[ , one can choose any key Zfe and compute X8eg]h_Pikjafl W%c�[ yielding
a preimage W�X�emYbZfen[ . Similarly, V�W�X�YbZL[ is not a one-way function of X if Z is known, as
given co]�V�W�XSY�ZL[ and Z , decryption of c using Z yields X . (However, a “black-box” which
computes V�W�XSY�ZL[ for fixed, externally-unknown Z is a one-way function of X .) In contrast,
V�W�X�YbZL[ is a one-way function of Z ; given cN]pV�W�XSY�ZL[ and X , it is not known how to find
a preimage Z in less than about q�r
r operations. (This latter concept is utilized in one-time
digital signature schemes – see s 11.6.2.) t

9.16 Example (OWF - multiplication of large primes) For appropriate choices of primes u andv , V�W�u�Y v [w]Nu v is a one-way function: given u and v , computing x<])u v is easy, but given
x , finding u and v , i.e., integer factorization, is difficult. RSA and many other cryptographic
systems rely on this property (see Chapter 3, Chapter 8). Note that contrary to many one-
way functions, this function V does not have properties resembling a “random” function. t

9.17 Example (OWF - exponentiation in finite fields) For most choices of appropriately large
primes u and any element y{z{|~}� of sufficiently large multiplicative order (e.g., a gen-
erator), V�W�X�[�]�y8�2���4��u is a one-way function. (For example, u must not be such that
all the prime divisors of u��)� are small, otherwise the discrete log problem is feasible by
the Pohlig-Hellman algorithm of s 3.6.4.) V�W�X [ is easily computed given y , X , and u using
the square-and-multiply technique (Algorithm 2.143), but for most choices u it is difficult,
given W�cRY�u8Y�y [ , to find an X in the range �o��X���u���q such that y��2�����5u<]Fc , due to
the apparent intractability of the discrete logarithm problem ( s 3.6). Of course, for specific
values of V�W%X [ the function can be inverted trivially. For example, the respective preimages
of � and �5� are known to be � and W%uP�C��[��fq , and by computing V�W�X�[ for any small set of
values for X (e.g., X^]���Y�q�Y��b����Y���� ), these are also known. However, for essentially all c
in the range, the preimage of c is difficult to find. t

9.2.5 Relationships between properties

In this section several relationships between the hash function properties stated in the pre-
ceding section are examined.

9.18 Fact Collision resistance implies 2nd-preimage resistance of hash functions.

Justification. Suppose � has collision resistance. Fix an input X�� . If � does not have 2nd-
preimage resistance, then it is feasible to find a distinct input X�� such that ��W%X���[�]��+W�X���[ ,
in which case W%X��
Y�X���[ is a pair of distinct inputs hashing to the same output, contradicting
collision resistance.

9.19 Remark (one-way vs. preimage and 2nd-preimage resistant) While the term “one-way”
is generally taken to mean preimage resistant, in the hash function literature it is some-
times also used to imply that a function is 2nd-preimage resistant or computationally non-
invertible. (Computationally non-invertible is a more explicit term for preimage resistance
when preimages are unique, e.g., for one-way permutations. In the case that two or more
preimages exist, a function fails to be computationally non-invertible if any one can be
found.) This causes ambiguity as 2nd-preimage resistance does not guarantee preimage-
resistance (Note 9.20), nor does preimage resistance guarantee 2nd-preimage resistance
(Example 9.11); see also Remark 9.10. An attempt is thus made to avoid unqualified use of
the term “one-way”.
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9.20 Note (collision resistance does not guarantee preimage resistance) Let � be a hash func-
tion which is collision resistant and maps arbitrary-length inputs to   -bit outputs. Consider
the function ¡ defined as (here and elsewhere, ¢£¢ denotes concatenation):

¡�¤%¥ ¦(§
¨ ¢£¢©¥Sª «¬�¥¯®\°�±(²\« ³�´£µ�¶\·�³�®5 ¸ ¢£¢©��¤�¥�¦�ª ¹º³�®�µ�»%¼�«±
µb½

Then ¡ is an ¤� /¾ ¨ ¦ -bit hash function which is collision resistant but not preimage resis-
tant. As a simpler example, the identity function on fixed-length inputs is collision and 2nd-
preimage resistant (preimages are unique) but not preimage resistant. While such patholog-
ical examples illustrate that collision resistance does not guarantee the difficulty of finding
preimages of specific (or even most) hash outputs, for most CRHFs arising in practice it
nonetheless appears reasonable to assume that collision resistance does indeed imply preim-
age resistance.

9.21 Fact (implications of MAC properties) Let ¡�¿ be a keyed hash function which is a MAC
algorithm per Definition 9.7 (and thus has the property of computation-resistance). Then¡ ¿ is, against chosen-text attack by an adversary without knowledge of the key À , (i) both
2nd-preimage resistant and collision resistant; and (ii) preimage resistant (with respect to
the hash-input).

Justification. For (i), note that computation-resistance implies hash-results should not even
be computable by those without secret key À . For (ii), by way of contradiction, assume¡ were not preimage resistant. Then recovery of the preimage ¥ for a randomly selected
hash-output Á violates computation-resistance.

9.2.6 Other hash function properties and applications

Most unkeyed hash functions commonly found in practice were originally designed for the
purpose of providing data integrity (see Â 9.6), including digital fingerprinting of messages
in conjunction with digital signatures ( Â 9.6.4). The majority of these are, in fact, MDCs
designed to have preimage, 2nd-preimage, or collision resistance properties. Because one-
way functions are a fundamental cryptographic primitive, many of these MDCs, which typ-
ically exhibit behavior informally equated with one-wayness and randomness, have been
proposed for use in various applications distinct from data integrity, including, as discussed
below:

1. confirmation of knowledge
2. key derivation
3. pseudorandom number generation

Hash functions used for confirmation of knowledge facilitate commitment to data values,
or demonstrate possession of data, without revealing such data itself (until possibly a later
point in time); verification is possible by parties in possession of the data. This resembles
the use of MACs where one also essentially demonstrates knowledge of a secret (but with
the demonstration bound to a specific message). The property of hash functions required
is preimage resistance (see also partial-preimage resistance below). Specific examples in-
clude use in password verification using unencrypted password-image files (Chapter 10);
symmetric-key digital signatures (Chapter 11); key confirmation in authenticated key es-
tablishment protocols (Chapter 12); and document-dating or timestamping by hash-code
registration (Chapter 13).

In general, use of hash functions for purposes other than which they were originally de-
signed requires caution, as such applications may require additional properties (see below)
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these functions were not designed to provide; see Remark 9.22. Unkeyed hash functions
having properties associated with one-way functions have nonetheless been proposed for a
wide range of applications, including as noted above:

Å key derivation – to compute sequences of new keys from prior keys (Chapter 13). A
primary example is key derivation in point-of-sale (POS) terminals; here an impor-
tant requirement is that the compromise of currently active keys must not compromise
the security of previous transaction keys. A second example is in the generation of
one-time password sequences based on one-way functions (Chapter 10).Å pseudorandom number generation – to generate sequences of numbers which have
various properties of randomness. (A pseudorandom number generator can be used to
construct a symmetric-key block cipher, among other things.) Due to the difficulty of
producing cryptographically strong pseudorandom numbers (see Chapter 5), MDCs
should not be used for this purpose unless the randomness requirements are clearly
understood, and the MDC is verified to satisfy these.

For the applications immediately above, rather than hash functions, the cryptographic prim-
itive which is needed may be a pseudorandom function (or keyed pseudorandom function).

9.22 Remark (use of MDCs) Many MDCs used in practice may appear to satisfy additional
requirements beyond those for which they were originally designed. Nonetheless, the use
of arbitrary hash functions cannot be recommended for any applications without careful
analysis precisely identifying both the critical properties required by the application and
those provided by the function in question (cf. Æ 9.5.2).

Additional properties of one-way hash functions

Additional properties of one-way hash functions called for by the above-mentioned appli-
cations include the following.

1. non-correlation. Input bits and output bits should not be correlated. Related to this,
an avalanche property similar to that of good block ciphers is desirable whereby every
input bit affects every output bit. (This rules out hash functions for which preimage
resistance fails to imply 2nd-preimage resistance simply due to the function effec-
tively ignoring a subset of input bits.)

2. near-collision resistance. It should be hard to find any two inputs Ç , Ç�È such that É+Ê�Ç�Ë
and É+Ê�Ç�ÈnË differ in only a small number of bits.

3. partial-preimage resistance or local one-wayness. It should be as difficult to recover
any substring as to recover the entire input. Moreover, even if part of the input is
known, it should be difficult to find the remainder (e.g., if Ì input bits remain un-
known, it should take on average Í�Î�ÏkÐ hash operations to find these bits.)

Partial preimage resistance is an implicit requirement in some of the proposed applications
of Æ 9.5.2. One example where near-collision resistance is necessary is when only half of
the output bits of a hash function are used.

Many of these properties can be summarized as requirements that there be neither lo-
cal nor global statistical weaknesses; the hash function should not be weaker with respect
to some parts of its input or output than others, and all bits should be equally hard. Some
of these may be called certificational properties – properties which intuitively appear de-
sirable, although they cannot be shown to be directly necessary.
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9.3 Basic constructions and general results

9.3.1 General model for iterated hash functions

Most unkeyed hash functions Ñ are designed as iterative processes which hash arbitrary-
length inputs by processing successive fixed-size blocks of the input, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 9.2.

output
fixed length

preprocessing

Ò�Ó

original input Ô

input Ô�Õ¯ÔkÖ�Ô�×+ØMØºØnÔ�Ùformatted

compression

Ô ÓÒ ÓÛÚ Ö

iterated
compression

(a) high-level view (b) detailed view

transformation
optional output

output

append padding bits

append length block

arbitrary length input

function

iterated processing

function Ü

Ý

output Þ�ßàÔ�ákÕ Ý ß Ò Ù á

Ü Ò�â Õäã�å

hash function Þ

Ò Ù

Figure 9.2: General model for an iterated hash function.

A hash input æ of arbitrary finite length is divided into fixed-length ç -bit blocks æ�è . This
preprocessing typically involves appending extra bits (padding) as necessary to attain an
overall bitlength which is a multiple of the blocklength ç , and often includes (for security
reasons – e.g., see Algorithm 9.26) a block or partial block indicating the bitlength of the
unpadded input. Each block æ�è then serves as input to an internal fixed-size hash functioné

, the compression function of Ñ , which computes a new intermediate result of bitlength ê
for some fixed ê , as a function of the previous ê -bit intermediate result and the next input
block æ è . Letting ë è denote the partial result after stage ì , the general process for an iterated
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hash function with input ï¯ð^ïwñ�ï8ò-ó�óbó�ï�ô can be modeled as follows:õ÷ö ð)ø�ùgú õüû ð�ý�þ õüû ÿ ñ � ï û�� �����	�
�	� ú �+þ�ï � ð�8þ õ ô � ó (9.1)õ û ÿ ñ serves as the � -bit chaining variable between stage ����� and stage � , and
õ ö

is a
pre-defined starting value or initializing value (IV). An optional output transformation 
(see Figure 9.2) is used in a final step to map the � -bit chaining variable to an � -bit result
8þ õ ô � ;  is often the identity mapping �þ õ ô � ð õ ô .

Particular hash functions are distinguished by the nature of the preprocessing, com-
pression function, and output transformation.

9.3.2 General constructions and extensions

To begin, an example demonstrating an insecure construction is given. Several secure gen-
eral constructions are then discussed.

9.23 Example (insecure trivial extension of OWHF to CRHF) In the case that an iterated
OWHF � yielding � -bit hash-values is not collision resistant (e.g., when a ����� ò birthday
collision attack is feasible – see � 9.7.1) one might propose constructing from � a CRHF
using as output the concatenation of the last two � -bit chaining variables, so that a � -block
message has hash-value

õ ô ÿ ñ���� õ ô rather than
õ ô . This is insecure as the final message

block ï�ô can be held fixed along with
õ ô , reducing the problem to finding a collision onõ ô ÿ ñ for � . �

Extending compression functions to hash functions

Fact 9.24 states an important relationship between collision resistant compression functions
and collision resistant hash functions. Not only can the former be extended to the latter, but
this can be done efficiently using Merkle’s meta-method of Algorithm 9.25 (also called the
Merkle-Damgård construction). This reduces the problem of finding such a hash function
to that of finding such a compression function.

9.24 Fact (extending compression functions) Any compression function ý which is collision
resistant can be extended to a collision resistant hash function � (taking arbitrary length
inputs).

9.25 Algorithm Merkle’s meta-method for hashing

INPUT: compression function ý which is collision resistant.
OUTPUT: unkeyed hash function � which is collision resistant.

1. Suppose ý maps þ����! � -bit inputs to � -bit outputs (for concreteness, consider �Nð
� �#" and  äð%$ � � ). Construct a hash function � from ý , yielding � -bit hash-values,
as follows.

2. Break an input ï of bitlength & into blocks ïSñ�ï+ò=ó�ó�ó�ï�ô each of bitlength  , padding
out the last block ï�ô with 0-bits if necessary.

3. Define an extra final block ï ô('kñ , the length-block, to hold the right-justified binary
representation of & (presume that &*)��,+ ).

4. Letting -�. represent the bitstring of / 0’s, define the � -bit hash-value of ï to be
�+þ�ï � ð õ ô('Rñ ð�ý�þ õ ô �0��ï ô('Rñ � computed from:õ ö ð1- � ú õ û ðFý�þ õ ûmÿ ñ ����ï û � �2���3�4�3� � � ó
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The proof that the resulting function 5 is collision resistant follows by a simple argu-
ment that a collision for 5 would imply a collision for 6 for some stage 7 . The inclusion of
the length-block, which effectively encodes all messages such that no encoded input is the
tail end of any other encoded input, is necessary for this reasoning. Adding such a length-
block is sometimes called Merkle-Damgård strengthening (MD-strengthening), which is
now stated separately for future reference.

9.26 Algorithm MD-strengthening

Before hashing a message 8:9;8=<>8@?BA�ACA>8ED (where 8EF is a block of bitlength G appropriate
for the relevant compression function) of bitlength H , append a final length-block, 8ED(IJ< ,
containing the (say) right-justified binary representation of H . (This presumes H
KML,N .)

Cascading hash functions

9.27 Fact (cascading hash functions) If either 5 < or 5 ? is a collision resistant hash function,
then 5@OP8RQS915 < O�8TQ*U0UV5 ? O�8TQ is a collision resistant hash function.

If both 5 < and 5 ? in Fact 9.27 are W -bit hash functions, then 5 produces LXW -bit out-
puts; mapping this back down to an W -bit output by an W -bit collision-resistant hash func-
tion ( 5 < and 5 ? are candidates) would leave the overall mapping collision-resistant. If 5 <
and 5 ? are independent, then finding a collision for 5 requires finding a collision for both
simultaneously (i.e., on the same input), which one could hope would require the product of
the efforts to attack them individually. This provides a simple yet powerful way to (almost
surely) increase strength using only available components.

9.3.3 Formatting and initialization details

9.28 Note (data representation) As hash-values depend on exact bitstrings, different data rep-
resentations (e.g., ASCII vs. EBCDIC) must be converted to a common format before com-
puting hash-values.

(i) Padding and length-blocks

For block-by-block hashing methods, extra bits are usually appended to a hash input string
before hashing, to pad it out to a number of bits which make it a multiple of the relevant
block size. The padding bits need not be transmitted/stored themselves, provided the sender
and recipient agree on a convention.

9.29 Algorithm Padding Method 1

INPUT: data 8 ; bitlength W giving blocksize of data input to processing stage.
OUTPUT: padded data 8ZY , with bitlength a multiple of W .

1. Append to 8 as few (possibly zero) 0-bits as necessary to obtain a string 8ZY whose
bitlength is a multiple of W .

9.30 Algorithm Padding Method 2

INPUT: data 8 ; bitlength W giving blocksize of data input to processing stage.
OUTPUT: padded data 8ZY , with bitlength a multiple of W .

1. Append to 8 a single 1-bit.
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2. Then append as few (possibly zero) 0-bits as necessary to obtain a string ]Z^ whose
bitlength is a multiple of _ .

9.31 Remark (ambiguous padding) Padding Method 1 is ambiguous – trailing 0-bits of the
original data cannot be distinguished from those added during padding. Such methods are
acceptable if the length of the data (before padding) is known by the recipient by other
means. Padding Method 2 is not ambiguous – each padded string ] ^ corresponds to a unique
unpadded string ] . When the bitlength of the original data ] is already a multiple of _ ,
Padding Method 2 results in the creation of an extra block.

9.32 Remark (appended length blocks) Appending a logical length-block prior to hashing
prevents collision and pseudo-collision attacks which find second messages of different
length, including trivial collisions for random IVs (Example 9.96), long-message attacks
(Fact 9.37), and fixed-point attacks (page 374). This further justifies the use of MD-
strengthening (Algorithm 9.26).

Trailing length-blocks and padding are often combined. For Padding Method 2, a len-
gth field of pre-specified bitlength ` may replace the final ` 0-bits padded if padding would
otherwise cause ` or more redundant such bits. By pre-agreed convention, the length field
typically specifies the bitlength of the original message. (If used instead to specify the num-
ber of padding bits appended, deletion of leading blocks cannot be detected.)

(ii) IVs

Whether the IV is fixed, is randomly chosen per hash function computation, or is a function
of the data input, the same IV must be used to generate and verify a hash-value. If not known
a priori by the verifier, it must be transferred along with the message. In the latter case, this
generally should be done with guaranteed integrity (to cut down on the degree of freedom
afforded to adversaries, in line with the principle that hash functions should be defined with
a fixed or a small set of allowable IVs).

9.3.4 Security objectives and basic attacks

As a framework for evaluating the computational security of hash functions, the objectives
of both the hash function designer and an adversary should be understood. Based on Defi-
nitions 9.3, 9.4, and 9.7, these are summarized in Table 9.2, and discussed below.

Hash type Design goal Ideal strength Adversary’s goal

OWHF preimage resistance; aCb produce preimage;
2nd-preimage resistance a b find 2nd input, same image

CRHF collision resistance a bdc>e produce any collision
MAC key non-recovery; a�f deduce MAC key;

computation resistance gShji�kml�nZo(adp frq a�psbst produce new (msg, MAC)

Table 9.2: Design objectives for u -bit hash functions (v -bit MAC key). g h denotes the probability
of forgery by correctly guessing a MAC.

Given a specific hash function, it is desirable to be able to prove a lower bound on the com-
plexity of attacking it under specified scenarios, with as few or weak a set of assumptions as
possible. However, such results are scarce. Typically the best guidance available regarding
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the security of a particular hash function is the complexity of the (most efficient) applicable
known attack, which gives an upper bound on security. An attack of complexity w,x is one
which requires approximately w x operations, each being an appropriate unit of work (e.g.,
one execution of the compression function or one encryption of an underlying cipher). The
storage complexity of an attack (i.e., storage required) should also be considered.

(i) Attacks on the bitsize of an MDC

Given a fixed message y with z -bit hash {@|PyT} , a naive method for finding an input colliding
with y is to pick a random bitstring yZ~ (of bounded bitlength) and check if {@|PyE~�}���{@|PyR} .
The cost may be as little as one compression function evaluation, and memory is negligi-
ble. Assuming the hash-code approximates a uniform random variable, the probability of a
match is wV��� . The implication of this is Fact 9.33, which also indicates the effort required
to find collisions if y may itself be chosen freely. Definition 9.34 is motivated by the de-
sign goal that the best possible attack should require no less than such levels of effort, i.e.,
essentially brute force.

9.33 Fact (basic hash attacks) For an z -bit hash function { , one may expect a guessing attack
to find a preimage or second preimage within w � hashing operations. For an adversary able
to choose messages, a birthday attack (see � 9.7.1) allows colliding pairs of messages y , yE~
with {@|PyR}S�1{@|Py ~ } to be found in about w,����� operations, and negligible memory.

9.34 Definition An z -bit unkeyed hash function has ideal security if both: (1) given a hash
output, producing each of a preimage and a 2nd-preimage requires approximately w � oper-
ations; and (2) producing a collision requires approximately w ����� operations.

(ii) Attacks on the MAC key space

An attempt may be made to determine a MAC key using exhaustive search. With a sin-
gle known text-MAC pair, an attacker may compute the z -bit MAC on that text under all
possible keys, and then check which of the computed MAC-values agrees with that of the
known pair. For a � -bit key space this requires w,x MAC operations, after which one expects�R� w x>��� candidate keys remain. Assuming the MAC behaves as a random mapping, it can
be shown that one can expect to reduce this to a unique key by testing the candidate keys us-
ing just over �C��z text-MAC pairs. Ideally, a MAC key (or information of cryptographically
equivalent value) would not be recoverable in fewer than w x operations.

As a probabilistic attack on the MAC key space distinct from key recovery, note that
for a � -bit key and a fixed input, a randomly guessed key will yield a correct (z -bit) MAC
with probability �;w ��x for �j�3z .

(iii) Attacks on the bitsize of a MAC

MAC forgery involves producing any input y and the corresponding correct MAC without
having obtained the latter from anyone with knowledge of the key. For an z -bit MAC al-
gorithm, either guessing a MAC for a given input, or guessing a preimage for a given MAC
output, has probability of success about w ��� , as for an MDC. A difference here, however,
is that guessed MAC-values cannot be verified off-line without known text-MAC pairs –
either knowledge of the key, or a “black-box” which provides MACs for given inputs (i.e.,
a chosen-text scenario) is required. Since recovering the MAC key trivially allows forgery,
an attack on the � -bit key space (see above) must be also be considered here. Ideally, an ad-
versary would be unable to produce new (correct) text-MAC pairs |�yR�(��} with probability
significantly better than ������|�w ��x �Xw ��� } , i.e., the better of guessing a key or a MAC-value.
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(iv) Attacks using precomputations, multiple targets, and long messages

9.35 Remark (precomputation of hash values) For both preimage and second preimage attacks,
an opponent who precomputes a large number of hash function input-output pairs may trade
off precomputation plus storage for subsequent attack time. For example, for a 64-bit hash
value, if one randomly selects ����� inputs, then computes their hash values and stores (hash
value, input) pairs indexed by hash value, this precomputation of �m ��C�¡�£¢ time and space
allows an adversary to increase the probability of finding a preimage (per one subsequent
hash function computation) from �s¤V¥�� to �s¤V¦�� . Similarly, the probability of finding a sec-
ond preimage increases to § times its original value (when no stored pairs are known) if §
input-output pairs of a OWHF are precomputed and tabulated.

9.36 Remark (effect of parallel targets for OWHFs) In a basic attack, an adversary seeks a sec-
ond preimage for one fixed target (the image computed from a first preimage). If there are §
targets and the goal is to find a second preimage for any one of these § , then the probability
of success increases to § times the original probability. One implication is that when using
hash functions in conjunction with keyed primitives such as digital signatures, repeated use
of the keyed primitive may weaken the security of the combined mechanism in the follow-
ing sense. If § signed messages are available, the probability of a hash collision increases
§ -fold (cf. Remark 9.35), and colliding messages yield equivalent signatures, which an op-
ponent could not itself compute off-line.

Fact 9.37 reflects a related attack strategy of potential concern when using iterated hash
functions on long messages.

9.37 Fact (long-message attack for 2nd-preimage) Let ¨ be an iterated © -bit hash function with
compression function ª (as in equation (9.1), without MD-strengthening). Let « be a mes-
sage consisting of ¬ blocks. Then a 2nd-preimage for ¨� �«T¢ can be found in time  ��,E®#¯�¢s°!¯
operations of ª , and in space ©S ¡¯�°�±0²� �³¡¢�¢ bits, for any ¯ in the range ´�µ�¯�µ·¶�¸0¹� �¬CºX� �»�¦ ¢ .
Justification. The idea is to use a birthday attack on the intermediate hash-results; a sketch
for the choice ¯�¼M¬ follows. Compute ¨@ P«R¢ , storing  ¡½m¾�º(¿�¢ for each of the ¬ intermediate
hash-results ½m¾ corresponding to the ¬ input blocks «�¾ in a table such that they may be later
indexed by value. Compute ¨@ �À#¢ for random choices À , checking for a collision involving
¨� ¡À�¢ in the table, until one is found; approximately ��E®�¯ values À will be required, by the
birthday paradox. Identify the index Á from the table responsible for the collision; the input
ÀX«�Â�Ã�Ä(«�Â�Ã ¦*Å�ÅCÅ «EÆ then collides with « .

9.38 Note (implication of long messages) Fact 9.37 implies that for “long” messages, a 2nd-
preimage is generally easier to find than a preimage (the latter takes at most �, operations),
becoming moreso with the length of « . For ¬jÇ;�,�»�¦ , computation is minimized by choos-
ing ¯�¼1���»�¦ in which case a 2nd-preimage costs about �,�»�¦ executions of ª (comparable
to the difficulty of finding a collision).

9.3.5 Bitsizes required for practical security

Suppose that a hash function produces © -bit hash-values, and as a representative benchmark
assume that ��È�� (but not fewer) operations is acceptably beyond computational feasibility.¦
Then the following statements may be made regarding © .
É
Circa 1996, ÊÌË>Í simple operations is quite feasible, and Ê�Î(Ï is considered quite reachable by those with suf-

ficient motivation (possibly using parallelization or customized machines).
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1. For a OWHF, ÐÒÑÔÓ�Õ is required. Exhaustive off-line attacks require at most Ö,×
operations; this may be reduced with precomputation (Remark 9.35).

2. For a CRHF, Ð3Ñ·Ø#Ù�Õ is required. Birthday attacks are applicable (Fact 9.33).
3. For a MAC, ÐÚÑ%Ù�Û along with a MAC key of 64-80 bits is sufficient for most ap-

plications and environments (cf. Table 9.1). If a single MAC key remains in use,
off-line attacks may be possible given one or more text-MAC pairs; but for a proper
MAC algorithm, preimage and 2nd-preimage resistance (as well as collision resis-
tance) should follow directly from lack of knowledge of the key, and thus security
with respect to such attacks should depend on the keysize rather than Ð . For attacks
requiring on-line queries, additional controls may be used to limit the number of such
queries, constrain the format of MAC inputs, or prevent disclosure of MAC outputs
for random (chosen-text) inputs. Given special controls, values as small as Ð!Ü�Ý�Ö or
40 may be acceptable; but caution is advised, since even with one-time MAC keys,
the chance any randomly guessed MAC being correct is ÖVÞ�× , and the relevant factors
are the total number of trials a system is subject to over its lifetime, and the conse-
quences of a single successful forgery.

These guidelines may be relaxed somewhat if a lower threshold of computational infeasi-
bility is assumed (e.g., ÖCß¡à instead of Ö�á�â ). However, an additional consideration to be taken
into account is that for both a CRHF and a OWHF, not only can off-line attacks be carried
out, but these can typically be parallelized. Key search attacks against MACs may also be
parallelized.

9.4 Unkeyed hash functions (MDCs)

A move from general properties and constructions to specific hash functions is now made,
and in this section the subclass of unkeyed hash functions known as modification detection
codes (MDCs) is considered. From a structural viewpoint, these may be categorized based
on the nature of the operations comprising their internal compression functions. From this
viewpoint, the three broadest categories of iterated hash functions studied to date are hash
functions based on block ciphers, customized hash functions, and hash functions based on
modular arithmetic. Customized hash functions are those designed specifically for hashing,
with speed in mind and independent of other system subcomponents (e.g., block cipher or
modular multiplication subcomponents which may already be present for non-hashing pur-
poses).

Table 9.3 summarizes the conjectured security of a subset of the MDCs subsequently
discussed in this section. Similar to the case of block ciphers for encryption (e.g. 8- or 12-
round DES vs. 16-round DES), security of MDCs often comes at the expense of speed, and
tradeoffs are typically made. In the particular case of block-cipher-based MDCs, a provably
secure scheme of Merkle (see page 378) with rate Õ#ã�Ö�ä�Ù (see Definition 9.40) is known but
little-used, while MDC-2 is widely believed to be (but not provably) secure, has rate Ü1Õ#ã�å ,
and receives much greater attention in practice.

9.4.1 Hash functions based on block ciphers

A practical motivation for constructing hash functions from block ciphers is that if an effi-
cient implementation of a block cipher is already available within a system (either in hard-
ware or software), then using it as the central component for a hash function may provide
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è
Hash function é ê Preimage Collision Comments

Matyas-Meyer-Oseasë é é ì,í ì,í�î�ï for keylength ðòñ
MDC-2 (with DES)ó ô�õ ö�ì�÷ ìùødì�ú�ï ìùø�ì�û�ü rate 0.5
MDC-4 (with DES) ô�õ ö�ì�÷ ì£ý�þ�ÿ õùø�ì�û�ü rate 0.25
Merkle (with DES) ö���ô ö�ì�÷ ì ý¡ýPï ì û�� rate 0.276
MD4 �#ö�ì ö�ì�÷ ì£ý�ï�ú ìCï¡þ Remark 9.50
MD5 �#ö�ì ö�ì�÷ ì£ý�ï�ú ì��¡ü Remark 9.52
RIPEMD-128 �#ö�ì ö�ì�÷ ì£ý�ï�ú ì��¡ü –
SHA-1, RIPEMD-160 �#ö�ì ö�ô�� ì£ý���þ ìCú¡þ –

�
The same strength is conjectured for Davies-Meyer and Miyaguchi-Preneel hash functions.	
Strength could be increased using a cipher with keylength equal to cipher blocklength.

Table 9.3: Upper bounds on strength of selected hash functions. ñ -bit message blocks are processed
to produce 
 -bit hash-values. Number of cipher or compression function operations currently be-
lieved necessary to find preimages and collisions are specified, assuming no underlying weaknesses
for block ciphers (figures for MDC-2 and MDC-4 account for DES complementation and weak key
properties). Regarding rate, see Definition 9.40.

the latter functionality at little additional cost. The (not always well-founded) hope is that
a good block cipher may serve as a building block for the creation of a hash function with
properties suitable for various applications.

Constructions for hash functions have been given which are “provably secure” assum-
ing certain ideal properties of the underlying block cipher. However, block ciphers do
not possess the properties of random functions (for example, they are invertible – see Re-
mark 9.14). Moreover, in practice block ciphers typically exhibit additional regularities
or weaknesses (see � 9.7.4). For example, for a block cipher � , double encryption using
an encrypt-decrypt (E-D) cascade with keys  ý ,  ï results in the identity mapping when
 ý��  ï . In summary, while various necessary conditions are known, it is unclear ex-
actly what requirements of a block cipher are sufficient to construct a secure hash function,
and properties adequate for a block cipher (e.g., resistance to chosen-text attack) may not
guarantee a good hash function.

In the constructions which follow, Definition 9.39 is used.

9.39 Definition An (n,r) block cipher is a block cipher defining an invertible function from
é -bit plaintexts to é -bit ciphertexts using an � -bit key. If � is such a cipher, then ���������
denotes the encryption of � under key � .

Discussion of hash functions constructed from é -bit block ciphers is divided between
those producing single-length (é -bit) and double-length ( ìXé -bit) hash-values, where single
and double are relative to the size of the block cipher output. Under the assumption that
computations of ì��¡ü operations are infeasible,� the objective of single-length hash functions
is to provide a OWHF for ciphers of blocklength near é � ô�õ , or to provide CRHFs for
cipher blocklengths near é � ö#ì�÷ . The motivation for double-length hash functions is that
many é -bit block ciphers exist of size approximately é � ô#õ , and single-length hash-codes
of this size are not collision resistant. For such ciphers, the goal is to obtain hash-codes of
bitlength ìXé which are CRHFs.

In the simplest case, the size of the key used in such hash functions is approximately
the same as the blocklength of the cipher (i.e., é bits). In other cases, hash functions use�

The discussion here is easily altered for a more conservative bound, e.g., ��� � operations as used in ! 9.3.5.
Here ��"$# is more convenient for discussion, due to the omnipresence of 64-bit block ciphers.
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340 Ch. 9 Hash Functions and Data Integrity

larger (e.g., double-length) keys. Another characteristic to be noted in such hash functions
is the number of block cipher operations required to produce a hash output of blocklength
equal to that of the cipher, motivating the following definition.

9.40 Definition Let % be an iterated hash function constructed from a block cipher, with com-
pression function & which performs ' block encryptions to process each successive ( -bit
message block. Then the rate of % is )�*�' .

The hash functions discussed in this section are summarized in Table 9.4. The Matyas-
Meyer-Oseas and MDC-2 algorithms are the basis, respectively, of the two generic hash
functions in ISO standard 10118-2, each allowing use of any ( -bit block cipher + and pro-
viding hash-codes of bitlength ,.-/( and ,.-102( , respectively.

Hash function 3�(547684 ,:9 Rate

Matyas-Meyer-Oseas 3�(54�684;(<9 )
Davies-Meyer 3�(54�684;(<9 6=*�(
Miyaguchi-Preneel 3�(54�684;(<9 )
MDC-2 (with DES) 3?>�@A42B�>�42)�0�C�9 )�*�0
MDC-4 (with DES) 3?>�@A42B�>�42)�0�C�9 )�*�@

Table 9.4: Summary of selected hash functions based on D -bit block ciphers. EGF key bitsize (ap-
proximate); function yields H -bit hash-values.

(i) Single-length MDCs of rate 1

The first three schemes described below, and illustrated in Figure 9.3, are closely related
single-length hash functions based on block ciphers. These make use of the following pre-
defined components:

1. a generic ( -bit block cipher +�I parametrized by a symmetric key J ;
2. a function K which maps ( -bit inputs to keys J suitable for + (if keys for + are also

of length ( , K might be the identity function); and
3. a fixed (usually ( -bit) initial value LNM , suitable for use with + .

OQP

R P

OQP

S

R P

Matyas-Meyer-Oseas Miyaguchi-Preneel

R PUTWV XR P�TYVX S

R PUTWV

S

R P

OQP

Davies-Meyer

Figure 9.3: Three single-length, rate-one MDCs based on block ciphers.
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9.41 Algorithm Matyas-Meyer-Oseas hash

INPUT: bitstring \ .
OUTPUT: ] -bit hash-code of \ .

1. Input \ is divided into ] -bit blocks and padded, if necessary, to complete last block.
Denote the padded message consisting of ^_] -bit blocks: \a` \Yb�c7c�c;\Qd . A constant ] -
bit initial value eQf must be pre-specified.

2. The output is g d defined by: gihkj/eNf ; gmlajon5prqtsvuUwyx{z}|�\Nl;~���\Ql{�����:���/^ .

9.42 Algorithm Davies-Meyer hash

INPUT: bitstring \ .
OUTPUT: ] -bit hash-code of \ .

1. Input \ is divided into � -bit blocks where � is the keysize, and padded, if necessary,
to complete last block. Denote the padded message consisting of ^_� -bit blocks: \ ` \ b
c�c7c�\ d . A constant ] -bit initial value eNf must be pre-specified.

2. The output is g d defined by: gihkj/eNf ; gmlajon5� u |{gml}� ` ~��ig�l$� ` �����:����^ .

9.43 Algorithm Miyaguchi-Preneel hash

This scheme is identical to that of Algorithm 9.41, except the output gml$� ` from the previous
stage is also XORed to that of the current stage. More precisely, gml is redefined as: g�hmj
eQf���g�l�j�n5prqts uUwyx z}|�\Ql?~���\Ql���gml}� ` ���������/^ .

9.44 Remark (dual schemes) The Davies-Meyer hash may be viewed as the ‘dual’ of the Mat-
yas-Meyer-Oseas hash, in the sense that \ l and g l}� ` play reversed roles. When DES is
used as the block cipher in Davies-Meyer, the input is processed in 56-bit blocks (yield-
ing rate ���A�����i�1� ), whereas Matyas-Meyer-Oseas and Miyaguchi-Preneel process 64-bit
blocks.

9.45 Remark (black-box security) Aside from heuristic arguments as given in Example 9.13,
it appears that all three of Algorithms 9.41, 9.42, and 9.43 yield hash functions which are
provably secure under an appropriate “black-box” model (e.g., assuming n has the required
randomness properties, and that attacks may not make use of any special properties or in-
ternal details of n ). “Secure” here means that finding preimages and collisions (in fact,
pseudo-preimages and pseudo-collisions – see � 9.7.2) require on the order of ��� and ����� b
] -bit block cipher operations, respectively. Due to their single-length nature, none of these
three is collision resistant for underlying ciphers of relatively small blocklength (e.g., DES,
which yields 64-bit hash-codes).

Several double-length hash functions based on block ciphers are considered next.

(ii) Double-length MDCs: MDC-2 and MDC-4

MDC-2 and MDC-4 are manipulation detection codes requiring 2 and 4, respectively, block
cipher operations per block of hash input. They employ a combination of either 2 or 4 itera-
tions of the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (single-length) scheme to produce a double-length hash.
When used as originally specified, using DES as the underlying block cipher, they produce
128-bit hash-codes. The general construction, however, can be used with other block ci-
phers. MDC-2 and MDC-4 make use of the following pre-specified components:
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1. DES as the block cipher �5� of bitlength �: ¢¡�£ parameterized by a ¤�¡ -bit key ¥ ;
2. two functions ¦ and §¦ which map ¡�£ -bit values ¨ to suitable ¤�¡ -bit DES keys as fol-

lows. For ¨o /©<ª$©Q«5¬�¬7¬$©Q{® , delete every eighth bit starting with ©Q¯ , and set the 2nd
and 3rd bits to ‘10’ for ¦ , and ‘01’ for §¦ :

¦Q°{¨k±²  ©<ª�³m´�©W®�©Qµ2©Q2©<¶$©Q·�©<ª�¸�¬�¬�¬;©W�¹�¬
§¦Q°{¨k±²  © ª ´m³�© ® © µ ©  © ¶ © · © ª�¸ ¬�¬�¬;© �¹ ¬

(The resulting values are guaranteed not to be weak or semi-weak DES keys, as all
such keys have bit 2 = bit 3; see page 375. Also, this guarantees the security require-
ment that ¦Q°�ºN»k±i¼ ½§¦Q° ºN»k± .)

MDC-2 is specified in Algorithm 9.46 and illustrated in Figure 9.4.
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À
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Figure 9.4: Compression function of MDC-2 hash function.
ÂoÍ

DES.

9.46 Algorithm MDC-2 hash function (DES-based)

INPUT: string Î of bitlength ÏÈ 1¡�£2Ð for Ð�ÑÓÒ .
OUTPUT: ³�Ò�Ô -bit hash-code of Î .

1. Partition Î into ¡�£ -bit blocks ÎNÕ : ÎÖ ×Î ª Î « ¬�¬7¬ ÎQØ .
2. Choose the 64-bit non-secret constants ºN» , ºN» (the same constants must be used for

MDC verification) from a set of recommended prescribed values. A default set of
prescribed values is (in hexadecimal): ºN»Ù  0x5252525252525252, ºN»Ù 
0x2525252525252525.
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3. Let ÜÝÜ denote concatenation, and Þ�ßà , Þ�áà the left and right â�ã -bit halves of Þ à . The
output is ä=å�æèç<é�êmë5ÜìÜ êmë defined as follows (for íkî�ï�î�ð ):

êiñméóòQô�õ ö à é×÷Qå{ê à$ø�ù ç?õ Þ à é¢ú5ûrü å�æ à ç�ý5æ à õ ê à éoÞ ßà ÜìÜ Þ à á
êiñmé òQô�õ ö à é ÷Yå�þê à$ø�ù ç?õ Þ à é¢úÈÿû ü å�æ à ç�ý�æ à õ ê à é Þ à ß ÜìÜ Þ à á �

In Algorithm 9.46, padding may be necessary to meet the bitlength constraint on the
input æ . In this case, an unambiguous padding method may be used (see Remark 9.31),
possibly including MD-strengthening (see Remark 9.32).

MDC-4 (see Algorithm 9.47 and Figure 9.5) is constructed using the MDC-2 compres-
sion function. One iteration of the MDC-4 compression function consists of two sequential
executions of the MDC-2 compression function, where:

1. the two 64-bit data inputs to the first MDC-2 compression are both the same next
64-bit message block;

2. the keys for the first MDC-2 compression are derived from the outputs (chaining vari-
ables) of the previous MDC-4 compression;

3. the keys for the second MDC-2 compression are derived from the outputs (chaining
variables) of the first MDC-2 compression; and

4. the two 64-bit data inputs for the second MDC-2 compression are the outputs (chain-
ing variables) from the opposite sides of the previous MDC-4 compression.

9.47 Algorithm MDC-4 hash function (DES-based)

INPUT: string æ of bitlength � é ��� ð for ð��Óã . (See MDC-2 above regarding padding.)
OUTPUT: í�ã�� -bit hash-code of æ .

1. As in step 1 of MDC-2 above.
2. As in step 2 of MDC-2 above.
3. With notation as in MDC-2, the output is ä=å�æèçké
	 ë ÜìÜ 	 ë defined as follows (for

í�î/ïvî�ð ):

	�ñké/òNôkõ 	�ñmé òNôkõ
ö à éó÷Wå�	 à}ø_ù ç{õ Þ à é�ú5ûrü å�æ à ç�ý�æ à õ ê à é�Þ ßà ÜìÜ Þ à á
ö à é ÷Wå þ	 à}ø_ù ç{õ Þ à é�úÆÿûrü å�æ à ç�ý�æ à õ ê à é Þ à ß ÜìÜÆÞ à á

� à é×÷Qå{ê à ç{õ  à é�ú��;ü;å þ	 à$ø�ù ç�ý þ	 à$ø�ù õ 	 à é� ßà ÜìÜ  à á
� à é ÷Qå ê à ç{õ  à é�ú ÿ�;ü å�	 à}ø_ù ç�ý�	 à}ø_ù õ 	 à é  à ß ÜìÜ� à á �

9.4.2 Customized hash functions based on MD4

Customized hash functions are those which are specifically designed “from scratch” for the
explicit purpose of hashing, with optimized performance in mind, and without being con-
strained to reusing existing system components such as block ciphers or modular arithmetic.
Those having received the greatest attention in practice are based on the MD4 hash function.

Number 4 in a series of hash functions (Message Digest algorithms), MD4 was de-
signed specifically for software implementation on 32-bit machines. Security concerns mo-
tivated the design of MD5 shortly thereafter, as a more conservative variation of MD4.
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MDC-2 compression function
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Figure 9.5: Compression function of MDC-4 hash function

Other important subsequent variants include the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), the hash
function RIPEMD, and its strengthened variants RIPEMD-128 and RIPEMD-160. Param-
eters for these hash functions are summarized in Table 9.5. “Rounds � Steps per round”
refers to operations performed on input blocks within the corresponding compression func-
tion. Table 9.6 specifies test vectors for a subset of these hash functions.

Notation for description of MD4-family algorithms

Table 9.7 defines the notation for the description of MD4-family algorithms described be-
low. Note 9.48 addresses the implementation issue of converting strings of bytes to words
in an unambiguous manner.

9.48 Note (little-endian vs. big-endian) For interoperable implementations involving byte-to-
word conversions on different processors (e.g., converting between 32-bit words and groups
of four 8-bit bytes), an unambiguous convention must be specified. Consider a stream of
bytes � � with increasing memory addresses ! , to be interpreted as a 32-bit word with nu-
merical value " . In little-endian architectures, the byte with the lowest memory address
( ��# ) is the least significant byte: " $&%('�)�� ) * % #�+ ��, * %(-.� ' * ��# . In big-endian
architectures, the byte with the lowest address ( ��# ) is the most significant byte: " $%('�)�� # * % #�+ � ' * %(-/� , * � ) .
(i) MD4

MD4 (Algorithm 9.49) is a 128-bit hash function. The original MD4 design goals were
that breaking it should require roughly brute-force effort: finding distinct messages with
the same hash-value should take about % + ) operations, and finding a message yielding a

c
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Name Bitlength Rounds 2 Steps per round Relative speed

MD4 3.4.5 6�273.8 3/9;:�:
MD5 3.4.5 <�273.8 :/9;8�5
RIPEMD-128 3.4.5 <�273.8 twice (in parallel) :/9;6�=
SHA-1 3.8.: <�274.: :/9;4�5
RIPEMD-160 3.8.: >�273.8 twice (in parallel) :/9;4�<

Table 9.5: Summary of selected hash functions based on MD4.

Name String Hash value (as a hex byte string)

MD4 “” 31d6cfe0d16ae931b73c59d7e0c089c0
“a” bde52cb31de33e46245e05fbdbd6fb24
“abc” a448017aaf21d8525fc10ae87aa6729d
“abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz” d79e1c308aa5bbcdeea8ed63df412da9

MD5 “” d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e
“a” 0cc175b9c0f1b6a831c399e269772661
“abc” 900150983cd24fb0d6963f7d28e17f72
“abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz” c3fcd3d76192e4007dfb496cca67e13b

SHA-1 “” da39a3ee5e6b4b0d3255bfef95601890afd80709
“a” 86f7e437faa5a7fce15d1ddcb9eaeaea377667b8
“abc” a9993e364706816aba3e25717850c26c9cd0d89d
“abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz” 32d10c7b8cf96570ca04ce37f2a19d84240d3a89

RIPEMD-160 “” 9c1185a5c5e9fc54612808977ee8f548b2258d31
“a” 0bdc9d2d256b3ee9daae347be6f4dc835a467ffe
“abc” 8eb208f7e05d987a9b044a8e98c6b087f15a0bfc
“abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz” f71c27109c692c1b56bbdceb5b9d2865b3708dbc

Table 9.6: Test vectors for selected hash functions.

Notation Meaning? , @ , A variables representing 32-bit quantities
0x67452301 hexadecimal 32-bit integer (least significant byte: 01)B

addition modulo 4(C�D? bitwise complement?FE�GIH result of rotating ? left through H positions? @ bitwise AND?KJ @ bitwise inclusive-OR?ML @ bitwise exclusive-ORNPO ?MQ @ Q ASR ? @ J ? AT O ?UQ @ Q ASR ? @ JS? A J @/AV O ?UQ @ Q ASR ?WL @ L AO�XZY Q 9(9[9 Q X]\ R E simultaneous assignments
O^X]_ Ea` _ R ,O ` Y Q 9(9[9 Q(` \ R where

O ` Y Q 9(9[9 Q(` \ R is evaluated prior to any assignments

Table 9.7: Notation for MD4-family algorithms.
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pre-specified hash-value about b/c^d�e operations. It is now known that MD4 fails to meet this
goal (Remark 9.50). Nonetheless, a full description of MD4 is included as Algorithm 9.49
for historical and cryptanalytic reference. It also serves as a convenient reference for de-
scribing, and allowing comparisons between, other hash functions in this family.

9.49 Algorithm MD4 hash function

INPUT: bitstring f of arbitrary bitlength g�hji . (For notation see Table 9.7.)
OUTPUT: k.b�l -bit hash-code of f . (See Table 9.6 for test vectors.)

1. Definition of constants. Define four 32-bit initial chaining values (IVs):m con 0x67452301,
m dpn 0xefcdab89,

m.q n 0x98badcfe,
m�r n 0x10325476.

Define additive 32-bit constants:s�t uwv n 0, iSx u xjk�y ;s�t uwv n 0x5a827999, k.zSx u x|{.k ; (constant = square-root of 2)s�t uwv n 0x6ed9eba1, {.bpx u x~}.� ; (constant = square-root of 3)
Define order for accessing source words (each list contains 0 through 15):�Pt i/����k.y v n t i���k/��b/��{��(}��(y���z/���/��l��(���(k.i.�(k.k.�(k.b.�(k�{��(k�}��(k�y v ,�Pt k�z����;{�k v n t i��(}��(l���k�b��(k���y/���/��k.{/��b.�(z��(k�i��(k�}��({.���/��k.k.�(k.y v ,�Pt {�b����;}�� v n t i��(l��(}���k�b��(b���k�i��(z���k�}���k/���.�(y��(k�{��({.��k�k.���.�(k.y v .
Finally define the number of bit positions for left shifts (rotates):��t i/����k.y v n t {��(���(k.k��(k.�/��{��(���(k.k��(k.�.�({����/��k�k/��k��/��{.�(���(k�k���k�� v ,��t k�z����;{�k v n t {/��y��(���(k.{��({��(y����/��k�{���{/��y.�(���(k�{��({.��y/���.�(k�{ v ,��t {�b����;}�� v n t {/�����(k.k/��k.y/��{/�����(k.k/��k.y/��{.�(����k�k.��k�y.��{/���.�(k.k.�(k.y v .

2. Preprocessing. Pad f such that its bitlength is a multiple of 512, as follows. Append
a single 1-bit, then append �M��k ( h~i ) i -bits for the smallest � resulting in a bitlength
64 less than a multiple of 512. Finally append the 64-bit representation of g�������b(� r ,
as two 32-bit words with least significant word first. (Regarding converting between
streams of bytes and 32-bit words, the convention is little-endian; see Note 9.48.) Let� be the number of 512-bit blocks in the resulting string ( g�������z.} n y.k�b � n{.b���k.z � ). The formatted input consists of k.z � 32-bit words: f��[f c �[�(��f c�������c . Ini-
tialize:  ¢¡ c �[¡ d �[¡ q �(¡ r.£�¤   m c � m d � m q � m r�£ .

3. Processing. For each ¥ from i to � �¦k , copy the ¥¨§�© block of 16 32-bit words into
temporary storage: ª t u[v ¤ f c^��«¬I® �]i¯x u x°k.y , then process these as below in
three 16-step rounds before updating the chaining variables:
(initialize working variables)  ¢±²�(³��(´��(µ £�¤  ¢¡ c �[¡ d �(¡ q �(¡ r.£ .
(Round 1) For u from i to k�y do the following:¶ ¤  �±·�¹¸P ¢³��(´��(µ £ �Zª t �Pt uwv�v � s�t uwv £ ,  ¢±²�(³��(´��(µ £�¤  ¢µ�� ¶ ¤�º ��t u[v �(³��(´ £ .
(Round 2) For u from k.z to {�k do the following:¶ ¤  �±·�¼»½ �³S�[´��(µ £ �¼ª t �½t uwv�v � s�t uwv £ ,  ¢±¾�[³S�[´��(µ £�¤  �µ�� ¶ ¤�º ��t uwv £ �(³��(´ £ .
(Round 3) For u from {.b to }�� do the following:¶ ¤  �±·� m  �³S�[´��(µ £ �¼ª t �½t uwv�v � s�t uwv £ ,  ¢±¾�[³S�[´��(µ £�¤  �µ�� ¶ ¤�º ��t uwv £ �[³S�(´ £ .
(update chaining values)  �¡ c �(¡ d �(¡ q �[¡ r £�¤  �¡ c �7±¾�(¡ d �¿³��(¡ q �7´��(¡ r �¿µ £ .

4. Completion. The final hash-value is the concatenation: ¡ c(À�À ¡ d�À�À ¡ q À�À ¡ r
(with first and last bytes the low- and high-order bytes of ¡ c , ¡ r , respectively).

9.50 Remark (MD4 collisions) Collisions have been found for MD4 in b[d � compression func-
tion computations (cf. Table 9.3). For this reason, MD4 is no longer recommended for use
as a collision-resistant hash function. While its utility as a one-way function has not been
studied in light of this result, it is prudent to expect a preimage attack on MD4 requiring
fewer than b�c�d�e operations will be found.
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(ii) MD5

MD5 (Algorithm 9.51) was designed as a strengthened version of MD4, prior to actual MD4
collisions being found. It has enjoyed widespread use in practice. It has also now been
found to have weaknesses (Remark 9.52).

The changes made to obtain MD5 from MD4 are as follows:

1. addition of a fourth round of 16 steps, and a Round 4 function
2. replacement of the Round 2 function by a new function
3. modification of the access order for message words in Rounds 2 and 3
4. modification of the shift amounts (such that shifts differ in distinct rounds)
5. use of unique additive constants in each of the Ã²Ä�Å�Æ steps, based on the integer part

of Ç(È�É²ÊÌË�Í�ÎIÏ�Ð�Ñ for step Ð (requiring overall, 256 bytes of storage)
6. addition of output from the previous step into each of the 64 steps.

9.51 Algorithm MD5 hash function

INPUT: bitstring Ò of arbitrary bitlength Ó�ÔjÕ . (For notation, see Table 9.7.)
OUTPUT: Å.Ç�Ö -bit hash-code of Ò . (See Table 9.6 for test vectors.)

MD5 is obtained from MD4 by making the following changes.

1. Notation. Replace the Round 2 function by: ×½Ï^ØUÙÛÚPÙÛÜSÑ�Ý(Þ¨ßà Ø�Üâá�Ú Ü .

Define a Round 4 function: ãIÏ�ØMÙ¨ÚäÙ¨ÜSÑ�Ý[Þ¨ßà ÚKå|Ï�Øæá Ü�Ñ .
2. Definition of constants. Redefine unique additive constants:ç�è Ðwé à first 32 bits of binary value ê�ëIËìÏ¢Ë¢Í�ÎíÏ^Ðïî7Å�ÑìÑ , Õpð·Ð�ð~Æ.ñ , where Ð is in radians

and “abs” denotes absolute value. Redefine access order for words in Rounds 2 and
3, and define for Round 4:òPè Å�Æ�ó�ó;ñ�Å�é à è Å�Ù(Æ�Ù(Å.Å�Ù(Õ�Ù(ô�Ù�Å�Õ�Ù(Å.ô�Ù(Ã�Ù�õ/Ù�Å�Ã/Ù�ñ.Ù(Ö�Ù(Å�ñ�Ù(Ç.Ù�ö.Ù(Å.Ç÷é ,òPè ñ�Ç�ó�ó;Ã�ö�é à è ô�Ù(Ö�Ù(Å.Å�Ù(Å.Ã/Ù�Å�Ù(Ã�Ù(ö�Ù�Å�Õ�Ù�Å�ñ.Ù�Õ/Ù�ñ.Ù(Æ�Ù(õ.Ù�Å�Ç.Ù�Å�ô/Ù�Ç÷é ,òPè Ã�Ö�ó�ó;Æ�ñ�é à è Õ�Ù(ö�Ù(Å.Ã�Ù(ô�Ù(Å.Ç�Ù(ñ�Ù(Å.Õ�Ù(Å�Ù�Ö/Ù�Å�ô/Ù�Æ.Ù(Å.ñ.Ù(Ã�Ù(Å�Å�Ù�Ç/Ù�õ÷é .
Redefine number of bit positions for left shifts (rotates):ø�è Õ/ó�ó�Å.ô�é à è ö�Ù(Å.Ç/Ù�Å.ö/Ù�Ç�Ç�Ù�ö/Ù�Å�Ç�Ù�Å�ö.Ù�Ç�Ç.Ù�ö/Ù�Å�Ç/Ù�Å.ö�Ù�Ç.Ç�Ù�ö�Ù(Å�Ç�Ù(Å�ö�Ù(Ç�Ç�é ,ø�è Å�Æ�ó�ó;ñ�Å�é à è ô/Ù�õ�Ù(Å.Ã/Ù�Ç.Õ/Ù�ô/Ù�õ�Ù(Å.Ã/Ù�Ç.Õ/Ù�ô.Ù(õ�Ù�Å�Ã.Ù�Ç�Õ.Ù�ô/Ù�õ.Ù(Å.Ã.Ù(Ç.Õ÷é ,ø�è ñ�Ç�ó�ó;Ã�ö�é à è Ã/Ù�Å.Å/Ù�Å�Æ�Ù�Ç�ñ�Ù(Ã�Ù�Å�Å�Ù(Å.Æ�Ù(Ç�ñ�Ù(Ã.Ù�Å�Å.Ù�Å.Æ�Ù�Ç.ñ�Ù�Ã�Ù�Å.Å�Ù�Å.Æ�Ù�Ç.ñ�é ,ø�è Ã�Ö�ó�ó;Æ�ñ�é à è Æ/Ù�Å.Õ/Ù�Å�ô�Ù�Ç�Å�Ù(Æ�Ù�Å�Õ�Ù(Å.ô�Ù(Ç�Å�Ù(Æ.Ù�Å�Õ.Ù�Å.ô�Ù�Ç.Å�Ù�Æ�Ù�Å.Õ�Ù�Å.ô�Ù�Ç.Å�é .

3. Preprocessing. As in MD4.
4. Processing. In each of Rounds 1, 2, and 3, replace “ ùûúüÏ�ý7ú�þ ø�è Ðwé�Ñ ” by “ ùÿúùjî¦Ï�ý ú�þ ø�è Ðwé¨Ñ ”. Also, immediately following Round 3 add:

(Round 4) For Ð from Ã.Ö to Æ�ñ do the following:ý¦úûÏ � î�ãIÏ¢ùSÙ���Ù�� Ñ�î�� è ò½è Ðwé�é�î ç�è Ð[é¨Ñ , Ï � Ù(ù�Ù���Ù�� ÑoúûÏ���Ù(ù�î�Ï^ý�ú�þ ø�è Ð[é¨Ñ¢Ù[ùSÙ���Ñ .
5. Completion. As in MD4.

9.52 Remark (MD5 compression function collisions) While no collisions for MD5 have yet
been found (cf. Table 9.3), collisions have been found for the MD5 compression function.
More specifically, these are called collisions for random IV. (See 	 9.7.2, and in particular
Definition 9.97 and Note 9.98.)
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(iii) SHA-1

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), based on MD4, was proposed by the U.S. National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) for certain U.S. federal government appli-
cations. The main differences of SHA-1 from MD4 are as follows:

1. The hash-value is 160 bits, and five (vs. four) 32-bit chaining variables are used.
2. The compression function has four rounds instead of three, using the MD4 step func-

tions 
 , � , and � as follows: 
 in the first, � in the third, and � in both the second and
fourth rounds. Each round has 20 steps instead of 16.

3. Within the compression function, each 16-word message block is expanded to an 80-
word block, by a process whereby each of the last 64 of the 80 words is the XOR of
4 words from earlier positions in the expanded block. These 80 words are then input
one-word-per-step to the 80 steps.

4. The core step is modified as follows: the only rotate used is a constant 5-bit rotate;
the fifth working variable is added into each step result; message words from the ex-
panded message block are accessed sequentially; and  is updated as � rotated left
30 bits, rather than simply � .

5. SHA-1 uses four non-zero additive constants, whereas MD4 used three constants
only two of which were non-zero.

The byte ordering used for converting between streams of bytes and 32-bit words in the
official SHA-1 specification is big-endian (see Note 9.48); this differs from MD4 which is
little-endian.

9.53 Algorithm Secure Hash Algorithm – revised (SHA-1)

INPUT: bitstring � of bitlength ����� . (For notation, see Table 9.7.)
OUTPUT: ����� -bit hash-code of � . (See Table 9.6 for test vectors.)

SHA-1 is defined (with reference to MD4) by making the following changes.

1. Notation. As in MD4.
2. Definition of constants. Define a fifth IV to match those in MD4: ����� 0xc3d2e1f0.

Define per-round integer additive constants: ����� 0x5a827999, �� !� 0x6ed9eba1,
��"�� 0x8f1bbcdc, ��#�� 0xca62c1d6. (No order for accessing source words, or spec-
ification of bit positions for left shifts is required.)

3. Overall preprocessing. Pad as in MD4, except the final two 32-bit words specifying
the bitlength � is appended with most significant word preceding least significant.
As in MD4, the formatted input is ���%$ 32-bit words: �'&��(�*)�)�)+�(�-,/.�0*� . Initialize
chaining variables: 1�23��4�2� 54�2 " 4�2 # 4�26�5798:1;�<�%4��� 54�� " 4�� # 4�����7 .

4. Processing. For each = from � to $?>@� , copy the =BADC block of sixteen 32-bit words
into temporary storage: EGF HJIK8L� �D,NMPORQ 4��TSUH3SV��W , and process these as below in
four 20-step rounds before updating the chaining variables:
(expand 16-word block into 80-word block; let E Q denote EGF HJI )
for H from ��� to X�Y , EZQ68:1;1[E\Q%0 "^] E\Q%0^_ ] E\Q%0`� #5] E\Q%0*�D,a798�bc��7 .
(initialize working variables) 1;d�4��e4�f4�g\4�h�7i8j1;23��4�26 �4�2 " 4�2 # 4�2���7 .
(Round 1) For H from � to ��Y do the following:k 8:1;1;d�8�bcW�7[lm
<1;�T4�f4�g37*l@hmlnE\Qoln��� ),
1;d�4��e4�f4�g\4�h�7�8:1 k 4�dp4��q8�bcr���4�f4�g37 .
(Round 2) For H from s�� to r�Y do the following:k 8:1;1;d�8�bcW�7[lm�c1��T4�f4�g37`lmhmltE\Q9lt�� ),
1;d�4��e4�f4�g\4�h�7�8:1 k 4�dp4��q8�bcr���4�f4�g37 .
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(Round 3) For w from x�y to z�{ do the following:|@}:~;~;��}�� z��[�n� ~��T���f��� �`�m�m�t�\�9�t��� ),~;�����e���f���\� ��� }:~D|����p���q}��c� y ���f��� � .
(Round 4) For w from ��y to ��{ do the following:|@}:~;~;��}�� z��[�m� ~��T���f��� �`�m�m�t� � �t��� ),~;�����e���f���\� ��� }:~D|����p���q}��c� y ���f��� � .
(update chaining values)~;�3�����6����� � ��� � ���6� � }j~;�3� � �p���6� � �T��� � � �f��� ��� �\���6� �m��� .

5. Completion. The hash-value is:
� ����� � �5��� � � ��� � � ��� � �

(with first and last bytes the high- and low-order bytes of
� �

,
� �

, respectively).

9.54 Remark (security of SHA-1) Compared to 128-bit hash functions, the 160-bit hash-value
of SHA-1 provides increased security against brute-force attacks. SHA-1 and RIPEMD-
160 (see � 9.4.2(iv)) presently appear to be of comparable strength; both are considered
stronger than MD5 (Remark 9.52). In SHA-1, a significant effect of the expansion of 16-
word message blocks to 80 words in the compression function is that any two distinct 16-
word blocks yield 80-word values which differ in a larger number of bit positions, signif-
icantly expanding the number of bit differences among message words input to the com-
pression function. The redundancy added by this preprocessing evidently adds strength.

(iv) RIPEMD-160

RIPEMD-160 (Algorithm 9.55) is a hash function based on MD4, taking into account
knowledge gained in the analysis of MD4, MD5, and RIPEMD. The overall RIPEMD-160
compression function maps 21-word inputs (5-word chaining variable plus 16-word mes-
sage block, with 32-bit words) to 5-word outputs. Each input block is processed in parallel
by distinct versions (the left line and right line) of the compression function. The 160-bit
outputs of the separate lines are combined to give a single 160-bit output.

Notation Definition� ~D���B�[�B� � �o 9�[ i�
� ~-�(�+�<�+� � ����¡ �c�
� ~-�(�+�<�+� � ~-�¢¡ � �  i�£ ~D���B�[�B� � ���¤¡a� �¥ ~-�(�+�<�+� � �o �~D�3¡ � �

Table 9.8: RIPEMD-160 round function definitions.

The RIPEMD-160 compression function differs from MD4 in the number of words of
chaining variable, the number of rounds, the round functions themselves (Table 9.8), the
order in which the input words are accessed, and the amounts by which results are rotated.
The left and and right computation lines differ from each other in these last two items, in
their additive constants, and in the order in which the round functions are applied. This de-
sign is intended to improve resistance against known attack strategies. Each of the parallel
lines uses the same IV as SHA-1. When writing the IV as a bitstring, little-endian ordering
is used for RIPEMD-160 as in MD4 (vs. big-endian in SHA-1; see Note 9.48).
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9.55 Algorithm RIPEMD-160 hash function

INPUT: bitstring ¦ of bitlength §�¨�© .
OUTPUT: ª�«�© -bit hash-code of ¦ . (See Table 9.6 for test vectors.)

RIPEMD-160 is defined (with reference to MD4) by making the following changes.
1. Notation. See Table 9.7, with MD4 round functions ¬ ,  , ® redefined per Table 9.8

(which also defines the new round functions ¯ , ° ).
2. Definition of constants. Define a fifth IV: ®�±�² 0xc3d2e1f0. In addition:

(a) Use the MD4 additive constants for the left line, renamed: ³µ´·¶ ¸J¹K² 0, ©�º»¸¼º
ª�½ ; ³5´f¶ ¸J¹f² 0x5a827999, ª�«¾º¤¸nºÀ¿�ª ; ³5´f¶ ¸J¹�² 0x6ed9eba1, ¿�Á!º¤¸nºÀÂ�Ã .
Define two further constants (square roots of 5,7): ³µ´f¶ ¸J¹9² 0x8f1bbcdc, Â�Ä¼º
¸¼º�«�¿ ; ³5´f¶ ¸�¹K² 0xa953fd4e, «�ÂaºU¸¼º�Ã�Å .

(b) Define five new additive constants for the right line (cube roots of 2,3,5,7):
³5ÆÇ¶ ¸J¹È² 0x50a28be6, ©aºÉ¸3ºVª�½ ; ³5ÆÇ¶ ¸J¹È² 0x5c4dd124, ª�«�º»¸¼º�¿�ª ;
³5ÆÇ¶ ¸J¹e² 0x6d703ef3, ¿�Á»ºÊ¸mºËÂ�Ã ; ³5Æ�¶ ¸J¹e² 0x7a6d76e9, Â�Ä»ºÌ¸ÍºÎ«�¿ ;
³5ÆÇ¶ ¸J¹È² 0, «�ÂaºÉ¸¼º�Ã�Å .

(c) See Table 9.9 for constants for step ¸ of the compression function: Ï ´ ¶ ¸J¹ , Ï/ÆÇ¶ ¸J¹
specify the access order for source words in the left and right lines; ÐN´f¶ ¸J¹ , Ð Æ ¶ ¸J¹
the number of bit positions for rotates (see below).

3. Preprocessing. As in MD4, with addition of a fifth chaining variable: Ñ6±TÒj®�± .
4. Processing. For each Ó from © to Ô?Õ@ª , copy the ÓBÖD× block of sixteen 32-bit words

into temporary storage: ØG¶ ¸J¹KÒL¦�ÙDÚNÛPÜRÝßÞ�©TºU¸3ºVª�½ . Then:
(a) Execute five 16-step rounds of the left line as follows:à;á ´ Þ�â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´ Þ�å ´Kæ Ò à Ñ3Ù�Þ�Ñ�ç5Þ�Ñ6è�Þ�Ñ6é�Þ�Ñ ±5æ .

(left Round 1) For ¸ from © to ª�½ do the following:ê Ò à;á ´¾ë ¬ à â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´Kæ[ë ØG¶ Ï ´ ¶ ¸J¹�¹ ë ³ ´ ¶ ¸J¹ æ ,à;á ´(Þ�â·´(Þ�ã�´(Þ�ä�´KÞ�å9´ æ Ò à å9´�Þ�å9´ ë à ê Ò�ìcÐN´�¶ ¸J¹ æ Þ�â·´(Þ�ã(´íÒ�ì^ª�©5Þ�ä�´ æ .
(left Round 2) For ¸ from ª�« to ¿�ª do the following:ê Ò à;á ´ ë  à â�´KÞ�ã�´(Þ�ä�´ æ[ë ØG¶ ÏN´�¶ ¸�¹�¹ ë ³5´�¶ ¸�¹ æ ,à;á ´(Þ�â·´(Þ�ã�´(Þ�ä�´KÞ�å9´ æ Ò à å9´�Þ�å9´ ë à ê Ò�ìcÐN´�¶ ¸J¹ æ Þ�â·´(Þ�ã(´íÒ�ì^ª�©5Þ�ä�´ æ .
(left Round 3) For ¸ from ¿�Á to Â�Ã do the following:ê Ò à;á ´ ë ® à â�´(Þ�ã�´(Þ�ä�´ æ`ë ØG¶ Ï/´·¶ ¸�¹�¹ ë ³5´�¶ ¸�¹ æ ,à;á ´(Þ�â·´(Þ�ã�´(Þ�ä�´KÞ�å9´ æ Ò à å9´�Þ�å9´ ë à ê Ò�ìcÐN´�¶ ¸J¹ æ Þ�â·´(Þ�ã(´íÒ�ì^ª�©5Þ�ä�´ æ .
(left Round 4) For ¸ from Â�Ä to «�¿ do the following:ê Ò à;á ´¾ë ¯ à â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´Èæ`ë Øî¶ Ï ´ ¶ ¸J¹�¹ ë ³ ´ ¶ ¸J¹ æ ,à;á ´ Þ�â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´ Þ�å ´Kæ Ò à å ´ Þ�å ´Zë à ê Ò�ìcÐ ´ ¶ ¸J¹ æ Þ�â ´ Þ�ã ´ Ò�ì^ª�©5Þ�ä ´Èæ .
(left Round 5) For ¸ from «�Â to Ã�Å do the following:ê Ò à;á ´¾ë ° à â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´Èæ`ë Øî¶ Ï ´ ¶ ¸J¹�¹ ë ³ ´ ¶ ¸J¹ æ ,à;á ´ Þ�â ´ Þ�ã ´ Þ�ä ´ Þ�å ´Kæ Ò à å ´ Þ�å ´Zë à ê Ò�ìcÐ ´ ¶ ¸J¹ æ Þ�â ´ Þ�ã ´ Ò�ì^ª�©5Þ�ä ´Èæ .

(b) Execute in parallel with the above five rounds an analogous right line withà;á Æ Þ�â Æ Þ�ã Æ Þ�ä Æ Þ�å Æ æ , ³ Æ ¶ ¸J¹ , Ï Æ ¶ ¸J¹ , Ð Æ ¶ ¸J¹ replacing the corresponding quan-
tities with subscript ï ; and the order of the round functions reversed so that their
order is: ° , ¯ , ® ,  , and ¬ . Start by initializing the right line working variables:à;á Æ Þ�â Æ Þ�ã Æ Þ�ä Æ Þ�å Æ æ Ò à Ñ Ù Þ�Ñ ç Þ�Ñ è Þ�Ñ é Þ�Ñ6± æ .

(c) After executing both the left and right lines above, update the chaining values
as follows:

ê ÒðÑ Ù , Ñ Ù ÒðÑ ç ë ã(´ ë ä Æ , Ñ ç ÒðÑ è ë äÇ´ ë å Æ , Ñ è Ò
Ñ é ë å9´ ë á Æ , Ñ é ÒjÑ6± ë á ´ ë â Æ , Ñ6±TÒ ê ë â·´ ë ã Æ .

5. Completion. The final hash-value is the concatenation: Ñ3Ù�ñ�ñòÑ6ç^ñ�ñ�Ñ6è5ñ�ñòÑ6éµñ�ñ�Ñ ±
(with first and last bytes the low- and high-order bytes of Ñ Ù , Ñ6± , respectively).
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Variable Valueõ�ö [ 0..15] [ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15]õ�ö [16..31] [ 7, 4,13, 1,10, 6,15, 3,12, 0, 9, 5, 2,14,11, 8]õ ö [32..47] [ 3,10,14, 4, 9,15, 8, 1, 2, 7, 0, 6,13,11, 5,12]õ ö [48..63] [ 1, 9,11,10, 0, 8,12, 4,13, 3, 7,15,14, 5, 6, 2]õ�ö [64..79] [ 4, 0, 5, 9, 7,12, 2,10,14, 1, 3, 8,11, 6,15,13]õ�÷ [ 0..15] [ 5,14, 7, 0, 9, 2,11, 4,13, 6,15, 8, 1,10, 3,12]õ�÷ [16..31] [ 6,11, 3, 7, 0,13, 5,10,14,15, 8,12, 4, 9, 1, 2]õ ÷ [32..47] [15, 5, 1, 3, 7,14, 6, 9,11, 8,12, 2,10, 0, 4,13]õ ÷ [48..63] [ 8, 6, 4, 1, 3,11,15, 0, 5,12, 2,13, 9, 7,10,14]õ�÷ [64..79] [12,15,10, 4, 1, 5, 8, 7, 6, 2,13,14, 0, 3, 9,11]ø%ö [ 0..15] [11,14,15,12, 5, 8, 7, 9,11,13,14,15, 6, 7, 9, 8]ø%ö [16..31] [ 7, 6, 8,13,11, 9, 7,15, 7,12,15, 9,11, 7,13,12]ø ö [32..47] [11,13, 6, 7,14, 9,13,15,14, 8,13, 6, 5,12, 7, 5]ø ö [48..63] [11,12,14,15,14,15, 9, 8, 9,14, 5, 6, 8, 6, 5,12]ø%ö [64..79] [ 9,15, 5,11, 6, 8,13,12, 5,12,13,14,11, 8, 5, 6]ø%÷ [ 0..15] [ 8, 9, 9,11,13,15,15, 5, 7, 7, 8,11,14,14,12, 6]ø%÷ [16..31] [ 9,13,15, 7,12, 8, 9,11, 7, 7,12, 7, 6,15,13,11]ø ÷ [32..47] [ 9, 7,15,11, 8, 6, 6,14,12,13, 5,14,13,13, 7, 5]ø ÷ [48..63] [15, 5, 8,11,14,14, 6,14, 6, 9,12, 9,12, 5,15, 8]ø%÷ [64..79] [ 8, 5,12, 9,12, 5,14, 6, 8,13, 6, 5,15,13,11,11]

Table 9.9: RIPEMD-160 word-access orders and rotate counts (cf. Algorithm 9.55).

9.4.3 Hash functions based on modular arithmetic

The basic idea of hash functions based on modular arithmetic is to construct an iterated
hash function using mod ù arithmetic as the basis of a compression function. Two moti-
vating factors are re-use of existing software or hardware (in public-key systems) for mod-
ular arithmetic, and scalability to match required security levels. Significant disadvantages,
however, include speed (e.g., relative to the customized hash functions of ú 9.4.2), and an
embarrassing history of insecure proposals.

MASH

MASH-1 (Modular Arithmetic Secure Hash, algorithm 1) is a hash function based on mod-
ular arithmetic. It has been proposed for inclusion in a draft ISO/IEC standard. MASH-1
involves use of an RSA-like modulus ù , whose bitlength affects the security. ù should
be difficult to factor, and for ù of unknown factorization, the security is based in part on
the difficulty of extracting modular roots ( ú 3.5.2). The bitlength of ù also determines the
blocksize for processing messages, and the size of the hash-result (e.g., a 1025-bit modulus
yields a 1024-bit hash-result). As a recent proposal, its security remains open to question
(page 381). Techniques for reducing the size of the final hash-result have also been pro-
posed, but their security is again undetermined as yet.
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9.56 Algorithm MASH-1 (version of Nov. 1995)

INPUT: data û of bitlength üTýVþ�ÿ���� ��� .
OUTPUT: � -bit hash of û (� is approximately the bitlength of the modulus � ).

1. System setup and constant definitions. Fix an RSA-like modulus �
	��� of bitlength� , where � and  are randomly chosen secret primes such that the factorization of
� is intractable. Define the bitlength � of the hash-result to be the largest multiple
of 16 less than � (i.e., ��	��������Tÿ � ). ����	jü is defined as an IV, and an � -
bit integer constant ��	 0xf0 ����� 0. “  ” denotes bitwise inclusive-OR; “ ! ” denotes
bitwise exclusive-OR.

2. Padding, blocking, and MD-strengthening. Pad û with 0-bits, if necessary, to obtain
a string of bitlength "$#%�'&�� for the smallest possible ")(*� . Divide the padded text into
(�'&+� )-bit blocks û-,�.������/.Bû10 , and append a final block û1032/, containing the (�'&�� )-bit
representation of þ .

3. Expansion. Expand each û14 to an � -bit block 564 by partitioning it into (4-bit) nibbles
and inserting four 1-bits preceding each, except for 5 032/, wherein the inserted nibble
is 1010 (not 1111).

4. Compression function processing. For �aý87·ý8"�9:� , map two � -bit inputs ( � 4<; , , 5 4 )
to one � -bit output as follows: � 4>=
?@?�?@? � 4<; ,A!'5 4@B  C� B �ED:FHG � B�I � B !J� 4K; , .
Here I � denotes keeping the rightmost � bits of the � -bit result to its left.

5. Completion. The hash is the � -bit block � 032�, .
MASH-2 is defined as per MASH-1 with the exponent L>	M� used for squaring in the

compression function processing stage (step 4) replaced with LN	���O)9P� .

9.5 Keyed hash functions (MACs)

Keyed hash functions whose specific purpose is message authentication are called message
authentication code (MAC) algorithms. Compared to the large number of MDC algorithms,
prior to 1995 relatively few MAC algorithms had been proposed, presumably because the
original proposals, which were widely adopted in practice, were adequate. Many of these
are for historical reasons block-cipher based. Those with relatively short MAC bitlengths
(e.g., 32-bits for MAA) or short keys (e.g., 56 bits for MACs based on DES-CBC) may still
offer adequate security, depending on the computational resources available to adversaries,
and the particular environment of application.

Many iterated MACs can be described as iterated hash functions (see Figure 9.2, and
equation (9.1) on page 333). In this case, the MAC key is generally part of the output trans-
formation Q ; it may also be an input to the compression function in the first iteration, and
be involved in the compression function R at every stage.

Fact 9.57 is a general result giving an upper bound on the security of MACs.

9.57 Fact (birthday attack on MACs) Let S be a MAC algorithm based on an iterated com-
pression function, which has � bits of internal chaining variable, and is deterministic (i.e.,
the � -bit result is fully determined by the message). Then MAC forgery is possible usingT ? � � �@� B known text-MAC pairs plus a number U of chosen text-MAC pairs which (depend-
ing on S ) is between � and about � � ;WV .
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9.5.1 MACs based on block ciphers

CBC-based MACs

The most commonly used MAC algorithm based on a block cipher makes use of cipher-
block-chaining ( Z 7.2.2(ii)). When DES is used as the block cipher [ , \8]_^�` in what fol-
lows, and the MAC key is a 56-bit DES key.

9.58 Algorithm CBC-MAC

INPUT: data a ; specification of block cipher [ ; secret MAC key b for [ .
OUTPUT: \ -bit MAC on a (\ is the blocklength of [ ).

1. Padding and blocking. Pad a if necessary (e.g., using Algorithm 9.30). Divide the
padded text into \ -bit blocks denoted a-c�d�e�e�e1d3a1f .

2. CBC processing. Letting ['g denote encryption using [ with key b , compute the
block h f as follows: h cji [ gHk a cml ; hon i [ gHk hon<p c�q a�n l , rtsvuwsyx . (This is
standard cipher-block-chaining, z1{_]�| , discarding ciphertext blocks }~n-]_hon .)

3. Optional process to increase strength of MAC. Using a second secret key b+�j�]�b ,
optionally compute: h��f i [ p cg+� k h f�l , h f)i [ gHk h��f l . (This amounts to using two-
key triple-encryption on the last block; see Remark 9.59.)

4. Completion. The MAC is the \ -bit block h f .
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Figure 9.6: CBC-based MAC algorithm.

For CBC-MAC with \�]�^$`�]�� , Fact 9.57 applies with ��]�� .
9.59 Remark (CBC-MAC strengthening) The optional process reduces the threat of exhaus-

tive key search, and prevents chosen-text existential forgery (Example 9.62), without im-
pacting the efficiency of the intermediate stages as would using two-key triple-encryption
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throughout. Alternatives to combat such forgery include prepending the input with a length
block before the MAC computation; or using key � to encrypt the length � yielding ���1��'��� ��  , before using � � as the key to MAC the message.

9.60 Remark (truncated MAC outputs) Exhaustive attack may, depending on the unicity dis-
tance of the MAC, be precluded (information-theoretically) by using less than ¡ bits of the
final output as the � -bit MAC. (This must be traded off against an increase in the proba-
bility of randomly guessing the MAC: ¢¤£W¥ .) For �¦�¨§$¢ and

� � DES, an exhaustive
attack reduces the key space to about ¢�©�ª possibilities. However, even for �¬«�¡ , a second
text-MAC pair almost certainly determines a unique MAC key.

9.61 Remark (CBC-MAC IV) While a random IV in CBC encryption serves to prevent a code-
book attack on the first ciphertext block, this is not a concern in a MAC algorithm.

9.62 Example (existential forgery of CBC-MAC) While CBC-MAC is secure for messages of
a fixed number  of blocks, additional measures (beyond simply adding a trailing length-
block) are required if variable length messages are allowed, otherwise (adaptive chosen-
text) existential forgery is possible as follows. Assume ®�¯ is an ¡ -bit block, and let °J±
denote the ¡ -bit binary representation of ± . Let

� ®-²�³�´�²m  be a known text-MAC pair, and
request the MAC ´ © for the one-block message ® © �µ´�² ; then ´ © �

�'¶¤���'¶H� ®~²m � 
is also the MAC for the 2-block message

� ®~²�·¸·¸°�¹�  . As a less trivial example, given two
known text-MAC pairs

� ®~²�³�º»²�  , � ® © ³�º ©   for one-block messages ®~²�³¼® © , and request-
ing the MAC ´ on a chosen 2-block third message

� ®~²�·¸·¾½$  for a third text-MAC pair�@� ® ² ·¸·¿½� �³�´_  , then ºJ¯�� � ¶ � ®1¯¼  , ´ � � ¶ � º ²�À ½$  , and the MAC for the new 2-block
message ÁÂ�Ã® © ·¸·

� º ²�À ½ À º ©   is known – it is ´ also. Moreover, MD-strengthening
(Algorithm 9.26) does not address the problem: assume padding by Algorithm 9.29, re-
place the third message above by the 3-block message

� ® ² ·¿·¸°�Ä�ÅH·¿·¿½$  , note

º �¯ � � ¶ ��� ¶ � ®�¯�  À °�Ä$Å� �³�´ÇÆJ� � ¶ ��� ¶ ��� ¶ ��� ¶ � ® ²   À °�Ä�Å$  À ½$  À °�È�É$¢� �³
and ´ÇÆ is also the MAC for the new 3-block message Á�� � ® © ·¿·¸°�Ä�ÅH·¿·¿º �² À º �© À ½�  . Ê

9.63 Example (RIPE-MAC) RIPE-MAC is a variant of CBC-MAC. Two versions RIPE-
MAC1 and RIPE-MAC3, both producing 64-bit MACs, differ in their internal encryption
function E being either single DES or two-key triple-DES, respectively, requiring a 56-
or 112-bit key Ë (cf. Remark 9.59). Differences from Algorithm 9.58 are as follows: the
compression function uses a non-invertible chaining best described as CBC with data feed-
forward: º ¯�Ì �'¶¤� º ¯ £ ² À ® ¯   À ® ¯ ; after padding using Algorithm 9.30, a final 64-bit
length-block (giving bitlength of original input) is appended; the optional process of Al-
gorithm 9.58 is mandatory with final output block encrypted using key Ë � derived by com-
plementing alternating nibbles of Ë : for ËÍ�ÎË�ÏÑÐ�Ð�Ð�Ë�Ò�Æ a 56-bit DES key with parity bits
Ë6Ó�Ë ²ÕÔ Ð�Ð�ÐmË�Ò�Æ , Ë � ��Ë À 0xf0f0f0f0f0f0f0f0. Ê

9.5.2 Constructing MACs from MDCs

A common suggestion is to construct a MAC algorithm from an MDC algorithm, by simply
including a secret key Ë as part of the MDC input. A concern with this approach is that
implicit but unverified assumptions are often made about the properties that MDCs have;
in particular, while most MDCs are designed to provide one-wayness or collision resistance,
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the requirements of a MAC algorithm differ (Definition 9.7). Even in the case that a one-
way hash function precludes recovery of a secret key used as a partial message input (cf.
partial-preimage resistance, page 331), this does not guarantee the infeasibility of producing
MACs for new inputs. The following examples suggest that construction of a MAC from
a hash function requires careful analysis.

9.64 Example (secret prefix method) Consider a message ØCÙ�Ø-Ú3Ø�ÛÑÜ�Ü�Ü<Ø1Ý and an iterated MDCÞ
with compression function ß , with definition: à�á�ÙÎâ1ã�ä�àoåæÙ�ß�ç�àoå<è/Úmä¼Ø�å@é ; Þ çÕØ�é�Ù

àJÝ . (1) Suppose one attempts to use
Þ

as a MAC algorithm by prepending a secret key ê ,
so that the proposed MAC on Ø is ë Ù Þ ç�êíì¸ì Øîé . Then, extending the message Ø by an
arbitrary single block ï , one may deduce ëñð>Ù Þ ç�êíì¿ì Ø-ì¸ì ï�é as ß�ç�ëñä3ï1é without knowing
the secret key ê (the original MAC ë serves as chaining variable). This is true even for
hash functions whose preprocessing pads inputs with length indicators (e.g., MD5); in this
case, the padding/length-block ò for the original message Ø would appear as part of the
extended message, Ø~ì¿ì¿òHì¿ì ï , but a forged MAC on the latter may nonetheless be deduced. (2)
For similar reasons, it is insecure to use an MDC to construct a MAC algorithm by using the
secret MAC key ê as IV. If ê comprises the entire first block, then for efficiency ß�çóâ1ã�ä�ê¤é
may be precomputed, illustrating that an adversary need only find a ê+ð (not necessarily ê )
such that ß�çÕâ�ãîä�ê¤é~Ù_ß�çóâ1ãîä�ê+ð�é ; this is equivalent to using a secret IV. ô

9.65 Example (secret suffix method) An alternative proposal is to use a secret key as a suffix,
i.e., the õ -bit MAC on Ø is ëöÙ Þ çÕØ-ì¸ì¾êWé . In this case, a birthday attack applies ( ÷ 9.7.1).
An adversary free to choose the message Ø (or a prefix thereof) may, in O( øAù+ú Û ) operations,
find a pair of messages Ø-ä3Ø�ð for which

Þ çóØîéûÙ Þ çÕØüðKé . (This can be done off-line, and does
not require knowledge of ê ; the assumption here is that õ is the size of both the chaining
variable and the final output.) Obtaining a MAC ë on Ø by legitimate means then allows
an adversary to produce a correct text-MAC pair çóØüð<ä�ë_é for a new message Øüð . Note that
this method essentially hashes and then encrypts the hash-value in the final iteration; in this
weak form of MAC, the MAC-value depends only on the last chaining value, and the key
is used in only one step. ô

The above examples suggest that a MAC key should be involved at both the start and
the end of MAC computations, leading to Example 9.66.

9.66 Example (envelope method with padding) For a key ê and MDC
Þ

, compute the MAC
on a message Ø as:

Þ6ý çÕØ�éûÙ Þ ç�êNì¿ì3þ�ì¸ì<Ø:ì¸ìmê¤é . Here þ is a string used to pad ê to the length
of one block, to ensure that the internal computation involves at least two iterations. For
example, if

Þ
is MD5 and ê is 128 bits, þ is a 384-bit pad string. ô

Due to both a certificational attack against the MAC construction of Example 9.66 and
theoretical support for that of Example 9.67 (see page 382), the latter construction is fa-
vored.

9.67 Example (hash-based MAC) For a key ê and MDC
Þ

, compute the MAC on a message
Ø as HMAC çóØ�é>Ù Þ ç�êÿì¸ì<þ1Ú/ì¸ì Þ ç�êNì¸ì<þ$Û ì¿ì3Ø�é@é , where þ�Ú , þ6Û are distinct strings of sufficient
length to pad ê out to a full block for the compression function. The overall construction is
quite efficient despite two calls to

Þ
, since the outer execution processes only (e.g., if

Þ
is

MD5) a two-block input, independent of the length of Ø . ô
Additional suggestions for achieving MAC-like functionality by combining MDCs and

encryption are discussed in ÷ 9.6.5.
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9.5.3 Customized MACs

Two algorithms designed for the specific purpose of message authentication are discussed
in this section: MAA and MD5-MAC.

Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA)

The Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA), dating from 1983, is a customized MAC
algorithm for 32-bit machines, involving 32-bit operations throughout. It is specified as
Algorithm 9.68 and illustrated in Figure 9.7. The main loop consists of two parallel inter-
dependent streams of computation. Messages are processed in 4-byte blocks using 8 bytes
of chaining variable. The execution time (excluding key expansion) is proportional to mes-
sage length; as a rough guideline, MAA is twice as slow as MD4.

9.68 Algorithm Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA)

INPUT: data � of bitlength
�����

, �	� � �
���� ; secret 64-bit MAC key �
����� ����������� ��� .
OUTPUT: 32-bit MAC on � .

1. Message-independent key expansion. Expand key � to six 32-bit quantities � , � , � ,�
, � ,  (�"!�� are initial values; �#! � are main loop variables; �$!% are appended

to the message) as follows.
1.1 First replace any bytes 0x00 or 0xff in � as follows. &(')� ; for * from 1 to 8

( &+' � & ; if ��� *,�#� 0x00 or 0xff then ( &�'-&/.0� ; ��� *,�1'-��� *,� OR & )).
1.2 Let 2 and 3 be the first 4 bytes and last 4 bytes of � , and compute:4

�-'-254 (mod
��687:9 �<;8=>254 (mod

��687?9@� ;
�('A� 3CB (mod

�6D7E9 �<;F=>3GB (mod
��687:9@� ;H�%IJ�K.L&>; 7 (mod

�6D7?9@�
)

�('-25� (mod
�6D7?9 ��;F=>25� (mod

�6D7?9@� ;� '-3NM (mod
��687?9 �<;F=>3"M (mod

��687?9@� ;
�O'P2RQ (mod

�6D7?9 ��;F=>2RQ (mod
�6D7?9@� ;

 S'-3CT (mod
� 687 9 �<;F=>3GT (mod

� 687 9@� ;
1.3 Process the 3 resulting pairs IU�"!��V; , ID�W! � ; , ID�$!� 	; to remove any bytes 0x00,

0xff as for � earlier. Define the AND-OR constants: XY� 0x02040801, Z[�
0x00804021, \]� 0xbfef7fdf, ^_� 0x7dfefbff.

2. Initialization and preprocessing. Initialize the rotating vector: `a'-� , and the chain-
ing variables: bdce'f� , b 7 'g� . Append the key-derived blocks � ,  to � , and
let � ch���� �hi denote the resulting augmented segment of 32-bit blocks. (The final 2
blocks of the segment thus involve key-derived secrets.)

3. Block processing. Process each 32-bit block �hj (for * from 1 to k ) as follows.
`l'-Im`a'�no�p;D!/q+'-Im`$= � ;
k c 'rI8b c = � j ;ts c IDIJIDb 7 = � j ;h.0qV;vuxw0X?;vy?z:{]\>;
k 7 'rI8b 7 = � j ;ts 7 IDIJIDb c = � j ;h.0qV;vuxw0Z	;vy?z:{]^d;
b c '|k c , b 7 '|k 7
where s j denotes special multiplication mod

��687	9 * as noted above (*d�}� or
�
);

“+” is addition mod
��687

; and “ '�n1� ” denotes rotation left one bit. (Each combined
AND-OR operation on a 32-bit quantity sets 4 bits to 1, and 4 to 0, precluding 0-
multipliers.)

4. Completion. The resulting MAC is: b~�+b c =>b 7 .
�
In ISO 8731-2, a well-defined but unconventional definition of multiplication mod ���%�h�	� is specified, pro-

ducing 32-bit results which in some cases are ���%�W�G� or ���%�W�G� ; for this reason, specifying e.g., ��� here may
be ambiguous; the standard should be consulted for exact details.
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Figure 9.7: The Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA).

Since the relatively complex key expansion stage is independent of the message, a one-
time computation suffices for a fixed key. The mixing of various operations (arithmetic mod·�¸ �e¹@º

, for
ºa»½¼¿¾ÁÀ

and
·
; XOR; and nonlinear AND-OR computations) is intended to

strengthen the algorithm against arithmetic cryptanalytic attacks.

MD5-MAC

A more conservative approach (cf. Example 9.66) to building a MAC from an MDC is to
arrange that the MAC compression function itself depend on Â , implying the secret key be
involved in all intervening iterations; this provides additional protection in the case that
weaknesses of the underlying hash function become known. Algorithm 9.69 is such a tech-
nique, constructed using MD5. It provides performance close to that of MD5 (5-20% slower
in software).
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9.69 Algorithm MD5-MAC

INPUT: bitstring Ã of arbitrary bitlength ÄÆÅ
Ç ; key È of bitlength ÉËÊ�Ì�Í .
OUTPUT: Î�Ï -bit MAC-value of Ã .

MD5-MAC is obtained from MD5 (Algorithm 9.51) by the following changes.

1. Constants. The constants Ð#Ñ and ÒÓÑ are as defined in Example 9.70.
2. Key expansion.

(a) If È is shorter than 128 bits, concatenate È to itself a sufficient number of times,
and redefine È to be the leftmost 128 bits.

(b) Let MD5 denote MD5 with both padding and appended length omitted. Expand
È into three 16-byte subkeys ÔVÕ , ÔCÖ , and Ôx× as follows: for Ø from Ç to 2,
Ô Ñ�Ù MD5 Ú8ÈVÛÜÐ Ñ Û5ÈoÝ .

(c) Partition each of ÔVÕ and ÔÞÖ into four 32-bit substrings Ô	ß�à Ø,á , Ç	ÉâØ�ÉËã .
3. ÔxÕ replaces the four 32-bit ähå ’s of MD5 (i.e., æ¿Ñ�ç�ÔxÕ5à Ø,á ).
4. ÔCÖpà Ø,á is added è�é�êlÌ�ë × to each constant ìvà í§á used in Round Ø of MD5.
5. Ô × is used to construct the following 512-bit block, which is appended to the padded

input Ã subsequent to the regular padding and length block as defined by MD5:
Ôx×>ÛÜÔx×KîïÒhÕ>Û5ÔV×?îïÒðÖðÛ5Ôx×?îñÒh× .

6. The MAC-value is the leftmost 64 bits of the 128-bit output from hashing this padded
and extended input string using MD5 with the above modifications.

9.70 Example (MD5-MAC constants/test vectors) The 16-byte constants ÒÓÑ and three test vec-
tors (Ã , MD5-MAC(Ã )) for key Èòç 00112233445566778899aabbccddeeff are
given below. (The Ò Ñ themselves are derived using MD5 on pre-defined constants.) With
subscripts in Ò Ñ taken mod 3, the 96-byte constants Ð Õ , Ð Ö , Ð × are defined:
Ð Ñ ç/Ò Ñ Û�Ò Ñôó$Ö ÛpÒ Ñ,ó�× ÛpÒ Ñ ÛpÒ Ñ,ó$Ö Û�Ò Ñ,ó�× .

T0: 97 ef 45 ac 29 0f 43 cd 45 7e 1b 55 1c 80 11 34
T1: b1 77 ce 96 2e 72 8e 7c 5f 5a ab 0a 36 43 be 18
T2: 9d 21 b4 21 bc 87 b9 4d a2 9d 27 bd c7 5b d7 c3
("", 1f1ef2375cc0e0844f98e7e811a34da8)
("abc", e8013c11f7209d1328c0caa04fd012a6)
("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz", 9172867eb60017884c6fa8cc88ebe7c9)õ

9.5.4 MACs for stream ciphers

Providing data origin authentication and data integrity guarantees for stream ciphers is par-
ticularly important due to the fact that bit manipulations in additive stream-ciphers may di-
rectly result in predictable modifications of the underlying plaintext (e.g., Example 9.83).
While iterated hash functions process message data a block at a time ( ö 9.3.1), MACs de-
signed for use with stream ciphers process messages either one bit or one symbol (block) at
a time, and those which may be implemented using linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs)
are desirable for reasons of efficiency.

One such MAC technique, Algorithm 9.72 below, is based on cyclic redundancy codes
(cf. Example 9.80). In this case, the polynomial division may be implemented using an
LFSR. The following definition is of use in what follows.
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9.71 Definition A ùDú�û%üOý hash-family þ is a collection of hash functions mapping ú -bit mes-
sages to ü -bit hash-values. A ù8úÁû%üOý hash-family is ÿ -balanced if for all messages ������
and all ü -bit hash-values � , �	��
 ú� ù��Rù��	ý � ��ýJý��/ÿ , where the probability is over all ran-
domly selected functions ���Cþ .

9.72 Algorithm CRC-based MAC

INPUT: ú -bit message � ; shared key (see below) between MAC source and verifier.
OUTPUT: ü -bit MAC-value on � (e.g., ü ���	� ).

1. Notation. Associate � � ��������������� �!�#" with the polynomial �	ù%$Wý � �����&(' " � & $ & .
2. Selection of MAC key.

(a) Select a random binary irreducible polynomial �Rù)$#ý of degree ü . (This repre-
sents randomly drawing a function � from a ùDú�û%üOý hash-family.)

(b) Select a random ü -bit one-time key * (to be used as a one-time pad).

The secret MAC key consists of �5ù%$#ý and * , both of which must be shared a priori
between the MAC originator and verifier.

3. Compute �Rù��	ý � coef ù+�Vù)$#ý-,!$/.103254 �5ù%$#ýDý , the ü -bit string of coefficients from
the degree ü7698 remainder polynomial after dividing �Vù%$Wý:,;$�. by �5ù%$Wý .

4. The ü -bit MAC-value for � is: � ù+�Vý+< * .

9.73 Fact (security of CRC-based MAC) For any values ú and ü>=?8 , the hash-family resulting
from Algorithm 9.72 is ÿ -balanced for ÿ � ùDúA@NüOý�B<ù�C . ��� ý , and the probability of MAC
forgery is at most ÿ .

9.74 Remark (polynomial reuse) The hash function � in Algorithm 9.72 is determined by the
irreducible polynomial �Rù)$#ý . In practice, �Rù%$Wý may be re-used for different messages (e.g.,
within a session), but for each message a new random key * should be used.

9.6 Data integrity and message authentication

This section considers the use of hash functions for data integrity and message authenti-
cation. Following preliminary subsections, respectively, providing background definitions
and distinguishing non-malicious from malicious threats to data integrity, three subsequent
subsections consider three basic approaches to providing data integrity using hash func-
tions, as summarized in Figure 9.8.

9.6.1 Background and definitions

This subsection discusses data integrity, data origin authentication (message authentica-
tion), and transaction authentication.

Assurances are typically required both that data actually came from its reputed source
(data origin authentication), and that its state is unaltered (data integrity). These issues can-
not be separated – data which has been altered effectively has a new source; and if a source
cannot be determined, then the question of alteration cannot be settled (without reference
to a source). Integrity mechanisms thus implicitly provide data origin authentication, and
vice versa.
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Figure 9.8: Three methods for providing data integrity using hash functions. The second method provides
encipherment simultaneously.
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(i) Data integrity

9.75 Definition Data integrity is the property whereby data has not been altered in an unautho-
rized manner since the time it was created, transmitted, or stored by an authorized source.

Verification of data integrity requires that only a subset of all candidate data items sat-
isfies particular criteria distinguishing the acceptable from the unacceptable. Criteria al-
lowing recognizability of data integrity include appropriate redundancy or expectation with
respect to format. Cryptographic techniques for data integrity rely on either secret informa-
tion or authentic channels ( F 9.6.4).

The specific focus of data integrity is on the bitwise composition of data (cf. transac-
tion authentication below). Operations which invalidate integrity include: insertion of bits,
including entirely new data items from fraudulent sources; deletion of bits (short of deleting
entire data items); re-ordering of bits or groups of bits; inversion or substitution of bits; and
any combination of these, such as message splicing (re-use of proper substrings to construct
new or altered data items). Data integrity includes the notion that data items are complete.
For items split into multiple blocks, the above alterations apply analogously with blocks
envisioned as substrings of a contiguous data string.

(ii) Data origin authentication (message authentication)

9.76 Definition Data origin authentication is a type of authentication whereby a party is cor-
roborated as the (original) source of specified data created at some (typically unspecified)
time in the past.

By definition, data origin authentication includes data integrity.

9.77 Definition Message authentication is a term used analogously with data origin authenti-
cation. It provides data origin authentication with respect to the original message source
(and data integrity, but no uniqueness and timeliness guarantees).

Methods for providing data origin authentication include the following:

1. message authentication codes (MACs)
2. digital signature schemes
3. appending (prior to encryption) a secret authenticator value to encrypted text.G

Data origin authentication mechanisms based on shared secret keys (e.g., MACs) do not
allow a distinction to be made between the parties sharing the key, and thus (as opposed to
digital signatures) do not provide non-repudiation of data origin – either party can equally
originate a message using the shared key. If resolution of subsequent disputes is a potential
requirement, either an on-line trusted third party in a notary role, or asymmetric techniques
(see Chapter 11) may be used.

While MACs and digital signatures may be used to establish that data was generated by
a specified party at some time in the past, they provide no inherent uniqueness or timeliness
guarantees. These techniques alone thus cannot detect message re-use or replay, which is
necessary in environments where messages may have renewed effect on second or subse-
quent use. Such message authentication techniques may, however, be augmented to provide
these guarantees, as next discussed.H

Such a sealed authenticator (cf. a MAC, sometimes called an appended authenticator) is used along with an
encryption method which provides error extension. While this resembles the technique of using encryption and
an MDC ( I 9.6.5), whereas the MDC is a (known) function of the plaintext, a sealed authenticator is itself secret.
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(iii) Transaction authentication

9.78 Definition Transaction authentication denotes message authentication augmented to ad-
ditionally provide uniqueness and timeliness guarantees on data (thus preventing unde-
tectable message replay).

The uniqueness and timeliness guarantees of Definition 9.78 are typically provided
by appropriate use of time-variant parameters (TVPs). These include random numbers in
challenge-response protocols, sequence numbers, and timestamps as discussed in J 10.3.1.
This may be viewed as a combination of message authentication and entity authentication
(Definition 10.1). Loosely speaking,

message authentication + TVP = transaction authentication.

As a simple example, sequence numbers included within the data of messages authen-
ticated by a MAC or digital signature algorithm allow replay detection (see Remark 9.79),
and thus provide transaction authentication.

As a second example, for exchanges between two parties involving two or more mes-
sages, transaction authentication on each of the second and subsequent messages may be
provided by including in the message data covered by a MAC a random number sent by the
other party in the previous message. This chaining of messages through random numbers
prevents message replay, since any MAC values in replayed messages would be incorrect
(due to disagreement between the random number in the replayed message, and the most
recent random number of the verifier).

Table 9.10 summarizes the properties of these and other types of authentication. Au-
thentication in the broadest sense encompasses not only data integrity and data origin au-
thentication, but also protection from all active attacks including fraudulent representation
and message replay. In contrast, encryption provides protection only from passive attacks.

K Property identification data timeliness or definedL
Type of authentication of source integrity uniqueness in

message authentication yes yes — J 9.6.1
transaction authentication yes yes yes J 9.6.1
entity authentication yes — yes J 10.1.1
key authentication yes yes desirable J 12.2.1

Table 9.10: Properties of various types of authentication.

9.79 Remark (sequence numbers and authentication) Sequence numbers may provide unique-
ness, but not (real-time) timeliness, and thus are more appropriate to detect message replay
than for entity authentication. Sequence numbers may also be used to detect the deletion of
entire messages; they thus allow data integrity to be checked over an ongoing sequence of
messages, in addition to individual messages.

9.6.2 Non-malicious vs. malicious threats to data integrity

The techniques required to provide data integrity on noisy channels differ substantially from
those required on channels subject to manipulation by adversaries.

Checksums provide protection against accidental or non-malicious errors on channels
which are subject to transmission errors. The protection is non-cryptographic, in the sense
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that neither secret keys nor secured channels are used. Checksums generalize the idea of
a parity bit by appending a (small) constant amount of message-specific redundancy. Both
the data and the checksum are transmitted to a receiver, at which point the same redundancy
computation is carried out on the received data and compared to the received checksum.
Checksums can be used either for error detection or in association with higher-level error-
recovery strategies (e.g., protocols involving acknowledgements and retransmission upon
failure). Trivial examples include an arithmetic checksum (compute the running 32-bit sum
of all 32-bit data words, discarding high-order carries), and a simple XOR (XOR all 32-
bit words in a data string). Error-correcting codes go one step further than error-detecting
codes, offering the capability to actually correct a limited number of errors without retrans-
mission; this is sometimes called forward error correction.

9.80 Example (CRCs) Cyclic redundancy codes or CRCs are commonly used checksums. AO
-bit CRC algorithm maps arbitrary length inputs into

O
-bit imprints, and provides signif-

icantly better error-detection capability than
O

-bit arithmetic checksums. The algorithm
is based on a carefully chosen P O3Q?RTS -bit vector represented as a binary polynomial; forOVU?R	W

, a commonly used polynomial (CRC-16) is XYP)Z S[U\R�Q Z^] Q ZA_)` Q ZA_)a . A b -bit data
input is represented as a binary polynomial c	P)Z S of degree b#d R , and the CRC-value cor-
responding to c	P)Z S is the 16-bit string represented by the polynomial remainder e�P)Z S whenZA_)agf;c	P)Z S is divided by XYP)Z S ;a polynomial remaindering is analogous to computing integer
remainders by long division. For all messages cTP%Z S with bihkj	lnm W	o , CRC-16 can detect
all errors that consist of only a single bit, two bits, three bits, or any odd number of bits, all
burst errors of bitlength 16 or less, 99.997% (

R dplrq�_)` ) of 17-bit burst errors, and 99.998%
(
R dsl5qt_%a ) of all bursts 18 bits or longer. (A burst error of bitlength u is any bitstring of ex-

actly u bits beginning and ending with a
R
.) Analogous to the integer case, other data stringsc�vwP%Z S yielding the same remainder as c	P)Z S can be trivially found by adding multiples of the

divisor X/P%Z S to c	P)Z S , or inserting extra blocks representing a multiple of X/P%Z S . CRCs thus
do not provide one-wayness as required for MDCs; in fact, CRCs are a class of linear (error
correcting) codes, with one-wayness comparable to an XOR-sum. x

While of use for detection of random errors,
O

-bit checksums are not of cryptographic
use, because typically a data string checksumming to any target value can be easily created.
One method is to simply insert or append to any data string of choice a

O
-bit correcting-

block e which has the effect of correcting the overall checksum to the desired value. For
example, for the trivial XOR checksum, if the target checksum is ev , insert as block e the
XOR of eyv and the XOR of all other blocks.

In contrast to checksums, data integrity mechanisms based on (cryptographic) hash
functions are specifically designed to preclude undetectable intentional modification. The
hash-values resulting are sometimes called integrity check values (ICV), or cryptographic
check values in the case of keyed hash functions. Semantically, it should not be possible for
an adversary to take advantage of the willingness of users to associate a given hash output
with a single, specific input, despite the fact that each such output typically corresponds to
a large set of inputs. Hash functions should exhibit no predictable relationships or correla-
tions between inputs and outputs, as these may allow adversaries to orchestrate unintended
associations.z

A modification is typically used in practice (e.g., complementing {�|~}�� ) to address the combination of an input� |~}��^�3� and a “stuck-at-zero” communications fault yielding a successful CRC check.
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9.6.3 Data integrity using a MAC alone

Message Authentication Codes (MACs) as discussed earlier are designed specifically for
applications where data integrity (but not necessarily privacy) is required. The originator
of a message � computes a MAC ���r�%�:� over the message using a secret MAC key � shared
with the intended recipient, and sends both (effectively �1���#���5�)�:� ). The recipient deter-
mines by some means (e.g., a plaintext identifier field) the claimed source identity, sepa-
rates the received MAC from the received data, independently computes a MAC over this
data using the shared MAC key, and compares the computed MAC to the received MAC.
The recipient interprets the agreement of these values to mean the data is authentic and has
integrity – that is, it originated from the other party which knows the shared key, and has
not been altered in transit. This corresponds to Figure 9.8(a).

9.6.4 Data integrity using an MDC and an authentic channel

The use of a secret key is not essential in order to provide data integrity. It may be eliminated
by hashing a message and protecting the authenticity of the hash via an authentic (but not
necessarily private) channel. The originator computes a hash-code using an MDC over the
message data, transmits the data to a recipient over an unsecured channel, and transmits the
hash-code over an independent channel known to provide data origin authentication. Such
authentic channels may include telephone (authenticity through voice recognition), any data
medium (e.g., floppy disk, piece of paper) stored in a trusted place (e.g., locked safe), or
publication over any difficult-to-forgepublic medium (e.g., daily newspaper). The recipient
independently hashes the received data, and compares the hash-code to that received. If
these values agree, the recipient accepts the data as having integrity. This corresponds to
Figure 9.8(c).

Example applications include virus protection of software, and distribution of software
or public keys via untrusted networks. For virus checking of computer source or object
code, this technique is preferable to one resulting in encrypted text. A common example
of combining an MDC with an authentic channel to provide data integrity is digital signa-
ture schemes such as RSA, which typically involve the use of MDCs, with the asymmetric
signature providing the authentic channel.

9.6.5 Data integrity combined with encryption

Whereas digital signatures provide assurances regarding both integrity and authentication,
in general, encryption alone provides neither. This issue is first examined, and then the
question of how hash functions may be employed in conjunction with encryption to pro-
vide data integrity.

(i) Encryption alone does not guarantee data integrity

A common misconception is that encryption provides data origin authentication and data
integrity, under the argument that if a message is decrypted with a key shared only with
party � , and if the decrypted message is meaningful, then it must have originated from � .
Here “meaningful” means the message contains sufficient redundancy or meets some other
a priori expectation. While the intuition is that an attacker must know the secret key in
order to manipulate messages, this is not always true. In some cases he may be able to
choose the plaintext message, while in other cases he may be able to effectively manipulate
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plaintext despite not being able to control its specific content. The extent to which encrypted
messages can be manipulated undetectably depends on many factors, as illustrated by the
following examples.

9.81 Example (re-ordering ECB blocks) The ciphertext blocks of any block cipher used only
in ECB mode are subject to re-ordering. �

9.82 Example (encryption of random data) If the plaintext corresponding to a given cipher-
text contains no redundancy (e.g., a random key), then all attempted decryptions thereof are
meaningful, and data integrity cannot be verified. Thus, some form of redundancy is always
required to allow verification of integrity; moreover, to facilitate verification in practice, ex-
plicit redundancy verifiable by automated means is required. �

9.83 Example (bit manipulations in additive stream ciphers) Despite the fact that the one-time
pad offers unconditional secrecy, an attacker can change any single bit of plaintext by mod-
ifying the corresponding bit of ciphertext. For known-plaintext attacks, this allows an at-
tacker to substitute selected segments of plaintext by plaintext of his own choosing. An
example target bit is the high-order bit in a numeric field known to represent a dollar value.
Similar comments apply to any additive stream cipher, including the OFB mode of any
block cipher. �

9.84 Example (bit manipulation in DES ciphertext blocks) Several standard modes of opera-
tion for any block cipher are subject to selective bit manipulation. Modifying the last cipher-
text block in a CFB chain is undetectable. A ciphertext block in CFB mode which yields
random noise upon decryption is an indication of possible selective bit-manipulation of the
preceding ciphertext block. A ciphertext block in CBC mode which yields random noise
upon decryption is an indication of possible selective bit-manipulation of the following ci-
phertext block. For further discussion regarding error extension in standard modes of op-
eration, see � 7.2.2. �
(ii) Data integrity using encryption and an MDC

If both confidentiality and integrity are required, then the following data integrity technique
employing an � -bit MDC � may be used. The originator of a message � computes a hash
value �����^�%�:� over the message, appends it to the data, and encrypts the augmented
message using a symmetric encryption algorithm � with shared key � , producing ciphertext� �\�#�5�%�����r�^�%�-�� (9.2)

(Note that this differs subtlely from enciphering the message and the hash separately as���g�5�)�:�+ ��g�����^�%�:���� , which e.g. using CBC requires two IVs.) This is transmitted to a recip-
ient, who determines (e.g., by a plaintext identifier field) which key to use for decryption,
and separates the recovered data �/¡ from the recovered hash �¢¡ . The recipient then indepen-
dently computes the hash �^�%�Y¡(� of the received data �/¡ , and compares this to the recovered
hash �¢¡ . If these agree, the recovered data is accepted as both being authentic and having
integrity. This corresponds to Figure 9.8(b).

The intention is that the encryption protects the appended hash, and that it be infeasi-
ble for an attacker without the encryption key to alter the message without disrupting the
correspondence between the decrypted plaintext and the recovered MDC. The properties
required of the MDC here may be notably weaker, in general, than for an MDC used in con-
junction with, say, digital signatures. Here the requirement, effectively a joint condition on
the MDC and encryption algorithm, is that it not be feasible for an adversary to manipulate
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or create new ciphertext blocks so as to produce a new ciphertext £¥¤ which upon decryp-
tion will yield plaintext blocks having the same MDC as that recovered, with probability
significantly greater than 1 in ¦¨§ .

9.85 Remark (separation of integrity and privacy) While this approach appears to separate pri-
vacy and data integrity from a functional viewpoint, the two are not independent with re-
spect to security. The security of the integrity mechanism is, at most, that of the encryption
algorithm regardless of the strength of the MDC (consider exhaustive search of the encryp-
tion key). Thought should, therefore, be given to the relative strengths of the components.

9.86 Remark (vulnerability to known-plaintext attack) In environments where known-plain-
text attacks are possible, the technique of equation (9.2) should not be used in conjunction
with additive stream ciphers unless additional integrity techniques are used. In this sce-
nario, an attacker can recover the key stream, then make plaintext changes, recompute a
new MDC, and re-encrypt the modified message. Note this attack compromises the man-
ner in which the MDC is used, rather than the MDC or encryption algorithm directly.

If confidentiality is not essential other than to support the requirement of integrity, an
apparent option is to encrypt only either the message © or the MDC ª^«%©:¬ . Neither approach
is common, for reasons including Remark 9.85, and the general undesirability to utilize en-
cryption primitives in systems requiring only integrity or authentication services. The fol-
lowing further comments apply:

1. encrypting the hash-code only: «%©A¯®g°5«+ª±«)©:¬¬�¬
Applying the key to the hash-value only (cf. Example 9.65) results in a property (typi-
cal for public-key signatures but) atypical for MACs: pairs of inputs ©A²©/¤ with collid-
ing outputs (MAC-values here) can be verifiably pre-determined without knowledge
of ³ . Thus ª must be collision-resistant. Other issues include: pairs of inputs having
the same MAC-value under one key also do under other keys; if the blocklength of
the cipher ® ° is less than the bitlength ´ of the hash-value, splitting the latter across
encryption blocks may weaken security; ³ must be reserved exclusively for this in-
tegrity function (otherwise chosen-text attacks on encryption allow selective MAC
forgery); and ® ° must not be an additive stream cipher (see Remark 9.86).

2. encrypting the plaintext only: «�®g°�«%©:¬+¯ª^«%©:¬�¬
This offers little computational savings over encrypting both message and hash (ex-
cept for very short messages) and, as above, ª^«%©-¬ must be collision-resistant and thus
twice the typical MAC bitlength. Correct guesses of the plaintext © may be confirmed
(candidate values ©Y¤ for © can be checked by comparing ª±«)©Y¤(¬ to ª±«)©:¬ ).

(iii) Data integrity using encryption and a MAC

It is sometimes suggested to use a MAC rather than the MDC in the mechanism of equa-
tion (9.2) on page 365. In this case, a MAC algorithm ª °¶µ replaces the MDC ª , and rather
than £\·?® ° «%©¹¸�¸�ª^«%©-¬¬ , the message sent is

£ ¤ ·\® ° «%©�¸�¸rª ° µ%«)©:¬�¬ (9.3)

The use of a MAC here offers the advantage (over an MDC) that should the encryption al-
gorithm be defeated, the MAC still provides integrity. A drawback is the requirement of
managing both an encryption key and a MAC key. Care must be exercised to ensure that
dependencies between the MAC and encryption algorithms do not lead to security weak-
nesses, and as a general recommendation these algorithms should be independent (see Ex-
ample 9.88).
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9.87 Remark (precluding exhaustive MAC search) Encryption of the MAC-value in equation
(9.3) precludes an exhaustive key search attack on the MAC key.

Two alternatives here include encrypting the plaintext first and then computing a MAC
over the ciphertext, and encrypting the message and MAC separately. These are discussed
in turn.

1. computing a MAC over the ciphertext: ¼�½g¾r¼%¿:À+Á¯Â5¾¶Ã%¼+½g¾r¼)¿:ÀÀ�À .
This allows message authentication without knowledge of the plaintext ¿ (or cipher-
text key). However, as the message authentication is on the ciphertext rather than the
plaintext directly, there are no guarantees that the party creating the MAC knew the
plaintext ¿ . The recipient, therefore, must be careful about conclusions drawn – for
example, if ½g¾ is public-key encryption, the originator of ¿ may be independent of
the party sharing the key Ä	Å with the recipient.

2. separate encryption and MAC: ¼+½ ¾ ¼)¿:À+Á¯Â ¾ÆÃ ¼%¿-ÀÀ .
This alternative requires that neither the encryption nor the MAC algorithm compro-
mises the objectives of the other. In particular, in this case an additional requirement
on the algorithm is that the MAC on ¿ must not compromise the confidentiality of¿ (cf. Definition 9.7). Keys ¼�Ä�Á�ÄÆÅ)À should also be independent here, e.g., to pre-
clude exhaustive search on the weaker algorithm compromising the other (cf. Ex-
ample 9.88). If Ä and ÄÆÅ are not independent, exhaustive key search is theoretically
possible even without known plaintext.

(iv) Data integrity using encryption – examples

9.88 Example (improper combination of CBC-MAC and CBC encryption) Consider using the
data integrity mechanism of equation (9.3) with ½ ¾ being CBC-encryption with key Ä and
initialization vector Ç/È , Â ¾ Ã)¼%¿-À being CBC-MAC with ÄÆÅ and Ç/ÈÉÅ , and ÄVÊ\ÄÆÅ , Ç�È�ÊËÇ/ÈÉÅ .
The data ¿ÌÊË¿AÍy¿^ÎgÏ�Ï�Ï²¿�Ð can then be processed in a single CBC pass, since the CBC-MAC
is equal to the last ciphertext block ÑÐÒÊ\½g¾r¼�ÑÐyÓtÍ�Ô#¿/Ð�À , and the last data block is ¿/Ð²Õ�Í¥Ê\ÑÐ ,
yielding final ciphertext block ÑÐ²Õ�ÍÖÊ�½g¾5¼+ÑÐ�Ôg¿/Ð²Õ�Í�À[Ê\½#¾5¼×TÀ . The encrypted MAC is thus
independent of both plaintext and ciphertext, rendering the integrity mechanism completely
insecure. Care should thus be taken in combining a MAC with an encryption scheme. In
general, it is recommended that distinct (and ideally, independent) keys be used. In some
cases, one key may be derived from the other by a simple technique; a common sugges-
tion for DES keys is complementation of every other nibble. However, arguments favoring
independent keys include the danger of encryption algorithm weaknesses compromising
authentication (or vice-versa), and differences between authentication and encryption keys
with respect to key management life cycle. See also Remark 13.32. Ø

An efficiency drawback in using distinct keys for secrecy and integrity is the cost of two
separate passes over the data. Example 9.89 illustrates a proposed data integrity mechanism
(which appeared in a preliminary draft of U.S. Federal Standard 1026) which attempts this
by using an essentially zero-cost linear checksum; it is, however, insecure.

9.89 Example (CBC encryption with XOR checksum – CBCC) Consider using the data integ-
rity mechanism of equation (9.2) with ½ ¾ being CBC-encryption with key Ä , ¿ÙÊË¿ Í ¿ Î Ï�Ï�Ï¿/Ð a message of Ú blocks, and as MDC function the simple XOR of all plaintext blocks,Â±¼)¿:À = ÛwÜ ÐÛwÜ Í ¿ Û . The quantity Ý ÊÞÂ±¼)¿:À which serves as MDC then becomes plain-
text block ¿�Ð²Õ�Í . The resulting ciphertext blocks using CBC encryption with Ñ²ß¢Ê�Ç/È areÑ Û Êà½#¾5¼%¿ Û Ô Ñ Û Ó�Í�À , ásâ?ãiâ?ÚÖäåá . In the absence of manipulation, the recovered plain-
text is ¿ Û ÊæÑ Û ÓtÍ�Ô çè¾�¼�Ñ Û À . To see that this scheme is insecure as an integrity mechanism,
let Ñ Å Û denote the actual ciphertext blocks received by a recipient, resulting from possibly
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manipulated blocks éê , and let ë/ìê denote the plaintext recovered by the recipient by CBC
decryption with the proper IV. The MDC computed over the recovered plaintext blocks is
then

í ì�î�ï±ð ë ìwñÒî
ê(ò�ó
ê(ò�ô ë ì ê î

ê(ò�ó
ê(ò�ô ð é ì êöõ�ôø÷úù û ð é ì ê ññ[îËü/ý ÷ ð

ê(ò�óyõ�ô
êwòtô é ì ê ñ ÷ ð

ê(ò�ó
ê(ò�ô ùèû ð é ì ê ñ[ñí ì is compared for equality with ë ì ó²þ�ô ð�î é ì ó;÷úùèû ð é ì ó²þ�ô ñ�ñ as a check for data integrity, or

equivalently, that ÿ î í ì ÷ ë/ìó²þ�ô î�� . By construction, ÿ î�� if there is no manipula-
tion (i.e., if éyìê î éê , which implies ëYìê î ë/ê ). Moreover, the sum ÿ is invariant under any
permutation of the values éyìê������	�
��� (since ùèû ð é�ó²þ�ô ñ appears as a term in ÿ , but é�ó²þ�ô
does not, éó²þtô must be excluded from the permutable set). Thus, any of the first � ciphertext
blocks can be permuted without affecting the successful verification of the MDC. Further-
more, insertion into the ciphertext stream of any random block é�� twice, or any set of such
pairs, will cancel itself out in the sum ÿ , and thus also cannot be detected. �

9.90 Example (CBC encryption with mod ���
� � checksum) Consider as an alternative to Ex-
ample 9.89 the simple MDC function ï^ð ë ñÒî óê(ò�ô ë ê , the sum of plaintext blocks as � -bit
integers with wrap-around carry (add overflow bits back into units bit), i.e., the sum modulo
����� � ; consider � î���� for ciphers of blocklength 64. The sum ÿ from Example 9.89 in
this case involves both XOR and addition modulo ���
� � ; both permutations of ciphertext
blocks and insertions of pairs of identical random blocks are now detected. (This technique
should not, however, be used in environments subject to chosen-plaintext attack.) �

9.91 Example (PCBC encryption with mod ��� checksum) A non-standard, non-self-synchron-
izing mode of DES known as plaintext-ciphertext block chaining (PCBC) is defined as fol-
lows, for ��� � and plaintext ë î ë ô ë��! � � ²ë ó : é ê(þ�ô î#" û ð ë ê(þ�ô ÷%$ ê ñ where $'& î ü�ý ,
$ ê î)(/ð ë ê � é ê ñ for �*�+� , and ( a simple function such as (Yð ë ê � é ê ñ¹î ð ë ê', é ê ñ mod
��-/. . A one-pass technique providing both encryption and integrity, which exploits the error-
propagation property of this mode, is as follows. Append an additional plaintext block to
provide redundancy, e.g., ë ó²þ�ô îæü/ý (alternatively: a fixed constant or ë ô ). Encrypt all
blocks of the augmented plaintext using PCBC encryption as defined above. The quantityéó²þ�ô î0" û ð ë�ó²þ�ô ÷ (Yð ë/ó � éó ñ�ñ serves as MAC. Upon decipherment of éó²þtô , the receiver ac-
cepts the message as having integrity if the expected redundancy is evident in the recovered
block ë�ó²þ�ô . (To avoid a known-plaintext attack, the function ( in PCBC should not be a
simple XOR for this integrity application.) �

9.7 Advanced attacks on hash functions

A deeper understanding of hash function security can be obtained through consideration of
various general attack strategies. The resistance of a particular hash function to known gen-
eral attacks provides a (partial) measure of security. A selection of prominent attack strate-
gies is presented in this section, with the intention of providing an introduction sufficient to
establish that designing (good) cryptographic hash functions is not an easily mastered art.
Many other attack methods and variations exist; some are general methods, while others
rely on peculiar properties of the internal workings of specific hash functions.
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9.7.1 Birthday attacks

Algorithm-independent attacks are those which can be applied to any hash function, treat-
ing it as a black-box whose only significant characteristics are the output bitlength 3 (and
MAC key bitlength for MACs), and the running time for one hash operation. It is typi-
cally assumed the hash output approximates a uniform random variable. Attacks falling
under this category include those based on hash-result bitsize (page 336); exhaustive MAC
key search (page 336); and birthday attacks on hash functions (including memoryless vari-
ations) as discussed below.

(i) Yuval’s birthday attack on hash functions

Yuval’s birthday attack was one of the first (and perhaps the most well-known) of many
cryptographic applications of the birthday paradox arising from the classical occupancy
distribution ( 4 2.1.5): when drawing elements randomly, with replacement, from a set of5

elements, with high probability a repeated element will be encountered after O( 6 587
selections. Such attacks are among those called square-root attacks.

The relevance to hash functions is that it is easier to find collisions for a one-way hash
function than to find pre-images or second preimages of specific hash-values. As a result,
signature schemes which employ one-way hash functions may be vulnerable to Yuval’s at-
tack outlined below. The attack is applicable to all unkeyed hash functions (cf. Fact 9.33),
with running time 9%:<;�=?>A@ 7 varying with the bitlength B of the hash-value.

9.92 Algorithm Yuval’s birthday attack

INPUT: legitimate message CED ; fraudulent message C @ ; B -bit one-way hash function F .
OUTPUT: C�G D , CHG@ resulting from minor modifications of CED , C @ with FI:JCHG D 7 = FI:JCHG@

7
(thus a signature on CHG D serves as a valid signature on C�G@ ).

1. Generate K'LM;�=?>A@ minor modifications CHG D of CED .
2. Hash each such modified message, and store the hash-values (grouped with corre-

sponding message) such that they can be subsequently searched on hash-value. (This
can done in O(K ) total time using conventional hashing.)

3. Generate minor modifications C�G@ of C @ , computing FN:OC�G@
7

for each and checking for
matches with any CHG D above; continue until a match is found. (Each table lookup will
require constant time; a match can be expected after about K candidates CHG@ .)

9.93 Remark (application of birthday attack) The idea of this attack can be used by a dishon-
est signer who provides to an unsuspecting party his signature on C G D and later repudiates
signing that message, claiming instead that the message signed was CHG@ ; or by a dishonest
verifier, who is able to convince an unsuspecting party to sign a prepared message C�G D , and
later claim that party’s signature on CHG@ . This remark generalizes to other schemes in which
the hash of a message is taken to represent the message itself.

Regarding practicality, the collisions produced by the birthday attack are “real” (vs.
pseudo-collisions or compression function collisions), and moreover of direct practical con-
sequence when messages are constructed to be meaningful. The latter may often be done as
follows: alter inputs via individual minor modifications which create semantically equiva-
lent messages (e.g., substituting tab characters in text files for spaces, unprintable characters
for each other, etc.). For 128-bit hash functions, 64 such potential modification points are
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required to allow P�Q/R variations. The attack then requires O S<P�Q/R�T time (feasible with ex-
treme parallelization); and while it requires space for O S<P Q/R T messages (which is impracti-
cal), the memory requirement can be addressed as discussed below.

(ii) Memoryless variation of birthday attack

To remove the memory requirement of Algorithm 9.92, a deterministic mapping may be
used which approximates a random walk through the hash-value space. By the birthday
paradox, in a random walk through a space of P�U points, one expects to encounter some
point a second time (i.e., obtain a collision) after V%S<P�U'WAX�T steps, after which the walk will
repeat its previous path (and begin to cycle). General memoryless cycle-finding techniques
may then be used to find this collision. (Here memoryless means requiring negligible mem-
ory, rather than in the stochastic sense.) These include Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm
( Y 3.2.2) and improvements to it.

Following Algorithm 9.92, let Z be a function such that ZHSJ[]\�^�_`Tbac[�d \ is a minor
modification, determined by the hash-value _ , of message [ \ (each bit of _ might define
whether or not to modify [ \ at a pre-determined modification point). If [ \ is fixed, then
Z essentially maps a hash-result to a message and it is convenient to write Zfehg<S/_`Tia�[Hd \ .
Moreover, let Z be injective so that distinct hashes _ result in distinct [Hd \ . Then, with fixed
messages [ \ , [ X , and using some easily distinguishable property (e.g., parity) which splits
the space of hash-values into two roughly equal-sized subsets, define a function j mapping
hash-results to hash-results by:

jkSA_lTma
n SJZfekgASA_`TAT if _ is evenn SJZfepoqSA_`TAT if _ is odd

(9.4)

The memoryless collision search technique (see above) is then used to find two inputs to j
which map to the same output (i.e., collide). If

n
behaves statistically as a random mapping

then, with probability rpsut , the parity will differ in _ and _vd for the colliding inputs, in
which case without loss of generality

n SJZ e gAS/_`T<Twa n SOZ e oqS/_vdxT<T . This yields a colliding
pair of variations [ d \ aMZ e gAS/_`T , [ dX ayZ e oqS/_ d T of distinct messages []\ , [ X , respectively,
such that

n SJ[Hd \ TEa n SO[�dX T , as per the output of Algorithm 9.92.

(iii) Illustrative application to MD5

Actual application of the above generic attack to a specific hash function raises additional
technicalities. To illustrate how these may be addressed, such application is now examined,
with assumptions and choices made for exposition only. Let

n
be an iterated hash function

processing messages in 512-bit blocks and producing 128-bit hashes (e.g., MD5, RIPEMD-
128). To minimize computational expense, restrict j (effectively Z and

n
) in equation (9.4)

to single 512-bit blocks of [Hz , such that each iteration of j involves only the compression
function { on inputs one message block and the current chaining variable.

Let the legitimate message input [ \ consist of | 512-bit blocks ( |w}�~ , prior to MD-
strengthening). Create a fraudulent message [ X of equal bitlength. Allow [ X to differ from
[ \ up to and including the ���J� block, for any fixed ����|��l~ . Use the SJ�!��~�TO�O� block of [�z ,
denoted �'z (�?aM~p^�P ), as a matching/replacement block, to be replaced by the 512-bit blocks
resulting from the collision search. Set all blocks in [ X subsequent to �?z identically equal
to those in []\ ; [�dz will then differ from [ z only in the single block SJ�0��~�T . For maximum
freedom in the construction of [ X , choose ��a�|���~ . Let ��\ , � X be the respective 128-bit
intermediate results (chaining variables) after the iterated hash operates on the first � blocks
of []\ , [ X . Compression function { maps S<~fP��'�*tf~�P%aiT 640-bit inputs to ~fP�� -bit outputs.
Since the chaining variables depend on [ z , Z ef� S<a�ZHT may be defined independent of [ z
here (cf. equation (9.4)); assume both entire blocks �'z may be replaced without practical
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implication. Let �H�A�`����� denote an injective mapping from the space of 128-bit hash-
values to the space of 512-bit potential replacement blocks, defined as follows: map each
two-bit segment of � to one of four 8-bit values in the replacement block � . (A practical
motivation for this is that if  �¡ is an ASCII message to be printed, and the four 8-bit values
are selected to represent non-printable characters, then upon printing, the resulting blocks
� are all indistinguishable, leaving no evidence of adversarial manipulation.)

The collision-finding function ¢ for this specific example (corresponding to the generic
equation (9.4)) is then:

¢k�A�`�m�
£ �A¤�¥�¦§���/�`�<� if � is even£ �A¤©¨p¦§���/�`�<� if � is odd

Collisions for MD5 (and similar hash functions) can thus be found in ª%�<«�¬/p� operations
and without significant storage requirements.

9.7.2 Pseudo-collisions and compression function attacks

The exhaustive or brute force methods discussed in ® 9.3.4, producing preimages, 2nd-pre-
images, and collisions for hash functions, are always theoretically possible. They are not
considered true “attacks” unless the number of operations required is significantly less than
both the strength conjectured by the hash function designer and that of hash functions of
similar parameters with ideal strength. An attack requiring such a reduced number of oper-
ations is informally said to break the hash function, whether or not this computational effort
is feasible in practice. Any attack method which demonstrates that conjectured properties
do not hold must be taken seriously; when this occurs, one must admit the possibility of
additional weaknesses.

In addition to considering the complexity of finding (ordinary) preimages and colli-
sions, it is common to examine the feasibility of attacks on slightly modified versions of
the hash function in question, for reasons explained below. The most common case is ex-
amination of the difficulty of finding preimages or collisions if one allows free choice of
IVs. Attacks on hash functions with unconstrained IVs dictate upper bounds on the security
of the actual algorithms. Vulnerabilities found, while not direct weaknesses in the overall
hash function, are nonetheless considered certificational weaknesses and cast suspicion on
overall security. In some cases, restricted attacks can be extended to full attacks by standard
techniques.

Table 9.11 lists the most commonly examined variations, including pseudo-collisions
– collisions allowing different IVs for the different message inputs. In contrast to preim-
ages and collisions, pseudo-preimages and pseudo-collisions are of limited direct practical
significance.

9.94 Note (alternate names for collision and preimage attacks) Alternate names for those in
Table 9.11 are as follows: preimage or 2nd-preimage ¯ target attack; pseudo-preimage
¯ free-start target attack; collision (fixed IV) ¯ collision attack; collision (random IV) ¯
semi-free-start collision attack; pseudo-collision ¯ free-start collision attack.

9.95 Note (relative difficulty of attacks) Finding a collision can be no harder than finding a 2nd-
preimage. Similarly, finding a pseudo-collision can be no harder than finding (two distinct)
pseudo-preimages.
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°
Type of attack ± ±³² ´ ´�² µ Find ¶�¶�¶

preimage ±�· — * — µ�· ´ : ¸I¹A±f·pº�´¼»E½¾µ�·
pseudo-preimage * — * — µ · ´§º�± : ¸I¹A±§º©´¼»!½¿µ ·
2nd-preimage ± · ± · ´ · * ¸I¹A± · º�´ · » ´�² : ¸N¹/± · º©´ · »E½À¸I¹A± · º©´H²Á»
collision (fixed IV) ±�· ±f· * * — ´§º�´�² :

¸I¹A± · º©´§»m½À¸N¹/± · º©´H²O»
collision (random IV) * ± * * — ´§º�´�²Âº�± :

¸I¹A±§º©´¼»!½�¸I¹A±§º©´�²Á»
pseudo-collision * * * * — ´§º�´�²Âº�±§º�±³² :

¸I¹A±§º©´¼»!½�¸I¹A± ² º©´ ² »

Table 9.11: Definition of preimage and collision attacks. Ã and ÃÅÄ denote (potentially different)
IVs used for MDC Æ applied to inputs Ç and Ç Ä , respectively; ÃhÈ denotes the IV pre-specified in the
definition of Æ , Ç È a pre-specified target input, and É�Ê¿É È a pre-specified target output. * Denotes
IVs or inputs which may be freely chosen by an attacker; ÆpË�ÃhÈqÌxÇ�ÈqÍ denotes the hash-code resulting
from applying Æ with fixed IV Ã�Ê*ÃhÈ to input ÇvÊ`Ç�È . — Means not applicable.

9.96 Example (trivial collisions for random IVs) If free choice of IV is allowed, then trivial
pseudo-collisions can be found by deleting leading blocks from a target message. For exam-
ple, for an iterated hash (cf. equation (9.1) on page 333), ¸N¹OÎH±§º©´EÏ©´�Ð�»m½	ÑH¹AÑH¹JÎ�±§º©´]Ï�»Aº�´IÐp» .
Thus, for ÎH±Ò²§½ÓÑH¹JÎ�±¼º�´]ÏÔ» , ¸I¹JÎ�±³²Áº©´�Ðf»Å½Ó¸N¹OÎH±§º©´EÏ©´�Ðf» yields a pseudo-collision of ¸ , in-
dependent of the strength of Ñ . (MD-strengthening as per Algorithm 9.26 precludes this.)Õ

Another common analysis technique is to consider the strength of weakened variants of
an algorithm, or attack specific subcomponents, akin to cryptanalyzing an 8-round version
of DES in place of the full 16 rounds.

9.97 Definition An attack on the compression function of an iterated hash function is any attack
as per Table 9.11 with ÑH¹/Öi×ÁØ Ï º©´�×�» replacing ¸N¹/± · º©´§» – the compression function Ñ in place
of hash function ¸ , chaining variable Ö%×ÂØ Ï in place of initializing value ± , and a single input
block ´H× in place of the arbitrary-length message ´ .

An attack on a compression function focuses on one fixed step Ù of the iterative func-
tion of equation (9.1). The entire message consists of a single block ´�×¾½Ú´ (without
MD-strengthening), and the hash output is taken to be the compression function output so
¸N¹O´¼»m½	Ö%× . The importance of such attacks arises from the following.

9.98 Note (compression function vs. hash function attacks) Any of the six attacks of Table 9.11
which is found for the compression function of an iterated hash can be extended to a similar
attack of roughly equal complexity on the overall hash. An iterated hash function is thus
in this regard at most as strong as its compression function. (However note, for example,
an overall pseudo-collision is not always of practical concern, since most hash functions
specify a fixed IV.)

For example, consider a message ´Û½*´EÏÂ´�ÐÅ¶�¶�¶©´�Ü . Suppose a successful 2nd-preimage
attack on compression function Ñ yields a 2nd-preimage ´�² ÏbÝ½Ó´]Ï such that ÑH¹OÎH±§º©´H² Ï »i½ÑH¹JÎ�±¼º�´]ÏÔ» . Then, ´�²�½*´H² Ï ´�ÐÅ¶�¶�¶Â´HÜ is a preimage of ¸I¹J´§» .

More positively, if MD-strengthening is used, the strength of an iterated hash with
respect to the attacks of Table 9.11 is the same as that of its compression function (cf.
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Fact 9.24). However, an iterated hash may certainly be weaker than its compression func-
tion (e.g., Example 9.96; Fact 9.37).

In summary, a compression function secure against preimage, 2nd-preimage, and col-
lision (fixed IV) attacks is necessary and sometimes, but not always, sufficient for a secure
iterated hash; and security against the other (i.e., free-start) attacks of Table 9.11 is desir-
able, but not always necessary for a secure hash function in practice. For this reason, com-
pression functions are analyzed in isolation, and attacks on compression functions as per
Definition 9.97 are considered. A further result motivating the study of pseudo-preimages
is the following.

9.99 Fact (pseudo-preimages yielding preimages) If the compression function à of an á -bit
iterated hash function â does not have ideal computational security ( ã�ä ) against pseudo-
preimage attacks, then preimages for â can be found in fewer than ã�ä operations (cf. å 9.3.4,
Table 9.2). This result is true even if â has MD-strengthening.

Justification. The attack requires messages of 3 or more blocks, with 2 or more uncon-
strained to allow a meet-in-the-middle attack (page 374). If pseudo-preimages can be found
in ã�æ operations, then ãpçèäêéNæ�ëèìAí forward points and ãpçuäNîêæ�ëuì<í backward points are employed
(fewer backward points are used since they are more costly). Preimages can thus be found
in ã³ï�ãpçuäêéêæ�ëèìAí operations.

9.7.3 Chaining attacks

Chaining attacks are those which are based on the iterative nature of hash functions and, in
particular, the use of chaining variables. These focus on the compression function à rather
than the overall hash function â , and may be further classified as below. An example for
context is first given.

9.100 Example (chaining attack) Consider a (candidate) collision resistant iterative hash func-
tion â producing a 128-bit hash-result, with a compression function à taking as inputs a
512-bit message block ðHñ and 128-bit chaining variable òiñ ( ò�óiô¿õ�ö ) and producing out-
put òiñ éø÷ ôùàHúAòiñAû©ðHñ<ü . For a fixed 10-block message ð (640 bytes), consider òýô�âIúJð§ü .
Suppose one picks any one of the 10 blocks, and wishes to replace it with another block
without affecting the hash ò . If â behaves like a random mapping, the number of such
512-bit blocks is approximately ã�þ�÷Oífÿ ãh÷Jí � ô#ã ����� . Any efficient method for finding any
one of these ã ����� blocks distinct from the original constitutes an attack on â . The challenge
is that such blocks are a sparse subset of all possible blocks, about 1 in ãp÷Oí � . �
(i) Correcting-block chaining attacks

Using the example above for context, one could attempt to (totally) replace a message ð
with a new message ð�� , such that âIúJð¼ü?ôÓâIúJð	�Áü , by using a single unconstrained “correct-
ing” block in ð	� , designated ahead of time, to be determined later such that it produces a
chaining value which results in the overall hash being equal to target value âNúOð¼ü . Such a cor-
recting block attack can be used to find both preimages and collisions. If the unconstrained
block is the first (last) block in the message, it is called a correcting first (last) block at-
tack. These attacks may be precluded by requiring per-block redundancy, but this results in
an undesirable bandwidth penalty. Example 9.101 illustrates a correcting first block attack.
The extension of Yuval’s birthday attack (page 369), with message alterations restricted to
the last block of candidate messages, resembles a correcting last block attack applied simul-
taneously to two messages, seeking a (birthday) collision rather than a fixed overall target
hash-value.
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9.101 Example (correcting block attack on CBC cipher mode) The CBC mode of encryption
with non-secret key ( 
������� ; 
����������
������! #"��%$ ) is unsuitable as an MDC algorithm,
because it fails to be one-way – the compression function is reversible when the encryption
key is known. A message "	& , of unconstrained length (say ' blocks) can be constructed to
have any specified target hash-value 
 as follows. Let "	&(�)+*+*!* "	&, be '.-0/ blocks chosen
freely. Set 
1&,324
 , then for 5 from ' to / compute 
1&����� 246 � ��
1&� $7 #"	&� . Finally, compute
"�8� 296 � ��
1&� $� #��� . Then, for "�&�0":8� "�&( *!*+* "�&, , ;<�="�&>$.?
 and all but block "�8� (which
will appear random) can be freely chosen by an adversary; even this minor drawback can
be partially addressed by a meet-in-the-middle strategy (see below). Analogous remarks
apply to the CFB mode. @
(ii) Meet-in-the-middle chaining attacks

These are birthday attacks similar to Yuval’s (and which can be made essentially memory-
less) but which seek collisions on intermediate results (i.e., chaining variables) rather than
the overall hash-result. When applicable, they allow (unlike Yuval’s attack) one to find a
message with a pre-specified hash-result, for either a 2nd-preimage or a collision. An at-
tack point is identified between blocks of a candidate (fraudulent) message. Variations of
the blocks preceding and succeeding this point are generated. The variations are hashed
forward from the algorithm-specified IV (computing 
����A���
��B�C� ) "��%$ as usual) and back-
ward from the target final hash-result (computing 
���DA �C� ��
��>E�� ) "���EC�F$ for some 
��>E�� ,
"���EC� , ideally for "��>E�� chosen by the adversary), seeking a collision in the chaining vari-
able 
�� at the attack point. For the attack to work, the attacker must be able to efficiently
go backwards through the chain (certainly moreso than by brute force – e.g., see Exam-
ple 9.102), i.e., invert the compression function in the following manner: given a value

 ��EC� , find a pair ��
 � ) " ��EC� $ such that A���
 � ) " ��EC� $:�
 ��EC� .

9.102 Example (meet-in-the-middle attack on invertible key chaining modes) Chaining modes
which allow easily derived stage keys result in reversible compression functions unsuitable
for use in MDCs due to lack of one-wayness (cf. Example 9.101). An example of such
invertible key chaining methods is Bitzer’s scheme: 
G��H��� , 
��IJA���
������ ) "��K$L
���NMO��
��B�C�+$ where PN�QR"��� GST��
��B�C�+$ and S!��
������U$ is a function mapping chaining variables
to the key space. For exposition, let S be the identity function. This compression function
is unsuitable because it falls to a meet-in-the-middle attack as outlined above. The ability
to move backwards through chaining variables, as required by such an attack, is possible
here with the chaining variable 
�� computed from 
��>EC� as follows. Choose a fixed value
PT��EC�V24P , compute 
��:246��W��
���EC�+$ , then choose as message block "���EC�V2XPY G
�� . @
(iii) Fixed-point chaining attacks

A fixed point of a compression function is a pair ��
��B�C� ) "��%$ such that A���
��B�C� ) "��%$:Z
������ .
For such a pair of message block and chaining value, the overall hash on a message is un-
changed upon insertion of an arbitrary number of identical blocks " � at the chain point at
which that chaining value arises. Such attacks are thus of concern if it can be arranged that
the chaining variable has a value for which a fixed point is known. This includes the fol-
lowing cases: if fixed points can be found and it can be easily arranged that the chaining
variable take on a specific value; or if for arbitrary chaining values 
 �B�C� , blocks " � can
be found which result in fixed-points. Fixed points allow 2nd-preimages and collisions to
be produced; their effect can be countered by inclusion of a trailing length-block (Algo-
rithm 9.26).
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(iv) Differential chaining attacks

Differential cryptanalysis has proven to be a powerful tool for the cryptanalysis of not only
block ciphers but also of hash functions (including MACs). For multi-round block ciphers
this attack method examines input differences (XORs) to round functions and the corre-
sponding output differences, searching for statistical anomalies. For hash functions, the
examination is of input differences to compression functions and the corresponding output
differences; a collision corresponds to an output difference of zero.

9.7.4 Attacks based on properties of underlying cipher

The implications of certain properties of block ciphers, which may be of no practical con-
cern when used for encryption, must be carefully examined when such ciphers are used
to construct iterated hash functions. The general danger is that such properties may facil-
itate adversarial manipulation of compression function inputs so as to allow prediction or
greater control of outputs or relations between outputs of successive iterations. Included
among block cipher properties of possible concern are the following (cf. Chapter 7):

1. complementation property: ]R^`_�acb=dfehgji ]k^l_ a b dfe , where d denotes bitwise
complement. This makes it trivial to find key-message pairs of block cipher inputs
whose outputs differ in a pre-determined manner. For example, for such a block ci-
pher _ , the compression function m�b�n�o�p�q+r%d�oKe�^Z_#s#t=u�v%wyxztBb=d�oKe w d�o (a linear trans-
formation of the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas function) produces the same output for d�o and
its bitwise complement d�o .

2. weak keys: _�a�b�_�a{b|d}e�e~^Hd (for all d ). This property of involution of the block
cipher may allow an adversary to easily create a two-step fixed point of the compres-
sion function m in the case that message blocks d o have direct influence on the block
cipher key input (e.g., if m�^�_ x t b�n o�p�q e , insert 2 blocks d o containing a weak key).
The threat is similar for semi-weak keys, where _ a�� b�_ a b=d}e�e:^Rd .

3. fixed points: _ a b=dfe:^�d . Block cipher fixed points may facilitate fixed-point attacks
if an adversary can control the block cipher key input. For example, for the Davies-
Meyer compression function m�b�n�oBpCq+rOd�o%e�^�_ x�t b�n�oBpCq+e w n�oBpCq , if n�o�p�q is a fixed
point of the block cipher for key d o (i.e., _ x t b�n o�p�q e�^9n o�p�q ), then this yields a
predictable compression function output m�b�n oBpCq rOd o e:^�� .

4. key collisions: _ a b=d}e�^Z_ a�� b=dfe . These may allow compression function collisions.

Although they may serve as distinguishing metrics, attacks which appear purely certi-
ficational in nature should be noted separately from others; for example, fixed point attacks
appear to be of limited practical consequence.

9.103 Example (DES-based hash functions) Consider DES as the block cipher in question (see�
7.4). DES has the complementation property; has 4 weak keys and 6 pairs of semi-weak

keys (each with bit 2 equal to bit 3); each weak key has �!��� fixed points (thus a random
plaintext is a fixed point of some weak key with probability � p ��� ), as do 4 of the semi-
weak keys; and key collisions can be found in �!��� operations. The security implications of
these properties must be taken into account in the design of any DES-based hash function.
Concerns regarding both weak keys and the complementation property can be eliminated
by forcing key bits 2 and 3 to be 10 or 01 within the compression function. �
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9.8 Notes and further references
�
9.1

The definitive reference for cryptographic hash functions, and an invaluable source for the
material in this chapter (including many otherwise unattributed results), is the comprehen-
sive treatment of Preneel [1003, 1004]; see also the surveys of Preneel [1002] and Preneel,
Govaerts, and Vandewalle [1006]. Davies and Price [308] also provide a solid treatment
of message authentication and data integrity. An extensive treatment of conventional hash-
ing, including historical discussion tracing origins back to IBM in 1953, is given by Knuth
[693, p.506-549]. Independent of cryptographic application, universal classes of hash func-
tions were introduced by Carter and Wegman [234] in the late 1970s, the idea being to find
a class of hash functions such that for every pair of inputs, the probability was low that a
randomly chosen function from the class resulted in that pair colliding. Shortly thereafter,
Wegman and Carter [1234] noted the cryptographic utility of these hash functions, when
combined with secret keys, for (unconditionally secure) message authentication tag sys-
tems; they formalized this concept, earlier considered by Gilbert, MacWilliams, and Sloane
[454] (predating the concept of digital signatures) who attribute the problem to Simmons.
Simmons ([1138],[1144]; see also Chapter 10 of Stinson [1178]) independently developed
a general theory of unconditionally secure message authentication schemes and the subject
of authentication codes (see also

�
9.5 below).

Rabin [1022, 1023] first suggested employing a one-way hash function (constructed by us-
ing successive message blocks to key an iterated block encryption) in conjunction with a
one-time signature scheme and later in a public-key signature scheme; Rabin essentially
noted the requirements of 2nd-preimage resistance and collision resistance. Merkle [850]
explored further uses of one-way hash functions for authentication, including the idea of
tree authentication [852] for both one-time signatures and authentication of public files.�

9.2
Merkle [850] (partially published as [853]) was the first to give a substantial (informal) def-
inition of one-way hash functions in 1979, specifying the properties of preimage and 2nd-
preimage resistance. Foreshadowing UOWHFs (see below), he suggested countering the
effect of Remark 9.36 by using slightly different hash functions � over time; Merkle [850,
p.16-18] also proposed a public key distribution method based on a one-way hash function
(effectively used as a one-way pseudo-permutation) and the birthday paradox, in a precur-
sor to his “puzzle system” (see page 537). The first formal definition of a CRHF was given
in 1988 by Damgård [295] (an informal definition was later given by Merkle [855, 854];
see also [853]), who was first to explore collision resistant hash functions in a complexity-
theoretic setting. Working from the idea of claw-resistant pairs of trapdoor permutations
due to Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest [484], Damgård defined claw-resistant families of
permutations (without the trapdoor property). The term claw-resistant (originally: claw-
free) originates from the pictorial representation of a functional mapping showing two dis-
tinct domain elements being mapped to the same range element under distinct functions �C���>�
and �C���U� (colliding at �����C���>���|�}�:���C���U���|��� ), thereby tracing out a claw.

Goldwasser et al. [484] established that the intractability of factoring suffices for the exis-
tence of claw-resistant pairs of permutations. Damgård showed that the intractability of the
discrete logarithm problem likewise suffices. Using several reasonably efficient number-
theoretic constructions for families of claw-resistant permutations, he gave the first prov-
ably collision resistant hash functions, under such intractability assumptions (for discrete
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logarithms, the assumption required is that taking specific discrete logarithms be difficult).
Russell [1088] subsequently established that a collection of collision resistant hash func-
tions exists if and only if there exists a collection of claw-resistant pairs of pseudo-permu-
tations; a pseudo-permutation on a set is a function computationally indistinguishable from
a permutation (pairs of elements demonstrating non-injectivity are hard to find). It remains
open whether the existence of one-way functions suffices for the existence of collision re-
sistant hash functions.

The definition of a one-way function (Definition 9.9) was given in the seminal paper of
Diffie and Hellman [345], along with the use of the discrete exponential function modulo
a prime as a candidate OWF, which they credit to Gill. The idea of providing the hash-
value of some data, to indicate prior commitment to (or knowledge of) that data, was uti-
lized in Lamport’s one-time signature scheme (circa 1976); see page 485. The OWF of
Example 9.13 was known to Matyas and Meyer circa 1979. As noted by Massey [786], the
idea of one-wayness was published in 1873 by J.S. Jevons, who noted (preceding RSA by a
century) that multiplying two primes is easy whereas factoring the result is not. Published
work dated 1968 records the use of ciphers essentially as one-way functions (decryption
was not required) in a technique to avoid storing cleartext computer account passwords in
time-shared systems. These were referred to as one-way ciphers by Wilkes [1244] (p.91-
93 in 1968 or 1972 editions; p.147 in 1975 edition), who credits Needham with the idea
and an implementation thereof. The first proposal of a non-invertible function for the same
purpose appears to be that of Evans, Kantrowitz, and Weiss [375], while Purdy [1012] pro-
posed extremely high-degree, sparse polynomials over a prime field as a class of functions
which were computationally difficult to invert. Foreshadowing later research into collision
resistance, Purdy also defined the degeneracy of such a function to be the maximum number
of preimages than any image could have, noting that “if the degeneracy is catastrophically
large there may be no security at all”.

Naor and Yung [920] introduced the cryptographic primitive known as a universal one-way
hash function (UOWHF) family, and give a provably secure construction for a one-way hash
function from a one-way hash function which compresses by a single bit ( :¡£¢ to   bits);
the main property of a UOWHF family is 2nd-preimage resistance as for a OWHF, but here
an instance of the function is picked at random from a family of hash functions after fixing
an input, as might be modeled in practice by using a random IV with a OWHF. Naor and
Yung [920] also prove by construction that UOWHFs exist if and only if one-way permu-
tations do, and show how to use UOWHFs to construct provably secure digital signature
schemes assuming the existence of any one-way permutation. Building on this, Rompel
[1068] showed how to construct a UOWHF family from any one-way function, and based
signature schemes on such hash functions; combining this with the fact that a one-way func-
tion can be constructed from any secure signature scheme, the result is that the existence of
one-way functions is necessary and sufficient for the existence of secure digital signature
schemes. De Santis and Yung [318] proceed with more efficient reductions from one-way
functions to UOWHFs, and show the equivalence of a number of complexity-theoretic def-
initions regarding collision resistance. Impagliazzo and Naor [569] give an efficient con-
struction for a UOWHF and prove security equivalent to the subset-sum problem (an NP-
hard problem whose corresponding decision problem is NP-complete); for parameters for
which a random instance of subset-sum is hard, they argue that this UOWHF is secure (cf.
Remark 9.12). Impagliazzo, Levin, and Luby [568] prove the existence of one-way func-
tions is necessary and sufficient for that of secure pseudorandom generators.

Application-specific (often unprovable) hash function properties beyond collision resist-
ance (but short of preimage resistance) may often be identified as necessary, e.g., for or-
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dinary RSA signatures computed directly after hashing, the multiplicative RSA property
dictates that for the hash function ¤ used it be infeasible to find messages ¥ , ¥Q¦ , ¥<§ such
that ¤Y¨|¥}©:ª�¤Y¨|¥Q¦+©}«�¤<¨=¥	§z© . Anderson [27] discusses such additional requirements on hash
functions. For a summary of requirements on a MAC in the special case of multi-cast au-
thentication, see Preneel [1003]. Bellare and Rogaway [93] include discussion of issues
related to the random nature of practical hash functions, and cryptographic uses thereof.
Damgård [295] showed that the security of a digital signature scheme which is not existen-
tially forgeable under an adaptive chosen-message attack will not be decreased if used in
conjunction with a collision-resistant hash function.

Bellare, Goldreich, and Goldwasser [88] (see also [89]) introduce the idea of incremental
hashing, involving computing a hash value over data and then updating the hash-value after
changing the data; the objective is that the computation required for the update be propor-
tional to the amount of change.¬

9.3
Merkle’s meta-method [854] (Algorithm 9.25) was based on ideas from his 1979 Ph.D. the-
sis [850]. An equivalent construction was given by Damgård [296], which Gibson [450]
remarks on again yielding Merkle’s method. Naor and Yung [920] give a related construc-
tion for a UOWHF. See Preneel [1003] for fundamental results (cf. Remarks 9.35 and 9.36,
and Fact 9.27 on cascading hash functions which follow similar results on stream ciphers
by Maurer and Massey [822]). The padding method of Algorithms 9.29 and 9.30 originated
from ISO/IEC 10118-4 [608]. The basic idea of the long-message attack (Fact 9.37) is from
Winternitz [1250].¬

9.4
The hash function of Algorithm 9.42 and referred to as Davies-Meyer (as cited per Quis-
quater and Girault [1019]) has been attributed by Davies to Meyer; apparently known to
Meyer and Matyas circa 1979, it was published along with Algorithm 9.41 by Matyas,
Meyer, and Oseas [805]. The Miyaguchi-Preneel scheme (Algorithm 9.43) was proposed
circa 1989 by Preneel [1003], and independently by Miyaguchi, Ohta, and Iwata [886]. The
three single-length rate-one schemes discussed (Remark 9.44) are among 12 compression
functions employing non-invertible chaining found through systematic analysis by Preneel
et al. [1007] to be provably secure under black-box analysis, 8 being certificationally vul-
nerable to fixed-point attack nonetheless. These 12 are linear transformations on the mes-
sage block and chaining variable (i.e.,  ¥	®B¯!°1®²±fªZ³j ¥Q¯+°j± for any of the 6 invertible ´jµ¶´
binary matrices ³ ) of the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (Algorithm 9.41) and Miyaguchi-Preneel
schemes; these latter two themselves are among the 4 recommended when the underlying
cipher is resistant to differential cryptanalysis (e.g., DES), while Davies-Meyer is among
the remaining 8 recommended otherwise (e.g., for FEAL). MDC-2 and MDC-4 are of IBM
origin, proposed by Brachtl et al. [184], and reported by Meyer and Schilling [860]; details
of MDC-2 are also reported by Matyas [803]. For a description of MDC-4, see Bosselaers
and Preneel [178].

The DES-based hash function of Merkle [855] which is mentioned uses the meta-method
and employs a compression function · mapping 119-bit input to 112-bit output in 2 DES
operations, allowing 7-bit message blocks to be processed (with rate 0.055). An optimized
version maps 234 bits to 128 bits in 6 DES operations, processing 106-bit message blocks
(with rate 0.276); unfortunately, overheads related to “bit chopping” and the inconvenient
block size are substantial in practice. This construction is provably as secure as the under-
lying block cipher assuming an unflawed cipher (cf. Table 9.3; Preneel [1003] shows that
accounting for DES weak keys and complementation drops the rate slightly to 0.266). Win-
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ternitz [1250] considers the security of the Davies-Meyer hash under a black-box model (cf.
Remark 9.45).

The search for secure double-length hash functions of rate 1 is ongoing, the goal being
security better than single-length Matyas-Meyer-Oseas and approaching that of MDC-2.
Quisquater and Girault [1019] proposed two functions, one (QG-original) appearing in the
Abstracts of Eurocrypt’89 and a second (QG-revised) in the final proceedings altered to
counter an attack of Coppersmith [276] on the first. The attack, restricted to the case of
DES as underlying block cipher, uses fixed points resulting from weak keys to find colli-
sions in º!»�¼ DES operations. A general attack of Knudsen and Lai [688], which (unfortu-
nately) applies to a large class of double-length (i.e., º+½ -bit) rate-one block-cipher-based
hashes including QG-original, finds preimages in about ºT¾ operations plus ºT¾ storage. The
systematic method used to establish this result was earlier used by Hohl et al. [560] to prove
that pseudo-preimage and pseudo-collision attacks on a large class of double-length hash
functions of rate 1/2 and 1, including MDC-2, are no more difficult than on the single-length
rate-one Davies-Meyer hash; related results are summarized by Lai and Knudsen [727].
A second attack due to Coppersmith [276], not restricted to DES, employs 88 correcting
blocks to find collisions for QG-revised in º!¿�À steps. Another modification of QG-original,
the LOKI Double Hash Function (LOKI-DBH) of Brown, Pieprzyk, and Seberry [215], ap-
pears as a general construction to offer the same security as QG-revised (provided the un-
derlying block cipher is not LOKI).

The speeds in Table 9.5 are normalized from the timings reported by Dobbertin, Bosse-
laers, and Preneel [355], relative to an assembly code MD4 implementation optimized for
the Pentium processor, with a throughput (90 MHz clock) of 165.7 Mbit/s (optimized C
code was roughly a factor of 2 slower). See Bosselaers, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [177]
for a detailed MD5 implementation discussion.

MD4 and MD5 (Algorithms 9.49, 9.51) were designed by Rivest [1055, 1035]. An Aus-
tralian extension of MD5 known as HAVAL has also been proposed by Zheng, Pieprzyk,
and Seberry [1268]. The first published partial attack on MD4 was by den Boer and Bosse-
laers [324], who demonstrated collisions could be found when Round 1 (of the three) was
omitted from the compression function, and confirmed unpublished work of Merkle show-
ing that collisions could be found (for input pairs differing in only 3 bits) in under a mil-
lisecond on a personal computer if Round 3 was omitted. More devastating was the partial
attack by Vaudenay [1215] on the full MD4, which provided only near-collisions, but al-
lowed sets of inputs to be found for which, of the corresponding four 32-bit output words,
three are constant while the remaining word takes on all possible 32-bit values. This re-
vealed the word access-order in MD4 to be an unfortunate choice. Finally, late in 1995,
using techniques related to those which earlier allowed a partial attack on RIPEMD (see
below), Dobbertin [354] broke MD4 as a CRHF by finding not only collisions as stated in
Remark 9.50 (taking a few seconds on a personal computer), but collisions for meaningful
messages (in under one hour, requiring 20 free bytes at the start of the messages).

A first partial attack on MD5 was published by den Boer and Bosselaers [325], who found
pseudo-collisions for its compression function Á , which maps a 128-bit chaining variable
and sixteen 32-bit words down to 128-bits; using ºWÂ|¼ operations, they found a 16-word
message Ã and chaining variables Ä ÂÆÅÇ ÄcÈ (these differing only in 4 bits, the most sig-
nificant of each word), such that Á�É�Ä Â+Ê ÃRË Ç Á�É�Ä{È Ê ÃRË . Because this specialized internal
pseudo-collision could not be extended to an external collision due to the fixed initial chain-
ing values (and due to the special relation between the inputs), this attack was considered by
many to have little practical significance, although exhibiting a violation of the design goal
to build a CRHF from a collision resistant compression function. But in May of 1996, us-
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ing techniques related to his attack on MD4 above, Dobbertin (rump session, Eurocrypt’96)
found MD5 compression function collisions (Remark 9.52) in 10 hours on a personal com-
puter (about Ì!Í�Î compress function computations).

Anticipating the feasibility of Ì+Ï�Î operations, Rivest [1055] proposed a method to extend
MD4 to 256 bits by running two copies of MD4 in parallel over the input, with different
initial chaining values and constants for the second, swapping the values of the variable Ð
with the first after processing each 16-word block and, upon completion, concatenating the
128-bit hash-values from each copy. However, in October of 1995 Dobbertin [352] found
collisions for the compression function of extended MD4 in Ì+Ñ�Ï compress function opera-
tions, and conjectured that a more sophisticated attack could find a collision for extended
MD4 itself in O( Ì+Î�Ò ) operations.

MD2, an earlier and slower hash function, was designed in 1988 by Rivest; see Kaliski
[1033] for a description. Rogier and Chauvaud [1067] demonstrated that collisions can be
efficiently found for the compression function of MD2, and that the MD2 checksum block
is necessary to preclude overall MD2 collisions.

RIPEMD [178] was designed in 1992 by den Boer and others under the European RACE
Integrity Primitives Evaluation (RIPE) project. A version of MD4 strengthened to counter
known attacks, its compression function has two parallel computation lines of three 16-
step rounds. Nonetheless, early in 1995, Dobbertin [353] demonstrated that if the first or
last (parallel) round of the 3-round RIPEMD compress function is omitted, collisions can
be found in Ì!ÍNÓ compress function computations (one day on a 66 MHz personal com-
puter). This result coupled with concern about inherent limitations of 128-bit hash results
motivated RIPEMD-160 (Algorithm 9.55) by Dobbertin, Bosselaers, and Preneel [355];
but for corrections, see the directory /pub/COSIC/bosselae/ripemd/ at ftp site
ftp.esat.kuleuven.ac.be. Increased security is provided by five rounds (each
with two lines) and greater independence between the parallel lines, at a performance
penalty of a factor of 2. RIPEMD-128 (with 128-bit result and chaining variable) was si-
multaneously proposed as a drop-in upgrade for RIPEMD; it scales RIPEMD-160 back to
four rounds (each with two lines).

SHA-1 (Algorithm 9.53) is a U.S. government standard [404]. It differs from the original
standard SHA [403], which it supersedes, only in the inclusion of the 1-bit rotation in the
block expansion from 16 to 80 words. For discussion of how this expansion in SHA is re-
lated to linear error correcting codes, see Preneel [1004].

Lai and Massey [729] proposed two hash functions of rate 1/2 with ÌFÔ -bit hash values,
Tandem Davies-Meyer and Abreast Davies-Meyer, based on an Ô -bit block cipher with ÌFÔ -
bit key (e.g., IDEA), and a third Ô -bit hash function using a similar block cipher. Merkle’s
public-domain hash function Snefru [854] and the FEAL-based N-Hash proposed by Miya-
guchi, Ohta, and Iwata [886] are other hash functions which have attracted considerable at-
tention. Snefru, one of the earliest proposals, is based on the idea of Algorithm 9.41, (typi-
cally) using as Õ the first 128 bits of output of a custom-designed symmetric 512-bit block
cipher with fixed key Öj×ÙØ . Differential cryptanalysis has been used by Biham and Shamir
[137] to find collisions for Snefru with 2 passes, and is feasible for Snefru with 4 passes;
Merkle currently recommends 8 passes (impacting performance). Cryptanalysis of the 128-
bit hash N-Hash has been carried out by Biham and Shamir [136], with attacks on 3, 6, 9,
and 12 rounds being of respective complexity Ì+Ú , Ì Ñ�Î , Ì Î�Ò , and Ì!Û Ï for the more secure of
the two proposed variations.

Despite many proposals, few hash functions based on modular arithmetic have withstood
attack, and most that have (including those which are provably secure) tend to be relatively
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inefficient. MASH-1 (Algorithm 9.56), from Committee Draft ISO/IEC 10118-4 [608],
evolved from a long line of related proposals successively broken and repaired, includ-
ing contributions by Jueneman; Davies and Price; A. Jung; Girault [457] (which includes a
summary); and members of ISO SC27/WG2 circa 1994-95 (e.g., in response to the crypt-
analysis of the 1994 draft proposal, by Coppersmith and Preneel, in ISO/IEC JTC1/SC27
N1055, Attachment 12, “Comments on MASH-1 and MASH-2 (Feb.21 1995)”). Most
prominent among prior proposals was the sqmodn algorithm (due to Jung) in informative
Annex D of CCITT Recommendation X.509 (1988 version), which despite suffering ig-
nominy at the hands of Coppersmith [275], was resurrected with modifications as the basis
for MASH-1.Þ

9.5
Simmons [1146] notes that techniques for message authentication without secrecy (today
called MACs) were known to Simmons, Stewart, and Stokes already in the early 1970s.
In the open literature, the idea of using DES to provide a MAC was presented already in
Feb. 1977 by Campbell [230], who wrote “ ß+ß+ß Each group of 64 message bits is passed
through the algorithm after being combined with the output of the previous pass. The final
DES output is thus a residue which is a cryptographic function of the entire message”, and
noted that to detect message replay or deletion each message could be made unique by using
per-message keys or cryptographically protected sequence numbers. Page 121 of this same
publication describes the use of encryption in conjunction with an appended redundancy
check code for manipulation detection (cf. Figure 9.8(b)).

The term MAC itself evolved in the period 1979-1982 during development of ANSI X9.9
[36], where it is defined as “an eight-digit number in hexadecimal format which is the result
of passing a financial message through the authentication algorithm using a specific key.”
FIPS 81 [398] standardizes MACs based on CBC and CFB modes (CFB-based MACs are
little-used, having some disadvantages over CBC-MAC and apparently no advantages); see
also FIPS 113 [400]. Algorithm 9.58 is generalized by ISO/IEC 9797 [597] to a CBC-based
MAC for an à -bit block cipher providing an á -bit MAC, áãâkà , including an alternative to
the optional strengthening process of Algorithm 9.58: a second key ä�å (possibly dependent
on ä ) is used to encrypt the final output block. As discussed in Chapter 15, using ISO/IEC
9797 with DES to produce a 32-bit MAC and Algorithm 9.29 for padding is equivalent
to the MAC specified in ISO 8731-1, ANSI X9.9 and required by ANSI X9.17. Regard-
ing RIPE-MAC (Example 9.63) [178], other than the æ{ç�è�é probability of guessing a 64-bit
MAC, and MAC forgery as applicable to all iterated MACs (see below), the best known at-
tacks providing key recovery are linear cryptanalysis using æ!é�ê known plaintexts for RIPE-
MAC1, and a æ�ë�ë|ê exhaustive search for RIPE-MAC3. Bellare, Kilian, and Rogaway [91]
formally examine the security of CBC-based MACs and provide justification, establishing
(via exact rather than asymptotic arguments) that pseudorandom functions are preserved
under cipher block chaining; they also propose solutions to the problem of Example 9.62
(cf. Remark 9.59).

The MAA (Algorithm 9.68) was developed in response to a request by the Bankers Auto-
mated Clearing Services (U.K.), and first appeared as a U.K. National Physical Laboratory
Report (NPL Report DITC 17/83 February 1983). It has been part of an ISO banking stan-
dard [577] since 1987, and is due to Davies and Clayden [306]; comments on its security
(see also below) are offered by Preneel [1003], Davies [304], and Davies and Price [308],
who note that its design follows the general principles of the Decimal Shift and Add (DSA)
algorithm proposed by Sievi in 1980. As a consequence of the conjecture that MAA may
show weaknesses in the case of very long messages, ISO 8731-2 specifies a special mode
of operation for messages over 1024 bytes. For more recent results on MAA including ex-
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ploration of a key recovery attack, see Preneel and van Oorschot [1010].

Methods for constructing a MAC algorithm from an MDC, including the secret prefix, suf-
fix, and envelope methods, are discussed by Tsudik [1196]; Galvin, McCloghrie, and Davin
[438] suggest addressing the message extension problem (Example 9.65) in the secret suf-
fix method by using a prepended length field (this requires two passes over the message
if the length is not known a priori). Preneel and van Oorschot [1009] compare the secu-
rity of these methods; propose MD5-MAC (Algorithm 9.69) and similar constructions for
customized MAC functions based on RIPEMD and SHA; and provide Fact 9.57, which ap-
plies to MAA (ì�í9îzï0í9ðFñ ) with òlí9ð+ó�ô�õ ö and ÷øíùð+ó�ô�õ ó , while for MD5-MAC
(ì`íûú�ðzü�íýð+ñ ) both ò and ÷ are on the order of ð!þ�ÿ . Remark 9.60 notwithstanding,
the use of an ì -bit internal chaining variable with a MAC-value of bitlength ñùí�ì���ð is
supported by these results.

The envelope method with padding (Example 9.66) is discussed by Kaliski and Robshaw
(CryptoBytes vol.1 no.1, Spring 1995). Preneel and van Oorschot [1010] proposed a key
recovery attack on this method, which although clearly impractical by requiring over ð+þ�ÿ
known text-MAC pairs (for MD5 with 128-bit key), reveals an architectural flaw. Bellare,
Canetti, and Krawczyk [86] rigorously examined the security of a nested MAC construction
(NMAC), and the practical variation HMAC thereof (Example 9.67), proving HMAC to be
secure provided the hash function used exhibits certain appropriate characteristics. Prior
to this, the related construction �������
	�	����� ô 	�	 ����� was considered in the note of Kaliski and
Robshaw (see above).

Other recent proposals for practical MACs include the bucket hashing construction of Rog-
away [1065], and the XOR MAC scheme of Bellare, Guérin, and Rogaway [90]. The latter
is a provably secure construction for MACs under the assumption of the availability of a
finite pseudorandom function, which in practice is instantiated by a block cipher or hash
function; advantages include that it is parallelizable and incremental.

MACs intended to provide unconditional security are often called authentication codes (cf.�
9.1 above), with an authentication tag (cf. MAC value) accompanying data to provide

origin authentication (including data integrity). More formally, an authentication code in-
volves finite sets � of source states (plaintext), � of authentication tags, and � of secret
keys, and a set of rules such that each ����� defines a mapping �������! "� . An (authen-
ticated) message, consisting of a source state and a tag, can be verified only by the intended
recipient (as for MACs) possessing a pre-shared key. Wegman and Carter [1234] first com-
bined one-time pads with hash functions for message authentication; this approach was pur-
sued by Brassard [191] trading unconditional security for short keys.

This approach was further refined by Krawczyk [714] (see also [717]), whose CRC-based
scheme (Algorithm 9.72) is a minor modification of a construction by Rabin [1026]. A sec-
ond LFSR-based scheme proposed by Krawczyk for producing ñ -bit hashes (again com-
bined with one-time pads as per Algorithm 9.72) improves on a technique of Wegman and
Carter, and involves matrix-vector multiplication by an ñ$#&% binary Toeplitz matrix ' (each
left-to-right diagonal is fixed: ')(+* ,�í-').�* / for �1032yí�4�035 ), itself generated from a ran-
dom binary irreducible polynomial of degree ñ (defining the LFSR), and ñ bits of initial
state. Krawczyk proves that the probability of successful MAC forgery here for a % -bit mes-
sage is at most %6��ð
798 � , e.g., less than ð:8�ó�; even for ñXí?î�ï and a 1 Gbyte message (cf.
Fact 9.73). Earlier, Bierbrauer et al. [127] explored the relations between coding theory,
universal hashing, and practical authentication codes with relatively short keys (see also
Johansson, Kabatianskii, and Smeets [638]; and the survey of van Tilborg [1211]). These
and other MAC constructions suitable for use with stream ciphers are very fast, scalable,
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and information-theoretically secure when the short keys they require are used as one-time
pads; when used with key streams generated by pseudorandom generators, their security is
dependent on the stream and (at best) computationally secure.

Desmedt [335] investigated authenticity in stream ciphers, and proposed both uncondition-
ally secure authentication systems and stream ciphers providing authenticity. Lai, Rueppel,
and Woollven [731] define an efficient MAC for use with stream ciphers (but see Preneel
[1003] regarding a modification to address tampering with ends of messages). Part of an
initial secret key is used to seed a key stream generator, each bit of which selectively routes
message bits to one of two feedback shift registers (FSRs), the initial states of which are part
of the secret key and the final states of which comprise the MAC. The number of pseudoran-
dom bits required equals the number of message bits. Taylor [1189] proposes an alternate
MAC technique for use with stream ciphers.

>
9.6

Simmons [1144] notes the use of sealed authenticators by the U.S. military. An early pre-
sentation of MACs and authentication is given by Meyer and Matyas [859]; the third or later
printings are recommended, and include the one-pass PCBC encryption-integrity method of
Example 9.91. Example 9.89 was initially proposed by the U.S. National Bureau of Stan-
dards, and was subsequently found by Jueneman to have deficiencies; this is included in the
extensive discussion by Jueneman, Matyas, and Meyer [645] of using MDCs for integrity,
along with the idea of Example 9.90, which Davies and Price [308, p.124] also consider for?A@CB�D . Later work by Jueneman [644] considers both MDCs and MACs; see also Meyer
and Schilling [860]. Davies and Price also provide an excellent discussion of transaction au-
thentication, noting additional techniques (cf.

>
9.6.1) addressing message replay including

use of MAC values themselves from immediately preceding messages as chaining values in
place of random number chaining. Subtle flaws in various fielded data integrity techniques
are discussed by Stubblebine and Gligor [1179].

>
9.7

The taxonomy of preimages and collisions is from Preneel [1003]. The alternate terminol-
ogy of Note 9.94 is from Lai and Massey [729], who published the first systematic treatment
of attacks on iterated hash functions, including relationships between fixed-start and free-
start attacks, considered ideal security, and re-examined MD-strengthening. The idea of
Algorithm 9.92 was published by Yuval [1262], but the implications of the birthday para-
dox were known to others at the time, e.g., see Merkle [850, p.12-13]. The details of the
memoryless version are from van Oorschot and Wiener [1207], who also show the process
can be perfectly parallelized (i.e., attaining a factor E speedup with E processors) using par-
allel collision search methods; related independent work (unpublished) has been reported
by Quisquater.

Meet-in-the-middle chaining attacks can be extended to handle additional constraints and
otherwise generalized. A “triple birthday” chaining attack, applicable when the compres-
sion function is invertible, is given by Coppersmith [267] and generalized by Girault, Co-
hen, Campana [460]; see also Jueneman [644]. For additional discussion of differential
cryptanalysis of hash functions based on block ciphers, see Biham and Shamir [138], Pre-
neel, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [1005], and Rijmen and Preneel [1050].
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10.1 Introduction

This chapter considers techniques designed to allow one party (the verifier) to gain assur-
ances that the identity of another (the claimant) is as declared, thereby preventing imper-
sonation. The most common technique is by the verifier checking the correctness of a mes-
sage (possibly in response to an earlier message) which demonstrates that the claimant is
in possession of a secret associated by design with the genuine party. Names for such tech-
niques include identification, entity authentication, and (less frequently) identity verifica-
tion. Related topics addressed elsewhere include message authentication (data origin au-
thentication) by symmetric techniques (Chapter 9) and digital signatures (Chapter 11), and
authenticated key establishment (Chapter 12).

A major difference between entity authentication and message authentication (as pro-
vided by digital signatures or MACs) is that message authentication itself provides no time-
liness guarantees with respect to when a message was created, whereas entity authentica-
tion involves corroboration of a claimant’s identity through actual communications with an
associated verifier during execution of the protocol itself (i.e., in real-time, while the ver-
ifying entity awaits). Conversely, entity authentication typically involves no meaningful
message other than the claim of being a particular entity, whereas message authentication
does. Techniques which provide both entity authentication and key establishment are de-
ferred to Chapter 12; in some cases, key establishment is essentially message authentication
where the message is the key.
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Chapter outline

The remainder of ¨ 10.1 provides introductory material. ¨ 10.2 discusses identification sch-
emes involving fixed passwords including Personal Identification Numbers (PINs), and
providing so-called weak authentication; one-time password schemes are also considered.
¨ 10.3 considers techniques providing so-called strong authentication, including challenge-
response protocols based on both symmetric and public-key techniques. It includes discus-
sion of time-variant parameters (TVPs), which may be used in entity authentication proto-
cols and to provide uniqueness or timeliness guarantees in message authentication. ¨ 10.4
examines customized identification protocols based on or motivated by zero-knowledge
techniques. ¨ 10.5 considers attacks on identification protocols. ¨ 10.6 provides references
and further chapter notes.

10.1.1 Identification objectives and applications

The general setting for an identification protocol involves a prover or claimant © and a veri-
fier ª . The verifier is presented with, or presumes beforehand, the purported identity of the
claimant. The goal is to corroborate that the identity of the claimant is indeed © , i.e., to
provide entity authentication.

10.1 Definition Entity authentication is the process whereby one party is assured (through ac-
quisition of corroborative evidence) of the identity of a second party involved in a protocol,
and that the second has actually participated (i.e., is active at, or immediately prior to, the
time the evidence is acquired).

10.2 Remark (identification terminology) The terms identification and entity authentication are
used synonymously throughout this book. Distinction is made between weak, strong, and
zero-knowledge based authentication. Elsewhere in the literature, sometimes identification
implies only a claimed or stated identity whereas entity authentication suggests a corrobo-
rated identity.

(i) Objectives of identification protocols

From the point of view of the verifier, the outcome of an entity authentication protocol is
either acceptance of the claimant’s identity as authentic (completion with acceptance), or
termination without acceptance (rejection). More specifically, the objectives of an identi-
fication protocol include the following.

1. In the case of honest parties © and ª , © is able to successfully authenticate itself to
ª , i.e., ª will complete the protocol having accepted © ’s identity.

2. (transferability) ª cannot reuse an identification exchange with © so as to success-
fully impersonate © to a third party « .

3. (impersonation) The probability is negligible that any party « distinct from © , car-
rying out the protocol and playing the role of © , can cause ª to complete and accept
© ’s identity. Here negligible typically means “is so small that it is not of practical
significance”; the precise definition depends on the application.

4. The previous points remain true even if: a (polynomially) large number of previous
authentications between © and ª have been observed; the adversary « has partici-
pated in previous protocol executions with either or both © and ª ; and multiple in-
stances of the protocol, possibly initiated by « , may be run simultaneously.
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The idea of zero-knowledge-based protocols is that protocol executions do not even reveal
any partial information which makes ® ’s task any easier whatsoever.

An identification (or entity authentication) protocol is a “real-time” process in the sense
that it provides an assurance that the party being authenticated is operational at the time of
protocol execution – that party is taking part, having carried out some action since the start
of the protocol execution. Identification protocols provide assurances only at the particu-
lar instant in time of successful protocol completion. If ongoing assurances are required,
additional measures may be necessary; see ¯ 10.5.

(ii) Basis of identification

Entity authentication techniques may be divided into three main categories, depending on
which of the following the security is based:

1. something known. Examples include standard passwords (sometimes used to derive
a symmetric key), Personal Identification Numbers (PINs), and the secret or private
keys whose knowledge is demonstrated in challenge-response protocols.

2. something possessed. This is typically a physical accessory, resembling a passport
in function. Examples include magnetic-striped cards, chipcards (plastic cards the
size of credit cards, containing an embedded microprocessor or integrated circuit;
also called smart cards or IC cards), and hand-held customized calculators (password
generators) which provide time-variant passwords.

3. something inherent (to a human individual). This category includes methods which
make use of human physical characteristics and involuntary actions (biometrics),
such as handwritten signatures, fingerprints, voice, retinal patterns, hand geome-
tries, and dynamic keyboarding characteristics. These techniques are typically non-
cryptographic and are not discussed further here.

(iii) Applications of identification protocols

One of the primary purposes of identification is to facilitate access control to a resource,
when an access privilege is linked to a particular identity (e.g., local or remote access to
computer accounts; withdrawals from automated cash dispensers; communications permis-
sions through a communications port; access to software applications; physical entry to re-
stricted areas or border crossings). A password scheme used to allow access to a user’s
computer account may be viewed as the simplest instance of an access control matrix: each
resource has a list of identities associated with it (e.g., a computer account which authorized
entities may access), and successful corroboration of an identity allows access to the autho-
rized resources as listed for that entity. In many applications (e.g., cellular telephony) the
motivation for identification is to allow resource usage to be tracked to identified entities,
to facilitate appropriate billing. Identification is also typically an inherent requirement in
authenticated key establishment protocols (see Chapter 12).

10.1.2 Properties of identification protocols

Identification protocols may have many properties. Properties of interest to users include:

1. reciprocity of identification. Either one or both parties may corroborate their iden-
tities to the other, providing, respectively, unilateral or mutual identification. Some
techniques, such as fixed-password schemes, may be susceptible to an entity posing
as a verifier simply in order to capture a claimant’s password.

2. computational efficiency. The number of operations required to execute a protocol.
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3. communication efficiency. This includes the number of passes (message exchanges)
and the bandwidth required (total number of bits transmitted).
More subtle properties include:

4. real-time involvement of a third party (if any). Examples of third parties include an
on-line trusted third party to distribute common symmetric keys to communicating
entities for authentication purposes; and an on-line (untrusted) directory service for
distributing public-key certificates, supported by an off-line certification authority
(see Chapter 13).

5. nature of trust required in a third party (if any). Examples include trusting a third
party to correctly authenticate and bind an entity’s name to a public key; and trusting
a third party with knowledge of an entity’s private key.

6. nature of security guarantees. Examples include provable security and zero-know-
ledge properties (see ° 10.4.1).

7. storage of secrets. This includes the location and method used (e.g., software only,
local disks, hardware tokens, etc.) to store critical keying material.

Relation between identification and signature schemes

Identification schemes are closely related to, but simpler than, digital signature schemes,
which involve a variable message and typically provide a non-repudiation feature allowing
disputes to be resolved by judges after the fact. For identification schemes, the semantics
of the message are essentially fixed – a claimed identity at the current instant in time. The
claim is either corroborated or rejected immediately, with associated privileges or access
either granted or denied in real time. Identifications do not have “lifetimes” as signatures
do ± – disputes need not typically be resolved afterwards regarding a prior identification,
and attacks which may become feasible in the future do not affect the validity of a prior
identification. In some cases, identification schemes may also be converted to signature
schemes using a standard technique (see Note 10.30).

10.2 Passwords (weak authentication)

Conventional password schemes involve time-invariant passwords, which provide so-call-
ed weak authentication. The basic idea is as follows. A password, associated with each
user (entity), is typically a string of 6 to 10 or more characters the user is capable of com-
mitting to memory. This serves as a shared secret between the user and system. (Conven-
tional password schemes thus fall under the category of symmetric-key techniques provid-
ing unilateral authentication.) To gain access to a system resource (e.g., computer account,
printer, or software application), the user enters a (userid, password) pair, and explicitly or
implicitly specifies a resource; here userid is a claim of identity, and password is the evi-
dence supporting the claim. The system checks that the password matches corresponding
data it holds for that userid, and that the stated identity is authorized to access the resource.
Demonstration of knowledge of this secret (by revealing the password itself) is accepted by
the system as corroboration of the entity’s identity.

Various password schemes are distinguished by the means by which information al-
lowing password verification is stored within the system, and the method of verification.
The collection of ideas presented in the following sections motivate the design decisions²

Some identification techniques involve, as a by-product, the granting of tickets which provide time-limited
access to specified resources (see Chapter 13).
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made in typical password schemes. A subsequent section summarizes the standard attacks
these designs counteract. Threats which must be guarded against include: password dis-
closure (outside of the system) and line eavesdropping (within the system), both of which
allow subsequent replay; and password guessing, including dictionary attacks.

10.2.1 Fixed password schemes: techniques

(i) Stored password files

The most obvious approach is for the system to store user passwords cleartext in a system
password file, which is both read- and write-protected (e.g., via operating system access
control privileges). Upon password entry by a user, the system compares the entered pass-
word to the password file entry for the corresponding userid; employing no secret keys or
cryptographic primitives such as encryption, this is classified as a non-cryptographic tech-
nique. A drawback of this method is that it provides no protection against privileged in-
siders or superusers (special userids which have full access privileges to system files and
resources). Storage of the password file on backup media is also a security concern, since
the file contains cleartext passwords.

(ii) “Encrypted” password files

Rather than storing a cleartext user password in a (read- and write-protected) password file,
a one-way function of each user password is stored in place of the password itself (see Fig-
ure 10.1). To verify a user-entered password, the system computes the one-way function of
the entered password, and compares this to the stored entry for the stated userid. To pre-
clude attacks suggested in the preceding paragraph, the password file need now only be
write-protected.

10.3 Remark (one-way function vs. encryption) For the purpose of protecting password files,
the use of a one-way function is generally preferable to reversible encryption; reasons in-
clude those related to export restrictions, and the need for keying material. However, in both
cases, for historical reasons, the resulting values are typically referred to as “encrypted”
passwords. Protecting passwords by either method before transmission over public com-
munications lines addresses the threat of compromise of the password itself, but alone does
not preclude disclosure or replay of the transmission (cf. Protocol 10.6).

(iii) Password rules

Since dictionary attacks (see µ 10.2.2(iii)) are successful against predictable passwords,
some systems impose “password rules” to discourage or prevent users from using “weak”
passwords. Typical password rules include a lower bound on the password length (e.g., 8 or
12 characters); a requirement for each password to contain at least one character from each
of a set of categories (e.g., uppercase, numeric, non-alphanumeric); or checks that candi-
date passwords are not found in on-line or available dictionaries, and are not composed of
account-related information such as userids or substrings thereof.

Knowing which rules are in effect, an adversary may use a modified dictionary attack
strategy taking into account the rules, and targeting the weakest form of passwords which
nonetheless satisfy the rules. The objective of password rules is to increase the entropy
(rather than just the length) of user passwords beyond the reach of dictionary and exhaus-
tive search attacks. Entropy here refers to the uncertainty in a password (cf. µ 2.2.1); if all
passwords are equally probable, then the entropy is maximal and equals the base-2 loga-
rithm of the number of possible passwords.
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Verifier (system) ¶
Password table

· ¸
(password ¹ )

¸
(password ¹ )

password,
·

¸
(password)

·

password º

REJECT

ACCEPT
yes

no

Claimant
·

¸

Figure 10.1: Use of one-way function for password-checking.

Another procedural technique intended to improve password security is password ag-
ing. A time period is defined limiting the lifetime of each particular password (e.g., 30 or
90 days). This requires that passwords be changed periodically.

(iv) Slowing down the password mapping

To slow down attacks which involve testing a large number of trial passwords (see » 10.2.2),
the password verification function (e.g., one-way function) may be made more computa-
tionally intensive, for example, by iterating a simpler function ¼?½x¾ times, with the output
of iteration ¿ used as the input for iteration ¿OÀ|¾ . The total number of iterations must be
restricted so as not to impose a noticeable or unreasonable delay for legitimate users. Also,
the iterated function should be such that the iterated mapping does not result in a final range
space whose entropy is significantly decimated.

(v) Salting passwords

To make dictionary attacks less effective, each password, upon initial entry, may be aug-
mented with a ¼ -bit random string called a salt (it alters the “flavor” of the password; cf.
» 10.2.3) before applying the one-way function. Both the hashed password and the salt are
recorded in the password file. When the user subsequently enters a password, the system
looks up the salt, and applies the one-way function to the entered password, as altered or
augmented by the salt. The difficulty of exhaustive search on any particular user’s pass-
word is unchanged by salting (since the salt is given in cleartext in the password file); how-
ever, salting increases the complexity of a dictionary attack against a large set of passwords
simultaneously, by requiring the dictionary to contain Á�Â variations of each trial password,
implying a larger memory requirement for storing an encrypted dictionary, and correspond-
ingly more time for its preparation. Note that with salting, two users who choose the same
password have different entries in the system password file. In some systems, it may be
appropriate to use an entity’s userid itself as salt.

(vi) Passphrases

To allow greater entropy without stepping beyond the memory capacity of human users,
passwords may be extended to passphrases; in this case, the user types in a phrase or sen-
tence rather than a short “word”. The passphrase is hashed down to a fixed-size value, which
plays the same role as a password; here, it is important that the passphrase is not simply trun-
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cated by the system, as passwords are in some systems. The idea is that users can remember
phrases easier than random character sequences. If passwords resemble English text, then
since each character contains only about 1.5 bits of entropy (Fact 7.67), a passphrase pro-
vides greater security through increased entropy than a short password. One drawback is
the additional typing requirement.

10.2.2 Fixed password schemes: attacks

(i) Replay of fixed passwords

A weakness of schemes using fixed, reusable passwords (i.e., the basic scheme of Å 10.2),
is the possibility that an adversary learns a user’s password by observing it as it is typed
in (or from where it may be written down). A second security concern is that user-entered
passwords (or one-way hashes thereof) are transmitted in cleartext over the communications
line between the user and the system, and are also available in cleartext temporarily during
system verification. An eavesdropping adversary may record this data, allowing subsequent
impersonation.

Fixed password schemes are thus of use when the password is transmitted over trusted
communications lines safe from monitoring, but are not suitable in the case that passwords
are transmitted over open communications networks. For example, in Figure 10.1, the
claimant Æ may be a user logging in from home over a telephone modem, to a remote office
site Ç two (or two thousand) miles away; the cleartext password might then travel over an
unsecured telephone network (including possibly a wireless link), subject to eavesdropping.

In the case that remote identity verification is used for access to a local resource, e.g.,
an automated cash dispenser with on-line identity verification, the system response (ac-
cept/reject) must be protected in addition to the submitted password, and must include vari-
ability to prevent trivial replay of a time-invariant accept response.

(ii) Exhaustive password search

A very naive attack involves an adversary simply (randomly or systematically) trying pass-
words, one at a time, on the actual verifier, in hope that the correct password is found. This
may be countered by ensuring passwords are chosen from a sufficiently large space, limit-
ing the number of invalid (on-line) attempts allowed within fixed time periods, and slowing
down the password mapping or login-process itself as in Å 10.2.1(iv). Off-line attacks, in-
volving a (typically large) computation which does not require interacting with the actual
verifier until a final stage, are of greater concern; these are now considered.

Given a password file containing one-way hashes of user passwords, an adversary may
attempt to defeat the system by testing passwords one at a time, and comparing the one-way
hash of each to passwords in the encrypted password file (see Å 10.2.1(ii)). This is theoreti-
cally possible since both the one-way mapping and the (guessed) plaintext are known. (This
could be precluded by keeping any or all of the details of the one-way mapping or the pass-
word file itself secret, but it is not considered prudent to base the security of the system on
the assumption that such details remain secret forever.) The feasibility of the attack depends
on the number of passwords that need be checked before a match is expected (which itself
depends on the number of possible passwords), and the time required to test each (see Ex-
ample 10.4, Table 10.1, and Table 10.2). The latter depends on the password mapping used,
its implementation, the instruction execution time of the host processor, and the number of
processors available (note exhaustive search is parallelizable). The time required to actu-
ally compare the image of each trial password to all passwords in a password file is typically
negligible.
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10.4 Example (password entropy) Suppose passwords consist of strings of 7-bit ASCII char-
acters. Each has a numeric value in the range 0-127. (When 8-bit characters are used, val-
ues 128-255 compose the extended character set, generally inaccessible from standard key-
boards.) ASCII codes 0-31 are reserved for control characters; 32 is a space character; 33-
126 are keyboard-accessible printable characters; and 127 is a special character. Table 10.1
gives the number of distinct È -character passwords composed of typical combinations of
characters, indicating an upper bound on the security of such password spaces. É

Ê�Ë Ì�Í Î�Í (lowercase Í�Ì (mixed case Ï�Ð (keyboardÑ?Ò
(lowercase) alphanumeric) alphanumeric) characters)

Ð Ì�Î�Ó Ð Ì Ð Ó Ï Ì Ï Ó�Ô ÎUÌ�Ó ÏÍ Ì�Ô�Ó�Ì ÎUÕ�Ó�Ö Î Ð Ó�× Î Ï Ó Ø× Î�Ì�Ó Ï ÎUÍ�Ó�Ì Ø�Õ�Ó�× Ø�Í�Ó�ÖÔ Î�×�Ó�Í Ø�Õ�Ó Ø Ø�×�Ó�Í Ð Ì�Ó�ÍÏ Ø�Ì�Ó�Î Ø�Í�Ó Ð Ð Î�Ó�Í ÐUÏ Ó�ÕÕUÖ Ø�×�Ó�Ö Ð Õ�Ó�× ÐUÏ Ó Ð Í Ð Ó�×
Table 10.1: Bitsize of password space for various character combinations. The number of

Ò
-

character passwords, given Ë choices per character, is Ë�Ù . The table gives the base- Ì logarithm
of this number of possible passwords.

Ê�Ë Ì�Í ÎUÍ (lowercase Í�Ì (mixed case Ï�Ð (keyboardÑ?Ò
(lowercase) alphanumeric) alphanumeric) characters)

Ð Ö�Ó�ÍU× hr Î�Ó Ø hr Ð Õ hr Ø�ÎUÖ hrÍ Õ�× hr Õ�ÌUÖ hr Õ�ÎUÖ dy Ø9Ó�× yr× Õ Ï dy ÕUÔ�Ö dy Ì�Ì yr Ø�Ø�Ö yrÔ Õ�Ó�Î yr ÕUÔ yr Õ�Ø�Ö�Ö yr Ø�Ì�ÖUÖ�Ö yrÏ Î�Ø yr Í�Ø�Ö yr Ô�Í�ÖUÖ�Ö yr Ø9Ó�Ö�Ú�ÕUÖ�Û yrÕUÖ Ô Ï Ö yr ÌUÎ�Ö�ÖUÖ yr Ð Ó�Î�Ú�Õ�Ö Û yr Î�Ó�Ô�Ú�ÕUÖ�Ü yr

Table 10.2: Time required to search entire password space. The table gives the time Ý (in hours,
days, or years) required to search or pre-compute over the entire specified spaces using a single
processor (cf. Table 10.1). Ý�Þ Ë Ù�ß1àfß�á , where à is the number of times the password mapping
is iterated, and á the time per iteration, for à Þ Ì Ð , á Þ Õ�â�ã�Õ�Ì Ð ÖUÖ�ÖUä sec. (This approximates
the UNIX crypt command on a high-end PC performing DES at 1.0 Mbytes/s – see å 10.2.3.)

(iii) Password-guessing and dictionary attacks

To improve upon the expected probability of success of an exhaustive search, rather than
searching through the space of all possible passwords, an adversary may search the space in
order of decreasing (expected) probability. While ideally arbitrary strings of È characters
would be equiprobable as user-selected passwords, most (unrestricted) users select pass-
words from a small subset of the full password space (e.g., short passwords; dictionary
words; proper names; lowercase strings). Such weak passwords with low entropy are easily
guessed; indeed, studies indicate that a large fraction of user-selected passwords are found
in typical (intermediate) dictionaries of only æ�ç`èsè`è�è words, while even a large dictionary
of é�ç`èsè`è�è words represents only a tiny fraction of all possible È -character passwords (see
Table 10.1).

Passwords found in any on-line or available list of words may be uncovered by an ad-
versary who tries all words in this list, using a so-called dictionary attack. Aside from tradi-
tional dictionaries as noted above, on-line dictionaries of words from foreign languages, or
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on specialized topics such as music, film, etc. are available. For efficiency in repeated use
by an adversary, an “encrypted” (hashed) list of dictionary or high-probability passwords
may be created and stored on disk or tape; password images from system password files
may then be collected, ordered (using a sorting algorithm or conventional hashing), and
then compared to entries in the encrypted dictionary. Dictionary-style attacks are not gen-
erally successful at finding a particular user’s password, but find many passwords in most
systems.

10.2.3 Case study – UNIX passwords

The UNIXì operating system provides a widely known, historically important example of a
fixed password system, implementing many of the ideas of í 10.2.1. A UNIX password file
contains a one-way function of user passwords computed as follows: each user password
serves as the key to encrypt a known plaintext (64 zero-bits). This yields a one-way function
of the key, since only the user (aside from the system, temporarily during password veri-
fication) knows the password. For the encryption algorithm, a minor modification of DES
( í 7.4) is used, as described below; variations may appear in products outside of the USA.
The technique described relies on the conjectured property that DES is resistant to known-
plaintext attacks – given cleartext and the corresponding ciphertext, it remains difficult to
find the key.

The specific technique makes repeated use of DES, iterating the encipherment î?ï�ð`ñ
times (see Figure 10.2). In detail, a user password is truncated to its first 8 ASCII char-
acters. Each of these provides ò bits for a 56-bit DES key (padded with 0-bits if less than
8 characters). The key is used to DES-encrypt the 64-bit constant 0, with the output fed
back as input î times iteratively. The 64-bit result is repacked into 11 printable characters
(a 64-bit output and 12 salt bits yields 76 bits; 11 ASCII characters allow 77). In addition,
a non-standard method of password salting is used, intended to simultaneously complicate
dictionary attacks and preclude use of off-the-shelf DES hardware for attacks:

1. password salting. UNIX password salting associates a 12-bit “random” salt (12 bits
taken from the system clock at time of password creation) with each user-selected
password. The 12 bits are used to alter the standard expansion function ó of the DES
mapping (see í 7.4), providing one of 4096 variations. (The expansion ó creates a
48-bit block; immediately thereafter, the salt bits collectively determine one of 4096
permutations. Each bit is associated with a pre-determined pair from the 48-bit block,
e.g., bit 1 with block bits 1 and 25, bit 2 with block bits 2 and 26, etc. If the salt bit is 1,
the block bits are swapped, and otherwise they are not.) Both the hashed password
and salt are recorded in the system password file. Security of any particular user’s
password is unchanged by salting, but a dictionary attack now requires ðKô ì ï�õ�ö`÷`ø
variations of each trial password.

2. preventing use of off-the-shelf DES chips. Because the DES expansion permutation
ó is dependent on the salt, standard DES chips can no longer be used to implement
the UNIX password algorithm. An adversary wishing to use hardware to speed up an
attack must build customized hardware rather than use commercially available chips.
This may deter adversaries with modest resources.

The value stored for a given userid in the write-protected password file/etc/passwd
is thus the iterated encryption of 0 under that user’s password, using the salted modification
of DES. The constant 0 here could be replaced by other values, but typically is not. The
overall algorithm is called the UNIX crypt password algorithm.ù

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Figure 10.2: UNIX crypt password mapping. DES* indicates DES with the expansion mapping �
modified by a 12-bit salt.

10.5 Remark (performance advances) While the UNIX crypt mapping with ������� iterations
provided a reasonable measure of protection against exhaustive search when introduced in
the 1970s, for equivalent security in a system designed today a more computationally in-
tensive mapping would be provided, due to performance advances in both hardware and
software.

10.2.4 PINs and passkeys

(i) PINs

Personal identification numbers (PINs) fall under the category of fixed (time-invariant)
passwords. They are most often used in conjunction with “something possessed”, typically
a physical token such as a plastic banking card with a magnetic stripe, or a chipcard. To
prove one’s identity as the authorized user of the token, and gain access to the privileges
associated therewith, entry of the correct PIN is required when the token is used. This pro-
vides a second level of security if the token is lost or stolen. PINs may also serve as the
second level of security for entry to buildings which have an independent first level of se-
curity (e.g., a security guard or video camera).

For user convenience and historical reasons, PINs are typically short (relative to fixed
password schemes) and numeric, e.g., 4 to 8 digits. To prevent exhaustive search through
such a small key space (e.g., ��������� values for a 4-digit numeric PIN), additional procedural
constraints are necessary. For example, some automated cash dispenser machines accessed
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by banking cards confiscate a card if three incorrect PINs are entered successively; for oth-
ers, incorrect entry of a number of successive PINs may cause the card to be “locked” or
deactivated, thereafter requiring a longer PIN (e.g., 8 digits) for reactivation following such
suspicious circumstances.

In an on-line system using PINs or reusable passwords, a claimed identity accompanied
by a user-entered PIN may be verified by comparison to the PIN stored for that identity in
a system database. An alternative is to use the PIN as a key for a MAC (see Chapter 9).

In an off-line system without access to a central database, information facilitating PIN
verification must be stored on the token itself. If the PIN need not be user-selected, this may
be done by defining the PIN to be a function of a secret key and the identity associated with
the token; the PIN is then verifiable by any remote system knowing this master key.

In an off-line system, it may also be desirable to allow the PIN to be user-selectable, to
facilitate PIN memorization by users. In this case, the PIN may be encrypted under a master
key and stored on the token, with the master key known to all off-line terminals that need
to be capable of verifying the token. A preferable design is to store a one-way function of
the PIN, user identity, and master key on the token.

(ii) Two-stage authentication and password-derived keys

Human users have difficulty remembering secret keys which have sufficient entropy to pro-
vide adequate security. Two techniques which address this issue are now described.

When tokens are used with off-line PIN verification, a common technique is for the
PIN to serve to verify the user to the token, while the token contains additional independent
information allowing the token to authenticate itself to the system (as a valid token repre-
senting a legitimate user). The user is thereby indirectly authenticated to the system by a
two-stage process. This requires the user have possession of the token but need remember
only a short PIN, while a longer key (containing adequate entropy) provides cryptographic
security for authentication over an unsecured link.

A second technique is for a user password to be mapped by a one-way hash function
into a cryptographic key (e.g., a 56-bit DES key). Such password-derived keys are called
passkeys. The passkey is then used to secure a communications link between the user and
a system which also knows the user password. It should be ensured that the entropy of the
user’s password is sufficiently large that exhaustive search of the password space is not more
efficient than exhaustive search of the passkey space (i.e., guessing passwords is not easier
than guessing 56-bit DES keys); see Table 10.1 for guidance.

An alternative to having passkeys remain fixed until the password is changed is to keep
a running sequence number on the system side along with each user’s password, for use as
a time-variant salt communicated to the user in the clear and incremented after each use. A
fixed per-user salt could also be used in addition to a running sequence number.

Passkeys should be viewed as long-term keys, with use restricted to authentication and
key management (e.g., rather than also for bulk encryption of user data). A disadvantage of
using password-derived keys is that storing each user’s password within the system requires
some mechanism to protect the confidentiality of the stored passwords.

10.2.5 One-time passwords (towards strong authentication)

A natural progression from fixed password schemes to challenge-response identification
protocols may be observed by considering one-time password schemes. As was noted in 
10.2.2, a major security concern of fixed password schemes is eavesdropping and subse-

quent replay of the password. A partial solution is one-time passwords: each password is
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used only once. Such schemes are safe from passive adversaries who eavesdrop and later
attempt impersonation. Variations include:

1. shared lists of one-time passwords. The user and the system use a sequence or set of !
secret passwords, (each valid for a single authentication), distributed as a pre-shared
list. A drawback is maintenance of the shared list. If the list is not used sequen-
tially, the system may check the entered password against all remaining unused pass-
words. A variation involves use of a challenge-response table, whereby the user and
the system share a table of matching challenge-response pairs, ideally with each pair
valid at most once; this non-cryptographic technique differs from the cryptographic
challenge-response of " 10.3.

2. sequentially updated one-time passwords. Initially only a single secret password is
shared. During authentication using password # , the user creates and transmits to the
system a new password (password #%$'& ) encrypted under a key derived from pass-
word # . This method becomes difficult if communication failures occur.

3. one-time password sequences based on a one-way function. Lamport’s one-time
password scheme is described below. This method is more efficient (with respect to
bandwidth) than sequentially updated one-time passwords, and may be viewed as a
challenge-response protocol where the challenge is implicitly defined by the current
position within the password sequence.

One-time passwords based on one-way functions (Lamport’s scheme)

In Lamport’s one-time password scheme, the user begins with a secret ( . A one-way func-
tion (OWF) ) is used to define the password sequence: ( , )+*,(.- , )+*/)+*,(.-0- , 12131 , )546*,(.- .
The password for the #�7,8 identification session, &:9;#�9<! , is defined to be (>=%?@) 4BA = *,(.- .

10.6 Protocol Lamport’s OWF-based one-time passwords

SUMMARY: C identifies itself to D using one-time passwords from a sequence.

1. One-time setup.

(a) User C begins with a secret ( . Let ) be a one-way function.
(b) A constant ! is fixed (e.g., !�?E&�F�F or &�F�F�F ), defining the number of identifica-

tions to be allowed. (The system is thereafter restarted with a new ( , to avoid
replay attacks.)

(c) C transfers (the initial shared secret) (�G5?H)546*,(.- , in a manner guaranteeing
its authenticity, to the system D . D initializes its counter for C to #0I;?@& .

2. Protocol messages. The # 7,8 identification, &�9;#J9K! , proceeds as follows:

CMLNDPOQC>R%#�RS( = *6?@)54BA = *T(�-0-U*0&�-
Here CVLND : W denotes C sending the message W to D .

3. Protocol actions. To identify itself for session # , C does the following.

(a) C ’s equipment computes (>=�?X)54BA = *,(�- (easily done either from ( itself, or
from an appropriate intermediate value saved during the computation of )546*,(.-
initially), and transmits (1) to D .

(b) D checks that #Y?Z# I , and that the received password ( = satisfies: )+*T( = -�?([= A�\ . If both checks succeed, D accepts the password, sets #0I^]_#BI`$a& , and
saves (>= for the next session verification.
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10.7 Note (pre-play attack) Protocol 10.6 and similar one-time password schemes including
that of Note 10.8 remain vulnerable to an active adversary who intercepts and traps (or im-
personates the system in order to extract) an as-yet unused one-time password, for the pur-
pose of subsequent impersonation. To prevent this, a password should be revealed only to
a party which itself is known to be authentic. Challenge-response techniques (see d 10.3)
address this threat.

10.8 Note (alternative one-time password scheme) The following one-time-password alterna-
tive to Protocol 10.6 is suitable if storing actual passwords on the system side is acceptable
(cf. Figure 10.1; compare also to d 10.3.2(iii)). The claimant e has a shared password f
with the system verifier g , to which it sends the data pair: h,i�j�k+hTi�j2f�l6l . The verifier com-
putes the hash of the received value i and its local copy of f , and declares acceptance if
this matches the received hash value. To avoid replay, i should be a sequence number, time-
stamp, or other parameter which can be easily guaranteed to be accepted only once.

10.3 Challenge-response identification (strong
authentication)

The idea of cryptographic challenge-response protocols is that one entity (the claimant)
“proves” its identity to another entity (the verifier) by demonstrating knowledge of a secret
known to be associated with that entity, without revealing the secret itself to the verifier dur-
ing the protocol.m This is done by providing a response to a time-variant challenge, where
the response depends on both the entity’s secret and the challenge. The challenge is typi-
cally a number chosen by one entity (randomly and secretly) at the outset of the protocol.
If the communications line is monitored, the response from one execution of the identifi-
cation protocol should not provide an adversary with useful information for a subsequent
identification, as subsequent challenges will differ.

Before considering challenge-response identification protocols based on symmetric-
key techniques ( d 10.3.2), public-key techniques ( d 10.3.3), and zero-knowledge concepts
( d 10.4), background on time-variant parameters is first provided.

10.3.1 Background on time-variant parameters

Time-variant parameters may be used in identification protocols to counteract replay and
interleaving attacks (see d 10.5), to provide uniqueness or timeliness guarantees, and to pre-
vent certain chosen-text attacks. They may similarly be used in authenticated key estab-
lishment protocols (Chapter 12), and to provide uniqueness guarantees in conjunction with
message authentication (Chapter 9).

Time-variant parameters which serve to distinguish one protocol instance from another
are sometimes called nonces, unique numbers, or non-repeating values; definitions of these
terms have traditionally been loose, as the specific properties required depend on the actual
usage and protocol.

10.9 Definition A nonce is a value used no more than once for the same purpose. It typically
serves to prevent (undetectable) replay.n

In some mechanisms, the secret is known to the verifier, and is used to verify the response; in others, the secret
need not actually be known by the verifier.
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The term nonce is most often used to refer to a “random” number in a challenge-response
protocol, but the required randomness properties vary. Three main classes of time-variant
parameters are discussed in turn below: random numbers, sequence numbers, and time-
stamps. Often, to ensure protocol security, the integrity of such parameters must be guar-
anteed (e.g., by cryptographically binding them with other data in a challenge-response
sequence). This is particularly true of protocols in which the only requirement of a time-
variant parameter is uniqueness, e.g., as provided by a never-repeated sequential counter.o

Following are some miscellaneous points about time-variant parameters.

1. Verifiable timeliness may be provided through use of random numbers in challenge-
response mechanisms, timestamps in conjunction with distributed timeclocks, or se-
quence numbers in conjunction with the maintenance of pairwise (claimant, verifier)
state information.

2. To provide timeliness or uniqueness guarantees, the verifier in the protocol controls
the time-variant parameter, either directly (through choice of a random number) or
indirectly (through information maintained regarding a shared sequence, or logically
through a common time clock).

3. To uniquely identify a message or sequence of messages (protocol instance), nonces
drawn from a monotonically increasing sequence may be used (e.g., sequence or se-
rial numbers, and timestamps, if guaranteed to be increasing and unique), or random
numbers of sufficient size. Uniqueness is often required only within a given key life-
time or time window.

4. Combinations of time-variant parameters may be used, e.g., random numbers con-
catenated to timestamps or sequence numbers. This may guarantee that a pseudoran-
dom number is not duplicated.

(i) Random numbers

Random numbers may be used in challenge-response mechanisms, to provide uniqueness
and timeliness assurances, and to preclude certain replay and interleaving attacks (see p 10.5,
including Remark 10.42). Random numbers may also serve to provide unpredictability, for
example, to preclude chosen-text attacks.

The term random numbers, when used in the context of identification and authentica-
tion protocols, includes pseudorandom numbers which are unpredictable to an adversary
(see Remark 10.11); this differs from randomness in the traditional statistical sense. In pro-
tocol descriptions, “choose a random number” is usually intended to mean “pick a number
with uniform distribution from a specified sample space” or “select from a uniform distri-
bution”.

Random numbers are used in challenge-response protocols as follows. One entity in-
cludes a (new) random number in an outgoing message. An incoming message subsequen-
tly received (e.g., the next protocol message of the same protocol instance), whose construc-
tion required knowledge of this nonce and to which this nonce is inseparably bound, is then
deemed to be fresh (Remark 10.10) based on the reasoning that the random number links
the two messages. The non-tamperable binding is required to prevent appending a nonce
to an old message.

Random numbers used in this manner serve to fix a relative point in time for the parties
involved, analogous to a shared timeclock. The maximum allowable time between protocol
messages is typically constrained by a timeout period, enforced using local, independent
countdown timers.q

Such predictable parameters differ from sequence numbers in that they might not be bound to any stored state.
Without appropriate cryptographic binding, a potential concern then is a pre-play attack wherein an adversary
obtains the response before the time-variant parameter is legitimately sent (see Note 10.7).
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10.10 Remark (freshness) In the context of challenge-response protocols, fresh typically means
recent, in the sense of having originated subsequent to the beginning of the current protocol
instance. Note that such freshness alone does not rule out interleaving attacks using parallel
sessions (see t 10.5).

10.11 Remark (birthday repetitions in random numbers) In generating pseudorandom numbers
for use as time-variant parameters, it suffices if the probability of a repeated number is ac-
ceptably low and if numbers are not intentionally reused. This may be achieved by selecting
the random value from a sufficiently large sample space, taking into account coincidences
arising from the birthday paradox. The latter may be addressed by either using a larger sam-
ple space, or by using a generation process guaranteed to avoid repetition (e.g., a bijection),
such as using the counter or OFB mode of a block cipher ( t 7.2.2).

10.12 Remark (disadvantages of random numbers) Many protocols involving random numbers
require the generation of cryptographically secure (i.e., unpredictable) random numbers.
If pseudorandom number generators are used, an initial seed with sufficient entropy is re-
quired. When random numbers are used in challenge-response mechanisms in place of
timestamps, typically the protocol involves one additional message, and the challenger must
temporarily maintain state information, but only until the response is verified.

(ii) Sequence numbers

A sequence number (serial number, or counter value) serves as a unique number identify-
ing a message, and is typically used to detect message replay. For stored files, sequence
numbers may serve as version numbers for the file in question. Sequence numbers are spe-
cific to a particular pair of entities, and must explicitly or implicitly be associated with both
the originator and recipient of a message; distinct sequences are customarily necessary for
messages from u to v and from v to u .

Parties follow a pre-defined policy for message numbering. A message is accepted only
if the sequence number therein has not been used previously (or not used previously within
a specified time period), and satisfies the agreed policy. The simplest policy is that a se-
quence number starts at zero, is incremented sequentially, and each successive message
has a number one greater than the previous one received. A less restrictive policy is that
sequence numbers need (only) be monotonically increasing; this allows for lost messages
due to non-malicious communications errors, but precludes detection of messages lost due
to adversarial intervention.

10.13 Remark (disadvantages of sequence numbers) Use of sequence numbers requires an over-
head as follows: each claimant must record and maintain long-term pairwise state infor-
mation for each possible verifier, sufficient to determine previously used and/or still valid
sequence numbers. Special procedures (e.g., for resetting sequence numbers) may be neces-
sary following circumstances disrupting normal sequencing (e.g., system failures). Forced
delays are not detectable in general. As a consequence of the overhead and synchronization
necessary, sequence numbers are most appropriate for smaller, closed groups.

(iii) Timestamps

Timestamps may be used to provide timeliness and uniqueness guarantees, to detect mes-
sage replay. They may also be used to implement time-limited access privileges, and to
detect forced delays.
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Timestamps function as follows. The party originating a message obtains a timestamp
from its local (host) clock, and cryptographically binds it to a message. Upon receiving a
time-stamped message, the second party obtains the current time from its own (host) clock,
and subtracts the timestamp received. The received message is valid provided:

1. the timestamp difference is within the acceptance window (a fixed-size time interval,
e.g., 10 milliseconds or 20 seconds, selected to account for the maximum message
transit and processing time, plus clock skew); and

2. (optionally) no message with an identical timestamp has been previously received
from the same originator. This check may be made by the verifier maintaining a list
of all timestamps received from each source entity within the current acceptance win-
dow. Another method is to record the latest (valid) timestamp used by each source
(in this case the verifier accepts only strictly increasing time values).

The security of timestamp-based verification relies on use of a common time reference.
This requires that host clocks be available and both “loosely synchronized” and secured
from modification. Synchronization is necessary to counter clock drift, and must be appro-
priate to accommodate the acceptance window used. The degree of clock skew allowed,
and the acceptance window, must be appropriately small to preclude message replay if the
above optional check is omitted. The timeclock must be secure to prevent adversarial re-
setting of a clock backwards so as to restore the validity of old messages, or setting a clock
forward to prepare a message for some future point in time (cf. Note 10.7).

10.14 Remark (disadvantages of timestamps) Timestamp-based protocols require that time-
clocks be both synchronized and secured. The preclusion of adversarial modification of
local timeclocks is difficult to guarantee in many distributed environments; in this case,
the security provided must be carefully re-evaluated. Maintaining lists of used timestamps
within the current window has the drawback of a potentially large storage requirement, and
corresponding verification overhead. While technical solutions exist for synchronizing dis-
tributed clocks, if synchronization is accomplished via network protocols, such protocols
themselves must be secure, which typically requires authentication; this leads to a circular
security argument if such authentication is itself timestamp-based.

10.15 Remark (comparison of time-variant parameters) Timestamps in protocols offer the ad-
vantage of fewer messages (typically by one), and no requirement to maintain pairwise
long-term state information (cf. sequence numbers) or per-connection short-term state in-
formation (cf. random numbers). Minimizing state information is particularly important for
servers in client-server applications. The main drawback of timestamps is the requirement
of maintaining secure, synchronized distributed timeclocks. Timestamps in protocols may
typically be replaced by a random number challenge plus a return message.

10.3.2 Challenge-response by symmetric-key techniques

Challenge-response mechanisms based on symmetric-key techniques require the claimant
and the verifier to share a symmetric key. For closed systems with a small number of users,
each pair of users may share a key a priori; in larger systems employing symmetric-key
techniques, identification protocols often involve the use of a trusted on-line server with
which each party shares a key. The on-line server effectively acts like the hub of a spoked
wheel, providing a common session key to two parties each time one requests authentication
with the other.
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The apparent simplicity of the techniques presented below and in y 10.3.3 is misleading.
The design of such techniques is intricate and the security is brittle; those presented have
been carefully selected.

(i) Challenge-response based on symmetric-key encryption

Both the Kerberos protocol (Protocol 12.24) and the Needham-Schroeder shared-key pro-
tocol (Protocol 12.26) provide entity authentication based on symmetric encryption and in-
volve use of an on-line trusted third party. These are discussed in Chapter 12, as they addi-
tionally provide key establishment.

Below, three simple techniques based on ISO/IEC 9798-2 are described. They assume
the prior existence of a shared secret key (and no further requirement for an on-line server).
In this case, two parties may carry out unilateral entity authentication in one pass using
timestamps or sequence numbers, or two passes using random numbers; mutual authen-
tication requires, respectively, two and three passes. The claimant corroborates its identity
by demonstrating knowledge of the shared key by encrypting a challenge (and possibly ad-
ditional data) using the key. These techniques are similar to those given in y 12.3.1.

10.16 Remark (data integrity) When encipherment is used in entity authentication protocols,
data integrity must typically also be guaranteed to ensure security. For example, for mes-
sages spanning more than one block, the rearrangement of ciphertext blocks cannot be de-
tected in the ECB mode of block encryption, and even CBC encryption may provide only
a partial solution. Such data integrity should be provided through use of an accepted data
integrity mechanism (see y 9.6; cf. Remark 12.19).

9798-2 mechanisms: Regarding notation: z|{ and }6{ , respectively, denote a random num-
ber and a timestamp, generated by ~ . (In these mechanisms, the timestamp } { may be re-
placed by a sequence number � { , providing slightly different guarantees.) ��� denotes a
symmetric encryption algorithm, with a key � shared by ~ and � ; alternatively, distinct
keys � {�� and � ��{ may be used for unidirectional communication. It is assumed that both
parties are aware of the claimed identity of the other, either by context or by additional (un-
secured) cleartext data fields. Optional message fields are denoted by an asterisk (*), while
a comma (,) within the scope of ��� denotes concatenation.

1. unilateral authentication, timestamp-based:

~E�N�P�������T} {J� �������6���
Upon reception and decryption, � verifies that the timestamp is acceptable, and op-
tionally verifies the received identifier as its own. The identifier � here prevents an
adversary from re-using the message immediately on ~ , in the case that a single bi-
directional key � is used.

2. unilateral authentication, using random numbers:
To avoid reliance on timestamps, the timestamp may be replaced by a random num-
ber, at the cost of an additional message:

~E�N�P��z � �6���
~E�N�P��� � �Tz|� � �������6���

� decrypts the received message and checks that the random number matches that
sent in (1). Optionally, � checks that the identifier in (2) is its own; this prevents
a reflection attack in the case of a bi-directional key � . To prevent chosen-text at-
tacks on the encryption scheme � � , ~ may (as below) embed an additional random
number in (2) or, alternately, the form of the challenges can be restricted; the critical
requirement is that they be non-repeating.
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3. mutual authentication, using random numbers:�M�N�����|� �6 �¡
�M¢N���¤£�¥.�,�|¦J§B�|�>§2�Y¨2¡��6©�¡
�M�N���¤£�¥.�,�|�ª§���¦�¡ �6«�¡

Upon reception of (2),
�

carries out the checks as above and, in addition, recovers the
decrypted

� ¦
for inclusion in (3). Upon decrypting (3),

�
checks that both random

numbers match those used earlier. The second random number
� ¦

in (2) serves both
as a challenge and to prevent chosen-text attacks.

10.17 Remark (doubling unilateral authentication) While mutual authentication may be obtain-
ed by running any of the above unilateral authentication mechanisms twice (once in each
direction), such an ad-hoc combination suffers the drawback that the two unilateral authen-
tications, not being linked, cannot logically be associated with a single protocol run.

(ii) Challenge-response based on (keyed) one-way functions

The encryption algorithm in the above mechanisms may be replaced by a one-way or non-
reversible function of the shared key and challenge, e.g., having properties similar to a MAC
(Definition 9.7). This may be preferable in situations where encryption algorithms are oth-
erwise unavailable or undesirable (e.g., due to export restrictions or computational costs).
The modifications required to the 9798-2 mechanisms above (yielding the analogous mech-
anisms of ISO/IEC 9798-4) are the following:

1. the encryption function
£ ¥

is replaced by a MAC algorithm ¬ ¥ ;
2. rather than decrypting and verifying that fields match, the recipient now indepen-

dently computes the MAC value from known quantities, and accepts if the computed
MAC matches the received MAC value; and

3. to enable independent MAC computation by the recipient, the additional cleartext
field  ¦ must be sent in message (1) of the one-pass mechanism.

�|¦
must be sent as

an additional cleartext field in message (2) of the three-pass mechanism.

The revised three-pass challenge-response mechanism based on a MAC ¬ ¥ , with ac-
tions as noted above, provides mutual identification. Essentially the same protocol, called
SKID3, has messages as follows:�E�®�P�_�|� �6 �¡

�E¢®�P�_�|¦¯§ ¬ ¥��T�|¦J§B�|�ª§2�:¡��6©�¡
�E�®�P� ¬ ¥.�T�|�ª§��|¦¯§3�[¡ �6«�¡

Note that the additional field
�

is included in message (3). The protocol SKID2, obtained
by omitting the third message, provides unilateral entity authentication.

(iii) Implementation using hand-held passcode generators

Answering a challenge in challenge-response protocols requires some type of computing
device and secure storage for long-term keying material (e.g., a file on a trusted local disk,
perhaps secured under a local password-derived key). For additional security, a device such
as a chipcard (and corresponding card reader) may be used for both the key storage and
response computation. In some cases, a less expensive option is a passcode generator.

Passcode generators are hand-held devices, resembling thin calculators in both size
and display, and which provide time-variant passwords or passcodes (see Figure 10.3). The
generator contains a device-specific secret key. When a user is presented with a challenge
(e.g., by a system displaying it on a computer terminal), the challenge is keyed into the gen-
erator. The generator displays a passcode, computed as a function of the secret key and the
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challenge; this may be either an asymmetric function, or a symmetric function (e.g., encryp-
tion or MAC as discussed above). The user returns the response (e.g., keys the passcode in
at his terminal), which the system verifies by comparison to an independently computed
response, using the same information stored on the system side.

For further protection against misplaced generators, the response may also depend on a
user-entered PIN. Simpler passcode generators omit the user keypad, and use as an implicit
challenge a time value (with a typical granularity of one minute) defined by a timeclock
loosely synchronized automatically between the system and the passcode generator. A more
sophisticated device combines implicit synchronization with explicit challenges, presenting
an explicit challenge only when synchronization is lost.

A drawback of systems using passcode generators is, as per ² 10.2.1(i), the requirement
to provide confidentiality for user passwords stored on the system side.

passcode
generator

PIN
(optional)

³|´
µ

display
(response)

¶

(challenge)

·

·
(user) ¸ (system)

·

(optional)

REJECT

secret database

³|´
PIN ´

¹ ¹

no

(login request)

³º´PIN ´

user-entered

yes

µ

»
challenge
generator

ACCEPT

Figure 10.3: Functional diagram of a hand-held passcode generator. ¼ ´ is ½ ’s user-specific secret.¾
is a one-way function. The (optional) PIN could alternatively be locally verified in the passcode

generator only, making ¿ independent of it.

10.3.3 Challenge-response by public-key techniques

Public-key techniques may be used for challenge-response based identification, with a
claimant demonstrating knowledge of its private key in one of two ways (cf. ² 12.5):

1. the claimant decrypts a challenge encrypted under its public key;
2. the claimant digitally signs a challenge.

Ideally, the public-key pair used in such mechanisms should not be used for other pur-
poses, since combined usage may compromise security (Remark 10.40). A second caution
is that the public-key system used should not be susceptible to chosen-ciphertext attacks,ÀÁ

Both chosen-ciphertext and chosen-plaintext attacks are of concern for challenge-response techniques based
on symmetric-key encryption.
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as an adversary may attempt to extract information by impersonating a verifier and choos-
ing strategic rather than random challenges. (See Notes 8.13 and 8.58 regarding the Ra-
bin/Williams and Blum-Goldwasser schemes.)

Incorporating a self-generated random number or confounder ( Â 10.5) into the data over
which the response is computed may address both of these concerns. Such data may be
made available to the verifier in cleartext to allow verification.

(i) Challenge-response based on public-key decryption

Identification based on PK decryption and witness. Consider the following protocol:ÃMÄ®ÅPÆQÇ�ÈTÉËÊ6Ì2Å.Ì2ÍÏÎJÈ,É�Ì3Å:Ê�È6Ð�Ê
ÃMÑ®ÅPÆ_É È6Ò�Ê

Å
chooses a random

É
, computes the witness ÓPÔ Ç¤È,ÉËÊ

(Ó demonstrates knowledge of
É

without disclosing it – cf. Â 10.4.1), and computes the challenge Õ5Ô Í Î ÈTÉ�Ì2Å�Ê
. Here

Í Î
denotes the public-key encryption (e.g., RSA) algorithm of

Ã
, and

Ç
denotes a one-way

hash function.
Å

sends (1) to
Ã

.
Ã

decrypts Õ to recover
É�Ö

and
Å>Ö

, computes Ó Ö Ô Ç¤È,É�Ö×Ê ,
and quits if Ó ÖJØÔKÓ (implying

É Ö�ØÔ É ) or if
Å Ö

is not equal to its own identifier
Å

. Otherwise,Ã
sends

É Ô É Ö to
Å

.
Å

succeeds with (unilateral) entity authentication of
Ã

upon verify-
ing the received

É
agrees with that sent earlier. The use of the witness precludes chosen-text

attacks.

Modified Needham-SchroederPK protocol for identification. The modified Needham-Schr-
oeder public-key protocol of Note 12.39 provides key transport of distinct keys ÙÛÚ , Ù3Ü fromÃ

to
Å

and
Å

to
Ã

, respectively, as well as mutual authentication. If the key establishment
feature is not required, ÙÝÚ and Ù2Ü may be omitted. With

ÍÏÞ
denoting the public-key encryp-

tion algorithm for
Å

(e.g., RSA), the messages in the modified protocol for identification
are then as follows: ÃMÑNÅPÆQÍÏÞ>È,É Ú Ì2Ã>ÊßÈ0Ð�Ê

ÃMÄNÅPÆQÍ Î È,É Ú ÌBÉ Ü Ê�È0Ò�Ê
ÃMÑNÅPÆ_É Ü È0à�Ê

Verification actions are analogous to those of Note 12.39.

(ii) Challenge-response based on digital signatures

X.509 mechanisms based on digital signatures. The ITU-T (formerly CCITT) X.509 two-
and three-way strong authentication protocols specify identification techniques based on
digital signatures and, respectively, timestamps and random number challenges. These are
described in Â 12.5.2, and optionally provide key establishment in addition to entity authen-
tication.

9798-3 mechanisms. Three challenge-response identification mechanisms based on signa-
tures are given below, analogous to those in Â 10.3.2(i) based on symmetric-key encryption,
but, in this case, corresponding to techniques in ISO/IEC 9798-3. Regarding notation (cf.
9798-2 above):

É Î
and á Î , respectively, denote a random number and timestamp generated

by
Ã

. â Î denotes
Ã

’s signature mechanism; if this mechanism provides message recovery,
some of the cleartext fields listed below are redundant and may be omitted. ãäÕ É á Î denotes
the public-key certificate containing

Ã
’s signature public key. (In these mechanisms, if the

verifier has the authentic public key of the claimant a priori, certificates may be omitted;
otherwise, it is assumed that the verifier has appropriate information to verify the validity
of the public key contained in a received certificate – see Chapter 13.) Remark 10.17 also
applies here.
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1. unilateral authentication with timestamps:çMèNéPê�ëäì6í|î6ïJð�î6ï¯ð3é�ð2ñ¤ï�òTî6ï¯ð2é:ó�ò6ô�ó
Upon reception,

é
verifies that the timestamp is acceptable, the received identifier

é
is its own, and (using

ç
’s public key extracted from

ëäì6í|î6ï
after verifying the latter)

checks that the signature over these two fields is correct.

2. unilateral authentication with random numbers: Reliance on timestamps may be re-
placed by a random number, at the cost of an additional message:çEõNéPê�í|ö ò0ô�óçEèNéPê¤ëäì6íºî6ï¯ðBí|ïJð2é.ð2ñ�ï�òTí|ïJð�í ö ð3é:ó�ò0÷�ó
é

verifies that the cleartext identifier is its own, and using a valid signature public key
for
ç

(e.g., from
ëäì6í|î6ï

), verifies that
ç

’s signature is valid over the cleartext random
number

í|ï
, the same number

í ö
as sent in (1), and this identifier. The signed

í|ï
explicitly prevents chosen-text attacks.

3. mutual authentication with random numbers:çEõNéPê�í ö ò0ô�ó
çEèNéPê¤ëäì6íºî ï ðBí ï ð2é.ð2ñ ï òTí ï ð�í�ö[ð3é:ó�ò0÷�ó
çEõNéPê¤ëäì6íºî6öªð2çªð2ñ�ö[ò,í�ö>ðBí ï ð2ç>ó ò0ø�ó

Processing of (1) and (2) is as above; (3) is processed analogously to (2).

10.4 Customized and zero-knowledge identification
protocols

This section considers protocols specifically designed to achieve identification, which use
asymmetric techniques but do not rely on digital signatures or public-key encryption, and
which avoid use of block ciphers, sequence numbers, and timestamps. They are similar
in some regards to the challenge-response protocols of ù 10.3, but are based on the ideas
of interactive proof systems and zero-knowledge proofs (see ù 10.4.1), employing random
numbers not only as challenges, but also as commitments to prevent cheating.

10.4.1 Overview of zero-knowledge concepts

A disadvantage of simple password protocols is that when a claimant
ç

(called a prover in
the context of zero-knowledge protocols) gives the verifier

é
her password,

é
can there-

after impersonate
ç

. Challenge-response protocols improve on this:
ç

responds to
é

’s
challenge to demonstrate knowledge of

ç
’s secret in a time-variant manner, providing in-

formation not directly reusable by
é

. This might nonetheless reveal some partial informa-
tion about the claimant’s secret; an adversarial verifier might also be able to strategically
select challenges to obtain responses providing such information (see chosen-text attacks,
ù 10.5).

Zero-knowledge (ZK) protocols are designed to address these concerns, by allowing
a prover to demonstrate knowledge of a secret while revealing no information whatsoever
(beyond what the verifier was able to deduce prior to the protocol run) of use to the verifier
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in conveying this demonstration of knowledge to others. The point is that only a single bit
of information need be conveyed – namely, that the prover actually does know the secret.

More generally, a zero-knowledge protocol allows a proof of the truth of an assertion,
while conveying no information whatsoever (this notion can be quantified in a rigorous
sense) about the assertion itself other than its actual truth. In this sense, a zero-knowledge
proof is similar to an answer obtained from a (trusted) oracle.

(i) Interactive proof systems and zero-knowledge protocols

The ZK protocols to be discussed are instances of interactive proof systems, wherein a prov-
er and verifier exchange multiple messages (challenges and responses), typically dependent
on random numbers (ideally: the outcomes of fair coin tosses) which they may keep secret.
The prover’s objective is to convince (prove to) the verifier the truth of an assertion, e.g.,
claimed knowledge of a secret. The verifier either accepts or rejects the proof. The tradi-
tional mathematical notion of a proof, however, is altered to an interactive game wherein
proofs are probabilistic rather than absolute; a proof in this context need be correct only
with bounded probability, albeit possibly arbitrarily close to 1. For this reason, an interac-
tive proof is sometimes called a proof by protocol.

Interactive proofs used for identification may be formulated as proofs of knowledge.ú
possesses some secret û , and attempts to convince ü it has knowledge of û by correctly

responding to queries (involving publicly known inputs and agreed upon functions) which
require knowledge of û to answer. Note that proving knowledge of û differs from proving
that such û exists – for example, proving knowledge of the prime factors of ý differs from
proving that ý is composite.

An interactive proof is said to be a proof of knowledge if it has both the properties of
completeness and soundness. Completeness may be viewed as the customary requirement
that a protocol functions properly given honest participants.

10.18 Definition (completeness property) An interactive proof (protocol) is complete if, given
an honest prover and an honest verifier, the protocol succeeds with overwhelming probabil-
ity (i.e., the verifier accepts the prover’s claim). The definition of overwhelming depends
on the application, but generally implies that the probability of failure is not of practical
significance.

10.19 Definition (soundness property) An interactive proof (protocol) is sound if there exists an
expected polynomial-time algorithm þ with the following property: if a dishonest prover
(impersonating

ú
) can with non-negligible probability successfully execute the protocol

with ü , then þ can be used to extract from this prover knowledge (essentially equivalent
to
ú

’s secret) which with overwhelming probability allows successful subsequent protocol
executions.

An alternate explanation of the condition in Definition 10.19 is as follows: the prover’s se-
cret û together with public data satisfies some polynomial-time predicate, and another so-
lution of this predicate (possibly the same) can be extracted, allowing successful execution
of subsequent protocol instances.

Since any party capable of impersonating
ú

must know the equivalent of
ú

’s secret
knowledge ( þ can be used to extract it from this party in polynomial time), soundness guar-
antees that the protocol does indeed provide a proof of knowledge – knowledge equivalent
to that being queried is required to succeed. Soundness thus prevents a dishonest prover
from convincing an honest verifier (but does does not by itself guarantee that acquiring the

c
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prover’s secret is difficult; see Remark 10.23). A standard method to establish the sound-
ness of a particular protocol is to assume the existence of a dishonest prover capable of suc-
cessfully executing the protocol, and show how this allows one to compute the real prover’s
secret.

While an interactive proof of knowledge (or protocol based thereon) must be sound
to be of cryptographic use, the main property of zero-knowledge protocols is the zero-
knowledge aspect itself. For what follows, define a transcript (or view) to be the collection
of messages resulting from protocol execution.

10.20 Definition (zero-knowledge property) A protocol which is a proof of knowledge has the
zero-knowledge property if it is simulatable in the following sense: there exists an expected
polynomial-time algorithm (simulator) which can produce, upon input of the assertion(s)
to be proven but without interacting with the real prover, transcripts indistinguishable from
those resulting from interaction with the real prover.

The zero-knowledge property implies that a prover executing the protocol (even when in-
teracting with a malicious verifier) does not release any information (about its secret knowl-
edge, other than that the particular assertion itself is true) not otherwise computable in
polynomial time from public information alone. Thus, participation does not increase the
chances of subsequent impersonation.

10.21 Remark (simulated ZK protocols and protocol observers) Consider an observer � who
witnesses a zero-knowledge interactive proof (ZKIP) involving a prover � convincing a
verifier � ( ���� � ) of some knowledge � has. The “proof” to � does not provide any
guarantees to � . (Indeed, � and � might have a prior agreement, conspiring against � ,
on the challenges to be issued.) Similarly, a recorded ZKIP conveys no guarantees upon
playback. This is fundamental to the idea of the zero-knowledge property and the condition
that proofs be simulatable by a verifier alone. Interactive proofs convey knowledge only to
(interactive) verifiers able to select their own random challenges.

10.22 Definition (computational vs. perfect zero-knowledge) A protocol is computationally
zero-knowledge if an observer restricted to probabilistic polynomial-time tests cannot dis-
tinguish real from simulated transcripts. For perfect zero-knowledge, the probability dis-
tributions of the transcripts must be identical. By convention, when not further qualified,
zero-knowledge means computational zero-knowledge.

In the case of computational zero-knowledge, real and simulated transcripts are said
to be polynomially indistinguishable (indistinguishable using polynomial-time algorithms).
Any information extracted by a verifier through interaction with a prover provides no ad-
vantage to the verifier within polynomial time.

10.23 Remark (ZK property and soundness vs. security) The zero-knowledge property (Defini-
tion 10.20) does not guarantee that a protocol is secure (i.e., that the probability of it being
easily defeated is negligible). Similarly, the soundness property (Definition 10.19) does not
guarantee that a protocol is secure. Neither property has much value unless the underlying
problem faced by an adversary is computationally hard.

(ii) Comments on zero-knowledge vs. other asymmetric protocols

The following observations may be made regarding zero-knowledge (ZK) techniques, as
compared with other public-key (PK) techniques.
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1. no degradation with usage: protocols proven to have the ZK property do not suffer
degradation of security with repeated use, and resist chosen-text attacks. This is per-
haps the most appealing practical feature of ZK techniques.
A ZK technique which is not provably secure may or may not be viewed as more
desirable than a PK technique which is provably secure (e.g., as difficult as factoring).

2. encryption avoided: many ZK techniques avoid use of explicit encryption algo-
rithms. This may offer political advantages (e.g., with respect to export controls).

3. efficiency: while some ZK-based techniques are extremely efficient (see � 10.4.5),
protocols which formally have the zero-knowledge property typically have higher
communications and/or computational overheads than PK protocols which do not.
The computational efficiency of the more practical ZK-based schemes arises from
their nature as interactive proofs, rather than their zero-knowledge aspect.

4. unproven assumptions: many ZK protocols (“proofs of knowledge”) themselves rely
on the same unproven assumptions as PK techniques (e.g., the intractability of fac-
toring or quadratic residuosity).

5. ZK-based vs. ZK: although supported by prudent underlying principles, many tech-
niques based on zero-knowledge concepts fall short of formally being zero-knowled-
ge and/or formally sound in practice, due to parameter selection for reasons of ef-
ficiency, or for other technical reasons (cf. Notes 10.33 and 10.38). In fact, many
such concepts are asymptotic, and do not apply directly to practical protocols (Re-
mark 10.34).

(iii) Example of zero-knowledge proof: Fiat-Shamir identification protocol

The general idea of a zero-knowledge (ZK) proof is illustrated by the basic version of the
Fiat-Shamir protocol. The basic version is presented here for historical and illustrative pur-
poses (Protocol 10.24). In practice, one would use a more efficient variation, such as Pro-
tocol 10.26, with multiple “questions” per iteration rather than as here, where � poses only
a single one-bit challenge per iteration.

The objective is for 	 to identify itself by proving knowledge of a secret 
 (associated
with 	 through authentic public data) to any verifier � , without revealing any information
about 
 not known or computable by � prior to execution of the protocol (see Note 10.25).
The security relies on the difficulty of extracting square roots modulo large composite in-
tegers � of unknown factorization, which is equivalent to that of factoring � (Fact 3.46).

10.24 Protocol Fiat-Shamir identification protocol (basic version)

SUMMARY: 	 proves knowledge of 
 to � in � executions of a 3-pass protocol.
1. One-time setup.

(a) A trusted center  selects and publishes an RSA-like modulus ������� but keeps
primes � and � secret.

(b) Each claimant 	 selects a secret 
 coprime to � , ����
�������� , computes� ��
�� �"!$#%� , and registers � with  as its public key.&
2. Protocol messages. Each of � rounds has three messages with form as follows.

	(')�+*�,-�/.0�1�"!$#%� 23�54
	(6)�+*87:9�;0<5=>�@? 23A54
	(')�+*�BC��. D0
FE:�"!$#:� 23G54H

Technically, I should verify the condition JFKMLONQP0RTSVUXWZY or equivalently JFKMLONQ[5R\SVUXW]Y , for this to be a
sound proof of knowledge; and ^ should stop with failure if JFKML_Na`@RbS�U�cWdY , where ` is e ’s response in the third
message. But either condition failing would allow the factorization of S , violating the assumption that S cannot
be factored.

c
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3. Protocol actions. The following steps are iterated h times (sequentially and indepen-
dently). i accepts the proof if all h rounds succeed.

(a) j chooses a random (commitment) k , l"m]knmporqpl , and sends (the witness)sut k0vxw"y$z%o to i .
(b) i randomly selects a (challenge) bit { t}| or { t l , and sends { to j .
(c) j computes and sends to i (the response) ~ , either ~ t k (if { t�| ) or ~ t

k��:w"y$z:o (if { t l ).
(d) i rejects the proof if ~ t�| , and otherwise accepts upon verifying ~$v1� sd�F���� w"y$z�o�� . (Depending on { , ~�v t�s or ~$v t�s_� w�y$z�o , since ��t ��v w"y@z%o .

Note that checking for ~ t�| precludes the case k t}| .)
Protocol 10.24 may be explained and informally justified as follows. The challenge (or

exam) { requires that j be capable of answering two questions, one of which demonstrates
her knowledge of the secret � , and the other an easy question (for honest provers) to prevent
cheating. An adversary impersonating j might try to cheat by selecting any k and settings/t k0v$� � , then answering the challenge { t l with a “correct” answer ~ t k ; but would
be unable to answer the exam { t�| which requires knowing a square root of s mod o .
A prover j knowing � can answer both questions, but otherwise can at best answer one
of the two questions, and so has probability only l@��� of escaping detection. To decrease
the probability of cheating arbitrarily to an acceptably small value of ���O� (e.g., h t � | or
h t���| ), the protocol is iterated h times, with i accepting j ’s identity only if all h questions
(over h rounds) are successfully answered.

10.25 Note (secret information revealed by j ) The response ~ t k is independent of j ’s secret � ,
while the response ~ t kO��w"y$z�o also provides no information about � because the random
k is unknown to i . Information pairs

� s�� ~�� extracted from j could equally well be simu-
lated by a verifier i alone by choosing ~ randomly, then defining s-t ~$v or ~�v5� � w"y@z%o .
While this is not the method by which j would construct such pairs, such pairs

� s�� ~�� have
a probability distribution which is indistinguishable from those j would produce; this es-
tablishes the zero-knowledge property. Despite the ability to simulate proofs, i is unable
to impersonate j because i cannot predict the real-time challenges.

As a minor technical point, however, the protocol does reveal a bit of information: the
answer ~ t kO� provides supporting evidence that � is indeed a square modulo o , and the
soundness of the protocol allows one to conclude, after h successful iterations, that this is
indeed the case.

(iv) General structure of zero-knowledge protocols

Protocol 10.24 illustrates the general structure of a large class of three-move zero-knowl-
edge protocols:

j}�)i+� ����h�oX{�� �
j}¡)i+�£¢¥¤�¦$§\§¨{3o�©�{
j}�)i+��k�{ �«ª�¬�oX� {

The prover claiming to be j selects a random element from a pre-defined set as its secret
commitment (providing hidden randomization or “private coin tosses”), and from this com-
putes an associated (public) witness. This provides initial randomness for variation from
other protocol runs, and essentially defines a set of questions all of which the prover claims
to be able to answer, thereby a priori constraining her forthcoming response. By protocol
design, only the legitimate party j , with knowledge of j ’s secret, is truly capable of an-
swering all the questions, and the answer to any one of these provides no information about
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’s long-term secret. ® ’s subsequent challenge selects one of these questions.


provides

its response, which ® checks for correctness. The protocol is iterated, if necessary, to im-
prove the bound limiting the probability of successful cheating.

Zero-knowledge interactive protocols thus combine the ideas of cut-and-choose pro-
tocols (this terminology results from the standard method by which two children share a
piece of cake: one cuts, the other chooses) and challenge-response protocols.


responds

to at most one challenge (question) for a given witness, and should not reuse any witness;
in many protocols, security (possibly of long-term keying material) may be compromised
if either of these conditions is violated.

10.4.2 Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification protocol

The basic version of the Fiat-Shamir protocol is presented as Protocol 10.24. This can be
generalized, and the Feige-Fiat-Shamir (FSS) identification protocol (Protocol 10.26) is a
minor variation of such a generalization. The FFS protocol involves an entity identifying
itself by proving knowledge of a secret using a zero-knowledge proof; the protocol reveals
no partial information whatsoever regarding the secret identification value(s) of


(cf. Def-

inition 10.20). It requires limited computation (a small fraction of that required by RSA –
see ¯ 10.4.5), and is thus well-suited for applications with low-power processors (e.g., 8-bit
chipcard microprocessors).

10.26 Protocol Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification protocol

SUMMARY:


proves its identity to ® in ° executions of a 3-pass protocol.
1. Selection of system parameters. A trusted center ± publishes the common modulus²�³µ´�¶ for all users, after selecting two secret primes ´ and ¶ each congruent to· ¸"¹$º�»

, and such that ² is computationally infeasible to factor. (Consequently, ²
is a Blum integer per ¯ 2.4.6, and ¼%½ is a quadratic non-residue mod ² with Jacobi
symbol ¾ ½ .) Integers ¿ and ° are defined as security parameters (see Note 10.28).

2. Selection of per-entity secrets. Each entity


does the following.
(a) Select ¿ random integers À0Á¥ÂÃÀ�Ä@ÂÃÅ>Å>Å�ÂÃÀFÆ in the range ½ÈÇÉÀFÊËÇ ² ¼�½ , and ¿

random bits ÌÃÁ¥Â>ÅÃÅ>ÅÍÂÃÌ3Æ . (For technical reasons, Î5Ï º�Ð ÀÑÊ«Â ²�ÒÓ³ ½ is required, but
is almost surely guaranteed as its failure allows factorization of ² .)

(b) Compute Ô Ê ³ Ð ¼%½ Ò�Õ�Ö�× Ð À Ä Ê ÒFØ Á ¸"¹$º ² for ½1Ç/ÙÚÇ�¿ . (This allows Ô Ê to range
over all integers coprime to ² with Jacobi symbol ¾ ½ , a technical condition re-
quired to prove that no secret information is “leaked”; by choice of ² , precisely
one signed choice for Ô5Ê has a square root.)

(c)


identifies itself by non-cryptographic means (e.g., photo id) to ± , which
thereafter registers


’s public key

Ð Ô Á Â>ÅÃÅ>ÅÍÂMÔ Æ$Û ²�Ò , while only


knows its pri-
vate key

Ð À Á ÂÃÅ>ÅÃÅÍÂ>À Æ Ò and ² . (To guarantee the bounded probability of attack
specified per Note 10.28, ± may confirm that each Ô5Ê indeed does have Jacobi
symbol +1 relative to ² .) This completes the one-time set-up phase.

3. Protocol messages. Each of ° rounds has three messages with form as follows.�Ü ®+ÝÉÞ Ð ³àßâá Ä ¸"¹$º ²�Ò Ð ½ Ò�ã ®+Ý Ð«ä Á Â>Å>ÅÃÅÍÂ ä Æ Ò Â ä ÊXåræ�ç Â¥½$è Ð3é Ò�Ü ®+ÝÉê Ð ³�áx× ë�ì�í Á ÀFî ¸"¹$º ²�Ò Ð3· Ò
4. Protocol actions. The following steps are executed ° times; ® accepts


’s identity if

all ° rounds succeed. Assume ® has


’s authentic public key
Ð ÔïÁÃÂ>ÅÃÅ>Å�Â�Ô5Æ Û ²�Ò ; other-

wise, a certificate may be sent in message (1), and used as in Protocol 10.36.
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(a) ò chooses a random integer ó , ôCõ(ó-õ(ör÷]ô , and a random bit ø ; computesùuú�û ÷%ô�üþýâÿ�ó������ � ö ; and sends ù (the witness) to � .
(b) � sends to ò (the challenge,) a random � -bit vector û
	����������	�� ü .
(c) ò computes and sends to � (the response): � ú ó ÿ ���� �������� ��� � ö (the prod-

uct of ó and those � � specified by the challenge).

(d) � computes � ú � � ÿ ���� ��� � �� ��� � ö , and verifies that � ú �âù and �"!ú$# .
(The latter precludes an adversary succeeding by choosing ó ú%# .)

10.27 Example (Feige-Fiat-Shamir protocol with artificially small parameters)

1. The trusted center & selects the primes ' ú)(+*-, , . ú)* ô5ô , and publishes ö ú '/. ú0-0 ,-1 ô , . Integers � ú2, and 3 ú ô are defined as security parameters.
2. Entity ò does the following.

(a) Selects 3 random integers � � ú ô 0+4 , � � ú65-,-7 ô
0
, �
8 ú%5-(+5-( , and 3 bits ø � ú ô ,

ø � ú6# , ø 8 ú ô .
(b) Computes � � ú%5-5 ô *-5 0 , � � ú2,+,-*+5-#-7 , and � 8 ú ô 7-5+5-7-, .
(c) ò ’s public key is û
5-5 ô *-5 0 �,-,-*+5-#+7+� ô 7-595+79,-: 090 ,91 ô , ü and private key is û ô 0+4 �5-,-7 ô 0 �;5-(+5-( ü .

3. See Protocol 10.26 for a summary of the messages exchanged.
4. (a) ò chooses ó ú ô 7 4 1 , ø ú ô , computes ùuú%7 0 *-1-* , and sends this to � .

(b) � sends to ò the 3-bit vector û
#+�#+� ô5ü .
(c) ò computes and sends to �<� ú óxÿ � 8 ��� � ö ú%5-#+, ô #-5 .
(d) � computes � ú � � ÿ � 8 ��� � ö ú67 0 *-1-* and accepts ò ’s identity since � ú%=Úù

and �>!ú6# . ?
10.28 Note (security of Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification protocol)

(i) probability of forgery. Protocol 10.26 is provably secure against chosen message at-
tack in the following sense: provided that factoring ö is difficult, the best attack has
a probability 7�@ �A of successful impersonation.

(ii) security assumption required. The security relies on the difficulty of extracting square
roots modulo large composite integers ö of unknown factorization. This is equivalent
to that of factoring ö (see Fact 3.46).

(iii) zero-knowledge and soundness. The protocol is, relative to a trusted server, a (sound)
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge provided � úCB�ûED �-F D �-FÍö�ü and 3 úHG û
D �+F�ö�ü .
See Remark 10.34 regarding the practical significance of such constraints. A simplis-
tic view for fixed � is that the verifier, interested in soundness, favors larger 3 (more
iterations) for a decreased probability of fraud; while the prover, interested in zero-
knowledge, favors smaller 3 .

(iv) parameter selection. Choosing � and 3 such that �I3 úJ7-# allows a 1 in a million
chance of impersonation, which suffices in the case that an identification attempt re-
quires a personal appearance by a would-be impersonator (see K 10.5). Computation,
memory, and communication can be traded off; ô õ6� õ]ô * was originally suggested
as appropriate. Specific parameter choices might be, for security 7�@ �
L : � ú 0 � 3 ú65 ;
for 7�@ 8 L : � ú%(+� 3 ú 0 .

(v) security trade-off. Both computation and communication may be reduced by trading
off security parameters to yield a single iteration (3 ú ô ), holding the product �I3
constant and increasing � while decreasing 3 ; however, in this case the protocol is no
longer a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge.
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10.29 Note (modifications to Feige-Fiat-Shamir)

(i) As an alternative to step 1 of Protocol 10.26, each user may pick its own such modulusM . N is still needed to associate each user with its modulus.
(ii) The communication complexity can be reduced if O sends P (e.g., 128 bits of) a hash

value QSRUTWV instead of T in message (1), with P ’s verification modified accordingly.
(iii) The scheme can be made identity-based as follows (cf. X 13.4.3). N assigns a disting-

uished identifying string YIZ to each party O (e.g., O ’s name, address, or other infor-
mation which a verifier may wish to corroborate). O ’s public values [+\ , ]_^6`a^Cb
are then derived by both N and other parties P as [+\dcfegRhYiZkjl`�V using an appropri-
ate function e . Then the trusted center, knowing the factorization of M , computes a
square root m�\ of each [+\ and gives these to O .
As an example of e , consider, for a randomly chosen but known value n , egRUYiZkjo`pVqc
YiZsrt`drunkv�w�x M . Since a square root of e�\ycJegRhYiZzjl`�V is required, any e\ with
Jacobi symbol {|] mod M may be multiplied by a fixed number with Jacobi symbol
{|] . A non-residue e\ with Jacobi ra] may be either discarded ( O must then indicate
to P , e.g., in message (3), which values ` allow computation of the [+} ); or mapped
to a residue via multiplication by {|] , again with an indication to P of this to allow
computation of [+} . Note that both cases for dealing with a non-residue e \ with Jacobi
ra] reveal some (non-useful) information.

(iv) The parallel version of the protocol, in which each of three messages contains the
respective data for all ~ rounds simultaneously, can be shown to be secure (it releases
no “transferable information”), but for technical reasons loses the zero-knowledge
property. Such parallel execution (as opposed to sequential iteration) in interactive
proofs allows the probability of error (forgery) to be decreased without increasing the
number of rounds.

10.30 Note (converting identification to signature scheme) The following general technique may
be used to convert an identification scheme involving a witness-challenge-response sequen-
ce to a signature scheme: replace the random challenge � of the verifier by the one-way
hash ��c%QSRUTq��� ��V , of the concatenation of the witness T and the message � to be signed ( Q
essentially plays the role of verifier). As this converts an interactive identification scheme to
a non-interactive signature scheme, the bitsize of the challenge � must typically be increased
to preclude off-line attacks on the hash function.

10.4.3 GQ identification protocol

The Guillou-Quisquater (GQ) identification scheme (Protocol 10.31) is an extension of the
Fiat-Shamir protocol. It allows a reduction in both the number of messages exchanged and
memory requirements for user secrets and, like Fiat-Shamir, is suitable for applications in
which the claimant has limited power and memory. It involves three messages between a
claimant O whose identity is to be corroborated, and a verifier P .

10.31 Protocol GQ identification protocol

SUMMARY: O proves its identity (via knowledge of m�Z ) to P in a 3-pass protocol.

1. Selection of system parameters.
(a) An authority N , trusted by all parties with respect to binding identities to public

keys, selects secret random RSA-like primes � and � yielding a modulus M c
�/� . (As for RSA, it must be computationally infeasible to factor M .)

c
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(b) � defines a public exponent �_��� with �-�����U����/���%� where �y�%�U�����-�
�
�-���+� ,
and computes its private exponent �d�����¡ k¢�£��¤� . (See Note 10.33.)

(c) System parameters �h�g�o¥�� are made available (with guaranteed authenticity) for
all users.

2. Selection of per-user parameters.
(a) Each entity ¦ is given a unique identity §i¨ , from which (the redundant iden-

tity) ©+¨ª�¬«g�U§I¨� , satisfying �¯®¬©-¨$®C¥ , is derived using a known redun-
dancy function « . (See Note 10.35. Assuming that factoring ¥ is difficult im-
plies �+��°�
© ¨ ���/���6� .)

(b) � gives to ¦ the secret (accreditation data) ��¨"�2��©-¨k� �²± ¢�£��|¥ .
3. Protocol messages. Each of ³ rounds has three messages as follows (often ³z�6� ).

¦2´¶µ¸·¹§I¨z�¡º»�<¼-½¾¢�£��|¥ �
�-�
¦2¿¶µ¸·ÁÀ��ÃÂ¾Ä�Å�Æ
Åz�¾Ç6À�ÇÈ�/�É�
Ê-�
¦2´¶µ¸·¹Ë_�È¼¾Ì���¨ÎÍÏ¢�£��|¥ �
�-�

4. Protocol actions. ¦ proves its identity to µ by ³ executions of the following; µ ac-
cepts the identity only if all ³ executions are successful.

(a) ¦ selects a random secret integer ¼ (the commitment), ��ÇÐ¼2ÇÐ¥��2� , and
computes (the witness) ºÑ��¼9½¾¢�£��Ï¥ .

(b) ¦ sends to µ the pair of integers �U§I¨z�lºÒ� .
(c) µ selects and sends to ¦ a random integer À (the challenge), ��Ç6ÀÏÇ"� .
(d) ¦ computes and sends to µ (the response) Ë>��¼aÌ9�p¨ÎÍÏ¢�£��Ï¥ .
(e) µ receives Ë , constructs ©-¨ from §i¨ using « (see above), computes Ó��%©-¨ Í Ì
Ë�½�¢�£Ô�|¥ , and accepts ¦ ’s proof of identity if both ÓÕ�$º and Ó�Ö�Ø× . (The
latter precludes an adversary succeeding by choosing ¼��2× .)

10.32 Example (GQ identification protocol with artificially small parameters and ³z�6� )
1. (a) The authority � selects primes ���ÚÙ+Û-Ü , �Ý�ÚÞ-�+Ü , and computes ¥)�C�g�>�ß Ê-× ß Ü+� .

(b) � computes �_�%�h���<�-�
�
�d�<�-�� ß �-Ü-�+à ß , selects �Ý�%Ù ß Ü+Ù-Ù , and computes
�d��� �¡  ¢�£��¤�>�2Ê-�+�-à+Þ-Ù .

(c) System parameters �EÙ ß Ü-Ù+Ù+� ß Ê-× ß Ü-�+� are made available for all users.
2. (a) Suppose that ¦ ’s redundant identity is © ¨ �%� ß Ù+Þ-Ü .

(b) � gives to ¦ the accreditation data ��¨"�%�
©-¨á� �²± ¢�£��|¥�� ß ×-�-�+Ù ß .
3. See Protocol 10.31 for a summary of the messages exchanged.
4. (a) ¦ selects ¼��%Û-Ù ß-ß Û and computes ºÕ��¼-½�¢�£��|¥¯�%à-Ü+Ù-Ê+Ù .

(b) ¦ sends to µ the pair �h§i¨k�;à+Ü-Ù-Ê+Ù-� .
(c) µ sends to ¦ the random challenge Àd�6�-à+Ü-à-× .
(d) ¦ sends Ë_�<¼�Ì���¨ÎÍ�¢�£��|¥¯�%à-�+Ù-Ù+� to µ .
(e) µ computes Ó��¸©-¨ Í ÌâË�½�¢�£Ô�|¥��6à+Ü-Ù+Ê-Ù and accepts ¦ ’s identity since Ó���º

and Ó>Ö�6× . ã
10.33 Note (security of GQ identification protocol)

(i) probability of forgery. In Protocol 10.31, � determines the security level (cf. Fiat-
Shamir where �ä�%Ê but there are many rounds); some values such as �>�6Ê  Uå+æ � may
offer computational advantages. A fraudulent claimant can defeat the protocol with
a 1 in � chance by guessing À correctly a priori (and then forming ºÑ�%© ¨ Í ÌUË²½ as the
verifier would). The recommended bitlength of � thus depends on the environment
under which attacks could be mounted (see ç 10.5).
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(ii) security assumption required. Extracting è�éUê roots modulo the composite integer ë
(i.e., solving the RSA problem – ì 3.3) appears necessary to defeat the protocol; this is
no harder than factoring ë (Fact 3.30), and appears computationally intractable with-
out knowing the factors of ë .

(iii) soundness. In practice, GQ with íïî ð and a ñ -bit prime è is often suggested. For
generalized parameters òUëólè�ólí;ô , the probability of forgery is è¡õ�ö . If è is constant,
then technically for soundness, í must grow asymptotically faster than ÷ùø-ú�÷ùø-ú�ë . (For
soundness, è¡õ�ö�î$û�ò
ü9õ�ý;ö�ô must be smaller than inverse-polynomial in ÷ùø-ú�ë ; only
polynomial security is provided if for a constant þ , è°ö�î$û�òEò
÷�ø+ú¡ë�ô ÿô . See also Re-
mark 10.34.)

(iv) zero-knowledge property. In opposition to the soundness requirement, for GQ to be
zero-knowledge apparently requires ílè îØû�òEò
÷�ø+ú�ë�ô ÿ�ô for constant þ , imposing an
upper bound on í asymptotically: for è constant, í must be no larger than polynomial
in ÷ùø-ú�ë .

10.34 Remark (asymptotic concepts vs. practical protocols) The asymptotic conditions for
soundness specified in Note 10.33 have little meaning in practice, e.g., because big-O nota-
tion is not applicable once fixed values are assigned to parameters. Indeed, zero-knowledge
is a theoretical concept; while complexity-theoretic definitions offer guidance in selecting
practical security parameters, their significance diminishes when parameters are fixed. Re-
garding Note 10.33, if í�î ð is viewed as the instantiation of a non-constant parameter
(e.g., the iterated logarithm of ë ), then íäî¹ð will suffice for all practical purposes; con-
sider ë�î2ð ����� , íkî�� ÷ùú	��ë�
aî%ð .

10.35 Note (redundancy function for identity-based GQ)

(i) The protocol as given is an identity-based version (cf. Note 10.29), where � ’s public
key is reconstructed from identifier �� sent in message (1). Alternatively, a certified
public key may be used, distributed in a certificate as per Protocol 10.36.

(ii) One example of the redundancy function � is the redundancy mapping of the prepro-
cessing stage of ISO/IEC 9796 (see ì 11.3.5). A second example is a single function
value of � as in Note 10.29, for an appropriate value � .

(iii) The purpose of the redundancy is to preclude an adversary computing false accredi-
tation data corresponding to a plausible identity; this would be equivalent to forging
a certificate in certificate-based schemes.

10.4.4 Schnorr identification protocol

The Schnorr identification protocol is an alternative to the Fiat-Shamir and GQ protocols.
Its security is based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm problem. The design al-
lows pre-computation, reducing the real-time computation for the claimant to one multi-
plication modulo a prime � ; it is thus particularly suitable for claimants of limited com-
putational ability. A further important computational efficiency results from the use of a
subgroup of order � of the multiplicative group of integers modulo � , where ��� ò����»ð-ô ; this
also reduces the required number of transmitted bits. Finally, the protocol was designed to
require only three passes, and a low communications bandwidth (e.g., compared to Fiat-
Shamir).

The basic idea is that � proves knowledge of a secret � (without revealing it) in a time-
variant manner (depending on a challenge ü ), identifying � through the association of �
with the public key è via � ’s authenticated certificate.
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10.36 Protocol Schnorr identification protocol

SUMMARY: � proves its identity to � in a 3-pass protocol.

1. Selection of system parameters.

(a) A suitable prime � is selected such that � �"! is divisible by another prime # .
(Discrete logarithms modulo � must be computationally infeasible – see $ 3.6;
e.g., �&%('*),+.-./ , #�0('*),1.+ .)

(b) An element 2 is chosen, !4352535�6�7! , having multiplicative order # . (For
example, for 8 a generator mod � , 2:9;8=<?>A@B)DC?EGFIHKJ*LI� ; see Note 4.81.)

(c) Each party obtains an authentic copy of the system parameters M��ONP#ANQ2SR and the
verification function (public key) of the trusted party T , allowing verification
of T ’s signatures UWVXM�YZR on messages Y . ( UWV involves a suitable known hash
function prior to signing, and may be any signature mechanism.)

(d) A parameter [ (e.g., [\0(]�^ ), '�_S`a# , is chosen (defining a security level '�_ ).
2. Selection of per-user parameters.

(a) Each claimant � is given a unique identity b�c .
(b) � chooses a private key d , ^e3adf3(#g�h! , and computes i&9h2j@lkmHKJ*LI� .
(c) � identifies itself by conventional means (e.g., passport) to T , transfers i to T

with integrity, and obtains a certificate n.o�prq c 9sM,b c NtiuN&U V M,b c NviORDR from T
binding bwc with i .

3. Protocol messages. The protocol involves three messages.

�(xy�;z{n.o�prq c N}|~9�2=�IHKJ�LI� MD!�R
�(�y�;z{�\M����W�	�.��!�3���3a'�_S`a#wR�MD'�R
�(xy�;z��&9�d*�S�~�KHKJ�L�# MD��R

4. Protocol actions. � identifies itself to verifier � as follows.

(a) � chooses a random � (the commitment), !�3��63a#l�f! , computes (the witness)
|�9h2=�IHKJ*LI� , and sends (1) to � .

(b) � authenticates � ’s public key i by verifying T ’s signature on nGoPprq c , then
sends to � a (never previously used) random � (the challenge), !�3a��3('w_ .

(c) � checks !t3���3('�_ and sends � (the response) �&9�d*�����fHKJ*L�# .
(d) � computes ��9�2=�Pi���HKJ*LI� , and accepts � ’s identity provided ��9�| .

10.37 Example (Schnorr identification protocol with artificially small parameters)

1. (a) The prime �69a]�������! is selected, where ���K! is divisible by the prime #�9a]�]�� .
(b) A generator mod 48731 is 8 9�¡ ; 2 is computed as 8¢<?>A@�).C?EGF�HKJ�LI�69�!�!�]�]�] .
(c) The system parameters are MD]�������!�N£]�]���N	!�!�]�]�]�R .
(d) The parameter [g9a� is chosen.

2. (b) � chooses a private key de9���¤�� and computes i 9�2j@lk�HKJ�LI�69�����¤�¤ .
3. See Protocol 10.36 for a summary of the messages exchanged.
4. (a) � chooses �m9�'���] and sends |~9h2=��HKJ*LI�69a����!�'�� to � .

(b) � sends to � the random challenge �\9�!�'�¥ .
(c) � sends � the number � 9;d*�����fHKJ*L�#�9�'�¤�¤ .
(d) � computes ��9�2=�Pi���HKJ*LI�69�����!�'�� and accept’s � ’s identity since ��9�| .¦
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10.38 Note (security of Schnorr identification protocol)

(i) probability of forgery. In Protocol 10.36, § must be sufficiently large to make the
probability ¨�©lª of correctly guessing the challenge « negligible. §�¬®�¯ , °�±;¨P²Gª�¬
¨	³.´ was originally suggested in the case that a response is required within seconds
(see µ 10.5); larger ° may be necessary to preclude time-memory trade-offs, and °I±
¨�¶�·.´ is recommended to preclude other off-line discrete log attacks. Correctly guess-
ing « allows an adversary to impersonate ¸ by choosing any ¹ , sending º�¬¼»=½w¾�¿ÀfÁ*Â�Ã to Ä in (1), then sending ¹ in (3).

(ii) soundness. It can be shown that the protocol is a proof of knowledge of Å , i.e., any
party completing the protocol as ¸ must be capable of computing Å . Informally, the
protocol reveals “no useful information” about Å because º is a random number, and ¹
is perturbed by the random number Æ . (However, this does not prove that adversarial
discovery of Å is difficult.)

(iii) zero-knowledge property. The protocol is not zero-knowledge for large « , because
through interaction, Ä obtains the solution Ç,º¢ÈQ¹�È	«�É to the equation º�¬�»=½P¾l¿ ÀKÁ*ÂIÃ ,
which Ä itself might not be able to compute (e.g., if « were chosen to depend on º ).

10.39 Note (reducing transmission bandwidth) The number of bits transmitted in the protocol
can be reduced by replacing º in message (1) by § pre-specified bits of º (e.g., the least
significant § bits), and having Ä compare this to § corresponding bits of Ê .

10.4.5 Comparison: Fiat-Shamir, GQ, and Schnorr

The protocols of Feige-Fiat-Shamir, Guillou-Quisquater, and Schnorr all provide solutions
to the identification problem. Each has relative advantages and disadvantages with respect
to various performance criteria and for specific applications. To compare the protocols, a
typical set of selected parameters must be chosen for each providing comparable estimated
security levels. The protocols may then be compared based on the following criteria:

1. communications: number of messages exchanged, and total bits transferred;
2. computations: number of modular multiplications for each of prover and verifier

(noting on-line and off-line computations);
3. memory: storage requirements for secret keys (and signature size, in the case of sig-

nature schemes);
4. security guarantees: comparisons should consider security against forgery by guess-

ing (soundness), possible disclosure of secret information (zero-knowledge prop-
erty), and status regarding provable security; and

5. trust required in third party: variations of the protocols may require different trust
assumptions in the trusted party involved.

The number of criteria and potential parameter choices precludes a comparison which
is both definitive and concise. The following general comments may, however, be made.

1. computational efficiency. Fiat-Shamir requires between one and two orders of mag-
nitude fewer full modular multiplications (steps) by the prover than an RSA private-
key operation (cf. µ 10.3.3). When Ëw§g¬;¨�¯ and Ì is 512 bits, Fiat-Shamir uses from
about 11 to about 30 steps ( ËÍ¬Î¨�¯ , §t¬ÐÏ ; and Ë4¬ÎÏ , §�¬Ñ¨�¯ ); GQ requires about
60 steps (for §\¬5Ï , ÒÓ¬5¨�¯�¬5Ô Á�Õ ² Ç,¾ÖÉ ), or somewhat fewer if ¾ has low Hamming
weight; and full exponentiation in unoptimized RSA takes 768 steps.
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2. off-line computations. Schnorr identification has the advantage of requiring only a
single on-line modular multiplication by the claimant, provided exponentiation may
be done as a precomputation. (Such a trade-off of on-line for off-line computation is
possible in some applications; in others, the total computation must be considered.)
However, significant computation is required by the verifier compared to Fiat-Shamir
and GQ.

3. bandwidth and memory for secrets. GQ allows the simultaneous reduction of both
memory (parameter Ù ) and transmission bandwidth (parameter Ú ) with ÙZÛÎÚfÛÝÜ ,
by introducing the public exponent Þ�ßáà with the intention that the probability of
successful cheating becomes ÞBâlã£ä ; this simultaneous reduction is not possible in Fiat-
Shamir, which requires Ù user secrets and Ú iterations for an estimated security (prob-
ability of cheating) of à*âlã	ä . Regarding other tradeoffs, see Note 10.28.

4. security assumptions. The protocols require the assumptions that the following un-
derlying problems are intractable, for a composite (RSA) integer å : Fiat-Shamir –
extracting square roots mod å ; GQ – extracting Þ*æ,ç roots mod å (i.e., the RSA prob-
lem); Schnorr identification – computing discrete logs modulo a prime è .

10.5 Attacks on identification protocols

The methods an adversary may employ in an attempt to defeat identification protocols are a
subset of those discussed in Chapter 12 for authenticated key establishment, and the types
of adversaries may be similarly classified (e.g., passive vs. active, insider vs. outsider); for
a discussion of attacks on simple password schemes, see é 10.2.2. Identification is, how-
ever, less complex than authenticated key establishment, as there is no issue of an adver-
sary learning a previous session key, or forcing an old key to be reused. For conciseness,
the following definitions are made:

1. impersonation: a deception whereby one entity purports to be another.
2. replay attack: an impersonation or other deception involving use of information from

a single previous protocol execution, on the same or a different verifier. For stored
files, the analogue of a replay attack is a restore attack, whereby a file is replaced by
an earlier version.

3. interleaving attack: an impersonation or other deception involving selective combi-
nation of information from one or more previous or simultaneously ongoing protocol
executions (parallel sessions), including possible origination of one or more protocol
executions by an adversary itself.

4. reflection attack: an interleaving attack involving sending information from an on-
going protocol execution back to the originator of such information.

5. forced delay: a forced delay occurs when an adversary intercepts a message (typically
containing a sequence number), and relays it at some later point in time. Note the
delayed message is not a replay.

6. chosen-text attack: an attack on a challenge-response protocol wherein an adver-
sary strategically chooses challenges in an attempt to extract information about the
claimant’s long-term key.
Chosen-text attacks are sometimes referred to as using the claimant as an oracle, i.e.,
to obtain information not computable from knowledge of a claimant’s public key
alone. The attack may involve chosen-plaintext if the claimant is required to sign,
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encrypt, or MAC the challenge, or chosen-ciphertext if the requirement is to decrypt
a challenge.

Potential threats to identification protocols include impersonation by any of the follow-
ing attacks: replay, interleaving, reflection, or forced delay. Impersonation is also trivial if
an adversary is able to discover an entity’s long-term (secret or private) keying material, for
example, using a chosen-text attack. This may be possible in protocols which are not zero-
knowledge, because the claimant uses its private key to compute its response, and thus a
response may reveal partial information. In the case of an active adversary, attacks may in-
volve the adversary itself initiating one or more new protocol runs, and creating, injecting,
or otherwise altering new or previous messages. Table 10.3 summarizes counter-measures
for these attacks.

Type of attack Principles to avoid attack

replay use of challenge-response techniques; use of nonces; embed tar-
get identity in response

interleaving linking together all messages from a protocol run (e.g., using
chained nonces)

reflection embed identifier of target party in challenge responses; construct
protocols with each message of different form (avoid message
symmetries); use of uni-directional keys

chosen-text use of zero-knowledge techniques; embed in each challenge re-
sponse a self-chosen random number (confounder)

forced delay combined use of random numbers with short response time-outs;
timestamps plus appropriate additional techniques

Table 10.3: Identification protocol attacks and counter-measures.

10.40 Remark (use of keys for multiple purposes) Caution is advised if any cryptographic key is
used for more than one purpose. For example, using an RSA key for both entity authenti-
cation and signatures may compromise security by allowing a chosen-text attack. Suppose
authentication here consists of ê challenging ë with a random number ìAí RSA-encrypted
under ë ’s public key, and ë is required to respond with the decrypted random number. If
ê challenges ë with ìAí5îðïWñ�ò}ó , ë ’s response to this authentication request may (unwit-
tingly) provide to ê its RSA signature on the hash value of the (unknown to ë ) message ò .
See also Example 9.88, where a DES key used for both CBC encryption and CBC-MAC
leads to a security flaw; and Remark 13.32.

10.41 Remark (adversary acting “as a wire”) In any identification protocol between ë and ê ,
an adversary ô may step into the communications path and simply relay (without changing)
the messages between legitimates parties ë and ê , itself acting as a part of the communi-
cations link. Typically in practice, this is not considered a true “attack”, in the sense that it
does not alter the aliveness assurance delivered by the protocol; however, in some special
applications, this may be a concern (see Remark 10.42).

10.42 Remark (grandmaster postal-chess problem) Identification protocols do not provide as-
surances about the physical location of the authenticated party. Therefore, Remark 10.41
notwithstanding, a concern may arise in the special case that the following is possible: an
adversary ô attempts to impersonate ê , is challenged (to prove it is ê ) by ë , and is able to
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relay (in real time, without detection or noticeable delay, and pretending to be ÷ ) the chal-
lenge on to the real ø , get a proper response from ø , and pass this response along back to
÷ . In this case, additional measures are necessary to prevent a challenged entity from elic-
iting aid in computing responses. This is related to the so-called grandmaster postal-chess
problem, whereby an amateur’s chess rating may unfairly be improved by engaging in two
simultaneous chess games with distinct grandmasters, playing black in one game and white
in the second, and using the grandmaster’s moves from each game in the other. Either two
draws, or a win and a loss, are guaranteed, both of which will improve the amateur’s rating.

For further discussion of protocol attacks including specific examples of flawed entity
authentication protocols, see ù 12.9.

(i) Maintaining authenticity

Identification protocols provide assurances corroborating the identity of an entity only at
a given instant in time. If the continuity of such an assurance is required, additional tech-
niques are necessary to counteract active adversaries. For example, if identification is car-
ried out at the beginning of a communications session to grant communications permis-
sions, a potential threat is an adversary who “cuts in” on the communications line immedi-
ately after the successful identification of the legitimate party. Approaches to prevent this
include:

1. performing re-authentication periodically, or for each discrete resource requested
(e.g., each file access). A remaining threat here is an adversary who “steps out” ev-
ery time re-authentication is performed, allowing the legitimate party to perform this
task, before re-entering.

2. tying the identification process to an ongoing integrity service. In this case, the iden-
tification process should be integrated with a key establishment mechanism, such that
a by-product of successful identification is a session key appropriate for use in a sub-
sequent ongoing integrity mechanism.

(ii) Security level required for on-line vs. off-line attacks

The security level required for identification protocols depends on the environment and the
specific application at hand. The probability of success of “guessing attacks” should be
considered, and distinguished from the amount of computation required to mount on-line
or off-line attacks (using the best techniques known). Some illustrative notes follow (see
also Note 10.28).

1. Local attacks. Selecting security parameters which limit the probability of successful
impersonation of a guessing attack (an adversary simply guesses a legitimate party’s
secret) to a ú in ûPüDý chance ( û�þ bits of security) may suffice if, for each attempted
impersonation, a local appearance is required by the would-be impersonator and there
is a penalty for failed attempts. Depending on the potential loss resulting relative to
the penalty, ú�þ to ÿ�þ bits or more of security may be required.

2. Remote attacks. A higher level of security is required in environments where unlim-
ited identification attempts, each involving minimal computational effort, are pos-
sible by remote electronic communications, by an anonymous claimant interacting
with an on-line system, with no penalties for failed attempts. û�þ to ��þ bits of security
or more may be called for here, unless the number of interactions may be somehow
limited.

3. Off-line or non-interactive attacks. Selecting security parameters such that an attack
requires û��.ý computations in real-time (during a protocol execution) may be accept-
able, but a bound of û � ý to û � ý computations (the latter should be adequate in all
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cases) may be called for if the computations can be carried out off-line, and the at-
tack is verifiable (i.e., the adversary can confirm, before interacting with the on-line
system, that his probability of successful impersonation is near 1; or can recover a
long-term secret by off-line computations subsequent to an interaction).

10.6 Notes and further references
�
10.1

Davies and Price [308] and Ford [414] provide extensive discussion of authentication and
identification; see also the former for biometric techniques, as well as Everett [380]. The
comprehensive survey on login protocols by de Waleffe and Quisquater [319] is highly rec-
ommended. Crépeau and Goutier provide a lucid concise summary of user identification
techniques with Brassard [192]. For standardized entity authentication mechanisms, see
ISO/IEC 9798 [598, 599, 600, 601, 602].

�
10.2

See the
�
9.2 notes on page 377 for historical discussion of using a one-way function (one-

way cipher) for “encrypted” password files. Morris and Thompson [907] introduce the no-
tion of password salting in their 1979 report on UNIX passwords; in one study of 3289 user
passwords unconstrained by password rules, 86% fell within an easily-searched subset of
passwords. Feldmeier and Karn [391] give an update 10 years later, indicating 30% of pass-
words they encountered fell to their attack using a precomputed encrypted dictionary, sorted
on tapes by salt values. See also Klein [680] and Lomas et al. [771]. Password salting is
related to randomized encryption; the idea of padding plaintext with random bits before en-
cryption may also be used to prevent forward search attacks on public-key encryption with
small plaintext spaces. Password rules and procedures have been published by the U.S. De-
partments of Commerce [399] and Defense [334].

Methods for computing password-derived keys (
�
10.2.4) are specified in the Kerberos Au-

thentication Service [1041] and PKCS #5 [1072]. A concern related to password-derived
keys is that known plaintext allows password-guessing attacks; protocols specifically de-
signed to prevent such attacks are mentioned in Chapter 12 notes on

�
12.6. The idea

of chaining one-time passwords by a one-way function (Protocol 10.6) is due to Lam-
port [739]; for related practical applications, see RFC 1938 [1047]. Davies and Price
[308, p.176] note a questionnaire-based identification technique related to fixed challenge-
response tables, wherein the user is challenged by a random subset of previously answered
questions.

�
10.3

Needham and Schroeder [923] stimulated much early work in the area of authentication pro-
tocols in the late 1970s, and Needham was again involved with Burrows and Abadi [227] in
the BAN logic work which stimulated considerable interest in protocol analysis beginning
in the late 1980s; see Chapter 12 notes for further discussion.

Gong [501] provides an overview of both time variant parameters and message replay;
see also Neuman and Stubblebine [925], and the annexes of parts of ISO/IEC 9798 (e.g.,
[600]). For security arguments against the use of timestamps and a discussion of implemen-
tation difficulties, see Bellovin and Merritt [103]; Gaarder and Snekkenes [433]; Diffie, van
Oorschot, and Wiener [348]; and Gong [500], who considers postdated timestamps. See
also

�
12.3 notes. Lam and Beth [734] note that timestamp-based protocols are appropriate
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for connectionless interactions whereas challenge-response suits connection-oriented com-
munications, and suggest challenge-response techniques be used to securely synchronize
timeclocks with applications themselves using timestamp-based authentication.

ISO/IEC 9798 [598] parts 2 through 5 specify entity authentication protocols respectively
based on symmetric encryption [599], digital signatures [600], keyed one-way functions
[601], and zero-knowledge techniques [602]; a subset of these are presented in this chapter.
FIPS 196 [407] is a subset of 9798-3 containing the unilateral and mutual authentication
protocols involving challenge-response with random numbers.

Several parts of 9798 were influenced by the SKID2 and SKID3 (Secret Key IDentification)
protocols from the RACE/RIPE project [178], which leave the keyed hash function unspec-
ified but recommend RIPE-MAC with 64-bit random-number challenges. Diffie [342, 345]
notes that two-pass challenge-response identification based on encryption and random chal-
lenges has been used since the 1950s in military Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) systems
to distinguish friendly from hostile aircraft. Mao and Boyd [781] discuss the danger of im-
properly using encryption in authentication protocols, specifically the CBC mode without
an integrity mechanism (cf. Remark 10.16). Stubblebine and Gligor [1179] discuss attacks
involving this same mode; see also the much earlier paper by Akl [20].

Davies and Price [308] give a concise discussion of password generators. The identification
technique in � 10.3.3(i) based on public-key decryption and witness is derived from a Dan-
ish contribution to the 4th Working Draft of ISO/IEC 9798-5, specifying a protocol called
COMSET and motivated in part by Brandt et al. [188], and related to ideas noted earlier by
Blum et al. [163].

� 10.4
A refreshingly non-mathematical introduction to zero-knowledge proofs is provided by
Quisquater, Guillou, and Berson [1020], who document the secret of Ali Baba’s legendary
cave, and its rediscovery by Mick Ali. Mitropoulos and Meijer [883] give an exception-
ally readable and comprehensive survey (circa 1990) of interactive proofs and zero knowl-
edge, with a focus on identification. Other overviews include Johnson [641]; Stinson [1178,
Ch.13]; and Brassard, Chaum, and Crépeau [193] (or [192]) for a discussion of minimum
disclosure proofs, based on bit commitment and the primitive of a blob. Brassard and
Crépeau [195] provide a user-friendly discussion of various definitions of zero-knowledge,
while Goldreich and Oren [475] examine properties and relationships between various def-
initions of ZK proof systems.

Rabin [1022] employed the idea of cut-and-choose protocols for cryptographic applications
as early as 1978. While Babai (with Moran) [60, 61] independently developed a theory of
randomized interactive proofs known as Arthur-Merlin games in an attempt to “formalize
the notion of efficient provability by overwhelming statistical evidence”, interactive proof
systems and the notion of zero-knowledge (ZK) proofs were formalized in 1985 by Gold-
wasser, Micali, and Rackoff [481] in the context of an interactive proof of membership of
a string 	 in a language 
 ; they showed that the languages of quadratic-residues and of
quadratic non-residues each have ZK interactive proof (ZKIP) systems revealing only a
single bit of knowledge, namely, that 	��
 . Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [473, 474]
prove likewise for graph non-isomorphism (known not to be in NP) and graph isomorphism,
and that assuming the existence of secure encryption schemes, every language in NP has a
ZKIP; see also Chaum [244], and Brassard and Crépeau [194].

Motivated by cryptographic applications and identification in particular, Feige, Fiat, and
Shamir [383] adapted the concepts of interactive proofs of membership to interactive proofs
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422 Ch. 10 Identification and Entity Authentication

of knowledge, including reformulated definitions for completeness, soundness, and zero-
knowledge; while proofs of membership reveal one bit of set membership information,
proofs of knowledge reveal only one bit about the prover’s state of knowledge. The defini-
tions given in � 10.4.1 are based on these. These authors refine the original scheme of Fiat
and Shamir [395] to yield that of Protocol 10.26; both may be converted to identity-based
schemes (Note 10.29) in the sense of Shamir [1115]. The Fiat-Shamir scheme is related
to (but more efficient than) an earlier protocol for proving quadratic residuosity (presented
at Eurocrypt’84, but unpublished) by Fischer, Micali, and Rackoff [412]. The Fiat-Shamir
protocol as per Protocol 10.24 includes an improvement noted by Desmedt et al. [340] to
avoid inverses in the derivation of user secrets; this optimization may also be made to Pro-
tocol 10.26.

Related to definitions in � 10.4.1, Bellare and Goldreich [87] noted that Goldwasser, Mi-
cali, and Rackoff [481] did not formally propose a definition for a proof of knowledge, and
suggested that the formal definitions of Feige, Fiat, and Shamir [383] and Tompa and Woll
[1194] were unsatisfactory for some applications. To address these issues they proposed
a new definition, having some common aspects with that of Feige and Shamir [384], but
offering additional advantages.

Micali and Shamir [868] provide preliminary notes on reducing computation in the Fiat-
Shamir protocol by choosing the public keys ��� , ��������� to be the first � prime numbers;
each user then has an independent modulus � . A modification of Fiat-Shamir identifica-
tion by Ong and Schnorr [957] decreases computational complexity, signature size, and the
number of communications required, condensing � Fiat-Shamir iterations into one iteration
while leaving each user with � private keys (cf. the ����� extension below); for computa-
tional efficiency, they suggest using as secret keys (not too) small integers.

The idea of generalizing Fiat-Shamir identification in other ways, including “replacing
square roots by cubic or higher roots”, was suggested in the original paper; using higher
roots allows users to reduce their number of private keys � , including to the limiting case
����� . Guillou and Quisquater [524] proposed a specific formulation of this idea of “using
deep coin tosses” as the GQ scheme (Protocol 10.31); apparently independently, Ohta and
Okamoto [945, 944] proposed a similar formulation, including security analysis.

The Ohta-Okamoto (OO) version of this extended Fiat-Shamir scheme differs from the GQ
version (Protocol 10.31) as follows: (1) in OO, rather than  computing !#" from identity$ " , % chooses its own secret !#"'&)(+* and publishes

$ "'�,!#".-0/�1324� ; and (2) the verifi-
cation relation 5�6879".:<;>=?-A@B/�132C�ED becomes =?-�6F5G; $ "E: . OO is more general in that, as
originally proposed, it avoids the GQ (RSA) constraint that H�I�2J@K�ML�N<@O�EDBDP��� . Subsequent
analysis by Burmester and Desmedt [221] suggests that additional care may be required
when � is not prime. While the OO version precludes an identity-based variation, a further
subsequent version of extended Fiat-Shamir (GQ variation) by Okamoto [949] (“Scheme
3” of 5 protocols therein) is provably as secure as factoring, only slightly less efficient, and
is amenable to an identity-based variation.

The zero-knowledge interactive protocols of Chaum et al. [248, 249] for proving possession
of discrete logarithms, provided a basis for Protocol 10.36 which is due to Schnorr [1097,
1098]. Schnorr also proposed a preprocessing scheme to reduce real-time computation, but
see de Rooij [314] regarding its security. The Schnorr identification and signature schemes
must not both be used with the same parameters QRLTS [1098] (cf. Remark 10.40). Schnorr’s
protocol is related to the log-based identification scheme of Beth [123] also proven to be
zero-knowledge. Burmester et al. [223] analyze (cf. Note 10.33) a generalized identification
protocol encompassing all the well-known variations related to Fiat-Shamir and including
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those of both Chaum et al. and Beth noted above. Van de Graaf and Peralta [1200] give a
ZK interactive protocol for proving that a Blum integer is a Blum integer.

Brickell and McCurley [207] propose a modification of Schnorr’s identification scheme, in
which W is kept secret and exponent computations are reduced modulo XZYF[ rather than W ;
it has provable security if factoring X\Y][ is difficult, and moreover security equivalent to
that of Schnorr’s scheme otherwise; a drawback is that almost 4 times as much computa-
tion is required by the claimant. Another variant of Schnorr’s scheme by Girault [458, 461]
was the first identity-based identification scheme based on discrete logs; it uses a composite
modulus, and features the user choosing its own secret key, which remains unknown to the
trusted party (cf. implicitly-certified public keys, ^ 12.6.2). A further variation of Schnorr’s
identification protocol by Okamoto [949] (“Scheme 1”) uses two elements _a` and _cb , of or-
der W , and is provably secure, assuming the computational infeasibility of computing the d+e
discrete logarithm fhg9ikj3lm_<b of _<b relative to _.` ; it does, however, involve some additional
computation.

Aside from the above protocols based on the computational intractability of the standard
number-theoretic problems (factoring and discrete logarithms), a number of very efficient
identification protocols have more recently been proposed based on NP-hard problems.
Shamir [1116] proposed a zero-knowledge identification protocol based on the NP-hard
permuted kernel problem: given an nporq matrix s over d+e , X prime (and relatively
small, e.g., X�tvu9w�[ ), and an q -vector x , find a permutation y on z{[}|�~�~�~M|TqR� such that
x}���������3��sG� , where �����J��s�� is the kernel of s consisting of all q -vectors � such that
s���t�� �P~�~�~#���+��g}��X . Patarin and Chauvaud [966] discuss attacks on the permuted ker-
nel problem which are feasible for the smallest of parameter choices originally suggested,
while earlier less efficient attacks are presented by Baritaud et al. [73] and Georgiades [447].
Stern [1176] proposed a practical zero-knowledge identification scheme based on the NP-
hard syndrome decoding problem, following an earlier less practical scheme of Stern [1174]
based on intractable problems in coding theory. Stern [1175] proposed another practi-
cal identification scheme based on an NP-hard combinatorial constrained linear equations
problem, offering a very short key length, which is of particular interest in specific applica-
tions. Pointcheval [983] proposed another such scheme based on the NP-hard perceptrons
problem: given an n�o�q matrix � with entries ��[ , find an q -vector � with entries ��[
such that �]���8� .
Goldreich and Krawczyk [469] pursue the fact that the original definition of ZK of Gold-
wasser, Micali, and Rackoff is not closed under sequential composition (this was noted ear-
lier by D. Simon), establishing the importance of the stronger definitions of ZK formulated
subsequently (e.g., auxiliary-input zero-knowledge – see Goldreich and Oren [475]), for
which closure under sequential composition has been proven. They prove that even these
strong formulations of ZK are not, however, closed under parallel composition (thus moti-
vating the definition of weaker notions of zero-knowledge), and that 3-pass interactive ZK
proofs of membership that are black-box simulation ZK exist only for languages in BPP
(Definition 2.77); while the definition of “black-box simulation ZK” is more restrictive than
the original definition of ZK, all known ZK protocols are ZK by this definition also. Conse-
quently, protocols that are (formally) ZK are less practical than their corresponding 3-pass
parallel versions.

As a replacement for the security requirement of zero knowledge in many protocols, Feige
and Shamir [384] proposed witness indistinguishability and the related notion of witness
hiding protocols. Unlike zero knowledge, witness indistinguishability is preserved under
arbitrary composition of protocols.
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Methods have been proposed to reduce the communication complexity of essentially all
customized identification protocols, including the use of hash values in the first message (cf.
Note 10.29; Note 10.39). Girault and Stern [462] examine the security implications of the
length of such hash values, note that collision-resistance of the hash function suffices for the
typically claimed security levels, and examine further optimizations of the communication
complexity of such protocols, including use of r-collision resistant hash functions.

Blum, Feldman, and Micali [163] introduced the idea of non-interactive (or more clearly:
mono-directional) ZK proofs, separating the notions of interactive proof systems and zero-
knowledge protocols; here the prover and verifier share a random string, and communica-
tion is restricted to one-way (or the prover may simply publish a proof, for verification at
some future time). De Santis, Micali, and Persiano [317] improve these results employing a
weaker complexity assumption; Blum et al. [162] provide a summary and further improve-
ments. While the technique of Remark 10.30, due to Fiat and Shamir [395], allows a zero-
knowledge identification scheme to be converted to a signature scheme, the latter cannot be
a sound zero-knowledge signature scheme because the very simulatability of the identifica-
tion which establishes the ZK property would allow signature forgery (e.g., see Okamoto
[949]).

A further flavor of zero-knowledge (cf. Definition 10.22) is statistical (or almost perfect)
zero-knowledge; here the probability distributions of the transcripts must be statistically
indistinguishable (indistinguishable by an examiner with unlimited computing power but
given only polynomially many samples). Pursuing other characterizations, interactive pro-
tocols in which the assurance a verifier obtains is based on some unproven assumption may
be distinguished as arguments (see Brassard and Crépeau [195]), with proofs then required
to be free of any unproven assumptions, although possibly probabilistic.

For performance comparisons and tradeoffs for the Fiat-Shamir, Guillou-Quisquater, and
Schnorr schemes, see Fiat and Shamir [395], Schnorr [1098], Okamoto [949], and Lim and
Lee [768], among others. For an overview of chipcard technology and the use thereof for
identification, see Guillou, Ugon, and Quisquater [527]; an earlier paper on chipcards is by
Guillou and Ugon [526]. Knobloch [681] describes a preliminary chipcard implementation
of the Fiat-Shamir protocol.

�
10.5

Bauspiess and Knobloch [78] discuss issues related to Remark 10.41, including taking over
a communications line after entity authentication has completed. Bengio et al. [113] discuss
implementation issues related to identification schemes such as the Fiat-Shamir protocol,
including Remark 10.42. Classes of replay attacks are discussed in several papers, e.g.,
see Syverson [1182] and the ISO/IEC 10181-2 authentication framework [610]. For further
references on the analysis of entity authentication protocols and attacks, see the

�
12.9 notes.
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11.1 Introduction

Thischapterconsiderstechniquesdesignedto providethedigital counterparttoahandwrit-
tensignature.A digital signature of amessageisanumberdependentonsomesecretknown
only to thesigner, and,additionally, onthecontentof themessagebeingsigned.Signatures
mustbeverifiable;if adisputearisesastowhetherapartysignedadocument(causedby ei-
thera lying signertrying to repudiate asignatureit did create,or a fraudulentclaimant),an
unbiasedthird partyshouldbeableto resolvethematterequitably, withoutrequiringaccess
to thesigner’ssecretinformation(privatekey).

Digital signatureshavemanyapplicationsin informationsecurity, includingauthenti-
cation,dataintegrity, andnon-repudiation.Oneof themostsignificantapplicationsof dig-
ital signaturesis thecertificationof publickeysin largenetworks.Certificationis ameans
for a trustedthird party(TTP) to bind theidentityof a userto apublickey, sothatatsome
latertime,otherentitiescanauthenticateapublickeywithoutassistancefromatrustedthird
party.

Theconceptandutility of a digital signaturewasrecognizedseveralyearsbeforeany
practicalrealizationwasavailable.Thefirst methoddiscoveredwastheRSAsignaturesch-
eme,whichremainstodayoneof themostpracticalandversatiletechniquesavailable.Sub-
sequentresearchhasresultedin manyalternativedigital signaturetechniques.Someoffer
significantadvantagesin termsof functionalityandimplementation.Thischapteris anac-
countof manyof theresultsobtainedto date,with emphasisplacedonthosedevelopments
whicharepractical.

425
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Chapter outline¨
11.2providesterminologyusedthroughoutthechapter, anddescribesaframeworkfor dig-

ital signaturesthatpermitsausefulclassificationof thevariousschemes.It is moreabstract
thansucceedingsections.̈ 11.3providesanindepthdiscussionof theRSA signaturesch-
eme,aswell ascloselyrelatedtechniques.Standardswhich havebeenadoptedto imple-
mentRSA andrelatedsignatureschemesarealsoconsideredhere.

¨
11.4 looksat meth-

odswhich arisefrom identificationprotocolsdescribedin Chapter10. Techniquesbased
ontheintractabilityof thediscretelogarithmproblem,suchastheDigital SignatureAlgo-
rithm (DSA) andElGamalschemes,arethe topic of

¨
11.5. One-timesignatureschemes,

manyof whicharisefrom symmetric-keycryptography, areconsideredin
¨
11.6.

¨
11.7de-

scribesarbitrateddigital signaturesandtheESIGNsignaturescheme.Variationsontheba-
sic conceptof digital signatures,includingblind, undeniable,andfail-stopsignatures,are
discussedin

¨
11.8. Furthernotes,includingsubtlepointson schemesdocumentedin the

chapterandvariants(e.g.,designatedconfirmersignatures,convertibleundeniablesigna-
tures,groupsignatures,andelectroniccash)maybefoundin

¨
11.9.

11.2 A framework for digital signature mechanisms
¨
1.6 providesa brief introductionto the basicideasbehinddigital signatures,and

¨
1.8.3

showshowthesesignaturescanberealizedthroughreversiblepublic-keyencryptiontech-
niques.This sectiondescribestwo generalmodelsfor digital signatureschemes.A com-
pleteunderstandingof thematerialin this sectionis not necessaryin orderto follow sub-
sequentsections;the readerunfamiliarwith someof the moreconcretemethodssuchas
RSA (

¨
11.3)andElGamal(

¨
11.5) is well advisednot to spendanundueamountof time.

Theideaof aredundancyfunctionis necessaryin orderto understandthealgorithmswhich
givedigital signatureswith messagerecovery. Thenotationprovidedin Table11.1will be
usedthroughoutthechapter.

11.2.1 Basic definitions

1. A digital signature is adatastringwhichassociatesamessage(in digital form) with
someoriginatingentity.

2. A digital signature generation algorithm (or signature generation algorithm) is a
methodfor producinga digital signature.

3. A digital signature verification algorithm (or verification algorithm) is amethodfor
verifying thatadigital signatureis authentic(i.e.,wasindeedcreatedby thespecified
entity).

4. A digital signature scheme (or mechanism) consistsof a signaturegenerationalgo-
rithm andanassociatedverificationalgorithm.

5. A digital signature signing process (or procedure) consistsof a(mathematical)digi-
tal signaturegenerationalgorithm,alongwith amethodfor formattingdatainto mes-
sageswhichcanbesigned.

6. A digital signature verification process (or procedure) consistsof averificationalgo-
rithm, alongwith a methodfor recoveringdatafrom themessage.©ª

Oftenlittle distinctionis madebetweenthetermsschemeandprocess,andtheyareusedinterchangeably.

c
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Thischapteris, for themostpart,concernedsimplywith digital signatureschemes.In
orderto useadigital signatureschemein practice,it is necessaryto haveadigital signature
process.Severalprocessesrelatedto variousschemeshaveemergedascommerciallyrele-
vantstandards;two suchprocesses,namelyISO/IEC9796andPKCS#1,aredescribedin
11.3.5and


11.3.6,respectively. Notationusedin theremainderof thischapterisprovided

in Table11.1. Thesetsandfunctionslistedin Table11.1areall publicly known.

Notation Meaning®
a setof elementscalledthemessage space.®°¯
a setof elementscalledthesigning space.±
a setof elementscalledthesignature space.²
a ³"´7³ mappingfrom

®
to
® ¯

calledtheredundancy function.®¡µ
theimageof

²
(i.e.,

®¡µ7¶|·�¸�¹ ².º
).²	»3¼

theinverseof
²

(i.e.,
²	»f¼�½ ®¡µ ´f¾ ® ).¿

a setof elementscalledtheindexing set for signing.À
a one-wayfunctionwith domain

®
.®¡Á

theimageof
À

(i.e.,
À ½ ® ´Â¾ ®¡Á

);
®¡ÁhÃ�® ¯

calledthe
hash value space.

Table 11.1: Notation for digital signature mechanisms.

11.1 Note (comments on Table 11.1)

(i) (messages)
®

is thesetof elementsto whichasignercanaffix a digital signature.
(ii) (signing space)

® ¯
is thesetof elementsto whichthesignaturetransformations(to

bedescribedin

11.2.2and


11.2.3)areapplied.Thesignaturetransformationsare

notapplieddirectly to theset
®

.
(iii) (signature space)

±
is thesetof elementsassociatedto messagesin

®
. Theseele-

mentsareusedto bind thesignerto themessage.
(iv) (indexing set)

¿
is usedto identify specificsigningtransformations.

A classification of digital signature schemes
11.2.2and


11.2.3describetwo generalclassesof digital signatureschemes,whichcanbe

briefly summarizedasfollows:

1. Digital signatureschemeswith appendixrequiretheoriginalmessageasinput to the
verificationalgorithm.(SeeDefinition11.3.)

2. Digital signatureschemeswith messagerecoverydonotrequiretheoriginalmessage
asinput to theverificationalgorithm.In thiscase,theoriginalmessageis recovered
from thesignatureitself. (SeeDefinition11.7.)

Theseclassescanbefurthersubdividedaccordingto whetheror not Ä ¿ Ä ¶ ³ , asnotedin
Definition11.2.

11.2 Definition A digital signaturescheme(with eithermessagerecoveryor appendix)is said
to bea randomized digital signature scheme if Ä ¿ Ä�Å¤³ ; otherwise,thedigital signature
schemeis saidto bedeterministic.

Figure11.1 illustratesthis classification.Deterministicdigital signaturemechanismscan
befurthersubdividedinto one-time signature schemes (


11.6)andmultiple-use schemes.
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Digital signature schemes

message recovery

appendix

Randomized

Deterministic

Randomized

Deterministic

Figure 11.1: A taxonomy of digital signature schemes.

11.2.2 Digital signature schemes with appendix

Digital signatureschemeswith appendix,asdiscussedin this section,arethemostcom-
monlyusedin practice.Theyrely oncryptographichashfunctionsratherthancustomized
redundancyfunctions,andarelessproneto existentialforgeryattacks( Æ 11.2.4).

11.3 Definition Digital signatureschemeswhich requirethemessageasinput to theverifica-
tion algorithmarecalleddigital signature schemes with appendix.

Examplesof mechanismsproviding digital signatureswith appendixare the DSA
( Æ 11.5.1),ElGamal( Æ 11.5.2),andSchnorr( Æ 11.5.3)signatureschemes.Notationfor the
following discussionis givenin Table11.1.

11.4 Algorithm Key generation for digital signature schemes with appendix

SUMMARY: eachentity createsa privatekey for signingmessages,anda corresponding
publickey to beusedby otherentitiesfor verifying signatures.

1. Eachentity Ç shouldselecta privatekeywhich definesa set È3É~Ê�Ë`Ì<ÉAÍ ÎRÏ3ÐZÑeÒ{Ó
of transformations.EachÌ<ÉAÍ Î is a1-1mappingfrom Ô¡Õ to È andis calledasigning
transformation.

2. È É definesa correspondingmappingÖ É from Ô Õ�× È to Ë true,falseÓ suchthat

Ö ÉNØ Ù�Ú�ÛÝÜ�Þ Ê true, if Ì ÉAÍ ÎKØ Ù�Þ Ê Û Ü ,
false, otherwiseÚ

for all Ù Ñ�Ô Õ , Û Ü Ñ�È ; here,Ù Ê)ß ØàÙ�Þ for Ù Ñ{Ô . Ö É is calleda verification
transformation andis constructedsuchthatit maybecomputedwithoutknowledge
of thesigner’sprivatekey.

3. Ç ’s publickey is ÖKÉ ; Ç ’s privatekey is thesetÈ3É .

c
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11.5 Algorithm Signature generation and verification (digital signature schemes with appendix)

SUMMARY: entity ã producesa signatureäsåeæ for a messageçèåeé , whichcanlater
beverifiedby anyentity ê .

1. Signature generation. Entity ã shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selectanelementë�åZì .
(b) Computeç¡í�î�ïàç�ð and äVñ?í|ò<óAô õ�ï ç�ð .
(c) ã ’s signaturefor ç is äVñ . Both ç and äÝñ aremadeavailableto entitieswhich

maywish to verify thesignature.

2. Verification. Entity ê shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain ã ’sauthenticpublic key ö ó .
(b) Computeç¡í�î�ïàç�ð and÷{í�ö�óOï ç�ø�äÝñ�ð .
(c) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if ÷{í true.

Figure11.2providesaschematicoverviewof adigitalsignatureschemewith appendix.
Thefollowing propertiesarerequiredof thesigningandverificationtransformations:

(i) for eachë�åZì , ò<óAô õ shouldbeefficient to compute;
(ii) ö ó shouldbeefficient to compute;and
(iii) it shouldbecomputationallyinfeasiblefor anentityotherthan ã to find an ç\åZé

andan äÝñ?åFæ suchthat öKóNï ç�øUäÝñ¦ðHí true, whereç¡í�î�ïàç�ð .

ù�ú true

false

û�üsý.þ

ÿ ÿ� � ú�� �û û�ü þ
���	� � ú�� ��
 ÿ�

(a) The signing process

(b) The verification process

Figure 11.2: Overview of a digital signature scheme with appendix.

11.6 Note (use of hash functions) Most digital signatureschemeswith messagerecovery
( � 11.2.3)areappliedto messagesof a fixed length,while digital signatureswith appendix
areappliedto messagesof arbitrarylength. Theone-wayfunction î in Algorithm 11.5 is
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430 Ch. 11 Digital Signatures

typically selectedto bea collision-freehashfunction(seeDefinition 9.3). An alternative
to hashingis to breakthemessageinto blocksof a fixed lengthwhich canbeindividually
signedusinga signatureschemewith messagerecovery. Sincesignaturegenerationis rel-
atively slow for manyschemes,andsincereorderingof multiple signedblockspresentsa
securityrisk, thepreferredmethodis to hash.

11.2.3 Digital signature schemes with message recovery

Thedigital signatureschemesdescribedin this sectionhavethe featurethat themessage
signedcanberecoveredfrom thesignatureitself. In practice,thisfeatureis of usefor short
messages(see� 11.3.3(viii)).

11.7 Definition A digital signature scheme with message recovery isadigitalsignaturescheme
for whicha priori knowledgeof themessageis not requiredfor theverificationalgorithm.

Examplesof mechanismsprovidingdigital signatureswith messagerecoveryareRSA
( � 11.3.1),Rabin( � 11.3.4),andNyberg-Rueppel( � 11.5.4)public-keysignatureschemes.

11.8 Algorithm Key generation for digital signature schemes with message recovery

SUMMARY: eachentity createsa privatekey to beusedfor signingmessages,anda cor-
respondingpublickey to beusedby otherentitiesfor verifying signatures.

1. Eachentity � shouldselecta set ������������� ���! #"%$'& of transformations.Each����� � is a1-1mappingfrom (*) to � andis calleda signing transformation.
2. � � definesacorrespondingmapping+ � with thepropertythat + �-, � ��� � is theiden-

tity mapon (�. for all  /"0$ . + � is calleda verification transformation andis
constructedsuchthatit maybecomputedwithoutknowledgeof thesigner’sprivate
key.

3. � ’s publickey is + � ; � ’s privatekey is theset� � .

11.9 Algorithm Signature generation and verification for schemes with message recovery

SUMMARY: entity � producesa signature12"3� for a message45"3( , whichcanlater
beverifiedby anyentity 6 . Themessage4 is recoveredfrom 1 .

1. Signature generation. Entity � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selectanelement 7"8$ .
(b) Compute49�;:=<>4@? and 1BA�C� ��� � < 4D? . ( : is a redundancyfunction; see

Table11.1andNote11.10.)
(c) � ’s signatureis 1�A ; this is madeavailableto entitieswhichmaywish to verify

thesignatureandrecover4 from it.

2. Verification. Entity 6 shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain � ’sauthenticpublic key +E� .
(b) Compute4��F+ � <G1 A ? .
(c) Verify that 4C"H(�I . (If 4KJ"L(�I , thenrejectthesignature.)
(d) Recover4 from 4 by computing:NMPOQ< 4D? .

c
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Figure 11.3: Overview of a digital signature scheme with message recovery.

Figure11.3providesaschematicoverviewof adigital signatureschemewith message
recovery. Thefollowing propertiesarerequiredof thesigningandverificationtransforma-
tions:

(i) for eache7f8g , h�i�j k shouldbeefficient to compute;
(ii) l i shouldbeefficient to compute;and
(iii) it shouldbecomputationallyinfeasiblefor anentityotherthan m to find any n�o	f8p

suchthat lqisrtnBobusf8v�w .

11.10 Note (redundancy function) Theredundancyfunction x andits inversexNyPz arepublicly
known. Selectinganappropriatex is critical to thesecurityof the system.To illustrate
thispoint,supposethat v�w%{|v*} . Supposex and h�i�j k arebijectionsfrom v to v�w
andv } to p , respectively. This impliesthat v andp havethesamenumberof elements.
Thenfor any n�o~fHp���l i rGn�obu�f8v w , andit is trivial tofind messages� andcorresponding
signaturesn�o whichwill beacceptedby theverificationalgorithm(step2of Algorithm11.9)
asfollows.

1. Selectrandome-fHg andrandomn�o~f8p .
2. Compute�*{�lqi�rtn o u .
3. Compute�*{�x yPz r �Du .

Theelementn�o is avalid signaturefor themessage� andwascreatedwithoutknowledge
of thesetof signingtransformationsp i .

11.11 Example (redundancy function) Supposev {��Q���E��f��B�����q����� for somefixed posi-
tive integer� and v } {���������f������b�E�Q� � � . Define x8��v �P�Cv } by x�r��Du~{|����� ,
where � denotesconcatenation;that is, v�w�{��Q��������� f¡v¢�¤£�v*} . For largeval-
uesof � , thequantity ¥ v�w¦¥¨§q¥ v�©�¥E{�r z� uª� is anegligiblysmallfraction.Thisredundancy
functionis suitableprovidedthatno judiciouschoiceof nBo onthepartof anadversarywill
havea non-negligibleprobabilityof yielding lEisrGn�o�u�fLv�w . «

11.12 Remark (selecting a redundancy function)Eventhoughtheredundancyfunction x ispub-
lic knowledgeand x�y�z is easytocompute,selectionof x is criticalandshouldnotbemade
independentlyof thechoiceof thesigningtransformationsin p i . Example11.21provides
aspecificexampleof a redundancyfunctionwhichcompromisesthesecurityof thesigna-
turescheme.An exampleof a redundancyfunctionwhich hasbeenacceptedasaninter-
nationalstandardis given in ¬ 11.3.5. This redundancyfunction is not appropriatefor all
digital signatureschemeswith messagerecovery, butdoesapplyto theRSA( ¬ 11.3.1)and
Rabin( ¬ 11.3.4)digital signatureschemes.
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432 Ch. 11 Digital Signatures

11.13 Remark (a particular class of message recovery schemes)  1.8.3describesaclassof dig-
ital signatureschemeswith messagerecoverywhich arisefrom reversiblepublic-keyen-
cryptionmethods.ExamplesincludetheRSA(  8.2)andRabin(  8.3)encryptionschemes.
Thecorrespondingsignaturemechanismsarediscussedin  11.3.1and 11.3.4,respectively.

11.14 Note (signatures with appendix from schemes providing message recovery) Any digital
signatureschemewith messagerecoverycanbeturnedinto adigital signatureschemewith
appendixby simplyhashingthemessageandthensigningthehashvalue.Themessageis
now requiredasinput to theverificationalgorithm. A schematicfor this situationcanbe
derivedfrom Figure11.3andis illustratedin Figure11.4. Theredundancyfunction ® is no
longercritical to thesecurityof thesignaturescheme,andcanbeany ¯�°�¯ functionfrom±�²

to
±*³
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Figure 11.4: Signature scheme with appendix obtained from one providing message recovery.

11.2.4 Types of attacks on signature schemes

Thegoalof anadversaryis to forge signatures;that is, producesignatureswhich will be
acceptedasthoseof someotherentity. Thefollowing providesa setof criteriafor whatit
meansto breaka signaturescheme.

1. total break. An adversaryis eitherableto computethe privatekey informationof
thesigner, or findsanefficientsigningalgorithmfunctionallyequivalentto thevalid
signingalgorithm.(Forexample,see 11.3.2(i).)

2. selective forgery. An adversaryisabletocreateavalidsignaturefor aparticularmes-
sageor classof messageschosena priori. Creatingthesignaturedoesnot directly
involve thelegitimatesigner. (SeeExample11.21.)

3. existential forgery. An adversaryis ableto forgea signaturefor at leastonemes-
sage.Theadversaryhaslittle or nocontroloverthemessagewhosesignatureis ob-
tained,andthelegitimatesignermaybeinvolvedin thedeception(for example,see
Note11.66(iii)).

Therearetwo basicattacksagainstpublic-keydigital signatureschemes.

1. key-only attacks. In theseattacks,anadversaryknowsonly thesigner’spublickey.
2. message attacks. Hereanadversaryis ableto examinesignaturescorrespondingei-

ther to knownor chosenmessages.Messageattackscanbefurthersubdividedinto
threeclasses:

(a) known-message attack. An adversaryhassignaturesfor asetof messageswhich
areknownto theadversarybutnotchosenby him.

c
Ç
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(b) chosen-message attack. An adversaryobtainsvalid signaturesfrom a chosen
list of messagesbeforeattemptingto breakthesignaturescheme.This attack
is non-adaptive in the sensethat messagesarechosenbeforeany signatures
areseen.Chosen-messageattacksagainstsignatureschemesareanalogousto
chosen-ciphertextattacksagainstpublic-keyencryptionschemes(seeÉ 1.13.1).

(c) adaptive chosen-message attack. An adversaryisallowedtousethesignerasan
oracle;theadversarymayrequestsignaturesof messageswhichdependonthe
signer’s public key andhemayrequestsignaturesof messageswhich depend
onpreviouslyobtainedsignaturesor messages.

11.15 Note (adaptive chosen-message attack) In principle,anadaptivechosen-messageattackis
themostdifficult typeof attacktoprevent.It isconceivablethatgivenenoughmessagesand
correspondingsignatures,anadversarycoulddeduceapatternandthenforgeasignatureof
its choice.While anadaptivechosen-messageattackmaybeinfeasibleto mountin prac-
tice, a well-designedsignatureschemeshouldnonethelessbedesignedto protectagainst
thepossibility.

11.16 Note (security considerations) Thelevelof securityrequiredin adigital signaturescheme
mayvaryaccordingto theapplication.Forexample,in situationswhereanadversaryisonly
capableof mountinga key-onlyattack,it maysuffice to designtheschemeto preventthe
adversaryfrom beingsuccessfulat selectiveforgery. In situationswheretheadversaryis
capableof a messageattack,it is likely necessaryto guardagainstthepossibilityof exis-
tentialforgery.

11.17 Note (hash functions and digital signature processes) Whena hashfunction Ê is usedin
a digital signaturescheme(asis oftenthecase),Ê shouldbea fixed partof thesignature
processsothatanadversaryis unableto takeavalid signature,replaceÊ with aweakhash
function,andthenmounta selectiveforgeryattack.

11.3 RSA and related signature schemes

This sectiondescribestheRSA signatureschemeandothercloselyrelatedmethods.The
securityof theschemespresentedherereliesto a largedegreeon the intractabilityof the
integerfactorizationproblem(seeÉ 3.2). Theschemespresentedincludebothdigital signa-
tureswith messagerecoveryandappendix(seeNote11.14).

11.3.1 The RSA signature scheme

Themessagespaceandciphertextspacefor theRSApublic-keyencryptionscheme( É 8.2)
areboth ËÍÌÏÎ0ÐBÑqÒbÓ�Ò�Ô�Ò�Õ�Õ�Õ�Ò×Ö¡Ø�ÓEÙ whereÖ¹Î·Ú�Û is theproductof two randomlychosen
distinctprimenumbers.Sincetheencryptiontransformationis a bijection,digital signa-
turescanbecreatedbyreversingtherolesof encryptionanddecryption.TheRSAsignature
schemeis a deterministicdigital signatureschemewhich providesmessagerecovery(see
Definition11.7).ThesigningspaceÜ*Ý andsignaturespaceÞ areboth Ë Ì (seeTable11.1
for notation).A redundancyfunction ßHà�Ü ØPáâË Ì is chosenandis public knowledge.
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434 Ch. 11 Digital Signatures

11.18 Algorithm Key generation for the RSA signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesanRSA publickeyanda correspondingprivatekey.
EachentityA shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Generatetwo largedistinctrandomprimesã and ä , eachroughlythesamesize(seeå
11.3.2).

2. ComputeæDç#ãèä and é8ç�ê>ã¤ë#ìîíGêGä~ë#ìîí .
3. Selecta randomintegerï , ìNðFï	ðFé , suchthat ñîò�ó�êGïõô�é�íöçFì .
4. UsetheextendedEuclideanalgorithm(Algorithm 2.107)to computetheuniquein-

teger ÷ , ì�ðF÷NðFé , suchthat ïõ÷ùø�ìDê�ú-ûEóé�í .
5. ü ’s publickey is ê>æ�ô�ï�í ; ü ’sprivatekey is ÷ .

11.19 Algorithm RSA signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity ü signsamessageýCþHÿ . Any entity � canverify ü ’ssignatureand
recoverthemessageý from thesignature.

1. Signature generation. Entity ü shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Computeý�ç��=ê�ýDí , anintegerin therange � �qô×æë#ì�� .
(b) Compute�	ç ý	�2ú-ûEó2æ .
(c) ü ’s signaturefor ý is � .

2. Verification. To verify ü ’s signature� andrecoverthemessageý , � should:

(a) Obtain ü ’sauthenticpublic key ê�æ�ô�ïÂí .
(b) Computeý�ç���
�ú-ûqó2æ .
(c) Verify that ýCþHÿ�� ; if not, rejectthesignature.
(d) Recoverý�ç�����Qê ýDí .

Proof that signature verification works. If � is a signaturefor a messageý , then ��øý	�2ú-ûEó2æ whereý ç���ê�ýDí . Since ïõ÷@ø ìDêGú-ûqó é�í , ��
'ø ý�
��@ø ý ê�ú-ûEó-æ í . Fi-
nally, �����bê ý@íöç������bê��=ê>ý@í�íöç�ý .

11.20 Example (RSA signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity ü selectsprimesã ç�������� , ä8ç�������� , andcomputesæFç�ãèä8ç����� � � �îì�� and éç �������"!	�������Nç ������� ������� . ü choosesï=ç � andsolvesïõ÷¤ç � ÷-øFìê�ú-ûEó ������� �������îí , yielding ÷¡ç ����# ����� # � . ü ’s public key is ê>æ�ç ����� � � ��ì��qô�ï-ç � í ;ü ’sprivatekey is ÷Nç ����# ����� # � .
Signature generation. Forthesakeof simplicity (butsee

å
11.3.3(ii)),assumethat ÿ ç%$'&

andthattheredundancyfunction �)(�ÿ ë�*+$'& is theidentitymap ��ê�ýDíöç�ý for all ýCþÿ . To signa messageý¢ç # ì�����������, , ü computesý¢ç-�=ê>ý@í	ç # ì�����������, , andcom-
putesthesignature��ç ý��2ú-ûEó2æ¡ç # ì�����������,/.�.1012�314�065öú-ûEó ����� � � �îì��	ç # ������� ��#�� .
Signature verification. � computesý ç7��
�ú-ûEó=æ5ç # ������� ��#��98 ú-ûqó ����� � � ��ì���ç# ì�����������, . Finally, � acceptsthesignaturesinceý hastherequiredredundancy(i.e., ýCþÿ�� ), andrecoversý�ç:���;�Qê ý@í ç # ì�����������, . <

11.3.2 Possible attacks on RSA signatures

(i) Integer factorization

If anadversaryis ableto factorthepublicmodulusæ of someentity ü , thentheadversary
cancomputeé andthen,usingtheextendedEuclideanalgorithm(Algorithm2.107),deduce

c
=
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the privatekey ? from @ andthe public exponentA by solving AB?CEDGFIHKJML�@ON . This
constitutesa totalbreakof thesystem.To guardagainstthis, P mustselectQ and R sothat
factoringS is a computationallyinfeasibletask.For furtherinformation,seeT 8.2.2(i)and
Note8.8.

(ii) Multiplicative property of RSA

TheRSAsignaturescheme(aswell astheencryptionmethod,cf. T 8.2.2(v))hasthefollow-
ing multiplicativeproperty, sometimesreferredto asthehomomorphic property. If U6VKWX	Y V HKJMLZS and U1[\W X�Y[ HKJMLZS aresignatureson messagesX V andX [ , respectively(or
moreproperlyon messageswith redundancyadded),then U]W-U V U [ HKJ^L_S hastheprop-
ertythat U`W:F X V X [ N Y HKJMLZS . If X W X V X [ hastheproperredundancy(i.e., X+acb�d ),
then U will bea valid signaturefor it. Hence,it is importantthat theredundancyfunctione

is not multiplicative,i.e., for essentiallyall pairs fMg/h aib ,
e F�f�jMh�NlkW e F1f^N e F�h�N . As

Example11.21shows,thisconditionon
e

is necessarybutnotsufficient for security.

11.21 Example (insecure redundancy function) Let S beanRSAmodulusand ? theprivatekey.
Let m"Wonqpsr�S�t bethebitlengthof S , andlet u beafixedpositiveintegersuchthat uwv:myx{z .
Let |-W}zB~ andlet messagesbeintegersX in theinterval � D^g�S�zM�y~'��D�� . Theredundancy
function

e
is takento be

e F X N�W X zB~ (theleastsignificantu bitsof thebinaryrepresenta-
tion of

e F X N are0’s). For mostchoicesof S ,
e

will not havethemultiplicativeproperty.
Thegeneralexistentialforgeryattackdescribedin Note11.10wouldhaveaprobabilityof
successof F V[ N�~ . But for thisredundancyfunction,aselectiveforgeryattack(whichis more
serious)is possible,asis nowexplained.

Supposethatanadversarywishesto forgeasignatureonamessageX . Theadversary
knowsS butnot ? . Theadversarycanmountthefollowing chosen-messageattacktoobtain
thesignatureon X . Apply theextendedEuclideanalgorithm(Algorithm 2.107)to S andX W e F X NZW X z�~_W X | . At eachstageof theextendedEuclideanalgorithm,integers� , � , and� arecomputedsuchthat � S)��� X W�� . It canbeshownthatatsomestagethere
existsa � and � suchthat � �;��v�S�x�| and ��v�S�x�| , provided|+� � S . If ����� , form
integersX [\W:�B| andX�� W%�M| . If �iv}� , form integersX [\W%�B| andX�� W����M| . In
eithercase,X [ andX�� havetherequiredredundancy. If signaturesU1[lW X�Y[ HKJML_S and
U � W X�Y� HKJ^L_S areobtainedfrom thelegitimatesigner, thentheadversarycancomputea
signaturefor X asfollows:
� if ����� , compute�� ��¡ W£¢Z¤ ¢ ¤¡

W�F{¥�¦§ ¦ N
Y W�F{¥§ N Y W X	Y H]JML_S ;

� if ��v�� , compute �9 � � ¡ W ¢Z¤ ¨ � ¢ ¡�© ¤
W�F ¥1¦§ ¦ N

Y W:F ¥§ N Y W X�Y HKJML_S .

In eithercase,theadversaryhasa signedmessageof its choicewith the requiredredun-
dancy. Thisattackis anexampleof achosen-messageattackprovidingselectiveforgery. It
emphasizestherequirementfor judiciouschoiceof theredundancyfunction

e
. ª

11.3.3 RSA signatures in practice

(i) Reblocking problem

Onesuggesteduseof RSAistosignamessageandthenencrypttheresultingsignature.One
mustbeconcernedabouttherelativesizesof themoduli involvedwhenimplementingthis
procedure.Supposethat P wishesto signandthenencryptamessagefor « . Supposethat
F¬S'®g9A��N and F¬S'¯`g9A�¯°N are P ’s and « ’s public keys,respectively. If S'±��S'¯ , thenthere
is a chancethatthemessagecannotberecoveredby « , asillustratedin Example11.22.
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436 Ch. 11 Digital Signatures

11.22 Example (reblocking problem) Let ²'³�´:µ�¶�µ�·"¸�·�¹�º�º_´»�¼�µ�º�¹�½�½�¶ , ¾�³¿´�À , and ÁB³¿´
¶�·�·�¼�»�º�¶�· ; and²'ÂÃ´:À�À�¹�»�À�¼�½�º , ¾�ÂÃ´:À , Á�ÂÃ´�¹�¹�¶�»�Ä�¼�¶�· . Noticethat²'³�Å¿²'Â . SupposeÆ ´£½�¶�»�µ�·�º�· is a messagewith redundancyto besignedunder Ç ’s privatekey andthen
encryptedusing È ’spublickey. Ç computesthefollowing:

1. ÉÊ´ Æ�Ë6ÌcÍKÎMÏ ² ³ ´�½�¶�»�µ�·�º�·/ÐBÑ1Ñ¬Ò1Ó1Ô�Ð6Ñ ÍKÎMÏ »�¼�µ�º�¹�½�½�¶`´:À�º�µ�¹�·�º�Ä�Ä .
2. Õ®´�É�Ö9× ÍKÎ^Ï ²'ÂÃ´�À�º�µ�¹�·�º�Ä�Ä9Ø ÍKÎMÏ À�À�¹�»�À�¼�½�º`´:¶�µ�µ�¹�¼�¼�¶�À .

To recoverthemessageandverify thesignature,È computesthefollowing:

1. ÉÊ´Õ Ë × ÍKÎMÏ ²'ÂÃ´:¶�µ�µ�¹�¼�¼�¶�À/Ù�Ù1Ð�Ó1Ú1Ò�Ð6Ñ ÍKÎMÏ À�À�¹�»�À�¼�½�º`´:¹�¶�µ�¼�»�µ�½�Û
2. Æ ´ ÉÜÖ Ì�ÍKÎMÏ ² ³ ´:¹�¶�µ�¼�»�µ�½9Ø Í]ÎMÏ »�¼�µ�º�¹�½�½�¶Ê´�À�¹�¶�µ�¶�À�»�µ .

Observethat ÆÞÝ´ Æ . Thereasonfor this is that É is largerthanthemodulus² Â . Here,the
probabilityof thisproblemoccurringis ßà² ³âá ² Âwã1ä ² ³¿å Ä�Ûæ½�¼ . ç
Therearevariouswaysto overcomethereblockingproblem.

1. reordering. Theproblemof incorrectdecryptionwill neveroccurif theoperationus-
ing thesmallermodulusis performedfirst. Thatis, if ² ³ Åè² Â , thenentity Ç should
first encryptthe messageusing È ’s public key, andthensign the resultingcipher-
text using Ç ’s privatekey. Thepreferredorderof operations,however, is alwaysto
signthemessagefirst andthenencryptthesignature;for if Ç encryptsfirst andthen
signs,anadversarycouldremovethesignatureandreplaceit with its ownsignature.
Eventhoughtheadversarywill not know what is beingsigned,theremaybesitua-
tionswherethis is advantageousto theadversary. Thus,reorderingis not a prudent
solution.

2. two moduli per entity. Haveeachentitygenerateseparatemoduli for encryptingand
for signing.If eachuser’ssigningmodulusissmallerthanall of thepossibleencrypt-
ingmoduli,thenincorrectdecryptionneveroccurs.Thiscanbeguaranteedbyrequir-
ing encryptingmoduli to be ß¬éëê�½ ã -bit numbersandsigningmoduli é -bit numbers.

3. prescribing the form of the modulus. In thismethod,oneselectstheprimesì and í so
thatthemodulus² hasaspecialform: thehighest-orderbit is a ½ andthe î following
bitsareall Ä ’s. A é -bit modulus² of thisform canbefoundasfollows. For ² to have
therequiredform, ¼Bï�ð�ñ_òÃ²�ó ¼Bï�ð�ñëê�¼Bï�ðÜô�ð;ñ . Selecta random õæé ä ¼9ö -bit prime ì ,
andsearchfor aprime í in theintervalbetweenõq¼Bï�ð�ñ ä ì�ö and ÷qßI¼Bï�ð�ñøê�¼Bï�ðÜô�ð;ñ ã1ä ì�ù ;
then²è´�ìúí is a modulusof therequiredtype(seeExample11.23).Thischoicefor
themodulus² doesnot completelypreventtheincorrectdecryptionproblem,but it
canreducetheprobabilityof its occurrenceto a negligibly smallnumber. Suppose
that ² ³ is sucha modulusand É_´ Æ�Ë6ÌcÍKÎMÏ ² ³ is a signatureon Æ . Supposefur-
therthat É hasa ½ in oneof thehigh-orderîwêi½ bit positions,otherthanthehighest.
Then É , sinceit is smallerthan ²'³ , musthavea Ä in thehighest-orderbit position
andsois necessarilysmallerthananyothermodulusof a similar form. Theproba-
bility that É doesnothaveany ½ ’s in thehigh-orderî�ê�½ bit positions,otherthanthe
highest,is lessthan ß ñÒ ã ô , whichis negligiblysmallif î is selectedto bearound½�Ä�Ä .

11.23 Example (prescribing the form of the modulus) Supposeonewantsto constructa 12-bit
modulus² suchthat thehigh orderbit is a ½ andthe next î�´û¶ bits are Ä ’s. Begin by
selectinga6-bit prime ìl´:¶�· . Selecta prime í in theintervalbetweenõq¼^ñ1ñ ä ì�öZ´�À�» and
÷qßI¼Mñ�ñ®ê¼/ü ã�ä ì�ùâ´ý»�¼ . Thepossibilitiesfor í are À�º and »�½ . If í	´ýÀ�º is selected,then
²�´ ¶�·K¸�À�º"´ ¼�½�µ�¶ , havingbinaryrepresentation½�Ä�Ä�Ä�½�Ä�Ä�Ä�Ä�½�½�½ . If íþ´ÿ»�½ is selected,
then²i´:¶�·"¸�»�½þ´%¼�¼�À�· , havingbinaryrepresentation½�Ä�Ä�Ä�½�½�Ä�½�Ä�Ä�Ä�½ . ç

c
�
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(ii) Redundancy functions

In orderto avoidanexistentialforgeryattack(see� 11.2.4)on theRSA signaturescheme,
a suitableredundancyfunction � is required. � 11.3.5describesonesuchfunctionwhich
hasbeenacceptedasaninternationalstandard.Judiciouschoiceof a redundancyfunction
is crucialto thesecurityof thesystem(see� 11.3.2(ii)).

(iii) The RSA digital signature scheme with appendix

Note 11.14 describeshow any digital signatureschemewith messagerecoverycan be
modifiedto give a digital signatureschemewith appendix.For example,if MD5 (Algo-
rithm 9.51)is usedto hashmessagesof arbitrarybitlengthsto bitstringsof length128,then
Algorithm 11.9couldbeusedto signthesehashvalues.If � is a � -bit RSAmodulus,then
a suitableredundancyfunction � is requiredto assign128-bit integersto � -bit integers.
� 11.3.6describesamethodfor doingthiswhich is oftenusedin practice.

(iv) Performance characteristics of signature generation and verification

Let ���	��
 bea �� -bit RSAmoduluswhere� and
 areeach� -bit primes.Computingasig-
nature��������������� for a message� requires�������! bit operations(regardingmodular
multiplication,see � 14.3; andfor modularexponentiation,� 14.6). Sincethesignertypi-
cally knows� and 
 , shecancompute�#"$�	� � ������� , ��%&�'� � ������
 , anddetermine�
by usingtheChineseremaindertheorem(seeNote14.75).Althoughthecomplexityof this
procedureremains���(��� , it is considerablymoreefficient in somesituations.

Verificationof signaturesis significantlyfasterthansigningif thepublic exponentis
chosento be a small number. If this is done,verificationrequires���(� %  bit operations.
Suggestedvaluesfor ) in practiceare * or � ",+.-0/ ;% of course,� and 
 mustbechosenso
that 1324�5�()#67�8�:9 /  ;�(
$9 /  ( <� / .

TheRSAsignatureschemeis thusideallysuitedto situationswheresignatureverifica-
tion is thepredominantoperationbeingperformed.Forexample,whenatrustedthird party
createsapublic-keycertificatefor anentity = , this requiresonly onesignaturegeneration,
andthissignaturemaybeverifiedmanytimesby variousotherentities(see� 13.4.2).

(v) Parameter selection

As of 1996,aminimumof 768bits is recommendedfor RSAsignaturemoduli. A modulus
of at least1024bits is recommendedfor signatureswhichrequiremuchlongerlifetimesor
which arecritical to theoverallsecurityof a largenetwork. It is prudentto remainaware
of progressin integerfactorization,andto bepreparedto adjustparametersaccordingly.

Noweaknessesin theRSAsignatureschemehavebeenreportedwhenthepublicexpo-
nent ) is chosento beasmallnumbersuchas3 or � ",+ ->/ . It is notrecommendedto restrict
thesizeof theprivateexponent? in orderto improvetheefficiencyof signaturegeneration
(cf. � 8.2.2(iv)).

(vi) Bandwidth efficiency

Bandwidth efficiency for digital signatureswith messagerecoveryrefersto theratioof the
logarithm(base2)of thesizeof thesigningspace@BA to thelogarithm(base2)of thesizeof
@BC , theimagespaceof theredundancyfunction.Hence,thebandwidthefficiencyisdeter-
minedbytheredundancy� . ForRSA(andtheRabindigitalsignaturescheme,� 11.3.4),the
redundancyfunctionspecifiedbyISO/IEC9796( � 11.3.5)takes� -bit messagesandencodes
themto �� -bit elementsin @BA from which a �!� -bit signatureis formed. ThebandwidthD

Thechoiceof E.F�GIHKJMLON is basedon thefact that E is a primenumber, and PQSRUTWV4X$Y canbecomputed
with only N[Z modularsquaringsandonemodularmultiplication(see\ 14.6.1).
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efficiencyin this caseis ]^ . For example,with a modulusof size _3`3a!b bits, themaximum
sizeof amessagewhichcanbesignedis c3_!a bits.

(vii) System-wide parameters

EachentitymusthaveadistinctRSAmodulus;it is insecureto useasystem-widemodulus
(see d 8.2.2(vi)). Thepublic exponente canbea system-wideparameter, andis in many
applications(seeNote8.9(ii)).

(viii) Short vs. long messages

Supposef is a ag -bit RSA moduluswhich is usedin Algorithm 11.19to sign g -bit mes-
sages(i.e.,thebandwidthefficiencyis ]^ ). Supposeentity h wishestosigna g#i -bit messagej . Oneapproachis to partition j into g -bit blockssuchthat jlkmj ]

non j ^ npn4qIq4q7npn j�r and
signeachblock individually (but seeNote11.6 regardingwhy this is not recommended).
Thebandwidthrequirementfor thisis a!g�i bits. Alternatively, h couldhashmessagej to a
bitstringof lengthsutvg andsignthehashvalue.Thebandwidthrequirementfor thissigna-
tureis g#i�wxa!g , wheretheterm g#i comesfromsendingthemessagej . Sinceg#i�wOagStya!g#i
wheneveri{z|a , it follows thatthemostbandwidthefficientmethodis to useRSA digital
signatureswith appendix.Foramessageof sizeatmost g -bits,RSAwith messagerecovery
is preferred.

11.3.4 The Rabin public-key signature scheme

TheRabinpublic-keysignatureschemeis similar to RSA(Algorithm 11.19),but it usesan
evenpublic exponente . } For thesakeof simplicity, it will beassumedthat e k a . The
signingspace~�� is ��� (thesetof quadraticresiduesmodulof — seeDefinition 2.134)
andsignaturesaresquarerootsof these.A redundancyfunction � from themessagespace
~ to ~�� is selectedandis public knowledge.

Algorithm11.25describesthebasicversionof theRabinpublic-keysignaturescheme.
A moredetailedversion(andonemoreusefulin practice)is presentedin Algorithm 11.30.

11.24 Algorithm Key generation for the Rabin public-key signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity h shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Generatetwo largedistinctrandomprimes� and � , eachroughlythesamesize.
2. Computef k ��� .
3. h ’s publickey is f ; h ’s privatekey is �,���4�#� .

11.25 Algorithm Rabin signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity h signsamessagej�� ~ . Any entity � canverify h ’ssignatureand
recoverthemessagej from thesignature.

1. Signature generation. Entity h shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) ComputejBk ��� j � .
(b) Computea squareroot � of j��S��� f (usingAlgorithm 3.44).
(c) h ’s signaturefor j is � .�

Since� and � aredistinct primesin an RSA modulus,�	�������>�[�8�����>�[� is even. In RSA, the public
exponent� mustsatisfy [¡£¢5����¤¥�¦�¦�>� andsomustbeodd.

c
§
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2. Verification. To verify © ’s signatureª andrecoverthemessage« , ¬ should:

(a) Obtain © ’sauthenticpublic key  .
(b) Compute«B®�ª�¯�°�±�²� .
(c) Verify that «�³O´Bµ ; if not, rejectthesignature.
(d) Recover«B®·¶&¸u¹[º «�» .

11.26 Example (Rabin signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity © selectsprimes¼½®¿¾ , À�®¿Á!Á , andcomputes�®¿¾3¾ . © ’s
public key is |®Â¾3¾ ; © ’s privatekey is º8¼'®Â¾!ÃIÀx®ÂÁ3Á3» . Thesigningspaceis ´�Äv®ÅÇÆ(Æ ®·È�ÁÃ7É!Ã4Ê!Ã4Á3Ë!Ã4Á3ÌÃ7Í3ÎÃ7Í!Ë!Ã7Î3Ì!Ã7Î3¾!Ã7Ë3Î!Ã7Ë3Ï!Ã7Ì3Ð!Ã[Ì!É3Ã7Ì!¾3Ã7¾!Á!Ñ . Forthesakeof simplicity (but
seeNote11.27),také ®Ò´�Ä andtheredundancyfunction ¶ tobetheidentitymap(i.e.,
«B®v¶�º,«Ó»Ô®	« ).
Signature generation. To signamessage«�®vÍ!Î , © computes¶�º8«�»<® «B®vÍ!Î , andthen
findsasquarerootof « modulo ¾!¾ . If ª denotessuchasquareroot,then ª�ÕvÖ�Î�º;°�±�²×¾3»
and ªÇÕØÖ�Á�º;°�±�²×Á3Á!» , implying ª�®ÙÁ!Ð , Î3Í , É3Ë , or Ì!¾ . Thesignaturefor « is chosento
be ª�®mÉ!Ë . (Thesignaturecouldbeanyoneof thefour squareroots.)
Signature verification. ¬ computes«Ú®�ª�¯�°�±�²�¾3¾Ó®BÍ!Î . Since«Ú®�Í3ÎÛ³m´Bµ , ¬
acceptsthesignatureandrecovers«B®v¶&¸u¹7º «Ó»Ô®mÍ!Î . Ü

11.27 Note (redundancy)

(i) As with theRSA signaturescheme(Example11.21),anappropriatechoiceof a re-
dundancyfunction ¶ is crucial to thesecurityof theRabinsignaturescheme.For
example,supposethat ´ ®Ý´�ÄØ® Å�Þ

and ¶�º,«Ó»ß®à« for all «á³v´ . If an
adversaryselectsanyinteger ª&³�âäãÞ andsquaresit to get «å®Øª ¯ °�±�²� , then ª is
avalid signaturefor « andis obtainedwithoutknowledgeof theprivatekey. (Here,
theadversaryhaslittle controloverwhatthemessagewill be.) In thissituation,ex-
istentialforgeryis trivial.

(ii) In mostpracticalapplicationsof digitalsignatureschemeswith messagerecovery, the
messagespacé consistsof bitstringsof somefixedlength.For theRabinscheme,
determiningaredundancyfunction ¶ isachallengingtask.Forexample,if amessage
« is a bitstring, ¶ might assignit to the integerwhosebinaryrepresentationis the
message.Thereis, however, no guaranteethat the resultingintegeris a quadratic
residuemodulo , andsocomputinga squareroot might beimpossible.Onemight
try to appenda small numberof randombits to « andapply ¶ againin the hope
that ¶�º8«�».³ Å{Þ . On average,two suchattemptswouldsuffice,but a deterministic
methodwouldbepreferable.

Modified-Rabin signature scheme

To overcometheproblemdiscussedin Note11.27(ii),amodifiedversionof thebasicRabin
signatureschemeisprovided.Thetechniquepresentedissimilartothatusedin theISO/IEC
9796digitalsignaturestandard( æ 11.3.5).It providesadeterministicmethodfor associating
messageswith elementsin thesigningspacé Ä , suchthatcomputinga squareroot (or
somethingcloseto it) is alwayspossible.An understandingof this methodwill facilitate
thereadingof æ 11.3.5.

11.28 Fact Let ¼ and À bedistinctprimeseachcongruentto Î modulo É , andlet Ó®Û¼�À .
(i) If ç!è4²Uº8éêÃëÔ»ì®mÁ , thené<í�î�¸u¹�ï,í�ðñ¸u¹�ï�ò(¯:ÕyÁ�º;°�±�²SÔ» .
(ii) If é�³ Å�Þ , thené<í

Þ
¸Uî�¸5ð4ó�ô�ï�ò(õÇ°�±�²� is asquarerootof é modulo .
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(iii) Let ö beanintegerhavingJacobisymbol ÷ø ùØú , andlet û ùÙü,ýÿþ��Sþ��������
	�� .
Then

ö��������� ýÓù ö�� if ö���� ø ,
ý�þ ö�� if ö����� ø .

(iv) If � �� ��ü ����� ��� , then ø ùÝþ�ú . Hence,multiplicationof anyintegerö by � or
���! "���#� ý reversestheJacobisymbolof ö . (Integersof the form ý ù$�%� where
� � � �'& ü ���#�)( � and� �� ��ü �*��� ��� aresometimescalledWilliams integers.)

Algorithm 11.30 is a modifiedversionof the Rabindigital signaturescheme.Mes-
sagesto be signedarefrom +-, ù/.10 �32 ø54 0 �76 ü ����� ú 6 ��8 . Notationis given
in Table11.2. In practice,theredundancyfunction 9 shouldbemorecomplexto prevent
existentialforgery(see: 11.3.5for anexample).

llllll Term Description

+ messagespace .�0 �;2 ø 4 07<>= ü,ý�þ 6 �
	 ú 6@? 8
+ , signingspace .�0 �;2 ø 4 0 �A6 ü ����� ú 6 ��8B

signaturespace .�C ��2 ø 4 üDC  ����� ýE� �F+ , 8
9 redundancyfunction 9 üG0H�<ù�ú 6 0I� 6 for all 0 �J+
+LK imageof 9 .�0 �;2 ø 4 0 �A6 ü ����� ú 6 ��8

Table 11.2: Definition of sets and functions for Algorithm 11.30.

11.29 Algorithm Key generation for the modified-Rabin signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity M shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selectrandomprimes� �'& ü �*��� ��� , � �AN ü ����� ��� andcomputeýÓùO�%� .
2. M ’s publickey is ý ; M ’s privatekey is û ù�ü,ý�þP�SþQ�R�Q�S�D	�� .

11.30 Algorithm Modified-Rabin public-key signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity M signsamessage0 �T+ . Any entity U canverify M ’ssignatureand
recoverthemessage0 from thesignature.

1. Signature generation. Entity M shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute0Bù 9 üG0H�<ù�ú 6 0I� 6 .
(b) ComputetheJacobisymbol V ù WX ø (usingAlgorithm 2.149).
(c) If V ù�ú thencomputeC�ù 0 � ����� ý .
(d) If V ù|þ�ú thencomputeC�ùvü 0Y	 � � � �*��� ý . Z
(e) M ’s signaturefor 0 is C .

2. Verification. To verify M ’s signatureC andrecoverthemessage0 , U should:

(a) Obtain M ’sauthenticpublic key ý .
(b) Compute0)[Mù\C  ����� ý . (Notetheoriginalmessage0 itself is notrequired.)
(c) If 0 [ �A6 ü ����� ��� , take0Bù]0 [ .
(d) If 0)[ �A& ü ����� ��� , take0Bù � 0)[ .

^
If _a`b]c or d c then _ b)e , implying f1gihkj
lm*npo%q `brc . This leadsto a factorizationof o . In practice,the

probabilitythatthiswill everoccuris negligible.

c
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(e) If u)vxwAyHz|{�}�~)��� , takeuL�]���;u)v .
(f) If u)vxwA�Hz|{�}�~)��� , takeuL�'�Sz��;�PuPv�� .
(g) Verify that u7�T�L� (seeTable11.2); if not, rejectthesignature.
(h) RecoveruL�������1z uH����z u��]�S�D����� .

Proof that signature verification works. Thesignaturegenerationphasesignseither�J� u
or �J� ur��� dependinguponwhichhasJacobisymbol � . By Fact11.28(iv),exactlyoneof
u , uY��� hasJacobisymbol1. Thevalue� thatis signedis suchthat �Pw\� or �Hz|{�}�~��S� .
By Fact11.28(iii), �D��{�}�~��\��� or �r�Y� dependingon whetheror not �Q�\� � . Since
�rwA¡HzD{�}#~)�S� , thesecasescanbeuniquelydistinguished.

11.31 Example (modified-Rabin signature scheme with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. ¢ chooses£��¤��¥ , ¦§�¨�S� , andcomputes���©£�¦§�¨¡S��¥ and ªA�
z��]�r£J�\¦ «�¡��
���P�¬��� . ¢ ’s public key is ��®¡S��¥ , while ¢ ’s privatekey is ª��¬��� .
Thesigningspace�-¯ is givenin thefollowing table,alongwith theJacobisymbolof each
element.

° ± ²@² ³i´ µ@¶ ·@± ¸@¶¹² ¸@¸¹· ¸@º|´ ¸@³¹¶ ¸@±¹±
»¼¾½¾¿ À ¸ ¸ À ¸ À ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ À ¸ ¸
° ¸¹·@² ¸¹Á@· ²¹¸i´ ²¹º@¶ ²i´Â± ²@±¹² ²@µ¹· ²@Á|´ º@²¹± º@³¹·
»¼¾½¾¿ À ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ À ¸ ¸ À ¸ À ¸ À ¸
° º¹µi´ º¹Á@¶ ´Â¶@± ´Â²@² ´�º¹· ´�³|´ ´�µ¹¶ ´�·¹± ³@¶¹² ³@¸¹·
»¼¾½¾¿ À ¸ À ¸ À ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ À ¸ À ¸ ¸ À ¸
° ³¹ºi´ ³¹³@¶ ³¹±@± ³¹·@²
»¼¾½¾¿ À ¸ ¸ À ¸ ¸

Signature generation. To signamessageuL����� , ¢ computesuL����zD����������¥S� , ÃÄ � �
�GÅDÆÇ ÆDÅ ��� , and � �\�S¥��@ÈDÆÉ{�}�~*¡S��¥É�'�SÊ�� . ¢ ’s signaturefor uL����� is �Ë����ÊS� .

Signature verification. Ì computesu v �Í� � {�}#~��-�Î��ÊS� � {�}�~*¡S��¥Ï�Î��¥S� . Since
u)vFw/y�zD{�}#~)�S� , Ì takesuÐ�-���§u)vF�/¡��S¥*���S¥��§�¨�S¥�� . Finally, Ì computes
uL�\�����Ñz uY�E�'zD��¥S� �]�S�D���S�Ò����� , andacceptsthesignature. Ó

11.32 Note (security of modified-Rabin signature scheme)

(i) WhenusingAlgorithm 11.30,oneshouldneversignavalue� havingJacobisymbol
��� , sincethis leadsto a factorizationof � . To seethis,observethat Ôr������ÕT�>�
�
musthaveJacobisymbol1; but ÔÂ��w¤zG�#�#�G�1ÕÖw©���rz|{�}�~×�E� by Fact11.28(iii).
Therefore,z��x�ØÔ%�Dz���« Ô%�5w'ÊHz|{�}�~×�E� . Since� andÔ haveoppositeJacobisymbols,
�]ÙwrÔ'z|{�}�~*�E� andthus ÚSÛÜ~ÂzG���;ÔÞÝi�E���]£ or ¦ .

(ii) Existentialforgeryis easilyaccomplishedfor themodified-Rabinschemeasit was
for theoriginalRabinscheme(seeNote11.27(i)). Oneonly needsto find an � , �*ß
��ßO�;�Q� , suchthateither �
� or ���§�
� or �#�
� or �Sz����O�
�#��{�}#~�� is congruentto
� modulo �S� . In anyof thesecases,� is avalid signaturefor uPvÞ���
��{�}�~�� .

11.33 Note (performance characteristics of the Rabin signature scheme) Algorithm 11.25re-
quiresa redundancyfunctionfrom � to �-¯]�>� � which typically involvescomputing
aJacobisymbol(Algorithm 2.149).Signaturegenerationtheninvolvescomputingat least
oneJacobisymbol(seeNote11.27)anda squareroot modulo� . Thesquareroot compu-
tationis comparableto anexponentiationmodulo� (seeAlgorithm 3.44). Sincecomput-
ing theJacobisymbolis equivalentto a smallnumberof modularmultiplications,Rabin
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signaturegenerationis not significantlymorecomputationallyintensivethananRSA sig-
naturegenerationwith thesamemodulussize.Signatureverificationis very fastif àÒáÖâ ;
it requiresonly onemodularmultiplication. Squaringcanbeperformedslightly moreef-
ficiently thana generalmodularmultiplication(seeNote14.18). This, too, comparesfa-
vorablywith RSA signatureverificationevenwhenthe RSA public exponentis àOá¤ã .
ThemodifiedRabinscheme(Algorithm11.30)specifiesthemessagespaceandredundancy
function.Signaturegenerationrequirestheevaluationof aJacobisymbolandonemodular
exponentiation.

11.34 Note (bandwidth efficiency) TheRabindigital signatureschemeis similarto theRSAsch-
emewith respectto bandwidthefficiency(seeä 11.3.3(vi)).

11.3.5 ISO/IEC 9796 formatting

ISO/IEC9796waspublishedin 1991bytheInternationalStandardsOrganizationasthefirst
internationalstandardfor digital signatures.It specifiesa digital signatureprocesswhich
usesa digital signaturemechanismprovidingmessagerecovery.

Themainfeaturesof ISO/IEC9796are:(i) it is basedonpublic-keycryptography;(ii)
theparticularsignaturealgorithmis not specifiedbut it mustmap å bits to å bits; (iii) it
is usedto signmessagesof limited lengthanddoesnot requirea cryptographichashfunc-
tion; (iv) it providesmessagerecovery(seeNote11.14);and(v) it specifiesthemessage
padding,whererequired.Examplesof mechanismssuitablefor thestandardareRSA(Al-
gorithm 11.19) and modified-Rabin(Algorithm 11.30). The specificmethodsusedfor
padding,redundancy, andtruncationin ISO/IEC9796preventvariousmeansto forgesig-
natures.Table11.3providesnotationfor thissubsection.

Symbol Meaning

å thebitlengthof thesignature.æ
thebitlengthof themessageç to besigned;
it is requiredthat

æ�èAé�êìë åÉí§ã�î
ï�ð�ñ@ò .ó thenumberof bytesin thepaddedmessage;ó á>ô æ ï éÜõ .ö onemorethanthenumberof paddingbits; ö á é óË÷ æ íQð .ø
theleastintegersuchthata stringof â ø bytesincludesat least
å ÷ ð bits;

ø áIô ë å ÷ ð�îDï�ð�ñ õ .
Table 11.3: ISO/IEC 9796 notation.

11.35 Example (sample parameter values for ISO/IEC 9796) Thefollowing tablelists sample
valuesof parametersin thesigningprocessfor a ðSù�ú -bit messageanda ðSú�â�û -bit signature.

Parameter å (bits)
æ

(bits) ó (bytes) ö (bits)
ø

(bytes)
Value ð�úSâ�û ðSù�ú ðSü ã ñ�û

ý

c
þ
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(i) Signature process for ISO/IEC 9796

Thesignatureprocessconsistsof 5 stepsasperFigure11.5(a).

Padding

Extension

Redundancy

Truncating and forcing

Signature production

Padding

Extension

Redundancy

Truncating and forcing

Signature production

Message recovery

Signature accepted

Signature

Reject

Reject

Reject

YES

YES

NO

NO

Signature opening

Redundancy checking

Message

YES

Message

NO

(a) ISO/IEC 9796 signature process (b) ISO/IEC 9796 verification process

Figure 11.5: Signature and verification processes for ISO/IEC 9796.

1. padding. If � is themessage,form thepaddedmessage
�������	��
��� � where���� ��� , suchthatthenumberof bits in

���
is amultipleof 8. Thenumberof bytesin���

is � : ����� ��� � ��� 
� ��������� ��� � � � whereeach�! is a byte.
2. message extension. Theextendedmessage,denoted

��"
, is obtainedfrom

���
by

repeatedconcatenationon the left of
���

with itself until # bytesarein thestring:��"$�%��"'&(�)��"*& 
� ���������+��" � �+��" � (each
�,"  is a byte). If # is not a multiple

of � , thenthelastbytesto beconcatenatedareapartialsetof bytesfrom
���

, where
thesebytesareconsecutivebytesof

�,�
from theright. More precisely,

��"  .- � �
�0/  �132)45�	67- � for

� �98:�;#=<0� .
3. message redundancy. Redundancyis addedto

�,"
to get the byte string

��>?�
��> � &@�)�,> � & 
� ���������+��> � �)�,> � asfollows.

��>
is obtainedby interleavingthe #

bytesof
��"

with # redundantbytesandthenadjustingbyte
��> �+� of theresulting

string.Moreprecisely,
�,> �) 
A� �B�,"  and

��> �) ��C=DE��"  GF for ���98H�;# , whereC3D7I F is calledtheshadow function of thebyte
I

, andis definedasfollows. If
I��

I � �JI � where
I � and

I � arenibbles(stringsof bitlength4),then
C=DKI F �ML=D7I � F �JL=D7I � F

where
L

is thepermutation

L9� � �ONQPORQSOT U � V W X Y Z [ \
[ POSQ�OVQRON \ � Z X T U W Y � ]

(For brevity,
L

is written with nibblesrepresentedby hexadecimalcharacters.)Fi-
nally,

��>
is obtainedby replacing

�,> �)� with ��^ �,> �)� ._
4. truncation and forcing. Formthe ` -bit intermediateintegera > from

��>
asfollows:

(a) to theleastsignificant̀b<0� bitsof
��>

, appendontheleft a singlebit � ;
(b) modify the leastsignificantbyte

I � �.I � of theresult,replacingit by
I � �c� ��� � .

(This is doneto ensurethat a >�d T DGegfih �5T F .)
j
Thepurposeof k'lnmpo is to permit theverifier of a signatureto recoverthe length q of themessage.Sinceqsrutwvyx'z={}| , it sufficesto know v andz . Thesevaluescanbededucedfrom k~l .
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5. signature production. A signaturemechanismis usedwhich maps� -bit integersto
� -bit integers(andallowsmessagerecovery).�G� is signedusingthismechanism;let� denotetheresultingsignature.

11.36 Note (RSA, Rabin) ISO/IEC9796wasintendedfor usewith theRSA(Algorithm 11.19)�
andRabin(Algorithm 11.25)� digital signaturemechanisms.For theseparticularschemes,
signatureproductionis statedmoreexplicitly. Let � bethepublicexponentfor theRSAor
Rabinalgorithms,� themodulus,and � theprivateexponent.First form therepresentative
element��� whichis: (i) �G� if � is odd,or if � is evenandtheJacobisymbolof �G� (treated
asaninteger)with respectto themodulus� is1; (ii) �E�'�5� if � isevenandtheJacobisymbol
of �G� with respectto � is �'� . Thesignaturefor � is ���$� �s�*���b�g�i�'� . ISO/IEC9796
specifiesthatthesignature� shouldbethelesserof � ���'���b�g�i�*� and�s� �G� �������b�g�i�~�=� .
(ii) Verification process for ISO/IEC 9796

Theverificationprocessfor anISO/IEC9796digital signaturecanbeseparatedinto three
stages,asperFigure11.5(b).

1. signature opening. Let � bethesignature.Thenthefollowing stepsareperformed.

(a) Apply thepublicverificationtransformationto � to recoveraninteger �E�y� .
(b) Rejectthesignatureif �G� � is not a stringof � bitswith themostsignificantbit

beinga 1, or if theleastsignificantnibbledoesnothavevalue �5�5��� .
2. message recovery. A string ��� � of �w� bytesis constructedfrom �G� � by performing

thefollowing steps.

(a) Let � betheleastsignificant���M� bitsof �E��� .
(b) If ���¡ J��¢� .�¤£� +�5���5� arethefour leastsignificantnibblesof � , replacetheleast

significantbyteof � by ¥y¦§ � ���5�( .�¤£ .
(c) �,�H� is obtainedby padding� with between� and �5¨ zerobits sothatthere-

sultingstringhas��� bytes.

Thevalues© andª arecomputedasfollows.

(a) Fromthe �w� bytesof ���y� , computethe� sums�,�H�£)«@¬® � ���y�£+« ¦§ � , ��¯;°H¯;� .
If all sumsare � , rejectthesignature.

(b) Let © bethesmallestvalueof ° for which �,�H�£)« ¬± � ���H�£+« ¦§ �'²� � .
(c) Let ª be the leastsignificantnibble of the sumfound in step(b). Rejectthe

signatureif thehexadecimalvalueof ª is notbetween� and ³ .
From ���H� , the © -bytestring ��´:� is constructedasfollows.

(a) �,´:�« � ���H�£+« ¦§ for �b¯0°H¯�© .
(b) Rejectthesignatureif the ª��M� mostsignificantbitsof ��´ � arenotall � ’s.
(c) Let µ � bethe ³�©s�!ª~¶±� leastsignificantbitsof �,´s� .

3. redundancy checking. Thesignature� is verifiedasfollows.

(a) From µ � constructa string �,�H� � by applyingthemessagepadding,message
extension,andmessageredundancystepsof thesigningprocess.

(b) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if the �u�·� leastsignificantbits of ��� � � are
equalto the �b�M� leastsignificantbitsof ���H� .

¸
Sincesteps1 through4 of thesignatureprocessdescribetheredundancyfunction ¹ , º» in step1aof Algo-

rithm 11.19is takento be ¼J½ .¾ º» is takento be ¼7½ in step1 of Algorithm 11.25.

c
¿
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11.3.6 PKCS #1 formatting

Public-keycryptographystandards(PKCS)areasuiteof specificationswhichincludetech-
niquesfor RSAencryptionandsignatures(seeÁ 15.3.6).Thissubsectiondescribesthedig-
ital signatureprocessspecifiedin PKCS#1(“RSA EncryptionStandard”).

Thedigitalsignaturemechanismin PKCS#1doesnotusethemessagerecoveryfeature
of theRSA signaturescheme.It requiresa hashingfunction(eitherMD2, or MD5 — see
Algorithm9.51)and,therefore,is adigital signatureschemewith appendix.Table11.4lists
notationusedin thissubsection.Capitallettersreferto octetstrings.If Â is anoctetstring,
thenÂÄÃ is octetÅ countingfrom theleft.

Symbol Meaning Symbol MeaningÆ
thelengthof Ç in octets(

ÆgÈ�É�É
) EB encryptionblock

Ç themodulus,Ê�Ë�ÌÎÍ�ÏÐcÑÓÒ;Ç9Ô�Ê�Ë)Í ED encrypteddataÕ , Ö theprimefactorsof Ç octet abitstringof length8× thepublicexponent ab hexadecimaloctetvalueØ
theprivateexponent BT block type

M message PS paddingstring
MD messagedigest S signature
MD Ù comparativemessagedigest ÚJÂÛÚ lengthof Â in octets

Table 11.4: PKCS #1 notation.

(i) PKCS #1 data formatting

Thedatais anoctetstringD, where Ú D Ú�Ò ÆÝÜ,É5É . BT is asingleoctetwhosehexadecimal
representationiseitherÞ5Þ or Þ É . PSisanoctetstringwith Ú PSÚÝß ÆÜ�à¤Ü Ú D Ú . If BT ß�Þ5Þ ,
thenall octetsin PSareÞ5Þ ; if BT ß�Þ É , thenall octetsin PSareff. Theformatteddatablock
(calledtheencryption block) is EB ß�Þ5ÞÚ BT Ú PSÚcÞ�Þ¡Ú D.

11.37 Note (data formatting rationale)

(i) TheleadingÞ5Þ blockensuresthattheoctetstringEB,wheninterpretedasaninteger,
is lessthanthemodulusÇ .

(ii) If theblock typeis BT ßáÞ�Þ , theneitherD mustbeginwith a non-zerooctetor its
lengthmustbeknown,in orderto permitunambiguousparsingof EB.

(iii) If BT ß�Þ É , thenunambiguousparsingis alwayspossible.
(iv) For thereasongivenin (iii), andto thwartcertainpotentialattackson thesignature

mechanism,BT ß�Þ É is recommended.

11.38 Example (PKCS #1 data formatting for particular values) Supposethat Ç is a 1024-bit
modulus(so

Æ ß É Ê�â ). If Ú D ÚgßãÊ�Þ octets,then Ú PSÚuß É Þ5ä octets,and Ú EB Úgß É Ê5â
octets. å
(ii) Signature process for PKCS #1

ThesignatureprocessinvolvesthestepsasperFigure11.6(a).
The input to thesignatureprocessis themessageM, andthesigner’s privateexponent

Ø
andmodulusÇ .

1. message hashing. HashthemessageM usingtheselectedmessage-digestalgorithm
to gettheoctetstringMD.
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conversion
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Message hashing
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(a) PKCS #1 signature process (b) PKCS #1 verification process

Octet-string-to-
integer conversion

Figure 11.6: Signature and verification processes for PKCS #1.

2. message digest encoding. MD andthehashalgorithmidentifierarecombinedinto
anASN.1 (abstract syntax notation) valueandthenBER-encoded(basic encoding
rules) to giveanoctetdatastringD.

3. data block formatting. With data string input D, use the data formatting fromæ
11.3.6(i)to form octetstringEB.

4. octet-string-to-integer conversion. Let theoctetsof EB beEBçiè EBé¡è�ê�ê�ê�è EBë . De-
fineEBì to betheintegerwhosebinaryrepresentationis theoctetEBì (leastsignifi-
cantbit is on theright). TheintegerrepresentingEB is íïî ëìJðAç¡ñ�ò(ó ë5ôõìJö EBì . ò

5. RSA computation. Compute÷�î0í!øbùgúiû'ü .
6. integer-to-octet-string conversion. Convert÷ toanoctetstringED î EDç�è EDéè�ê�ê�ê
è EDë , wheretheoctetsEDì satisfy ÷�î ëì.ðç ñ ò(ó ë5ôýì.ö EDì . ThesignatureisS î ED.

(iii) Verification process for PKCS #1

TheverificationprocessinvolvesthestepsasperFigure11.6(b).Theinput to theverifica-
tion processis themessageM, thesignatureS, thepublicexponentþ , andmodulusü .

1. octet-string-to-integer conversion.

(a) RejectS if thebitlengthof S is nota multipleof 8.
ÿ
SinceEB ��� ��� and���	� ÿ�
��� ��� , then

������� � .

c
�
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(b) ConvertS to aninteger� asin step4 of thesignatureprocess.
(c) Rejectthesignatureif ����� .

2. RSA computation. Compute�! "��#�$&%(')� .

3. integer-to-octet-string conversion. Convert� toanoctetstringEBof length * octets
asin step6 of thesignatureprocess.

4. parsing. ParseEB into ablock typeBT, apaddingstringPS,andthedataD.

(a) Rejectthesignatureif EB cannotbeparsedunambiguously.
(b) Rejectthesignatureif BT is notoneof +,+ or +,- .
(c) Rejectthesignatureif PSconsistsof ."/ octetsor is inconsistentwith BT.

5. data decoding.

(a) BER-decodeD to geta messagedigestMD anda hashalgorithmidentifier.
(b) Rejectthesignatureif thehashingalgorithmidentifierdoesnot identify oneof

MD2 or MD5.

6. message digesting and comparison.

(a) HashthemessageM with theselectedmessage-digestalgorithmto getMD 0 .
(b) AcceptthesignatureSonM if andonly if MD 01 MD.

11.4 Fiat-Shamir signature schemes

As describedin Note10.30,anyidentificationschemeinvolving awitness-challengeresp-
onsesequencecanbeconvertedtoasignatureschemeby replacingtherandomchallengeof
theverifierwith aone-wayhashfunction.Thissectiondescribestwosignaturemechanisms
which arisein this way. Thebasisfor this methodologyis theFiat-Shamiridentification
protocol(Protocol10.24).

11.4.1 Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature scheme

TheFeige-Fiat-Shamirsignatureschemeis a modificationof anearliersignaturescheme
of FiatandShamir, andrequiresaone-wayhashfunction 243657+98�-;:9<>=@?A57+98B-(:BC for some
fixedpositiveinteger* . Here 57+98B-(: C denotesthesetof bitstringsof bitlength* , and 5D+(8�-;: <
denotesthesetof all bitstrings(of arbitrarybitlengths).Themethodprovidesadigital sig-
naturewith appendix,andis a randomizedmechanism.

11.39 Algorithm Key generation for the Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity E shoulddo thefollowing:

1. GeneraterandomdistinctsecretprimesF , G andform �H IFJG .
2. Selecta positiveinteger * anddistinctrandomintegers�DKB8B�ML98ONBNBN68B� C�PRQ <S .
3. ComputeT9U� "�7V LU $�%;')� , -XWZY&W"* .
4. E ’s public key is the * -tuple [\T]KO8^T7L(8BNONBN18_T C;` andthemodulus� ; E ’s privatekey is

the * -tuple [��DK�8O��L(8BNONBN18O� C(` .
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11.40 Algorithm Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity a signsabinarymessageb of arbitrarylength.Any entity c canverify
thissignatureby using a ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity a shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomintegerd , eXfZdgf�hjike .
(b) ComputelRm�dDnpo&q;rsh .
(c) Computetum�v�tDw�xOt n xByByOy1xBt�z({4m�|}v~b���l�{ ; eacht��4�H�D�9xBe(� .
(d) Compute�umId�� z��� w ���M�� o&q;rsh .
(e) a ’s signaturefor b is v�t�xB��{ .

2. Verification. To verify a ’s signaturevMt�xO��{ on b , c shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain a ’sauthenticpublic key v~� w x_� n xOyByBy6x^� z { andh .

(b) Compute��m��Mn�� z��� w ��� �� o&q;r)h .
(c) ComputetM�1m�|]v\b"���X{ .
(d) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if tum"t�� .

Proof that signature verification works.

���"� n � z��� w ���M�
� �Zd n � z��� w � n �M�

� z
��� w ���M�

� �Zd n � z��� w v�� n
� � � { �M� ��d n ��l v�o&q;r�h4{�y

Hence,��mIl andthereforetum"t�� .
11.41 Example (Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature generation with artificially small parameters)

Key generation. Entity a generatesprimes��m��9�, 9e , ¡sm£¢,�9¤,� , andcomputesh�m¥�¦¡�me,§,e9�,e9§,�,� . Thefollowing tabledisplaystheselectionof � � ( a ’s privatekey) andintegers� � ( a ’spublickey)alongwith intermediatevalues�7¨ w� .

© ª « ¬  ®
¯�° �« ±O¬ ²�® ª�³�ª ª�®�³

¯�´]µ°·¶s¸D¹�º �»O»�»�¬Oª�® ²�²�®O³�«Oª ¼O«�±�³O¼�¬_ ª�¬Oª�ª�¬O«�³O± ª�ªO³�»�³O±�²O²
½7°4¾I¯O´�¿°À¶)¸D¹pº ®�³O¬�®O»� �²�±O»�±O¬�» ±Oª�³�O�²O¬ ª�;³�»Oª�±�ª ¼�»O¼�®O¬�³�«

Signature generation. Suppose|4Á6�7�9x�e;�9Â>i@ÃA�7�9xBe(��Ä is a hashfunction. a selectsa ran-
domintegerdÅmÆ¤,�9e,Ç9e andcomputesl�mÈdDnpo&q(r)h�m�¢9�,�9¢,Ç, 9¤ . To signmessageb , a
evaluatest�mÉ|]v\b"��lÊ{umÉe,�9e,e9� (thehashvaluehasbeencontrivedfor this example). a
forms �umId�� w �MË9�MÌ�o&q;rshÍm�v�¤,�9e,Ç9e,{�v�¢,¤9{�v�Ç9�,{�v�e,�9e,{�o�q;r)h�m� ,Î9 ,Ç9Î,�,Î ; thesignatureforb is v�tum"e,�9e,e,�(xB�>m" ,Î, 9Ç,Î9�,Î,{ .
Signature verification. c computes�Mn�o&q(r)h�m"¤9Î,¤9§,Ç, 9� and� w �7ËO�7Ì�o&q;r�h�m�v��,�9�,�9Î,¢,{v� ,e9�,¢9¢,Ç,�9{�v�e,¢,�9Î,e9 ,e,{¦o&q;r)hÏmÐe,�9§,§,Ç9e, 9¢ . c thencomputes�ÑmA��nB� w �7ËO�7Ìpo&q;r�hÒm¢,�,�9¢,Ç9 ,¤ . Since�·mÆl , it follows that t � mÏ|]v\b"����{)mÓ|}v~b���l�{)mÏt and,hence,c ac-
ceptsthesignature. Ô

11.42 Note (security of Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature scheme)

(i) Unlike theRSA signaturescheme(Algorithm 11.19),all entitiesmayusethesame
modulush (cf. Õ 8.2.2(vi)). In this scenario,a trustedthird party (TTP) would need
to generatetheprimes� and ¡ andalsopublicandprivatekeysfor eachentity.

c
Ö
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(ii) Thesecurityof theFeige-Fiat-Shamirschemeis basedon theintractabilityof com-
putingsquarerootsmoduloØ (seeÙ 3.5.2).It hasbeenprovento besecureagainstan
adaptivechosen-messageattack,providedthatfactoringis intractable,Ú is arandom
function,andthe Û�Ü ’saredistinct.

11.43 Note (parameter selection and key storage requirements) If Ø is a Ý -bit integer, theprivate
keyconstructedin Algorithm 11.39is Þ�Ý bits in size.Thismaybereducedby selectingthe
randomvaluesÛ�ß , àâá"ãäáåÞ , asnumbersof bitlengthÝ�æèç"Ý ; Ý�æ , however, shouldnot be
chosensosmallthatguessingthe Û�ß is feasible.Thepublickey is éMÞ>ê�à,ë\Ý bits in size.For
example,if Ýsì�í,î9ï and Þâì�à,ð9ï , thentheprivatekey requiresñ9ï,ò,ó9ô bits andthepublic
keyrequiresñ9ñ,ó9í,ð bits.

11.44 Note (identity-based Feige-Fiat-Shamir signatures) Supposea TTP constructsprimesõ
and ö andmodulusØ ; themodulusis commontoall entitiesin thesystem.Algorithm11.39
canbemodifiedsothat theschemeis identity-based.Entity ÷ ’s bitstring ø�ù containsin-
formationwhich identifies ÷ . TheTTP computesú ß ìÒû¦é\ø�ùpü�ã�ë , à	á"ãRáÉÞ , where û is
a one-wayhashfunctionfrom ý7ó9þ�à;ÿ�� to

���
andã is representedin binary, andcomputes

a squareroot Û ß of ú����ß moduloØ , àgáIã�á£Þ . ÷ ’s public key is simply theidentity infor-
mationø ù , while ÷ ’sprivatekey(transportedsecurelyandsecretlyby theTTPto ÷ ) is theÞ -tuple é�Û � þOÛ
	(þ�����1þOÛ��(ë . ThefunctionsÚ , û , andthemodulusØ aresystem-widequantities.

This procedurehasthe advantagethat the public key generatedin Algorithm 11.39
mightbegeneratedfrom asmallerquantityø ù , potentiallyreducingthestorageandtrans-
missioncost.It hasthedisadvantagesthattheprivatekeysof entitiesareknownto theTTP,
andthemodulusØ is system-wide,makingit a moreattractivetarget.

11.45 Note (small prime variation of Feige-Fiat-Shamir signatures) This improvementaimsto
reducethesizeof thepublickeyandincreasetheefficiencyof signatureverification.Unlike
themodificationdescribedin Note11.44,eachentity ÷ generatesits ownmodulusØ�ù and
a setof Þ small primesú � þ^ú 	 þ����1þ^ú ��� ��� (eachprime will requirearound2 bytesto
represent).Entity ÷ selectsoneof thesquareroots Û ß of ú ���ß moduloØ for eachã , à�á�ã&áÞ ; theseform theprivatekey. Thepublickeyconsistsof Ø�ù andthevaluesú � þ_ú 	 þ�����6þ^ú � .
Verificationof signaturesproceedsmoreefficientlysincecomputationsaredonewith much
smallernumbers.

11.46 Note (performance characteristics of Feige-Fiat-Shamir signatures) With theRSA sch-
emeanda modulusof length Ýkì í9î,ï , signaturegenerationusingnaivetechniquesre-
quires,on average,à9à��,ð modularmultiplications(moreprecisely, í,î9ï squaringsand ò9ï,ô
multiplications).Signaturegenerationfor theFeige-Fiat-Shamirscheme(Algorithm11.40)
requires,on average,Þ��,ð modularmultiplications.To signa messagewith this scheme,a
modulusof lengthÝ>ì�í,î9ï and Þ�ì�à,ð,ï requires,onaverage,î9ô modularmultiplications,
or lessthan î�� of thework requiredby a naiveimplementationof RSA.Signatureverifi-
cationrequiresonly onemodularmultiplicationfor RSA if thepublic exponentis �&ìÒò ,
and î,ô modularmultiplications,onaverage,for Feige-Fiat-Shamir. Forapplicationswhere
signaturegenerationmustbeperformedquickly andkey spacestorageis not limited, the
Feige-Fiat-Shamirscheme(or DSA-like schemes— seeÙ 11.5)maybepreferableto RSA.
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11.4.2 GQ signature scheme

TheGuillou-Quisquater(GQ) identificationprotocol( � 10.4.3)canbeturnedinto a digital
signaturemechanism(Algorithm 11.48)if thechallengeis replacedwith a one-wayhash
function.Let �������� �!#"�$&%�')(�* bea hashfunctionwhere+ is apositiveinteger.

11.47 Algorithm Key generation for the GQ signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickey ,-+. /0 1�243 andcorrespondingprivatekey 5 .
Entity 6 shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selectrandomdistinctsecretprimes7 , 8 andform +:9;7<8 .
2. Selectaninteger />=?��!� �@� �AA�A< B+C%D!#" suchthat E�FGH,
/I J,K7L%D!�3
,
8M%D!�3
3.9N! . (See

Note11.50for guidanceonselecting/ .)
3. Selectaninteger 1�2 , !POQ1�2;OD+ , whichservesasanidentifierfor 6 andsuchthat
E�FG�,
1�24 R+�3S9T! . (Thebinaryrepresentationof 1�2 couldbeusedto conveyinforma-
tion about6 suchasname,address,driver’s licensenumber, etc.)

4. Determineaninteger5U=V( * suchthat 1�245XWZY[!\,
]U^_GU+�3 asfollows:

4.1 Compute1S`�a2 ]L^#GZ+ .
4.2 Computeb a 9�/ `�a ]L^_GU,K7U%;!�3 and b�cd9�/ `�a ]L^_GU,e8f%?!�3 .
4.3 Compute5 a 9�,
1 `�a2 3hg�i.]L^_Gj7 and 5 c 9�,
1 `�a2 3hgXk4]L^_Gl8 .
4.4 Find a solution 5 to thesimultaneouscongruences5:Ym5 a ,
]L^#GU7n3 , 5oYm50c,p]L^_GV8I3 .

5. 6 ’s publickey is ,-+. /0 1 2 3 ; 6 ’sprivatekey is 5 .

11.48 Algorithm GQ signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity 6 signsabinarymessageq of arbitrarylength.Any entity r canverify
thissignatureby using 6 ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity 6 shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomintegers andcomputetU9�s�Wu]L^#Gj+ .
(b) Computev<9T�w,-qTxytH3 .
(c) ComputezM9Qs�5X{�]L^_Gj+ .
(d) 6 ’s signaturefor q is thepair ,ez0 v-3 .

2. Verification. To verify 6 ’s signature,ez0 v-3 on q , r shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain 6 ’sauthenticpublic key ,K+. �/I �1 2 3 .
(b) Compute|C9Tz}WX1�2 { ]L^_Gu+ and v�~�9���,Kq�xh|�3 .
(c) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if v<9Tv�~ .

Proof that signature verification works. Notethat |[Y�z}WX1�2 { Y�,es�5X{h3hWX1�2 { Y�s�WI,e5XWX1�243h{
Y�s�WZY?t;,p]L^_GU+�3 . Hence,|o9;t andthereforev<9�v�~ .

11.49 Example (GQ signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity 6 choosesprimes7L9�@�������� , 8�9T@�������� , andcomputes+:9;7<8�9
����@������������ . 6 selectsaninteger /j9���� , anidentifier 1�2D9Q!�����!���@�@ , andsolvesthecon-
gruence1�2&5IW�Y�!o,
]U^_GU+�3 to get 5�9�@�!�����!�!���@�� . 6 ’s public key is (+�9�����@������������ ,
/f9T��� , 1�2�9�!�����!���@�@ ), while 6 ’s privatekey is 5d9T@�!�����!�!���@�� .
Signature generation. To signthemessageq�9�!�!���!�!�!�������! , 6 selectsa randominteger

c
�
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�l�����������
andcomputes� �N���u�L #¡j¢?����£�¤�¥�������¥�¦ . § thencomputes̈

�N©wª-«T¬ �H ���¤�����®����
(the hashvaluehasbeencontrivedfor this example)and ¯ �°��±X²��L #¡j¢³�

ªp���������  ������´�����¤����JµI¶e·K¸
¹e¸
¸f�L _¡Z¢º�»��¥���¦�¦�¦�®�¥��
. § ’s signaturefor

«
is the pair ( ¯ ���¥���¦�¦�¦�®�¥��

, ¨ ����¤�����®���� ).
Signature verification. ¼ computes̄

�u�L _¡j¢)�½��¥���¦�¦�¦�®�¥��¾I¶S�U _¡j¢��»��£�®�´�����£�´��
,¿�À ² �L _¡Z¢��Á��¦�£���¥�����µX¶e·-¸e¹
¸e¸j�U _¡j¢��Á����¦�¥�����®�´�¤

, andfinally Â � ¯ � ¿�À ² �L _¡Z¢����£�¤�¥�������¥�¦
. SinceÂ � � , ¨�Ã �Q©wª-«T¬ ÂÄ �Q©wª-«T¬ �H � ¨ , andso ¼ acceptsthesignature.Å

11.50 Note (security of GQ signature scheme) In Algorithm11.47, Æ mustbesufficiently largeto
excludethepossibilityof forgerybasedonthebirthdayparadox(seeÇ 2.1.5).Thepotential
attackproceedsalongthefollowing lines.Theadversaryselectsamessage

«
andcomputes

¨ �È©wª-«T¬ ¿ ÀÄÉ  for sufficiently manyvaluesof Ê until ¨ÌËNÊ ª
�L #¡ Æ0 ; this is expectedto
occurwithin Í ª?Î Æ0 trials. Havingdeterminedsucha pair

ª ¨yÏBÊJ , theadversarydetermines
anintegerÐ suchthat Ê � ÐÄÆfÑ�¨ andcomputes̄

� ¿ À�ÒU�L _¡j¢
. Observethat ¯ � ¿ À ² Ëª ¿ ÀÄÒ  � ¿ À ² Ë ¿ ÀÄÒ ��Ó ² Ë ¿ ÀÄÉLªp�L _¡U¢  , and,hence,

©wª-«T¬ ¿ À�É  � ¨ . Thus,
ª ¯IÏ�¨K is a valid

(forged)signaturefor message
«

.

11.51 Note (parameter selection) Currentmethods(asof 1996)for integerfactorizationsuggest
thatamodulus

¢
of sizeat least768bits is prudent.Note11.50suggeststhat Æ shouldbeat

least128bits in size.Typicalvaluesfor theoutputsof securehashfunctionsare128or 160
bits. With a768-bitmodulusanda128-bit Æ , thepublickeyfor theGQschemeis

®�£�´ ÑVÂ
bits in size,whereÂ is thenumberof bitsneededto represent

¿�À
. Theprivatekey

±
is 768

bits in size.

11.52 Note (performance characteristics of GQ signatures) Signaturegenerationfor GQ(Algo-
rithm11.48)requirestwomodularexponentiationsandonemodularmultiplication.Usinga
768-bitmodulus

¢
, a128-bitvalue Æ , andahashfunctionwith a128-bitoutput ¨ , signature

generation(usingnaivetechniquesfor exponentiation)requireson average384 modular
multiplications(128squaringsand64multiplicationsfor eachof Æ and ¨ ). Signatureveri-
ficationrequiresasimilaramountof work. Comparethiswith RSA(naively1152modular
multiplications)andFeige-Fiat-Shamir(64modularmultiplications)for signaturegenera-
tion (seeNote11.46). GQ is computationallymoreintensivethanFeige-Fiat-Shamirbut
requiressignificantlysmallerkeystoragespace(seeNote11.51).

11.53 Note (message recovery variant of GQ signatures) Algorithm 11.48canbemodifiedas
follows to providemessagerecovery. Let thesigningspacebe ÔÖÕ �Ø×�Ù

, andlet
«°Ú

ÔÖÕ . In signaturegeneration,selecta random
�

suchthat Û�Ü ¡Hª
� Ï ¢  �Ý�
andcompute

� �m�����L _¡Z¢ and ¨ ��« � �L #¡Z¢ . Thesignatureis ¯ �Þ��± ² �L _¡j¢ . Verificationgives
¯ � ¿ À ² Ë ���I±X� ²R¿ À ² Ë ��� Ë�� ª
�L #¡U¢  . Message

«
is recoveredfrom ¨ß�wà ·&�L _¡j¢ . As

for all digital signatureschemeswith messagerecovery, a suitableredundancyfunction á
is requiredto guardagainstexistentialforgery.

11.5 The DSA and related signature schemes

ThissectionpresentstheDigital SignatureAlgorithm (DSA) andseveralrelatedsignature
schemes.Mostof thesearepresentedover

×&âã for somelargeprimeä , butall of thesemech-
anismscanbegeneralizedto anyfinite cyclic group;this is illustratedexplicitly for theEl-
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Gamalsignatureschemein å 11.5.2. All of themethodsdiscussedin this sectionareran-
domizeddigital signatureschemes(seeDefinition 11.2). All give digital signatureswith
appendixandcanbe modifiedto providedigital signatureswith messagerecovery(see
Note11.14).A necessaryconditionfor thesecurityof all of thesignatureschemesdescribed
in thissectionis thatcomputinglogarithmsin æ&çè becomputationallyinfeasible.Thiscon-
dition,however, is notnecessarilysufficientfor thesecurityof theseschemes;analogously,
it remainsunproventhatRSAsignaturesaresecureevenif factoringintegersis hard.

11.5.1 The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)

In Augustof 1991,theU.S.NationalInstituteof StandardsandTechnology(NIST) pro-
poseda digital signaturealgorithm(DSA). TheDSA hasbecomea U.S.FederalInforma-
tionProcessingStandard(FIPS186)calledtheDigital Signature Standard (DSS),andis the
first digital signatureschemerecognizedby anygovernment.Thealgorithmis avariantof
theElGamalscheme( å 11.5.2),andis adigital signatureschemewith appendix.

Thesignaturemechanismrequiresa hashfunction é�êSëXì#íJî#ï çdð�ñ æ�ò for someinte-
ger ó . TheDSSexplicitly requiresuseof theSecureHashAlgorithm (SHA-1), givenby
Algorithm 9.53.

11.54 Algorithm Key generation for the DSA

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity ô shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selecta primenumberó suchthat õ#öK÷
ødù�ójù�õ_ö-úeû .
2. Chooseü so that ì\ý�ü�ýÿþ , andselecta primenumber� where õ÷Iöeö � ú ��� ù�� ù
õ�÷Xö � � ú ��� , with thepropertythat ó divides ��� ð î
	 .

3. (Selectagenerator� of theuniquecyclic groupof order ó in æ&çè .)
3.1 Selectanelement�� æ çè andcompute������� è�� ö���� ò������ � .
3.2 If � ��î thengo to step3.1.

4. Selecta randominteger! suchthat îPý"!Uý�ó ð î .
5. Compute#$�%�'& ����� � .
6. ô ’s publickey is ���<í�óXí(��í)#�	 ; ô ’sprivatekey is ! .

11.55 Note (generation of DSA primes � and ó ) In Algorithm 11.54onemustselecttheprime ó
first andthentry to find aprime � suchthat ó divides ��� ð î*	 . Thealgorithmrecommended
by theDSSfor accomplishingthis is Algorithm 4.56.

11.56 Algorithm DSA signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity ô signsabinarymessage+ of arbitrarylength.Any entity , canverify
thissignatureby using ô ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity ô shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomsecretinteger-�íJìdù.-LùTó .
(b) Compute/0�1���'2 �0��� �3	 �0��� ó (e.g.,usingAlgorithm 2.143).
(c) Compute- � ö ����� ó (e.g.,usingAlgorithm 2.142).
(d) Compute45�%- � öë�é3��+6	�78!9/�ï ���:� ó .
(e) ô ’s signaturefor + is thepair �;/�í(4<	 .

c
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2. Verification. To verify ? ’s signature@;A
B(C<D on E , F shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain ? ’sauthenticpublic key @;GHB9IJB(KLB)M�D .
(b) Verify that NPO�A�O.I and NQO1CROSI ; if not, thenrejectthesignature.
(c) ComputeTVU1CXWZY\[�]�^_I and `3@�E6D .
(d) Computea Y UbT.cJ`3@�E6Dd[�]:^_I anda'eQUbA<TV[�]�^_I .
(e) Computef$U.@gKHhjikMlh:mn[�]�^�G3Do[�]�^pI .
(f) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if f$U�A .

Proof that signature verification works. If @�A
B9C<D is a legitimatesignatureof entity ? on
messageE , then `l@;EqDsrutwv9Asx1yjC @z[�]�^ I�D musthold. Multiplying bothsidesof this
congruenceby T andrearranginggivesTSc�`l@;EqD'x�v9A�T{r"yb@z[�]�^ I�D . But this is simply
a Y x|v9a'eSr}yb@z[�]�^ I�D . Raising K to both sidesof this equationyields @�K'h~ikMlh�m�[�]�^
GHDo[0]�^_I�U.@gKH�s[�]�^wG3Do[�]�^�I . Hence,f$UbA , asrequired.

11.57 Example (DSA signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. ? selectsprimesGpU1�
�*�
�
�*N
N*�
� and IRU1�
�*�
�
� suchthat I divides @�Gst
�
D ; here,@�G0t8�*D��
IPUV�
�*�
� . ? selectsa randomelement� UV�*�
N*�
�
�*�
�*�Q���\�� andcom-
putesKqU��Z��Y;� e [�]�^wG�UV�
N*N
�
�*�
�*� . Since K.�UV� , K is a generatorfor theuniquecyclic
subgroupof order I in � �� . ? nextselectsa randominteger vPU1�
�*�
�*� satisfying���.vs�
I�tS� , andcomputesM�U�K'��[0]�^�GbU��*N
N*�
�
�*�
��Y eg��� �R[�]�^��
�*�
�
�*N
N*�
��Uu�*�
�*�
�
�*�
�*� .
? ’s public key is (GqU��
�*�
�
�*N
N*�
� , IpU �
�*�
�*� , K�U �
N
N*�
�*�
�
� , M¡U¢�*�
�
�*�
�*�
�
� ), while
? ’sprivatekey is vPU1�
�*�
�
� .
Signature generation. To sign E , ? selectsarandomintegery0U.�*�
�*� , andcomputesA0U
@�K'��[�]�^wG3Do[�]�^_I¡U£@z�
N*N
�*�
�
�*� �g¤�¤ �o[�]�^��
�*�
�
�*N
N*�
�<Do[0]�^��
�*�
�*��U}�*�
N*�
�
�*�
�5[�]�^
�*�
�
�*�RU1�
� . ? thencomputesy3WZY\[�]�^pIRU.�
�*�
� , `3@�E6DdUS�*�
�*� (thehashvaluehasbeen

contrivedfor thisexample),andfinally CRUS@��
�
�*�
D¦¥J�
�*�
�~x0@z�*�
�
�*�
D�@z�
�*Dg§n[�]�^pIRU.�
�
N*�
� .
Thesignaturefor E is thepair @;A0U1�
�:B(C¨U.�
�*N
�
�*D .
Signature verification. F computesT©UªCJW«Y\[�]:^pI%U¬�*�
�*� , a Y UT®c«`l@;EqDo[�]�^I1U¯@z�*�
�
�*Dz@��
�
�*�
D°[0]�^��
�*�
�*�1U¯�*�
�
�*� , and a e U±A�T²[�]�^_I.U¯@��
�
D�@z�*�
�
�*D°[�]�^
�*�
�
�*�"U³�*�
�*� . F thencomputesf¢U³@gKHh i Mlh m [�]�^�G3Do[�]�^pI"U´@��
N
N*�
�*�
�
��Y e �gY���c
�
�
�*�
�*�
�
�*�(µ ���g� [�]�^��
�
�*�
�*N
N
�*�9Do[�]�^��
�*�
�
��UV�
�*N
�
�*�
�*�5[�]:^_�*�
�*�
�PUV�*� . Sincef�U
A , F acceptsthesignature. ¶

11.58 Note (security of DSA) Thesecurityof theDSA relieson two distinctbut relateddiscrete
logarithmproblems.Oneis thelogarithmproblemin � �� wherethepowerfulindex-calculus
methodsapply;theotheris thelogarithmproblemin thecyclic subgroupof order I , where
thebestcurrentmethodsrunin “square-root”time. Forfurtherdiscussion,see· 3.6.6.Since
theDSA is a specialcaseof ElGamalsignatures( · 11.5.2)with respectto theequationfor
C , securityconsiderationsfor thelatterarepertinenthere(seeNote11.66).

11.59 Note (recommended parameter sizes) Thesizeof I is fixed by Algorithm 11.54(asper
FIPS186)at160bits,while thesizeof G canbeanymultipleof 64between512and1024
bits inclusive.A 512-bitprime G providesmarginalsecurityagainstaconcertedattack.As
of 1996,a modulusof at least768bits is recommended.FIPS186doesnot permitprimes
G largerthan1024bits.

11.60 Note (performance characteristics of the DSA) For concreteness,supposeG is a 768-bit
integer. Signaturegenerationrequiresonemodularexponentiation,takingonaverage(us-
ing naivetechniquesfor exponentiation)240modularmultiplications,onemodularinverse
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with a160-bitmodulus,two160-bitmodularmultiplications,andoneaddition.The160-bit
operationsarerelativelyminorcomparedtotheexponentiation.TheDSAhastheadvantage
thattheexponentiationcanbeprecomputedandneednot bedoneat thetime of signature
generation.By comparison,noprecomputationis possiblewith theRSAsignaturescheme.
Themajorportionof thework for signatureverificationis two exponentiationsmodulo̧ ,
eachto 160-bitexponents.On average,theseeachrequire240modularmultiplicationsor
480in total. Somesavingscanberealizedbydoingthetwoexponentiationssimultaneously
(cf. Note14.91);thecost,onaverage,is then280modularmultiplications.

11.61 Note (system-wide parameters) It is notnecessaryfor eachentity to selectits ownprimes
¸ and ¹ . TheDSSpermitş , ¹ , and º to besystem-wideparameters.Thisdoes,however,
presenta moreattractivetargetfor anadversary.

11.62 Note (probability of failure) Verificationrequiresthecomputationof »X¼Z½\¾�¿�À_¹ . If »5Á.Â ,
then »X¼Z½ doesnotexist.To avoidthissituation,thesignermaycheckthat »�ÃÁ1Â ; but if » is
assumedtobearandomelementin Ä°Å , thentheprobabilitythat »5Á1Â is Æ ½Ç3È ½�ÉgÊ . In practice,
thisis extremelyunlikely everto occur. ThesignermayalsocheckthatËÌÃÁSÂ . If thesigner
detectsthateitherË0Á1Â or »RÁSÂ , a newvalueof Í shouldbegenerated.

11.5.2 The ElGamal signature scheme

TheElGamalsignatureschemeis a randomizedsignaturemechanism.It generatesdigital
signatureswith appendixonbinarymessagesof arbitrarylength,andrequiresahashfunc-
tion Î�Ï«ÐJÂ*Ñ(Ò:Ó:ÔÖÕ�×ØÄLÙ wherȩ is alargeprimenumber. TheDSA ( Ú 11.5.1)is avariantof
theElGamalsignaturemechanism.

11.63 Algorithm Key generation for the ElGamal signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity Û shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Generatea largerandomprime ¸ anda generatorº of themultiplicativegroup Ä ÔÙ
(usingAlgorithm 4.84).

2. Selecta randomintegerÜ , ÒQÝ.ÜsÝ�¸0Õ�Þ .
3. Computeß$Á%º'à�¾�¿�À�¸ (e.g.,usingAlgorithm 2.143).
4. Û ’s publickey is Æ�¸'Ñ(ºLÑ)ß È ; Û ’sprivatekey is Ü .

11.64 Algorithm ElGamal signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity Û signsabinarymessageá of arbitrarylength.Any entity â canverify
thissignatureby using Û ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity Û shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomsecretintegerÍ , ÒPÝ.Í_Ý6¸0Õ�Þ , with ã
ä9ÀjÆ�ÍlÑ)¸sÕ�Ò È ÁSÒ .
(b) ComputeË0Á%ºHås¾�¿�À�¸ (e.g.,usingAlgorithm 2.143).
(c) ComputeÍ3¼Z½\¾�¿�À�Æ�¸0Õ�Ò È (e.g.,usingAlgorithm 2.142).
(d) Compute»5Á%Í ¼Z½ ÐXÎ3Æ�á È Õ�Ü9ËlÓ�¾�¿:À�Æ;¸0Õ¡Ò È .
(e) Û ’s signaturefor á is thepair Æ;Ë
Ñ(» È .

2. Verification. To verify Û ’s signatureÆ;Ë
Ñ(» È on á , â shoulddo thefollowing:

c
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(a) Obtain è ’sauthenticpublic key é;êHë9ì°ëîí'ï .
(b) Verify that ð�ñ¡ò_ñ�êsó¡ð ; if not, thenrejectthesignature.
(c) Computeô3õÖö¡íl÷¦ò
ø�ù�ú�û�ê .
(d) Computeülé;ýqï andôXþQö%ìHÿ���� � ù0ú�ûwê .
(e) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if ô3õÖö¡ô þ .

Proof that signature verification works. If thesignaturewasgeneratedby è , then ���	��
 õ� ü3é�ý6ï¦ó�9ò�� é�ù�ú:û�êZówð*ï . Multiplying bothsidesby � gives�����.ülé;ýqï�ó�9ò¡ézù�ú�û0ê�óQð
ï ,
andrearrangingyields ü3é�ý6ï���9ò������ é�ù0ú�û0êpó8ð
ï . This implies ìHÿ���� � �{ì�� ÷���� ø��
é�ì � ï ÷ ò ø ézù�ú�û0ê3ï . Thus,ô õ ö�ôXþ , asrequired.

11.65 Example (ElGamal signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. è selectstheprime êpö����� "! anda generatorì�ö�� of #%$þ'&)(+* . è chooses
theprivatekey $ö|ð"!� *ð andcomputesíÌö�ì���ù�ú:û�ê�ö,� õ *-( õ ù�ú�û����� "!sö{ð
ð".� . è ’s
publickey is (ê_ö����� "! , ì ö�� , í$ö.ð*ð�." ).
Signature generation. For simplicity, messageswill be integersfrom #0/ and ü3é�ý6ïPö|ý
(i.e., for this exampleonly, take ü to betheidentity function). To signthemessageý´ö
ð�1�2"� , è selectsa randominteger �²ö ð� "��3 , computesò{ö ì � ù0ú�û�ê ö4� õ (gþ)5 ù�ú�û
�"�� �!Sö´ð�1"3�6 , and �7
 õ ù�ú�û_é�êsó�ð
ïqö8��1" . Finally, è computes��ö8�"1� � ð�1"2��só
ð�!� *ð
é�ð�1�3"6
ï9�Öù�ú:û:�"�� �20öVð"!�!�! . è ’s signaturefor ý}ö²ð"1�2"� is thepair é;ò ö|ð�1�3"6*ë;��ö
ð�!�!"!
ï .
Signature verification. < computesô3õÖö1ð
ð�." õ>= 5'?A@ ð�1"3�6 õ *'*)* ù�ú:û:�"�� �!�ö1ð�6�!"� , ülé;ýqïoö
ð�1�2"� , andô þ öB� õ>=)C & ù�ú�ûD�"�� "!�ö.ð�6"!�� . < acceptsthesignaturesinceô3õÖö�ô þ . E

11.66 Note (security of ElGamal signatures)

(i) An adversarymight attemptto forge è ’s signature(perAlgorithm 11.64)on ý by
selectinga randominteger � andcomputingò.ö}ì��0ù�ú�û�ê . Theadversarymust
thendetermine�5öF�7
 õ � ü3é�ý6ï óG9ò��5ù�ú�û_é�êsó�ð
ï . If thediscretelogarithmproblem
is computationallyinfeasible,theadversarycando no betterthanto choosean � at
random;thesuccessprobabilityis only õ/ , which is negligiblefor large ê .

(ii) A different � mustbeselectedfor eachmessagesigned;otherwise,theprivatekey
canbedeterminedwith high probabilityasfollows. Suppose�Jõ$öH�7
 õ � ü3é�ý¡õ�ïnó
9ò��wù�ú:û�é;êsó¡ð*ï and � þ öH�7
 õ � ülé;ý þ ïnó	9ò���ù�ú�û0é;ê0ó�ð
ï . Then é'�Jõ5ó	� þ ï)�I�
é�ü3é�ý¡õ(ï\ó.ülé;ý þ ïzï�ézù�ú�û0ê�ó.ð
ï . If �JõRó�� þ�J�K66ézù�ú�û0ê�ó.ð
ï , then �bö é)�JõRó
� þ ïL
 õ é�ü3é�ý¡õ�ï°óbülé;ý þ ïzïdù�ú�û�é�ê0ó�ð
ï . Once � is known,  is easilyfound.

(iii) If nohashfunction ü isused,thesigningequationis �RöB� 
 õ � ý�ó:9ò���ù�ú:û�é;ê0ó¡ð*ï .
It is theneasyfor anadversaryto mountanexistentialforgeryattackasfollows. Se-
lectanypairof integersé>M ëîôHï with N"O(û~é�ô�ë)êÖó$ð*ïoöSð . Computeò�ö1ìQP
í�RQù�ú�û�êpö
ìQPS���TRPù�ú�ûwê and �Qö ónò�ôU
 õ ù�ú:û�é;ê0ó¡ð*ï . Thepair é;ò
ëV�<ï is a valid signaturefor
themessageý ö��WMÌù0ú�û�é�êsó�ð
ï , sinceégì��0ìA
�� ÷Xï ø�X�Y�ö%ìQPXí�RPö¡ò .

(iv) Step2bin Algorithm11.64requirestheverifiertocheckthat 6GZ�ò�Z�ê . If thischeck
isnotdone,thenanadversarycansignmessagesof itschoiceprovidedit hasonevalid
signaturecreatedby entity è , asfollows. Supposethat é�ò
ë;�<ï is a signaturefor mes-
sageý producedby è . Theadversaryselectsa messageý\[ of its choiceandcom-
putesülé;ý\[ ï andM�ö%ülé;ý\[ ï @^] ülé;ýqï-_W
 õ ù�ú:û_é;ê'ó�ð*ï (assuming] ü3é�ý6ï`_)
 õ ù�ú�û�é�ê�ó�ð
ï
exists).It thencomputes�9[«öB�)M ù�ú�û0é;ê\ó ð
ï andòa[ suchthatòa[0��òbMVézù�ú�û0ê\ó ð
ï
and ò+[%��òbézù�ú�û�ê3ï . Thelatter is alwayspossibleby theChineseRemainderThe-
orem(Fact2.120). Thepair é�òa[këV�9[;ï is a signaturefor messageý\[ which would be
acceptedby theverificationalgorithm(Algorithm 11.64)if step2bwereignored.
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11.67 Note (security based on parameter selection)

(i) (index-calculus attack) Theprime c shouldbesufficiently largeto preventefficient
useof theindex-calculusmethods( d 3.6.5).

(ii) (Pohlig-Hellman attack) cDegf shouldbedivisibleby a primenumberh sufficiently
largeto preventaPohlig-Hellmandiscretelogarithmattack( d 3.6.4).

(iii) (weak generators) Supposethat c,ijflkWm:n�oqp�r andthe generators satisfiesthe
following conditions:

(a) s divides k-cteuf�r ; and
(b) computinglogarithmsin thesubgroupv of orders in wyxz canbeefficientlydone

(for example,if a Pohlig-Hellmanattack( d 3.6.4)canbemountedin v ).

It is thenpossiblefor anadversaryto constructsignatures(withoutknowledgeof { ’s
privatekey) which will be acceptedby the verificationalgorithm(step2 of Algo-
rithm11.64).Toseethis,supposethatc|eGf�}�s~h . Tosignamessage� theadversary
doesthefollowing:

(a) Compute�%}�k-cteu��r'�a� andset�D}�h .
(b) Determine� suchthat sQ�W��i�����k)mDn�oDc7r where� is { ’s public key. (This is

possiblesincesQ� and��� areelementsof v and sQ� is ageneratorof v .)
(c) Compute��}I�A�"�a�7k-��r|euh+����mDn�o:k-c:egf"r .
(d) k-���V��r is asignatureon � whichwill beacceptedby step2 of Algorithm 11.64.

This attackworks becausethe verification equation�a�9����i sQ��������kWm:n�oDc7r is
satisfied.To seethis, first observethat s~h�i�e�flkWm:n�oDc7r , s�i�e�h��|��kWm:n�otc�r ,
andthat h � z �|� �¡ W¢ iFe�f£kWm:n�o:c7r'¤ (Thelattercongruencefollows from thefact that
s is ageneratorof w xz and h�i	e�sA�U��kWm:n�oDc7r .) Fromthese,onededucesthat hT¥A}
h � z �U� �� )¢ h��U�|iBe�h��U�yiBsFkWm:n�oDc7r)¤ Now � � � � }�k)hT¥'r'¦ ������� ���W�)§¡����iBs ������� sA���W�V���
i¨s ������� �~���9����}©s �S�¡��� kWm:n�oDc7r'¤ Noticein thecasewhere s	}©� is a generator
thattheconditionsspecifiedin (iii) abovearetrivially satisfied.
Theattackcanbeavoidedif s is selectedasageneratorfor asubgroupof w%xz of prime
orderratherthana generatorfor w%xz itself.

11.68 Note (performance characteristics of ElGamal signatures)

(i) Signaturegenerationby Algorithm 11.64 is relatively fast, requiring one modu-
lar exponentiationk)sQªDm:n�o�c�r , the extendedEuclideanalgorithm(for computing« �|�%mDn�o�k>ctegf"r ), andtwo modularmultiplications. (Modularsubtractionis neg-
ligible whencomparedwith modularmultiplication.)Theexponentiationandappli-
cationof theextendedEuclideanalgorithmcanbedoneoff-line, in which casesig-
naturegeneration(in instanceswhereprecomputationis possible)requiresonly two
(on-line)modularmultiplications.

(ii) Signatureverificationismorecostly, requiringthreeexponentiations.Eachexponen-
tiation (usingnaivetechniques)requires¬¢

^®°¯ c"± modularmultiplications,on aver-
age,for a total costof ²¢

³®´¯ c"± multiplications.Thecomputingcostscanbereduced
by modifying theverificationslightly. Computeµ � }¶sA� ������� � � � � m:nSo�c , andac-
ceptthesignatureasvalid if andonly if µ � }·f . Now, µ � canbecomputedmore
efficiently by doingthe threeexponentiationssimultaneously(seeNote14.91);the
totalcostis nowabout �>¸¹ ³®´¯ c"± modularmultiplications,almost�"¤´º timesascostef-
ficientasbefore.

(iii) Signatureverificationcalculationsareall performedmoduloc , while signaturegen-
erationcalculationsaredonemoduloc andmodulo k-c:egf"r .

c
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11.69 Note (recommended parameter sizes) Giventhelatestprogresson thediscretelogarithm
problemin ½%¾¿ ( À 3.6),a512-bitmodulusÁ providesonly marginalsecurityfrom concerted
attack.Asof 1996,amodulusÁ of atleast768bitsis recommended.Forlong-termsecurity,
1024-bitor largermoduli shouldbeused.

11.70 Note (system-wide parameters) All entitiesmay elect to usethe sameprime numberÁ
andgeneratorÂ , in which caseÁ and Â arenot requiredto bepartof thepublic key (cf.
Note11.61).

(i) Variations of the ElGamal scheme

Manyvariationsof thebasicElGamalsignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.64)havebeenpro-
posed.Most of thesealter what is commonlyreferredto asthe signing equation (given
in step1d of Algorithm 11.64). After suitablerearrangement,this signingequationcan
be written as Ã¨ÄÆÅVÇÉÈ�ÊbË�Ì:ÍSÎ:Ï>ÁDÐgÑ"Ò whereÃ¨ÄÆÓ�Ï>ÔlÒ , Ç,ÄÖÕ , and Ë4ÄÆ× (i.e.,
Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ�Ä·Å;Õ:ÈØÊ�×ÙÌ:ÍSÎ:Ï>ÁtÐgÑ"Ò ). Othersigningequationscanbeobtainedby permitting
Ã , Ç , and Ë to takeon thevalues× , Õ , and Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ in differentorders.Table11.5 lists the6
possibilities.

Ã Ç Ë Signingequation Verification

1 Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ Õ × Ó�Ï>ÔlÒÚÄ�Å;Õ�ÈÛÊ�× ÂQÜ�Ý�Þ�ßUÄ�Ï)ÂQà�Ò³á9Õ�â
2 Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ × Õ Ó�Ï>ÔlÒÚÄ�Å�×ãÈÛÊbÕ ÂQÜ�Ý�Þ�ßUÄ�Ï)ÂQà�Ò³â'Õ�á
3 × Õ Ó7Ï-Ô�Ò ×�ÄFÅVÕ�ÈÛÊ�Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ ÂQâ�ÄBÏ'Â�àäÒ^á9Õ�Ü�Ý�Þ�ß
4 × Ó7Ï-Ô�Ò Õ ×�ÄFÅSÓ7Ï-Ô�ÒUÈÛÊbÕ ÂQâ�ÄBÏ'Â�àäÒ^Ü�Ý�Þ�ß´Õ�á
5 Õ × Ó7Ï-Ô�Ò ÕDÄFÅ�×ÚÈÛÊ�Ó�Ï>ÔlÒ ÂQá�Ä�Ï)ÂQà�Ò^â'Õ�Ü�Ý�Þ�ß
6 Õ Ó7Ï-Ô�Ò × ÕDÄFÅ�Ó�Ï>ÔlÒåÈÛÊ�× Â á Ä�Ï)Â à Ò Ü�Ý�Þ�ß Õ â

Table 11.5: Variations of the ElGamal signing equation. Signing equations are computed moduloæèçÙéÉê�ë
; verification is done modulo

ç
.

11.71 Note (comparing variants of the ElGamal signature scheme)

(i) Someof thesigningequationslistedin Table11.5aremoreefficientto computethan
theoriginal ElGamalequationin Algorithm 11.64. For example,equations(3) and
(4) of Table11.5do not requirethecomputationof aninverseto determinethesig-
nature× . Equations(2) and(5) requirethesignerto computeÅ�ìUí%Ì:Í�Î:Ï-ÁtÐuÑ�Ò , but
thisfixedquantityneedonly becomputedonce.

(ii) Verificationequations(2) and(4) involve theexpressionÕ�á . Partof thesecurityof
signatureschemesbasedonthesesigningequationsis theintractabilityof findingso-
lutionsto anexpressionof theform îåïÉð�ñ�ÏWÌ:Í�ÎDÁ7Ò for fixed ñ . This problemap-
pearsto beintractablefor largevaluesof Á , but hasnot receivedthesameattention
asthediscretelogarithmproblem.

(ii) The generalized ElGamal signature scheme

TheElGamaldigital signaturescheme,originally describedin thesettingof themultiplica-
tive group ½ò¾¿ , canbegeneralizedin astraightforwardmannerto work in anyfinite abelian
group ó . The introductoryremarksfor À 8.4.2arepertinentto thealgorithmpresentedin
this section.Algorithm 11.73requiresa cryptographichashfunction Óãôöõa÷"øTÑ�ù ¾ Ð|úû½~ü
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whereý is thenumberof elementsin þ . It is assumedthateachelementÿ���þ canbe
representedin binarysothat ���>ÿ�� is defined.�

11.72 Algorithm Key generation for the generalized ElGamal signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentityselectsa finite group þ ; generatorof þ ; publicandprivatekeys.
Eachentity � shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selectanappropriatecyclic group þ of order ý , with generator	 . (Assumethat þ
is writtenmultiplicatively.)

2. Selectarandomsecretinteger
 , ���
�� ý���� . Computethegroupelement����	�� .
3. � ’s public key is ��	������ , togetherwith a descriptionof how to multiply elementsin
þ ; � ’s privatekey is 
 .

11.73 Algorithm Generalized ElGamal signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity � signsabinarymessage� of arbitrarylength.Any entity � canverify
thissignatureby using � ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomsecretinteger� , ����� ��ý!�"� , with #%$'&��(�)� ý*�+�,� .
(b) Computethegroupelementÿ��-	/. .
(c) Compute�103254768&�ý .
(d) Compute���9�:� and �1�-ÿ�� .
(e) Compute;��-� 032=< �1�>�?�@�A
8�1�-ÿ���BC4768&�ý .
(f) � ’s signaturefor � is thepair �>ÿ%�';D� .

2. Verification. To verify � ’s signature�>ÿ%�';D� on � , � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain � ’sauthenticpublic key ��	������ .
(b) Compute���9�:� and �1�-ÿ�� .
(c) ComputeE 2 �"��F8GIHDJ1KLÿML .
(d) ComputeEMN���	 F8GIOCJ .
(e) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if E 2 �"EMN .

11.74 Example (generalized ElGamal signatures with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Considerthefinite field P NRQ constructedfrom theirreduciblepolynomialS �>T��U�,T1VXWYT N WZ� over P�N . (SeeExample2.231for examplesof arithmeticin thefield
P N=[ .) Theelementsof this field arethe31 binary5-tuplesdisplayedin Table11.6,along
with \]\%\%\]\ . Theelement	^�_�`\]\%\%�]\%� is ageneratorfor þ_�?P�aN Q , themultiplicativecyclic
groupof thefield. Theorderof thisgroup þ is ý?��b]� . Let �dc < \e�f�eB a �3gih3j 2 beahash
function. Entity � selectstheprivatekey 
k�l�%m andcomputes�?�n	 � �l�`\]\%\%�]\%�o2 � �
�`\%\]�%�]\%� . � ’s publickey is ( 	^�_�`\]\%\%�]\%���p� ���(\%\]�%�%\]�`� .
Signature generation. To sign the message�q�r�%\%�]�%\]�%\%� , � selectsa randominteger
�s�ut]v , andcomputesÿZ�i	 N�w �x�(�%�%�]�%\]� and �10@254�68&7b%�y�it]t . � thencomputes
���9�:�5�z�%{ and �1�-ÿ��U�z| (thehashvalueshavebeencontrivedfor this example)and ;C�
t%tdK < �%{d�!�`�%m]�`�(|%��B54768& b%�C��b%\ . � ’ssignaturefor message� is �-ÿ7���(�%�]�%�%\]�(�=;U�,b%\]� .
Signature verification. � computes�1�>�?�}�x�]{ , �1�-ÿ����x| , E 2 �~� FeG�H=J ÿ L �z�`\]\%�%�]\%�o��K�`�%�]�%�]\%� j�� ���`�]�%\]�%�%� , andEMN���	 FeG�OXJ ��	�29� ���(�%�%\]�%�]� . � acceptsthesignaturesince
E 2 �AEMN . �
�
Moreprecisely, onewoulddefinea function �+�'�"�e�����]���f�p� andwrite �������I���9� insteadof ���I��� .

c
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� �� 
¡ ¡D¡=¡D¡D¢
¢ ¡D¡=¡D¢D¡
£ ¡D¡=¢D¡D¡
¤ ¡D¢=¡D¡D¡
¥ ¢D¡=¡D¡D¡
¦ ¡D¡=¢D¡D¢
§ ¡D¢=¡D¢D¡
¨ ¢D¡=¢D¡D¡

� �� 
© ¡D¢=¢D¡D¢
ª ¢D¢=¡D¢D¡
¢D¡ ¢D¡=¡D¡D¢
¢D¢ ¡D¡=¢D¢D¢
¢D£ ¡D¢=¢D¢D¡
¢D¤ ¢D¢=¢D¡D¡
¢`¥ ¢D¢=¢D¡D¢
¢D¦ ¢D¢=¢D¢D¢

� �� 
¢D§ ¢D¢D¡=¢D¢
¢ ¨ ¢D¡D¡=¢D¢
¢D© ¡D¡D¡=¢D¢
¢Dª ¡D¡D¢=¢D¡
£D¡ ¡D¢D¢=¡D¡
£D¢ ¢D¢D¡=¡D¡
£D£ ¢D¡D¢=¡D¢
£D¤ ¡D¢D¢=¢D¢

� �� 
£�¥ ¢=¢D¢=¢D¡
£=¦ ¢=¢D¡=¡D¢
£=§ ¢=¡D¢=¢D¢
£ ¨ ¡=¢D¡=¢D¢
£=© ¢=¡D¢=¢D¡
£=ª ¡=¢D¡=¡D¢
¤=¡ ¢=¡D¡=¢D¡

Table 11.6: The elements of «¬p® as powers of a generator
�

.

11.75 Note (security of generalized ElGamal) Muchof thesecurityof Algorithm11.73relieson
theintractabilityof thediscretelogarithmproblemin thegroup ¯ (see° 3.6). Most of the
securitycommentsin Note11.66applyto thegeneralizedElGamalscheme.

11.76 Note (signing and verification operations) Signaturegenerationrequirescomputationsin
thegroup ¯ (i.e., ±³²µ´�¶ ) andcomputationsin ·¸ . Signatureverificationonly requires
computationsin thegroup ¯ .

11.77 Note (generalized ElGamal using elliptic curves) Oneof themostpromisingimplemen-
tationsof Algorithm 11.73is thecasewherethefinite abeliangroup ¯ is constructedfrom
thesetof pointsonanelliptic curveovera finite field ¹+º . Thediscretelogarithmproblem
in groupsof thistypeappearstobemoredifficult thanthediscretelogarithmproblemin the
multiplicativegroupof afinite field ¹ º . This impliesthat » canbechosensmallerthanfor
correspondingimplementationsin groupssuchas ¯,²"¹½¼º .

11.5.3 The Schnorr signature scheme

Anotherwell-knownvariantof theElGamalscheme(Algorithm 11.64)is theSchnorrsig-
naturescheme.As with theDSA (Algorithm 11.56),this techniqueemploysasubgroupof
order » in ·5¼¾ , where¿ is somelargeprimenumber. Themethodalsorequiresahashfunc-
tion ÀdÁÂ�ÃeÄfÅ8Æ ¼�Ç3È · º . Key generationfor theSchnorrsignatureschemeis thesameas
DSA keygeneration(Algorithm 11.54),exceptthattherearenoconstraintson thesizesof
¿ and » .

11.78 Algorithm Schnorr signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity É signsabinarymessageÊ of arbitrarylength.Any entity Ë canverify
thissignatureby using É ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity É shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selecta randomsecretintegerÌ , Å�Í�Ì Í�» Ç Å .
(b) Compute±�²-´/¶ÏÎ7Ð8ÑX¿ , ÒÓ²_À1Ô>Ê�Õ�±�Ö , and ×�²-Ø8Ò*ÙsÌÏÎ7Ð8Ñ » .
(c) É ’s signaturefor Ê is thepair Ô�×DÄ=ÒDÖ .
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2. Verification. To verify Ú ’s signatureÛ�ÜDÝ=ÞDß on à , á shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain Ú ’sauthenticpublic key Û9â/Ý=ã�Ý'äÝpå�ß .
(b) Computeæ�ç_ä�è�å�é)êÓë7ì8íîâ and Þoï�ç_ð�Û9à,ñòæ/ß .
(c) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if Þ�ï3ç_Þ .

Proof that signature verification works. If thesignaturewascreatedby Ú , thenækó�ä�è�å�é)ê
ó�ä�è�ä�é�ôfêCó,ä�õ7óyö÷Û`ë7ì8í�â1ß . Hence,ð�Û9à,ñòæ/ß+ç_ð�Û9à,ñòö�ß and Þoï�ç-Þ .

11.79 Example (Schnorr’s signature scheme with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Ú selectsprimesâ"ç~ø]ù%ú]û%ü%ø and ã�çþý%ü]ø ; here, Û9â�ÿZø%ß��%ã�ç~ù]ü�� . Ú
thenselectsa randominteger��ç�ù����]ü��	��
�� andcomputesäYç_ù����]ü��������îë7ì8íXâ}ç-ù�� .
Since ä��ç ø , ä generatestheuniquecyclic subgroupof order ý]ü%ø in 
 �� . Ú thenselects
theprivatekey �yçxü%ù�� andcomputeså,çxù�� ����� ë�ì8íXâZçµø]ø%ý%ú]ø�� . Ú ’s public key is
Û>â}ç_ø%ù%ú]û%ü]ø]Ý'ãUç�ý%ü]ø]Ý'ä ç_ù��eÝpå}ç_ø%ø]ý%ú%ø��%ß .
Signature generation. To sign themessageà çµø]ø%ø��]ø%ø��%ø , Ú selectsa randomnumber� ç��%ù�� suchthat ø�� � �uý]ü�� , andcomputesö�çuù�� ����� ë7ì8íXâ,çrü%ú����]ý and Þ!ç
ð�Û9à,ñòö8ß çzø%ý]ý (thehashvaluehasbeencontrivedfor this example).Finally, Ú computes
Ü�ç,ü]ù�� ��ø]ý%ý"!#�%ù��Xë7ì8í ý%ü%øXç_ü��%ø . Thesignaturefor à is Û(Ü�ç_ü��]ø]Ý=ÞUç�ø]ý%ý%ß .
Signature verification. á computesæ�çµù��$���&% ��ø]ø%ý%ú]ø�� é %('�'îë�ì8íCâsçµü]ú����]ý and Þ ï ç
ð�Û9à,ñòæ/ß+ç�ø%ý%ý . á acceptsthesignaturesince Þ�ç�Þoï . )

11.80 Note (performance characteristics of the Schnorr scheme) Signaturegenerationin Algo-
rithm 11.78requiresoneexponentiationmodulo â andonemultiplicationmodulo ã . The
exponentiationmodulo â couldbedoneoff-line. Dependingon thehashalgorithmused,
thetimeto computeð�Û9à,ñòö8ß shouldberelativelysmall.Verificationrequirestwo exponen-
tiationsmodulo â . Thesetwo exponentiationscanbecomputedby Algorithm 14.88at a
costof about1.17exponentiations.Using thesubgroupof order ã doesnot significantly
enhancecomputationalefficiencyovertheElGamalschemeof Algorithm 11.64,but does
providesmallersignatures(for thesamelevel of security)thanthosegeneratedby theEl-
Gamalmethod.

11.5.4 The ElGamal signature scheme with message recovery

TheElGamalschemeandits variants( * 11.5.2)discussedsofar areall randomizeddigital
signatureschemeswith appendix(i.e., themessageis requiredasinput to theverification
algorithm).In contrast,thesignaturemechanismof Algorithm11.81hasthefeaturethatthe
messagecanberecoveredfrom thesignatureitself. Hence,this ElGamalvariantprovides
arandomizeddigital signaturewith messagerecovery.

For thisscheme,thesigningspaceis +-, ç.
 �� , â a prime,andthesignaturespaceis/ ç0
 �21 
43 , ã a prime,where ã divides Û9â ÿsø]ß . Let 5 bea redundancyfunctionfrom
thesetof messages+ to +-, (seeTable11.1). Key generationfor Algorithm 11.81is the
sameasDSA keygeneration(Algorithm 11.54),exceptthattherearenoconstraintsonthe
sizesof â and ã .

c
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11.81 Algorithm Nyberg-Rueppel signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity 8 signsamessage9;:=< . Any entity > canverify 8 ’ssignatureand
recoverthemessage9 from thesignature.

1. Signature generation. Entity 8 shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute9@?.ACB(9ED .
(b) SelectarandomsecretintegerF , G	HIFJHLKNMOG , andcomputePQ?SRUTWVYXQZ\[C] .
(c) Computê ? 9OPQX_Z\[C] .
(d) Computè ?Sab^dc#F_XQZ\[JK .
(e) 8 ’s signaturefor 9 is thepair B�^fe�`fD .

2. Verification. To verify 8 ’s signatureB�^fe�`fD on 9 , > shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain 8 ’sauthenticpublic key B(]ge�K&e$RhejikD .
(b) Verify that l	m.^ mn] ; if not, rejectthesignature.
(c) Verify that lYHo`pmoK ; if not,rejectthesignature.
(d) ComputeqO?.RNr�i4TtspXQZ\[u] and9@?nqN^pXQZb[C] .
(e) Verify that 9;:=<@v ; if 9xw:=<@v thenrejectthesignature.
(f) Recover9@?SA	Tzy{B 9ED .

Proof that signature verification works. If 8 createdthe signature,then q0|}Rgr�i4TWs#|
Rgr$TW~�s�|IRNVnB�XQZ\[�]gD . Thusqk^u|oRgV 9�R�TtVQ| 9�B�XQZ\[�]gD , asrequired.

11.82 Example (Nyberg-Rueppel signature generation with artificially small parameters)
Key generation. Entity 8 selectsprimes]S?�G������������ and K�?�������G , where K divides
B�]OM�G�D ; here, B�]OMLG�D���K2?������ . 8 thenselectsa randomnumber��?�����l�����:��"�� and
computesR�?�����l����������CX_Z\[C]�?�����G������ . Since R0w?�G , R generatestheuniquecyclic
subgroupof order ������G in ���� . Finally, 8 selectsarandomintegera�?.������� andcomputes
i�?SRg~�XQZ\[C]O?SG�l�G�������� . 8 ’s public key is B(]O?SG������������be$K"?S������G�e�R ?.����G�������eji2?
G�l�G���������D , while 8 ’s privatekey is a	?o������� .
Signature generation. Tosignamessage9 , 8 computes9¡?oACB�9�D�?oG�G���������� (thevalue
AuB(9ED hasbeencontrivedfor thisexample).8 thenrandomlyselectsF_?oG�l�l�G , computes
P2?¢RUTWVYXQZ\[�]=?£����G������¤Tzy(¥�¥&y�XQZ\[�]=?£G�G���������� , ^C? 9=PQXQZ\[u]¦?£G�������l�� , and `u?
B���������D�B�G�������l���Dtc#G�l�l�G�X_Z\[JKu?oG�l���� . Thesignaturefor 9 is B�^ ?.G�������l���e�`§?oG�l�����D .
Signature verification. > computesq#?¨����G������ y�¥�©�©�ª G�l�G�������� Tzy � © � ¥�« XQZb[QG�������������?
��l�����l�� , and 9¬?0q ª G�������l��pXQZ\[JG�������������?G�G���������� . > verifiesthat 9�:�<@v and
recovers9@?.A�T®y{B 9ED . ¯

11.83 Note (security of the Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme)

(i) SinceAlgorithm 11.81is a variantof thebasicElGamalscheme(Algorithm 11.64),
thesecurityconsiderationsof Note11.66apply. Like DSA (Algorithm 11.56),this
ElGamalmechanismwith messagerecoveryreliesonthedifficulty of two relatedbut
distinctdiscretelogarithmproblems(seeNote11.58).

(ii) SinceAlgorithm11.81providesmessagerecovery, asuitableredundancyfunction A
is required(seeNote11.10)to guardagainstexistentialforgery. As is thecasewith
RSA, the multiplicative natureof this signatureschememustbe carefully consid-
eredwhenchoosinga redundancyfunction A . Thefollowing possibleattackshould
be kept in mind. Suppose9°:£< , 9±?}AuB(9ED , and B�^�e$`fD is a signaturefor 9 .
Then ^�? 9�R TWV X_Z\[C] for someinteger F and `�?²a\^�c³F_X_Z\[JK . Let 9 � ?
9�Rg´4XQZ\[u] for someinteger µ . If ` � ?¨` coµNXQZ\[JK and 9 � :n<@v , then B�^�e$` � D
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is a valid signaturefor ¶n·C¸º¹	»®¼{½ ¶n·�¾ . To seethis,considertheverificationalgo-
rithm (step2 of Algorithm 11.81). ¿�ÀoÁNÂ�ÃÅÄ »tÆ ÀIÁNÂ�ÇtÈjÁ »tÉ$Æ ÀIÁgÊ�ÇtÈ�½�ËQÌ\Í�Îg¾ , and
¿kÏQÀ0Á ÊÐÇtÈ ¶�Á�» Ê À ¶EÁ È À ¶n·=½�ËQÌ\Í�Îg¾ . Since¶n·	ÑEÒ@Ó , theforgedsignature
½�Ï�Ô�Õ&·�¾ will beacceptedasa valid signaturefor ¶n· .

(iii) The verificationthat Ö¢×ØÏI×�Î given in step2b of Algorithm 11.81 is crucial.
Suppose½�ÏfÔ�Õf¾ is Ù ’s signaturefor themessage¶ . Then Ï�¸ ¶=ÚQËQÌ\ÍuÎ and Õ=¸Û ÏzÜ�Ý	ËQÌ\Í2Þ . An adversarycanusethissignatureto computeasignatureonames-
sage¶�· of its choice.It determinesan ÏÐ· suchthat ÏÐ·�À ¶�·jÚ�½�Ë_Ì\Í_Îß¾ and ÏÐ·�ÀoÏ
½�ËQÌbÍ Þ�¾ . (This is possibleby theChineseRemainderTheorem(Fact2.120).)The

pair ½�ÏÐ·�Ô�Õ�¾ will passthe verificationalgorithmprovidedthat ÖS×àÏÐ·n×�Î is not
checked.

11.84 Note (a generalization of ElGamal signatures with message recovery) TheexpressionÏ ¸
¶=Ú_Ë_Ì\Í�Î in step1cof Algorithm11.81providesarelativelysimplewaytoencrypt¶ with
key Ú andcouldbegeneralizedto anysymmetric-keyalgorithm.Let áº¸³âÐádãYäbÚ�ÑEåhæbç
bea setof encryptiontransformationswhereeach ádã is indexedby anelementÚSÑèå ·æ
andis a bijection from Ò@é³¸êå ·æ to å ·æ . For any ¶ëÑ£Ò , selecta randominteger Ý ,ì=í Ý í Þpî ì , computeÚï¸èÁ Ê ËQÌ\ÍuÎ , ÏY¸ðádãÐ½ ¶�¾ , and Õ�¸ Û ÏÜIÝ_ËQÌbÍJÞ . Thepair
½�Ï�Ô$Õf¾ is a signaturefor ¶ . The fundamentalsignatureequationÕñ¸ Û ÏpÜ¢Ý_ËQÌ\ÍJÞ is a
meansto bindentity Ù ’sprivatekeyandthemessage¶ to asymmetrickeywhichcanthen
beusedto recoverthemessageby anyotherentityatsomelatertime.

11.6 One-time digital signatures

One-timedigital signatureschemesaredigital signaturemechanismswhich canbe used
to sign,at most,onemessage;otherwise,signaturescanbe forged. A newpublic key is
requiredfor eachmessagethat is signed.Thepublic informationnecessaryto verify one-
timesignaturesis oftenreferredto asvalidation parameters. Whenone-timesignaturesare
combinedwith techniquesfor authenticatingvalidationparameters,multiplesignaturesare
possible(seeò 11.6.3for adescriptionof authenticationtrees).

Most,butnotall, one-timedigital signatureschemeshavetheadvantagethatsignature
generationandverificationareveryefficient. One-timedigitalsignatureschemesareuseful
in applicationssuchaschipcards,wherelow computationalcomplexityis required.

11.6.1 The Rabin one-time signature scheme

Rabin’sone-timesignatureschemewasoneof thefirst proposalsfor a digital signatureof
anykind. It permitsthesigningof asinglemessage.Theverificationof asignaturerequires
interactionbetweenthesignerandverifier. Unlike otherdigital signatureschemes,verifi-
cationcanbedoneonlyonce.Whilenotpractical,it is presentedherefor historicalreasons.
Notationusedin thissectionis givenin Table11.7.

c
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Symbol Meaningõ ö ÷�øzù
theall

÷
’s stringof bitlength ú .õ ö�û(ü{ý ÷�ø(þtÿ���� ÿ$þ������	� � � �jö where

� ÿ$þ������	� � � �jö is thebinaryrepresentationof
ü
.


a setof ú -bit strings.�
a setof encryptiontransformationsindexedby akeyspace



.��

anencryptiontransformationbelongingto
�

with ��� 
 . Each
��

mapsú -bit stringsto ú -bit strings.�
a publicly-knownone-wayhashfunctionfrom � ÷�������� to � ÷�������ø .� a fixedpositiveintegerwhichservesasa securityparameter.

Table 11.7: Notation for the Rabin one-time signature scheme.

11.85 Algorithm Key generation for the Rabin one-time signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentity � selectsa symmetric-keyencryptionscheme
�

, generates� �
randombitstrings,andcreatesasetof validationparameters.
Eachentity � shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selecta symmetric-keyencryptionscheme
�

(e.g.,DES).
2. Generate� � randomsecretstrings � � � �	� �	 � 	 !� �	�#"$� 
 , eachof bitlength ú .
3. Compute%�& ù'�(*)jû�õ ö û(ü{ý�ý , �,+�ü-+ � � .
4. � ’s publickey is

û % � � %.� �� 	 � !� %��#" ý ; � ’s privatekey is
û � � � ��� �� 	 � !� �	��" ý .

11.86 Algorithm Rabin one-time signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity � signsabinarymessage/ of arbitrarylength.Signatureverification
is interactivewith � .

1. Signature generation. Entity � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute
� û / ý .

(b) Compute0 & ù1� ( )jû � û / ý�ý , �,+�ü2+ � � .
(c) � ’s signaturefor / is

û 0 � � 0 � �� 	 � �� 0 �#" ý .
2. Verification. To verify � ’s signature

û 0 � � 03� �� � 	 !� 03��" ý on / , 4 should:

(a) Obtain � ’sauthenticpublic key
û % � � %.� �	 � 	 �� %.��" ý .

(b) Compute
� û / ý .

(c) Select� distinctrandomnumbers5*6 , �7+ 5*6 + � � , for
�7+98:+ � .

(d) Requestfrom � thekeys �*;3< , �7+=8:+ � .
(e) Verify theauthenticityof thereceivedkeysby computing>�6 ù?�(*@ < û�õ ö û 5*6 ý�ý

andcheckingthat >�6 ù % ; < , for each
�7+=8:+ � .

(f) Verify that 0�;3< ù?� ( @ < û � û / ý�ý , �7+=8:+ � .

11.87 Note (key sizes for Rabin’s one-time signatures) Since
� �

outputsú bits (seeTable11.7),
thepublic andprivatekeysin Algorithm 11.86eachconsistof � � ú bits. For � ùBA�÷

and
ú ù?C.D , thekeysareeach1280byteslong.

11.88 Note (resolution of disputes) To resolvepotentialdisputesbetweenthesigner � andthe
verifier 4 usingAlgorithm 11.86,thefollowing procedureis followed:

1. 4 providesa trustedthird party(TTP)with / andthesignature
û 0 � � 0 � �� � 	 �� 0 ��" ý .
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2. TheTTP obtainsE�F	G�E	H�G	I�I	I!G�E	H#J from K .
3. TheTTPverifiestheauthenticityof theprivatekeyby computingL�MON'PQ*RTS3UWV.SYX#Z[Z

andcheckingthat \�MON'L�M , ]7^_X-^a`�b . If this fails, theTTPrulesin favorof c (i.e.,
thesignatureis deemedto bevalid).

4. TheTTP computesd M NeP Q RTS[fgSih9ZjZ , ]k^aXl^m`�b . If d M Nen M for at mostb values
of X , ]7^_Xo^a`�b , thesignatureis declareda forgeryandtheTTPrulesin favorof K
(whodenieshavingcreatedthesignature).If bqpr] or morevaluesof X give d M N?n M ,
thesignatureis deemedvalid andtheTTP rulesin favorof c .

11.89 Note (rationale for dispute resolution protocol) Therationalefor adjudicatingdisputesin
Rabin’s one-timesignaturescheme,asoutlinedin Note11.88,is asfollows. If c hasat-
temptedto forge K ’s signatureon a newmessagehWs , c eitherneedsto determineat least
onemorekey Ets sothatat leastbupv] valuesof X give d�MwNxn�M , or determinehWs suchthatf�SYhrZyN'f�SYhzs{Z . Thisshouldbeinfeasibleif thesymmetric-keyalgorithmandhashfunction
arechosenappropriately. If K attemptsto createa signaturewhich it canlaterdisavow, K
mustensurethat d M N?n M for preciselyb valuesof X andhopethat c choosestheseb values
in step2cof theverificationprocedure,theprobabilityof which is only ]�| H#JJ .

11.90 Note (one-timeness of Algorithm 11.86) K cansignatmostonemessagewith agivenpri-
vatekeyin Rabin’sone-timescheme;otherwise,K will (with highprobability)revealb}pk]
or moreof theprivatekeyvaluesandenablec (andperhapscollaborators)to forgesigna-
tureson new messages(seeNote 11.89). A signaturecanonly be verifiedoncewithout
revealing(with highprobability)morethanb of the `�b privatevalues.

11.6.2 The Merkle one-time signature scheme

Merkle’s one-timedigital signaturescheme(Algorithm 11.92)differs substantiallyfrom
that of Rabin(Algorithm 11.86) in that signatureverificationis not interactivewith the
signer. A TTP or someothertrustedmeansis requiredto authenticatethevalidationpa-
rametersconstructedin Algorithm 11.91.

11.91 Algorithm Key generation for the Merkle one-time signature scheme

SUMMARY: tosignb -bit messages,K generates~oN�blp�������b���pz] validationparameters.
Eachentity K shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Select~-N�bzp������!b���p�] randomsecretstrings E F G�E H G	I�I	I!G�E*� eachof bitlength � .
2. Compute� M N�fgS[E M Z , ]a^�X=^�~ . Here, f is a preimage-resistanthashfunctionf��O����G�]����������t��G�]���� (see� 9.2.2).
3. K ’s publickey is Si� F GT� H G�I�I	I!GT���3Z ; K ’sprivatekey is S[E F G	E H G�I�I	I�G�E*�[Z .
To sign an b -bit messageh , a bitstring ��N h1¡#¢ is formedwhere ¢ is the binary

representationfor thenumberof � ’sin h . ¢ isassumedtobeabitstringof bitlength �����!b��£p] with high-orderbits paddedwith � ’s, if necessary. Hence,� is a bitstringof bitlength~-N�bzpx�����!b��2p¤] .

c
¥
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11.92 Algorithm Merkle one-time signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: entity § signsa binarymessagë of bitlength © . Any entity ª canverify
thissignatureby using § ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity § shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute« , thebinaryrepresentationfor thenumberof ¬ ’s in ¨ .
(b) Form ¯®�¨1°#«w®1±3²´³�²¶µw·�·	·�²�¸[¹ .
(c) Determinethecoordinatepositionsº ³o» º µ,» ·	·�· » º½¼ in  suchthat ²�¾i¿o®1À ,À7Á9Â:Á_Ã .
(d) Let Ä�Å�®'Æ ¾ ¿ , À7Á_Â:Á=Ã .
(e) § ’s signaturefor ¨ is ±[Ä�³�Ç	Ä3µ�Ç�È	È�È�Ç	Ä ¼ ¹ .

2. Verification. To verify § ’s signature±3Ä ³ Ç�Ä µ Ç�È�È	È!Ç�Ä�¼�¹ on ¨ , ª should:

(a) Obtain § ’sauthenticpublic key ±YÉ ³ Ç½É µ Ç	È�È�È�ÇTÉ ¸ ¹ .
(b) Compute« , thebinaryrepresentationfor thenumberof ¬ ’s in ¨ .
(c) Form ¯®�¨1°#«w®1±3²´³�²¶µw·�·	·�²�¸[¹ .
(d) Determinethecoordinatepositionsº�³ » ºTµ » ·	·�· » º ¼ in  suchthat ² ¾ ¿o®1À ,À7Á9Â:Á_Ã .
(e) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if É ¾ ¿2®'Ê�±3Ä#Å¶¹ for all À7Á=Â:Á_Ã .

11.93 Note (security of Merkle’s one-time signature scheme) Let ¨ bea message,Ë®�¨1°#«
thebitstringformedin step1bof Algorithm 11.92,and ±[Ä�³	Ç�Ä3µ�Ç	È�È�È!Ç	Ä ¼ ¹ asignaturefor ¨ .
If Ê is a preimage-resistanthashfunction,thefollowing argumentshowsthatnosignature
for a messagëzÌWÍ®Î¨ canbe forged. Let ÏÌ7®Î¨WÌ�°#«½Ì where «jÌ is the ±�Ð�Ñ�Ò�©�Ó7Ô?À�¹ -bit
stringwhich is thebinaryrepresentationfor thenumberof ¬ ’s in ¨ Ì . Sinceanadversary
hasaccesstoonly thatportionof thesigner’sprivatekeywhichconsistsof ±3Ä ³ Ç�Ä µ Ç�È�È	È!Ç�Ä�¼g¹ ,
thesetof coordinatepositionsin ¨ Ì havinga À mustbeasubsetof thecoordinatepositions
in ¨ havinga À (otherwise,̈ Ì will havea À in somepositionwherë hasa ¬ andthe
adversarywill requireanelementof theprivatekey not revealedby thesigner).But this
meansthat ¨ Ì hasmore ¬ ’s than̈ andthat « ÌÕ « (whenconsideredasintegers).In this
case,« Ì will havea À in somepositionwhere« hasa ¬ . Theadversarywouldrequireaprivate
keyelement,correspondingto thisposition,whichwasnot revealedby thesigner.

11.94 Note (storage and computational requirements of Algorithm 11.92)

(i) To signan © -bit messagë which has Æ onesrequiresÖ�·£±i©9Ô×Ð�Ñ�Ò�©�ÓlÔaÀ.¹ bits of
storagefor thevalidationparameters(publickey),and Ö¶·[±i©ØÔÙÐ�Ñ�Ò�©�ÓOÔuÀ.¹ bitsfor the
privatekey. ThesignaturerequiresÖ*·[±[Æ�ÔÚÆ Ì ¹ bitsof storage,whereÆ Ì is thenumber
of À ’s in thebinaryrepresentationof ©rÛvÆ . For example,if ©Ü®×À.Ý�Þ , Ö�®eß.à , andÆ9®âá.Ý , thenthepublic andprivatekeyseachrequire8704bits (1088bytes).The
signaturerequires4800bits (600bytes).

(ii) Theprivatekey canbemadesmallerby forming the Æ ¾ ’s from a singleseed value.
For example,if Ægã is a bitstringof bitlengthat least Ö , thenform Æ ¾ ®�Êg±[Ægã�°{º�¹ , À:ÁºoÁ_ä . Sinceonly theseedÆgã needbestored,thesizeof theprivatekey is drastically
reduced.

(iii) Signaturegenerationis very fast, requiringno computation.Signatureverification
requirestheevaluationof thehashfunctionfor fewerthan©zÔ�Ð�Ñ�Ò�©�Ó2Ô�À values.
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11.95 Note (improving efficiency of Merkle’s one-time scheme) Algorithm11.92requireså�æ�çYèêéë�ì�í è�î}éaï.ð bits for eachof thepublic andprivatekeys. Thepublic key mustnecessarily
bethis largebecausethesigningalgorithmconsidersindividual bits of themessage.The
schemecanbemademoreefficient if thesigningalgorithmconsidersmorethanonebit at
a time. Supposeentity ñ wishesto signa ò*ó -bit messageô . Write ô�õ�ô_ö�÷{ôzø!÷!æ�æ�æ�÷{ôuù
whereeachôuú hasbitlengthò andeachrepresentsanintegerbetweenû andü*ý£þ}ï inclusive.
Define ÿ¯õ ùú���ö ç[ü¶ýlþ ôuú½ð � ó�ü¶ý . ÿ canberepresentedby

ì�í ÿ � ë�ì�í ó½î�éÙï�évò bits.
If �1õ���ç ë�ì�í ó½î é�ï éxò´ð���ò	� , then ÿ canbe written in binary as ÿ õ�
yö�÷�
�ø�÷�æ�æ	æ�÷�
� ,
whereeach
�ú hasbitlength ò . Formthebitstring � õeô_ö�÷�ô$ø!÷�æ�æ	æ�ôWùt÷�
yö�÷�
�ø�÷�æ�æ	æ�÷�
� .
Generateóyé�� randombitstrings ò ö�� ò ø���������� ò ù��� andcompute� ú õ�� ø	����ö ç3ò ú ð , ï � �!�óOé�� . Theprivatekey for themodifiedschemeis ç3ò ö�� ò ø"�������#� ò ù��� ð andthepublickey isç$� ö�� � ø��������#� � ù��� ð . Thesignaturefor ô is ç&% ö�� % ø"�������#� % ù��� ð where% ú õ'�"(*)�ç[ò ú ð , ï �+�,�ó , and % ú õ'�.-�)�ç3ò ù���ú ð , ï �+�/� � . Here, �.0 denotesthe 1 -fold compositionof � with itself.
As with theoriginal scheme(Algorithm 11.92),thebits appendedto themessageactasa
check-sum(seeNote11.93)asfollows. Givenanelement%�ú2õ2�.3�ç[ò54*ð , anadversarycan
easilycompute�.3 ��6 ç3ò74*ð for û �98:� ü*ýwþ�; , but is unableto compute�"3 ��6 for any

8=< û
if � is a one-wayhashfunction. To forgea signatureon a newmessage,anadversarycan
only reducethevalueof thecheck-sum,whichwill makeit impossiblefor him to compute
therequiredhashvalueson theappendedò5� bits.

11.96 Example (signing more than one bit at a time) This exampleillustratesthemodification
of theMerkle schemedescribedin Note11.95. Let ô õeô ö ÷{ô ø ÷�ô?>�÷{ôA@ whereô ö õï.û.ï�ï , ô ø õ û.ï.ï�ï , ôA>_õ ï.û.ï�û , and ôA@_õ ï.ï�û.ï . ô ö , ô ø , ôA> , and ôA@ arethebinary
representationsof ï.ï , B , ï.û , and ï�C , respectively. ÿmõ�ç[ïEDêþÚô ö ð évçjï�DÏþÚô ø ð évç[ïEDÏþô?>�ð´éÚç[ïEDþ ô?@*ðyõGFyé�HyéIDyé�Coõ1üEC . In binary, ÿ1õ?ï.û�ï.ï�ï . Form ��õ�ô1÷3û�û.û.ï-û.ï�ï.ï .
Thesignatureis ç&% ö�� % ø"� %&> � %�@ � %&J � %&K.ð where % ö õL� ö3ö ç3ò ö ð , % ø õM�ON�ç[ò ø ð , %&>kõP� öRQ ç3ò�>�ð ,
%�@lõ'� ö > ç[ò�@�ð , %&Jlõ'� ö ç$STJ�ð , and %&KlõG�ON�çRSUK�ð . If anadversarytriesto alterthemessage,he
canonly applythefunction � to some% ú . Thiscausesthesumof theexponentsused(i.e.,ôWú ) to increaseand,hence,ó�ü7V:þ ôuú to decrease.An adversarywould beunable
to modify the last two blockssince � ��ö is requiredto decreasethesum. But, since � is
preimage-resistant,� ��ö cannotbecomputedby theadversary. W

11.6.3 Authentication trees and one-time signaturesX
13.4.1describesthebasicstructureof anauthenticationtreeandrelateshow sucha tree

couldbeused,amongotherthings,to authenticatea largenumberof public validationpa-
rametersfor aone-timesignaturescheme.Thissectiondescribeshowanauthenticationtree
canbeusedin conjunctionwith aone-timesignatureschemeto provideaschemewhichal-
lowsmultiplesignatures.A smallexamplewill serveto illustratehowthis is done.

11.97 Example (an authentication tree for Merkle’s one-time scheme) Considerthe one-time
signatureschemeof Algorithm 11.92 for signing è -bit messages.Let �ZY/[�û � ï"\"] þ�^
[�û � ï"\�_ be a preimage-resistanthashfunction and óÙõ�èÙé ë�ì�í è�îqémï . Figure11.7 il-
lustratesa 5-vertexbinary treecreatedby an entity ñ in the courseof signingfive mes-
sagesô?Q , ô=ö , ôzø , ô > , ô @ . Eachvertexin thetreeis associatedwith oneof thefive mes-
sages.Forthevertexassociatedwith messageôuú , ñ hasselected̀ ú õ1ç$Syö{ú � S ø#ú �������#� S�ù ú[ð ,ÿ ú õ ç$
�ö{ú � 
�ø#ú ��������� 
�ù úTð and a$úÚõ çR�,ö�ú � �2ø#ú ��������� ��ù ú½ð , û ���b�dc , the elementsof
which arerandombitstrings.Fromtheselists, ñ hascomputede�ú7õBç��gç$S#4Tú3ðfY ï �hgi�ó�ð , j�ú9õ ç��gç$
�4Tú½ðfYwï �kgl� ó�ð , and mOú9õ ç��gç$�n4Tú[ðfY�ï �og2� ó�ð . Define �gç�e�úTð_õ
c
p
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r*s

r:t r=u

rwv

r:x

Figure 11.7: An authentication tree for the Merkle one-time signature scheme (cf. Example 11.97).

y{z&y{zR|~}����f��yUz$|U�����	�O�����"��y{zR|O�������
for � �P����� , anddefine

yUz��.���
and
yUz������

analogously.
Denotethe Merkle one-timesignatureof � � usingprivatekey � � by �{� z � ��� � � � , ���
����� . � � is the setof validationparametersfor the signature�{� z � ��� � � � . Finally, let����� yUz�yUz � � �f��yUz�� � �f��yUz�� � ��� , �i�L�A� � . Table11.8 summarizestheparametersasso-
ciatedwith thevertex

�,�
. Thesets ¡ � and ¢ � areusedto sign the labelsof thechildren

message £?¤
privateparameters ¥¦¤ , §�¤ , ¨©¤
publicparameters ª ¤ , « ¤ , ¬ ¤
hashvalues "®¯ª#¤R° , �®�«"¤�° , "®�¬#¤�°r ¤ "®�"®¯ª#¤R°�±�"®�«"¤�°�±�"®�¬#¤�°�°
signature ²�³#®¯£?¤�´�¥¦¤�°
validationparameters ª ¤

Table 11.8: Parameters and signature associated with vertex
r ¤ , µ!¶A·¸¶?¹ (cf. Figure 11.7).

of vertex
� �

. Thesignatureon vertex
�»º

is thatof a trustedthird party(TTP).Table11.9
summarizestheparametersandsignaturesassociatedwith eachvertexlabelof thebinary
tree.To describehowthetreeis usedto verify signatures,considermessage�A¼ andsigna-

Message Vertex Signatureon Authentication
Label VertexLabel Parameters

£ x r:x
Signatureof TTP —£ v r v ²�³#® r v ´&§ x ° « x , �®¯ª x ° , �®�¬ x °£ s r s ²�³#® r s ´&¨ x ° ¬ x , "®¯ª x ° , "®�« x °£ t r t ² ³ ® r t ´&§ v ° « v , �®¯ª v ° , �®�¬ v °£ u r*u ²�³#® r*u ´&¨ v ° ¬ v , "®¯ª v ° , "®�« v °

Table 11.9: Parameters and signatures associated with vertices of the binary tree (cf. Figure 11.7).

ture � � z � ¼ � � ¼ � . Thesigner½ first providestheverifier ¾ with thevalidationparameters
� ¼ . TheverifiercheckstheMerkleone-timesignatureusingstep2 of Algorithm 11.92. ¾
mustthenbeconvincedthat � ¼ is anauthenticsetof validationparameterscreatedby ½ .
To accomplishthis, ½ provides¾ with asequenceof valuesenumeratedin thestepsbelow:

1.
yUz�� ¼ � , yUz�� ¼ � ; ¾ computes

yUz ��¼ � andthen
� ¼ � yUz�yUz ��¼ �f��yUz�� ¼ �f��yUz�� ¼ ��� .

2. � � z � ¼ � ¢ }�� and
�»}

; ¾ verifiesthesignatureon
� ¼ usingAlgorithm 11.92.

3.
yUz � }�� , yUz��O}�� ; ¾ computes

y{z&�»}��
andthen

� } � yUz�yUz � }��f��yUz��O}��f��yUz��»}���� .
4. �{� z �:}�� ¡ º � and

� º
; ¾ verifiesthesignatureusingAlgorithm 11.92.
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5. ¿UÀ�Á�Â�Ã , ¿UÀ�Ä�Â�Ã ; Å computes¿UÀ�Æ�ÂEÃ andthen Ç»ÂÉÈG¿UÀ�¿UÀ�Á�Â�ÃfÊ�¿UÀ�Æ�ÂEÃfÊ�¿UÀ�Ä�Â�Ã�Ã .
6. thesignatureof theTTP for Ç Â ; Å verifiestheTTP’s signatureusinganalgorithm

appropriateto thesignaturemechanismfor theTTP.

Thebinarytreeon5 vertices(Figure11.7)couldbeextendedindefinitelyfrom anyleafas
moresignaturesarecreatedby Ë . Thelengthof a longestauthenticationpath(or equiva-
lently, thedepthof thetree)determinesthemaximumamountof informationwhich Ë must
provide Å in orderfor Å to verify thesignatureof a messageassociatedwith a vertex. Ì

11.6.4 The GMR one-time signature scheme

TheGoldwasser, Micali, andRivest(GMR) scheme(Algorithm 11.102)is aone-timesig-
natureschemewhichrequiresapairof claw-freepermutations(seeDefinition11.98).When
combinedwith a treeauthenticationprocedure,it providesa mechanismfor signingmore
thanonemessage.TheGMRschemeisnoteworthyasit wasthefirstdigitalsignaturemech-
anismprovento besecureagainstanadaptivechosen-messageattack.AlthoughtheGMR
schemeis notpractical,variationsof it havebeenproposedwhichsuggestthattheconcept
is notpurelyof theoreticalimportance.

11.98 Definition Let Í�Î5ÏTÐÒÑ�ÓÔÐ , ÕÖÈØ×�Ù�Ú , be two permutationsdefinedon a finite set Ð .
ÍfÂ andÍUÛ aresaidto bea claw-free pair of permutationsif it is computationallyinfeasible
to find Ü�Ù�ÝlÞhÐ suchthat ÍfÂEÀRÜßÃ�È�ÍUÛ�ÀRÝ#Ã . A triple ÀRÜ�Ù�Ý�Ù�àEÃ of elementsfrom Ð with
Í Â À$Ü�ÃÖÈáÍ Û ÀRÝ#ÃÖÈkà is calleda claw. If both Í Î , ÕâÈ�× , Ú , havethepropertythatgiven
additionalinformationit is computationallyfeasibleto determineÍ�ã ÛÂ , Íäã ÛÛ , respectively,
thepermutationsarecalleda trapdoor claw-free pair of permutations.

In orderfor Í Â , Í Û to be a claw-freepair, computingÍ ã ÛÎ À$Ü�Ã , for both ÕâÈo× and Ú ,
mustbecomputationallyinfeasiblefor essentiallyall Ü�ÞÖÐ . For, if Í ã ÛÛ (andsimilarly for
Í�ã ÛÂ ) couldbeefficiently computed,onecouldselectan ÜåÞiÐ , computeÍ Â À$Ü�ÃÉÈPà and
Í ã ÛÛ À�à�Ã¸ÈbÝ , to obtainaclaw ÀRÜ�Ù�Ý�Ù�àEÃ .

11.99 Example (trapdoor claw-free permutation pair) Let æçÈ�èTé whereè�êhë�À�ì¦í.îAïEÃ and
é*êåð�À�ì�í"îâñ�Ã . For thischoiceof è and é , ã Ûò È�Ú but Ñ*Ú?óÞ�ô ò , and õò ÈöÑ*Ú . Here,÷ò denotestheJacobisymbol(Definition2.147).Define ø ò Èöù�Ü=Ï úò È�Ú and ×üû�Ü�ûò
õ
ý
. DefineÍfÂ�Ïßø ò Ñ#Ókø ò andÍUÛþÏ�ø ò Ñ�Ókø ò by

ÍfÂfÀRÜßÃÿÈ Ü õ ì�í.î=æÿÙ if Ü õ ì¦í.î*æ�û ò õ ÙÑ»Ü õ ì�í.î=æÿÙ if Ü õ ì¦í.î*æ�� ò õ Ù

Í Û À$Ü�ÃZÈ ï�Ü õ ì�í.î=æÿÙ if ï�Ü õ ì�í"î*æ�û ò õ ÙÑ*ï�Ü õ ì�í.î=æÿÙ if ï�Ü õ ì�í"î*æ�� ò õ �
If factoringæ is intractable,thenÍfÂ , ÍUÛ form atrapdoorclaw-freepairof permutations;this
canbeseenasfollows.

(i) (ÍfÂ and ÍUÛ are permutations on ø ò ) If ÍfÂ�À$Ü�ÃZÈbÍfÂ�À$Ý#Ã , thenÜ õ ê�Ý õ À�ì�í.î�æZÃ (Ü õ ê
Ñ»Ý õ À�ì�í.î æZÃ is not possiblesince Ñ*Ú9óÞöô ò ), whenceÜ�ê��»Ý9À�ì¦í.î¦æZÃ . Since
×åû�Ü~Ù�Ýlû�æ���� , then ÜPÈ Ý , andhenceÍfÂ is a permutationon ø ò . A similar
argumentshowsthat ÍUÛ is a permutationon ø ò .

(ii) (Í Â and Í Û are claw-free) Supposethatthereis anefficientmethodfor finding Ü�Ù�ÝAÞ
ø ò suchthat Í Â ÀRÜßÃ¦È Í Û À$Ý#Ã . Then Ü õ êPï�Ý õ À�ì�í.î¦æZÃ (Ü õ ê Ñ*ï�Ý õ À�ì¦í.î¦æZÃ is

c
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impossiblesince��������� ), whence���������������! ��"���$#&%'��(*),+.-/� . Since 0� 1 �
and 24365� 1 �� , �7�#98���&�:(;),+;-/� and,hence,<>="+?���@�A���CBD-/� yieldsanon-trivial
factorof - . Thiscontradictstheassumptionthatfactoring- is intractable.

(iii) (E�F , EHG is a trapdoor claw-free pair) Knowing thefactorizationof - permitsoneto
computeEJI GF andEJI GG . Hence,E�F , EHG is a trapdoorclaw-freepermutationpair. K

Thefollowing exampleillustratesthegeneralconstructiongivenin Example11.99.

11.100 Example (pair of claw-free permutations for artificially small parameters) Let L 1 �M� ,N 1PO , and- 1 L N 1POMO . Q*RSR 1UT �WVJ� 0� � 1 � and %;XY�ZX\[>]_^ 1`T �>B"a>B"b>B�c_B��>%>B��>[>B"�Md ,
�Mb>B"� O B��Mc_B��>[>B��>a>B"�MdMB"[MbMB"[ O ^ . Thefollowing tabledescribesE�F andEHG .

e f g h i fkj fml fmn fkh fmo fmi pml pqg pmn lmh lko
r>sutve�w f fmh lmh g pkl fmn h pkn fmi p�g fmj lko i fml fko
r4x:tve�w g fml fmj fkh fkn fmo p�g pkl f fmi lmo h lmh pmn i

Noticethat E�F andEHG arepermutationson QyRSR . K

11.101 Algorithm Key generation for the GMR one-time signature scheme

SUMMARY: eachentityselectsapairof trapdoorclaw-freepermutationsandavalidation
parameter.
Eachentity z shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selecta pair E F , E G of trapdoorclaw-freepermutationson someset { . (It is “trap-
door” in that z itself cancomputeE I GF andE I GG .)

2. Selecta randomelement| � { . (| is calledavalidation parameter.)
3. z ’s publickey is ��E F BDE G Bq|4� ; z ’s privatekey is ��E I GF BDE I GG � .

In thefollowing, thenotationfor thecompositionof functionsE F , E G usuallydenotedE F~} E G
(seeDefinition1.33)is simplifiedto E F E G . Also, ��E F E G �:��|4� will bewrittenasE F E G ��|4� . The
signingspace��� consistsof binarystringswhichareprefix-free(seeNote11.103).

11.102 Algorithm GMR one-time signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: z signsabinarystring � 1 � G � 3��k�"� ��� . � verifiesusing z ’spublic key.

1. Signature generation. Entity z shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute��������� 1 � I G��� F E I G����M� ��|4� .
(b) z ’s signaturefor � is � � ����� .

2. Verification. To verify z ’s signature� � ���'� on � , � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain z ’sauthenticpublic key ��E F BqE G BD|4� .
(b) Compute|�� 1 ���� G E � � �:�H�����'��� .
(c) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if | � 1 | .

Proof that signature verification works.

| � 1
�
��� G E

�� �S� � �����:� 1 �
��� G E

���
� I G
�u� F E I

G������ ��|,�
1 E ��� } E ��� } �"�"� } E ��� } E I

G� � } E I G� ���,� } �"�k� } E I
G� � ��|4� 1 |M�

Thus|�� 1 | , asrequired.
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11.103 Note (message encoding and security) Thesetof messageswhichcanbesignedusingAl-
gorithm11.102mustcomefrom asetof binarystringswhichareprefix-free. (Forexample,�M�M�

and
�>�M�M�>�

cannotbein thesamespacesince
�>�M�

is aprefixof
�M�M�>�M�

.) Onemethodto
accomplishthis is to encodea binarystring �"���D�¡ " " ���¢ as �"�"�"�u�D�_�D�� k " ��:¢£��¢ �M� . To seewhy
theprefix-freerequirementis necessary, suppose¤¦¥U¤ � ¤ �  " " D¤A§ is a messagewhose
signatureis ¨�©�ª�¤'«�¥ §q¬ ��®,¯±° ¬ �²�³�´Mµ ª�¶4« . If ¤A·¸¥U¤ � ¤ �  " " D¤A¹ , º9»½¼ , thenanadversary
caneasilyfind a valid signaturefor ¤A· from ¨�©�ª�¤�« by computing

¨ © ª�¤ · «$¥
§

¾u® ¹,¿ �
° ²WÀ ªS¨ © ª�¤�«:«$¥

¹4¬ �
Á®4¯ °

¬ �²Â ´Mµ ª�¶4«:Ã

11.104 Note (one-timeness of Algorithm 11.102) To seethattheGMR signatureschemeis aone-
timescheme,supposethattwoprefix-freemessages¤Ä¥Å¤��q¤Æ�� " k �¤ § and¤A·�¥ÈÇ��£ÇC�� k " 
Ç ¹ arebothsignedwith thesamevalidationparameter¶ . Then ¨ © ª�¤'«W¥ §q¬ ��®,¯±° ¬ �² ³�´Mµ ª�¶4«
and ¨ © ª�¤ · «É¥ ¹,¬ �Á®,¯ ° ¬ �Ê Â ´Mµ ª�¶,« . Therefore,

§�® � ° ² µ ª:¨ © ª�¤'«�«¡¥7¶�¥ ¹�® � ° Ê µ ª:¨ © ª�¤ · «:« .
Sincethemessagespaceis prefix-free,thereis asmallestindex Ë�Ì � for which ¤�Í�Î¥ÈÇÏÍ .
Sinceeach° ¾ is a bijection,it follows that

§
Á® Í

°>²µ ª:¨�©�ª�¤'«�«/¥
¹
�® Í

°>Ê?µ ª:¨�©�ª�¤ · «:«
or

°>²@Ð
§

�® Í,¿ �
°>²�µ ªS¨�©�ª�¤�«:«/¥ °>ÊHÐ

¹
Á® Í_¿ �

°>Ê4µ ªS¨�©�ª�¤ · «�«SÃ

Taking ÑÒ¥ §�® Í,¿ � ° ² µ ª:¨ © ª�¤'«�« , and ÓÔ¥ ¹Á® Í_¿ � ° Ê µ ª:¨ © ª�¤A·Á«�« , the adversaryhasa
claw ª�ÑÖÕDÓCÕ ° ²@Ð ª�Ñ±«�« . This violatesthebasicpremisethat it is computationallyinfeasible
to find a claw. It shouldbenotedthatthisdoesnot necessarilymeanthata signaturefor a
newmessagecanbeforged.In theparticularcasegivenin Example11.99,findinga claw
factorsthemodulusÇ andpermitsanyoneto signanunlimitednumberof newmessages
(i.e.,a totalbreakof thesystemis possible).

11.105 Example (GMR with artificially small parameters.)
Key generation. Let Ç , × , Ø , ° ¯ , ° � bethosegivenin Example11.100. Ù selectsthevalida-
tion parameter¶*¥ �>Ú@Û�ÜyÝ:Ý .
Signature generation. Let ¤Ä¥ �>�M�M�>�M�>�M�M�>� bethemessageto besigned.Then

¨ © ª�¤�«'¥ ° ¬ ��ßÞ ° ¬ ��àÞ ° ¬ �¯ Þ ° ¬ �¯ Þ ° ¬ �¯ Þ ° ¬ �¯ Þ ° ¬ ��àÞ ° ¬ ��àÞ ° ¬ �¯ Þ ° ¬ �� ª �>Ú «�¥ßáMâ_Ã
Ù ’s signaturefor message¤ is á>â .
Signature verification. To verify thesignature,ã computes

¶ · ¥ ° � Þ ° ¯ Þ ° � Þ ° � Þ ° ¯ Þ ° ¯ Þ ° ¯ Þ ° ¯ Þ ° � Þ ° � ª�á>âM«�¥ �MÚ Ã
Since¶;¥Å¶ · , ã acceptsthesignature. ä
GMR scheme with authentication trees

In orderto signmultiple messagesusingtheGMR one-timesignaturescheme(Algorithm
11.102),authenticationtrees(see å 13.4.1)arerequired.Althoughconceptuallysimilar to
themethoddescribedin å 11.6.3,only theleavesareusedto producethesignature.Before
giving details,anoverviewandsomeadditionalnotationarenecessary.

c
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11.106 Definition A full binary tree with è levels is abinarytreewhichhasémê�ëJì?í�î verticesand
é ê leaves.Theleavesaresaidto beat level è of thetree.

Let ï beafull binarytreewith è levels.Selectpublicparametersð ì�ñ ð>ò ñkó"ókóCñ ð,ô whereõ�ö émê . Formanauthenticationtreeï*÷ from ï with rootlabel ø (seebelow). ø iscertified
by aTTPandplacedin apublicly availablefile. ï*÷ cannowbeusedto authenticateanyof
the ð,ù by providingtheauthenticationpathvaluesassociatedwith theauthenticationpath
for ð,ù . Eachð,ù cannowbeusedasthepublicparameterú for theGMR scheme.Thedetails
for constructingtheauthenticationtreeï*÷ nowfollow.

Thetreeïy÷ is constructedrecursively. For theroot vertex,selecta valueú andtwo û -
bit binarystringsúýü andúýþ . Signthestring úýüWÿ�úýþ with theGMR schemeusingthepublic
valueú . Thelabelfor therootconsistsof thevaluesú , ú�ü , úýþ , and ������úýüÿÁúýþ�� . To authen-
ticatethechildrenof therootvertex,selectû -bit binarystrings�	�uü , � ì ü , �	�6þ , and � ì þ . The
label for the left child of theroot is thesetof valuesúýü , �	�uü , � ì ü , ����
���	�uüWÿ�� ì ü�� andthe
labelfor theright child is ú�þ , �	�uþ , � ì þ , ���������	�6þ ÿ�� ì þ�� . Usingthestrings���6ü , � ì ü , �	�uþ , and
� ì þ aspublicvaluesfor thesigningmechanism,onecanconstructlabelsfor thechildrenof
thechildrenof theroot. Continuingin thismanner, eachvertexof ïy÷ canbelabeled.The
methodis illustratedin Figure11.8.

� ,��� ,��� ,����� ���� !���#"

� � ,$�% � ,$�& � ,��� 
 �'$�% �  $�& � "

$�% � ,(�% � ,(�& � ,�*),+ 
 �'(�% �  (�& � "

� � ,$�% � ,$�& � ,��� � �'$�% �  $�& � "

$�& � ,-.% � ,-/& � ,�#)10 � �'-2% �  -/& � "

$�% � ,-2% � ,-3& � ,� ) + � �4-2% �  -3& � "$�& � ,(�% � ,(�& � ,� ) 0 
 �4(�% �  (�& � "

Figure 11.8: A full binary authentication tree of level 2 for the GMR scheme.

Eachleaf of theauthenticationtreeïy÷ canbeusedto signa differentbinarymessage5 . Thesigningprocedureusesa pair of claw-freepermutations6 � , 6 ì . If 5 is thebinary
messageto be signed,and 7 is the public parameterin the label of a leaf which hasnot
beenusedto signanyothermessage,thenthesignaturefor 5 consistsof both ��8�� 5 � and
theauthenticationpathlabels.

11.7 Other signature schemes

Thesignatureschemesdescribedin this sectiondo not fall naturallyinto thegeneralset-
tingsof 9 11.3(RSAandrelatedsignatureschemes),9 11.4(Fiat-Shamirsignatureschemes),
9 11.5(DSA andrelatedsignatureschemes),or 9 11.6(one-timedigital signatures).
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11.7.1 Arbitrated digital signatures

11.107 Definition An arbitrated digital signature scheme is a digital signaturemechanismre-
quiringanunconditionallytrustedthird party(TTP)aspartof thesignaturegenerationand
verification.

Algorithm 11.109requiresa symmetric-keyencryptionalgorithm :<;>=2:�?�@BADCFEHG
whereE is thekeyspace.Assumethattheinputsandoutputsof each:�? are I -bit strings,
andlet JK@L=�M.N�OPGPQ�R*ST=�MPN�OPGVU beaone-wayhashfunction.TheTTPselectsakey A�WXCHE
which it keepssecret.In orderto verify a signature,anentity mustsharea symmetrickey
with theTTP.

11.108 Algorithm Key generation for arbitrated signatures

SUMMARY: eachentityselectsakeyandtransportsit secretlywith authenticityto theTTP.
Eachentity Y shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selecta randomsecretkey A�Z[C\E .
2. Secretlyandby someauthenticmeans,make A�Z availableto theTTP.

11.109 Algorithm Signature generation and verification for arbitrated signatures

SUMMARY: entity Y generatessignaturesusing :�?�] . Any entity ^ canverify Y ’s signa-
turewith thecooperationof theTTP.

1. Signature generation. To signa message_ , entity Y shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Y computes̀a;bJ�cd_fe .
(b) Y encrypts̀ with : to get gh;b: ? ]ic`je .
(c) Y sendsg alongwith someidentificationstring k�Z to theTTP.
(d) TheTTPcomputes:mlBn? ] cdgoe to get ` .
(e) TheTTPcomputespq;<: ?�r c�`tsus k Z e andsendsp to Y .
(f) Y ’s signaturefor _ is p .

2. Verification. Any entity ^ canverify Y ’s signaturep on _ by doingthefollowing:

(a) ^ computesvD;<:�?xwBcp�e .
(b) ^ sendsv andsomeidentificationstring k�y to theTTP.
(c) TheTTPcomputes: lBn? w cdv#e to get p .
(d) TheTTPcomputes: lBn? r cp�e to get `{z|k Z .
(e) TheTTPcomputes}~;<:�?xw*c�`�z|k�Z�e andsends} to ^ .
(f) ^ computes: lBn?xw cd}me to get `�z!k Z .
(g) ^ computes̀H�*;<J�cd_fe from _ .
(h) ^ acceptsthesignatureif andonly if `H�*;<` .

11.110 Note (security of arbitrated signature scheme) Thesecurityof Algorithm 11.109is based
on thesymmetric-keyencryptionschemechosenandtheability to distributekeysto par-
ticipantsin anauthenticmanner. � 13.3discussestechniquesfor distributingconfidential
keys.
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11.111 Note (performance characteristics of arbitrated signatures) Sincesymmetric-keyalgo-
rithmsaretypically muchfasterthanpublic-keytechniques,signaturegenerationandveri-
ficationby Algorithm 11.109are(relatively)veryefficient. A drawbackis thatinteraction
with theTTP is required,which placesa muchhigherburdenon theTTP andrequiresad-
ditionalmessageexchangesbetweenentitiesandtheTTP.

11.7.2 ESIGN

ESIGN(anabbreviationfor EfficientdigitalSIGNature)isanotherdigitalsignaturescheme
whosesecurityrelieson thedifficulty of factoringintegers.It is a signatureschemewith
appendixandrequiresaone-wayhashfunction �������P���P�P���i����� .

11.112 Algorithm Key generation for ESIGN

SUMMARY: eachentitycreatesa publickeyandcorrespondingprivatekey.
Eachentity � shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selectrandomprimes � and � suchthat ����� and � , � areroughly of the same
bitlength.

2. Compute���[�P�.� .
3. Selecta positiveinteger ����� .
4. � ’s publickey is  d���V�/¡ ; � ’sprivatekey is  ¢������¡ .

11.113 Algorithm ESIGN signature generation and verification

SUMMARY: thesigningalgorithmcomputesaninteger£ suchthat £�¤¦¥�§3¨©� lies in acer-
tain intervaldeterminedby themessage.Verificationdemonstratesthat £ ¤ ¥�§3¨©� doesin-
deedlie in thespecifiedinterval.

1. Signature generation. To signa messageª which is a bitstringof arbitrarylength,
entity � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute«D�¬�� dªf¡ .
(b) Selecta randomsecretinteger , �¦®fh¯[��� .
(c) Compute°~�²±1 ³ d«´�j*¤3¡µ¥�§3¨¶�K¡·x ¢����¡|¸ and¹F�X°bº� ���#¤.»i¼�¡�»i¼½¥¾§3¨©� .
(d) Compute£q�¿DÀt¹3�#�q¥�§3¨Á� .
(e) � ’s signaturefor ª is £ .

2. Verification. To verify � ’s signature£ on ª , Â shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain � ’sauthenticpublic key  ¢�����/¡ .
(b) ComputeÃt�b£�¤m¥�§P¨©� and Ä¶�¬�� dªf¡ .
(c) If ÄÅ®ÆÃf®ÇÄ½À�ÈiÉÊËPÌ Í ��Î , acceptthesignature;elserejectit.

Proof that signature verification works. Notethat £�¤�ÏÐ ¢�À¶¹3����¡1¤¾Ï ¤Ñ!Ò3Ó ¤ Ñ #¤.» Ñ  d¹3����¡ Ñ
Ïf#¤ÔÀ¿��¹P�#��#¤2»B¼\ ³¥�§3¨m�K¡ . But ��#¤2»B¼	¹jÏf°Õ ³¥�§3¨¾��¡ and,thus, ��#¤2»B¼	¹F�[°{À[Ö'� for

someÖi×h� . Hence,£�¤´ÏX#¤¶Àh���� ¢°ÇÀÐÖØ��¡�Ï[*¤©Àt�#��°ÙÏÆ*¤©À���� Ú4ÛPÚ4Ü©Ý »�Þ3ß Ýáàµâ�ã �ä�å Ï
#¤æÀf�#� Û3Ú'Ü¶Ý »�ÞPß�ç�è � ç�éä�å  ³¥�§3¨¾�K¡ , where êq�Ù d*¤¦�{�� dªf¡³¡K¥�§3¨©��� . Therefore,£�¤FÏ
#¤æÀb�� ¢ª�¡K��*¤æÀ�êæÏë�� dªf¡LÀbê� ³¥�§3¨m�K¡ . Since �F®ëê©¯¬�#� , it follows that �� dªf¡¶®
£�¤m¥�§3¨©�Æ®��� ¢ª�¡iÀh���¶®b�� ¢ª�¡*À�È ± ÊË.Ì Í � ¸ , asrequired.
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11.114 Example (ESIGN for artificially small parameters) In Algorithm 11.113, takemessages
to beintegersì , í¦îfì�ïXð , andthehashfunction ñ to be ñ�ò¢ì�óµô¿ì .
Key generation. õ selectsprimes ö÷ô�ø.ù2ú2û.ü and ý�ô�ø2þ.ÿ2í2ø , �Ùô�ÿ , andcomputes
ðfô�ö��.ý©ô<ÿ��2þ��2ü.ø2ú2ø��2í.ù��2ø . õ ’spublic key is òdðÆô<ÿ��2þ��2ü.ø2ú2ø��2í.ù��2ø����©ô<ÿ2ó ; õ ’s private
key is òdöHôbø2ù.ú2û2ü���ý½ôbø2þ.ÿ2í2ø.ó .
Signature generation. To signthemessageìÕô~ú2ø.ø2ø.þ��2ù.ü2û.û2ÿ2ù.ù , õ computes	jô>ñ�òdìfó
ô>ú2ø.ø2ø.þ��2ù.ü2û.û2ÿ2ù.ù , andselects
Xô ø.ÿ������ suchthat í´î�
[ï�ö�ý . õ thencomputes�²ô
òò	���
��/ó������ÁðKó��xò¢ö�ý�ó ô����.û2ÿ.û2ø2û.ø2ü��2ø2û.í��������xù.ûxí2ù2ü2ûxü �Áô!�!ø2í��2ú.þ�"uø��2ÿ.ø2ÿ �©ô ø2í��2ú��

and #�ô$�¦ò��%
&��')(Vó*'+(,�-���©öÆô�ø.í��.ú��2òÿ�.�ø.ÿ�������/�ó0'+(1�����´ø2ù.ú2û2ü\ô ü.þ��2ù . Finally, õ
computesthesignature2qô3
546#Pö#ý7�����©ð�ô8�2þ����2ø.ø2ü.í2ÿ2ÿ.ü2û.þ .
Signature verification. 9 obtainsõ ’s publickey ò¢ðXô¬ÿ��2þ��2ü2ø.ú2ø��2í2ù��2ø����©ô ÿ2ó , andcom-
putes:<ô;20�<�����©ð ô ú.ø2ø.ø2ù2þ.ø2û.ú2ù��.ù2þ . Since ú.ø2ø.ø2þ��.ù2ü.û2û2ÿ.ù2ùjî ú2ø.ø2ø.ù2þ2ø.û2ú.ù��2ù.þ î
ú2ø2ø.ø2þ��2ù2ü.û2û.ÿ2ù2ù=4>� ��? , 9 acceptsthesignature(here, � �/

@BA ð+�æôC�2ü ). D
11.115 Note (security of ESIGN)

(i) ThemodulusðfôXö��.ý in Algorithm 11.113differsfrom anRSAmodulusby having
arepeatedfactorof ö . It is unknownwhetheror notmoduliof this form areeasierto
factorthanintegerswhicharesimply theproductof two distinctprimes.

(ii) Givena valid signature2 for a messageì , anadversarycouldforgea signaturefor
a messageì�E if ñ�ò¢ìFE|ó is suchthat ñ�òdì�E¢ó îG:ëî�ñ�ò¢ìFE|ó148�)HJIK�L MON�P (where: ô
20�Q�-���©ð ). If anì�E with thispropertyis found,then 2 will beasignaturefor it. This
will occurif ñ�ò¢ì�ó and ñ�òdì�E|ó agreein thehigh-orderò @RA ðKó��xú bits. Assumingthat ñ
behaveslike a randomfunction,onewouldexpectto try ��S L MONOTVU / differentvaluesof
ì�E beforeobservingthis.

(iii) Anotherpossibleapproachto forging is to find a pair of messagesì and ì�E such
that ñ�òdìfó and ñ�ò¢ì E ó agreein thehigh-orderò @BA ðKóJ�xú bits. By thebirthdayparadox
(Fact2.27(ii)),onecanexpecttofindsuchapairin W¶òJ��S L MONXTVUJY ó trials. If anadversary
is ableto getthelegitimatesignerto sign ì , thesamesignaturewill bea signature
for ì E .

(iv) For thesizeof theintegerð necessaryto makethefactorizationof ð infeasible,(ii)
and(iii) aboveareextremelyunlikely possibilities.

11.116 Note (performance characteristics of ESIGN signatures) Signaturegenerationin Algo-
rithm 11.113is veryefficient. Forsmallvaluesof � (e.g.,�¾ô�ÿ ), themostcomputationally
intensivepartis themodularinverserequiredin step1c. Dependingontheimplementation,
thiscorrespondsto a smallnumberof modularmultiplicationswith modulusö . For �mô¬ÿ
anda ù��2û -bit modulusð , ESIGNsignaturegenerationmaybebetweenoneandtwo orders
of magnitude( ø2í to ø2í.í times)fasterthanRSA signaturegenerationwith an equivalent
modulussize.Signatureverificationis alsoveryefficientandis comparableto RSAwith a
smallpublicexponent.

11.8 Signatures with additional functionality

Themechanismsdescribedin thissectionprovidefunctionalitybeyondauthenticationand
non-repudiation.In mostinstances,theycombinea basicdigital signaturescheme(e.g.,
RSA) with a specificprotocolto achieveadditionalfeatureswhich thebasicmethoddoes
notprovide.

c
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11.8.1 Blind signature schemes

Ratherthansignatureschemesasdescribedin \ 11.2,blind signature schemes aretwo-party
protocolsbetweena sender ] anda signer ^ . Thebasicideais the following. ] sends
a pieceof informationto ^ which ^ signsandreturnsto ] . Fromthis signature,] can
computê ’s signatureon ana priori message_ of ] ’s choice.At thecompletionof the
protocol, ^ knowsneitherthemessage_ nor thesignatureassociatedwith it.

Thepurposeof ablind signatureis to preventthesigner̂ fromobservingthemessage
it signsandthesignature;hence,it is laterunableto associatethesignedmessagewith the
sender] .

11.117 Example (applications of blind signatures) Blind signatureschemeshaveapplications
wherethe sender] (the customer)doesnot want the signer ^ (the bank)to be capable
of associatinga postioria message_ anda signaturèba,c_ed to a specificinstanceof the
protocol.Thismaybeimportantin electroniccashapplicationswhereamessage_ might
representa monetaryvaluewhich ] canspend.When _ and `Oa,cf_gd arepresentedto ^
for payment,̂ is unableto deducewhichpartywasoriginallygiventhesignedvalue.This
allows ] to remainanonymoussothatspendingpatternscannotbemonitored. h
A blind signatureprotocolrequiresthefollowing components:

1. A digital signaturemechanismfor signer̂ . ` a cfijd denotesthesignatureof ^ on i .
2. Functionsk andl (knownonly to thesender)suchthat lmc�`Oa,c�k&c_edndJdpo8`ba7cf_gd . k

is calledablinding function, l anunblinding function, and k&c_ed ablinded message.

Property2 placesmanyrestrictionson thechoiceof ` a andl .

11.118 Example (blinding function based on RSA) Let qroCs&t betheproductof two largeran-
domprimes.Thesigningalgorithm `Oa for entity ^ is theRSA signaturescheme(Algo-
rithm 11.19)with public key cfqvu�wxd andprivatekey y . Let z be somefixed integerwith{�|�} cfqvu�z~d�o8� . Theblindingfunction k1���j�F���;��� is definedby k&c_ed�o3_���z������ } q
andtheunblindingfunction l1�+�j��������� by l&c_ed�o�zb�+��_���� } q . For this choiceof
k , l , and `Oa , lmc�`Oa,c�k&c_edndnd�o�l&cJ`Oa,c_�z����-� } qpdnd�o�l&c_���zQ��� } qpd�o�_������ } q�o
`Oa,cf_gd , asrequiredby property2. h

Protocol11.119 presentsa blind signatureschemewhich usesthe digital signature
mechanismandfunctionsk andl describedin Example11.118.

11.119 Protocol Chaum’s blind signature protocol

SUMMARY: sender] receivesasignatureof ^ onablindedmessage.Fromthis, ] com-
putes ^ ’s signatureon a message_ chosena priori by ] , �>��_���q3��� . ^ hasno
knowledgeof _ nor thesignatureassociatedwith _ .

1. Notation. ^ ’sRSApublicandprivatekeysare cqvu�wxd and y , respectively. z is a ran-
domsecretintegerchosenby ] satisfying�<�Cz���q���� and {�| } cqvu z~d�oC� .

2. Protocol actions.

(a) (blinding) ] computes_� 1o3_�z��7��� } q andsendsthis to ^ .
(b) (signing) ^ computes¡¢ £o�c_¤ ¥d¦����� } q which it sendsto ] .
(c) (unblinding) ] computes¡�o�zb�)�¥¡¢ £��� } q , which is ^ ’s signatureon _ .
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11.8.2 Undeniable signature schemes

Undeniable signature schemes aredistinctfrom digital signaturesin thesenseof § 11.2 in
thatthesignatureverificationprotocolrequiresthecooperationof thesigner. Thefollowing
exampledescribestwo scenarioswhereanundeniablesignaturecouldbeapplied.

11.120 Example (scenarios for undeniable signatures)

(i) Entity ¨ (thecustomer)wishesto gainaccessto a securedareacontrolledby entity©
(thebank).Thesecuredareamight,for example,beasafety-depositboxroom.

©
requires̈ to signa time anddatedocumentbeforeaccessis granted.If ¨ usesan
undeniablesignature,then

©
is unableto prove(atsomelaterdate)to anyonethat ¨

usedthefacility without ¨ ’sdirectinvolvementin thesignatureverificationprocess.
(ii) Supposesomelargecorporation̈ createsa softwarepackage.̈ signsthepackage

andsellsit to entity
©

, whodecidesto makecopiesof thispackageandresellit to a
third party ª . ª is unableto verify theauthenticityof thesoftwarewithoutthecoop-
erationof ¨ . Of course,thisscenariodoesnotprevent

©
fromre-signingthepackage

with its ownsignaturebut themarketingadvantageassociatedwith corporation̈ ’s
nameis lost to

©
. It will alsobeeasierto tracethefraudulentactivity of

©
. «

11.121 Algorithm Key generation for Algorithm 11.122

SUMMARY: eachentityselectsa privatekeyandcorrespondingpublickey.
Eachentity ¨ shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Selecta randomprime ¬®8¯�°²±3³ where ° is alsoa prime.
2. (Selectageneratoŕ for thesubgroupof order ° in µ£¶· .)

2.1 Selecta randomelemenţ3¹�µ ¶· andcomputé�¤¸1º ·%»)¼J½¿¾�À�Á�Â�Ã ¬ .
2.2 If ´�8³ thengo to step2.1.

3. Selecta randomintegerÄ-¹eÅ�³�Æ�¯�Æ Ç�Ç�ÇmÆ�°,È¤³�É andcomputeÊË8´mÌ Á�Â�Ã ¬ .
4. ¨ ’s publickey is Í¬&Æ�´�Æ�Ê�Î ; ¨ ’sprivatekey is Ä .

11.122 Algorithm Chaum-van Antwerpen undeniable signature scheme

SUMMARY: ¨ signsamessageÏ belongingto thesubgroupof order ° in µ1¶· . Any entity©
canverify thissignaturewith thecooperationof ¨ .

1. Signature generation. Entity ¨ shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) ComputeÐ73Ï Ì Á�Â�Ã ¬ .
(b) ¨ ’s signatureonmessageÏ is Ð .

2. Verification. Theprotocolfor
©

to verify ¨ ’s signatureÐ on Ï is thefollowing:

(a)
©

obtains̈ ’s authenticpublickey Í¬&Æ�´�Æ�Ê�Î .
(b)

©
selectsrandomsecretintegersÑ ¼ Æ�ÑmÒQ¹gÅ�³�Æ�¯�Æ Ç�Ç�Ç&Æ °1È¤³�É .

(c)
©

computesÓ��Ð*Ô~ÕfÊOÔ�Ö Á�Â�Ã ¬ andsendsÓ to ¨ .

(d) ¨ computes×�FÍJÓ�Î�Ì�Ø Õ Á-Â�Ã ¬ (whereÄ�Ä »+¼,Ù ³eÍ Á-Â�Ã °%Î ) andsends× to
©

.
(e)

©
computes×�Ú�ÛÏ�Ô~Õ�´&Ô�Ö Á�Â�Ã ¬ andacceptsthesignatureif andonly if ×¤

×�Ú .

c
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Proof that signature verification works.

ÞàßCáJâ�ã�ä�å�æ²ßCáJç0è æfé è�ê*ã¦ä�å�æ1ßCáë�ä¥è æ*ì ä¥è�ê0ã¦ä�å�æ1ßeë�è æ�ì è�ê,ß�Þ�í+î�ï�ð�ñmò
asrequired.

Fact11.123statesthat,with highprobability, anadversaryis unableto causeó to ac-
cepta fraudulentsignature.

11.123 Fact (detecting forgeries of undeniable signatures) Supposethat ç is a forgeryof ô ’ssig-
naturefor a messageë , i.e., ç®õö ë ä î�ï�ð�ñ . Thentheprobabilityof ó acceptingthesig-
naturein Algorithm 11.122is only ÷�ø�ù ; this probabilityis independentof theadversary’s
computationalresources.

11.124 Note (disavowing signatures) Thesigner ô couldattemptto disavowa (valid) signature
constructedby Algorithm 11.122in oneof threeways:

(i) refuseto participatein theverificationprotocolof Algorithm 11.122;
(ii) performtheverificationprotocolincorrectly;or
(iii) claimasignaturea forgeryeventhoughtheverificationprotocolis successful.

Disavowinga signatureby following (i) would be consideredas an obviousattemptat
(wrongful) repudiation.(ii) and(iii) aremoredifficult to guardagainst,andrequirea dis-
avowalprotocol(Protocol11.125).

Protocol11.125essentiallyappliestheverificationprotocolof Algorithm11.122twice
andthenperformsacheckto verify that ô hasperformedtheprotocolcorrectly.

11.125 Protocol Disavowal protocol for Chaum-van Antwerpen undeniable signature scheme

SUMMARY: thisprotocoldetermineswhetherthesignerô isattemptingtodisavowavalid
signatureç usingAlgorithm 11.122,or whetherthesignatureis a forgery.

1. ó obtainsô ’sauthenticpublic key áfñmò ì ò é ã .
2. ó selectsrandomsecretintegersú=û ò úmü8ýÿþ¢÷ ò���ò������&ò ù�� ÷�� , andcomputesâ ö

ç è æ é è�ê î�ï�ð�ñ , andsendsâ to ô .
3. ô computesÞ ö áJâ�ã ä�å�æ î�ï�ð�ñ (where	�	�
 û ß ÷ ánî�ï�ð ù ã ) andsendsÞ to ó .
4. If Þ ö ë è æ ì è�ê î�ï�ð�ñ , ó acceptsthesignatureç andtheprotocolhalts.
5. ó selectsrandomsecretintegersú í û ò ú íü ýGþ�÷ ò���ò������&ò ù��8÷�� , andcomputesâ í ö

ç è� æ é è� ê î�ï�ð�ñ , andsendsâ í to ô .
6. ô computesÞ í ö áJâ í ã ä�å�æ î�ï�ð�ñ andsendsÞ í to ó .
7. If Þ í ö ë è� æ ì è� ê î�ï�ð�ñ , ó acceptsthesignatureç andtheprotocolhalts.
8. ó computes� ö áÞ ì 
 è ê ã è� æ î�ï�ð�ñ and � í ö áÞ í ì 
 è� ê ã è æ î�ï�ð�ñ . If � ö � í , then ó

concludesthat ç is a forgery;otherwise,ó concludesthatthesignatureis valid and
ô is attemptingto disavowthesignatureç .

Fact11.126statesthatProtocol11.125achievesits desiredobjectives.

11.126 Fact Let ë beamessageandsupposethat ç is ô ’s (purported)signatureon ë .

(i) If ç isaforgery, i.e., ç�õö ë ä î�ï�ð�ñ , andif ô andó follow Protocol11.125correctly,
thenÞ ö Þ í (andhence,ó ’s conclusionthat ç is a forgeryis correct).

(ii) Supposethat ç is indeed ô ’s signaturefor ë , i.e., ç ö ë ä î�ï�ð�ñ . Supposethat
ó follows Protocol11.125correctly, but that ô doesnot. ThentheprobabilitythatÞ ö Þ í (andhenceô succeedsin disavowingthesignature)is only ÷�ø�ù .
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11.127 Note (security of undeniable signatures)

(i) The securityof Algorithm 11.122is dependenton the intractabilityof thediscrete
logarithmproblemin thecyclic subgroupof order � in ���� (see� 3.6.6).

(ii) Supposeverifier � recordsthemessagesexchangedin step2 of Algorithm 11.122,
andalsotherandomvalues��� , ��� usedin theprotocol.A third party � shouldnever
acceptthis transcriptfrom � asa verificationof signature� . To seewhy this is the
case,it sufficesto showhow � couldcontriveasuccessfultranscriptof step2 of Al-
gorithm11.122without thesigner � ’s participation. � choosesa message , inte-
gers��� , ��� and ! in theinterval " #�$��&%'#�( , andcomputes�*),+-+. 0/21435/�687:9<; 1>=@? /�687:/ ; 11ACB2D*E . Theprotocolmessagefrom � to � wouldbe FG)H� /I1 = /�6 ACB2DJE , andfrom
� to � wouldbe KL)MF 9 ACB2DNE . Algorithm 11.122will accept� asavalid signature
of � for message . Thisargumentdemonstratesthatsignaturescanonlybeverified
by interactingdirectlywith thesigner.

11.8.3 Fail-stop signature schemes

Fail-stop digital signatures aredigital signatureswhich permitanentity � to provethata
signaturepurportedly(butnotactually)signedby � is a forgery. This is doneby showing
thattheunderlyingassumptiononwhich thesignaturemechanismis basedhasbeencom-
promised.Theability toproveaforgerydoesnotrelyonanycryptographicassumption,but
mayfail with somesmallprobability;thisfailureprobabilityis independentof thecomput-
ing powerof theforger. Fail-stopsignatureschemeshavetheadvantagethatevenif avery
powerfuladversarycanforgeasinglesignature,theforgerycanbedetectedandthesigning
mechanismno longerused.Hence,theterm fail-then-stop is alsoappropriate.A fail-stop
signatureschemeshouldhavethefollowing properties:

1. If asignersignsamessageaccordingto themechanism,thenaverifieruponchecking
thesignatureshouldacceptit.

2. A forgercannotconstructsignaturesthatpasstheverificationalgorithmwithoutdo-
ing anexponentialamountof work.

3. If aforgersucceedsin constructingasignaturewhichpassestheverificationtestthen,
with highprobability, thetruesignercanproducea proofof forgery.

4. A signercannotconstructsignatureswhichareat somelatertimeclaimedto befor-
geries.

Algorithm11.130isanexampleof afail-stopmechanism.Asdescribed,it isaone-timesig-
naturescheme,buttherearewaysto generalizeit to allow multiplesignings;usingauthen-
ticationtreesis onepossibility(see� 11.6.3). Theproof-of-forgery algorithmis presented
in Algorithm 11.134.

11.128 Algorithm Key generation for Algorithm 11.130

SUMMARY: keygenerationis dividedbetweenentity � anda trustedthird party(TTP).

1. TheTTP shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) SelectprimesE and � suchthat � divides + E %M#�7 andthe discretelogarithm
problemin � �O is intractable.

(b) (Selecta generator3 for thecyclic subgroupP of � �� havingorder � .)
(i) Selecta randomelementQSR0� �� andcompute30)TQ&U � ? �WVYX O ACB2DNE .
(ii) If 30),# thengo to step(i).

c
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(c) Selecta randominteger \ , ]_^`\a^`bdce] , andcomputefhgji5kGlCm2nJo . The
integer\ is keptsecretby theTTP.

(d) Sendp.orq�bsq�i@qtfvu in theclearto entity w .

2. Entity w shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Selectrandomsecretintegersxzy�q{x5|�q{}ry�q{}�| in theinterval ~ ��q�b�cT]�� .
(b) Computef y g�i5�I�>f���� andf | g�i5����f�����lCm2nJo .
(c) w ’s public key is p.fzy�q{f5|�qto5q�bsq�i@qtfvu ; w ’s private key is the quadruple

x0g,p�xzy�q{x�|2q{}ry�q{}�|�u .

11.129 Note (TTP’s secret information) Assumingthatthediscretelogarithmproblemin thesub-
groupof order b in ���� is intractablein Algorithm 11.128,theonly entity which knows \ ,
thediscretelogarithmof f to thebasei , is theTTP.

11.130 Algorithm Fail-stop signature scheme (van Heijst-Pedersen)

SUMMARY: this is aone-timedigital signatureschemewhosesecurityis basedonthedis-
cretelogarithmproblemin thesubgroupof order b in � �� .

1. Signature generation. To signamessage���h~ ��q�b�c�]4� , w shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Compute� y4� � g�x yz� �'} y lCm�n_b and � |�� � g�x |d� �a} | l�m2n_b .
(b) w ’s signaturefor � is p-�sy4� ��q��-|�� ��u .

2. Verification. To verify w ’s signaturepW��y4� �Gq��W|�� ��u on � , � shoulddo thefollowing:

(a) Obtain w ’sauthenticpublic key p�fzy�q{f5|�q{orq�bsq�i@qtfvu .
(b) Compute� y gTf y f �| l�m2nJo and� | gMir� �<� � f�� �t� � lCm2nNo .
(c) Acceptthesignatureif andonly if ��y�gT��| .

Proof that signature verification works.

� y�� f y f �| � p-i � � f � � u�p-i � � f � � u � � i � �{  � � � f � �-  � � �
� i � �<� � f � �t� � � � | p�lCm2n�o�uW¡

Algorithm 11.130is aone-timesignatureschemesincew ’sprivatekey x canbecom-
putedif two messagesaresignedusing x . Beforedescribingthe algorithmfor proof of
forgery(Algorithm 11.134),a numberof factsareneeded.Thesearegivenin Fact11.131
andillustratedin Example11.132.

11.131 Fact (number of distinct quadruples representing a public key and a signature) Suppose
that w ’spublickeyin Algorithm11.130is p.f y qtf | qto5q�bsq�i�q{fvu andprivatekeyis thequadru-
ple x0gMp.x y q{x | qt} y qt} | u .

(i) Thereareexactly b | quadruplesxr¢&g£p�x ¢ y q{x ¢| qt} ¢ y qt} ¢| u with x ¢ y qtx ¢| q{} ¢ y qt} ¢| �¤�@¥ which
yield thesameportion p�fzy�q{f�|�u of thepublickey.

(ii) Let ¦ be the setof b | quadrupleswhich yield the sameportion of the public key
p.f y qtf | u . Foreach���0�@¥ , thereareexactly b quadruplesin ¦ whichgive thesame
signaturepW� y4� � q�� |�� � u for � (whereasignatureis asdescribedin Algorithm11.130).
Hence,the b | quadruplesin ¦ giveexactly b differentsignaturesfor � .

(iii) Let � ¢ �§� ¥ beamessagedifferentfrom � . Thenthe b quadruplesin ¦ whichyield
w ’s signaturep-�sy4� ��q��-|�� ��u for � , yield b differentsignaturesfor � ¢ .
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11.132 Example (illustration of Fact 11.131) Let ¨ª©¬«� and ®_©¬¯ . °h©¬±�² is a generatorof
thesubgroupof order ® in ³�´µ . Take ¶j©·°¹¸»ºC¼2½_«�0©¾«�¿ . SupposeÀ ’s privatekey isÁ ©ÃÂ-«�Ä�¿�Ä�Å�Ä�«�Æ ; À ’s public key is ¶zÇC©È°�É�¶ËÊ»ºC¼2½_«�S©È¯ , ¶ É ©È° ¸ ¶ËÉ»ºC¼2½_«�S©È±�² .
Thefollowing tablelists the ®8ÉÌ©,Í� quadrupleswhichgive thesamepublickey.

ÎÐÏ�ÑÐÒ ÓÐÒÐÑ�Ò Ò�ÑÐÑÐÒ ÔÐÔ2ÑÐÒ ÕÐÎÐÑ�Ò Ï�ÕÐÑ�Ò ÑÐÓ�ÑÐÒÎÐÏ�ÎÐÑ ÓÐÒÐÎ�Ñ Ò�ÑÐÎÐÑ ÔÐÔ2ÎÐÑ ÕÐÎÐÎ�Ñ Ï�ÕÐÎ�Ñ ÑÐÓ�ÎÐÑÎÐÏ�Ó�Ô ÓÐÒÐÓtÔ Ò�ÑÐÓ�Ô ÔÐÔ2Ó�Ô ÕÐÎÐÓtÔ Ï�ÕÐÓtÔ ÑÐÓ�Ó�ÔÎÐÏ�ÒÐÎ ÓÐÒÐÒ�Î Ò�ÑÐÒÐÎ ÔÐÔ2ÒÐÎ ÕÐÎÐÒ�Î Ï�ÕÐÒ�Î ÑÐÓ�ÒÐÎÎÐÏtÔIÕ ÓÐÒ�Ô2Õ Ò�Ñ�ÔIÕ ÔÐÔ�ÔIÕ ÕÐÎ�Ô2Õ Ï�Õ�Ô2Õ ÑÐÓtÔIÕÎÐÏ�ÕÐÓ ÓÐÒÐÕ�Ó Ò�ÑÐÕÐÓ ÔÐÔ2ÕÐÓ ÕÐÎÐÕ�Ó Ï�ÕÐÕ�Ó ÑÐÓ�ÕÐÓÎÐÏ�ÏÐÏ ÓÐÒÐÏ�Ï Ò�ÑÐÏÐÏ ÔÐÔ2ÏÐÏ ÕÐÎÐÏ�Ï Ï�ÕÐÏ�Ï ÑÐÓ�ÏÐÏ
If the Í� quadruplesof this tableareusedto signthemessageÖ×©Ø± , exactly ®C©Ù¯ sig-
naturepairs Â-ÚsÇ4Û Ü�Ä�Ú É Û Ü�Æ arise. Thenext tablelists thepossibilitiesandthosequadruples
whichgenerateeachsignature.

Ý{ÞYßÐà�áÐâ{ã�ä{å�æ�áÐÞYä ç Ó�èWÏ�é ç Ò�èWÒ�é ç ÔIè8ÑÐé ç ÕÐè�ÔIé ç Ï�è8Î�é ç Ñ�è-ÕÐé ç ÎÐèWÓÐé
ê ã�á�ë�ä{ã�æ�ìYå8Ý ÎÐÏ�ÎÐÑ Î�ÏÐÓ�Ô Î�ÏÐÒ�Î ÎÐÏtÔIÕ ÎÐÏ�ÕÐÓ Î�ÏÐÏ�Ï ÎÐÏÐÑ�ÒÓÐÒ�ÑÐÒ Ó�ÒÐÎÐÑ Ó�ÒÐÓtÔ ÓÐÒ�ÒÐÎ ÓÐÒtÔIÕ Ó�ÒÐÕ�Ó ÓÐÒÐÏ�ÏÒÐÑ�ÏÐÏ Ò�ÑÐÑÐÒ Ò�ÑÐÎ�Ñ ÒÐÑ�Ó�Ô ÒÐÑ�ÒÐÎ Ò�Ñ�Ô2Õ ÒÐÑÐÕ�ÓÔÐÔ2ÕÐÓ Ô�ÔIÏÐÏ Ô�ÔIÑ�Ò ÔÐÔ2ÎÐÑ ÔÐÔ2Ó�Ô Ô�ÔIÒ�Î ÔÐÔÐÔ2ÕÕÐÎtÔIÕ Õ�ÎÐÕÐÓ Õ�ÎÐÏ�Ï ÕÐÎ�ÑÐÒ ÕÐÎ�ÎÐÑ Õ�ÎÐÓtÔ ÕÐÎÐÒ�ÎÏÐÕ�ÒÐÎ Ï�Õ�ÔIÕ Ï�ÕÐÕ�Ó ÏÐÕ�ÏÐÏ ÏÐÕ�ÑÐÒ Ï�ÕÐÎ�Ñ ÏÐÕÐÓtÔÑÐÓ�Ó�Ô Ñ�ÓÐÒÐÎ Ñ�Ó�Ô2Õ ÑÐÓ�ÕÐÓ ÑÐÓ�ÏÐÏ Ñ�ÓÐÑ�Ò ÑÐÓÐÎ�Ñ

Thenext tablelists, for eachmessageÖ§íïîj³�ð , all signaturepairsfor the ¯ quadruples
whichyield À ’s signatureÂ-ñ�Ä�Å�Æ for Ö·©M± .

ò_óê ã�áÐë�ä{ã�æ�ìôå Ñ Î Ó Ò Ô Õ Ï
ÎÐÏ�ÏÐÏ Î�Ï Ñ�Õ ÏtÔ Õ�Ò ÔIÓ ÒÐÎ ÓÐÑÓÐÒ�ÕÐÓ Ó�Ò Ñ�Õ Õ�Ñ Ò�Ó Î�Ô ÏÐÏ ÔIÎÒÐÑtÔIÕ Ò�Ñ Ñ�Õ Ô2Ò Î�Î ÕÐÏ Ó�Ô ÏÐÓÔÐÔ2ÒÐÎ Ô�Ô Ñ�Õ Ò�Ï Ï�Ñ ÓÐÎ ÕÐÓ ÎÐÒÕÐÎ�Ó�Ô Õ�Î Ñ�Õ Ó�Ó Ô2Ï ÏÐÒ ÎÐÑ Ò�ÔÏÐÕ�ÎÐÑ Ï�Õ Ñ�Õ Î�Õ Ó�Õ ÒÐÕ ÔIÕ ÕÐÕÑÐÓ�ÑÐÒ Ñ�Ó Ñ�Õ Ñ�Î ÑtÔ ÑÐÑ ÑÐÒ ÑÐÏ

õ

11.133 Note (probability of successful forgery in Algorithm 11.130) Supposethat an adversary
(theforger)wishestoderiveÀ ’ssignatureonsomemessageÖSí . Therearetwopossibilities
to consider.

(i) The forgerhasaccessonly to thesigner’s public key (i.e., the forger is not in pos-
sessionof a messageandvalid signature).By Fact11.131(ii), the probability that
the signaturecreatedby the adversaryis the sameas À ’s signaturefor Ö§í is only
®sö�®8É�©÷±�ö�® ; this probability is independentof the adversary’s computationalre-
sources.

(ii) The forgerhasaccessto a messageÖ anda signatureÂWÚ�Ç4Û ÜGÄ�Ú É Û ÜÌÆ createdby the
signer. By Fact11.131(iii),theprobabilitythatthesignaturecreatedby theadversary
is thesameas À ’ssignaturefor ÖSí is only ±�ö�® ; again,thisprobabilityis independent
of theadversary’scomputationalresources.

c
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Supposenowthatanadversaryhasforged ú ’s signatureona message,andthesigna-
turepassedtheverificationstagein Algorithm 11.130. Theobjectiveis that ú shouldbe
ableto provethat this signatureis a forgery. Thefollowing algorithmshowshow ú can,
with highprobability, usetheforgedsignatureto derivethesecretû . Sinceû wassupposed
to havebeenknownonly to theTTP(Note11.129),it servesasproofof forgery.

11.134 Algorithm Proof-of-forgery algorithm for Algorithm 11.130

SUMMARY: to provethata signatureü8ý�þ`ÿWü8ý ��� ����ü8ý� � � � on a message� is a forgery, the
signerderivestheintegerûÌþ
	������� whichservesasproofof forgery.
Thesigner(entity ú ) shoulddo thefollowing:

1. Computea signaturepair ü þ ÿ-ü ��� � ��ü � � � � for message� usingits privatekey �
(seeAlgorithm 11.128).

2. If ü*þMü ý returnto step1.
3. Computeû»þMÿ-ü ��� ��� ü ý ��� � ��� ÿWü � � ��� ü ý� � � ��� ��� ��� � .

Proof that Algorithm 11.134 works. By Fact11.131(iii), the probability that ü,þ ü ý in
step1 of Algorithm 11.134is !#"�� . From the verificationalgorithm(Algorithm 11.130),$&%('*) + � %-,.) +0/1$ %�2 '3) + � %-2,4) + ÿ � ����5 � or $ % '*) + � %�2 '*) + /1$7698 %�2,.) + � % ,.) +;: ÿ � �#�<5 � or ü ��� � �
ü ý ��� � / û�ÿWü ý� � � � ü � � � � ÿ � ���=� � . Hence,ûÌþMÿ-ü ��� � � ü ý ��� � ��� ÿ-ü � � � � ü ý� � � ��� ��� ���>� .

11.135 Remark (disavowing signatures) In orderfor asignertodisavowasignaturethatit created
with Algorithm 11.134,anefficientmethodfor computinglogarithmsis required.

11.9 Notes and further references
?
11.1

The conceptof a digital signaturewas introducedin 1976by Diffie andHellman[344,
345]. Althoughtheideaof adigitalsignaturewasclearlyarticulated,nopracticalrealization
emergeduntil the1978paperby Rivest,Shamir, andAdleman[1060]. Digital signatures
appearto havebeenindependentlydiscoveredby Merkle[849, 850] butnotpublisheduntil
1978.Oneof Merkle’scontributionsis discussedin

?
11.6.2.Otherearlyresearchwasdue

to Lamport[738], Rabin[1022, 1023], andMatyas[801].

A detailedsurveyondigital signaturesis givenby Mitchell, Piper, andWild [882]. A thor-
oughdiscussionof a selectedsubsetof topicsin the areais providedby Stinson[1178].
Othersourceswhich providea goodoverviewareMeyerandMatyas[859], Goldwasser,
Micali, andRivest[484], Rivest[1054], andSchneier[1094].?

11.2
Theoriginal proposalfor a digital signatureschemeby Diffie andHellman[344] consid-
eredonly digital signatureswith messagerecovery. Thefirst discussionof digital signature
schemeswith appendix(althoughthetermwasnotusedperse)appearsto bein thepatent
by MerkleandHellman[553]. DaviesandPrice[308] andDenning[326] givebrief intro-
ductionsto digital signaturesbut restrictthediscussionto digital signatureschemeswith
messagerecoveryandone-timedigital signatureschemes.Mitchell, Piper, andWild [882]
andStinson[1178] giveabstractdefinitionsof digitalsignatureschemessomewhatlessgen-
eralthanthosegivenin

?
11.2.
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Excellentdiscussionson attacksagainstsignatureschemesareprovidedby Goldwasser,
Micali, andRivest[484] andRivest[1054]. Theformerrefersto thediscoveryof a func-
tionally equivalentsigningalgorithmasuniversal forgery, andseparateschosen-message
attacksinto generic chosen-message attacks anddirected chosen-message attacks.

Manyproposeddigitalsignatureschemeshavebeenshowntobeinsecure.Amongthemost
prominentof thesearetheMerkle-HellmanknapsackschemeproposedbyMerkleandHell-
man[857], shownto betotally breakableby Shamir[1114]; theShamirfastsignaturesch-
eme[1109], shownto betotally breakableby Odlyzko[939]; andtheOng-Schnorr-Shamir
(OSS)scheme[958], shownto be totally breakableby Pollard(seePollardandSchnorr
[988]). Naccache[914] proposeda modificationof the Ong-Schnorr-Shamirschemeto
avoidtheearlierattacks.@

11.3
TheRSAsignaturescheme(Algorithm11.19),discoveredbyRivest,Shamir, andAdleman
[1060], wasthefirst practicalsignatureschemebasedonpublic-keytechniques.

Themultiplicativepropertyof RSA(
@
11.3.2(ii))wasfirst exploitedby Davida[302]. Den-

ning[327] reportsandexpandsonDavida’sattackandcreditsMoorewith asimplification.
Gordon[515] usesthemultiplicativepropertyof RSAtoshowhowtocreatepublic-keypa-
rametersandassociated(forged)certificatesif thesigningauthoritydoesnot takeadequate
precautions.Theexistentialattackon RSA signatureshavingcertaintypesof redundancy
(Example11.21)isduetodeJongeandChaum[313]. EvertseandvanHeijst[381] consider
othertypesof attacksonRSAsignatureswhichalsorely on themultiplicativeproperty.

Thereblockingproblem(
@
11.3.3(i))is discussedby DaviesandPrice[308], whoattribute

themethodof prescribingthe form of themodulusto Guillou. An alternateway of con-
structingan(even)A -bit modulusBDCFE7G havinga1 in thehigh-orderpositionfollowedbyH

0’s is thefollowing. Constructan integerI�CKJ�LNMPOQJ�LSRUT for somerandomlyselectedV AXW9JQY H[Z -bit integerO . Selecta
V AXW9J Z -bit prime E , anddivide E into I to geta quotient

G anda remainder\ (i.e., I]C1E7G^M_\ ). If G is a primenumber, then B0C1E&G is anRSA
modulusof therequiredtype.Forexample,if A�Ca`cb and

H C�d , let IeC
J#fhgiMeOQJ#j where
OkCl`�` . If EmClnco , then GpCq`co�o andBFCrE&GsCl`ct�t�`c` . Thebinaryrepresentationof B is
`�u�ucu�`cu�`�ucu�`cu�`�`�`�` .
TheRabinpublic-keysignaturescheme(Algorithm11.25)is duetoRabin[1023]. Verifica-
tion of signaturesusingtheRabinschemeis efficientsinceonlyonemodularmultiplication
is required(cf. Note11.33).BellerandYacobi[101] takeadvantageof this aspectin their
authenticatedkey transportprotocol(see

@
12.5.3).

Themodified-Rabinsignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.30)is derivedfrom theRSA variant
proposedby Williams [1246] (seealsopage315). Thepurposeof themodificationis to
providea deterministicprocedurefor signing. A similar methodologyis incorporatedin
ISO/IEC9796(

@
11.3.5).Themodifiedschemecanbegeneralizedto otherevenpublicex-

ponentsbesidesv=CwJ . If x�yXz V v|{ V E}Ya` Z V G~Y�` Z W�b Z C�` , thenexponentiationby v is a
permutationof �^� .
ISO/IEC9796[596] becamean internationalstandardin Octoberof 1991. This standard
providesexamplesbasedon both the RSA andRabindigital signaturemechanisms.Al-
thoughthestandardpermitstheuseof anydigital signatureschemewith messagerecovery
whichprovidesa A -bit signaturefor a � LT

�
-bit message,thedesignwasspecificallytailored

for theRSAandRabinmechanisms.Fordesignmotivation,seeGuillou etal. [525]. At the
timeof publicationof ISO/IEC9796,nootherdigital signatureschemesprovidingmessage
recoverywereknown,butsincethenseveralhavebeenfound;seeKoyamaetal. [708].
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ISO/IEC9796is effectivefor signingmessageswhich do not exceeda lengthdetermined
by thesignatureprocess.Quisquater[1015] proposedamethodfor extendingtheutility of
ISO/IEC9796to longermessages.Briefly, themodifiedschemeisasfollows. Selectaone-
wayhashfunction � whichmapsbitstringsof arbitrarylengthto � -bitstrings.If thesigning
capabilityof ISO/IEC9796is � bits and � is an � -bit messagewhere����� , then � is
partitionedinto two bitstrings�e� and�=� , where�e� is �����<�����[� bits long. Compute�p�
���h��� andform �����r�e����� ; ��� is a stringof bitlength� . Sign ��� usingISO/IEC9796to
get � . Thesignatureonmessage� is �e�[��� . Thisprovidesarandomizeddigital signature
mechanismwith messagerecovery, wherethehashfunctionprovidestherandomization. 
11.3.6is from PKCS#1 [1072]. Thisdocumentdescribesformattingfor bothencryption

anddigital signaturesbut only thosedetailspertinentto digital signaturesarementioned
here.Thespecificationdoesnot includemessagerecoveryasISO/IEC9796does.It also
doesnotspecifythesizeof theprimes,howtheyshouldbegenerated,northesizeof public
andprivatekeys. It is suggestedthat ¡��w¢ or ¡£�w¤#¥h¦Q�q§ arewidely used.Theonly
attacksmentionedin PKCS#1(whichtheformattingattemptsto prevent)arethoseby den
BoerandBosselaers[324], andDesmedtandOdlyzko[341]. 

11.4
The Feige-Fiat-Shamirdigital signaturescheme(Algorithm 11.40), proposedby Feige,
Fiat,andShamir[383], is aminorimprovementof theFiat-Shamirsignaturescheme[395],
requiringlesscomputationandprovidingasmallersignature.FiatandShamir[395] prove
thattheir schemeis secureagainstexistentialforgeryprovidedthatfactoringis intractable
andthat � is a truly randomfunction.Feige,Fiat,andShamir[383] provethattheirmodi-
ficationhasthesameproperty.

Note11.44wassuggestedbyFiatandShamir[395]. Note11.45isduetoMicali andShamir
[868], whosuggestthatonly themodulus��¨ of entity © needstobepublicif ª ¥(« ª9¬ «(X(®« ªc¯
aresystem-wideparameters.Sinceall entitieshavedistinctmoduli, it is unlikely that ªc°²±³^´

, §Fµ·¶rµ¸� , for manydifferentvaluesof � . To overcomethis problem,Micali and
Shamirclaimthatsomeperturbationof � publicvaluesis possibleto ensurethattheresult-
ing valuesarequadraticresidueswith respectto a particularmodulus,but do not specify
anymethodwhichprovidesthenecessaryperturbation.

TheGQsignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.48)is dueto Guillou andQuisquater[524]. 
11.5

TheDSA(Algorithm11.56)isduetoKravitz [711] andwasproposedasaFederalInforma-
tion ProcessingStandardin Augustof 1991by theU.S.NationalInstitutefor Scienceand
Technology. It becametheDigital SignatureStandard(DSS)in May 1994,asspecifiedin
FIPS186[406]. SmidandBranstad[1157] commentthattheDSA wasselectedbasedon
a numberof importantfactors:thelevel of securityprovided,theapplicabilityof patents,
theeaseof exportfrom theU.S.,theimpactonnationalsecurityandlaw enforcement,and
the efficiency in a numberof governmentandcommercialapplications.They providea
comparisonof thecomputationalefficienciesof DSA andRSA andaddressa numberof
negativeresponsesreceivedduringtheFIPSpubliccommentperiod.

Naccacheet al. [916] describea numberof techniquesfor improvingtheefficiencyof the
DSA.Forexample,thecomputationof ��¹º¥�»�¼#½>¾ in step1cof Algorithm11.56canbere-
placedby therandomgenerationof aninteger¿ , thecomputationof À£�a¿-�<»�¼�½�¾ and ÁÂ�
¿ÄÃ�Å9�����D�º�ÇÆ(È�ÉÊ»�¼#½>¾ . Thesignatureis �hÈ « Á « ÀN� . TheverifiercomputesÀÄ¹º¥�»<¼�½>¾ and
ÀÄ¹º¥�ÁÂ»�¼�½ ¾^� Á . Verificationof thesignature��È « Á(� nowproceedsasin Algorithm 11.56.
Thisvariantmightbeusefulfor signaturegenerationin chipcardapplicationswherecom-
putingpoweris limited. Naccacheet al. alsoproposethe ideaof use and throw coupons
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which eliminatetheneedto computeËDÌ�ÍÏÎ&Ð<Ñ�Ò�ÓÊÔ�ÕÖÑ�Ò�Ó>× . Sincethis exponentiation
is themostcomputationallyintensiveportionof DSA signaturegeneration,useandthrow
couponsgreatlyimproveefficiency. Couponsrequirestorage,andonly onesignaturecan
becreatedfor eachcoupon.If storageis limited (asis oftenthecase),only afixednumber
of DSA signaturescanbecreatedwith thismethod.

BéguinandQuisquater[82] showhowtouseaninsecureservertoaidin computationsasso-
ciatedwith DSA signaturegenerationandverification.Themethodacceleratesthecompu-
tationof modularmultiplicationandexponentiationby usinganuntrustedauxiliarydevice
to providethemajority of thecomputing.As such,it alsoappliesto schemesotherthan
DSA. Arazi [54] showshowto integratea Diffie-Hellmankeyexchangeinto theDSA.

TheElGamaldigitalsignaturescheme(Algorithm11.64)wasproposedin 1984byElGamal
[368]. ElGamal[368], Mitchell, Piper, andWild [882], andStinson[1178] commentfurther
on its security.

Note11.66(iv)is dueto Bleichenbacher[153], asis Note11.67(iii), whichis aspecialcase
of thefollowing moregeneralresult. SupposeÔ is a prime, Î is a generatorof Ø�ÙÚ , and Û
is the public key of entity Ü for an instanceof the ElGamalsignaturescheme.Suppose
Ô ÝÇÞmÌKß-× andlogarithmsin thesubgroupof order ß in Ø ÙÚ canbeefficiently computed.
Finally, supposethatageneratoràDÌqá-× for someá-âXãpäaá�ä
ß , andanintegerå areknown
suchthatàçæ�è�ÎqÍUÑ�Ò#Ó<Ô&Õ . Formessageé , thepair Í�Ë�âXê�Õ with Ë�Ìëà and êÂÌëå&ì�í9î�Í�éDÕ[Ý
á-×ðï#ñ²Ñ�Ò�Ó�Í�Ô�ÝmÞ�Õ whereï satisfiesÎ7òôóQèFÛ�òeÍUÑ�Ò#Ó<Ô&Õ is asignaturefor messageé which
will beacceptedby Algorithm 11.64.Bleichenbacheralsodescribeshowatrapdoorcould
beconstructedfor theElGamalsignatureschemewhensystem-wideparametersÔ and Î
areselectedby a fraudulenttrustedthird party.

Variationsof theElGamalsigningequationdescribedin õ 11.5.2wereproposedbyElGamal
[366], Agnew, Mullin, andVanstone[19], Kravitz [711], Schnorr[1098], andYenandLaih
[1259]. Nyberg andRueppel[938] and,independently, HorsterandPetersen[564], placed
thesevariationsin amuchmoregeneralframeworkandcomparedtheirvariousproperties.

ElGamalsignaturesbasedonelliptic curvesoverfinitefieldswerefirstproposedbyKoblitz
[695] andindependentlyby Miller [878] in 1985.A variationof theDSA basedonelliptic
curvesandreferredto astheECDSAis currentlybeingdraftedfor anIEEEstandard.

TheSchnorrsignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.78),dueto Schnorr[1098], is derivedfrom
anidentificationprotocolgivenin thesamepaper(seeõ 10.4.4).Schnorrproposedaprepro-
cessingmethodto improvetheefficiencyof thesignaturegenerationin Algorithm 11.78.
Insteadof generatinga randominteger ö andcomputingÎ7Ð<Ñ<Ò�ÓÊÔ for eachsignature,a
smallnumberof integersö|÷ and Î Ð|ø Ñ�Ò#ÓÊÔ , Þ�ù�ú~ùaå , areprecomputedandstored,and
subsequentlycombinedandrefreshedfor eachsignature.DeRooij [315] showedthatthis
preprocessingis insecureif å is small.

Brickell andMcCurley[207] proposedavariantof theSchnorrscheme.Theirmethoduses
aprimeÔ suchthatÔºÝpÞ ishardto factor, aprimedivisor × of ÔºÝ~Þ , andanelementÎ of order
× in Ø�ÙÚ . Thesigningequationis ê^Ì
û�ü|ýQöQÑ�Ò#Ó>ÍhÔ�ÝFÞcÕ asopposedtotheSchnorrequation
êÂÌaû�ü�ý}ö�Ñ�Ò#Ó × . While computationallylessefficientthanSchnorr’s,thisvarianthasthe
advantagethat its securityis basedon thedifficulty of two hardproblems:(i) computing
logarithmsin thecyclic subgroupof order × in Ø�ÙÚ ; and(ii) factoringÔ�ÝmÞ . If eitherof these
problemsis hard,thentheproblemof computinglogarithmsin Ø ÙÚ is alsohard.

Okamoto[949] describesa variantof theSchnorrschemewhich he provesto be secure,
providedthat thediscretelogarithmproblemin Ø ÙÚ is intractableandthatcorrelation-free
hashfunctionsexist(no instanceof a correlation-freehashfunctionis yet known). Signa-
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turegenerationandverificationarenot significantlymorecomputationallyintensivethan
in theSchnorrscheme;however, thepublickey is larger.

TheNyberg-Rueppelscheme(Algorithm 11.81)is dueto Nyberg andRueppel[936]. For
anextensivetreatmentincludingvariants,seeNyberg andRueppel[938]. Theynotethat
unlike RSA, this signatureschemecannotbeusedfor encryptionsincethesigningtrans-
formation � hasa left inverse,namely, theverificationtransformation� , but � is not the
left inverseof � ; in otherwords, ���������	����
�� for all ������ , but ���������	�����
�� for
most ������ . Thesecondpaperalsodefinesthenotionof strongequivalencebetween
signatureschemes(two signatureschemesarecalledstrongly equivalent if the signature
ona message� in oneschemecanbetransformedinto thecorrespondingsignaturein the
otherscheme,withoutknowledgeof theprivatekey),anddiscusseshowto modify DSA to
providemessagerecovery.

Somedigital signatureschemesmakeit easyto concealinformationin thesignaturewhich
canonly berecoveredby entitiesprivy to theconcealmentmethod.Informationcommuni-
catedthiswayis saidto besubliminal andtheconveyingmechanismis calledasubliminal
channel. Amongthepapersonthissubjectarethoseof Simmons[1139, 1140, 1147, 1149].
Simmons[1139] showsthatif asignaturerequires��� bits to conveyandprovides� � bitsof
security, then ��� �	� � bitsareavailablefor thesubliminalchannel.Thisdoesnot imply that
all ���!�"� � bitscan,in fact,beusedby thechannel;thisdependsonthesignaturemechanism.
If a largeproportionof thesebitsareavailable,thesubliminalchannelis saidto bebroad-
band; otherwise,it is narrowband. Simmons[1149] pointsoutthatElGamal-likesignature
schemesprovidea broadbandsubliminalchannel.For example,if thesigningequationis# 
%$'& ��(*)*+ ���	���-,/.1032�4!5���67�98*� where , is theprivatekeyknownto boththesigner
andtherecipientof thesignature,then $ canbeusedto carrythesubliminalmessage.This
hasthedisadvantagethatthesignermustprovidetherecipientwith theprivatekey, allow-
ing therecipientto signmessagesthatwill beacceptedashavingoriginatedwith thesigner.
Simmons[1147] describesnarrowbandchannelsfor theDSA.

:
11.6

Rabin [1022] proposedthe first one-timesignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.86) in 1978.
Lamport[738] proposeda similar mechanism,popularizedby Diffie andHellman[347],
whichdoesnot requireinteractionwith thesignerfor verification.Diffie suggestedtheuse
of a one-wayhashfunction to improvetheefficiencyof themethod.For this reason,the
mechanismis oftenreferredto astheDiffie-Lamport scheme. Lamport[738] alsodescribes
a moreefficient methodfor one-timedigital signatures,which wasrediscoveredby Bos
andChaum[172]. BosandChaumprovidemoresubstantialmodificationswhich leadto a
schemethatcanbeprovento beexistentiallyunforgeableunderadaptivechosen-message
attack,providedRSA is secure.

Merkle’s one-timesignaturescheme(Algorithm 11.92) is dueto Merkle [853]; seealso:
15.2.3(vi).Themodificationdescribedin Note11.95isattributedbyMerkle[853] toWin-

ternitz.BleichenbacherandMaurer[155] generalizethemethodsof Lamport,Merkle,and
Winternitzthroughdirectedacyclicgraphsandone-wayfunctions.

Authenticationtreeswereintroducedby Merkle [850, 852, 853] at thetime whenpublic-
keycryptographywasin its infancy. Sincepublic-keycryptographyand,in particular, dig-
ital signatureshadnotyetbeencarefullyscrutinized,it seemedprudentto devisealternate
methodsfor providingauthenticationover insecurechannels.Merkle [853] suggeststhat
authenticationtreesprovideasmuchversatilityaspublic-keytechniquesandcanbequite
practical.An authenticationtree,constructedby a singleuserto authenticatea largenum-
berof public values,requiresthe userto eitherregeneratetheauthenticationpathvalues
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at thetime of useor to storeall authenticationpathsandvaluesin advance.Merkle [853]
describesamethodto minimizethestoragerequirementsif publicvaluesareusedin apre-
scribedorder.

TheGMR scheme(Algorithm 11.102)is dueto Goldwasser, Micali, andRivest[484], who
introducedthenotionof aclaw-freepairof permutations,anddescribedtheconstructionof
a claw-freepair of permutations(Example11.99)basedon theintegerfactorizationprob-
lem. Combiningtheone-timesignatureschemewith treeauthenticationgivesadigital sig-
naturemechanismwhichGoldwasser, Micali andRivestproveexistentiallyunforgeableun-
deranadaptivechosen-messageattack.In orderto maketheir schememorepractical,the
treeauthenticationstructureis constructedin sucha way thatthesystemmustretainsome
informationaboutprecedingsignatures(i.e.,memory history is required).Goldreich[465]
suggestedmodificationsto boththegeneralschemeandtheexamplebasedon integerfac-
torization(Example11.99),removingthememoryconstraintand,in thelatter, improving
theefficiencyof thesigningprocedure.BellareandMicali [92] generalizedtheGMR sch-
emeby replacingtheclaw-freepairof permutationsby anytrapdoorone-waypermutation
(thelatterrequiringaweakercryptographicassumption).NaorandYung[920] furthergen-
eralizedtheschemeby requiringonly theexistenceof a one-waypermutation.Themost
generalresultis dueto Rompel[1068], who provedthatdigital signatureschemeswhich
aresecureagainstanadaptivechosen-messageattackexistif andonly if one-wayfunctions
exist.Althoughattractivein theory(dueto thefact thatsecuredigital signaturescanbere-
ducedto thestudyof asinglestructure),noneof thesemethodsseemto providetechniques
asefficientasRSA andothermethodswhich,althoughtheir securityhasyet to beproven
rigorously, havewithstoodall attacksto date.

On-line/off-line digital signatures (seealso ; 15.2.3(ix))wereintroducedby Even,Goldre-
ich,andMicali [377, 378] asameansto speedupthesigningprocessin applicationswhere
computingresourcesarelimitedandtimetosigniscritical(e.g.,chipcardapplications).The
methodusesbothone-timedigital signaturesanddigital signaturesarisingfrom public-key
techniques(e.g.,RSA,Rabin,DSA). Theoff-line portionof thesignaturegenerationis to
createasetof validationparametersfor aone-timesignatureschemesuchastheMerklesch-
eme(Algorithm11.92),andtohashthissetandsigntheresultinghashvalueusingapublic-
keysignaturescheme.Sincethepublic-keysignatureschemeis computationallymorein-
tensive,it is doneoff-line. Theoff-line computationsareindependentof themessageto be
signed.Theon-lineportionis to signthemessageusingtheone-timesignatureschemeand
thevalidationparameterswhichwereconstructedoff-line; thispartof thesignatureprocess
is veryefficient. Signaturesaremuchlongerthanwouldbethecaseif only thepublic-key
signaturemechanismwereusedto signthemessagedirectlyand,consequently, bandwidth
requirementsarea disadvantageof thisprocedure.

; 11.7
Thearbitrateddigitalsignatureschemeof Algorithm11.109is fromDaviesandPrice[308],
basedonwork by NeedhamandSchroeder[923].

ESIGN(Algorithm 11.113;seealso ; 15.2.2(i)),proposedby OkamotoandShiraishi[953],
wasmotivatedby thesignaturemechanismOSSdevisedearlierby Ong,Schnorr, andSha-
mir [958]. TheOSSschemewasshownto be insecureby Pollardin a privatecommuni-
cation. Ong,Schnorr, andShamir[958] modifiedtheir original schemebut this too was
showninsecureby Estesetal. [374]. ESIGNbasesits securityon theintegerfactorization
problemandthe problemof solving polynomialinequalities.Theoriginal version[953]
proposed<7=?> astheappropriatevaluefor thepublickey. Brickell andDeLaurentis[202]
demonstratedthat this choicewasinsecure.Their attackalsoextendsto thecase<@=BA ;
seeBrickell andOdlyzko [209, p.516]. Okamoto[948] revisedthe methodby requiring
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EGFIH
. No weaknessesfor thesevaluesof

E
havebeenreportedin theliterature.Fujioka,

Okamoto,andMiyaguchi[428] describeanimplementationof ESIGNwhichsuggeststhat
it is twentytimesfasterthanRSAsignatureswith comparablekeyandsignaturelengths.

J
11.8

Blind signatures(
J
11.8.1)wereintroducedby Chaum[242], who describedthe concept,

desiredproperties,anda protocolfor untraceablepayments.Thefirst concreterealization
of theprotocol(Protocol11.119)wasby Chaum[243]. ChaumandPedersen[251] provide
adigitalsignatureschemewhichisavariantof theElGamalsignaturemechanism(

J
11.5.2),

usingasigningequationsimilarto theSchnorrscheme(
J
11.5.3),butcomputationallymore

intensivefor bothsigningandverification.Thissignaturetechniqueis thenusedto provide
ablind signaturescheme.

Theconceptof a blind signaturewasextendedby Chaum[245] to blinding for unantici-
patedsignatures.Camenisch,Piveteau,andStadler[228] describea blind signaturepro-
tocol basedon theDSA (Algorithm 11.56)andonebasedon theNyberg-Rueppelscheme
(Algorithm 11.81). Horster, Petersen,andMichels[563] considera numberof variantsof
theseprotocols.Stadler, Piveteau,andCamenisch[1166] extendtheideaof a blind signa-
tureto a fair blind signature wherethesignerin cooperationwith a trustedthird partycan
link themessageandsignature,andtracethesender.

Chaum,Fiat,andNaor[250] proposea schemefor untraceable electronic cash, whichal-
lows a participantK to receiveanelectroniccashtokenfrom a bank. K cansubsequently
spendthetokenata shop L , whichneednot beon-linewith thebankto acceptandverify
theauthenticityof thetoken.Whenthetokenis cashedatthebankby L , thebankis unable
to associateit with K . If, however, K attemptsto spendthetokentwice(double-spending),
K ’s identity is revealed.Okamoto[951] proposesadivisibleelectroniccashscheme.A di-
visible electronic coin is anelementwhichhassomemonetaryvalueassociatedwith it, and
whichcanbeusedto makeelectronicpurchasesmanytimes,providedthetotalvalueof all
transactionsdoesnotexceedthevalueof thecoin.

Undeniablesignatures(
J
11.8.2)werefirst introducedby ChaumandvanAntwerpen[252],

alongwith a disavowalprotocol(Protocol11.125). Chaum[246] showshow to modify
theverificationprotocolfor undeniablesignatures(step2 of Algorithm 11.122)to obtaina
zero-knowledgeverification.

Oneshortcomingof undeniablesignatureschemesis thepossibility that thesigneris un-
availableor refusesto co-operateso that the signaturecannotbe verified by a recipient.
Chaum[247] proposedtheideaof a designated confirmer signature wherethesignerdes-
ignatessomeentityasaconfirmerof its signature.If thesigneris unavailableor refusesto
co-operate,theconfirmerhastheability to interactwith arecipientof asignaturein orderto
verify it. Theconfirmeris unabletocreatesignaturesfor thesigner. Chaum[247] describes
anexampleof designatedconfirmersignaturesbasedon RSA encryption.Okamoto[950]
providesa moreindepthanalysisof this techniqueandgivesotherrealizations.

A convertible undeniable digital signature, introducedby Boyaret al. [181], is anunde-
niablesignature(

J
11.8.2)with thepropertythat thesigner K canreveala secretpieceof

information,causingall undeniablesignaturessignedby K to becomeordinarydigital sig-
natures.Theseordinarydigital signaturescanbeverifiedby anyoneusingonly thepublic
keyof K andrequiringnointeractionwith K in theverificationprocess;i.e.,thesignatures
becomeself-authenticating. This secretinformationwhich is madeavailableshouldnot
permitanyoneto createnewsignatureswhich will beacceptedasoriginatingfrom K . As
anapplicationof this typeof signature,considerthefollowing scenario.Entity K signsall
documentsduringherlifetime with convertibleundeniablesignatures.Thesecretpieceof
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informationneededtoconvertthesesignaturestoself-authenticatingsignaturesis placedin
trustwith herlawyer M . After thedeathof N , thelawyercanmakethesecretinformation
public knowledgeandall signaturescanbeverified. M doesnot havetheability to alter
or createnewsignatureson behalfof N . Boyaret al. [181] give a realizationof thecon-
ceptof convertibleundeniablesignaturesusingElGamalsignatures( O 11.5.2)anddescribe
howonecanrevealinformationselectivelyto convertsome,butnotall, previouslycreated
signaturesto self-authenticatingones.

Chaum,vanHeijst,andPfitzmann[254] provideamethodfor constructingundeniablesig-
natureswhichareunconditionallysecurefor thesigner.

Fail-stopsignatureswereintroducedby WaidnerandPfitzmann[1227] andformally de-
finedby PfitzmannandWaidner[971]. Thefirst constructionsfor fail-stopsignaturesused
claw-freepairsof permutations(Definition 11.98) andone-timesignaturemethods(see
PfitzmannandWaidner[972]). Moreefficienttechniqueswereprovidedby vanHeijstand
Pedersen[1201], whoseconstructionis thebasisfor Algorithm 11.130;theydescribethree
methodsfor extendingtheone-timenatureof theschemeto multiplesignings.VanHeijst,
Pedersen,andPfitzmann[1202] extendedtheideaof vanHeijst andPedersento fail-stop
signaturesbasedon theintegerfactorizationproblem.

Damg̊ard[298] proposeda signatureschemein which thesignercangraduallyandverifi-
ably releasethesignatureto a verifier.

ChaumandvanHeijst[253] introducedtheconceptof agroup signature. A groupsignature
hasthefollowing properties:(i) onlymembersof apredefinedgroupcansignmessages;(ii)
anyonecanverify thevalidity of asignaturebutnooneis ableto identify whichmemberof
thegroupsigned;and(iii) in caseof disputes,thesignaturecanbeopened(with or without
thehelpof groupmembers)to revealtheidentityof thegroupmemberwhosignedit. Chen
andPedersen[255] extendedthisideatoprovidegroupsignatureswith additionalfunction-
ality.
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12.1 Introduction

This chapter considers key establishment protocols and related cryptographic techniques
which provide shared secrets between two or more parties, typically for subsequent use
as symmetric keys for a variety of cryptographic purposes including encryption, message
authentication, and entity authentication. The main focus is two-party key establishment,
with the aid of a trusted third party in some cases. While many concepts extend naturally to
multi-party key establishment including conference keying protocols, such protocols rapid-
ly become more complex, and are considered here only briefly, as is the related area of secret
sharing. Broader aspects of key management, including distribution of public keys, certifi-
cates, and key life cycle issues, are deferred to Chapter 13.

Relationships to other cryptographic techniques. Key establishment techniques known
as key transport mechanisms directly employ symmetric encryption (Chapter 7) or public-
key encryption (Chapter 8). Authenticated key transport may be considered a special case
of message authentication (Chapter 9) with privacy, where the message includes a cryp-
tographic key. Many key establishment protocols based on public-key techniques employ
digital signatures (Chapter 11) for authentication. Others are closely related to techniques
for identification (Chapter 10).

Chapter outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. ¨ 12.2 provides background mate-
rial including a general classification, basic definitions and concepts, and a discussion of
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objectives. © 12.3 and © 12.4 discuss key transport and agreement protocols, respectively,
based on symmetric techniques; the former includes several protocols involving an on-line
trusted third party. © 12.5 and © 12.6 discuss key transport and agreement protocols, respec-
tively, based on asymmetric techniques; the former includes protocols based on public-key
encryption, some of which also employ digital signatures, while the latter includes selected
variations of Diffie-Hellman key agreement. © 12.7 and © 12.8 consider secret sharing and
conference keying, respectively. © 12.9 addresses the analysis of key establishment proto-
cols and standard attacks which must be countered. © 12.10 contains chapter notes with ref-
erences.

The particular protocols discussed provide a representative subset of the large number
of practical key establishment protocols proposed to date, selected according to a number
of criteria including historical significance, distinguishing merits, and practical utility, with
particular emphasis on the latter.

12.2 Classification and framework

12.2.1 General classification and fundamental concepts

12.1 Definition A protocol is a multi-party algorithm, defined by a sequence of steps precisely
specifying the actions required of two or more parties in order to achieve a specified objec-
tive.

12.2 Definition Key establishment is a process or protocol whereby a shared secret becomes
available to two or more parties, for subsequent cryptographic use.

Key establishment may be broadly subdivided into key transport and key agreement,
as defined below and illustrated in Figure 12.1.

12.3 Definition A key transport protocol or mechanism is a key establishment technique where
one party creates or otherwise obtains a secret value, and securely transfers it to the other(s).

12.4 Definition A key agreement protocol or mechanism is a key establishment technique in
which a shared secret is derived by two (or more) parties as a function of information con-
tributed by, or associated with, each of these, (ideally) such that no party can predetermine
the resulting value.

Additional variations beyond key transport and key agreement exist, including various
forms of key update, such as key derivation in © 12.3.1.

Key establishment protocols involving authentication typically require a set-up phase
whereby authentic and possibly secret initial keying material is distributed. Most protocols
have as an objective the creation of distinct keys on each protocol execution. In some cases,
the initial keying material pre-defines a fixed key which will result every time the protocol is
executed by a given pair or group of users. Systems involving such static keys are insecure
under known-key attacks (Definition 12.17).

12.5 Definition Key pre-distribution schemes are key establishment protocols whereby the re-
sulting established keys are completely determined a priori by initial keying material. In
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contrast, dynamic key establishment schemes are those whereby the key established by a
fixed pair (or group) of users varies on subsequent executions.

Dynamic key establishment is also referred to as session key establishment. In this case
the session keys are dynamic, and it is usually intended that the protocols are immune to
known-key attacks.

key establishment

key transport key agreement

asymmetric
techniques

techniques
symmetric

key
pre-distributiondynamic

key establishment

Figure 12.1: Simplified classification of key establishment techniques.

Use of trusted servers

Many key establishment protocols involve a centralized or trusted party, for either or both
initial system setup and on-line actions (i.e., involving real-time participation). This party
is referred to by a variety of names depending on the role played, including: trusted third
party, trusted server, authentication server, key distribution center (KDC), key translation
center (KTC), and certification authority (CA). The various roles and functions of such
trusted parties are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 13. In the present chapter, discus-
sion is limited to the actions required of such parties in specific key establishment protocols.

Entity authentication, key authentication, and key confirmation

It is generally desired that each party in a key establishment protocol be able to determine
the true identity of the other(s) which could possibly gain access to the resulting key, imply-
ing preclusion of any unauthorized additional parties from deducing the same key. In this
case, the technique is said (informally) to provide secure key establishment. This requires
both secrecy of the key, and identification of those parties with access to it. Furthermore,
the identification requirement differs subtly, but in a very important manner, from that of
entity authentication – here the requirement is knowledge of the identity of parties which
may gain access to the key, rather than corroboration that actual communication has been
established with such parties. Table 12.1 distinguishes various such related concepts, which
are highlighted by the definitions which follow.

While authentication may be informally defined as the process of verifying that an
identity is as claimed, there are many aspects to consider, including who, what, and when.
Entity authentication is defined in Chapter 10 (Definition 10.1), which presents protocols
providing entity authentication alone. Data origin authentication is defined in Chapter 9
(Definition 9.76), and is quite distinct.
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Authentication term Central focus

authentication depends on context of usage
entity authentication identity of a party, and aliveness at a given instant
data origin authentication identity of the source of data
(implicit) key authentication identity of party which may possibly share a key
key confirmation evidence that a key is possessed by some party
explicit key authentication evidence an identified party possesses a given key

Table 12.1: Authentication summary – various terms and related concepts.

12.6 Definition Key authentication is the property whereby one party is assured that no other
party aside from a specifically identified second party (and possibly additional identified
trusted parties) may gain access to a particular secret key.

Key authentication is independent of the actual possession of such key by the second
party, or knowledge of such actual possession by the first party; in fact, it need not involve
any action whatsoever by the second party. For this reason, it is sometimes referred to more
precisely as (implicit) key authentication.

12.7 Definition Key confirmation is the property whereby one party is assured that a second
(possibly unidentified) party actually has possession of a particular secret key.

12.8 Definition Explicit key authentication is the property obtained when both (implicit) key
authentication and key confirmation hold.

In the case of explicit key authentication, an identified party is known to actually pos-
sess a specified key, a conclusion which cannot otherwise be drawn. Encryption applica-
tions utilizing key establishment protocols which offer only implicit key authentication of-
ten begin encryption with an initial known data unit serving as an integrity check-word, thus
moving the burden of key confirmation from the establishment mechanism to the applica-
tion.

The focus in key authentication is the identity of the second party rather than the value
of the key, whereas in key confirmation the opposite is true. Key confirmation typically
involves one party receiving a message from a second containing evidence demonstrating
the latter’s possession of the key. In practice, possession of a key may be demonstrated by
various means, including producing a one-way hash of the key itself, use of the key in a
(keyed) hash function, and encryption of a known quantity using the key. These techniques
may reveal some information (albeit possibly of no practical consequence) about the value
of the key itself; in contrast, methods using zero-knowledge techniques (cf. ¬ 10.4.1) allow
demonstration of possession of a key while providing no additional information (beyond
that previously known) regarding its value.

Entity authentication is not a requirement in all protocols. Some key establishment
protocols (such as unauthenticated Diffie-Hellman key agreement) provide none of entity
authentication, key authentication, and key confirmation. Unilateral key confirmation may
always be added e.g., by including a one-way hash of the derived key in a final message.

12.9 Definition An authenticated key establishment protocol is a key establishment protocol
(Definition 12.2) which provides key authentication (Definition 12.6).
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12.10 Remark (combining entity authentication and key establishment) In a key establishment
protocol which involves entity authentication, it is critical that the protocol be constructed
to guarantee that the party whose identity is thereby corroborated is the same party with
which the key is established. When this is not so, an adversary may enlist the aid of an
unsuspecting authorized party to carry out the authentication aspect, and then impersonate
that party in key establishment (and subsequent communications).

Identity-based and non-interactive protocols

Motivation for identity-based systems is provided in ¯ 13.4.3.

12.11 Definition A key establishment protocol is said to be identity-based if identity informa-
tion (e.g., name and address, or an identifying index) of the party involved is used as the
party’s public key. A related idea (see ¯ 13.4.4) involves use of identity information as an
input to the function which determines the established key.

Identity-based authentication protocols may be defined similarly.

12.12 Definition A two-party key establishment protocol is said to be message-independent if
the messages sent by each party are independent of any per-session time-variant data (dy-
namic data) received from other parties.

Message-independent protocols which furthermore involve no dynamic data in the key
computation are simply key pre-distribution schemes (Definition 12.5). In general, dynamic
data (e.g., that received from another party) is involved in the key computation, even in
message-independent protocols.

12.13 Remark (message-independent vs. non-interactive) Message-independent protocols incl-
ude non-interactive protocols (zero-pass and one-pass protocols, i.e., those involving zero
or one message but no reply), as well as some two-pass protocols. Regarding inter-party
communications, some specification (explicit or otherwise) of the parties involved in key
establishment is necessary even in zero-pass protocols. More subtlely, in protocols involv-
ing t users identified by a vector °�±�²�³�´U´�´µ³�±�¶¸· , the ordering of indices may determine distinct
keys. In other protocols (e.g., basic Diffie-Hellman key agreement or Protocol 12.53), the
cryptographic data in one party’s message is independent of both dynamic data in other par-
ties’ messages and of all party-specific data including public keys and identity information.

12.2.2 Objectives and properties

Cryptographic protocols involving message exchanges require precise definition of both the
messages to be exchanged and the actions to be taken by each party. The following types
of protocols may be distinguished, based on objectives as indicated:

1. authentication protocol – to provide to one party some degree of assurance regarding
the identity of another with which it is purportedly communicating;

2. key establishment protocol – to establish a shared secret;
3. authenticated key establishment protocol – to establish a shared secret with a party

whose identity has been (or can be) corroborated.
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Motivation for use of session keys

Key establishment protocols result in shared secrets which are typically called, or used to
derive, session keys. Ideally, a session key is an ephemeral secret, i.e., one whose use is
restricted to a short time period such as a single telecommunications connection (or ses-
sion), after which all trace of it is eliminated. Motivation for ephemeral keys includes the
following:

1. to limit available ciphertext (under a fixed key) for cryptanalytic attack;
2. to limit exposure, with respect to both time period and quantity of data, in the event

of (session) key compromise;
3. to avoid long-term storage of a large number of distinct secret keys (in the case where

one terminal communicates with a large number of others), by creating keys only
when actually required;

4. to create independence across communications sessions or applications.

It is also desirable in practice to avoid the requirement of maintaining state information
across sessions.

Types of assurances and distinguishing protocol characteristics

When designing or selecting a key establishment technique for use, it is important to con-
sider what assurances and properties an intended application requires. Distinction should
be made between functionality provided to a user, and technical characteristics which dis-
tinguish mechanisms at the implementation level. (The latter are typically of little interest
to the user, aside from cost and performance implications.) Characteristics which differen-
tiate key establishment techniques include:

1. nature of the authentication. Any combination of the following may be provided:
entity authentication, key authentication, and key confirmation.

2. reciprocity of authentication. When provided, each of entity authentication, key au-
thentication, and key confirmation may be unilateral or mutual (provided to one or
both parties, respectively).

3. key freshness. A key is fresh (from the viewpoint of one party) if it can be guaranteed
to be new, as opposed to possibly an old key being reused through actions of either
an adversary or authorized party. This is related to key control (below).

4. key control. In some protocols (key transport), one party chooses a key value. In oth-
ers (key agreement), the key is derived from joint information, and it may be desirable
that neither party be able to control or predict the value of the key.

5. efficiency. Considerations include:

(a) number of message exchanges (passes) required between parties;
(b) bandwidth required by messages (total number of bits transmitted);
(c) complexity of computations by each party (as it affects execution time); and
(d) possibility of precomputation to reduce on-line computational complexity.

6. third party requirements. Considerations include (see ¹ 13.2.4):

(a) requirement of an on-line (real-time), off-line, or no third party;
(b) degree of trust required in a third party (e.g., trusted to certify public keys vs.

trusted not to disclose long-term secret keys).

7. type of certificate used, if any. More generally, one may consider the manner by
which initial keying material is distributed, which may be related to third party re-
quirements. (This is often not of direct concern to a user, being an implementation
detail typically providing no additional functionality.)
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8. non-repudiation. A protocol may provide some type of receipt that keying material
has been exchanged.

12.14 Remark (efficiency vs. security) The efficiency and security of cryptographic techniques
are often related. For example, in some protocols a basic step is executed repeatedly, and
security increases with the number of repetitions; in this case, the level of security attainable
given a fixed amount of time depends on the efficiency of the basic step.

In the description of protocol messages, it is assumed that when the claimed source
identity or source network address of a message is not explicitly included as a message field,
these are known by context or otherwise available to the recipient, possibly by (unspecified)
additional cleartext fields.

12.2.3 Assumptions and adversaries in key establishment
protocols

To clarify the threats protocols may be subject to, and to motivate the need for specific
protocol characteristics, one requires (as a minimum) an informal model for key establish-
ment protocols, including an understanding of underlying assumptions. Attention here is
restricted to two-party protocols, although the definitions and models may be generalized.

Adversaries in key establishment protocols

Communicating parties or entities in key establishment protocols are formally called prin-
cipals, and assumed to have unique names. In addition to legitimate parties, the presence of
an unauthorized “third” party is hypothesized, which is given many names under various
circumstances, including: adversary, intruder, opponent, enemy, attacker, eavesdropper,
and impersonator.

When examining the security of protocols, it is assumed that the underlying crypto-
graphic mechanisms used, such as encryption algorithms and digital signatures schemes,
are secure. If otherwise, then there is no hope of a secure protocol. An adversary is hypoth-
esized to be not a cryptanalyst attacking the underlying mechanisms directly, but rather one
attempting to subvert the protocol objectives by defeating the manner in which such mech-
anisms are combined, i.e., attacking the protocol itself.

12.15 Definition A passive attack involves an adversary who attempts to defeat a cryptographic
technique by simply recording data and thereafter analyzing it (e.g., in key establishment, to
determine the session key). An active attack involves an adversary who modifies or injects
messages.

It is typically assumed that protocol messages are transmitted over unprotected (open)
networks, modeled by an adversary able to completely control the data therein, with the
ability to record, alter, delete, insert, redirect, reorder, and reuse past or current messages,
and inject new messages. To emphasize this, legitimate parties are modeled as receiv-
ing messages exclusively via intervening adversaries (on every communication path, or on
some subset of t of n paths), which have the option of either relaying messages unaltered to
the intended recipients, or carrying out (with no noticeable delay) any of the above actions.
An adversary may also be assumed capable of engaging unsuspecting authorized parties by
initiating new protocol executions.

An adversary in a key establishment protocol may pursue many strategies, including
attempting to:
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1. deduce a session key using information gained by eavesdropping;
2. participate covertly in a protocol initiated by one party with another, and influence it,

e.g., by altering messages so as to be able to deduce the key;
3. initiate one or more protocol executions (possibly simultaneously), and combine (in-

terleave) messages from one with another, so as to masquerade as some party or carry
out one of the above attacks;

4. without being able to deduce the session key itself, deceive a legitimate party regard-
ing the identity of the party with which it shares a key. A protocol susceptible to such
an attack is not resilient (see Definition 12.82).

In unauthenticated key establishment, impersonation is (by definition) possible. In entity
authentication, where there is no session key to attack, an adversary’s objective is to ar-
range that one party receives messages which satisfy that party that the protocol has been
run successfully with a party other than the adversary.

Distinction is sometimes made between adversaries based on the type of information
available to them. An outsider is an adversary with no special knowledge beyond that gen-
erally available, e.g., by eavesdropping on protocol messages over open channels. An in-
sider is an adversary with access to additional information (e.g., session keys or secret par-
tial information), obtained by some privileged means (e.g., physical access to private com-
puter resources, conspiracy, etc.). A one-time insider obtains such information at one point
in time for use at a subsequent time; a permanent insider has continual access to privileged
information.

Perfect forward secrecy and known-key attacks

In analyzing key establishment protocols, the potential impact of compromise of various
types of keying material should be considered, even if such compromise is not normally
expected. In particular, the effect of the following is often considered:

1. compromise of long-term secret (symmetric or asymmetric) keys, if any;
2. compromise of past session keys.

12.16 Definition A protocol is said to have perfect forward secrecy if compromise of long-term
keys does not compromise past session keys.

The idea of perfect forward secrecy (sometimes called break-backward protection) is
that previous traffic is locked securely in the past. It may be provided by generating session
keys by Diffie-Hellman key agreement (e.g., Protocol 12.57), wherein the Diffie-Hellman
exponentials are based on short-term keys. If long-term secret keys are compromised, fu-
ture sessions are nonetheless subject to impersonation by an active adversary.

12.17 Definition A protocol is said to be vulnerable to a known-key attack if compromise of
past session keys allows either a passive adversary to compromise future session keys, or
impersonation by an active adversary in the future.

Known-key attacks on key establishment protocols are analogous to known-plaintext
attacks on encryption algorithms. One motivation for their consideration is that in some
environments (e.g., due to implementation and engineering decisions), the probability of
compromise of session keys may be greater than that of long-term keys. A second motiva-
tion is that when using cryptographic techniques of only moderate strength, the possibility
exists that over time extensive cryptanalytic effort may uncover past session keys. Finally,
in some systems, past session keys may be deliberately uncovered for various reasons (e.g.,
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after authentication, to possibly detect use of the authentication channel as a covert or hid-
den channel).

12.3 Key transport based on symmetric encryption

This section presents a selection of key establishment protocols based on key transport (i.e.,
transfer of a specific key chosen a priori by one party) using symmetric encryption. Re-
lated techniques involving non-reversible functions are also presented. Discussion is sub-
divided into protocols with and without the use of a trusted server, as summarized in Ta-
ble 12.2. Some of these use time-variant parameters (timestamps, sequence numbers, or
random numbers) or nonces as discussed in ¾ 10.3.1.

¿ Properties server type use of number ofÀ
Protocol timestamps messages

point-to-point key update none optional 1-3
Shamir’s no-key protocol none no 3
Kerberos KDC yes 4
Needham-Schroeder shared-key KDC no 5
Otway-Rees KDC no 4
Protocol 13.12 KTC no 3

Table 12.2: Key transport protocols based on symmetric encryption.

12.3.1 Symmetric key transport and derivation without a server

Server-less key transport based on symmetric techniques may either require that the two
parties in the protocol initially share a long-term pairwise secret or not, respectively illus-
trated below by point-to-point key update techniques and Shamir’s no-key algorithm. Other
illustrative techniques are also given.

(i) Point-to-point key update using symmetric encryption

Point-to-point key update techniques based on symmetric encryption make use of a long-
term symmetric key Á shared a priori by two parties Â and Ã . This key, initially distributed
over a secure channel or resulting from a key pre-distribution scheme (e.g., see Note 12.48),
is used repeatedly to establish new session keys Ä . Representative examples of point-to-
point key transport techniques follow.

Notation: ÅVÆ , Ç¸Æ , and ÈRÆ , respectively, denote a random number, timestamp, and se-
quence number generated by Â (see ¾ 10.3.1). É denotes a symmetric encryption algorithm
(see Remark 12.19). Optional message fields are denoted by an asterisk (*).

1. key transport with one pass:

Â ¿ ÃIÊ�ÉAË�ÌÍÅ ÆNÎ Ì�Ï Î
The session key used is ÄÑÐ�Å Æ , and both Â and Ã obtain implicit key authentica-
tion. Additional optional fields which might be transferred in the encrypted portion
include: a timestamp or sequence number to provide a freshness guarantee to Ã (see
Remark 12.18); a field containing redundancy, to provide explicit key authentication
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to Ò or facilitate message modification detection (see Remark 12.19); and a target
identifier to prevent undetectable message replay back on Ó immediately. Thus:

ÓxÔÕÒIÖ<×OØ^ÙÍÚ�ÛNÜ1Ý¸Û&Þ�Ü�Ò Þ�ß Ù�àUá ß
If it is desired that both parties contribute to the session key, Ò may send Ó an analo-
gous message, with the session key computed as â�Ù�Ú�ÛNÜ�ÚVã ß . Choosing â to be a one-
way function precludes control of the final key value by either party, or an adversary
who acquires one of ÚVÛ , Ú�ã .

2. key transport with challenge-response:

ÓxäÕÒIÖæåRã Ù¸à ßÓxÔÕÒIÖ�×OØ�Ù�Ú�Û&Ü1åRã?Ü�Ò Þ�ß Ù¸ç ß
If a freshness guarantee is desired but reliance on timestamps is not, a random number
or sequence number, denoted å ã here, may be used to replace the timestamp in the
one-pass technique; the cost is an additional message. The session key is again èêéÚ Û .
If it is required that the session key è be a function of inputs from both parties, Ó
may insert a nonce å Û preceding å ã in (2), and a third message may be added as
below. (Here Ú Û , Ú ã are random numbers serving as keying material, while å Û , å ã
are nonces for freshness.)

ÓDäÕÒIÖVå ã Ù¸à ßÓDÔÕÒIÖ<× Ø Ù�Ú Û Ü�å Û Ü1å ã Ü�Ò Þ¦ß Ù¸ç ßÓDäÕÒIÖ<× Ø Ù�Ú ã Ü�å ã Ü1å Û Ü�Ó�Þ ß Ù¸ë ß
12.18 Remark (key update vulnerabilities) The key update techniques above do not offer perfect

forward secrecy, and fail completely if the long-term key ì is compromised. For this rea-
son they may be inappropriate for many applications. The one-pass protocol is also subject
to replay unless a timestamp is used.

12.19 Remark (integrity guarantees within encryption) Many authentication protocols which
employ encryption, including the above key update protocols and Protocols 12.24, 12.26,
and 12.29, require for security reasons that the encryption function has a built-in data in-
tegrity mechanism (see Figure 9.8(b) for an example, and Definition í 9.75) to detect mes-
sage modification.

(ii) Point-to-point key update by key derivation and non-reversible functions

Key update may be achieved by key transport as above, or by key derivation wherein the
derived session key is based on per-session random input provided by one party. In this
case, there is also a single message:

ÓxÔÕÒ�ÖVÚVÛ Ù�à ß
The session key is computed as èîé�×AØ�Ù�Ú�Û ß . The technique provides to both Ó and Ò
implicit key authentication. It is, however, susceptible to known-key attacks; Remark 12.18
similarly applies. The random number ÚVÛ here may be replaced by other time-variant pa-
rameters; for example, a timestamp Ý¸Û validated by the recipient by comparison to its local
clock provides an implicit key freshness property, provided the long-term key is not com-
promised.
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Here ñ could control the value of ò , forcing it to be ó by choosing ô�õ÷ö�ø%ù�úÍó�û .
Since the technique itself does not require decryption, ü may be replaced by an appropriate
keyed pseudorandom function ý�ù , in which case the session key may be computed as òêöýKù�úÍôVõOû , with ôVõ a time-variant parameter as noted above.

In the other techniques of þ 12.3.1(i) employing an encryption function ü , the confi-
dentiality itself of the encrypted fields other than the session key ò is not critical. A key
derivation protocol which entirely avoids the use of an encryption function may offer po-
tential advantages with respect to export restrictions. Protocol 12.20 is such a technique,
which also provides authentication guarantees as stated. It uses two distinct functions ý
and ýKÿ (generating outputs of different bitlengths), respectively, for message authentication
and key derivation.

12.20 Protocol Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol 2 (AKEP2)

SUMMARY: ñ and � exchange 3 messages to derive a session key ò .
RESULT: mutual entity authentication, and implicit key authentication of ò .

1. Setup: ñ and � share long-term symmetric keys � , �Zÿ (these should differ but need
not be independent). ý�ù is a MAC (keyed hash function) used for entity authenti-
cation. ýKÿù�� is a pseudorandom permutation or keyed one-way function used for key
derivation.

2. Protocol messages. Define ��ö|ú����Uñ��1ô�õ	��ô�
�û .
ñ����� ôVõ ú��`ûñ����� ���&ý�ù�ú���û ú��`ûñ����� ú ñ���ô 
 û��?ý ù ú ñ���ô 
 û ú��`ûòêö�ý�ÿù�� úÍô 
 û

3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps for each shared key required.

(a) ñ selects and sends to � a random number ô�õ .
(b) � selects a random number ô�
 and sends to ñ the values ú����Uñ���ôVõ	��ô�
�û , along

with a MAC over these quantities generated using ý with key � .
(c) Upon receiving message (2), ñ checks the identities are proper, that the ô õ re-

ceived matches that in (1), and verifies the MAC.
(d) ñ then sends to � the values ú¸ñ��1ô�
"û , along with a MAC thereon.
(e) Upon receiving (3), � verifies that the MAC is correct, and that the received

value ô 
 matches that sent earlier.
(f) Both ñ and � compute the session key as òÑö|ýKÿù � ú�ô�
"û .

12.21 Note (AKEP1 variant of Protocol 12.20) The following modification of AKEP2 results in
AKEP1 (Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol 1). � explicitly generates a random ses-
sion key ò and probabilistically encrypts it using ýKÿ under �Fÿ and random number ô . The
quantity ú�ô���ò���ýKÿù � úÍô�û¸û is now included as a final extra field within � and ý ù ú���û in (2),
and from which ñ may recover ò . As an optimization, ô�ö�ô 
 .

(iii) Key transport without a priori shared keys

Shamir’s no-key algorithm (Protocol 12.22) is a key transport protocol which, using only
symmetric techniques (although involving modular exponentiation), allows key establish-
ment over an open channel without requiring either shared or public keys. Each party has
only its own local symmetric key. The protocol provides protection from passive adver-
saries only; it does not provide authentication. It thus solves the same problem as basic
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Diffie-Hellman (Protocol 12.47) – two parties sharing no a priori keying material end up
with a shared secret key, secure against passive adversaries – although differences include
that it uses three messages rather than two, and provides key transport.

12.22 Protocol Shamir’s no-key protocol

SUMMARY: users � and � exchange 3 messages over a public channel.
RESULT: secret � is transferred with privacy (but no authentication) from � to � .

1. One-time setup (definition and publication of system parameters).

(a) Select and publish for common use a prime  chosen such that computation of
discrete logarithms modulo  is infeasible (see Chapter 3).

(b) � and � choose respective secret random numbers ! , " , with #%$&!(')"	$* �+-, ,
each coprime to  .+/# . They respectively compute !1032 and "40326587:9� .+;# .

2. Protocol messages.

�<��>=?�A@%587(9� B�#�C
�D��>=EB��A@:CGF	587(9� B�,�C
�<��>=EB��A@)FHCG@:I(JK587:9L B�M�C

3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps for each shared key required.

(a) � chooses a random key � for transport to � , #N$O�P$& Q+R# . � computes
� @ 5S7(9L and sends � message (1).

(b) � exponentiates (mod  ) the received value by " , and sends � message (2).
(c) � exponentiates (mod  ) the received value by !103265S7(9L .+;# , effectively “un-

doing” its previous exponentiation and yielding �TF	587(9� . � sends the result
to � as message (3).

(d) � exponentiates (mod  ) the received value by "40326587:9L .+;# , yielding the
newly shared key �U587:9L .

Use of ElGamal encryption for key transport (as per V 12.5.1) with an uncertified public
key sent in a first message (which would by definition be safe from passive attack) achieves
in two passes the same goals as the above three-pass algorithm. In this case, the key is
transported from the recipient of the first message to the originator.

12.23 Remark (choice of cipher in Protocol 12.22) While it might appear that any commuta-
tive cipher (i.e., cipher wherein the order of encryption and decryption is interchangeable)
would suffice in place of modular exponentiation in Protocol 12.22, caution is advised. For
example, use of the Vernam cipher ( V 1.5.4) would be totally insecure here, as the XOR of
the three exchanged messages would equal the key itself.

12.3.2 Kerberos and related server-based protocols

The key transport protocols discussed in this section are based on symmetric encryption,
and involve two communicating parties, � and � , and a trusted server with which they
share long-term pairwise secret keys a priori. In such protocols, the server either plays the
role of a key distribution center (KDC) and itself supplies the session key, or serves as a
key translation center (KTC), and makes a key chosen by one party available to the other,
by re-encrypting (translating) it under a key shared with the latter. KDCs and KTCs are
discussed further in V 13.2.3.
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(i) Kerberos authentication protocol

Kerberos is the name given to all of the following: the distributed authentication service
originating from MIT’s Project Athena, which includes specifications for data integrity and
encryption; the software which implements it, and the processes executing such software;
and the specific authentication protocol used therein. Focus here, and use of the term “Ker-
beros”, is restricted to the protocol itself, which supports both entity authentication and key
establishment using symmetric techniques and a third party.

The basic Kerberos protocol involves Y (the client), Z (the server and verifier), and a
trusted server [ (the Kerberos authentication server). At the outset Y and Z share no secret,
while [ shares a secret with each (e.g., a user password, transformed into a cryptographic
key by an appropriate function). The primary objective is for Z to verify Y ’s identity; the
establishment of a shared key is a side effect. Options include a final message providing
mutual entity authentication and establishment of an additional secret shared by Y and Z
(a subsession key not chosen by [ ).

The protocol proceeds as follows. Y requests from [ appropriate credentials (data
items) to allow it to authenticate itself to Z . [ plays the role of a KDC, returning to Y
a session key encrypted for Y and a ticket encrypted for Z . The ticket, which Y forwards
on to Z , contains the session key and Y ’s identity; this allows authentication of Y to Z
when accompanied by an appropriate message (the authenticator) created by Y containing
a timestamp recently encrypted under that session key.

12.24 Protocol Basic Kerberos authentication protocol (simplified) \
SUMMARY: Y interacts with trusted server [ and party Z .
RESULT: entity authentication of Y to Z (optionally mutual), with key establishment.

1. Notation. Optional items are denoted by an asterisk (*).]
is a symmetric encryption algorithm (see Remark 12.19).^�_

is a nonce chosen by Y ; [ _ is a timestamp from Y ’s local clock.`
is the session-key chosen by [ , to be shared by Y and Z .a
indicates a validity period (called the “lifetime”).

2. One-time setup. Y and [ share a key b _dc ; similarly, Z and [ share b�e c . Definefhgjilk�mnf epo4qsrt ]Ku�v:wyx `Ez Y z a|{�} authenticator o)qsrt ]K~(x Y z [ _ z YL����4�)� qs�
{
.

3. Protocol messages.

Y��U[��PY z Z z ^ _ x���{
Y��U[�� fhgjilk�mnf e z ] u�� wyx `Ez ^ _ z a z Z {�x���{
Y&��Z�� fhgjilk�mnf e zH��� fh�1m4�)f�g�i � f���� x���{
Y&��Z�� ]K~(x [ _ z ZS����)�)� qs�

{ x���{
4. Protocol actions. Algorithm

]
includes a built-in integrity mechanism, and protocol

failure results if any decryption yields an integrity check failure.

(a) Y generates a nonce
^L_

and sends to [ message (1).
(b) [ generates a new session key

`
, and defines a validity period (lifetime

a
) for

the ticket, consisting of an ending time and optional starting time. [ encrypts
`

,
the received nonce, lifetime, and received identifier ( Z ) using Y ’s key. [ also
creates a ticket secured using Z ’s key containing

`
, received identifier ( Y ), and

lifetime. [ sends to Y message (2).

\ The basic Kerberos (version 5) protocol between client and authentication server is given, with messages
simplified (some non-cryptographic fields omitted) to allow focus on cryptographic aspects.
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(c) � decrypts the non-ticket part of message (2) using ���d� to recover: � , ��� ,
lifetime � , and the identifier of the party for which the ticket was actually cre-
ated. � verifies that this identifier and ��� match those sent in message (1),
and saves � for reference. � takes its own identifier and fresh timestamp � � ,
optionally generates a secret �K¡�¢)£4¤�¥s¦ , and encrypts these using � to form the
authenticator. � sends to § message (3).

(d) § receives message (3), decrypts the ticket using ��¨©� yielding � to allow de-
cryption of the authenticator. § checks that:

i. the identifier fields ( � ) in the ticket and authenticator match;
ii. the timestamp � � in the authenticator is valid (see ª 10.3.1); and

iii. § ’s local time is within the lifetime � specified in the ticket.

If all checks pass, § declares authentication of � successful, and saves � ¡�¢)£4¤�¥s¦
(if present) as required.

(e) (Optionally for mutual entity authentication:) § constructs and sends to � mes-
sage (4) containing � ’s timestamp from the authenticator (specifically exclud-
ing the identifier � , to distinguish it from the authenticator), encrypted using � .
§ optionally includes a subkey to allow negotiation of a subsession key.

(f) (Optionally for mutual entity authentication:) � decrypts message (4). If the
timestamp within matches that sent in message (3), � declares authentication
of § successful and saves § ¡�¢)£)¤�¥s¦ (if present) as required.

12.25 Note (security and options in Kerberos protocol)

(i) Since timestamps are used, the hosts on which this protocol runs must provide both
secure and synchronized clocks (see ª 10.3.1).

(ii) If, as is the case in actual implementations, the initial shared keys are password-deriv-
ed, then the protocol is no more secure than the secrecy of such passwords or their
resistance to password-guessing attacks.

(iii) Optional parameters � ¡�¢)£4¤�¥s¦ and § ¡�¢4£)¤�¥s¦ allow transfer of a key (other than � ) from
� to § or vice-versa, or the computation of a combined key using some function«y¬ �K¡�¢)£4¤�¥s¦14§K¡�¢)£)¤�¥s¦(® .

(iv) The lifetime within the ticket is intended to allow � to re-use the ticket over a limited
time period for multiple authentications to § without additional interaction with � ,
thus eliminating messages (1) and (2). For each such re-use, � creates a new authen-
ticator with a fresh timestamp and the same session key � ; the optional subkey field
is of greater use in this case.

(ii) Needham-Schroeder shared-key protocol

The Needham-Schroeder shared-key protocol is important primarily for historical reasons.
It is the basis for many of the server-based authentication and key distribution protocols pro-
posed since 1978, including Kerberos and Otway-Rees. It is an example of a protocol inde-
pendent of timestamps, providing both entity authentication assurances and key establish-
ment with key confirmation. However, it is no longer recommended (see Remark 12.28).
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12.26 Protocol Needham-Schroeder shared-key protocol

SUMMARY: ± interacts with trusted server ² and party ³ .
RESULT: entity authentication ( ± with ³ ); key establishment with key confirmation.

1. Notation. ´ is a symmetric encryption algorithm (see Remark 12.19).µ�¶
and

µL·
are nonces chosen by ± and ³ , respectively.¸

is a session key chosen by the trusted server ² for ± and ³ to share.
2. One-time setup. ± and ² share a symmetric key ¹ ¶dº ; ³ and ² share ¹ ·©º .
3. Protocol messages.

±�»U²�¼P±�½4³�½ µ�¶ ¾�¿ÁÀ
±�ÂU²�¼P´KÃ�ÄÁÅ ¾�µL¶ ½)³�½ ¸ ½)´ÆÃ�Ç:Å ¾ ¸ ½4± À�ÀÈ¾�ÉÁÀ
±»P³�¼P´KÃ�Ç:Å ¾ ¸ ½)± À ¾�ÊÁÀ
±ÂP³�¼P´KË ¾�µ�·�À ¾�ÌÁÀ
±»P³�¼P´KË ¾�µ�·/Í;¿�À ¾�ÎÁÀ

4. Protocol actions. Aside from verification of nonces, actions are essentially analogous
to those in Kerberos (Protocol 12.24), and are not detailed here.

12.27 Note (functionality and options in Needham-Schroeder shared-key protocol)

(i) The protocol provides ± and ³ with a shared key
¸

with key authentication (due to
the trusted server).

(ii) Messages (4) and (5) provide entity authentication of ± to ³ ; entity authentication
of ³ to ± can be obtained provided ± can carry out some redundancy check on

µ�·
upon decrypting message (4).

(iii) If it is acceptable for ± to re-use a key
¸

with ³ , ± may securely cache the data sent in
message (3) along with

¸
. Upon subsequent re-use, messages (1) and (2) may then be

omitted, but now to prevent replay of old messages (4), an encrypted nonce ´ Ë ¾�µ ¶©Ï À
should be appended to message (3), and message (4) should be replaced by ´ Ë ¾�µ ¶ Ï Í¿ ½ µ · À allowing ± to verify ³ ’s current knowledge of

¸
(thereby providing entity

authentication).

12.28 Remark (Needham-Schroeder weakness vs. Kerberos) The essential differences between
Protocol 12.26 and Kerberos (Protocol 12.24) are as follows: the Kerberos lifetime param-
eter is not present; the data of message (3), which corresponds to the Kerberos ticket, is un-
necessarily double-encrypted in message (2) here; and authentication here employs nonces
rather than timestamps. A weakness of the Needham-Schroeder protocol is that since ³
has no way of knowing if the key

¸
is fresh, should a session key

¸
ever be compromised,

any party knowing it may both resend message (3) and compute a correct message (5) to
impersonate ± to ³ . This situation is ameliorated in Kerberos by the lifetime parameter
which limits exposure to a fixed time interval.

(iii) Otway-Rees protocol

The Otway-Rees protocol is a server-based protocol providing authenticated key transport
(with key authentication and key freshness assurances) in only 4 messages – the same as
Kerberos, but here without the requirement of timestamps. It does not, however, provide
entity authentication or key confirmation.
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12.29 Protocol Otway-Rees protocol

SUMMARY: Ð interacts with trusted server Ñ and party Ò .
RESULT: establishment of fresh shared secret Ó between Ò and Ð .

1. Notation. Ô is a symmetric encryption algorithm (see Remark 12.19). Õ is a session
key Ñ generates for Ò and Ð to share. Ö�× and Ö�Ø are nonces chosen by Ò and Ð ,
respectively, to allow verification of key freshness (thereby detecting replay). Ù is
a second nonce chosen by Ò which serves as a transaction identifier.

2. One-time setup. Ñ shares symmetric keys Ó.×dÚ and Ó�Ø©Ú with Ò , Ð , respectively.
3. Protocol messages.

Ò�Û�Ð�ÜPÙÞÝ4Ò�Ý)Ð.Ý)ÔKß�à�áyâ�Ö�×6Ý)ÙÞÝ4Ò�Ý)Ð�ã â�ä�ã
Ð�ÛUÑ�ÜPÙÞÝ4Ò�Ý)Ð.Ý)ÔKß�à�áyâ�Ö�×6Ý)ÙÞÝ4Ò�Ý)Ð�ã�Ý4ÔKß�å:ádâ�Ö�Ø�Ý4ÙÞÝ)Ò�Ý)Ðæãçâ�è�ã
Ð�éUÑ�ÜPÔ ß à�áyâ�Ö × Ý)Õêã�Ý)Ô ß å:áyâ�Ö Ø Ý)Õ1ã â�ë�ã
Ò�é�Ð�ÜPÔ ß à�áyâ�Ö × Ý)Õêã â�ì�ã

4. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.

(a) Ò encrypts data for the server containing two nonces, Ö × and Ù , and the iden-
tities of itself and the party Ð to whom it wishes the server to distribute a key.
Ò sends this and some plaintext to Ð in message (1).

(b) Ð creates its own nonce Ö Ø and an analogous encrypted message (with the
same Ù ), and sends this along with Ò ’s message to Ñ in message (2).

(c) Ñ uses the cleartext identifiers in message (2) to retrieve Ó ×dÚ and Ó Ø©Ú , then
verifies the cleartext ( Ù�Ò , Ð ) matches that recovered upon decrypting both
parts of message (2). (Verifying Ù in particular confirms the encrypted parts
are linked.) If so, Ñ inserts a new key Õ and the respective nonces into distinct
messages encrypted for Ò and Ð , and sends both to Ð in message (3).

(d) Ð decrypts the second part of message (3), checks Ö Ø matches that sent in mes-
sage (2), and if so passes the first part on to Ò in message (4).

(e) Ò decrypts message (4) and checks Ö × matches that sent in message (1).

If all checks pass, each of Ò and Ð are assured that Õ is fresh (due to their respective
nonces), and trust that the other party Ñ shared Õ with is the party bound to their nonce in
message (2). Ò knows that Ð is active as verification of message (4) implies Ð sent message
(2) recently; Ð however has no assurance that Ò is active until subsequent use of Õ by Ò ,
since Ð cannot determine if message (1) is fresh.

12.30 Remark (nonces in Otway-Rees protocol) The use of two nonces generated by Ò is redun-
dant ( ÖL× could be eliminated in messages (1) and (2), and replaced by Ù in (3) and (4)),
but nonetheless allows Ù to serve solely as an administrative transaction identifier, while
keeping the format of the encrypted messages of each party identical. (The latter is gener-
ally considered desirable from an implementation viewpoint, but dubious from a security
viewpoint.)

12.31 Remark (extension of Otway-Rees protocol) Protocol 12.29 may be extended to provide
both key confirmation and entity authentication in 5 messages. Message (4) could be aug-
mented to both demonstrate Ð ’s timely knowledge of Õ and transfer a nonce to Ò (e.g.,
appending ÔKíêâ�Ö�×6Ý4Ö�Øîã ), with a new fifth message ( ÒïÛðÐñÜ©ÔKí(â�Ö�Øîã ) providing Ð re-
ciprocal assurances.
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12.4 Key agreement based on symmetric techniques

This section presents ideas related to key agreement based on symmetric techniques. It also
presents a key pre-distribution system which is in some ways a symmetric-key analogue to
Diffie-Hellman key agreement with fixed exponentials (Note 12.48).

12.32 Definition A key distribution system (KDS) is a method whereby, during an initialization
stage, a trusted server generates and distributes secret data values (pieces) to users, such
that any pair of users may subsequently compute a shared key unknown to all others (aside
from the server).

For fixed pairwise keys, a KDS is a key pre-distribution scheme. A trivial KDS is as
follows: the trusted server chooses distinct keys for each pair among the ô users, and by
some secure means initially distributes to each user its ô/õö keys appropriately labeled.
This provides unconditional security (perfect security in the information-theoretic sense);
an outside adversary can do no better than guess the key. However, due to the large amount
of storage required, alternate methods are sought, at the price of losing unconditional secu-
rity against arbitrarily large groups of colluding users.

12.33 Definition A KDS is said to be ÷ -secure if, given a specified pair of users, any coalition of
÷ or fewer users (disjoint from the two), pooling their pieces, can do no better at computing
the key shared by the two than a party which guesses the key without any pieces whatsoever.

A ÷ -secure KDS is thus unconditionally secure against coalitions of size ÷ or smaller.

12.34 Fact (Blom’s KDS bound) In any ÷ -secure KDS providing ø -bit pairwise session keys,
the secret data stored by each user must be at least øUù�ú�÷�ûRö�ü bits.

The trivial KDS described above is optimal with respect to the number of secret key
bits stored, assuming collusion by all parties other than the two directly involved. This cor-
responds to meeting the lower bound of Fact 12.34 for ÷Sý;ôþõ/ÿ .
Blom’s symmetric key pre-distribution system

Blom’s scheme (Mechanism 12.35) is a KDS which can be used to meet the bound of
Fact 12.34 for values ÷��/ô-õ;ÿ . It is non-interactive; each party requires only an index � ,
ö������*ô , which uniquely identifies the party with which it is to form a joint key (the sch-
eme is identity-based in this regard). Each user is assigned a secret vector of initial keying
material (base key) from which it is then able to compute a pairwise secret (derived key)
with each other user.

As outlined in Remark 12.37, the scheme may be engineered to provide unconditional
security against coalitions of a specified maximum size. The initial keying material as-
signed to each user (a row of � , corresponding to � keys) allows computation of a larger
number of derived keys (a row of 	 , providing ô keys), one per each other user. Storage
savings results from choosing � less than ô . The derived keys of different user pairs, how-
ever, are not statistically independent.
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12.35 Mechanism Blom’s symmetric key pre-distribution system

SUMMARY: each of 
 users is given initial secret keying material and public data.
RESULT: each pair of users �� , ��� may compute an � -bit pairwise secret key ����� � .

1. A ����
 generator matrix � of an ��
���� � MDS code over a finite field !#" of order q
is made known to all 
 system users (see Note 12.36).

2. A trusted party $ creates a random secret ���%� symmetric matrix & over ! " .
3. $ gives to each user ��� the secret key '(� , defined as row ) of the 
*�+� matrix '-,

�.&/�0�21 . ( '3� is a � -tuple over !4" of ��57698:�.;<� bits, allowing ��� to compute any entry
in row ) of �.&/�0�21=� .)

4. Users � � and � � compute the common secret � �>� � ,?� �@� � of bitlength �A,B698C�.;<� as
follows. Using ' � and column D of � , � � computes the ��)E�FDG� entry of the 
%�H
 sym-
metric matrix �I,J�.&��0�>1K� . Using ' � and column ) of � , � � similarly computes
the ��D7��)L� entry (which is equal to the ��)E�FDG� entry since � is symmetric).

12.36 Note (background on MDS codes) The motivation for Mechanism 12.35 arises from well-
known concepts in linear error-correcting codes, summarized here. Let �I,NM OQP RTS be a
�H�U
 matrix where each row is an 
 -tuple over ! " (for ; a prime or prime power). O<P is the
���V� identity matrix. The set of 
 -tuples obtained by taking all linear combinations (over!T" ) of rows of � is the linear code C. Each of these ; P 
 -tuples is a codeword, and WX,Y7Z�[\Z ,]�-�����N,^����_:�a`�bcb�bG� P �d���%�0ef!#"7g . � is a generator matrix for the linear
��
��c�h� code W . The distance between two codewords

Z
,
ZFi

is the number of components
they differ in; the distance j of the code is the minimum such distance over all pairs of
distinct codewords. A code of distance j can correct kU,^l>�.j�monp�.qprcs component errors in
a codeword, and for linear codes jutv
/mo�Kwon (the Singleton bound). Codes meeting this
bound with equality ( ju,x
fmy��w*n ) have the largest possible distance for fixed 
 and � ,
and are called maximum distance separable (MDS) codes.

12.37 Remark (choice of k in Blom’s scheme) The condition j�,�
zma�Tw{n defining MDS codes
can be shown equivalent to the condition that every set of � columns of � is linearly inde-
pendent. From this, two facts follow about codewords of MDS codes: (i) any � components
uniquely define a codeword; and (ii) any D�t|��m\n components provide no information
about other components. For Mechanism 12.35, the choice of k is governed by the fact
that if k or more users conspire, they are able to recover the secret keys of all other users.
( � conspirators may compute � rows of � , or equivalently � columns, corresponding to �
components in each row. Each row is a codeword in the MDS code generated by � , and
corresponds to the key of another user, and by the above remark � components thus define
all remaining components of that row.) However, if fewer than � users conspire, they obtain
no information whatsoever about the keys of any other user (by similar reasoning). Thus
Blom’s scheme is j-secure for D}t?��m%n , and relative to Fact 12.34, is optimal with respect
to the amount of initial keying material required.

12.5 Key transport based on public-key encryption

Key transport based on public-key encryption involves one party choosing a symmetric key,
and transferring it to a second, using that party’s encryption public key. This provides key
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authentication to the originator (only the intended recipient has the private key allowing de-
cryption), but the originator itself obtains neither entity authentication nor key confirmation.
The second party receives no source authentication. Such additional assurances may be ob-
tained through use of further techniques including: additional messages ( � 12.5.1); digital
signatures ( � 12.5.2); and symmetric encryption in addition to signatures ( � 12.5.3).

Authentication assurances can be provided with or without the use of digital signatures,
as follows:

1. entity authentication via public-key decryption ( � 12.5.1). The intended recipient au-
thenticates itself by returning some time-variant value which it alone may produce or
recover. This may allow authentication of both the entity and a transferred key.

2. data origin authentication via digital signatures ( � 12.5.2). Public-key encryption is
combined with a digital signature, providing key transport with source identity assur-
ances.

The distinction between entity authentication and data origin authentication is that the for-
mer provides a timeliness assurance, whereas the latter need not. Table 12.3 summarizes
the protocols presented.

� Properties signatures entity number of�
Protocol required � authentication messages

basic PK encryption (1-pass) no no 1
Needham-Schroeder PK no mutual 3
encrypting signed keys yes data origin only � 1
separate signing, encrypting yes data origin only � 1
signing encrypted keys yes data origin only � 1
X.509 (2-pass) – timestamps yes mutual 2
X.509 (3-pass) – random #’s yes mutual 3
Beller-Yacobi (4-pass) yes mutual 4
Beller-Yacobi (2-pass) yes unilateral 2

Table 12.3: Selected key transport protocols based on public-key encryption.
� Unilateral entity authentication may be achieved if timestamps are included.� Schemes using public keys transported by certificates require signatures for verification thereof,
but signatures are not required within protocol messages.

12.5.1 Key transport using PK encryption without signatures

One-pass key transport by public-key encryption

One-pass protocols are appropriate for one-way communications and store-and-forward ap-
plications such as electronic mail and fax. Basic key transport using public-key encryption
can be achieved in a one-pass protocol, assuming the originator � possesses a priori an
authentic copy of the encryption public key of the intended recipient � . Using � ’s pub-
lic encryption key, � encrypts a randomly generated key � , and sends the result ���U�.� � to� . Public-key encryption schemes � � of practical interest here include RSA encryption,
Rabin encryption, and ElGamal encryption (see Chapter 8).

The originator � obtains no entity authentication of the intended recipient � (and in-
deed, does not know if � even receives the message), but is assured of implicit key au-
thentication – no one aside from � could possibly recover the key. On the other hand,
� has no assurances regarding the source of the key, which remains true even in the case
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�������x���U�d�h�c���
. A timeliness guarantee may be provided using timestamps, for ex-

ample,
�^�����]�����d�h���¡ =�

. This is necessary if security against known-key attacks is
required, as this technique is otherwise vulnerable to message replay (cf. Remark 12.18).

Maintaining the restriction of using public-key encryption alone (i.e., without signa-
tures), assurances in addition to unilateral key authentication, namely, mutual entity au-
thentication, and mutual key authentication, may be obtained through additional messages
as illustrated by Protocol 12.38 below.

Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol

The Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol provides mutual entity authentication and
mutual key transport (

�
and

�
each transfer a symmetric key to the other). The trans-

ported keys may serve both as nonces for entity authentication and secret keys for further
use. Combination of the resulting shared keys allows computation of a joint key to which
both parties contribute.

12.38 Protocol Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol

SUMMARY:
�

and
�

exchange 3 messages.
RESULT: entity authentication, key authentication, and key transport (all mutual).

1. Notation.
��¢��.£��

denotes public-key encryption (e.g., RSA) of data
£

using party¤
’s public key;

��¢��.£�¥c��£p¦C�
denotes the encryption of the concatenation of

£�¥
and£C¦

.
�:¥

,
��¦

are secret symmetric session keys chosen by
�

,
�

, respectively.
2. One-time setup. Assume

�
,
�

possess each other’s authentic public-key. (If this is
not the case, but each party has a certificate carrying its own public key, then one
additional message is required for certificate transport.)

3. Protocol messages. �§�¨�©�ª���U�d�:¥��c��� �¬«p�
�§¨�©�ª�� K�.�G¥E�c��¦:���¬®p�
�§�¨�©�ª���U�d�c¦:� �¬¯p�

4. Protocol actions.

(a)
�

sends
�

message (1).
(b)

�
recovers

�:¥
upon receiving message (1), and returns to

�
message (2).

(c) Upon decrypting message (2),
�

checks the key
�:¥

recovered agrees with that
sent in message (1). (Provided

� ¥
has never been previously used, this gives

�
both entity authentication of

�
and assurance that

�
knows this key.)

�
sends�

message (3).
(d) Upon decrypting message (3),

�
checks the key

��¦
recovered agrees with that

sent in message (2). The session key may be computed as ° �.�G¥c���c¦C� using an
appropriate publicly known non-reversible function ° .

12.39 Note (modification of Needham-Schroeder protocol) Protocol 12.38 may be modified to
eliminate encryption in the third message. Let ± ¥ and ± ¦ be random numbers generated
respectively by

�
and

�
. Then, with checks analogous to those in the basic protocol, the

messages in the modified protocol are:�\�¨�©�ª�����d�:¥��c�²� ± ¥E�³�.«�´µ�
�\¨�©�ª�� =�.��¦:� ± ¥�� ± ¦p�¶�.®�´µ�
�\�¨�©� ± ¦ �.¯�´µ�
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12.5.2 Protocols combining PK encryption and signatures

While privacy of keying material is a requirement in key transport protocols, source au-
thentication is also typically needed. Encryption and signature primitives may respectively
be used to provide these properties. Key transport protocols involving both public-key en-
cryption and signatures include:

1. those which sign the key, then public-key encrypt the signed key;
2. those which sign the key, and separately public-key encrypt the (unsigned) key;
3. those which public-key encrypt the key, then sign the encrypted key; and
4. those using symmetric encryption in addition to public-key encryption and signa-

tures.

The first three types are discussed in this subsection (as noted in ¹ 12.5.2(ii), the second is
secure only in certain circumstances); the fourth is discussed in ¹ 12.5.3. The signature sch-
emes º(» of greatest practical interest are RSA, Rabin signatures, and ElGamal-family sig-
natures (see Chapter 11). The public-key encryption schemes ¼�½ of greatest practical in-
terest are RSA, Rabin encryption, and ElGamal encryption (see Chapter 8).

Notation. For data input ¾ , in what follows, º(»=¿�¾ÁÀ and ¼�½�¿Â¾ÁÀ denote the data values
resulting, respectively, from the signature operation on ¾ using Ã ’s signature private key,
and the encryption operation on ¾ using Ä ’s encryption public key. As a default, it is as-
sumed that the signature scheme does not provide message recovery, i.e., the input ¾ cannot
be recovered from the signature º(»=¿Â¾�À , and ¾ must be sent explicitly in addition to º(»=¿�¾ÁÀ
to allow signature verification. (This is the case for DSA, or RSA following input hashing;
see Chapter 11. However, in the case of encrypting and signing separately, any secret data
¾ must remain confidential.) If ¾ consists of multiple data values ¾�Å^¿Â¾�ÆEÇ�ÈcÈ�ÈÉÇ�¾:Ê�À , then
the input is taken to be the bitwise concatenation of these multiple values.

(i) Encrypting signed keys

One option for combining signatures and public-key encryption is to encrypt signed blocks:

Ã§Ë¨ÄÍÌª¼�½U¿.ÎhÇÏ.»�ÐcÇ�º(»=¿.ÄzÇcÎhÇFÏ.»UÐLÀ.À
The asterisk denotes that the timestamp Ï » of Ã is optional; inclusion facilitates entity au-
thentication of Ã to Ä and provides a freshness property. The identifier Ä within the scope
of the signature prevents Ä from sending the signed key on to another party and imper-
sonating Ã . A disadvantage of this method over the “signing encrypted keys” alternative
( ¹ 12.5.2(iii)) is that here the data to be public-key encrypted is larger, implying the possible
requirement of adjusting the block size of the public-key encryption scheme, or the use of
techniques such as cipher-block-chaining. In the case of signature schemes with message
recovery (e.g., ordinary RSA), the above can be simplified to:

Ã§ËÑÄ©Ìª¼ ½ ¿.º » ¿dÄ�Ç�ÎhÇ�Ï » ÐEÀ¬À
(ii) Encrypting and signing separately

For signature schemes without message recovery, a variation of the above option is to sign
the key and encrypt the key, but not to encrypt the signature itself. This is acceptable only
if the signature scheme is such that no information regarding plaintext data can be deduced
from the signature itself on that data (e.g., when the signature operation involves prelimi-
nary one-way hashing). This is critical because, in general, data may be recovered from a
signature on it (e.g., RSA without hashing). A summary of this case is then as follows:

Ã§Ë¨ÄÍÌª¼�½U¿.ÎhÇÏ.» Ð À.ÇUº3»�¿dÄ�Ç�ÎhÇ�Ï.» Ð À
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510 Ch. 12 Key Establishment Protocols

If the key Ò is used solely to encrypt a data file Ó , then the signature Ô3Õ may be over Ó
instead of Ò . This is suitable in store-and-forward environments. The encrypted file may
then be transferred along with the key establishment information, in which case Ó is first
recovered by using Ò to decrypt the file, and then the signature on Ó is verified.

(iii) Signing encrypted keys

In contrast to encrypting signed keys, one may sign encrypted keys:Ö\×¨Ø©ÙÛÚ Õ�ÜcÝ�Þ�ß�à Ö Ý Ò á Ý Ô Õ=à Ø Ý Ú ÕUÜcÝcÞ�ß�à Ö Ý Ò á.á
The asterisk denotes that the timestamp

Ú Õ of
Ö

is optional; inclusion facilitates entity au-
thentication of

Ö
to

Ø
. The parameter

Ö
within the scope of the public-key encryption

prevents signature stripping – simply signing a publicly-encrypted key, e.g., Ô Õ=à.Þ�ß�à Òhá¬á is
vulnerable to a third party â extracting the encrypted quantity Þ�ß�à Ò á and then oversign-
ing with its own key, thus defeating authentication (cf. Note 12.42). Furthermore, the en-
cryption mechanism must ensure that an adversary â without access to Ò , cannot change
Þ ß à Ö Ý Ò á to Þ ß à â Ý Ò á ; see Remark 12.19. It is desirable and assumed that the combined
length of the parameters

Ö
and Ò not exceed the blocklength of the public-key encryption

scheme, to limit computation to a single block encryption.
Mutual entity authentication using timestamps. The message format given above can

be used for key establishment in a one-pass protocol, although this provides no entity au-
thentication of the recipient to the originator. For mutual entity authentication, two mes-
sages of this form may be used, yielding essentially X.509 strong two-way authentication
(Protocol 12.40).

Mutual entity authentication using challenge-response. The 2-pass key transport pro-
tocol discussed in the previous paragraph requires the use of timestamps, in which case se-
curity relies on the assumption of secure, synchronized clocks. This requirement can be
eliminated by using a 3-pass protocol with random numbers for challenge-response (essen-
tially the X.509 strong three-way authentication protocol; cf. Protocol 12.43):Ö?×¨Ø©ÙÛã ÕÖ?ä¨Ø©ÙÛã ß²Ý�Þ�ÕKà Ø Ý Ò:åcá Ý Ô ßUà ã ß�Ý ã ÕKÝ Ö ÝcÞ�ÕKà Ø Ý Ò:åEá¬áÖ?×¨Ø©Ù Þ�ß�à Ö Ý Ò�æCá Ý Ô Õ=à ã ÕKÝ ã ß²Ý Ø ÝcÞ�ß�à Ö Ý Ò�æ:á¬áÖ

and
Ø

may compute a joint key Ò as some function of Ò:å and Òcæ ; alternately, one of
Þ�Õ=à Ø Ý ÒGåEá and Þ�ß�à Ö Ý Òcæ:á may be omitted from the second or third message. The iden-
tifiers within the scope of the encryption blocks remain necessary as above; the identifiers
within the scope of (only) the signature are, however, redundant, both here and in the case
of signing encrypted keys above – it may be assumed they must match those corresponding
to the public-key encryption.

(iv) X.509 strong authentication protocols

This subsection considers in greater detail a fully-specified protocol involving public-key
transport using the general technique of ç 12.5.2(iii), namely, signing encrypted keys.

The X.509 recommendation defines both “strong two-way” and “strong three-way” au-
thentication protocols, providing mutual entity authentication with optional key transport.
Here strong distinguishes these from simpler password-based methods, and two- and three-
way refers to protocols with two and three passes (message exchanges), using timestamps
and challenge-response based on random numbers, respectively.

Both protocols were designed to provide the assurances listed below to the responderØ
(and reciprocal assurances intended for the originator

Ö
); here token refers to crypto-

graphically protected data:

c
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1. the identity of ê , and that the token received by ë was constructed by ê (and not
thereafter altered);

2. that the token received by ë was specifically intended for ë ;
3. that the token received by ë has “freshness” (has not been used previously, and orig-

inated within an acceptably recent timeframe);
4. the mutual secrecy of the transferred key.

12.40 Protocol X.509 strong two-way authentication (two-pass)

SUMMARY: ê sends ë one message, and ë responds with one message.
RESULT: mutual entity authentication and key transport with key authentication.

1. Notation.ì�í�îÂïÁð
denotes the result of applying ñ ’s encryption public key to data

ï
.ò í î�ïÁð

denotes the result of applying ñ ’s signature private key to
ï

.ó<ô , ó<õ are never re-used numbers (to detect replay and impersonation).öE÷.ó<ø í is a certificate binding party ñ to a public key suitable for both encryption and
signature verification (see Remark 12.41).

2. System setup.
(a) Each party has its public key pair for signatures and encryption.
(b) ê must acquire (and authenticate) the encryption public key of ë a priori. (This

may require additional messages and computation.)
3. Protocol messages. (An asterisk denotes items are optional.)

Let ù ô�ú î ø ô�û ó ôKû ë ûEühýEþQýCÿ��cû ì õ î�� ÿ ð � ð , ù õyú î ø õ�û ó õ²û ê û ó ô=ûcühýLþ<ý����Eû ì ô î�� � ð � ð .
ê��¨ë
	 öE÷.ó<ø.ô û ù ô û ò ô î ù ô ð î��pð
ê�¨ë
	 öE÷.ó<ø.õ û ù õ û ò õ î ù õ ð�î��pð

4. Protocol actions.
(a) ê obtains a timestamp ø.ô indicating an expiry time, generates ó ô , optionally

obtains a symmetric key
� ÿ and sends to ë message (1). ( ü(ýLþQý:ÿ is optional data

for which data origin authentication is desired.)
(b) ë verifies the authenticity of öE÷.ó<ø.ô (checking the signature thereon, expiry date,

etc.), extracts ê ’s signature public key, and verifies ê ’s signature on the data
block ù ô . ë then checks that the identifier in message (1) specifies itself as
intended recipient, that the timestamp is valid, and checks that ó<ô has not been
replayed. (ó ô includes a sequential component which ë checks, against locally
maintained state information, for uniqueness within the validity period defined
by ø ô .)

(c) If all checks succeed, ë declares the authentication of ê successful, decrypts� ÿ using its private decryption key, and saves this now-shared key. (This termi-
nates the protocol if only unilateral authentication is desired.) ë then obtains
timestamp ø.õ , generates ó<õ , and sends ê message (2). ( ühýLþ<ý � is optional data,
and

� � is an optional symmetric key provided for ê .)
(d) ê carries out actions analogous to those carried out by ë . If all checks succeed,

ê declares the authentication of ë successful, and saves key
� � for subsequent

use. ê and ë share mutual secrets
� ÿ and

� � .
12.41 Remark (separate keys in X.509) The X.509 standard assumes a public-key scheme such

as RSA, whereby the same key pair may be used for both encryption and signature function-
ality. The protocol, however, is easily adapted for separate signature and encryption keys,
and, indeed, it is prudent to use separate keys. See also Remark 13.32.
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12.42 Note (criticism of X.509 protocol) Since Protocol 12.40 does not specify inclusion of an
identifier (e.g., � ) within the scope of the encryption ��� within ��� , one cannot guarantee
that the signing party actually knows (or was the source of) the plaintext key.

12.43 Protocol X.509 strong three-way authentication (three-pass)

SUMMARY: � and � exchange 3 messages.
RESULT: as in Protocol 12.40, without requiring timestamps.
The protocol differs from Protocol 12.40 as follows:

1. Timestamps � � and � � may be set to zero, and need not be checked.
2. Upon receiving (2), � checks the received ��� matches that in message (1).
3. A third message is sent from � to � :

�����
�������! "�$#� &%'�(�����) ��*#+��,-#
4. Upon receiving (3), � verifies the signature matches the received plaintext, that plain-

text identifier � is correct, and that plaintext ��� received matches that in (2).

12.5.3 Hybrid key transport protocols using PK encryption

In contrast to the preceding key transport protocols, the Beller-Yacobi protocol uses sym-
metric encryption in addition to both PK encryption and digital signatures. Such protocols
using both asymmetric and symmetric techniques are called hybrid protocols.

Beller-Yacobi protocol (4-pass)

The key transport protocol of Beller and Yacobi, which provides mutual entity authentica-
tion and explicit key authentication, was designed specifically for applications where there
is an imbalance in processing power between two parties; the goal is to minimize the com-
putational requirements of the weaker party. (Candidate applications include transactions
involving chipcards, and wireless communications involving a low-power telephone hand-
set.) Another feature of the protocol is that the identity of one of the parties (the weaker,
here � ) remains concealed from eavesdroppers.

Essentially, � authenticates itself to � by signing a random challenge . , while � au-
thenticates itself to � by demonstrating knowledge of a key / only � itself could recover.
For simplicity of exposition, the protocol is described using RSA with public exponent , ,
although Rabin’s scheme is more efficient and recommended in practice (but see Note 8.13
regarding chosen-ciphertext attack).

c
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12.44 Protocol Beller-Yacobi key transport (4-pass)

SUMMARY: 2 transfers key 3 to 4 in a 4-pass protocol.
RESULT: mutual entity authentication and mutual explicit key authentication.

1. Notation.57698;:=<
denotes symmetric encryption of

:
using key 3 and algorithm

5
.>=?*8;:@<

denotes the result of applying A ’s public-key function to
:

.B ?*8�:@<
denotes the result of applying A ’s private-key function to

:
.CD?

denotes an identifying string for party A .E 8�:@<
denotes the hash of

:
, used in association with the signature scheme.

If
:GFH8;:�IKJ"L�L�L@JM:ON�<

, the input is the concatenation of these multiple values.
2. System setup.

(a) Selection of system parameters. An appropriate prime PRQ and generator S for
the multiplicative group of integers modulo PRQ are fixed as ElGamal system
parameters. A trusted server T chooses appropriate primes U and V yielding
public modulus PRW F U�V for RSA signatures, then for public exponent XYW F[Z
computes a private key \�W satisfying: X]W^\�W`_badc9egf 8 Uih`a <�8 Vjhka < .

(b) Distribution of system parameters. Each party ( 2 and 4 ) is given an authentic
copy of T ’s public key and the system parameters: PRW ,

8 P Q J S < . T assigns to
each party A a unique distinguished name or identifying string

C ?
(e.g., A ’s

name and address).
(c) Initialization of terminal. Each party playing the role of 2 (terminal) selects

a random integer l , anm�lbopPRQqh[r , and computes its ElGamal signature
public key s@t F S=u*ciegfvPRQ . 2 keeps its corresponding private key l secret,
and transfers an authentic copy of swt to T , identifying itself to T by out-of-
band means (e.g., in person). T constructs and returns to 2 the public-key cer-
tificate: xKX�y�z�t F{8;C t J swt J}| t < . (The certificate contains 2 ’s identity and
ElGamal signature public key, plus T ’s RSA signature

| t over these:
| t FB W 8;C t J s@t <~F[8 E 8�C t J swt <�<���� ciegfdP W .)

(d) Initialization of server. Each party playing the role of 4 (server) creates an
encryption private key and corresponding public key based on RSA with pub-
lic exponent X]� F�Z

. 4 chooses a public-key modulus PR� as the product
of two appropriate secret primes, and itself computes the corresponding RSA
private key \�� . 4 transfers PR� to T , identifying itself to T by out-of-band
means. T then constructs and returns to 4 the public-key certificate: xKX�y�z�� F8�C � J P � Jn| � < . (The certificate contains 4 ’s identity and RSA encryption
public key P � , plus T ’s RSA signature over these:

| � F B W 8�C � J P � <�F8 E 8�C � J P � <�<���� c9egfvP W .)

3. Protocol messages.

2���4
��xKX�y�z � F[8�C � J P � J�| � <+8 a <
2���4
� > � 8 3 <~F 3��dcieOfvP � 8 r <
2���4
� 57698;�qJ!���O����< 8�Z�<
2���4
� 57698�8��@J��*<�J xKX�y�z�t < 8���<

4. Protocol actions. The following steps are performed each time a shared key is re-
quired. The protocol is aborted (with result of failure) if any check fails.

(a) Precomputation by terminal. 2 selects a random � , a�o���o�P Q h[r , and
computes three values:

��F S��9ciegfvP Q ; �~�
I
cieOf 8 P Q hka < ; and l � ciegf8 P Q hka < . (For the security of ElGamal signatures, � must be new for each

signature, and be co-prime to P Q hka to ensure � �
I

exists.)
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(b) � sends to � message (1).
(c) � checks the authenticity of  R¡ by confirming: ¢¤£�¥D¡)¦§ R¡�¨�©«ª!¡~¬�i®g¯d R° .

� chooses a random key ±�²´³µ²
 R¡n¶·± and sends � message (2), where¸ ©H¹=¡!£�³}¨ .
(d) � recovers ³º©¼» ¡ £ ¸ ¨½© ¸&¾�¿ i®g¯)  ¡ . (The final two messages will be

encrypted using ³ .) � chooses a random integer À as a challenge, extends it
with Á (say Á�ÂÄÃ�Å ) least significant zeros, symmetrically encrypts this using
key ³ , and sends � message (3).

(e) � decrypts the received message, and checks it has Á trailing zeros; if so, � ac-
cepts that it originated from � and that � knows key ³ . � takes the decrypted
challenge À , concatenates it to the identity ¥ ¡ of the party whose public key
it used to share ³ in message (2), forming the concatenated quantity Æ ©
£�ÀÇ¦v¥ ¡ ¨ , then computes È satisfying: ÈÄÉÊ£�Æº¶�Ë"Ì=¨7Í"Î~ÏwÐ�9®g¯i£� RÑÒ¶`±-¨ ,
and sends � message (4). (Here £;Ì=¦MÈ*¨ is � ’s ElGamal signature on Æ , andÓKÔ�Õ Á�Ö×©µ£�¥DÖ§¦ÙØwÖ§¦`ª!Ö(¨ . The identity ¥ ¡ in Æ is essential to preclude an
intruder-in-the-middle attack – see Ú 12.9.)

(f) � decrypts the received message, and verifies the authenticity of Ø Ö by check-
ing that: ¢¤£�¥DÖj¦jØwÖ(¨!©Ûª!ÖR¬�9®g¯d  ° . Finally, � constructs the concatenated
quantity ÆÜ©«£;Àq¦!¥ ¡ ¨ from the challenge À remembered from message (3)
and its own identity, then verifies � ’s signature on the challenge by checking
that: Ý=ÞßÉàØwÖâáãÍDÌåäÇi®g¯d RÑ . If all checks succeed, � accepts the party �
associated with identity ¥DÖ as the source of key ³ .

12.45 Note (on Beller-Yacobi key transport protocol)

(i) To achieve mutual authentication here requires that each party carry out at least one
private-key operation (showing knowledge of its private key), and one or two public-
key operations (related to verifying the other’s identity, and its public key if not
known a priori).

(ii) The novelty here is careful selection of two separate public-key schemes, each re-
quiring only an inexpensive computation by the computationally limited party, in
this case � . Choosing RSA with exponent æ or Rabin with exponent ç results in
an inexpensive public-key operation (2 or 1 modular multiplications, respectively),
for encryption and signature verification. Choosing ElGamal-family signatures, the
private-key operation is inexpensive (a single modular multiplication, assuming pre-
computation).

(iii) DSA signatures (Chapter 11) or others with similar properties could be used in place
of ElGamal signatures.

12.46 Remark (signature scheme used to certify public keys) Protocol 12.44 requires an ElGa-
mal public key be certified using an RSA signature. This is done for reasons of efficiency,
and highlights an advantage of allowing signature public keys from one system to be certi-
fied using signatures of a different type.

Beller-Yacobi protocol (2-pass)

Protocol 12.44 can be modified to yield a 2-pass protocol as illustrated in Figure 12.2. The
modified protocol is obtained by essentially combining the pair of messages each party
sends into a single message, as now described using notation as in Protocol 12.44.

� generates a random challenge À and sends to � : À , ÓKÔ�Õ Á�¡ . � computes its ElGamal
signature £;Ì=¦MÈ*¨ on the concatenation Æß©b£;Àq¦â¥D¡&¨ , and using part Ì of the signature as the

c
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session key êìëní ,î sends to ï : ð�ñ!ò�í=ó , ô7õOò�ö�÷�ø�ù�újû^ü*ó . ï recovers í�ò�ëýê}ó via public-
key decryption, uses it to recover öK÷�ø�ù�ú and ü , then verifies ö�÷�ø�ù�ú and þ ’s signature ò�í@û�üãó
on ÿ ëHò � û � ñ!ó .

The 2-pass protocol has slightly weaker authentication assurances: ï obtains entity au-
thentication of þ and obtains a key ê that þ alone knows, while þ has key authentication
with respect to ï . For þ to obtain explicit key authentication of ï (implying entity authen-
tication also), a third message may be added whereby ï exhibits knowledge through use of
ê on a challenge or standard message (e.g., �����	� ). All three of þ ’s asymmetric operations
remain inexpensive.

terminal þ server ï
precompute 
 , í ë������������� select random challenge �

verify öK÷�ø�ù�ñ via ð��~ò��!ñ&ó ��� send � û"öK÷�øDù�ñ
compute ò;í=ûMü*ó7ë �'ú(ò � û � ñ&ó öK÷�ø�ù�ñnë[ò � ñ)û��Rñ!û!�!ñ&ó

send ð=ñ�ò�í=ó�û"ô7õgò�öK÷�øDù�újûMü*ó �#" recover í , set ê�ë�í
ö�÷�ø�ù�úkëbò � újû%$@ú§û!�!ú(ó verify öK÷�ø�ù�ú , signature ò�í@û�ü*ó

Figure 12.2: Summary of Beller-Yacobi protocol (2-pass).

In Figure 12.2, an alternative to using ê�ëkí as the session key is to set ê�ëkü . This
results in the property that both parties influence the value of ê (as ü is a function of both� and 
 ).

12.6 Key agreement based on asymmetric
techniques

Diffie-Hellman key agreement (also called exponential key exchange) is a fundamental
technique providing unauthenticated key agreement. This section discusses key establish-
ment protocols based on exponential key agreement, as well as the concept of implicitly-
certified public keys and their use in Diffie-Hellman protocols.

12.6.1 Diffie-Hellman and related key agreement protocols

This section considers the basic Diffie-Hellman protocol and related protocols providing
various authentication assurances (see Table 12.4).

(i) Diffie-Hellman key agreement

Diffie-Hellman key agreement provided the first practical solution to the key distribution
problem, allowing two parties, never having met in advance or shared keying material, to
establish a shared secret by exchanging messages over an open channel. The security rests
on the intractability of the Diffie-Hellman problem and the related problem of computing
discrete logarithms ( & 3.6). The basic version (Protocol 12.47) provides protection in the
form of secrecy of the resulting key from passive adversaries (eavesdroppers), but not from
'
A side effect of using (*)�+ is that , no longer directly controls the key value, transforming the key transport

protocol into a key agreement. Alternately, a random - could be chosen by , and used as key (*).- , and - could
be sent encrypted alongside / .
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0 Properties key entity number of1
Protocol authentication authentication messages

Diffie-Hellman none none 2
ElGamal key agreement unilateral none 1
MTI/A0 mutual – implicit none 2
Günther (see Remark 12.63) mutual – implicit none 2
STS mutual – explicit mutual 3

Table 12.4: Selected key agreement protocols.

active adversaries capable of intercepting, modifying, or injecting messages. Neither party
has assurances of the source identity of the incoming message or the identity of the party
which may know the resulting key, i.e., entity authentication or key authentication.

12.47 Protocol Diffie-Hellman key agreement (basic version)

SUMMARY: 2 and 3 each send the other one message over an open channel.
RESULT: shared secret 4 known to both parties 2 and 3 .

1. One-time setup. An appropriate prime 5 and generator 6 of 798: ( ;=<>6?<@5.AB; ) are
selected and published.

2. Protocol messages.

2 0 3�CD6�E�F�G�H�5 IKJML
2ONP3�CD6�Q=F�G�H�5 IK;ML

3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.

(a) 2 chooses a random secret R , J=<BRS<S5.AT; , and sends 3 message (1).
(b) 3 chooses a random secret U , JV<BUW<@5.A@; , and sends 2 message (2).
(c) 3 receives 6�E and computes the shared key as 4YX>IZ6�E[L\QVF�G�H]5 .
(d) 2 receives 6�Q and computes the shared key as 4^X I�6�Q�L\E_F�G�H]5 .

12.48 Note (Diffie-Hellman with fixed exponentials) A variation of Protocol 12.47 provides mu-
tual key authentication. Fix 6�E and 6�Q=F�G�H]5 as long-term public keys of the respective
parties, and distribute these using signed certificates, thus fixing the long-term shared key
for this user pair to 4`X 6�E	Q . If such certificates are available a priori, this becomes a zero-
pass key agreement (no cryptographic messages need be exchanged). The time-invariant
nature of this key 4 , however, is a drawback; Protocol 12.53 provides one resolution. A
second solution involves use of key update techniques as in a 12.3.1(ii).

12.49 Remark (Diffie-Hellman in other groups) The Diffie-Hellman protocol, and those based
on it, can be carried out in any group in which both the discrete logarithm problem is hard
and exponentiation is efficient. The most common examples of such groups used in practice
are the multiplicative group 7 8: of 7 : , the analogous multiplicative group of bdcfe , and the
group of points defined by an elliptic curve over a finite field.

12.50 Note (control over Diffie-Hellman key) While it may appear as though Diffie-Hellman key
agreement allows each party to guarantee key freshness and preclude key control, use of an
exponential with small multiplicative order restricts the order (and thereby value) of the
overall key. The most degenerate case for 7 : would be selection of g as private exponent,
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yielding an exponential with order 1 and the multiplicative identity itself as the resulting
key. Thus, either participant may force the resulting key into a subset of the original (naively
assumed) range set. Relatedly, some variants of Diffie-Hellman involving unauthenticated
exponentials are vulnerable to the following active attack. Assume j generates kmln whereoqpsr�tvuqw (consider rxpzy and t prime). Then { p j�| p j%} n�~#�����Z� has order r
({ p��]w for r`pYy ). If � and � exchange unauthenticated short-term exponentials j��
and j�� , an adversary may replace these by �Zj��[�\| and ��j����\| , forcing the shared key to be� p j �f��| p { �f� , which takes one of only r values ( uvw or �]w for r*p�y ). � may thus
be found by exhaustive trial of r values. A more direct attack involves simply replacing
the exchanged exponentials by uvw or o��Ow�p��]w . This general class of attacks may be
prevented by authenticating the exchanged exponentials, e.g., by a digital signature.

(ii) ElGamal key agreement in one-pass

ElGamal key agreement is a Diffie-Hellman variant providing a one-pass protocol with uni-
lateral key authentication (of the intended recipient to the originator), provided the public
key of the recipient is known to the originator a priori. While related to ElGamal encryp-
tion ( � 8.4), the protocol is more simply Diffie-Hellman key agreement wherein the public
exponential of the recipient is fixed and has verifiable authenticity (e.g., is embedded in a
certificate).

12.51 Protocol ElGamal key agreement (half-certified Diffie-Hellman)

SUMMARY: � sends to � a single message allowing one-pass key agreement.
RESULT: shared secret

�
known to both parties � and � .

1. One-time setup (key generation and publication). Each user � does the following:
Pick an appropriate prime o and generator j of k ln .
Select a random integer � , wV� � �@o.�@y , and compute j��9����� o .
� publishes its public key � o�� j � j��	� , keeping private key � secret.

2. Protocol messages.

�O�����xj�������� o � w �
3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.

(a) � obtains an authentic copy of � ’s public key � o�� j � j��	� .
� chooses a random integer � , w=� � �So.�Ty , and sends � message (1).
� computes the key as

� p ��j��	�\������� o .
(b) � computes the same key on receipt of message (1) as

� p �Zj � � � ����� o .

12.52 Remark (assurances in one-pass ElGamal) The recipient in Protocol 12.51 has no cor-
roboration of whom it shares the secret key with, nor any key freshness assurances. Neither
party obtains entity authentication or key confirmation.

(iii) MTI two-pass key agreement protocols

The MTI/A0 variant (Protocol 12.53) of Diffie-Hellman key agreement yields, in two mes-
sages (neither requiring signatures), time-variant session keys with mutual (implicit) key
authentication against passive attacks. As in ElGamal key agreement (Protocol 12.51), �
sends to � a single message, resulting in the shared key

�
. � independently initiates an

analogous protocol with � , resulting in the shared key
���

. Each of � and � then computes  p �?��� ����� o (o and j are global parameters now). Neither entity authentication nor
key confirmation is provided. Although appropriate for applications where only passive
attacks are possible, this protocol is vulnerable to certain active attacks (see Note 12.54).
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12.53 Protocol MTI/A0 key agreement

SUMMARY: two-pass Diffie-Hellman key agreement secure against passive attacks.
RESULT: shared secret ¡ known to both parties ¢ and £ .

1. One-time setup. Select and publish (in a manner guaranteeing authenticity) an ap-
propriate system prime ¤ and generator ¥ of ¦9§¨ , ©«ª¬¥ª®¤W¯ © . ¢ selects as a
long-term private key a random integer ° , ±VªO°�ªS¤]¯²© , and computes a long-term
public key ³µ´@¶�¥�·V¸�¹�º]¤ . ( £ has analogous keys » , ³µ¼ .) ¢ and £ have access to
authenticated copies of each other’s long-term public key.

2. Protocol messages.

¢O½�£�¾x¥�¿�¸�¹�º�¤ ÀK±MÁ
¢OÂ�£�¾x¥�ÃV¸�¹�º�¤ ÀK©MÁ

3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.

(a) ¢ chooses a random secret Ä , ±=ªBÄSªS¤.¯T© , and sends £ message (1).
(b) £ chooses a random secret Å , ±VªBÅWª@¤.¯@© , and sends ¢ message (2).
(c) ¢ computes the key Æ.¶>À�¥�Ã�Á · ³ ¼ ¿�¸�¹�º]¤ .
(d) £ computes the key ÆT¶ÇÀ�¥�¿ÈÁÊÉ	³µ´%Ã=¸�¹�º�¤ . (Both parties now share the key
Æ.¶ ¥�ÉÊ¿�Ë · Ã.¸�¹�ºÌ¤ .)

Table 12.5 summarizes Protocol 12.53 and three related two-pass protocols. All four of
these MTI protocols provide mutual key authentication without key confirmation or entity
authentication, and are role-symmetric: each party executes directly analogous operations.
The protocols are also message-independent per Definition 12.12 (neither party requires
receipt of the other’s message before sending its own), although three of the four require a
priori access to the other party’s authentic public key. The remaining protocol – MTI/A0 –
does not, and requires no additional passes (or communications delays) if this is not true;
public keys may be exchanged e.g., via certificates included with the existing protocol mes-
sages. Thus in MTI/A0, the content of both messages sent is also independent (e.g., of the
identity and public key) of the intended recipient.

Í
Protocol Î ´Ï¼ Î ¼�´ ¡ ´ ¡ ¼ key ¡

MTI/A0 ¥ ¿ ¥ Ã Î ¼%´ ·�³ ¼Ð¿ Î ´Ï¼ÐÉ ³ ´dÃ ¥ ÉÊ¿MË · Ã
MTI/B0 ³µ¼Ð¿ ³µ´dÃ Î�¼%´ ·�Ñ�Ò ¥�¿ Î�´Ï¼ÐÉ Ñ�Ò ¥�Ã ¥�¿MËDÃ
MTI/C0 ³ ¼ ¿ ³ ´ Ã Î ¼%´ ·�Ñ�Ò ¿ Î ´Ï¼ É Ñ�Ò Ã ¥�¿	Ã
MTI/C1 ³µ¼Ð¿ · ³µ´dÃ�É Î�¼%´d¿ Î�´Ï¼ÐÃ ¥ · ÉÊ¿	Ã

Table 12.5: Selected MTI key agreement protocols. Ó and Ô have long-term secrets Õ and Ö , re-
spectively, verifiably authentic corresponding long-term public keys ×ÙØÛÚ�ÜÞÝ , ×MßàÚ�ÜÞáÈâ�ã�ävå , and
random per-session secrets æ and ç , respectively. è Øéß denotes the message Ó sends to Ô ; è ßéØ is
analogous. êÛØ and ê�ß are the final key ê as computed by Ó and Ô .

12.54 Note (source-substitution attack on MTI/A0) As a general rule in all public-key proto-
cols (including Table 12.5), prior to accepting the authenticated public key of a party ¢ ,
a party £ should have assurance (either direct or through a trusted third party) that ¢ actu-
ally knows the corresponding private key. Otherwise, an adversary ë may claim ¢ ’s public
key as its own, allowing possible attacks, such as that on MTI/A0 as follows. Assume that
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in a particular implementation, î sends to ï its certified public key in a certificate appended
to message (1). ð registers î ’s public key as its own (legitimately proving its own identity
to the certificate-creating party). When î sends ï message (1), ð replaces î ’s certificate
with its own, effectively changing the source indication (but leaving the exponential ñ�ò sent
by î to ï unchanged). ð forwards ï ’s response ñ�ó to î . ï concludes that subsequently
received messages encrypted by the key ô�õöñ�÷\ò�ø[ù�ó originated from ð , whereas, in fact,
it is only î who knows ô and can originate such messages.

A more complicated attack achieves the same, with ð ’s public key differing from î ’s
public key úµû . ð selects an integer ü , computes ý�úµûÐþ\ÿÌõ�ñ�ù�ÿ , and registers the public key
ñ�ù�ÿ . ð then modifies ñ�ó sent by ï in message (2) to ý�ñ�ó�þÊÿ . î and ï each compute the
key ô�õ>ñ�ù�ÿ ó[ñ�òf÷ , which î believes is shared with ï (and is), while ï believes it is shared
with ð .

In both variations, ð is not actually able to compute ô itself, but rather causes ï to have
false beliefs. Such attacks may be prevented by modifying the protocol such that the expo-
nentials are authenticated (cf. Note 12.50), and binding key confirmation evidence to an au-
thenticated source indication, e.g., through a digital signature (cf. Remark 12.58). The MTI
protocols are, however, also subject to certain theoretical known-key attacks (see p.538).

12.55 Remark (implications of message independence) Protocols such as MTI/A0 “leak” no in-
formation about long-term secrets, since the exchanged messages are independent thereof.
However, such protocols in which each party’s message is independent of the other’s, and
yet the session key depends on fresh input from each, cannot provide mutual explicit key
authentication.

12.56 Remark (computational complexity of MTI protocols) The A0 and B0 protocols require
3 exponentiations by each party, whereas the C0 and C1 protocols require only 2. C1 has
the additional advantage over B0 and C0 that no inverses are needed; however, these fixed
long-term values may be precomputed.

(iv) Station-to-Station protocol (STS)

The following three-pass variation of the basic Diffie-Hellman protocol allows the estab-
lishment of a shared secret key between two parties with mutual entity authentication and
mutual explicit key authentication. The protocol also facilitates anonymity – the identities
of î and ï may be protected from eavesdroppers. The method employs digital signatures;
the description below is for the specific case of RSA signatures.

12.57 Protocol Station-to-Station protocol (STS)

SUMMARY: parties î and ï exchange 3 messages.
RESULT: key agreement, mutual entity authentication, explicit key authentication.

1. Notation.
�

is a symmetric encryption algorithm.� ûÐý��Sþ denotes î ’s signature on � , defined as:
� û ý�� þ õOý�� ý��SþKþ	��
��������û (i.e.,

RSA preceded by an appropriate one-way hash function � , ��ý��Sþ�����û ).
2. One-time setup (definition and publication of system parameters).

(a) Select and publish an appropriate system prime � and generator ñ of ���� , ���
ñ�� �"!#� . (For additional security, each party may have its own unique such
parameters as part of its public key.)

(b) Each user î selects RSA public and private signature keys ýZü û%$&��û þ and 'fû ,
respectively ( ï has analogous keys). Assume each party has access to authentic
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copies of the other’s public key (if not, certificates can be included in existing
messages (2) and (3)).

3. Protocol messages.(*),+.-0/21"3�46587 9�:<;
(*=,+.-0/2>?3"4�5�7A@�BDCE9�FHGI9�/2>J@K/21J;L;M9�N<;
(*),+.-0BDCJ9�FHO%9P/A1H@K/A>6;�; 9�Q<;

4. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.
The protocol is aborted (with failure) immediately upon any signature failure.

(a)
(

generates a secret random R ,
:TS R SU7?V�N , and sends

+
message (1).

(b)
+

generates a secret random W ,
:XS W S*7YVZN , and computes the shared key[]\ 9�/21J;	>^3�4�587

.
+

signs the concatenation of both exponentials ordered as
in (2), encrypts this using the computed key, and sends

(
message (2).

(c)
(

computes the shared key
["\ 9P/A>6;_1"3"4�587

, decrypts the encrypted data, and
uses

+
’s public key to verify the received value as the signature on the hash

of the cleartext exponential received and the exponential sent in message (1).
Upon successful verification,

(
accepts that

[
is actually shared with

+
, and

sends
+

an analogous message (3).
(d)
+

similarly decrypts the received message (3) and verifies
(

’s signature therein.
If successful,

+
accepts that

[
is actually shared with

(
.

The attack of Note 12.50 is precluded in the STS protocol due to the signatures over
the exchanged exponentials.

12.58 Remark (key confirmation in STS protocol) Encryption under key
[

provides mutual key
confirmation plus allows the conclusion that the party knowing the key is that which signed
the exponentials. The optimal use of this protocol occurs when all subsequent messages are
also to be encrypted under key

[
; if this is not the case, alternate means of key confirmation

avoiding encryption may be preferable. One alternative is to use a MAC in messages (2) and
(3), e.g., for ` \ FHOa9P/A1b@c/2>6; , (d),+.-E9 ` @cegfKhDC�9 ` ;�; . A second alternative is inclusion of
a one-way hash of

[
within the signed messages, e.g.,

(d)i+.-HFbOD9P/A1H@K/A>E@KjH9 [ ;L;
where

here
jH9 [ ;

may be replaced by
[

alone if the signature process itself employs an appropriate
one-way hash.

12.6.2 Implicitly-certified public keys

In contrast both to systems which use public-key certificates ( k 13.4.2) and to identity-based
systems ( k 13.4.3), an alternate approach to distributing public keys involves implicitly-
certified public keys, for which a framework is provided in k 13.4.4. Use of the word implicit
here is consistent with that in the term (implicit) key authentication. The current section
presents several specific techniques involving implicitly-certified public keys.

(i) Implicitly-certified public keys (of Günther)

Mechanism 12.59 provides a method by which a trusted party may create a Diffie-Hellman
public key l<m 3�4�5n7 for an entity, with the key being implicitly-certified. Such public keys,
which may be reconstructed from public data, may be used in key agreement protocols re-
quiring certified Diffie-Hellman public keys (e.g., o O in Protocol 12.53) as an alternative to
transporting these keys by public-key certificates, or in customized protocols such as Pro-
tocol 12.62.

c
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12.59 Mechanism Günther’s implicitly-certified (identity-based) public keys

SUMMARY: a trusted party r creates an implicitly-certified, publicly-recoverable Diffie-
Hellman public key for s , and transfers to s the corresponding private key.

1. A trusted server r selects an appropriate fixed public prime t and generator u of v%wx .
r selects a random integer y , with z^{�yI{|t�}g~ and ���c�E��yc��tn}�z<����z as its private
key, and publishes its public key �g�.uA���"���8t , along with u , t .

2. r assigns to each party s a unique distinguished name or identifying string ��� (e.g.,
name and address), and a random integer ��� with �<�c�H��������tT}�z<����z . r then com-
putes �2���.u2��������8t . ( �2� is s ’s reconstruction public data, allowing other par-
ties to compute �P�A�%�_� below. The gcd condition ensures that �2� itself is a generator.)

3. Using a suitable hash function � , r solves the following equation for � (restarting
with a new ��� if �T��� ):

�H�����%�D�Uy����2� � �����<� �L�����"t?}|z���¡ (12.1)

4. r securely transmits to s the pair ��¢<��£����*�P�A�����6� , which is r ’s ElGamal signature
(see Chapter 11) on ��� . ( � is s ’s private key for Diffie-Hellman key-agreement.)

5. Any other party can then reconstruct s ’s (Diffie-Hellman) public key � � � �L�.uA� � �6�
entirely from publicly available information ( u , � � , � , � � , t ) by computing (since
u2¤6¥§¦ �A¨ �U�ª© � ��� � � ):

�2� � ��u ¤6¥§¦ �b¨ �P��« © � ���6��t2¡ (12.2)

The above mechanism can be generalized to be independent of ElGamal signatures, by
using any suitable alternate method to generate a pair ��¢<�K£¬� where ¢ is used as the recon-
struction public data, the secret £ is used as a (key-agreement) private key, and whereby the
reconstructed public key ¢<n�"����t can be computed from public information alone.

12.60 Remark (optimization of ElGamal signatures) Equation (12.1) can be replaced by using
the following optimization of the ElGamal signature scheme, where ���c�E��yc��t?}�z<����z :

�H�����%�D�|y��<�I� ���®���2� ���"���"t?}�z<��¡
To solve for � then requires a one-time inverse computation (y «ª¯ ������t?}|z ) rather than the
per-signature inverse computation ( �����a� «ª¯ ������t"}�z ) required by the original signature
scheme. With this modification, s ’s key-agreement public key is �ª� ( �°u2�±� ) rather than
�A� � ����u2�����6� , correspondingly recovered by computing

u ¤�¥²¦³� ¨ ��� « © �� ���6��tY����u �±� �����8tb�P¡ (12.3)

(ii) Self-certified public keys (of Girault)

Mechanism 12.61, which is employed in several protocols in ´ 12.6.3, presents a technique
for creating implicitly-certified public keys. It differs from that of Mechanism 12.59 in that
it allows users to “self-certify” the keys, in the sense that the user itself is the only party
knowing the private key (as opposed to the trusted party having access to each party’s pri-
vate key).
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12.61 Mechanism Girault’s self-certified public keys

SUMMARY: a trusted party µ creates an implicitly-certified, publicly-recoverable Diffie-
Hellman public key for party ¶ , without learning the corresponding private key.

1. A trusted server µ selects secret primes · and ¸ for an RSA integer ¹�º»·2¸ , an ele-
ment ¼ of maximal order in ½�¾¿ (see Algorithm 4.83), and appropriate integers À andÁ

as a (public, private) RSA key pair for ¹ .
2. µ assigns to each party ¶ a unique distinguished name or identifying string Â�Ã (e.g.,

name and address).
3. Party ¶ itself chooses a private key Ä , and provides the public key ¼2Å?Æ"Ç�È�¹ to µ

in an authenticatable manner. ( ¼AÅ is ¶ ’s key-agreement public key.) Moreover, ¶
provides proof to µ that it knows the corresponding secret Ä . (This is necessary to
prevent a certain forgery attack by ¶ in some ways analogous to that of Note 12.54,
and might be done by ¶ producing for µ a Diffie-Hellman key based on ¼AÅ and an
exponential chosen by µ .)

4. µ computes ¶ ’s reconstruction public data (essentially replacing a certificate) as ÉAÃ
º,Ê�¼2Å8Ë Â Ã%Ì	Í Æ�Ç�È�¹ . (Thus ÊPÉ Ã�Î�Ï Â Ã%Ì Æ"Ç�È�¹Ðºi¼2ÅTÆ�Ç�È�¹ , and from public
information alone, any party can compute ¶ ’s public key, ¼2Å^Æ"Ç�È8¹ .)

12.6.3 Diffie-Hellman protocols using implicitly-certified keys

The authenticity of Diffie-Hellman exponentials used as public keys in authenticated key
agreement protocols can be established by distributing them via public-key certificates,
or by reconstructing them as implicitly-certified public keys (e.g., using Mechanisms ofÑ
12.6.2) from publicly available parameters. Protocol 12.62 is one example of the lat-

ter. The idea may be adopted to other Diffie-Hellman based protocols as further illustrated
by Examples 12.64, 12.65, and 12.66 respectively corresponding to the fixed-key Diffie-
Hellman, ElGamal, and MTI/A0 key agreement protocols of

Ñ
12.6.1.

12.62 Protocol Günther’s key agreement protocol

SUMMARY: Diffie-Hellman based key agreement protocol between ¶ and Ò .
RESULT: ¶ and Ò establish shared secret Ó with key authentication.

1. One-time setup (definition of global parameters). Using Mechanism 12.59, a trusted
party µ constructs ElGamal signatures Ê�É2Ã%ÔKÄ Ì and ÊPÉAÕnÔKÖ Ì on the identities Â�Ã and
Â�Õ of ¶ and Ò , respectively, and gives these signatures respectively to ¶ and Ò as
secrets, along with the following authentic public system parameters as per Mecha-
nism 12.59: a prime · , generator ¼ of ½ ¾× , and µ ’s public key Ø .

2. Protocol messages.

¶dÙiÒ.ÚÛÂ Ã Ô¬É Ã Ê�Ü Ì
¶dÝiÒ.ÚÛÂ Õ ÔcÉ Õ ÔÞÊ�É ÃaÌ	ß Æ�Ç�Èn· Ê�à Ì¶dÙiÒ.ÚiÊPÉAÕ Ì	á Æ�Ç�È�· Ê�â Ì

3. Protocol actions. Perform the following steps each time a shared key is required.

(a) ¶ sends Ò message (1).
(b) Ò generates a random integer ã , ÜTäUã ä�·?Ë�à , and sends ¶ message (2).
(c) ¶ generates a random integer å , Ü^ä|å�ä|·?Ë|à , and sends Ò message (3).
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(d) Key computation. As per Mechanism 12.59, è and é respectively construct
the other’s identity-based public key (equivalent to ê�ë2ìKí_î and êPëAïaí_ð^ñ�ò�ó�ô ,
respectively). The common key-agreement key õ ( öø÷2ù�ú�û ð�ü ù�ý î_þ ) is estab-
lished as è and é respectively compute õ°ö�ê�ë2ï û í ðKÿ ê�ë2ì î í þ , õ ö�êPëAï ð í_û ÿê�ë ì þ í î ñ�ò�ó�ô .

Protocol 12.62 is subject to theoretical known-key attacks similar to those which apply
to the MTI protocols (Note 12.54).

12.63 Remark (two-pass Günther protocol) In Protocol 12.62, a party’s identity information and
long-term public key (respectively,

� ï and ë ï ) are long-term parameters. If these are kno-
wn to parties a priori, then this three-pass protocol reduces to two passes. The reduced
protocol provides the same assurances, namely, key agreement with key authentication, as
Protocol 12.62 and the two-pass MTI schemes of Table 12.5, and closely resembles MTI/A0
with respect to the logarithm of the final key.

12.64 Example (Protocol G0) Fixed-key Diffie-Hellman key-agreement (Note 12.48) may be
modified to use implicitly-certified keys as follows. Using the setup and notation as in Gi-
rault’s self-certified public keys (Mechanism 12.61), è and é establish the time-invariant
joint key õ by respectively computing ê�ë2ìIí���� � ìZñ"ò�ó��UêLö ÷ î í and ê�ë2ï%í���� � ïUñ�ò�ó
��êLö.÷ ð í , from which they effectively compute

õ°ö*êP÷ î í ð
	�� ó õ°ö�ê�÷ ð í î ñ�ò6ó��� (12.4)

Alternatively, the same protocol may be modified to use Günther’s ID-based public keys
assuming the setup and notation as in Mechanism 12.59 with modified ElGamal signatures
as per Remark 12.60. In this case, è and é respectively compute the other’s key-agreement
public keys ÷�� î and ÷�� ð by (12.3), in place of ÷ î and ÷ ð in (12.4). �

12.65 Example (Protocol G1) The one-pass ElGamal key agreement of Protocol 12.51 may be
modified to use implicitly-certified keys as follows. Using the setup and notation as in Gi-
rault’s self-certified public keys (Mechanism 12.61), è chooses a random integer � and
sends to é : ÷ þ ñ�ò�ó�� . è computes ëAì � � � ìZñ�ò�ó�� ê�öi÷ î í . è and é establish the
time-variant joint key õ ö.÷ î	þ ñ"ò�ó� , by respectively computing, effectively,

õ ö�êP÷ î í þ�	�� ó õ°ö�ê�÷ þ í î ñ�ò�ó��� (12.5)

The protocol may be modified to use Günther’s ID-based public keys as follows: rather
than sending ÷ þ ñ�ò�ó� to é , è sends ë ì þ ñ�ò6ó8ô , with ë ì (and ô , � , � , etc.) defined as
in Mechanism 12.59. é then computes õ°ö�ê�ë ì þ í_îKñ�ò�ó�ô , while è effectively computes
õ,ö êPëAì î í þ ñ�ò�ó�ô , having reconstructed ë2ì î via equation (12.2) on page 521. The re-
sulting protocol is essentially one-half of the Günther key agreement of Protocol 12.62. A
related modification utilizing Remark 12.60 involves è sending to é�� þ ñ�ò6ó�ô in place of
ëAì þ , the joint key now being õ ö�� î_þ ñ�ò�ó�ô , computed by è as õ ö ê�� î í þ with � î
computed per (12.3), and é computing õ°ö*ê�� þ í î ñ�ò�ó�ô . This final protocol then resem-
bles (one-half of) Protocol MTI/A0 in that, since the message è sends is independent of the
recipient é , it may be computed ahead of time before the recipient is determined. �

12.66 Example (Protocol G2) The two-pass MTI/A0 key agreement (Protocol 12.53) may be
modified to use implicitly-certified keys as follows. Using the setup and notation as in Gi-
rault’s self-certified public keys (Mechanism 12.61), è chooses a random integer � and
sends to é : ÷2þ"ñ"ò�ó� . Analogously, é chooses a random integer � and sends to è : ÷ û
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� �"!�# . $ computes %�&('*),+-& �.�"!#0/2143�576 ; 8 computes %�9:':),+;9 � �"!�#�/<1=3�>"6 . $
and 8 then establish the time-variant common key ? 1@3 >BA�CD5�E /<� �F!.#G6 by respectively
computing ? 1H/<3�AF6�>"/ %�& ' )I+-& 6�E and ? 1H/J3�EK6�5L/ %�9 ' )I+;9 6�A mod # . Alternatively,
this protocol may be modified to use Günther’s ID-based public keys in a manner directly
analogous to that of Example 12.64. M

12.67 Example (self-certified version of Günther’s ID-based keys) The following modification
of Mechanism 12.59 transforms it into a “self-certified” public-key scheme (i.e., one in
which the third party does not learn users’ private keys). $ chooses a secret random N ,OQP N PSRUTVO with W�X !Y/ N[Z R\TVO 6:1 O , computes ] 1=3�^_� �"! R , and gives ] to ` . While
N is not given to ` , $ should demonstrate knowledge of N to ` (cf. Note 12.54). ` choosesa 9 as before but computes %�9 1 ]�bdc � �F! R (instead of: %�9 1e3 bdc ). ` solves equa-
tion (12.1) for f as before (using the new %�9 ) and again gives $ the pair /�g Z\h 6i1@/ %�9UZ\f 6 .
$ then calculates f;j 1 fklNnmpo � �F! / R.TSO 6 ; it follows that / %�9UZqf;j 6 is now ` ’s ElGamal
signature on +-9 (it is easily verified that rns c kL%�9 >utnv 3�wFxzy c�{ ), and ` does not know f j . M

12.7 Secret sharing

Secret sharing schemes are multi-party protocols related to key establishment. The original
motivation for secret sharing was the following. To safeguard cryptographic keys from loss,
it is desirable to create backup copies. The greater the number of copies made, the greater
the risk of security exposure; the smaller the number, the greater the risk that all are lost. Se-
cret sharing schemes address this issue by allowing enhanced reliability without increased
risk. They also facilitate distributed trust or shared control for critical activities (e.g., sign-
ing corporate cheques; opening bank vaults), by gating the critical action on cooperation by|

of # users.
The idea of secret sharing is to start with a secret, and divide it into pieces called shares

which are distributed amongst users such that the pooled shares of specific subsets of users
allow reconstruction of the original secret. This may be viewed as a key pre-distribution
technique, facilitating one-time key establishment, wherein the recovered key is pre-deter-
mined (static), and, in the basic case, the same for all groups.

A secret sharing scheme may serve as a shared control scheme if inputs (shares) from
two or more users are required to enable a critical action (perhaps the recovered key allows
this action to trigger, or the recovery itself is the critical action). In what follows, simple
shared-control schemes introduced in } 12.7.1 are a subset of threshold schemes discussed in
} 12.7.2, which are themselves a subclass of generalized secret sharing schemes as described
in } 12.7.3.

12.7.1 Simple shared control schemes

(i) Dual control by modular addition

If a secret number ~ , � P ~ P0��T_O for some integer
�

, must be entered into a device (e.g.,
a seed key), but for operational reasons, it is undesirable that any single individual (other
than a trusted party) know this number, the following scheme may be used. A trusted party
` generates a random number

O_P ~ o
PI��T O

, and gives the values ~ o and ~ T ~ o � �"!
�

to two parties $ and 8 , respectively. $ and 8 then separately enter their values into the

c
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device, which sums them modulo � to recover � . If � and � are trusted not to collude,
then neither one has any information about � , since the value each possesses is a random
number between � and ��� � . This is an example of a split-knowledge scheme – knowledge
of the secret � is split among two people. Any action requiring � is said to be under dual
control – two people are required to trigger it.

(ii) Unanimous consent control by modular addition

The dual control scheme above is easily generalized so that the secret � may be divided
among � users, all of whom are required in order to recover � , as follows: � generates �K���
independent random numbers �K� , �������_���e��� , ����� ���q��� . Parties �*� through
�����p� are given ��� , while ��� is given �K�U����� ���n�� �p� ���:¡ ¢F£� . The secret is recovered
as �¤� �� �p� � � ¡ ¢"£� . Both here and in the dual control scheme above, modulo �
operations may be replaced by exclusive-OR, using data values � and �K� of fixed bit-length¥§¦©¨ �0ª .

12.68 Remark (technique for splitting keys) The individual key components in a split control
scheme should be full-length. This provides greater security than partitioning an « -bit key
into t pieces of «D¬l� bits each. For example, for «�¯®�° and �_�¯± , if two parties are each
given ±©² bits of the key, exhaustive search by one party requires only ±L³<´ trials, while if
each party is given a ®©° -bit piece, ±Lµ<¶ trials are necessary.

12.7.2 Threshold schemes

12.69 Definition A
¨ �7·�¸Gª threshold scheme (��¹¸ ) is a method by which a trusted party com-

putes secret shares ��� , �����.��¸ from an initial secret � , and securely distributes �K� to
user � � , such that the following is true: any � or more users who pool their shares may easily
recover � , but any group knowing only �\��� or fewer shares may not. A perfect thresh-
old scheme is a threshold scheme in which knowing only �i�I� or fewer shares provide no
advantage (no information about � whatsoever, in the information-theoretic sense) to an
opponent over knowing no pieces.

The split-knowledge scheme of º 12.7.1(i) is an example of a
¨ ±©·7±�ª threshold scheme,

while the unanimous consent control of º 12.7.1(ii) is a
¨ �7·»�Bª threshold scheme.

12.70 Remark (use of threshold schemes) If a threshold scheme is to be reused without decreased
security, controls are necessary to prevent participants from deducing the shares of other
users. One method is to prevent group members themselves from accessing the value of
the recovered secret, as may be done by using a trusted combining device. This is appro-
priate for systems where the objective is shared control, and participants need only see that
an action is triggered, rather than have access to the key itself. For example, each share
might be stored on a chipcard, and each user might swipe its card through a trusted card
reader which computes the secret, thereby enabling the critical action of opening an access
door.

Shamir’s threshold scheme

Shamir’s threshold scheme is based on polynomial interpolation, and the fact that a uni-
variate polynomial ¼��¾½ ¨�¿ ª of degree ���¹� is uniquely defined by � points

¨�¿ �<·»¼F��ª with
distinct

¿ � (since these define � linearly independent equations in � unknowns).
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12.71 Mechanism Shamir’s ÀÂÁlÃ�ÄÆÅ threshold scheme

SUMMARY: a trusted party distributes shares of a secret Ç to È users.
RESULT: any group of É users which pool their shares can recover Ç .

1. Setup. The trusted party Ê begins with a secret integer ÇSË=Ì it wishes to distribute
among È users.

(a) Ê chooses a prime ÍÏÎ�Ð ÑBÒ�ÓJÇnÔ»ÈGÕ , and defines Ö-×QØ4Ç .
(b) Ê selects ÉYÙÏÚ random, independent coefficients ÖYÛ7ÔLÜ7Ü7Ü[ÔLÖdÝ�ÞnÛ , Ìàß=Ö;á�ßIÍ(ÙÏÚ ,

defining the random polynomial over âÆã , ä�Ó�å*ÕGØ Ý�ÞnÛálæ × Ö;á<å á .
(c) Ê computes ÇKçqØ¾ä�Ó�èlÕiÐ.é"êÍ , ÚÏß�è�ß�È (or for any È distinct points è , ÚÏß
èVßëÍVÙ=Ú ), and securely transfers the share Ç�ç to user ì�ç , along with public
index è .

2. Pooling of shares. Any group of É or more users pool their shares (see Remark 12.70).
Their shares provide É distinct points Ó�å*Ô�í�Õ ØeÓ�èBÔ7Ç ç Õ allowing computation of the
coefficients Ö á , ÚÏßïîðßïÉ(Ù¹Ú of ä�Ó�åÆÕ by Lagrange interpolation (see below). The
secret is recovered by noting ä�Ó<Ì�Õ:Ø@Ö-×QØ4Ç .

The coefficients of an unknown polynomial ä�Ó�å*Õ of degree less than É , defined by points
Ó�å�ç<Ô»í"ç»Õ , Úàß0è\ßIÉ , are given by the Lagrange interpolation formula:

ä�Ó�åÆÕGØ
Ý
ç�ænÛ í"ç ÛJñKáBñDÝ2ò áBóæDç

åVÙå�á
å ç Ùå á Ü

Since ä�Ó2Ì�ÕiØ@Ö × Ø=Ç , the shared secret may be expressed as:

Ç�Ø
Ý
ç�ænÛ
ô ç í ç Ôöõà÷DøLù<ø ô ç Ø ÛúñDáBñKÝ2ò áBóæDç

å[á
å[áUÙðå[ç Ü

Thus each group member may compute Ç as a linear combination of É shares í"ç , since theô ç are non-secret constants (which for a fixed group of É users may be pre-computed).

12.72 Note (properties of Shamir’s threshold scheme) Properties of Mechanism 12.71 include:

1. perfect. Given knowledge of any ÉiÙIÚ or fewer shares, all values Ìàß�Ç0ßSÍàÙIÚ of
the shared secret remain equally probable (see Definition 12.69).

2. ideal. The size of one share is the size of the secret (see Definition 12.76).
3. extendable for new users. New shares (for new users) may be computed and dis-

tributed without affecting shares of existing users.
4. varying levels of control possible. Providing a single user with multiple shares be-

stows more control upon that individual. (In the terminology of û 12.7.3, this corre-
sponds to changing the access structure.)

5. no unproven assumptions. Unlike many cryptographic schemes, its security does
not rely on any unproven assumptions (e.g., about the difficulty of number-theoretic
problems).

12.7.3 Generalized secret sharing

The idea of a threshold scheme may be broadened to a generalized secret sharing scheme as
follows. Given a set ì of users, define ü (the access structure) to be a set of subsets, called

c
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the authorized subsets of ÿ . Shares are computed and distributed such that the pooling of
shares corresponding to any authorized subset ����� allows recovery of the secret � , but
the pooling of shares corresponding to any unauthorized subset ���=ÿ
	������ does not.

Threshold schemes are a special class of generalized secret sharing schemes, in which
the access structure consists of precisely all � -subsets of users. An access structure is called
monotone if, whenever a particular subset � of users is an authorized subset, then any sub-
set of ÿ containing � is also authorized. Monotone access structures are a requirement in
many applications, and most natural schemes are monotone. Perfect secret sharing schemes
have a monotone access structure as a consequence of the entropy formulation in Defini-
tion 12.73.

12.73 Definition A secret sharing scheme is perfect if the shares corresponding to each unautho-
rized subset provide absolutely no information, in the information-theoretic sense, about the
shared secret (cf. Definition 12.69). More formally, where � denotes entropy (see � 2.2.1),
and � , � are sets of users using the above notation: ��������������� for any ����� , while
����� �!�"�
�#���$�
� for any ���%� .

The efficiency of a secret sharing scheme is measured by its information rate.

12.74 Definition For secret sharing schemes, the information rate for a particular user is the bit-
size ratio (size of the shared secret)/(size of that user’s share). The information rate for a
secret sharing scheme itself is the minimum such rate over all users.

12.75 Fact (perfect share bound) In any perfect secret sharing scheme the following holds for
all user shares: (size of a user share) & (size of the shared secret). Consequently, all perfect
secret sharing schemes must have information rate ')( .
Justification. If any user ÿ+* had a share of bit-size less than that of the secret, knowledge of
the shares (excepting that of ÿ,* ) corresponding to any authorized set to which ÿ+* belonged,
would reduce the uncertainty in the secret to at most that in ÿ+* ’s share. Thus by definition,
the scheme would not be perfect.

12.76 Definition Secret sharing schemes of rate ( (see Definition 12.74) are called ideal.

As per Note 12.72, Shamir’s threshold scheme is an example of an ideal secret sharing
scheme. Examples of access structures are known for which it has been proven that ideal
schemes do not exist.

Secret sharing schemes with extended capabilities

Secret sharing schemes with a variety of extended capabilities exist, including:

1. pre-positioned secret sharing schemes. All necessary secret information is put in
place excepting a single (constant) share which must later be communicated, e.g.,
by broadcast, to activate the scheme.

2. dynamic secret sharing schemes. These are pre-positioned schemes wherein the se-
crets reconstructed by various authorized subsets vary with the value of communi-
cated activating shares.

3. multi-secret threshold schemes. In these secret sharing schemes different secrets are
associated with different authorized subsets.

4. detection of cheaters, and verifiable secret sharing. These schemes respectively ad-
dress cheating by one or more group members, and the distributor of the shares.
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5. secret sharing with disenrollment. These schemes address the issue that when a secret
share of a -/.�02143 threshold scheme is made public, it becomes a -5. 68790:143 scheme.

12.8 Conference keying

12.77 Definition A conference keying protocol is a generalization of two-party key establish-
ment to provide three or more parties with a shared secret key.

Despite superficial resemblance, conference keying protocols differ from dynamic se-
cret sharing schemes in fundamental aspects. General requirements for conference keying
include that distinct groups recover distinct keys (session keys); that session keys are dy-
namic (excepting key pre-distribution schemes); that the information exchanged between
parties is non-secret and transferred over open channels; and that each party individually
computes the session key (vs. pooling shares in a black box). A typical application is tele-
phone conference calls. The group able to compute a session key is called the privileged
subset. When a central point enables members of a (typically large) privileged subset to
share a key by broadcasting one or more messages, the process resembles pre-positioned
secret sharing somewhat and is called broadcast encryption.

An obvious method to establish a conference key ; for a set of .=<?> parties is to
arrange that each party share a unique symmetric key with a common trusted party. There-
after the trusted party may choose a new random key and distribute it by symmetric key
transport individually to each member of the conference group. Disadvantages of this ap-
proach include the requirement of an on-line trusted third party, and the communication and
computational burden on this party.

A related approach not requiring a trusted party involves a designated group member
(the chair) choosing a key ; , computing pairwise Diffie-Hellman keys with each other
group member, and using such keys to securely send ; individually to each. A drawback
of this approach is the communication and computational burden on the chair, and the lack
of protocol symmetry (balance). Protocol 12.78 offers an efficient alternative, albeit more
complex in design.

Burmester-Desmedt conference keying protocol

The following background is of use in understanding Protocol 12.78. . users @BA through
@DC2EBF with individual Diffie-Hellman exponentials GIH�JLK,MIN will form a conference key
;J#K,MPOQMSR:TUMVR/MXWYTZMXW5MI[PT]\^\^\ TUMI_5`aRbMIO . Define c�deJ�K,M$fgM$fQhaR J#G MPfghaRd and i%dZJ#K,M$fghjR/M$f E M$fgMPf2`aR .
Noting c�deJ�ckdXEBF2ild , ; may equivalently be written as (with subscripts taken modulo t)

; H J c4Aac FBmVm�m c C2EBF J#c HQEBF c H c H T FBmVm�m c H TBn C2EaoqpJ c HQEBF4m -�c HgE]F i H 3 m -�c HgE]F i H i H T F 3 m�mVm -$c HQEBF i H i H T FDm�mVm i H TBn C2Eaoqp 3�r
Noting c HQEBF C Js-�G HQEBF 3 C M N , this is seen to be equivalent to ; H as in equation (12.6) of Pro-
tocol 12.78.

12.78 Protocol Burmester-Desmedt conference keying

SUMMARY: .t<)u users derive a common conference key ; .
RESULT: ; is secure from attack by passive adversaries.

1. One-time setup. An appropriate prime v and generator K of wkxy are selected, and au-
thentic copies of these are provided to each of 1 system users.
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2. Conference key generation. Any group of |=}�~ users (typically |���~ ), derive
a common conference key � as follows. (Without loss of generality, the users are
labeled �]� through �D�2�]� , and all indices � indicating users are taken modulo | .)

(a) Each �D� selects a random integer �q� , �"}��q�4}������ , computes �I���#�+�X�D���a��� ,
and sends � � to each of the other |���� group members. (Assume that � � has been
notified a priori, of the indices � identifying other conference members.)

(b) Each ��� , after receiving �P�Q�B� and �P�g�B� , computes �%�����$�P�g�B�� ¡�I�g�]�I¢Q� � �£�a���
(note �%�¤�¥� �I�§¦a¨5�I� � �I���I�/©a¨ ), and sends �%� to each of the other |ª��� group
members.

(c) After receiving �%« , �"}��¬}�| excluding ��¯® , � � computes �°�s� � as

� � ����� �Q�B� ¢ � � �²± � � �2�B� ± � �g�B� �2�a³ ±�±V± � �g�B´µ�2�j¶¸· ³ ± � �¹�B´��2�a³q· � ���a��� (12.6)

For small conferences (small | ), the computation required by each party is small, since
all but one exponentiation in equation (12.6) involves an exponent between � and | . The
protocol requires an order be established among users in the privileged subset (for index-
ing). For |8�¥� , the resulting key is �º�»���,�V¨5�X¼P¢ ³ , the square of the standard Diffie-
Hellman key. It is provably as difficult for a passive adversary to deduce the conference
key � in Protocol 12.78 as to solve the Diffie-Hellman problem.

Attention above has been restricted to unauthenticated conference keying; additional
measures are required to provide authentication in the presence of active adversaries. Pro-
tocol 12.78 as presented assumes a broadcast model (each user exchanges messages with
all others); it may also be adapted for a bi-directional ring (wherein each user transmits only
to two neighbors).

Unconditionally secure conference keying

While conference keying schemes such as Protocol 12.78 provide computational security,
protocols with the goal of unconditional security are also of theoretical interest. Related to
this, a generalization of Fact 12.34 is given below, for conferences of fixed size (| partici-
pants from among ~ users) which are information-theoretically secure against conspiracies
of up to � non-participants. The model for this result is a non-interactive protocol, and more
specifically a key pre-distribution scheme: each conference member computes the confer-
ence key solely from its own secret data (pre-distributed by a server) and an identity vector
specifying (an ordered sequence of) indices of the other conference members.

12.79 Fact (Blundo’s conference KDS bound) In any � -secure conference KDS providing ½ -bit
conference keys to privileged subsets of fixed size | , the secret data stored by each user must
be at least ½ ± « �U�2�]��2�]� bits.

Fact 12.79 with |%��� and �8��~¯�¾� corresponds to the trivial scheme (see p.505)
where each user has ~¿�s� shared keys each of ½ bits, one for each other user. A non-
trivial scheme meeting the bound of Fact 12.79 can be constructed as a generalization of
Mechanism 12.35 (see p.540).

12.80 Remark (refinement of Fact 12.79) A more precise statement of Fact 12.79 requires con-
sideration of entropy; the statement holds if the conference keys in question have ½ bits of
entropy.
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12.9 Analysis of key establishment protocols

The main objective of this section is to highlight the delicate nature of authenticated key
establishment protocols, and the subtlety of design flaws. Examples of flawed protocols
are included to illustrate typical attack strategies, and to discourage protocol design by the
novice.

12.9.1 Attack strategies and classic protocol flaws

The study of successful attacks which have uncovered flaws in protocols allows one to learn
from previous design errors, understand general attack methods and strategies, and formu-
late design principles. This both motivates and allows an understanding of various design
features of protocols. General attack strategies are discussed in À 12.2.3. In the specific ex-
amples below, Á and Â are the legitimate parties, and Ã is an adversary (enemy). Two of
the protocols discussed are, in fact, authentication-only protocols (i.e., do not involve key
establishment), but are included in this discussion because common principles apply.

Attack 1: Intruder-in-the-middle

The classic “intruder-in-the-middle” attack on unauthenticated Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment is as follows.

Á Ã ÂÄ Å,Æ Ä Å,Æ¡Ç»Ä
È Å,É Ç È Å+É È

Á and Â have private keys Ê and Ë , respectively. Ã creates keys Ê+Ì and ËUÌ . Ã intercepts
Á ’s exponential and replaces it by Å ÆÍÇ ; and intercepts Â ’s exponential, replacing it withÅ+É Ç . Á forms session key Î�ÏÑÐ Å Æ É Ç , while Â forms session key Î�ÒsÐ Å Æ¡Ç É . Ã is able
to compute both these keys. When Á subsequently sends a message to Â encrypted under
Î�Ï , Ã deciphers it, re-enciphers under Î�Ò , and forwards it to Â . Similarly Ã deciphers
messages encrypted by Â (for Á ) under ÎÒ , and re-enciphers them under Î�Ï . Á and Â
believe they communicate securely, while Ã reads all traffic.

Attack 2: Reflection attack

Suppose Á and Â share a symmetric key Î , and authenticate one another on the basis of
demonstrating knowledge of this key by encrypting or decrypting a challenge as follows.

Á ÂÄ Ó Ï ÔYÕ¡Ö
Ã ×Ô Ó ÏÙØ Ó ÒtÖ È ÔYÚ¡ÖÄ Ó Ò ÔYÛ¡Ö

An adversary Ã can impersonate Â as follows. Upon Á sending (1), Ã intercepts it, and
initiates a new protocol, sending the identical message Ó Ï back to Á as message (1) purport-
edly from Â . In this second protocol, Á responds with message ( ÚVÌ ): Ã × Ô Ó Ï Ø Ó Ï Ì¹Ö , which
Ã again intercepts and simply replays back on Á as the answer (2) in response to the chal-
lenge Ó Ï in the original protocol. Á then completes the first protocol, and believes it has
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successfully authenticated Þ , while in fact Þ has not been involved in any communications.ß à
á â¸ã ä�å¡æ

â¸ã ç äYåSè5æ
á à�é ä5â¸ãÙê2â¸ã è æ äYë è æà é ä/âqãÙê:â¸ìÑí8â¸ã è æ�ç ä�ë¡æ
á âqì ä�î¡æ

The attack can be prevented by using distinct keys ï and ï è for encryptions from
ß

to
Þ and Þ to

ß
, respectively. An alternate solution is to avoid message symmetry, e.g., by

including the identifier of the originating party within the encrypted portion of (2).

Attack 3: Interleaving attack

Consider the following (flawed) authentication protocol, where ð ã denotes the signature
operation of party

ß
, and it is assumed that all parties have authentic copies of all others’

public keys. ß Þá â¸ã ä�å¡æ
â¸ìeê ð ìÙä5â¸ìeê:â¸ãÙê ß æ ç ä�ë¡æ

á âqã è ê ð ã�ä5â¸ã è ê:â¸ìeê Þ æ ä�î¡æ
The intention is that the random numbers chosen by

ß
and Þ , respectively, together with the

signatures, provide a guarantee of freshness and entity authentication. However, an enemyà
can initiate one protocol with Þ (pretending to be

ß
), and another with

ß
(pretending to

be Þ ), as shown below, and use a message from the latter protocol to successfully complete
the former, thereby deceiving Þ into believing

à
is
ß

(and that
ß

initiated the protocol).ß à Þá â¸ã ä�å¡æ
âqìñê ð ìñä/âqì�ê2â¸ãÙê ß æ ç ä�ë¡æ

â¸ì ç äYå è æá â ã�è ê ð ã ä/â ã�è ê2â ì ê Þ æ äYë è æ
á â ã�è ê ð ã ä/â ã�è ê2â ì ê Þ æ ä�î¡æ

This attack is possible due to the message symmetry of (2) and (3), and may be prevented
by making their structures differ, securely binding an identifier to each message indicating
a message number, or simply requiring the original â ã take the place of â ã�è in (3).

The implications of this attack depend on the specific objectives the protocol was as-
sumed to provide. Such specific objectives are, however, (unfortunately) often not explic-
itly stated.

Attack 4: Misplaced trust in server

The Otway-Rees protocol (Protocol 12.29) has messages as follows:ß á Þ#òôó ê ß ê Þ ê à éñõ¡ö ä�÷ ã ê ó ê ß ê Þ æ äYåÍæ
Þ á°ø òôó ê ß ê Þ ê à éñõ¡ö ä�÷ ã ê ó ê ß ê Þ æ$ê à é�ù9ö ä$÷ ì ê ó ê ß ê Þ æúäYëÍæ
Þ ç°ø ò à éñõ¡ö ä$÷ ã êVûjæ�ê à é�ù9ö ä�÷ ì êVûjæ äYîÍæß ç Þ#ò à éñõ¡ö ä$÷ ã êVûjæ äYüÍæ

Upon receiving message (2), the server must verify that the encrypted fields ä ó ê ß ê Þ æ in
both parts of (2) match, and in addition that these fields match the cleartext ä ó ê ß ê Þ æ . If the
latter check is not carried out, the protocol is open to attack by an enemy

à
(who is another

authorized system user) impersonating Þ as follows.
à

modifies (2), replacing cleartext Þ
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by ý (but leaving both enciphered versions of both identifiers þ and ÿ intact), replacing
nonce ��� by its own nonce ��� , and using key ����� (which ý shares a priori with � )
in place of �	�
� . Based on the cleartext identifier ý , � then encrypts part of message (3)
under �	�
� allowing ý to recover � ; but þ believes, as in the original protocol, that � is
shared with ÿ . The attack is summarized as follows.

þ� ÿ�������þ��Vÿ	�Vý������������ �!����þ��Vÿ#" ��$%"
ÿ&� ý'������þ��Vÿ	�Vý������������ �!����þ��Vÿ#"(��ý���)*���(� � �+����þ���ÿ	" ��,%"
ý'�-�'������þ��Vý#��ý � �%���(� � �+���Vþ��Vÿ#"��Vý ��. �������/�+���Vþ��Vÿ#"0�1,324"
ý'5-�'�Lý � ������� � �!�6"��Vý ��. �������/�+�6" ��7%"
þ5 ý'�Lý � ������� � �!�6" ��8%"

The attack is possible due to the subtle manner by which þ infers the identity of the
other party to which � is made available: in (4), þ has no direct indication of the other
party to which � has made � available, but relies on the nonce � � in (4) and its association
with the pair ��� � �Vÿ#" within the protected part of (1). Thus, þ relies on (or delegates trust
to) the server to make � available only to the party requested by þ , and this can be assured
only by � making use of the protected fields �����Vþ���ÿ	" .

12.9.2 Analysis objectives and methods

The primary aim of protocol analysis is to establish confidence in the cryptographic security
of a protocol. The following definitions aid discussion of protocol analysis.

12.81 Definition A key establishment protocol is operational (or compliant) if, in the absence
of active adversaries and communications errors, honest participants who comply with its
specification always complete the protocol having computed a common key and knowledge
of the identities of the parties with whom the key is shared.

The most obvious objectives and properties of key establishment protocols, namely
authenticity and secrecy of keys, are discussed in 9 12.2.2.

12.82 Definition A key establishment protocol is resilient if it is impossible for an active adver-
sary to mislead honest participants as to the final outcome.

Protocol analysis should confirm that a protocol meets all claimed objectives. As a
minimum, for a key establishment protocol this should include being operational (note this
implies no security guarantees), providing both secrecy and authenticity of the key, and
being resilient. Key authenticity implies the identities of the parties sharing the key are
understood and corroborated, thus addressing impersonation and substitution. Resilience
differs subtlely from authentication, and is a somewhat broader requirement (e.g., see the
attack of Note 12.54). Additional objectives beyond authenticated key establishment may
include key confirmation, perfect forward secrecy, detection of key re-use, and resistance
to known-key attacks (see 9 12.2.3).

In addition to verifying objectives are met, additional benefits of analysis include:

1. explicit identification of assumptions on which the security of a protocol is based;
2. identification of protocol properties, and precise statement of its objectives (this fa-

cilitates comparison with other protocols, and determining appropriateness);
3. examination of protocol efficiency (with respect to bandwidth and computation).

Essentially all protocol analysis methods require the following (implicitly or explicitly):
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1. protocol specification – an unambiguous specification of protocol messages, when
they are sent, and the actions to be taken upon reception thereof;

2. goals – an unambiguous statement of claimed assurances upon completion;
3. assumptions and initial state – a statement of assumptions and initial conditions;
4. proof – some form of argument that, given the assumptions and initial state, the spec-

ified protocol steps lead to a final state meeting the claimed goals.

Analysis methods

Common approaches for analyzing cryptographic protocols include the following:

1. ad hoc and practical analysis. This approach consists of any variety of convincing
arguments that any successful protocol attack requires a resource level (e.g., time or
space) greater than the resources of the perceived adversary. Protocols which sur-
vive such analysis are said to have heuristic security, with security here typically
in the computational sense and adversaries assumed to have fixed resources. Argu-
ments often presuppose secure building blocks. Protocols are typically designed to
counter standard attacks, and shown to follow accepted principles. Practical argu-
ments (paralleling complexity-theoretic arguments) involving constructions which
assemble basic building blocks may justify security claims.
While perhaps the most commonly used and practical approach, it is in some ways the
least satisfying. This approach may uncover protocol flaws thereby establishing that
a protocol is bad. However, claims of security may remain questionable, as subtle
flaws in cryptographic protocols typically escape ad hoc analysis; unforeseen attacks
remain a threat.

2. reducibility from hard problems. This technique consists of proving that any success-
ful protocol attack leads directly to the ability to solve a well-studied reference prob-
lem (Chapter 3), itself considered computationally infeasible given current knowl-
edge and an adversary with bounded resources. Such analysis yields so-called prov-
ably secure protocols, although the security is conditional on the reference problem
being truly (rather than presumably) difficult.
A challenge in this approach is to establish that all possible attacks have been taken
into account, and can in fact be equated to solving the identified reference problems.
This approach is considered by some to be as good a practical analysis technique as
exists. Such provably secure protocols belong to the larger class of techniques which
are computationally secure.

3. complexity-theoretic analysis. An appropriate model of computation is defined, and
adversaries are modeled as having polynomial computational power (they may mount
attacks involving time and space polynomial in the size of appropriate security pa-
rameters). A security proof relative to the model is then constructed. The existence
of underlying cryptographic primitives with specified properties is typically assumed.
An objective is to design cryptographic protocols which require the fewest crypto-
graphic primitives, or the weakest assumptions.
As the analysis is asymptotic, care is required to determine when proofs have prac-
tical significance. Polynomial attacks which are feasible under such a model may
nonetheless in practice be computationally infeasible. Asymptotic analysis may be
of limited relevance to concrete problems in practice, which have finite size. Despite
these issues, complexity-theoretic analysis is invaluable for formulating fundamental
principles and confirming intuition.

4. information-theoretic analysis. This approach uses mathematical proofs involving
entropy relationships to prove protocols are unconditionally secure. In some cases,
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this includes the case where partial secrets are disclosed (e.g., for unconditional se-
curity against coalitions of fixed size). Adversaries are modeled to have unbounded
computing resources.
While unconditional security is ultimately desirable, this approach is not applicable
to most practical schemes for several reasons. These include: many schemes, such
as those based on public-key techniques, can at best be computationally secure; and
information-theoretic schemes typically either involve keys of impractically large
size, or can only be used once. This approach cannot be combined with computa-
tional complexity arguments because it allows unlimited computation.

5. formal methods. So-called formal analysis and verification methods include logics of
authentication (cryptographic protocol logics), term re-writing systems, expert sys-
tems, and various other methods which combine algebraic and state-transition tech-
niques. The most popular protocol logic is the Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) log-
ic. Logic-based methods attempt to reason that a protocol is correct by evolving a set
of beliefs held by each party, to eventually derive a belief that the protocol goals have
been obtained.
This category of analysis is somewhat disjoint from the first four. Formal meth-
ods have proven to be of utility in finding flaws and redundancies in protocols, and
some are automatable to varying degrees. On the other hand, the “proofs” provided
are proofs within the specified formal system, and cannot be interpreted as absolute
proofs of security. A one-sidedness remains: the absence of discovered flaws does
not imply the absence of flaws. Some of these techniques are also unwieldy, or ap-
plicable only to a subset of protocols or classes of attack. Many require (manually)
converting a concrete protocol into a formal specification, a critical process which
itself may be subject to subtle flaws.

12.10 Notes and further references
<
12.1

While the literature is rife with proposals for key establishment protocols, few comprehen-
sive treatments exist and many proposed protocols are supported only by ad hoc analysis.

<
12.2

Much of
<
12.2 builds on the survey of Rueppel and van Oorschot [1086]. Fumy and Munz-

ert [431] discuss properties and principles for key establishment. While encompassing the
majority of key establishment as currently used in practice, Definition 12.2 gives a some-
what restricted view which excludes a rich body of research. More generally, key establish-
ment may be defined as a process or mechanism which provides a shared capability (rather
than simply a shared secret) between specified sets of participants, facilitating some oper-
ation for which the intention is that other sets of participants cannot execute. This broader
definition includes many protocols in the area of threshold cryptography, introduced inde-
pendently by Desmedt [336], Boyd [182], and Croft and Harris [288]; see the comprehen-
sive survey of Desmedt [337].

The term perfect forward secrecy (Definition 12.16) was coined by Günther [530]; see also
Diffie, van Oorschot, and Wiener [348]. Here “perfect” does not imply any properties of
information-theoretic security (cf. Definition 12.73). The concept of known-key attacks
(Definition 12.17), developed by Yacobi and Shmuely [1256] (see also Yacobi [1255]), is
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related to that of Denning and Sacco [330] on the use of timestamps to prevent message
replay (see page 535).

Among items not discussed in detail in this chapter is quantum cryptography, based on the
uncertainty principle of quantum physics, and advanced by Bennett et al. [114] building
on the idea of quantum coding first described by Wiesner [1242] circa 1970. Although not
providing digital signatures or non-repudiation, quantum cryptography allows key distribu-
tion (between two parties who share no a priori secret keying material), which is provably
secure against adversaries with unlimited computing power, provided the parties have ac-
cess to (aside from the quantum channel) a conventional channel subject to only passive
adversaries. For background on the basic quantum channel for key distribution (quantum
key distribution), see Brassard [192]; Phoenix and Townsend [973] survey developments
in this area including experimental implementations.

Mitchell [879] presented a key agreement system based on use of a public broadcast channel
transmitting data at a rate so high that an eavesdropper cannot store all data sent over a
specified time interval. This is closely related to work of Maurer [815] regarding secret key
agreement using only publicly available information, in turn motivated by Wyner’s wire-
tap channel [1254], which addresses the rate at which secret information can be conveyed
to a communicating partner with security against a passive eavesdropper whose channel is
subject to additional noise.

?
12.3

Regarding point-to-point techniques presented, those based on symmetric encryption are
essentially from ISO/IEC 11770-2 [617], while AKEP1 and AKEP2 (Note 12.21; Proto-
col 12.20) are derived from Bellare and Rogaway [94] (see also

?
12.9 below). The idea

of key derivation allowing key establishment by symmetric techniques based on a one-
way function (without encryption), was noted briefly by Matsumoto, Takashima and Imai
[800]; see also the proposals of Gong [499], and related techniques in the KryptoKnight
suite [891, 141, 142].

Shamir’s no-key protocol (Protocol 12.22; also called Shamir’s three-pass protocol), in-
cluding exponentiation-based implementation, is attributed to Shamir by Konheim [705,
p.345]. Massey [786, p.35] notes that Omura [792], aware of Shamir’s generic protocol,
later independently proposed implementing it with an exponentiation-based cipher as per
Protocol 12.22. See also Massey and Omura [956] (discussed in Chapter 15).

Version 5 of Kerberos (V5), the development of which began in 1989, was specified by
Kohl and Neuman [1041]; for a high-level overview, see Neuman and Ts’o [926] who also
note that a typical timestamp window is 5 minutes (centered around the verifier’s time). The
original design of Kerberos V4 was by Miller and Neuman, with contributions by Saltzer
and Schiller [877]; an overview is given by Steiner, Neuman, and Schiller [1171], while V4
issues are noted by Kohl [701] and the critique of Bellovin and Merritt [103]. The basic pro-
tocol originates from the shared-key protocol of Needham and Schroeder [923], with time-
stamps (which Needham and Schroeder explicitly avoided) later proposed by Denning and
Sacco [330], reducing the number of messages at the expense of secure and synchronized
clocks. Bauer, Berson, and Feiertag [76] addressed symmetric assurances of freshness, re-
covery from single-key compromise, and reduction of messages through per-participant
use of a local counter called an event marker; they also extended the Needham-Schroeder
setting to multiple security domains (each with a separate KDC) and connectionless envi-
ronments. Bellare and Rogaway [96] presented an efficient 4-pass server-based key trans-
fer protocol with implicit key authentication, and key freshness properties secure against
known-key attacks; significantly, their treatment (the first of its kind) shows the protocol to
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be provably secure (assuming a pseudorandom function). Advantages and disadvantages
of using timestamps are discussed in @ 10.3.1.

Protocol 12.29 is due to Otway and Rees [961]. Kehne, Schönwälder, and Langendörfer
[663] discuss a 5-message nonce-based protocol with the same features as Kerberos (Proto-
col 12.24), without requiring distributed timeclocks. Excluding the optional re-authenticat-
ion capability (as per Kerberos), it is essentially that of Mechanism 9 in ISO/IEC DIS
11770-2 [617], and similar to the 5-message Otway-Rees protocol as augmented per Re-
mark 12.30 (with one fewer encryption by each of A and B ); but see also the analysis of
Neuman and Stubblebine [925]. A 5-message authentication protocol included in ISO/IEC
9798-2 [599] provides key transport using a trusted server, with mutual entity authentication
and mutual key confirmation, without timestamps; Needham and Schroeder [924] propose
a 7-message protocol with similar properties.

@ 12.4
Mechanism 12.35 and Fact 12.34 are due to Blom [158]; a simpler polynomial formulation
is noted under @ 12.8 below. For background in coding theory, see MacWilliams and Sloane
[778]. Mitchell and Piper [881] consider the use of combinatorial block designs and finite
incidence structures called key distribution patterns to construct a class of non-interactive
KDS. Each user is given a set of secret subkeys (with no algebraic structure as per Blom’s
scheme), from which each pair of users may compute a common key by combining appro-
priate subkeys via a public function. The question of reducing key storage was considered
earlier by Blom [157], including security against coalitions of fixed size and the use of com-
mutative functions (later generalized to symmetric functions by Blundo et al. [169]; see also
@ 12.8 below). For related work, see Quinn [1014], Gong and Wheeler [506], and @ 12.7 be-
low.

@ 12.5
Protocol 12.38, the public-key protocol of Needham and Schroeder [923], was originally
specified to include 4 additional messages whereby signed public keys were requested from
an on-line certification authority. Asymmetric key transport protocols involving various
combinations of encryption and signatures are given in ISO/IEC CD 11770-3 [618]. The
three-pass encrypt-then-sign protocol of @ 12.5.2(iii) originates from ISO/IEC 9798-3 [600];
it is closely related to the STS protocol (Protocol 12.57) which transfers Diffie-Hellman
exponentials in place of random numbers. I’Anson and Mitchell [567] critique (e.g., see
Note 12.42) the X.509 protocols [595]; see also the formal analysis of Gaarder and Snekken-
es [433]. Protocol 12.44 and the related 2-pass key agreement of Figure 12.2 are due to
Beller and Yacobi [101, 100], building on work of Beller, Chang, and Yacobi [99, 98, 97].

A two-pass key transport protocol called COMSET, based on public-key encryption, was
adopted by the European community RACE Integrity Primitives Evaluation (RIPE) project
[178]. Arising from zero-knowledge considerations studied by Brandt et al. [188], it em-
ploys Williams’ variant of the Rabin public-key encryption ( @ 8.3), and is similar in some
aspects to the Needham-Schroeder public-key and Beller-Yacobi protocols. The protocol
specified in Note 12.39 combines concepts of COMSET and the Needham-Schroeder pro-
tocol.

@ 12.6
The landmark 1976 paper of Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman [345] is the standard ref-
erence for both the seminal idea of public-key cryptography and the fundamental technique
of exponential key agreement. An earlier conference paper of Diffie and Hellman [344],
written in December 1975 and presented in June 1976, conceived the concept of public
key agreement and the use of public-key techniques for identification and digital signatures.
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Diffie [342] reports that amidst joint work on the problem for some time, Hellman distilled
exponential key agreement in May 1976, and this was added to their June 1976 conference
presentation (but not the written paper). Preceding this, in the fall of 1974, Merkle inde-
pendently conceived a particular method for key agreement using the same abstract con-
cepts. Merkle’s puzzle system [849], submitted for publication in 1975 and appearing in
April 1978, is as follows. Alice constructs E puzzles, each of which is a cryptogram Bob
can solve in F steps (exhaustively trying F keys until a recognizable plaintext is found). Al-
ice sends all E puzzles to Bob over an unsecured channel. Bob picks one of these, solves
it (cost: F steps), and treats the plaintext therein as the agreed key, which he then uses to
encrypt and send to Alice a known message. The encrypted message, now a puzzle which
Alice must solve, takes Alice F steps (by exhaustively trying F keys). For EHGIF , each
of Alice and Bob require JLKMFON steps for key agreement, while an opponent requires JLKMFQP*N
steps to deduce the key. An appropriate value F is chosen such that F steps is computation-
ally feasible, but FQP is not.

Rueppel [1078] explores the use of function composition to generalize Diffie-Hellman key
agreement. Shmuely [1127] and McCurley [825] consider composite Diffie-Hellman, i.e.,
Diffie-Hellman key agreement with a composite modulus. McCurley presents a variation
thereof, with an RSA-like modulus E of specific form and particular base R of high order
in S TU , which is provably as secure (under passive attack) as the more difficult of factoring
E and solving the discrete logarithm problem modulo the factors of E .

Regarding Diffie-Hellman key agreement, van Oorschot and Wiener [1209] note that use
of “short” private exponents in conjunction with a random prime modulus V (e.g., 256-bit
exponents with 1024-bit V ) makes computation of discrete logarithms easy. They also doc-
ument the attack of Note 12.50, which is related to issues explored by Simmons [1150] con-
cerning a party’s ability to control the resulting Diffie-Hellman key, and more general issues
of unfairness in protocols. Waldvogel and Massey [1228] carefully examine the probability
distribution and entropy of Diffie-Hellman keys under various assumptions. When private
exponents are chosen independently and uniformly at random from the invertible elements
of SXWZY�[ , the \]K4V_^`�N keys which may result are equiprobable. When private exponents
are chosen independently and uniformly at random from aZb*c+d!d+decfVg^ihkj (as is customary in
practice), in the best case (when V is a safe prime, Vmlnh*o pq` , o prime) the most probable
Diffie-Hellman key is only 6 times more likely than the least probable, and the key entropy
is less than 2 bits shy of the maximum, rts*KMVm^u`%N ; while in the worst case (governed by a
particular factorization pattern of V ^_` ) the distribution is still sufficiently good to preclude
significant cryptanalytic advantage, for V of industrial size or larger.

The one-pass key agreement of Protocol 12.51 was motivated by the work of ElGamal
[368]. The MTI protocols of Table 12.5 were published in 1986 by Matsumoto, Takashima,
and Imai [800]. MTI/A0 is closely related to a scheme later patented by Goss [519];
in the latter, exclusive-OR is used in place of modular multiplication to combine partial
keys. Matsumoto et al. equate the computational complexity of passive attacks (exclud-
ing known-key attacks) on selected key agreement protocols to that of one or two Diffie-
Hellman problems. Active attacks related to Note 12.54 are considered by Diffie, van
Oorschot, and Wiener [348], and Menezes, Qu, and Vanstone [844]. Yacobi and Shmuely
[1256] note two time-variant versions of Diffie-Hellman key agreement which are inse-
cure against known-key attack. A similar protocol which falls to known-key attack was
discussed by Yacobi [1255], subsequently rediscovered by Alexandris et al. [21], and re-
examined by Nyberg and Rueppel [937]. Yacobi [1255] proves that the MTI/A0 proto-
col with composite-modulus is provably secure (security equivalent to composite Diffie-
Hellman) under known-key attack by a passive adversary; Desmedt and Burmester [339],
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however, note the security is only heuristic under known-key attack by an active adversary.
A formal-logic security comparison of the protocols of Goss (essentially Protocol 12.53),
Günther (Protocol 12.62), and STS (Protocol 12.57) is given by van Oorschot [1204].
Burmester [220] identifies known-key triangle attacks which may be mounted on the for-
mer two and related protocols which provide only implicit key authentication (including
MTI protocols, cf. Note 12.54). Known-key attacks were also one motivation for Denning
and Sacco [330] to modify the Needham-Schroeder protocol as discussed above (cf. p.534).

Protocol 12.57 (STS) evolved from earlier work on ISDN telephone security as outlined by
Diffie [342, p.568], who also reports on STU-III telephones. Variations of STS and an infor-
mal model for authentication and authenticated key establishment are discussed by Diffie,
van Oorschot, and Wiener [348]. Bellovin and Merritt [104, 105] (see also the patent [102])
propose another hybrid protocol (Encrypted Key Exchange – EKE), involving exponential
key agreement with authentication based on a shared password, designed specifically to
protect against password-guessing attacks by precluding easy verification of guessed pass-
words; Steiner, Tsudik, and Waidner [1172] provide further analysis and extensions. A hy-
brid protocol with similar goals is given Gong et al. [504], including discussion of its rela-
tionship to EKE, and expanding the earlier work of Lomas et al. [771].

Blom [157] was apparently the first to propose an identity-based (or more accurately,
index-based) key establishment protocol. Shamir [1115] proposed the more general idea of
identity-based systems wherein a user’s public key may be a commonly known name and
address. For further discussion of ID-based schemes, see the chapter notes on v 13.4. Self-
certified public keys (Mechanism 12.61) are discussed by Girault [459], who credits earlier
work by others, and provides the self-certified version of Günther’s ID-based keys (Exam-
ple 12.67). The parenthetical forgery attack mentioned in Mechanism 12.61 is outlined by
Stinson [1178]. Key agreement protocols as in Examples 12.64 and 12.65, using both ID-
based public keys of Günther [530] (Mechanism 12.59) and modified ElGamal signatures,
are given by Horster and Knobloch [562]. The optimization of ElGamal signatures noted in
Remark 12.60 is by Agnew, Mullin, and Vanstone [19]. Rabin’s signature scheme (Chap-
ter 11) may be used in place of RSA to reduce the computations required in schemes based
on Girault’s implicitly-certified public keys. Maurer and Yacobi [824] (modifying their
earlier proposal [823]) propose an identity-based one-pass key pre-distribution scheme us-
ing composite modulus Diffie-Hellman, featuring implicitly-certified public key-agreement
keys essentially consisting of a user’s identity (or email address); the corresponding private
key is the discrete logarithm of this, computed by a trusted authority which, knowing the
factorization of an appropriately chosen modulus w , can thereby compute logarithms.

Nyberg and Rueppel [936] note their signature scheme (Chapter 11) may be used to cre-
ate implicitly certified, identity-based public keys with properties similar to those of Gi-
rault (Mechanism 12.61), as well as key agreement protocols; Nyberg [935] presents an im-
proved one-pass key agreement based on these ideas. Okamoto and Tanaka [946] propose
identity-based key agreement protocols combining exponential key agreement and RSA,
including one using timestamps and providing entity authentication, and a simpler protocol
providing (implicit) key authentication.

v 12.7
The idea of split control has long been known (e.g., see Sykes [1180]). Shamir [1110] and
Blakley [148] independently proposed the idea of threshold schemes, the latter based on
vector subspaces. The simplest example of the Blakley’s idea is a x1y*zfwO{ threshold scheme
where the shares (here called shadows) distributed to parties are non-collinear lines in a
common plane; the shared secret of any two parties is the intersection of their lines. For a
x1|�z}wO{ scheme, the shadows consist of non-parallel planes, any two of which intersect in a
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line, and any three of which intersect in a point. While Shamir’s threshold scheme is perfect,
Blakley’s vector scheme is not (the set of possible values of the shared secret narrows as
subsequent shares are added). Karnin, Greene, and Hellman [662] discuss the unanimous
consent control scheme of � 12.7.1; see also Diffie and Hellman [344, p.110].

Generalized secret sharing schemes and the idea of access structures were first studied by
Ito, Saito, and Nishizeki [625], who provided a construction illustrating that any monotone
access structure can be realized by a perfect secret sharing scheme. Benaloh and Leichter
[112] provided more elegant constructions. A comprehensive discussion of secret shar-
ing including adaptations providing shared control capabilities of arbitrary complexity, and
many of the extended capabilities including pre-positioned schemes, is given by Simmons
[1145, 1141, 1142], mainly with geometric illustration. An exposition by Stinson [1177]
addresses information rate in particular. Ingemarsson and Simmons [570] consider secret
sharing schemes which do not require a trusted party.

Laih et al. [732] consider dynamic secret sharing schemes. Blundo et al. [168] consider
pre-positioned schemes, dynamic secret sharing, and bounds on share sizes and broadcast
messages therein; Jackson, Martin, and O’Keefe [629] examine related multi-secret thresh-
old schemes. Blakley et al. [147] consider threshold schemes with disenrollment.

Tompa and Woll [1195] note that an untrustworthy participant � may cheat in Shamir’s
threshold scheme by submitting a share different than its own, but carefully computed such
that pooling of shares provides other participants with no information about the secret � ,
while allowing � to recover � . They propose modifications which (with high probability)
allow detection of cheating, and which prevent a cheater � from actually obtaining the se-
cret.

The related problem of verifiable secret sharing, which is of broader interest in secure dis-
tributed computation, was introduced by Chor et al. [259]; see also Benaloh [110] and Feld-
man [390], as well as Rabin and Ben-Or [1028]. Here the trusted party distributing shares
might also cheat, and the goal is to verify that all distributed shares are consistent in the
sense that appropriate subsets of shares define the same secret. For applications of verifi-
able secret sharing to key escrow, see Micali [863].

Fact 12.75 is based on the definition of perfect secret sharing and information-theoretic se-
curity, as is the majority of research in secret sharing. Ramp schemes with shares shorter
than the secret were examined by Blakley and Meadows [151]; while trading off per-
fect security for shorter shares, their examination is nonetheless information-theoretic. In
practice, a more appropriate goal may be computationally secure secret sharing; here the
objective is that if one or more shares is missing, an opponent has insufficient informa-
tion to (computationally) recover the shared secret. This idea was elegantly addressed by
Krawczyk [715] as follows. To share a large � -bit secret ����� (e.g., a plaintext file)
among � users, first encrypt it under a � -bit symmetric key � as �����������L� ; using a
perfect secret sharing scheme such as Shamir’s �4�+�f�O� scheme, split � into ��� -bit shares
�i���!�+�+�e�!�	� ; then using Rabin’s information dispersal algorithm (IDA) [1027] split �
into � pieces �/�+�+�+�!�Q�+��� each of ��������� bits; finally, distribute to user �
� the secret share
���X���(�	�}�!���}� . Any � participants who pool their shares can then recover � by secret shar-
ing, � by IDA, and ����� by decrypting � using � . By the remarkable property of IDA,
the sum of the sizes of the � pieces ��� used is exactly the size of the recovered secret � itself
(which cannot be bettered); globally, the only space overhead is that for the short keys �	� ,
whose size � is independent of the large secret � .

The clever idea of visual cryptography to facilitate sharing (or encryption) of pictures is due
to Naor and Shamir [919]. The pixels of a (secret) picture are treated as individual secrets
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to be shared. The picture is split into two or more images each of which contains one share
for each original pixel. Each original pixel is split into shares by subdivision into subpixels
of appropriate size, with selection of appropriate combinations of subpixel shadings (black
and white) such that stacking the images on transparencies reveals the original, while each
individual image appears random. Picture recovery requires no computation (it is visual);
anyone with all but one of the images still has (provably) no information.

�
12.8

An early investigation of conference keying schemes based on Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment was undertaken by Ingemarsson, Tang and Wong [571]. The protocol of Burmester
and Desmedt [222] (Protocol 12.78) is the most efficient of those which have been proposed
and are provably secure; their work includes a review of alternate proposals and a thorough
bibliography. Research in this area with particular emphasis on digital telephony includes
that of Brickell, Lee, and Yacobi [205]; Steer et al. [1169]; and Heiman [547].

Matsumoto and Imai [799] systematically define (symmetric-key) key pre-distribution sch-
emes, based on symmetric functions, for conferences of two or more parties. Their propos-
als are non-interactive and ID-based, following the original idea of two-party non-interact-
ive ID-based schemes by Blom [157, 158], including consideration of information-theoretic
security against coalitions of fixed size. Tsujii and Chao [1197], among many others, pro-
pose schemes in a similar setting. Blundo et al. [169] both specialize the work of Mat-
sumoto and Imai, and generalize Blom’s symmetric key distribution (Mechanism 12.35)
and bounds from two-party key pre-distribution to non-interactive � -secure conference key-
ing schemes of fixed size; prove Fact 12.79; and provide a scheme meeting this bound.
Their generalization uses symmetric polynomials in t variables for privileged subsets of size
t, yielding in the two-party case ( 	¡£¢ ) an equivalent but simpler formulation of Blom’s
scheme: the trusted party selects an appropriate secret symmetric polynomial ¤�¥4¦X§}¨�© and
gives party ª the secret univariate polynomial ¤�¥Mª�§f¨e© , allowing parties ª and � to share the
pairwise key ¤�¥4ª«§}�6©O¡¬¤�¥4�§fª«© . They also consider an interactive model. Further examina-
tion of interactive vs. non-interactive conferencing is undertaken by Beimel and Chor [83].
Fiat and Naor [394] consider � -secure broadcast encryption schemes, and practical schemes
requiring less storage; for the former, Blundo and Cresti [167] establish lower bounds on
the number of keys held and the size of user secrets.

Berkovits [116] gives constructions for creating secret broadcasting schemes (conference
keying schemes where all messages are broadcast) from ¥M +§}®O© threshold schemes. Essen-
tially, for conferences with   members, a new ¥M °¯²±*§�¢� X¯q±�© threshold scheme with secret³

is created from the old, and   new shares are publicly broadcast such that each of the  
pre-assigned secret shares of the intended conference members serves as share  k¯´± , allow-
ing recovery of the conference key

³
in the new scheme. For related work involving use of

polynomial interpolation, key distribution involving a trusted party, and broadcasting keys,
see Gong [502] and Just et al. [647].

�
12.9

The intruder-in-the-middle attack (Attack 1) is discussed by Rivest and Shamir [1057],
who propose an “interlock protocol” to allow its detection; but see also Bellovin and Mer-
ritt [106]. The reflection attack (Attack 2) is discussed by Mitchell [880]. Attack 4 on
the Otway-Rees protocol is discussed by Boyd and Mao [183] and van Oorschot [1205].
The interleaving attack (Attack 3) is due to Wiener circa June 1991 (document ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC27 N313, 2 October 1991), and discussed by Diffie, van Oorschot, and Wiener
[348] along with attacks on sundry variations of Diffie-Hellman key agreement. Bird et
al. [140] systematically examine interleaving attacks on symmetric-key protocols, consider
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exhaustive analysis to detect such attacks, and propose a protocol resistant thereto (namely
2PP, included in the IBM prototype KryptoKnight [891]; see also [141, 142]).

Bellare and Rogaway [94], building on the work of earlier informal models, present a
complexity-theoretic communications model and formal definitions for secure symmetric-
key two-party mutual authentication and authenticated key establishment, taking known-
key attacks into account. They prove AKEP1 (Note 12.21) and AKEP2 (Protocol 12.20)
secure relative to this model, for parameters of appropriate size and assuming · and ·�¸ are
pseudorandom functions or pseudorandom permutations; they also suggest practical con-
structions for pseudorandom functions based on DES and MD5. Gong [503] examines the
efficiency of various authentication protocols and proposes lower bounds (e.g., on the num-
ber of message-passes required).

The examples illustrating attacks on flawed protocols are only a few of countless docu-
mented in the literature. Moore [898] provides an excellent survey on protocol failure; see
also Anderson and Needham [31] and Abadi and Needham [1] for sound engineering prin-
ciples. A large number of authenticated key establishment protocols with weaknesses are
analyzed using the BAN logic in the highly recommended report of Burrows, Abadi, and
Needham [227] (and by the same title: [224, 226, 225]). Gligor et al. [463] discuss the lim-
itations of authentication logics. Syverson [1181] examines the goals of formal logics for
protocol analysis and the utility of formal semantics as a reasoning tool. Among the au-
thentication logics evolving from BAN are those of Abadi and Tuttle [2], Gong, Needham,
and Yahalom [505], and Syverson and van Oorschot [1183]. The work of Abadi and Tuttle
is notable for its model of computation and formal semantics relative to this model. Lamp-
son et al. [740] both provide a theory of authentication in distributed systems (including
delegation and revocation) and discuss a practical system based on this theory.

One of the first contributions to formal protocol analysis was that of Dolev and Yao [359],
whose formal model, which focuses on two-party protocols for transmitting secret plain-
texts, facilitates precise discussion of security issues. This approach was augmented with
respect to message authentication and information leakage by Book and Otto [170]. Three
general approaches to protocol analysis are discussed by Kemmerer, Meadows, and Millen
[664] (see also Simmons [1148]): an algebraic approach, a state transition approach, and
a logical approach (which can be given a state-transition semantics). They illustrate sev-
eral methods on a protocol with known flaws (the infamous TMN protocol of Tatebayashi,
Matsuzaki, and Newman [1188]). Other recent surveys on formal methods include that of
Meadows [831], and the comprehensive survey of Rubin and Honeyman [1073]. An exten-
sive bibliographic tour of authentication literature is provided by Liebl [765].
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13.1 Introduction

This chapter considers key management techniques for controlling the distribution, use, and
update of cryptographic keys. Whereas Chapter 12 focuses on details of specific key estab-
lishment protocols which provide shared secret keys, here the focus is on communications
models for key establishment and use, classification and control of keys based on their in-
tended use, techniques for the distribution of public keys, architectures supporting auto-
mated key updates in distributed systems, and the roles of trusted third parties. Systems
providing cryptographic services require techniques for initialization and key distribution
as well as protocols to support on-line update of keying material, key backup/recovery, re-
vocation, and for managing certificates in certificate-based systems. This chapter examines
techniques related to these issues.

Chapter outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. ¨ 13.2 provides context including
background definitions, classification of cryptographic keys, simple models for key estab-
lishment, and a discussion of third party roles. ¨ 13.3 considers techniques for distributing
confidential keys, including key layering, key translation centers, and symmetric-key cer-
tificates. ¨ 13.4 summarizes techniques for distributing and authenticating public keys in-
cluding authentication trees, public-key certificates, the use of identity-based systems, and
implicitly-certified keys. ¨ 13.5 presents techniques for controlling the use of keying mate-
rial, including key notarization and control vectors. ¨ 13.6 considers methods for establish-
ing trust in systems involving multiple domains, certification authority trust models, and
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544 Ch. 13 Key Management Techniques

certification chains. The key management life cycle is summarized in © 13.7, while © 13.8
discusses selected specialized third party services, including trusted timestamping and no-
tary services supporting non-repudiation of digital signatures, and key escrow. Notes and
sources for further information are provided in © 13.9.

13.2 Background and basic concepts

A keying relationship is the state wherein communicating entities share common data (key-
ing material) to facilitate cryptographic techniques. This data may include public or secret
keys, initialization values, and additional non-secret parameters.

13.1 Definition Key management is the set of techniques and procedures supporting the estab-
lishment and maintenance of keying relationships between authorized parties.

Key management encompasses techniques and procedures supporting:

1. initialization of system users within a domain;
2. generation, distribution, and installation of keying material;
3. controlling the use of keying material;
4. update, revocation, and destruction of keying material; and
5. storage, backup/recovery, and archival of keying material.

13.2.1 Classifying keys by algorithm type and intended use

The terminology of Table 13.1 is used in reference to keying material. A symmetric cryp-
tographic system is a system involving two transformations – one for the originator and
one for the recipient – both of which make use of either the same secret key (symmetric
key) or two keys easily computed from each other. An asymmetric cryptographic system
is a system involving two related transformations – one defined by a public key (the public
transformation), and another defined by a private key (the private transformation) – with the
property that it is computationally infeasible to determine the private transformation from
the public transformation.

Term Meaning

private key, public key paired keys in an asymmetric cryptographic system
symmetric key key in a symmetric (single-key) cryptographic system
secret adjective used to describe private or symmetric key

Table 13.1: Private, public, symmetric, and secret keys.

Table 13.2 indicates various types of algorithms commonly used to achieve the spec-
ified cryptographic objectives. Keys associated with these algorithms may be correspond-
ingly classified, for the purpose of controlling key usage ( © 13.5). The classification given
requires specification of both the type of algorithm (e.g., encryption vs. signature) and the
intended use (e.g., confidentiality vs. entity authentication).
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Algorithm type¬
Cryptographic objective (usage) public-key symmetric-key

confidentiality  encryption encryption
data origin authentication ® signature MAC
key agreement Diffie-Hellman various methods
entity authentication 1. signature 1. MAC
(by challenge-response protocols) 2. decryption 2. encryption

3. customized

Table 13.2: Types of algorithms commonly used to meet specified objectives. May include data integrity, and includes key transport; see also ¯ 13.3.1.® Includes data integrity; and in the public-key case, non-repudiation.

13.2.2 Key management objectives, threats, and policy

Key management plays a fundamental role in cryptography as the basis for securing cryp-
tographic techniques providing confidentiality, entity authentication, data origin authenti-
cation, data integrity, and digital signatures. The goal of a good cryptographic design is
to reduce more complex problems to the proper management and safe-keeping of a small
number of cryptographic keys, ultimately secured through trust in hardware or software
by physical isolation or procedural controls. Reliance on physical and procedural secu-
rity (e.g., secured rooms with isolated equipment), tamper-resistant hardware, and trust in a
large number of individuals is minimized by concentrating trust in a small number of easily
monitored, controlled, and trustworthy elements.

Keying relationships in a communications environment involve at least two parties (a
sender and a receiver) in real-time. In a storage environment, there may be only a single
party, which stores and retrieves data at distinct points in time.

The objective of key management is to maintain keying relationships and keying ma-
terial in a manner which counters relevant threats, such as:

1. compromise of confidentiality of secret keys.
2. compromise of authenticity of secret or public keys. Authenticity requirements in-

clude knowledge or verifiability of the true identity of the party a key is shared or
associated with.

3. unauthorized use of secret or public keys. Examples include using a key which is no
longer valid, or for other than an intended purpose (see Remark 13.32).

In practice, an additional objective is conformance to a relevant security policy.

Security policy and key management

Key management is usually provided within the context of a specific security policy. A se-
curity policy explicitly or implicitly defines the threats a system is intended to address. The
policy may affect the stringency of cryptographic requirements, depending on the suscepti-
bility of the environment in question to various types of attack. Security policies typically
also specify:

1. practices and procedures to be followed in carrying out technical and administrative
aspects of key management, both automated and manual;

2. the responsibilities and accountability of each party involved; and
3. the types of records (audit trail information) to be kept, to support subsequent reports

or reviews of security-related events.
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13.2.3 Simple key establishment models

The following key distribution problem motivates more efficient key establishment models.

The °�± key distribution problem

In a system with ² users involving symmetric-key techniques, if each pair of users may
potentially need to communicate securely, then each pair must share a distinct secret key.
In this case, each party must have ²�³�´ secret keys; the overall number of keys in the
system, which may need to be centrally backed up, is then ²(µ¶²�³�´`·¹¸»º , or approximately²f¼ . As the size of a system increases, this number becomes unacceptably large.

In systems based on symmetric-key techniques, the solution is to use centralized key
servers: a star-like or spoked-wheel network is set up, with a trusted third party at the cen-
ter or hub of communications (see Remark 13.3). This addresses the ² ¼ key distribution
problem, at the cost of the requirement of an on-line trusted server, and additional commu-
nications with it. Public-key techniques offer an alternate solution.

Point-to-point and centralized key management

Point-to-point communications and centralized key management, using key distribution
centers or key translation centers, are examples of simple key distribution (communica-
tions) models relevant to symmetric-key systems. Here “simple” implies involving at most
one third party. These are illustrated in Figure 13.1 and described below, where ½�¾N¿ de-
notes a symmetric key shared by À and Á .

Â

KDC

(a) Point-to-point key distribution

(b) Key distribution center (KDC)

(i) (ii)

Ã(2)
(3)

Ä
Â

KTC

(i) (ii)

(1)

Ã(2)

Ä(1)

(3)

(c) Key translation center (KTC)

Ä

Ä

Ä
Ä

(1)
(2)

Ä

(1)

Ä
(2) (3)

KDC

Ä

Ã
Ä

KTC

Â

Â Ã

Â Ã

Figure 13.1: Simple key distribution models (symmetric-key).
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1. point-to-point mechanisms. These involve two parties communicating directly (seeÇ
12.3.1).

2. key distribution centers (KDCs). KDCs are used to distribute keys between users
which share distinct keys with the KDC, but not with each other.
A basic KDC protocol proceeds as follows. È Upon request from É to share a key withÊ

, the KDC Ë generates or otherwise acquires a key Ì , then sends it encrypted underÌ�ÍÏÎ to É , along with a copy of Ì (for
Ê

) encrypted under Ì�ÐRÎ . Alternatively, Ë
may communicate Ì (secured under Ì�Ð�Î ) to

Ê
directly.

3. key translation centers (KTCs). The assumptions and objectives of KTCs are as for
KDCs above, but here one of the parties (e.g., É ) supplies the session key rather than
the trusted center.
A basic KTC protocol proceeds as follows.Ñ�É sends a key Ì to the KTC Ë encrypted
under Ì ÍÏÎ . The KTC deciphers and re-enciphers Ì under Ì Ð�Î , then returns this
to É (to relay to

Ê
) or sends it to

Ê
directly.

KDCs provide centralized key generation, while KTCs allow distributed key genera-
tion. Both are centralized techniques in that they involve an on-line trusted server.

13.2 Note (initial keying requirements) Point-to-point mechanisms require that É and
Ê

share
a secret key a priori. Centralized key management involving a trusted party Ë requires thatÉ and

Ê
each share a secret key with Ë . These shared long-term keys are initially estab-

lished by non-cryptographic, out-of-band techniques providing confidentiality and authen-
ticity (e.g., in person, or by trusted courier). By comparison, with public keys confidential-
ity is not required; initial distribution of these need only guarantee authenticity.

13.3 Remark (centralized key management – pros and cons) Centralized key management in-
volving third parties (KDCs or KTCs) offers the advantage of key-storage efficiency: each
party need maintain only one long-term secret key with the trusted third party (rather than
one for each potential communications partner). Potential disadvantages include: vulner-
ability to loss of overall system security if the central node is compromised (providing an
attractive target to adversaries); a performance bottleneck if the central node becomes over-
loaded; loss of service if the central node fails (a critical reliability point); and the require-
ment of an on-line trusted server.

13.2.4 Roles of third parties

Below, trusted third parties (TTPs) are first classified based on their real-time interactions
with other entities. Key management functions provided by third parties are then discussed.

(i) In-line, on-line, and off-line third parties

From a communications viewpoint, three categories of third parties Ë can be distinguished
based on relative location to and interaction with the communicating parties É and

Ê
(see

Figure 13.2):

1. in-line: Ë is an intermediary, serving as the real-time means of communication be-
tween É and

Ê
.

2. on-line: Ë is involved in real-time during each protocol instance (communicating
with É or

Ê
or both), but É and

Ê
communicate directly rather than through Ë .Ò

For specific examples of such protocols including Kerberos (Protocol 12.24), see Ó 12.3.2.Ô
A specific example is the message-translation protocol, Protocol 13.12, with Õ×Ö^Ø .
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3. off-line: Ù is not involved in the protocol in real-time, but prepares information a
priori, which is available to Ú or Û or both and used during protocol execution.

(a) in-line

Ü

(b) on-line

Ü

Ü

communications carried out prior to protocol run

(c) off-line

on-line

[optional]

[optional]

Ý

Ý

Ý

in-line
TTP

TTP

TTP
off-line

Figure 13.2: In-line, on-line, and off-line third parties.

In-line third parties are of particular interest when Ú and Û belong to different secu-
rity domains or cannot otherwise interact directly due to non-interoperable security mecha-
nisms. Examples of an in-line third party include a KDC or KTC which provides the com-
munications path between Ú and Û , as in Figure 13.1(b)(ii) or (c)(ii). Parts (b)(i) and (c)(i)
illustrate examples of on-line third parties which are not in-line. An example of an off-line
third party is a certification authority producing public-key certificates and placing them in
a public directory; here, the directory may be an on-line third party, but the certification
authority is not.

13.4 Remark (pros and cons: in-line, on-line, off-line) Protocols with off-line third parties usu-
ally involve fewer real-time message exchanges, and do not require real-time availability of
third parties. Revocation of privileges (e.g., if a secret key is compromised) is more easily
handled by in-line or on-line third parties.

(ii) Third party functions related to public-key certificates

Potential roles played by third parties within a key management system involving public-
key certificates ( Þ 13.4.2) are listed below. Their relationship is illustrated in Figure 13.3.

1. certification authority (CA) – responsible for establishing and vouching for the au-
thenticity of public keys. In certificate-based systems ( Þ 13.4.2), this includes binding
public keys to distinguished names through signed certificates, managing certificate
serial numbers, and certificate revocation.ßà

Certificate creation requires verification of the authenticity of the entity to be associated with the public key.
This authentication may be delegated to a registration authority. The CA may carry out the combined functions
of a registration authority, name server, and key generation facility; such a combined facility is called either a CA
or a key management facility.
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2. name server – responsible for managing a name space of unique user names (e.g.,
unique relative to a CA).

3. registration authority – responsible for authorizing entities, distinguished by unique
names, as members of a security domain. User registration usually involves associ-
ating keying material with the entity.

4. key generator – creates public/private key pairs (and symmetric keys or passwords).
This may be part of the user entity, part of the CA, or an independent trusted system
component.

5. certificate directory – a certificate database or server accessible for read-access by
users. The CA may supply certificates to (and maintain) the database, or users may
manage their own database entries (under appropriate access control).

name

registration
authority

key
generator

User ã certification
authority

certificate
directory

server

Figure 13.3: Third party services related to public-key certification.

(iii) Other basic third party functions

Additional basic functions a trusted third party may provide include:

1. key server (authentication server) – facilitates key establishment between other par-
ties, including for entity authentication. Examples include KDCs and KTCs ( ä 13.2.3).

2. key management facility – provides a number of services including storage and arch-
ival of keys, audit collection and reporting tools, and (in conjunction with a certifi-
cation authority or CA) enforcement of life cycle requirements including updating
and revoking keys. The associated key server or certification authority may provide
a record (audit trail) of all events related to key generation and update, certificate gen-
eration and revocation, etc.

13.5 Note (key access server) A key server may be generalized to a key access server, providing
shared keys under controlled access to individual members of groups of two or more parties,
as follows. A key å is securely deposited with the server by party æ along with an access
control list specifying entities authorized to access it. The server stores the key and the
associated list. Subsequently, entities contact the server and request the key by referencing
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a key identifier supplied by ç . Upon entity authentication, the server grants access to the
keying material (using KTC-like functionality) if the entity is authorized.

13.6 Note (digital enveloping of files) A key access server may be employed to store a key è
used to symmetrically encrypt a file. The source party ç may make the (encrypted) file
available by attaching it to the encrypted key, posting it to a public site, or communicating
it independently over a distinct (unsecured) channel. Retrieval of the key from the server
by an authorized party then allows that party access to the (decrypted) file. The same end
goal can be attained by public-key techniques directly, without key access servers, as fol-
lows: ç encrypts the file under è as above; asymmetrically encrypts è using the intended
recipient’s public encryption key (or recipients’ keys); and includes the encrypted key(s) in
a header field preceding the encrypted file.

13.7 Remark (levels of trust vs. competency) Various third party services require different types
of trust and competency in the third party. For example, a third party possessing secret de-
cryption keys (or entity authentication keys) must be trusted not to disclose encrypted in-
formation (or impersonate users). A third party required (only) to bind an encryption public
key to an identity must still be trusted not to create false associations and thereafter imper-
sonate an entity. In general, three levels of trust in a third party é responsible for certify-
ing credentials for users may be distinguished. Level 1: é knows each user’s secret key.
Level 2: é does not know users’ secret keys, but can create false credentials without de-
tection. Level 3: é does not know users’ secret keys, and generation of false credentials is
detectable.

(iv) Advanced third party functions

Advanced service roles which may be provided by trusted third parties, discussed further
in ê 13.8, include:

1. timestamp agent – used to assert the existence of a specified document at a certain
point in time, or affix a trusted date to a transaction or digital message.

2. notary agent – used to verify digital signatures at a given point in time to support
non-repudiation, or more generally establish the truth of any statement (which it is
trusted on or granted jurisdiction over) at a given point in time.

3. key escrow agent – used to provide third-party access to users’ secret keys under spe-
cial circumstances. Here distinction is usually made between key types; for example,
encryption private keys may need to be escrowed but not signature private keys (cf.
Remark 13.32).

13.2.5 Tradeoffs among key establishment protocols

A vast number of key establishment protocols are available (Chapter 12). To choose from
among these for a particular application, many factors aside from cryptographic security
may be relevant. ê 12.2.2 discusses different types of assurances provided, and characteris-
tics useful in comparing protocols.

In selected key management applications, hybrid protocols involving both symmet-
ric and asymmetric techniques offer the best alternative (e.g., Protocol 12.44; see also
Note 13.6). More generally, the optimal use of available techniques generally involves
combining symmetric techniques for bulk encryption and data integrity with public-key
techniques for signatures and key management.
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Public-key vs. symmetric-key techniques (in key management)

Primary advantages offered by public-key (vs. symmetric-key) techniques for applications
related to key management include:

1. simplified key management. To encrypt data for another party, only the encryption
public key of that party need be obtained. This simplifies key management as only
authenticity of public keys is required, not their secrecy. Table 13.3 illustrates the
case for encryption keys. The situation is analogous for other types of public-key
pairs, e.g., signature key pairs.

2. on-line trusted server not required. Public-key techniques allow a trusted on-line
server to be replaced by a trusted off-line server plus any means for delivering au-
thentic public keys (e.g., public-key certificates and a public database provided by
an untrusted on-line server). For applications where an on-line trusted server is not
mandatory, this may make the system more amenable to scaling, to support very large
numbers of users.

3. enhanced functionality. Public-key cryptography offers functionality which typically
cannot be provided cost-effectively by symmetric techniques (without additional on-
line trusted third parties or customized secure hardware). The most notable such fea-
tures are non-repudiation of digital signatures, and true (single-source) data origin
authentication.

Symmetric keys Asymmetric keys
secrecy authenticity secrecy authenticity

encryption key yes yes no yes
decryption key yes yes yes yes

Table 13.3: Key protection requirements: symmetric-key vs. public-key systems.

Figure 13.4 compares key management for symmetric-key and public-key encryption.
The pairwise secure channel in Figure 13.4(a) is often a trusted server with which each party
communicates. The pairwise authentic channel in Figure 13.4(b) may be replaced by a pub-
lic directory through which public keys are available via certificates; the public key in this
case is typically used to encrypt a symmetric data key (cf. Note 13.6).

13.3 Techniques for distributing confidential keys

Various techniques and protocols are available to distribute cryptographic keys whose con-
fidentiality must be preserved (both private keys and symmetric keys). These include the
use of key layering ( í 13.3.1) and symmetric-key certificates ( í 13.3.2).

13.3.1 Key layering and cryptoperiods

Table 13.2 (page 545) may be used to classify keys based on usage. The class “confiden-
tiality” may be sub-classified on the nature of the information being protected: user data vs.
keying material. This suggests a natural key layering as follows:

1. master keys – keys at the highest level in the hierarchy, in that they themselves are
not cryptographically protected. They are distributed manually or initially installed
and protected by procedural controls and physical or electronic isolation.
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symmetric
key generator

asymmetric key
pair generation

(a) Symmetric-key encryption

secret key secret key

(b) Public-key encryption

public key private key

plaintext ciphertext plaintext

ciphertextplaintext plaintext

secure channel (privacy and authentication)

unsecured channel (no protection)

secure channel (authentication only)

encryption decryption

encryption decryption

Figure 13.4: Key management: symmetric-key vs. public-key encryption.

2. key-encrypting keys – symmetric keys or encryption public keys used for key trans-
port or storage of other keys, e.g., in the key transport protocols of Chapter 12. These
may also be called key-transport keys, and may themselves be secured under other
keys.

3. data keys – used to provide cryptographic operations on user data (e.g., encryption,
authentication). These are generally short-term symmetric keys; however, asymmet-
ric signature private keys may also be considered data keys, and these are usually
longer-term keys.

The keys at one layer are used to protect items at a lower level. This constraint is intended to
make attacks more difficult, and to limit exposure resulting from compromise of a specific
key, as discussed below.

13.8 Note (protection of key-encrypting keys) Compromise of a key-encrypting key (and more-
over, a master key as a special case thereof) affects all keys protected thereunder. Conse-
quently, special measures are used to protect master keys, including severely limiting access
and use, hardware protection, and providing access to the key only under shared control
( î 12.7.1).

13.9 Example (key layering with master and terminal keys) Assume each terminal ï from a
predefined set shares a key-encrypting key (terminal key) ð�ñ with a trusted central nodeò

, and that
ò

stores an encrypted list of all terminal keys under a master key ð�ó .
ò

may
then provide a session key to terminals ï and ô as follows.

ò
obtains a random value õ

(possibly from an external source) and defines the session key to be ö�÷ùø%ú"û.üýõ�þ , the
decryption of õ under ð ó . Using ð ó ,

ò
decrypts the key list to obtain ð ñ , computes ö
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from � , then encrypts � under ��� and transmits it to � . � is analogously transmitted to�
, and can be recovered by both � and

�
. �

Cryptoperiods, long-term keys, and short-term keys

13.10 Definition The cryptoperiod of a key is the time period over which it is valid for use by
legitimate parties.

Cryptoperiods may serve to:

1. limit the information (related to a specific key) available for cryptanalysis;
2. limit exposure in the case of compromise of a single key;
3. limit the use of a particular technology to its estimated effective lifetime; and
4. limit the time available for computationally intensive cryptanalytic attacks (in appli-

cations where long-term key protection is not required).

In addition to the key layering hierarchy above, keys may be classified based on tem-
poral considerations as follows.

1. long-term keys. These include master keys, often key-encrypting keys, and keys used
to facilitate key agreement.

2. short-term keys. These include keys established by key transport or key agreement,
and often used as data keys or session keys for a single communications session. See
Remark 13.11.

In general, communications applications involve short-term keys, while data storage
applications require longer-term keys. Long-term keys typically protect short-term keys.
Diffie-Hellman keys are an exception in some cases (see 	 12.6.1). Cryptoperiods limit the
use of keys to fixed periods, after which they must be replaced.

13.11 Remark (short-term use vs. protection) The term short as used in short-term keys refers to
the intended time of the key usage by legitimate parties, rather than the protection lifetime
(cf. 	 13.7.1). For example, an encryption key used for only a single session might nonethe-
less be required to provide protection sufficient to withstand long-term attack (perhaps 20
years), whereas if signatures are verified immediately and never checked again, a signature
key may need to provide protection only for a relatively short period of time. The more
severe the consequences of a secret key being disclosed, the greater the reward to an adver-
sary for obtaining access to it, and the greater the time or level of effort an adversary will
invest to do so. (See also 	 12.2.2, and 	 12.2.3 on perfect forward secrecy.)

13.3.2 Key translation centers and symmetric-key certificates

Further to centralized key management discussed in 	 13.2.3, this section considers tech-
niques involving key translation centers, including use of symmetric-key certificates.

(i) Key translation centers

A key translation center (KTC) 
 is a trusted server which allows two parties � and � ,
which do not directly share keying material, to establish secure communications through
use of long-term keys ���� and ����� they respectively share with 
 . � may send a confi-
dential message � to � using Protocol 13.12. If � is a key � , this provides a key transfer
protocol (cf. 	 13.2.3); thus, KTCs provide translation of keys or messages.
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13.12 Protocol Message translation protocol using a KTC

SUMMARY: � interacts with a trusted server (KTC) � and party � .
RESULT: � transfers a secret message � (or session key) to � . See Note 13.13.

1. Notation. � is a symmetric encryption algorithm. � may be a session key � .
2. One-time setup. � and � share key ����� . Similarly � and � share ����� .
3. Protocol messages.

�����! "�$#%�'&)(+*-,.��#/�!01,3240��5��! "�6&$78*-,.�9#:�$0 ,3;40�<�=�! "�6&$78*-,.�9#:�$0 ,3>40
4. Protocol actions.

(a) � encrypts � (along with the identifier of the intended recipient) under � ��� ,
and sends this to � with its own identifier (to allow � to look up � ��� ).

(b) Upon decrypting the message, � determines it is intended for � , looks up the
key ( � �?� ) of the indicated recipient, and re-encrypts � for � .

(c) � returns the translated message for � to send to (or post in a public site for)� ; alternatively, � may send the response to � directly.

Only one of � and � need communicate with � . As an alternative to the protocol as given,� may send the first message to � directly, which � would then relay to � for translation,
with � responding directly to � .

13.13 Note (security of Protocol 13.12)

(i) The identifier � , corresponding to the key under which message (1) was encrypted,
is included in message (2) as a secure indication (to � ) of the original source. Key
notarization ( @ 13.5.2) offers a more robust method of preventing key substitution.

(ii) A recognizable distinction (e.g., re-ordering the message and identifier fields) be-
tween the format of messages (1) and (2) is required to prevent an adversary from
reflecting (1) back to � as a message (3) purportedly originating from � .

(iii) Message replay is possible; attacks may be detected through the use of timestamps
or sequence numbers within � . The protocol as given provides no entity authenti-
cation.

(iv) An integrity check mechanism on the encrypted text should be used to allow � to
detect tampering of the cleartext identifier � in (1), as well as in (2) and (3).

(v) A chosen-text attack on key ����� in (2) may be prevented by an encryption mode
such as CBC, and inserting an initial field containing a random number.

(ii) Symmetric-key certificates

Symmetric-key certificates provide a means for a KTC to avoid the requirement of either
maintaining a secure database of user secrets (or duplicating such a database for multiple
servers), or retrieving such keys from a database upon translation requests.

As before, associated with each party � is a key ���?� shared with � , which is now em-
bedded in a symmetric-key certificate � & *-,.� ��� #:��0 encrypted under a symmetric master
key � � known only to � . (A lifetime parameter A could also be included in the certificate
as a validity period.) The certificate serves as a memo from � to itself (who alone can open
it), and is given to � so that � may subsequently present it back to � precisely when re-
quired to access � ’s symmetric key � ��� for message translation. Rather than storing all
user keys, � now need securely store only � � .
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Symmetric-key certificates may be used in Protocol 13.12 by changing only the first
message as below, where SCertDFE<G6H)I-JLK�D�M6N:O)P , SCertQRESG6H%I-JLK�Q?M6N:TUP :

O�V�W!X SCertD N%G H)Y I-J.T�N/Z!PLN SCertQ J3[4P
A public database may be established with an entry specifying the name of each user and its
corresponding symmetric-key certificate. To construct message (1), O retrieves T ’s symm-
etric-key certificate and includes this along with its own. W carries out the translation as
before, retrieving K D�M and K Q�M from these certificates, but now also verifies that O ’s in-
tended recipient T as specified in G H)Y I-JLT�N/Z!P matches the identifier in the supplied cer-
tificate SCertQ .

13.14 Remark (public-key functionality via symmetric techniques) The trusted third party func-
tionality required when using symmetric-key certificates may be provided by per-user
tamper-resistant hardware units keyed with a common (user-inaccessible) master keyK�M . The trusted hardware unit \]D of each user O generates a symmetric-key certificate^`_]aLbdc D�EeG6H%I-JLK�D�M`N:O$P , which is made available to T when required. \fQ decrypts
the certificate to recover K�D�M (inaccessible to T ) and the identity O (accessible to T ). By
design, \]Q is constrained to use other users’ keys K�D�MgESK�D solely for verification func-
tions (e.g., MAC verification, message decryption). K D then functions as O ’s public key
(cf. Example 13.36), allowing data origin authentication with non-repudiation; an adju-
dicator may resolve disputes given a hardware unit containing K M , a disputed (message,
signature) pair, and the authentic value

^`_]aLbhc D from \ D .

13.15 Remark (symmetric-key vs. public-key certificates) Symmetric-key certificates differ
from public-key certificates as follows: they are symmetric-key encrypted under W ’s mas-
ter key (vs. signed using W ’s private key); the symmetric key within may be extracted only
by W (vs. many parties being able to verify a public-key certificate); and W is required to be
on-line for key translation (vs. an off-line certification authority). In both cases, certificates
may be stored in a public directory.

13.4 Techniques for distributing public keys

Protocols involving public-key cryptography are typically described assuming a priori pos-
session of (authentic) public keys of appropriate parties. This allows full generality among
various options for acquiring such keys. Alternatives for distributing explicit public keys
with guaranteed or verifiable authenticity, including public exponentials for Diffie-Hellman
key agreement (or more generally, public parameters), include the following.

1. Point-to-point delivery over a trusted channel. Authentic public keys of other users
are obtained directly from the associated user by personal exchange, or over a di-
rect channel, originating at that user, and which (procedurally) guarantees integrity
and authenticity (e.g., a trusted courier or registered mail). This method is suitable if
used infrequently (e.g., one-time user registration), or in small closed systems. A re-
lated method is to exchange public keys and associated information over an untrusted
electronic channel, and provide authentication of this information by communicating
a hash thereof (using a collision-resistant hash function) via an independent, lower-
bandwidth authentic channel, such as a registered mail.
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Drawbacks of this method include: inconvenience (elapsed time); the requirement of
non-automated key acquisition prior to secured communications with each new party
(chronological timing); and the cost of the trusted channel.

2. Direct access to a trusted public file (public-key registry). A public database, the in-
tegrity of which is trusted, may be set up to contain the name and authentic public
key of each system user. This may be implemented as a public-key registry operated
by a trusted party. Users acquire keys directly from this registry.
While remote access to the registry over unsecured channels is acceptable against
passive adversaries, a secure channel is required for remote access in the presence of
active adversaries. One method of authenticating a public file is by tree authentication
of public keys ( i 13.4.1).

3. Use of an on-line trusted server. An on-line trusted server provides access to the
equivalent of a public file storing authentic public keys, returning requested (individ-
ual) public keys in signed transmissions; confidentiality is not required. The request-
ing party possesses a copy of the server’s signature verification public key, allowing
verification of the authenticity of such transmissions.
Disadvantages of this approach include: the trusted server must be on-line; the trusted
server may become a bottleneck; and communications links must be established with
both the intended communicant and the trusted server.

4. Use of an off-line server and certificates. In a one-time process, each party j contacts
an off-line trusted party referred to as a certification authority (CA), to register its
public key and obtain the CA’s signature verification public key (allowing verification
of other users’ certificates). The CA certifies j ’s public key by binding it to a string
identifying j , thereby creating a certificate ( i 13.4.2). Parties obtain authentic public
keys by exchanging certificates or extracting them from a public directory.

5. Use of systems implicitly guaranteeing authenticity of public parameters. In such
systems, including identity-based systems ( i 13.4.3) and those using implicitly cer-
tified keys ( i 13.4.4), by algorithmic design, modification of public parameters re-
sults in detectable, non-compromising failure of cryptographic techniques (see Re-
mark 13.26).

The following subsections discuss the above techniques in greater detail. Figure 13.7
(page 564) provides a comparison of the certificate-based approach, identity-based systems,
and the use of implicitly-certified public keys.

13.4.1 Authentication trees

Authentication trees provide a method for making public data available with verifiable au-
thenticity, by using a tree structure in conjunction with a suitable hash function, and authen-
ticating the root value. Applications include:

1. authentication of public keys (as an alternative to public-key certificates). An authen-
tication tree created by a trusted third party, containing users’ public keys, allows au-
thentication of a large number of such keys.

2. trusted timestamping service. Creation of an authentication tree by a trusted third
party, in a similar way, facilitates a trusted timestamping service (see i 13.8.1).

3. authentication of user validation parameters. Creation of a tree by a single user al-
lows that user to publish, with verifiable authenticity, a large number of its own public
validation parameters, such as required in one-time signature schemes (see i 11.6.3).

To facilitate discussion of authentication trees, binary trees are first introduced.
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Binary trees

A binary tree is a structure consisting of vertices and directed edges. The vertices are di-
vided into three types:

1. a root vertex. The root has two edges directed towards it, a left and a right edge.
2. internal vertices. Each internal vertex has three edges incident to it – an upper edge

directed away from it, and left and right edges directed towards it.
3. leaves. Each leaf vertex has one edge incident to it, and directed away from it.

The vertices incident with the left and right edges of an internal vertex (or the root) are called
the children of the internal vertex. The internal (or root) vertex is called the parent of the
associated children. Figure 13.5 illustrates a binary tree with 7 vertices and 6 edges.

Root

Right EdgeLeft Edge

Figure 13.5: A binary tree (with 4 shaded leaves and 3 internal vertices).

13.16 Fact There is a unique directed path from any non-root vertex in a binary tree to the root
vertex.

Constructing and using authentication trees

Consider a binary tree m which has n leaves. Let o be a collision-resistant hash function. m
can be used to authenticate n public values, prq:s:p4t8s/u:u:u�s/p8v , by constructing an authentica-
tion tree mxw as follows.

1. Label each of the n leaves by a unique public value pzy .
2. On the edge directed away from the leaf labeled p y , put the label o|{Lp y~} .
3. If the left and right edge of an internal vertex are labeled o-q and o4t , respectively, label

the upper edge of the vertex o|{Lo q8� o t } .
4. If the edges directed toward the root vertex are labeled �`q and �-t , label the root vertexo|{��`q � �-t } .

Once the public values are assigned to leaves of the binary tree, such a labeling is well-
defined. Figure 13.6 illustrates an authentication tree with 4 leaves. Assuming some means
to authenticate the label on the root vertex, an authentication tree provides a means to au-
thenticate any of the n public leaf values p y , as follows. For each public value p y , there is
a unique path (the authentication path) from p y to the root. Each edge on the path is a left
or right edge of an internal vertex or the root. If � is such an edge directed towards vertex� , record the label on the other edge (not � ) directed toward � . This sequence of labels (the
authentication path values) used in the correct order provides the authentication of p8y , as il-
lustrated by Example 13.17. Note that if a single leaf value (e.g., p q ) is altered, maliciously
or otherwise, then authentication of that value will fail.
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Figure 13.6: An authentication tree.

13.17 Example (key verification using authentication trees) Refer to Figure 13.6. The public
value �r� can be authenticated by providing the sequence of labels ���.�+�4� , ���.�+�8� , ���.�+�8� . The
authentication proceeds as follows: compute ���.�r��� ; next compute �-� �S�|�L�|�L�-���L�¢¡����.�+�8�3� ;
then compute �4�9�e�|�L�-�8¡��|�L�4�+�L� ; finally, accept �r� as authentic if �|�L�4��¡��|�L�4�+�L�£�e¤ ,
where the root value ¤ is known to be authentic. ¥

The advantage of authentication trees is evident by considering the storage required to
allow authentication of ¦ public values using the following (very simple) alternate approach:
an entity § authenticates ¦ public values �r�:¨:�4�4¨:©/©:©�¨/�8ª by registering each with a trusted
third party. This approach requires registration of ¦ public values, which may raise storage
issues at the third party when ¦ is large. In contrast, an authentication tree requires only a
single value be registered with the third party.

If a public key �z« of an entity § is the value corresponding to a leaf in an authentication
tree, and § wishes to provide ¬ with information allowing ¬ to verify the authenticity of�8« , then § must (store and) provide to ¬ both �z« and all hash values associated with the
authentication path from �8« to the root; in addition, ¬ must have prior knowledge and trust
in the authenticity of the root value ¤ . These values collectively guarantee authenticity,
analogous to the signature on a public-key certificate. The number of values each party must
store (and provide to others to allow verification of its public key) is ¯®4�°¦�� , as per Fact 13.19.

13.18 Fact (depth of a binary tree) Consider the length of (or number of edges in) the path from
each leaf to the root in a binary tree. The length of the longest such path is minimized when
the tree is balanced, i.e., when the tree is constructed such that all such paths differ in length
by at most one. The length of the path from a leaf to the root in a balanced binary tree
containing ¦ leaves is about ±®8��¦�� .

13.19 Fact (length of authentication paths) Using a balanced binary tree (Fact 13.18) as an au-
thentication tree with ¦ public values as leaves, authenticating a public value therein may
be achieved by hashing ¯®+�°¦�� values along the path to the root.

13.20 Remark (time-space tradeoff ) Authentication trees require only a single value (the root
value) in a tree be registered as authentic, but verification of the authenticity of any particu-
lar leaf value requires access to and hashing of all values along the authentication path from
leaf to root.

13.21 Remark (changing leaf values) To change a public (leaf) value or add more values to an
authentication tree requires recomputation of the label on the root vertex. For large balanced
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trees, this may involve a substantial computation. In all cases, re-establishing trust of all
users in this new root value (i.e., its authenticity) is necessary.

The computational cost involved in adding more values to a tree (Remark 13.21) may
motivate constructing the new tree as an unbalanced tree with the new leaf value (or a sub-
tree of such values) being the right child of the root, and the old tree, the left. Another
motivation for allowing unbalanced trees arises when some leaf values are referenced far
more frequently than others.

13.4.2 Public-key certificates

Public-key certificates are a vehicle by which public keys may be stored, distributed or for-
warded over unsecured media without danger of undetectable manipulation. The objective
is to make one entity’s public key available to others such that its authenticity (i.e., its status
as the true public key of that entity) and validity are verifiable. In practice, X.509 certifi-
cates are commonly used (see page 587). Further details regarding public-key certificates
follow.

13.22 Definition A public-key certificate is a data structure consisting of a data part and a sig-
nature part. The data part contains cleartext data including, as a minimum, a public key
and a string identifying the party (subject entity) to be associated therewith. The signature
part consists of the digital signature of a certification authority over the data part, thereby
binding the subject entity’s identity to the specified public key.

The Certification Authority (CA) is a trusted third party whose signature on the cer-
tificate vouches for the authenticity of the public key bound to the subject entity. The sig-
nificance of this binding (e.g., what the key may be used for) must be provided by addi-
tional means, such as an attribute certificate or policy statement. Within the certificate, the
string which identifies the subject entity must be a unique name within the system (distin-
guished name), which the CA typically associates with a real-world entity. The CA requires
its own signature key pair, the authentic public key of which is made available to each party
upon registering as an authorized system user. This CA public key allows any system user,
through certificate acquisition and verification, to transitively acquire trust in the authentic-
ity of the public key in any certificate signed by that CA.

Certificates are a means for transferring trust, as opposed to establishing trust origi-
nally. The authenticity of the CA’s public key may be originally provided by non-cryptogra-
phic means including personal acquisition, or through trusted couriers; authenticity is re-
quired, but not secrecy.

Examples of additional information which the certificate data part might contain in-
clude:

1. a validity period of the public key;
2. a serial number or key identifier identifying the certificate or key;
3. additional information about the subject entity (e.g., street or network address);
4. additional information about the key (e.g., algorithm and intended use);
5. quality measures related to the identification of the subject entity, the generation of

the key pair, or other policy issues;
6. information facilitating verification of the signature (e.g., a signature algorithm iden-

tifier, and issuing CA’s name);
7. the status of the public key (cf. revocation certificates, ´ 13.6.3).
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(i) Creation of public-key certificates

Before creating a public-key certificate for a subject entity µ , the certification authority
should take appropriate measures (relative to the security level required, and customary
business practices), typically non-cryptographic in nature, to verify the claimed identity ofµ and the fact that the public key to be certified is actually that of µ . Two cases may be
distinguished.

Case 1: trusted party creates key pair. The trusted party creates a public-key pair, as-
signs it to a specific entity, and includes the public key and the identity of that entity in the
certificate. The entity obtains a copy of the corresponding private key over a secure (au-
thentic and private) channel after proving its identity (e.g., by showing a passport or trusted
photo-id, in person). All parties subsequently using this certificate essentially delegate trust
to this prior verification of identity by the trusted party.

Case 2: entity creates own key pair. The entity creates its own public-key pair, and se-
curely transfers the public key to the trusted party in a manner which preserves authenticity
(e.g., over a trusted channel, or in person). Upon verification of the authenticity (source) of
the public key, the trusted party creates the public-key certificate as above.

13.23 Remark (proof of knowledge of private key) In Case 2 above, the certification authority
should require proof of knowledge of the corresponding private key, to preclude (among
other possible attacks) an otherwise legitimate party from obtaining, for malicious purposes,
a public-key certificate binding its name to the public key of another party. For the case of
signature public keys, this might be done by the party providing its own signature on a sub-
set of the data part of the certificate; or by responding to a challenge ¶z· randomized by the
party itself e.g., signing ¸|¹�¶ ·:º¯º ¶d»4¼ for an appropriate hash function ¸ and a random number¶/» chosen by the signer.

(ii) Use and verification of public-key certificates

The overall process whereby a party ½ uses a public-key certificate to obtain the authentic
public key of a party µ may be summarized as follows:

1. (One-time) acquire the authentic public key of the certification authority.
2. Obtain an identifying string which uniquely identifies the intended party µ .
3. Acquire over some unsecured channel (e.g. from a central public database of certifi-

cates, or from µ directly), a public-key certificate corresponding to subject entity µ
and agreeing with the previous identifying string.

4. (a) Verify the current date and time against the validity period (if any) in the cer-
tificate, relying on a local trusted time/day-clock;

(b) Verify the current validity of the CA’s public key itself;
(c) Verify the signature on µ ’s certificate, using the CA’s public key;
(d) Verify that the certificate has not been revoked ( ¾ 13.6.3).

5. If all checks succeed, accept the public key in the certificate as µ ’s authentic key.

13.24 Remark (life cycle reasons for single-key certificates) Due to differing life cycle require-
ments for different types of keys (e.g., differing cryptoperiods, backup, archival, and other
lifetime protection requirements – see ¾ 13.7), separate certificates are recommended for
separate keys, as opposed to including several keys in a single certificate. See also Re-
mark 13.32.
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(iii) Attribute certificates

Public-key certificates bind a public key and an identity, and include additional data fields
necessary to clarify this binding, but are not intended for certifying additional information.
Attribute certificates are similar to public-key certificates, but specifically intended to allow
specification of information (attributes) other than public keys (but related to a CA, entity,
or public key), such that it may also be conveyed in a trusted (verifiable) manner. Attribute
certificates may be associated with a specific public key by binding the attribute informa-
tion to the key by the method by which the key is identified, e.g., by the serial number of a
corresponding public-key certificate, or to a hash-value of the public key or certificate.

Attribute certificates may be signed by an attribute certification authority, created in
conjunction with an attribute registration authority, and distributed in conjunction with an
attribute directory service (cf. Figure 13.3). More generally, any party with a signature key
and appropriate recognizable authority may create an attribute certificate. One application
is to certify authorization information related to a public key. More specifically, this may
be used, for example, to limit liability resulting from a digital signature, or to constrain the
use of a public key (e.g., to transactions of limited values, certain types, or during certain
hours).

13.4.3 Identity-based systems

Identity-based systems resemble ordinary public-key systems, involving a private transfor-
mation and a public transformation, but users do not have explicit public keys as before. In-
stead, the public key is effectively replaced by (or constructed from) a user’s publicly avail-
able identity information (e.g., name and network or street address). Any publicly available
information which uniquely identifies a user and can be undeniably associated with the user,
may serve as the identity information.

13.25 Definition An identity-based cryptographic system (ID-based system) is an asymmetric
system wherein an entity’s public identification information (unique name) plays the role
of its public key, and is used as input by a trusted authority Á (along with Á ’s private key)
to compute the entity’s corresponding private key.

After computing it, Á transfers the entity’s private key to the entity over a secure (au-
thentic and private) channel. This private key is computed from not only the entity’s identity
information, but must also be a function of some privileged information known only to Á
(Á ’s private key). This is necessary to prevent forgery and impersonation – it is essential
that only Á be able to create valid private keys corresponding to given identification in-
formation. Corresponding (authentic) publicly available system data must be incorporated
in the cryptographic transformations of the ID-based system, analogous to the certification
authority’s public key in certificate-based systems. Figure 13.7(b) on page 564 illustrates
the design of an identity-based system. In some cases, additional system-defined public
data Â]Ã must be associated with each user Ä in addition to its a priori identity Å3ÆUÃ (see
Remark 13.27); such systems are no longer “purely” identity-based, although neither the
authenticity of Â Ã nor Å3Æ Ã need be explicitly verified.

13.26 Remark (authenticity in ID-based systems) ID-based systems differ from public-key sys-
tems in that the authenticity of user-specific public data is not (and need not be) explicitly
verified, as is necessary for user public keys in certificate-based systems. The inherent re-
dundancy of user public data in ID-based systems (derived through the dependence of the
corresponding private key thereon), together with the use of authentic public system data,
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implicitly protects against forgery; if incorrect user public data is used, the cryptographic
transformations simply fail. More specifically: signature verification fails, entity authenti-
cation fails, public-key encryption results in undecipherable text, and key-agreement results
in parties establishing different keys, respectively, for (properly constructed) identity-based
signature, authentication, encryption, and key establishment mechanisms.

The motivation behind ID-based systems is to create a cryptographic system modeling
an ideal mail system wherein knowledge of a person’s name alone suffices to allow mail to
be sent which that person alone can read, and to allow verification of signatures that person
alone could have produced. In such an ideal cryptographic system:

1. users need exchange neither symmetric keys nor public keys;
2. public directories (files of public keys or certificates) need not be kept; and
3. the services of a trusted authority are needed solely during a set-up phase (during

which users acquire authentic public system parameters, to be maintained).

13.27 Remark (ideal vs. actual ID-based systems) A drawback in many concrete proposals of
ID-based systems is that the required user-specific identity data includes additional data (an
integer or public data value), denoted Ç]È in Figure 13.7(b), beyond an a priori identityÉ3Ê È . For example, see Note 10.29(ii) on Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification. Ideally, Ç]È is
not required, as a primary motivation for identity-based schemes is to eliminate the need
to transmit public keys, to allow truly non-interactive protocols with identity information
itself sufficing as an authentic public key. The issue is less significant in signature and iden-
tification schemes where the public key of a claimant is not required until receiving a mes-
sage from that claimant (in this case Ç È is easily provided); but in this case, the advantage
of identity-based schemes diminishes. It is more critical in key agreement and public-key
encryption applications where another party’s public key is needed at the outset. See also
Remark 13.31.

13.28 Example (ID-based system implemented using chipcards) A simplified ID-based system
based on chipcards may be run as follows. A third party Ë , acting as a trusted key genera-
tion system, is responsible solely for providing each user a chipcard during a set-up phase,
containing that party’s ID-based private key, after carrying out a thorough identity check.
If no further users need be added, Ë may publish the public system data and cease to exist.
Users are responsible for not disclosing their private keys or losing their cards. Ì

13.4.4 Implicitly-certified public keys

Another variation of public-key systems is asymmetric systems with implicitly-certified
public keys. Here explicit user public keys exist (see Figure 13.7(c)), but they must be re-
constructed rather than transported by public-key certificates as per certificate-based sys-
tems. For other advantages, see Remark 13.30. Examples of specific such mechanisms are
given in Í 12.6.2. Systems with implicitly-certified public keys are designed such that:

1. Entities’ public keys may be reconstructed (by other parties) from public data (which
essentially replace a certificate).

2. The public data from which a public key is reconstructed includes:

(a) public (i.e., system) data associated with a trusted party Ë ;
(b) the user entity’s identity (or identifying information, e.g., name and address);
(c) additional per-user public data (reconstruction public data).

c
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3. The integrity of a reconstructed public key is not directly verifiable, but a “correct”
public key can be recovered only from authentic user public data.

Regarding authenticity of reconstructed public keys, the system design must guarantee:
1. Alteration of either a user’s identity or reconstruction public data results in recov-

ery of a corrupted public key, which causes denial of service but not cryptographic
exposure (as per Remark 13.26).

2. It is computationally infeasible for an adversary (without knowledge of Ð ’s private
data) to compute a private key corresponding to any party’s public key, or to construct
a matching user identity and reconstruction public data for which a corresponding
private key may also be computed. Reconstructed public keys are thus implicitly au-
thenticated by construction.

13.29 Remark (applications of implicitly-certified keys) Implicitly-certified public keys may be
used as an alternate means for distributing public keys (e.g., Diffie-Hellman keys – seeÑ
12.6.3) in various key agreement protocols, or in conjunction with identification protocols,

digital signature schemes, and public-key encryption schemes.

Classes of implicitly-certified public keys

Two classes of implicitly-certified public keys may be distinguished:
1. identity-based public keys (Class 1). The private key of each entity Ò is computed

by a trusted party Ð , based on Ò ’s identifying information and Ð ’s private key; it is
also a function of Ò ’s user-specific reconstruction public data, which is fixed a priori
by Ð . Ò ’s private key is then securely transferred by Ð to Ò . An example is Mecha-
nism 12.59.

2. self-certified public keys (Class 2). Each entity Ò itself computes its private key and
corresponding public key. Ò ’s reconstruction public data (rather than Ò ’s private key,
as in Class 1) is computed by Ð as a function of the public key (transferred to Ð by Ò ),Ò ’s identifying information, and Ð ’s private key. An example is Mechanism 12.61.

Class 1 requires more trust in the third party, which therein has access to users’ private
keys. This differs from Class 2, as emphasized by the term “self” in “self-certified”, which
refers to the knowledge of this key being restricted to the entity itself.

13.4.5 Comparison of techniques for distributing public keysÑ
13.4 began with an overview of techniques for addressing authenticity in public key dis-

tribution. The basic approaches of
Ñ
13.4.2,

Ñ
13.4.3, and

Ñ
13.4.4 are discussed further here.

Figure 13.7 illustrates corresponding classes of asymmetric signature systems, contrasting
public-key systems (with explicit public keys), identity-based systems (the public key is a
user’s identity information), and systems with implicitly-certified public keys (an explicit
public key is reconstructed from user public data).Ó The main differences are as follows:

1. Certificate-based public-key systems have explicit public keys, while ID-based sys-
tems do not; in implicitly-certified systems explicit public keys are reconstructed.
The explicit public key in public-key systems (Figure 13.7(a)) is replaced by:

(a) the triplet ÔLÕ]Ö ×:ØLÙ�Ö ×:Ú-ÛÝÜ for identity-based systems (Figure 13.7(b)). Ø3Ù�Ö is
an identifying string for Ò , ÕfÖ is additional public data (defined by Ð and re-
lated to Ø3ÙUÖ and Ò ’s private key), and Ú-Û consists of the trusted public key (or
system parameters) of a trusted authority Ð .Þ

While the figure focuses (for concreteness) on signature systems, concepts carry over analogously for asym-
metric entity authentication, key establishment, and encryption systems.
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Figure 13.7: Key management in different classes of asymmetric signature systems.
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(b) the triplet
������	�
����	������

for systems with implicitly-certified public keys (Fig-
ure 13.7(c)). In this case, an explicit public key

���
is reconstructed from these

parameters. The reconstruction public data
���

plays a role analogous to the
public data � � in Figure 13.7(b).

2. The authenticity of public keys can (and must) be explicitly verified in certificate-
based systems, but not (and need not) in ID-based or implicitly-certified systems.

3. The trusted authority need not know users’ private keys in certificate-based public-
key systems or implicitly-certified systems with self-certified public keys; but does
in ID-based systems, and in implicitly-certified systems with ID-based keys.

4. Similar to identity-based systems ( � 13.4.3), implicitly-certified public keys (of both
classes) depend on an entity’s identifying information, and in this sense are also
“identity-based”. However, ID-based systems avoid explicit public keys entirely (a
user’s identity data is essentially its public key), while implicitly-certified public keys
are not restricted to user identities and may be explicitly computed (and thus more
easily used in conjunction with ordinary public-key schemes).

5. The two classes of implicitly-certified public keys (Figure 13.7(c)) differ in their re-
lationship between users’ reconstruction public data and private keys as follows.

(a) Class 1: a user’s private key is computed as a function of the reconstruction
data, and this private key is computed by the trusted authority;

(b) Class 2: the reconstruction data is computed as a function of the user’s public
key, and the corresponding private key is computed by the party itself.

6. In all three approaches, at some stage a third party which is trusted to some level (cf.
Note 13.7) is required to provide a link transferring trust between users who may have
never met each other and may share nothing in common other than authentic system
parameters (and possibly knowledge of other users’ identities).

13.30 Remark (implicitly-certified public keys vs. public-key certificates) Advantages of implic-
itly-certified public keys over public-key certificates include: possibly reduced space re-
quirements (signed certificates require storage for signatures); possible computational sav-
ings (signature verification, as required for certificates, is avoided); and possible communi-
cations savings (e.g. if identity-based and the identity is known a priori). Countering these
points, computation is actually required to reconstruct a public key; and additional recon-
struction public data is typically required.

13.31 Remark (key revocation in ID-based systems) Revocation of public keys may be address-
ed in ID-based schemes and systems using implicitly-certified public keys by incorporating
information such as a key validity period or serial number into the identification string used
to compute an entity’s public key (cf. Remark 13.27). The revocation issue is then analo-
gous to that for public-key certificates. Additional information, e.g., pertaining to key usage
or an associated security policy, may similarly be incorporated.
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13.5 Techniques for controlling key usage

This section considers techniques for restricting keys to pre-authorized uses.

13.5.1 Key separation and constraints on key usage

Information that may be associated with cryptographic keys includes both attributes which
restrict their use, and other information of operational use. These include:

1. owner of key
2. validity period (intended cryptoperiod)
3. key identifier (allowing non-cryptographic reference to the key)
4. intended use (see Table 13.2 for a coarse selection)
5. specific algorithm
6. system or environment of intended use, or authorized users of key
7. names of entities associated with key generation, registration, and certification
8. integrity checksum on key (usually part of authenticity requirement)

Key separation and the threat of key misuse

In simple key management systems, information associated with keys, including authorized
uses, are inferred by context. For additional clarity or control, information explicitly spec-
ifying allowed uses may accompany distributed keys and be enforced by verification, at
the time of use, that the attempted uses are authorized. If control information is subject to
manipulation, it should be bound to the key by a method which guarantees integrity and au-
thenticity, e.g., through signatures (cf. public-key certificates) or an encryption technique
providing data integrity.

The principle of key separation is that keys for different purposes should be crypto-
graphically separated (see Remark 13.32). The threat of key misuse may be addressed by
techniques which ensure that keys are used only for those purposes pre-authorized at the
time of key creation. Restrictions on key usage may be enforced by procedural techniques,
physical protection (tamper-resistant hardware), or cryptographic techniques as discussed
below.

Discussion of other methods in � 13.5.2 includes key tags, which allow key separation
with explicitly-defined uses; key variants, which separate keys without explicitly defining
authorized uses; and key notarization and control vectors, which bind control information
into the process by which keys are derived.

13.32 Remark (cryptographic reasons for key separation) A principle of sound cryptographic
design is to avoid use of the same cryptographic key for multiple purposes. A key-encrypt-
ing key should not be used interchangeably as a data encryption key, since decrypted keys
are not generally made available to application programs, whereas decrypted data is. Dis-
tinct asymmetric encryption and signature keys are also generally used, due to both dif-
fering life cycle requirements and cryptographic prudence. Flaws also potentially arise if:
asymmetric keys are used for both signatures and challenge-response entity authentication
(Remark 10.40); keys are used for both encryption and challenge-response entity authen-
tication (chosen-text attacks); symmetric keys are used for both encryption and message
authentication (Example 9.88). See also Remark 13.24.
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13.5.2 Techniques for controlling use of symmetric keys

The main technique discussed below is the use of control vectors. For historical context,
key tags/key variants and key notarization are also discussed.

(i) Key tags and key variants

Key tags provide a simplified method for specifying allowed uses of keys (e.g., data-encryp-
ting vs. key-encrypting keys). A key tag is a bit-vector or structured field which accompa-
nies and remains associated with a key over its lifetime. The tag bits are encrypted jointly
with the key and thereby bound to it, appearing in plaintext form only when the key is de-
crypted. If the combination of tag bits and key are sufficiently short to allow encryption in
a single block operation (e.g., a 56-bit key with an 8-bit tag for a 64-bit block cipher), then
the inherent integrity provided by encryption precludes meaningful manipulation of the tag.

A naive method for providing key separation is to derive separate keys from a single
base key (or derivation key) using additional non-secret parameters and a non-secret func-
tion. The resulting keys are called key variants or derived keys.

One technique for varying keys is key offsetting, whereby a key-encrypting key � is
modified on a per-use basis by a counter � incremented after each use. This may prevent
replay of encrypted keys. The modified key ����� is used to encrypt another (e.g., session)
key. The recipient likewise modifies � to decrypt the session key. A second technique,
complementing alternate 4-bit blocks of � commencing with the first 4 bits, is a special
case of fixed-mask offsetting (Example 13.33).

13.33 Example (key variants using fixed-mask offsets) Suppose exactly three classes of keys are
desired. Construct keys by using variations �! and �#" of a master key � , with �$ �%�&�('� , �#"�%)�&�('*" , and '� , '*" nonsecret mask values. Using � , �$ , and �#" to encrypt
other keys then allows key separation of the latter into three classes. +

If the derivation process is invertible, the base key can be recovered from the derived
key. Ideally, the derivation technique is non-reversible (one-way), implying that compro-
mise of one derived key would not compromise the base key or other derived keys (cf.,
13.7.1 on security impacts of related keys). Yet another example of key derivation (see,
12.3.1) has this property: compute �.-/%10(243657-98 where 57- is a random number, or replace

the encryption function 0 by a MAC, or simply hash � and 5:- using a hash function ; with
suitable properties.

(ii) Key notarization

Key notarization is a technique intended to prevent key substitution by requiring explicit
specification of the identities of parties involved in a keying relationship. A key is au-
thenticated with respect to these identities (preventing impersonation) by modifying a key-
encrypting key such that the correct identities must be specified to properly recover the pro-
tected key. The key is said to be sealed with these identities. Preventing key substitution
is a requirement in all (authenticated) key establishment protocols. Notarization requires
proper control information for accurate recovery of encrypted keys, providing implicit pro-
tection analogous to implicitly-certified public keys (

,
13.4.4).

The basic technique (simple key notarization) involves a trusted server (notary), or one
of the parties sharing the key, using a key-encrypting key � to encrypt a session key < , in-
tended for use with the originating party = and the recipient > , as: 0 2 �#? -A@B@ CED 3<F8 . Here = and> are assumed to identify unique entities in the given system. The party intending to recover
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I
from this must share J and explicitly specify K and L in the correct order, otherwise a ran-

dom key will be recovered. The analogy to a notary originated from the assumption that the
third party properly authenticates the identities of the intended parties, and then provides a
session key which may only be recovered by these parties. A more involved process, key
notarization with offsetting, is given in Example 13.34

13.34 Example (key notarization with offsetting) Let M be a block cipher operating on 64-bit
blocks with 64-bit key, JONPJRQ/STSTJRU be a 128-bit key-encrypting key, V a 64-bit counter,
and K(NWK9Q/SXS K9U , L.NYL�QFSTS L�U 128-bit source and destination identifiers. For key notarization
with offsetting, compute: J!Z[N\M(]_^a`�bdcaefL�U�g ` JRQ ` V , J#hiN\Mj]_ck`mlcnefK9U�g ` JRU ` V .
The resulting 128-bit notarized key eJ Z�o J h g then serves as a key-encrypting key in two-
key triple-encryption. The leftmost terms p Z eJ Ujo K o Lqg and p h eJ Qro K o Lqg in the computation
of J Z , J h above are called notary seals, which, when combined with J Q and J U , respec-
tively, result in quantities analogous to those used in simple key notarization (i.e., functions
of J , K , L ). For J a 64-bit (single-length) key, the process is modified as follows: usingJ Q NPJ U NsJ , compute the notary seals p Z eJ U�o K o Lqg , p h eJ Q/o K o Lqg as above, concatenate
the leftmost 32 bits of p Z with the rightmost of p h to obtain p , then compute p ` J ` V as
the notarized key. t
(iii) Control vectors

While key notarization may be viewed as a mechanism for establishing authenticated keys,
control vectors provide a method for controlling the use of keys, by combining the idea of
key tags with the mechanism of simple key notarization. Associated with each key

I
is a

control vector u , which is a data field (similar to a key tag) defining the authorized uses of
the key (effectively typing the key). It is bound to

I
by varying a key-encrypting key J

before encryption: M ]#`mv e I g .
Key decryption thus requires the control vector be properly specified, as well as the

correct key-encrypting key; if the combined quantity J ` u is incorrect, a spurious key of
no advantage to an adversary is recovered. Cryptographically binding the control vector u
to
I

at the time of key generation prevents unauthorized manipulation of u , assuming only
authorized parties have access to the key-encrypting key J .

Control vectors may encompass key notarization by using one or more fields in u to
specify identities. In relation to standard models for access control (Note 13.35), a control
vector may be used to specify a subject’s identity (

I b ) and privileges ( w byx l ) regarding the
use of a key ( J l ).

At time of use for a specific cryptographic operation, the control vector is input as well
as the protected key. At this time, a check is made that the requested operation complies
with the control vector; if so, the key is decrypted using the control vector. If the control
vector does not match that bound to the protected key (or if J is incorrect), the recovered
key

I{z}|N I
will be spurious. Security here is dependent on the assumption that checking

is inseparable from use, and done within a trusted subsystem.
If the bitsize of the control vector u differs from that of the key J , a collision-resistant

hash function may be used prior to coupling. This allows arbitrary length control vectors.
Thus a 128-bit key J and a hash function ~ with 128-bit output may be used to encrypt

I
as: M ]#`��k��v(� e I g .

13.35 Note (models for access control) Several methods are available to control access to re-
sources. The access matrix model uses a 2-dimensional matrix w bd�al with a row for each
subject (

I b ) and a column for each object ( � l ), and relies on proper identification of sub-
jects

I b . Each access record w byx l specifies the privileges entity
I b has on object � l (e.g.,
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an application program may have read, write, modify, or execute privileges on a file). Col-
umn � may alternately serve as an access list for object ��� , having entries ���a�������X�7� where���X�����j�y� � specifies privileges. Another method of resource protection uses the idea of
capabilities: a capability ���#����� specifies an object � and privilege set � related to � , and
functions as a ticket – possession of capability ��#����� grants the holder the specified priv-
ileges, without further validation or ticket-holder identification.

13.36 Example (sample uses of control vectors) Control vectors may be used to provide a
public-key like functionality as follows (cf. Remark 13.14). Two copies of a symmetric key
are distributed, one typed to allow encryption only (or MAC generation), and a second al-
lowing decryption only (or MAC verification). Other sample uses of control fields include:
allowing random number generation; allowing ciphertext translation (e.g., in KTCs); dis-
tinguishing data encryption and key encryption keys; or incorporation of any field within a
public-key certificate. �

13.37 Remark (key verification and preventing replay) Replay of keys distributed by key
transport protocols may be countered by the same techniques used to provide unique-
ness/timeliness and prevent replay of messages – sequence numbers, timestamps, and
challenge-response techniques ( � 10.3.1). Before a key resulting from a key derivation, no-
tarization, or control vector technique is actually used, verification of its integrity may be
desirable (cf. key confirmation, � 12.2). This can be achieved using standard techniques for
data integrity (Figure 9.8). A simple method involves the originator sending the encryption
(under the key in question) of a data item which the recipient can recognize.

13.6 Key management involving multiple domains

This section considers key management models for systems involving multiple domains or
authorities, as opposed to the simpler single-domain models of � 13.2.3.

13.38 Definition A security domain (domain) is defined as a (sub)system under the control of a
single authority which the entities therein trust. The security policy in place over a domain
is defined either implicitly or explicitly by its authority.

The trust that each entity in a domain has in its authority originates from, and is main-
tained through, an entity-specific shared secret key or password (in the symmetric case), or
possession of the authority’s authentic public key (in the asymmetric case). This allows se-
cure communications channels (with guaranteed authenticity and/or confidentiality) to be
established between the entity and authority, or between two entities in the same domain.
Security domains may be organized (e.g., hierarchically) to form larger domains.

13.6.1 Trust between two domains

Two parties � and � , belonging to distinct security domains �#� and �#� with respective
trusted authorities ��� and ��� , may wish to communicate securely (or � may wish to access
resources from a distinct domain �#� ). This can be reduced to the requirement that � and� either:
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1. (share a symmetric key) establish a shared secret key �R ¢¡ which both trust as being
known only to the other (and possibly trusted authorities); or

2. (share trusted public keys) acquire trust in one or more common public keys which
may be used to bridge trust between the domains, e.g., allowing verification of the
authenticity of messages purportedly from the other, or ensure the confidentiality of
messages sent to the other.

Either of these is possible provided £�  and £�¡ have an existing trust relationship, based on
either trusted public keys or shared secret keys.

If £�  and £�¡ do have an existing trust relationship, either requirement may be met by
using this and other initial pairwise trust relationships, which allow secure communications
channels between the pairs ¤�¥_¦y£� j§ , ¤f£� �¦y£�¡�§ , and ¤6£�¡¨¦�©R§ , to be successively used to es-
tablish the objective trust relationship ¤�¥_¦�©�§ . This may be done by ¥ and © essentially
delegating to their respective authorities the task of acquiring trust in an entity under the
other authority (as detailed below).

If £   and £ ¡ do not share an existing trust relationship directly, a third authority £�ª ,
in which they both do trust, may be used as an intermediary to achieve the same end result.
This is analogous to a chain of trust in the public-key case ( « 13.6.2). The two numbered
options beginning this subsection are now discussed in further detail.

( ¬ )

(2)

Domain ®°¯

(1) ( ¬± )

Authority² ¯ Authority²�³

Domain ® ³

(4)
Party ± Party 

Figure 13.8: Establishing trust between users in distinct domains.

1. trusted symmetric key: Trust in a shared secret key may be acquired through a variety
of authenticated key establishment techniques (see « 12.3 for detailed protocols). An
outline of steps by which parties ¥ and © above may do so follows, with reference
to Figure 13.8.

(a) ¥ makes a request to £   to obtain a key to share with © (1).
(b) £{  and £�¡ establish a short-term secret key �R ¢¡ (2).
(c) £   and £ ¡ , respectively, distribute �  ¢¡ to ¥ and © , guaranteeing secrecy and

authenticity (3A, 3B).
(d) ¥ uses �R ¢¡ for secure direct communications with © (4). Message (3B) may

be eliminated if its contents are relayed by £�¡ to ¥ via £�  as part of the existing
messages (2), (3A).

In this case, from ¥ ’s viewpoint the composition of £{  , £�¡ and the trust relationship¤f£� �¦y£�¡¨§ may be seen as a single (composite) authority, which ¥ communicates with
through £�  , and which plays the role of the (simple) authority in the standard case
of a KDC or KTC (see « 13.2.3).
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2. trusted public key: Trust in a public key may be acquired, based on existing trust re-
lationships, through data origin authentication by standard techniques such as digital
signatures or message authentication codes. ´ may acquire the trusted public key of
party µ described above as follows (cf. Figure 13.8).

(a) ´ requests from ¶�· the trusted public key of user µ (1).
(b) ¶ · acquires this from ¶�¸ , with guaranteed authenticity (2).
(c) ¶ · transfers this public key to ´ , with guaranteed authenticity (3A).
(d) ´ uses this public key to secure direct communications with µ (4).

13.39 Definition A cross-certificate (or CA-certificate) is a certificate created by one certifica-
tion authority (CA), certifying the public key of another CA.

13.40 Remark (user-specific vs. domain cross-trust) Method 2 above transfers to ´ trust specif-
ically in the public key of µ ; this may be called a user-specific transfer of trust. Alterna-
tively, a general transfer of trust between domains is possible as follows, assuming ¶�¸ has
created a certificate ¹F¸ containing the identity and public key of µ . In this case, ¶ · creates
a cross-certificate containing the identity and public key of ¶�¸ . ´ , possessing the trusted
signature verification key of ¶�· , may verify the signature on this latter certificate, thereby
acquiring trust in ¶ ¸ ’s signature verification key, and allowing ´ to verify and thereby trustµ ’s public key within ¹ ¸ (or the public key in any other certificate signed by ¶ ¸ ). Thus,
user ´ from domain º#· (with authority ¶�· ) acquires trust in public keys certified in º ¸
by ¶ ¸ .

13.6.2 Trust models involving multiple certification authorities

Many alternatives exist for organizing trust relationships between certification authorities
(CAs) in public-key systems involving multiple CAs. These are called trust models or certi-
fication topologies, and are logically distinct from (although possibly coincident with) com-
munications models. (In particular, a communications link does not imply a trust relation-
ship.) Trust relationships between CAs determine how certificates issued by one CA may
be utilized or verified by entities certified by distinct CAs (in other domains). Before dis-
cussing various trust models, certificate chains are first introduced.

(i) Certificate chains and certification paths

Public-key certificates provide a means for obtaining authenticated public keys, provided
the verifier has a trusted verification public key of the CA which signed the certificate. In
the case of multiple certification authorities, a verifier may wish to obtain an authentic pub-
lic key by verifying a certificate signed by a CA other than one for which it (originally)
possesses a trusted public key. In this case, the verifier may still do so provided a chain of
certificates can be constructed which corresponds to an unbroken chain of trust from the
CA public key which the verifier does trust, to the public key it wishes to obtain trust in.

Certificate chains correspond to directed paths in the graphical representation of a CA
trust model (see Figure 13.9). The goal is to find a sequence of certificates corresponding
to a directed path (certification path) starting at the node corresponding to the CA whose
public key a verifier trusts a priori, and ending at the CA which has signed the certificate
of the public key to be verified.

13.41 Example (illustration of certificate chain) Consider Figure 13.9(e) on page 574. Suppose
an entity ´ in possession of the public key »a¼ of ½r¾�¼ wishes to verify the certificate of an
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entity Á signed by ÂrÃjÄ , and thereby obtain trust in Å�Æ . A directed path Ç7ÂrÃ�ÈÊÉkÂrÃ�ËkÉkÂrÃ�ÄÍÌ
exists. Let ÂrÃ�ÈkÎ�ÂrÃ�ËkÏ denote a certificate signed by ÂrÃ�È binding the name ÂrÃ(Ë to the
public key ÅaË . Then the certificate chain Ç:ÂrÃ(ÈÊÎ�ÂrÃ�ËÊÏ*ÉÐÂ�Ã(ËkÎ�Â�Ã(ÄkÏ*Ì , along with initial
trust in Å�È , allows Ñ to verify the signature on ÂrÃ(ÈkÎ�ÂrÃ(ËkÏ to extract a trusted copy of Å�Ë ,
use Å Ë to verify the signature on ÂrÃ Ë Î�ÂrÃ Ä Ï to extract a trusted copy of Å Ä , and then useÅ Ä to verify the authenticity of (the certificate containing) Å Æ . Ò

Given an initial trusted public key and a certificate to be verified, if a certificate chain
is not provided to the verifier, a method is required to find (build) the appropriate chain
from publicly available data, prior to actual cryptographic chain verification. This non-
cryptographic task resembles that of routing in standard communications networks.

13.42 Example (building certificate chains using cross-certificate pairs) One search technique
for finding the certification path given in Example 13.41 involves cross-certificate pairs.
In a public directory, in the directory entry for each CA Ó , for every CA Ô that either
cross-certifies Ó or that Ó cross-certifies, store the certificate pair (forward, reverse) =Ç7ÂrÃjÕ}Î�ÂrÃ(Ö4Ï , ÂrÃ�Ö.Î�Â�Ã�Õ_Ï ), called a cross-certificate pair. Here notation is as in Exam-
ple 13.41, the pair consists of the forward and reverse certificates of ÂrÃjÖ (see page 575),
and at least one of the two certificates is present. In the absence of more advanced tech-
niques or routing tables, any existent certification path could be found by depth-first or
breadth-first search of the reverse certificates in cross-certificate pairs starting at the CA
whose public key the verifier possesses initially. Ò

As part of signature verification with certificate chains, verification of cross-certificates
requires checking they themselves have not been revoked (see × 13.6.3).

(ii) Trust with separate domains

Figure 13.9 illustrates a number of possible trust models for certification, which are dis-
cussed below, beginning with the case of separated domains.

Simple public-key systems involve a single certification authority (CA). Larger sys-
tems involve two or more CAs. In this case, a trust relationship between CAs must be spec-
ified in order for users under different CAs to interoperate cryptographically. By default,
two distinct CAs define separate security domains as in Figure 13.9(a), with no trust re-
lationship between domains. Users in one domain are unable to verify the authenticity of
certificates originating in a separate domain.

(iii) Strict hierarchical trust model

The first solution to the lack of cryptographic interoperability between separate domains is
the idea of a strict hierarchy, illustrated by Figure 13.9(b). Each entity starts with the public
key of the root node – e.g., entity ØRÙ6ÚÛÚ is now given ÂrÃ�È ’s public key at registration, rather
than that of ÂrÃ Ú as in figure (a). This model is called the rooted chain model, as all trust
chains begin at the root. It is a centralized trust model.

Several such rooted trees, each being a strict hierarchy, may be combined in a trust
model supporting multiple rooted trees as in Figure 13.9(c). In this case, a cross-certificate
is allowed between the roots of the trees, illustrated by a bi-directional arrow between roots.
The arrow directed from ÂrÃ Ö to ÂrÃ Õ denotes a certificate for the public key of ÂrÃ Õ cre-
ated by ÂrÃ Ö . This allows users in the tree under Â�Ã Ö to obtain trust in certificates underÂ�Ã Õ through certificate chains which start at ÂrÃ Ö and cross over to ÂrÃ Õ .

In the strict hierarchical model, all entities are effectively in a single domain (defined
by the root). Despite the fact that, for example, ÂrÃ Ú signs the public-key certificate of ØRÙ6ÚÛÚ ,
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Figure 13.9: Trust models for certification.
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öR÷fø�ùø trusts the root ( úrû�ü ) directly but not úrû ø . öR÷6øùø trusts ú�û ø only indirectly through
the root. Potential drawbacks of this model include:

1. all trust in the system is dependent on the root key
2. certificate chains are required even for two entities under the same CA
3. certificate chains become long in deep hierarchies
4. a more natural model in some organizations is for trust to begin at a local node (the

parent CA) rather than a distant node (the root).

(iv) Reverse certificates and the general digraph trust model

A more general hierarchical model, a hierarchy with reverse certificates, is illustrated in
Figure 13.9(d). This resembles the strict hierarchy of Figure 13.9(b), but now each CA
lower in the hierarchy also creates certificates certifying the public keys of its directly su-
perior (parent) CA. Two types of certificates may then be distinguished in a hierarchy:

1. forward certificate. A forward certificate (relative to úrû�ý ) is created by the CA di-
rectly above ú�û�ý signing the public key of úrûjý , and illustrated in the hierarchy by
a downward arrow towards úrû�ý .

2. reverse certificate. A reverse certificate (relative to úrû ý ) is created by úrû ý signing
the public key of its immediately superior CA, and illustrated in the hierarchy by an
upward arrow originating from úrû ý .

In this model, each entity starts not with the public key of the root, but rather with the public
key of the CA which created its own certificate, i.e., its local CA (parent). All trust chains
now begin at an entity’s local CA. The shortest trust chain from any entity þ to any other
entity ÿ is now the path in the tree which travels upwards from þ to the least-common-
ancestor of þ and ÿ , and downwards from that node on to ÿ .

A drawback of the hierarchical model with reverse certificates is that long certificate
chains may arise between entities which are under distinct CAs even if these entities com-
municate frequently (e.g., consider entities under úrû ø and úrû�� in Figure 13.9(d). This sit-
uation can be ameliorated by allowing úrû ø to cross-certify úrû�� directly, even though this
edge is not in the hierarchy. This is the most general model, the directed graph (digraph)
trust model as illustrated in Figure 13.9(e). The analogy to graph theory is as follows: CAs
are represented by nodes or vertices in a graph, and trust relationships by directed edges.
(The complete graph on � vertices, with a directed edge from each vertex to every other,
corresponds to complete trust, with each CA cross-certifying every other directly.)

The digraph model is a distributed trust model. There is no central node or root, any
CA may cross-certify any other, and each user-entity begins with the trusted public key of
its local CA. The concept of a hierarchy remains useful as a reference for organizing trust
relationships. This model may be used to implement the other trust models discussed above,
including strict hierarchies if variation is permitted in the trusted public key(s) end-user en-
tities are provided with initially.

13.43 Remark (assigning end-users to CAs) In hierarchical models, one option is to specify that
only CAs at the lowest level certify end-users, while internal CAs serve (only) to cross-
certify other CAs. In the general digraph model, where all CAs are considered equal, it is
more natural to allow every CA to certify end-users.

(v) Constraints in trust models

Trust obtained through certificate chains requires successful verification of each certificate
forming a link in the chain. Once a CA ( úrû(ý ) cross-certifies the public key of another
CA ( ú�û�� ), in the absence of additional constraints, this trust extended by úrûjý is transi-
tively granted to all authorities which may be reached by certificate chains originating from
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�����
. To limit the scope of trust extended by a single cross-certificate, a CA may impose

constraints on cross-certificates it signs. Such constraints would be enforced during verifi-
cation of certificate chains, and might be recorded explicitly through additional certificate
fields indicating specific policies, or through attribute certificates ( 	 13.4.2). Examples of
simple constraints on cross-certificates include:

1. limiting chain length. A constraint may be imposed on the length of the certificate
chain which may follow the cross-certificate in question. For example, a CA may
limit the extent of trust granted to CAs which it directly cross-certifies by specifying,
in all cross-certificates it signs, that that certificate must be the last CA-certificate in
any trust chain.

2. limiting the set of valid domains. A set of CAs (or domain names) may be specified as
valid with respect to a given cross-certificate. All CAs in a certificate chain following
the cross-certificate in question may be required to belong to this set.

Certification may also be carried out relative to a certification policy specifying the
conditions under which certification took place, including e.g., the type of authentication
carried out on the certificate subject before certifying a key, and the method used to guar-
antee unique subject names in certificates.

13.6.3 Certificate distribution and revocation

A certificate directory (cf. 	 13.2.4) is a database which implements a pull model – users
extract (pull) certificates from the database as necessary. A different model of certificate
distribution, the push model, involves certificates being sent out (pushed) to all users upon
certificate creation or periodically; this may be suitable for closed systems. Alternatively,
individual users may provide their certificates to others when specifically needed, e.g., for
signature verification. In certificate-based systems with certificate revocation lists (CRLs –
see below), a method for distribution of CRLs as well as certificates is required.

A certificate directory is usually viewed as an unsecured third party. While access con-
trol to the directory in the form of write and delete protection is necessary to allow mainte-
nance and update without denial of service, certificates themselves are individually secured
by the signatures thereon, and need not be transferred over secured channels. An exception
is on-line certificates, which are created by a certification authority in real-time on request
and have no on-going lifetime, or are distributed by a trusted party which guarantees they
have not been revoked.

Certificate or CRL caching may be used, whereby frequently referenced items are sav-
ed in short-term local storage to avoid the cost of repeated retrievals. Cached CRLs must
be refreshed sufficiently often to ensure recent revocations are known.

Certificate revocation and CRLs

Upon compromise of a secret key, damage may be minimized by preventing subsequent
use of or trust in the associated keying material. (Note the implications differ between sig-
nature and encryption keys.) Here compromise includes any situation whereby an adver-
sary gains knowledge of secret data. If public keys must be obtained in real-time from a
trusted on-line server, the keys in question may be immediately removed or replaced. The
situation involving certificates is more difficult, as all distributed copies must be effectively
retracted. While (suspected or actual) key compromise may be rare, there may be other rea-
sons a CA will prematurely dissolve its binding of a public key to a user name (i.e., revoke
the certificate). Reasons for early termination of keying material include the associated en-
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tity leaving or changing its role within an organization, or ceasing to require authorization
as a user. Techniques for addressing the problem of revoked keys include:

1. expiration dates within certificates. Expiration dates limit exposure following com-
promise. The extreme case of short validity periods resembles on-line certificates
which expire essentially immediately. Short-term certificates without CRLs may be
compared to long-term certificates with frequently updated CRLs.

2. manual notification. All system users are informed of the revoked key by out-of-band
means or special channels. This may be feasible in small or closed systems.

3. public file of revoked keys. A public file is maintained identifying revoked keys, to
be checked by all users before key use. (The authenticity of data extracted from the
file may be provided by similar techniques as for public keys – see � 13.4.)

4. certificate revocation lists (CRLs). A CRL is one method of managing a public file
of revoked keys (see below).

5. revocation certificates. An alternative to CRLs, these may be viewed as public-key
certificates containing a revocation flag and a time of revocation, serving to cancel
the corresponding certificate. The original certificate may be removed from the cer-
tificate directory and replaced by the revocation certificate.

A CRL is a signed list of entries corresponding to revoked public keys, with each en-
try indicating the serial number of the associated certificate, the time the revocation was
first made, and possibly other information such as the revocation reason. The list signature,
guaranteeing its authenticity, is generated by the CA which originally issued the certificates;
the CRL typically includes this name also. Inclusion of a date on the overall CRL provides
an indication of its freshness. If CRLs are distributed using a pull model (e.g., via a public
database), they should be issued at regular intervals (or intervals as advertised within the
CRL itself) even if there are no changes, to prevent new CRLs being maliciously replaced
by old CRLs.

Revoked cross-certificates may be specified on separate authority revocation lists
(ARLs), analogous to CRLs (which are then restricted to revoked end-user certificates).

13.44 Note (CRL segmenting) For reasons of operational efficiency when large CRLs may arise,
an option is to distribute CRLs in pieces. One technique is to use delta-CRLs: upon each
CRL update, only new entries which have been revoked since the last issued CRL are in-
cluded. This requires end-users maintain (and update) secured, local images of the current
CRL. A second technique is to partition a CRL into segments based on revocation reason.
A third is to segment a CRL by pre-assigning each certificate (upon creation) to a specified
sub-list, with a limit ������ on the number of certificates pre-assigned to any segment and
new segments created as required. In all cases, for each certificate, available information
must indicate which CRL segment must be consulted.

13.7 Key life cycle issues

Key management is simplest when all cryptographic keys are fixed for all time. Cryptope-
riods necessitate the update of keys. This imposes additional requirements, e.g., on certifi-
cation authorities which maintain and update user keys. The set of stages through which a
key progresses during its existence, referred to as the life cycle of keys, is discussed in this
section.
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13.7.1 Lifetime protection requirements

Controls are necessary to protect keys both during usage (cf. � 13.5.2) and storage. Regard-
ing long-term storage of keys, the duration of protection required depends on the crypto-
graphic function (e.g., encryption, signature, data origin authentication/integrity) and the
time-sensitivity of the data in question.

Security impact of dependencies in key updates

Keying material should be updated prior to cryptoperiod expiry (see Definition 13.10). Up-
date involves use of existing keying material to establish new keying material, through ap-
propriate key establishment protocols (Chapter 12) and key layering ( � 13.3.1).

To limit exposure in case of compromise of either long term secret keys or past ses-
sion keys, dependencies among keying material should be avoided. For example, securing
a new session key by encrypting it under the old session key is not recommended (since
compromise of the old key compromises the new). See � 12.2.3 regarding perfect forward
secrecy and known-key attacks.

Lifetime storage requirements for various types of keys

Stored secret keys must be secured so as to provide both confidentiality and authenticity.
Stored public keys must be secured such that their authenticity is verifiable. Confidentiality
and authenticity guarantees, respectively countering the threats of disclosure and modifica-
tion, may be provided by cryptographic techniques, procedural (trust-based) techniques, or
physical protection (tamper-resistant hardware).

Signature verification public keys may require archival to allow signature verification
at future points in time, including possibly after the private key ceases to be used. Some
applications may require that signature private keys neither be backed up nor archived: such
keys revealed to any party other than the owner potentially invalidates the property of non-
repudiation. Note here that loss (without compromise) of a signature private key may be
addressed by creation of a new key, and is non-critical as such a private key is not needed for
access to past transactions; similarly, public encryption keys need not be archived. On the
other hand, decryption private keys may require archival, since past information encrypted
thereunder might otherwise be lost.

Keys used for entity authentication need not be backed up or archived. All secret keys
used for encryption or data origin authentication should remain secret for as long as the
data secured thereunder requires continued protection (the protection lifetime), and backup
or archival is required to prevent loss of this data or verifiability should the key be lost.

13.7.2 Key management life cycle

Except in simple systems where secret keys remain fixed for all time, cryptoperiods associ-
ated with keys require that keys be updated periodically. Key update necessitates additional
procedures and protocols, often including communications with third parties in public-key
systems. The sequence of states which keying material progresses through over its lifetime
is called the key management life cycle. Life cycle stages, as illustrated in Figure 13.10,
may include:

1. user registration – an entity becomes an authorized member of a security domain.
This involves acquisition, or creation and exchange, of initial keying material such as
shared passwords or PINs by a secure, one-time technique (e.g., personal exchange,
registered mail, trusted courier).
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Figure 13.10: Key management life cycle.

2. user initialization – an entity initializes its cryptographic application (e.g., installs
and initializes software or hardware), involving use or installation (see below) of ini-
tial keying material obtained during user registration.

3. key generation – generation of cryptographic keys should include measures to ensure
appropriate properties for the intended application or algorithm and randomness in
the sense of being predictable (to adversaries) with negligible probability (see Chap-
ter 5). An entity may generate its own keys, or acquire keys from a trusted system
component.

4. key installation – keying material is installed for operational use within an entity’s
software or hardware, by a variety of techniques including one or more of the follow-
ing: manual entry of a password or PIN, transfer of a disk, read-only-memory device,
chipcard or other hardware token or device (e.g., key-loader). The initial keying ma-
terial may serve to establish a secure on-line session through which working keys are
established. During subsequent updates, new keying material is installed to replace
that in use, ideally through a secure on-line update technique.

5. key registration – in association with key installation, keying material may be offi-
cially recorded (by a registration authority) as associated with a unique name which
distinguishes an entity. For public keys, public-key certificates may be created by a
certification authority (which serves as guarantor of this association), and made avail-
able to others through a public directory or other means (see � 13.4).
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6. normal use – the objective of the life cycle is to facilitate operational availability of
keying material for standard cryptographic purposes (cf. � 13.5 regarding control of
keys during usage). Under normal circumstances, this state continues until cryptope-
riod expiry; it may also be subdivided – e.g., for encryption public-key pairs, a point
may exist at which the public key is no longer deemed valid for encryption, but the
private key remains in (normal) use for decryption.

7. key backup – backup of keying material in independent, secure storage media pro-
vides a data source for key recovery (point 11 below). Backup refers to short-term
storage during operational use.

8. key update – prior to cryptoperiod expiry, operational keying material is replaced by
new material. This may involve some combination of key generation, key deriva-
tion ( � 13.5.2), execution of two-party key establishment protocols (Chapter 12), or
communications with a trusted third party. For public keys, update and registration
of new keys typically involves secure communications protocols with certification
authorities.

9. archival – keying material no longer in normal use may be archived to provide a
source for key retrieval under special circumstances (e.g., settling disputes involving
repudiation). Archival refers to off-line long-term storage of post-operational keys.

10. key de-registration and destruction – once there are no further requirements for the
value of a key or maintaining its association with an entity, the key is de-registered
(removed from all official records of existing keys), and all copies of the key are de-
stroyed. In the case of secret keys, all traces are securely erased.

11. key recovery – if keying material is lost in a manner free of compromise (e.g., due to
equipment failure or forgotten passwords), it may be possible to restore the material
from a secure backup copy.

12. key revocation – it may be necessary to remove keys from operational use prior to
their originally scheduled expiry, for reasons including key compromise. For public
keys distributed by certificates, this involves revoking certificates (see � 13.6.3).

Of the above stages, all are regularly scheduled, except key recovery and key revoca-
tion which arise under special situations.

13.45 Remark (public-key vs. symmetric-key life cycle) The life cycle depicted in Figure 13.10
applies mainly to public-key pairs, and involves keying material of only a single party. The
life cycle of symmetric keys (including key-encrypting and session keys) is generally less
complex; for example, session keys are typically not registered, backed up, revoked, or
archived.

Key states within life cycle

The typical events involving keying material over the lifetime of the key define stages of
the life cycle. These may be grouped to define a smaller set of states for cryptographic
keys, related to their availability for use. One classification of key states is as follows (cf.
Figure 13.10):

1. pre-operational. The key is not yet available for normal cryptographic operations.
2. operational. The key is available, and in normal use.
3. post-operational. The key is no longer in normal use, but off-line access to it is pos-

sible for special purposes.
4. obsolete. The key is no longer available. All records of the key value are deleted.
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System initialization and key installation

Key management systems require an initial keying relationship to provide an initial secure
channel and optionally support the establishment of subsequent working keys (long-term
and short-term) by automated techniques. The initialization process typically involves non-
cryptographic one-time procedures such as transfer of keying material in person, by trusted
courier, or over other trusted channels.

The security of a properly architected system is reduced to the security of keying ma-
terial, and ultimately to the security of initial key installation. For this reason, initial key
installation may involve dual or split control, requiring co-operation of two or more inde-
pendent trustworthy parties (cf. Note � 13.8).

13.8 Advanced trusted third party services

This section provides further details on trusted third party services of a more advanced na-
ture, introduced briefly in � 13.2.4.

13.8.1 Trusted timestamping service

A trusted timestamping service provides a user with a dated receipt (upon presentation of
a document), which thereafter can be verified by others to confirm the presentation or ex-
istence of the document at the (earlier) date of receipt. Specific applications include estab-
lishing the time of existence of documents such as signed contracts or lab notes related to
patent claims, or to support non-repudiation of digital signatures ( � 13.8.2).

The basic idea is as follows. A trusted third party � (the timestamp agent) appends a
timestamp ��� to a submitted digital document or data file  , signs the composite document
(thereby vouching for the time of its existence), and returns the signed document including��� to the submitter. Subsequent verification of � ’s signature then establishes, based on trust
in � , the existence of the document at the time ��� .

If the data submitted for timestamping is the hash of a document, then the document
content itself need not be disclosed at the time of timestamping. This also provides privacy
protection from eavesdroppers in the case of submissions over an unsecured channel, and
reduces bandwidth and storage costs for large documents.

13.46 Remark (non-cryptographic timestamp service) A similar service may be provided by
non-cryptographic techniques as follows. � stores  along with a timestamp � � , and is
trusted to maintain the integrity of this record by procedural techniques. Later some party!

submits the document again (now  #" ), and � compares  $" to  on file. If these match,� declares that  #" existed at the time ��� of the retrieved timestamp.

The timestamp agent � is trusted not to disclose its signing key, and also to compe-
tently create proper signatures. An additional desirable feature is prevention of collusion: �
should be unable to successfully collude (with any party) to undetectably back-date a doc-
ument. This may be ensured using Mechanism 13.47, which combines digital signatures
with tree authentication based on hashing.
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13.47 Mechanism Trusted timestamping service based on tree authentication

SUMMARY: party % interacts with a trusted timestamping agent & .
RESULT: % obtains a timestamp on a digital document ' .

1. % submits the hash value (*)�',+ to & . ( ( is a collision-resistant hash function.)
2. & notes the date and time -�. of receipt, digitally signs the concatenation of (/)0',+ and-�. , and returns -�. and the signature to % . (The signature is called the certified time-

stamp.) % may verify the signature to confirm & ’s competence.
3. At the end of each fixed period (e.g., one day), or more frequently if there is a large

number 1 of certified timestamps, & :

(i) computes from these an authentication tree &,2 with root label 3 (see 4 13.4.1);
(ii) returns to % the authentication path values to its certified timestamp; and

(iii) makes the root value 3 widely available through a means allowing both verifi-
able authenticity and establishment of the time of creation -05 of &62 (e.g., pub-
lishing in a trusted dated medium such as a newspaper).

4. To allow any other party 7 to verify (with & ’s verification public key) that ' was
submitted at time - . , % produces the certified timestamp. If trust in & itself is chal-
lenged (with respect to backdating - . ), % provides the authentication path values from
its certified timestamp to the root 3 , which 7 may verify (see 4 13.4.1) against an in-
dependently obtained authentic root value 3 for the period - 5 .

To guarantee verifiability, % should itself verify the authentication path upon receiving
the path values in step 3.

13.8.2 Non-repudiation and notarization of digital signatures

The timestamping service of 4 13.8.1 is a document certification or document notarization
service. A notary service is a more general service capable not only of ascertaining the ex-
istence of a document at a certain time, but of vouching for the truth of more general state-
ments at specified points in time. The terminology originates from the dictionary definition
of a notary public – a public official (usually a solicitor) legally authorized to administer
oaths, and attest and certify certain documents. No specific legal connotation is intended in
the cryptographic use of this term.

The non-repudiation aspect of digital signatures is a primary advantage of public-key
cryptography. By this property, a signer is prevented from signing a document and subse-
quently being able to successfully deny having done so. A non-repudiation service requires
specification of precise details including an adjudication process and adjudicator (judge),
what evidence would be submitted to the adjudicator, and what precise process the adju-
dicator is to follow to render judgement on disputes. The role of an adjudicator is distinct
from that of a timestamp agent or notary which generates evidence.

13.48 Remark (origin authentication vs. non-repudiable signature) A fundamental distinction
exists between a party % being able to convince itself of the validity of a digital signature 8
at a point in time -:9 , and that party being able to convince others at some time - .<; -:9 that 8
was valid at time -:9 . The former resembles data origin authentication as typically provided
by symmetric-key origin authentication mechanisms, and may be accepted by a verifier as a
form of authorization in an environment of mutual trust. This differs from digital signatures
which are non-repudiable in the future.
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Data origin authentication as provided by a digital signature is valid only while the
secrecy of the signer’s private key is maintained. A threat which must be addressed is a
signer who intentionally discloses his private key, and thereafter claims that a previously
valid signature was forged. (A similar problem exists with credit cards and other methods
of authorization.) This threat may be addressed by:

1. preventing direct access to private keys. Preventing users from obtaining direct ac-
cess to their own private keys precludes intentional disclosure. As an example, the
private keys may be stored in tamper-resistant hardware, and by system design never
available outside thereof.

2. use of a trusted timestamp agent. The party obtaining a signature on a critical docu-
ment submits the signature to a timestamp agent, which affixes a timestamp to signa-
ture and then signs the concatenation of these. This establishes a time ?�@ at which the
critical signature may be ascertained to have existed. If the private signature key cor-
responding to this signature is subsequently compromised, and the compromise oc-
curred after ? @ , then the critical signature may still be considered valid relative to ? @ .
For reasons as given in Remark 13.49, use of a notary agent (below) may be prefer-
able.

3. use of a trusted notary agent. The party obtaining a signature on a critical document
(or hash thereof) submits the signature (and document or hash thereof) to an agent
for signature notarization. The agent verifies the signature and notarizes the result
by appending a statement (confirming successful signature verification) to the signa-
ture, as well as a timestamp, and signing the concatenation of the three. A reasonable
period of time (clearance period) may be allowed for declarations of lost private keys,
after which the notary’s record of verification must be accepted (by all parties who
trust the notary and verify its signature) as the truth regarding the validity of the crit-
ical signature at that point in time,A even should the private key corresponding to the
critical signature subsequently be compromised.

For signed messages having short lifetimes (i.e., whose significance does not extend
far into the future), non-repudiation is less important, and notarization may be unnecessary.
For other messages, the requirement for a party to be able to re-verify signatures at a later
point in time (including during or after signature keys have been updated or revoked), as
well as the adjudication process related to non-repudiation of signatures, places additional
demands on practical key management systems. These may include the storage or archival
of keying material (e.g., keys, certificates, CRLs) possibly required as evidence at a future
point in time.

A related support service is that of maintaining a record (audit trail) of security-related
events including registration, certificate generation, key update, and revocation. Audit trails
may provide sufficient information to allow resolution of disputed signatures by non-auto-
mated procedures.

13.49 Remark (reconstructing past trust) Both signature re-verification (relative to a past point
in time) and resolution of disputes may require reconstruction of chains of trust from a past
point in time. This requires access to keying material and related information for (re)constr-
ucting past chains of trust. Direct reconstruction of such past chains is unnecessary if a
notarizing agent was used. The original verification of the notary establishes existence of a
trust chain at that point in time, and subsequently its record thereof serves as proof of prior
validity. It may be of interest (for audit purposes) to record the details of the original trust
chain.B

More generally, the truth of the appended statement must be accepted, relative to the timestamp.
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13.8.3 Key escrow

The objective of a key escrow encryption system is to provide encryption of user traffic
(e.g., voice or data) such that the session keys used for traffic encryption are available to
properly authorized third parties under special circumstances (“emergency access”). This
grants third parties which have monitored user traffic the capability to decrypt such traf-
fic. Wide-scale public interest in such systems arose when law enforcement agencies pro-
moted their use to facilitate legal wiretapping of telephone calls to combat criminal activi-
ties. However, other uses in industry include recovery of encrypted data following loss of
keying material by a legitimate party, or destruction of keying material due to equipment
failure or malicious activities. One example of a key escrow system is given below, fol-
lowed by more general issues.

(i) The Clipper key escrow system

The Clipper key escrow system involves use of the Clipper chip (or a similar tamper-resist-
ant hardware device – generically referred to below as an escrow chip) in conjunction with
certain administrative procedures and controls. The basic idea is to deposit two key com-
ponents, which jointly determine an encryption key, with two trusted third parties (escrow
agents), which subsequently allow (upon proper authorization) recovery of encrypted user
data.

More specifically, encryption of telecommunications between two users proceeds as
follows. Each party has a telephone combined with a key escrow chip. The users negotiate
or otherwise establish a session key C#D which is input to the escrow chip of the party en-
crypting data (near end). As a function of C#D and an initialization vector (IV), the chip cre-
ates by an undisclosed method a data block called a law enforcement access field (LEAF).
The LEAF and IV are transmitted to the far end during call set-up of a communications ses-
sion. The near end escrow chip then encrypts the user data E under C D producing FHGJILK0ENM ,
by a U.S. government classified symmetric algorithm named SKIPJACK. The far end es-
crow chip decrypts the traffic only if the transmitted LEAF validates properly. Such veri-
fication requires that this far end chip has access to a common family key C#O (see below)
with the near end chip.

The LEAF (see Figure 13.11) contains a copy of the session key encrypted under a
device-specific key C#P . C#P is generated and data-filled into the chip at the time of chip
manufacture, but prior to the chip being embedded in a security product. The system meets
its objective by providing third party access under proper authorization (as defined by the
Key Escrow System) to the device key C#P of targeted individuals.

To derive the key C#P embedded in an escrow chip with identifier UID, two key com-
ponents ( CRQTS , C#Q�U ) are created whose XOR is C#P . Each component is encrypted under a
key CRQ GWV C#XYS[ZYC#XHU , where C#X]\ is input to the chip programming facility by the first
and second trusted key escrow agent, respectively. (Used to program a number of chips,C X]\ is stored by the escrow agent for subsequent recovery of C Q G .) One encrypted key
component is then given to each escrow agent, which stores it along with UID to service
later requests. Stored data from both agents must subsequently be obtained by an autho-
rized official to allow recovery of C P (by recovering first C Q G , and then C QHS , C Q�U , andC P V C QHS ZYC Q^U ).

Disclosed details of the LEAF are given in Figure 13.11. Each escrow chip contains a
32-bit device unique identifier (UID), an 80-bit device unique key ( C#P ), and an 80-bit fam-
ily key ( C O ) common to a larger collection of devices. The LEAF contains a copy of the
80-bit session key C#D encrypted under C#P , the UID, and a 16-bit encryption authentica-
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tor (EA) created by an undisclosed method; these are then encrypted under a#b . Recovery
of a#c from the LEAF thus requires both aRb and a#d . The encryption authenticator is a
checksum designed to allow detection of LEAF tampering (e.g., by an adversary attempting
to prevent authorized recovery of a#c and thereby e ).
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Figure 13.11: Creation and use of LEAF for key escrow data recovery.

(ii) Issues related to key escrow

Key escrow encryption systems may serve a wide variety of applications, and a correspond-
ing range of features exists. Distinguishing properties of escrow systems include:

1. applicability to store-and-forward vs. real-time user communications
2. capability of real-time decryption of user traffic
3. requirement of tamper-resistant hardware or hardware with trusted clock
4. capability of user selection of escrow agents
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5. user input into value of escrowed key
6. varying trust requirements in escrow agents
7. extent of user data uncovered by one escrow access (e.g., limited to one session or

fixed time period) and implications thereof (e.g., hardware replacement necessary).

Threshold systems and shared control systems may be put in place to access escrowed key-
ing information, to limit the chances of unauthorized data recovery. Key escrow systems
may be combined with other life cycle functions including key establishment, and key back-
up and archival (cf. key access servers – Notes 13.5 and 13.6).

13.9 Notes and further references
�
13.1

Davies and Price [308] provide a comprehensive treatment of key management, includ-
ing overviews of ISO 8732 [578] and techniques introduced in several 1978 IBM Systems
Journal papers [364, 804]. Early work addressing protection in communications networks
and/or key management includes that of Feistel, Notz, and Smith [388], Branstad [189],
Kent [665], Needham and Schroeder [923], and the surveys of Popek and Kline [998] and
Voydock and Kent [1225]. Security issues in electronic funds transfer (EFT) systems for
point-of-sale (POS) terminals differ from those for remote banking machines due to the
weaker physical security of the former; special key management techniques such as unique
(derived) transaction keys reduce the implications of terminal key compromise – see Beker
and Walker [85], Davies [305], and Davies and Price [308, Ch.10]. See Meyer and Matyas
[859] for general symmetric-key techniques, EFT applications, and PIN management; and
Ford [414] for directory services and standards, including the X.500 Directory and X.509
Authentication Framework [626].

For an overview of key management concepts and life cycles aspects, see Fumy and Lan-
drock [429]. Fumy and Leclerc [430] consider placement of key distribution protocols with-
in the ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) architecture. Regarding key management
principles, see Abadi and Needham [1], and Anderson and Needham [31]. See Vedder
[1220] for security issues and architectures relevant to wireless communications, includ-
ing European digital cellular (Global System for Mobile Communications – GSM) and the
Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) system. Regarding key management for se-
curity (authentication and encryption) in North American digital cellular systems, see IS-54
Rev B [365]. ISO 11166-1 [586] (see also comments by Rueppel [1082]) specifies key man-
agement techniques and life cycle principles for use in banking systems, and is used by the
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT).�

13.2
Various parts of ISO/IEC 11770 [616, 617, 618] contain background material on key man-
agement; Figure 13.3 is derived from an early draft of 11770-3. KDCs and KTCs were
popularized by ANSI X9.17 [37]. Related to tradeoffs, Needham and Schroeder [923]
compare symmetric and public-key techniques; the formalization proposed by Rueppel
[1080] allows analysis of security architectures to distinguish complexity-increasing from
complexity-reducing techniques.

The Kerberos authentication service (
�
12.3.2) includes a ticket-granting service whereby a

client may re-authenticate itself multiple times using its long-term secret only once. The
client � first acquires a ticket-granting-ticket through a protocol with an Authentication
Server (AS). Thereafter, using a variation of Protocol 12.24, � may obtain authentication
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credentials for a server � from a Ticket-Granting-Server (TGS), extracting a TGS session
key from the time-limited ticket to secure protocol messages with the TGS. � ’s long-term
secret (password) need neither be cached for an extended period in memory nor re-entered,
reducing the threat of its compromise; compromise of a TGS session key has time-restricted
impact. See RFC 1510 [1041] for details.

Ford and Wiener [417] describe key access servers (Note 13.6), effectively an access control
mechanism where the resource is a key package. Girault [459] mentions the three levels of
trust of Remark 13.7. Digital envelopes (Note 13.6) are discussed in PKCS #7 [1072].�

13.3
Example 13.9 is from Tuchman [1198]. Davis and Swick [310] discuss symmetric-key cer-
tificates as defined herein under the name private-key certificates (crediting Abadi, Bur-
rows, and Lampson) and propose protocols for their use with trusted third parties, includ-
ing a password-based initial registration protocol. Predating this, Davies and Price [308,
p.259] note that tamper-resistant hardware may replace the trusted third party requirement
of symmetric-key certificates (Note 13.14). A generalization of Protocol 13.12 appears as
Mechanism 11 of ISO/IEC 11770-2 [617], along with related KTC protocols offering ad-
ditional authenticity guarantees (cf. Note 13.13(iii)); these provide KTC variations of the
KDC protocols of

�
12.3.2).�

13.4
Diffie and Hellman [345] suggested using a trusted public file, maintained by a trusted au-
thority with which each communicant registers once (in person), and from which authentic
public keys of other users can be obtained. To secure requests by one party for the pub-
lic key of another, Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [1060] and Needham and Schroeder [923]
note the trusted authority may respond via signed messages (essentially providing on-line
certificates).

Authentication trees were first discussed in Merkle’s thesis [851, p.126-131] (see also [852,
853]). For security requirements on hash functions used for tree authentication, see Preneel
[1003, p.38]. Public-key certificates were first proposed in the 1978 B.Sc. thesis of Kohn-
felder [703]; the overall thesis considers implementation and systems issues related to using
RSA in practice. Kohnfelder’s original certificate was an ordered triple containing a party’s
name, public-key information, and an authenticator, with the authenticator a signature over
the value resulting from encrypting the name with the public key/algorithm in question.

X.509 certificates [626] were defined in 1988 and modified in 1993 (yielding Version 2 cer-
tificates); an extensions field was added by a technical corrigendum [627] in 1995 (yielding
Version 3 certificates). Standard extensions for Version 3 certificates appear in an amend-
ment to X.509 [628]; these accommodate information related to key identifiers, key usage,
certificate policy, alternate names (vs. X.500 names) and name attributes, certification path
constraints, and enhancements for certificate revocation including revocation reasons and
CRL partitioning. For details, see Ford [416]. ANSI X9.45 [49] addresses attribute certifi-
cates. The alternative of including hard-coded attribute fields within public-key certificates
is proposed in PKCS #6 [1072]; suggested attributes are listed in PKCS #9 [1072].

In 1984 Shamir [1115] formulated the general idea of asymmetric systems employing user’s
identities in place of public keys (identity-based systems), giving a concrete proposal for
an ID-based signature system, and the model for an ID-based encryption scheme. Fiat and
Shamir [395] combined this idea with that of zero-knowledge interactive proofs, yielding
interactive identification and signature protocols. T. Okamoto [947] (based on a January
1984 paper in Japanese by Okamoto, Shiraishi, and Kawaoka [954]) independently pro-
posed a specific entity-authentication scheme wherein a trusted center � distributes to a
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claimant � a secret accreditation value computed as a function of � ’s private key and � ’s
identity (or unique index value). The identity-based key-agreement scheme of Maurer and
Yacobi [824] (cf. � 12.6 notes on page 538) is an exception to Remark 13.27: extra public
data �s� is avoided, as ideally desired.

Günther [530] proposed a protocol for key agreement (Protocol 12.62) wherein users’ pri-
vate keys are constructed by a trusted authority � based on their identities, with correspond-
ing Diffie-Hellman public keys reconstructed from public data provided by � (herein called
implicitly-certified public keys, identity-based subclass). The protocol introduced by Gi-
rault [459], based on the key agreement protocol of Paillès and Girault [962] (itself up-
dated by Girault and Paillès [461] and Girault [458]) similar to a protocol of Tanaka and
E. Okamoto [1184], involved what he christened self-certified public keys (herein called
implicitly-certified public keys, self-certified subclass); see Mechanism 12.61.

Related to self-certified public keys, Brands [185] has proposed secret-key certificates for
use in so-called restrictive blind signature schemes. These involve a data triple consisting
of a private key, matching public key, and an explicit (secret-key) certificate created by a
trusted third party to certify the public key. Users can themselves create pairs of public keys
and matching (secret-key) certificates, but cannot create valid triples. As with self-certified
keys, performance of a cryptographic action relative to the public key (e.g., signing) im-
plicitly demonstrates that the performing party knows the private key and hence that the
corresponding public key was indeed issued by the trusted third party.

� 13.5
Key tags are due to Jones [642]. Key separation as in Example 13.33 is based on Ehrsam
et al. [364], which outlines the use of master keys, key variants, key- and data-encrypting
keys. Smid [1153] introduced key notarization in the Key Notarization System (KNS), a
key management system designed by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (now NIST),
and based on a Key Notarization Facility (KNF) – a KTC-like system component trusted
to handle master keys, and to generate and notarize symmetric keys. Key notarization with
key offsetting (Example 13.34) is from ISO 8732 [578], which is derived from ANSI X9.17
[37].

The generalization of key notarization to control vectors is due to Matyas, Meyer, and
Brachtl [806], and described by Matyas [803] (also [802]), including an efficient method
for allowing arbitrary length control vectors that does not penalize short vectors. The IBM
proposal specifies � as two-key triple-DES, as per ANSI X9.17. Matyas notes that a sec-
ond approach to implement control vectors, using a MAC computed on the control vector
and the key (albeit requiring additional processing), has the property that both the control
vector and the recovered key may be authenticated before the key is used. The notion of a
capability (Note 13.35) was introduced in 1966 by Dennis and Van Horn [332], who also
considered the access matrix model.

� 13.6
Key distribution between domains is discussed in ISO/IEC 11770-1 [616]; see also Kohl
and Neuman [1041] with respect to Kerberos V5, and Davis and Swick [310]. A Kerberos
domain is called a realm; authentication of clients in one realm to servers in others is sup-
ported in V5 by inter-realm keys, with a concept of authentication paths analogous to public-
key certification paths.

Kent [666] overviews the design and implementation of Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) (see
RFC 1421-1424 [1036, 1037, 1038, 1039]), a prototyped method for adding security to In-
ternet mail. Encryption and signature capabilities are provided. The PEM infrastructure of
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RFC 1422 is based on a strict hierarchy of certification authorities, and includes specifica-
tion of Policy Certification Authorities (PCAs) which define policies with respect to which
certificates are issued. Regarding certification paths, see Tarah and Huitema [1185].

The 1988 version of X.509 [626] defines forward and reverse certificates, certificate chains,
and cross-certificate pairs, allowing support for the general digraph trust model. The formal
analysis of Gaarder and Snekkenes [433] highlights a practical difficulty in verifying the
validity of certificates – the requirement of trusted timeclocks. For reports on implementa-
tions based on X.509 certificates, see Tardo and Alagappan [1186] and others [660, 72, 839].
Techniques for segmenting CRLs (Note 13.44) are included in the above-cited work on Ver-
sion 3 certificate extensions [628]. Kohnfelder [703] noted many of the issues regarding
certificate revocation in 1978 when use of certificates was first proposed, and suggested
techniques to address revocation including manual notification, maintaining a public file
identifying revoked keys, and use of certificate expiration dates (cf. Denning [326, p.170]).�

13.7
Matyas and Meyer [804] consider several life cycle aspects. ISO 11770-1 [616] provides
a general overview of key management issues including key life cycle. ANSI X9.57 [52]
provides broad discussion on certificate management, including trust models, registration,
certificate chains, and life cycle aspects. ISO 10202-7 [584] specifies a key management
life cycle for chipcards.�

13.8
Davies and Price [308] discuss practical issues related to registries of public keys, non-
repudiation, and revocation, including the use of timestamps and notarization; see also the
original works of Kohnfelder [703] and Merkle [851], which include discussion of notaries.
Haber and Stornetta [535] propose two additional techniques for timestamping digital data
(one enhanced by Bayer, Haber, and Stornetta [79]), although tree authentication, due to
Merkle [852], appears to be preferable in practice. Benaloh and de Mare [111] introduce
one-way accumulators to address the same problem.

Although key backup/archive functionality existed in earlier commercial products, the
widespread study of key escrow systems began circa 1992, and combines issues related to
secret sharing, key establishment, and key life cycle. For practical aspects including com-
mercial key recovery and backup, see Walker et al. [1229] and Maher [780]. Denning and
Branstad [329] provide an excellent overview of the numerous proposals to date, including
a taxonomy. Among such proposals and results are those of Micali [863] (see also [862]),
Leighton and Micali [745], Beth et al. [125], Desmedt [338] (but see also Knudsen and
Pedersen [690]), Jefferies, Mitchell, and Walker [635], Lenstra, Winkler, and Yacobi [755],
Kilian and Leighton [671], Frankel and Yung [420], and Micali and Sidney [869]. In some
systems, it is required that escrow agents be able to verify that (partial) keys received are
authentic, raising issues of verifiable secret sharing (see Chor et al. [259]).

The Clipper chip is a tamper-resistant hardware encryption device compliant with FIPS 185
[405], a voluntary U.S. government standard intended for sensitive but unclassified phone
(voice and data) communications. FIPS 185 specifies use of the SKIPJACK encryption al-
gorithm (80-bit key, 64-bit blocks) and LEAF creation method, the details of both of which
remain classified. The two initial key escrow agents named by the U.S. Government are the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of the Treasury,
Automated Systems Division. Denning and Smid [331] describe the operation of an initial
key escrow system employing a chip in accordance with FIPS 185. The Capstone chip, a
more advanced device than Clipper, implements in addition a public key agreement algo-
rithm, DSA, SHA, high-speed general-purpose exponentiation, and a (pure noise source)
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random number generator; it is used in the U.S. government Multilevel Information Se-
curity System Initiative (MISSI) for secure electronic mail and other applications. Blaze
[152] demonstrated that a protocol attack is possible on Clipper, requiring at most ����� trial
LEAF values to construct a bogus LEAF with a valid EA; Denning and Smid note this is
not a threat in practical systems. For a debate on issues related to U.S. digital telephony leg-
islation passed in October 1994 as the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement
Act (CALEA), requiring telephone companies to provide technical assistance facilitating
authorized wiretapping, see Denning [328].
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14.1 Introduction

Many public-key encryption and digital signature schemes, and some hash functions (see¨
9.4.3), require computations in ©Rª , the integers modulo « (« is a large positive integer

which may or may not be a prime). For example, the RSA, Rabin, and ElGamal schemes re-
quire efficient methods for performing multiplication and exponentiation in ©Rª . Although©Rª is prominent in many aspects of modern applied cryptography, other algebraic struc-
tures are also important. These include, but are not limited to, polynomial rings, finite fields,
and finite cyclic groups. For example, the group formed by the points on an elliptic curve
over a finite field has considerable appeal for various cryptographic applications. The effi-
ciency of a particular cryptographic scheme based on any one of these algebraic structures
will depend on a number of factors, such as parameter size, time-memory tradeoffs, process-
ing power available, software and/or hardware optimization, and mathematical algorithms.

This chapter is concerned primarily with mathematical algorithms for efficiently carry-
ing out computations in the underlying algebraic structure. Since many of the most widely
implemented techniques rely on ©Rª , emphasis is placed on efficient algorithms for per-
forming the basic arithmetic operations in this structure (addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, division, and exponentiation).

In some cases, several algorithms will be presented which perform the same operation.
For example, a number of techniques for doing modular multiplication and exponentiation
are discussed in

¨
14.3 and

¨
14.6, respectively. Efficiency can be measured in numerous

ways; thus, it is difficult to definitively state which algorithm is the best. An algorithm may
be efficient in the time it takes to perform a certain algebraic operation, but quite inefficient
in the amount of storage it requires. One algorithm may require more code space than an-
other. Depending on the environment in which computations are to be performed, one algo-
rithm may be preferable over another. For example, current chipcard technology provides
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very limited storage for both precomputed values and program code. For such applications,
an algorithm which is less efficient in time but very efficient in memory requirements may
be preferred.

The algorithms described in this chapter are those which, for the most part, have re-
ceived considerable attention in the literature. Although some attempt is made to point out
their relative merits, no detailed comparisons are given.

Chapter outline¬
14.2 deals with the basic arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

squaring, and division for multiple-precision integers.
¬
14.3 describes the basic arithmetic

operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication in R® . Techniques described for per-
forming modular reduction for an arbitrary modulus ¯ are the classical method (

¬
14.3.1),

Montgomery’s method (
¬
14.3.2), and Barrett’s method (

¬
14.3.3).

¬
14.3.4 describes a re-

duction procedure ideally suited to moduli of a special form. Greatest common divisor
(gcd) algorithms are the topic of

¬
14.4, including the binary gcd algorithm (

¬
14.4.1) and

Lehmer’s gcd algorithm (
¬
14.4.2). Efficient algorithms for performing extended gcd com-

putations are given in
¬
14.4.3. Modular inverses are also considered in

¬
14.4.3. Garner’s

algorithm for implementing the Chinese remainder theorem can be found in
¬
14.5.

¬
14.6 is

a treatment of several of the most practical exponentiation algorithms.
¬
14.6.1 deals with

exponentiation in general, without consideration of any special conditions.
¬
14.6.2 looks

at exponentiation when the base is variable and the exponent is fixed.
¬
14.6.3 considers al-

gorithms which take advantage of a fixed-base element and variable exponent. Techniques
involving representing the exponent in non-binary form are given in

¬
14.7; recoding the ex-

ponent may allow significant performance enhancements.
¬
14.8 contains further notes and

references.

14.2 Multiple-precision integer arithmetic

This section deals with the basic operations performed on multiple-precision integers: ad-
dition, subtraction, multiplication, squaring, and division. The algorithms presented in this
section are commonly referred to as the classical methods.

14.2.1 Radix representation

Positive integers can be represented in various ways, the most common being base °`± . For
example, ²	³D°�´`µ base °`± means ²	³|°R¶�°�±�·f¸�´R¶1°`±K¹�¸eµ�¶�°`±Uº . For machine computations,
base ´ (binary representation) is preferable. If ²Z³)°�°`°`°�±`°�° base ´ , then ²Z³)´�»�¸-´�¼"¸´�½?¸�´�¾?¸�±"¶V´ · ¸�´ ¹ ¸�´ º .

14.1 Fact If ¿�À�´ is an integer, then any positive integer ² can be expressed uniquely as ²�³²�Á�¿ Á ¸�²VÁ<Â ¹ ¿ Á<Â ¹Ã¸7¶�¶U¶¦¸�² ¹ ¿�¸7² º , where ²VÄ is an integer with ±�Åx²VÄHÆ|¿ for ±�Å�Ç&Å�È ,
and ²�Á7É³|± .

14.2 Definition The representation of a positive integer ² as a sum of multiples of powers of¿ , as given in Fact 14.1, is called the base ¿ or radix ¿ representation of ² .
c
Ê
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14.3 Note (notation and terminology)

(i) The base Ì representation of a positive integer Í given in Fact 14.1 is usually written
as Í�Î\ÏÐÍVÑ�ÍVÑ<ÒfÓfÔUÔ�Ô�Í�Ó�Í�Õ`ÖØ× . The integers Í�Ù , Ú�Û�Ü{ÛÞÝ , are called digits. ÍVÑ is
called the most significant digit or high-order digit; ÍUÕ the least significant digit or
low-order digit. If ÌOÎ�ß`Ú , the standard notation is Í�Î|Í Ñ Í Ñ<ÒfÓ ÔUÔ�Ô�Í Ó Í Õ .

(ii) It is sometimes convenient to pad high-order digits of a base Ì representation withÚ ’s; such a padded number will also be referred to as the base Ì representation.
(iii) If ÏÐÍVÑ�ÍVÑ<ÒfÓfÔUÔ�Ô�Í�Ó�Í�Õ`ÖØ× is the base Ì representation of Í and ÍVÑ�àÎ|Ú , then the precision

or length of Í is Ý�áZß . If Ý�Î�Ú , then Í is called a single-precision integer; otherwise,Í is a multiple-precision integer. Í	Î|Ú is also a single-precision integer.

The division algorithm for integers (see Definition 2.82) provides an efficient method
for determining the base Ì representation of a non-negative integer, for a given base Ì . This
provides the basis for Algorithm 14.4.

14.4 Algorithm Radix â representation

INPUT: integers Í and Ì , Í�ã-Ú , Ì?ãxä .
OUTPUT: the base Ì representation Í	Î�ÏÐÍ Ñ Ô�ÔUÔ�Í Ó Í Õ Ö × , where Ý�ãxÚ and Í Ñ àÎDÚ if Ý�ãxß .

1. Ü�å7Ú , æ�å�Í , çèå�é¦ê ×`ë , Í Ù å{æFì�çVÌ . ( é1Ô ë is the floor function; see page 49.)
2. While ç.í|Ú , do the following:

2.1 Ü�åwÜRá�ß , æHå~ç , çèå�é ê ×`ë , ÍVÙ�åwæeì�çVÌ .
3. Return( ÏÐÍVÙ�Í�ÙîÒfÓ3Ô�Ô�Ô�Í�Ó�Í�Õ`Ö ).

14.5 Fact If ÏïÍ�Ñ�ÍVÑ<Ò3ÓfÔ�ÔUÔ�Í�Ó�Í�Õ�ÖØ× is the base Ì representation of Í and ð is a positive integer,
then Ïòñfóôñfó�ÒfÓfÔUÔ�Ô�ñHÓØñ�Õ`Ö ×¦õ is the base Ì�ö representation of Í , where ÷?ÎùøîÏòÝ�áDß�ÖÐú`ðèû%ìxß ,
ñÃÙ�Î ö Ò3Óü¦ý Õ ÍVÙ öèþ ü Ì ü for Ú	Û�Ü?Ûx÷9ì~ß , and ñÃó3Î Ñ<Ò9ó öü¦ý Õ Í�ó öèþ ü Ì ü .

14.6 Example (radix Ì representation) The base ä representation of Í{ÎÞß�ä`ÿ is Ï�ß`ß�ß`ß�Ú`ß`ß�Ö�� .
The base

�
representation of Í is easily obtained from its base ä representation by grouping

digits in pairs from the right: Í�Î|ÏÐÏ�ß�Ö��KÏ�ß`ß�Ö���Ï�ß`Ú�Ö��èÏÐß`ß�Ö��`Ö��	ÎDÏÐß`ÿ�ä`ÿ`Ö�� . �
Representing negative numbers

Negative integers can be represented in several ways. Two commonly used methods are:

1. signed-magnitude representation
2. complement representation.

These methods are described below. The algorithms provided in this chapter all assume a
signed-magnitude representation for integers, with the sign digit being implicit.

(i) Signed-magnitude representation

The sign of an integer (i.e., either positive or negative) and its magnitude (i.e., absolute
value) are represented separately in a signed-magnitude representation. Typically, a posi-
tive integer is assigned a sign digit Ú , while a negative integer is assigned a sign digit Ì�ì�ß .
For Ý -digit radix Ì representations, only ä�Ì Ñ<Ò3Ó sequences out of the Ì Ñ possible sequences
are utilized: precisely Ì Ñ<ÒfÓ ìFß positive integers and Ì Ñ<ÒfÓ ìZß negative integers can be rep-
resented, and Ú has two representations. Table 14.1 illustrates the binary signed-magnitude
representation of the integers in the range � �	��ì
��� .
Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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Signed-magnitude representation has the drawback that when certain operations (such
as addition and subtraction) are performed, the sign digit must be checked to determine the
appropriate manner to perform the computation. Conditional branching of this type can be
costly when many operations are performed.

(ii) Complement representation

Addition and subtraction using complement representation do not require the checking of
the sign digit. Non-negative integers in the range  �	��������������� are represented by base �
sequences of length � with the high-order digit being � . Suppose � is a positive integer
in this range represented by the sequence ��� � � ��� �"!#!#! � � �%$'&)( where � �+* � . Then �,� is
represented by the sequence � * � � � � �%� � !�!#! � � �-$	&/.0� where �21 * �3�4���5�21 and . is the
standard addition with carry. Table 14.1 illustrates the binary complement representation of
the integers in the range  �
6	�#6�� . In the binary case, complement representation is referred
to as two’s complement representation.

Sequence Signed- Two’s
magnitude complement7�898�8 : :7�898�7 ; ;7�897�8 < <7�897�7 = =7�798�8 > >7�798�7 ? ?7�797�8 8 87�797�7 7 7

Sequence Signed- Two’s
magnitude complement8�89898 @A: @A88�89897 @A; @A?8�89798 @A< @A>8�89797 @"= @"=8�79898 @A> @A<8�79897 @A? @A;8�79798 @A8 @A:8�79797 @A7 @AB

Table 14.1: Signed-magnitude and two’s complement representations of integers in C @A:EDF:HG .

14.2.2 Addition and subtraction

Addition and subtraction are performed on two integers having the same number of base �
digits. To add or subtract two integers of different lengths, the smaller of the two integers
is first padded with � ’s on the left (i.e., in the high-order positions).

14.7 Algorithm Multiple-precision addition

INPUT: positive integers � and I , each having �0.J� base � digits.
OUTPUT: the sum �4.KI * �ML �ON�� L �P!#!�! L � LQ$'&)( in radix � representation.

1. R#ST� ( R is the carry digit).
2. For U from � to � do the following:

2.1 L 1 ST�M� 1 .+I 1 .JRV&XWZY\[]� .
2.2 If �M� 1 .KI 1 .^R�&`_a� then R�Sb� ; otherwise R#Sb� .

3. L �ON � STR .
4. Return( �ML �ON�� L �P!#!#! L � LQ$c& ).

14.8 Note (computational efficiency) The base � should be chosen so that �M�21%.dI'1O.bRV&`WeY'[]�
can be computed by the hardware on the computing device. Some processors have instruc-
tion sets which provide an add-with-carry to facilitate multiple-precision addition.

c
f
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14.9 Algorithm Multiple-precision subtraction

INPUT: positive integers h and i , each having j0kJl base m digits, with honbi .
OUTPUT: the difference h0pqisrat�uwv\uwv%x y z�z#z{u|yHuQ}	~{� in radix m representation.

1. �#�T� .
2. For � from � to j do the following:

2.1 uw�F�TtMh��"pqi\��kJ�V~X�Z�\�]m .
2.2 If tMh � p�i � k^��~�n�� then �#�b� ; otherwise �#��pbl .

3. Return( tMu�v	u�v�x�y z#z�z{u|y�uQ}	~ ).

14.10 Note (eliminating the requirement h�n�i ) If the relative magnitudes of the integers h
and i are unknown, then Algorithm 14.9 can be modified as follows. On termination of
the algorithm, if �Jr�p
l , then repeat Algorithm 14.9 with h�r�t��c�,z�z#z��	�c~)� and i�r
tMu�v'u�v�x y�z#z#z�u|y{uQ}	~{� . Conditional checking on the relative magnitudes of h and i can also
be avoided by using a complement representation ( � 14.2.1(ii)).

14.11 Example (modified subtraction) Let hTr��c�c�	�c�	�c� and ior��c�	�c�c�	�c� in base lc� , so that
h+�bi . Table 14.2 shows the steps of the modified subtraction algorithm (cf. Note 14.10).  

First execution of Algorithm 14.9¡ ¢¤£¦¥ § ¨ª©ª«
¬- §¤®ª® ¢ ¯ª°ª®
±' ¥ ¢ª§ ° ®ª¨ª§
²Q ®¤§ª£ ¯ ®ª£ª¢
³ ´ ©ª«ª« ´ © ´ ©ª«ª«

Second execution of Algorithm 14.9¡ ¢ £ ¥ § ¨ © «
¬� « « « « « « «
±	 ® § £ ¯ ® £ ¢
²Q « ¢ ¥ © « ¥ ¥
³ ´ © ´ © ´ © ´ © ´ © ´ © ´ ©

Table 14.2: Modified subtraction (see Example 14.11).

14.2.3 Multiplication

Let h and i be integers expressed in radix m representation: hJr�t�h v h v�x y z#z#z�h y h } ~ � and
idrµt�i'¶�i'¶ x y z�z#z�i y i } ~ � . The product hdz�i will have at most t�jqkK·Xk^�c~ base m digits. Al-
gorithm 14.12 is a reorganization of the standard pencil-and-paper method taught in grade
school. A single-precision multiplication means the multiplication of two base m digits. If
h�¸ and i'� are two base m digits, then h2¸AzFi'� can be written as h�¸�z�i'�¹rºtM»-¼�~ � , where » and
¼ are base m digits, and » may be � .

14.12 Algorithm Multiple-precision multiplication

INPUT: positive integers h and i having j0kJl and ·½kJl base m digits, respectively.
OUTPUT: the product h0z�isratMu�vO¾ ¶ ¾ y"z#z�z{u|y{uQ}'~)� in radix m representation.

1. For � from � to t�j0kK·Xk¿l	~ do: u � �T� .
2. For � from � to · do the following:

2.1 �#�b� .
2.2 For À from � to j do the following:

Compute t�»%¼�~)�wrbu � ¾ ¸ k+h ¸ zFi � k^� , and set u � ¾ ¸ �q¼ , �#��» .
2.3 uw� ¾OvO¾�y ��» .

3. Return( tMu vO¾ ¶ ¾ y z#z�z)u y u } ~ ).

Handbook of Applied Cryptography by A. Menezes, P. van Oorschot and S. Vanstone.
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14.13 Example (multiple-precision multiplication) Take ÁÃÂÄÁ%Å�Á%ÆVÁXÇ�Á-ÈÉÂËÊ	ÌcÍcÎ and ÏÐÂ
ÏcÆVÏ-Ç�ÏcÈ�ÂÒÑ	ÎcÍ (base ÓcÔ representations), so that ÕÖÂÒ× and ØÙÂÒÌ . Table 14.3 shows
the steps performed by Algorithm 14.12 to compute Á0Ú�Ï0ÂÛÍcÑ	ÜcÜ	ÔcÍcÑ . Ý

Þ ß à áQâäã\å"æèç%å)é'â\æèà ê ë áwì áwí áQî áwï áwð á
ñ áwò
ó ó ó ó`æ+ô9õ`æ�ó ô õ ó ó ó ó ó ó õö ô ó`æ]÷3ø`æ�ô ù ö ó ó ó ó ó ö õô ù ó`æ+ö�÷úæ�ù ö ø ó ó ó ó ø ö õû ö ó`æ+ü9û`æ�ö ü ÷ ó ó ü ÷ ø ö õ
ö ó ó ö`æ+ö9ü`æ�ó ö ý ó ó ü ÷ ø ý õö ö ø`æ+ô9õ`æ�ö û õ ó ó ü ÷ õ ý õô û ÷�æ+õXæ+û ö ù ó ó ü ù õ ý õû ö ü`æ+û9ü`æ�ö ÷ û ó ÷ û ù õ ý õ
ô ó ó õ`æ+û9ô`æ�ó ÷ ó ó ÷ û ù ó ý õö ÷ ù`æ+ù9ü`æe÷ ü ù ó ÷ û ù ó ý õô ü û`æ+ö9ü`æ�ü ô ù ó ÷ ù ù ó ý õû ô ÷úæ+ý9ô`æ�ô ý õ ý õ ù ù ó ý õ

Table 14.3: Multiple-precision multiplication (see Example 14.13).

14.14 Remark (pencil-and-paper method) The pencil-and-paper method for multiplying ÁþÂ
ÊcÌcÍ	Î and ÏsÂºÑcÎ	Í would appear as

ø ô ý ÷
ÿ õ ÷ ýü ÷ ø ö õ

(row 1)û ý ó ø ü
(row 2)ý ÷ ö ø ô
(row 3)ý õ ù ù ó ý õ

The shaded entries in Table 14.3 correspond to row 1, row 1 + row 2, and row 1 + row 2 +
row 3, respectively.

14.15 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.12)

(i) The computationally intensive portion of Algorithm 14.12 is step 2.2. Computing��������� Á � Ú9Ï ���
	 is called the inner-product operation. Since ������� , Á � , Ï � and 	
are all base  digits, the result of an inner-product operation is at most ����+Ó�� � ����
Ó�� Æ � ����bÓ��XÂ
 Æ �bÓ and, hence, can be represented by two base  digits.

(ii) Algorithm 14.12 requires �MÕ � Ó����MØ � Ó�� single-precision multiplications.
(iii) It is assumed in Algorithm 14.12 that single-precision multiplications are part of the

instruction set on a processor. The quality of the implementation of this instruction
is crucial to an efficient implementation of Algorithm 14.12.

14.2.4 Squaring

In the preceding algorithms, ��������� has both � and � as single-precision integers. This nota-
tion is abused in this subsection by permitting � to be a double-precision integer, such that
Ô �!�"��Ì�����TÓ�� . The value � will always be single-precision.

c
#
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14.16 Algorithm Multiple-precision squaring

INPUT: positive integer %'&
(�%�)+*-,+%�)+*/.102030�%4,+%6587�9 .
OUTPUT: %:0�%;&!% . in radix < representation.

1. For = from > to (�?A@CB!D�7 do: E�F�GH> .
2. For = from > to (I@�BHD�7 do the following:

2.1 (�J�K�7�9LG'EM. F�N % F 0�% F , EM. F G'K , O3GPJ .
2.2 For Q from (I= N D�7 to (�@RB!D�7 do the following:

(IJ6K�7 9 GSE�F�T�U N ?A%�U10V%�F N O , E�F�T�UWGPK , O2GPJ .
2.3 E F�T )VG'J .

3. Return( (�EM.V)+*-,XEY.V)+*Z.\[2[3[�E],XEM587�9 ).

14.17 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.16)

(i) (overflow) In step 2.2, J can be larger than a single-precision integer. Since E F�T�U
is always set to K , E F�T�U_^ <`BaD . If O ^ ?�(�<bBcD�7 , then E F�T�UdN ?A% U % F\N O ^
(�<eBSD�7 N ?�(�<-B;D�7 . N ?�(�<-B"D�74&f(�<gB;D�7�(�?�< N D�7 , implying > ^ J ^ ?�(�<-BSD�7 . This
value of J may exceed single-precision, and must be accommodated.

(ii) (number of operations) The computationally intensive part of the algorithm is step 2.
The number of single-precision multiplications is about (I@ . N @A7�hW? , discounting the
multiplication by ? . This is approximately one half of the single-precision multipli-
cations required by Algorithm 14.12 (cf. Note 14.15(ii)).

14.18 Note (squaring vs. multiplication in general) Squaring a positive integer % (i.e., computing
% . ) can at best be no more than twice as fast as multiplying distinct integers % and i . To
see this, consider the identity %�ij&
(�(I% N i�7 . BP(I%]Bki�7 . 7�hWl . Hence, %d0�i can be computed
with two squarings (i.e., (�% N i�7 . and (I%mBni�7 . ). Of course, a speed-up by a factor of ? can
be significant in many applications.

14.19 Example (squaring) Table 14.4 shows the steps performed by Algorithm 14.16 in squar-
ing %'&
o�p�o . Here, @\&fq and <\&fD�> . r
s t uwv�x/y{z vx uMx}|8~gyS��z6~�z�xZy{� � � uw� uM� uw� uwv u`� uw�
� � �RyS�L� � � � � � � � � �

� � �Ry'�R�3�R�2�Ry'� �L� � � � � � � �
� � ��yS�R�3�R�3��yS�L� �L� � � � � � � �

�L� � � � �L� � � �
� � �RyS��� � � � � � �L� � � �

� � �3�Cy;�C�L�C�2�Cy;� �L� � � � � � � �
�L� � � �3� � � � �

� � �3�Cy;�3� � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � �

Table 14.4: Multiple-precision squaring (see Example 14.19).
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14.2.5 Division

Division is the most complicated and costly of the basic multiple-precision operations. Al-
gorithm 14.20 computes the quotient � and remainder � in radix � representation when � is
divided by � .

14.20 Algorithm Multiple-precision division

INPUT: positive integers �S�_�I��� �3�2������������� , �j�
���8���2�3������������� with  !¡£¢w¡¥¤ , �8�`¦�
§ .
OUTPUT: the quotient �"�¨������©��6�3�2�A�L�A������� and remainder �ª�«���¬���2�2�X�Z�+�3����� such that
�'�
���®S� , §]¯!�®°H� .

1. For ± from § to �I P²'¢A� do: ��³¬´!§ .
2. While ���"¡£�-� ��©�� � do the following: � ��©�� ´H� ��©�� µ¤ , �4´'�:²P�-� �6©�� .
3. For ¶ from   down to ��¢�ª¤�� do the following:

3.1 If ��·4�µ� � then set ��· ©��+©-� ´H�4²!¤ ; otherwise set ��· ©��+©-� ´c¸�����·��e;��· ©-� ��¹V� � ��º .
3.2 While ��� · ©��+©-�2���Z���eP�8�+©g�V�C»H� · �X¼YP� · ©-�3�-S� · © ¼ � do: � · ©��+©g�2´µ� · ©��+©g��²½¤ .
3.3 �4´'�:²H��· ©��+©-� �-� · ©��+©-� .
3.4 If �;°¾§ then set ��´'�{"�-� · ©��+©g� and ��· ©��+©-� ´µ��· ©��+©g� ²H¤ .

4. ��´S� .
5. Return( � ,� ).

14.21 Example (multiple-precision division) Let �'�f¿�À�¤�Á�Â�Ã�Ä�À�¿ , �Å�
Ã�Â�Â�Æ�¤ , so that  ½�fÃ and
¢��cÂ . Table 14.5 illustrates the steps in Algorithm 14.20. The last row gives the quotient
���fÃ�Ç�Â�¿ and the remainder �k�fÆ�§�¤�Æ�§ . È

É ÊÌË Ê¬Í ÊÌÎ Ê�Ï Ê¬Ð Ñ�Ò Ñ-Ó Ñ�Ô Ñ�Õ Ñ�Ë Ñ�Í Ñ�Î ÑeÏÖÑ�Ð
– × × × × × Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ Ù Ø
Ý × Û × × × Ø Ù Ú Û Ü Ý Þ Ù Ø

Ý × × × Ü ß Ù ß × Þ Ù Ø
Ø Ý à × × Ü × Ù Û Ý Ù Ø
ß Ý à à × Ü × Ù Û Ý Ù Ø

Ý à Ü × ß à Ú Þ Ý Ø
à Ý à Ü Ý ß à Ú Þ Ý Ø

Ý à Ü Ø ß × Ú ß ×
Table 14.5: Multiple-precision division (see Example 14.21).

14.22 Note (comments on Algorithm 14.20)

(i) Step 2 of Algorithm 14.20 is performed at most once if �8�1¡á¸ �¼ º and � is even.
(ii) The condition  f¡f¢m¡á¤ can be replaced by  
¡f¢m¡á§ , provided one takes � ³ �

� ³ �f§ whenever a subscript ±k°¾§ in encountered in the algorithm.

14.23 Note (normalization) The estimate for the quotient digit � · ©��+©g� in step 3.1 of Algorithm
14.20 is never less than the true value of the quotient digit. Furthermore, if �8�1¡â¸ �¼ º , then
step 3.2 is repeated no more than twice. If step 3.1 is modified so that � · ©��+©-�L´c¸���� · �+¼`
� · ©-�3�Yµ� · © ¼ ��¹W�I�8���Yµ�Z�+©-�V��º , then the estimate is almost always correct and step 3.2 is

c
ã
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never repeated more than once. One can always guarantee that å8æwçéè3êë�ì by replacing the
integers í , å by î�í , îWå for some suitable choice of î . The quotient of î�í divided by îWå is
the same as that of í by å ; the remainder is î times the remainder of í divided by å . If the
base ï is a power of ð (as in many applications), then the choice of î should be a power of ð ;
multiplication by î is achieved by simply left-shifting the binary representations of í and
å . Multiplying by a suitable choice of î to ensure that å æ çñè êë8ì is called normalization.
Example 14.24 illustrates the procedure.

14.24 Example (normalized division) Take íaòôó�õ�ö�÷�ø and å_òôð�ù�ó . Normalize í and å by
multiplying each by î!òéõ : í�ú�òéõ2í¾òéð�ð�û�ð�ü�ö and å�úMòýõAåµòéø�û�÷ . Table 14.6 shows
the steps of Algorithm 14.20 as applied to í�ú and å/ú . When í�ú is divided by å�ú , the quotient
is ð�ó�ö , and the remainder is ó�ø�û . When í is divided by å , the quotient is also ð�ó�ö and the
remainder is ó�ø�û�þ�õÿòfð�ù�û . �

� ��� ��� ��� �	� 
�� 
� 
�� 
�� 
�� 
��
� � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � �
� � � � � � �

Table 14.6: Multiple-precision division after normalization (see Example 14.24).

14.25 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.20 with normalization)

(i) (multiplication count) Assuming that normalization extends the number of digits in
í by ÷ , each iteration of step 3 requires ÷������ �¥ð"!1ò�� �¥õ single-precision multi-
plications. Hence, Algorithm 14.20 with normalization requires about ��#%$&�'!(���)�;õ"!
single-precision multiplications.

(ii) (division count) Since step 3.1 of Algorithm 14.20 is executed #*$*� times, at most
#+$,� single-precision divisions are required when normalization is used.

14.3 Multiple-precision modular arithmetic
-
14.2 provided methods for carrying out the basic operations (addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, squaring, and division) with multiple-precision integers. This section deals with
these operations in .�/ , the integers modulo 0 , where 0 is a multiple-precision positive
integer. (See

-
2.4.3 for definitions of . / and related operations.)

Let 0 ò1�20,340,36587:9;9<9=0>7?0A@"! ê be a positive integer in radix ï representation. Let
í_òB��í�3Zí�36587:9;9<9�íC7+í)@�! ê and åªòB��å43�åD365:789;9;9�åE7�å"@�! ê be non-negative integers in base ï
representation such that íGFH0 and åIFH0 . Methods described in this section are for
computing íJ�ªåLK&M4NO0 (modular addition), íP$£åQK&MDNO0 (modular subtraction), and
íR9�åLKSM4NT0 (modular multiplication). Computing í 5:7 K&M4NO0 (modular inversion) is ad-
dressed in

-
14.4.3.

14.26 Definition If U is any integer, then UTK&M4NO0 (the integer remainder in the range V ûDW?0X${÷ZY
after U is divided by 0 ) is called the modular reduction of U with respect to modulus 0 .
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Modular addition and subtraction

As is the case for ordinary multiple-precision operations, addition and subtraction are the
simplest to compute of the modular operations.

14.27 Fact Let [ and \ be non-negative integers with [^]?\A_>` . Then:
(i) [baJ\Q_Xc'` ;

(ii) if [Jd>\ , then eRfP[Qgh\Q_>` ; and
(iii) if [+_i\ , then eRfP[baJ`jgh\Q_i` .

If [C]?\Ak+l�m , then modular addition can be performed by using Algorithm 14.7 to add
[ and \ as multiple-precision integers, with the additional step of subtracting ` if (and only
if) [La+\,dn` . Modular subtraction is precisely Algorithm 14.9, provided [JdP\ .

14.3.1 Classical modular multiplication

Modular multiplication is more involved than multiple-precision multiplication ( o 14.2.3),
requiring both multiple-precision multiplication and some method for performing modular
reduction (Definition 14.26). The most straightforward method for performing modular re-
duction is to compute the remainder on division by ` , using a multiple-precision division
algorithm such as Algorithm 14.20; this is commonly referred to as the classical algorithm
for performing modular multiplication.

14.28 Algorithm Classical modular multiplication

INPUT: two positive integers [ , \ and a modulus ` , all in radix p representation.
OUTPUT: [Qqr\Qs&tDuO` .

1. Compute [LqZ\ (using Algorithm 14.12).
2. Compute the remainder v when [QqZ\ is divided by ` (using Algorithm 14.20).
3. Return(v ).

14.3.2 Montgomery reduction

Montgomery reduction is a technique which allows efficient implementation of modular
multiplication without explicitly carrying out the classical modular reduction step.

Let ` be a positive integer, and let w and x be integers such that wXy>`P]'z�{;u}|2`n]<w�~ ��
, and e�f�x�_�`nw . A method is described for computing x�wR�:��s&tDuO` without using

the classical method of Algorithm 14.28. xSw��8��sSt4uT` is called a Montgomery reduction
of x modulo ` with respect to w . With a suitable choice of w , a Montgomery reduction
can be efficiently computed.

Suppose [ and \ are integers such that e�fH[C]?\�_�` . Let [��1[^wXs&t4u�` and
\���\:w�s&t4uO` . The Montgomery reduction of [ \ is [ \�wR�8��sSt4uO`��G[6\:w�s&t4uO` .
This observation is used in Algorithm 14.94 to provide an efficient method for modular
exponentiation.

To briefly illustrate, consider computing [)�Rs&t4uO` for some integer [^] � fX[�_�` .
First compute [J�>[^wXs&t4u�` . Then compute the Montgomery reduction of [ [ , which is� � [E��wR�:��s&t4uO` . The Montgomery reduction of

� � is
� ��wR�:��s&t4uO`�� [E�DwR�}�Os&t4u

` . Finally, the Montgomery reduction of | � �DwR�:��s&t4uO`*~ [ is | � �DwR�:�'~ [ wR�:��s&t4u�`1�
[)��wR�}��sSt4uT` ��[)�Dw�s&t4uO` . Multiplying this value by wR�:��s&t4uT` and reducing

c
�
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modulo � gives �)� �S¡4¢O� . Provided that Montgomery reductions are more efficient to
compute than classical modular reductions, this method may be more efficient than com-
puting �E���S¡4¢T� by repeated application of Algorithm 14.28.

If � is represented as a base £ integer of length ¤ , then a typical choice for ¥ is £§¦ . The
condition ¥�¨�� is clearly satisfied, but ©"ª;¢}«r¥T¬?�n�®°¯ will hold only if ©"ª<¢±«(£'¬²�*�®³¯ .
Thus, this choice of ¥ is not possible for all moduli. For those moduli of practical interest
(such as RSA moduli), � will be odd; then £ can be a power of ´ and ¥�®�£§¦ will suffice.

Fact 14.29 is basic to the Montgomery reduction method. Note 14.30 then implies that
¥�®�£(¦ is sufficient (but not necessary) for efficient implementation.

14.29 Fact (Montgomery reduction) Given integers � and ¥ where ©"ª;¢6«��P¬;¥O�®G¯ , let �,µ�®¶ �>·8¸¹�&¡4¢�¥ , and let º be any integer such that »J¼½º¿¾I�n¥ . If ÀB®Áº��,µ��&¡4¢&¥ ,
then «2º�Â�ÀÃ�n(Ä�¥ is an integer and «�º�Â�ÀÃ�*rÄ"¥�Å>º�¥ ·:¸ «§�&¡4¢S�* .
Justification. ºXÂ�ÀÃ�ÆÅ°º1«§�&¡4¢S�* and, hence, «�º°Â�ÀÃ�n(¥R·8¸�Å�ºS¥�·8¸�«(�&¡D¢S�n .
To see that «�º+Â+ÀÇ�*r¥�·8¸ is an integer, observe that ÀX®Èº��Aµ<Â+É±¥ and �,µÊ��® ¶ ¯^Â+Ë2¥
for some integers É and Ë . It follows that «�ºÌÂ°ÀÃ�*rÄ"¥B®¿«2ºÌÂX«2º��,µ:Â°É±¥O��n(Ä"¥B®
«�º�Â+º�« ¶ ¯�Â�ËÍ¥��Â�É±¥��n(Ä"¥�®�ËÊº�Â�É	� .

14.30 Note (implications of Fact 14.29)
(i) «�º�Â�ÀÃ�n(Ä�¥ is an estimate for º�¥ ·:¸ �&¡D¢O� . Since ºG¾��P¥ and ÀG¾�¥ , then

«�ºQÂbÀÃ�n(Ä�¥�¾�«2�n¥&Â��P¥O(Ä�¥�®�´;� . Thus either «�ºLÂbÀÃ�n(Ä"¥�®iº�¥R·8¸Î�&¡4¢T�
or «�ºSÂ ÀÃ�n(Ä"¥�®�«�ºS¥�·8¸��S¡4¢O�n(ÂÇ� (i.e., the estimate is within � of the residue).
Example 14.31 illustrates that both possibilities can occur.

(ii) If all integers are represented in radix £ and ¥Ï®Ð£§¦ , then ºS¥�·8¸��S¡4¢O� can be
computed with two multiple-precision multiplications (i.e., ÀI®�ºXÑ'�Aµ and À�ÑZ� )
and simple right-shifts of º�Â�ÀÃ� in order to divide by ¥ .

14.31 Example (Montgomery reduction) Let �Æ®�¯�Ò"Ó�¬<¥Á®�¯"Ô�» . Then ¥�·8¸��&¡D¢O�Æ®�¯�´"Õ ,
�>·8¸��S¡4¢%¥Ö®Ð×"Ø , and �,µL®Æ¯�´"Ó . If ºÐ®ÐÕ"×�Ø , then ÀÆ®Ùº��,µ��&¡D¢�¥Ö®Æ×�¯ and
«�ºXÂXÀÃ�*rÄ"¥Á®�×"ØL®°º�¥R·:¸��&¡4¢T� . If ºG®�¯"¯�´"Õ then À�®Ìº��Aµ��&¡4¢%¥�®�¯"Ò�Õ and
«�º�Â�ÀÇ�*rÄ"¥�®X¯"Ò"ÒT®�«�º�¥ ·8¸ �&¡4¢O�*8Â+� . Ú

Algorithm 14.32 computes the Montgomery reduction of º°®°«2Û²Ü ¦6·8¸ Ñ;Ñ<ÑÝÛ ¸ Û²Þ"=ß when
¥¿®Ù£§¦ and �à®á«�� ¦6·:¸ Ñ;Ñ;Ñ?� ¸ �QÞ�=ß . The algorithm makes implicit use of Fact 14.29
by computing quantities which have similar properties to À�®iº��Aµ:�S¡4¢%¥ and ºÈÂiÀÇ� ,
although the latter two expressions are not computed explicitly.

14.32 Algorithm Montgomery reduction

INPUT: integers �1®�«�� ¦6·8¸ Ñ;Ñ<Ñ=� ¸ � Þ  ß with ©�ª;¢}«2�n¬<£Z ®X¯ , ¥�®°£§¦ , �,µ�® ¶ �>·8¸¹�&¡4¢
£ , and º�®X«�Û Ü ¦6·:¸ Ñ;Ñ<Ñ=Û ¸ Û Þ  ß ¾P�P¥ .

OUTPUT: º�¥R·:¸��&¡4¢O� .
1. â�ã+º . (Notation: â�®X«rä Ü ¦6·8¸ Ñ;Ñ<Ñ'ä ¸ ä Þ  ß .)
2. For å from » to «2¤ ¶ ¯" do the following:

2.1 æ�ç(ãiä�ç��Aµ��&¡4¢%£ .
2.2 â�ãÈâPÂ+æ:çè�P£ ç .

3. â�ã�â�Ä"£§¦ .
4. If â�éP� then âOãiâ ¶ � .
5. Return( â ).
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14.33 Note (comments on Montgomery reduction)
(i) Algorithm 14.32 does not require êAë�ì³í�êiî:ï�ð&ñ4ò&ó , as Fact 14.29 does, but rather

ê ë ì�í�ê î:ï ð&ñ4ò%ô . This is due to the choice of ó�ìXô(õ .
(ii) At step 2.1 of the algorithm with ö¹ì�÷ , ø has the property that ù�ú�ì�û�ü;û�ýPþ&ýX÷Zí%ÿ .

Step 2.2 does not modify these values, but does replace ù�� by û . It follows that in
step 3, ø is divisible by ô õ .

(iii) Going into step 3, the value of ø equals
�

plus some multiple of ê (see step 2.2);
here ø�ì�� ����� ê
	��"ô õ is an integer (see (ii) above) and ø� � óRî8ï��(ðSñ4òSê�	 . It
remains to show that ø is less than �'ê , so that at step 4, a subtraction (rather than a
division) will suffice. Going into step 3, ø�ì ��� õ î:ï������� � ô � ê . But õ î:ï������� � ô � ê��
ô§õ�ê�ì°ó�ê and

� ��ó¹ê ; hence, ø����Dó¹ê . Going into step 4 (after division of ø
by ó ), ø����'ê as required.

14.34 Note (computational efficiency of Montgomery reduction) Step 2.1 and step 2.2 of Algo-
rithm 14.32 require a total of � � ÿ single-precision multiplications. Since these steps are
executed � times, the total number of single-precision multiplications is � �!� � ÿ"	 . Algo-
rithm 14.32 does not require any single-precision divisions.

14.35 Example (Montgomery reduction) Let ê1ì�#$�"%"&$' , ô�ì�ÿ"û , ó�ì�ÿ"û)( , and
� ì�#"ÿ�ÿ"*$&"%"* .

Here �nì�+ , ê,ë�ì°í�êiî:ï�ð&ñ4ò%ÿ"ûTì�ÿ ,
� ð&ñ4ò�ê1ì�#"�$&"*$+ , and

� ó�î8ïÎð&ñ4òTê�ì�&"'"#$'"% .
Table 14.7 displays the iterations of step 2 in Algorithm 14.32. ,

- .0/21435/76�8:9<;>=@?)A .0/B6DC / E
F F F G ?)?IHIJ)KIHA H LIHI?)?I?)M G K)NINPO�HIA? H L)HI?I?)?IM)A ?IJIL)?IA)KIAIA
M K O�J)LIH)JPO�A)A L G A)NPO�AIAIAJ O MINIA)LIL)KIAIA)A JQO G K)LIA)AIAIAO L J)KIJ)?INIL)AIA)AIA JIN G N)KIAIA)AIA)A

Table 14.7: Montgomery reduction algorithm (see Example 14.35).

Montgomery multiplication

Algorithm 14.36 combines Montgomery reduction (Algorithm 14.32) and multiple-precis-
ion multiplication (Algorithm 14.12) to compute the Montgomery reduction of the product
of two integers.

14.36 Algorithm Montgomery multiplication

INPUT: integers ê�ìR�2ê õ î8ïTS)SUS ê ï ê � 	WV , X�ìR�!X õ î8ïTS)SUS X ï X � 	WV , Y�ìR�!Y õ î8ïZSUS)S Y ï Y � 	WV
with û ý[X^ü\Y]�>ê , ó�ì�ô õ with ^$_;ò���êPü;ô`	 ìXÿ , and ê,ë�ì°í�êiî:ï�ð&ñ4ò%ô .
OUTPUT: X5Y:óRî:ï�ð&ñ4òOê .

1. øbaÈû . (Notation: ø�ì��rù õ ù õ î:ïZS)SUS ù ï ù � 	cV .)
2. For ö from û to �!�,íiÿ"	 do the following:

2.1 � � ad�rù � � X � Y � 	�ê,ë:ð&ñ4ò%ô .
2.2 øbae�(ø � X � Y � � � ê�	f�"ô .

3. If ø�gPê then øhaiøÈí,ê .
4. Return( ø ).

c
i
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14.37 Note (partial justification of Algorithm 14.36) Suppose at the kQlnm iteration of step 2 thatoqp�r�s�t`uwv4x
. Step 2.2 replaces

r
with y r{z�|~}���z@�~}�u
���"� ; but y r{z�|0}���z��Z}�u��f�$��p

y t`u�v�t<z y ��v�x"� y u�v�x"��z y ��v�x"��u��f�$�D��tUu�v�x�v y x��"��� . Hence,
r�s�t`u�v�x

,
justifying step 3.

14.38 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.36) Since
r4z{|0}n�hz{�Z}�u

is a multiple of�
, only a right-shift is required to perform a division by

�
in step 2.2. Step 2.1 requires two

single-precision multiplications and step 2.2 requires
t`�

. Since step 2 is executed
�

times,
the total number of single-precision multiplications is

� y t�z�t`� ����t`� y �]z�x"� .
14.39 Note (computing

|��{�����hu
with Montgomery multiplication) Suppose

|
,
�

, and
u

are�
-digit base

�
integers with

o]p�|��\�es�u
. Neglecting the cost of the precomputation in

the input, Algorithm 14.36 computes
|5�Z���Z�������hu

with
t`� y �<z]x$� single-precision mul-

tiplications. Neglecting the cost to compute
�� q�����bu

and applying Algorithm 14.36 to|5�Z���Z�������bu
and

�� q�����hu
,
|5�¡�����hu

is computed in ¢ � y ��z4x"� single-precision op-
erations. Using classical modular multiplication (Algorithm 14.28) would require

t`� y �£z�x"�
single-precision operations and no precomputation. Hence, the classical algorithm is supe-
rior for doing a single modular multiplication; however, Montgomery multiplication is very
effective for performing modular exponentiation (Algorithm 14.94).

14.40 Remark (Montgomery reduction vs. Montgomery multiplication) Algorithm 14.36 (Mont-
gomery multiplication) takes as input two

�
-digit numbers and then proceeds to interleave

the multiplication and reduction steps. Because of this, Algorithm 14.36 is not able to take
advantage of the special case where the input integers are equal (i.e., squaring). On the other
hand, Algorithm 14.32 (Montgomery reduction) assumes as input the product of two inte-
gers, each of which has at most

�
digits. Since Algorithm 14.32 is independent of multiple-

precision multiplication, a faster squaring algorithm such as Algorithm 14.16 may be used
prior to the reduction step.

14.41 Example (Montgomery multiplication) In Algorithm 14.36, let
u¤�¦¥$t"§"¨$©

,
�ª�¦x$oU«

,|��¬"¥$©"t
,
���ªx"t$t"©

. Here
�®�ª¬

,
u]¯b�°v£u �T� �D����x$o±�ªx

, and
|5�Z� �Z� �����hu²�

¨"©"¥$©"§
. Notice that

u
and

�
are the same values as in Example 14.35, as is

|5�]��¥"x$x"³$¨"§"³
.

Table 14.8 displays the steps in Algorithm 14.36. ´
µ ¶0· ¶0·7¸�¹ º0· ¶0·7¸ º0·7» ¼
½ ¾ ¿IÀ À ¾QÁ�Â)À Â)ÀI¿)¿I¿I¾ ÂIÀIÃ)ÂIÄ¿ Å ÀI¿ À ¿)¿I½)ÆI¿ Â)ÀI¿)¿I¿I¾ ÆIÂI½)ÂIÃ¾ Ä ÆIÃ Æ À)ÆI½)Ã Á�ÃIÂ)ÀIÃPÁ ÂI½IÅQÁ�ÅÃ Â Á�Â Á Æ)¿PÁ�Â ¾)ÅI½)ÂIÂIÆ ÃPÁ�Ä)ÆIÂÁ ½ ½ Â ½ Ã)ÆIÃ)¿IÅIÂ ÃIÅIÄ)ÅIÆ

Table 14.8: Montgomery multiplication (see Example 14.41).

14.3.3 Barrett reduction

Barrett reduction (Algorithm 14.42) computes Ç �e|È�����hu given
|

and
u

. The algorithm
requires the precomputation of the quantity É ��Ê\�\ �Ë���u]Ì

; it is advantageous if many reduc-
tions are performed with a single modulus. For example, each RSA encryption for one en-
tity requires reduction modulo that entity’s public key modulus. The precomputation takes
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a fixed amount of work, which is negligible in comparison to modular exponentiation cost.
Typically, the radix Í is chosen to be close to the word-size of the processor. Hence, assume
Í£Î�Ï in Algorithm 14.42 (see Note 14.44 (ii)).

14.42 Algorithm Barrett modular reduction

INPUT: positive integers Ð
Ñ�Ò!Ð�Ó�Ô"ÕZÖØ×U×)×cÐ�ÖQÐ�Ù�ÚcÛ , ÜÝÑ�Ò�Ü±Ô"ÕZÖÞ×U×)×WÜdÖWÜ]Ù"ÚcÛ (with Ü4Ô$ÕZÖDßÑà
), and á
ÑãâWÍ ÓäÔ�å Ü{æ .

OUTPUT: ç�ÑdÐÈè�é�êhÜ .
1. ë)ÖIì�âíÐ å Í Ô"ÕTÖ æ , ëPÓ�ìîë)Ö ×äá , ëQï�ì�âWëPÓ å Í Ô:ðZÖ æ .
2. ç�ÖIì±ÐÈè�é�ê�Í Ô"ðZÖ , çIÓ�ìîëQï�×�Ü°è�é�ê�Í Ô"ðZÖ , ç5ìÈç�Ö ñ±ç)Ó .
3. If ç�ò à

then çóìÈç<ô�Í Ô:ðZÖ .
4. While ç�õ[Ü do: ç5ìÈç�ñ4Ü .
5. Return(ç ).

14.43 Fact By the division algorithm (Definition 2.82), there exist integers ö and ÷ such that
ÐdÑwöøÜªô�÷ and

à�ù ÷®ò�Ü . In step 1 of Algorithm 14.42, the following inequality is
satisfied: ö�ñeú ù ëQï ù ö .

14.44 Note (partial justification of correctness of Barrett reduction)
(i) Algorithm 14.42 is based on the observation that âíÐ å Ü]æ can be written as öûÑ

âcÒ!Ð å Í Ô"ÕZÖ ÚPÒ�Í Ó�Ô�å Ü�ÚPÒfü å Í Ô:ðZÖ Ú�æ . Moreover, ö can be approximated by the quantity
ëQï�Ñ âíÐ å Í Ô$ÕZÖ æUá å Í Ô"ðZÖ . Fact 14.43 guarantees that ëQï is never larger than the true
quotient ö , and is at most ú smaller.

(ii) In step 2, observe that ñ<Í Ô:ðZÖ ò°ç�Ö<ñ�çIÓ�òýÍ Ô:ðZÖ , ç�Ö<ñþç)Ó�ÿ Òfö ñ�ëPï"Ú�Ü ôw÷
Ò mod Í Ô:ðZÖ Ú , and

à@ù Ò�ö�ñþëQï$Ú�Üô�÷ ò ÏUÜýò Í Ô:ðZÖ since Ü òwÍ Ô and Ï�ò Í . If
ç�ÖÞñ@ç)Ó õ à

, then ç�ÖTñ@ç)Ó�Ñ�Ò�ödñ ëPï"Ú!Ü ô�÷ . If ç�ÖÞñ@ç)Ó�ò à
, then ç�ÖTñ@çIÓ ô�Í Ô:ðZÖ Ñ

Òfö�ñîëQï$Ú�Ü�ô�÷ . In either case, step 4 is repeated at most twice since
à�ù ç�ò�Ï`Ü .

14.45 Note (computational efficiency of Barrett reduction)
(i) All divisions performed in Algorithm 14.42 are simple right-shifts of the base Í rep-

resentation.
(ii) ëQÓ is only used to compute ëPï . Since the

� ô�ü least significant digits of ëQÓ are not
needed to determine ëPï , only a partial multiple-precision multiplication (i.e., ëIÖ ×`á )
is necessary. The only influence of the

� ô�ü least significant digits on the higher
order digits is the carry from position

� ô�ü to position
� ô�ú . Provided the base Í

is sufficiently large with respect to
�

, this carry can be accurately computed by only
calculating the digits at positions

�
and

� ô�ü . Ö Hence, the
� ñ<ü least significant digits

of ë Ó need not be computed. Since á and ë Ö have at most
� ô4ü digits, determining ë ï

requires at most Ò � ôdü$Ú Ó ñ ÔÓ = Ò � Ó ô�� � ôdú"Ú å ú single-precision multiplications.
(iii) In step 2 of Algorithm 14.42, çIÓ can also be computed by a partial multiple-precision

multiplication which evaluates only the least significant
� ô�ü digits of ëPïb×äÜ . This

can be done in at most
Ô:ðZÖÓ +

�
single-precision multiplications.

14.46 Example (Barrett reduction) Let Í�Ñ�� , � ÑRÏ , Ð�ÑãÒPÏ$ü"Ï$ú"ú"ü$ÚcÛ , and Ü ÑãÒfú"Ï"Ï$ÚcÛ (i.e.,
Ð�Ñ Ï����"ü and ÜýÑ	��
 ). Then á�ÑÝâ��� å Ü]æ@Ñ���
@Ñ Òfü"ü"ü$Ï"ÚWÛ , ë)Ö�Ñ�âcÒfÏ"ü$Ï"ú"ú$ü"ÚWÛ å � Ó æ¡Ñ
ÒPÏ"ü$Ï"ú$ÚcÛ , ëQÓîÑ�ÒfÏ"ü$Ï"ú"ÚWÛ�×5ÒPü$ü"ü"Ï$ÚcÛ]ÑÝÒfü à ú$Ï"ü$Ï à ú$ÚcÛ , ëQïîÑ�Òfü à ú"Ï"ÚWÛ , ç�Ö4ÑÝÒfÏ"ú"ú$ü"ÚWÛ , ç)ÓeÑ
ÒPü à ú"Ï$ÚcÛ�×>Òfú"Ï$Ï"ÚcÛ�è�é�ê�Í��qÑ�ÒPÏ à ü"ü$ÚcÛ , and çDÑîç�Ö ñ4çIÓqÑ�Òfú"ü à ÚcÛ . Thus Ð±è�é�êhÜ°Ñ�Ï�� . ��

If ����� , then the carry computed by simply considering the digits at position ����� (and ignoring the carry
from position ����� ) will be in error by at most 1.

c
�
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14.3.4 Reduction methods for moduli of special form

When the modulus has a special (customized) form, reduction techniques can be employed
to allow more efficient computation. Suppose that the modulus  is a ! -digit base " positive
integer of the form  $#%"'&�(*),+ where ) is an - -digit base " positive integer (for some
-/.0! ). Algorithm 14.47 computes 13254768 for any positive integer 1 by using only shifts,
additions, and single-precision multiplications of base " numbers.

14.47 Algorithm Reduction modulo 9;:=<?>A@�B
INPUT: a base " , positive integer 1 , and a modulus  C#D"E&F(G) , where ) is an - -digit base
" integer for some -H.�! .
OUTPUT: I5#�1J25476K .

1. LNMPO*QR1FS�"'&UT , IMPO31V(0L'MW"'& , IAOJIM , XYO0Z .
2. While LE[]\^Z do the following:

2.1 LE[�_a`O*QbLc[N),S�"'&dT , Ie[�_a`?O0Lc[')](GLE[�_a`"'& .
2.2 X,O3Xgfih , IAOJIKfjI [ .

3. While I�kl do: IAOJIm(= .
4. Return(I ).

14.48 Example (reduction modulo "'&a(G) ) Let "n#^o ,  p#rq�s�tK#ruEs�v�v�h�s�wUx , and 1J#^s�h�Z�y�tz#
u'h�s�v�h�h�v�s�h�w x . Since  {#|o}�(~u'h�h�v�h�w x , take )l#�u'h�h�v�h�w x . Here !�#�t and -�#|o .
Table 14.9 displays the quotients and remainders produced by Algorithm 14.47. At the be-
ginning of step 3, I�#�u'h�Z�v�Z�s�h�w x . Since I�\0 , step 3 computes Im(= p#�u's�v�h�v�w x . �

� �e����� B �?� ��� �
�

– ����?��b� ���?��?�?��b� ����?�?��?�b�� ���?��?�?��?� � ���?� � ���?��?�?�� � ����?�?��?� �� ���� � ��b� � � �b� ���?� � ��b� ��� � � � �?�?�b�
Table 14.9: Reduction modulo 9�:3<>A@�B (see Example 14.48).

14.49 Fact (termination) For some integer �zk^Z , LE��#rZ ; hence, Algorithm 14.47 terminates.

Justification. LE[E)n#�Lc[d_�`,"'&fKIe[�_a` , Xnk^Z . Since )�.�"'& , Lc[�#^ucLE[�_a`Y"E&ES�)�w,f5u�I�[d_�`S�)�w]\rLc[d_�` .
Since the LE[ ’s are non-negative integers which strictly decrease as X increases, there is some
integer �zk^Z such that LE�z#^Z .

14.50 Fact (correctness) Algorithm 14.47 terminates with the correct residue modulo  .

Justification. Suppose that � is the smallest index X for which LE[�#�Z (i.e., Lc��#�Z ). Now,
1^#�L M " & f�I M and LE[')5#�Lc[d_a`" & f�Ie[�_a` , Zj�~X5���z( h . Adding these equations gives

1jf �Y¡�`[�¢ M Lc[ )£# �Y¡a`[d¢ M LE[ "'&�f �[�¢ M Ie[ . Since "'&£¤p)�u'254765 ¥w , it follows that

1D¤ �[�¢ M I [ u'25476� ¥w . Hence, repeated subtraction of  from Il# �[�¢ M I [ gives the
correct residue.
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14.51 Note (computational efficiency of reduction modulo ¦E§�¨G© )
(i) Suppose that ª has «Y¬ base ¦ digits. If a®¯¬Y°�« , then Algorithm 14.47 executes step 2

at most ±�²´³ times, requiring « multiplications by © . In general, if  is approxi-
mately µc±�¨l«�¶�¬Y°·µc±¸¨l¹�¶ , then Algorithm 14.47 executes step 2 about ± times. Thus,
Algorithm 14.47 requires about ±? single-precision multiplications.

(ii) If © has few non-zero digits, then multiplication by © will be relatively inexpensive.
If © is large but has few non-zero digits, the number of iterations of Algorithm 14.47
will be greater, but each iteration requires a very simple multiplication.

14.52 Note (modifications) Algorithm 14.47 can be modified if º»²¼¦'§�½�© for some positive
integer ©�¾r¦'§ : in step 2.2, replace ¿AÀJ¿8½J¿�Á with ¿AÀJ¿K½iµc¨K¹�¶ Á ¿�Á .

14.53 Remark (using moduli of a special form) Selecting RSA moduli of the form ¦'§nÂ�© for
small values of © limits the choices of primes Ã and Ä . Care must also be exercised when
selecting moduli of a special form, so that factoring is not made substantially easier; this is
because numbers of this form are more susceptible to factoring by the special number field
sieve (see Å 3.2.7). A similar statement can be made regarding the selection of primes of a
special form for cryptographic schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem.

14.4 Greatest common divisor algorithms

Many situations in cryptography require the computation of the greatest common divisor
(gcd) of two positive integers (see Definition 2.86). Algorithm 2.104 describes the classical
Euclidean algorithm for this computation. For multiple-precision integers, Algorithm 2.104
requires a multiple-precision division at step 1.1 which is a relatively expensive operation.
This section describes three methods for computing the gcd which are more efficient than
the classical approach using multiple-precision numbers. The first is non-Euclidean and
is referred to as the binary gcd algorithm ( Å 14.4.1). Although it requires more steps than
the classical algorithm, the binary gcd algorithm eliminates the computationally expen-
sive division and replaces it with elementary shifts and additions. Lehmer’s gcd algorithm
( Å 14.4.2) is a variant of the classical algorithm more suited to multiple-precision computa-
tions. A binary version of the extended Euclidean algorithm is given in Å 14.4.3.

14.4.1 Binary gcd algorithm

14.54 Algorithm Binary gcd algorithm

INPUT: two positive integers ª and Æ with ª¥ÇlÆ .
OUTPUT: È�ÉÊPµ�ª�Ë�ÆÌ¶ .

1. ÍaÀ�¹ .
2. While both ª and Æ are even do the following: ª�À3ªF°�« , Æ�À=Æa°�« , ÍÌÀ0«,Í .
3. While ªÏÎ²rÐ do the following:

3.1 While ª is even do: ª]ÀJªF°·« .
3.2 While Æ is even do: ÆaÀ3Æa°·« .
3.3 ¬ÀGÑ ª£¨3ÆaÑR°·« .
3.4 If ª¥Ç¯Æ then ª�ÀJ¬ ; otherwise, Æ�À=¬ .

4. Return(Í�ÒcÆ ).

c
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14.55 Example (binary gcd algorithm) The following table displays the steps performed by Al-
gorithm 14.54 for computing Õ�ÖY×ÙØEÚ�Û�Ü�Ý�ÞYß�Ü�ß�à�á�â�ß . ã

ä å?æç'è èèPå å?åé æ æ æ æ æ êë ì?çì éå?æ é?åæ éå?æ å?ê?í èPî é?å æ æï å è è è è è è è è
14.56 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.54)

(i) If ð and ñ are in radix â representation, then the divisions by â are simply right-shifts.
(ii) Step 3.3 for multiple-precision integers can be computed using Algorithm 14.9.

14.4.2 Lehmer’s gcd algorithm

Algorithm 14.57 is a variant of the classical Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.104) and
is suited to computations involving multiple-precision integers. It replaces many of the
multiple-precision divisions by simpler single-precision operations.

Let ð and ñ be positive integers in radix ò representation, with ðôó�ñ . Without loss
of generality, assume that ð and ñ have the same number of base ò digits throughout Algo-
rithm 14.57; this may necessitate padding the high-order digits of ñ with õ ’s.

14.57 Algorithm Lehmer’s gcd algorithm

INPUT: two positive integers ð and ñ in radix ò representation, with ð¥ólñ .
OUTPUT: Õ�Ö×PØ�ð�Þ�ñÌà .

1. While ñöó^ò do the following:

1.1 Set ð , ñ to be the high-order digit of ð , ñ , respectively (ñ could be õ ).
1.2 ÷zø0Ú , ù�ø0õ , úmø0õ , û�ø0Ú .
1.3 While Ø ñ�üÏú8à8ýá^õ and Ø ñ5üÏû�àKýárõ do the following:þ ø*ÿ�Ø ð�üÏ÷�à���Ø ñ�üiú8à�� , þ�� øDÿbØ ð�üÏùmà��·Ø ñ�üÏû�à�� .

If þ ýá þ�� then go to step 1.4.� øG÷
	 þ ú , ÷zøiú , úmø � , � øGù�	 þ û , ù�øGû , û�ø � .� ø ð�	 þ ñ , ð]ø ñ , ñaø � .
1.4 If ùDárõ , then �øöð����7×Kñ , ð�ø3ñ , ñ�ø� ;

otherwise, 5ø�÷]ðVüÏù�ñ , �¸ø�únð£üiû ñ , ð]ø� , ñ�ø�� .

2. Compute ��árÕ�Ö×ÙØ�ð�Þ�ñÌà using Algorithm 2.104.
3. Return(� ).

14.58 Note (implementation notes for Algorithm 14.57)

(i)  is a multiple-precision variable. ÷ , ù , ú , û , and
�

are signed single-precision
variables; hence, one bit of each of these variables must be reserved for the sign.

(ii) The first operation of step 1.3 may result in overflow since õ�� ð£ü ÷�Þ ñ�ü û��*ò .
This possibility needs to be accommodated. One solution is to reserve two bits more
than the number of bits in a digit for each of ð and ñ to accommodate both the sign
and the possible overflow.

(iii) The multiple-precision additions of step 1.4 are actually subtractions, since ÷�ù��^õ
and ú û��^õ .
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14.59 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.57)

(i) Step 1.3 attempts to simulate multiple-precision divisions by much simpler single-
precision operations. In each iteration of step 1.3, all computations are single preci-
sion. The number of iterations of step 1.3 depends on � .

(ii) The modular reduction in step 1.4 is a multiple-precision operation. The other op-
erations are multiple-precision, but require only linear time since the multipliers are
single precision.

14.60 Example (Lehmer’s gcd algorithm) Let �������! , "#�%$'&�(*)'+�)-,�.�/ , and 0���+�)'.1�'&�$*('��) .
Since �������! , the high-order digits of " and 0 are "���$'&�( and 02��+�)'. , respectively.
Table 14.10 displays the values of the variables at various stages of Algorithm 14.57. The
single-precision computations (Step 1.3) when 34�53�6 are shown in Table 14.11. Hence7�8:9<; ">=?0A@1�%� . B

14.4.3 Binary extended gcd algorithm

Given integers " and 0 , Algorithm 2.107 computes integers C and � such that C!"ED4�F0G�IH ,
where H�� 7�8!9J; "K=F0L@ . It has the drawback of requiring relatively costly multiple-precision
divisions when " and 0 are multiple-precision integers. Algorithm 14.61 eliminates this
requirement at the expense of more iterations.

14.61 Algorithm Binary extended gcd algorithm

INPUT: two positive integers " and 0 .
OUTPUT: integers C , � , and H such that C!"MD2�F0M�
H , where HM� 7�8!9<; ">=?0L@ .

1. NPOQ� .
2. While " and 0 are both even, do the following: "RO�"KST. , 0UO�0LS�. , NLO
.VN .
3. W*O�" , HLO�0 , XYOI� , Z[O
� , \EO
� , ]MO
� .
4. While W is even do the following:

4.1 WRO�WKS�. .
4.2 If X_^�Z�^_� ;a`�bc9 .�@ then XdOIXeS�. , ZfO
Z[ST. ; otherwise, XYO ; XQDg0L@�ST. ,

Z[O ; Z�h�"i@�ST. .
5. While H is even do the following:

5.1 HLO�HAS�. .
5.2 If \_^�]j^k� ;a`�bc9 .�@ then \EOI\dS�. , ]MOI]lST. ; otherwise, \EO ; \gDG0L@�ST. ,

]MO ; ]�h�">@�S�. .
6. If W4mQH then W*O�W�h�H , XdOIX
hI\ , Z[O2ZnhI] ;

otherwise, HPO�H�h�W , \EO
\khIX , ]MOI]_h
Z .
7. If W#�o� , then C<OI\ , �:O
] , and return ; Cc=!�V=FNqp�HA@ ; otherwise, go to step 4.

14.62 Example (binary extended gcd algorithm) Let "n�r&�,'/ and 0
�s&��', . Table 14.12 dis-
plays the steps in Algorithm 14.61 for computing integers C , � , H such that &',�/'CtD�&��','�K�IH ,
where H�� 7�8!9J; &',�/u=V&��',�@ . The algorithm returns HM��.'� , Cq�vhY�'(�� , and �1�o.��'& . B

c
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y z { {}| precision reference

768 454 923 542 167 814 1 1 single Table 14.11(i)
89 593 596 47 099 917 1 1 single Table 14.11(ii)
42 493 679 4 606 238 10 8 multiple
4 606 238 1 037 537 5 2 multiple
1 037 537 456 090 – – multiple

456 090 125 357 3 3 single Table 14.11(iii)
34 681 10 657 3 3 single Table 14.11(iv)
10 657 2 710 5 3 multiple
2 710 2 527 1 0 multiple
2 527 183 Algorithm 2.104

183 148 Algorithm 2.104
148 35 Algorithm 2.104

35 8 Algorithm 2.104
8 3 Algorithm 2.104
3 2 Algorithm 2.104
2 1 Algorithm 2.104
1 0 Algorithm 2.104

Table 14.10: Lehmer’s gcd algorithm (see Example 14.60).

y z ~ � � � { { |
(i) �!�}� �a�<� � � � � � �

�?�<� �}�}� � � � ��� � �
�!�}� �}� � ��� ��� � � �
�}� �<� ��� � � ��� � �

(ii) �}� �<� � � � � � �
�<� �<� � � � ��� � �
�<� � � ��� ��� � �!� �

(iii) �c�}� �}�}� � � � � � �
�!�}� �}� � � � ��� � �
�}� �}� � ��� ��� � � �
�}� �}� ��� � � ��� � �
�}� � � ��� ��� �!� � �

(iv) �a� �}� � � � � � �
�}� � � � � ��� � �}�

Table 14.11: Single-precision computations (see Example 14.60 and Table 14.10).
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� � � � � �
�}�!� �!�}� � � � �
�?� �!�}� � ��� � �
�c� �!�}� �}�}� ���a�c� � �
�!� �!�}� �<�}� ���}�!� � �
�!� �!�}� �<�}� ���}�!� �i�c�}� �}�!�
�!� �!�a� �<�}� ���}�!� �}� ���!�
�!� �?�<� �<�}� ���}�!� �}� �i�c�
�!� �!�}� �<�}� ���}�!� �i�c�}� �<�!�
�!� �}� �<�}� ���}�!� �}� ���}�!�
�!� �<� �<�}� ���}�!� ���!�}� �<�!�
�!� �}� �<�}� ���}�!� ���!�}� �}�!�
� �}� �}�}� ���}�!� ���!�}� �}�!�

Table 14.12: The binary extended gcd algorithm with �l  �}�!� , ¡[  �}�}� (see Example 14.62).

14.63 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.61)

(i) The only multiple-precision operations needed for Algorithm 14.61 are addition and
subtraction. Division by ¢ is simply a right-shift of the binary representation.

(ii) The number of bits needed to represent either £ or ¤ decreases by (at least) ¥ , after at
most two iterations of steps 4 – 7; thus, the algorithm takes at most ¢�¦T§©¨«ªL¬t¯®#§°¨±ªP²c¯®
¢�³ such iterations.

14.64 Note (multiplicative inverses) Given positive integers ´ and µ , it is often necessary to
find an integer ¶�·¹¸iº such that µc¶�»¼¥g¦a½�¾c¿f´4³ , if such an integer exists. ¶ is called
the multiplicative inverse of µ modulo ´ (see Definition 2.115). For example, construct-
ing the private key for RSA requires the computation of an integer À such that Á}Àv»Â¥
¦a½�¾c¿Ã¦ÅÄ#Æ_¥'³a¦�Ç[Æ_¥'³a³ (see Algorithm 8.1). Algorithm 14.61 provides a computation-

ally efficient method for determining ¶ given µ and ´ , by setting ¬oÈ�´ and ²nÈÉµ . If
ª�Ê:¿<¦�¬>Ë?²A³ÌÈÍ¥ , then, at termination, ¶kÈÏÎ if ÎÑÐÓÒ , or ¶kÈÔ´Õ®ÖÎ if ÎØ×ÂÒ ; if
ª�Ê:¿<¦�¬>Ë?²A³ÌÙÈÉ¥ , then µ is not invertible modulo ´ . Notice that if ´ is odd, it is not nec-
essary to compute the values of Ú and Û . It would appear that step 4 of Algorithm 14.61
requires both Ú and Ü in order to decide which case in step 4.2 is executed. But if ´ is odd
and Ü is even, then Ú must be even; hence, the decision can be made using the parities of
Ü and ´ .

Example 14.65 illustrates Algorithm 14.61 for computing a multiplicative inverse.

14.65 Example (multiplicative inverse) Let ´ÝÈßÞ�à'Þ and µ�È�¢�á'¥ . Table 14.13 illustrates the
steps of Algorithm 14.61 for computing ¢�á'¥câPã-½�¾c¿�Þ�à�ÞäÈo¥�Ò'å . Notice that values for the
variables Ú and Û need not be computed. æ

14.5 Chinese remainder theorem for integers

Fact 2.120 introduced the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) and Fact 2.121 outlined an al-
gorithm for solving the associated system of linear congruences. Although the method de-
scribed there is the one found in most textbooks on elementary number theory, it is not the

c
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iteration: é ê ë ì í î ï ð ñ é!òó ë}ð!ë é}é}ê í}î ê}ð éaì ï ï ï ï ïô ê}ï!é ê}ï}é ê!ï}é ê}ï!é ê!ï}é ê}ï!é ê}îaì é!ë}ê î!î ë!ëõ ò ö�é ö�é!ñ}ê ö�ñ}î öiìcð ö�ê?ì ö�êaì ö�êaì ö�ê?ì ö�ê?ì÷ é é é é é é ê}í ö�é!ï}ñ ö�ê!ð}é ö�ë}ë!ê
iteration: é!é é}ê é}ë éaì é}í é!î é}ï é}ð é!ñó ï ï ï ï ì ê é é éô ê!î é}ë î ë ë ë ë ê éõ ö�ê?ì ö�êaì ö�êaì ö�êaì ì<é ö�é}ï!é ö�ê}ï}ï ö�ê!ï}ï ö�ê!ï}ï÷ ö�ë}ò!ð ö�é}íaì ö�é!ë}ò ö�î}í ö�î!í ö�î!í ö�î}í ê!é}ê é!ò}î

Table 14.13: Inverse computation using the binary extended gcd algorithm (see Example 14.65).

method of choice for large integers. Garner’s algorithm (Algorithm 14.71) has some com-
putational advantages. ø 14.5.1 describes an alternate (non-radix) representation for non-
negative integers, called a modular representation, that allows some computational advan-
tages compared to standard radix representations. Algorithm 14.71 provides a technique
for converting numbers from modular to base ù representation.

14.5.1 Residue number systems

In previous sections, non-negative integers have been represented in radix ù notation. An
alternate means is to use a mixed-radix representation.

14.66 Fact Let ú be a fixed positive integer. Let ûQüVý?û�þuý:ÿ:ÿ!ÿPýFû�� be positive integers such that������� û
	�ýFû������� for all ������ , and ��� �	��Pü û
	��%ú . Then each integer � , ��� �"!oú ,
can be uniquely represented by the sequence of integers # � �$�%� � #tü:ý&#Tþ'ý!ÿ:ÿ:ÿUý'#(�)� , where
#(	*�+�",.- � û
	 , ��� �/�+0 .

14.67 Definition Referring to Fact 14.66, # � �$� is called the modular representation or mixed-
radix representation of � for the moduli û ü ýFû þ ý!ÿ:ÿ:ÿUýFû � . The set of modular representa-
tions for all integers � in the range ���+�1!�ú is called a residue number system.

If # � �2�3� � #tüVý&#Tþuý!ÿ:ÿ!ÿLý'#(�4� and # �65 �3� �87 ü:ý 7 þ'ý!ÿ:ÿ:ÿUý 7 �&� , define # � �2�)9:# �85 �;� �8< ü!ý < þuý
ÿ:ÿ:ÿLý < � � where < 	 �=# 	 9 7 	 ,.- � û 	 , and # � �2�/>?# �85 �@� �)A ü ý A þ ý:ÿ!ÿ:ÿLý A � � where A 	 �
# 	 > 7 	 ,.- � û 	 .

14.68 Fact If ���B�>ý 5 !�� , then # �C� �D9 5 ��,.- � �E���F# � �$�G9H# �85 � and # �)� �@> 5 ��,.- � �E���
# � �$�$>I# �85 � .

14.69 Example (modular representation) Let �J��K��L�NMPOQKPOQR ; here, 0/�NK , û ü �SM , û ü �
K , and ûHTU�VR . Table 14.14 displays each residue modulo K(� along with its associated
modular representation. As an example of Fact 14.68, note that M��:9NM�W@XY�(Z � ,.- � K(���
and � ���(���[9 � �(��M��*� � �(��K�� . Also M�M:>\�(W�X]�(^ � ,.- � K��(� and � ����M(�_> � �(M�M(��� � �(M�^(� . `

14.70 Note (computational efficiency of modular representation for RSA decryption) Suppose
that a]�EbGc , where b and c are distinct primes. Fact 14.68 implies that �[dQ,.- � a can be
computed in a modular representation as #�d � �2� ; that is, if # � �$�e� � #tü!ý'#Tþ(� with respect to
moduli û ü%�fb , û�þB�gc , then #hd � �$�i� � #hd ü ,.- � b ý'#hdþ ,.- � cj� . In general, computing
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k lhmnk[o k lhmnk[o k lhmnk[o k lhmnk[o k lhmnk[o
p m pqpp o r m ppqs o sqt m pqpt o su m ppqv o t&w m pqpCw os m sqss o x m ssqt o sqv m sqsv o sy m ss&w o tqz m sqsp ot m pqtt o u m ptqv o s&w m pqtCw o tp m ptqp o t r m pqts ov m sqpv o y m sp&w o sqz m sqpp o ts m spqs o t x m sqpt ow m pqsCw o sp m psqp o s r m pqss o tt m psqt o tqu m pqsv oz m sqtp o ss m stqs o s x m sqtt o tv m stqv o tqy m sqtCw o

Table 14.14: Modular representations (see Example 14.69).

{�| }�~D����� and {h|� ~.���.� is faster than computing � |Q~.����� . For RSA, if � and � are part
of the private key, modular representation can be used to improve the performance of both
decryption and signature generation (see Note 14.75).

Converting an integer � from a base � representation to a modular representation is eas-
ily done by applying a modular reduction algorithm to compute {(�*� � ~.���L��� , ��� �/� � .
Modular representations of integers in �$� may facilitate some computational efficiencies,
provided conversion from a standard radix to modular representation and back are relatively
efficient operations. Algorithm 14.71 describes one way of converting from modular rep-
resentation back to a standard radix representation.

14.5.2 Garner’s algorithm

Garner’s algorithm is an efficient method for determining � , �
���N��� , given {G� �$� ��6{ }q� { � �q���q�[� {(� � , the residues of � modulo the pairwise co-prime moduli � }�� � � ���q����� �
� .

14.71 Algorithm Garner’s algorithm for CRT

INPUT: a positive integer � �
���� } �
�;  � , with ¡(¢ �h�8�
� � ��£ � � � for all �¥¤�F¦ , and a

modular representation {§� �2� �N�8{ } � { � �q�����_� { � � of � for the ��� .
OUTPUT: the integer � in radix � representation.

1. For � from ¨ to � do the following:

1.1 © �4ª � .
1.2 For ¦ from � to � �3«+�(� do the following:¬3ª��® }£ ~.���L� � (use Algorithm 14.61).

© � ª
¬¯ © � ~.���L� � .
2. ¬3ª
{ } , � ª�¬ .
3. For � from ¨ to � do the following: ¬3ª �8{ � «��$�)© � ~D����� � , � ª �@° ¬H¯ � ®

}£I� } � £ .
4. Return(� ).

14.72 Fact � returned by Algorithm 14.71 satisfies ���+�"�S� , �B± {(�D�C~.���D�
� � , ��� �²�+� .
14.73 Example (Garner’s algorithm) Let � } �J³ , � � �J´ , �Hµ�� ��� , �¶E� �(· , � �¶ ��� } � � �¸³ ��� ³ , and {G� �$� �¹� ¨ � � � · �»º � . The constants © � computed are © � � · ,

© µ ��¼ , and © ¶ �=³ . The values of � � � ¬ � �2� computed in step 3 of Algorithm 14.71 are� � � ¨ � ¨�� , � ¨ �»½(� ¨�¨(� , � · � ´ � ¨ ¼�´ � , and � ½(� ³ � ¨(��¾�¨(� . Hence, the modular representation {G� �$� �� ¨ � � � · �»º � corresponds to the integer � � ¨��(¾�¨ . ¿

c
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14.74 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.71)

(i) If Garner’s algorithm is used repeatedly with the same modulus Â and the same fac-
tors of Â , then step 1 can be considered as a precomputation, requiring the storage
of Ã;Ä+Å numbers.

(ii) The classical algorithm for the CRT (Algorithm 2.121) typically requires a modular
reduction with modulus Â , whereas Algorithm 14.71 does not. Suppose Â is a ÆjÃ -
bit integer and each Ç�È is a Æ -bit integer. A modular reduction by Â takes ÉLÊCÊ4ÆjÃ»Ë8Ì�Ë
bit operations, whereas a modular reduction by Ç�È takes ÉLÊ)Æ\Ì�Ë bit operations. Since
Algorithm 14.71 only does modular reduction with Ç
È , ÍHÎ�Ï�Î�Ã , it takes ÉLÊ6Ã�Æ\Ì�Ë
bit operations in total for the reduction phase, and is thus more efficient.

14.75 Note (RSA decryption and signature generation)

(i) (special case of two moduli) Algorithm 14.71 is particularly efficient for RSA moduliÐNÑ�Ò§Ó , where Ç Ô ÑEÒ and Ç Ì Ñ�Ó are distinct primes. Step 1 computes a single
value Õ Ì ÑgÒ[Ö Ô²×.Ø�Ù Ó . Step 3 is executed once: Ú Ñ Ê8Û Ì ÄFÛÜÔ»Ë4Õ Ì ×DØ�Ù Ó andÝ"Ñ ÛÜÔ*Þ"Ú Ò .

(ii) (RSA exponentiation) Suppose Ò and Ó are Ã -bit primes, and let ÐBÑ+Ò§Ó . Let ß be a Í�Ã -
bit RSA private key. RSA decryption and signature generation compute Ý§à ×.Ø�Ù Ð
for some Ýâáäã$å . Suppose that modular multiplication and squaring require Æ\Ì bit
operations for Æ -bit inputs, and that exponentiation with a Æ -bit exponent requires
about æÌ Æ multiplications and squarings (see Note 14.78). Then computing Ý§à ×.Ø�Ù Ð
requires about æÌ ÊCÍ�Ã»Ë æ

Ñ Å�Í�Ã æ bit operations. A more efficient approach is to computeÝ§àç ×.Ø�Ù Ò and Ý§à\è ×.Ø�Ù Ó (where ßjé Ñ ß ×.Ø�Ù Ê Ò Ä�Å�Ë and ßjê Ñ ß ×DØ�Ù Ê Ó Ä�Å�Ë ),
and then use Garner’s algorithm to construct Ý à ×.Ø�Ù Ò§Ó . Although this procedure
takes two exponentiations, each is considerably more efficient because the moduli
are smaller. Assuming that the cost of Algorithm 14.71 is negligible with respect to
the exponentiations, computing Ý[à ×.Ø�Ù Ð is about æÌ Ê)Í»Ã»Ë æ(ë Í(Ê�æÌ Ã æ Ë

Ñ�ì times faster.

14.6 Exponentiation

One of the most important arithmetic operations for public-key cryptography is exponen-
tiation. The RSA scheme ( í 8.2) requires exponentiation in ã$î for some positive integer
Ç , whereas Diffie-Hellman key agreement ( í 12.6.1) and the ElGamal encryption scheme
( í 8.4) use exponentiation in ã é for some large prime Ò . As pointed out in í 8.4.2, ElGamal
encryption can be generalized to any finite cyclic group. This section discusses methods for
computing the exponential ï�ð , where the base ï is an element of a finite group ñ ( í 2.5.1)
and the exponent ò is a non-negative integer. A reader uncomfortable with the setting of a
general group may consider ñ to be ã²óî ; that is, read ïhð as ïhð ×.Ø�Ù Ç .

An efficient method for multiplying two elements in the group ñ is essential to per-
forming efficient exponentiation. The most naive way to compute ïhð is to do ò/ÄFÅ multi-
plications in the group ñ . For cryptographic applications, the order of the group ñ typically
exceeds Í Ô8ô)õ elements, and may exceed Í Ô6õ Ì)ö . Most choices of ò are large enough that it
would be infeasible to compute ïhð using ò/Ä+Å successive multiplications by ï .

There are two ways to reduce the time required to do exponentiation. One way is to
decrease the time to multiply two elements in the group; the other is to reduce the number
of multiplications used to compute ïhð . Ideally, one would do both.

This section considers three types of exponentiation algorithms.
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1. basic techniques for exponentiation. Arbitrary choices of the base ÷ and exponent ø
are allowed.

2. fixed-exponent exponentiation algorithms. The exponent ø is fixed and arbitrary choi-
ces of the base ÷ are allowed. RSA encryption and decryption schemes benefit from
such algorithms.

3. fixed-base exponentiation algorithms. The base ÷ is fixed and arbitrary choices of
the exponent ø are allowed. ElGamal encryption and signatures schemes and Diffie-
Hellman key agreement protocols benefit from such algorithms.

14.6.1 Techniques for general exponentiation

This section includes general-purpose exponentiation algorithms referred to as repeated
square-and-multiply algorithms.

(i) Basic binary and ù -ary exponentiation

Algorithm 14.76 is simply Algorithm 2.143 restated in terms of an arbitrary finite abelian
group ú with identity element û .

14.76 Algorithm Right-to-left binary exponentiation

INPUT: an element ÷%üýú and integer øÿþ]û .
OUTPUT: ÷�� .

1.
��� û , � � ÷ .

2. While ø���
	 do the following:

2.1 If ø is odd then
������ � .

2.2 ø ��� ø������ .
2.3 If ø���
	 then � � � � � .

3. Return(
�

).

14.77 Example (right-to-left binary exponentiation) The following table displays the values of�
, ø , and � during each iteration of Algorithm 14.76 for computing ÷������ . �

� � � ��� ��� �! " ��#%$ ��#%$ ��#%$ ��#%$ ��#"&"�
' (*),+ �%-.� /*0 +,1 �,/ ) - ( � 0
2 � � # �.3 � & �  54 � �"# � 4 3 �  5#"& � #"6"4 7

14.78 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.76) Let 8:9�û be the bitlength of the bi-
nary representation of ø , and let ;=<�>)ø,? be the number of û ’s in this representation. Algo-
rithm 14.76 performs 8 squarings and ;=<,>4ø*?A@�û multiplications. If ø is randomly selected
in the range 	CB øEDGF úEF �IH , then about

�KJML H � squarings and N� >
�OJPL H �Q9UûR? multiplica-

tions can be expected. (The assignment û ��S is not counted as a multiplication, nor is the
operation û � û counted as a squaring.) If squaring is approximately as costly as an arbi-
trary multiplication (cf. Note 14.18), then the expected amount of work is roughly ��

�OJPL H �
multiplications.

Algorithm 14.76 computes
�� � whenever ø is odd. For some choices of ÷ ,

�� ÷ can
be computed more efficiently than

��� � for arbitrary � . Algorithm 14.79 is a left-to-right
binary exponentiation which replaces the operation

�T� � (for arbitrary � ) by the operation�U� ÷ (for fixed ÷ ).

c
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14.79 Algorithm Left-to-right binary exponentiation

INPUT: XZY\[ and a positive integer ]_^a`b]dc�]dc%egfih*h�hj]kf�]blRmon .
OUTPUT: X�p .

1. q�r�s .
2. For t from u down to v do the following:

2.1 q�r�qhkq .
2.2 If ]dwA^
s , then q�r�qh�X .

3. Return( q ).

14.80 Example (left-to-right binary exponentiation) The following table displays the values of
q during each iteration of Algorithm 14.79 for computing X nbx�y . Note that u:^
z and {�zR|}^
`~s�vRv�vRs�s�vRs�sRm n . �

� � � � � � � � � �
��� � � � � � � � � �
� � ��� �.� ��� �!�O� ���"� ���K� �!�o��� ���"�"�

14.81 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.79) Let u:�as be the bitlength of the bi-
nary representation of ] , and let �=��`b],m be the number of s ’s in this representation. Algo-
rithm 14.79 performs u���s squarings and �=�,`�]*m���s multiplications by X . The number of
squarings and multiplications is the same as in Algorithm 14.76 but, in this algorithm, mul-
tiplication is always with the fixed value X . If X has a special structure, this multiplication
may be substantially easier than multiplying two arbitrary elements. For example, a fre-
quent operation in ElGamal public-key schemes is the computation of X� ¢¡¤£¦¥¨§ , where X
is a generator of ©«ª¬ and § is a large prime number. The multiple-precision computation qh®X
can be done in linear time if X is chosen so that it can be represented by a single-precision
integer (e.g., X¯^a{ ). If the radix ° is sufficiently large, there is a high probability that such
a generator exists.

Algorithm 14.82, sometimes referred to as the window method for exponentiation, is a
generalization of Algorithm 14.79 which processes more than one bit of the exponent per
iteration.

14.82 Algorithm Left-to-right ± -ary exponentiation

INPUT: X and ]Q^²`b] c ] c%egf h*h�h�] f ] l mO³ , where °«^
{�  for some ´�µ²s .
OUTPUT: X�p .

1. Precomputation.

1.1 X�l�rs .
1.2 For t from s to `~{, ¨�s�m do: X w r¶X w e·f¸h�X . (Thus, X w ^�X w .)

2. q�r�s .
3. For t from u down to v do the following:

3.1 q�r�q n�¹ .
3.2 q�r�qh�X pdº .

4. Return( q ).
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In Algorithm 14.83, Algorithm 14.82 is modified slightly to reduce the amount of pre-
computation. The following notation is used: for each » , ¼Z½²»E½²¾ , if ¿dÀ¤ÁÂ ¼ , then write
¿ÃÀ ÂaÄ,Å�ÆPÇ À where Ç À is odd; if ¿dÀ Â ¼ , then let È�À Â ¼ and Ç À Â ¼ .

14.83 Algorithm Modified left-to-right É -ary exponentiation

INPUT: Ê and ¿ Â²Ë ¿dÌ�¿dÌ%ÍgÎgÏ*Ï�Ï�¿�Î�¿�Ð�ÑOÒ , where Ó Â
Ä�Ô for some Õ�Ö²× .
OUTPUT: Ê�Ø .

1. Precomputation.

1.1 Ê�Ð�Ù× , ÊÚÎ�Ù¶Ê , Ê�Û¦ÙÜÊ Û .
1.2 For » from × to Ë~Ä,Ô ÍgÎ¸Ý ×�Ñ do: Ê Û ÀOÞ Î Ù¶Ê Û À Í·Î Ï�Ê Û .

2. ß�Ù�× .
3. For » from ¾ down to ¼ do: ß�Ù Ë ß Û�à�á�â Æ Ï�ÊRã Æ Ñ Û�â Æ .
4. Return( ß ).

14.84 Remark (right-to-left Õ -ary exponentiation) Algorithm 14.82 is a generalization of Algo-
rithm 14.79. In a similar manner, Algorithm 14.76 can be generalized to the Õ -ary case.
However, the optimization given in Algorithm 14.83 is not possible for the generalized
right-to-left Õ -ary exponentiation method.

(ii) Sliding-window exponentiation

Algorithm 14.85 also reduces the amount of precomputation compared to Algorithm 14.82
and, moreover, reduces the average number of multiplications performed (excluding squar-
ings). Õ is called the window size.

14.85 Algorithm Sliding-window exponentiation

INPUT: Ê , ¿ Â²Ë ¿dÌ�¿dÌ%ÍgÎgÏ*Ï�Ï�¿�Î�¿�Ð�ÑoÛ with ¿ÃÌ Â × , and an integer ÕäÖ²× .
OUTPUT: Ê�Ø .

1. Precomputation.

1.1 Ê Î Ù¶Ê , Ê Û Ù¶Ê Û .
1.2 For » from 1 to Ë~Ä,Ô ÍgÎ¸Ý ×�Ñ do: Ê�Û ÀOÞ Î�Ù¶Ê�Û À Í·Î¸Ï�Ê�Û .

2. ß�Ù�× , »�ÙÜ¾ .
3. While »:ÖI¼ do the following:

3.1 If ¿dÀ Â ¼ then do: ß}Ùß Û , »�ÙÜ» Ý × .
3.2 Otherwise ( ¿dÀQÁÂ ¼ ), find the longest bitstring ¿ÃÀ~¿dÀ Í·Î Ï�Ï*Ïj¿då such that » Ý¢æKç ×E½²Õ

and ¿då Â × , and do the following:

ß�Ù�ß Û Æ áRèêé.ë Ï�ÊÚì Ø Æ Ø Æ á¦ë�íêíêí Ø èïîñð , »�Ù æ�Ý × .

4. Return( ß ).

14.86 Example (sliding-window exponentiation) Take ¿ Â ×R×�ò�óRô ÂõË ×�¼�×R×�¼R×�×�×R×�¼R¼�×�¼R×�Ñ Û and
Õ Â
ö . Table 14.15 illustrates the steps of Algorithm 14.85. Notice that the sliding-window
method for this exponent requires three multiplications, corresponding to » Â ò , ó , and ¼ .
Algorithm 14.79 would have required four multiplications for the same values of Õ and ¿ . ÷

c
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ú û
Longest bitstringü,ý ü ü,þ,ü

ü,þ ÿ�� ü,þ,ü� � ÿ������Oÿ��	�Üÿ�
�� ü,ü,ü � ÿ 
�� � � ÿ����Üÿ������ �
ý � ÿ ����� �����Üÿ ��� 
 �� � ÿ ��� 
����	�Üÿ���
 � � ü,þ,ü
þ � ÿ ��
 � � � � ÿ � �Üÿ ��� � 
�� �

Table 14.15: Sliding-window exponentiation with � �Uý and exponent � � � ü*þ,ü*ü,þ,ü*ü,ü*ü,þ,þ*ü,þ*ü�� � .

14.87 Note (comparison of exponentiation algorithms) Let  "!$# be the bitlength of % , and let& !'# be the number of ( -bit words formed from % ; that is,
&*),+.-  �!/#10321(5476/# )98  :21(5; .

Table 14.16 summarizes the number of squarings and multiplications required by Algo-
rithms 14.76, 14.79, 14.82, and 14.83. Analysis of the number of squarings and multipli-
cations for Algorithm 14.85 is more difficult, although it is the recommended method.

(i) (squarings for Algorithm 14.82) The number of squarings for Algorithm 14.82 is
& ( .

Observe that
& ( )<8  :21(5;1( )  =6 -  =>@?BAC(�0 . It follows that  =6 - (D6E#107F & (GFH 

and that Algorithm 14.82 can save up to (I6J# squarings over Algorithms 14.76 and
14.79. An optimal value for ( in Algorithm 14.82 will depend on  .

(ii) (squarings for Algorithm 14.83) The number of squarings for Algorithm 14.83 is
& (K!LBM

where NOF LBM FP ">@?QAC( . Since  B6 - (�6C#10RF & (SF & (T! LBM F & (T! -  =>@?BAC(�0 )  
or  K6 - (R6U#V0�F & (	! LBM FP , the number of squarings for this algorithm has the same
bounds as Algorithm 14.82.

Precomputation Multiplications
Algorithm sq mult squarings worst case average case

14.76
þ þ W W WYX:�

14.79
þ þ W W WYX:�

14.82
ü �[Z��Üý W*� � � �¶ü��*\^] � \^W ]K� ü ] � ��Z��¶ü_��X_��Z

14.83
ü � Z�`�� �¶ü W*� � � �Üü��T\^] �=acbBd \^W ]K� ü ] � � Z �¶ü_��X_� Z

Table 14.16: Number of squarings (sq) and multiplications (mult) for exponentiation algorithms.

(iii) Simultaneous multiple exponentiation

There are a number of situations which require computation of the product of several ex-
ponentials with distinct bases and distinct exponents (for example, verification of ElGa-
mal signatures; see Note 14.91). Rather than computing each exponential separately, Al-
gorithm 14.88 presents a method to do them simultaneously.

Let %feQg:%5h�g_i:i:ijg_%YkVlmh be positive integers each of bitlength  ; some of the high-order bits
of some of the exponents might be N , but there is at least one %Yn whose high-order bit is # .
Form a (	o� array p�q (called the exponent array) whose rows are the binary representations
of the exponents %Yn , NHF,rJFs(U6t# . Let u�v be the non-negative integer whose binary
representation is the w th column, #CF/wxF/ , of p�q , where low-order bits are at the top of
the column.
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14.88 Algorithm Simultaneous multiple exponentiation

INPUT: group elements y{zQ|�yK}:|:~:~_~j|�y1�V�*} and non-negative � -bit integers �fzQ|:�5}Y|:~_~:~_���1�m} .
OUTPUT: y����z y��_�}E�:�_� y �:�f�B��V�*} .

1. Precomputation. For � from � to ��� �����V� : ���3� �1�m}�Y� z y ���� where ���H�����V�*} �:�_� ��z ��� .
2. �7� � .
3. For � from � to � do the following: �I��� � � , �7� � � ��¡3¢ .
4. Return( � ).

14.89 Example (simultaneous multiple exponentiation) In this example, yB£ zz y }�z} y �f¤� is computed
using Algorithm 14.88. Let �fz¥�§¦V�¨�©� �V�1�V� � ��� , �5}ª� � �¥�©��� � � � � ��� , and � � �§�V«¨�� �V� �V�1� ��� . The ¦S¬® array ¯R° is: ± ± ± ± ²² ± ² ± ²± ± ² ² ²
The next table displays precomputed values from step 1 of Algorithm 14.88.³ ² ± ´ µ ¶ · ¸ ¹

º=» ± ¼Q½ ¼�¾ ¼1½.¼�¾ ¼1¿ ¼1½.¼1¿ ¼�¾�¼Q¿ ¼1½.¼�¾À¼Q¿
Finally, the value of � at the end of each iteration of step 3 is shown in the following table.
Here, ÁQ}=�$ , Á � �ÃÂ , Á £ � � , Á ¤ �Ã¦ , and Á:ÄÅ�Ã� .³ ± ´ µ ¶ ·

Æ ¼ ½ ¼ ¿ ¼�Ç½ ¼ ¾ ¼�Ç¿ ¼�È½ ¼ ¿¾ ¼�É¿ ¼ ¾�Ê½ ¼ Ê¾ ¼ ¾�¿¿ ¼�Ç ½½ ¼ ¾�½¾ ¼ ¿�Ë¿
Ì

14.90 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.88)

(i) Algorithm 14.88 computes y �Y�z y �_�} �:�_� y � �f�B��V�*} (where each ��� is represented by � bits)
by performing � �Ã� squarings and at most ��� � � � �	Í � �H� multiplications. The
multiplication is trivial for any column consisting of all � ’s.

(ii) Not all of the ��� , �ÅÎÏ�=ÎÃ� � �¨� , need to be precomputed, but only for those � whose
binary representation is a column of ¯�° .

14.91 Note (ElGamal signature verification) The signature verification equation for the ElGa-
mal signature scheme (Algorithm 11.64) is ÐÒÑQÓÕÔIÖ.�fÐ ��× �.ØªÙPÚVÛ �3Ü@ÝQÞSß � where ß is a large
prime, Ð a generator of à=áâ , Ð × is the public key, and � Ú |_ã � is a signature for message ä .
It would appear that three exponentiations and one multiplication are required to verify
the equation. If ���æå.çéèmß1ê and Algorithm 11.64 is applied, the number of squarings is¦V��� �t�V� and the number of multiplications is, on average, ¦:�:ë{� . Hence, one would ex-
pect to perform about ��ì�� � « � ëV� multiplications and squarings modulo ß . Algorithm 14.88
can reduce the number of computations substantially if the verification equation is rewrit-
ten as Ð�ÑBÓíÔîÖ.�fÐ ��× �.ØYÚ � ÛJÙ,� ��Ü@ÝBÞ@ß � . Taking y{zP�<Ð , yK}U�ïÐ ��× , y � � Ú , and �3zP�ð ��ä � Ü@ÝBÞ@��ß ���V� , �5}ª� Ú ÜSÝBÞC��ß �Ï�1� , � � � � ã�Ü@ÝBÞS��ß �Ï�1� in Algorithm 14.88, the
expected number of multiplications and squarings is ��� �¥�V�5Í ��ñ Í ��Â:�:ë{ò �3� �H� � �� Í «V� � ë{ò .
(For random exponents, one would expect that, on average, óô of the columns of ¯�° will be
non-zero and necessitate a non-trivial multiplication.) This is only about 25% more costly
than a single exponentiation computed by Algorithm 14.79.

c
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(iv) Additive notation

Algorithms 14.76 and 14.79 have been described in the setting of a multiplicative group.
Algorithm 14.92 uses the methodology of Algorithm 14.79 to perform efficient multiplica-
tion in an additive group ÷ . (For example, the group formed by the points on an elliptic
curve over a finite field uses additive notation.) Multiplication in an additive group corre-
sponds to exponentiation in a multiplicative group.

14.92 Algorithm Left-to-right binary multiplication in an additive group

INPUT: ø^ùú÷ , where ÷ is an additive group, and a positive integer ûýüHþfûYÿ3ûYÿ�� ������� û � û�� 	�
 .
OUTPUT: û � ø .

1. ���� .
2. For � from � down to � do the following:

2.1 �������� .
2.2 If û�� ü�� then ������úø .

3. Return( � ).

14.93 Note (the additive group ��� )

(i) If ÷ is the additive group � � , then Algorithm 14.92 provides a method for doing
modular multiplication. For example, if  "!�#Sù�� � , then  � #%$'&"(�) can be com-
puted using Algorithm 14.92 by taking øÃü* and û®ü+# , provided # is written in
binary.

(ii) If  "!�#Jù,�-� , then  /.0) and #1.0) . The accumulator � in Algorithm 14.92
never contains an integer as large as 2�) ; hence, modular reduction of the value in
the accumulator can be performed by a simple subtraction when �+34) ; thus no
divisions are required.

(iii) Algorithms 14.82 and 14.83 can also be used for modular multiplication. In the case
of the additive group � � , the time required to do modular multiplication can be im-
proved at the expense of precomputing a table of residues modulo ) . For a left-to-
right 5 -ary exponentiation scheme, the table will contain 27698:� residues modulo ) .

(v) Montgomery exponentiation

The introductory remarks to ; 14.3.2 outline an application of the Montgomery reduction
method for exponentiation. Algorithm 14.94 below combines Algorithm 14.79 and Al-
gorithm 14.36 to give a Montgomery exponentiation algorithm for computing <>=�$?&"(�) .
Note the definition of )A@ requires that BDC�(�þE)1!�F 	 üG� . For integers H and I where �KJ
HL!�IM.�) , define Mont(HL!�I ) to be HNIOF � � $?&P(�) as computed by Algorithm 14.36.
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14.94 Algorithm Montgomery exponentiation

INPUT: QSRUTVQXWEY[Z�\�\�\]Q_^a`cb , d/Rfe W , Q_g�RfhiQ Y[Z%j?kPl e , mnRUT�m�op\�\�\qm�^r`�s with m�oiRut ,
and an integer v , txw�v:y�Q .
OUTPUT: v>z j?k"l Q .

1. v|{ Mont(v-}�d s j?k"l Q ), ~�{�d j?k"l Q . ( d j?kPl Q and d s j?k"l Q may be pro-
vided as inputs.)

2. For � from � down to � do the following:

2.1 ~�{ Mont( ~n}�~ ).
2.2 If m��-R�t then ~�{ Mont( ~�} v ).

3. ~�{ Mont( ~n}�t ).
4. Return( ~ ).

14.95 Example (Montgomery exponentiation) Let v , Q , and d be integers suitable as inputs to
Algorithm 14.94. Let mMR4tatXR4T�tD�atDta` s ; here, ��R4� . The following table displays the
values of ~ j?k"l Q at the end of each iteration of step 2, and after step 3. �

� � � � �
Step 3�:������� � �>�c���N� �O�c����� �����E���N���

Mont   �x¡ ��¢�£ �����V���N��� £ �����

14.96 Note (computational efficiency of Montgomery exponentiation)

(i) Table 14.17 displays the average number of single-precision multiplications required
for each step of Algorithm 14.94. The expected number of single-precision multipli-
cations to compute v>z j?kPl Q by Algorithm 14.94 is �D¤ET¥¤"¦�ta`�TE�-¦�ta` .

(ii) Each iteration of step 2 in Algorithm 14.94 applies Algorithm 14.36 at a cost of §P¤VT¥¤�¦
ta` single-precision multiplications but no single-precision divisions. A similar algo-
rithm for modular exponentiation based on classical modular multiplication (Algo-
rithm 14.28) would similarly use §D¤VT�¤"¦¨ta` single-precision multiplications per iter-
ation but also ¤ single-precision divisions.

(iii) Any of the other exponentiation algorithms discussed in © 14.6.1 can be combined
with Montgomery reduction to give other Montgomery exponentiation algorithms.

Step
� � �

Number of Montgomery multiplications
� ª��« �

Number of single-precision multiplications
�¥¬   ¬p:��¢ � « ¬   ¬®¯�7¢ ¬   ¬NX�7¢

Table 14.17: Average number of single-precision multiplications per step of Algorithm 14.94.

14.6.2 Fixed-exponent exponentiation algorithms

There are numerous situations in which a number of exponentiations by a fixed exponent
must be performed. Examples include RSA encryption and decryption, and ElGamal de-
cryption. This subsection describes selected algorithms which improve the repeated square-
and-multiply algorithms of © 14.6.1 by reducing the number of multiplications.

c
°
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(i) Addition chains

The purpose of an addition chain is to minimize the number of multiplications required for
an exponentiation.

14.97 Definition An addition chain ² of length ³ for a positive integer ´ is a sequence µN¶P·�µ|¸ ,¹�¹�¹ ·�µOº of positive integers, and an associated sequence »�¸�· ¹�¹�¹ ·�»nº of pairs »n¼L½¿¾VÀ�¸q·�À]ÁDÂ ,ÃxÄ À�¸q·�À]Á�Å�À , having the following properties:

(i) µ>¶x½�Æ and µOºn½�´ ; and
(ii) for each µ ¼ , Æ Ä À Ä ³ , µ ¼ ½�µ ¼]Ç[È µ ¼cÉ .

14.98 Algorithm Addition chain exponentiation

INPUT: a group element Ê , an addition chain ²u½�¾Vµ>¶P·�µË¸�· ¹�¹�¹ ·�µ�º7Â of length ³ for a positive
integer ´ , and the associated sequence »�¸�· ¹�¹�¹ ·�»nº , where »n¼L½�¾EÀ�¸q·�À�ÁDÂ .
OUTPUT: ÊÍÌ .

1. Ê ¶PÎ Ê .
2. For À from Æ to ³ do: Ê ¼�Î Ê ¼]Ç-Ï Ê ¼�É .
3. Return(ÊDº ).

14.99 Example (addition chain exponentiation) An addition chain of length Ð for ´�½ÑÆDÐ is
µN¶_½4Æ , µ|¸�½4Ò , µ>Á_½ÔÓ , µNÕ_½4Ö , µ>×_½ÔÆDÒ , µNØA½ÔÆaÐ . The following table displays the
values of »n¼ and ÊD¼ during each iteration of Algorithm 14.98 for computing Ê ¸EØ . Ù

Ú Û Ü Ý Þ ß à
áãâ ä å Û7æ�Û7ç å Ûèæ�Ü�ç å ÝèæéÝ�ç å Þ7æ�Þ7ç å Ýèæ�ß�ç
ê â ê êÍë êÍì êÍí êNî�ë êNî�ï

14.100 Remark (addition chains and binary representations) Given the binary representation of
an exponent ´ , it is a relatively simple task to construct an addition chain directly from this
representation. Chains constructed in this way generally do not provide the shortest addition
chain possible for the given exponent. The methods for exponentiation described in ð 14.6.1
could be phrased in terms of addition chains, but this is typically not done.

14.101 Note (computational efficiency of addition chain exponentiation) Given an addition chain
of length ³ for the positive integer ´ , Algorithm 14.98 computes ÊÍÌ for any ÊXñ�ò , Ê�ó½UÆ ,
using exactly ³ multiplications.

14.102 Fact If ô is the length of a shortest addition chain for a positive integer ´ , then ô�õ¨¾�öø÷i´ È
öù÷>úãû�¾¥´7ÂýüþÒ ¹ ÆaÓaÂ , where úãû7¾�´7Â is the number of Æ ’s in the binary representation of ´ . An
upper bound of ¾�ÿ]öù÷%´�� È úãûè¾¥´7Â%ü�ÆDÂ is obtained by constructing an addition chain for ´
from its binary representation. Determining a shortest addition chain for ´ is known to be
an NP-hard problem.
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(ii) Vector-addition chains

Algorithms 14.88 and 14.104 are useful for computing ������ ���	�
���	� � ���� ���� 
 where � ��� � 
���	� ,
� ��� 
 are arbitrary elements in a group � and � ��� � 
��	���� � ��� 
 are fixed positive integers.
These algorithms can also be used to advantage when the exponents are not necessarily fixed
values (see Note 14.91). Algorithm 14.104 makes use of vector-addition chains.

14.103 Definition Let � and � be positive integers and let ��� denote a � -dimensional vector of
non-negative integers. An ordered set � �"!#���%$'&(�%)+*-,/.0,1�32 is called a vector-
addition chain of length � and dimension � if � satisfies the following:

(i) Each � � � &(�4)�*5,6.7,98 , has a 8 in each coordinate position, except for coordinate
position .:)6�(&-* , which is a * . (Coordinate positions are labeled 8 through �(&-* .)

(ii) For each � � , *5,6.;,<� , there exists an associated pair of integers = � �?>@. 
� .BA�C such
that &(�D)E*5,F. 
 , .BAHG6. and � � �F� � � )I� �KJ (. 
 �6.BA is allowed).

Example 14.105 illustrates a sample vector-addition chain. Let �L�M!#� � $:&(�()N*O,
.0,P�Q2 be a vector-addition chain of length � and dimension � with associated sequence
= 
��	��R� =TS . Algorithm 14.104 computes ������ �U�	�
N��� � ���� ���� 
 where ��S'�?>�� �V� � 
W�	����� � ��� 
 C .

14.104 Algorithm Vector-addition chain exponentiation

INPUT: group elements � � � � 
 �	��	�R� � ��� 
 and a vector-addition chain � of length � and di-
mension � with associated sequence = 
 ��	���� = S , where ='�X�?>@. 
 � . A C .
OUTPUT: � � �� � � �
���	� � ���� ���� 
 where ��S'�<>�� ��� � 
W��	��R� � ��� 
 C .

1. For . from >�&(�4)E*�C to 8 do: Y ��Z � �K[ ��� 
 .
2. For . from * to � do: Y �\Z Y � � � Y �]J .
3. Return( Y S ).

14.105 Example (vector-addition chain exponentiation) A vector-addition chain � of length �T�^
and dimension �_�?` is displayed in the following table.

aUb�c a�bed a�f aUd a�c a�g a�h a�i a�j alk aVm aVn
o p p o q q r s t o	q o	s r	pp o p p p o o q q u s o	pp p o o q q q u s o	p o	q qvu

The following table displays the values of ='� and YQ� during each iteration of step 2 in Al-
gorithm 14.104 for computing �Vw �� � 
x�
 � A�yA . Nine multiplications are required. z
{ o q r u s t | } ~
�7� �v� q3��p	� � o3��o�� �v� o���q�� �v� q���r�� � r��KuU� � o3��s�� � t3��t	� � uU��|�� � }3��}	�
� � �VfK�Vc � cf � cc � cf ��d@� cc � gf ��dx� cc � if � cd � hc � jf � cd � ic � dKcf � hd � dKfc � dKif � id � dKcc � gBff � dKfd � c�hc

14.106 Note (computational efficiency of vector-addition chain exponentiation)

(i) (multiplications) Algorithm 14.104 performs exactly � multiplications for a vector-
addition chain of length � . To compute � ���� � �	�
 �	�� � � ��� ���� 
 using Algorithm 14.104, one
would like to find a vector-addition chain of length � and dimension � with � S �
>�� � � � 
 �	���:� � ��� 
 C , where � is as small as possible (see Fact 14.107).

c
�
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(ii) (storage) Algorithm 14.104 requires intermediate storage for the elements �Q� , �(�'��5�F���F�
, at the

�v�@�
iteration of step 2. If not all of these are required for succeeding

iterations, then they need not be stored. Algorithm 14.88 provides a special case of
Algorithm 14.104 where the intermediate storage is no larger than ���D� � vectors of
dimension � .

14.107 Fact The minimum value of � in Note 14.106(i) satisfies the following bound, where ����_�W R¡�¢ �¤£�¥ �¦�7� �§� �V¨ and © is a constant:

� � �(� � �«ª¬®�¯��©W�§°Qª±¬²�N³´ª±¬µª±¬�¶��¯�«��·�¸
14.108 Example (vector-addition chains from binary representations) The vector-addition chain

implicit in Algorithm 14.88 is not necessarily of minimum length. The vector-addition
chain associated with Example 14.89 is displayed in Table 14.18. This chain is longer than
the one used in Example 14.105. The advantage of Algorithm 14.88 is that the vector-
addition chain does not have to be explicitly provided to the algorithm. In view of this,
Algorithm 14.88 can be applied more generally to situations where the exponents are not
necessarily fixed. ¹

ºU»�¼ ºU»¾½ º�¿ ºU½ º�¼ º�À º�Á º�Â º�Ã ºVÄ ºVÅ ºVÆ ºU½K¿
Ç È È Ç Ç Ç É Ê Ë Ì ÇvÍ Ç	Î Ê�ÈÈ Ç È Ç Ç È È Ç É É Í Î Ç�ÈÈ È Ç È Ç Ç É Ê Ë Ë Ç	É Ç	É É\Í

Table 14.18: Binary vector-addition chain exponentiation (see Example 14.108).

14.6.3 Fixed-base exponentiation algorithms

Three methods are presented for exponentiation when the base Ï is fixed and the exponent¢ varies. With a fixed base, precomputation can be done once and used for many exponen-
tiations. For example, Diffie-Hellman key agreement (Protocol 12.47) requires the compu-
tation of Ð¾Ñ , where Ð is a fixed element in Ò®ÓÔ .

For each of the algorithms described in this section, ¡ÖÕv×�ØÕÙØ ¸	¸¸ Ø	Õ\Ú ¨ is a set of integers
for some

�ÜÛ ¥ , such that any exponent ¢ ÛÝ� (suitably bounded) can be written as ¢ �Ú
�]Þ × ¢ � Õ � , where ¥ � ¢ � �àß for some fixed positive integer

ß
. For example, if ¢ is any

¶ � � � · -digit base Õ integer with Õ Û � , then Õ �X� Õ � and
ß � Õ are possible choices.

Algorithms 14.109 and 14.113 are two fixed-base exponentiation methods. Both re-
quire precomputation of the exponentials ÏUá�â Ø ÏUáWã Ø ¸¸	¸ Ø Ï�á�ä , e.g., using one of the algorithms
from å 14.6.1. The precomputation needed for Algorithm 14.117 is more involved and is ex-
plicitly described in Algorithm 14.116.

(i) Fixed-base windowing method

Algorithm 14.109 takes as input the precomputed exponentials Ï��D�æÏUá�ç , ¥ �?�_�?� , and
positive integers

ß
and ¢ � Ú

�]Þ × ¢ � Õ � where ¥ � ¢ � �èß , ¥ �+�é�+� . The basis for the
algorithm is the observation that ÏUê'� Ú

�]Þ × Ï ê#ç� � ëUì Ùí Þ Ù ¶ ê ç Þ í Ï��v·
í
.
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14.109 Algorithm Fixed-base windowing method for exponentiation

INPUT: î#ïUð�ñòvïUðWó�ò	ôô	ô�òBï�ð�õ�ö , ÷Tø ùúKûUü²÷ ú\ý\ú , and þ .
OUTPUT: ï�ÿ .

1. ����� , ����� .
2. For � from 	�þ�
��� down to � do the following:

2.1 For each � for which ÷ ú ø�� do: ��������ï ð�� .
2.2 ��������� .

3. Return( � ).

14.110 Example (fixed-base windowing exponentiation) Precompute the group elements ï�� , ï�� ,
ï���� , ï���� , ï������ . To compute ïUÿ for ÷Tø��� �!4ø�	#"��$��"$!� � , take %;ø�& , þéø�& , and ý ú ø�& ú for')( � ( & , in Algorithm 14.109. The following table displays the values of � and � at the
end of each iteration of step 2. *

+ , - . /
0 / 13241658789;:<165898= 165898=41>:<16589�? 16589�?�1@?A9B16942C:<16D42�?
E / 165898= 165898=416589�?F:<16785�? 16785�?G16D42�?H:<16I8985

14.111 Note (computational efficiency of fixed-base windowing exponentiation)

(i) (number of multiplications) Suppose %KJæþ�LM! . Only multiplications where both
operands are distinct from � are counted. Step 2.2 is executed þ;
N� times, but at least
one of these multiplications involves an operand with value � ( � is initialized to � ).
Since � is also initially � , at most % multiplications are done in step 2.1. Thus, Algo-
rithm 14.109 computes ïUÿ with at most %HJ«þO
�! multiplications (cf. Note 14.112).

(ii) (storage) Storage is required for the %PJQ� group elements ï ú , '>( � ( % .
14.112 Note (a particular case) The most obvious application of Algorithm 14.109 is the case

where the exponent ÷ is represented in radix ý . If ÷Tø ùú]ûlü ÷ ú ý ú , then ï ú ø6ï ð � , 'O( � ( % ,
are precomputed. If ÷ is randomly selected from î ' òR��òô	ôô ò8ST
U�lö , then %@JV� (XWBY[Z�\ ð S^]
and, on average, �ð of the base ý digits in ÷ will be

'
. In this case, the expected number of

multiplications is ð`_ �ð
W4YaZ$\
ð S^]bJ ý 
c" . If S is a d$��! -bit integer and ý øT"�! , then �$!��Vôe�

multiplications are needed on average, ��"�! in the worst case; � ' " values must be stored.

(ii) Fixed-base Euclidean method

Let îgf ü òhf � òôô	ôRò8f ù ö be a set of integers with %�Li! . Define j to be an integer in the
interval k ' ò8%4l such that f�mnL�f ú for all

'>( � ( % . Define o to be an integer in the interval
k ' ò8%4l , oipøqj , such that ÷`rsL9÷ ú for all

'O( � ( % , �>pøtj .

14.113 Algorithm Fixed-base Euclidean method for exponentiation

INPUT: î#ï ð ñòvï ð ó�ò	ôô	ô�òBï ð õ�ö and ÷Tø ùúKûUü ÷ úvý\ú .
OUTPUT: ï�ÿ .

1. For � from
'

to % do the following: ï ú � ï ð�� , f ú �6÷ ú .
2. Determine the indices j and o for îgf ü òhf � òôô	ô�ò8f ù ö .
3. While furvpø ' do the following:

3.1 wx�ty[fumVz`f�r|{ , ï$r���	@ï$m}B~K�#ï$r , fum��UfumM� Z�� fur .

c
�
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3.2 Determine the indices � and � for �`�����8�H���R���R���h�u�g� .
4. Return(�6���� ).

14.114 Example (fixed-base Euclidean method) This example repeats the computation of �6� , �|������
done in Example 14.110, but now uses Algorithm 14.113. Take �8�)��� , �R����� � , �8 )���¡��
. Then �V�£¢#¤�� ¡ ����¥$¦���§ . Precompute � � , � ��§ , �  �¨�§ . Table 14.19 illustrates the steps

performed by Algorithm 14.113. Notice that for this example, Algorithm 14.113 does
�

©�ª ©¬« ©u ® ¯ ° ±�ª ±3« ±�
²#³ ´ µ ¶ ² · ± ± «A¸ ± 8¹8º
³ ´ µ ² ¶ ² ± «A» ± «A¸ ± 8¹8º
³ ² µ ¶ · ² ± «A» ± «A¸ ± h¼4¹
² ² µ · ² µ ± «A» ± ¸4½h¾ ± h¼4¹
² ² ¶ ¶ ² ² ± «A» ± ¸8º8 ± h¼4¹
¶ ² ¶ ² ¶ ¿ ± «A» ± ¸8º8 ± h¼4¹

Table 14.19: Fixed-base Euclidean method to compute ± ¸8º8 (see Example 14.114).

multiplications, whereas Algorithm 14.109 needs only
�

to do the same computation. Stor-
age requirements for Algorithm 14.113 are, however, smaller. The vector-addition chain
(Definition 14.103) corresponding to this example is displayed in the following table. À

Á3Â  Á6Â « Á ª Á « Á  Á ¾ Á ½ Á ¹ Á º Á ¼ Á ¸
² ¶ ¶ · · µ µ Ã Ä ²�² ²h³
¶ ² ¶ ¶ ² ² ² · µ ³ ´
¶ ¶ ² ¶ ¶ ¶ ² · µ µ µ

14.115 Note (fixed-base Euclidean vs. fixed-base windowing methods)

(i) In most cases, the quotient Å computed in step 3.1 of Algorithm 14.113 is � . For a
given base � , the computational requirements of this algorithm are not significantly
greater than those of Algorithm 14.109.

(ii) Since the division algorithm is logarithmic in the size of the inputs, Algorithm 14.113
can take advantage of a larger value of Æ than Algorithm 14.109. This results in less
storage for precomputed values.

(iii) Fixed-base comb method

Algorithm 14.117 computes � � where ���Ç¢��`���`�hÈ���É�ÉRÉ`���R���$¦�  , Ê�ËÌ� . Select an integer Æ ,
�)ÍqÆÎÍÏÊ@ÐV� and compute ÑO�ÓÒ4¢GÊuÐ}�$¦�Ô�Æ$Õ . Select an integer Ö , �OÍ�Ö×ÍqÑ , and compute
���iÒ4Ñ�Ô�Ö�Õ . Clearly, Ñ�Æ�ËØÊ�Ðq� . Let ÙÚ�ÜÛ�Ý3ÈÞ�Rß[ßeÛàÝ3È� �ß[ßRÉ�ÉRÉ�ßaßaÛC� be a bitstring formed
from � by padding (if necessary) � on the left with á ’s, so that Ù has bitlength Ñ�Æ and each
Û�â , áOÍ�ãKÍ�Æ)äV� , is a bitstring of length Ñ . Form an ÆNå^Ñ array æCç (called the exponent
array) where row ã of æCç is the bitstring Ûàâ , á�Íèã<ÍéÆ^ä�� . Algorithm 14.116 is the
precomputation required for Algorithm 14.117.
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14.116 Algorithm Precomputation for Algorithm 14.117

INPUT: group element ê and parameters ë , ì , í , and î (defined above).
OUTPUT: ïxðNñ òôó�ñ õBó¬öø÷>ùÏõàúüûôý�þàÿ>ùÏòøú�ì�� .

1. For õ from ÿ to ��ë���÷�� do: ê��	�<ê�
��� .
2. For õ from ÷ to ��ûôý���÷�� (where õ����Gõ ý���������� õ���� 
 ), do the following:

2.1 ðNñ ÿ�ó�ñ õBó�� ý����� � � ê �"!� .

2.2 For ò from ÷ to �Gì#��÷�� do: ðNñ òôóRñ õBó$�%��ðNñ ÿ�ó�ñ õBó&� 
 !�' .
3. Return( ïxðNñ òôó�ñ õBóÞöø÷)ù�õ�ú�ûôý�þàÿ>ùÏòøú�ì��(�	)

Let * �	+ , , ÿ�ù�- útî , ÿ�ù�ò ú�ì , be the integer whose binary representation is column�Gò6î/.0-/� of 132 , where column ÿ is on the right and the least significant bits of a column are
at the top.

14.117 Algorithm Fixed-base comb method for exponentiation

INPUT: ê�þ�4 and ï�ðNñ òôóRñ õBó¬öø÷Où�õàú�û ý6þàÿOùÏò�ú�ì5� (precomputed in Algorithm 14.116).
OUTPUT: ê/67)

1. 89��÷ .
2. For - from ��î:��÷�� down to ÿ do the following:

2.1 89�;8 � 8 .
2.2 For ò from ��ì#��÷�� down to ÿ do: 89��ðNñ òôóRñ * �	+ , ó � 8 .

3. Return( 8 ).

14.118 Example (fixed-base comb method for exponentiation) Let <#�>= and ë?�>@ ; then íA�B ÷�ÿDCE@�F;�HG . Let ìI� û ; then îJ� B í�C`ì�FK� û . Suppose the exponent input to Algo-
rithm 14.117 is 4L�M�N4	O�4	P ����� 4 � 4	�E� 
 . Form the bitstring Q �SR �N� R � � ����� R � RT� whereRU�V�W4 � , ÿcùvõ ùX= , and R �N� �YR � �Z� ÿ . The following table displays the exponent
array 132 . [�\

]
\ [�\

] ^
[
^N]
\ [

^N] ^_5` _5a _ \ _ ^_�b _5c _5d _Ue_ \�\ _ \ ^ _5f _5g
The precomputed values from Algorithm 14.116 are displayed below. Recall that ê��h��êD
7�i� ,
ÿ)ù�õ�úL@ . j k l m n o p q

rtsvu�wxs j w y ^ y \ y \ y ^ y a y a y ^ y a y \ y a y \ y ^rts k wxs j w y e^ y e\ y e\ y e^ y ea y ea y e^ y ea y e \ y ea y e\ y e^
Finally, the following table displays the steps in Algorithm 14.117 for 132 .zZ{ y}| ~^ y}|��\ y}|��a� � � ^ � \ � ak � u u uk k n _U` n _ b n _ \�\k u n _ `�� _ \ n _�b � _5d n _ \�\ � _5fu � � _ `�� l _ \ � _�b � l _5d � _ \�\ � l _Ufu k � _ `�� l _ \ � n _ a � _�b � l _5d � n _5c � _ \�\ � l _Uf � n _ \ ^u u � _ `�� l _ \ � n _ a�� _ ^ � _�b � l _5d � n _5c � _Ue � _ \�\ � l _5f � n _ \ ^ � _5g
c
�
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The last row of the table corresponds to �/���x����E�E� ��� ��� ��� . �
14.119 Note (computational efficiency of fixed-base comb method)

(i) (number of multiplications) Algorithm 14.117 requires at most one multiplication for
each column of �3� . The right-most column of �3� requires a multiplication with the
initial value 1 of the accumulator � . The algorithm also requires a squaring of the
accumulator � for each � , ��� ��¡W¢ , except for � � ¢¤£¦¥ when � has value
1. Discounting multiplications by 1, the total number of non-trivial multiplications
(including squarings) is, at most, §©¨Z¢:£%ª .

(ii) (storage) Algorithm 14.117 requires storage for the «U¬$ª7®£¯¥�° precomputed group
elements (Algorithm 14.116). If squaring is a relatively simple operation compared
to multiplication in the group, then some space-saving can be achieved by storing
only ª±£²¥ group elements (i.e., only those elements computed in step 2.1 of Algo-
rithm 14.116).

(iii) (trade-offs) Since ³ and « are independent of the number of bits in the exponent, se-
lection of these parameters can be made based on the amount of storage available vs.
the amount of time (determined by multiplication) to do the computation.

14.7 Exponent recoding

Another approach to reducing the number of multiplications in the basic repeated square-
and-multiply algorithms ( ´ 14.6.1) is to replace the binary representation of the exponent µ
with a representation which has fewer non-zero terms. Since the binary representation is
unique (Fact 14.1), finding a representation with fewer non-zero components necessitates
the use of digits besides � and ¥ . Transforming an exponent from one representation to an-
other is called exponent recoding. Many techniques for exponent recoding have been pro-
posed in the literature. This section describes two possibilities: signed-digit representation
( ´ 14.7.1) and string-replacement representation ( ´ 14.7.2).

14.7.1 Signed-digit representation

14.120 Definition If µ � ¶·¹¸�º¼» · ª
·

where
» ·¤½Z¾ �D¿À¥D¿�£Á¥DÂ , �®�LÃ±�ÅÄ , then ¬ » ¶UÆ�Æ�Æ »�Ç�» º ° È�É is

called a signed-digit representation with radix ª for the integer µ .

Unlike the binary representation, the signed-digit representation of an integer is not
unique. The binary representation is an example of a signed-digit representation. Let µ be a
positive integer whose binary representation is ¬	µ ¶�Ê Ç µ ¶ µ ¶�Ë Ç Æ�Æ�Æ µ Ç µ º ° � , with µ ¶�Ê Ç¼� µ ¶ � � .
Algorithm 14.121 constructs a signed-digit representation for µ having at most Ä�¨%¥ digits
and the smallest possible number of non-zero terms.
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14.121 Algorithm Signed-digit exponent recoding

INPUT: a positive integer Ì©Í�ÎNÌ Ï�Ð�Ñ�ÌÒÏ	Ì Ï�Ó�Ñ�Ô�Ô�ÔÀÌ7Ñ�Ì	Õ�ÖØ× with Ì Ï�Ð�Ñ¼Í¯Ì Ï:Í�Ù .
OUTPUT: a signed-digit representation Î	Ú Ï Ô�Ô�Ô Ú Ñ Ú Õ Ö Û�Ü for Ì . (See Definition 14.120.)

1. Ý Õ�Þ Ù .
2. For ß from Ù to à do the following:

2.1 Ý$á¹Ð�Ñ Þãâ Î	ÌÒá5äKÌ áxÐ�ÑhäKÝNá�Ö	åEæ�ç , Úá Þ Ì áTäZÝ$á�èéæ�Ý$áxÐ�Ñ .
3. Return( ÎNÚ7ÏTÔ�Ô�ÔÀÚDÑ�Ú�Õ�Ö ÛÜ ).

14.122 Example (signed-digit exponent recoding) Table 14.20 lists all possible inputs to the ß Ïëê
iteration of step 2, and the corresponding outputs. If Ì¦ÍìÎNí�í�Ù�í�í�í�Ù�í�í�í�ÖØ× , then Algo-
rithm 14.121 produces the signed-digit representation Ì#ÍîÎ$í�Ù�Ù í(Ù�Ù�Ù í(Ù�Ù í(Ö ÛÜ where íVÍèÁí . Note that ÌïÍ�æ�ðïäKæ�ñïäKæ�ò©äKæ�óïäKæ�ôïäKæ × äKæïäKíõÍ¯æ Ñ"Õ èéæDö:èéæ�÷¤èéí . ø

inputs ùEú û û û û ü ü ü üý ú û û ü ü û û ü üù úÿþ�� û ü û ü û ü û ü
outputs ý ú�þ�� û û û ü û ü ü ü� ú û û ü �tü ü �tü û û

Table 14.20: Signed-digit exponent recoding (see Example 14.122).

14.123 Definition A signed-digit representation of an integer Ì is said to be sparse if no two non-
zero entries are adjacent in the representation.

14.124 Fact (sparse signed-digit representation)

(i) Every integer Ì has a unique sparse signed-digit representation.
(ii) A sparse signed-digit representation for Ì has the smallest number of non-zero entries

among all signed-digit representations for Ì .
(iii) The signed-digit representation produced by Algorithm 14.121 is sparse.

14.125 Note (computational efficiency of signed-digit exponent recoding)

(i) Signed-digit exponent recoding as per Algorithm 14.121 is very efficient, and can be
done by table look-up (using Table 14.20).

(ii) When Ì is given in a signed-digit representation, computing ��� requires both � and� Ó�Ñ . If � is a fixed base, then � Ó�Ñ can be precomputed. For a variable base � , unless� Ó�Ñ can be computed very quickly, recoding an exponent to signed-digit representa-
tion may not be worthwhile.

14.7.2 String-replacement representation

14.126 Definition Let �
	Xí be a positive integer. A non-negative integer Ì is said to have a� -ary string-replacement representation Î�� Ï�Ó�Ñ � Ï�Ó�× Ô�Ô�Ô� Ñ � Õ Ö Û�������� , denoted ���ÁÎ��/Ö , if ÌõÍÏ�Ó�Ñá���Õ ��á�æ á and ��á����Eæ � èéí"!/Ù$#&%'#
��( for Ù)#?ß*#²à�èéí .

c
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14.127 Example (non-uniqueness of string-replacement representations) A string-replacement
representation for a non-negative integer is generally not unique. The binary representa-
tion is a - -ary string-replacement representation. If .0/21 and 34/257698:/2;<-9-7-7-9=7-9-7=7-9-7>@? ,
then some other string-replacements of 3 are ;<19=719=7=719=7=917>BA CED FHG , ;<-9=7=987=7=917=9=717>A�C�D FIG , and;<87-9=7=917=7=917>A�CED FIG . J

14.128 Algorithm K -ary string-replacement representation

INPUT: 3L/M;N3BOQP�RS3OQPT?VUWUWUW3IRS3NX7>@? and positive integer .ZYM[ .
OUTPUT: 34/
;�\WOQP�RS\WOQP]?^UWU�US\7RW\X7>A�C_D�`�G .

1. For a from . down to [ do the following: starting with the most significant digit of3b/c;N3 OQP_R 3 OQP]? UWU�US3 R 3 X > ? , replace each consecutive string of a ones with a string of
length a consisting of a4dM- zeros in the high-order string positions and the integer[ e�df- in the low-order position.

2. Return( ;�\�OQP_R\WOQP]?^UWU�U\7RW\X7>A�C�D�`�G ).
14.129 Example ( . -ary string-replacement) Suppose 34/2;<-7-9=7-9-7-7-9-7=9=7-7-9-7=�-9>g? and .0/21 . Theh�i ;<17> representations of 3 at the end of each of the two iterations of Algorithm 14.128 are;<-7-9=7=9=787-9-7=9=7=7=987=�-9>BA CTD FIG and ;<=917=9=7=789=719=7=7=9=789=�-7>A�C]DjFHG . J
14.130 Algorithm Exponentiation using an kmlonQK�p representation

INPUT: an integer .ZYM[ , an element qsrut , and 3L/M;�\�OQP_R�\WOQPT?vU�UWUS\9RS\X9>BA CwD�`�G .
OUTPUT: q�x .

1. Precomputation. Set qER�yzq . For a from [ to . do: q ? {�P_R y|;}q ?H{�~T��P_R > ? UBq .
2. �:y�- .
3. For a from ;}�vdf-9> down to = do the following:

3.1 �:y��|UI� .
3.2 If \ eL�/2= then �:y��|UNq9� { .

4. Return( � ).

14.131 Example (
h�i ;�.]> vs. left-to-right binary exponentiation) Let 3:/�57678"/�;<-9-7-9-7=7-9-7=9-7-7> ?

and consider the 1 -ary string-replacement representation ;�=7=987-7=9=719=7=719>BA C�D FIG . Computingq]x using Algorithm 14.79 requires 5 squarings and 8 multiplications. Algorithm 14.130
requires [ squarings and [ multiplications for computing q F and qw� , and then 8 squarings
and 1 multiplications for the main part of the algorithm. In total, the

h�i ;<19> for 3 computesq x with 5 squarings and � multiplications. J
14.132 Note (computational efficiency of Algorithm 14.130) The precomputation requires .)d�-

squarings and .sd�- multiplications. Algorithm 14.128 is not guaranteed to produce anh�i ;�.]> representation with a minimum number of non-zero entries, but in practice it seems
to give representations which are close to minimal. Heuristic arguments indicate that a ran-
domly selected � -bit exponent will be encoded with a suitably chosen value of . to an

hEi ;N.]>
representation having about �W��� non-zero entries; hence, one expects to perform �9d0- squar-
ings in step 3, and about �W�7� multiplications.
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14.8 Notes and further references
�
14.1

This chapter deals almost exclusively with methods to perform operations in the integers
and the integers modulo some positive integer. When � is a prime number, ��� is called a
finite field (Fact 2.184). There are other finite fields which have significance in cryptogra-
phy. Of particular importance are those of characteristic two, ���H� . Perhaps the most useful
property of these structures is that squaring is a linear operator (i.e., if �������u���H� , then� �����v� �$� � � ��� � ). This property leads to efficient methods for exponentiation and for
inversion. Characteristic two finite fields have been used extensively in connection with
error-correcting codes; for example, see Berlekamp [118] and Lin and Costello [769]. For
error-correcting codes,   is typically quite small (e.g., ¡�¢£ ¤¢¥¡7¦ ); for cryptographic
applications,   is usually much larger (e.g.,  ¨§©¡9ª7ª ).

The majority of the algorithms presented in this chapter are best suited to software imple-
mentations. There is a vast literature on methods to perform modular multiplication and
other operations in hardware. The basis for most hardware implementations for modular
multiplication is efficient methods for integer addition. In particular, carry-save adders and
delayed-carry adders are at the heart of the best methods to perform modular multiplica-
tion. The concept of a delayed-carry adder was proposed by Norris and Simmons [933] to
produce a hardware modular multiplier which computes the product of two « -bit operands
modulo a « -bit modulus in ¬W« clock cycles. Brickell [199] improved the idea to produce a
modular multiplier requiring only «��® clock cycles. Enhancements of Brickell’s method
were given by Walter [1230]. Koç [699] gives a comprehensive survey of hardware meth-
ods for modular multiplication.�

14.2
For a treatment of radix representations including mixed-radix representations, see Knuth
[692]. Knuth describes efficient methods for performing radix conversions. Representing
and manipulating negative numbers is an important topic; for an introduction, consult the
book by Koren [706].

The techniques described in
�
14.2 are commonly referred to as the classical algorithms for

multiple-precision addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. These algorithms are
the most useful for integers of the size used for cryptographic purposes. For much larger in-
tegers (on the order of thousands of decimal digits), more efficient methods exist. Although
not of current practical interest, some of these may become more useful as security require-
ments force practitioners to increase parameter sizes. The Karatsuba-Ofman method, de-
scribed next, is practical in some situations.

The classical algorithm for multiplication (Algorithm 14.12) takes ¯ �}° � � bit operations for
multiplying two

°
-bit integers. A recursive algorithm due to Karatsuba and Ofman [661]

reduces the complexity of multiplying two
°

-bit integers to ¯ �}°^±² ³�´ � . This divide-and-
conquer method is based on the following simple observation. Suppose that µ and ¶ are

°
-

bit integers and
° � ¬W« . Then µ � ¬ ·}µ ± �"µE¸ and ¶ � ¬ ·g¶ ± �"¶7¸ , where µ ± �Q¶ ± are the « high-

order bits of µ and ¶ , respectively, and µ�¸9�Q¶7¸ are the « low-order bits. Furthermore, µb¹�¶ �º �9¬ � · � º ± ¬ ·H� º ¸ where º ¸ � µ ¸ ¹»¶ ¸ , º � � µ ± ¹»¶ ± and º ± � � µ ¸ �$µ ± �I¹ � ¶ ¸ �)¶ ± �I¼ º ¸ ¼ º � .
It follows that µz¹W¶ can be computed by performing three multiplications of « -bit integers
(as opposed to one multiplication with ¬S« -bit integers) along with two additions and two
subtractions. For large values of « , the cost of the additions and subtractions is insignifi-
cant relative to the cost of the multiplications. With appropriate modifications, º ¸ � º ± and

c
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¿}ÀEÁ:ÂÃÀÅÄSÆ�ÇI¿}È9Á4ÂÃÈ�ÄÆ
can each be computed similarly. This procedure is continued on the

intermediate values until the size of the integers reaches the word size of the computing de-
vice, and multiplication can be efficiently accomplished. Due to the recursive nature of the
algorithm, a number of intermediate results must be stored which can add significant over-
head, and detract from the algorithm’s efficiency for relatively small integers. Combining
the Karatsuba-Ofman method with classical multiplication may have some practical signif-
icance. For a more detailed treatment of the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm, see Knuth [692],
Koç [698], and Geddes, Czapor, and Labahn [445].

Another commonly used method for multiple-precision integer multiplication is the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). Although mathematically elegant and asymptotically better than
the classical algorithm, it does not appear to be superior for the size of integers of practical
importance to cryptography. Lipson [770] provides a well-motivated and easily readable
treatment of this method.

The identity given in Note 14.18 was known to Karatsuba and Ofman [661].É
14.3

There is an extensive literature on methods for multiple-precision modular arithmetic. A
detailed treatment of methods for performing modular multiplication can be found in Knuth
[692]. Koç [698] and Bosselaers, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [176] provide comprehensive
but brief descriptions of the classical method for modular multiplication.

Montgomery reduction (Algorithm 14.32) is due to Montgomery [893], and is one of the
most widely used methods in practice for performing modular exponentiation (Algorithm
14.94). Dussé and Kaliski [361] discuss variants of Montgomery’s method. Montgomery
reduction is a generalization of a much older technique due to Hensel (see Shand and
Vuillemin [1119] and Bosselaers, Govaerts, and Vandewalle [176]). Hensel’s observation
is the following. If Ê is an odd positive integer less than ËHÌ ( Í a positive integer) and Î is
some integer such that Ë ÌÐÏ�ÎÒÑ¥ËWÓÌ , then Ô ÁÖÕ¥¿ Î Â
×QÁ Ê ÆNØ Ë , where

×QÁzÕ Î�Ù0ÚTÛ'Ë
is an integer and Ô Á®Ü ÎbËTÝ Ä Ù'ÚTÛÞÊ . More generally, ÔVß Õà¿ Ôoß Ý Ä:Â�× ßáÊ Æ�Ø Ë , where× ß Õ ÔVß Ý Ä Ù'ÚTÛ'Ë is an integer and ÔVß Ü
â Ë Ý ß�ã Ä Ù'ÚmÛÞÊ . Since Î�ÑMËWÓÌ , it follows thatÔ Ì Ý Ä Ñ©ËWÊ .

Barrett reduction (Algorithm 14.42) is due to Barrett [75]. Bosselaers, Govaerts, and Van-
dewalle [176] provide a clear and concise description of the algorithm along with motiva-
tion and justification for various choices of parameters and steps, and compare three alter-
native methods: classical (

É
14.3.1), Montgomery reduction (

É
14.3.2), and Barrett reduction

(
É
14.3.3). This comparison indicates that there is not a significant difference in performance

between the three methods, provided the precomputation necessary for Montgomery and
Barrett reduction is ignored. Montgomery exponentiation is shown to be somewhat better
than the other two methods. The conclusions are based on both theoretical analysis and
machine implementation for various sized moduli. Koç, Acar, and Kaliski [700] provide a
more detailed comparison of various Montgomery multiplication algorithms; see also Nac-
cache, M’Raı̈hi, and Raphaeli [915]. Naccache and M’silti [917] provide proofs for the
correctness of Barrett reduction along with a possible optimization.

Mohan and Adiga [890] describe a special case of Algorithm 14.47 where ä Õ Ë .

Hong, Oh, and Yoon [561] proposed new methods for modular multiplication and modu-
lar squaring. They report improvements of å9æ7ç and è9æ7ç , respectively, on execution times
over Montgomery’s method for multiplication and squaring. Their approach to modular
multiplication interleaves multiplication and modular reduction and uses precomputed ta-
bles such that one operand is always single-precision. Squaring uses recursion and pre-
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computed tables and, unlike Montgomery’s method, also integrates the multiplication and
reduction steps.é

14.4
The binary gcd algorithm (Algorithm 14.54) is due to Stein [1170]. An analysis of the al-
gorithm is given by Knuth [692]. Harris [542] proposed an algorithm for computing gcd’s
which combines the classical Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.104) and binary operations;
the method is called the binary Euclidean algorithm.

Lehmer’s gcd algorithm (Algorithm 14.57), due to Lehmer [743], determines the gcd of two
positive multiple-precision integers using mostly single-precision operations. This has the
advantage of using the hardware divide in the machine and only periodically resorting to
an algorithm such as Algorithm 14.20 for a multiple-precision divide. Knuth [692] gives a
comprehensive description of the algorithm along with motivation of its correctness. Co-
hen [263] provides a similar discussion, but without motivation. Lehmer’s gcd algorithm
is readily adapted to the extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107).

According to Sorenson [1164], the binary gcd algorithm is the most efficient method for
computing the greatest common divisor. Jebelean [633] suggests that Lehmer’s gcd algo-
rithm is more efficient. Sorenson [1164] also describes a ê -ary version of the binary gcd
algorithm, and proves a worst-case running time of ë"ìgí_îmï�ð»ñwí�ò bit operations for comput-
ing the gcd of two í -bit integers.

The binary extended gcd algorithm was first described by Knuth [692], who attributes it to
Penk. Algorithm 14.61 is due to Bach and Shallit [70], who also give a comprehensive and
clear analysis of several gcd and extended gcd algorithms. Norton [934] described a version
of the binary extended gcd algorithm which is somewhat more complicated than Algorithm
14.61. Gordon [516] proposed a method for computing modular inverses, derived from the
classical extended Euclidean algorithm (Algorithm 2.107) with multiple-precision division
replaced by an approximation to the quotient by an appropriate power of ó ; no analysis of
the expected running time is given, but observed results on moduli of specific sizes are de-
scribed.

The Montgomery inverse of ô$õ0öT÷Þø is defined to be ô�ù_úSó ûÅõ'öT÷Þø where ü is the bitlength
of ø . Kaliski [653] extended ideas of Guyot [534] on the right-shift binary extended Eu-
clidean algorithm, and presented an algorithm for computing the Montgomery inverse.é

14.5
Let øÖý , þÃÿ���ÿ�ü , be a set of pairwise relatively prime positive integers which define a
residue number system (RNS). If í�� ûý�� ú øzý then this RNS provides an effective method
for computing the product of integers modulo í where the integers and the product are rep-
resented in the RNS. If í is a positive integer where the ø ý do not necessarily divide í ,
then a method for performing arithmetic modulo í entirely within the RNS is not obvious.
Couveignes [284] and Montgomery and Silverman [895] propose an interesting method for
accomplishing this. Further research in the area is required to determine if this approach is
competitive with or better than the modular multiplication methods described in

é
14.3.

Algorithm 14.71 is due to Garner [443]. A detailed discussion of this algorithm and vari-
ants of it are given by Knuth [692]; see also Cohen [263]. Algorithm 2.121 for applying
the Chinese remainder theorem is due to Gauss; see Bach and Shallit [70]. Gauss’s algo-
rithm is a special case of the following result due to Nagasaka, Shiue, and Ho [918]. The
solution to the system of linear congruences ��� ô ý ì�õ0öT÷0ø ý ò , þ�ÿ	�|ÿ¨ü , for pair-
wise relative prime moduli ø ý , is equivalent to the solution to the single linear congru-
ence ì ûý
� ú

� ý�Ãý ò���� ûý�� ú ô ý
� ý��Ãý ì<õ'öT÷ � ò where � � ûý�� ú ø ý , �Ãý � � ïø ý

c
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for ��������� , for any choice of integers ��� where gcd �������! "�#%$&� . Notice that if'
�
(*) ���� "�,+-�.��/10324 5# , then ���,+- 76 )� ��/80921:4�;# , giving the special case discussed

in Algorithm 2.121. Quisquater and Couvreur [1016] were the first to apply the Chinese
remainder theorem to RSA decryption and signature generation.

<
14.6

Knuth [692] and Bach and Shallit [70] describe the right-to-left binary exponentiation meth-
od (Algorithm 14.76). Cohen [263] provides a more comprehensive treatment of the right-
to-left and left-to-right (Algorithm 14.79) binary methods along with their generalizations
to the = -ary method. Koç [698] discusses these algorithms in the context of the RSA public-
key cryptosystem. Algorithm 14.92 is the basis for Blakley’s modular multiplication algo-
rithm (see Blakley [149] and Koç [698]). The generalization of Blakley’s method to process
more than one bit per iteration (Note 14.93(iii)) is due to Quisquater and Couvreur [1016].
Quisquater and Couvreur describe an algorithm for modular exponentiation which makes
use of the generalization and precomputed tables to accelerate multiplication in >@? .

For a comprehensive and detailed discussion of addition chains, see Knuth [692], where
various methods for constructing addition chains (such as the power tree and factor meth-
ods) are described. Computing the shortest addition chain for a positive integer was shown
to be an NP-hard problem by Downey, Leong, and Sethi [360]. The lower bound on the
length of a shortest addition chain (Fact 14.102) was proven by Schönhage [1101].

An addition sequence for positive integers AB)DCEAGF4CEHIH!HJCEALK is an addition chain for
AMK in which AB)!�!AGFN�IO!O!OP�IALK 6 ) appear. Yao [1257] proved that there exists an addition se-
quence for AB)QCRAGFSCTH!HIHUCRALK of length less than VXWYALKDZ\[]=^H_VXWYALK3`,VXWJVXWN�aALKbZ�cd#
for some constant [ . Olivos [955] established a 1-1 correspondence between addition se-
quences of length e for A ) CfA F CfH!HIHBCSA K and vector-addition chains of length eNZ%=hg��
where iNj�k K 6 ) $���A ) �IA F �!OIO!OP�IA K # . These results are the basis for the inequality given in
Fact 14.107. Bos and Coster [173] described a heuristic method for computing vector-
addition chains. The special case of Algorithm 14.104 (Algorithm 14.88) is attributed by
ElGamal [368] to Shamir.

The fixed-base windowing method (Algorithm 14.109) for exponentiation is due to Brick-
ell et al. [204], who describe a number of variants of the basic algorithm. For � a positive
integer, let l be a set of integers with the property that any integer can be expressed in base
� using only coefficients from l . l is called a basic digit set for the base � . Brickell et al.
show how basic digit sets can be used to reduce the amount of work in Algorithm 14.109
without large increases in storage requirements. De Rooij [316] proposed the fixed-base
Euclidean method (Algorithm 14.113) for exponentiation; compares this algorithm to Algo-
rithm 14.109; and provides a table of values for numbers of practical importance. The fixed-
base comb method (Algorithm 14.117) for exponentiation is due to Lim and Lee [767]. For
a given exponent size, they discuss various possibilities for the choice of parameters m and
i , along with a comparison of their method to fixed-base windowing.

<
14.7

The signed-digit exponent recoding algorithm (Algorithm 14.121) is due to Reitwiesner
[1031]. A simpler description of the algorithm was given by Hwang [566]. Booth [171]
described another algorithm for producing a signed-digit representation, but not necessar-
ily one with the minimum possible non-zero components. It was originally given in terms of
the additive group of integers where exponentiation is referred to as multiplication. In this
case, gYn is easily computed from n . The additive abelian group formed from the points on
an elliptic curve over a finite field is another example where signed-digit representation is
very useful (see Morain and Olivos [904]). Zhang [1267] described a modified signed-digit
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representation which requires on average o!prq multiplications for a square-and-multiply al-
gorithm for o -bit exponents. A slightly more general version of Algorithm 14.121, given by
Jedwab and Mitchell [634], does not require as input a binary representation of the exponents but simply a signed-digit representation. For binary inputs, the algorithms of Reitwiesner
and Jedwab-Mitchell are the same. Fact 14.124 is due to Jedwab and Mitchell [634].

String-replacement representations were introduced by Gollmann, Han, and Mitchell [497],
who describe Algorithms 14.128 and 14.130. They also provide an analysis of the expected
number of non-zero entries in an tvuxwayBz representation for a randomly selected o -bit expo-
nent (see Note 14.132), as well as a complexity analysis of Algorithm 14.130 for various
values of o and y . Lam and Hui [735] proposed an alternate string-replacement algorithm.
The idea is to precompute all odd powers {P|;{3}d|;{3~N|I�!�!�P|{9�r�]��� for some fixed positive in-
teger y . Given a o -bit exponent s , start at the most significant bit, and look for the longest
bitstring of bitlength at most y whose last digit is a � (i.e., this substring represents an odd
positive integer between � and �M���4� ). Applying a left-to-right square-and-multiply expo-
nentiation algorithm based on this scanning process results in an algorithm which requires,
at most, ��o!pNyL� multiplications. Lam and Hui proved that as o increases, the average number
of multiplications approaches �Xo!prw�y����dz�� .
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15.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses two topics which have significant impact on the use of cryptogra-
phy in practice: patents and standards. At their best, cryptographic patents make details
of significant new processes and efficient techniques publicly available, thereby increas-
ing awareness and promoting use; at their worst, they limit or stifle the use of such tech-
niques due to licensing requirements. Cryptographic standards serve two important goals:
facilitating widespread use of cryptographically sound and well-accepted techniques; and
promoting interoperability between components involving security mechanisms in various
systems.

An overview of patents is given in ¨ 15.2. Standards are pursued in ¨ 15.3. Notes and
further references follow in ¨ 15.4.

15.2 Patents on cryptographic techniques

A vast number of cryptographic patents have been issued, of widely varying significance
and use. Here attention is focused on a subset of these with primary emphasis on unexpired
patents of industrial interest, involving fundamental techniques and specific algorithms and
protocols. In addition, some patents of historical interest are noted.

Where appropriate, a brief description of major claims or disclosed techniques is given.
Inclusion herein is intended to provide reference information to practitioners on the exis-
tence and content of well-known patents, and to illustrate the nature of cryptographic pat-
ents in general. There is no intention to convey any judgement on the validity of any claims.

Because most patents are eventually filed in the United States, U.S. patent numbers and
associated details are given. Additional information including related filings in other coun-
tries may be found in patent databases. For further technical details, the original patents
should be consulted (see ¨ 15.2.4). Where details of patented techniques and algorithms ap-
pear elsewhere in this book, cross-references are given.
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636 Ch. 15 Patents and Standards

Expiry of patents

U.S. patents are valid for 17 years from the date of issue, or 20 years from the date a patent
application was filed. For applications filed before June 8 1995 (and unexpired at that point),
the longer period applies; the 20-year rule applies for applications filed after this date.

Priority data

Many countries require that a patent be filed before any public disclosure of the invention;
in the USA, the filing must be within one year of disclosure. A large number of countries
are parties to a patent agreement which recognizes priority dates. A patent filed in such a
country, and filed in another such country within one year thereof, may claim the date of
the first filing as a priority date for the later filing.

Outline of patents section

The discussion of patents is broken into three main subsections. © 15.2.1 notes five fun-
damental patents, including DES and basic patents on public-key cryptography. © 15.2.2
addresses ten prominent patents including those on well-known block ciphers, hash func-
tions, identification and signature schemes. © 15.2.3 includes ten additional patents address-
ing various techniques, of historical or practical interest. Finally, © 15.2.4 provides informa-
tion on ordering patents.

15.2.1 Five fundamental patents

Table 15.1 lists five basic cryptographic patents which are fundamental to current crypto-
graphic practice, three involving basic ideas of public-key cryptography. These patents are
discussed in chronological order.

Inventors Patent # Issue date Ref. Major claim or area
Ehrsam et al. 3,962,539 Jun. 08 1976 [363] DES
Hellman-Diffie-Merkle 4,200,770 Apr. 29 1980 [551] Diffie-Hellman agreement
Hellman-Merkle 4,218,582 Aug. 19 1980 [553] public-key systems
Merkle 4,309,569 Jan. 05 1982 [848] tree authentication
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman 4,405,829 Sep. 20 1983 [1059] RSA system

Table 15.1: Five fundamental U.S. cryptographic patents.

(i) DES block cipher

The patent of Ehrsam et al. (3,962,539) covers the algorithm which later became well-
known as DES ( © 7.4). Filed on February 24 1975 and now expired, the patent was assigned
to the International Business Machines Corporation (IBM). Its background section com-
ments briefly on 1974 product cipher patents of Feistel (3,798,359) and Smith (3,796,830),
respectively filed June 30 1971 and November 2 1971. It notes that while the Feistel patent
discloses a product cipher which combines key-dependent linear and nonlinear transforma-
tions, it fails to disclose specific details including precisely how key bits are used, regard-
ing the nonlinear transformation within S-boxes, and regarding a particular permutation. In
addition, the effect of key bits is limited by the particular grouping used. The background
section comments further on the cipher of Smith’s patent, noting its inherently serial nature
as a performance drawback, and that both it and that of Feistel have only two types of sub-
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stitution boxes, which are selected as a function of a single key bit. Thus, apparently, the
need for a new cipher. The patent contains ten (10) claims.

(ii) Diffie-Hellman key agreement

The first public-key patent issued, on April 29 1980, was the Hellman-Diffie-Merkle patent
(4,200,770). Filed on September 6 1977, it was assigned to Stanford University (Stan-
ford, California). It is generally referred to as the Diffie-Hellman patent, as it covers Diffie-
Hellman key agreement ( ¬ 12.6.1). There are two major objects of the patent. The first is a
method for communicating securely over an insecure channel without a priori shared keys;
this can be done by Diffie-Hellman key agreement. The second is a method allowing au-
thentication of an identity over insecure channels; this can be done using authentic, long-
term Diffie-Hellman public keys secured in a public directory, with derivation and use of
the resulting Diffie-Hellman secret keys providing the authentication. The patent contains
eight (8) claims including the idea of establishing a session key by public-key distribution,
e.g., using message exchanges as in two-pass Diffie-Hellman key agreement. Claim 8 is the
most specific, specifying Diffie-Hellman using a prime modulus  and exponents ®�¯ and ®�°
in ± ²K³�&´7²�µ .
(iii) Merkle-Hellman knapsacks and public-key systems

The Hellman-Merkle patent (4,218,582) was filed October 6 1977 and assigned to the Board
of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University (Stanford, California). It covers
public-key cryptosystems based on the subset-sum problem, i.e., Merkle-Hellman trapdoor
knapsacks (now known to be insecure – see ¬ 8.6.1), in addition to various claims on public-
key encryption and public-key signatures. The objects of the invention are to allow private
conversations over channels subject to interception by eavesdroppers; to allow authentica-
tion of a receiver’s identity (through its ability to use a key only it would be able to com-
pute); and to allow data origin authentication without the threat of dispute (i.e., via public-
key techniques, rather than a shared secret key). There are seventeen (17) claims, with
Claims 1–6 broadly applying to public-key systems, and Claims 7–17 more narrowly fo-
cused on knapsack systems. The broad claims address aspects of general methods using
public-private key pairs for public-key encryption, public-key signatures, and the use of
public-key encryption to provide authentication of a receiver via the receiver transmitting
back to the sender a representation of the enciphered message.

(iv) Tree authentication method of validating parameters

Merkle’s 1982 patent (4,309,569) covers tree authentication ( ¬ 13.4.1). It was filed Septem-
ber 5 1979, and assigned to the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
(Stanford, California). The main motivation cited was to eliminate the large storage require-
ment inherent in prior one-time signature schemes, although the idea has wider application.
The main ideas are to use a binary tree and a one-way hash function to allow authentication
of leaf values ¶K¯ associated with each user · . Modifications cited include: use of a ternary
or ¸ -ary tree in place of a binary tree; use of the tree for not only public values of one-time
signatures, but for authenticating arbitrary public values for alternate purposes; and use of a
distinct authentication tree for each user · , the root ¹N¯ of which replaces ¶K¯ above, thereby
allowing authentication of all values in · ’s tree, rather than just a single ¶K¯ . The epitome of
conciseness, this patent contains a single figure and just over two pages of text including
four (4) claims.
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(v) RSA public-key encryption and signature system

The Rivest-Shamir-Adleman patent (4,405,829) was filed December 14 1977, and assigned
to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It covers the RSA public-key encryption
( º 8.2.1) and digital signature method ( º 11.3.1). Also mentioned are generalizations, includ-
ing: use of a modulus » which is a product of three or more primes (not necessarily distinct);
and using an encryption public key ¼ to encrypt a message ½ to a ciphertext ¾ by evaluating
a polynomial ¿À�Á�ÂOÃ À ½xÄ"Å�ÆKÇs» where ¼ and Ã À , È�É�Ê.É�Ë , are integers, and recovering
the plaintext ½ by “utilizing conventional root-finding techniques, choosing which of any
roots is the proper decoded version, for example, by the internal redundancy of the mes-
sage”. Other variations mentioned include using RSA encipherment in CFB mode, or as a
pseudorandom number generator to generate key pads; signing a compressed version of the
message rather than the message itself; and using RSA encryption for key transfer, the key
thereby transferred to be used in another encryption method. This patent has the distinction
of a claims section, with forty (40) claims, which is longer than the remainder of the patent.

15.2.2 Ten prominent patents

Ten prominent patents are discussed in this section, in order as per Table 15.2.

Inventors Patent # Issue date Ref. Major claim or area
Okamoto et al. 4,625,076 Nov. 25 1986 [952] ESIGN signatures
Shamir-Fiat 4,748,668 May 31 1988 [1118] Fiat-Shamir identification
Matyas et al. 4,850,017 Jul. 18 1989 [806] control vectors
Shimizu-Miyaguchi 4,850,019 Jul. 18 1989 [1125] FEAL cipher
Brachtl et al. 4,908,861 Mar. 13 1990 [184] MDC-2, MDC-4 hashing
Schnorr 4,995,082 Feb. 19 1991 [1095] Schnorr signatures
Guillou-Quisquater 5,140,634 Aug. 18 1992 [523] GQ identification
Massey-Lai 5,214,703 May 25 1993 [791] IDEA cipher
Kravitz 5,231,668 Jul. 27 1993 [711] DSA signatures
Micali 5,276,737 Jan. 04 1994 [861, 862] ‘fair’ key escrow

Table 15.2: Ten prominent U.S. cryptographic patents.

(i) ESIGN signatures

The Okamoto-Miyaguchi-Shiraishi-Kawaoka patent (4,625,076) covers the original ES-
IGN signature scheme (see º 11.7.2). The patent was filed March 11 1985 and assigned to the
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (Tokyo), with priority data listed as March
19 1984 (Japanese patent office). The objective is to provide a signature scheme faster than
RSA. The patent contains twenty-five (25) claims.

(ii) Fiat-Shamir identification and signatures

The Shamir-Fiat patent (4,748,668) covers Fiat-Shamir identification ( º 10.4.2) and signa-
tures ( º 11.4.1). It was filed July 9 1986, and assigned to Yeda Research and Development
Co. Ltd. (Israel). For identification, the inventors suggest a typical number of rounds Ë as
1 to 4, and parameter selections including Ì�Í�Î (secrets), Ë"Í�Ï for a Ð�Ñ�Ò Â probability of
forgery, and Ì�ÍÔÓ , Ë^Í�Î for Ð�Ñ�Õ Â . A range of parameters Ì9Ö1Ë for Ì�Ë�ÍÔ×�Ð is tabulated
for the corresponding signature scheme, showing tradeoffs between key storage, signature
size, and real-time operations required. Noted features relative to prior art include being
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able to pipeline computations, and being able to change the security level after the key is
selected (e.g., by changing Ú ). Generalizations noted include replacing square roots by cu-
bic or higher roots. There are forty-two (42) claims.

(iii) Control vectors for key management

The Matyas-Meyer-Brachtl patent (4,850,017) is one of several in the area of control vectors
for key management, in this case allowing a sending node to constrain the use of keys at a
receiving node. It was filed May 29 1987 and assigned to the IBM Corporation. Control
vectors reduce the probability of key misuse. Two general methods are distinguished. In the
first method, the key and a control value are authenticated before use through verification
of a special authentication code, the key for which is part of the data being authenticated. In
the second method (see Û 13.5.2), the key and control value are cryptographically bound at
the time of key generation, such that recovery of the key requires specification of the correct
control vector. In each method, additional techniques may be employed to control which
users may use the key in question. The patent contains twenty-two (22) claims.

(iv) FEAL block cipher

The Shimizu-Miyaguchi patent (4,850,019) gives the originally proposed ideas of the FEAL
block cipher (see Û 7.5). It was filed November 3 1986 and assigned to the Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Corporation (Tokyo), with priority data listed as November 8 1985 (Japanese
patent office). Embodiments of FEAL with various numbers of rounds are described, with
figures including four- and six-round FEAL (now known to be insecure – see Note 7.100),
and discussion of key lengths including 128 bits. The patent makes twenty-six (26) claims.

(v) MDC-2/MDC-4 hash functions

The patent of Brachtl et al. (4,908,861) covers the MDC-2 and MDC-4 hash functions
( Û 9.4.1). It was filed August 28 1987 and assigned to the IBM Corporation. The patent notes
that interchanging internal key halves, as is done at a particular stage in both algorithms, is
actually required for security in MDC-2 but not MDC-4; however, the common design was
nonetheless used, to allow MDC-4 to be implemented using MDC-2 twice. A preliminary
section of the patent discusses alternatives for providing message authentication (see Û 9.6),
as well as estimates of the security of the new hash functions, and justification for fixing cer-
tain bits within the specification to avoid effects of weak DES keys. There are twenty-one
(21) claims, mainly on building Ü�Ý -bit hash functions from Ý -bit block ciphers.

(vi) Schnorr identification and signatures

The Schnorr patent (4,995,082) covers Schnorr’s identification ( Û 10.4.4) and signature
( Û 11.5.3) schemes, and optimizations thereof involving specific pre-processing. It was filed
February 23 1990, with no assignee listed, and priority data given as February 24 1989 (Eu-
ropean patent office). There are eleven (11) claims. Part of Claim 6 covers a specific vari-
ation of the Fiat-Shamir identification method using a prime modulus Þ , such that Þ^ß~à is
divisible by a prime á , and using a base â of order á .
(vii) GQ identification and signatures

The Guillou-Quisquater patent (5,140,634) addresses GQ identification (Protocol 10.31)
and signatures (Algorithm 11.48). It was filed October 9 1991, as a continuation-in-part
of two abandoned applications, the first filed September 7 1988. The original assignee was
the U.S. Philips Corporation (New York). The disclosed techniques allow for authentica-
tion of so-called accreditation information, authentication of messages, and the signing of
messages. The central authentication protocol involves a commitment-challenge-response
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method and is closely related to the zero-knowledge-based identification technique of Fiat
and Shamir (Protocol 10.24). However, it requires only a single protocol execution and sin-
gle accreditation value, rather than a repetition of executions and a plurality of accreditation
values. The cited advantages over previous methods include smaller memory requirements,
and shorter overall duration due to fewer total message exchanges. The main applications
cited are those involving chipcards in banking applications. There are twenty-three (23)
claims, including specific claims involving the use of chipcards.

(viii) IDEA block cipher

The Massey-Lai patent (5,214,703) covers the IDEA block cipher ( ã 7.6), proposed as a Eu-
ropean or international alternative to DES offering greater key bitlength (and thereby, hope-
fully greater security). It was filed May 16 1991, and assigned to Ascom Tech AG (Bern),
with priority data given as May 18 1990 from the original Swiss patent. A key concept in
the cipher is the use of at least two different types of arithmetic and logical operations, with
emphasis on different operations in successive stages. Three such types of operation are
proposed: addition mod ä�å , multiplication mod ä�å�æ�ç , and bitwise exclusive-or (XOR).
Symbols denoting these operations, hand-annotated in the European version of the patent
(WO 91/18459, dated 28 November 1991, in German), appear absent in the text of the U.S.
patent, making the latter difficult to read. There are fourteen (14) figures and ten (10) multi-
part claims.

(ix) DSA signature scheme

The patent of Kravitz (5,231,668), titled “Digital Signature Algorithm”, has become widely
known and adopted as the DSA ( ã 11.5.1). It was filed July 26 1991, and assigned to “The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of Commerce, Washington, D.C.”
The background section includes a detailed discussion of ElGamal signatures and Schnorr
signatures, including their advantage relative to RSA – allowing more efficient on-line sig-
natures by using off-line precomputation. Schnorr signatures are noted as more efficient
than ElGamal for communication and signature verification, although missing some “de-
sirable features of ElGamal” and having the drawback that cryptanalytic experience and
confidence associated with the ElGamal system do not carry over. DSA is positioned as
having all the efficiencies of the Schnorr model, while remaining compatible with the El-
Gamal model from an analysis perspective. In the exemplary specification of DSA, the hash
function used was MD4. The patent makes forty-four (44) claims.

(x) Fair cryptosystems and key escrow

Micali’s patent (5,276,737) and its continuation-in-part (5,315,658), respectively filed April
20 1992 and April 19 1993 (with no assignees listed), cover key escrow systems called “fair
cryptosystems” (cf. ã 13.8.3). The subject of the first is a method involving a public-key
cryptosystem, for allowing third-party monitoring of communications (e.g., government
wiretapping). A number of shares (see secret-sharing – ã 12.7) created from a user-selected
private key are given to a set of trustees. By some method of verifiable secret sharing, the
trustees independently verify the authenticity of the shares and communicate this to an au-
thority, which approves a user’s public key upon receiving all such trustee approvals. Upon
proper authorization (e.g., a court order), the trustees may then subsequently provide their
shares to the authority to allow reconstruction of a user private key. Exemplary systems
include transforming Diffie-Hellman (see paragraph below) and RSA public-key systems
into fair cryptosystems. Modifications require only è out of é trustees to contribute shares
to recover a user secret and prevent trustees from learning the identity of a user whose share
is requested. The patent contains eighteen (18) claims, the first 14 being restricted to public-
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key systems.
A fair cryptosystem for Diffie-Hellman key agreement modulo ì , with a generator í

and î trustees, may be constructed as follows. Each user ï selects î integers ðVñ�òUó�óUóôò�ð¦õ in
the interval ö ÷�ò1ì�ø�÷�ù , and computes ð�ú õû�ü ñ ð û�ý�þKÿ ì , public shares � û úDí���� ý�þ�ÿ ì ,
and a public key �Fú7í�� ý^þ�ÿ ì . Trustee � û , ÷��
	���î , is given � , public shares � ñ òUó�óUóôò�� õ ,
and the secret share ð û to be associated with ï . Upon verifying � û ú~í�� � , � û stores  ï.ò��fò�ð û�� ,
and sends the authority a signature on �	�ò��ôò�� ñ òUó�ó�óôò�� õ � . Upon receiving such valid sig-
natures from all î trustees, verifying the � û in the signed messages are identical, and that
�Fú � û ý�þ�ÿ ì , the authority authorizes � as ï ’s Diffie-Hellman public key.

The continuation-in-part pursues time-bounded monitoring in greater detail, includ-
ing use of tamper-proof chips with internal clocks. Methods are also specified allowing
an authority (hereafter, the government) access to session keys, including users employing
a master key to allow such access. A further method allows verification, without monitor-
ing content, that transmitted messages originated from government-approveddevices. This
may involve tamper-proof chips in each communicating device, containing and employing
a government master key ��� . Such devices allow verification by transmitting a redundant
data string dependent on this key. The continuation-in-part has thirteen (13) claims, with
the first two (2) restricted to public-key systems. Claims 11 and 12 pursue methods for ver-
ifying that messages originate from a tamper-proof device using an authorized encryption
algorithm.

15.2.3 Ten selected patents

Ten additional patents are discussed in this section, as listed in Table 15.3. These provide
a selective sample of the wide array of existing cryptographic patents.

Inventors Patent # Issue date Ref. Major claim or area
Feistel 3,798,359 Mar.19 1974 [385] Lucifer cipher
Smid-Branstad 4,386,233 May 31 1983 [1154] key notarization
Hellman-Pohlig 4,424,414 Jan. 03 1984 [554] Pohlig-Hellman cipher
Massey, Omura 4,567,600 Jan. 28 1986 [792, 956] normal basis arithmetic
Hellman-Bach 4,633,036 Dec. 30 1986 [550] generating strong primes
Merkle 4,881,264 Nov. 14 1989 [846] one-time signatures
Goss 4,956,863 Sep. 11 1990 [519] Diffie-Hellman variation
Merkle 5,003,597 Mar. 26 1991 [847] Khufu, Khafre ciphers
Micali et al. 5,016,274 May 14 1991 [864] on-line/off-line signing
Brickell et al. 5,299,262 Mar. 29 1994 [203] exponentiation method

Table 15.3: Ten selected U.S. cryptographic patents.

(i) Lucifer cipher

Feistel’s patent (3,798,359) is of historical interest. Filed June 30 1971 and assigned to the
IBM Corporation, it has now expired. The background section cites a number of earlier
cipher patents including ciphering wheel devices and key stream generators. The patent
discloses a block cipher, more specifically a product cipher noted as being under the control
of subscriber keys, and designed to resist cryptanalysis “not withstanding ... knowledge
of the structure of the system” (see Chapter 7 notes on � 7.4). It is positioned as distinct
from prior art systems, none of which “utilized the advantages of a digital processor and its
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inherent speed.” The patent has 31 figures supporting (only) six pages of text plus one page
of thirteen (13) claims.

(ii) Key notarization

The Smid-Branstad patent (4,386,233) addresses key notarization ( � 13.5.2). It was filed
September 29 1980, with no assignee listed. A primary objective of key notarization is to
prevent key substitution attacks. The patent contains twenty-one (21) claims.

(iii) Pohlig-Hellman exponentiation cipher

The Hellman-Pohlig patent (4,424,414) was filed May 1 1978 (four and one-half months
after the RSA patent), and assigned to the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior
University (Stanford, California). It covers the Pohlig-Hellman symmetric-key exponenti-
ation cipher, wherein a prime � is chosen, along with a secret key � , �����������! , from
which a second key " , �#�$"%�&�'�( , is computed such that �!"*)&�,+.-0/213�,�4�65 .
A message 7 is enciphered as 8:9&74;<+.-0/.� , and the plaintext is recovered by com-
puting 8>=�+.-0/.��9?7 . Two parties make use of this by arranging, a priori, to share the
symmetric-keys � and " . The patent contains two (2) claims, specifying a method and an
apparatus for implementing this block cipher. Although of limited practical significance,
this patent is often confused with the three well-known public-key patents of Table 15.1.

(iv) Arithmetic in @ @ @�ACB using normal bases

Two patents of Massey and Omura are discussed here. The Omura-Massey patent
(4,587,627) teaches a method for efficient multiplication of elements of a finite field @�A B
by exploiting normal bases representations. It was filed September 14 1982, with prior-
ity data November 30 1981 (European patent office), and was issued May 6 1986 with the
assignee being OMNET Associates (Sunnyvale, California). The customary method for
representing a field element DFE2@ AGB involves a polynomial basis �6H�IJH�I A H�ILKMHONPNONQH�ISR'TVU ,
with DW9 R'TVUXZY0[]\ X I X , \ X E_^a`MH��0b (see � 2.6.3). Alternatively, using a normal ba-
sis I�H�I A H�IdcMHPNONPNeH�I A BJf0g (with I selected such that these are linearly independent) allows
one to represent D as Dh9 R'TVUXZY0[]i X I AGj , i X E$^a`6HP�Mb . The inventors note that this rep-
resentation “is unconventional, but results in much simpler logic circuitry”. For exam-
ple, squaring in this representation is particularly efficient (noted already by Magleby in
1963) – it requires simply a rotation of the coordinate representation from k i R'TeU NONPN i U i [ml
to k i R'T A NONPN i U i [ i R'TeU l . This follows since I A B )(� and squaring in @ A B is a linear opera-
tion in the sense that ( n�op8,5 A 9qn A op8 A ; furthermore, "r9snutv8 implies " A 9qn A tv8 A .
From this, the main object of the patent follows directly: to multiply two elements n and
8 to yield "r9sn�t.8�9wk x R'TeU NONPNPx U x [ l , the same method used for computing x R'TeU can
be used to sequentially produce x X , yh�z {��|'�}` , by applying it to one-bit rotations of
the representations of n and 8 . Alternatively, y such identical processes can be used to
compute the y components x X in parallel. The patent makes twenty-four (24) claims.

The closely related Massey-Omura patent (4,567,600) includes claims on exponentia-
tion in @ AGB using normal bases. It was likewise filed September 14 1982 and assigned to
OMNET Associates (Sunnyvale, California), with priority date February 2 1982 (European
patent office). Its foundation is the observation that using a normal basis representation al-
lows efficient exponentiation in @ A B (Claim 16), since the cost of squaring (see above) in the
customary square-and-multiply exponentiation technique is eliminated. A second subject
is the implementation of Shamir’s three-pass protocol (Protocol 12.22) using modular ex-
ponentiation in @�AGB as the ciphering operation along with a normal basis representation for
elements; and subsequently employing a shared key, established by this method, as the key
in an @~ACB exponentiation cipher (cf. Hellman-Pohlig patent) again using normal bases. A
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further object is a method for computing pairs of integers �C�O� such that �G���4�,�.�0���C����� .
Whereas customarily � is selected and, from it, � is computed via the extended Euclidean
algorithm (which involves division), the new technique selects a group element � of high
order, then chooses a random integer � in � �M���G�(�F��� , and computes ���s�{� , ���q����� .
The patent includes twenty-six (26) claims in total.

(v) Generation of strong primes

The Hellman-Bach patent (4,633,036) covers a method for generating RSA primes � and �
and an RSA modulus ���F�L� satisfying certain conditions such that factoring � is believed
to be computationally infeasible. The patent was filed May 31 1984 and assigned to Martin
E. Hellman. The standard strong prime conditions (Definition 4.52) are embedded: �.���
requiring a large prime factor � ; �,��� requiring a large prime factor � ; and � ��� requiring
a large prime factor �¢¡ . A new requirement according to the invention was that ���£� have
a large prime factor �¤¡ , with cited justification that the (then) best known factoring meth-
ods exploiting small �¥¡ required �¤¡ operations. The patent includes twenty-four (24) claims,
but is now apparently of historical interest only, as the best-known factoring techniques no
longer depend on the cited properties (cf. ¦ 4.4.2).

(vi) Efficient one-time signatures using expanding trees

Merkle’s 1989 patent (4,881,264), filed July 30 1987 with no assignee listed on the issued
patent, teaches how to construct authentication trees which may be expanded arbitrarily,
without requiring a large computation when a new tree is constructed (or expanded). The
primary cited use of such a tree is for making available public values § (corresponding to
secret values ¨ ) of a user © in a one-time signature scheme (several of which are summa-
rized). In such schemes, additional public values are continually needed over time. The
key idea is to associate with each node in the tree three vectors of public information, each
of which contains sufficient public values to allow one one-time signature; call these the
LEFT, RIGHT, and MESSAGE vectors. The combined hash value �'ª of all three of these
vectors serves as the hash value of the node « . The root hash value �2¬ is made widely avail-
able, as per the root value of ordinary authentication trees ( ¦ 13.4.1). A new message  may
be signed by selecting a previously unused node of the tree (e.g., �2¬ ), using the associated
MESSAGE vector for a one-time signature thereon. The tree may be expanded downward
from node « (e.g., «®�s� ), to provide additional (verifiably authentic) public values in a new
left sub-node ��« or a right sub-node �P«v�q� , by respectively using the LEFT and RIGHT
vectors at node « to (one-time) sign the hashes � ¯ ª and � ¯ ª±°e¬ of the newly created public
values in the respective new nodes. Full details are given in the patent; there are nine (9)
claims.

The one-time signatures themselves are based on a symmetric cipher such as DES;
the associated one-way function ² of a private value ¨ may be created by computing §³�
²,´�¨~µ®��¶¸·�¹dº�´�»6µ , i.e., encrypting a constant value using ¨ as key; and a hash function for
the authentication tree may also be constructed using DES. Storage requirements on user
© for its own tree are further reduced by noting that only ¨ values need be stored; and that
these may be pseudorandomly generated, for example, letting ¼u� 0, 1, 2 denote the LEFT,
RIGHT, and MESSAGE vectors, and assuming that ½ public values are needed per one-
time signature, the ½�¾�¿ value ¨ in a vector of public values at node À may be defined as
¨�� ÀS�O¼��P½.�v�}¶¸·�¹dÁ>ÂS´�ÀeÃÄÃÅ¼ÆÃÄÃÅ½!µ , where ½pÇ is © ’s secret key and “ ÃÄÃ ” denotes concatena-
tion.
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(vii) Goss variation of Diffie-Hellman

The patent of Goss (4,956,863) covers a variation of Diffie-Hellman key agreement essen-
tially the same as Protocol 12.53. It was filed April 17 1989 and assigned to TRW Inc.
(Redondo Beach, California). The primary application cited is an authenticated key estab-
lishment technique, completely transparent to end-users, for facsimile (FAX) machines on
existing telephone networks. At the time of manufacture, a unique device identifier and a
signed certificate binding this to a long-term Diffie-Hellman public key (public exponen-
tial) is embedded in each device. The identity in the certificate, upon verification, may be
used as the basis on which to accept or terminate communications channels. Such a proto-
col allows new session keys for each FAX call, while basing authentication on long-term
certified keys (cf. Remark 12.48; but regarding security, see also Note 12.54). The patent
makes sixteen (16) claims.

(viii) Khufu and Khafre block ciphers

Merkle’s 1991 patent (5,003,597) covers two symmetric-key block ciphers named Khufu
and Khafre (see È 7.7.3). These were designed specifically as fast software-oriented alter-
natives to DES, which itself was designed with hardware performance in mind. The patent
was filed December 21 1989 and assigned to the Xerox Corporation. Khufu and Khafre
have block size 64 bits and a user-selectable number of rounds. Khufu has key bitlength
up to 512 bits, and S-boxes derived from the input key; it encrypts 64-bit blocks faster
than Khafre. Khafre has fixed S-boxes, and a key of selectable size (with no upper bound),
though larger keys impact throughput. The majority of the patent consists of C-code listings
specifying the ciphers. The patent contains twenty-seven (27) claims.

(ix) On-line/off-line digital signatures

The Micali-Goldreich-Even patent (5,016,274) teaches on-line/off-line digital signature
schemes. The patent was filed November 8 1988, with no assignee listed. The basic idea is
to carry out a precomputation to reduce real-time requirements for signing a particular mes-
sage É . The pre-computation, executed during idle time and independent of É , involves
generation of matching one-time public and private keying material for a fast (one-time)
first signature scheme, and using a second underlying signature scheme to create a signa-
ture Ê3Ë over the one-time public key. This key from the first scheme is then used to create
a signature ÊaÌ on É . The overall signature on É is Í3ÊaÌ�ÎOÊ ËÐÏ . Appropriate hash functions
can be used as usual to allow signing of a hash value ÑÒÍÓÉ Ï rather than É . In the exemplary
method, Rabin’s scheme is the underlying signature scheme, and DES is used both to build
a one-time signature scheme and for hashing. Regarding security of the overall scheme, a
one-time scheme, if secure, is presumed secure against chosen-text attack (since it is used
only once); the underlying scheme is secure against chosen-text attack because it signs only
strings independent of a message É . The method thus may convert any signature scheme
into one secure against chosen-text attacks (should this be a concern), or convert any un-
derlying signature scheme to one with smaller real-time requirements. The patent contains
thirty-three (33) claims.

(x) Efficient exponentiation for fixed base

The Brickell-Gordon-McCurley patent (5,299,262) teaches a method for fast exponentia-
tion for the case where a fixed base is re-used; see also page 633. This has application in
systems such as the ElGamal, Schnorr, and DSA signature schemes. The patent was filed
August 13 1992, issued March 29 1994, and assigned to “The United States of America as
represented by the United States Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.” The method is
presented in Algorithm 14.109. The patent contains nine (9) claims.
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15.2.4 Ordering and acquiring patents

Any American patent may be ordered by patent number from the U.S. Patent and Trade-
mark Office (PTO). Written requests should be posted to: PTO, Washington, D.C., 20231,
USA. Telephone requests may also be made at +703-305-4350, with payment by credit
card. A nominal fee applies (e.g., US$3 for patents returned by postal mail; or US$6 for re-
turns by fax, usually the same day). For on-line information on recent patents, consult URL
http://www.micropatent.com (e.g., specifying patent class code 380 for cryptog-
raphy).

15.3 Cryptographic standards

This section summarizes cryptographic and security standards of practical interest. These
facilitate widespread use of cryptographically sound techniques, and interoperability of sys-
tems and system components. Tables 15.4–15.11 present an overview allowing relevant
standards to be located and identified, and access to formal title information allowing acqui-
sition of particular standards. These tables may also be used to locate standards addressing
particular areas (e.g., key management). For specific details of techniques and algorithms,
the original standards should be consulted. Where relevant technical details appear else-
where in the book, cross-references are given.

Outline of standards sectionÖ
15.3.1 presents international (ISO and ISO/IEC) application-independent standards on

cryptographic techniques.
Ö
15.3.2 summarizes banking security standards, subdivided into

ANSI and ISO standards.
Ö
15.3.3 considers international security architectures and frame-

works (ISO and X.509).
Ö
15.3.4 summarizes security-related standards for use by U.S.

federal government departments.
Ö
15.3.5 addresses selected Internet specifications, whileÖ

15.3.6 notes selected de facto industry standards.
Ö
15.3.7 provides information allowing

acquisition of standards.

15.3.1 International standards – cryptographic techniques

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotech-
nical Commission (IEC) develop standards individually and jointly. Joint standards are
developed under the joint technical committee ISO/IEC JTC 1. ISO and ISO/IEC stan-
dards progress through the following draft stages before maturing to the International Stan-
dard status: Working Draft (WD); Committee Draft (CD); and Draft International Standard
(DIS). Each ISO and ISO/IEC standard is reviewed every five years, at which time it is ei-
ther reaffirmed, revised, or retracted. The ISO/IEC subcommittee responsible for standard-
izing generic cryptographic techniques is SC 27 (ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC 27). Table 15.4 lists
selected ISO and ISO/IEC standards on cryptographic techniques.

ISO 8372: This standard specifies the four well-known modes of operation of a block
cipher – electronic codebook (ECB), cipher block chaining (CBC), cipher feedback (CFB),
and output feedback (OFB). These modes were originally standardized for DES in FIPS 81
(1980) and ANSI X3.106 (1983). ISO 8372 (first published in 1987) specifies these modes
for general 64-bit block ciphers (cf. ISO/IEC 10116).
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ISO # Subject Ref.
8372 modes of operation for a 64-bit cipher [574]
9796 signatures with message recovery (e.g., RSA) [596]
9797 data integrity mechanism (MAC) [597]
9798–1 entity authentication – introduction [598]
9798–2 — using symmetric encipherment [599]
9798–3 — using public-key techniques [600]
9798–4 — using keyed one-way functions [601]
9798–5 — using zero-knowledge techniques [602]
9979 register of cryptographic algorithms [603]
10116 modes of operation for an × -bit cipher [604]
10118–1 hash functions – introduction [605]
10118–2 — using block ciphers [606]
10118–3 — customized algorithms [607]
10118–4 — using modular arithmetic [608]
11770–1 key management – introduction [616]
11770–2 — symmetric techniques [617]
11770–3 — asymmetric techniques [618]
13888–1 non-repudiation – introduction [619]
13888–2 — symmetric techniques [620]
13888–3 — asymmetric techniques [621]
14888–1 signatures with appendix – introduction [622]
14888–2 — identity-based mechanisms [623]
14888–3 — certificate-based mechanisms [624]

Table 15.4: ISO and ISO/IEC standards for generic cryptographic techniques.

ISO/IEC 9796: This standard specifies a generic mechanism for digital signature sch-
emes giving message recovery (see Ø 11.3.5 and ANSI X9.31–1; cf. ISO/IEC 14888). Ex-
amples are given in its Annex B corresponding to RSA and Rabin’s variant thereof (with
encryption exponent 2). The main part of the standard is a redundancy scheme, intended
to be generically applicable to a large class of signature schemes, although specifically de-
signed to preclude attacks on schemes such as RSA and Rabin which have a multiplicative
property.

ISO/IEC 9797: This standard defines a message authentication code (MAC) based on
the CBC mode of operation of a block cipher, similar to the MAC algorithms of ISO 8731–
1, ISO 9807, ANSI X9.9, and ANSI X9.19 (see Algorithm 9.58). Ù Relative to these, in
9797 the Ú -bit MAC result is constrained only by ÚÜÛ
× (the leftmost or most significant
bits are retained), the block cipher is unspecified but has × -bit blocks, and a second padding
method is specified. These other MAC algorithms may be viewed as special cases of 9797;
for example, the specific values ×<Ý$ÞÐß and ÚàÝ$áÐâ along with use of the first padding
method (see below) and DES as the block cipher yields the MAC of X9.9.

In 9797, one of two specified padding methods must be selected (Algorithms 9.29,
9.30). The first pads the data input by appending zero or more 0-bits, as few as necessary,
to obtain a string whose bitlength is a multiple of × . The second method always appends
to the data input a single 1-bit, and then zero or more 0-bits, as few as necessary, to obtain
ã
Specific technical details are provided for MAC standards in this chapter moreso than for other standards, in

an attempt to clarify the differences between the large number of CBC-MAC standards which differ only in fine
details.
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a string whose bitlength is a multiple of æ . Annex A specifies two optional processes; An-
nex B provides examples. The first optional process is the optional process as described
under ANSI X9.19 in ç 15.3.2; this reduces the threat of exhaustive key search and chosen-
plaintext attacks, and is recommended when èêéwæ (see Remark 9.59). The alternative
second optional process, providing protection against chosen-plaintext attacks, employs a
second key ë�ì (possibly derived from ë ) to encrypt the (previously final) output block,
before extracting the è -bit MAC result.

ISO/IEC 9798: Parts subsequent to the introduction (9798–1) of this standard spec-
ify entity authentication mechanisms based on: symmetric encryption algorithms (9798–2);
public-key signature algorithms (9798–3); a cryptographic check function or MAC (9798–
4); and other customized techniques (9798–5), historically referred to by academics as zero-
knowledge techniques. The mechanisms use timestamps, sequence numbers, and random
numbers as time-variant parameters ( ç 10.3.1). The 9798-3 mechanisms are functionally
analogous to those of X.509, and the 9798-3 two-pass and three-pass techniques based on
random number challenge-response are the source for those in FIPS 196.

9798-2 specifies four entity authentication mechanisms (as given in ç 10.3.2) involv-
ing two parties í and î and requiring that they share a symmetric key a priori, for use in
a symmetric encryption algorithm. When timestamps or sequence numbers are used, these
mechanisms require one and two messages, respectively, for unilateral and mutual entity au-
thentication; using challenge-response based on random numbers, one additional message
is required in each case. 9798-3 includes four analogous mechanisms (see ç 10.3.3) wherein
the role of the symmetric encryption algorithm is replaced by a digital signature algorithm,
and the requirement of shared symmetric keys is replaced by that of possession of authen-
tic (or the capability to authenticate) public keys. 9798-4 specifies four analogous mecha-
nisms (again see ç 10.3.2) where symmetric encryption as used in 9798-2 is replaced by a
cryptographic check function or MAC. 9798-2 specifies two additional mutual authentica-
tion mechanisms for the case that í and î do not share a key a priori, but each does share
a key with a trusted third party ï ; these require two further messages (for communication
with ï ) beyond those for the respective mutual entity authentication mechanisms above.
9798-5 (draft) includes an identity-based identification protocol of which Fiat-Shamir (cf.
Protocol 10.24) and GQ identification (Protocol 10.31) are special cases, and a protocol
based on public-key decryption with witness (see ç 10.3.3).

ISO/IEC 9979: This standard specifies procedures allowing certain entities (e.g., ISO
member bodies and liaison organizations) to register encryption algorithms in an official
ISO register of such algorithms. Registration involves no security evaluation or assessment
(the policy of ISO/IEC is to not standardize encryption algorithms themselves). The stan-
dard specifies the formats required for such register entries, and registration results in the
assignment of a unique identifier to each algorithm, e.g., to allow interoperability. For fur-
ther information, see page 660.

ISO/IEC 10116: This standard specifies the same four modes of block-cipher oper-
ation as ISO 8372, but subsumes that standard by allowing general æ -bit block ciphers.
ISO/IEC 10116 also provides greater detail regarding various properties of the modes, and
sample calculations based on DES.

ISO/IEC 10118: This is a multi-part standard on cryptographic hashing algorithms.
10118–1 specifies common definitions and general requirements. 10118–2 specifies two
generic constructions based on æ -bit block ciphers: the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas hash function
(Algorithm 9.41) and a block-cipher independent MDC-2 (cf. Algorithm 9.46). The draft
standard 10118–3 includes SHA–1 (Algorithm 9.53), RIPEMD-128 and RIPEMD-160 (Al-
gorithm 9.55). The draft 10118–4 includes MASH-1 and MASH-2 (see Algorithm 9.56).

ISO/IEC 11770: This multi-part standard addresses generic key management and spe-
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cifies key establishment mechanisms. 11770–1 is a key management framework and over-
view including discussion of the key life cycle, protection requirements for keying mate-
rial, and roles of third parties in key establishment. 11770-2 specifies key establishment
mechanisms based on symmetric techniques, including those wherein two parties commu-
nicate point-to-point (as in ð 12.3.1), those similar to the Kerberos and Otway-Rees proto-
cols involving a trusted server or key distribution center ( ð 12.3.2), and those involving a key
translation center (e.g., Protocol 13.12). 11770-3 specifies key establishment mechanisms
based on asymmetric techniques. These are divided into key agreement protocols, practi-
cal instantiations of which are based on Diffie-Hellman and similar techniques ( ð 12.6.1);
and key transfer protocols, which typically involve both public-key encryption and digital
signatures ( ð 12.5.2) including adaptations of the random number based ISO/IEC 9798-3
mechanisms involving transfer of an embedded encrypted key.

ISO/IEC 13888: This multi-part (draft) standard addresses non-repudiation services
(protection against false denials) related to the transfer of a message from an originator to
a recipient. Mechanisms are specified for non-repudiation of origin (denial of being the
originator of a message), non-repudiation of delivery (denial of having received a mes-
sage), and non-repudiation associated with the actions of a third party acting as a transfer
agent on behalf of others. 13888–1 (draft) provides a non-repudiation model and overview.
13888-2 (draft) specifies mechanisms involving symmetric techniques (encipherment and
keyed one-way functions). 13888-3 (draft) specifies mechanisms involving asymmetric
techniques and the use of digital signatures.

ISO/IEC 14888: This multi-part (draft) standard addresses schemes for signature with
appendix (see ð 11.2.2 and ANSI X9.30–1; cf. ISO/IEC 9796). 14888–1 (draft) provides
common definitions and a general overview including models outlining the steps required
for signature generation and various classes of verification processes. 14888–2 (draft) ad-
dresses identity-based signature mechanisms, wherein the signature verification key is a
public function of the signer’s identity. 14888–3 (draft) addresses certificate-based mecha-
nisms, wherein this public key is explicitly specified and, for example, distributed by means
of a certificate. These may include DSA and similar signature mechanisms such as ElGa-
mal, Schnorr signatures, and RSA.

15.3.2 Banking security standards (ANSI, ISO)

This section considers banking security standards developed by ANSI and by ISO. Banking
security standards are typically divided into wholesale and retail banking (see Table 15.5).
Wholesale banking involves transactions between financial institutions. Retail banking in-
volves transactions between institutions and private individuals, including automated teller
machine (ATM) and point-of-sale (POS) transactions, and credit authorizations.

category transaction volume average transaction value
retail high (millions per day) $50
wholesale low (thousands per day) $3 million

Table 15.5: Retail vs. wholesale banking characteristics.

(i) ANSI encryption standards

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) develops standards through various Ac-
credited Standards Committees (ASCs). Accreditation implies that standards developed un-
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der a particular committee become ANSI standards. Accredited committees include ASC
X3 – Information Processing Systems; ASC X9 – Financial Services; and ASC X12 – Elec-
tronic Business Data Interchange. Table 15.6 lists selected ANSI encryption and banking
security standards developed under X3 and X9.

ANSI X3.92: This standard specifies the DES algorithm, which ANSI standards refer
to as the Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA). X3.92 is technically the same as FIPS 46.

ANSI X3.106: This standard specifies DES modes of operation, or DEA modes of op-
eration as referred to in ANSI standards. X3.106 is technically the same as FIPS 81 (cf. ISO
8372). An appendix in FIPS 81 contains additional background information on the various
modes.

(ii) ANSI banking security standards

ASC X9 subcommittee X9F develops information security standards for the financial ser-
vices industry. Banking security standards include cryptographic and operational require-
ments, with a heavy emphasis on controls, audit, sound business practices, and interoper-
ability. Among the working groups under X9F, most of the cryptographic work is in X9F1
(public key cryptography and cryptographic tools) and X9F3 (security in wholesale finan-
cial telecommunications).

ANSI # Subject Ref.
X3.92 data encryption algorithm (DEA) [33]
X3.106 data encryption algorithm (DEA) modes [34]
X9.8 PIN management and security [35]
X9.9 message authentication (wholesale) [36]
X9.17 key management (wholesale; symmetric) [37]
X9.19 message authentication (retail) [38]
X9.23 encryption of messages (wholesale) [39]
X9.24 key management (retail) [40]
X9.26 sign-on authentication (wholesale) [41]
X9.28 multi-center key management (wholesale) [42]
X9.30–1 digital signature algorithm (DSA) [43]
X9.30–2 secure hash algorithm (SHA) for DSA [44]
X9.31–1 RSA signature algorithm [45]
X9.31–2 hashing algorithms for RSA [46]
X9.42 key management using Diffie-Hellman [47]
X9.45 attribute certificates and other controls [49]
X9.52 triple DES and modes of operation [50]
X9.55 certificate extensions (v3) and CRLs [51]
X9.57 certificate management [52]

Table 15.6: ANSI encryption and banking security standards.

ANSI X9.8: This standard addresses PIN management and security. It consists of ISO
9564 reproduced in its entirety, with clearly marked “X9 Notes” added where required to
adapt the text for use as an ANSI X9 standard. A standard means for interchanging PIN data
is specified. Annex A of 9564 (procedures for the approval of an encipherment algorithm)
is included; the only currently specified approved algorithm is DES. Annex B (general prin-
ciples for key management) is also retained from 9564, but noted as superseded by X9.24
(retail key management).
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ANSI X9.9: This standard specifies a DES-based message authentication code (MAC)
algorithm for wholesale banking as summarized below (cf. X9.19 for retail banking). If
data is protected by both authentication and encryption mechanisms, a different key is re-
quired for each purpose. Message replay is precluded by use of date and message identifier
fields. Appendix B includes sample MAC computations. X9.9 requires key management
in accordance with ANSI X9.17, and also addresses implementation issues including coded
character sets and representations, field delimiters, and message normalization (e.g., replac-
ing carriage returns or line feeds by space characters, and multiple spaces by single spaces),
and notes other practical concerns such as escape sequences beyond the scope of a MAC
causing over-writing of authenticated data fields on display devices.

The X9.9 MAC algorithm may be implemented using either the cipher-block chaining
(CBC) or 64-bit cipher feedback (CFB-64) mode, initialized to produce the same result (see
Note 15.1). Final data blocks with fewer than 64 bits are left-justified and zero-bits are
appended to complete the block before processing. The MAC result is specified to be the
leftmost 32 bits of the final DES output. X9.9 states that the capability to generate 48-bit
and 64-bit MAC values should also exist.

15.1 Note (CBC-MAC and equivalent CFB-64 MAC) For data blocks ó.ôPõPöOöPöQõPó'÷ and a fixed
MAC key ø , equivalent MACs may be generated using either the CBC or 64-bit ci-
pher feedback (CFB-64) modes. In the CBC case, the MAC ù ÷ is defined by ùÆú:ûü®ý�þ ó'ú3ÿ ùÆú�� ô � for �������
	 and ù���û
��}û�� . For the CFB-64 case, let ��ú û ü®ý�þ Gú �
be the output from the block encryption at stage � for ��������	 , where GúJûqó,ú3ÿ��vú�� ô for� ������	 and  ô ûqó ô (the first 8 data bytes serve as IV). Note � ÷ û<ù ÷ from above. (A
block ó,÷��Vô û�� may be introduced if the CFB implementation interface requires the final
output ��÷ be XORed to a data block before release.)

ANSI X9.17: This standard, which was the basis for ISO 8732, specifies manual and
automated methods (symmetric-based) for wholesale banking key management, including
key establishment techniques and protection of keys in key management facilities. A key
management hierarchy is defined consisting of manually-distributed key-encrypting keys,
electronically-distributed key-encrypting keys, and electronically-distributed data or trans-
action keys for authentication or encryption. Key management techniques include the use of
key counters, key offsetting, and key notarization. Key establishment settings include direct
exchange between two nodes (point-to-point), and both key distribution centers (KDCs) and
key translation centers (KTCs).

ANSI X9.19: This standard specifies a DES-based message authentication code
(MAC) algorithm for retail banking (cf. X9.9 for wholesale banking). Implementation and
other issues are addressed as per X9.9, and the MAC algorithm itself is essentially the same
as X9.9, differing in that the MAC result is the leftmost � bits of the final 64-bit output,
where � is to be specified by the application. An optional X9.19 procedure using a sec-
ond key ø�� is specified for increased protection against exhaustive key determination: the
(previously) final output is decrypted using ø � and then re-encrypted under the original key.
The resulting algorithm is widely referred to as the retail MAC; see Figure 9.6.

ANSI X9.23: This standard addresses message formatting and representation issues re-
lated to the use of DES encryption in wholesale banking transactions. These include field
delimiting and padding, as well as filtering methods required to prevent ciphertext bit se-
quences from interfering with communications protocols when inadvertently interpreted as
control characters (e.g., end-of-transmission).

ANSI X9.24: This standard, which motivated ISO 11568, specifies manual and au-
tomated methods for retail key management, addressing authentication and (DES-based)
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encryption of PINs, keys, and other data. Guidelines include protection requirements at
various stages in the key management life cycle. Appendices provide additional informa-
tion, including (Appendix D) methods providing unique per-transaction keys, updated af-
ter each transaction as a one-way function of the current key and transaction-specific de-
tails; and (Appendix E) how to derive a large number of different terminal keys (for dis-
tinct terminals) from a common base key, simplifying key management for servers which
must communicate with all terminals. Such derived keys may be combined with the unique
per-transaction key methods.

ANSI X9.26: This standard specifies two main classes of entity authentication mech-
anisms of use for access control. The first involves user passwords. The second involves
cryptographic keys used in DES-based challenge-response protocols (e.g., a time-variant
parameter challenge must be ECB-encrypted). The latter class is subdivided, on the basis
of granularity, into user-unique and node-unique keys.

ANSI X9.28: This standard extends X9.17 to allow the distribution of keying material
(using X9.17 protocols) between entities (subscriber nodes) which neither share a common
key, nor share a key with a common central server (KDC or KTC). Two or more key centers
form a multiple-center group to provide a more general key distribution service allowing
the establishment of keying material between any two subscribers sharing a key with at least
one center in the group. As there are no known or proposed implementations of this stan-
dard, it appears destined to be withdrawn from the ANSI suite.

ANSI X9.30: The first in a suite of ANSI public-key standards, X9.30–1 and X9.30–2
specify DSA and SHA for the financial services industry, as per FIPS 186 and FIPS 180,
respectively.

ANSI X9.31: The (draft) standard X9.31–1 parallels X9.30–1, and specifies a signature
mechanism based on an RSA signature algorithm, more specifically the ISO/IEC 9796 vari-
ant combined with a hashing algorithm. The (draft) standard X9.31–2 defines hash func-
tions for use with Part 1, including MDC-2.

ANSI X9.42: This (draft) standard specifies several variations of unauthenticated
Diffie-Hellman key agreement, providing shared symmetric keys for subsequent crypto-
graphic use.

ANSI X9.45: This (draft) standard employs a particular type of attribute certificate
( # 13.4.2) called an authorization certificate, and other techniques from ANSI X9.57, to al-
low a party to determine whether a received message or signed document is authorized with
respect to relevant rules or limits, e.g., as specified in the authorization certificate.

ANSI X9.52: This (draft) standard for encryption offers improvements over DES se-
curity by specifying a number of modes of operation for triple-DES encryption, including
the four basic modes of ISO 8372, enhanced modes intended to provide additional protec-
tion against advanced cryptanalytic attacks, and message-interleaved and pipelined modes
intended to allow increased throughput in multi-processor systems.

ANSI X9.55: This (draft) standard specifies extensions to the certificate definitions
of ANSI X9.57 corresponding to, and aligned with, ISO certificate extensions for ITU-T
X.509 Version 3 certificates (see page 660).

ANSI X9.57: This (draft) certificate management standard includes both technical
specifications defining public-key certificates (based on ITU-T X.509) for electronic com-
merce, and business controls necessary to employ this technology. The initial version is
defined for use with DSA certificates, in conjunction with ANSI X9.30–1.

(iii) ISO banking security standards

ISO banking security standards are developed under the ISO technical committee TC68 –
Banking and Related Financial Services. TC68 subcommittees include TC68/SC2 (whole-
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sale banking security) and TC68/SC6 (retail banking security and smart card security). Ta-
ble 15.7 lists selected ISO banking security standards.

ISO # Subject Ref.
8730 message authentication – requirements (W) [575]
8731–1 message authentication – CBC-MAC [576]
8731–2 message authentication – MAA [577]
8732 key management/symmetric (W) [578]
9564 PIN management and security [579]
9807 message authentication – requirements (R) [581]
10126 message encipherment (W) [582]
10202–7 key management for smart cards [584]
11131 sign-on authentication [585]
11166–1 key management/asymmetric – overview [586]
11166–2 key management using RSA [587]
11568 key management (R), in 6 parts [588]

Table 15.7: ISO banking security standards (W–wholesale; R–retail).

ISO 8730: Together with ISO 8731, this wholesale banking standard for message
authentication code (MAC) algorithms forms the international equivalent of ANSI X9.9.
ISO 8730 is algorithm-independent, and specifies methods and requirements for the use of
MACs including data formatting and representation issues, and a method by which specific
algorithms are to be approved.

ISO 8731: ISO 8731–1 and 8731–2 specify particular MAC algorithms complemen-
tary to the companion standard ISO 8730. 8731–1 specifies a DES-based CBC-MAC with$&%('*) (cf. ISO/IEC 9797). 8731–2 specifies the Message Authenticator Algorithm, MAA
(Algorithm 9.68).

ISO 8732: This standard for key management in wholesale banking was derived from
ANSI X9.17, and is its international equivalent.

ISO 9564: This standard, used as the basis for ANSI X9.8, specifies minimum mea-
sures for the management and security of Personal Identification Numbers (PINs). Part 1
specifies principles and techniques to protect against disclosure of PINs to unauthorized par-
ties during the PIN life cycle. Part 2 specifies encipherment algorithms approved to protect
PINs.

ISO 9807: This standard for message authentication in retail banking is analogous to
ANSI X9.19 (cf. ISO 8730/8731–1 vs. ANSI X9.9), but does not address data representa-
tion issues, and names two approved algorithms in Annex A – the CBC-MAC of 8731–1
(allowing optional final processing as per X9.19), and the MAA of 8731-2.

ISO 10126: This multi-part standard is the international equivalent of X9.23 address-
ing confidentiality protection of (parts of) financial messages. ISO 10126–1 provides gen-
eral principles; 10126–2 defines a specific algorithm – DES.

ISO 10202: This eight-part standard addresses security architecture issues for inte-
grated circuit cards (chipcards) used for financial transactions. In particular, ISO 10202-7
specifies key management aspects.

ISO 11131: This standard for sign-on authentication is the international (non-DES spe-
cific) analogue of ANSI X9.26.

ISO 11166: This multi-part standard for banking key management specifies asymmet-
ric techniques for distributing keys for symmetric algorithms. It was developed from ISO
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8732, which uses symmetric techniques only. Part 1 specifies general principles, proce-
dures, and formats, including background regarding key protection during its life cycle, cer-
tification of keying material, key distribution by either key exchange (e.g., Diffie-Hellman)
or key transport, and cryptographic service messages. Further parts are intended to define
approved algorithms for use with the procedures of Part 1. Part 2 specifies the RSA al-
gorithm for both encipherment and digital signatures; RSA formatting differs from both
ISO/IEC 9796 and PKCS #1.

ISO 11568: This multi-part standard addresses retail key management and life cycle
issues. It originated from X9.24, but is generalized for international use (e.g., it is no longer
DES-specific), and addresses both symmetric and public-key techniques.

15.3.3 International security architectures and frameworks

Table 15.8 lists selected ISO standards on security frameworks and architectures. Some of
these are developed by SC21 (ISO/IEC JTC 1 SC21), which includes activities on Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) projects. The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) develops common-text specifications with JTC 1 for some standards in this area.

ISO # Subject Ref.
7498-2 OSI security architecture [573]
9594-8 authentication framework (X.509) [595]
10181 OSI security frameworks [609]

Table 15.8: ISO and ISO/IEC security architectures and frameworks.

ISO 7498-2 (X.800): The OSI basic reference model of ISO 7498 defines a commu-
nications protocol stack with seven layers: application (layer 7), presentation (6), session
(5), transport (4), network (3), data-link (2), and physical layers (1). ISO 7498-2 specifies
the security architecture for the basic reference model, including the placement of secu-
rity services and mechanisms within these layers. It also provides a general description of
the basic OSI security services: authentication (peer-entity and data-origin); access con-
trol; data confidentiality; data integrity; and non-repudiation (with proof of origin, or with
proof of delivery). Specific mechanisms are used to implement these services; for example,
encipherment is a mechanism for providing confidentiality.

ISO/IEC 9594-8 (X.509): This standard is the same as ITU-T (formerly CCITT) Rec-
ommendation X.509. It defines both simple authentication techniques (based on passwords)
and so-called strong authentication techniques (wherein secret values themselves are not
revealed to the verifier). The strong techniques included are the two-pass and three-pass
X.509 exchanges (see - 12.5.2) based on digital signatures and the use of time-variant pa-
rameters. An implicit assumption is the use of an algorithm such as RSA which may serve
as both an encryption and a signature mechanism; the specification may, however, be modi-
fied (e.g., to use DSA). The standard also specifies techniques, including X.509 certificates,
for acquiring or distributing authentic public keys; and addresses cross-certificates, and the
use of certificate chains ( - 13.6.2(i)).

ISO/IEC 10181 (X.810 through X.816): This specification is a series of security
frameworks intended to provide context and background, consisting of the following parts:
security frameworks overview (1); authentication framework (2); access control framework
(3); non-repudiation framework (4); confidentiality framework (5); integrity framework
(6); security audit and alarms framework (7).
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15.3.4 U.S. government standards (FIPS)

Table 15.9 lists selected security-related Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)
publications. These are developed under the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), for use by U.S. federal government departments.

FIPS # Subject Ref.
FIPS 46–2 DES [396]
FIPS 74 guidelines for using DES [397]
FIPS 81 DES modes of operation [398]
FIPS 112 password usage [399]
FIPS 113 data authentication (CBC-MAC) [400]
FIPS 140–1 cryptomodule security requirements [401]
FIPS 171 key management using X9.17 [402]
FIPS 180–1 secure hash standard (SHA–1) [404]
FIPS 185 key escrow (Clipper & SKIPJACK) [405]
FIPS 186 digital signature standard (DSA) [406]
FIPS 196 entity authentication (asymmetric) [407]

Table 15.9: Selected security-related U.S. FIPS Publications.

FIPS 46: This standard specifies the DES algorithm (cf. ANSI X3.92).
FIPS 74: This standard provides guidelines for implementing and using DES.
FIPS 81: This standard specifies 4 basic DES modes of operation (cf. ANSI X3.106).
FIPS 112: This standard provides guidelines on password management and usage.
FIPS 113: This standard specifies the customary DES-based CBC-MAC algorithm

(see ISO/IEC 9797), referring to it as the Data Authentication Algorithm (DAA). The MAC
result is called a Data Authentication Code (DAC). The last data bock, if incomplete, is left-
justified and zero-padded before processing; the result is the leftmost . output bits, where
. is a multiple of 8, and /*021�.314065 . Implementation may be either by the CBC mode
with 7�8:9<; , or CFB-64 mode with 7=8:9?>�@ , the first data block (see Note 15.1). 7-bit
ASCII-coded data to be authenticated by the DAA is preprocessed into 8-bit characters with
leading bit 0.

FIPS 140–1: This standard specifies security requirements for the design and imple-
mentation of cryptographic modules for protecting (U.S. government) unclassified infor-
mation, including hardware, firmware, software modules, and combinations thereof. Four
grades of increasing security are specified as Levels 1 through 4, covering a wide range of
security applications and environments. A FIPS 140–1 validation program is run by NIST
to determine if cryptomodules meet the stated requirements.

FIPS 171: FIPS 171 specifies, for use by (U.S.) federal government departments, a
subset of the key distribution techniques of ANSI X9.17. The objective of specifying a
subset is to increase interoperability and decrease system costs.

FIPS 180 and 180–1: The hash algorithm specified in the original standard FIPS 180
is the Secure Hash Algorithm, SHA. A revised version was specified shortly thereafter in
FIPS 180–1 (Algorithm 9.53), and denoted SHA–1. SHA–1 differs from SHA as noted inA
9.8.

FIPS 185: This Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) specifies the parameters and use
of the SKIPJACK symmetric-key block cipher, and a method of creating Law Enforcement
Access Fields (LEAFs) for use with the Clipper key escrow system (

A
13.8.3). The purpose
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is to allow wiretapping under lawful authorization. Internal details of the SKIPJACK algo-
rithm are not publicly available, although its interface specification is ( D 13.8.3(i)).

FIPS 186: This standard is the Digital Signature Standard (DSS), which specifies the
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). The hash function originally mandated for use with
DSA is defined in FIPS 180 (SHA), which was superseded by FIPS 180–1 (SHA–1).

FIPS 196: This standard on entity authentication using asymmetric techniques was
derived from the two-pass and three-pass random-number based mechanisms of ISO/IEC
9798-3. It includes additional expository and implementation details.

15.3.5 Internet standards and RFCs

Documents called Requests for Comments (RFCs) are official working notes of the Inter-
net research and development community. A subset of these are specifications which are
candidates for standardization within the community as Internet Standards.

The Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG) of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) is responsible for making recommendations regarding progression of
“standards-track” specifications from Proposed Standard (PS) to Draft Standard (DS) to
Standard (STD). RFCs may also correspond to the following types of documents: Experi-
mental (E) protocols which may be part of early research efforts; Informational (I) protocols
published for convenience of the community; and Historical (H) protocols which have been
superseded, expired, or abandoned.

The E, I, and H categories are not on the standards track, and the IESG does not
make recommendations on these. Less mature, less stable, or less widely circulated doc-
uments are typically available as an Internet-Draft (I-D); these are considered to be “work
in progress”, and should be cited as such.

RFC Status Subject Ref.
1319 I MD2 hash function [1033]
1320 I MD4 hash function [1034]
1321 I MD5 hash function [1035]
1421 PS PEM – encryption, authentication [1036]
1422 PS PEM – certificates, key management [1037]
1423 PS PEM – algorithms, modes, identifiers [1038]
1424 PS PEM – key certification and services [1039]
1508 PS Generic Security Service API (GSS-API) [1040]
1510 PS Kerberos V5 network authentication [1041]
1828 PS keyed MD5 (as a MAC) [1044]
1847 PS security multiparts for MIME [1045]
1848 PS MIME Object Security Services (MOSS) [1046]
1938 PS one-time password system [1047]

Table 15.10: Selected Internet RFCs (May 1996 status).

Table 15.10 lists selected security-related Internet RFCs. The hashing algorithms
MD2, MD4, and MD5 are specified in RFCs 1319-1321, respectively. The Internet Privacy-
Enhanced Mail (PEM) specifications are given in RFCs 1421-1424.

The Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API) of RFC 1508
is a high-level security API which isolates application code from implementation details;
for example, the interface provides functions such as sign and seal (e.g., as opposed to
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“seal using a 32-bit DES CBC-MAC and this particular key”). Specific implementation
mechanisms must be provided beneath GSS-API; options include Kerberos V5 as per RFC
1510 for symmetric-based techniques, and SPKM for public-key based techniques (see
page 661).

RFC 1828 specifies a method for using keyed MD5 as a MAC (cf. E 9.5.2). RFC 1848
defines MIME Object Security Services (MOSS), where MIME denotes Multipurpose In-
ternet Mail Extensions. MOSS makes use of the RFC 1847 framework of multipart/signed
and multipart/encrypted MIME messages, and facilitates encryption and signature services
for MIME including key management based on asymmetric techniques. RFC 1938 specifies
an authentication technique based on Lamport’s one-time password scheme (Protocol 10.6).

15.3.6 De facto standards

Various security specifications arising through informal processes become de facto stan-
dards. This section mentions one such class of specifications: the PKCS suite.

PKCS specifications

A suite of specifications called The Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS) has parts
as listed in Table 15.11. The original PKCS #2 and PKCS #4 have been incorporated into
PKCS #1. PKCS #11 is referred to as CRYPTOKI.

No. PKCS title
1 RSA encryption standard
3 Diffie-Hellman key-agreement standard
5 Password-based encryption standard
6 Extended-certificate syntax standard
7 Cryptographic message syntax standard
8 Private-key information syntax standard
9 Selected attribute types

10 Certification request syntax standard
11 Cryptographic token interface standard

Table 15.11: PKCS specifications.

15.3.7 Ordering and acquiring standards

ISO and ISO/IEC standards may be obtained from (member body) national standards orga-
nizations such as ANSI, the British Standards Institution (BSI), and the Standards Council
of Canada (SCC). To purchase standards directly from ISO, contact ISO Central Secretariat,
Case postale 56, CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland; telephone +41.22.749.01.11.

ANSI X9 standards are published by EDI Support Services Incorporated; to purchase
standards, telephone 1-800-334-4912 (from within the USA) or +216-974-7650 (from out-
side the USA).

FIPS PUBS may be purchased from the National Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161 (USA); tele-
phone +703-487-4650, fax +703-321-8547. To obtain copies of specifications of proposed
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(draft) FIPS, contact the Standards Processing Coordinator, National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Technology Building, Room B–64, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899
(USA); telephone +301-975-2816. Alternatively, consult URL http://csrc.ncsl.
nist.gov/.

Internet RFCs and Internet-Drafts are available on-line via anonymous FTP from
numerous ftp sites (e.g., ds.internic.net); further information can be obtained
by sending an email message to rfc-info@isi.edu with the message body “help:
ways to get rfcs”. RFCs are typically under the directory rfc/ as rfcXXXX.txt (e.g.
rfc1321.txt), and an RFC index is available as rfc-index.txt. RFCs can also be ob-
tained via electronic mail by sending an email message to rfc-info@isi.edu whose
body includes “Retrieve: RFC” and “Doc-ID: RFCnnnn” on separate lines.

The PKCS suite is published by RSA Laboratories, 100 Marine Parkway, Suite 500,
Redwood City, California 94065-1031 (telephone +415-595-7703), and is available by
anonymous FTP from rsa.com under the directory pub/pkcs/.

15.4 Notes and further references
H
15.1

Levine [762] compiled a comprehensive list of American cryptographic patents issued be-
tween 1861 and 1981, citing patent number, name of principal inventor, date granted, and
patent title; this provides an insightful perspective of the history of cryptography over this
period. Kahn [648] discusses many patents in his historical tour, including many related
to rotor machines (cf. Chapter 7). Contact information regarding the current assignees of
some cryptographic patents may be found throughout the book of Schneier [1094].

Davies and Price [308] provide both general discussion of standards, and detailed techni-
cal discussion of selected standards. Preneel [1001] gives background on worldwide, Eu-
ropean, and North American standardization organizations, and an overview of activities
therein. Ford [414] provides a comprehensive overview of information security standards
including extensive background information on various standardization processes and or-
ganizations, including technical committees ISO TC 68 and ISO/IEC JTC 1 and their sub-
committees; ITU; ANSI; and national, regional, and international standardization bodies.
For a more recent overview of security standards for open systems, see Fumy and Rieten-
spiess [432]. A status update of selected standards is also provided by Ford [415].

H
15.2

One of the earliest and most important cryptographic patents was U.S. Patent No. 1,310,719
[1221] issued to Vernam on July 22 1919 for the Vernam cipher (cf. the one-time pad, Chap-
ter 7; see also Kahn [648, p.401]). Two other patents by Vernam, titled “Ciphering device”,
were granted May 23 1922 (1,416,765) and January 8 1924 (1,479,846).

In consideration of ANSI making DES a standard, IBM made the DES patent of Ehrsam
et al. (3,962,539) [363] available free of license fees in the U.S. when used to implement
ANSI standards.

The first widespread published disclosure of public-key cryptography was through the con-
ference paper of Diffie and Hellman [344], presented June 8 1976, fifteen months prior to
the filing of the Hellman-Diffie-Merkle patent [551]. Merkle independently conceived the
idea of deriving a secret key over a public channel in 1974 (see

H
12.10); his paper [849],

first submitted to Communications of the ACM in 1975, was rejected several times before fi-
nal publication in 1978. Meanwhile, the 1976 Diffie-Hellman conference paper introduced
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the concept of a digital signature as well as public-key cryptography and public-key au-
thentication. Although Diffie and Hellman noted: “At present we have neither a proof that
public key systems exist, nor a demonstration system”, the existence of public-key systems
was postulated, and three suggestions were offered supporting the general idea. The first
involved matrix inversion, which is more difficult than multiplication by a factor IKJMLON for
LQPRL matrices; this offers a degree of security for very large L . The second involved compil-
ing a function described in a high-level language into machine code; this makes it difficult
to recover the original function. The third suggestion involved obscuring the input-output
relationships between, e.g., 100 input and 100 output bits (wires) in an invertible hardware
circuit originally implementing the identity mapping, by, e.g., inserting 4-by-4 bit invert-
ible S-boxes into randomly selected sets of 4 wires; re-arranging the particular mappings
of input lines into S-boxes then makes inverting the resulting circuit difficult.

The Hellman-Merkle patent [553] was filed sixteen months after the above Diffie-Hellman
conference paper was presented. A major reason why the RSA patent [1059] took almost 6
years from application filing to issue date was so-called interference proceedings between
it and some of the Stanford patents. The subject of the authentication trees patent of Merkle
[848] is discussed in his thesis [851, p.126-131] and in the open literature [852, 853].

The signature technique of the ESIGN patent [952] is discussed in the literature by Okamoto
[948]; see also Fujioka, Okamoto, and Miyaguchi [428]. The identification and signature
technique of the Shamir-Fiat patent [1118] is described by Fiat and Shamir [395]. Regard-
ing the Guillou-Quisquater patent [523], see Guillou and Quisquater [524]. The identifi-
cation and signature schemes patented by Schnorr [1095] are discussed in the literature by
Schnorr [1097, 1098]; the preprocessing scheme proposed therein, however, was shown to
be insecure by de Rooij [314, 315].

In its announcement of the proposed FIPS for DSS (Federal Register vol.56 no.169, August
30 1991, 42980-42982), NIST noted its intent to make the DSA patent of Kravitz [711]
available world-wide on a royalty-free basis. In a letter to the Director of the Computer
System Laboratories at NIST dated October 30 1991, Schnorr stated that DSA infringed on
Claim 6 of his patent (4,995,082). FIPS 186 itself (1994) states that “The Department of
Commerce is not aware of any patents that would be infringed by this standard”.

MDC-2 and MDC-4 [184] (see also Bosselaers and Preneel [178]) are discussed in S 9.4.1.
For further discussion of FEAL [1125], see S 7.5. A patent on IDEA was originally filed
in Switzerland and subsequently as a European patent [790], prior to being filed as a U.S.
patent [791]; for literature references, see Chapter 7.

Related to the Matyas-Meyer-Brachtl patent [806] on control vectors, the October 7 1980
patent of Ehrsam et al. (4,227,253), “Cryptographic communication security for multiple
domain networks”, describes use of a master key and two variants obtained by inverting
designated bits of the master key, equivalent to an XOR of the master with fixed mask val-
ues. Also related is the key notarization method of the patent by Smid and Branstad [1154],
which controls which parties use a key, but not the uses. The key notarization technique is
essentially identical – involving concatenation of various quantities (user identities), which
are then XOR’d with a key-encryption key – but control vectors have broader functionality.

Fair cryptosystems [861, 862] are discussed in the literature by Micali [863]; but see also
Kilian and Leighton [671], who remark on a critical weakness.

Interest in product cipher systems was stimulated by the product ciphers described in Shan-
non’s 1949 paper [1121]. Meyer and Matyas [859] note that Lucifer was the name of the
cryptographic system in which the product cipher of Feistel’s patent (3,798,359) [385] was
implemented, and from which the IBM team lead by Tuchman derived DES. The 1974
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patent of Smith [1159] is also related to Lucifer. A second 1974 patent of Feistel [386]
on a “step code ciphering system” was filed and issued with dates matching the Lucifer al-
gorithm patent. Sorkin [1165] states that Lucifer is the subject of all three of these patents,
plus a fourth: “Centralized verification system” (3,798,605) granted March 19 1974 to H.
Feistel. Feistel gives a high-level background discussion on a first variation of Lucifer in
his 1973 Scientific American article [387], which appeared prior to his 1974 patents being
issued. A description of the second variation of Lucifer (which lead to the design of DES)
is given by Sorkin [1165]; see also Biham and Shamir [138]

Related to the Massey-Omura [792] and Omura-Massey [956] patents is that of Onyszchuk,
Mullin, and Vanstone [959]. It was filed May 30 1985 and issued May 17 1988 with no as-
signee listed. The patent teaches the construction of a multiplier for elements in VXWZY , stated
to be a significant improvement over the method of Omura-Massey. The patent also tabu-
lates those values [ , \^]�[_]:\*`6a*b , for which so-called optimal normal bases exist; in
these fields, the disclosed normal-basis multipliers for V�W Y are more efficient than in oth-
ers. Shamir’s three-pass protocol was first proposed by Shamir, as indicated by Konheim
[705]. Massey [786] notes that Shamir also specifically proposed implementing the three-
pass protocol using exponentiation as the ciphering operation, an idea later independently
proposed by Omura (cf. c 12.3 notes on page 535).

In contrast to the prime generation methods of Shawe-Taylor and Maurer ( c 4.4.4) which
result in guaranteed primes, the prime generation method of the Hellman-Bach patent [550]
uses probabilistic primality tests, and is related to that presented by Gordon at Eurocrypt in
April of 1984 [514], and which appeared (dated April 26 1984) in the June 7 1984 issue
(vol.20 no.12) of Electronics Letters [513].

The protocol patented by Goss [519], filed April 17 1989, combines exponentials by
an XOR operation. An essentially identical protocol published in 1986 by Matsumoto,
Takashima, and Imai [800] uses modular multiplication (cf. Protocol 12.53).

The exponentiation cipher of the Hellman-Pohlig patent [554] is discussed in the literature
by Pohlig and Hellman [982]. The ciphers Khufu and Khafre [847] are similarly discussed
by Merkle [856]; on-line/off-line digital signatures [864] by Even, Goldreich, and Micali
[377, 378]; and the techniques of the patent on efficient exponentiation [203] are presented
by Brickell et al. [204] (for more recent work, see Hong, Oh, and Yoon [561]).

A patent by Crandall (5,159,632) [286] includes twelve (12) claims on specific implementa-
tions of elliptic curves using primes d of special form (e.g., d�ef\Zg6hKi for i small) allowing
fast multiplication using shifts and adds alone (cf. Mohan and Adiga, 1985), and specific
use of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) for optimized modular multiplication in this case. The
patent, filed September 17 1991, was issued October 27 1992 and assigned to NeXT Com-
puter, Inc. (Redwood City, California); see also its continuation-in-part, (5,271,061) [287].
Another patent in this area is the Miyaji-Tatebayashi patent (5,272,755) [888] filed June 26
1992, with priority data June 28 1991 (Japanese patent office). Issued December 21 1993,
and assigned to the Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. (Osaka), it contains six (6) claims in
the area of selecting elliptic curves over Vkj whose order is precisely d . This covers a small
subset of possible curves of this order over Vkj , and one particular method for selecting from
among these; see also its continuation-in-part, (5,351,297) [889].

Regarding other block ciphers discussed in this book, a patent application has been filed
for the RC5 cipher ( c 7.7.2). Adams [3] is the inventor for a patent on the CAST block
cipher design procedure (see p.281); the assignee, Northern Telecom Limited (Montreal),
will, however, make a CAST cipher available free of license fees.

The SEAL stream cipher ( c 6.4.1) of Coppersmith and Rogaway is also patented [281].
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l
15.3

A draft standard in development under the IEEE Microprocessor Standards Committee
group is IEEE P1363: Standard for RSA, Diffie-Hellman and related public-key cryptog-
raphy, which includes specifications for elliptic curve systems.

Theoretical justification for the redundancy scheme used in ISO/IEC 9796 is given by Guil-
lou et al. [525]. The customary 5-year review of this standard in 1996 resulted in a title
change and the creation of a second part. The original standard (with content unchanged)
will be re-titled Digital signature schemes giving message recovery – Part 1: Mechanisms
using redundancy. The second part, a working draft (WD) as of April 1996 titled Part 2:
Mechanisms using a hash function, specifies mechanisms utilizing the idea that when a sig-
nature algorithm such as RSA is used with a hash function, and the RSA modulus (say 1024
bits) is much larger than a hash value (say 160 bits), the remaining bits may be used to carry
message text which can be recovered upon signature verification. This partial message re-
covery mode of the signature algorithm decreases the amount of accompanying cleartext re-
quired, which is of interest in bandwidth or memory-limited applications, and those wherein
the text being signed is relatively small.

The Registration Authority designated by ISO/IEC to maintain the register of cryptographic
algorithms of ISO/IEC 9979 is the National Computer Centre, Oxford Road, Manchester,
M1 7ED, United Kingdom (telephone +44-161-228-6333, fax +44-161-228-1636). Twelve
algorithms were registered as of October 1995: BARAS, B-Crypt, CDMF, DES, FEAL,
IDEA, LUC, MULTI2, RC2, RC4, SXAL/MBAL, and SKIPJACK. An alternative for ob-
taining unique algorithm identifiers is the object identifier (OID) and registration scheme of
the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) standard ISO/IEC 8824; for more information,
see Ford [414, pp.478-480].

For a history of DES-related standards from an American perspective, including ANSI stan-
dards, see Smid and Branstad [1156]. ANSI X9.24, Annex C contains a convenient six-page
summary of ANSI X9.17. A revision of X9.30–2:1993 is to specify FIPS 180–1 (SHA–1) in
place of SHA. An ANSI standard in development, but currently “on hold” pending resolu-
tion of patent issues, is (draft) X9.44 [48], which specifies a key transport technique based
on RSA. An enhanced mode of triple-DES encryption included in the draft ANSI X9.52
[50] is cipher block chaining with output feedback masking. The draft ANSI X9.57 [52] is
intended for use with X9.30 and (draft) X9.31, although the initial version addresses X9.30
(DSA) certificates. ITU-T X.509 v3 certificates and certificate extensions to which ANSI
X9.55 is aligned are discussed below. Both (draft) X9.45 and (draft) X9.55 may eventually
be incorporated into X9.57. Related to attribute certificates, see Fischer [410] regarding
electronic document authorization and related patents [408, 409].

The ISO 11568 retail key management project includes six parts [588, 589, 590, 591, 592,
593]. Among these, 11568-3 specifies the key life cycle for symmetric encryption algo-
rithms; 11568–4 addresses key management techniques for public-key cryptosystems, in-
cluding certificate management and (in Annex C) attribute certificates; and 11568–5 ad-
dresses key life cycle for public-key cryptosystems.

ISO/IEC 9594-8 (X.509) is one part of a series of specifications outlining directory ser-
vices for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) and other systems. The Directory is a logical
database of information with directory entries arranged in a tree structure, the Directory In-
formation Tree (DIT), as introduced in ISO/IEC 9594–1 (ITU-T Recommendation X.500)
[594], which also provides an overview of directory services. For extension discussion,
see Chapter 14 of Ford [414]. The 1988 version of X.509 (equivalent to ISO/IEC 9594-
8:1990) was updated in 1993 [626] (equivalent to ISO/IEC 9594-8:1995). A 1995 tech-
nical corrigendum [627] added a certificate extensions field, yielding Version 3 (v3) cer-
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tificates. Standard extensions for v3 certificates are defined in a further amendment [628]
(see o 13.9). The OSI security frameworks project is specified in seven parts of ISO 10181
[609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615].

FIPS 140–1 [401] supersedes FIPS 140, General Security Requirements for Equipment Us-
ing the Data Encryption Standard (formerly Federal Standard 1027, April 1982). Informa-
tion on FS 1027 is provided by Davies and Price [308]. In May 1994, NIST announced a
weakness in SHA [403], resulting from unpublished analysis carried out by the U.S. Na-
tional Security Agency; the formal revision was published as FIPS 180–1 [404].

The PKCS standards, developed by industrial collaboration lead by RSA Laboratories (a
Division of RSA Data Security Inc.), are widely used in practice, and periodically updated.
PKCS #1,3,5,6,7,8,9,10 [1072] and PKCS #11 [1071] are currently available (e.g., from
URL http://www.rsa.com/).

For an overview of Internet security standards, see Kent [667]. Linn’s GSS-API (RFC 1508)
[1040] is an API suitable for session-oriented applications. An analogous specification for
store-and-forward applications is the IDUP-GSS-API (Independent Data Unit Protection
GSS-API) interface. Implementation mechanisms which have been specified to plug in be-
neath GSS-API include a symmetric-key mechanism based on Kerberos (the Kerberos Ver-
sion 5 GSS-API mechanism), and a public-key based mechanism SPKM (Simple Public-
Key Mechanism). For an overview of these work-in-progress items under development in
the Common Authentication Technologies (CAT) group of the IETF, see Adams [4].

Work-in-progress in the IP Security (IPSEC) working group of the IETF includes two items
using Diffie-Hellman key exchange for session key establishment over the Internet – the
Photuris protocol of Karn and Simpson, and the SKIP protocol of Aziz. Krawczyk [718]
notes these and presents an alternative (SKEME).

MIME, specified in RFC 1521 [1042], is designed to facilitate multipart textual and non-
textual mail, i.e., mail messages whose bodies may contain multiple objects of a variety of
content types including non-ASCII text, multi-font text, and audio and image fragments.
An alternative to the MOSS proposal of RFC 1848 [1046] is S/MIME [1191], which adds
signature and/or encryption services to MIME messages, using PKCS specifications.

Many other standards, both formal and informal, have been developed or are undergoing de-
velopment. A collection of cryptographic algorithms and protocols recommended for use
in Europe is that resulting from the European RACE Integrity Primitives Evaluation (RIPE)
project; see Bosselaers and Preneel [178]. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is a popular, widely
available software package originally developed by Zimmermann [1272] (see Garfinkel
[442] for additional perspective), currently employing RSA signatures, MD5 hashing, and
IDEA encipherment.

Examples of pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) which appear in U.S. standards
include a DES-based PRNG in ANSI X9.17 (Appendix C), and two further methods in FIPS
186 (Appendix 3) based on both the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) and DES.
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Adaptive chosen-plaintext attack, 41
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insider, 496
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running time, 58

asymptotic, 58
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adaptive chosen-plaintext, 41
chosen-ciphertext, 41, 226
chosen-message, 433
chosen-plaintext, 41, 226
chosen-text, 417
ciphertext-only, 41, 225
dictionary, 42, 392
differential cryptanalysis, 258
differential-linear, 271
exhaustive key search, 233–234
forced delay, 417
forward search, 42, 288, 420
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interleaving, 42, 417, 531, 540
intruder-in-the-middle, 530, 540
key-only, 432
known-key, 42, 496, 534
known-key triangle, 538
known-message, 432
known-plaintext, 41, 225
linear cryptanalysis, 258

local, 419
meet-in-the-middle, 235
misplaced trust in server, 531
non-interactive, 419
off-line, 419
on-line, 419
passive, 41, 495
pre-play, 397
reflection, 417, 530, 540
related-key, 226
remote, 419
replay, 42, 417
time-memory tradeoff, 236
truncated differentials, 271
universal forgery, 482
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Attacker (alternate names), 495

see also Adversary
Attribute certificate, 561
Audit trail, 549, 583
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Authenticated key establishment, 492, 493
Authenticated key exchange protocol

AKEP1/AKEP2, 499, 535, 541
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data origin, 4, 361
see also Data origin authentication
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see also Entity authentication

explicit key, 492
key, 492
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see also Entity authentication (and Identifica-
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keystream generator, 194
running key generator, 194
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Binary Euclidean algorithm, 632
Binary extended gcd algorithm, 608–610, 632
Binary gcd algorithm, 606–607, 632
Binary operation, 75
Binary representation, 592
Binary tree, 557
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children, 557
depth of, 558
internal vertex, 557
leaf, 557
parent, 557
root vertex, 557
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coefficient, 52
distribution, 52
theorem, 52

Biometrics, 387, 420
Birthday attack, 352, 369
Birthday problem, 53
Birthday surprise, 53
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Bitzer’s hash function, 374
Black-box, 329, 341, 369, 378
Blakley’s threshold scheme, 538
Blind signature scheme, 475, 487

based on DSA, 487
based on Nyberg-Rueppel, 487
Chaum, 475

fair, 487
Blinded message, 475
Blinding function, 475

based on RSA, 475
Blob, 421
Block cipher, 223–282

3-WAY, 281
attacks on

differential cryptanalysis, 258
differential-linear, 271
exhaustive key search, 233–234, 273
key clustering attack, 281
linear cryptanalysis, 258
meet-in-the-middle attack, 235
related-key attack, 226, 281
time-memory tradeoff, 236, 273
truncated differentials, 271, 280

BEAR, 282
Blowfish, 281
CAST, 281
classical cipher, 237–250
definition of, 16, 224
DES, 250–259
double DES, 235
FEAL, 259–262
GOST, 282
IDEA, 263–265
iterated, 251
Khafre, 271
Khufu, 271
LION, 282
LOKI’91, 270
Luby-Rackoff, 282
Lucifer, 276
modes of operation, 228–233, 272

ANSI X3.106 standard, 649
ANSI X9.52 standard, 651
CBC with checksum (CBCC), 367
cipher feedback mode (CFB), 231
cipher-block chaining mode (CBC), 230
counter mode, 233
electronic codebook mode (ECB), 228–

230
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ISO 8372 standard, 645
ISO/IEC 10116 standard, 647
output feedback mode (OFB), 232–233
plaintext-ciphertext block chaining
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Randomized DES (RDES), 278
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round function, 251
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semi-weak keys (of DES), 257
anti-palindromic keys (of DES), 257
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triple DES, 272
WAKE, 282
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Blocklength, 224
Blom’s KDS bound, 505
Blom’s key pre-distribution system, 506, 536
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tion, 308–311
decryption algorithm, 309
encryption algorithm, 309
key generation, 308
security of, 310

Blum-Micali pseudorandom generator, 189
Blundo’s conference KDS bound, 529
Boolean function, 202

algebraic normal form of, 205
correlation immune, 207
nonlinear order of, 205

BPP, 63
Break-backward protection, 496
Brickell-McCurley identification protocol, 423
Broadcast encryption, 528
Bucket hashing, 382
Burmester-Desmedt conference keying, 528
Burst error, 363
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CA, see Certification authority (CA)
CA-certificate, 572
Caesar cipher, 239
CALEA, 590
Capability (access control), 570
Capstone chip, 589
Cardinality of a set, 49
Carmichael number, 137
Carry-save adder, 630
Cartesian product, 49
Cascade cipher, 234, 237
Cascade generator� -sequence, 221� -cycle, 220
Cascading hash functions, 334
CAST block cipher, 281

patent, 659
CBC, see Cipher-block chaining mode

CBC-MAC, 353–354, 367
ANSI X9.9 standard, 650
ANSI X9.19 standard, 650
FIPS 113 standard, 654
ISO 8731-1 standard, 652
ISO 9807 standard, 652
ISO/IEC 9797 standard, 646

Cellular automata stream cipher, 222
Certificate

ANSI X9.45 standard, 651
ANSI X9.55 standard, 651
ANSI X9.57 standard, 651
caching, 576
chain, 572
directory, 549

pull model, 576
push model, 576

forward, 575
on-line, 576
public-key, see Public-key certificate
reverse, 575
revocation, 566, 576–577
RFC 1422, 655
secret-key, see Secret-key certificate
symmetric-key, see Symmetric-key certificate
X.509 standard, 660

Certificate of primality, 166
Certificate revocation list (CRL), 576–577
Certification, 3

path, 572
policy, 576
topology, 572

Certification authority (CA), 491, 548, 556, 559
Certificational attack, 236
Certificational weakness, 285
CFB, see Cipher feedback mode
CFB-64 MAC, 650
Challenge, 397, 409
Challenge-response identification, 397–405, 420–

421
public-key, 403–405

ISO/IEC 9798-3, 404–405
modified Needham-Schroeder, 404
X.509, 404

symmetric-key, 400–403
ISO/IEC 9798-2, 401–402
SKID2, 402
SKID3, 402

Channel, 13
physically secure, 13
secure, 13
secured, 13
unsecured, 13
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Chaum’s blind signature protocol, 475
Chaum-van Antwerpen undeniable signature sch-

eme, 476–478
disavowal protocol, 477
key generation, 476
security of, 478
signature generation, 476

Chebyshev’s inequality, 52
Checksum, 362, 367–368
Chi-square (��� ) distribution, 177–179

degrees of freedom, 177
mean of, 177
variance of, 177

Chinese remainder theorem (CRT), 68
Garner’s algorithm, 612–613
Gauss’s algorithm, 68

Chipcard, 387, 424
Chor-Rivest public-key encryption, 302–306, 318

attacks on, 318
decryption algorithm, 303
encryption algorithm, 303
key generation, 303
recommended parameter sizes, 305
security of, 305

Chosen-ciphertext attack, 41, 226, 285
adaptive, 285
indifferent, 285

Chosen-message attack, 433
directed, 482
generic, 482

Chosen-plaintext attack, 41, 226
Cipher, 12

see also Encryption
Cipher-block chaining mode (CBC), 230

integrity of IV in, 230
use in public-key encryption, 285

Cipher feedback mode (CFB), 231
as a stream cipher, 233
ISO variant of, 231

Cipher machine, 242–245
Jefferson cylinder, 243
rotor-based machine, 243–245, 276

Enigma, 245
Hagelin M-209, 245
Hebern, 244

Wheatstone disc, 274
Ciphertext, 11
Ciphertext-only attack, 41, 225
Ciphertext space, 11
Claimant, 385, 386
Classical cipher, 237–250, 273–276

cipher machines, see Cipher machine
cryptanalysis, 245–250, 275–276

index of coincidence, 248

Kasiski’s method, 248
measure of roughness, 249

polyalphabetic substitution cipher, see Polyal-
phabetic substitution cipher

substitution cipher, see Substitution cipher
transposition cipher, see Transposition cipher

Classical modular multiplication, 600
Classical occupancy problem, 53
Claw-resistant (claw-free), 376, 468
Clipper chip, 584, 589

key escrow, 584
law enforcement access field (LEAF), 584

Clipper key escrow, 654
Clock-controlled generator, 209–212
co-NP, 60
Codebook, 240
Codomain of a function, 6, 50
Collision, 321

pseudo-collision, 371
Collision resistance, 324, 325
Collision resistant hash function (CRHF), 325
Combining function, 205
Common modulus attack on RSA, 289
Commutative ring, 77
Complementation property of DES, 256–257
Complete function, 277
Complexity classes, 59–62

BPP, 63
co-NP, 60
NP, 60
NP-complete, 61
NP-hard, 62
NPC, 61
P, 60
RP, 63
ZPP, 63

Complexity measure
2-adic span, 218
linear complexity, 198–201
maximum order complexity, 217
Turing-Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity, 217
Ziv-Lempel complexity, 217

Complexity of attacks on a block cipher, 225–227
active complexity, 226
attack complexity, 226
data complexity, 226
passive complexity, 226
processing complexity, 226
storage complexity, 226

Complexity theory, 57–63
Complexity-theoretic security, 43
Compliant, 532
Composite integer, 64
Composition of functions, 19
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Computation-resistance (MAC), 325
Computational problems

computationally equivalent, 88
polytime reduction, 88

Computational security, 43, 226
Computational zero-knowledge protocol, 407
Computationally equivalent decision problems, 61
COMSET, 421, 536
Conditional entropy, 56
Conditional probability, 51
Conditional transinformation, 57
Conference keying, 528–529, 540

Blundo’s conference KDS bound, 529
Burmester-Desmedt, 528
definition of, 528

Confidentiality, 3, 4, 12
Confirmation, 3
Confounder, 418
Confusion, 20
Congruences

integers, 67
polynomials, 79

Conjugate gradient method, 129
Connection polynomial of an LFSR, 196, 204

known versus secret, 204
sparse versus dense, 205

Constrained linear equations problem, 423
Continued fraction factoring algorithm, 126
Continuous random variable, 176
Control vector, 569

patent, 639, 658
Conventional encryption, 15
Coprime, 64
Correcting-block chaining attack, 373
Correlated, 172
Correlation attack, 206, 218
Correlation immunity, 207, 218
Counter mode, 233
CRC-based MAC, 359
Credential, 501
CRHF, see Collision resistant hash function
Cross-certificate (CA-certificate), 572
Cross-certificate pair, 573
CRT, see Chinese remainder theorem
Cryptanalysis, 15
Cryptanalyst, 15
Cryptographic check value, 363
Cryptographic primitives, 4

taxonomy of, 5
Cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit gener-

ator (CSPRBG), 185–187
Blum-Blum-Shub generator, 186–187
Blum-Micali generator, 189
definition of, 171

Micali-Schnorr generator, 186
modified-Rabin generator, 190
RSA generator, 185–186

Cryptography
definition of, 4
goals of, 4

CRYPTOKI, 656
Cryptology, 15
Cryptoperiod of a key, 553
Cryptosystem, 15
Cut-and-choose protocol, 410, 421
Cycle of a periodic sequence, 180
Cyclic group, 69, 76

generator of, 76
Cyclic redundancy code (CRC), 363
Cyclic register, 220
Cycling attacks on RSA, 289, 313

D
Data Authentication Algorithm (DAA), 654
Data Encryption Standard, see DES block cipher
Data integrity, 3, 4, 33, 359–368, 383
Data key, 552
Data origin authentication, 3, 4, 25, 359–368, 491
Davies-Meyer hash function, 341
de Bruijn FSR, 203
de Bruijn sequence, 203
De-skewing, 172
DEA, 649
Decimated subsequence, 211
Decision problems, 60

computationally equivalent, 61
polytime reduction, 61

Decryption, 11
Decryption exponent for RSA, 286
Decryption function, 11
DECT, 586
Degrees of freedom, 177
Delay element

of an FSR, 202
of an LFSR, 195

Delayed-carry adder, 630
Density of a knapsack set, 120
Derivative of a polynomial, 123
DES block cipher, 250–259, 276–278

ANSI X3.92 standard, 649
attacks on

differential cryptanalysis, 258–259
exhaustive key search, 233–234, 272
linear cryptanalysis, 258–259

complementation property, 256–257
decryption algorithm, 255
DESX, 273
double DES, see Double DES
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encryption algorithm, 253
expansion permutation, 252
FIPS 46 standard, 654
initial permutation (IP), 252, 277
key schedule

decryption, 256
encryption, 255

modes of operation, see Block cipher, modes
of operation

patent, 636
permuted choices (PC1, PC2), 252
properties and strengths, 256–259
round, 252
S-box, 252
semi-weak key, 257

anti-fixed point of, 257
test vectors, 256
triple-DES, 273
weak key, 257

fixed point of, 257
Designated confirmer signature, 487
Deterministic, 306
Deterministic algorithm, 62
Dickson polynomial, 314
Dickson scheme, 314
Dictionary attack, 42
Difference of sets, 49
Differential chaining attack, 375
Differential cryptanalysis

of block ciphers, 258, 271, 278–280
Differential-linear cryptanalysis, 271
Diffie-Hellman key agreement, 515–520, 522–524

ANSI X9.42 standard, 651
composite modulus, 537
patent, 637

Diffie-Hellman problem, 113–114
composite moduli, 114, 131
generalized, 113

Diffie-Lamport one-time signature scheme, 485
Diffusion, 20
Digital envelope, 550
Digital fingerprint, 321
Digital signature, see Signature
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), 452–454, 483

ANSI X9.30-1 standard, 651
FIPS 186 standard, 655
key generation, 452
patent, 640, 658
security of, 453
signature generation, 452
signature verification, 453
use and throw coupons, 483

Dimension of a vector space, 80
Dirichlet theorem, 135

Disavowal protocol, 477
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), 631
Discrete logarithms, 103–113

baby-step giant-step algorithm, 104–106
composite moduli, 114
exhaustive search, 104
for class groups, 130
for elliptic curves, 130
for hyperelliptic curves, 130
function field sieve, 129
generalized problem, 103
heuristic running time, 129
in subgroups of �	�
 , 113
index-calculus algorithms, 109–112
lambda method, 128
number field sieve, 128
Pohlig-Hellman algorithm, 107–109
Pollard’s rho algorithm, 106–107
problem definition, 103
rigorously analyzed algorithms, 129
security of individual bits, 116

Divisible electronic coin, 487
Division

of integers, 63
of polynomials, 79

Division algorithm
for integers, 64
for polynomials, 78

Dixon’s algorithm, 95, 127
DNA computer, 130
Domain of a function, 6, 50
Double DES, 235
Double spending, 487
Double-length MDC, 339
DSA, see Digital Signature Algorithm
Dynamic key establishment, 491
Dynamic secret sharing scheme, 527

E
E-D-E triple encryption, 235, 272
E-E-E triple encryption, 272
Eavesdropper, 13, 495
ECA, see Elliptic curve factoring algorithm
ECB, see Electronic codebook mode
Effective key size, 224
Electronic cash

divisible, 487
untraceable, 487

Electronic codebook mode (ECB), 228–230
ElGamal key agreement, 517
ElGamal public-key encryption, 294–298

generalized
decryption algorithm, 297
encryption algorithm, 297
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key generation, 297
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decryption algorithm, 295
encryption algorithm, 295
key generation, 294
recommended parameter sizes, 296

security of, 296
ElGamal signature scheme, 454–459, 484
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key generation, 458
signature generation, 458
signature verification, 458

in � � 
key generation, 454
security of, 455–456
signature generation, 454
signature verification, 454

signature verification, 618
variants of, 457

Elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem, 130
ElGamal public-key encryption, 297
in public-key cryptography, 316

patents, 659
RSA analogue, 315
supersingular curve, 130, 316

Elliptic curve factoring algorithm (ECA), 94, 125
implementation reports, 126

Elliptic curve primality proving algorithm, 145
Encrypted key exchange (EKE), 538
Encryption, 11

see also Block cipher
see also Public-key encryption
see also Stream cipher

Encryption exponent for RSA, 286
Encryption function, 11
Encryption scheme, 12

breakable, 14
Enemy, 13, 495
Enigma, 245, 276
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Entity authentication, 3, 386, 491
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FIPS 196 standard, 655
ISO 11131 standard, 652
ISO/IEC 9798 standard, 401–402, 404–405, 421,
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see also Identification

Entropy, 56–57, 246
Ephemeral secret, 494
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Equivocation, 56
Error-correcting code, 298, 363, 506
Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES)

FIPS 185, 654
ESIGN signature scheme, 473–474, 486

key generation, 473
patent, 638, 658
security of, 474
signature generation, 473
signature verification, 473

Euclidean algorithm
for integers, 66
for polynomials, 81–83

Euler liar, 138
Euler phi function ( � ), 65
Euler pseudoprime, 138
Euler witness, 137
Euler’s criterion, 137
Euler’s theorem, 69
Exclusive-or (XOR), 20
Exhaustive key search, 14, 233–234, 272
Existential forgery, 30, 326, 432����� (exponential function), 50
Expected running time, 63
Explicit authentication, 492
Exponent array, 617
Exponent recoding, see Exponentiation
Exponential-time algorithm, 59
Exponentiation, 613–629, 633–634

addition chains, 621
exponent recoding, 627–629

signed-digit representation, 627–628
string-replacement representation, 628–

629
fixed-base comb method, 625–627
fixed-base Euclidean method, 624–625
fixed-base windowing method, 623–624
left-to-right binary method, 615
left-to-right � -ary method, 615
modified left-to-right � -ary method, 616
Montgomery method, 619–620
repeated square-and-multiply algorithm, 71,

84
right-to-left binary method, 614
simultaneous multiple, 617–618
sliding-window method, 616
vector-addition chains, 622–623

Extendable secret sharing scheme, 526
Extended Euclidean algorithm

for integers, 67
for polynomials, 82

Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH), 165
Extension field, 77
Extractor, 406

F
Factor base, 94, 109
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Factoring integers, see Integer factorization
Factoring polynomials, see Polynomial factoriza-

tion
Fail-stop signature scheme, 478–481, 488

Heijst-Pedersen, 478–481
Fair blind signature scheme, 487
Fair cryptosystems, 640–641, 658

for Diffie-Hellman key agreement, 641
patent, 640

FEAL block cipher, 259–262, 278–279
attacks on, 278–279
FEAL decryption algorithm, 261
FEAL-8 encryption algorithm, 261
FEAL-8 key schedule, 261
FEAL-N, 262
FEAL-NX, 262
patent, 639
test vectors, 262

Feedback shift register (FSR), 195–203
de Bruijn, 203
definition of, 202
delay element of, 202
feedback bit of, 202
feedback function of, 202
Feedback with carry shift register (FCSR), 217–

218, 222
initial state of, 202
linear feedback shift register, see Linear feed-

back shift register (LFSR)
non-singular, 203
nonlinear feedback shift register, 202
output sequence of, 202
stage of, 202

Feedback with carry shift register (FCSR), 217–218,
222

Feige-Fiat-Shamir identification protocol, 410–412,
422

Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature scheme, 447–449, 483
identity-based modification, 449
key generation, 447
security of, 448
signature generation, 448
signature verification, 448

Feistel cipher, 251, 276
Fermat liar, 136
Fermat number, 143, 166
Fermat witness, 136
Fermat’s primality test, 136
Fermat’s theorem, 69
Fiat-Shamir identification protocol

basic version, 408
patent, 638, 658

Fiat-Shamir signature scheme, 483
patent, 638, 658

Field, 77
characteristic of, 77
definition of, 77
extension field of, 77
finite, see Finite field
subfield of, 77

Filtering function, 208
Finite field, 80–85

definition of, 80
order of, 80
polynomial basis, 83

FIPS, 654–655, 661
ordering and acquiring, 656

FIPS 186 pseudorandom bit generator, 174–175
FISH stream cipher, 222
Fixed-point chaining attack, 374
Floyd’s cycle-finding algorithm, 91, 125
Forced delay attack, 417
Formal methods, 534, 541
Forward certificate, 575
Forward error correction, 363
Forward search attack, 34, 42, 288, 420
Fractionation, 276
Frequency distribution

of English digrams, 247
of single English characters, 247

Frequency test, 181
Fresh key, 494
Function, 6–10, 50

bijection, 7
composition of, 19
definition of, 6
injective, 46
inverse, 7
involution, 10
one-to-one, 7
one-way, 8
onto, 7
permutation, 10
surjective, 46
trapdoor one-way, 9

Function field sieve, 129
Functional diagram, 6
Functional graph, 54

component size, 55
cycle length, 55
predecessors size, 55
rho-length, 55
tail length, 55
tree size, 55

Functionally trusted third party, 39

G
Gap of a sequence, 180
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Garner’s algorithm, 612–613
Gauss’s algorithm, 68
Gaussian integer method, 128����� , see Greatest common divisor
Geffe generator, 206
General-purpose factoring algorithm, 90
Generator

of a cyclic group, 76, 160
algorithm for finding, 163

of ��� � , 81
of ��� �! , 163
of " � # , 69
of "	�$ , 164

algorithm for selecting, 164
Generator matrix, 506
Girault self-certified public key, 522
GMR one-time signature scheme, 468–471, 486

authentication tree, 470
key generation, 469
security of, 470
signature generation, 469
signature verification, 469

GOAL stream cipher, 219
Goldwasser-Kilian primality test, 166
Goldwasser-Micali probabilistic public-key encryp-

tion, 307–308
decryption algorithm, 307
encryption algorithm, 307
key generation, 307
security of, 308

Golomb’s randomness postulates, 180
Goppa code, 299, 317
Gordon’s algorithm for strong prime generation, 150
GOST block cipher, 282
GQ identification protocol, 412–414, 422

patent, 639, 658
GQ signature scheme, 450–451

key generation, 450
message recovery variant, 451
patent, 639, 658
security of, 451
signature generation, 450
signature verification, 450

Grandmaster postal-chess problem, 418
Greatest common divisor

binary extended gcd algorithm, 608–610, 632
binary gcd algorithm, 606–607, 632
Euclidean algorithm, 66
Lehmer’s gcd algorithm, 607–608, 632
of integers, 64
of polynomials, 81

Group, 75–76
cyclic, 76
definition of, 75

of units, 77
order of, 75
subgroup of, 76

Group signature, 488
GSM, 586
GSS-API, 655, 661
Günther’s implicitly-certified public key, 521
Günther’s key agreement, 522

H
Hagelin M-209, 245, 276
Hamming weight, 105
Handwritten signature, 23
Hard predicate, 115
Hash function, 33, 321–383

alternate terminology, 325, 371
applications, 321–322, 330–331
attacks, 368–375

birthday, 369–371
chaining, 373–375
Pseudo-collisions, 371–373

based on block ciphers, 338–343
Abreast Davies-Meyer, 380
Davies-Meyer, 341
Matyas-Meyer-Oseas, 341
MDC-2, 342
MDC-4, 343
Merkle’s DES-based hash, 338, 339, 378
Miyaguchi-Preneel, 341
N-Hash, 380
Tandem Davies-Meyer, 380

based on modular arithmetic, 351–352
MASH-1, 352
MASH-2, 352

cascading, 334
collision resistant (CRHF), 325
customized, 343–351

HAVAL, 379
MD2, 380
MD4, 346
MD5, 347
RIPEMD, 380
RIPEMD-128, 339, 380
RIPEMD-160, 339, 350
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), 348
Snefru, 380

definition of, 322
ideal security, 336
initialization value (IV), 335
MD-strengthening, see MD-strengthening
Merkle’s meta-method, 333
one-way (OWHF), 325
padding, 334–335
properties of
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2nd-preimage resistance, 323
collision resistance, 324
compression, 322
ease of computation, 322
local one-wayness, 331
near-collision resistance, 331
non-correlation, 331
partial-preimage resistance, 331
preimage resistance, 323
strong collision resistance, 324
weak collision resistance, 324& -collision resistant, 424

strong one-way, 325
universal classes of, 376
universal one-way, 377
weak one-way, 325

Hash-code, 321
Hash-result, 321
Hash-value, 33, 321
HAVAL hash function, 379
Heijst-Pedersen fail-stop signature scheme, 478–481

key generation, 478
proof-of-forgery algorithm, 481
signature generation, 479
signature verification, 479

Hellman-Merkle patent, 637, 658
Heuristic security, 43, 533
High-order digit, 593
Hill cipher, 240, 274
Historical work factor, 44
HMAC, 355
Homomorphic property of RSA, 289
Homophonic substitution cipher, 17, 240
Hybrid protocol, 512
Hyperelliptic curve

discrete logarithm problem, 130
ElGamal public-key encryption, 297

Hypothesis testing, 179–180

I
IC card, 387
IDEA block cipher, 263–265, 279–280

attacks on, 279–280
decryption algorithm, 264
encryption algorithm, 264
key schedule, 264
patent, 640, 658
test vectors, 265
weak keys, 279

Ideal secret sharing scheme, 526, 527
Identification, 3, 24–25, 385–424

applications of, 387
attacks on, 417–420, 424

chosen-text, 417

forced delay, 417
impersonation, 417
interleaving, 417
local, 419
non-interactive, 419
off-line, 419
pre-play, 397, 398
reflection, 417
remote, 419
replay, 417

challenge-response, see Challenge-response
identification

mutual, 387
passwords, see Passwords (weak

authentication)
questionnaire-based, 420
relation to signatures, 388
unilateral, 387
zero-knowledge, see Zero-knowledge identifi-

cation
see also Entity authentication

Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) system, 421
Identity verification, 385
Identity-based key establishment, 493
Identity-based system, 538, 561–562, 587
IDUP, 661
IEEE P1363 standard, 660
IETF, 655
Image of a function, 6, 50
Impersonation, 27, 42, 386, 417
Impersonator, 495
Implicit key authentication, see Key authentication
Implicitly-certified public key, 520–522, 562–563,

588
Diffie-Hellman using, 522–524
identity-based, 563
of Girault, 522
of Günther, 521
self-certified, 563

Imprint, 321
Improved PES (IPES), 279
In-line trusted third party, 547
Incremental hashing, 378
Independent events, 51
Index of coincidence, 248, 275
Index-calculus algorithm, 109–112, 128

Gaussian integer method, 128
in '�(!) , 111

implementation reports, 128
in *,+ , 110

implementation reports, 128
linear sieve, 128
residue list sieve, 128

Information dispersal algorithm (IDA), 539
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Information rate, 527
Information security, 2

objectives of, 3
Information security service, 14

breaking of, 15
Information theory, 56–57
Initial state

of an FSR, 202
of an LFSR, 196

Injective function, 46, 50
Inner product, 118
Input size, 58
Insider, 496

one-time, 496
permanent, 496

Integer, 49
multiple-precision, 593
negative

signed-magnitude representation, 593
two’s complement representation, 594

single-precision, 593
Integer arithmetic, see Multiple-precision integer

arithmetic
Integer factorization, 89–98

continued fraction algorithm, 126
Dixon’s algorithm, 95, 127
elliptic curve algorithm, 94
general number field sieve, 98
general-purpose algorithms, 90
heuristic running times, 127
multiple polynomial quadratic sieve, 97
Pollard’s -/.10 algorithm, 92–93
Pollard’s rho algorithm, 91–92
problem definition, 89
quadratic sieve algorithm, 95–97
random square methods, 94–98
special number field sieve, 98
special-purpose algorithms, 90
trial division, 90–91

Integers modulo 2 , 67–71
Integrity check value (ICV), 363
Interactive proof system, 406

Arthur-Merlin games, 421
completeness, 406
soundness, 406

Interleaving attack, 42, 417, 531, 540
Interloper, 13
Internal vertex, 557
Internet security standards, 655–656, 661
Intersection of sets, 49
Intruder, 13, 495
Intruder-in-the-middle attack, 530, 540
Inverse function, 7
Inversion attack on stream ciphers, 219

Involution, 10
Irreducible polynomial, 78, 154–160

algorithm for generating, 156
algorithm for testing, 155
number of, 155
primitive polynomial, see Primitive

polynomial
trinomials, 157

ISO standards, see ISO/IEC standards
ISO/IEC 9796, 442–444, 482–483
ISO/IEC standards, 645–648, 651–653, 660–661

committee draft (CD), 645
draft international standard (DIS), 645
ordering and acquiring, 656
working draft (WD), 645

Isomorphic, 81, 104
Iterated block cipher, 251
ITU, 653

J
Jacobi sum primality test, 144, 166
Jacobi symbol, 73

computing, 73
Jefferson cylinder, 243, 274
Joint entropy, 56
JTC1, 645

K
Karatsuba-Ofman multiplication, 630
Kasiski’s method, 248, 275
KDC, see Key distribution center (KDC)
Kerberos authentication protocol, 401, 501–502,

535–536
RFC 1510, 656

Kerckhoffs’ assumption, 225
Kerckhoffs’ desiderata, 14
Key, 11

archival, 580
backup, 580
cryptoperiod of, 553
data, 552
de-registration, 580
derived, 568
destruction, 580
fresh, 494
generator, 549
installation, 579
key-encrypting, 552
key-transport, 552
layering, 551–553
long-term, 553
master, 551
notarization, 568
offsetting, 568
private, 27, 544
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public, 27, 544
public-key vs. symmetric-key, 31–32, 551
recovery, 580
registration, 579
revocation, 566, 580
secret, 544
separation, 567
short-term, 553
symmetric, 544
terminal, 552
update, 580
variant, 568

Key access server, 549
Key agreement, 34, 35, 505–506, 515–524, 536–

538
Blom’s key pre-distribution system, 506
definition of, 490
Diffie-Hellman, 516
ElGamal, 517
encrypted key exchange (EKE), 538
Günther, 522
MTI/A0, 517–519
relation to key transport, 491
Station-to-station (STS), 519

Key authentication, 492
Key clustering attack on block ciphers, 281
Key confirmation, 492
Key control, 494
Key derivation, 490, 498
Key distribution

confidential keys, 551–555
key layering, 551–553
key translation center, 553–554
symmetric-key certificates, 554–555

public keys, 555–566
authentication trees, 556–559
certificates, 559–561
identity-based, 561–562
implicitly-certified, 562–563

Key distribution center (KDC), 491, 500, 547
Key distribution pattern, 536
Key distribution problem, 16, 546
Key distribution system (KDS), 505

Blom’s KDS bound, 505
security against coalitions, 505

Key escrow, 584–586
agent, 550, 584
Clipper, 584

Key establishment, 489–541
analysis of, 530–534, 540–541
attacks on

interleaving, 531
intruder-in-the-middle, 530
misplaced trust in server, 531

reflection, 530
authenticated, 492, 493
compliant, 532
definition of, 35, 490
identity-based, 493
key agreement, see Key agreement
key transport, see Key transport
message-independent, 493
operational, 532
resilient, 532
simplified classification, 491

Key life cycle, 577–581
key states, 580

Key management, 36–38, 543–590
ANSI X9.17 standard, 650
ANSI X9.24 standard, 650
ANSI X9.28 standard, 651
ANSI X9.42 standard, 651
centralized, 546
controlling key usage, 567–570
definition of, 35, 544
ISO 8732 standard, 652
ISO 10202-7 standard, 652
ISO 11166 standard, 652
ISO 11568 standard, 653
ISO/IEC 11770 standard, 647
key agreement, see Key agreement
key distribution, see Key distribution
key establishment, see Key establishment
key life cycle, 577–581
key transport, see Key transport

Key management facility, 549
Key notarization, 568

patent, 642, 658
Key pair, 12
Key pre-distribution scheme, 540

definition of, 490
Key server, 549
Key space, 11, 21, 224
Key tag, 568
Key translation center (KTC), 491, 500, 547, 553
Key transport, 35, 497–504, 506–515, 535–536

AKEP1, 499
AKEP2, 499
Beller-Yacobi (2-pass), 514
Beller-Yacobi (4-pass), 513
COMSET, 536
definition of, 490
Kerberos, 501–502
Needham-Schroeder public-key, 508
Needham-Schroeder shared-key, 503
Otway-Rees protocol, 504
relation to key agreement, 491
Shamir’s no-key protocol, 500
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X.509 three-way, 512
X.509 two-way, 511

Key update, 490
Keyed hash function, see Message authentication

code (MAC)
Keying material, 544
Keying relationship, 544
Keystream, 20, 193, 194
Keystream generator, 21, 194
Khafre block cipher, 271

attacks on, 281
patent, 644

Khufu block cipher, 271
attacks on, 281
patent, 644

Knapsack generator, 209, 220
Knapsack problem, 131
Knapsack public-key encryption, 300–306

Chor-Rivest, 302–306
Merkle Hellman, 300–302

Knapsack set, 117
density of, 120

Known-key attack, 42, 496, 534
Known-key triangle attack, 538
Known-message attack, 432
Known-plaintext attack, 41, 225
KryptoKnight, 535, 541
KTC, see Key translation center (KTC)

L465
-lattice basis reduction algorithm, 118–120, 131

Lagrange’s theorem, 76
Lambda method for discrete logarithms, 128
Lamport’s one-time-password scheme, 396
Lanczos method, 129
Lattice, 118

dimension of, 118
reduced basis, 118

Lattice basis reduction algorithm, 118–120, 131, 317
Law of large numbers, 52
Law of quadratic reciprocity, 72798�:

, see Least common multiple
Leading coefficient, 78
LEAF, 584–585
Leaf of a binary tree, 557
Least common multiple, 64
Least significant digit, 593
Legendre symbol, 72

computing, 73
Lehmer’s gcd algorithm, 607–608, 632
Length of a vector, 118
Liar, 135

Euler, 138
Fermat, 136

strong, 139
Life cycle, see Key life cycle
Linear code, 506
Linear combination, 80
Linear complexity, 198–201

algorithm for computing, see Berlekamp-
Massey algorithm

of a finite sequence, 198
of a random periodic sequence, 199
of a random sequence, 198
of an infinite sequence, 198
profile, 199

Linear complexity profile, 199–200
algorithm for computing, 201
limitations of, 200
of a random sequence, 199

Linear congruential generator, 170, 187
multivariate congruential generator, 187
truncated, 187

Linear consistency attack, 219–220
Linear cryptanalysis

of block ciphers, 258, 271, 278, 280
of stream ciphers, 219

Linear feedback shift register (LFSR), 195–201
connection polynomial of, 196
definition of, 195
delay element of, 195
feedback bit of, 196
initial state of, 196
maximum-length, 197
non-singular, 196
output sequence of, 195
stage of, 195

Linear sieve, 128
Linear syndrome attack, 218
Linear system (solving large), 129
Linearly dependent, 80
Linearly independent, 80
LION block cipher, 282
Little-endian, 344
Little-o notation, 59
Lock-in, 221
Logarithm, 49
LOKI block cipher, 281

LOKI’89, 281
LOKI’91, 270, 281

Long-term key, 553
Low-order digit, 593
Luby-Rackoff block cipher, 282
LUC cryptosystem, 314

LUCDIF, 316
LUCELG, 316

Lucas-Lehmer primality test, 142
Lucifer block cipher, 276
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patent, 641, 659

M< -sequence, 197
MAC, see Message authentication code (MAC)
Manipulation detection code, see Modification de-

tection code
Mapping, 6, 50
Markov cipher, 280
MASH-1 hash function, 352

ISO/IEC 10118-4 standard, 647
MASH-2 hash function, 352

ISO/IEC 10118-4 standard, 647
Master key, 551
Matyas-Meyer-Oseas hash function, 341

ISO/IEC 10118-2 standard, 647
Maurer’s algorithm for provable prime generation,

153, 167
Maurer’s universal statistical test, 183–185, 189
Maximum order complexity, 217
Maximum-length LFSR, 197
Maximum-rank-distance (MRD) code, 317
McEliece public-key encryption, 298–299, 317

decryption algorithm, 299
encryption algorithm, 299
key generation, 298
recommended parameter sizes, 299
security of, 299

MD-strengthening, 334, 335, 337
MD2 hash function, 380

RFC 1319, 655
MD4 hash function, 346

RFC 1320, 655
MD5 hash function, 347

RFC 1321, 655
MD5-MAC, 358
MDC, see Modification detection code
MDC-2 hash function, 342

ISO/IEC 10118-2 standard, 647
patent, 639

MDC-4 hash function, 343
patent, 639

MDS code, 281, 506
Mean, 51
Measure of roughness, 249
Mechanism, 34
Meet-in-the-middle attack

on double DES, 235
on double encryption, 235

time-memory tradeoff, 236
on multiple encryption

time-memory tradeoff, 236
Meet-in-the-middle chaining attack, 374
Merkle channel, 48

Merkle one-time signature scheme, 464–466, 485
authentication tree, 466
key generation, 464
patent, 643
security of, 465
signature generation, 465
signature verification, 465

Merkle puzzle scheme, 47, 537
Merkle’s DES-based hash function, 338, 339, 378
Merkle’s meta-method for hashing, 333
Merkle-Hellman knapsack encryption, 300–302,

317–318
basic

decryption algorithm, 301
encryption algorithm, 301
key generation, 300

multiple-iterated
key generation, 302

patent, 637
security of, 302

Mersenne number, 142
Mersenne prime, 142, 143, 160
Message authentication, see Data origin authenti-

cation
Message authentication code (MAC), 33, 323,

352–359, 381–383
applications of, 323, 330
based on block ciphers, 353–354

CBC-MAC, see CBC-MAC
CFB-64 MAC, 650
RIPE-MAC, see RIPE-MAC

birthday attack on, 352
customized, 356–358

bucket hashing, 382
MD5-MAC, 358
Message Authenticator Algorithm

(MAA), 356
definition, 325
for stream ciphers, 358–359

CRC-based, 359
Lai-Rueppel-Woollven scheme, 383
Taylor’s scheme, 383

from MDCs, 354–355
envelope method with padding, 355
hash-based MAC, 355
HMAC, 355
secret prefix method, 355
secret suffix method, 355
XOR MAC, 382

ISO 8730 standard, 652
ISO 9807 standard, 652
properties of

compression, 325
computation-resistance, 325
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ease of computation, 325
key non-recovery, 325

retail MAC, 650
types of attack

adaptive chosen-text, 326
chosen-text, 326
known-text, 326

types of forgery
existential, 326
selective, 326

see also CBC-MAC
Message authentication tag system, 376
Message Authenticator Algorithm (MAA), 356

ISO 8731-2 standard, 652
Message concealing in RSA, 290, 313
Message digest, 321
Message integrity code (MIC), 323
Message space, 11
Message-independent key establishment, 493
Micali-Schnorr pseudorandom bit generator, 186
Miller-Rabin primality test, 139, 165
MIME, 656, 661
Minimum disclosure proof, 421
Minimum polynomial, 156
Mips year, 126
MISSI, 590
Mixed-radix representation, 611, 630
Mixing algebraic systems, 279
Miyaguchi-Preneel hash function, 341
Möbius function, 154=?>A@ notation, 64
Modes of operation

multiple modes, see Multiple encryption, modes
of operation

single modes, see Block cipher, modes of op-
eration

Modification detection code (MDC), 33, 323, 324
Modified-Rabin pseudorandom bit generator, 190
Modified-Rabin signature scheme, 439–442, 482

key generation, 440
security of, 441
signature generation, 440
signature verification, 440

Modular arithmetic, see Multiple-precision modu-
lar arithmetic

Modular exponentiation, see Exponentiation
Modular reduction, 599

Barrett, 603–605, 631
Montgomery, 600–602, 631
special moduli, 605–606

Modular representation, see Mixed-radix represen-
tation

Modulus, 67
Monic polynomial, 78

Mono-alphabetic substitution cipher, see Substitu-
tion cipher

Monobit test, 181
Monotone access structure, 527
Montgomery exponentiation, 619–620
Montgomery multiplication, 602–603
Montgomery reduction, 600–602, 631
MOSS, 656

RFC 1848, 656
Most significant digit, 593
MTI protocols, 518, 537
MTI/A0 key agreement, 517–519, 537

Goss variant, 537
patent, 644, 659

Multi-secret threshold scheme, 527
Multiple encryption, 234–237

definition of, 234
double encryption, 234
modes of operation, 237

triple-inner-CBC mode, 237
triple-outer-CBC mode, 237

triple encryption, 235
E-D-E, 235

two-key triple-encryption, 235
Multiple polynomial quadratic sieve, 97
Multiple-precision integer, 593
Multiple-precision integer arithmetic, 592–599

addition, 594–595
division, 598–599

normalization, 599B�C @ , see Greatest common divisor
multiplication, 595–596

discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 631
Karatsuba-Ofman, 630

squaring, 596–597
subtraction, 594–595

Multiple-precision modular arithmetic, 599–606
addition, 600
exponentiation, see Exponentiation
inversion, 610
multiplication

classical, 600
Montgomery multiplication, 602–603

reduction, 599
Barrett, 603–605, 631
Montgomery, 600–602, 631
special moduli, 605–606

subtraction, 600
Multiplexer generator, 220
Multiplicative group

of DFE , 69
of a finite field, 81

Multiplicative inverse, 68
computing, 71, 84, 610
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Multiplicative property in RSA, 288, 435, 482
Multiplicity of a factor, 122
Multispeed inner-product generator, 220
Multivariate polynomial congruential generator,

187
Mutual authentication, 387, 402, 405, 494
Mutual information, 57
Mutually exclusive events, 51

N
N-Hash function, 380
Name server, 549
Needham-Schroeder public-key, 508, 536
Needham-Schroeder shared-key, 401, 503, 535
Next-bit test, 171
Next-discrepancy, 200
Nibble, 443
NIST, 654
Noise diode, 40
Non-interactive protocol, 493
Non-interactive ZK proof, 424
Non-malleable encryption, 311, 319
Non-repudiation, 3, 4, 582–584

ISO/IEC 13888 standard, 648
Non-singular

FSR, 203
LFSR, 196

Nonce, 397, 497
Nonlinear combination generator, 205–208

combining function of, 205
Nonlinear feedback shift register, see Feedback shift

register (FSR)
Nonlinear filter generator, 208–209

filtering function, 208
Nonlinear order, 205
Normal basis, 168

exponentiation, 642
multiplication, 642
patents, 642–643, 659

Normal distribution, 176–177
mean of, 176
standard, 176
variance of, 176

Normal polynomial, 168
Normalization, 599
Notarized key, 569
Notary

agent, 550
seal, 569
service, 582

NP, 60
NP-complete, 61
NP-hard, 62
NPC, 61

Number field sieve
for discrete logarithms, 128
for integer factorization, 98, 126

implementation reports, 126, 127
general number field sieve, 98
special number field sieve, 98, 126

Number theory, 63–75
Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme, 460–462, 485

security of, 461
signature generation, 461
signature verification, 461

O
Object identifier (OID), 660
OFB, see Output feedback mode
Off-line trusted third party, 548
Ohta-Okamoto identification protocol, 422
On-line certificate, 576
On-line trusted third party, 547
On-line/off-line signature, 486

patent, 644
One-key encryption, 15
One-sided statistical test, 179
One-time insider, 496
One-time pad, 21, 192–193, 274

patent, 657
One-time password scheme, 395–397
One-time signature scheme, 462–471

Diffie-Lamport, 485
GMR, 468–471
Merkle, 464–466
Rabin, 462–464
validation parameters, 462

One-to-one function, 7–8, 50
One-way cipher, 377
One-way function, 8–9, 327

DES-based, 190, 328
exponentiation modulo a prime, 115, 329
multiplication of large primes, 329
Rabin function, 115
RSA function, 115

One-way hash function (OWHF), 325
One-way permutation, 115, 328
Onto function, 7, 50
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI), 653, 660
Operational, 532
Opponent, 13, 495

see also Attacker
Optimal normal basis, 168, 659
Oracle, 88
Order

generating element of maximum order in HJI K ,
163

of H I K , 69
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of a finite field, 80
of a group, 75
of a group element, 76, 160

algorithm for determining, 162
of an element in LJM N , 69

Otway-Rees protocol, 504, 536
Output feedback mode (OFB), 232–233

as a stream cipher, 233
changing IV in, 232
counter mode, 233
feedback size, 233

Outsider, 496
OWHF, see One-way hash function
Ownership, 3

P
P, 60
Palindromic keys of DES, 257
Party, 13
Passcode generator, 402
Passive adversary, 15
Passive attack, 41, 495
Passkey, 395
Passphrase, 390
Passwords (weak authentication), 388–397, 420

aging, 390
attacks on, 391–393

dictionary, 392
exhaustive search, 391
password-guessing, 392
pre-play, 397
replay, 391

encrypted password file, 389
entropy, 392
generator, 387
one-time, 395–397

Lamport’s scheme, 396
passkey, 395
passphrase, 390
personal identification number (PIN), 394
rules, 389
salting, 390
stored password file, 389
UNIX, 393–394

Patents, 635–645, 657–659
ordering and acquiring, 645
priority date, 636
validity period, 636

PEM, see Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)
Pepin’s primality test, 166
Perceptrons problem, 423
Perfect forward secrecy, 496, 534
Perfect power

testing for, 89

Perfect secrecy, 42, 227, 307
Perfect secret sharing scheme, 526, 527
Perfect zero-knowledge protocol, 407
Period of a periodic sequence, 180
Periodic sequence, 180

autocorrelation function of, 180
cycle of, 180
period of, 180

Permanent insider, 496
Permutation, 10, 50
Permutation polynomial, 314
Permuted kernel problem, 423
Personal Identification Number (PIN)

ANSI X9.8 standard, 649
ISO 9564 standard, 652

PGP, see Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
Phi function ( O ), 65
Photuris, 661
Physically secure channel, 13
PIKE stream cipher, 222
PIN, see Passwords (weak authentication), see Per-

sonal Identification Number (PIN)
PKCS standards, 656, 661

ordering and acquiring, 657
PKCS #1, 445–447, 483

Plaintext, 11
Plaintext-aware encryption scheme, 311–312
Playfair cipher, 239, 274
Pless generator, 218
PN-sequence, 181
Pocklington’s theorem, 144
Pohlig-Hellman algorithm, 107–109, 128
Pohlig-Hellman cipher, 271

patent, 642, 659
Poker test, 182, 188
Policy Certification Authority (PCA), 589
Pollard’s P?Q1R algorithm, 92–93, 125
Pollard’s rho algorithm

for discrete logarithms, 106–107, 128
for factoring, 91–92, 125

Polyalphabetic substitution cipher, 18, 241–242,
273–274

auto-key cipher, 242
Beaufort cipher, 241
cipher machine, see Cipher machine
PURPLE cipher, 276
Vigenère cipher

auto-key, 242
compound, 241
full, 242
running-key, 242
simple, 18, 241
single mixed alphabet, 242

Polygram substitution cipher, 239
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Polynomial, 78
irreducible, 78
leading coefficient of, 78

Polynomial basis, 83
Polynomial factorization, 122–124, 132

Berlekamp’s T -matrix algorithm, 124
square-free factorization, 123

Polynomial-time algorithm, 59
Polynomial-time indistinguishability, 318
Polynomial-time statistical test, 171
Polynomially security public-key encryption, 306
Polytime reduction, 61, 88
Practical security, 43
Pre-play attack, 397, 398
Pre-positioned secret sharing scheme, 527
Precision, 593
Preimage, 6, 50
Preimage resistance, 323
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), 661
Primality proving algorithm, see Primality test, true

primality test
Primality test

probabilistic primality test, 135–142
comparison, 140–142
Fermat’s test, 136
Miller-Rabin test, 139
Solovay-Strassen test, 138

true primality test, 142–145
Atkin’s test, 145
Goldwasser-Kilian test, 166
Jacobi sum test, 144
Lucas-Lehmer test, 142
Pepin’s test, 166

Prime number, 9, 64
Prime number generation, 145–154

algorithms
Gordon’s algorithm, 150
Maurer’s algorithm, 153
NIST method, 151
random search, 146

DSA primes, 150–152
incremental search, 148
provable primes, 152–154
random search, 145–149
strong primes, 149–150

Prime number theorem, 64
Primitive element, see Generator
Primitive normal polynomial, 168
Primitive polynomial, 157–160

algorithm for generating, 160
algorithm for testing, 157
definition of, 84

Primitives, 4
Principal, 495

Principal square root, 74
Privacy, see Confidentiality
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), 588, 655

RFCs 1421–1424, 655
Private key, 26, 27, 544
Private-key certificate, see Symmetric-key certifi-

cate
Private-key encryption, 15
Probabilistic public-key encryption, 306–312,

318–319
Blum-Goldwasser, 308–311
Goldwasser-Micali, 307–308
security level

polynomially secure, 306
semantically secure, 306

Probability, 50
Probability density function, 176
Probability distribution, 50
Probability theory, 50–55
Probable prime, 136
Product cipher, 20, 251
Proof of knowledge, 406, 421, 422
Proposed Encryption Standard (PES), 279
Protection lifetime, 553, 578
Protocol

authentication, 493
cut-and-choose, 410, 421
definition of, 33, 490
failure of, 34
hybrid, 512
identification, see Identification
key establishment, see Key establishment
message-independent, 493
non-interactive, 493
witness hiding, 423
zero-knowledge, 405–417

Provable prime, 134, 142
Provable security, 43, 533
Prover, 386
Pseudo-collision, 371
Pseudo-Hadamard transform, 266
Pseudo-noise sequence, 181
Pseudoprime, 136

Euler, 138
strong, 139

Pseudorandom bit generator (PRBG), 173–175
ANSI X9.17, 173
definition of, 170
FIPS 186, 174–175
linear congruential generator, 170, 187

Pseudorandom bit sequence, 170
Pseudorandom function, 331
Pseudorandom sequences, 39–41
Pseudosquares modulo U , 74, 99, 308
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Public key, 26, 27, 544
compared vs. symmetric-key, 31–32, 551
implicitly-certified, 520–522

Public-key certificate, 39, 559–561, 587
data part, 559
distinguished name, 559
signature part, 559

Public-key encryption, 25–27, 283–319
advantages of, 31
disadvantages of, 32
ElGamal, 294–298
knapsack, 300–306

Chor-Rivest, 302–306
Merkle-Hellman, 300–302

LUC, see LUC cryptosystem
McEliece, 298–299
non-malleable, 311
plaintext-aware, 311–312
probabilistic, 306–312

Blum-Goldwasser, 308–311
Goldwasser-Micali, 307–308

Rabin, 292–294
reversible, 28
RSA, 285–291
types of attacks, 285
Williams, 315

PURPLE cipher, 276
Puzzle system, 376, 537

Q
Quadratic congruential generator, 187
Quadratic non-residues, 70
Quadratic residues, 70
Quadratic residuosity problem, 99, 127, 307
Quadratic sieve factoring algorithm, 95–97, 126

implementation reports, 126
Quantum computer, 130
Quantum cryptography, 48, 535
Quotient, 64, 78

R
Rabin one-time signature scheme, 462–464

key generation, 463
resolution of disputes, 463
signature generation, 463
signature verification, 463

Rabin public-key encryption, 292–294, 315
decryption algorithm, 292
encryption algorithm, 292
key generation, 292
security of, 293
use of redundancy, 293

Rabin signature scheme, 438–442, 482
ISO/IEC 9796, 442–444
key generation, 438

signature generation, 438
signature verification, 439
use of redundancy, 439

Rabin’s information dispersal algorithm (IDA),
539

RACE/RIPE project, 421, 536
Radix representation, 592–593

base V , 592
binary, 592
high-order digit, 593
least significant digit, 593
low-order digit, 593
mixed, 611, 630
most significant digit, 593
precision, 593
radix V , 592

Ramp schemes, see Secret sharing
Random bit generator, 39–41, 171–173

cryptographically secure pseudorandom bit
generator, see Cryptographically sec-
ure pseudorandom bit generator
(CSPRBG)

definition of, 170
hardware techniques, 172
pseudorandom bit generator, see Pseudorand-

om bit generator (PRBG)
software techniques, 172

Random cipher, 225
Random cipher model, 246
Random function, 190

poly-random, 190
Random mappings model, 54
Random oracle model, 316
Random square methods, 94–98
Random variable, 51

continuous, 176
entropy of, 56
expected value of, 51
mean of, 51
standard deviation of, 51
variance of, 51

Randomized algorithm, 62–63
Randomized DES (RDES) block cipher, 278
Randomized encryption, 225, 296, 306
Randomized stream cipher, 216
Range of a function, 46
Rate of an iterated hash function, 340
Rational numbers, 49
RC2 block cipher, 282
RC4 stream cipher, 222, 282
RC5 block cipher, 269–270, 280–281

attacks on, 280–281
decryption algorithm, 270
encryption algorithm, 270
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key schedule, 270
patent, 659
test vectors, 270
weak keys, 281

Real number, 49
Real-time, 385
Reblocking problem in RSA, 435–436, 482
Receipt, 3
Receiver, 13
Reduced basis, 118
Redundancy, 29, 431

of English, 245
Reflection attack, 417, 530, 540
Registration authority, 549
Related-key attack on block ciphers, 281
Relatively prime, 64
Remainder, 64, 78
Replay attack, 42, 417
Requests for Comments, see RFCs
Residue list sieve, 128
Resilient key establishment protocol, 532
Response, 409
Retail banking, 648
Retail MAC, 650
Reverse certificate, 575
Reversible public-key encryption scheme, 28
Revocation, 3
RFCs, 655–656

ordering and acquiring, 657
Ring, 76–77

commutative, 77
definition of, 76
group of units, 77
polynomial, 78–79

Rip van Winkle cipher, 216
RIPE-MAC, 354, 381
RIPEMD hash function, 380
RIPEMD-128 hash function, 339, 380
RIPEMD-160 hash function, 339, 350

ISO/IEC 10118-3 standard, 647
Root vertex, 557
Rotor-based machine, see Cipher machine
Round function, 251
Round of a product cipher, 20
RP, 63
RSA-129 number, 126, 130
RSA problem, 98–99, 127, 287

security of individual bits, 116
RSA pseudorandom bit generator, 185–186
RSA public-key encryption, 285–291, 312–315

decryption algorithm, 286, 611, 613
decryption exponent, 286
elliptic curve analogue, 315
encryption algorithm, 286

encryption exponent, 286
key generation, 286
modulus, 286
patent, 638
prime selection, 290
recommended modulus size, 290
security of, 287–290

adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack, 289,
313

common modulus attack, 289
cycling attacks, 289, 313
forward search attack, 288
message concealing, 290, 313
multiplicative properties, 288
polynomially related plaintext, 313
relation to factoring, 287
small decryption exponent, 288
small encryption exponent, 288, 291, 313

unbalanced, 314
RSA signature scheme, 433–438, 482

ANSI X9.31-1 standard, 651
bandwidth efficiency, 437
ISO/IEC 9796, 442–444
key generation, 434
patent, 638
PKCS #1, 445–447
reblocking problem, 435–436, 482
redundancy function, 437
security of, 434–435
signature generation, 434, 613
signature verification, 434

Run of a sequence, 180
Running key generator, 194
Runs test, 182, 188

S
S/MIME, 661
Safe prime, 537

algorithm for generating, 164
definition of, 164

SAFER block cipher, 266–269, 280
attacks on, 280
SAFER K-64 decryption algorithm, 269
SAFER K-64 encryption algorithm, 268
SAFER K-64 key schedule, 268
SAFER K-128, 280
SAFER SK-64 key schedule, 268
SK-128, 280
test vectors, 269

Salt, 288, 390
Schnorr identification protocol, 414–416, 422

patent, 639
Schnorr signature scheme, 459–460, 484

Brickell-McCurley variant, 484
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Okamoto variant, 484
patent, 639
signature generation, 459
signature verification, 460

SEAL stream cipher, 213–216
implementation report, 222
patent, 222
test vectors, 215

Sealed authenticator, 361
Sealed key, 568
2nd-preimage resistance, 323, 325
Secrecy, see Confidentiality
Secret broadcasting scheme, 540
Secret key, 544
Secret-key certificate, 588
Secret sharing, 524–528, 538–540

access structure, 526
authorized subset, 527
dynamic, 527
extendable, 526
generalized, 526–528
ideal, 527
information rate, 527
multi-secret threshold, 527
perfect, 526, 527
pre-positioned, 527
ramp schemes, 539
shared control schemes, 524–525
threshold scheme, 525–526
verifiable, 527
visual cryptography, 539
with disenrollment, 528

Secure channel, 13
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1), 348

ANSI X9.30-2 standard, 651
FIPS 180-1 standard, 654
ISO/IEC 10118-3 standard, 647

Secured channel, 13
Security domain, 570
Security policy, 545
Seed, 21, 170
Selective forgery, 326, 432
Self-shrinking generator, 221
Self-synchronizing stream cipher, 194–195
Semantically secure public-key encryption, 306
Semi-weak keys of DES, 257
Sender, 13
Sequence

block of, 180
de Bruijn, 203
gap of, 180X -sequence, 197
periodic, 180
pn-sequence, 181

pseudo-noise, 181
run of, 180

Sequence numbers, 399
Serial test, 181, 188
Session key, 36, 494
Session key establishment, 491
SHA-1, see Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)
Shadow, 538
Shamir’s no-key protocol, 500, 535
Shamir’s threshold scheme, 526, 539
Shared control schemes, 524–525
Shares, 524–528, 538
SHARK block cipher, 281
Shift cipher, 239
Short-term key, 553
Shrinking generator, 211–212

implementation report, 221
Sieving, 97
Signature, 3, 22–23, 28–30, 425–488

arbitrated, 472–473
blind, see Blind signature scheme
designated confirmer, 487
deterministic, 427
Diffie-Lamport, 485
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), 452–454
ElGamal, 454–459
ESIGN, 473–474
fail-stop, see Fail-stop signature scheme
Feige-Fiat-Shamir, 447–449
framework, 426–433
generation algorithm, 426
GMR, 468–471
GQ, 450–451
group, 488
handwritten, 23
Merkle one-time, 464–466
modified-Rabin, 439–442
Nyberg-Rueppel, 460–462
on-line/off-line, 486
Ong-Schnorr-Shamir (OSS), 482, 486
Rabin, 438–442
Rabin one-time, 462–464
randomized, 427
relation to identification, 388
resolution of disputes, 30
RSA, 433–438
Schnorr, 459–460
strongly equivalent, 485
types of attacks, 432
undeniable, see Undeniable signature scheme
verification algorithm, 426
with appendix, 481

framework, 428–430
ISO/IEC 14888 standard, 648
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PKCS #1, 445–447
with message recovery, 29

framework, 430–432
ISO/IEC 9796 standard, 442–444, 646,

660
with redundancy, 29

Signature notarization, 583
Signature space, 427
Signature stripping, 510
Signed-digit representation, 627–628
Signed-magnitude representation, 593
Signer, 23
Significance level, 179
Signing transformation, 22
Simple substitution cipher, see Mono-alphabetic sub-

stitution cipher
Simulator, 407
Simultaneous diophantine approximation, 121–122

algorithm for, 122
unusually good, 121

Simultaneous multiple exponentiation, 617
Simultaneously secure bits, 115
Single-key encryption, 15
Single-length MDC, 339
Single-precision integer, 593
Singleton bound, 506
SKEME, 661
SKID2 identification protocol, 402, 421
SKID3 identification protocol, 402, 421
SKIP, 661
SKIPJACK block cipher, 282, 654
Sliding-window exponentiation, 616
Small decryption exponent in RSA, 288
Small encryption exponent in RSA, 288, 291, 313
Smart card, 387

ISO 10202 standard, 652
Smooth

integer, 92
polynomial, 112

Snefru hash function, 380Z?[]\_^
S-boxes, 281

Solovay-Strassen primality test, 138, 165
Span, 80
Sparse linear equations, 129

conjugate gradient method, 129
Lanczos method, 129
Wiedemann algorithm, 129

Special-purpose factoring algorithm, 90
SPKM, 656, 661
Split-knowledge scheme, 525
Splitting an integer, 89
Spread spectrum, 45
Square roots, 99–102

composite modulus, 101–102, 127

prime modulus, 100–101, 127
SQROOT problem, 101

Square-free factorization, 123
algorithm for, 123, 132

Square-free integer, 137
Square-free polynomial, 123
Stage

of an FSR, 202
of an LFSR, 195

Standard deviation, 51
Standard normal distribution, 176
Standards, 645–657, 660–661

ANSI, 648–651
FIPS, 654–655
IEEE, 660
Internet, 655–656
ISO/IEC, 645–648, 651–653
PKCS, 656
RFC, 655–656
X.509, 653

Station-to-station (STS) key agreement, 519, 538
Statistical test, 175–185, 188–189

autocorrelation test, 182
frequency test, 181
hypothesis, 179
Maurer’s universal statistical test, 183–185,

189
one-sided test, 179
poker test, 182
polynomial-time, 171
runs test, 182
serial test, 181
significance level, 179
two-sided test, 180

Statistical zero-knowledge protocol, 424
Steganography, 46
Step-1/step-2 generator, 220
Stirling numbers, 53
Stirling’s formula, 59
Stop-and-go generator, 220
Stream cipher, 20–21, 191–222

A5, 222
attacks on

correlation attack, 206, 218
inversion attack, 219
linear consistency attack, 219–220
linear cryptanalysis, 219
linear syndrome attack, 218
lock-in, 221

cellular automata, 222
classification, 192–195
clock-controlled generator, 209–212

alternating step generator, 209–211` -sequence cascade, 221
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a -cycle cascade, 220
self-shrinking generator, 221
shrinking generator, 211–212
step-1/step-2 generator, 220
stop-and-go generator, 220

comparison with block ciphers, 192
FISH, 222
GOAL, 219
initial state, 193, 194
keystream, 193, 194
next-state function, 193
nonlinear combination generator, 205–208

Geffe generator, 206
multiplexer generator, 220
multispeed inner-product generator, 220
Pless generator, 218
summation generator, 207

nonlinear filter generator, 208–209
knapsack generator, 209

one-time pad, 192–193
output function, 193, 194
PIKE, 222
randomized stream cipher, 216
RC4, 222
Rip van Winkle cipher, 216
SEAL, 213–216
self-synchronizing stream cipher, 194–195
synchronous stream cipher, 193–194

Strict avalanche criterion (SAC), 277
String-replacement representation, 628–629
Strong collision resistance, 324
Strong equivalent signature schemes, 485
Strong liar, 139
Strong one-way hash function, 325
Strong prime, 149–150

algorithm for generating, 150
definition of, 149, 291
Hellman-Bach patent, 643
usage in RSA, 291

Strong pseudoprime, 139
Strong pseudoprime test, see Miller-Rabin primal-

ity test
Strong witness, 139
Subexponential-time algorithm, 60
Subfield, 77
Subgroup, 76
Subliminal channel, 485

broadband, 485
narrowband, 485

Subset sum problem, 61, 117–122, 190
meet-in-the-middle algorithm, 118
naive algorithm, 117
superincreasing, 300
using b6c algorithm, 120

Subspace of a vector space, 80
Substitution cipher, 17–18, 238–241

homophonic, 17, 240
mono-alphabetic, 17, 239

affine cipher, 239
Caesar cipher, 239
shift cipher, 239
unicity distance of, 247

polyalphabetic, 18
polygram, 239

Hill cipher, 240
Playfair cipher, 239

Substitution-permutation (SP) network, 251
Summation generator, 207, 218
Superincreasing subset sum problem, 300

algorithm for solving, 300
Superuser, 389
Surjective function, 46, 50
SWIFT, 586
Symmetric cryptographic system, 544
Symmetric key, 544

compared vs. public-key, 31–32, 551
Symmetric-key certificate, 554–555, 587
Symmetric-key encryption, 15–21

advantages of, 31
block cipher, 223–282
definition of, 15
disadvantages of, 31
stream cipher, 191–222

Synchronous stream cipher, 193–194
binary additive stream cipher, 194

Syndrome decoding problem, 190, 423

T
Tapper, 13
TEA block cipher, 282
TEMPEST, 45
Teraflop, 44
Terminal key, 552
Test vectors

DES, 256
FEAL, 262
IDEA, 265
MD4, 345
MD5, 345
MD5-MAC, 358
RC5, 270
RIPEMD-160, 345
SAFER, 269
SHA-1, 345

3-WAY block cipher, 281
Threshold cryptography, 534
Threshold scheme, 525–526

Blakley, 538
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Shamir, 526, 539
Ticket, 501, 570, 586
Time-memory tradeoff, 236, 273
Time-variant parameter, 362, 397–400, 497

nonce, 397
random numbers, 398–399
sequence numbers, 399
timestamps, 399–400

Timestamp, 3, 399–400, 420, 581–582
agent, 550

Toeplitz matrix, 382
Transaction authentication, 362
Transformation, 6
Transinformation, 57
Transposition cipher, 18, 238

compound, 238
simple, 18, 238
unicity distance of, 246

Trapdoor one-way function, 9, 26
Trapdoor predicate, 318
Tree authentication, 376

patent, 637
Trinomial, 154
Triple encryption, 235–237, 272
Triple-DES, 272, 651

ANSI X9.52 standard, 651
Triple-inner-CBC mode, 237
Triple-outer-CBC mode, 237
Truncated differential analysis, 271, 280
Trust model, 572

centralized, 573
directed graph, 575
distributed, 575
hierarchy with reverse certificates, 575
rooted chain, 573
separate domains, 573
strict hierarchical, 573

Trusted server, 491
Trusted third party (TTP), 30, 36, 491, 547–550,

581–584
authentication server, 549
certificate directory, 549
certification authority (CA), 548
functionally trusted, 39
in-line, 547
KDC, see Key distribution center (KDC)
key access server, 549
key escrow agent, 550
key generator, 549
key management facility, 549
key server, 549
KTC, see Key translation center (KTC)
name server, 549
notary agent, 550

off-line, 548
on-line, 547
registration authority, 549
timestamp agent, 550
unconditionally trusted, 39

TTP, see Trusted third party (TTP)
Turing-Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity, 217
Two’s complement representation, 594
2-adic span, 218
Two-bit test, 181
Two-key triple-encryption, 235

chosen-plaintext attack on, 236
known-plaintext attack on, 237

Two-sided statistical test, 180
Type I error, 179
Type II error, 179

U
Unbalanced RSA, 314
Unblinding function, 475
Unconcealed message, 290
Unconditional security, see Perfect secrecy, 533
Unconditionally trusted third party, 39
Undeniable signature scheme, 476–478, 487–488

Chaum-van Antwerpen, 476–478
confirmer, 487

Unicity distance
definition of, 246
known-plaintext, 235
of a cascade cipher, 272
of a mono-alphabetic substitution cipher, 247
of a transposition cipher, 246

Unilateral authentication, 387, 401–402, 405, 494
Union of sets, 49
Unique factorization domain, 81
Unit, 68, 77, 103, 114
Universal classes of hash function, 376
Universal exponent, 287
Universal forgery, 482
Universal one-way hash function, 377
Universal statistical test, see Maurer’s universal

statistical test
UNIX passwords, 393–394
Unsecured channel, 13
Unusually good simultaneous diophantine approx-

imation, 121, 317
Userid, 388

V
Validation, 3
Validation parameters, 462
Variance, 51
Vector space, 79–80

dimension of, 80
standard basis, 80
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subspace of, 80
Vector-addition chains, 622–623
Verifiable secret sharing, 527, 539
Verification algorithm, 426
Verification transformation, 22
Verifier, 23, 385, 386
Vernam cipher, see One-time pad
Vigenère cipher, see Polyalphabetic substitution ci-

pher
Visual cryptography, 539

W
WAKE block cipher, 282
Weak collision resistance, 324
Weak keys of DES, 257
Weak one-way hash function, 325
Wheatstone disc, 274
Wholesale banking, 648
Wiedemann algorithm, 129
Williams’ public-key encryption, 315
Witness, 135, 409

Euler, 137
Fermat, 136
strong, 139

Witness hiding protocol, 423
Witness indistinguishability, 423
Witnessing, 3
Work factor, 44

historical, 44
Worst-case running time, 58
Wyner’s wire-tap channel, 535

X
X.509 authentication protocol, 536

three-way, 512
two-way, 511

X.509 certificate, 587
X.509 standard, 653
XOR, see Exclusive-or

Y
Yuval’s birthday attack, 369

Z
Zero-knowledge identification, 405–417, 421–424

Brickell-McCurley, 423
comparison of protocols, 416–417
constrained linear equations problem, 423
extended Fiat-Shamir, 422
Feige-Fiat-Shamir, 410–412
Fiat-Shamir (basic version), 408
Fischer-Micali-Rackoff, 422
GQ, 412–414
Ohta-Okamoto, 422
permuted kernel problem, 423

Schnorr, 414–416
syndrome decoding problem, 423

Zero-knowledge protocol, 405–417, 421–424
auxiliary-input, 423
black-box simulation, 423
challenge, 409
completeness, 406
computational, 407
extracting secret, 406
for possession of discrete log, 422
parallel version, 412
perfect, 407
proof of knowledge, 406, 421, 422
proof of membership, 421
response, 409
simulator, 407
soundness, 406
statistical, 424
witness, 409

Ziv-Lempel complexity, 217e,f
-operation, 82

ZPP, 63
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